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A Child of the Midi.

From the French of Alys Hallard.

I.

ENfiE DE NERVAL was a

true child of the Midi. She

had been born in the beautiful

Sunny South, and had inherited

the quick, impulsive nature and

the highly imaginative tempera-

ment of her meridional ancestors, who, for

generations past, had inhabited the quaint

old town of Nerval. Very beautiful was

Renee in her seventeenth year, with her dark

hair, grey eyes shaded by long, dark lashes,

her faultless complexion, and perfect figure.

Her life had been one long, happy dream in

her little home-world.

Renee had been the spoiled darling of her

father and of her three brothers ever since

she was a wee, toddling baby child. In vain

did her mother expostulate sometimesâ��

declaring that the child would never be fit

for the world's rough ways and the coming

battle of life, brought up as she was in such a

thoughtless, happy fashion ; but M. de Nerval

would reply : " Let her be happy as long as

she can. One never knows what Fate has in

store for one's children. The only thing we

parents can do is to make their childhood

happy, and shelter them from the storms of

life as long as we possibly can."

And so things went on in the old way,

and Renee grew up adored and teased by her

three brothers, indulged by her parents, and

almost worshipped by her aristocratic old

grandfather, w-ho still wore his knee-breeches,

buckles on his shoes, embroidered waist-

coats, lace ruffles, and his powdered pig-tail.

Amongst the friends of Victor, her eldest

brotherâ��who was an officer in the armyâ��

was a certain young lieutenant, Raoul

d'Harcourt, who had always been one of

Renee's greatest admirers. His parents

having died when he was quite young, he

had been brought up by his grandfather,

who was an old friend of Renee's grand-

father ; consequently the two families had

seen a great deal of each other, and as

children Raoul and the De Nervals had

always played together.

Renee was extremely high-spirited and had

a very strong will, and the most marked trait

in her character was a candour and love of

truthfulness which could admit of no equivo-

cation whatever.

On her seventeenth birthday, Victor had

come home from Paris on a few days' leave,

and to her astonishment he was accompanied

by his friend, Raoul. After luncheon, all the

Vol. i.

young people started off for a ramble, and

on the way home again, as Raoul was walking

with Renee, she said to him, laughing:â��

"And so, Monsieur le Lieutenant, although

you are now a military man with all kinds of

responsibilities on your shoulders, you can

still give yourself a little holiday when you

feel inclined?"

" It was very difficult to get off, as it

happened, but I wanted so much to come

with Victor, Renee," and there was something

in the tone of the young officer's voice which

made Renee want to break the silence that

followed, so she asked :â��

"Well, and how did you manage to get

off, then, Raoul ? "

" On the plea of my grandfather's ill-

ness "

" But is he ill ? We did not know "

" Nor I, either," laughed Raoul, " but it

had to be something important ." Here

the young man stopped abruptly on seeing

the expression on his companion's face.

Renee was looking at him with wide-open,

astonished eyes, in which was a flash of angry

indignation.

" Do you mean to say that you lied,

Raoul ? "

" I had to," answered the young man; and

as he gazed earnestly at the fair, flushed face,

he felt a dull, heavy pain at his heart, for

something told him that all chance for him

was gone.

" I should have thought a man and a

soldier would have been above stooping to a

lie," exclaimed the girl, with withering scorn.

" Renee," pleaded the young officer, whose

manly pride was stung to the quick, " don't be

hard on me ; it was for your sake that I lied."

" Thank you, I feel honoured," said the

girl, but the flash was still in her eyes as she

turned them on Raoul.

" Listen, Renee "â��and there was a world

of tenderness in the young man's voiceâ��" I

could not go on any longer in uncertainty,

and so I wrote to my grandfather and asked

him to speak to your people for me, and let

me know whether I dared ask you to be my

wife. Your grandfather and M. de Nerval

gave their consent, and on getting the letter

I was obliged to come at once to learn my

fate from you. Renee, be merciful, forgive

me, and tell me whether there is any hope !"

" None, Raoul; none whatever," and the

girl threw back her head proudly, and looked

at her companion with perfect determination

written on every line of her beautiful face.
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" I thought you could have cared for me,

Renee," urged the young man.

"Perhaps I could have done â�� but not

now. I would never marry a man who was

in the habit of telling lies. I should despise

him so "

"You speak as though you thought I

always lied. Ren^e, it was only in this one

instance, and the temptation was so great.

Won't you forget it for the sake of our long

friendshipâ��and of my love for you ? " he

added.

" I could not forget it: it would

always be there between us. No, Raoul,

I would rather die than be married to

a man whose word I could not trust."

" Is this final ? " the young

man asked, proudly, almost

sternlv.

" Quite."

" You are very just, but

not generous, Renee."

"That may be."

The two walked on fd

some minutes in silence,

each buried in thought. At

length Renee said

overtake the

others," and then,

quickening their

pace, they soon

joined her three

brothers.

Victor, who

had been in his

friend's secret,

glanced quickly

at RenÂ£e, and

saw, from her

flushed face and

quivering lip, that

something had

gone wrong, and

contrived very

soon to fall back

with Raoul in

order to hear the

result.

" It's no go,

Victor, she has

refused me out

and out. Don't

ask me about it

yet. I feel as

though I might

make a fool of

myself."

Victor said

nothing, but, as

" Let us

"won't vou forget it for thf. sake of our long friendship?''

soon as he could, he managed to get a few-

words alone with his sister, and he asked

her point blank : " Renee, why have you

refused Raoul ? "

" Don't ask me, please, Victor," answered

the girl, "and if you love me, please don't

let the others ask me anything about it. I

could never marry him, never, never, and I

don't want to be asked any questions," and

then, taking Victor's arm, she walked home

with him, leaving Raoul to follow with her

other brothers.

Victor was at his wits' end, and so indeed

were his parents, but as Raoul offered no

solution to the mystery, and Renee's wishes

were always obeyed, no one was any wiser

on the subject, and things

went on again in the old

way, except that M. de

Nerval thought Rende had

grown more womanly and

had lost much of her old

buoyancy. No wonder, for

it had been a ter-

rible blow to the

proud girl, this

first disillusion,

this first awaken-

ing to the disap-

pointments of

life.

She had felt

something of the

same sensation,

but intensified, as

she had felt years

before when, on

Christmas Eve,

she had opened

her eyes and seen

her father filling

her slippers with

presents, and had

realized for the

first time that it

was not the little

Noel after all who

came down the

chimney and

brought the

Christmas gifts.

She had ad-

mired Raoul;

indeed, the hand-

some young

soldier, so full of

life and energy,

had been her

ideal, and she
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knew that her admiration was very near akin

to love; but now it was all over, for at

seventeen it is all or nothing. One has not

learnt to excuse or to tolerate; consequently,

at seventeen one is rarely generous.

II.

A year later Victor was pacing up and down

the station platform in Paris with his friend

Â» Raoul, who had exchanged regiments in

order to get away to Africa, and who was

now starting thither.

" Do you really mean it, old fellow ? Are

' we not to write to each other ? "

" Yes, Victor, it is better so. I shall write

and let you know of my arrival, and after

that it is better that we do not correspond.

You see, I've got my life to live, unless I

have the good luck to be shot down pretty

soon, and I don't want to be a weak fool.

If we were to write, I should want to hear

some news of her ; and then, you see, every

time I wrote your name it would all come

back. The fact is, the love for her is deep

down, it has taken root, for I have cared for

her all my life. I've got to forget her, though,

now," he continued, with energy; " and as

my grandfather is gone, and I have no earthly

tie, it is better for me to put some distance

between us. I've made my plans, Victor;

and, hard as it is, old fellow, to give up our

friendship, especially when I shall be in exile,

still I feel I must do it."

" I understand, Raoul, I understand ; but

tell me, don't you think Renee will ever

change her mind ? "

"No, never, and even if she did I'm

afraid I am too proud now."

" Whatever was the reason of it all, Raoul ?

I never asked you again about it, as one does

* not like to pry into things of that kind, but now

that you are going away, can't you tell me ? "

" Why, yes; there is no reason why I should

not tell you, Victor. I know you will not

let it go any further. I let out to her that

I had told a lie in order to get leave of

absence that day to accompany you."

" And is that the reason of it all ? "

" Yes, but it was enough, Victor," and

Raoul spoke bitterly. "You know Renee."

" I do ; but does she imagine she is going

through life like that ? Wait till she sees a

little more of society. Why, lies are nothing:

they are simply passed over as necessary

forms of speech nowadays."

" But she has lived in a world apart."

" She can't go on living like that for ever.

Mark my words, Raoul, there'll come a day

when she'll repent her folly."

" Take care of her, Victor."

" But if the day should come "

" It will be too late. A man could not ask

a woman to marry him after she has told him

that she scorns and despises him."

" Did she dare to tell you that ? "

" Something very like it. Oh ! it's all

over now, Victor. Don't worry about me.

Take care of her, though !"

The signal was just being given. Raoul

stepped into his compartment, grasped his

friend's hand, and shook it warmly.

The two men looked into each other's eyes,

both thinking it was probably the last time they

would meet in this world, and then they shook

hands once more as the train moved slowly away.

When Victor de Nerval walked out of the

station into the lively Paris streets, he kept

his eyes on the ground for some little time,

as there was a moisture in them suspiciously

like tears, which he felt hardly seemed con-

sistent with his epaulettes and the gold lace

on his sleeve.

III.

Five years passed by, bringing great changes

to the De Nerval family. Renee had lost

both her parents, and also her grandfather,

and was living with her brother Victor in

Paris. It was the terrible winter of 1870,

and her two younger brothers had been

fighting with the French army, whilst Victor

was now a captain in the National Guard.

Poor Ren^e, with her intense sensitiveness

and her impressionable nature, had suffered

terribly. She was only just beginning to

recover from the grief caused by the death of

her parents and grandfather, when the war

was proclaimed, and her two brothers joined

the active army, whilst she went to Paris to

live with Victor. Day and night she had

been haunted by terrible visions and presenti-

ments. The two brothers who were with the

army were never out of her thoughts. She saw

them in her dreams, shot down by the Prus-

sians or dying of cold on some dreary battle-

field, surrounded by the wounded and dead.

Oh ! it had been terrible, terrible, to go on

day after day living against hope, dreading

everything, shut up in Paris away from her

beautiful home amongst the mountains where

she had felt so safe, and where life to her had

been so peaceful and happy. Then, too,

Renee was patriotic, and it was fearful to her

to remain quietly at home. The inaction was

killing her, until at last Victor had given his

consent for her to join the ambulance and

learn to nurse the sick and wounded. This

had made her realize even more keenly still

the horrors of the war, but at any rate it
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THE TWO MEN LOOKED INTO EACH OTHERS EYES.

had given her the satisfaction of feeling that

she was doing all she could for her country.

Then the news of the death of her youngest

brother had come, shot down at Sedan, and

soon after her second brother had returned

home wounded. Then came the siege, about

which so much has been written, but the

miseries of which can never be realized by

outsiders. The intense cold, the hunger and

starvation, the ghastly sights at the ambu-

lances, the fearful suffering of the French

at the bare idea of the humiliation of their

beloved patrie, and then the desolate houses,

" where the women were weeping and wringing

their hands."

All this poor Renee had witnessed and

experienced, and then, finally, during the siege

her second brother had suc-

cumbed from the effects of his

wound, so that she was left

entirely alone with Victor.

Truly, anyone who had known

the bright, careless, laughing

girl, in her happy home in the

sunny Midi, would scarcely have

recognised the pale, thoughtful

woman in the clinging black

dress, ministering to the

wants of the poor, suffering

soldiers.

Poor Renee ! When her eyes

were not resting with compas-

sionate pity on her charges,

there was a proud, stern gleam

in them, that told of rebellion,

for she was young, and knew

nothing of resignation and sub-

mission, and to her God's ways

appeared unjust.

She had prayed to Him so

earnestly in the little chapel of

Calvary in the Church of St.

Roch. She had knelt there,

weeping and praying before the

cross, and she had taken flowers

to the cave of the sepulchre

and, placing them in the hands

of the dead Christ, she had

prayed with all her soul for her

second brother's life, and Cod

had turned a deaf ear to her

prayers. Henceforth she would

pray no more, she said to her-

self; and so she went on, un-

tiringly but defiantly, for it

seemed to her that she was

fighting against a pitiless God

for the lives of France's soldiers,

who were so sorely needed by

their poor, unfortunate patrie.

IV.

Four years more passed by, and the

Parisians had already commenced repairing

the terrible havoc which had been made of

their adored capital, whilst the beau monde

were beginning to fall back into their old

habits of luxury and gaiety, as though there

had never been anything so disastrous as the

winter of '70 and '71 on their calendar.

It was the month of January, and a bright

though cold day. It was the first really gay

season that there had been since the war, and

the various balls and receptions were being

discussed by several groups of men at one of

the most aristocratic of the Parisian clubs.
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A young officer

of some thirty years

of age, whose

bronzed face showed

that he had come

from warmer climes,

was seated apart,

looking idly at the

newspapers. Two

other men were

standing with their

backs to him, by a

window w h ich

looked out into the

street, and the

officer could not

help overhearing

their conversation.

They were neither

of them young men,

and the elder of the

two was singularly

handsome and

aristocratic-looking.

He was apparently

about forty-five

years of age, had

perfectly regular fea-

tures, and was tall

and well-built. His

hair was iron-grey,

whilst his mous-

tache was still black.

His companion

was perhaps some

five years younger, and there was a disagree-

able expression in his eyes and deep lines

about his face which told of an ill-spent life.

" Why on earth you should object to a

hand at cards, I cannot think," he was saying.

" It is perfectly outrageous the way in which

you have cut your old friends since your

marriage, Gaston !"

" Why," laughed his friend, " I haven't cut

any of you; but, you know, when a man

marries he cannot exactly live at his club just

as he did beforeâ��unless "

" Unless he happens to have merely married

for a dot and not for a pretty wife, which is

certainly not your case."

" No," answered the other, reflectively.

" There's no mistake about it, half Paris is

envying you, old fellow, for of all the beauti-

ful women, your wife certainly takes the palm.

But, hang it all, Gaston, you've got everything

a man can want: high birth, the loveliest wife

in Paris, plenty of the needful "

" No, there you are mistaken, Georges, I

haven't I really am not wealthy."

X

WEEI'ING AND PRAYING.'

" Well, at any rate, that

isn't the reason why you

won't come and spend an

evening with us now and

again in the old way."

" Look here, I'll tell you

the exact truth, and then

you'll understand how

things are."

Here the young officer

coughed, fearing that

something private was

about to be imparted, but

the two men took no

notice, and the elder

one continued :â��

" You know that

I have been married

just two years."

"I do; I have

reason to know it."

" And that before

my marriage I went

in for pretty high

play."

" Yes, I know

that too."

" Well, you know

the whole story of

how I met my wife."

" Saw her at the

ambulanceâ��love at

first sightâ��got an

introduction to her

brother, etc., etc."

" Well, you know that Renee is patriotic

to a degree "

Here the young officer, who had just risen

to move away, sat down again, and the con-

versation continued.

" What the deuce has that to do with your

cutting us all?"

" Patience, my dear fellow, patience.

When the war was over and France had her

debt to payâ��the debt imposed by her most

magnanimous and honourable conquerorsâ��

my wife's indignation knew no bounds. She

turned everything which she could dispose of

into money, and sent it towards the debt.

The following year we were engaged ; and

one evening, when she, her brother, and I

were talking about it all, she announced to

me that she wanted to sell all her jewels, for

she never intended to wear another ornament

until the debt was paid ; and Victor, who is

almost as impulsive as his sister, decided that

he would sell their old home in the Midi "

" And you, what did you volunteer ? "

asked the younger man, with a mocking laugh.
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" I vowed to Renee that I would give up

play, so that we might with certainty set

aside something each year."

" To be a drop in the ocean of this

infamous debt ? "

" Exactly."

" And you've kept your word by playing

with me !"

" Well, I have only played very occa-

sionally."

" I see, and as Madame la Marquise was

not the loser, that does not count ? "

" Precisely."

" Well, then, will you come round to-

night ? "

" I can't play here, Georges. Don't you

see, if De Nerval dropped in and my wife

happened to hear of itâ��why, you see, she

has rather straight ideas of some things."

" Well, then, call round for me, and we'll

have a stroll to the other end of the Boule-

vards."

" All right! "

"Nine o'clock sharp, then."

" Yes," and then, soon after, the elder man

drew a chair up to the table where the young

officer was sitting, and was soon engrossed in

the newspapers, whilst Raoul d'Harcourt

scanned curiously the face of his successful

rival.

V.

" I can scarcely believe it is really you,

Raoul, even now."

" I am very substantial, nevertheless,

and do not look much like a ghost,

do I ? "

" No, you certainly do

not"

" Well, then, Victor, be-

lieve your eyesight, man."

" Raoul, are you quite

sure you do not mind

meeting Renee ? Because,

even now, we need not go

if you have the slightest

objection."

The two men were

driving up the Champs

Elysees in a close carriage.

Raoul threw back his

head and laughed

heartily. " My dear

fellow," he said, at

length, " I am not a

love-sick boy. I can

tell you that nine years

spent in rough work in

Algeria and in Tonquin

knock the sentiment

out of a man. It will be odd to see Rente

so much older and with a husband, who you

say is nearly twice her age, but I can assure

you I'm not going to fall in love a second

time."

" That's right," said Victor, heartily.

Ten minutes later, and Raoul was shaking

hands with the Marquise de Gramont, about

whose perfect beauty all Paris had gone wild

the previous winter. Very, very lovely was

Rente, as she came forward to greet her old

friend and playmate, and the bronzed African

soldier, who thought he was proof against

all sentiment, felt his heart beating more

quickly as he thus stood once more in the

presence of the one woman he had loved.

Very gracefully did the fair hostess perform

all her duties, and Raoul saw that society

had not succeeded in putting its yoke upon

Renee, for she was just as natural and as

simple and straightforward as ever. One

great change, however, he saw: there was a

steadfast look in her beautiful eyes which had

never been there in the olden days, and there

seemed to be a whole world of strength in

the curved lips which were formerly so proud.

'she came forward to greet her old friend.
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When the Marquis de Gramont was intro-

duced, he said he felt sure he had seen Raoul

somewhere, but the latter did not enlighten

him by mentioning the fact that it was at

the club that he had seen him. During

dinner Renee asked Raoul many questions

about his life in Africa, and seemed to take

the greatest interest in hearing about every-

thing.

Raoul on his side was observing very

carefully the husband and wife, and wonder-

ing whether Renee had realized in hef

husband the ideal of her girlhood. The

Marquis appeared to be devoted to his

beautiful wife, and one could see his evident

pride in her, whilst Renee was very animated,

and appeared to be perfectly content with

her lot in life.

Once or twice, however, as he watched her

face in repose, it seemed to Raoul that her

buoyant spirits were being kept up with an

effort, and yet she was too natural to be

acting a part, and, after all, why should she

not be quite happy, surrounded as she was by

every luxury, feted by all the beau monde of

the gay capital, and adored by her husband

and brother ?

VI.

Twelve months later, Raoul was lying back

one evening in a comfortable easy chair,

before a huge wood fire in one of the smaller

rooms belonging to the same club where he

had heard the conversation between the

Marquis de Gramont and his friend.

Raoul was now a member of the club, and

spent a great deal of his time there. He

had thoroughly appreciated a year's rest and

life of luxury after the time he had spent

roughing it in Africa, and he had been

made a great deal of in the aristocratic

circles which he frequented.

The handsome African soldier had been

quite one of the lions of the season,

and as he lay back gazing idly into

the fire, he was wondering whether, after

all, he had done wisely in withdraw-

ing from the army. He had had serious

thoughts of joining a party of explorers who

were setting out the following week for

Africa, but he had finally decided to give

himself, at any rate, one more year of luxury

and idleness, if, indeed, his manner of

spending his days could be considered idle,

for never was there a man more active and

energetic than Raoul d'Harcourt.

Another smaller room led out of the one

where he was now sitting ; the doorway was

covered with a curtain, but the door stood

open. Suddenly he heard voices in the other

VoL k.-2.

room, and one which he thought he recog-

nised was saying : " You've got the amount

down there in black and white. Remember

that on Saturday it must be paid. The

fellow has waited and waited, but this time

you see he's got your signature and the date,

and you must meet it, for it is out of my

hands entirely."

" I cannot meet it," and Raoul on recog-

nising the voice started from his seat.

" You must apply to your brother-in-law."

"Never, I would die first."

" That sounds very fine ! " said the other,

sneeringly ; " but the money must be there by

Saturday, the day after to-morrow."

" But it is monstrous, this amount. It

means ruin, absolute ruin, and I could not

anyhow realize the money in so short a

time!"

" Que voukz-vous, mon cher 1 You have

played and played, and you have borrowed

to pay your debts. Money-lenders don't

supply you with the needful for the simple

pleasure and philanthropy of the thing.

They require interest, and interest mounts up."

" But, Georges, this amount really is

monstrous."

" All the same, it has got to be met. I'm

in as big a hole as you are."

" But you are not married."

" No, worse luck, for if I had a brother-in-

law, I should apply to him."

" Listen, Georges : I am utterly ruined."

" It's no good repeating the fact, Gaston.

It's not pleasant information. The only

thing I can recommend you to do is to

borrow the tin from M. de Nerval. Now

take the paper, and remember Saturday. I

must go now. Au revoir."

Raoul was standing up facing the door.

He saw the curtain move, and, before he had

time to think what he should do, the Marquis

de Gramont appeared before him. He was

holding in his hand a stamped paper, his face

was terribly pale, and his lips were quivering

with emotion. On seeing Raoul, he stepped

back involuntarily, then, drawing himself up

haughtily, he advanced and said, scornfully :â��

" You have heard all, I presume ?"

" I have," answered Raoul, sternly.

" Allow me to congratulate you on what

you have gained by eavesdropping."

" This is the second time, Marquis, that I

have become acquainted with your private

affairs in this way. It is certainly imprudent

to discuss them without making sure that

you are alone."

" And the other time ? "

" Was a year ago, when you confided to
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the man who has just

left you why you had

renounced play. I did

not know you then."

" But now, as you do

know me, and as you

are a friend of my

brother-in-law, you will

perhaps consider it your

duty to inform him of

the facts with which you

have just become ac-

quainted ? "

" Marquis, may I re-

mind you that I have

been a French soldier,

and as such have learnt

the meaning of the word

' honour' ? I have acci-

dentally overheard your

conversation, and as the

thing cannot now be

altered, it seems to me

useless to stand here and

insult each other. As

a friend of the De

Nervals, Marquis, I can-

not be indifferent to any-

thing which touches

them. I do not ask you

from motives of curiosity,

but on account of my

friendship for them. Will

you tell me what you

purpose doing ? "

The Marquis came

near to the fire, and

leaning his elbow on the chimney-piece and

playing idly with the piece of paper in his hand,

he looked steadily at Raoul and replied :â��

" I purpose shooting myself."

Raoul started, and for a second a feeling

of triumph, almost of satisfaction, flashed

through his mind. Here was his successful

rival, Rente's ideal, disgraced, dishonoured,

and she would soon know that for the last

twelve months his life had been one long lie.

Rente would be free again, and perhaps after

all He did not let himself finish his re-

flections, and a flash of indignant scorn at the

baseness of such thoughts gleamed for a

moment in his eyes.

The Marquis, who was looking at him,

saw it and said, sarcastically :â��

" You think suicide despicable, eh, my

young friend ? Believe me, it needs some

courage when one has tiesâ��and no religion,

no faith, no belief whatever in another life :

when one thinks that the adieu once said to

those one loves is not au

revoir, but farewell for

ever "

The Marquis spoke

bitterly, and Raoul knew

he was thinking of Rente.

" There must be some

other course open to you,

Marquis."

" There is none. Be-

lieve me, I have thought

the problem well out,

although until to-day I

did not know the amount.

It has gone on increasing,

and I have trusted to

winning and so paying it

>ack; but my luck has

t me, and the figures

remain. They have

robbed me, these cursed

money - lenders, and I

believe my friend

is in league with

them. Look at the

figures, since you

know the rest."

Raoul glanced at

the paper. The

amount was indeed

alarming.

"But, Victor?

He would do all in

his power."

" I shall not ask

him. I know he

would do what he

could, and he will have to do it later

on for my wife. This, however, is quite

beyond his means. He and my wife have

given all they could for la belle France. The

whole of this money would have to be here

on Saturday, or the thing is public. I have

borrowed everywhere I can through my

famous friend Georges, and now this bill is

the amount of all my debts which this

precious money-lender undertook to clear

for me; so that I am entirely in his hands.

You see, it is hopeless."

But your shooting yourself will not pay

the debt."

"Itwill prevent myexplainingall to my wife."

" And her grief "

" For my death will be less than her grief

for my dishonour. I could not meet her

when she knows. I am not a coward. I

faced the shells during the siege and I faced

the Communists after, but my wife's grief I

could not faceâ��you don't know Rente."

HIS FACE WAS TERRIIH.Y PALE.
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" I do, Marquis."

There was something in Raoul's voice

which made the Marquis look at him ques-

tioningly, and he continued, smiling bitterly :

" You forget, I knew her before you did, aye,

and I loved her, too, before you did."

The Marquis started slightly.

" Oh, never fear," continued Raoul. " I

never won her love as you have doneâ��I had

the misfortune to tell a lie for her sake, and

she scorned me for it. She refused me and

despised me. You have had more luck than

I, for in spite of your twelve months' lying

you have kept her love. Take care, though,

for I know your wife. She told me that she

could never forget; perhaps in that too,

though, you will have more luck."

" I shall not try the experiment: my reso-

lution is taken."

" And the disgrace to her ?"

" Oh, God ! don't taunt me with it. I

cannot avoid it now. It has to come.

Whether I am there or not, the disgrace will

have to fall. If, as I say, the money is not

there on Saturday, why, there is no help for

it: the thing is public."

" Poor Renee !" burst involuntarily from

Raoul's lips.

" Aye, poor Renee !" and the Marquis held

out his hand to the man to whom, five

minutes before, he had spoken with such

withering scorn.

Raoul grasped it cordially, and the two men

remained silent for a minute, neither of them

venturing to speak. They understood each

other though, and each knew that if there

were one pure feeling in the other's heart, it

was that of reverence for the woman they

both loved. At last, the Marquis, looking

full at Raoul, said, with a feeble attempt at a

smile: " It is too late for me to be jealous

now," and then he added, earnestly : "Tell

her, after Saturday, that my last prayer

was not for God's forgiveness, but for hers.

Tell her I shot myself because I thought

she would think more mercifully of

me dead than living. Tell her that, what-

ever have been my shortcomings, my love for

her has been pure and true ; and listen "â�� the

Marquis stepped nearer to Raoulâ��" this is the

hardest thing of all for me to say. You love

her and have always loved her; she admires

you perhaps more than she does any man.

Try again and win her love and give her

your name as soon as possibleâ��that she may

not have to bear the disgrace of mine."

The temptation for a moment was terrible,

but only for a "moment, then Raoul's mind

was made up. He had laughed a year ago

when talking to Victor at the idea of falling

in love a second time with Renee. He had

seen a great deal of her during the past

twelve months, and he had found out that

the love of his boyhood had never died away,

and that he loved her now with all the

strength and passion of his manhood.

He loved her, though, too well to allow a

shadow of disgrace to fall upon her, a dis-

grace which he knew would be to her proud

nature terrible to bear. The thought of

helping her, of consoling her, of being near

her in her trouble was very tempting, but he

put it away from him sternly as unworthy,

because of its very selfishness.

There was silence again while Raoul was

steeling himself for his great sacrifice. At

last he raised his eyes from the crackling

wood in the fire-place, and looking steadily

at the Marquis, said, firmly : â��

" No, it cannot be. I will not deny that

I love her. I do, more than my lifeâ��and

with a love that will endure until my death.

You love her, too, and you have every right

to, while I have none. Take care of her,

Marquis, and do not let her suffer disgrace;

it would kill her."

" Alas ! there is no help for it."

" Yes ! there is. On Saturday you shall

have the money "

"What? you "

" I have not spent much," said Raoul,

briefly, " and what I had has accumulated.

I have still my estate in the Midi, which will

suffice for my future wants. All the rest I

shall put entirely at your disposal. After

â�¢ our debts are paid vou cannot be penniless,

and "

" I cannot accept this."

" Put pride aside," said Raoul, smiling

sadly, "or if it hurts you, why, do not accept

it. Let me have this one satisfaction in my

life, I have had so much disappointment.

Let me feel it is for her."

" It is for her, otherwise I could not accept

it. But, no! I cannot accept it What

should you do? You cannot live on

nothing!"

" I have the estate, and, besides, I shall go

back to Africa."

" What! exile yourself for me, a com-

parative stranger ? "

" No, for her," said Raoul, smiling again.

" I shall join the exploring expedition which

starts next week."

" I don't know which of the two alterna-

tives is the harder to accept," said the

Marquis, bitterly.

'â�  You must sacrifice your pride, which is a
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harder thing to do sometimes than to sacrifice

one's life. But you must remember that it is

for her, and that after all you are giving me

the only real happiness I have had for ten

long years."

The Marquis pressed Raoul's outstretched

hand in both of his, and said, while tears

rolled down his cheeks : " God reward you

for saving my honour, and with it my Renee's

peace of mind. I ought to say our Rende,

for you have saved her from what to her

would be far worse than death. Oh ! but it

is hard on you, to exile yourself just in the

prime of your life. I cannot thank you,

words are too feeble. What can I say ? "

" Nothing," said Raoul, trying to smile.

Soon after, the two men went out together

and strolled arm in arm up the Champs

Elysees, as far as the Avenue du Bois, where

the Marquis lived.

Raoul hailed a cab afterwards and drove

home to his luxurious apartments, where he

spent the night arranging his papers, for he

was too excited to sleep until the dawn began

to break. He threw himself on his bed then,

exhausted with conflicting emotions.

VII.

It was the " Jour des Morts" in Paris, and

rich and poor, old and young, were all

on the way to the cemetery, carrying with

them their tribute of flowers to offer to their

dead. At the gate of Montmartre Cemetery

there was such a crowd, that everyone had to

wait some time before they could get through

the entrance.

A distinguished-looking man of some

thirty-eight or forty years of age, who had

been idly following the crowd, turned into

the cemetery and strolled along, stopping

from time to time to watch some little family

group, or to admire some tastefully-arranged

flowers or read an inscription on a tomb.

He wandered up and down the various

walks, apparently having no aim or object in

his visit to the cemetery. Suddenly an idea

seemed to strike him, for he turned round

and walked quickly along in an opposite

direction, until he came to a magnificent

tomb with a little chapel in marble. There

was a fresh wreath, which had evidently only

just been brought and laid at the door of

this chapel, and stepping nearer and kneeling

down, he read the inscription on the wreath.

" To my husband," were the words he read,

and then, getting up, he went round to the

other side of the tomb, where he saw a name

carved on the stone with the date of two

years before.

It was very evident that the name was

known to him, for involuntarily he took off his

hat, and stood there with bowed head, lost in

thought, until the sound of children's voices

near recalled him to himself, and he walked

on again towards the gateway of the cemetery.

Before going away he stood for a moment

near the opening that leads to the common

grave, and which is marked by a high cross.

It is just a simple cross rising from a grassy

mound, and rich and poor meet here together

to bring their flowers, in memory of those

whose graves are, perhaps, in distant lands, or,

perhaps, in the deep sea. The wreaths are

very soon piled up yards high, and there are

flowers of all kinds, from the delicate hot-

house blossoms to the humble little penny

bunch of violets, which, perhaps, some poor,

hard-working mother has brought in memory

of her dead soldier-son.

The traveller (for one could see from the

bronzed complexion of the strongly - built

man that he had come from a sunnier

country) stood again here to watch the

various people offering up their flowers,

when, suddenly, a lady dressed in black,

and accompanied by an officer of some forty

years of age, emerged from one of the by-

paths and passed through the little opening

to the common grave. The lady was carrying

an exquisite cross made of violets and white

flowers. The man who was watching saw her

press it for a moment to her lips, and then

placing it gently on the other flowers she

knelt down and closed her eyes for a moment

in prayer. The officer stood behind her,

bareheaded, and an expression of intense

sorrow was on his handsome face.

The man who was watching stood back be-

hind a tree until they had moved away, then he

stepped forward, and, going close to the cross,

he read the inscription on the flowers just

deposited there. What he saw was just one

word in a woman's handwriting on a black-

edged card, and the word was a man's name :

" Raoul." He stood for a moment like one

in a dream, and then he hurried after the

officer and the lady he had just been watching.

He overtook them in a lonely avenue, which

they had taken evidently to avoid the crowd,

for the lady was leaning on the officer's arm,

and they were both very silent and evidently

very much moved.

When the man who was following them

was near enough he just said " Victor ! " and

the officer, starting, turned round, gazed

earnestly at the stranger, and then, stepping

forward, took both his hands in his, exclaim-

ing " Raoul ! "
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As for the lady, she stepped back and

looked at the new-comer with an almost

terrified gaze; then, turning deadly white

and trembling all over, so that her brother

put his arms round her for support, she

said :â��

" Oh, Raoul, we thought you were dead ! "

" No ; I am very much alive, you see, and

more and more like a coffee-berry."

" But we heard nothing of you, nothing,

nothing," she murmured, reproachfully; "and

you had said you would write if you were

alive in five years."

"Who told you that?" asked Raoul,

quickly.

" My husband," replied Renee, the colour

coming back to her cheeks.

There was silence for a moment, and then

she continued, " Raoul, I know all. I cannot

thank you, for it was too much for thanks."

" But why were you told ? "

" Don't talk of it all now, and here,"

WILL YOU TAKE ME NOW

interrupted Victor. " Come back with us,

Raoul, to dinner, and we can tell you all this

evening afterwards."

It was to Victors home that they went,

for on the death of the Marquis de Gramont

Renee had gone back to live with her

brother, giving up her luxuries, retiring from

society, and living henceforth a very quiet

life.

" It had been entirely a love match," the

world had said, with its usual perspicacity,

"and the poor young Marquise de Gramont

will never get over her grief for her husband."

After dinner, when all three were sitting

together, with the lamps throwing their rosy

shade over the whole room and the fire

crackling in the fire-place, for November

had announced itself in a cold, chilly way,

Renee began again the subject she had

touched on in the cemetery.

" Raoul, my husband told me everything

when he was on his death-bed. He died

from the effects of a fall from his horse

when riding in the Bois."

There was silence for a minute, then

Raoul said, quietly: "It was a pity

that he told you."

" No! it was right I should

know. Raoul, can you ever for-

give me 1"

" I â��I have nothing to forgive !

What do you mean, Renee ? "

" I mean that in those old

days I dared to reproach you, I

dared to scorn the love of a

man, whose equal I believe now,

Raoul, has never lived. I learned

to appreciate you, learned it by

a terrible lesson, and by com-

paring you with the other men I

met. Oh, Raoul! believe me, my

remorse has been terrible, but I

have been punished, for I have

been humiliated to the very dust,"

and Renee's eyes shone while

her lips quivered.

" But you were so happy,

Renee, when I was here last,

and you might have gone on

being so if only no one had

told you."

"You thought I was happy?

No, I was then living one

long, long lie. I thought I

loved my husband when I

married, but very soon I

found out that I had made

a fatal mistake. He loved
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me, though, to the very last, and I, at first,

through pride, and later on for a better and

more unselfish motive, went on appearing

happy. I deceived the world and my husband.

Victor only understood, and consequently

only Victor knows how great my punishment

has been."

Her brother, who was sitting near her, took

her hand in his and said : " Renee, don't

dwell on all this, child. Raoul forgave you

years ago. Let bygones be bygones.

Raoul is too old a friend to imagine that we

could be ungrateful. He knows that you

and I thank him from the depths of our

hearts. Now try and make his evening a

little pleasanter, or he'll be sorry he came,"

and the brother drew the beautiful face nearer

and kissed the fair white forehead.

" Yes, I am indeed a bad hostess," said

Renee, and then, getting up, she walked

across to Raoul, who stood up as she

approached, and putting both her hands into

his, she said : " I won't thank you, then,

Raoul," but she looked up into his eyes

with her own beautiful ones full of tears,

and then, hastening out of the room, she left

the two men alone.

They had a long explanation then, Raoul

asking all the questions he had been

wishing to.

" Poor Renee ! " said Victor. " I should

say never did a girl have so happy a beginning

or a woman so hard an ending."

" Why did he tell her about it ? "

" He was dying, and you remember you

had told him that if you were alive in five

years, you would write. No letters came,

and so we all thought you were dead. Why

didn't you write, though, Raoul ? "

" I thought it was better not. I wanted to

forget and be forgotten. You know the weak

spot has been there all my life."

" Is it there still ? "

" Yes, I gave up years ago trying to crush

it .out of my life."

" That's right. Oh, Raoul, if you do still

love her, why should you not even now be

happy, both of you ? "

" You forget, Victor," said Raoul, lifting

his head with a proud movement

" No, I don't forget; but, Raoul, you surely

won't let pride stand in the way now ? You

own that you have always loved her. You

haven't a soul on earth in the way of a rela-

tion: why should you wish to be solitary to

the end ? "

" I am used to it now," said Raoul, wearily,

" and then, too," he added, " she might

refuse me again. She is grateful now, but I

don't want gratitude."

At this moment the door opened and

Renee re-appeared. " I am a bad hostess,"

she said, " to leave my guest like this," and

she moved forward and took her seat again on

the low arm-chair in front of the fire. Her

eyes showed signs of tears, and her voice was

not very firm. Raoul, who had risen as she

came in, thinking to intercept her passage,

stood before her, and looking down into the

sweet, refined face, said : " Renee, if I asked

you the same question I asked you years ago at

Nerval, would you give me the same answer?

Will you take me now, Renee, a worn-out

old traveller ? "

" Oh ! Raoul," said she, rising, " then you

have forgiven me, quite, quite ?" looking

pleadingly up into his dark, handsome eyes.

" No, not quite," he said, smiling, " because

I have missed so many years with you," and

then, taking her in his arms, he kissed her

beautiful hair and her eyes still wet with

tears.

" It seems to me that you forget I am

here," remarked Victor, standing up and

poking the fire into a fresh blaze.

" No, we don't," said Renee. " Kiss me,

too, Victor; you have been so good to me

all my life. You have always taken care of

me."

" Simply out of consideration to my old

friend," said her brother, laying his hand on

Raoul's shoulder. " When he went off to

Africa that first time, his last words to me as

I stood on the platform were : ' Take care of

her!'"

" Were they, really?" asked Renee, looking

up at Raoul with very misty eyes.

" I believe they were," answered Raoul,

laughing; " and now, Victor and I will go

shares for the future in taking care of you."
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EARCH where you will, you

will not readily find a quieter

and prettier spot than Clare-

mont: right away from busy

town or noisy railway, having

its approach through a sleepy,

quaint old village, that carries one back

to the days of our great-grandmothers,

when the one event of the day was the

dashing through of the stage coach with its

team of spanking greys, and its red-coated

guard with his merry horn. And so little

have things altered there with the march

of civilization, that I feel almost as though

I have taken a leap backwards, for there

on the green stands a stage coach; there

is " mine host" at the door of a real old

country inn, and here are the little cottages,

with the women in white caps and aprons

looking out of the doors, the ducks and fowls,

and all the usual sights of a quiet hamlet.

A little farther on, and I drive through

some handsome gatesâ��swung open by a

keeper in the Queen's scarletâ��on past the

pretty lodge, past the farm buildings, the

obelisk, the entrances to stables and gardens,

and on up the smooth drive, to alight in

front of the mansion.

It is a place with many interesting asso-

ciations, both romantic and saddening. Here

kings, queens, princes, and nobles have lived

their various lives ; some chequered and dis-

appointed ones, while for others there have

been seasons of unalloyed happiness ; but

this is to anticipate.

Louis Philippe and Marie Amelie found

shelter here for many years, shorn of crown

and devoid of kingdom, to die amongst the

people with whom they had found a " city of

refuge."

Meanwhile, our beloved Queenâ��then the

Princess Victoriaâ��had often stayed here ;

had played in the rooms, and on terrace and

lawn ; and in the grounds had taken her first

lessons in sketching from Nature. At a later

epoch in her life she came again, this time

with husband and children, and as. she

watched the latter at play, lived her young

life over again.

Then one of the children, the Princess

Louise, comes here for a quiet retreat after

the State wedding at Windsor ; and still later,

the youngest, Prince Leopold, brings his

bride here to her home.

It would only be painful to dwell on the

sorrow that so soon cast its shadow over this

happy household ; rather let us rejoice that

the Royal widow is not left alone. Consola-

tion is accorded in children's happy voices

ringing through house and grounds, their

presence bringing sunshine and dispelling

grief.

Just as I am about to mount the steps, the

two children rush down, laden with barrows

and dolls, for their morning gambols on the

grass. The little Duke waves his hat, in

response to my greeting, as he flies over the

terraces, closely followed by his sister; and

I stand a minute or two watching them, and

right happy-looking children they are, near

enough of an age to be real playmates, and

to thoroughly enjoy each other's society.
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Standing thus at the summit of the hill,

and the foot of the broad flight of steps,

from which a good view of the Surrey Hills

and the Epsom Downs is obtained, the

mansion appears to be about the centre of

the park. It is an oblong, square building ;

brick, with stone dressings, fronted with a

Corinthian portico, and surmounted with a

pediment containing the Give arms carved

in the centre ; for here, during some time,

Lord Clive passed a most misanthropic

existence. From this portico I step

through the half-glass doors direct into

the entrance - hall : a spacious and lofty

apartment, supported with columns of scagliola

marble, having an oblong ceiling decorated

with plaster relief, and walls panelled in

devices of low-relief. The floorâ��a marble one

â�� has an oblong centre corresponding with the

roof. In the middle of the hall stands a fine

billiard table, placed there by the late Duke,

which is kept covered with a very handsome

hand-worked cloth. A row of well-cushioned

basket chairs faces the entrance, making a

cool and comfortable lounge on a summer's

day. China vases containing palms, carved

antique chairs and tables, swan screens,

Oriental hanging lamps, busts, portraits,

bronzes, and other objects of interest abound;

while over by the marble fireplace is some-

thing much treasured by the little Duke,

namely, a suit of armour sent him by his aunt,
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the Queen Regent of Holland. Certainly it

looks a little ponderous for His Royal High-

ness at present, but perhaps he will fill it

better a little later, and a gay figure he will

cut with helmet and flowing white plumes.

In this hall I was present at quite a merry

and happy family scene. The Duchess had

graciously pro-

mised me special

sittings of herself

and children for

The Strand

Magazine, and so

a corner was fitted

up for the occa-

sion, and here the

three grouped

themselves in front

of the camera,

groups evidently

being preferable to

the Duchess; in-

deed, as she re-

marked, " she was

seldom without

her children, and

a glance what a

true mother Her

Royal Highness

is, and how the

children adore

her; and who

could help smiling

when they popped

their happy faces

round the screen

with the evident

intention of

making their

mother laugh

when she was

being taken alone,

or when they

shouted with

laughter when the

entire group

nearly subsided,

on a support in

the rear being

inadvert ently

moved ? But the

portrait - taking is

at an end, and so we will proceed to view the

house.

Many doors open from the hall; the first

I use is that leading to the library. Its

electric blue walls are well lined with lettered

bookcases containing much sound English

literature ; and on either side of the fireplace

[Gunn <C Stuart
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is a splendid piece of tapestry from the

Windsor School, of which the late Duke of

Albany was President; these Her Royal

Highness herself pointed cut to me as being

quite of the best specimens the school had

turned out. Some massive side-tables are

also laden with books; and on a little table

near the fire I note some scholastic works,

with places marked for lessons to be presently

imparted to the Duke by a tutor. Over at

one side stands a French piano, which you

can either manipulate in the ordinary way,

or by turning a handle ; just a huge source

of delight to children, and the evidences of

children are in every room at Claremont. I

once heard it said that the entire place is like

a mausoleum to the late Princess Charlotte;

well, there are certainly many reminders of

that lady ; but what I chiefly noticed was

" something for the little ones," whichever

way I turned.

On an easel you may observe a good

portrait of the late Duke, and on the top of

the bookcases are several busts of Royal

personages. Various writing-tables hold

framed portraits, books of views, etc. The

floor is carpeted in Turkish, the windows

handsomely curtained in crimson and drab,

the furniture being the usual leather-covered.

Next I go to the inner hall : from here

the staircase opens, thus it is effectively

lighted direct from the roof of the building.

It has a good marble floor, plentifully

scattered with Persian rugs, and here and

From a Photo. 6y]

INNER HALL AND STAIRCASE.

there stands and baskets of choice palms and

lilies. A magnificent specimen of wood carving

is here to be seen in a table and cabinet,

a wedding present from the Queen of

Roumania. On the wall facing the entrance

is a painting by Titian of Philip II. of Spain,

on the left stands a large cabinet of beautiful

china, while opposite is another mechanical

piano, having its handle at a particularly con-

venient and inviting place for little folks. I

had a turn myself, but it responded so loudly

that I let go quickly in sheer self-defence. If

you study the photograph here introduced,

you will notice some exquisite sculptured

work. A " mural decoration " by Williamson,

a sculptor who resides at Esher, has much of

his work at Claremont, and has perhaps had

more Royal commissions than has fallen to

the lot of any other member of his profession.

This particular work is in three divisions, and

was erected in memory of the former residence

of the Princess Charlotte and Prince Leopold.

The middle tablet typifies their life there,

having representation of aid to the widows and

orphans, and underneath an inscription,"They

visited the fatherless and widows in their

affliction." The tablet on the left represents

the apotheosis of the wife, the inscription

being, " Sorrow not as a man without hope,

for her who sleeps in Jesus." On the right

we see the crown of Belgium offered to the

Prince, with the words underneath, " Seek

the Kingdom of God, and all these things

shall be added unto you." A little higher

up the staircase is

a bust by Sir Edgar

Boehm of the

Princess Louise,

Marchioness of

Lome; it is a

speaking likeness,

and a fine example

of delicacy of de-

tail. The columns

and pilasters of

Siena marble give

a solid and costly

appearance to a

staircase that is

exceptionally fine.

In one corner is

a door opening to

the dining - room,

where your atten-

tion is immediately

attracted to the

number of grand

works in oil adorn-

ing the walls. Some
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of them are full length, one being Her Majesty

the Queen : on one side of her the Prince

I^eopold of Saxe-Coburg in uniform, and on

the other the Princess Charlotte in high-

waisted black velvet, ruffs and puffings of

white satin, with her light brown hair

dressed in coils on the top. Other paint-

ings in the room are George III., the

Duke and Duchess of Gloucester, the Prince

Consort, the Duchess of Kent, and the

Princess Victoria (seemingly not more

than three years of age), one or two land-

scapes, etc. The room is of splendid pro-

portions, and the really good-sized dining-

table, standing at one end, looks quite tiny.

It has a well executed cream ceiling, an old

oaken floor, covered in the centre with a

Turkey carpet, crimson curtains, and a

crimson leather-covered suite of furniture.

There are some massive marble-topped side-

tables, with rare china vases on them, on

one being also a marble bust of Her Majesty

the Queen, presented to the infant Duke

in 1884.

On the walls may also be seen some fine

old china and some quaint pieces of armour.

Various busts, bronze figures, and other

curios are scattered here and there, one of

which is a Kaffir " jowala " bowl, a present

to the late Duke. Then there are some more

things, which are not generally recognised as

dining-room furniture, namely, a Punch-and-

Judy show, with any amount of puppets, a

monster toy elephant, and two rocking-

horses. To all intents and purposes, this is

a spacious and warm playground for bad

weather. Over near the marble mantel is a

curious and antiquated-looking carved screen,

filled with photographs, chiefly of Royalty,

most of them being of a period remote enough

to make them a quaint and interesting study,

both for the dresses and the photography.

The drawing-room contains very many

things over which one is disposed to linger.

Some have histories : the carpet, for instance,

an Eastern one of nondescript pattern, blue

and pink. It was taken from some Indian

Princes by Lord Clive, who brought it over

to put in the new mansion he purposed to

build. It was not the shape and size for a

room of ordinary appearance, and far too

costly to cut up, but conquerors of countries

are not to be beaten by a carpet ! So when

the house was put up, a room was specially

constructed for it. So, instead of making a

carpet for a room, a room was built for a

carpet ! Unique, / thought; at any rate, I

have never met with a similar instance.

Then there is a piano, which is worth

seeing; it is an exact copy of Beethoven's,
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It was constructed in 1817, by John Broad-

wood and Sons, for H.R.H. the Princess

Charlotte of Wales, and was renovated in

1874 by command of the Queen. Having

very much the appearance of the ancient

harpsichord, it has a beautiful silvery tone

and clear, delicate expression. The marble

mantelpiece is most exquisitely carved, and

said to be worth over ^1,000, on either side

of it standing some large and almost price-

less vases - also brought from India by Lord

Clive. There are some choice old cabinets

in various parts of the room; two of

them are Indian ones.

There are some fine paintings on the silk

brocaded walls, notably one each of the late

Duke and the Duchess. On an easel stands

strawberry (hand-embroidered), and gold and

tapestry, with hangings of plush and silk

to match ; some costly miniatures, some

rare old china, a framed copy of the

signatures to the Berlin Treaty, and (the

children [again) an assortment of valuable

mechanical toys are all good to behold ;

as is the pale blue and cream " Adams"

decoration of ceiling and fresco. One

chair in the room I must make special

mention of; it is a chef d\cuvre from the

before-noted Windsor School of Tapestry,

has a perfect picture in silk of Windsor

Castle on it, was made specially for, and

presented to, the President on his marriage.

Next comes the Duchess's boudoir. I

shall always have a vivid recollection of this

one of the Princess Louise, Marchioness of

Lome, by Richmond. On pedestals are some

valuable bronze vases, and on buhl and

other tables are many pieces of bijouterie,

some books, busts, and framed portraits ; one

frame contains " Arolsen," the early home

of the Duchess; and a folding leather case

near has in it no fewer than twenty-four

portraits of the late Duke â�� from earliest

childhood until nearly the close of his life.

Three or four very handsome screensâ��one

or two hand-painted; furniture of gold and

room, for I spent some considerable time

there : one day having a quiet look round,

and another day being graciously received

by Her Royal Highness, who favoured me

with some considerable portion of her time,

looking over some photographs I had of the

Royal Palaces of the Queen of Holland

(you remember that the Queen Regent and

the Duchess of Albany are sisters), talking

of magazines and journals, and those who

write for them, and arranging for the promised

sittings, etc. 1 have no intention of enlarging
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upon the appearance or manner of the

Duchess ; everybody knows how kind and

amiable she is, because they hear it so often ;

and I should imagine that she must get just

as tired of the class of writers who con-

sorts, most of them being of great value.

The prevailing decorative tones are cream,

gold, and ruby, presenting a very effective

whole, the ruby being introduced in panels,

on which some costly china is effectively

THE BOI'DIHK.
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tinually laud her amiability as she is with the

opposite faction, who contribute to some of

the society papers gossip which is as un-

dignified as it is untrue. If I tell you

what chiefly impressed me respecting the

Duchess, it is the fact of what a model

mother she is.

You cannot be in the house long without

noticing how she loves and cares for her

children, and how closely she watches over

their welfare: not indulgenceâ��but firm kind-

ness ; and how those children do respond

to it! What perfect sympathy there seems

to be between them all. The eldest one,

the Princess Alice, looks to be robust; she

has pleasing ways, and bears a wonderful

likeness to our Royal Family. Her Royal

Highness is now eleven years of age,

her brother (the Duke) being nine. He

is a bright, cheerful boy, with a clever-

looking face, and just as brimful of

fun as boys generally are.

As you will see in the photograph, the

boudoir is very full of knick-knacks of clivers

displayed. On the walls are several of

Winterhalter's paintings, chiefly of the Royal

Family ; and in various parts of the

room are busts, chiefly by Williamson.

There are some well-filled bookshelves of

English and French literature, the works of

well-known authors : a careful selection of

rcther deep reading; but the room was

formerly the sitting-room of the late Duke,

and it is not necessary for me to say one

word of the literary abilities and qualifications

of the most scholarly of the Queen's sons.

Evidently the Duchess has similar tastes, for

I notice a ponderous and abstruse work

lying beside the chair from which she has

just risen.

In the centre of the bookshelves is a

glass-fronted cupboard, full of rare old

china, much of it having been wedding

presents. One service of Sevres I particularly

noticed, given by the Earl and Countess

Beauchamp. I should not like to have to

tell you how many photographs there are in

the room ; but it is the same in every Royal
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house, photographs shower in from all

directions. Of course, the family faces pre-

dominate on both sides.

Here is a basket that might very well be

labelled "Spare moments," for that is just

what it represents: it is full of various

articles in process of knitting; is taken up

every odd moment, and grows to an astonish-

ing amount in a very little time. Busy and

active fingers has the Duchess, and I am

told by one of the ladies of the household

how articles are knitted for the " Guild," and

how complete outfits are made for young

girls just going out into life, how weekly

working meetings are held in the library, and

how, when the periodical collection of Guild

work comes on,

the Duchess works

from early morn-

ing until late at

night, sorting,

labelling, packing,

and doing the

hundred and one

duties that the

work brings day

after day, with a

cheerful word and

a smiling face for

everybody.

Near at hand is

a Brinsmead

piano, where re-

creation or prac-

tice can go on,

and over in a

corner is an easel

holding a drawing

just commenced

by the Princess

Alice. The very

handsome writing-

table in the centre

â��a wedding present to the late Duke from the

residents of Boyton Manorâ��has on it, amongst

other things, a fine statuary group, a gold

battered bowl from the Queen, and a china

dish from an old nurse. Under one of the

windows is a glass case containing many

curios, gold caskets, gold keys, and a gold

medalâ��one of twelve, ten of which were

silver â�� struck in commemoration of the

decapitation of Charles I.

The school-room is next, and a delightful

apartment it isâ��a ceiling richly decorated in

cream and gold, and walls in electric blue

brocade of fern-leaf pattern, these having on

them some family portraits, some la idscapes,

some antique pieces of armour, and some old

china. Busts of the late Emperor Frederick

of Germany and the Grand Duchess of

Hesse stand in arched recesses, while

numerous portraits of the Royal children, and

their cousin, the Queen of the Netherlands,

may be seen in various directions. One

is especially striking: it is the little Duke

in the uniform of his father's regiment,

handsomely framed, standing on a table in

the foreground. Globes, maps, writing-tables,

patent desks and seats, and all the usual

school books are well to the fore; while

flags, bats, balls, etc., are plentifulâ��in fact,

one corner of the room is a perfect toy store,

called, I believe, "Toy Corner ": there is quite

a wonderful arrangement of them, of every

t-'iuin a Photo. i>y\
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shape, sort, and size conceivable. Then

there are flowers, ferns, and singing birds in

their cages, making the place look particularly

bright and cheerful, and very unlike the abode

of dreariness that distinguishes some school-

rooms. The presiding genius of the room is

Miss Potts, a pleasant-faced, practical lady,

with whom I enjoyed one or two brief chats.

This is the apartment in which the Princess

Charlotte died, and it was quite undisturbed,

and shut up, for some considerable time after

that sad event.

Now I walk through some of the dressing

and bed-rooms, those that are on the ground

floor. They are all much of a muchness for

decoration and fittings. Here is a picture of
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the dressing-room of Her Royal Highness

the Duchess. It is very effectively decorated,

ceiling and fresco in cream and gold, with

walls of pink and gold. The furniture is

white-wood with hand-painting and brass

mounts. On the walls are some family

likenesses and some modern pictures, on

the floor a rich red carpet. A good bust of

the late Duke stands on the chest of drawers,

the dressing-table showing a French time-

piece, some silver-mounted glass, and an

abundance of choice flowers. The Duchess

is very fond of flowers, and has plenty of them

all over the house.

Opening from here is the bedroom,

decorated in the same style. The wardrobe

shows some very beautiful painted panels,

and is surmounted with the crown and

banners. On one side of the room is the

small bed used by the Princess Alice,

who, I was told, had slept in the same

room as the Duchess ever since some

burglars had selected Claremont for a

Christmas raid. It seems they had planted

a ladder against an upstairs window, and had

actually entered a room where the children

were. They, being then very little, and firm

believers in the " Santa Claus " visits peculiar

to the season, were not at all alarmed:

thought, no doubt, that was the proper

entrance for strangers, who might be fairies

in disguise. Fortunately a servant appeared,

who estimated Mr. William Sikes at his

proper value, gave

the alarm, and

the downward

journey on the

ladder was quicker

than the upward

one.

The Duke's

dressing and bed-

rooms are near at

hand, and I first

go through them

and note the

general effect,

which is plain

though good; and

then I go upstairs

to the suite of

apartments known

as the Queen's

Rooms. They are

very quietly fur-

nished, much more

so than the rooms

of thousands of

Her Majesty's

subjects: plain plaster ceilings, with walls

papered in grey and blue, on them being

many prints and engravings, family portraits,

and horses and dogs that were favourites

of the Queen. Over one mantelpiece

is one of Landseer's best. In the sitting-

room some of the furniture is gold bur-

nished or mahogany frame with upholstery of

plush or tapestry with floral needlework. One

of John Broadwood's pianos stands at one

side, an old favourite, used times and often

by Her Majesty and the Prince Consort. In

front of the fireplace is a rich needlework

screen, and over against one of the windows

is a fine specimen of painted insects on

porcelain, intersected with pressed ferns.

The prevailing fittings of the entire suite of

rooms are rosewood, and green and white

chintz; all the Brussels carpets being the

same colour ground-work, with fern-leaf and

floral design.

There now only remain two other rooms

to seeâ��the Princess Beatrice's bedroom, and

one of the visitors' roomsâ��as a type of a

suite of such. The first room is, if anything,

the plainer of the two. Plaster ceiling, flock

papered walls, green carpet, rosewood furni-

ture (with chintz covers), an ordinary brass

bedstead, and chiffonnier, over which is a

plain bookcase.

Before going downstairs, the Duchess

kindly allows me to see a small room, which

is called the " Museum." It is so small that
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an adequate photograph is impossible; but

contains a great deal that is of much interest

â��articles that are dearly cherished by the

Duchess. A large carved oak wardrobe with

sliding panels, and some regimental cases on

the top, contain the uniforms andguns,swords,

etc., worn and used by the late Duke ; a glass-

fronted cupboard has in it various documents

and books, and a number of walking-sticks

are arranged above each other on the wall

near the entrance. Many of these were

doubtless presents, for I noticed labels at-

tached, one of them bearing the name of

Garibaldi.

Downstairs I walk through the vaulted

passages and kitchens; then out into the

magnificent grounds, and over the conserva-

tories to see the multiplicity of choice

camellias, orange trees, etc., through the

acres of flower and kitchen gardensâ��where

a special feature is a large number of azaleas â��

and then on to see the Mausoleum. This was

originally intended foranalcoveforthePrincess

Charlotte, commenced during her residence

by her husband. When she died, he finished

it in a much more costly manner. It is

Pointed architecture, the interior having a

groined ceiling with rich tracery, and

stained glass windows. One of the

best views in the grounds is to be

obtained here: the position is very

elevated, the lake winding in and out far

below, giant trees and clusters of rhododen-

drons interspersed. I must not forget to say

that the children's gardens are just in front,

the same wonderful arrangement of plants

and seeds that little fingers always get; with

the same little prim borders marking outline

and division. While I stand looking I hear

their young voices in the distance, and

descry them scampering down the drive

carrying a birdcage between them. I in-

wardly wonder if it has an inhabitant, and

whether, if so, it is accustomed to that shaky

travelling.

The first sight I had of Claremont, they

were in the foreground, and when I leave on

the last day, I catch sight of their bright

young faces watching from a window; and

my last impressions are, perhaps, more

particularly of a happy home than they are

of a stately Royal residence.
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(VIEWED BY HENRY W. LUCY.)

FEW things are more notable

the in recent Parliamentary history

closure, than the failure of the Closure.

When it was introduced by a

Conservative Government, even those who

found it convenient to criticise it as an in-

fringement of the liberty of debate secretly

recognised in it a beneficent instrument for

forwarding business, public and private. Mr.

11 ON THE POUNCE."

W. H. Smith took to its use with remarkable

avidity. During his leadership, more espe-

cially in its earlier Sessions, he was, as Mr.

Tim Healy irreverently put it, ever " on the

pounce.'' The House soon grew familiar

with the figure of its esteemed Leader sitting

forward on the extreme edge of the Treasury

Bench, with hands on his knees, his eye

resting anxiously on the face of the Speaker

or the Chairman of Committees. He waited

thus till a moment favourable for interpos-

ing presented itself. Then, rising, he said,

in a voice hardly raised above reverential

whisper, " I move that the question be now

put."

Vol. U â��4.

Sometimes, not often, the Speaker refused

to put the question. Whereat there were

triumphant shouts of derision from the Irish

camp. Mr. Smith's white teeth gleamed in

responsive though spasmodic merriment, and

he subsided for another hour. Then he

was up again, unabashed by earlier rebuff,

and, like the importunate widow in Scripture,

he finally succeeded in bringing a particular

episode to a conclusion.

With the return to power of a Liberal Min-

istry matters in this respect have distinctly

changed. The horror of the Constitutional

Party at the proposal to apply the Closure is

so genuine and so passionate, that the present

occupants of the Treasury Bench shrink

from exciting it save under the greatest pro-

vocation. What

was with Mr. W.

H. Smith not

even a choleric

word is with Sir

William Har-

court flat blas-

phemy. More-

over, some

members on the

Liberal side

maintain whilst

their friends are

in office that

objection to the

Closure they

expressed when

in Opposition.

There are two

or three sitting

below the Gang-

way on the Min-

isterial side who

walk out with-

out voting when

a division on

the Closure is

challenged.

As far as I remember, Mr. Gladstone,

whilst Leader of the House, moved the

Closure only once, and that in circum-

' WALKING OUT.
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stances of undisguised obstruction. Sir

William Harcourt is not enamoured of

the practice, and postpones its adoption

as long as possible. Last Session the Closure

was moved only thirty-six times, and of that

number the Leader of the House was

responsible for only six applications. Mr.

John Morley moved it twice; Mr. Shaw-

Ix-fevre and Mr. Herbert Gardner, in charge

of Bills, severally on single occasions invoking

the assistance of the Standing Order. Thus

in the aggregate Ministers only ten times

through the Session interfered with the

object of bringing discussion to a close.

Of the thirty-six motions, twenty

were made whilst the Speaker

was in the Chair and sixteen

, under the presidency of the

Chairman of Committees. By a

curious coincidence both right

THE

SPEAKER

AND THE

CHAIRMAN

OF COM-

MITTEES. ,

hon. gentlemen consented to put

the question exactly half as many times as it

was pressed upon them. The Speaker put the

Closure ten times, and the Chairman of

Committees eight This proportion of con-

sent goes a long way towards accounting

for the gradual disuse of the Closure.

When a member jumps up to move that the

question be now put, and the Speaker

declines to submit the proposal, a snub is

inflicted the severity of which is not easily

got over. For a Minister such a repulse is a

serious matter, and right honourable gentle-

men on the Treasury Bench invoke the

Closure only when they are practically certain

that the Speaker or the Chairman is prepared

to submit the question.

That the President for the time being

should be placed in a position of deciding

whether the House or the Committee shall

have the opportunity of saying whether or not

it has heard enough of the current debate is

the weak point in the scheme which has pre-

destined it to failure. This stipulation was

a concession to the well-meant objection on

the part of an influential minority to take

any step that tended to infringe freedom of

debate. The duty is imposed upon the

Speaker, but that does not lessen his dislike

for it, nor incline him to take upon

himself more responsibility than he can

avoid. It is understood that the system

Mr. I'eel has laid down for his guidance

in this matter is not to submit the

Closure as long as there is shown in any

quarter of the House a disposition by a

minority of respectable dimensions to con-

tinue the debate. This being known, or

surmised, the control of events is in the

hands of adroit obstruction. It only requires

that when one member sits down half-a-

dozen others shall spring up, eager to catch

the Speakers eye, and the hapless Minister

in charge of the Bill knows it would be

useless for him to move the Closure.

Mr. Mellor has his plan, which is equally

effective in minimizing the responsibility cast

upon the Chair in this matter. The Chairman

of Committees is understood to hold the view

that if the leader of the Hcuse, or the

Minister in charge of a Bill, takes upon him-

self to move the Closure, the Chairman is

bound forthwith to put the question. With

private members he may be guided by cir-

cumstances. These plans, like Trochu's at

the siege of Paris, are admirable in their way.

But the nett result is that the Closure has

practically become a dead letter.

This panacea from which so

what is to much was hoped, and which at

r.E done ? theoutset did passably well, having

failed, the authorities are be-

ginning to cast about for some new device.

The business of the House of Commons

increases every year, and as Session follows

Session the inadequateness of the existing

forms of procedure is demonstrated. When

Mr. Chamberlain's friends were in office, he,

going to the point in his usual direct and

vigorous fashion, propounded a scheme where-

by a certain specified time should be set apart

for the discussion of particular stages of Bills,

and when that was reached a division should

automatically ensue. In Committee on the

Irish Home Rule Bill in 1893, and again in

Committee on the Budget Bill last Session,

this suggestion was adopted by the Govern-

ment. In the first case it resulted in the

famous free fight on the floor of the House.

In t.hc second Mr. Chamberlain and the Op-

position generally withdrew in high dudgeon,

declaring that they would not even be passive

participants in this attack on freedom of

debate in the Mother of Parliaments.

These historical instances are cited to show

how difficult is the question. There is all

the difference of viewing it from the Opposi-

tion Benches and from those on the right

hand of the Speaker. Nevertheless, the diffi-

culty will have to be faced, and, probably,

something will be heard at no distant time

of a proposition to appoint a Committee re-

presenting all sections of Party in the Hcuse,

which shall consider Government Bills when

they are brought in, and decide what number

of days shall be set aside for successive stages,

the limit fixed by them, in no case, to be

overstepped. Another suggestion made is
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that there shall be a limit to the duration of

speeches. This, at least, has the advantage of

having been tested in practice, it being the

only means by which some of the Congresses,

meeting in various parts of the country, get

through their work within reasonable time.

There is one eccentricity of Par-

private liamentary procedure that might

business, well be disposed of whilst

weightier matters are being fur-

ther cogitated. In the early days of munici-

pal activity and private industrial enterprise

it was found convenient to set aside the first

half-hour of sittings of the House of Com-

mons on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays,

and Fridays, to consider what is known as

private business â��that is to say, Bills pro-

moted by corporations, public companies, or

individuals. As the performance is (or

should be) perfunctory, since this class of

legislation comes before the House only

after it has been thoroughly thrashed out in

Select Committee, there were no restrictions

as to the date or order in which promoters

of private Bills might claim the attention of

the House of Commons. A private member

in charge of a measure disestablishing a

Church, or extending the franchise, is obliged

to take his chance at the ballot for oppor-

tunity of furthering his object. He may get

a favourable position on the Order Book, or

may fix on a date so remote as to preclude

possibility of his Bill making headway in the

current Session. But if the object of the

measure he is concerned for be the making of

a sewer, the provision

of a local water supply,

or the extension of a

railway, he is abso-

lutely master of the

situation. He can put

it down for any day

he pleases, and the

House of Commons

will be obliged, not

only to enter upon its

discussion, but to set

aside all other business

till this local question

has been talked out

and, if necessary,

divided upon.

At present, the

Speaker takes the chair

at three o'clock on

the four days named.

At half - past three

public business com-

mences, the interven-

ing space having been devoted to private

Bills, should there be any on the Orders.

If not, the Speaker sits in the chair, the

Clerks at the table, the Serjeant-at-Arms

by the cross-benches, and members hang

about waiting for the half-hour to strike.

If, on the other hand, the report stage of a

private Bill affecting keenly fought interests is

down, discussion upon it may go on till five

or six o'clock, or even later, public business,

meanwhile, being shunted. Last Session the

progress of the Budget was more than once

seriously hampered by the incursion of a

private Bill.

The existing arrangement was well enough

when private business was limited in amount,

and the House was content to accept the

decision of its own Committee to which it

had referred the inquiry, and which had

probably spent some weeks in thoroughly

sifting the matter. Now that a different

order of things is established, it seems pre-

posterous that the tyranny of private business

should be permitted to prevail.

I ord S'llce lne House of Lords met

at the end of last Session a

picturesque presence has vanished.

No longer will the gaunt figure of Lord

Denman flit about the corridors of the House

crowned with a plain-coloured skull cap,

carrying in one hand a shabby hat, and in

the other a stout stick. I never spoke to

Lord Denman, though I was, for a long time

previous to his death; the recipient of con-

stant correspondence, written in his school-

boy hand, evidently

with a very bad pen.

This incomplete

personal acquaintance

began in odd fashion.

Some years ago I

wrote in one of the

monthly magazines an

article on the House

of Lords. In the

course of passing des-

criptions of peers, I

alluded to Lord

Denman as "a harm-

less, elderlygentleman,

something of the Mr.

Dick type." This,

though not exactly

complimentary, was

not ill-naturedly meant,

and so greatly pleased

Lord Denman that he

wrote to me saying he

had bought up every
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LORD DENMAN.

available copy of the magazine, and sent them

to particular friends. One night he took the

number down to the House and proposed to

read the article, an opportunity of which, I

regret to say, their lordships declined to avail

themselves.

Looking over some notes made from time

to time with respect to Lord Uenman's public

appearances, I find one of his many letters.

It is a fair sample of the charming in-

coherency of style which suggested the

reference to Mr. Dick. I do not remember

what called forth this particular letter, but

fancy from the context it refers to an occasion

when Lord Denman insisted upon sitting

with the Law Lords, actually joining in their

deliberations on some important case, and

delivering a separate judgment.

" Dear Mr. Lucy," he writes from the

Midland Grand Hotel, under date 27th April,

1888, "I am glad that your journal states,

even with a sneer, that the House of Lords

cannot 'even repress me !' In 1884, the day

of great Demonstration, the proposer of the

Houses of Parliament said the great use of

th?* demonstration would be the power to

create Life Peers, and Dr. Carpenter (who

died in a bath) and Dr. B. W. Richard

should be the first LP. I wish M.D.'s

were made Hereditary Peers, but even

Life Peers would find that ' My Lord ' is ex-

pected to contribute to a great many charities

and public objects.

" The 3 Life Peers might be Ld. C. Justices

of C. P. in England and Ireland and L. C.

Baron in England There are 8 hereditary

La.w Lords â�� 2 ex-Chancellors bound to

attend â�� L. Selborne, Herschell, Bramwell,

Esher, Coleridge, Moncreiffe, Hobhouse,

Halsbury.

" I wish the Committee on Reporting

would examine me.â��Yours truly,

" Denman.

" Dr. Richardson is a lengthy speaker.

Mr. Atkinson, M.P. for Boston, presses his

Bill on Duration of Speeches."

The member for Boston alluded

mr. farmer to in the postscript is the gentle-

atkinson. man later known as Mr. Farmer

Atkinson. He was Lord Den-

man's great political and Parliamentary ally.

Whilst he still sat in the Commons, Lord

Denman was a frequent visitor to the lobby,

where the twain held long consultations.

They had struck up an alliance designed

by its operations and influence to curb

insolent majorities in either House, and

to lower the crest of haughty Ministers.

Lord Denman's favourite measureâ��he had

quite a batchâ��was designed to extend the

Parliamentary suffrage to women. Mr.

Atkinson had drafted a Bill limiting the

duration of speeches, a proposal much

laughed at; but, as will appear from what is

MR. FARMER ATKINSON.

set forth in an earlier page, the member for

Boston was apparently only ahead of his

time. Lord Denman undertook, when

the Bill had passed the Commons, to

pilot it through the Lords, Mr. Atkinson

on his part undertaking to carry through the
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Commons his noble friend's measure on

woman's suffrage. As neither passed either

House, there was no call to fulfil this mutual

pledge. Still, the prospect led to many im-

portant and interesting colloquies between

the two statesmen, re-

garded by the party

Whips with gallant ap-

pearance of amusement.

The peers

LORD

DENMAN

had a short

SCORES.

way with

poor Lord

Denman and his efforts

to advance his Bills by

a stage. Any peer may

bring in a Bill, have it

read a first time as a

matter of course, and

printed at the expense

of the nation. This

Lord Denman did

Session after Session

with his AVoman's

Suffrage Bill. But he

never got it read a

second time. What

happened on such oc-

casions was that some

noble lord connected

with the Government rose and moved that

the Bill be read a second time on that day

six months. No one showed a disposition

to discuss the matter, and in a few moments

the Bill was shelved.

Once Lord Denman had the best of this

joke. In the Session of 1888, he early in the

year brought on his Woman's Suffrage Bill.

As usual, it was agreed to read it a second

time on that day six months, a formula which

confidently implied that when that period was

reached Parliament would have been pro-

rogued. It happened in this particular year

that the Session was so prolonged that the

House of Lords was still sitting six months

after Lord Denman had moved his resolu-

tion. He had not forgotten the date, if

others had. Upon its occurrence he rose,

reminded their lordships that they had

unanimously agreed on that very day to

read his Bill a second time, and claimed

fulfilment of the undertaking. The peers

backed out of the situation, leaving Lord

Denman with the second reading of his

hapless Bill carefully relegated to that day

three months, a date when it was more than

ever certain the House would not be sitting.

When, next Session, he brought in the

Bill, Lord Cranbrook made the usual motion.

LORD CRANBROOK.

Lord Denman, appearing at the table, said :

" My Lords, will the noble Viscount state

whether, in moving that the second reading

shall be taken on this day six months, he

means six lunar months or six calendar

months ? "

There is nothing like

being precise, and the

few days' difference be-

tween an aggregation of

six lunar or six calendar

months might make all

the difference in his

chance of finding the

House again sitting.

Lord Salis-

roused. bury when

Premierwas,

perhaps, a little peremp-

tory with a weaker

brother. If Lord Den-

man rose with another

peer and declined to

give way, Lord Salisbury

promptly moved that the

other peer be heard.

When the Small Hold-

ings Bill of 1892 came

on for consideration on

third reading, Lord

Denman moved its rejection. At the end of

ten minutes Lord Salisbury, interposing,

declared that his remarks, inaudible on most

benches, had no bearing on the Bill before

the House. The crushed worm will turn

at last. Lord Denman had frequently

suffered from the impatience of the Premier.

LORD SALISBl'm S ATTITUDE,

He now turned on Lord Salisbury, and per-

sonally rated him for some moments, con-

cluding by striking the table with clenched
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fist and resuming his seat, whilst Lord Salis-

bury stonily stared into space across the

table.

Lord Denman was a profound student of

Parliamentary precedents, arid occasionally

flashed one upon the Lords, whose novelty

disturbed their habitual and well trained

imperturbability. When Mr. Ritchie's Local

Government Bill, coming up from the Com-

mons, had been grudgingly passed by

their lordships, Lord Denman brought in

a Bill for its repeal. This courageous

effort met with the customary fate. Its

introduction was not refused, and the

Bill was printed. But a second reading was

curtly refused.

There was supposed to be an end of the

matter. But a few nights later Lord Denman

came up smiling with

another Bill, designed

to effect the purpose

of the first. He ad-

mitted that this course

wras unusual. But he

had found a precedent

in the year 1754 con-

nected with an Act

for the naturalization

of the Jews. " I have

been thirty-four years

in this House," he

added, parenthetically,

" and am entitled to

speak in every month

sxcept October."

Why October, the

peers, being after all

human, were curious

to know. But they

mastered the weak-

ness and sat silent,

whilst Lord Denman,

raising his musical

voice to tones of passionate entreaty, be-

sought them in the name of the liberties

of England to read his Bill a first time.

What followed illustrates the difference of

habit on the part of the Lords and Commons

in dealing with cases like this. Had Lord

Denman risen upon such an errand in the

Commons, he would have been greeted with

uproarious laughter and cheering, the scene

closing by the stern interference of the

Speaker. In the Lords he talked on amid

perfect silence till he had quite finished.

Then the Lord Chancellor, taking no more

notice of him than if he had been a. blue-

bottle fly buzzing round the chandelier, went

on with the next business.

MY

LETTER-

BOX.

" THERE ARE NO BISHOPS PRESENT. "

His last interposition in the

no business of the House of Lords

bishops, was most dramatic. The peers

to the number of twenty or

thirty were discussing some Bill, the name

of which does not dwell in the memory.

Suddenly appeared in their midst the tall,

gaunt figure of Lord Denman, with skull

cap on his head, his left hand clutching a

bundle of papers, his right pointing to the

Front Bench above the gangway, where ex-

Ministers sit.

" My Lords," he said, interrupting the

peer who was in possession of the House,

" there are no Bishops present. I move

that this House do now adjourn."

No notice was taken of the interruption,

and after a while Lord Denman, gathering

up his papers, hurried

from the House. Other

peers might discuss

miscellaneous Bills in

the absence of the

Bishops. He would not

share their responsi-

bility.

The wide

range of

TheStrand

Magazine

over the English-speak-

ing world brings me

letters from various

parts, near and remote,

following up topics

here touched upon.

One writes from Bom-

bay: " Passing through

London on my way

to five years' exile, I

spent a night in the

House of Commons,

and was much com-

forted. It may at times be dull here, but

for absolute, soul-depressing dulness, I never

saw anything like the centre of-attraction

for denizens of a scattered Empire. When,

from month to month, I read ' From

Behind the Speaker's Chair,' I wonder

that you, who seem to spend your days

and nights in the House, still survive.

Are you not really bored to death ? Is

not flesh a weariness and the grasshopper

a burden ?"

We have no grasshoppers in the House of

Commons, though last Session a mouse looked

in and momentarily concentrated upon itself

the attention of a crowded legislature. To-

wards the end of a prolonged Sessionâ��and
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A GRASSHOPPER.

last August, with brief intermission, the House

of Commons counted twenty months' hard

labourâ��things don't look so bright as theydid.

But for a sufficiently good reason the House

of Commons never palls upon me beyond

the influence of a passing hour of dreariness.

The reason is that, like the sea, it is never

to be counted upon for prolongation of a

particular mood or a current aspect. At one

moment it may be in a condition depicted

by the disappointed visitor on his way to

Bombay. The next it may break forth

into a burst of merry laughter ; may

be moved to enthusiastic cheering or

shouts of execration ; may even be lashed

into a state of tumult such as that which

made memorable a night in June in the

Home Rule Session of 1893. At its best the

House of Commons in dramatic qualities

exceeds any Assembly in the world. At its

worst it is, in truth, deadly dull. But.even in

the depths of dulness, the seeing eye may

discern some touch of human interest.

Here is a note from Mr. Archi-

THE irish bald Forbes, whose knowledge is

pierage, extensive and peculiar. It relates

to a House of Commons' story,

told in a former number, wherein a Con-

servative member, living in Whitehall Court,

endeavoured to obtain permission to drive

through the Horse Guards archway. Accord-

ing to the smoking-room story, he was told

that that was impossible, the privilege being

reserved for Royalty and a few highly-placed

personages connected with the War Office.

But he might be made an Irish peer.

LORD

brougham's

CHECK

TROUSERS.

"The actual story," writes Mr. Forbes, "is

of the George III. period. Robert Smith,

the banker, and ancestor of the present

Lord Carrington, had a house whose back,

with the usual garden in front of it, faced the

Green Park on its eastern side. He desired

to have an entrance into the park from his

garden, and petitioned the King to that effect

through the proper channel. ' I cannot grant

him this privilege,' said old George, 4 but I

shall be very glad to make him an Irish peer

instead.' So Smith became Lord Carrington

in the Irish peerage, and a year later received

a peerage of U.K."

Another correspondent on the same subject

writes to say that he first heard the story

twenty-seven years ago.

Mr. William Lincolne sends

from Ely a note which seems

to settle an important con-

troversy. Was the Brobding-

nagian check pattern of Lord

Brougham's trousers a figment of the fancy

of Mr. Punch, or did they actually exist ?

Says Mr. Lincolne :â��

"Among his lordship's enthusiastic ad-

mirers was a Huddersfield manufacturer,

wrho, having turned out a remarkably

good shepherd's plaid trousering, sent

him a piece with compliments. He had

a pair of trousers made from it, and when

these were worn out, having the cloth still by

him, he just had another pair, and so on

to the end of his days. My informant,

a friend of thirty-five years' standing, was

a Huddersfield man, and what may be

still more to the purpose, I saw his

lordship wearing a pair during what must

have been his last public appearance on a

platform at Newcastle some time in the sixties.

He was then a mild-mannered, genial old

gentleman, and as I listened to his old man's

saws, it was hard to believe he could ever have

been the fiery advocate of Queen Caroline,

the indomitable Henry Brougham ! Sed

quantum mutatus ab illo.

" The enormous pattern was just the ' touch

of exaggeration essential to success in

caricature,' but the basis was shepherd's

plaid."

It seems a quite unnecessary task

to impose upon the over-burdened

Speaker the necessity of waiting

about to whatever hour of night

or morning may be necessary in

order to declare the adjourn-

ment of the House of Commons. When

the House is in Committee upon a large and

intricate measure, such as the Home Rule Bill

THE

ADJOURN-

MENT

OF THE

HOUSE.
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or the Budget Bill, the Chairman of Com-

mittees takes the chair immediately after

questions are disposed ofâ��that is, between

four and five in the afternoonâ��and remains at

his post till midnight. Thereupon, under exist-

ing rules, progress is reported, the Chairman

leaves the chair, the Speaker is brought in,

and the Chairman, standing by the steps of

the chair, reports progress. As with certain

exceptions no opposed business may be taken

after midnight, all the Speaker has to do is

to run through the orders of the day (that is,

to read the list of Bills put down for the

sitting), and, these being severally postponed,

the House is adjourned within a space of

five minutes.

" Why," common persons would inquire,

" should the Speaker, in such circumstances,

not be free for the whole of the evening

â��at liberty to go to bed when he pleases ? "

The reason is the uncertainty of what may

momentarily arise in the House of Commons.

Not only does the Speaker await the midnight

call to proceed to the adjournment, but he

does not feel himself at liberty to

leave his House all through the long

hours the Committee is pegging away

under the presidency of the Chairman.

The necessity for this hard - and - fast

line was demonstrated on the occasion of the

great fight on the Closure in Committee

on the Home Rule Bill. That sprang up like a

whirlwind. Had the Speaker not been within

call when a messenger was sent to summon

him, a deplorable scene must have reached

still lower depths.

As it was, the call was so sudden and the

hurry so urgent, that when the Speaker took

the chair he had no definite knowledge of

the circumstances that led up to the tumult,

a condition of things Mr. Peel, with his

customary presence of mind and infinite

skill, put to ready use. When members

showed a disposition to go buck on what had

immediately followed upon the interruption

of Mr. Chamberlain's speech, the Speaker

said he had no information on the subject,

and declined to permit discussion.

That was an exceptional case ; but it is

an exception which achieves the customary

function of proving the rule. In ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred the Speaker might

finally retire from the scene when the House

resumes Committee on a big Government

Bill. On the hundredth his return to the

chair is imperatively needed.



Stories from the Diary of a Doctor.

SECOND SKRIKS.

HARTLEY CASTLK.

By I,. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.I).

[These stories are written in collaboration with a medical man of large experience. Many are founded on fact, and all are

within the region of practical medical science. Those stories which may convey an idea of the impossible are only a forecast of an

early realiration. 1

|HE extraordinary story which I

am about to tell happened a

few years ago. I was staying

for a short time in a small

village in Warwickshire, and

was called up suddenly one

evening to see the Squire of the place, who

had met with a bad accident and was lying

in an almost unconscious condition at his

own houFe. The local doctor happened to

be away, and my services were eagerly

demanded. Under the circumstances, there

was nothing for it but to comply. I stepped

into the brougham sent for me to the village

inn, and, after a very short drive, found

myself at Hartley Castle. It was an ancient,

castellated pile, and village gossip had already

informed me that it had been the property

of the Norreys family for hundreds of years.

The night was a bright and moonlight one in

July, and as I drove down the straight avenue

and passed under a deep archway into a large

courtyard, I caught my first distinct view of

the house.

As soon as ever the carriage drew up at

the front door an old servant in livery flung

it open, and I saw in the background a lady

waiting with some nervousness to receive me.

Vol. ix -5.

She came forward at once, and held out her

hand.

" Dr. Halifax, I presume ? "

I bowed.

" I have heard of you,'' she said. " It is

a lucky chance for us that brings you to

Hartley just now. I am Miss Norreys. My

father was thrown from his horse two hours

ago. He seems to be very ill, and is unable

to move. When he was first discovered

lying in the avenue he was unconscious, but

he is able to speak now, and knows what is

going onâ��he seems, however, to be in great

discomfort, in short " she broke off

abruptly, and her thin, colourless face turned

paler.

" Can I see the patient ? " I interrupted.

" Oh, yes," she replied ; " I will take you

to him immediatelyâ��come this way, please."

I followed Miss Norreys up some shallow

stairs, which led into the Squire's bedroom.

I found my patient stretched flat in the

centre of the bed. A manservant and an

elderly woman, whom Miss Norreys addressed

as Connor, were standing at a little distance.

One of the windows was thrown open for air,

and the bed-curtains were flung back.

When I approached him, Squire Norreys
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fixed two rather fierce and strained black

eyes upon my faceâ��he was breathing with

extreme difficulty, and it required but a brief

glance to show me that he was suffering

from injury to the spinal cord.

I bent over my patient and asked him a

few questions. He replied to them in a

perfectly rational manner, although his words

came out slowly and with effort. He gave

me a brief account of the accident, and said

that his last conscious impression was fall-

ing somewhat heavily near the nape of the

neck. When he recovered consciousness, he

found himself K ing in bed.

" What is the

matter with me ? "

he asked, when he

had finished mak-

ing his brief state-

ment.

" You are suffer-

ing from injury to

the spinal cord,'' I

answered. " I can-

not tell yet what

the extent of your

injuries may be,

but I hope they

are not very serious,

and that after a

time your most un-

comfortable symp-

toms will abate."

"I find it hardâ��

to breathe," he said,

with a gasp. Then

he closed his eyes,

being evidently too

exhausted for fur-

ther conversation.

Miss Norreys

asked me to come

with her into an-

other room. I did

so, and when there

briefly described

the case to her.

" My opinion is, that the paralysis will pass

off before long," I said. " I do not think

that any serious effusion of blood into the

spinal cord has taken place. The brain, too,

is absolutely clear, which is an excellent

symptom. Of course, if the Squire is not

better to-morrow, I should like to consult

a specialistâ��now there is nothing to be done

but to apply the simple remedies which I

have ordered, and to watch him."

" I will sit up," said Miss Norreys.

" You must do as you please, of course,"

WHFRK AM I Ill: ASKLU.

I replied; " but as lam here, it is scarcely

necessary."

" I should prefer it," she answered.

I did not argue the point with her, and

half an hour later took my place by my

patient's bedside. Miss Norreys occupied

an easy chair in a distant part of the room,

and the old servant, Connor, sat within call

in the dressing-room. The night passed

without any special incidentâ��the patient

was restless and suffered much from thirst

and want of breath. Towards morning he

dropped off into an uneasy sleepâ��from this

he awoke with a sudden sharp cry.

" Where ami?"

he asked, in a husky

whisper.

I bent over him

instantly.

" In bed," I an-

swered. " You have

had a fall and have

hurt yourselfâ�� 1 am

sitting with you."

"I remember

now," he said :

" you are a doctor,

are you not ? "

"Yesâ��my name

is Halifaxâ��I am

taking care of you

for the present;

Dr. Richards, your

family doctor, being

away. Drink this,

please, and lie still.

You will soon, I

trust, be much

better."

I held a drink

to the Squire's

thirsty lips. He

drained it off

eagerly, then looked

past me into the

dark recesses of the

room.

" Is that Orian in that chair ? " he asked, a

queer, startled quiver coming into his voice.

" No, father, it's me," replied Miss Norreys,

alarm in her tone.

" I made a mistake," he answered. He

closed his eyes, giving vent as he did so to a

heavy sigh. A moment or two later he fell

into a natural sleep.

In the morning I thought him better, and

told Miss Norreys so.

"I am convinced," I said, "that the injurv

is only slight, and that the symptoms of
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paralysis will diminish instead of increasing.

There is no present necessity for calling in a

specialist, but I should like your father's

family physician, Dr. Richards, to be tele-

graphed for. He knows his constitution and,

in any case, ought to be here to take charge

of his patient."

" I will telegraph for him," said Miss

Norreys; " but 1 hope, Dr. Halifax," she

continued after a pause, " that you will not

resign the care of my father for the present."

" I will remain with your father, with

pleasure," I replied; " but it is only just to

Dr. Richards to consult him, and I should

like him to be telegraphed for."

Miss Norreys promised to see to this im-

mediately : the telegram was sent off, and a

reply reached us within an hour or two. The

family doctor was laid up with a severe chill

in a distant part of the country, and could

not return to Hartley for another day at

least.

" That settles the matter, then," said Miss

Norreys, with a sigh of relief. She was a

wiry-looking woman, with a nervous expres-

sion of face. Her age might have been

forty : her hair was thin, her brow deeply

furrowed. It was easy to guess that trouble

had visited this poor lady, and that even now

she lived under its shadow.

The special nature of that trouble I was

quickly to learn.

As the day advanced Squire Norreys grew

distinctly better. His upper limbs were still

completely paralyzed, but his breathing was

less laboured, and the expression of anxiety

and apprehension on his face less marked.

When the evening arrived I was able to give

a good report of my patient to his daughter.

" I have every hope that your father will

completely recover," I said. " The effusion

of blood into the cord, which is the symptom

most to be dreaded in such an accident, is

slight, and is being quickly absorbed. Of

course, it will be necessary for a long time to

keep the patient free from the slightest care

or worry."

I paused here. Squire Norrey's face was

not a placid one. There were fretful lines

round the mouth, and many furrows sur-

rounded the deeply set and piercing eyes. I

remembered, too, the name he had spoken

suddenly in the night, and the tone of con-

sternation in which his daughter had assured

him of his mistake.

" Undue excitement, worry, indiscretion

of any sort, would be bad for him now," I

said, " and might easily lead to dangerous

symptoms."

Miss Norreys, who had been looking at

me fixedly while I was speaking, turned very

pale. She was silent for a moment, then she

said, with passion :â��

" It is so easy for doctors to order a sort

of paradise for their patientsâ��it is so difficult

on this earth to secure it for them. How can

I guarantee that my father will not be

worried ? Nay " she stoppedâ��a flood

of crimson swept over her faceâ��" I know he

will be worried. Worry, care, sorrow, are the

lot of all. If worry, care, and sorrow are to

cause dangerous symptoms, then he is a

doomed man."

" I am sorry to hear you speak so," I

replied. "Your words seem to point to

some special troubleâ��can nothing be done

to remove it ? "

" Nothing," she answered, shutting up her

lips tightly. She moved away as she spoke,

and 1 returned to my patient.

The following night Squire Norreys and I

again spent together. He was restless and

there was a certain amount of fever. Soon

after midnight, however, he quieted down

and sank into heavy slumber. About three

in the morning, I was sitting, half dozing, by

his bedside, when something made me start

up wide awake. I saw that the Squire's eyes

were openâ��a second glance showed me,

however, that though the eyes were open,

the man himself was still in the shadowy land

of dreamsâ��he looked past me without seeing

meâ��his eyes smiled, his strong under-lip

shook.

" Is that you, Orian ? " he said. " Come

and kiss me, childâ��ah, that's right. You

have been a long time away â��kiss me again

â��I have missed you â��yes, a good bitâ��yes,

yes " He closed his eyes, continuing

his dream with satisfaction reflected all over

his face.

Who was Orian ? It was not difficult to

guess that, whoever she was, she had some-

thing to do with the Squire's too evident

distress of mind. In the morning, as my

custom was, I resolved to take the bull by

the horns. I should be in a better position

to help my patient if I knew exactly what

ailed himâ��I determined to speak openly to

Miss Norreys.

"Your father is going on well," I said,

" but his improvement would be even more

marked if his mind were at rest."

" What do you mean ? " she stammered.

" You gave me a hint yesterday," I saidâ��

" you hinted at something being wrong. In

the night the Squire had a dreamâ��he spoke

in his dream with great passion and feeling
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to someone whom he called Orianâ��he

seemed to find great relief in her presence.

Is that your name ? "

Miss Norreys was standing when I spoke

to herâ��she now clutched hold of the back

of the nearest chair to support herself.

" My name is Agnes," she replied. " I

knew, I guessed," she continued â�� "I

guessed, I hoped, that the old love was not

dead. Did he speak to her, to Orian, as if

he still loved her, Dr. Halifax ? "

" Yes," I replied. " Who is she ? "

" I will tell youâ��come into my boudoir."

She led me down a corridor and into a

quaint little room furnished in old-fashioned

style. Her movements were quick, her

manner full of agitation. She hastily opened

a davenport which stood against one of the

walls, and took out a photograph in a velvet

case.

"That is Orian's picture," she said, placing

the photograph in my hand. " You will see

for yourself that there is not much likeness

between that young girl and me."

I looked at the photograph with interest.

It represented a tall, finely-made girl. Her

face was dark, her eyes brilliant â�� the

expression of her face was full of fire and

spiritâ��her lips were beautifully curved, and

were just touched with the dawn of a radiant

smile. A glance was sufficient to show me

that her beauty was of a remarkable and dis-

tinguished order.

" I will tell you Orian's story in as few

words as I possibly can," said Miss Norreys.

She sank down into a low chair as she spoke,

and clasped her hands on her knees. I laid

the photograph back on the table.

" We are step-sisters," she began. " Orian's

mother died at her birthâ��she asked me to

be a mother to her. I loved my step-

mother, and the baby became like my

own child. She grew up in this house as

gay and bright and fresh as girl could be.

From her earliest days, she was my father's

special darling and idol. It would have

been impossible anywhere to meet a more

winsome, daring, fascinating creature. The

Squire is kind at heartâ��yes, I will always

maintain that; but he has a somewhat fierce

and overbearing mannerâ��at times also his

temper is irritable. Most people show a

little fear of the Squire. Orian never feared

anybody, and her father least of all. She

would go about the place hanging on his

arm. She would sit on his knee in the

evening; she would ride with him all over the

propertyâ��those two were scarcely ever apart,

and a look, a glance from Orian would

soothe the old man in his most irritable

moods. Her entrance into the room was

like a ray of sunshine to my father.

" We all felt her influence," continued Miss

Norreys, with a heavy sigh ; " her brightness

made the old place gay; she was liked by

young and old, rich and poor alike. Never

was there a more warm-hearted, spirited,

and brilliant girl. She could sing like a

lark, and had also a considerable talent

for art. My father would not allow her

to go to school, but the best masters from

Leamington used to come here to instruct

her.

"Amongst them was a young man of the

name of Seymour: he was an artist, and

seemed to have talent above the average. He

came here once a week to give Orian lessons,

and he and she, in my company, used to go out

to sketch. I liked him and was interested in

his future ; he expected to do great things

with his art by-and-by. Orian and I were

both interested in his day-dreams. Although

poor, he was quite a gentleman, and was

good-looking and refined in appearance.

" When my sister was nearly eighteen, my

father came to me one day in order to make

a confidence. There was no male heir to

inherit the estates, but the property was not

entailed, and the Squire could leave it to

whom he pleased. He knew that I inherited

a considerable fortune from my mother, also

that I had no wish for matrimony. My

father told me on this occasion that he

wished Orian to marry well and young, and

that he intended her eldest son to take the

name of Norreys and be his heir. He

further told me that he had fixed upon the

man who was to be the child's husbandâ��a

Sir Hugo Price, whose property adjoins ours.

Sir Hugo had fallen in love with Orian, and

a day or two before this conversation had

ask^d my father's permission to woo her and

win her if he could.

"I was startled, and begged for longer

timeâ��my father, who never could brook

the slightest opposition, became indignant,

and firmly declared that the marriage

should take place before the year was out.

I thought Orian would settle matters by

refusing to have anything to do with Sir

Hugo Price, who was considerably her senior,

and whom she never had shown the least

partiality for. To my surprise, however, she

made little or no opposition. She consented

to be engaged to Sir Hugo, and the wedding

was to take place immediately after her

eighteenth birthday. The whole county was

invited to Orian's wedding â�� no prepara-
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tions were too great to do honour to such a

bridal.

" The night before, however, quite late, the

bride stole into my room ; she flung her arms

round my neck, kissed me, and burst into

violent weeping. I guessed at once that she

was in trouble, but she would not confide in

me. I could do nothing but soothe and pet

" I GUESSED AT ONCE SHE WAS IN TROUBLE."

her, and after a time she wiped away her

tears, kissed me again, and went away.

" The next morning, you can imagine our

consternationâ��the house was full of wedding

guests, the bridegroom arrived in good time,

but there was no bride for him to marry. My

sister could not be foundâ��she had left

Hartley Castle, how and when no one seemed

to know. I learned long afterwards that our

old servant Connor was in the secret, but

nothing would have induced her to breathe a

word which might injure her darling. I can

never tell you what that terrible day was like.

The next morning a letter in Orian's hand-

writing arrived by postâ��it bore a London

post-mark, and was addressed to my father.

He read it standing by the hearth in this

room. When he had finished it, he placed

it in my hands, and said, abruptly :â��

" ' She has made her bed and she shall lie

on it. I forbid you to mention your sister's

name again to me, Agnes.'

" He left the room as he spoke ; when

he had gone I read the poor child's brief

words. She was now, she said, the wife of

Charles Seymour, the young artist who had

given her drawing lessons the previous sum-

mer, and to whom she had long been secretly

and passionately attached. Nothing, she

said, could bring her to marry Sir Hugo

Price, but as she knew that her father would

never consent to her engagement to Mr.

Seymour, she was forced to take this cowardly

way of securing her own happiness.

"' Yes,' she said, in conclusion, ' I know

what I have done is cowardly, and I fear it

will be a long time before you forgive me;

still, I do not repent.'

" There was no address on poor Orian's

letter. I offered to return it to my fatherâ��

he took it from my hands with a great oath,

and, tearing it into shreds, flung the pieces

on the fire.

" ' I forbid you to mention your sister's

name to me,' he said, ' and, what is more, I

lay my commands on you never to write to

her or to have any further dealings with

her of any sort whatsoeverâ��if you do,

you can also go.'

" Ot course I could not leave my fatherâ��

he wanted me during those fearful days of

suffering more than he had any idea of.

" A year after the marriage the birth of

Orian's son was announced in the Times.

My father was the first to see the announce-

ment. He pointed it out to me with a

trembling finger. He had aged greatly

during the year, and his temper, always

irritable, was sometimes almost unbearable.

He showed me the announcement of the

child's birth now, and abruptly left the

breakfast-table.

" That evening, however, to my great

surprise, he came and spoke to me.

" ' I never go back on my word,' he said.

' Orian is exactly to me as if she were dead.

She gave me up, and I give her up, but there

is no reason why her son should not inherit

the property.'

" My heart gave a leap at the words.

'"What do you mean, father?' I asked.

" ' What I say,' he replied. 'Orian has a

son: he can take our name, he can be

educated hereâ��I can make him my heir,

and he can inherit Hartley Castle after meâ��

that is, if he is in all respects presentableâ��

strong in limb and sound in intellect.

Write to your sister, Agnes, and tell her to
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send the child here for me to see when he is

a year oldâ��write to-night, do you hear me?'

" I promised gladly â�� that evening my

letter was posted. 1 begged of my poor

sister to consider the splendid prospect for

her child, and to think well before she refused

the Squire's offer. Her answer came back

within a fortnight.

" ' I was glad to hear from you again,' she

said ; ' your letter satisfied some of my heart

hunger, but not all. Only a letter from my

father himself could do that. 1 have called

the boy Cyril, after my fatherâ��he is in every

respect a noble child. I should like him to

inherit the old place. If my father will

allow me to bring him myself to Hartley

Castle, when he is a year old, and if at the

same time he will forgive me for having married

the man whom I really love, my baby Cyril

shall be his heirâ��if not, my husband and I

would prefer to keep our boy to ourselves.'

" I showed this letter to the Squire, whose

face turned crimson as he read it.

"' I never go back on my word,' he

said, 'tell her that from me. If the boy is

presentable I'll have him, but I'll have

nothing to do with her, or the miserable

pauper whom she has married.'

" I was obliged to write to Orian to tell

her that there was no chance of a reconcilia-

tion for her or her husband. She never

answered my letter. Months went by ; the

boy's first birthday passed without my sister

making any sign. Then, one day, I had a

short letter from Orian. It ran as follows :â��

" ' My husband is ill; I am in great anxiety.

If my father still wishes to see little Cyril, I

will send him to Hartley Castle when he is

two years old.'

" I showed the letter to the Squire.

" ' Aye, tell her to send him,' he responded.

" ' Won't you give her a kind word, father ?

She is in dreadful trouble,' I pleaded.

" 'I have nothing to do with her,' he

answered ; 'she is dead to me.' He turned

on his heel as he spoke, slamming the door

after him.

" I wrote to my sister, telling her to send

the child as soon as she could. My father

never mentioned him again, but I saw by the

expression in his eyes and by the eager way

in which he watched when the post arrived

each morning, that in reality he was always

thinking of the child. One day I saw the

announcement of Charles Seymour's death

in the Times. I rushed into my father's

study, holding the open paper in my hands.

"' I know what you are going to tell me,'

he exclaimed when he saw me. ' I looked

at the Times before breakfastâ��the fellow's

death is nothing to me.'

" 'But Orian,' I interrupted.

" ' How often am I to tell you that she is

dead to me ? ' he replied.

" I turned away. As I was leaving the

room he called after me.

"' When do you expect that child to be

sent here, Agnes ? '

" ' He was to have come after his second

birthday,' I answered, ' but it is scarcely

likely that poor Orian will find herself able

to part with him now.'

" My father stared at me when I said this;

then, whistling to one of his dogs, he walked

out of the room. On the child's birthday a

letter arrived from his mother. It contained

a photograph of the boy and a few words.

" ' I am sending baby's photograph,' she

wrote. ' Perhaps my father will be able to

judge by it whether the child is sufficiently

presentable to inherit the property. At any

rate, I cannot spare the boy himself for the

present.'

" She made no allusion whatever to her

husband's death. I took the photograph

and letter to my father. He read the letter

through and then scanned the photograph

eagerly.

"' As far as I can see there is nothing

amiss with the little chap,' he said ; ' but you

don't suppose, Agnes, 1 am such a fool as to

choose my heir from a photograph. Tell

your sister to send the boy here with his

nurseâ��I will defray the expense. After I

have seen him, his mother can have him

back again if she fancies it, until he is five or

six years of age. If I adopt him as my heir,

I will give a suitable allowance for his main-

tenance. You can mention that when you

write.'

"I took the photograph and letter away

with me, and wrote as 1 was bidden. A

reply came within a week.

" ' I cannot fix any date for sending the

child to Hartley Castle,' wrote my sister.

' As I said in my last letter, I do not wish to

part with him at present. It is possible that

I may send him in a few months for my

father to see, but I do not make any definite

promise.'

" That letter arrived about six months ago

â�� the boy is now two and a half years of age,

and we have not yet seen him. My father, I

can see, lives in a constant state of fret and

irritation. He often threatens to make his

will, leaving the property to a distant relation,

but for some unaccountable reason he never

takes any active steps in the matter. You
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speak of this anxiety being bad for himâ��

what can I possibly do to remove it ? "

" I should recommend you to see Mrs.

Seymour,'' I replied, "and to find out for

yourself what is her real objection to sending

the boy here. I am firmly convinced that at

bottom your father still retains a real and

deep affection for her. I have known

characters like his before. Such men will

rather die than allow their indomitable pride

to be conquered. The presence of the child

might work wonders, and for every reason he

ought to be sent for immediately."

Miss Norreys stood up in great anxiety and

indecision.

" If I only dared to do it," I heard her

murmur under her breath.

She had scarcely said these words when a

rustling noise in the passage caused Miss

Norreys to turn her nead quicklyâ��a look of

eager and startled expectation suddenly filled

her eyes. The next instant the room door

was flung hastily open, and the disturbed

face of the old servant, Connor, appearedâ��

she rushed into the room, exclaiming, in an

agitated way :â��

" Oh, Miss Norreys, I hope you'll forgive

meâ��I never, never thought she'd be so mad

and wilful. What is to be done,

miss? Oh, suppose the Squire

finds out !"

Before Miss Norreys had

time to utter a woid a tall,

gracefully-made young woman,

in deep widow's mourning,

followed her into the room ;

behind the young widow came a

nurse carrying a child. One

glance told me who the widow

and child were.

"Oh, Miss Orian, you

shouldn't have come back like

this," called out the old servant.

" Nonsense, Connor," she re-

plied, in an imperious but sweet

voice; " could I stay away,

when you telegraphed that my

father was so ill ? Give me

baby, nurse, and go away,

please. Aggie, this is babyâ��this

is little Cyrilâ��I have brought

him at last, and I have come

myself. Connor telegraphed to

me yesterday about my father's

accidentâ��she said his life was

in danger. Aggie, kiss me. Oh,

I have been so hungry for you,

and for the old house, and for

my dear father most of all. I

was too proud to come to him until yesterday

â��but nowâ��nowâ��yes he shall forgive meâ��

I'll go on my knees to himâ��I'llâ��Oh, Aggie,

don't look at me with such startled eyesâ��I

have sufferedâ��I do suffer horribly. Aggie,

I am desolateâ��andâ��andâ��here is baby."

There was a wild sort of entreaty in her

words and in the way she held the child out

as she spoke. He was a heavy boy, but her

young arms seemed made of iron. As to

poor Miss Norreys, she was too stunned to

reply. She stood with clasped hands gazing

up pitiably at her sister.

"Take baby, Connor," said the younger

woman. " Oh, Aggie, how old and worn

you are. There, come to me, come into my

arms." In a moment her strong young arms

were swept round Miss Norreys' slight figure.

She took the little lady into her embrace as

though she were a child. Her long black

widow's dress swept round her sister as she

held her head on her breast.

Presently I went upstairs to sit with my

patient. The improvement which I have

already spoken of was more marked eacn

time I saw him. The Squire's eyes were

bright, and I saw by their expression that

his mind was actively at work.
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"SHE TOOK THE LITTLE LADY INTO HER EMBRACE."

" I fancied I heard carriage wheels," he

said ; " has anyone come ? "

I was' about to make a soothing reply,

which should lead his thoughts from dangerous

ground, when, to my extreme consternation

and amazement, Miss Norreys entered the

room, carrying her sister's little boy in her

arms. I would have motioned her back if I

could, but I was too lateâ��the Squire had

seen the boyâ��I saw him start violentlyâ��

all the upper part of his body was still

completely paralyzed, but the features of his

face worked with agitation, and a wave of

crimson mounted to his brow.

" Keep yourself calm," I said to him in a

firm voice. " I cannot answer for the con-

sequences if you allow yourself to get excited.

Miss Norreys, you ought not to have brought

that child into the room without my

permission."

The poor lady gave me a piteous glance ;

her eyes were red and swollen with weeping.

" Let me see the youngster," exclaimed the

Squire. " Bring him over to the bed, Agnes.

I know who he isâ��he is Orian's boyâ��she

has sent him here at last. Heavens ! what a

look of the family the little chap hasâ��he is

a Norreys, not a doubt of that."

Miss Norreys stood with her back to the

light.

" Bring him round to the other side of the

bed," said the Squire, " and let me have a

good look at him."

Miss Norreys obeyed with some unwilling-

ness.

The full light now streamed on the child's

faceâ��it was beautiful enough to please any-

oneâ��the features were perfect, the contour

aristocraticâ��the full eyes were lovely in

colouring and shape; and yetâ��and yet it

needed but one glance to tell me that no soul

looked from the little fellow's tranquil gaze,

that, in short, the mind in that poor little

casket was a sealed book. The beautiful boy

was looking at no one: he was gazing straight

out of the window up at the sky. Presently

the faintest of smiles trembled round his

lips, but did not reach his serene eyes.

" He's a fine little chap," said the Squire,

" but " there was a fearful pause. " How

old is he, Agnes ? "

"Quite a baby, as you can see," said Miss

Norreys.

" Folly," said the Squire; " he's over two-

put him on the bed.''

Miss Norreys obeyed.

The boy sat upright where he was placed,

he never glanced at his grandfather, but his

eyes followed the light.

" He's a fine little chap," repeated the old

man ; " very like us, butâ��when did you say

he came, Agnes ? "

"About half an hour ago," she replied,

with firmness. " He's a lovely boy," she

repeated ; "he is as beautiful as an angel."

The Squire knit his browsâ��his face was

getting flushed, his keen, sharp eyes looked

from the crown of the child's head to his

daintily clothed feet.

" Take him away," he said, suddenly. His

voice was harsh, there was a tremble in it.

I motioned to Miss Norreys to obey. She

lifted the little fellow into her arms again,

and carried him out of the room.

The moment the door closed behind them,

Squire Norreys turned to me.

"You are a doctor," he said, "and you

know what's up."

I made no reply.

"That boy's an idiot," said the Squireâ��

" he's a beautiful idiotâ��he's no heir for meâ��

don't mention him again."

" There is something the matter with the

child,'' I said ; " what, I cannot exactly tell

you without giving him an examination. As
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he is in the house, I should like to go care-

fully into his case, and will let you know my

true opinion as soon as possible."

,; Aye, do," said the Squire; " but you know

just as well as I dp, Halifax, that the unfortu-

nate child has got no mindâ��that accountsâ��

that accounts " he pausedâ��the pink spots

grew brighter on his cheeks.

" I must send for my man of business," he

said, speaking with great excitement, " I can-

not rest until I have made a suitable disposal

of my propertyâ��the dream about that child

inheriting it is at an end."

" Now listen to me," I said, in a firm

voice; " unless you wish your heir, whoever

he may be, to step into possession at once,

you are to attend to no business at present.

You have met with a serious accidentâ��a

very little more, and your life would have

been the forfeitâ��as it is, you are making a

splendid recovery, but excitement and worry

will throw you back. In short, if you do not

remain quiet, I cannot be answerable for the

consequences. With care and prudence, you

may live to manage your own property for

many years. I am very sorry that you saw

that little fellow to-dayâ��the thing was done

without my permission. I am going down-

stairs, however, to examine him thoroughly,

and will give you my verdict on his case

when next I see you. Now you are to take

your medicine and go to sleep. Nurse, come

into the room, please."

The professional nurse whom I had

engaged to help me entered from the

dressing-room. I gave her some directions,

desired her to admit no one, and went down-

stairs.

Miss Norreys was anxiously waiting for me

â��she came out of her boudoir to meet me.

" Is my father worse ? " she asked.

" I hope not," I replied; " but why did you

bring that child into his room without my

permission, Miss Norreys?"

" Oh, it was Orian," she replied; " she

would not be reasonableâ��she seemed carried

out of herself by excitement and distress. It

was as much as I could do to keep her from

bringing the boy to my father herself. Of

course, I know now why she kept him away

all these months ; but she thought â�� she

hopedâ��that my father might not notice how

things were with the child while he was so

ill himself."

"You both did very wrong," I answered.

" Of course, Mr. Norreys could not fail to

observe the child's strange condition. By the

way, I should like to see the boy again."

" Orian is only too anxious to consult you

Vol. ix.--6.

about him," replied Miss Norreys. " Will

you come in here ? "

She led me again into her boudoir, said, in

a husky voice, " I have brought Dr. Halifax

to see you, Orian," and closed the door

behind us.

Mrs. Seymour was standing near one of

the windowsâ��the boy sat on a sofa facing

the light. He was looking as usual up at the

sky. The mother started when she heard

my name, and gave me a quick glance.

" Come here," she said; " you can see him

well from here. He won't mindâ��he never

notices, neverâ��he loves the light, he hates

the darkâ��he has no other loves or hatreds.

It's easy to satisfy him, isn't it ? "

She glanced at me again as she said the

last words, tears brimming over in her eyes.

â�  " My sister tells me that you know some-

thing of my story, Dr. Halifax," she continued.

" I have heard of your name, and I am glad

to make your acquaintance. Agnes wishes

me to consult you about the boy, but I do

not think there is anything to consult about.

Anyone can see what is wrongâ��he has no

mind. He is just beautiful, and he is alive.

Even the cleverest doctors cannot give baby

a mind, can they ? "

" I should like to ask you a few questions

about him," I said in reply.

I sat down as I spoke and took the boy on

my knee. He did not make the slightest

objection to my handling him. but when I

turned his face away for a moment from the

bright light which streamed in from the

window, a spasm of unrest seemed to pass

over it. I felt the little head carefully ; there

was no doubt whatever that the child's intel-

lect was terribly impaired : one arm and one

foot also turned inwardsâ��an invariable sign

of idiotcy.

While I examined the child the mother

stood perfectly still. Her hands were locked

tightly together; her attitude was almost as

impassive as that of the baby himself.

She had expressed no hope a moment

before, but when I looked up at her now, her

" Well?" came in a hoarse and eager whisper.

" I can tell you exactly what is the matter,"

I said ; " the state of the child's head makes

the case abundantly clear. He is a very

finely made childâ��see his shoulders, and

the size of his limbs generallyâ��observe, how-

ever, how small his head is in proportion to

the rest of his frame. That smallness is at

the root of the mischief. The little fellow is

suffering from premature ossification of the

cranial bones. In short, his brain is im-

prisoned behind those hard bones and cannot
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grow. The bones I refer

to should, at his tender

age, be open, to allow proper

expansion of the growing

brain."

" He was born like that,"

said Mrs. Seymour. " The

nurse told me so when he

was a few days old. She

said that most babies have

a soft spot on the top of

the head, but my boy had

none."

" When he was quite an

infant, did you notice any-

thing peculiar about him ? "

" He was very bright and

intelligent until he was three

or four months old."

" Yes," I continued :

"and after that?"

" One day he was taken

with a violent attack of

screaming, which ended in

a sort of fitâ��we sent for a

doctor, who attributed the

convulsions to teething, but

after that the child's mind

seemed to make no progress.

He still knew me, however,

and used to smile faintly

when I approached him.

This continued for some

time, but of late he has ceased to notice any-

oneâ��in fact, as I said just now, the only

pleasure he has is in turning to the light. Oh,

his case is hopeless, and," she added, with

passion, " he is all I have got."

Tears gathered in her eyes, but none fell â��

she turned her head away to hide her

emotion. When she looked at me again her

manner was quite quiet.

" My father has offered to make the little

fellow his heir," she said ; " but, of course,

after to-day, he will put such an idea out of

his head. I do not think I care very much

now whether Cyril is his heir or not, but I

should be glad, if in any way possible, to

have a reconciliation with my father."

" I am afraid you must not see him

to-day," I answered ; "it would never do for

him to know that you are in the house. He

is going on well, so you need not be anxious

about him, but you must have patience with

regard to seeing him. As to the child," I

continued, " most people would consider his

case hopeless, but I am not at all sure that

I do."

" What can you mean ? " she exclaimed.

" U ELL '!

" Cyril's case not hopeless !

Surely I don'thearyouaright

â��not hopeless ! Speak, Dr.

Halifaxâ��your words excite

me â�� speak, tell me what

you mean."

" I will tell you after I

have considered matters a

little," I said. "An idea

has occurred to meâ��it is

a daring one; when you

hear of the thought which

has visited me, you may

recoil from it in horror, but

I cannot divulge it, even to

you, until I have thought

it over carefully. I will see

you again on the subject in

an hour or two."

A brilliant rose-colour

had come into Mrs. Sey-

mour's cheeks, her beautiful

eyes grew full of light.

" You think that I won't

i consent," she said, " to any-

thing that offers a gleam of

hope ! Oh, think out your

plan as quickly as possible

and let me know."

I said I would do soâ��

my heart ached with pro-

found pity for her. I

went out of the house and

ig walk. During the walk my

shape and form. The child's

so hopeless that, surely, strong

measures were justifiable which had even the

most remote possibility of giving him relief.

I felt inclined to do what had not to my

knowledge been yet attempted, namely, to

try to give release to the imprisoned brain.

When I entered the house the Squire was

awake, and was asking to see me. I went

up to him at once. He was no worse, and

the eagerness which filled his eyes to learn

my news with regard to the boy made me

resolve to speak to him quite openly on the

subject. I gave him a brief account of what

I considered the state of the caseâ��then I

told him what I wished my line of treatment

to be.

" I propose," I said, standing up as I

spoke, for the thought of what I was about

to do filled my mind with profound interestâ��

" I propose to open the casket where the

child's mind is now tightly bound up, and so

to give the brain a chance of expansion."

" I don't understand you," said the Squire.

" It is difficult for me to explain to you

took

idea

case

a lo

took

was
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the exact nature of the operation which I

hope his mother may permit me to perform,"

I continued. " I admit that it is an experi-

ment, and a tremendous one ; but I know a

clever surgeon who can give me invaluable

assistance, and, in short, I am prepared to

undertake it."

" Suppose you don't succeed," said the

Squire, " then the child "

" The child may die under the operation,"

I said, " or he may live as he now is."

" And if successful ? " continued Squire

Norreys.

"Thenhewill be

as other children."

The Squire was

silent. Afteralong

pause he said,

"And you think

the mother will

consent to such

a risk ? "

" I can but ask

her,'T responded;

" I am inclined to

believe that she

will consent."

" You are a

queer fellow,

Halifax; your en-

thusiasm excites

even my admira-

tion ; but pray,

why do you tell

me all this ? "

"Because I want

you to abide the

result of the operation."

" How long, supposing everything

goes well, shall I have to wait ? "

" Between three and six months."

" I may be in my grave before

then."

" Not likelyâ��you are already better.

Nothing will be so good for you as

hope. Live on hope for the next six

months, and give your heir a chance."

" You're a queer man," repeated the Squire.

He said nothing further, but I knew by his

manner that he was prepared to abide by the

issue of the operation.

I saw Mrs. Seymour soon afterwards, and

explained to her as fully as I could the idea

which had taken possession of me.

My few words of the morning had already

given her hope. She listened to me now

with an enthusiasm which gave me as much

pain as pleasureâ��her longings, her passionate

desires, had already swept fear out of sightâ��

devise, I cannot see

should not succeed.

she was eager, excited, restless, longing for

me to try my skill upon the child. I told

her that my idea was to divide certain por-

tions of bone in the skull, so as to allow the

closed-in brain to expand properly.

" It seems to me," I said, " the common-

sense view of the matter to take some steps

to give the cramped brain room for expan-

sion. The child is healthy. With extreme

care, and with all that surgical skill can

why such an operation

At the same time I must

not mince the

matter ; if it fails,

there is danger,

great danger, to

life."

The boy was

seated in a per-

fectly impassive

attitude on his

mother's knee.

She squeezed him

close to her when

I said this, and

gave me a quick

glance from an

eye of fire.

"The operation

will not fail," she

said.

" I believe it

will succeed," I

answered her.

" In any case, I

should advise it.

The child's pre-

sent case is so

hopeless and de-

plorable that, in

my opinion, very

great risk is justi-

fiable in any sur-

gical interference

which offers even

a hope of cure."

" I consent," she exclaimedâ��she sprang

up as she spoke, and still holding the boy to

her breast, pulled one of his little arms round

her neckâ��" I consent," she repeated. " If

his father were alive, he would wish it.

When can the operation be performed, Dr.

Halifax ? "

" As soon as possible," I answered. " Your

father is now out of danger. Granted nothing

unforeseen arises, he will completely recover

from his accident â�� there is nothing to

prevent my leaving him, more particularly

as a telegram has arrived from Dr. Richards,'
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who hopes to reach here this evening. I

propose, therefore, that you and your boy

return to London with me to-night. I can

see Terrel, the surgeon whose assistance I

wish to secure, to-morrow morning, and all

arrangements for the operation can be quickly

made."

" Very well," she replied, " I will be ready."

That night Mrs. Seymour, her nurse, and

the boy accompanied me to London. We

arrived there soon after midnight. Mrs.

Seymour had rooms in Baker Street; and,

when I saw her into a cab at Euston, I pro-

mised to call there at an early hour on the

following morning.

I went to my own house to spend an almost

sleepless night. Soon after eight o'clock on

the following day I went off to see Terrel.

He was one of the cleverest surgeons of my

acquaintance, and I was anxious to talk the

matter over with him in all its bearings. He

was startled and amazed at what I proposed

to do, but after much argument and con-

sultation, admitted that my plan was feasible.

The obvious common-sense view of opening

the skull to give the imprisoned brain room

for expansion appealed to him forcibly. He

offered to give me all the help in his power,

and we decided to perform the operation the

following day.

I went straight from Terrel's house to Mrs.

Seymour's lodgings, and told herof thearrange-

ments we had made. She came to greet me

with extended hands of welcome. The

brightness of renewed hope still filled her

eyes, but something in the expression of her

face showed me that she had also passed a

sleepless night.

Having described to her what preparations

she ought to make, and further telling her

that I would send in a good professional

nurse to take charge of the case that evening,

I went away.

The next morning Terrel and I, accom-

panied by the anaesthetist, arrived at the

house. AH was in readiness for the opera-

tion, and when we entered the bedroom

where it was to take place, Mrs. Seymour

appeared almost immediately, carrying the

little boy in her arms.

" Kiss me," she said to him, eagerlyâ��

there was such passion in those words, that

any spirit less firmly imprisoned must have

responded to them, But lightâ��light, was

all that baby needed just then; as usual, his

eyes turned to it. The mother pressed him

to her heart, printed two kisses on his

brow, and put him into my arms. Her look

of eloquent pain and hope almost unmanned

~1

me. As she was leaving the room I had to

turn my head aside.

Doctors, however, are a race of men who

have little time to give way to mere senti-

ment. I soon turned with eagerness to the

delicate task which lay before me. The baby

was put immediately under an anaesthetic,

and when he was unconscious I proceeded

quickly with the operation. Briefly, what I

did was somewhat as follows : Having laid

back the coverings of the skull over those

parts where I proposed to divide the bone,

the long openings and the shorter transverses

were successfully accomplished without injury

to the delicate membranes underneath them,

and I had the satisfaction of seeing the

trenches which I had formed widening under

my manipulation. Every detail of antiseptic

dressing was carried out with scrupulous

care, and the operation was finished without

any untoward event. It took altogether an

hour and a half. When I laid the little

fellow back in his cot, and called the mother

into the room, I felt sure that she knew by

my face how hopeful I felt with regard to the

result. She was white to the lips, however,

and quite incapable of speech.

I left the house with the most extraordi-
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narily mingled sensations of relief, triumph,

and anxiety which I have ever experienced.

The suspense of the next few days can better

be imagined than described. The gradual but

sure dawning of hope, the fact that no bad

symptoms appeared, the joy with which we

noticed that the child rallied well! In three

days my fears had nearly vanished. There

was already an improvement in the child's

intelligenceâ��in a week's time this improve-

ment was decisive. He no longer sat

absolutely still â�� he began to take notice

like other childrenâ��he ate and slept fairly

well.

On the tenth day I dressed the wound,

which was healing fast

One month after the operation I heard the

boy laughâ��he turned his head away, too,

when I entered the room, and hid his face

shyly against his mother's breast. His

behaviour, in short, was that of an ordinary

infant of from six to eight months of age.

Mrs. Seymour looked up at me on this occa-

sionâ��my thoughts must have been plainly

written on my.faceâ��for the first time during

all these trying days she burst into tears.

" I cry because I am happy," she said, with

a gasp in her voice. " He knows me, Dr.

Halifaxâ��baby knc j his motherâ��you have

seen for yourself how he has just distin-

guished between me and a comparative

stranger."

" I congratulate you from my heart," I

replied. " So far the success of the operation

has been magnificent, but I should like to

wait a little longer before I say anything to

the Squire."

The months went byâ��the improvement in

the child continuedâ��the imprisoned brain

developed with rapidityâ��the intellect seemed

to expand with leaps and bounds. I saw the

boy on his third birthday, and in every re-

spect he was almost up to the average child

of his age. I had made up my mind that the

time had come to see Squire Norreys, when

one day, a foggy one in late November, his

card was put into my hand. I had just seen

the last of my morning's patients, and was

preparing to go out. I desired the servant

to show the Squire into my consulting-room

immediately. I could not help starting when

he entered the room. He was a splendid-

looking man of a type fast dying out. His

olive complexion, his black eyes, and sweep-

ing black moustache were in strong contrast

to his abundant white hair, which was cut

close to his head. There was no trace of

weakness or illness about him nowâ��he

walked into the room with a firm step, carry-

ing his great height well. He gave me one

of his keen glances and held out his hand.

" How do you do ? " he said. " I happened

to be in town, so I thought I'd call. I am, as

you see, quite myself again."

" I am delighted to see that you are," I

answered. " It needs but a glance to tell

me that you have made a splendid recovery.

Won't you sit down ? "

" I am rather in a hurry," he replied. He

took a seat nevertheless and looked at me. I

saw the question in his eyes which his lips

refused to ask.

" I am particularly glad to see you," I said.

"The fact is, I was just about to write to

you."

" It occurred to me that I might hear from

you about now," he answered, in a would-be

careless tone.

" Yes," I said, " I was going to propose to

come to see you."

" Then," said the Squire, his voice getting

a little rough, " you have news aboutâ��about

my grandson ? "

" Yes," I said; " I should like you to see

him."

" Ix>ok here, Halifax," he exclaimed,

eagerly, " is there any use in it ? With all your

cleverness, you know, you can't give a child

like that a mind. I came here to-day be-

cause I gave you a sort of tacit promise that

I would take no steps with regard to my

property for a few months' time, but this kind

of thing can't go on. I don't wish to lay up

anxieties for a future death-bed : all must be

settled now."

" All shall be settled now," I said. " Will

you stay here, or will you come back again

within an hour ? "

" What do you mean ? What folly is this ? "

" Will you come back here within an hour

and see your grandson ? After seeing him

you can then decide at once and for ever the

question which worries you."

" You think him better, then ? "

" I do."

" Remember, no half-witted person shall

inherit Hartley Castle."

" The matter will lie in your own hands,"

I replied. " I should like you to see your

grandson. I can bring him here within an

hour ; will you wait to see him ? "

" All right," he replied.

My carriage was at the doorâ��I jumped

into it and drove straight to Baker Street.

Mrs. Seymour was in. The boy was playing

vigorously with a wooden cart and horse.

He was using manly and emphatic action
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with his wooden steedâ��he was, in fact, quite

noisy and obstreperous. No trace of any

wound disfigured his face â�� his wealth of

beautiful curls was flung back from a white

brow.

" Capital," I said, as I entered. " Now,

Mrs. Seymour, I want to borrow this boy for

an hour."

" Why ? " she asked.

" His grandfather is waiting to see him at

my house."

" Oh, then, I'm coming too,"

she said at once. " My father

shan't have Cyril without meâ��I

am resolved."

I stared at her for a moment

â��then I said: "Very well; get

ready as fast as you can."

In three minutes' time we

were driving back to Harley

Street. The boy could not speak

much yet, but he called his

mother "Mummie," and con-

stantly turned to look at her

with eyes brim full of love. We

entered the house, and I took

the two straight into my con-

sulting-room. The Squire started

up when he saw them ; a look

which I can scarcely find words

to describe filled his eyes â�� a

sort of starved look, of sudden

rapture ; he scarcely glanced at

the child, who walked as up-

right as a little soldier by his

mother's side ; all his gaze was

given to her ; he made an effort

to frown and to be severe, but

it was a poor pretence, after all.

"Cyril, this isyourgrandfather,"

said Mrs. Seymour. " Come and

speak to him at once."

The Squire sank down again in his chairâ��

he was almost weak from emotionâ��not a

single word, good or bad, had yet passed his

lips. Mrs. Seymour took the child and

placed him on his grandfather's knee.

The little fellow turned and looked full up

into the stern old face; the mother knelt

on the floor at his side. The boy's brow

puckeredâ��his lips pouted for a moment as

if he would cry, then something bright

attracted his eyesâ��he made a violent tug at

his grandfather's chain, and pulled his watch

out of his pocket. With a laugh he turned

to his mother, and held the watch to her ear.

" Tick, tick, mummie," he said.

" Ton my word, I'm blest," exclaimed the

Squire.

When he said these words I left the room.

TICK, TICK, MUMMIE, HE SAID.

It goes without saying that all went right

after that. When last I heard of Squire

Norreys, I was given to understand that he

was much bullied by his grandson, who, in

short, rules everyone at Hartley Castle. Mrs.

Seymour, who, of course, is completely recon-

ciled to her father, told me this in her last

letter.



Some Curiosities of Modem Photography.

i.

By William G. FitzGerald.

|F all the applications of modern

science, none is more interest-

ing than the use of the

camera as an aid to the detec-

tive. Here, to begin with, is

an instance at once simple

and amusing, showing how a suspicious photo-

maniac at Margate photographed his joint of

mutton in order to confound his pilfering

landlady (Figs, i and 2).

The secret of the daring and successful

forgeries on Glyn's Bank was, as we all

know, revealed by photography. The draft

was made out for ^48, but words, figures, and

even perforations were punched clean out of

the paper, and new pulp made and inserted.

The human eye was absolutely unable to

detect that the draft had been tampered with,

yet a photograph showed the faint lines of

the new pulp quite plainly. The forged

draft was for ^4,800.

Putty used by burglars in removing panes of

glass; sections of banis-

ters ; drinking glasses

and newspapers have

been photographically

treated, the finger im-

pressions being carefully

compared with those of

suspects in every case.

I am bound to say, how-

ever, that in this country

we are slow to introduce

the marvels of modern

science into our warfare

against the expert crimi-

nal. We have no eminent chemist like Dr.

Jeserich, of Berlin, who has for more than

thirteen years been engaged in continuous

conflict with the enemies

of society. Like his

learned predecessor and

teacher, Professor Son-

nenschein, Dr. Jeserich

takes rank among the

greatest photographic

detectives of the civilized

world ; and I propose to

give as briefly as possible

a few of the curious cases

that have come under his

notice.

Dr. Jeserich resorted

to photography, or photo-

FIG. X.â��JOINT OF MUTTON AS TAKEN

DOWNSTAIRS BY THE LANDLADY.

micrography, in order to have the whip-

hand of other experts who disputed his

microscopical observations. Eleven years ago

a peculiarly atrocious murder was committed

in Westphalia, and a small white hair was

forwarded to Dr. Jeserich for examination.

This hair was found upon the body of the

victimâ��a girlâ��and was held to be of great

importance, seeing that the accused murderer

was a grey haired and bearded man. A hair

from the beard of the latter was also forwarded

for comparison.

The photo-micrographs certainly showed

that the hairs were in some respects alike.

Both had the same pith in the centre ; both

had the same air-channels, scales, and hollow

spaces, and a certain fine structure of surface

was common to both hairs under examina-

tion. For all that, the expert, looking at his

photos., pronounced the hair found on the

body to be that of an animal, solely because

the pith extended to nearly the whole width

of the shaft.

But what animal?

Further experiments

showed that the hair

had been plucked from

a dog: in every case

photo - micrographs were

compared ; and, this fact

ascertained, the case grew

with amazing swiftness in

the expert's hands.-

From its colour the

hair belonged to a yellow

dog that was growing old ;

its circular section and smoothness showed

that it belonged to a smooth-haired dog ;

and from the undipped point it was deduced

that the animal's hair had

never been cut. Thus a

description of the dog

was worded as follows :

" An old, yellow, un-

shaven, smooth - haired,

and comparatively short-

haired dog."

The man under arrest

for this murder was

liberated on Dr. Jeserich's

evidence. Barely a year

later suspicion fell upon

another person, who

possessed a dog exactly

-THF. SAME JOINT AS THE LANDLADY

BROUGHT IT UP AGAIN.
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FIG. 3. â��HAIR CUT AND RE-GROWN, AND

UNCUT HAIRS.

coinciding with the above description. More

scientific investigations followed, and about

two months after his arrest the man confessed

that he had murdered the girl.

That it is possible to see from the point

of a hair that it has never been cut is shown

by Fig. 3, which is a reproduction of the cut

and re-grown point of a human hair, the

three hairs at the right of it having never

been cut. The photograph shown in Fig. 4

was prepared from the hairs of the victim

(a woman) in another murder case. On the

clothes of the two men arrested on suspicion

were found certain hairs, and it was Dr.

Jeserich's duty to ascertain whether these

hairs corresponded with hairs taken from

the head of the murdered woman.

A photograph of the point of a hair found

FIG. 4.â��HAIR OF MURDERED WOMAN.

on one of the accused demonstrated scienti-

fically that it had been taken from the victim's

head. Indeed, not only was the point

identical, but the shaft and root also coincided.

Fig. 5 shows the well-defined, club-like root of

this hairâ��a little thing, indeed, on which to

decide life or death.

Fig. 6 shows the root of the hair found

upon the second suspect. One more photo-

micrographic experiment convinced Dr.

Jeserich that this was the man's own hair.

As illustrating the wondrous accuracy of these

investigations, it is interesting to learn that

suspect number one confessed his crime a

few hours before his death on the scaffold.

" Are the spots upon the clothes blood ? "

asks the Court of the expert; "and, moreover,

is it human blood ?" Here again micro-

scopic photographs of bloodstains are made,

and handed round in order that judge and

jury may have ocular demonstration of the

difference between the blood of birds,

amphibia, and fishes, and that of animals

and human beings. The corpuscles of the

FIG. 5.â��ROOT OF MURDERED FIG. 6.â��ROOT OF SUSPECTED

WOMAN'S HAIR. MAN'S HAIR.

former are long and elliptical in shape, whilst

those of the latter are circular (Fig. 7). The

difference between the blood corpuscles of

animals and men must be inferred from the

size, and not from the shape. Photo-

micrography has revealed that there are

about 150 million corpuscles in a drop

of human blood, each corpuscle having an

appreciable diameter of 80-10,000th of a

millimetre. Of domesticated animals, the

blood of a dog shows the next largest

FIG. 7.â��CORPUSCLES OF HUMAN BLOOD.
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corpuscles, their diameter being 68-io,oooth

of a millimetre.

Here is another of Dr. Jeserich's cases.

A murderer, upon whose axe marks of blood

had been found, declared he had killed a

goat eight days before his arrest; human

blood corpuscles, however, were found upon

the axe, and were photographically compared

with authentic goat's blood. In this case,

photography, besides plainly showing the

difference between the corpuscles, brought

other evidence by proclaiming that the

axe had been wiped after the deed. One

photograph, produced at the trial, showed

a place in pointâ��much magnifiedâ��on the

steel of the axe. It indicated plainly the

streaks caused by wiping.

The practical application of photography

to the detection of the falsification of hand-

writing is extremely interesting. In enlarged

photographic pictures, erasures, alterations,

and subtle differences in inks are clearly

defined.

Fig. 8 shows a portion of a bill of exchange.

No special difference in the writing is notice-

able, not even in the word "April." The

ink appears to be everywhere of the same

colour, and this photo, appears to the eye to

be identical with the original itself.

The expert, however, has photographed

the word " April" (Fig. 9) by means of colour

FIG. 8.â��ORDINARY PHOTO. OF THE WORD "APRIL."

sensitive plates, which intensify the difference

of colour in inks. Here one can plainly see

that a falsification has taken place at the word

"April," and it is possible to follow, line by

line, -the various kinds of ink used. The

cross line of the " A " ; the upper corner as

well as the down-stroke of the "p"; the whole

of the curved part of the " p," and the first

part of the "r"; the dot of the "i"; and the

down-stroke of the " 1," have been made

with a different ink and added to the original

writing.

It is evident that instead of April, the

word "Mai" (May) was originally written.

In this case it was the forger's intention to

make the bill payable at an earlier date.

Dr. Jeserich has had many cases of this

kind. One name has been found under

Vol. ix.,-7.

another on a bill; manipulations of figures

upon cheques have been proved on several

occasions ; and even tricky Austro-Prussian

drovers, who alter dates on their cattle

quarantine permits, are bowled out while

they are chuckling over their own astuteness.

One more instance, showing how photo-

graphy cleared an innocent man. A forester

was found dead in a wood, and by his side

was found part of a vulcanite match-box,

which bore certain scratches suggestive of

letters. The Public Prosecutor arrested one

Gottlieb Graeber, and sent the box to Dr.

Jeserich to see if that expert could decipher

the name of the suspected man thereon.

The eminent chemist powdered the match-

box with fine lycopodium and then wiped it

carefully, so that the fine white particles

remained in the scratches. An enlarged

photograph of the box in this condition

showed that the name engraved was not

Gottlieb Graeber, but Adolf Langer. The

latter worthy was subsequently hanged.

Dr. Jeserich was once called upon to say

whether a certain old man, whose charred

remains were found in the ruins of his house,

had been alive when the house took fire. It

was something of a poser ; but after procuring

a bare ten drops of blood from the old man's

heart, the chemist tested them spectro-

scopically and found no trace of carbonic

FIG. g.â��COLOUR-SENSITIVE PHOTO. OF SAME.

oxide in the blood ; consequently the old

man must have been dead when the fire

broke out.

I may say that the forger can never hope

to baffle photography. Captain Abney, C.B.,

the vice-president of the Royal Photographic

Society, was once requested to examine an

engraving for a famous and titled collector.

By means of photography, he brought out

the original signature under a spurious one,

which had been added to increase the value.

Nor is it generally known that at Water-

low's, the famous bank-note and cheque

printers, there is a staff of photographic

experts, who practically defend the Govern-

ments of the world against the skilful forger.

This being so, it was clearly my duty to call

upon Waterlow's chief expert, Mr. J. D.
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Geddes, and this gentleman I have to thank

for much valuable information.

I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr.

Phillip Waterlow for the accompanying repro-

ductions, showing bank-notes with and with-

out a protective printing (Fig. 10). The illus-

tration shows two note designs cut in half

diagonally and joined. The upper portion

shows effective photographing of the design

when no protective printing is employed.

The lower half shows non-effective attempt

to photograph the same design when pro-

tected against photographic copying. It is

by no means generally known that our own

Bank of England notes can be reproduced in

absolute facsimileâ��even to the watermarksâ��

the Bank's sheet-anchor, and, I venture to

say, a very reliable one at that.

Foreign Governments frequently send

specimens of new issues of bank-notes to

Waterlow's, in order that the experts may find

by photography whether it is possible to forge

such notes. A fourth-rate Continental Power

recently ordered a series of bank-notes from

an Austrian firm, and after having been

assured that they were not forgeable, even by

photography, the notes were put in circula-

tion.

Presently the whole country was inundated

with bogus notes of marvellously clever design,

whereupon the entire issue was called in, and

a few specimens forwarded to Messrs.

by means of photography. Mr. J. Traill

Taylor, editor of the British Journal of

Photography, than whom, by the way, there

is no more eminent expert in the world,

tells me he was once sent for by the chief

engraver at the Bank of England.

The latter gentleman placed men, materials,

and, above all, paper, at Mr. Taylor's disposal,

and requested him to produce a few photo-

graphically forged five-pound notes, which

would subsequently be tendered at the Bank

counter. When the amiable Scotsman had

finished, however, the last-named test was

deemed wholly unnecessary, so perfectly

accurate were the photographic notes. " Our

sole protection," murmured the chief engraver,

" lies in our paper." The paper, indeed, is

Waterlow, to see if, after all, the note could

really be reproduced by photography.

The result was interesting. The note had

a violet surface with a so-called protective

under-printing of orange, meant to baffle the

camera. Nevertheless, the London firm's

expert staff quickly " got behind " the protec-

tion by usingâ��as the forgers must have done

â��colour-blind plates. Specimens and photo-

graphic reproductions were then sent to the

aggrieved Government, who subsequently

requested Messrs. Waterlow to prepare an

absolutely unforgeable note, if such a thing

were possible, and forward samples.

The note produced in answer to this

appeal must have been a disagreeable surprise

to many expert forgers. By means of print-
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ing in certain salts

of iron and other

chemicals, the word

" Counterfeit " ap-

peared right across

the face of every

one photographed;

yet on any one

original it was im-

possible to detect

anything unusual.

Banks occasion-

ally send in cheques

to Waterlow's pho-

tographic staff for

investigation. No

matter how well

words and figures

have been obliter-

ated by means of

chloride of lime

and oxalic acid, the

searching eye of the

camera, appealed to by the iron in the

original ink, brings out the visually invisible

characters. Even when Chinese white pig-

ment is used for obliterating purposes, the

photographic eye pierces through. The

French Government, I learn, suffered severely

until it adopted a special paper into which

FIU. II.â��ADULTERATING MILK : A DETECTIVE SNAP-SHOT.

strong fibre-like

hair is woven. This

again defeats the

photographic

forger, since the

hairs are so strongly

marked in facsimi-

les, that a child

could detect the

fraud.

Fig. 11 shows a

milkman in St.

James's Park

caught in the very

act of adulterating

his milk. This is

a snap-shot taken

by Mr. T. C. Hep-

worth, of the Photo-

graphic Neivs. Fig.

12 shows an extra-

ordinary photo-

graph taken by a

burglar, and subsequently sent to the makers

of the safe that resisted his efforts.

Coming to the curious uses of photography,

I enter upon such a vast field that I am

constrained to be brief to the verge of

abruptness. Wives have cured intemperate

husbands by taking snap-shots of their lords

KIG. 12.â��A BUKGLAKS PHOTOGKAI'M.
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in a state of intoxication, and producing the

photos, at breakfast-time. Mighty bridges

are tested by taking two photographs on one

negative, a heavy train being run across while

the second is being taken, so that the sag or

depression is shown on the plate. Battle-

ships and great buildings in course of con-

struction are periodically photographed in

order that the authorities at head-quarters may

see at a glance what progress is being made.

This reminds me that Lieutenant Walter

Basset, director of the great firm of Mauds-

lay, Son, and Field, whose business is the

engining of warships, tells me that photos,

of machinery are constantly being sent to

Japan, China, and remote parts of the world ;

and that sales up to a quarter of a million

sterling are effected through such photo-

graphs. Moreover, these engineers take

photographs of the condition of certain

contracts on stated days, and claim instal-

ments thereon from foreign Governments.

From this it is a far cry to photography as

a check upon the would-be baby farmer.

Yet persons who leave their children with

professional nurses while travelling, often

require an annual, or even monthly, photo.,

showing the little one's condition. Illegible

ancient manuscripts have been deciphered by

powdering them with fine talc, and then

taking a sharp photo. The British Museum,

too, in many cases exhibit only autotype

copies of such precious documents as the

Magna Charta, keeping the original safely

under lock and key.

Time was, indeed, when the British juror

accepted a photograph as incontrovertible

evidence ; but everyone who is acquainted

with the science knows that a photograph can

be made to tell almost any story the operator

pleases. When Mr. Gladstone on one

occasion spoke of the absolute accuracy of

photography, a humorous, if somewhat

libellous, expert produced a photograph

showing the right honourable gentleman loaf-

ing outside a low public-house in the Seven

Dials, his hat at a rakish angle, and his

appearance suggestive of the hilarity of intoxi-

cation. Personally, I have seen a lying

photograph of Little Tich giving a command

performance at Osborne. Blackmail by

photography, by the way, is not unknown,

since heads can be easily transposed. I

reproduce here a photograph of a bogus

mirage taken by the well-known instantaneous

amateur, Mr. A. R. Dresser, of Bexley

FIG. 13.â��A BOGUS MIRAGE.
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-A DROP OF LONDON DR1N KING-WATER.

(Fig. 13). Editors are loth to believe wonders

described by unveracious correspondents, but

I myself have seen more than one account of a

supposed mirage in the daily papers. Possibly

the narrators have forwarded photos, in

support of their story. The reproduction

shows a view of St. Malo, in Brittany, the

mirage being a vessel passing through the

Arctic regions! This is done by double

printing.

Photo-micrography is a fascinating subject.

Apart from its value as a detective agency, it

is of incalculable utility to the chemist and

the physician. In Fig. 14 I show a minute

drop of London drinking-water, magnified

750 diameters. Fig. 15 is a drop of stagnant

water, wherein one may see the lash by which

the microbe moves. The

lash of the microbe has a

diameter of 1-2 00,000th of

an inch.

Astounding as the state-

ment may appear, Mr.

Andrew Pringle, who sup-

plied me with these photos.,

has a veritable farm, or in-

cubator, on his premises

for the purpose of propa-

gating the deadly germs of

diphtheria, cholera, and

other kinds of frightful

ailments. Mr. Pringle keeps

his incubator always at body

heat, and his queer "stock "

are to be seen in glass

tubes, neatly labelled.

Mr. Pringle's photo-

micrographic apparatus cost

m %

PIG. 16.-

FIG. J5.â��A DROP OF STAGNANT WATER.

160 guineas ; and his mode of photograph-

ing his " subjects " is somewhat peculiar.

The bacteria are first spread on glass, and

then stained with aniline dyes, after which

the plates of glass are washed; the bacteria,

however, retain the colouring matter. Super-

fluous microbes are destroyed by fire or

sulphuric acid. I sincerely hope that my

worthy informant will not meet the fate of

Dr. Oestel, assistant at the Hygienian Institute

of Hamburg, who died of Asiatic cholera,

contracted while experimenting with infected

water from the Vistula. He, too, had a little

farm for breeding bacilli.

A most extraordinary experiment was

recently essayed by Professor Marshall Ward,

F.R.S. He took a sheet of glass, coated it with gelatine, and inocu-

lated it with bacteria, which

he allowed to grow until

the surface was practically

covered. The professor then

exposed this sheet under a

negative, and wherever the

light penetrated the bacteria

were killed ; wherein is a

useful moral. Professor

Ward afterwards exhibited

the sheet of glass, which

was in reality a photo-

graphic landscape taken on

the bodies, so to speak, of

myriads of microbes.

Here is one of the most

marvellous photographic

curios that has come under

my notice ; it is a photo-

graph taken from the eye

IMAGE FROM THE EVE OP A

BEETLE.
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FIG. 17.â��MOVEMENT OF LIPS IN SAVING

"jE VOUS AIME."

of a defunct beetle, by Pro-

fessor Exmer, of Vienna, in

order to see whether the

insect's faceted eyes projected

one or many images on to the

retina (Fig. 16). The expert

set about his extraordinary

task in the following way:

First of all, of course, he

caught his beetle, dissected

the eye from the body, and

placed it in glycerine on the

slide of a microscope. Then

he directed the slide towards

the window of the laboratory

â��on a pane of which, by the

way, he had pasted the letter

R. The window is quite

plainly seen. The R is com-

paratively distinct, too, and

one gets a hazy glimpse of

a church outside. I am in-

debted for this photograph

to Mr. E. J. Wall, of the

Amateur Photographer.

Quite 50 per cent, of the students

at our hospitals now adopt photography

as a means of recording the details of

abnormal cases, such as those of goitre,

a peculiar swelling to which workmen

in the limestone districts are subject,

and cretinism, or semi-idiocy, to which

the Swiss are liable. There is no joke

here ; cretinism is induced either by

FIG. 18.â��MOTION OF AN INDIA-RUBBER BALL.

He;. 19.â��A PLASH OF LIGHTNING.

carrying heavy weights on the head, or by

the use of water derived from melted snow.

The action of the human heart, the interior

of the stomach, and the larynx are now

photographed during life. Dr. R. Wagner's

method of photographing the larynx consists

of an arrangement of mirrors, the flash being

provided by a magnesium ribbon lamp. The

size of the actual photos, produced in this

way was o-36in. by o-48in. ; they were, of

course, subsequently enlarged.

The very movements of the lips are photo-

graphed in such rapid succession, that by the

aid of the zoetrope, sentences can be read

from the pictures by those who are trained to

read the lip-language. The accompanying

series, kindly lent by Mr. E. J. Wall, show
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the movements necessary to

say " Je vous aime" (I love

you)â��Fig. 17. More wonderful

still, the noises of the earth

have been photographed by

the Italian scientist, Signor

Baratta, who employed an

ingenious instrument consist-

ing of a subterranean micro-

phone, connected with a

telephone diaphragm. In the

face of these photographic

miracles it is positively re-

freshing to turn to a case in

which the camera was baffled.

Oddly enough, the victor is

â��or rather was, for the diffi-

culty has been overcomeâ��

the immortal Turner, whose

series of seventy-two plates

("Liber Studiorum") cost a

fortune to properly reproduce.

The great difficulty lay in

getting a photograph which

should adequately reproduce

the effect of the black-browns

and incised lines of the original.

The plates for this expensive

o

G. 21.â��STREAM OF WATER

1JREAK1NG INTO DROPS.

and tedious experiment were

lent by the Rev. Stopford

Brooke.

Here is another curious

photo, placed at my disposal

by Mr. Wall. A man has

mounted a step ladder and

let fall an india-rubber ball,

which has been photographed

at intervals during its passage

to the ground, and even after

its rebound (Fig. 18).

I will merely mention such

photographic curiosities as

Francis Galton's composite

system, whereby members of

a class of society are photo-

graphed singly and then

blended to obtain a typical

character ; a man being hanged

(he is falling through the pit,

his face is enveloped in a

white cloth, and one of his

slippers has preceded him by

a few feet; this was taken in

Germany); and lightning

flashes, simplest of all instan-

taneous photographs : just
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place your camera in the window, wait for

the flash, and then develop your plate (Fig.

19). The double flash I reproduce, by the

way, set fire to a huge factory; and after

he had photographed the cause, Mr. A. R.

Dresser went forth next morning and secured

a picture of the result.

I have also seen Professor Marey's

I _ photo-chronographs of

flying insects, obtained

by an exposure lasting

the 1-25,oooth part of

a second ; and photo-

graphs of Mont Blanc,

taken by M. Boissonais

with a tele-photo-

graphic Dallmeyer lens

at a distance of fifty-six

miles, the exposure last-

ing seven minutes (Fig.

20). Captain Abney,

the Royal Photographic

Society's learned vice-

president, has suc-

ceeded in taking weird

moonlight photographs

of Chamounix from his hotel window.

I will include in my list the beautiful

pictures of falling water taken by Lord

Rayleigh, with an electric spark (Fig. 21).

FIG. 22.â��THE DROP

FALLING.

I wish to gratefully acknowledge here the

courtesy extended to me by that eminent

and popular scientist. I have also been

able to reproduce Professor Worthington's

wonderful photographs of a drop of water

falling into a vessel of milk. The professor

adopted Lord Rayleigh's method, the dura-

tion of the Leyden jar spark being the

1-100,000th of a second. The drop of water

FIG. 24.â��THE DROP PRODUCING A CRATER OF MILK.

is first shown falling (Fig. 22), then it is seen

striking the surface of the milk (Fig. 23) and

throwing up little drops from a sort of crater

(Fig. 24), and lastly, a column of liquid raises

itself (Fig. 25), after which the drop subsides.

FIG. 23.â��THE DROP STRIKING THE MILK.

FIG. 25.â��THE DROP RAISING A COLUMN OF MILK.

(To be continued.)
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| HEN first the Trinity Brothers

put a lightship out yonder by

the Gunnel Rocks, it was just

a trifling affairâ��none of your

new-fangled boats with a crew

of twelve or fourteen handsâ��

and my father and I used to tend it, taking

turn and turn with two other fellows from the

Islands. The rule thenâ��they have altered it

sinceâ��was two months afloat and two ashore;

and all the time we tossed out there, on duty,

not a soul would we see, to speak to, except

when the Trinity boat put off with stores for

us and, better still, with news of what was

doing in the world. This would be about

once a fortnight in fair weather ; but through

the winter time it was oftener a month, and

provisions ran low enough, now and then, to

make us anxious. Was the life dreary ?

Well, you couldn't call it gay : but all the

same, you see, it didn't kill me.

For the first week I thought the motion

would drive me crazyâ��up and down, up and

down, in that everlasting ground-swellâ��

although I had been at the fishing all my life,

and knew what it meant to lie-to in a stiffish

sea for hours together. But after ten

Vol. U.~9.

days or so I got not to mind it. And

then there was the open air. It was

different with the poor fellows on the

lighthouse, eighteen miles to seaward of us,

to the south-west. They drew better pay

than ours, by a trifle; but they were lands-

men, to start with ; and cooped in that narrow

tower at night, with the shutters closed and

the whole building set rocking like a tree

with every stroke of the seas, it's no wonder

their nerves wore out. P'our or five days of it

have been known to finish a man ; and in

those times a lighthouse-keeper had three

months of duty straight away, and only a

fortnight on shore. Now he gets only

a fortnight out there, and six weeks to recover

in. With all that, they're mostly fit to start

at their own shadow when the boat takes

them off.

But on the lightship we fared tolerably

enough. To begin with, we had the lantern

to attend to. You'd be surprised how much

employment that gives a man â�� cleaning,

polishing, and trimming. And my father,

though particular even to a scratch on the

reflector, or the smallest crust of salt on the

glass, was a restful, cheerful sort of man to
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bide with. Not talkative, you understandâ��

no light-keeper in the world was ever talka-

tiveâ��but with a power of silence that was

more comforting than speech. And out

there, too, we found all sorts of little friendly

things to watch and think over. Sometimes

a school of porpoises, that played around us ;

or a line of little murrs flying ; or a sail far

to the south, moving up Channel. And

sometimes, towards evening, the fishing boats

would come out and drop anchor a mile and

a half to south'ard, down sail, and hang out

their riding lights ; and we knew that they

took their mark from us, and that gave a

sociable feeling.

On clear afternoons, too, when the lantern

was lowered, by swarming up the mast just

beneath the cage I could see the Islands

away in the east, with the sun on their cliffs;

and home wasn't so far off, after all. The

town itself, which lay low down on the shore,

we could never spy, but glimpsed the lights of

it, now and then, after sunset. These always

flickered a great deal, because of the waves,

like little hills of water, bobbing between

them and us. Then we had the lighthouse.

In day-time, through the glass, we could

watch the keepers walking about in the iron

gallery round the top : and all night through,

if we wanted company, there it was beckon-

ing to us with its three white flashes every

minute. No, we weren't exactly gay out

there, and sometimes we made wild weather

of it. Yet we managed pretty comfortably,

except for the fogs, when our arms ached

with keeping the gong going.

But if we were comfortable then, you

should have seen us at the end of our two

months, when the boat came off with the

relief, and took us on shore. John and

Robert Pendlurian were the names of the

relief; brothers they were, oldsters of about

fifty-five and fifty ; and John Pendlurian, the

elder, a widow-man, same as my father, but

with a daughter at home. Living in the

Islands, of course I'd known Bathsheba ever

since we'd sat in infant-school side by side ;

and what more natural than to ask after her

health, along with the other news ? But Old

John got to look sly and wink at my father

when we came to this question, out of the

hundred others. And the other two would

take it up and wink back, solemn as mummers.

I never lost my temper with the old idiots :

'twasn't worth while.

But the treat of all was to set foot on

the quay-steps, and the people crowding

round and shaking your hand and chattering ;

and everything ashore going on just as you'd

left it, and you not wishing it other, and

everybody glad to see you all the same; and

the smell of the gardens and the stinking fish

at' the quay-cornerâ��you might choose

between them, but home was in both;

and the nets drying; and to be out of oil-

skins and walking to meeting-house on the

Sunday, and standing up there with the

congregation, all singing in company, and

the women taking stock of you till the

newness wore off; and the tea-drinking,

and Band of Hopes, and courants, and

dances ! We had all the luck of these; for

the two Pendlurians, being up in years and

easily satisfied so long as they were left quiet,

were willing to take their holidays in the dull

months, beginning with February and March.

And so I had April and May, when a man

can always be happy ashore; and August

and September, which is the best of the

fishing and all the harvest and harvest games ;

and again, December and January, with the

courants and geesy-dancing, and carols and

wassail-singing. Early one December, when

he came to relieve us, Old John said to me

in a hap-hazard way, " It's all very well for

me and Robert, my lad ; for us two can take

equal comfort in singin' ' Star o' BethPem '

ashore or afloat; but I reckon 'tis somebody's

place to see that Bathsheba don't miss any

of the season's joy an' dancin' on our

account."

Now, Bathsheba had an unmarried auntâ��

Aunt Hessy Pendlurian we called herâ��that

used to take her to all the parties and cou-

rants when Old John was away at sea. So

she wasn't likely to miss any of the fun, bein'

able to foot it as clever as any girl in the

Islands. She had the love of it, tooâ�� foot and

waist and eyes all a-dancing, and body and

blood all a-tingle as soon as ever the fiddle

began to speak. But maybe this same speech

of Old John's set me thinking. Or, maybe I'd

been thinking already; what with their May-

game hints and the loneliness out there. Any-

way, I dangled pretty close on Bathsheba's

heels all that Christmas. She was comelyâ��

you understandâ��very comely and tall, with

dark blood, and eyes that put you in mind

of a light shining steady upon dark water.

And good as goid. She's dead and gone

these twelve years â�� rest her soul. But

(praise God for her !) I've never married

another woman, nor wanted to.

There, I've as good as told you already.

When the time came and I a^ked her if she

liked me, she said she liked no man half so

well: and that being as it should be, the

next thing was to put up the banns. There
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I DANGLED PRETTY CLOSE ON BATHSHEBAS HEELS ALL THAT CHRISTMAS.

wasn't time that holiday: like a fool, I had

been dilly-dallying too long, though I believe

now I might have asked her a month before.

So the wedding was held in the April follow-

ing, my father going out to the Gunnel for a

couple of days, so that Old John might be

ashore to give his daughter away. The most

I mind of the wedding was the wonder of

beholding the old chap there in a long-tailed

coat, having never seen him for years but in

his oilskins.

Well, the rest of that year seemed pretty

much like all the others, except that coming

home was better than ever. But when

Christmas went by, and February came and

our turn to be out on the Gunnel, I went with

a dismal feeling I hadn't known before. The

fact is, Bathsheba was drawing near her time,

and the sorrow was that she must go through

it without me. She had walked down to the

quay with us, to see us off; and all the way

she chattered and laughed with my father as

cheerful as cheerfulâ��but never letting her

eyes rest on me, I noticed, and I saw what

that meant: and when it came to good-bye,

there was a catch in her breathing and a

quick, short tightening of her arms about me

that I'd never known before.

The old man, I reckon, had a wisht time

with me, the next two or three weeks; but,

by the mercy o' God, the weather behaved

furious all the while, leaving a man no time

to mope. Twas busy all, and busy

enough, to keep a clear light in the lantern,

and warm souls inside our bodies. All

through February it blew hard and cold from

the north and north-west, and though we lay

in the very mouth of the Gulf Stream, for ten

days together there wasn't a halliard we could

touch with the naked hand, nor a cloth nor

handful of cotton-waste but had to be

thawed at the stove before using. Then,

with the beginning of March, the wind

tacked round to south-west, and stuck

there, blowing big guns, and raising a

swell that was something cruel. It was one

of those gales that tore away the bell from

the lighthouse, though hung just over a

hundred feet above water-level. As for us, I

wonder now how the lightship held by its

three-ton anchors, there being three hundred

fathom of chain cable exposed to the strain

and jerk of it; but with the spindrift whipping

our faces, and the hail cutting them, we

didn't seem to have time to think of that.

Bathsheba thought of it, though, in her bed

at homeâ��as I've heard sinceâ��and lay awake

more than one night thinking of it.

But the third week in March the weather

moderated ; and soon the sun came out and
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I began to think. On the second afternoon

of the fair weather I climbed up under the

cage and saw the Islands for the first time ;

and coming down, I said to my father:â��

" Suppose that Bathsheba is dead ! "

We hadn't said more than a word or two

to each other for a week ; indeed, till yester-

day we had to shout in each other's ear to

be heard at all. My father filled a pipe and

said, " Don't be a fool."

" I see your hand shaking," said I.

Said he, " That's with the cold. At my

age the cold takes a while to leave a man's

extremities."

" But," I went on in an obstinate way,

" suppose she is dead ? "

My father ans-

wered, " She is a

well-built woman.

The Lord is

good."

Not another

word than this

could I get from

him. That even-

ingâ��the wind

now coming easy

from the south,

and the swell

gone down in a

wonderful way â��

as I was boiling

water for the tea,

we saw a dozen

fishing-boats

standing out from

the Islands. They

ran down to

within two miles

of us and then

hove-to. The

nets went out,

and the sails came down, and by-and-by

through the glass I could spy the smoke

coming up from their cuddy-stores.

" They might have brought news," I cried

out, " even if 'tis sorrow ! "

" Maybe there was no news to bring."

" 'Twould have been neighbourly, then,

to run down and say so."

"And run into the current here, I suppose?

With a chance of the wind falling light at any

moment."

I don't know if this satisfied my father ;

but I know that he meant it to satisfy me,

which it was pretty far from doing. Before

daylight the boats hoisted sail again, and

were well under the Islands and out of sight

by break fast-time,

After this, for a whole long week I reckon

I did little more than pace the ship to and

fro ; a fisherman's walk, as they sayâ��three

steps and overboard. I took the three steps

and wished I was overboard. My father

watched me queerly all this while; but we

said no word to each other, not even at

meals.

It was the eighth day after the fishing-boats

left us, and about four in the afternoon, that

we saw a brown sail standing towards us from

the Islands, and my father set down the glass,

resting it on the gunwale, and said :â��

" That's Old John's boat."

I took the glass from him, and was putting

V

that's old John's boat. '

it to my eye ; but had to lay it down and

turn my back. I couldn't wait there with my

eye on the boat; so I crossed to the other

side of the ship and stood staring at the light-

house away on the sky-line, and whispered :

" Oh, come quickly ! " But the wind had

moved a couple of points to the west and

then fallen very light, and the boat must

creep towards us close-hauled. After a long

while my father spoke again :â��

" That will be Old John steerin' her. I

reckoned so : he've a-put up his helmâ��that's

it: sail her full till she strikes the current

and that'll fetch her down, wind or no wind.

Halloa ! I^d, lad ! 'tis all right! See

there, that bit o' red ensign run up to the
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" Why should that mean aught ? " asked I.

" Would he trouble to hoist bunting if he

had no news ? Would it be there, close

under the peak, if the news was bad ?â��and

she his own daughter, his only flesh ! "

It may have been twenty minutes later

that Old John felt the Gunnel current, and

staying the cutter round, came down fast on

us with the wind behind his beam. My

father hailed to him once and twice, and the

second time he must have heard. But, with-

out answering, he ran forward and took in

his foresail. And then I saw an arm

and a little hand reached up to take

hold of the tiller; and my heart gave a

great jump.

It was she, my wife Bathsheba, laid there by

the stern-sheets on a spare-sail, with a bundle

of oilskins to cushion her. With one hand

she steered the boat up into the wind as Old

John lowered sail and they drifted alongside :

and with the other she held a small bundle

close against her breast.

" Such a whackin' boy I never see'd in my

life !"â��these were Old John's first words,

and he shouted them. " Born only yestiddy

wreek, an' she ought to be abed : an' so I've

been tellin' her ever since she dragged me out

'pon this wildygo errand !"

But Bathsheba, as

I lifted her over the

lightship's side, said

no more than " O,

Tom ! "â��and let me

hold her, with her

forehead pressed close

against me. And the

others kept very quiet,

and everything was

quiet about us, until

she jumped back on a

sudden and found all

her speech in a flood.

" Tom," she said,

" you're crushin' him,

you great, awkward

man!" And she

turned back the shawl

and snatched the

handkerchief off the

baby's faceâ��a queer-

lookin' face it was,

too. " Be all babies

as queer as that ?"

thought I. Lucky I

didn't say it, though.

" There, my blessid,

my handsome ! Look,

my tender. Eh, Tom,

but he kicks my side all to bruises; my

merryun, my giant ! Look up at your father,

and you his very image ! " That was pretty

stiff. " I declare," she says, " he's lookin'

about an' takin' stock of everything "â��and

that was pretty stiff, too. " So like a man ;

all for the sea and the boats ! Tom, dear,

father will tell you that all the way on the

water he was as good as gold ; and, on shore

before that, kicking and fistingâ��all for the

sea and the boats ; the man of him ! Hold

him, dear, but be careful! A Sunday's

child, tooâ��

Sunday's child is full of grace.

Andâ��the awkward you are ! Here, give him

back to me : but feel how far down in his

clothes the feet of him reach. Extraordinar'!

Aun' Hessy mounted a chair and climbed

'pon the chest o' drawers with him, before

takin' him downstairs; so that he'll go up

in the world, an' not down."

" If he wants to try both," said I, " he'd

best follow his father and grandfathers, and

live 'pon a lightship."

" So this is how you live, Tom ; and you,

father ; and you, uncle ! " She moved about,

examining everythingâ��the lantern, the fog-

signals and life-buoys, the cooking-stove,

bunks and store-cupboards. " To think that

SHE TURNED PACK THE SHAWL.
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here you live, all the menkind belongin' to

me, and I never to have seen it! All the

menkind did I say, my rogue ? And was I

forgettin' youâ��youâ��you ? " Kisses here, of

course : and then she held the youngster up

to look at his face in the light. "Ah,

heart of me, will you grow up too to live in

a lightship and leave a poor woman at home

to weary for you in her trouble ? Rogue,

rogue, what poor woman have I done this to,

bringing you into the world to be her torture

and her joy? "

" Dear," says I, " you're weak yet. Sit

down by me and rest awhile before the time

comes to go back."

" But I'm not going back yet awhile.

Your son, sir, and I are goin' to spend the

night aboard."

" Halloa ! " I said, and looked towards Old

John, who had made fast astern of us and

run a line out to one of the anehor-buoys.

" 'Tisn't allowed, o' course," he muttered,

looking in turn and rather sheepishly towards

my father. " But once in a wayâ��'tis all

Bathsheba's notion, and you mustn' ask me"

he wound up.

" ' Once in a way !'" cried Bathsheba.

"And is it twice in a way that a woman

comes to a man and lays his first child in

his arms ? "

My father had been studying the sunset

and the sky to windward; and now he

answered Old John :â��

" Tis once in a way, sure enough, that

a boat can lay alongside the Gunnel. But

the wind's fallin', and the night'll be warm.

I reckon if you stay in the boat, Old

John, she'll ride pretty comfortable; and

I'll give the word to cast off at the leastest

sign."

" Once in a way "â��ah, sirs, it isn't twice

in a way there comes such a night as that

was ! We lit the light at sunset, and hoisted

it, and made tea, talking like children all the

while ; and my father the biggest child of all.

Old John had his share passed out to him,

and ate it alone out there in the boat; and,

there being a lack of cups, Bathsheba and I

drank out of the same, and scalded our lips,

and must kiss to make them well. Foolish-

ness ? Dear, dear, I suppose so. And the

jokes we had, calling out to Old John as the

darkness fell, and wishing him " (iood-night! "

" Ou, aye, I hear 'ee," was all he answered.

After we'd eaten our tea and washed up,

I showed Bathsheba how to crawl into her

bunk, and passed in the baby and laid it in

her arms, and so left her, telling her to rest

and sleep. But by-and-by, as I was keeping

watch, she came out, declaring the place

stifled her. So I pulled out a mattress and

blankets and strewed a bed for her out under

the sky, and sat down beside her, watching

while she suckled the child. She had him

wrapped up so that the two dark eyes of him

only could be seen, staring up from the

breast to the great bright lantern above him.

The moon was in her last quarter, and would

not rise till close upon dawn; and the night

pitchy dark around us, with a very few stars.

In less than a minute Bathsheba gave a start

and laid a hand on my arm.

" Oh, Tom, what was that ? "

" Look up," said I. " 'Tis the birds flying

about the light."

For, of course, our light always drew the

sea-birds, especially on dark, dull nights, and

'twas long since we had grown used to the

sound of their beating and flapping, and took

no notice of it. A moment after I spoke,

one came dashing against the rigging, and we

heard him tumble into the sea; and then one

broke his neck against the cage overhead

and tumbled dead at our feet. Bathsheba

shivered as I tossed him overboard.

" Is it always like this ?" she whispered.

" I thought 'twas only at the cost of a silly

woman's fears that you saved men's lives out

here."

" Well," said I, " this is something more

than usual, to be sure."

For, looking up into the circle of light, we

could see now at least a hundred birds flying

round and round, and in half an hour's time

there must have been many hundreds. Their

white breasts were like a snowstorm ; and

soon they began to fall thick upon deck.

They were not all sea-birds either.

" Halloa !" said I, " what's the day of the

month ? "

" The nineteenth of March."

" Here's a wheat-ear, then," I said. " In

a couple of weeks we shall have the swallows;

and, a couple of weeks after, a cuckoo,

maybe. So you see that even out here by

the Gunnel we know when spring comes

along."

And I began to hum the old song that

children sang in the Islands :â��

The cuckoo is a fine bird,

He sings as lie flies ;

He brings lis good tidings,

He tells us no lies ;

I Ie sucks the sweet flowers

To make his voice clear.

And when he says " cuckoo !"

The summer is here.

Bathsheba's eyes were wet for the poor

birds, but she took up the song, crooning
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it soft-like, and persuading the child to

sleep :â��

O, meeting is a pleasure,

But parting is grief.

An inconstant lover

Is worse than a thief;

For a thief at the worst

Will take all that I have ;

But an inconstant lover

Sends me to my grave.

Her hand stole into mine as the boy's eyes

closed, and clasped my fingers, entreating

me in silence to look and admire him. Our

own eyes met over him, and I saw by the

lantern-light the happy blush rise and spread

over neck and chin and forehead. The

flapping of the birds overhead had almost

died away, and we lay still, watching the

lighthouse flash, far down in the empty

darkness.

By-and-by the clasp of her hand relaxed.

A star shot down the sky, and I turned.

Her eyelids, too, had drooped, and her

breath came and went as softly and regularly

as the Atlantic swell around us. And my

child slept in her arms.

Day was breaking before his first cry awoke

her. My father had the breakfast ready, and

Old John sang out to hurry. A fair wind

went with them to the Islandsâ��a light south-

wester. As the boat dropped out of sight, I

turned and drew in a deep breath of it. It

was full of the taste of flowers, and I knew

that spring was already at hand, and coming

up that way.
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MR.COMYNS CARR.

Born 1849.

m. JOSEPH

WILLIAM

COMYNS

CARR, one

of our great-

est art critics, matricu-

lated at the London

University, and after

passing in the Honours

Division of the first

examination for the

degree of Bachelor of

Laws, became a student

of the Inner Temple in

1869, and was called to

the Bar in 1872, having

gained a studentship in

Roman and Interna-

tional Law at the Inns

of Court. Mr. Comyns

Carr then joined the

Northern Circuit, but

shortly afterwards

ceased to practise at

the Bar, and devoted himself

journalism. From 1870 to

AGE 10.

From a Photo, bp Manll (t Polybtank.

to literature and

1880 he was a

editorship of L'Art. He

was one of those who

established the Gros-

venor Gallery, and has

since remained one of

the directors of that in-

stitution. His works on

art include " Drawings

by the Old Masters,"

1877 ; " Examples of

Contemporary Art,"

1878 ; " Essays on

Art"; "Art in Pro-

vincial France," 1883 ;

and " Papers on Art,"

in 1884. In 1882 he

produced a dramatized

version of Mr. Hardy's

novel, " Far From the

Madding Crowd," and

in 1884 he collaborated

with the late Hugh Con-

way in the drama of

"Called Back." Mr.

Comyns Carr is just

now prominently before

the public as the

author of Mr. Irving's new production of

" King Arthur " at the Lyceum.

AGE 23.

From a Photo, by FradnlU.

constant contributor to the principal literary

reviews and magazines. He held for some

years the post of art critic to the Pall Mall

Gazette, and in 1875 he accepted the English

TBESENT DAY.

J Platinnt yr*.
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LORD GEORGE HAMILTON.

Born 1845.

HE RIGHT HON. LORD

GEORGE FRANCIS HAMIL-

TON, M.P., P.C., was born at

Brighton and educated at Harrow.

In 1864 he was appointed an

ensign in the Rifle Brigade, and in 1868 was

transferred to the Coldstream Guards. At

From a Photo, by] ACE 31. {Lock ,t Whitfield.

the general election of December, 1868, he

contested the County of Middlesex in the

Conservative interest, and was returned at

the head of the poll. At the general election

of February, 1874, Lord George Hamilton

again came in at the head of the poll, and

on the formation of Mr. Disraeli's Administra-

tion, in February, 1874, his lordship was

nominated to the post of Parliamentary

Under-Secretary of State for India; he was

also appointed Vice-President of the Com-

mittee of Council on Education in April,

Vol. ix.â��0.

1878. On the latter occasion he was sworn

of the Privy Council. On the defeat of the

Gladstonian Government, he was made First

Lord of the Admiralty from June, 1885, to

From a Photo, by]

ace 42.

\EdiHn Bttt.

February, 1886, and filled the same post in

the succeeding Cabinet. He has since taken a

prominent part in politics, and is the present

Chairman of the London School Board.

From a Photo, by] present day. IRmkU t Sow.
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education at Harrow and Balliol College,

Oxford, and was elected to a Fellowship at

All Souls' College. He took the degree of

B.A. in 1855, and M.A. in 1857, and was

ordained priest in 1858. After holding various

From ai :tJBM j- atiHuuun

THE LATE BISHOP OF COLCHESTER.

Born 1833.

HE RIGHT REV. ALFRED

BLOMFIELD, D.D., Bishop of

Colchester, whose untimely death

was recorded not long ago, was

born at Fulham. He received his

AGE 40.

From a Photo, 6y J. A. Guggenheim. Oxford.

curacies he was appointed Archdeacon of

Essex in 1878 and of Colchester in 1882. In

the latter year he was also appointed Bishop

of Colchester, and was consecrated at St.

Albans Cathedral, by the Archbishop of

From a Photo, by]

AiiE 29. [MataU. Regtnt St , W.

Canterbury. He was the author of " Memoirs

of Bishop Blomfield," his father, 2 vols., 1863,

and "Sermons in Town and Country," 1871.
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MISS HELEN GLADSTONE.

^ISS HELEN GLADSTONE,

fourth daughter of the Rt.

Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P.,

received her primary educa-

tion at home, and afterwards

went to Newnham College, Cambridge,

which she entered in October, 1877, in-

tending to stay one year only, but after-

wards deciding to remain, studying as a student, for

three years. Miss Gladstone then acted as secretary

to Mr. Sidgwick (at that time Vice-Principal of the

College), and in 1882 succeeded to that post, with

the additional charge of Sidgwick Hall. Miss

Gladstone is at present on the Council of the

Church Schools Company and on the Executive

Committee of the Women's Liberal Federation.

Photo. 6Â»] PRESENT DAY. tWindow * Grow.
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THE LORD MAYOR.

Born 1848.

LDERMAN SIR JOSEPH

RENALS, Lord Mayor of

London for the ensuing year, was

born at Nottingham. After com-

pleting his school education and

travelling on the Continent, he entered into

business in Nottingham, as a bleacher. In

1875 Mr. Joseph Renals was compelled by

ill-health to retire from active business for a

AGE

From a Photo, by E. J.

in, Chiaptule.

period of rest, but after two years, having

recovered, he came to London and established

the well-known lace firm in Fore Street. He

became a member of the City Corporation

in 1885 as representative of his wardâ��Alders-

gateâ��in the Court of Common Council; and

two years later he was elected unanimously

Alderman of the ward in succession to the

late Sir John Staples. A short time since he

served the office of Sheriff, and received the

honour of Knighthood in commemoration of

the marriage of the Duke and Duchess of York.

PRESENT DAV.

From a Photo, by the London SUrtOKopic Co.



A Sketch. By Mary H. Tennyson.

Author of " Reading a Play," etc.

FEW years ago, before Mrs.

Fred Tempest was married,

an old and confidential friend

gave her a rather singular

piece of advice.

' My dear Isabel,'' she said,

"as you truly remark, good health is a great

blessing ; but remember this, a certain

amount of illness is a necessity in every

householdâ��but for this, how would so many

doctors get a living ? And, being intensely

interested in your future happiness, I

strongly advise that you should be occa-

sionally ill, yourself. For the first two

years of my married life, my health was

perfect, and what was the consequence ?

My husband became a martyr to imaginary

complaints of all sorts ; and from morning

till night my thoughts were occupied with his

latest symptom and fears for the result. At

length, however, very fortunately, as it turned

out, I was attacked with bronchitis in rather

a severe form, and from that moment to this,

dear Charles has scarcely known a day's

illness. Whenever he begins to feel anything

peculiar coming on, my cough gets trouble-

some, and the effect upon him is immediate.

â�¢ The author reserves the right of dramatizing this storv.

Vol. ix -10.

Take my word for it, dear child, it does

not do for a wife to be too strong and

vigorous; a man never thoroughly appre-

ciates a blessing unless he thinks there is

some chance that it may be taken from

him."

At the time, Isabel failed to see the wisdom

of her friend's remarks, but she had not been

married long before she fancied she recog-

nised the truth of what had been said. She

was always well and ready for long walks,

lawn tennis, boating, or whatever form of

violent exercise her husband felt disposed

for, and she imagined it was in consequence

of this that, after they had been wedded a

year, there appeared to be a decided diminu-

tion in his care of her.

On their return from any expedition, there

were no longer anxious inquiries whether she

was not fatigued, or whether she would not

like to rest a little before going to dress for

dinner. All that sort of thingâ��which is

very pleasant, after allâ��was given up, and at

length there came a day when, on reaching

home after a ten-mile walk, her husband

threw himself upon the sofa at full length,

and with a sigh, exclaimed : â��

" Upon my soul, Isabel, I don't believe
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you know what it is to feel tired ! I wouldn't

mind betting that you could do another five

miles without turning a hair, while as for me,

I am dead beat. I really am beginning to

think there must be something wrong with

my heart; that last hill tried me dreadfully.

Go and get me a brandy and soda, there's a

good girl, and unlace my boots for me; I am

afraid to stoop over them myself, for lately I

seem to have developed a disposition of

blood to the head."

Mrs. Tempest gave him his brandy and

soda and unlaced

his boots, and

then, after pulling

down the blinds,

because her hus-

band complained

that his eyes were

very weak and un-

comfortable, she

went up to her

room and reflec-

ted deeply.

Mr. and Mrs.

Fred Tempest are

now very happy ;

they have been

married four years,

and it can be truly

said they have

never had a

serious disagree-

ment. Fred is as

strong and well as

a man need wish

to be, his heart

never troubles

him, and since the

evening which has

been alluded to,

he has suffered no

further indica-

tions of an apo-

plectic nature.

But on the other

hand, Mrs. Fred has had occasional attacks

which were difficult to diagnose, but which

came on, as a rule, after over-exertion, or when-

ever her husband and she had had anything

approaching a tiff.

I do not intend to imply that Isabel was

out of temper at these times, but her feelings

had usually been hurt before her mysterious

illness declared itself ; the most pronounced

symptoms of the. attacks being an absolute

craving for sympathy and kindness, and a

marked aversion to food of all kinds.

Now, possibly there is nothing positively

FRED HAD ORDERED A BROUGHAM.

dangerous to life in going without solid food

for a week at a stretch, but it is doubtless a

very uncomfortable state of things ; a person

feels very low under these circumstances, and

a little consideration and kindness are most

precious at such times. Fred Tempest was

a model husband during his wife's trying

seizures. I fancy, poor fellow, he often re-

proached himself with being the original

cause of these illnesses ; but Mrs. Fred con-

sidered, and still considers, though she con-

fesses her feelings have undergone a change

since her last at-

tack, that she had

a distinct griev-

ance against her

doctor.

For instance, a

short time before

this last attack her

husband took her

and a lady friend

to the Lyceum

Theatre. The

Tempests live at

Balham.and when

they visit the thea-

tres it is their

custom to go and

return by train.

Mrs. Fred, there-

fore, was not

pleased on this

particular evening

to find that Fred

had ordered a

brougham. This

circumstance,

however, would

not have affected

her specially had

not her husband

explained his un-

usual conduct in

the following

manner:â��

" My dear, I couldn't do differently. It

wouldn't do to go dragging Mrs. French

about in trains and cabs. French tells me

he has to be awfully careful about her. You

don't know, Isabel, how fragile and delicate

she is."

" She looks strong enough, at any rate,"

Isabel replied, rather warmly, "and her

appetite is enormous."

Fred Tempest appeared quite shocked at

his wife's remark, and said what she con-

sidered some extremely unkind things con-

cerning her manner to Mrs. French ; and,
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possibly as the result of his plain speaking,

the next morning Isabel was as ill as she

could be; too ill, in fact, to get up and give

their guest, who had stayed the night with

them, her breakfast. Fred entered a protest

against this, but when Isabel declared the mere

thought of the eggs and ham, and sardines,

and jam, which the delicate Mrs. French

would consume made her feel quite deathly,

he said no more, but kissing the suffering

lady, with a heavy sigh went out of the room.

As a rule, Mrs. Tempest did not send for

Dr. Steadman until she

had been ill for several

days, but on this oc-

casion her symptoms

seemed to be aggra-

vated. The slightest

mention of Mrs.

Frenchâ��and Fred

mentioned her rather

frequently â�� was suffi-

cient to make her burst

into tears, and she was,

moreover, compelled

to absent herself from

the room whenever her

husband took any of

his meals, the sight of

food occasioning her

positive pain.

She endured this

condition of things for

four days, and then

summoned Dr. Stead-

man, and it must be

owned her temper was

considerably tried

when, after having ex-

plained all her discom-

forts, her medical

attendant said, cheer-

fully

" If you take my ad-

vice, you will tie your-

self to a tree for a

couple of days."

" I don't understand you," she responded,

languidly.

" What! have you never heard that old

story ? " he asked, with a chuckle.

Isabel shook her head. Dr. Steadman's

merriment vexed her. She felt so depressed,

it seemed positively callous of him to laugh

in her presence.

" Well, there was a certain vet," he ex-

plained, with a twinkle in his eye which the

lady resented, " who worked the most mar-

vellous cures on lady's lap-dogs, and it turned

out that all he did was to tie his patients to

a tree, and give them nothing to eat for two

days."

Mrs. Tempest thrilled with anger at this

unfeeling anecdote, but she contrived to

keep her temper, and even to smile faintly.

"The treatment might be very useful in

cases of over-feeding," she said, with polite

sarcasm, wondering whether she should send

the suggestion to Mrs. French ; " but as a

cure for complete loss of appetite it does not

sound reasonable to me."

"Nevertheless, I

should try twenty-four

hours tying-up, at any

rate," Dr. Steadman

continued, briskly;

" you have no idea

how much brighter you

would feel afterwards."

" I have tried four

days with nothing but

slops," Isabel re-

marked, a little fiercely,

"and I don't feel any

the better for it yet."

" Well, then, give up

the slops, and perhaps

you will."

" You recommend

absolute starvation

then?" she said,

icily.

" Yes, in your case

I should try it," he

assented with exasper-

ating cheerfulness.

" Why do you say in

my case ?" the lady

inquired, indignantly.

" My appetite is at the

best of times small."

This was indeed a

fact.

" I mean I should

not recommend star-

vation in a case of

emaciation, but"â��with a laugh which was

considered particularly offensiveâ��" but, ha,

ha, my dear Mrs. Tempest, you are not

emaciated, to say the least."

Isabel's lips began to quiver, she had a

horror of growing stout, and she answered

somewhat peevishly : â��

" It is not always over-eating that makes

people stout. The stoutest woman I ever

knew ate next to nothing, whereas I once

saw a positive skeleton get through seven

mutton cutlets at a sitting."

HAVE YOU NEVER HEARD THAT 01.D STORY
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With another inopportune

laugh, Dr. Steadman rose.

" I should not advise your

trying that cure," he said ; " I

don't think it would suit you at

all."

Isabel was so angry that she

walked out of the room and left

him ; it was hard, she thought,

to be so cruelly misunderstood.

Rather earlier than usual she

heard her husband's latch-key

in the lock, and the sound of

doors opening in rapid succes-

sion convinced her that Fred

was vainly seeking for her. Pre-

sently he went clattering down

the stairs in the direction of

the kitchen, and then her eyes

overflowed.

She was very touched at this

evidence of his devotion. When

it was too late, she reflected

tearfully, Fred might come to

think that there had been others

who needed care besides Mrs.

French ; and then she won-

dered how he would feel if there

came a day when he would

have to descend lower than the

kitchen before he could hope to find his

wife.

I would explain that Isabel's

were reverting at this instant to

grave, and not to a region which is situated

very far below the basement floor.

There were traces of emotion on her

cheeks when, at length, her husband entered

her room.

" Why, little woman ! " he exclaimed, " I

thought you must have gone out."

" I feel too bad," she murmured, shaking

her head dolefully.

Fred's jolly face grew a little anxious.

" I am awfully sorry, darling," he said,

tenderly ; " why, you're actually crying again !

Oh, come, this won't do, we must send to

Steadman at once."

" I've seen him," she sobbed, leaning her

head against Fred's coat-sleeve.

" That's right; and what does he say ? "

her husband asked, encouragingly.

Resenting his cheerfulness, Isabel answered,

somewhat snappishly, " He advises me to go

to a veterinary surgeon, and not to attempt

to eat seven mutton-chops at a sitting."

Fred Tempest started.

"You are joking ! " he cried, uneasily.

" Well," Isabel continued, a little ashamed

thoughts

the cold

V'E SEEN HIM.

of herself, when she saw that she had suc-

ceeded in alarming him at last ; " I don't

think he could have been quite in earnest,

but he recommended nothing else, except,

as usual, letting Nature have her own

way."

" Did you ask him about trying a change

of air?" Fred inquired, much puzzled.

" Yes, and he said it did not matter

where I went, but that, all things considered,

I was better at home."

" But that's very unsatisfactory," Fred

cried. " I cannot understand Steadman. Did

you ask him to suggest anything for you to

eat?"

" Oh, yes. He evidently thought nothing

at all would be best for me ; but in case of

any insatiable craving on my part, he hinted

I might assuage my raging hunger on dog

biscuit."

It was some dreary satisfaction to Isabel

to see that, for once, Fred also was thoroughly

annoyed with Dr. Steadman, and that his

genial countenance wore quite a gloomy

expression when, after dinner, he went out

to smoke his cigar and have his usual

stroll.

The next day, as she was sitting in her

bedroom with the Venetian blinds down, very
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miserable, her maid came to tell her that her

neighbour, Mrs. Carson, was below. Now,

Mrs. Carson is one of the most sympathetic

women in the world, and still smarting under

Dr. Steadman's perfectly unjustifiable insinua-

tions, the aggrieved lady hailed her approach

thankfully. Mrs. Carson gave a melodious

little scream of dismay when she was ushered

into the sufferer"s presence.

" Oh, my dear soul I" she cried, with

uplifted hands, " what is the matter ? You

do look ill."

" I am very poorly," was the mournful

rejoinder.

" I should think so, indeed. You are

positively green ! "

" That may be the reflection of the blinds,"

Isabel answered, not entirely pleased ; " but

I do feel very bad."

" But what is it, dear?"

" I have not the least idea what occasions

it," Isabel went on with slight disregard to the

truth, " but I am awfully low and depressed,

and I have not eaten anything for four days."

" Good gracious ! But you have had a

doctor, I suppose?"

"Yes, I saw Dr. Steadman yesterday,"

Isabel answered, trying to keep her voice

from trembling at the recollection.

'â�¢ Well, what does he say it is ? "

" He doesn't give it a name, he never gives

anything a name, but I think he attributes it

to gluttony."

" Goodness me ! "

" At any rate," Isabel explained, with a

mirthless laugh, " he considered it necessary

to warn me against gorging, and recom-

mended, as a cure for complete and obstinate

loss of appetite, tying myself to a post with

a lot of dogs, and starving mvself for a couple

of days."

Mrs. Carson looked aghast.

" Oh, my dear ! " she cried. " Is he safe ? "

" Is who safe ? "

" Why, Dr. Steadman ; he must be mad to

talk like that."

" Oh, dear, no," Isabel interrupted, quickly.

" He is not mad, he is the cleverest man in

this neighbourhood by far."

" Well, then," Mrs. Carson continued, with

a puzzled air, " if you have so much faith in

Dr. Steadman, how do you account for his

behaviour'on the present occasion ?"

Isabel shrugged her shoulders hopelessly.

" I suppose he thinks me a humbug, and

that the case is not worthy his serious atten-

tion ; at any rate, that is all he said, and he

laughed while he was saying that."

" My dear, it's cruel ! " Mrs. Carson ex-

claimed, warmly. " I call it positively cruel

of him ; and you looking so ill, too."

" It's not sympathetic, certainly," the

invalid whimpered.

" It's brutal! He must be a man abso-

lutely without heart."

Isabel's conscience gave her a twinge. She

did not feel at all disposed to champion Dr.

Steadman at that moment, but recollecting

the time when her husband's young brother

lay sick to death, and this very man denied

himself rest for nights together because he

saw that his presence was a comfort to the

lad's broken-hearted mother, she felt she

could not allow so grave and undeserved an

aspersion to be cast upon his character.

" It is not that," she said, honestlyâ��"Fred's

people worship Dr. Steadman--it is that he

considers my case too trifling. We disagree

on that point, however. My life may not be in

danger, but I am as wretched as I can be."

" You must be," responded Mrs. Carson,

kindly. " I don't know what I should do if

my appetite were to fail me. But what does

Dr. Steadman recommend you to try to eat ? "

" Nothing," was the forlorn reply. Then,

bitterly : " He suggests nothing except the

dogs and the post."

"That's foolishness, my dear, downright

foolishness ! But what does he say of your

tongue ? "

" He never looks at it."

Mrs. Carson sprang to her feet.

" He never looks at your tongue ? " she

cried, tragically.

" Never," Isabel answered; " but, to tell

truth, I can't say I object to that. I detest

showing my tongue."

With an excited gesture Mrs. Carson

interrupted: " My dear, you are talking

nonsense ; everything is told by the tongue,

nobody can deny that ! " Then, advancing,

she clasped both Isabel's hands, and squeezed

them impressively. " My dear," she said,

solemnly, " you must see someone else; it is

evident to me that you are being neglected

altogether, and from the look of you, I think

it is more serious than Dr. Steadman fancies."

" I should not mind seeing someone else

for this," Isabel said ; " but Fred would never

consent to anything that looked like dis-

respect to Dr. Steadman."

" Rubbish ! " Mrs. Carson exclaimed,

brusquely. " I suppose he would rather

offend Dr. Steadman than lose his wife. Oh,

my dear, now, pray don't begin to cry, or you

will upset me altogether ; you are evidently

in an excessively low state. It surely wouldn't

hurt Dr. Steadman's feelings if you were to
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ask him to meet another doctor in consulta-

tion, would it ?"

" No," Mrs. Fred sobbed, " he would not

mind that, of course; but I don't know

whom else to call in."

" There need be no difficulty about that,"

Mrs. Carson replied, promptly ; " I know the

very man."

" And who is he ? "

" Dr. Peter Furness, one of the ablest

men in Edinburgh ; he is my cousin, and is

staying a few days with me, and he's the

kindest, gentlest, most sympathetic

creature in existence."

" And clever ?" Isabel asked,

much interested.

" Clever ! He is a perfect en-

cyclopaedia of knowledge. He will

tell you what's the matter with you,

never fear. He is the very man of

all others you want, for his sugges-

tions with regard to diet are per-

fectly invaluable. Altogether he is

the greatest comfort in times of

illness. I've experienced his kind-

ness with the children. Every year

when we go north we see a great

deal of him. Come, now, you

get him to meet Dr. Steadman to-

morrow ; I shall not be easy until

you've seen someone else, my dear ;

there's a look about you I don't

like at all."

Isabel wrote a letter to Dr. Stead-

man directly Mrs. Carson had left

her, but she did not despatch it

until Fred's return. Somewhat to

her surprise, her husband made no

difficulty about the matter, but she

felt a little nervous when she opened

the doctor's reply: she knew

Fred's family would never forgive

her if she offended their respected

friend.

Dr. Steadman wrote but a few

words, and Isabel heaved a sigh of relief as

she handed the note to Fred.

" It happens fortunately," she murmured,

" does it not ? "

" Dear Mrs. Tempest," Fred read aloud ;

" by all means, see Dr. Furness, but I am

sorry I cannot meet him to-morrow : I am

called into the country. That docs not

signify, however ; his medicine cannot clash

with mine, as I have prescribed none. I

will come round in a few days and have a

look at you in a friendly way. With kindest

regards, very sincerely yours,

"George Steadman."

Fred Tempest had an engagement that

evening at the French's ; he offered to stay

at home, but when Isabel discovered that he

had promised Mr. French he would look in

and help him to cheer his wifeâ��who, notwith-

standing all their care, had been much upset by

the theatre expeditionâ��she assured him, chok-

ingly, she would rather, far rather, be alone.

The lady spent the evening in tears, and had

a dry biscuit for dinner, and the next morning

she felt more ill than she had ever done in

her life; so bad, in fact, was she, that Fred,

"SHF. HAD A DRV BISCUIT FOR DINNER."

for the first time, was quite frightened, and

declared nothing should induce him to start

to business until he had heard Dr. Furness's

opinion of his wife's condition.

Isabel was so depressed and so utterly

miserable, that even the doctor's knock at

the door failed to rouse her ; but when he

entered the room, she managed to rise from

her chair, and holding on to the back of it,

greeted him with all possible courtesy and

respect.

Dr. Furness is not a handsome man ;

indeed, he might justly be called ugly, but

his aspect is extremely benevolent, his voice
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is low and gentle, and his first words proved

him to be the kindly, sympathetic creature

Mrs. Carson had described.

"Don't stand, my dear lady," he mur-

mured, soothingly; " you look sadly, very

sadly."

And then, taking the sufferer's hand in his,

he assisted her to her chair, and seating him-

self quite close, bent towards her with a

benignant smile on his face.

" Now," he said, so kindly that it brought

the ready tears to Isabel's eyes. " Now, tell

me all about it. Come, come, you mustn't

get depressed, you know, that will never do.

Now let us hear, and then we will think what

can be done."

Mrs. Tempest explained her symptoms

with quite unusual plainness, having made

notes beforehand that she might forget

nothing, and Dr. Furness accompanied her

recital with a series of little sympathetic

humming murmurs which strongly resembled

the cooing of a rather hoarse dove. From

time to time Isabel glanced at him, and saw

that he sat with his eyes tightly closed, and

his face radiant with benevolence. At length

she came to a conclusion, and a silence

ensued.

" He is thinking," the lady murmured

under her breath; " he is turning it all over

in his brain."

For a minute the silence continued, and

then Dr. Furness opened his eyes suddenly.

" Any pain in the knees ?" he asked, softly.

This was an unexpected question, for Mrs.

Tempest had not complained of any weak-

ness in her joints, or of anything, in fact,

except utter depression of spirits, and com-

plete failure of appetite.

" No," she replied, a little startled, " I

have no pain at all in my knees."

" Nor in the back of the eye-balls, or the

shoulders ? " he inquired, shutting his eves.

" No."

Dr. Furness hummed a little, and then

opened his eyes again.

" Lem-me-look-at-the-tongue ! " he said, all

in one word, and with the most musical up-

ward inflection of voice.

Isabel displayed her tongue. As she ex-

plained to Mrs. Carson, she had a great

objection to doing this; it may have been

ridiculous vanity on her part, but she con-

sidered it most unpleasant to have to, as it

were, invite criticism under what she felt to

be such truly undignified and hideous cir-

cumstances. At the same time, it must be

owned that when she did show her tongue

she liked it to be looked at, ;ind it annoyed

her, after having sat in this condition for at

least half a minute, waiting for Dr. Furness

to give her the order of release, to find, on

raising her eyes, that he had once more

closed his.

She brought her teeth together with rather

an irritable snap, and the sound roused him.

" No neuralgia in the arms or jaws ? " he

inquired, gently.

li No," she replied, growing uneasy, for it

was evident Dr. Furness considered these

infirmities to be the natural sequence of her

present condition.

" No darting pains in the insteps or

wrists ? "

"Nâ��nâ��no."

" And free from pain in the knees ? "

" Quite," she answered, faintly.

" I ^m-me-look-at-the-tongue !"

With a little, nervous laugh, Isabel put out

her tongue once more. It was vexing, she

thought, but as Dr. Furness had omitted to

look at it on the previous occasion, she could

well understand the necessity for repeating

the objectionable practice. This time she put

it out and in again as quickly as an automatic

toy; but the momentary glimpse Dr. Furness

obtained of it caused him such an access

of his peculiar dove-like sounds that the

lady became quite anxious. It really seemed

as though her tongue had quite shocked her

adviser.

Pulling an enormous gold watch from his

pocket, Dr. Furness laid his velvety touch

upon Isabel's wrist, and, humming incessantly,

began to study her pulse ; but taking out his

watch must have been a mere habit with

him, for his patient noticed that all the time

he held her wrist, his eyes were tightly shut.

Mrs. Fred Tempest, as a rule, is by no

means irritable, but she did find Dr. Furness's

habit of closing his eyes deciding trying.

She could not understand it, for she had

heard Dr. Steadman say often that he trusted

his eyes far more than his ears in diagnosing

a case. She was willing to admit, however,

that different men might have different

methods of gaining the same point.

Dr. Furness held her wrist for so long that

at last she began to fidget a little, and then,

with a final coo, he replaced his watch, and

once more looked at her.

" And how's the appetite ? " he murmured,

softly.

Isabel started, and commenced twisting

her handkerchief into knots.

" I have no appetite at all. I detest the

sight of food," she said, raising her voice, and

speaking distinctly. " I thought I had ex-
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plained that I have eaten nothing for four

days."

" Dear, dear, dear, that's bad, that's very

bad. And what does Dr. Steadman say is

the matter with you ? "

" He doesn't say what it is," was the

plaintive reply. " I thought perhaps you

would be able to tell me ; it is so much more

satisfactory to know what one is suffering

from."

" Of course it is, naturally it is. And you

say you are free from pain in the knees, and

the appetite is not good ? "

"It is as bad as it can be." she answered,

sharply, ignoring her joints altogether. "What

do you think occasions it ? "

The doctor sat a minute cooing softly with

sealed eye-lids, and then, suddenly opening

them very wide, he said loudly, all in one

breath, without any stopsâ��

" I should say you are suffering either from

Anorexia which means absence of appetite

or Apositia which is a disgust for food or

Asitia which is a loathing of the same or

Fastidium Cidi a distaste

for food or Ase" or Inedia

or in fact anything but

Bulimia which signifies

excess of appetite vo-

racity or insatiable hun-

ger."

The lady's brain began

to whirl, and hastily un-

screwing the top of her

scent-bottle, she dabbed

her forehead with her

handkerchief. Dr. Fur-

ness was very learned,

there was no doubt of

that, but she almost

wished she hadn't asked

the question, the list was

confusing and alarming;

besides, the speech evi-

dently exhausted the

physician, for he re-

lapsed into perfect

silence, until, after a

pause, Isabel said, rather

tremulously:â��

" Mrs. Carson tells

me, Dr. Furness, that

you often make most

valuable suggestions

with regard to diet

Now, possibly, you might

be able to mention

something that I could

take; this aversion to

food is really so very distressing."

" Of course it is, of course it is! Very

trying indeed, most trying. I may say exces-

sively trying ! " Then, in the softest con-

ceivable tone, and with the sweetest smile :

" I^em-me-look-at-the-tongue !"

Mrs. Tempest's face grew very grave, and

she sternly crushed a rising inclination to

anger. "You ought to be ashamed of yourself,

you ungrateful woman ! " she thought. " He is

very careful, and you did not allow him an

opportunity of seeing it the last time."

Isabel displayed her tongue again, and

whether her companion looked at it or not

she did not know, for she was not at all equal to

staring a man in the face while she showed him

her tongue for the third time in ten minutes.

"And what have you been taking?" Dr.

Furness asked, after humming over the out-

stretched tongue for a few seconds.

" I've tried a little soup," the patient

replied, mournfully.

Dr. Furness opened his eyes so wide that

the whites became visible ; and drawing a
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deep nreatn, started off rapidly nnd loudly :

" Soup, that's good ! Well, you know there-

is "â��increasing his pace suddenlyâ��"beef

tea mutton broth veal broth chicken broth

Scotch broth oxtail soup mock turtle clear

turtle thick turtle julienne mulligatawny gravy

soup tomato soup artichoke soup vermicelli

soup hare soup grouse soup oyster soup

giblet soup kidney soup lentil soup pea soup

aspara- "

He ran down here, his voice died away,

and he sat and panted for a minute. Mrs.

Tempest was not surprised at this, for only

listening to him had reduced her to so severe

a condition of breathlessness that she began

to consider seriously whether it was wise for

her to remain any longer with him. He

frightened her, and his exhausted condition

rrfter his long speeches was really alarming to

witness.

" Thank you,' she faltered, with a curious

inclination to laugh and cry at the same

timeâ��â� " thank you so much ; I will try one

of them."

Dr. Furness recovered sooner than could

have been expected.

" And can you manage a little milk

pudding of any sort, eh ?" he asked, with

almost a tender air of interest.

" He is kind ! " Isabel thought to herself;

"he is really kind and careful. I don't care

for milk puddings," she said, " but "

With a gentle pressure of his hand upon

her arm, the doctor interrupted her, and

stretching his eyes suddenly, drew in his

breath audibly. Isabel began to tremble,

and clenched her teeth.

"There is tapioca pudding sago pudding

rice pudding ground-rice pudding cornflour

pudding semolina pudding polina pudding

hominy pudding custard pudding regina

pudding flavoured either with lemon orange

citron vanilla noyeau ratafia almond ginger

nutmeg "

" Oh, I know, I know ! " the lady panted.

" Don't tell me any more now, please; I

really don't think I can bear it. I am so

very much obliged to you, indeed I am. I

shall never be at a loss after this, I'm sure."

He pressed his hand softly on her arm

again. " Lem-me-look-at-the-tongue ! "

Isabel could not stand that, for even as

Dr. Furness proffered the request he shut his

eyes tightly.

" You must excuse me, please," she replied,

biting her lips and quivering with excitement,

and then, to her dismay, she found herself

breaking into a short, sharp laugh.

She was not at all amused, but she felt

Vol. is â��11.

she must either laugh or scream, for, in an

instant, an explanation had flashed across her

brain why all Mrs. Carson's children had

such particularly thick utterances. In young

children the muscles are very flexible and

easily stretched, and Dr. Furness, having

attended them frequently, it was no wonder

that their tongues should have become too

long for their mouths.

The doctor took no offence at her un-

becoming hilarity, however, but when he had

rested a minute, continued, softly :â��

" And jellies, now ; how about jellies ? "

" I don't like them," was the quick re-

joinder. It wasn't the truth. Isabel had

rather a weakness for jellies, but she feared if

the doctor started off again that he would kill

her ; for she had the peculiarity of feeling

bound to hold her breath while the person

who was either talking or singing to her held

his, and sometimes, during a long-drawn-out

note or cadenza, she suffered severely.

But if she had hoped to save herself, she

was mistaken. She saw her amiable tor-

mentor unclose his eyes and deliberately

inflate his lungs. In despair she did the

same, and crammed her handkerchief into

her mouth to prevent the breath escaping too

soon.

" There is calve's-foot jelly ivory jelly

orange jelly lemon jelly lime jelly currant

jelly cherry jelly brandy jelly champagne

jelly sherry jelly claret jelly noyeau jelly

punch jelly jelly with fruit jelly with prawns

jelly with "

" Might I trouble youâ��ha ! ha !â��for my

smelling-salts ? I'mâ��ha, ha !â��feeling rather

faint and breathless ! " Mrs. Tempest gasped.

" Oh, come, come, come," Dr. Furness

said, kindly, " this won't do at all."

" I think I require a change of air," Isabel

stammered, still with the same unreasonable

and perfectly mirthless inclination to laugh.

" I dare say you do. Now, where does Dr.

Steadman advise you to go? "

" He doesn't seem to think it matters,"

she replied, more calmly, but very plaintively.

Dr. Furness hummed a little, and his eye-

lids began to stretch themselves. " Ah, but

that is not quite wise," he said ; " the climate

and locality are very important."

And then, to the lady's horror, she heard

the long-drawn-in breath. She could not

manage to inflate her own lungs this time,

and there were beads of moisture on her brow

before the doctor had finished.

" You might go either to Brighton or East-

bourne Bournemouth or Ramsgate or Mar-

gate or Heme Bay or Cromer or Scarborough
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or Southsea or Blackpool or Torquay or Ilfra- indeed I don't ! 1 am going mad, I

combe to the north of Scotland or the south feel I am ! " she muttered, stamping her feet,

of France to the Isle of Wight to the Isle of and wringing her hands. "I can't get away

Man to Jersey to Guernsey " from him ; there's a deadly fascination about

He stopped here from sheer inability to him. If Fred doesn't come soon he will find

continue, and Isabel leant her head back on me a gibbering idiot!"

her chair, and wondered drearily whether " You might take a little brandy or whisky

Fred would come and interrupt them in time or rum or gin or hollands, occasionally,'

to save her from suffocation or brain fever ; Dr. Furness continued, suavely, approaching

already there was a hammer at work in her the agitated lady and once more laying hi:;

head. hand impressively upon her arm ; "and you

She thought afterwards that she must have could mix it with either"â��then he drew his

been really faint for a few seconds, for she long breath, and his palpitating victim

had a dim perception that Dr. Furness" shuddered convulsivelyâ��" soda water seltzer

inquired about the condition of her knees water potass water lithia water taunus water

again, and that she made no attempt to brunner water lime water salutaris apollin-

answer him ; but she was suddenly recalled aris zoedone "

to full consciousness by his saying, blandly :â�� Mrs. Tempest staggered, and began to

" And how about drink, now ; what do sway backwards and forwards,

you drink ? " " Why, what's the matter?" Dr. Furness

With a stifled cry Mrs. Tempest sprang to said gently ; very gently and kindly he said

her feet. it.

" What do I drink ? " she repeated, wildly. " I feel ill ! " the lady cried, clapping her

" Ha, ha ! I drink nothingâ��that is to sayâ�� hands together. " 111 ! ill ! I want my

ha, ha ; I don't wish to drink anything. I'd husband. I think I am going to die !"

rather not, I would indeed ! Ha ! ha ! ha ! " " Lem-me-look-at-the-tongue ! "

" But you take a little wine or spirit mixed With a piercing scream, Mrs. Tempest

with aerated water, eh ? " fell into her chair again.

"Never!" Isabel cried, lying most pre- " No, ha ! ha! never! never! Ha! ha!

posterously. " I assure you, I never do, I will not! I will not ! Oh, Fred ! Fred !

and I never wish to. Ha, ha, ha, I don't, Ha! ha! ha '. "

The rest was not silence.

The evening of Dr. Furness's visit

to Isabel, Fred Tempest had rather a

stormy interview with his old friend,

Mrs. Carson.

" Hang it all! " he exclaimed, " your

cousin's methods of cure are rather tco

strong. Isabel has been downright ill

the greater part of the day."

" And how is she now, Fred ? " the

buxom lady asked, biting her lips to

preserve her gravity.

" She is better now, certainly;

but "

" And she'll remain better, my dear

boy ; take my word for it. Are you

not coming in to thank Peter?"

" Thank him ! " Fred cried. " Why,

I feel indebted to him for the

wretchedest day I ever spent."

" Nevertheless, you'll live to thank

him. you ungrateful boy."

The previous evening, when Fred,

in very low spirits, had turned out

lor his after-dinner stroll, he had

called on Mrs. Carson, with the

object of enlisting her always ready
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sympathies lor himself as well as for his wife,

and had found that good-natured lady tete-a-

tete with a plain, but kindly-looking, middle-

aged man, to whom he was introduced as her

cousin, I)r. Peter Furness, of Edinburgh.

This gentleman sat very quietly while the

young man explained his troubles, but when

Fred's recital of his woes and his annoyance

with Dr. Steadman had come to an end, the

Scotch physician looked up quickly, with the

suspicion of a twinkle in his prominent eyes.

'' I recollect Steadman in my student days,''

he said. " He was considered a very clever

fellow then.''

" He is awfully clever," Fred answered,

warmly; " but I can't persuade him that it

would be better to humour my wife a little

bit. He rubs her the wrong way so terribly.*'

" He doesn't think there is anything

serious the matter, I presume ? "

"Well, no,'' Fred answered, hesitatingly.

" He thinks she is over-excitable, and "

" And that she has more sympathy from

you already than is good for her, and that

she can't bear little Mrs. French, eh, Fred ? "

Mrs. ('arson interposed, laughingly.

" Oh, come now, really "

" Oh, yes, I knowâ��I know all about it, my

dear boy. Isabel is a goose."

There was silence for a minute, and then

I )r. Furness, after regarding the young man's

worried face attentively, said softly:â��

" Let me see your wife, Mr. Tempest. I

fancy I could cure her. I believe I under-

stand her case thoroughly. Let my cousin

Minnie, here, go and suggest that Mrs.

Tempest should consult me."

" Hut you would have to meet Steadman.

I ain't offer him any slight, though 1 do feel

riled with him,'' Fred answered.

"Of course Fll meet him : it would give

me pleasure," the doctor assented, blandly.

" Now, my dear sir, take my advice, don't

you mention this matter to your wife. Let the

suggestion emanate horn Minnie, otherwise

Mrs. Tempest will think you are frightened.''

" And you'll be gentle with her, won't

you ? " Fred continued, earnestly. " Steadman

is a dear old boy, but I am sure he makes a

mistake in Isabel's case. She is so very

sensitive."

"Oh, I'll be very gentle, you may depend

upon that."

When the cousins were alone again, the

doctor fixed his eyes thoughtfully upon Mrs.

Carson's pleasant, smiling face.

" That seems a thoroughly good fellow,"

he said at length. " I should like to help him.

The wife's jealousy of the other lady is all

nonsense, I suppose ? "

" Perfect nonsense,'' Mrs. Carson retorted,

warmly. " Fred's devoted to Isabel. I really

should like to shake her, sometimes. Yet

she can be so sweet, too."

Dr. Furness relapsed into silence once

more, but presently he continued, with rather

a sly smile : " You'll be as sympathetic as

possible when you call upon the lady to-

morrow, Minnie, please, and don't forget to

exalt me and to pitch into poor Fred and

Steadman, too. I'll just run up now and

give Steadman a hint to decline meeting me.

I'd better see her alone if I'm to soothe her.

I say, cousin, do you recollect Macfarlane ? "

Mrs. Carson started, and then her ample

shoulders began to shake.

" I used to be able to imitate him pretty

well. Mrs. Tempest shall benefit by my

talent. ' Any pain in the knees,' Minnie ?

' Lem-me-look-at-the-tongue !'''

Isabel has not seen Dr. Furness since that

memorable morring two years ago, but to

this day Mrs. Carson declares proudly that

her relative cured her friend ; and one thing

is quite certain, which is that Mrs. Tempest

has never again suffered another of her

miserable attacks.
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Hospital Days and Hospital Ways

By Augusta E. Mansford.

Fromm] the royal free hospitalâ��London. [Drmeimg.

HE great charm about it was

its unexpectednes'. I had

planned to do all kinds of

things that summer, to go up

hill and down dale, to cull

flowers and climb stiles ; but

Fate had a simpler programme in store for

me : I was to spend ten weeks in the Royal

Free.

Fate wasn't an ugly old woman this time,

or perhaps I might have avoided her. No,

the deceitful old thing took the form of a

benign-looking physician, who invited me

in the most cordial of tones to " come

in." I had heard much of the Royal

Free, of its skilful doctors and clever

girl-students, and, having succeeded in

puzzling many medical men, thought I would

see what they said to me there, but an invi-

tation to stay I had never expected. I did not

want to " come in," and am inclined to think

my response was not warm. Even when told

I was "an interesting case," I did not feel

Mattered, but went home and packed with

unwonted sedateness. That was easily done,

hospital garb having the advantage of simpli-

city ; so into the basket went my books, to be

followed by such minor considerations as

sugar, butter, and linen.

Half-past ten one morning I was duly

deposited in Elizabeth W ard, and that being

considered a suitable hour for retiring to bed,

an overgrown clothes-horse, with numerous

joints and crimson hangings, was put round a

corner, and I bade a long farewell to my out-

door garb. Then my temperature was taken

and proved uninterestingly normal. There

is a story going of a poor woman in Guy's,

who, having had the clinical thermometer put

under her arm for five minutes, exclaimed,

on its removal : " Oh, nurse, that has done

me good ! I feel's a sight better ! " I didn't,

but perhaps that was my natural perverseness.

The screen being removed, I found myself

in a most convenient nook, commanding a

full view of the ward, and close to the ice-

box and poison cupboard. The ward was a

bright one, the nurse was bright, and so were

the flowers, the tins, and the brasses, but

brightest of all were the patients ; I could

hardly believe that the jolly-looking women

sitting up in bed singing the " Fusiliers,"

" Ta-ra-ra-Boom-de-ay," etc., were my fellow-

sufferers. Having comfortably arranged my

belongings in my locker, I found it was time to

take out again knife, fork,and spoon for dinner,

and with a newspaper for a tablecloth I duly

disposed of stewed rabbit and pudding. As

usual over a meal, the chat became general.

One or two remarks addressed to a Mrs.

Four did not meet any response, and I was

meditating on the unsociability of that lady

and the strangeness of her name when, chanc-

ing to catch sight of the number over my bed,

I made the interesting discovery that the

individual addressed was myself. I promptly

apologized, and while disclaiming any legal

right to the prefix, strove to bear the honour

thus thrust upon me with becoming meek-

ness.

" My ! So you ain't married ? And

you've got to go through all that' It'll be

all the harder for you then, won't it, Mrs.

Six?" remarked Mrs. Seven.
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" Won't it just!" agreed Mrs. Six; and they

both sat up to look at me, whilst I promptly

retired under the bed-clothes, wondering how

in the world having a grief-stricken husband

sitting at home tearing his hair (because, of

course, he would have torn his hair) could

in any way have lessened my sufferings. In

the course of a week or two, when I learnt

that matrimony often entailed a knowledge

of new uses for poker and flat-irons, I could

understand that blessed state might make

one more or less inured to physical pain.

The next excitement was a visit from the

clinical clerk, with whom I fell in love straight

away; she was my idea of a strong-minded

woman. Though her skirts were short, her

hair was not, but lustrous brown plaits were

coiled round and round a classic head, and

her broad forehead, well-marked brows, clear

grey eyes, and calm mouth, all inspired me

with confidence.

Shut in by the screen, I went through the

usual catechism, told her the ages of " my

uncles, my cousins, and my aunts," and ex-

plained how any of them came to make the

mistake of dying. She seemed very anxious

for some of them to have been consumptive,

had rheumatic fever, or even fits; but on

those points I could not oblige her. One of

her duties was to see that the new patient

was all there; the medical authorities are

very particular on that point, so she

checked off the different organs by a

kind of inventory. Her long, sensitive

hands had a combined firmness and gen-

tleness of touch that made even pain from

them less hard to bear, so that when she had

discovered what was wrong, and had drawn a

little sketch of the state of affairs on my skin

with blue pencil, I could still smile at the

notion that I was like an ancient Briton with

woad decorations.

The screen being removed, I re-entered

public life, and found tea was being collected :

they must get some rare blends in the

hospital, as every patient contributes a spoon-

ful to the general brew, which when made is

poured into mugs that for size and thickness

would satisfy Lockhart. I cared not for

stimulants, so was spared their weight. Those

versed in hospital records tell us that in the

days when tea was so dear that neither

hospital nor patient could afford to supply

the luxury, beer was served out twice daily,

and in many old institutions the flagons are

still to be seen.

With the evening came letters and friends ;

at eight o'clock prayers were read, talking

forbidden, the lamp lighted, and we were

Vol. ix.--12.

told to " lie down and go to sleep." That

speech seemed to take me back twenty years

with a bound: still I could not sleep, so lay and

admired the night nurse, whose rich, dark face

reminded me of Luke Fildes's Italian pictures.

Such thoughts at last beguiled me into a

doze, but when night came so did the house-

surgeon, and I awoke with a start to see him

motioning for the now dreaded screen. The

dim light, his whispered directions, the gleam

of the instruments (of torture, I thought), the

shock, the pain, made up a bad ten minutes,

through which my pretty nurse held my

hands, and smiled and nodded encourage-

ment. When he left, she came back to

cheer me.

" One must never mind what doctors do,"

she said, " as to them we are like so many

chairs and tables."

It was such queer consolation that I

laughed, and was then presented with a

black-looking mixture, which she said she

always took herself, and talked about as

one's host would a favourite brand of wine,

so that I had to drink it with an air of enjoy-

ment Sleep for me that night was out of

the question; I could only marvel at the

others who did, and amuse myself by

watching from my window the ever-moving

leaves of the aspen and the earliest traces of

approaching dawn.

At five began our morning ablutions, and

six o'clock found us with beds made and

breakfast half finished. Snooks at that hour

was particularly lively, and kept us constantly

informed that he was a "pretty bird"â��

possibly he was correct in his opinionâ��but

I prefer a thrush with a tail, which he seemed

to think an unnecessary appendage. Sub-

sequently he and I discovered that we

agreed in a liking for new-laid eggs and hot-

house grapes, and as I was kept well supplied

with those commodities, he was graciously

pleased to accept my overtures of friendship.

What he liked best of all was to secure a

stout fowl bone, which he would keep

till the doctor was making the round, and

then thump vigorously on the floor of his

cage to show his contempt for professional

instructions. His companion, Joey, a mule-

canary, that had some of the softest and

sweetest notes I ever have heard, took as

much care of his voice as the well-known

tenor, and honoured us only with one song

daily.

Another popular favourite was Fluffy, a

Persian cat, that, five or six years ago, was

brought to the Royal Free with a broken leg.

An anaesthetic was administered and the leg
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set, and when entirely recovered Miss Pussy

took up an official position in the hospital,

and twice a day visited every ward as regularly

as the doctors and matron, but with many

more airs and graces.

Tuesday being what was known as " doc-

tor's morning," there was even more than

usual bustle and drive to have all in order by

9 a.m. The staff nurse came on duty at 7

a.m., in a pink cotton dress, did the regula-

THE STAFF NURSE.

From a Photo, hy Q. errard. Regent Street.

tion arranging and dusting, vanished and re-

appeared in the full glory of a blue gown,

white cap, cuffs and apron. One of the

patients amused us by observing some days

after that the morning pink nurse was rather

like our blue day nurse, but, on my keeping

up the joke and inquiring which she liked

the better of the two, was discreet enough to

answer: " I h'aint no fault to find with

neither of 'em," and it took the united efforts

of the ward to convince her of the identity

of the supposed two nurses.

Brisk steps and manly voices in the

corridor announced the coming of the

physician and his satellites. At a sign

from the nurse, books and newspapers dis-

appeared into our lockers, and we lay down

to await his coming, our courage oozing out

through the bed-clothes, and our hearts mark-

ing the seconds with such powerful beats that

we almost wondered his quick ear did not heed

them. Not long were we kept in suspense,

from one to the other he passed with mar-

vellous quickness, heard a summary of the

case from the student, asked a few pertinent

questions of the house-surgeon, said a word 1

to the patient, made a brief examination,

gave a few penetrating side-long glances,

nodded his head, washed his hands in many

waters, and was gone. <

"Thank goodness, we're at peace now till

Saturday," said Mrs. Two, sitting up once

more and getting out her work, and one by

one we all emerged from our pillows, and

tried to look as though we had not been

using our pocket-handkerchiefs.

" Mrs. Four's going to the theatre on Satur-

day," observed Mrs. Seven, " I heerd 'im say

so."

"What does that mean ?" I asked.

" Oh, you'll be starved for some hours

first, and then when you're in the theatre

they'll give you some ether, and do what they

like with you, and you won't know nothing.

I can't abide ether !"

" I shall not mind if it takes away feeling,"

I answered. " I have felt quite enough this

morning."

" I 'spect you 'ave ! I heerd you giving

kind o' gasps. It's that tall doctor what's the

worst. 'Is 'ands do 'urt, they're so thin;

he ought to eat more. I scream when he

comes near me."

"That don't 'elp," replied Mrs. Two, philo-

sophically, " it makes 'im all the longer. I

stuffs the corner of the pillow into my mouth

to stop making a noise."

" I daresay they do that, they're 'ard

enough. W hat do you think they stuffs 'em

with ? Cokernuts ? "

Shouts of laughter greeted this suggestion,

but nurse re-appeared, and the conversation

changed.

" Nurse," recommenced Mrs. Two, " don't

you think I shall be a-going out soon ? I 'eerd

'im tell the tall one that I 'ad got over my

perrykomikalitis very well. There's Mrs.

Four a-laughing ! Wasn't that what he

called it, Mrs. Four ? I 'spect you're a

speller."

I suggested peritonitis, but that did not

please her, it was not nearly so long for one

thing, and then she was sure " komikalitis "

came in somewhere.

" I know as 'ow you'll be sorry to lose me,
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nurse," continued the irrepressible M s. Two,

" but I must go home, 'cos my 'usband's ill.

I feel quite well now, only my arms hurt

sometimes, but they says that's just my 'air

fossicles, and that they don't matter."

"Now, Mrs. Two,'' said nurse, who was

busy with the plates, " never mind the ' 'air

fossicles ' and ' perrykomikalitis ' ; what

would you like for dinnerâ��chicken or fish ? "

" Oh, fish, please, nurse, if it's boiled fish ;

and Mrs. One will like chicken. If you give

it over here, nurse, I'll cut it up for her.

She's bashful, so I 'ave to talk for both.

'Ope as 'ow you don't think I makes a noise,

ladies ? "

A greater contrast than Mrs. Two and Mrs.

One could hardly be imagined. Mrs. One was

a quiet, refined woman, just recovering from

an operation, and still so weak that it was an

effort for her to speak, or, indeed, do any-

thing for herself; so Mrs. Two, who was as

good-natured as she was talkative, took her

under her wing, shared lockers with her, cut

her bread and butter, and alternately fussed

over and teased her.

" Oh, Mrs. One," she would cry out some-

times, " how can you ? Nurse, you can't

think what awful things Mrs. One is a-lying

here and saying, and her looking so good too !

Oh, Mrs. One, I'm shocked, pos-i-tive-ly

shocked !" and to prove the genuineness of

r;

as

3

her sentiments, Mrs. Two would roll over to

the extreme edge of her spring bed and only

save herself by some wonderful gymnastic

feat from falling on to the floor.

Wednesdays wereusuallycalm days, forming

a kind of background to the excitement of

" doctor's day " that preceded, and " visitors'

day" that followed, and nothing much

occurred this first week to attract attention

except the number of letters, books, boxes of

flowers, newspapers, etc., that found their

way into my corner. At every knock all

would sit up expectantly, till the one nearest

the door would call out:â��

" Another package for Mrs. Four ! " Then

they would try to count up the number of

communications I had had, but would get

tired in the middle and lay down for a doze.

Truly, I was amazed myself, and wished that

those people who call the world ugly names

could have had a taste of my experience:

more kindly thought and gentle deeds

could hardly have been compressed into

the ten long weeks. Grave, busy men

learnt to write humorous letters, light-

hearted girls to express tender sympathy;

acquaintances transformed themselves into

friends, and wishes were carried out and

anticipated as though I possessed the lamp

of Aladdin. Then the flowersâ��I realized

how the weeks were slipping away by the

ft

THE WAND. NO. 4 IS THE UED UNDER THE SMALLER WINDOW.

{A. <t O. Taylor.
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succession that came to meâ��red roses and

white, sweet peas and daisies, lilies and

honeysuckle, mignonette and cornflowers,

poppies and grasses, clematis and pansies,

carnations and asters : so ran the list. In

days of rude health I had paid divers

visits to the Royal Free, so that happily

for me friends were scattered about in the

building, and when it was known that I was

in residence, the genial chairman of the board

came and said all the kindly things he

could think of, and the secretary brought

me such a store of interesting books that

it is hardly surprising that nurse announced

her conclusion that I was a " very spoilt

patient."

I shared my good things as much as I

could, but was not always successful. The

others would glance at the pictures in the

illustrated monthlies, but as for the readingâ��

well, as Mrs. Three candidly told me, "it didn't

come up to Lloyd's penn'orth !" So, lacking

the necessary experience to argue this point,

I in silence returned to Grant Allen and

Meredith.

Thursday was " locker morning," and

blessed on that day were those with few

possessions. I was nearly buried alive under

mine, as we had to take out our belongings

and pile them on our beds whilst the lockers

were scrubbed and dried, and for a good

hour I could hardly venture to breathe, lest

I sent a toothbrush in one direction and a

jelly in another.

The locker-scrubber was a character: a

gaunt, bony Irishwoman, who mimicked the

nurses, and was credited with a temper.

Which of these two traits most attracted me

I cannot say, but we became great friends,

and she showed me the portrait of her son,

who was " out in Canady, but a-coming home

this autumn, bless him ! "

Later in the day came the floor-scrubbers,

three marvellous women, quite indescribable.

I have never seen anything like them. One

of the patients (not myself) watched them

with envy. " Deary me, now," she said,

" how I should like to get out and scrub

that little bit of flooring down there :

my fingers quite itch for the brush."

Mine didn't; still, I did try my hand at

all that I could: learnt to make nurses'

frilled strings and many-tailed bandages, and

with whiting and leather and Mrs. Two's help,

polished up the artery forceps and other

formidable-looking instruments, made the

surgical needles shine, and arranged them in

a striking design on their white flannel case.

Our tall doctor, chancing to dart in for an

instant, smiled more than a little at our novel

amusement.

Thursday, from 3.30 to 4.30 p.m. was to

most of us the shortest hour in the week, and

we always doubted that it contained the

regulation number of minutes; whilst no

sound was so harsh as the bell that

announced its expiration; but to someâ��

those forlorn souls who had no friends to

visit themâ��it was the most trying of times.

Someone else had noticed this too, and

always on Thursdays the pleasant face of our

hospital chaplain looked in at the door, and

if his bright, brown eyes spied any bedside

that seemed lonely, he was there in a moment,

and ever left smiles even where he found

tears. I had my own share of visitors and

something over, so he came to see me at less

busy times, when we talked about architec-

ture and old city churches, generally ending

with my favourite topic of workhouses, which

we both agreed we should like somewhat

improved ere we retired to their shelter.

That night there was such a ringing of

bells, tramping of men, and running about

with kettles, blankets, and hot-water cans,

that I came to the conclusion that there

had been a terrific smash on the Great

Northern or Midland Railway, and that

the adjoining accident ward was being filled

with dilapidated railway servants and pas-

sengers ; but it proved in the morning that

only two men had been injured, one poor

fellow fatally.

Saturday at 4 a.m. I had my breakfastâ��a

mug of hot milk, and tried not to feel hungry

by ten, when I was due in the theatre. A

brilliant scarlet dressing-gown, and slippers

warranted not to pinch a giantess, are reserved

for one's debut there. It seemed quite a

little walk after lying in bed so long, and I

crept into nurse's good graces by invoking

memories of warlike ancestors, and marching

along and mounting the operating table

without any outward and visible signs of

qualms and tremors. I am sorry I cannot

tell everybody all about the examination ; but

beyond the fact that ether resembles London

fog flavoured with lemon, and causes a sensa-

tion in one's ears like going down in the old

Polytechnic diving-bell, I know nothing.

After being heralded by the usual bell-ringing,

I was duly brought back in the state carriage,

coachmen and footmen in attendance (the

uninitiated might describe the aforesaid as

stretcher and porters, but, then, we haven't all

had the advantages of hospital training).

When everything was quite comfortable,

pillows removed and hot-water cans arranged,
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I "came to," and having arrived at the satis-

factory conclusion that I was still alive, went

to sleep till tea-time.

" How are you feeling, Mrs. Four ? " asked

Mrs. Seven, as soon as my screen was re-

moved.

" Ve-ry com-for-ta-ble, and ve-ry hu-ng-ry ! "

The words came out in jerks, and f seemed

to have lost control over my voice, but prac-

tice-â��and I had plentyâ��soon overcame that

difficulty.

" 'Aint you got a headache ?" asked

Mrs. Two.

"No; my head-never-aches-there's-not-

enough in-side-it! "

" My ! ether don't seem to 'ave 'urt you

much ! You was still as death when they

brought you in, and you'd quite a bright,

pink colour. Some of 'em cries and struggles

awful when they're carried back, but I guessed

you'd be one of the quiet sort."

" I saved a little cold chicken at dinner :

do you think you could take that ? " asked

nurse, doubtfully.

" I am ready forâ��for an ostrich !" I

answered ; so had my chicken forthwith.

Sunday we had service in our ward, and a

number of flowers and plants were sent from

a neighbouring flower service. We kept

early hours at the Royal Free, so dinner

came up soon after eleven. We did not all

feel inclined for our full portion of vegetables

and pudding, but next to ours was a men's

surgical ward, and there our varied contribu-

tions were always thankfully received.

From 2 till 4 p.m. our friends were

admitted, and on this day men proved to be

as general as on Thursday they were rare.

I found other people's husbands and sweet-

hearts very amusing, especially when they

were shy, as their Sunday best generally

made them. In the evening we sang Ancient

and Modern Hymns to tunes we composed

for the occasion, and by 8 p.m. were very

tired and rather cross.

So sped the days, and for a week or two I

felt so well that it seemed ridiculous to lie in

bed, and my friends used to say my red face

was a disgrace to the hospital, whilst to the

house-surgeon's daily question of " How are

you, Four ?" I had to make the hackneyed

reply of " Quite well, thank you." The order

not to stand on my feet was hardest to obey

in the early morning, when the most able of

the patients would get up to help with the

breakfast and have any amount of fun.
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Mrs. Two would come round the ward A la

matron, and to see her quaint little figure, in

the tawdriest of dressing-gowns, attempting

to personate the stately but kindly lady,

whose dainty grey gown and spotless Nor-

mandy cap were so familiar, used to make us

ache with laughter.

Our life could hardly be described as

monotonousâ��we were somewhat passive

ourselves, but the scenes and actors round

us were constantly changing. Besides the

scrubbers and the cleaners, we had regular

visits from the sweep, coal porters, beef-

tea boys, and other celebrities. Then, too,

the weighing machine was in our ward,

so that strange nurses were constantly bring-

ing in tiny bundles that they called babies,

and a broad - shouldered youth in a gay

dressing-gown came every week with his

attendant nurse, and informed us with much

satisfaction how many pounds he had added

during the last seven days. There was great

excitement also one Saturday, when a shed in

the building-yard next the hospital caught

fire, and it seemed more than probable that

the adjacent wards would follow its example.

However, whilst the lady students and

doctors transported patients to an opposite

wing, the chaplain, steward, and porters did

such wonders with the hospital hose, thanks

to their regular fire-drill, that in an hour or

two's time both patients and beds had to be

carried back again. Our ward was con-

sidered quite safe, but one of the evolutions

of the hose sent the water through an open

window behind me, and I had the unexpected

luxury of a shower bath.

As time went on I found plenty to do. A

little story coming out in a current monthly

brought my scribbling propensities into notice,

and I forthwith received several commissions

from Mrs. Six to compose begging-letters for

her. " I can write well enough, Mrs. Four,

but I can't compact like you can," she used to

come and whisper flatteringly to me. She

wanted some money to support her after

leaving the hospital till she was strong enough

to recommence work, so copied one of my

epistles and sent it to a titled dame, and

I have never written anything since that

yielded so much per line (Editors, please

take the hint). Then most of the women

had husbands and children, and did not

seem to know how to treat either; so,

naturally, I had to instruct them on those

points, and learnt a good deal in return

about workhouse infirmaries, laundry-work,

and barrack-life, all of which, no doubt, will

be useful. My friends used to say it was

quite nice my being in the hospital, as they

actually knew where to find me! I had

some visits that made me feel quite honoured

among women, but, perhaps, one that I en-

joyed most was when a popular scientist

came and sat on the ice-box and gave me an

animated lecturette, which carried me right

away to the woods and the moors, quicker

than the fastest train.

After a week or two I went in for a little

variety on my own account, developed one or

two quite original symptoms, became " more

interesting than ever," and from one till seven

one morning indulged in unceasing cries and

contortions ; this performance I repeated at

intervals, so that I was never again described

as " one of the quiet sort." I lived for a

week in hot fomentations; my temperature

chart resembled an E. to W. section across

Europe, with very noticeable Alps, and I soon

contracted a_ strong antipathy to all words

ending with " itis."

When once more I was free enough from

pain to take an interest in my surroundings,

I found most of the patients had changed,

and especially was I attracted by the new

Mrs. Five and the new Mrs. Two, who

in my days of utter helplessness were wonder-

fully good to me, and took it in turns to

act as lady's-maid. Mrs. Five had been born

in Africa, married a soldier, travelled in

China, was a Catholic, and a lover of dogs,

so we had much to talk about; whilst the new

Mrs. Two proved to be a delightful mixture

of prettiness and comicality. What was left

of me after my recent experiences was so

weak, that I had to be nursed up for a long

time ere any further steps could be taken,

and, as the weeks went by, it seemed that I

had become such a permanent part of the

institution, that I wondered whether I should

not be justified in applying to the Board for

a uniform and a salary.

One evening Mrs. Five was in tears, in

spite of having had visits from her priest and

her husband, and I found the trouble was

that the next day she had to appear in the

theatre. I told her I envied her, as after a

few days' rest she would be able to return

home, but she would not be comforted. By

that time I had learnt to like and to trust

the once-dreaded house-surgeon, and had

acquired a habit of waking as he made his

last round; and that night, instead of the

usual question in passing, he came and sat on

my locker, and said, very gently : " I think,

Four, to-morrow you had better have a little

more ether, and we will see how you are

getting on."
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Anything that' might terminate the per-

petual lying in bed to me seemed welcome,

so that my " Oh, thank you, doctor !" was

so emphatic that he went away with query

" delirious " writ plain upon his face.

Four a.m. found Mrs. Five still much

attached to her pocket-handkerchief, but I

whispered that I too was going to the theatre,

and she cheered up at once.

My turn came first, so that I was already

half-conscious when Mrs. Five was brought

back. My screen prevented me seeing her,

but in spite of my stupor her voice reached

me.

" Is Mrs. Four all right ? " she asked. " Is

Mrs. One all right? Is Mrs. Six all right?

Is Mrs. Three all right ? Is nurse all right ?

no precedent for such an irregularity, enjoyed

a quiet chat with an Irish friend, whilst the

others were peacefully dreaming. They said

it was I who had been dreaming when I told

them of my visitor, but I knew better.

When Mrs. Three's turn came to go into

the theatre, she was decidedly conversational

on the return journey, and as she was

brought into the ward, protested loudly that

she " hadn't heard no music," and then went

for one of the porters in a most pugilistic

manner, and informed him that if he " wasn't

man enough, she was !" She explained to

us afterwards on her recovery that she had

mistaken him for her husband !

I soon lost my friend, Mrs. Five. Her

husband caught cold, and she was perfectly

From a Photo. by!
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Is my husband all right? Is Mrs. Four

all right?"

Such interest roused me, and at the top of

my voice I called out: " Give my love to

Mrs. Five, please, nurse, and tell her that I

am all right, and hope that she is all right."

I was only conscious of making this tender

speech once, but the others who had not lost

their senses subsequently assured us that this

affecting dialogue was repeated at frequent

intervals, much to the indignation of Mrs.

Six.

" Just hark at 'em, Mrs. Two," she said,

" sending their loves to one another ! Why

can't they be quiet ? As if we could be all

right with their noise a-going on ! How are

we ever to get our afternoon nap, with the

two of them at it ? "

However, fortunately for the harmony of

the ward, we too went to sleep, but after an

hour I woke up again, and though there was

certain that unless she went home he

would have asthma, bronchitis, pleurisy, and

pneumonia all at once, so she asked for her

discharge and stated the reason.

The house - surgeon looked doubtful.

" What has come to this ward ? " he asked,

looking round at the empty beds. "One,

two, threeâ��you are the fourth patient who

has asked to go home because her husband

is ill ! "

" Oh. but doctor, mine is real ! " exclaimed

Mrs. Five so emphatically, that I think it was

just as well for her that the other wives had

departed.

At the physician's next visit he told me

my only hope was in operation, and to gain the

necessary strength for that anticipated event,

I was permitted to get up for an hour or two

every day. I felt quite proud when I had once

more learnt to stand alone, although even then

I was anythingbut erect, and, to quote nurse's
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description, " Hopped about the ward like a

young partridge." However, after a day or

two I became less like a right angle, and was

then allowed in the hospital square. Among

the many interesting sights I beheld whilst

out and about was the doctors in full theatre

costume. They wear a large, terra-cotta-

coloured mackintosh apron with a bib, some-

times a cap to match, and with sleeves rolled

up to their elbows; they look very likeâ��

please don't tell them I said soâ��very like

carpenters.

If there is one thing I pride myself upon

more than another it is upon being a judge of

character. In the hospital I tested this faculty

twice. Going to the service in the men's ward

the Sunday of that week, I was much impressed

by No. Sixteen. With his grand head, thick,

snowy hair, and stalwart frame, he looked

like a noble old general, and before the end

of the last hymn, I had composed a mental

biography of him, full of gallant deeds and

high aspirations; but, thinking facts would

probably prove even more satisfactory than

fiction, I made a few inquiries of nurse.

She laughed.

" That man ! " she exclaimed. " Old Six-

teen ! You were telling me that the last few

nights you had heard cries of ' Murder !'

' Police !' That's one of his pretty little

ways ! He wakes all the patients in his own

ward, and as many more as he can. Two

women come to see him, and claim him as

husband, but he declines to own either of

them. Yes, he is a nice man ! "

The other case was a young, pretty girl,

with a soft voice and gentle manner. I think

I cried when she went away. Well, I heard

of her afterwardsâ��she was in Holloway Gaol

for assaulting a

policeman !

After seven weeks,

the day came to

leave my corner in

Elizabeth. Special

nurses had been told

off to attend me, the

Isolated Ward had

been disinfected, the

silk had been steri-

lized, the dressings

prepared, and what

with personal appli-

cations of turpen-

tine, carbolic, and

ether, patient, as well

as nurse, had had a

lively time. I had

many farewells

and good wishes that morning, the more

touching, perhaps, as my predecessor in the

Isolated had never returned. My old Irish-

woman came over to see me, but when I shook

hands and said " Good-bye," she replied:

" You jist take that word back ! It ain't

lucky ! I ain't a-going to wish you anything

but a very good morning. I shall find my

way upstairs to have a peep at you before

many days are over, you be sure !"

I had quite intended, when being borne along

on the stretcher, to show my appreciation of

the stately procession by waving a triumphant

farewell to my ward friends, but my hand-

kerchief had most unaccountably got itself

into a very limp condition, and refused to

do anything but form itself into a nasty damp

ball, which was most annoying. Talking of

stretchers, I have tried a good many means

of locomotion, from wheelbarrows and round-

abouts to Atlantic steamers and Canadian

hacks, and I really think stretchers compare

favourably with any of them, so long as the

bearers do not keep step ; but unless the front

man's right foot moves with the back man's

left, the result is almost as trying as travelling

over an American road. Of course, they

manage this matter perfectly at the Royal

Free, and I so enjoyed my ride that I longed

to ask them to take one or two turns round

the square, but resisted the temptation.

My next experience was chloroform, and

plenty of it. I liked it better than ether.

Then, for an hour, doctors, matron, and

nurses worked their best and their hardest,

and I was satisfactorily finished. I did not

wake up to that fact for three or four hours

afterwards ; then, in a weak whisper, that I

could hardly hear myself, I begged for water.

THE STRETCHER.

[Photoffraph.
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A teaspoonful of hot water every ten minutes

was all they dared to give me for hours and

hours, and I felt I should die if I did not

have gallons. I thought of Dives, Sir Philip

Sidney, and Dante's Inferno, but nothing

stopped that dreadful thirst.

Otherwise I was wonderfully comfortable,

in spite of feeling somewhat like a mummy.

I had no pillows for my head, but, to make

up for that, plenty under my knees, which

were also tied together, lest I should be

tempted to try any pedestrian feats ; but the

arrangement that pleased me best was the

cage on which the bed-clothes were sup-

ported. I saw at once that it formed a

delightful nook in which to stow away letters

and books, and confided that idea to nurse,

but she did not seem charmed. My skilful

physician came every

day, and, what pleased

me as much, so did his

dog Peter, most intelli-

gent of Irish terriers,

who proved his nation-

ality by his readiness to

make friends even with

such a blue - lipped,

yellow-cheeked mortal

as I was.

For days and for

nights I lay perfectly

still, and made the

interesting discovery

that not using one's

muscles has the same

effect as over - tiring

them. My hands ached

as though they would

drop off, but strangest

of all was the pain in

my jaw. I bore it till I

felt desperate, then

motioned to nurse and whispered : " I

am quite certain that I dislocated my jaw

when I was under chloroform, nurse ; it is

dreadful !"

"You silly girl," she said, laughing; "of

course it hurts you, just because you have

been neither eating nor talking."

Apropos of eating, when the feeding-up

process was supposed to begin, my poor nurse

tried brandy, hot milk and cold, peptonized

milk, beef teas and extracts, lemon and

barley water, meat juices and jellies, but it

was all wasted energy ; my internal arrange-

ments were on strike, and nothing could I

take, and, to crown the situation, I announced

that I was suffering from acute indigestion.

No wonder the physician shook his head

at me !

" I should like to know how you manage

that," he said, " when you will not take any-

thing to digest. What is all this I hear about

such constant sickness ? You know we

cannot have that kind of thing. A stop must

be put to it ' You will "â��and he paused to

think of a sufficiently terrible threatâ��"you

will spoil your figure !"

When I did get stronger it was by leaps and

by bounds. The house-surgeon being away,

his duties were taken up by a locum tenens, on

whom they sat somewhat more lightly. On

one of his visits to the Isolated he informed

me that I was getting on so well that I had

" quite ceased to be interesting " ; he really

did " not know why he

still came to see me."

" You see what I can

do," he continued.

" Yours is something

like a cure ; but, would

you believe it ? The

other day I heard nurse

trying to make out it

was all her affair, and I

shouldn't be at all sur-

prised if the operating

physician had the cool-

ness to consider that he

had had something to

do with it. True merit

never is appreciated in

this world ! " and, with

a look of comic despair,

he departed.

Most of my nurses

were pretty, and the

last, in addition, was

a decidedly fashionable

damsel. One afternoon I saw her surveying

my garments with considerable amazement:

the shoes of manly breadth seemed especially

to fill her with horror, but she was anxious

not to hurt my feelings, so came over and

said, with a forced smile : " Do you think

with my help you could get into yourâ��your

high-minded clothes?"

The next day and the next I was carried

down into the square and put in the sun to

brown, and on the third day, much to my

own surprise, I walked down the stairs and

out of the gate, carrying with me more bright

and pleasant memories than I ever thought

could gather round a visit to a hospital.

" PEtBH."

From a /'Aolo. by E. F. (itarino it Som, Regtnt Street.
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A Vision of Gold.

By J. Holt

(Fellow of the Royal

HE Standard for October 2nd,

1894, contained a paragraph

about a famous will of 1887,

and from this paragraph I

quote these words: ". . . .

The testator devised and

bequeathed his residuary real and personal

estate, of the value apparently of nearly

,Â£3,000,000, in trust for investment and to

accumulate the income, by reinvestment at

compound interest, for seven years after his

death, .... in trust for his said grand-

nephew . . . , absolutely, if he should then

be living, The fortune to which

Mr. . . . will thus become entitled on

Tuesday next will probably, with the seven

years' accumulations at compound interest,

be not much less than four millions

sterling. . . ."

" Tuesday next" was the 9th October,

1894, exactly seven years after the death of

this testator who caused three millions to

become four millions by leaving his bequest

to accumulate at compound interest for seven

years. " What an immense increase," I said.

" Surely there's something wrong about the

figures." Prompted by curiosity, I turned

on the calculating gear which chances to

form part of my brain substance, and found

that the-very moderate interest rate of four

guineas per cent, per annum would convert

three millions into four during the short pro-

bationary period of seven years specified by

this millionaire testator. Here is the growth

expressed in round numbers :â��

9th October, 1887 ,Â£3,000,000

â�� â�� 1888 3,126,000

,, ,, 1889 3,257,000

,1 â�� 1890 3,394,000

,, ,, 1891 3,536,000

,, ,, 1892 3,684,000

1893 3.839.000

,, ,, 1894 4,000,000

This is distinctly cheering. We have but

to invest three millions at ,Â£4 4s. od. per

cent, interestâ��not at any usurious rateâ��

vegetate inexpensively for seven years â�� a

familiar term of rusticationâ��and then, when

we "come out," this magician Interest will

present us with one million sterling in addition

to our original three.

This result stimulated my curiosity. Not

having the three millions handy, but wanting

a few thousands, 1 began jotting down some

calculations as to how easily I might now

* Copyright by John Holt Schooling, 1895.

Schooling.*

Statistical Society, etc.)

possess them if some thoughtful person had

invested even a small sum tor me when I was

born (1859) and had left that to accumulate

at interest until this present year (1895). The

results showed"\that a poor ,Â£1,000 invested

in 1859 at 5 per cent, interest would have

become in 1895 .Â£5,800, so that I might now

have had nearly .Â£5,000 â�� the thoughtful

investor still retaining his original thousand.

The omission in 1859 of this simple and

kindly act is now distinctly not cheering.

But perhaps no one who ha'd the thought had

the thousand, or no one who had the thousand

had the thoughtâ��so I dropped the ,Â£1,000

basis, did some more calculations, and

eventually arrived at a penny basis of invest-

ment of longer standing than 1859. The

facts which cropped up began to astonish me,

then caused golden dreamsâ��some of which

I have here pictured in black and whiteâ��and

finally showed me how to become the

Universal Benefactor of the World at a future

date. At a date to be fixed by me, there

shall be no more poverty, no more wretched

struggles for money, no more warping and

twisting of the good that is in us by

desire for goldâ��I have "found a mighty

Enchanter and Magician who shall work

my will; his name is Compound Interest,

and, unlike the alchemists of old, my

magic servant requires for his crucible,

not gold, not silver, not gems, but merely

One Penny. This amount, therefore, I

propose to place in the hands of responsible

trustees " in trust for investment and to

accumulate the income, by reinvestment at

5 per cent, compound interest for one

thousand years after the present date (1895),

in trust for the Population of the World,

absolutely, for those that shall then be

living." At the end of the time specified

(a.d. 2895) there will be (approximately)

220,000 million persons in the world, and

as my Penny will have then increased to

,Â£6,443,000,000,000,000,000, there will be

for each person the very 'comfortable pre-

sent of twenty - nine millions sterling

(Â£29,286,364), and this result of making

everyone a millionaire will be achieved by

me at a cost of One Penny only.

- And now let us see what this Enchanter

could have now done for us of the nineteenth

century had he been set to work 1895 years

ago with one dull Penny to simmer and

quicken in his magic pot for the ultimate
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benefit of the present population of the

earth.

Wagner and Supan, the German statis-

ticians, estimated in 1891 the population of

the earth at 1,480 million persons. As more
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than one-half of this estimated number was

based upon the results of actual censuses,

and as the remainder was very carefully

arrived at, we shall not be far away from

truth if we say that there are now (1895)

1,500 million persons in the world.

If, in A.D. 1, a man had wished to be hailed

in later centuries Universal Benefactor of the

World, he could have achieved his wish by

investing the equivalent of a modern penny

at 5 per cent, compound interest per annum,

the interest to

accumulate year

by year for the

benefit of future

generations â��-just

after the fashion

of the testator in

1887, mentioned

at the commence-

ment of this paper.

Fig. 1 shows us,

century by cen-

tury, the magic

growth of this

penny if left in

the hands of my

Enchanter. My

working figures

are given in col.

iii. of Fig. 1, so

that anyone accus-

tomed to logarith-

mic calculations

can check the

accuracy of my

resultsâ��I did not

dream over my

calculations, if

later I dreamed

the golden dreams

illustrated farther

on.

The wealth

accumulated dur-

ing the 1895 years

would have now

been so immense,

that we shall find

some little diffi-

culty in realizing

the vast golden

growth of this

penny unless we

press into our ser-

vice various aids

to imaginative

conception, some

of which I have

endeavoured to illustrate.

In Fig. 2 we see the Rain of Sovereigns

for One Thousand Years. Imagine the earth

transformed into a huge flat slab of gold,

more than 509,000 miles square and

one mile thick, and floating in space.

i will euffice to check theee
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Let every person

â�� man, woman,

and child â�� now

living in the world

(1,500 million

persons) continu-

ously discharge a

Maxim gun loaded

with sovereigns

instead of bullets

for one thousand

years. Each gun

fires into space

twelve hundred

sovereigns per

minute, which

drop over the

edges of the earth

â�� see the tiny

corner of the earth

shown in Fig. 2.

At the end of one

thousand years'

continuous dis-

charge of sove-

reigns from 1,500

millions of Maxim

guns upon an

earth of gold, at the rate of 1,200 sove-

reigns per minute each gun, only an in-

finitesimal fraction of the money would

have been shot into space out of the accu-

mulated interest of One Penny invested

at 5 per cent, compound interest in Anno

Domini 1, and left to accumulate until Anno

Domini 1895. This incredible result is no

freak of fancy, but a solid fact, and I append

FIG. 2.â��THE RAIN OF SOVEREIGNS FOR ONE THOUSAND YEARS.

rid of his or her share in the vast accumu-

lations of one penny. Let us have a game

at throwing away bank-notes instead of

sovereigns, and see if we can then get along

more effectively than in Fig. 2 with the

disposal of our individual wealth.

In Fig. 4 we have the Deluge of Million-

pound Bank-notes for One Thousand Years.

Here we see the earth transformed into

/â�¦-I"). 5* T llil-]U-lÂ»-J H-[ 1 r 00.0000 co i ooo Â» 1 loo Â»(oO Â» lit , iloS" J.5"! I ^= X SO S Spou-

(SoÂ«) ! K.*AA" r-L- ft*. mv>Uv iKoww ftx (> LsKjl *\ 'V* I

v 1 a.ff &oi,000,000 . 1 0 / O

000

FIG. 3.â��ONLY FOR THE USE OF THOSE PERSONS WHO MAY LIKE TO CHECK THE ACCURACY OF THE STATEMENTS MADE

WITH REFERENCE TO FIG. 2.

the calculation in Fig. 3, so that anyone who

cares to check it may do so. The cost of

making an earth of solid gold, added to the

cost of firing away all these sovereigns for a

thousand years, would exhaust only one-

twenty-five-thousand-millionth part of the

money accumulated in 1895, and which is

shown in the bottom line of Fig. 1.

We have seen from Fig. 2 and the descrip-

tion of it how futile would be this attempt

made by each person in the world to get

two vast rectangular blocks of gold, each

(nearly) 11,000 million miles long by three

miles wide by eight miles thick. These two

blocks of gold float side by side in space,

with a great gulf eight miles deep separating

them. Along both the inside edges of the

entire length of this precipice stand the

world's population (1,500 million persons),

and each second every person throws into

this bottomless gulf a bundle consisting of

one thousand bank-notes, each note being'
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FIG. 4.â��THE DELUGE OF MILLION-POUND BANK-NOTES FOR ONE THOUSAND YEARS.

worth one million sterling. At the end of

this continuous deluge for one thousand

years, and including the cost of a golden

earth, only one-twelve-hundred-millionth part

of the money would have been thrown away

out of the accumu-

lated interest of

One Penny in-

vested at 5 per

cent, compound

interest in Anno

Domini 1, and left

to accumulate

until Anno Domini

1895.

There is here a

distinct improve-

ment as regards

the spending of

money by each

individual. Still,

and despite the

fact that every

single person has

been assumed to

throw away 1,000

millions of pounds

sterling once every

second for the

period of a thou-

sand years con-

tinuously, each of

us would only have

succeeded in get-

ting rid of the very

small fraction of

our fortune which

is represented by

placing the figure

1 above a line

and the figures

1,194,300,000 be-

neath the line.

Incidentally, we

may note that each

of the bundles of

bank-notes thrown

away every second by each person contains

one-and-a-half times the National Debt of

this country (see the little white specks falling

in Fig. 4). I append in Fig. 5 the details of

the calculation relating to Fig. 4, merely for

focoooooo f.

* leoo * 100Â© f 1 000.000 > (po f to > xi+ , ^4.5"

J_ o O.o o o^o o <

FIG. 5.â��ONLY FOR THE I'SE OF THOSE PERSONS WHO MAY I.IKE TO CHECK THE ACCL'RACV OF THE STATEMENTS MADE

WITH REFERENCE TO FIG. 4.

(X.B -Nag-myth and Carpenter, working with more detail than is here ntceatary, computed the volnuie of the earth at SS9,S60,ooo,OJO cubic mile*.

A'Â« Figa, 3 and s./
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the use of readers

who may, quite

rightly, prefer to

test the facts on

their own account.

As regards this

Fig. 4, I thought it

would be interest-

ing to show a fac-

simile of a bank-

note value one

million sterling, so

that we might

obtain a graphic

idea of the enor-

mous value of each

of the little white

specks which are

seen in Fig. 4,

every one of which

specks represents

one thousand of

these scarce bank-

notes. After apply-

ing to the Bank of

England for a

million - pound

note, I learnt from

Mr. G. F. Glennie

that " the Bank are

unable to grant

your request, as

such a proceeding

is contrary to law."

Mr. Glennie was

kind enough to

send me a copy of

the clause in the

Act relating to

this matter, and, from this clause, I found

that, unwittingly, I had invited the Directors

of the Bank of England, the publisher of

this Magazine, and every person who should

have in his " custody " or " possession " a

copy of such facsimile (i.e., about one-

seventieth part of the population of England

and Wales â�� who are purchasers of this

Magazine) to join me in committing a

felony, the punishment for which is

FIG. 6.â��THE ROAD OF GOLD FROM THE EARTH TO THE SUN.

" Penal Servitude for any Term not exceed-

ing Fourteen Years, and not less than

Three Years," or, imprisonment " for any

Term not exceeding Two Years, with or

without Hard Labour, and with or without

Solitary Confinement." As it might be

inconvenient to the prison officials to have

so many new convicts at one time, we must,

I fear, dispense with the facsimile of a

million-pound bank-rote.

E

rrJUt r>^L& ^Us 7Â«- j^ 7**/s 7~V<-5 f-~C J.UI ^\'^MU.^t) 4 L+~%)'

FIG. 7.â��3NLY FOR THE USE OF THOSE READERS WHD MAY LIKE TO CHECK THE ACCURACY OF THE STATEMENTS MADE

WITH REFERENCE TO FIG. 6.
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OF THE GOLDEN MOUNTAIN AND THE NIAGARA OF MOLTEN GOLD.

Having so much money at our disposal,

we shall scarcely be able to spend it on this

earth even by such reckless extravagances as

have been illustrated, so we will do a piece of

astronomical engineering, and make a road to

the sun. Fig. 6 shows a Road of Gold from

the Earth to the Sun, and may certainly claim

to be the most expensive engineering project

ever designed.

The dimensions of

this road of solid

gold are 92 mil-

lions of miles long,

more than 8/3

millions of miles

wide, and more

than 8yj millions

of miles thick. An

express train tra-

velling along this

road at the rate of

60 miles an hour

would not reach

thesun until nearly

176 years after the

date of departure

from the earth.

Some idea of the

width and of the

thickness of this

golden road may

be gathered from

the statement that

it would be more

than one thousand

times as wide and

as thick as the dia-

meter of the earth

(say 8,000 miles),

and by noting that

the railway train

shown in Fig. 6

is no ordinary

train, but is (ap-

proximately) seven

million miles long from the front of the

engine to the back of the guard's van. The

distance between the two rails on which the

wheels of this train revolve, but which are too

far away to be distinguished by us as two

rails, is about 140 thousand miles, which is,

therefore, the approximate distance between

the two buffers on the front of the engine.

1

lOOOaoooC y 1 J i 1 OOOOO OO f 1
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FIG. 9.â�� ONLY FOR THE USF OF THOSE PERSONS WHO MAV LIKE TO CHECK THE ACCURACY OF THE STATEMENTS MADE

WITH KKFEKENCE TO FIG. 8.
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By making such a road as this, and of the

dimensions given, we could exhaust the

accumulated interest of One Penny which is

set out in the bottom line of Fig. i. [Sceptical

readers are invited to check the accuracy of

the calculations given in Fig. 7.]

In 1882 a project was suggested to tap the

force of Niagara by constructing turbines, or

water-wheels, and to (-ansmit this force of

falling water throughout the United States.

The water-power of Niagara was then estimated

at ten million cubic feet of water-fall per

second, and the value of this utilized force

was estimated at ,Â£300,000 a day. In

1889, the City of Buffalo contracted

with the Niagara Power Company for 10,000

horse-power at Â£30,000 per annum, to

light the city and drive factories by a cable

twenty miles in length [from Niagara Falls to

Buffalo Cityâ��we will make a golden Niagara,

and see if we can

thereby get rid of

some of this super-

abundant wealth of

ours.

In Fig. 8 we have

the Vision of the

Golden Mountain

and the Niagara of

Molten Gold.

Imagine a great

mountain of gold,

as large as the

earth, with a Nia-

gara of molten gold

rushing over the

precipice into

space for 1,000

million years con-

tinuously. During

every second of this

inconceivably long

period, as many

cubic feet of

molten gold fall

over the precipice

as there are cubic

feet of water stated

to be falling over

the real Niagara:

i.e., gold to the

value of nearly one

thousand times the

amount of the

National Debt of

this country rushes

away every second.

At the end of the

rushing of this golden Niagara, only a small

fraction of the money would have been ex-

pended out of the accumulated interest of

One Penny invested at 5 per cent, compound

interest in Anno Domini 1, and left to accu

mulate until Anno Domini 1895â��see Fig. 1.

In order to exhaust all this accumulated

money it would be necessary to set at work

100 millions of golden Niagaras, on 100

millions of golden mountains, instead of only

one mountain and one Niagara, as seen in

Fig. 8, and to extend the working period

to more than 30,000 million years of con-

tinuously-rushing torrents of molten gold.

This statement seems to go beyond the

limits of human belief, and, as I do not wish

anyone to rest content with the mere state-

ment itself, I give, in Fig. 9, the materials for

checking the truth of these results. [By the

way, any person who may set about the
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calculations in Figs. 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11, will

be materially aided if he use a table of

logarithms. Otherwise it may be necessary

to work with charcoal on the walls of a spare

room, using a step-ladder, and going down it

step by step as the work proceeds, shifting

the ladder round the spare room as one

calculation follows another. Verbum sat

sapienti.~\

And now we come to the Dream of the

Golden Earths. The procession of globes

in >pace shown in Fig. 10 represents

25,000 millions of spheres made of solid

gold, each one being equal to the earth in

si^e. This number is sufficient to supply

every living person in the world (1.500

million persons) with more than sixteen golden

globes apiece, each one being as large as the

earth. The value of all this gold â��at one

sovereign for i23-27447 grains troyâ��is

coldly regard our wealthâ��which would not

be wealth, but poverty.

And so collapses the philanthropic scheme

propounded early in this paperâ��for what

would be the good of giving to every person

living in a.d. 2895 the sum of twenty-nine

millions of pounds sterling, when, by so

doing, gold would lose its value as a

purchasing medium ? "Therefore, to carry

out the scheme of endowing posterity with

vast wealth would earn the universal execra-

tions of mankind, and not their gratitude as

at the first glance seemed probable.

And now that we have dreamed strange

golden dreams, logically illustrated even

though they be based on hypothetical facts,

and have found non-existent for us the

Enchanter of a.d. 1â��let us, after our piece

of fantastic play, not forget that there were

indeed Magicians of old whose golden

*.lJw i^tUs. .

FIG. II.â��ONLY FOR THE USE OF THOSE PERSONS WHO MAY I.1KF. TO CHECK THE ACCURACY OF THE STATEMENTS MADE

WITH REFERENCE TO FIG. IO.

equal to the value of the accumulated interest

of One Penny invested at 5 per cent, com-

pound interest in Anno Domini 1, and left to

accumulate until Anno Domini 1895 : see

Fig. 1, bottom line, and check, if you wish,

the calculation in Fig. 11.

Here, then, is the culminating trick of the

Magician whose achievements have now been

shown to us -he gives us sixteen earths

apiece, and each one is made of solid gold !

But, stayâ��if we all had so much gold,

nobody would want any, and therefore all

this vast wealth of ours would be as withered

leaves for any value in it. A loaf of

bread could not be bought even at the

expenditure of a mass of gold equal in bulk

to the size of England. A golden continent

would not buy a coat, and a horse would be

worth more than one of our sixteen golden

earths. We should all have so much gold,

and yet be so poor withal, that, like the

moon in Fig. 10, we should indifferently and

thoughts, if not their money, were invested

for us of later generations. Invested

at compound intellect, by the operation of

which force, as these early thoughts spread

and fructified they made men's brains

pregnant with other thoughts of worth,

and these again bred others. And so,

spreading and circling-outâ��as the river's

twinkling agitation caused by a stone thrown

into it at Richmond Bridge does send even

its faint influence across the Atlanticâ��this

ever-massing thought is even now passing us

and going on to dim futurity, where some

man's penny of thought will become, as it has

become, worth more than millions of sterling

gold by reason of the living germ put

into it by some old dead brain. And, at

some time, these true Enchanters will, by the

ultimate living of good and death of evil,

cause to vanish from this earth not poverty

only, but also the far worse ills than poverty

which come from bad hearts and weak heads

Vo|. ix -w.



WAS trying to keep myself

warm on the windy sea-front

of Yokohama, in Japan. The

bare-legged rickshaw men,

huddled up in dark blue hoods,

exposed to the fierce north-

easters that swept the " bunds' and " bluffs "

of this wind-swept but interesting city,

looked as yellow, as bilious, and as melan-

choly as " human horses " could well look on

a Japanese cab-rank. All they wanted was

a fare: a fare to warm them, a fare to make

them trot and restore circulation to their

wiry frames. Again and again I had ex-

changed the warm, unhealthy, over-heated

atmosphere of the Imperial Hotel for the

blasts and wind storms of the wave-tossed

shore.

What wonder that the " boys," the cheery,

good-natured idlers of Yokohama, the pas-

sengers, the agents, the newspaper men, the

interviewers, the business men, and the gam-

blers of this " inn of strange meetings " should

prefer the bar and its merriment of good-

fellowship and " cocktails " to the " bar

and its moaning" across the dull and

wintry waves of the Yokohama sea-board ?

It was a strange experience, but one repeated

again and again at every resting-place

and treaty port all round the world. If, con-

founded and demoralized by the east

wind, I sought the cosy but oven-like

hotel, I was certain to be the victim of well-

intentioned hospitality, since not to drink

with everybody to whom you are introduced

on every possible occasion is death to your

reputation as a ''good fellow," whilst to drink

whenever and wherever you are invited to a

coterie of companionship is death to your

constitution. Show your nose at the hotel

bar, and you must do as the bar does: fly

from temptation and rush into the east winds

outside, and you will be pinned by a circle of

rickshaw men who are only too ready to trundle

you in the " go-carts " of Japan, to shops, to

native quarters, to views, to temples, to china

factories, to warehouses of curios, to tattooers,

to homes of strange dancers, to tea-houses in
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sly corners, tea-houses destitute of romance,

but overflowing with whisky and alcohol in

its various forms : in fact, to every temptation

devised at the headquarters of modern

civilization.

But I'had made my small investments

in Japanese curios; I had turned over

all the silks and satins and " kimonos"

that interested me, both in the modern

and native quarters of Yokohama; I had

seen Japanese dances, and eaten a Japan-

ese dinner in slippered feet reclining un-

comfortably on the matted floor; I had

been hospitably and regally entertained both

by Europeans and natives ; I had been up

hill and down dale to see all the sights and

mountain rest-houses and sulphur springs

and snows and sleets of Alpine Japan ; I had

worshipped Fusiyama from every available

prospect; and, anxious for still more infor-

mation, I looked up an old school-friend, of

Marlborough days, who lived in a handsome

house in the European quarter of Yokohama,

as befitted one of its leading men. We had

parted last in the famous " B " dormitory of

the Old house at Marlborough, and we met

over a quarter of a century afterwards at a

dinner-table in Yokohama.

I was boasting to my old school-fellow of

the wonderful things I had done in a short

space of time; how I had seen Nikko, and

Kioto, and Tokio, and Atami; how I had

visited Kamakura andEnoshima; how I had

walked up snow precipices and scalded my

hands in boiling sulphur, and been rick-

shawed for hundreds of miles and rested at

Myanoshita, and had a bird's-eye view of

Japanese life in every shape and form, when

the good old fellow put on his considering

cap and said :â��

" But you have not seen old Playfort, who

lives on the race-course and is a Yokohama

character ? "

At once I owned up that the pleasure of

old Playfort's acquaintance had been hitherto

denied me.

" But you must see old Playfort,'' observed

my friend, " he is dying to see you ; he has

talked of nothing else but you since your

steamer arrived. He has begged and entreated

all the boys to bring you up to him, and if

you have nothing better to do, I will drive you

up to the race-course this afternoon."

I assented: but I was as much in the

dark as ever concerning the trade, or

occupation, or idiosyncrasies of old Playfort.

My friend at once enlightened me. He

was an old English actor, he had seen

Edmund Kean, had acted with Macready

and Phelps, had toured and " stocked "

in nearly all the best provincial towns of

England, had been an actor in America for

years, and had now settled down as the land-

lord of a curious kind of old English inn or

shanty on the breezy race-course on the hill

overlooking Yokohama and the sea.

" But how on earth did an English actor

manage to find his way to Japan ? " I observed.

" Oh ! I don't know : drifted here, I sup-

pose ; but he must tell you his story in his

own fashion. All I know is that he wants to

see you, and that I promised to bring you up

on the first opportunity."

That same afternoon my old school-fellow

and I drove through an outlying grey Japanese

village, and found ourselves at the gate ot

the "Shakespeare Inn," a curious,embowered,

tumble-down old beer-house or grog-shop,

within a convenient walking distance of

Yokohama.

At the rustic gate of the "Shakespeare Inn,"

which title was placarded on a sign-board

amongst the trees, my thoughts were irresis-

tibly taken back to dear old England. The

cottage bore no resemblance whatever to the

ordinary grey-boarded and grey-slated shanties

of native Japan. It might have been trans-

planted from an old Warwickshire lane, and

I am certain I have seen dozens of inns of

the same pattern in Shakespeare's country.

The illusion of English home-life was kept

up in the garden, in the shrubberies, in the

miniature arbours of the curious little

cottage, so distinct from the dismal bungalows

found in a land of paper-covered windows

and squeaking shutters.

The pleasant illusion was only lost in the

public smoke-room, where shock-headed Japs,

and down-at-heel, untidy women, men with

scrubbing-brush heads of hair, and girls in

frousy-padded " kimonos," also down-at-heel

and sloppety, took the place of " Ostler Joe "

and the neat-handed " Phyllis " in her pink

print gown, so intimately associated with an

English inn.

Old Playfort, the landlord of the " Shake-

speare Inn," was undoubtedly a character and

a favourite. Every Englishman and English-

woman in Yokohama was familiar with the

old actor. Old stagers were wont to turn in

to his best parlour with their wives and

daughters on a Sunday afternoon to drink a

cup A tea and have a chat with the old man,

and the youngsters, the stewards, the sailors,

the engineers, the captains, and the mates

of every imaginable vessel touching at this

Japanese port knew that they could find a

drop of wholesome liquor, after a long walk,
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at the " Shakespeare

Inn," kept by an old

English actor.

I entered the room

and was formally intro-

duced to mine host.

He was a fine, tall,

handsome old fellow,

erect, with a command-

ing presence, and a

noble voice, hearty and

vigorous, like all the old

school of actors. When

he came across the room

to greet me, and to

shake my hand, with a

strong grip of good

fellowship, I could not

help recalling the style

and the manner of John

Ryder. He had just

the same boisterous,

breezy manner, the same

assertive presence, the

same stentorian lungs.

Actors proverbially

love to talk "shop,"

and those whose living

is thrown in with actors

inherit the same pecu-

liarity. I must own it

was a treat to me,

after the long severance

from the footlights, to

plunge into the kind of

conversation that was

going on at that moment

thousands of miles away

at the Garrick, Savage,

or Green Room Clubs at home.

Here, on the wild, wind-tossed heights of

Yokohama, in a semi-English cottage with

Japanese surroundings, smoking a pipe over a

glass of Scotch whisky, handed to me by a

yellow-complexioned Asiatic, who wiped up

the glasses at a rude bar, I was learning from

this fine old man experiences of the old

Macready and provincial stock company

days, and fortifying from the fountain-head

my recollections of old Sadler's Wells and

Samuel Phelps, and Belford, and Fred

Robinson, and Lewis Ball, and Miss Glyn,

and Miss Atkinson, by one who had been

their playmate; whilst the old actor v.aS in

turn pumping me about Henry Irving and

his splendid Shakespearean revivals, and the

advantage or disadvantage, as the case might

be, of the new school over the old.

Of course, his recollections dated back far

longer than mine. But we were

able to compare notes, at any

rate, over the Phelps period and

the Charles Kean period of

dramatic art, and I certainly from the lips of

old Playfort got an insight into the history of

the American stage of the last half-century,

that strengthened the impressions that I had

received from long conversations with actors

like Edwin Booth, Joseph Jefferson, Edward

A. Sothern, and John Sleeper Clarke, who

could all tell a story of the stage as well as

they could act a part on it.

How wonderful is the freemasonry of the

stage even amongst amateurs ! Directly I

landed at Hong Kong, before my arrival in

Japan, I received a note from one of the

leading and most popular merchants in

the English colony, an amateur actor of con-

siderable renown, imploring me to come up

any evening to dinner at his lovely villa on

the green hill overlooking Hong Kong har-

bour, in order to chat with him about old

times at the play, and to tell him all that
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had happened in theatrical London since

he left it for inevitable banishment in un-

theatrical China. The amateur as well as

the professional actor is fond of a bit of

stage shop, and is never so happy as when

he is comparing notes with one whose

dramatic experiences cover his own exact

period of play-going. And so, in the

somewhat squalid smoke parlour of the

tumble-down " Shakespeare Inn," in the

seaport of Japan, old Playfort and I fell

to talking about the past and the present

of the English

stage.

He had much to

tell me of Macready,

and Phelps, and

Charles Kean, and

the old stock com-

pany days in the

time of Knowles

of Manchester and

Harris of Dublin :

he regaled me with

plenty of good

stories, which,

strange to say, I

had never heard

before, for thea-

trical stories are

apt to circulate, as

we all know ; whilst

from me, the fine

old gentleman had

to learn all about

the Henry Irving

era of dramatic art,

the notable Ban-

croft accession and

too early retirement,

and the promise

of what is now

known as the " new

school," headed by

such men as John

Hare, George Alex-

ander, and Beer-

bohm Tree.

It was a curious

scene: the untidy Japanese women and

black-eyed Japanese boys bustling about

the inn bar, and so far as they were con-

cerned we might have been talking double

Dutch, or Chinese, and here to their astonish-

ment were an old actor and a middle-aged

critic talking away " sixteen to the dozen "

about English dramatic art in far-distant

Japan.

I could not help noticing that the old man

1 HAVE SOMETHING VERY IMPORTANT TO TELL VOL'

was nervously anxious to get me alone in

order to discuss some private matter that

seemed to agitate him. He knew that my

visit to Yokohama was necessarily a short

one, as I was bound to be in Chicago for

the opening of the exhibition, and he also

knew, which seemed to be a far more impor-

tant matter to him, that I was going home

to England, that in a few weeks' time, if all

were well, I should be in London again,

the England from which the old actor

had so mysteriously disappeared "or drifted.

the London where

I guessed all

that could ever

have been near or

dear to him were

living, still uncon-

scious, doubtless,

of his very existence

after these long

years of separation.

But all conversa-

tion, save on

general subjects,

was impossible that

day. My old school-

fellow was with me,

and the public

room was full of

visitors and stran-

gers, who had

strolled in for a

glass.

But before I left

he called me aside

and said, in a mys-

terious stage

whisper :â��

"Promise me

on your faithful

word of honour

that you will come

up and see me alone

before you sail away

from Japan. But

you must come

alone. I have

something very im-

portant to tell you, something that weighs

heavily on my mind, something that you

must know."

I promised. There was a mystery about

the place and the old man that I could not

at the moment fathom. It was a menage

such as I had never seen before, although I

had been introduced to st mi-English and

semi-Japanese households that were curious

enough.
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My school-fellow on our way home helped

to enlighten me. Old Playfort had done

what so many Englishmen had done and

regretted afterwards in Japan. Possibly for

a little bit of money, probably for mere com-

panionship, he had gone through a certain

form of marriage with a native woman. She

it was who presided over his dingy and un-

cleanly household. She it was who passed as

his wife. The children, half Jap and half

European, were hers.

It was the old story: the alliance, such as it

was, had been, so far as I could see, a

complete failure. During my short resi-

dence in Japan I saw plenty of such

unions, but not one in which anything

like married happiness existed. There can

be no true union, no marriage in its highest

and most beautiful sense, between a European

and one of a race so peculiar and distinct

from ours as the Japanese race is to-day.

Cultivated they may be, clever and accom-

plished they certainly are, affectionate and

home-loving they have proved themselves to

be ; but their lives, their manners, and their

customs are so distinct from outs, that in the

end satiety breeds not joy and

peace, but sorrow and tribulation.

It is not marriage at all, but

exalted concubinage. English-

men such as these honestly and

honourably mean to do the

correct thing by the woman

they have bought or loaned

from her parents, who are only

too ready to pocket the money,

a woman who is, Tio doubt, for

a time sincerely attached to him

so far as her life and instincts

will allow her. But it is not

marriage ! The man is always

ashamed of his so-called wife,

and not particularly proud of his

children. He cannot introduce

her to the society even of his

intimate friends. She is, after

all, only a superior kind of

servant. There is no real equality

between them. No woman in

the East, wife, or no wife, is held

in such respect, or treated with

such chivalry and loyalty, as

European women are treated,

and the bond-slave feeling is only

aggravated when the woman is

an Asiatic and the man of

European origin. The " new

woman" should take this im-

portant fact to heart.

Here, then, there was only one more

instance of the fatal folly of these attach-

ments that begin in sheer recklessness or

carelessness, but are tied together by a legal

bond. Any religion in the matter is out of

the question, for Christians and heathens

can no more mix in any exalted or soulfeel-

ing than can oil and water.

Three distinct cases of mixed European

and Japanese unions came under my imme-

diate notice. In not one of them was there

any real happiness. Quite the contrary !

Again and again I went up to the " Shake-

speare Inn" to see the " grand old man,"

but always, unfortunately, in mixed company.

Everybody liked him, from the highest to the

lowest, and the European ladies of the colony

were accustomed, with their husbands and

brothers, to visit the old actor in his " best

parlour," and to listen to his stories and

cheery conversation.

On the last day before my ship sailed from

Yokohama to San Erancisco, true to my

promise, I called a swift "jinricksha" and

bowled away to the " Shakespeare Inn." The

old gentleman was overjoyed to see me, and

" WB BOWLED AWAY,'
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escorted me to the best parlour, where we

could be alone and undisturbed. And there

and then he told me the story of his curious

vagabond and wandering life:

First of all he told me his real name, or

rather quickly identified it with an English

actress who is held in universal respectâ��an

old lady now, but one who has pursued her

honourable and blameless career in London

for over five-and-thirty years.

And with tears streaming down his old

grey cheeks, he told me how devoted he still

was and ever had been to as good a wife as

man ever possessed, and the intense love he

felt for the daughter whom he had scarcely

set eyes on from infancy, a lovely woman

now, happily married with children of her

ownâ��grandchildren that the old man was

never likely to see on this earth.

It was a sad story of man's weakness and

unfaithfulness. Husband and wife had acted

together in England, they had toured together

in America, and, full of love and hope, they

had partedâ��years and years agoâ��at Boston,

where he saw her off to England, for she had

accepted an important and lucrative profes-

sional engagement in the old country. From

that moment they drifted apart ! From that

hour he had never set eyes upon his faithful

and devoted wife. It was a painful story, but

he did not flinch in the recital of it. He did

not spare himself or excuse himself, but

went through it all as if he were in torture

or on the rack. In this case also confession

seemed good for the soul.

He had drifted !

He drifted into American stock companies,

drifted into strange society, drifted no doubt

into careless ways. The wife was steadily

working away at home: he knew where to find

her, he knew what a comfort some tidings of

the derelict would be to her. But gradually

he forgot to write home. He had omitted to

write for so many months, soon so many years,

that he became ashamed to do so.

And then the iron entered into his soul,

and he crowned unpardonable neglect with

the recklessness of despair. He determined

to die to the world. He would lose him-

self, become another being, lead a new life,

try to forget a past that no doubt haunted and

tortured him. The old vagabond spirit took

firm possession of him. He bought an old

caravan and a horse, and tramped gipsy-

fashion from one sea-board of America to

the other, stopping at miners' camps and

ranches to give recitations and Shakespeare

readings. He cooked for himself, tended

himself, lived for himself, thought for himself.

This American Robinson Crusoe had no

Man Friday. He was alone, doomed to be

alone.

Ever and ever he turned farther and

farther away from home. He did not dare

look back. He must pass on and on.

So as the years went by he found himself

in the days of gold and prosperity at San

Francisco.

Home, wife, child, friends : well, all far

away in the dull, half-forgotten background.

And so, as the years rolled onward, still

frightened to turn back, to set sail once more

from America, but not, alas ! to seek forgive-

ness in England, but to bury himself still

deeper in the dark grave of forgetfulness in

far-distant Japan.

Here he arrived strong, well, and hearty ;

here he tried readings and recitations, here

he helped the English amateurs with their

private theatricals, here he became a

character and a Boniface, here, unhappily, he

plunged into new domestic turmoils, and

involved himself with fresh liabilities and

responsibilities, and here I found him at the

" Shakespeare Inn " at Yokohama, an exile

from home after some thirty years' absence

from the " dear white cliffs of Dover." He

concluded this sad story with the following

words as he took my hand, the tears still

streaming down his handsome old face :â��

" You are going back to great old England,

my friend, but I shall never see it any more.

As I have made my bed so I must lie on

it. My journey is almost doneâ��I am, as

you see, a very old man. Here I shall die

ere long, and here they will bury me when I

am gone : away from home, from wife, from

child ; alone amongst strangers, forgotten, as

I well deserve to be ! "

I tried to comfort him, to assure him that

I could find the money to bring him back if

he still longed for the dear old country.

I suggested how merciful, how loving, how

tender, and how forgiving good women are ;

and prophesied a reconciliation with his

neglected wife, and a last home in some

familiar English churchyard. Let him turn

his back on the heathens and come home to

die !

But he was not to be moved from his reso-

lution.

" Dear friend, I shall never go home, nor

do I deserve it; I am an outlaw, an exile, an

old derelict, still tossing on the troubled sea

of life. But I shall go under, and get in no

one's way at last." And then he came closer

and whispered, " But you must see her, my

dear old wife, when you get back to England.
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You must tell her from me that I love her

still. You must impress upon her that I am

full of repentance for the evil that I have

done. You must assure her from me that

at the hour of death, which cannot be

much longer now, my last prayer, my last

thought on earth will be for herâ��for herâ��

my wife !â��my wife !â��my only, only wife !

And now, good-bye ! and may God bless you,

and take you safely home ! "

He was much affected, but he tottered to

the garden-gate, still cli nging affectionately to

my hand.

" Remember, dear friend, this hand-clasp

will be for her. Farewell ! farewell ! "

The sun was setting as I went down the

hill, and it seemed to pour a golden benedic-

tion on the silver hairs of the old man as he

stood waving a last good-bye from the shadow

of the trees.

But when I turned round for the last time

his venerable head was bowed upon his

clasped hands. He was weeping and praying

for the woman he had injuredâ��the woman

whose face he would never see again on earth.

And thus my promise is fulfilled.



Oxford at Home.

By Harold George.

LL their life was spent not

in laws, statutes, or rules,

hut according to their own

free will and pleasure," wrote

Rabelais of the Thelemites.

If three exceptions be al-

lowed, the modern Oxford undergraduate

will be able to draw a fairly close parallel

between his Alma Mater and Gargantua's

great foundation. Leave out examinations,

l)ons, and a certain paucity of feminine

society, then " Fay ce que vouldras " is his

not inappropriate motto.

Our pious benefactors called the University

into being for the promotion of what in these

latter days we term " Higher Education." A

generous-minded nineteenth century has per-

mitted athletics to go hand in hand with

scholarship. Both these sides of University

life have often been discussed, but there exists

another aspect of Oxford which in compari-

son is virgin soil: I mean the relation of

the undergraduate to matters social.

Now, man is by nature a gregarious animal.

Civilization develops this

tendency by means of clubs

and societies : and, since

it is pretty generally known

that the Universe has been

civilized by Oxford, I need

scarcely mention that social

organizations have sprung up

there in shoals. The "Union"

is not the beginning and end

of our club life, as some out-

siders would have the world

believe; in the present day

that body has no raison d'etre

except for purposes of debate.

" Vincent's "â�� the meeting-

place of Blues â�� and the

"Grid," both close corpora-

tions, though nominally open

to the whole University, are

conducted after the manner

of the ordinary social club.

Some of the colleges possess

liliputian establishments of

the same typeâ��very select

these; while dining clubs,

wine clubs, political clubs,

musical clubs, essay societies,

Vol. ix â��15.
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debating societies, theological societies, are to

be discovered in every corner both of Univer-

sity and college. I say nothing of athletic

institutionsâ��such matters are beyond my

present scope; and, moreover, from what

has already been said, it will be seen that

the organized channels of social intercourse

'twixt man and man at Oxford are not

insignificant.

Of course, the Freshman does not jump

into this all at once. His first experiences

of social life are of a somewhat formal nature.

He receives calls and returns them. Next

come invitations to all sorts of things. At

most of the colleges it is the custom of the

Head to invite all his Freshmen to some

meal. Such an invitationâ��like that of Caesar

Borgiaâ��is virtually a command. So on the

appointed day the guest goes, and returns,

thankful to find that the entertainment was

deadly only in its slowness.

The first meal is generally a breakfast ; but

as one advances in terms, and perchance finds

favour with the college authorities, the pro-

motion to lunch or even

dinner is reached â�� happy

indeed is that undergraduate

who sips his nectar at the

table of his Head ! In days

gone by the Head of a certain

college made a point of invit-

ing all his Freshmen to

dinner. In the old orthodox

style he would take wine

with each guest. This was

charmingly polite of the great

man, though somewhat em-

barrassing to the shy fledg-

lings straight from school.

Indeed, it was most unfor-

tunate that for his health's

sake the host affected a pe-

culiar medicated wine, un-

pleasant to the ordinary

palate, and allowed no other

beverage in which his visitors

might drink their part of the

pledge.

Another anecdote of

" Dondom," for Oxford de-

lights in such. A " Fellow

and Tutor" had during the
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vacation taken unto himself a wife. Early

in the term he chanced to give one of his

rightly famous breakfast parties. The morn-

ing was bright, and in marked contrast to

the long spell of rain which had preceded

it. Hard up for conversation, the host fell

back on the ordinary English topic.

" Is it not charming that we've got a little

sun this morning? "

The reply from his right-hand neighbour

was unexpected, possibly mal-apropos.

The undergraduate rose in his place, and

stretching out a hand, exclaimed effusively:â��

" My dear sir, allow me to congratulate

you. I hope Mrs. is doing well."

As a little piece of candid confession on

the part of another college Head, perhaps

the following is worthy of record. Upon the

occasion of his entertaining some under-

graduates to breakfast, the conversation grew

more exciting than usual, for somehow or

other the subject of temperance at the

University had cropped up. In this sort did

the great man deliver himself thereon :

" For my part, I fancy that every under-

graduate at Oxford becomes intoxicated upon

some one occasion in the course of his

career. In my own case I recollect that one

evening several of us grew very convivial,

and, what with drinking a little of this, and a

little of that, I am bound to confess that in

the end I could not stand straight, and had

to be carried to bed."

Perhaps the learned gentleman exaggerated

in laying down a rule so very stringently, but

readers will agree when I suggest how venial

it is to slightly exceed the limits of discretion

just for once at a merry gathering. We

do not take too much wine as a matter cf

course.

But let me now introduce the reader to a

so-called " Wine." The time is about half-past

eight in the evening; the scene, a man's rooms,

in which is set out an elaborate dessert, with

decanters containing appropriate liquids.

Boxes of cigars and cigarettes help to adorn the

tables. A piano stands open in a prominent

position ; lamps and candles illuminate the

scene. When the guests have all arrived,

the company numbers some five-and-twenty.

A modicum of fruit is quickly disposed of,

and as the cigar-boxes empty, a dense fog

arises. For a time there is a perfect Babel:

everybody talks at the same time ; and then

the host remarks " Order, order ! " so that he

may announce that Mr. â�  will sing " The

Man that Broke the Bank." The song is

a success because of the chorus, which is

roared out in stentorian tones regardless of

time or key. Next, " the 'ossiest man afoot,"

who possesses a mild, harmless voice, essays

a hunting song, which once more is saved by

a swinging chorus. The banjoist and the

reciter are both present and perform. Nor

is the topical song absent, for a writer and

composer is there, and himself sings of his
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trials with " Those Troublesome Dons," the

refrain running after this style : â��

And I may as well acknowledge

There exists a certain tension

'Twixt some members of the collegeâ��

Whose names I need not mentionâ��

And myself: for it's the o'd refrain,

" Ploughed ! ploughed ! ploughed again ! "

And so the entertainment goes on until the

festive assembly disperses. Not so very

wicked after all, was it ?

Still I dare not venture to show another

scene, in which pasteboard holds the chief

position ; suffice it to say that " Nap" and

"Loo," "Bank" and "Poker," are not un-

known in the home of

learning. Nor need the

undergradur',2 go so

far afield as the Riviera

to be initiated into the

game, abhorred by

Deans and Proctors,

called "Roulette." How-

ever, these sports of

varied chance and skill

have spent their attrac-

tions for many after the

first year. There is a

certain man still "up,"

who, as a "Fresher,"

went the whole " hog "

in these wicked pursuits.

Now he is a reformed

character ; one of those

intellectual people be-

loved of Dons, clever

without a doubt. If

you wish to offend, re-

mind him of the fri-

volities of his first year !

As it is, he will pro-

bably get a " First " in

the schools and settle

down into the staid, sober Fellow of a college.

I spoke of Proctors a moment ago, and am

thereby reminded of a little episode connec-

ted with one of those University "policemen."

It was on the occasion of some Home Rule

meeting somewhere in the cityâ��with one of

the Irish leaders for chief speakerâ��that an

ardent Unionist, from the windows of his

lodgings, endeavoured to raise a counter

demonstration. The " Undergrad" suc-

ceeded in attracting a small knot of curious

spectators, and then began : " Men of

Oxford ! In your thousands are you assem-

bled-"â��but his eloquence was rudely inter-

rupted by the myrmidons of the law, and

mxt morning the incident was valued by the

Proctor at Â£,2 sterling.

To assist at a " Bump Supper" is not the lot

of every undergraduate, but if you would see

a whole college in a state of wild excite-

ment, choose such an occasion. One of the

college boats has pre-eminently distinguished

itself in the "Eights," or "Torpids"; the

victory must be fitly celebrated, and, the

Dons being propitious, a supper is held

in Hall after the conclusion of the races.

The feast consists chiefly of champagne,

speeches, and smoke. The Head, if he be

a sportsman, will preside; if not, some other

Fellow. But the proceedings in Hall by no

means comprise the entire function. About

twelve o'clock an ad-

journment is made to

one of the quads, where

a huge pile of coal,

timber, and fagots has

been erected. At this

time the wary man

changes his dress suit

for the oldest garments

he can find. Amid

great cheering the bon-

fire is lighted, fireworks

are produced from all

kinds of hiding-places,

and ignited regardless

of life, limb, or property.

In some mysterious way

you find a Roman

candle in your hand,

approach the fire, light

the torch tenderly, and,

when it is fairly ablaze,

hurl it, for choice, at a

group of men; they

scatter, yet no one is

hurt. Truly the narrow

escapes are many and

marvellous.

At one of these festivals a college servant,

quite non compos, was intrusted for a few

moments with certain fireworks. Without a

thought he dropped a cracker into the

chimney of a lighted paraffin lamp. Naturally,

the glass was blown to atoms; but the

experimentalist, in no way disconcerted,

proceeded to lay another cracker across the

flame, and caused several explosions before

his hand was stayed. Strangely enough, he

had not even set fire to the room.

Another droll sight was afforded by a big

man apostrophizing the stars to his utmost

satisfaction ; this one had discarded the dress

suit for a rowing attire, and his bare legs were

a great feature. So, at all events, thought a

mild little chap under the influence of
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champagne. Softly the little one lit a squib,

stole behind his bulky compatriot, and

applied the fire to his calf.

It is very seldom that any unpleasantness

occurs between 1 )on and undergraduate

upon these occasions. Yet it is not entirely

unknown. Atone "Bump Supper "enthusiasm

passed all reasonable limits even while the

supper proper was in progress. Several pieces

of glass and china were ruined irrevocably,

two or three chairs and tables were smashed.

The college authorities felt bound to take

official cognizance of the matter, and sum-

moned the suspected delinquents to a meet-

ing of the " Head " and Fellows next day.

One of the suspects denied all knowledge of

the affair; " he had left the Hall before any

riotous proceedings took place." The Head

was not satisfied with the explanation, and

proceeded to cross-examine :â��

" But, Mr. â��â��, at what time did you go

out of Hall ? "

" I regret I am unable to state the exact

moment by the clock."

"Can you not give us any approximate

idea of the time ? "

" No; I can only say I was not there when

this happened."

"Well, even some incident that would give

us a notion of the hour you left?"

" Then, if you must know, I went out just

as your health was being proposed."

Events of this sort,

exciting while they last,

are none of them the

beau ideal of the under-

graduate. Walter Vivian

was perfectly right when

he

Swore he long'd at college,

only longM,

All else was well, for she-

society !

We are nothing if

not sentimental, and

since it is given but to

few to be on intimate

terms with residents at

Oxford, or with the fair

denizens of Somerville

and Lady Margaretâ��

(the latter place has, by

the irreverent, been

called the "Tricolour,"

the building being half

white and half red ; verb,

sap.)â��we hail with glee

the advent of the

" Eights " and " Com-

mems." The reason we delight so much in

these festivals is that here we meet those

charming beingsâ��" somebody else's sisters ! "

The " Eights " weekâ��it happens towards

the end of Mayâ��brings the first invasion of

the gentler sex. Breakfasts, lunches, dinners,

afternoon teas are given in their honour.

Just for the sake of the thing, they are

shown the races, which last for a few minutes,

twice every afternoon. Two in a Canadian

canoe on the well-shaded Cher is far more

interesting than watching a procession of

boats in the blazing sun.

Far preferable to the " Eights" is

Commemoration. The standing order about

being " in" by twelve is then suspended.

Schools are dead and done with; the

immediate future holds only the " Long

Vac." And this is how we spend our time, in

order that for a few days each June we may

properly bear in mind the benefits conferred

upon us by pious benefactors of old.

On Saturday the arrivals take place :

strange faces begin to haunt the " High " ;

but as yet we have not the chance of gauging

the charms of the daughters or the dis-

positions of the chaperons. Sundayâ��once

" Show Sunday," before the Broad Walk and

the Meadows- were thrown open to Dick,

Tom, and Harry â�� can scarcely now be

counted a festival day; it is Monday that

sees the fete begin. The morning is employed

in showing the " lions,"

the afternoon is taken

up partly perhaps by a

concert at the "Shel-

donian," and most cer-

tainly by numerous tea

parties ; but the evening

eclipses these little

things, for then comes

the first ball.

Commemoration

1 dances at Oxford are

â�¢ themselves all alike in

method, but there are

1 none like them elsewhere

* in the world. Nobody

goes as a duty; every-

body is intent on enjoy-

ment. The invitations

mention 9.30 as the

opening hour, but the

dance seldom begins

before ten o'clock. For

the occasion, the college

-if it is a college

ball â�� has been trans-

'KliME,0 formed. In the Hall a

â�¢ Off-
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spring floor has been laid over the ordinary

hard oak boards. Some colleges, indeed, go

so far as to build a huge temporary room in

one of the quads for dancing, but the Hall

is the usual place. Supper is laid in a special

marquee ; the whole of the college is available

for sitting out ; the gardens are lit up by fairy

lamps and lanterns; many luxurious chairs

are scattered about, two by two, in sequestered

nooks; in fact, nothing is easier than for two

people to get lost at an Oxford dance if they

so please. The committee and stewards

wear sashes of the college colours. The

music is invariably drawn from a crack

military band, such as the Marine Light

Infantry, the Ooldstreams, or the Royal

Artillery. Everything, indeed, is as near

perfection as possible so far as prepara-

tions go, and, better still, the results

generally coincide with the arrangements.

Day has dawned before anyone drea-ms of

going home, and it is half-past four before

our fair partners are all gone. But the men

are still left behind; they return to the

supper room, and now the hungry ones may

eat without fear of detaining a partner.

Healths are proposed and drunk : the health

of the committee and secretary ; the health

of the bandâ��for they are usually present

now; the health of any Don who is there ;

and so forth. The toasts are responded to,

but speeches are brief at such an hour.

Next the word goas round that the photo-

graphers have come. All stand up, and arms

are linked for "Auld Lang Syne." Then

they go out, group themselves under the

direction of the "artist," and in dress clothes

have their pictures taken, between five and

six on a summer morning.

The photograph is the last act of the ball,

although many have not yet finished their

exertions. A sunny morning suggests a

bathe, so off we go to our lodgings, to put

on flannels; then to " Parson's Pleasure,"

where we swim away to our hearts' content.

At the conclusion of one such dance I

agreed with two others to go and " have a

dip." We were to return home, discard the

dress suit for flannels, and meet again. I

carried out my part of the bargain, but the

other twain never arrived. When next I

saw them I discovered that they reached my

abode some time after I had started for tha

river. They had no knowledge of the where-

abouts of my room, but that seemed of small

consequence. They went upstairs and, open-

ing a door at haphazard, came upon an old

lady in bed, who squealed. Thereupon the

invaders retreated; but, on reaching the

â�¢ li 8 S & 2> "

street, occurred to one that they had never

apologized for their stupid mistake. Back

they went, once more opened the door, and

solemnly begged the old lady's pardon for

their former intrusion.

The remaining three nights of Commemo-

ration are spent in the way that I have

described. There are one or two balls at the

Corn Exchange, but a dance there is scarcely

comparable to one in college. Tuesday is,

par excellence, the day for picnics. Steam

launches to Nuneham ; lunch on board ;

getting lost in somebody's company in the

woods ; home again in time to dress for the

ball.

Wednesday, of course, is the day of the

" Encaenia," or formal ceremony of com-

memorating the founders and benefactors.

There may be a flower show in the afternoon :

the evening is like the others. Thursday

sees the last of the gaieties, and Friday is

devoted to sorrowful leave-takings. The

" Vac " has commenced.

Now, Oxford being made for the under-

graduate, in our absence the city is as the

Dead Sea. Nought will live in it, and there

is nothing to be caught. In term time, since

the place swarms with our species, it would
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seem as though the society of Oxford

in general were largely dependent thereon.

Yet the party-going undergraduates form a

very small part of the whole number, and,

owing to the demand for them, these social

members are in great request. It is even

possible for a man to gain a bubble reputa-

tion for his social qualities. When the boy

arrives, fresh from school, ipso facto he be-

comes a man. He feels himself his own

master to such an unaccustomed extent that

he rejoices in doing that which he ought not

to do, and in escaping from the trammels of

ordinary society. Therefore he is content

to herd swine with other undergraduates:

there is so much to be done that is entirely

new, and he hastens to attempt it all at once.

So for awhile the foolish boy thinks it a

waste of time to indulge in afternoon tea and

ladies' society.

His first experience of the latter is

probably at the feast of some married Don.

If the lady of the house be not patronizing,

the Freshman is soon at his ease. He can

talk his own " shop " and air his latest ideas

without being snubbed. He can even be

appreciated for his modern notions. But,

alas! in some instances the better half is

worse than her husband. This was well

exemplified very recently. The wife scorned

the ordinary undergraduate. She would

allow him to swallow an uncomfortable

breakfast, and directly the meal was over

would say, "But, Mr.

So-and-so, we really must

not keep you: you are

sure to have a lecture to

attend.'' A tactless and

rude hint of this sort is

completely out of place,

especially when the guests

are fairly certain to make

themselves very scarce

upon the earliest oppor-

tunity.

The wives of some

Dons are, quite uncon-

sciously, possessed of

some humour. There _i-

was one such lady who ~~~

greatly prided herself

upon a knowledge of the

athletic distinctions of

individual men in the

college with which her

husband was connected.

She invited a number of

undergraduates to dine,

and the place of honour

at her right hand fell to the " 'Varsity stroke."

To him the hostess turned, and, by way of

starting a conversation, inquired, " Do you

row, Mr. ? "

Should the Don to whose feast the under-

graduate is bidden be unmarried, the intel-

lectual fare will not improbably consist of the

host's prosy reminiscences of old school

days and old 'Varsity life. This, though

uninteresting, would be tolerable did it go

no farther. But a senior member of the

University is given to posing, all uncon-

sciously, as a laudator temporis acti, and

his recollections may be supplemented by

invidious comparisons between past and

presentâ��much to the detriment of the latter.

Or, perchance, the older man abhors the

sight of a petticoat, just as did the Head of

one college. Of him it is related that,

expressing a certain approval of the practice

of public speakers rehearsing in private to

a friend or two, he wound up by saying :

" And should I ever enter into the bonds of

matrimonyâ��though I trust no such misfortune-

may befall meâ��I conceive a wife might be

useful in that capacity."

When fortune throws the Oxford residents

(as distinct from Dons) across our under-

graduate path, they are really kind to us.

They ask us to all sorts of nice things : tea

parties, picnics, dinners, at times even dances.

The resident ladies, perhaps because of

their greater age, deem themselves very

superior to their youth-

ful guests, and will not

allow them to enjoy

themselves in their own

way. They give the

undergraduate no chance

of looking after himself,

but take for granted a

want of savoir faire on

his part. Therefore, when

the hostesses think to

amuse, they often bore.

After dinner, for instance,

they inveigle us into play-

ing harmless but un-

necessary games; cards

perhaps, in the mildest

form, and puzzles of all

kinds; or it may be

" hunt the thimble"â��

what man ever shone at

"hunt the thimble"?â��

or that milk and water

" pitch-and-toss," which

consists in throwing cards

into a hat.
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The undergraduates are not expected to

do much in return for all this hospitality.

They have a few rather formal tea parties to

attend, and are expected to drop the requi-

site amount of pasteboard. But at Oxford

there is always something better to do than

walk half a mile and drink tepid tea for

half an hour. Therefore, we are detestably

ungracious over this slight recognition of

other people's efforts on our behalf. We are

conscious of this, and of late some enter-

prising spirits have been wiping off their

deficit of " calls " in a novel manner. They

requite hospitality by giving miniature dances,

to which they invite those who have enter-

tained them, and thus do the right thing well,

once and for all. Yet dances in Oxford,

whether given by residents or undergraduates,

are a rarity, and men who dance reserve

their best energies for Commemoration.

Should the junior man stay up in vaca-

tion, he may have a really pleasant time

all round. For once he finds himself

treated as a gentleman, and discovers that

the most severe Don can so conduct himself

if he chooses. The younger Fellows, married

or single, are very charming in ordinary life

out of term time, when there is a lull in

their crusade against the vile undergraduate.

But although, as he grows old in terms and

nears the end of his tether, the undergraduate

may tardily recognise a certain reason for the

existence of Dons, yet as pastors and masters

these are at the most allowed the title of

" fellow creatures." It is very hard to pierce

the robur et aes triplex of pedantry and high

living. I myself, favoured undergraduate,

have dined with Dons, and vividly recall how

kindly one of them tried to put me at my

ease. He commenced by talking of that

" wretched animal," " the pass schools man";

which happy phrase he supplemented by say-

ing that almost all undergraduates, fresh from

a public school, were either " utterly immoral"

or else were " prigs." I was just fresh from a

public school, but I forgave him. He him-

self had never graced such an institution with

his presence. Was it with such a person in

his mind that the undergraduate first supple-

mented the New College motto, " Manners

makyth Man," by the addition " the want of

them the Fellow " ?

I have sketched several types of Dons, but

would not have my readers think there are no

exceptions. No one can appreciate kindli-

ness and courtesy more than the Oxford

undergraduate ; no one can return it better.

The spot that is his home for three or four

years he worships with an intense affection,

and we all know how disconsolately he

realizes the approach of his final departure

from the great Alma Mater.

% Â® w g,



A Chess Story.

By H. Russell Preston.

10 you mean to say, doctor,

that you have introduced

chess amongst your

patients ? "

" Yes. Why not ? Soma

of these poor creatures, al-

though they suffer from various forms of

madness, are able at times to exercise certain

faculties of mind with a brilliancy that is

really remarkable.''

" But surely they are not capable of play-

ing a rational and sustained game ? "

" Oh, yes ! I have myself been beaten by

a mad patient. Of course, at times, their play

is whimsical and erratic ; but even then, if I

may say so, there is often a good deal of

method in their madness. It is rather curious

that, at the present time, I have under my

charge a poor fellow whose mental derange-

ment is almost entirely the result of excessive

chess-playing. He indulged in his favourite

pastime to such an extent that it ultimately

affected his mind. We do not now allow

him even the sight of a chessboard, because

anything to do with the game seems to rouse

in him the worst form of his madness. Some-

times he will sit for hours playing with an

imaginary opponent, and whenever he has

these fits he always ends by exclaiming,

' Mate in six moves !' He then deliberately

counts the six moves aloud, and when in his

disordered imagination he has made the final

move he becomes very violent, and is then

dangerous to himself and other people. He

was a remarkably brilliant blindfold player, but

whether he actually retains the power of

mentally working out a game, 1 am unable

to say."

The speakers were myself and Dr.

Chorley, the famous "mad-doctor," whose

private asylum was generally recognised as

one of the best institutions of the kind in

the country. I was staying a few days with

the doctor, and we had been spending the

evening very pleasantly over a game or two

of chess. We had finished our play, and the

doctor was telling me a few things concerning

his patients, in the course of which he

narrated an anecdote about a game of chess

played by two of the inmates of his

asylum which led to the conversation above

recorded.

Shortly afterwards the doctor retired for

the night, leaving me alone to write a few

letters which I was anxious to get off the first

thing the next morning. For several minutes

I went on smoking my cigar, turning over in

my mind the idea of mad people playing

chess, and then settled down to my letters.

I had not been writing long when I heard
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the handle of the door turn, and someone

came in. I looked up, expecting to see Dr.

Chorley, but to my surprise a complete

stranger stood before me. " Oh ! " I thought,

" one of the doctor's assistants whom I have

not happened to meet before,"' but it certainly-

struck me as rather strange that he should

have entered my host's private study at a

time when the rest of the household were in

bed, for the doctor on bidding me good-

night had told me I was the last up.

I naturally waited a moment for my visitor

to speak, expecting that he would apologize

for the intrusion, or at any rate explain his

presence. To my utter surprise, however,

he stood perfectly motionless, fixed his eyes

upon me, and remained silent.

" Whoever you are," I thought, " you are a

pretty cool customer," and feeling annoyed

at what seemed to me the fellow's insolence,

I said, with some dignity, " I don't under-

stand "

" You play chess ? " he interrupted, with-

Vol. \y -16-

' HE DELIBERATELY TOOK VP THE REVOLVER.'

out apparently noticing that I had attempted

to speak, and all the time keeping his eyes

fixed upon me.

This was certainly extraordinary, and as I

looked at my strange visitor the truth all at

once seemed to dawn upon meâ��the man

was mad ! I am not naturally nervous, but I

must confess to feeling something akin to

fear when I realized that I was face to face

with a man who for all I knew might be a

dangerous lunatic.

My worst anticipations were soon realized.

Without taking his eyes off me, he walked to

the mantelpiece and deliberately took up the

large revolver which the doctor always kept

at hand in case of a surprise, and which I

knew to be loaded.

My unwelcome guest had certainly now

the best of the position. What was I to do ?

To make a bolt of it would be to offer

myself a target to this homicidal madman ; to

shout for help might equally be the signal

for him to send a bullet through me ; and

yet I would not stand still and be

shot like a rat in a hole. " I must

humour him," I thought, "and so gain

time, as his absence must soon be

overed."

My mind, however, was somewhat

relieved when he repeated, in the same

quiet tone of voice :â��

" You play chess ? "

It was something, at any rate, to know-

that I was not to be instantly shot.

" Yes," I replied, in my most winning

manner. " Would you like a game ? "

Without speaking, he sat down in

front of me, carefully placing the

pistol on the table near to his

right hand.

When the pieces were arranged

he looked at me with the most

diabolical expression on his face

and said:â��

" You. will play for your life.

If I win, I shall shoot you on

the spot; if I lose, I shall kill

myself," and he deliberately

examined the revolver, as if to

assure himself that it was

loaded.

The reader will imagine what

my feelings were on hearing this

ultimatum. Imagine sitting down

to a chess-table at midnight with

an armed lunatic who tells you

in terrible earnest that he will

murder you if he beats you. What

a fiendish whin)! Under orcji-
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nary circumstances I knew I was liable to

make mistakes and lose a game against an

inferior player, but it is difficult to describe

what I felt at being obliged to play, when a

false move might cost me my life. A hundred

thoughts flashed through my brain. Could

my grim and terrible opponent really play an

accurate game ? If he could, should I be

able to make a stand against him till some-

one came to my rescue ? Even if I could beat

him, what guarantee had I that my life would

not still be in danger ? And besides, I was

morally bound to prevent if possible the man

taking his own life.

I looked up at him. His eyes were fixed

on the board with a terrible stare, and there

appeared to be no escape from the awful

ordeal of being forced to stake my life on a

game of chess.

Without consulting me he selected the

white pieces and moved first. He played

what chess-players call an irregular opening,

but there was nothing very remarkable or

fantastic about it. I tried to keep cool,

but as I lifted the pieces my hand trembled

and my head felt on fire.

I soon discovered that my opponent knew

perfectly well what he was doing, and that

whatever the particular form

his madness might take, it did

not prevent him from playing

the game accurately and in

earnest. He quickly forced

an exchange of pieces to his

own advantage, and secured

a vigorous attack upon my

king. The position, no doubt,

was a simple one to defend,

but my feelings had been

wrought up to such a state of

excitement that I seemed

incapable of analyzing the

most ordinary combina-

tions.

Suddenly I was startled

by my opponent almost

hissing between his teeth,

" Mate in six moves ! "

Good heavens! This,

then, was the man of

whom my host had been

talking. A cold shiver ran

through me. Those terrible

words, " Mate in six moves," sounded in my

ears like a death-knell. " What did they

mean ? " I asked myself. " Did the demented

wretch see his way clear to force a mate in six

moves in spite of anything I could do ? Or

was he only uttering an expression he was

in the habit of using, which had no signi-

ficance for the game we were engaged in ? "

I tried to calm myself in order to examine

the position on the board. So far as I could

make out, it was impossible to force a

mate in six moves, and beyond that my

opponent had some advantage in the matter

of attack, our positions seemed to me about

equal.

After uttering the ominous words, " Mate

in six moves," my opponent leaned back in

his chair and indulged in a series of horrible

chuckles which seemed to make my blood

run cold. Then resuming his former

attitude, he slowly lifted his queen. "One,''

he cried, as he brought the piece down with a

bang which shook the table. By making

this move he offered me a piece, which 1

promptly took, thinking he had made a

blunder which would give me the game.

"Two," said my opponent, without a

moment's hesitation, as he replaced one of

my knights with his own, while I, thinking to

lie a piece to the good, accepted the exchange,

and took , the white knight off the board.

The moment I had done so I realized that

I had fallen into a fatal trap. It was plain

that I must be mated in four moves, and

' MATE IN SIX MOVES ! "

without doubt this cunning madman had

foreseen the mate six moves ahead.

" Three," he cried, the white queen giving

check to my king. Great beads of perspira-

tion now began to break out on my forehead.

I had lost the game, and unless someone
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canii to my rescue, I thought I should most

assuredly be killed. I pretended to he

studying the position, but my head was busy

trying to concoct some scheme for my escape

from this terrible dilemma. Seeing, however,

that my opponent was getting excited, I

moved my king to the only available square.

, " Fourâ��check ! " he almost shouted, as he

moved his queen one square back. My

position was now desperate. I could only

prolong the game by interposing my rook,

and as I reluctantly pushed the piece forward,

I saw with horror my opponent pick up the

pistol.

" Fiveâ��check ! " and away went my rook.

My king had now only one move followed by

mate. Never shall I forget what my feelings

were at that moment, and now the time for

action had come I felt powerless to move

hand or foot. My head seemed to reel, and

almost mechanically I made my last move.

" Sixâ��mate ! " he literally shrieked, and I

saw him raise the revolver on a level with

my head. Instinctively I closed my eyes,

and the next instant there was a loud report,

and I fell to the ground unconscious.

" How do you . feel now ? Vou have

certainly had a very narrow escape."

I opened my eyes and saw Dr. C'horley

bending over me.

" Is that you, doctor ?" I murmured.

" Am I really alive ? I thought I was dead."

" Vou are not only alive, but uninjured,"

was the comforting reply; and then my

host told me that at the very moment the

madman raised the revolver to fire at

me, he had noiselessly entered the room

and was just in time to knock the would-be

assassin's arm in an upward direction, so

that the weapon went off without doing any

more harm than a little damage to the room.

I had simply been overcome, and fallen

down in a dead faint, owing to the mental

strain I had undergone. My opponent had

been immediately overpowered by the keepers,

who were waiting in readiness.

It seems that, after bidding me good-night,

the doctor had had occasion to open the

sliding-door arrangement, which when closed

effectually shut off the house from the

asylum. By some means my mad opponent

had slipped through unobserved and made

his way to the study. His absence hid been

discovered, and the doctor and his assistants

had instituted a quiet and careful search,

until at length, hearing a noise in the study,

they made all haste there, and arrived just in

time, as I believe, to save my life.

W hen I said good-bye to the doctor next

day, I made up my mind that it would be a

long time before I paid him another visit,

and to this day I never sit down to a

game of chess without the terrible experience

of that night being vividly recalled to my

mind.
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BOGEY.

Bogey is an imaginary golfer who always

plays the game as well as it ought to be

played. He is the Demon of the Links,

whom it is hard to beat. Matches against

Bogey are regularly played. Perhaps,

in the imagination of different golfers,

he takes many shapes. Here is the con-

ception of Mr. W. A. Wickham, who has

presented a large coloured picture to the

Chiswick Golf Club, from which the

above is reproduced. The picture, i8in.

by 22in. (about), is being reproduced in

fourteen colours, suitable for framing, and

may be obtained for 3s. 6d., post free

3s. 9d., from the offices of The Strand

Magazine.





A WHIRR AND A RUSH, AND ALL WAS DARK."

{Set page 125.)



Stopping an Execution.

By Victor L. Whitechurch.

IT the time of which I am

I writing I was living in seclusion

in a small town about thirty-

five miles north of London.

I was engaged in rather a large

literary undertaking ; in fact, I

was writing a novel. I had engaged myself

to get the work in question completed by a

certain date, and in order to do so I found

myself compelled to throw over all other

occupation for the time being. I knew very

few people in the town where I was living,

and for five or six weeks had scarcely seen

anyone to speak to.

So engrossed was I with my task that I

had no time to read even the newspaper, and

was quite ignorant of what was going on in

the world. The only relaxation I allowed

myself was a good brisk walk into the country

every afternoon. With this exception I had

hardly stirred from my house, except to run

up to London once or twice for the purpose

of visiting the docks, and making certain

technical investigations concerning them.

This I did, as a good portion of the novel I

was working at was about the life of dock-

surroundings in the vicinity of Rotherhithe.

It was a little after eight o'clock one even-

ing in April, that I finished the second

volume of my work. It was with great satis-

faction that I wrote, and with a considerable

flourish, too, the words: " End of Volume

the Second." I generally worked up till ten

or eleven, but it was useless doing any more

that night; so I put on my hat and coat and

started off for an evening stroll. I had no

sooner stepped into the street, than a boy

accosted me with a bundle of papers under

his arm, and the request: " Buy an evening

paper, sir ?" I bought one, put it in my

pocket, and resumed my walk.

It was a fine night, and I went some little

distance, reaching home a little after half-past

nine. My landlady had brought in my

supper, and as my walk had given me an

appetite, it was with no small pleasure that I

viewed a goodly joint of cold beef awaiting

my attack. I took off my boots and put on

my slippers. Then I sat down and did

ample justice to my cold repast.

I had laid down the newspaper on the

table when entering the room, intending to

read it during supper, but my appetite had

got the better of any craving for intelligence,

so it was not till I had lit a pipe and subsided

into a cosy arm-chair by the fire that I un-

folded the sheet of printed matter.

Vol. ix.--17.

Now, reader, I daresay you know the sen-

sation of reading a paper for the first time

after having neglected doing so for some

weeks. You don't rush at it at all; in fact,

you are very chary of beginning, because

such thoughts come into your head as : "I

don't expect I shall enjoy the ' leaders,'

because / don't know what has led up to

them." " Sure to be something about a big

trial of which I haven't heard the beginning."

"Forgotten entirely all about our foreign

policy." " Let me see, is the same Ministry

still in ? "

Therefore I opened my paper leisurely-â��

nay, lazily. I looked at the " leader."

Something about a new " Greek Loan."

That didn't interest me. I skipped through

the little items of news and hurried jottings,

and summaries peculiar to our evening papers.

Presently my eye was caught with the follow-

ing paragraph-heading :â��

" IMPENDING EXECUTION OF THE CLINFOLD

MURDERER."

There is a morbid fascination for most

people in an execution, and so, yielding to

this feeling, I proceeded to read the paragraph.

" The murderer of the unfortunate James

Renfrew will be hanged to-morrow morning

at eight o'clock. The wretched man, whose

nameâ��Charles Fenthurstâ��is now in every-

body's mouth, still persists in his plea of

innocence."

Here I became deeply interested. The

name of Fenthurst was most familiar to me.

I had formed a deep friendship with a man

of that name. He was a good fifteen years

my senior, and had died about two years

previously I knew he had a son named

Charles, a young fellow, who had emigrated

to South Africa early in life, and who was

generally supposed to be working at the

diamond mines. Could this be the same

man ? I read on.

" It will be remembered that at the trial

the strongest circumstantial evidence was

brought to bear upon Fenthurst. The mur-

der took place in a house on the outskirts of

the small town of Clinfold. It was proved

that Fenthurst was in the habit of frequent-

ing Renfrew's premises, and that apparently

he was expected there on the evening in

question. He was seen near the place soon

after the crime was committed, and several

other proofs, of a strongly condemnatory

character, were also laid against him. He

has persisted from the first, however, in main-
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" l BECAME DEEM.Y INTERESTED.*'

taining that he was absent from Clinfold at the

very time the murder took place. This was

about seven o'clock in the evening. At that

hour, he says, he was returning from London,

where he had been spending part of the day ;

only one witness, he says, could prove this, and

that is an individual who travelled with him

as far as P and entered into conversa-

tion with him. Advertisements have been

inserted in all the papers by Fenthurst's legal

advisers, for the purpose of discovering the

individual in question, but as no answer has

been forthcoming, it is generally believed that

the whole story is a myth. At any rate, there

seems but small chance of the alibi being

proved at the last moment. The murder

was committed on February 6th. Since his

condemnation the murderer has been con-

fined in Silkminster Gaol, where his execution

will take place."

Astonishment and dismay confronted me

as I laid the paper down, /was the missing

witness they had so vainly sought. I

distinctly remembered, early in February,

running up to town rather late in the after-

noon, spending just half an hour there,

and returning by the first train I could catch.

My landlady didn't even know but that I had

been for rather a longer walk than usual. I

had entered into conversation on the return

journey with the only other occupant of

my compartment, a young man with a small

black bag, on which were

painted the letters "C. F." I

remembered all this distinctly.

In order to make sure I

snatched up my diary, and

quickly turned to the date of

the murder, February 6th.

There was the entry : " Ran

up to town in aiternoon. In-

quired concerning material for

Chap. vii. Saw B for

-hour. Returned by 6.42 train."

The horror of the situation now

(lashed upon me. A man's lifeâ��the

life of my old friend's sonâ��depended

upon me. I looked at my watch.

11 was just eleven o'clock. Hurriedly

I dragged on my boots, thinking the

while what I should do. My first

impulse was to rush to the telegraph

office. Then, with dismay, I remem-

bered that it was shut for the night after

eight o'clock, and that the postmaster took

the 8.30 train to the large town of F ,

about five miles off, where he lived, leaving

the office for the night in the charge of

a caretaker, and returning by an early train

the next morning.

It was impossible to telegraph. Then I

thought of going to the police (there were

just two constables and a sergeant in our

little town), but what could they do more

than I ? Country police are proverbial for

the leisurely " routine" manner in which

they set about any inquiry, and it would

never do to trust to them. I was in despair.

Madly I threw on my hat and rushed out.

I ran in a mechanical way to the post-office.

Of course, it was shutâ��and if I had aroused

the caretaker, he couldn't have wired ; besides,

all our wires went first to F , and, as I

have said, all communication was shut off

after eight o'clock. Then I started for

the railway station. This was about half a

mile from the post-office, and well outside the

town. As I hurried along, I thought, with

fresh dismay, that this would also prove a

fruitless errand, for the last train to Silk-

minster was the 8.30 p.m., by which I

have mentioned the postmaster always

travelled. Silkminster, I must mention, was

nearly 150 miles down the line.

Should I wait till the morning and tele-

graph ? I remembered that the office did

not open till eight o'clock! I had, by this

time, reached the station. Of course, it was

all shut up and all the lights were out, except
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those in the signal lamps for the night

expresses. It was now past half-past eleven.

Was there no hope ? Yes !

At this moment my eye caught a light in

the signal-box, about a quarter of a mile up

the line. I could see the signalman in his

box, the outline of his figure standing out

against the light within. I looked at my

watch : the down express from London was

almost due. I would make a rush for that

signal-box, and compel the occupant to put

the signal against it and stop it. It was a

desperate game ; but only get that train to

stop for an instant, and all would be right.

By getting into it I could reach Silkminster

in the early morning, and what cared I for

any action the company might take if I saved

my friend's son ? If the signalman refused

to put back the levers, the strength born of

desperation would enable me to master him,

and relax them myself. All this flashed

across me in an instant, and I clambered

over the railings on the side of the station,

and found myself on the line.

Even as I reached the rails, a semaphore

signal that was near me let fall its arm, and

the red light changed into a brilliant green.

The express was signalled! Would there be

time ? I dashed along over the rough

sleepers towards the signal-box. It was

very dark, and I stumbled over and over

again. I had cleared about half the distance,

when I heard the ominous roar ahead, and

in a few seconds could distinguish the distant

glitter of the engine's head - lamp bearing

towards me. The train was just over a mile

from me, rushing on at express speed. With

a groan I ejaculated, " Too late ! "

At that instant my eye fell upon a ghastly-

looking structure by the side of the track,

looming grimly through the darkness. It

resembled a one-armed gallows with a man

hanging from it! For a moment I thought it

must have been a fearful fancy conjured up

by the thought of Fenthurst's dreadful fate, but

immediately I remembered that this strange-

looking apparition was none other than a

mail-bag suspended from a postâ��in fact,

part of the apparatus by which a train going

at full speed picks up the mails. The ex-

press train that was coming had a postal car

attached to it. From the side of the car a

strong rope net would be laid out, catching

the bag I saw suspended before me.

As a bag would be deposited from the train

in a somewhat similar manner, there ought

to have been a man on guard. I afterwards

found he had left his post and gone to have a

chat with his friend in the cheery signal-box.

A mad and desperate idea took possession

of me. The train that was bearing down, and

which would reach me in one minute, should

pick me up with the mails! I grasped the idea

of the thing in a second. If I could hang on

to that bag so that it came between me and the

net, it would break the force of the shock,

and the net would receive me as well as the

bag. Fortunately I am a small man. The

bag hung just over my head. I jumped at it,

seized it, drew myself up parallel with it, held

it firmly at the top, where it swung by a hook,

and drew my legs up so as to present as small

a compass as possible. It did not take me

half a minute to do all this. Then I waited.

It was but a few seconds, but it seemed hours.

I heard the roar of the approaching train.

Then the engine dashed past me. I shall

never forget the row of lighted carriages

passing about a foot away from meâ��closer

even than that, I supposeâ��and I hanging and

waiting for the crash to come.

And it came. There was a dull thudâ��a

whirr and a rush, and all was dark.

When I came to my senses I was lying on
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the floor of the postal van. Two men in

their shirt - sleeves were busily engaged in

sorting letters at a rack. I felt bruised and

stiff all over, and I found that my left arm

was bound in a sling made out of a hand-

kerchief.

" Where are we? " I asked.

They turned round.

" Oh, you've come to, have you ? " said

one of them. " Now,

perhaps, you'll give an

account of yourself.

It's precious lucky

you're here at all, let .

me tell you, for if you

had been a taller man

we should only have

got part of you in the

net. As it is, you've

got your collar - bone

broken. We've tied it

up a bit. Now, perhaps,

you'll speak out; and

look here, if we find

you've been dodging the

police, don't you go

thinking you'll give 'em

the slip any further.

The mail van ain't a

refuge of that sort."

I told them the mo-

tive that had prompted

me to take the desperate

step I had done. They

wouldn't believe it at

first. Luckily, though,

I had put the evening

paper and my diary in

my pocket, so I showed

them the paragraph and

the entry. They were

civil enough then.

"Well, sir, we shall

be in Silkminster about

three, or a little after.

I hope you'll be able

to save the poor beggar,

our turning to work again

for you will be to rest yourself."

They piled a quantity of empty mail-bags

on the floor and made me a rough shake-

down. Before he went to his work again,

the other one said :â��

" What a pity you never thought of a better

way out of the difficulty than coming in here

so sudden-like."

" There was no other way."

You must excuse

and the best thing

" Yes there was, sir."

"What was that?"

" Why, you should have got the signalman

to telegraph to Silkminster: he could have

done it all right."

What an idiot I had been, after all! How-

ever, I should be in time to stop the

execution.

A little after three we drew up at Silk-

minster Station. There

was a policeman on the

platform, and I at once

told my story to him,

the result being that we

drove round to the gaol

and insisted upon see-

ing the governor. Of

course, he was deeply

interested in what I

had to tell him, and at

once made arrange-

ments to stop the execu-

tion. The Home Sec-

retary was communi-

cated with by means

of special wire. For-

tunately, he happened

to be in town, and after

a couple of hours of

anxious suspense, a re-

prieve was received

from him.

" Well," said the

governor, " I don't

know which I ought to

congratulate most, Mr.

Fenthurst or yourself,

for you have both had

a most narrow escape."

Little remains to be

told. I soon identified

the condemned man as

the person whom I had

met in the train. He

ate!" also turned out to be

the son of my old

friend, as I had fully expected. After the

due formalities he was discharged. Suspicion

having strongly attached itself to his name,

however, he was very miserable, until about a

fortnight afterwards the real murderer was

discovered and captured. Charles Fenthurst

and myself became firm friends, and although

I was fearfully shaken and upset for some

weeks after this adventure, I never regretted

the night on which I was picked up with the

mails.



Vanishing Valentines.

By \V. G. FitzGerald.

r the present day, when ladies

in bifurcated nether garments

may be seen awheel in Picca-

dilly, or enjoying a cigarette in

the smoking-room of their own

club, it is no wonder that the

pretty custom of sending valentines is fast

falling into desuetude. In the days of

Chaucer and Shakespeare, the charming, if

fanciful, theory obtained that birds chose

their mates on the 14th of February. Later

on, shy maidens and laggard lovers took advan-

tage of this uncertain object-lesson from Nature,

and were emboldened to go through a form of

betrothal on St. Valentine's Day. In the

course of time, however, this ceremony was

preceded by an exchange of fancy cards, on

which were written declarations of love in

more or less shaky doggerel. Now, as it is

not given unto every man to be a poet, there

was clearly a brilliant commercial career

before the man who would put on the market

a quantity of passable sentimental verse,

accompanied by appropriate designsâ��in a

word, valentines as we know them.

Here is one of the very earliest of these

'â� yx â� m.alâ��a

t * * *'

â� 
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FIG. I.â��TOT FtRST riCTORIAr. VALKNTINE.

prints, published in 1827, and remarkable for

its graceful simplicity (Fig. 1). The subject of

the sailor and his lass, by the way, has served

the valentine designer on more occasions

than we care to count; nor is this surprising,

in view of the fact that Jack has at all times

loyally observed St. Valentine's Day. Indeed,

we are quite satisfied that in the dock districts

of London and Liverpool, the guileful retailer

has a special tariff for sailors, whereby the

latter are not only induced to pay double

prices for a valentine that suits their fancy,

but are also charged a comparatively large

sum for a pipe or tobacco pouch which is

introduced into the purchase, and which the

dealer could never otherwise dispose of.

It may be interesting to mention here that

this ingenious system of business reached

the Midlands ; and the Birmingham manu-

facturers hailed it as a Heaven-sent notion

for pushing the sale of shoddy jewellery.

They ordered hundreds of gross of senti-

mental valentines in boxes, stipulating that

the design should include a piece of loose

blue ribbon on which might be hung watches,

engagement rings, pencil cases, and charms,

such as only Birmingham

can produce. The finished

valentines were then re-

tailed at audacious prices,

and found wonderful

favour in the eyes of per-

sons of a utilitarian turn

of mind.

Artists of some repute

soon turned their atten-

tion to valentines. Our

next reproduction is from

a design by Kenny

Meadows, in 1832 (Fig.

2). At this time, comic

valentines were unknown ;

people took their love

affairs somewhat seriously,

and paid so generously for

pictorial love-letters, that

manufacturers were

enabled to employ first-

rate artists. Simple though

the design appears, this

valentine of Mr. Meadows
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Valentines now became more

elaborate and expensive. Here

is a photograph of one specially

made for the Hyde Park Exhi-

bition of 1851 (Fig. 4). This

valentine is still preserved in a

massive frame by the manu-

facturers, Messrs. Goode Bros.,

of Clerkenwell Green. It is

composed of thousands of leaves

and beads, put together by

hand ; it took the most skilful

lady designers of the day about

a fortnight to make, and it cost

ten pounds. At this time the

above firm used a thousand

pounds' worth of artificial flowers

in a week, solely for sentimental

valentines. Satin was purchased

in quantities of 5,000 yards at a

time, and the annual bill for

lace paper came to ,Â£3,400. A

thousand a year was paid for

-VALENI'INE im .1 [> UY KfcNN\

MEADOWS IN 183a.

sold at two shillingsâ��a sum for which

one can now buy a gorgeous and per-

fumed arrangement of silk and hand-

painted satin, artificial flowers, and

gold and silver lace paper.

Novelties in valentines came but

slowly. No departure from a some-

what sickly sentimentality was made

until the " fourteenth " came to be

regarded less seriously. Then came

valentines containing a certain element

of mechanical contrivanceâ��a tongue

of card-board, which, when jerked,

caused the figures in the picture to

move. We are enabled to show here

the origin of this type, which dates

from about 1840 (Fig. 3). The design

consists of a church, of no known

architecture; and, on folding back a

flap, the recipient of the valentine

has a view through the wall of this

remarkable edifice, in which it appears

a wedding is taking place. The

minister's hand is raised in benedic-

tion, but the bridegroom sterns to be

a little ill at ease.

FIG. 3.â��THE FIRST MECHANICAL VALENTINE (ABOUT 1840).
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boxes, and small fortunes were

spent in humming birds, birds of

paradise, and dry perfumes, such

as kegs of lavender powder,

Tonquin bean, and orris root

Fig. 5 illustrates the fashionable

valentine of this period, which

can only be described as a kind

of satin pillow inclosed in a box,

and perfumed and ornamented.

Sending valentines of this sort to

friends in the Colonies caused

such an export trade to spring

up, that single houses in Sydney

and Melbourne soon began to

send in orders for a thousand

pounds' worth at a time. And

very expensive, too, were these

Antipodean valentines, the whole-

sale shipping terms in many cases

being 200s. per dozen. Never

again, we may safely predict, will

valentines fetch such preposterous

sums as were realized by the class

to which Fig. 6 belongs.

The Ballarat gold fever was at

its height when the Australian

houses sent urgent messages to

the London makers for a special

" line " suitable for the gold-laden,

improvident miners. As might

Vol. u.â��18.

FIG. 5.â��SACHET VALENTINE. 1855.
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FIG. 6. â�� DESIGNED AND MADE FOR THE I1AI.LARAT GOLD FIELDS.

be expected, the designers set to work with

amazing celerity, and produced an extraordi-

nary valentine more than 2ft. long and

inclosed in a shallow box. It was made up

of artificial flowers and

leaves, paintings on

satin, and imitation

gems. The gold-

seekers paid from

^10 to ^25 each for

these valentines, one

of which is depicted

in Fig. 6. The original

belongs to Mr. King,

of 304, Essex Road,

N., who, we have no

hesitation in saying,

possesses the largest

and most complete

" valentine museum "

in the world. Another

curious and elaborate

valentine, made

with paper springs,

was in great re-

quest half a century

ago.

From this time we

note the genesis of the

comic valentine, and,

curiously enough, the

policeman figures in

the very first.

Fig. 7 is a repro-

duction from a very old proof, the caricature

being directed against exaggerated officialism ;

and Fig. 8 is a photograph of a page of one

of Mr. King's innumerable albums. The

"suit" thus quaintly depicted was described

FIG. 7. â�� AN EARLY COMIC POLICEMAN

as being of " real cloth, cut by a tailor of

repute." No sooner were these and similar

humorous productions sprung upon an admir-

ing public, than the designers cast about for

further novelties, the

result being that senti-

mental valentines were

for a time somewhat

neglected.

Fig. 9 shows another

page from one of Mr.

King's albums ; and

it should be noted

that the whimsical

figures are clad in real

cloth, and that the

wild-looking lady in

the middle has a pro-

fusion of woolly hair,

pasted on. " Cupid's

Official Telegraph "

(Fig. 10) was next

hailed with delight as

a noveltyin valentines.

It was sent out in a

reddish-yellow

envelope, and was

altogether so close an

imitation ol the real

article, that the then

Postmaster - General

set about binding the

makers with red tape,

and finally con-

demned the quaint little missive altogether.

Not to be beaten, the designers instantly pro-

duced a Post Office Order, worded in the

drollest possible manner. This was also

withdrawn " by order," the authorities being
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FIG. 8.â��NOVELTIES OF HALF A CENTURY AGO.

apparently quite destitute of humour; at any demand, though, for this sort of valentine,

rate, one would have thought such small Baffled by the Post Office, the ingenious

game as this unworthy of serious considera- designers turned their attention to the Bank

tion by a Government department. of England, and issued thousands of notes

There must have been a tremendous on that world-renowned and long-established

FIG. p.â��ANOTHER DEPARTUREâ��CARICATURES IN CLOTH.
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If the sincerity of the sentiments conveyed in this Telegram be doabted, they will be repeated,

bat doable the pnmber of Usees anticipated wlU be required in payment. If too ninny in grten by mistake, the eonder of

tay nob excess on the raby Upe of the fair recipient of Utta Telegram. When the cost of a reply

un has been prepaid, and the number of words In soon reply are m excess of " Well I'm sore," â�  Be

by a few bt tubes, the sender of such reply is bound to pay extra for such excess, by an extra number of

Horn of kisses do not count, and when Telegrams are taken to by a third party the same moat not open

T. OOODE, LONDON.

CUPID'S OFFICIAL TELEGRAPHS.

rÂ» lady*!

on In. VwUnl of St. V&lantln*.

Banded in at Ae^ad '^et^t^ Office at / tcf Received (il it hoped) at <f 7

From

/fate*-- mG*t4*t'f

To

^ir ^wi r ri-r /" / / ^ )

FIG. IO.â��A TELEGRAPHIC VALENTINE.

institution, the "Bank of Love" (Fig. 11).

The Old Lady of Threadneedle Street, how-

ever, would have none of it, so she compelled

the manufacturers to withdraw the notes from

circulation. They were, therefore, " called

in " in the orthodox manner.

But the craze for commercial, official, and

financial valentines was far from being dead.

Swayed by the public, the makers continued

to produce I O U's, jury and other sum-

monses, promissory notes, official reports,

writs, marriage certificates and licenses,

School Board notices, wills, and acceptances.

One of these latter is reproduced in Fig. 12,

<7 ' '

BANK of LOVE.

FIG. II.â��A NOTE O.N THE 11ANK OF LOVE (KB1H>CEP FACSIMILE),
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FIG. 12.â��A TRAP KOR THE UNWARY.

and seems to have been specially designed

with the view of expediting matters in breach

of promise actions. Correctness of phrase-

ology was observed with such scrupulous care,

and paper and printing were imitated so

closely in these valentines, that there can be

no doubt of their being formidable weapons

in the hands of practical jokers and un-

scrupulous persons. Will it be believed

that change in hard cash was given for

notes on the Bank of Love ! Women were

deluded by the strangely-worded marriage

certificates and licenses, signed by Peter

Tiethemtight, M.A., whose name is not to be

found in Crockford ; and busy men lost time

and money over jury summonses, issued in

the vague county of " Eithersex." This class

of valentine gave place to the cheap comic

prints, coarse and vulgar, as a rule, which we

see in fancy shops prior to the now decadent

" fourteenth," and which sold like wild-fire

about twenty-five years ago.

Practically, there is but one firm left in

the valentine trade, namely, Messrs. Goode

Brothers, of Clerkenwell. The astonishingly

rapid decline of the valentine within the past

ten years brought ruin to many a wholesale

manufacturer, to whom the trade was worth

perhaps ^20,000 a year, between the years

1870 and 1875â��the golden age of the valen-

tine. At this period a single maker would

keep six designers and eighty girls employed

on valentines all the year round. Rice paper

from China was bought by the shipload;

plush, in wholesale quantities of 9,000 yards

at 2S. per yard; and silk fringe, from

Coventry, in bales of a hundred gross of

yards. Twenty years ago, too, the big valen-

tine dealer's turnover was a thousand pounds

a week during the three months of the

season ; and in his workrooms a quarter of a

ton of the finest white gum disappeared in

the dainty trifles. Four well-paid male artists

designed the " comics "â��mainly trade skits

and domestic incidentsâ��and these were

reproduced on 1,500 reams of paper.

The machines were kept going night

and day, turning out a million carica-

tures a week, of which some 5,000 gross

were dispatched to Australia by sailing

vessels in May and June. From a hundred

to a hundred and thirty different comic

designs were produced every year, and one

house would have five smart " commercials "

showing the pattern-books to retailers in all

parts of the kingdom.

When one knows these things, it is

extremely interesting to listen to the

great wail that goes forth from whilom

valentine makers. " Valentines belong to

the past," say they; " therefore we have

given up making them." One is then

referred to Messrs. Goode Brothers for

practical information ; thither we went for

the purpose of seeing how valentines are

made. It seems that plush, satin, lace

paper, fringe, and sachet powder are still

bought wholesale, but in sadly reduced

quantities. There is left but one solitary

lady designer, and she must have ready two

sets of about fifty different designs of senti-

mental valentines in the month of September,

the retail prices to range from id. to 5s.

One set, packed in trays, is taken away by

the traveller, and according to his reports

large quantities of certain designs are

promptly put in hand to be made. The

second set is retained at head-quarters for

guidance. Nor must we omit to add that, in

many cases, scope is left in the design for

the introduction of such foreign matter as

cheap jewellery and the superfluous stock of

fancy dealers.

Our photograph (Fig. 13) shows the interior
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FIG. 13.â��THE "SENTIMENTAL" WORKROOM.

of the " sentimental" workroom. The

" hand-paintings on satin " which mark the

superior article are reeled off at a perfectly

amazing rate by outside lady artists, who earn

about 25s. a week at the work. This is as it

should be, seeing that for each separate work

of art the sum of three farthings is paid. As

a rule there is a church, with a pond in the

foreground bordered with a few straggling

rushes, and over the surface of the water a

small flock of strange birds are hovering.

During our investigations, by the way, we

noticed but few of these " hand-paintings "

without the birds.

" They are done

in a moment and

are so effective,"

was the curious

comment of the

forewoman. The

sheets of satin given

out to lady artists

are folded into

squares, and mea-

sure 15m. by i2in.

The rates of pay

for comic and senti-

mental valentine

poetry are not such

as would tempt

either Mr. Morris

or Mr. Swinburne.

Time was, indeed,

when the wholesale

houses were con-

strained to adver-

tise for designers

and poets; but

now, we grieve to

say, sixpence for

eight lines of verse

is considered fair

remuneration.

This being so, it

seems rather

strange that our

informants should,

in the season, be

almost over-

whelmed with

poetry, sent chiefly

by ladies, many of

whom ask com-

paratively enor-

mous sums for

their rhymes, and

never fail to mark

even the veriest

nonsense " copy-

right," in aggressively bold characters. The

firm whose premises we visited now keep but

two comic valentine artists. These gentle-

men produce about twenty different designs

every season, and 10,000 copies of each

design are made.

Our illustration (Fig. 14) depicts the in-

terior of the comic designing room. The

artist in the middle is drawing on stone one

of his own designs; for each finished design

he receives five shillings, or half a sovereign if

he reproduces it on the stone. Comic valen-

tine artists may not be as clever as Phil May,

I

W9
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FIG. 14.â�� COMIC DESIGNING ROOM.
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FIG. I5.â�� COMIC MACHINES AT WORK.

or as careful in detail as Sambourne, but that

they are observant and up-to-date will be

seen from a glance in the stationers' windows

at the beginning of February. It is interesting

to note that there are certain districts which

are dear to the designer's heart by reason

of their having a marked partiality for a

certain subject. For example, a comic

valentine showing a stalwart athlete, who has

apparently sustained serious bodily damage

on the football field, is certain to command

a great sale in the North of England, and

especially in Lancashire. It is absolutely

necessary, however, that the football itself

be seen in the pic-

ture.

Again, the favourite

comic designs of Ply-

mouth and Ports-

mouth are those

which caricature in

a genial way our

gallant soldiers and

sailors. The photo-

graph we reproduce

in Fig. 15 shows the

" comic " machines

at work. It is not

a little amusing to

watch the cylinders

turning out these

up and sent to the

dispatch depart-

ment, where the

designs are mixed,

in order that re-

tailers may get a

complete assort-

ment. Here the

perennial comic

policeman, who

seems to be for ever

receiving surrepti-

tious grog or rabbit

pie, has for his

companions jovial

soldiers and sailors,

domestic servants

of all grades, im-

possible trades-

men, more or less

happy parents, and

even several

varieties of the so-

called New Woman.

One of the very few of the valentine

" commercials " left in London tells a woful

tale of the dying trade. Every season a fresh

batch of fancy dealers shake their heads at

his approach, with the remark, " I don't

think I'll go in for it this year." The valen-

tine trade in the Metropolis is simply infini-

tesimal ; the matter-of-fact Londoner prefers

to send his lady-love a box of gloves on the

" fourteenth," and we opine that the damsel

herself prefers this useful valentine even to

the chastely designed " sentimental " of to-day,

though the latter be resplendent with alu-

minium frosting which costs a guinea a pound.

grotesque pictures

with a rhythmical

swing. The sheets

of four are then cut

TIG. 16,â��VALENTINE FOR THE M.IND.
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It is a noteworthy fact that Ireland and

Wales continue to take sentimental valentines

in some quantities, the miners of Cardiff and

the Rhondda Valley district paying as much as

five shillings each for suitable designs ; it goes

without saying, of course, that appropriate

valentines are designed for these places. Yet,

notwithstanding support of this sort, there

can be no doubt that the custom observed

on the 14th of February will soon be numbered

among the interesting memories of the past.

Perhaps the most extraordinary valentine

we are enabled to reproduce is that shown in

Fig. 16, a veritable valentine for the blind.

It is to Lady Falkland that the idea is due ;

and this lady is one of the most charitable

and industrious of the philanthropic " seeing

workers " who devote themselves to the well-

being of their sight-

less brethren. Here

is a translation of the

playful verse in Braille

type already given,

which consists of

raised dots systemati-

cally arranged :â��

TO A FAULT-FINDER.

In speaking of a person's

faults

Pray don't forget your

own ;

Remember, those with

homes of glass

Should seldom throw a

stone.

Designs or figures of any kind are never put

upon valentines or Christmas cards for the

blind, simply because such designs and

figures, being flat, would convey false impres-

sions to these afflicted, but generally cheerful,

people. Here is a photograph of the blind

writer turning out valentines for the amuse-

ment of hundreds of his fellows all over the

country (Fig. 17).

As a rule, a seeing person prepares

the first design : this enables the blind

copyist to dispense with a seeing reader, who

would otherwise be required to dictate the

text. The photograph shows the copy

beneath the left hand of the sightless

operator. With his right hand the blind man

is punching the dots on the soft, thick paper,

with a style resembling a gimlet, about 2in.

long. The paper is

held firmly on the

board by a trans-

verse piece of brass,

which also guides

the lines and is

punctured to allow of

the dots being made

through it. We are

indebted for our re-

productions of both

valentine and photo-

graph to Mr. G. R.

Boyle, of the British

and Foreign Blind

Association.

FIG. 17.â��BLIND OPERATOR MAKING VALENTINES

FOR THE BLIND.



By A. W. Durrant.

KAYER is better than

sleep ! Prayer is better

than sleep ! Prayerâ��

is betterâ��than sleep."

The sound of the

Mussulman's greeting

ing clear and impres-

to the day

sive through the keen early morning

air from the great Mosque of Fez

across the spacious yard of the Kasbah,

filled with the Cadi's drowsy guards ; along

the narrow streets, overhung with the ghostly

habitations of the faithful; past the famous

square market-place, as yet untenanted save

for a few Jews in their gaily-coloured jubbas,

and one or two white turbaned Moors ; into

the lattice-windowed, low-ceilinged sleeping

rooms of the only hotel in the Holy Town

of Fez where an infidel, even though he be

under the special protection of the Most

High and Mighty Sultan of Morocco, may

rest his thrice-accursed body with tolerable

safety.

The only infidel thus favoured at the time

of which we write was the Honourable

Hereward Trevayne. The call to prayers

awoke him with a start. Springing from his

bed, he went to the window overlooking the

court-yard. A faint haze palpitated over the

distant minarets, which pointed with their

slender fingers toward an unspeakably blue

sky, just tinged _>n the horizon with streaks

of the palest rose colour. Even as he looked,

Vol. ix. -19.

the streaks broadened in extent and deepened

in hue, until, with a swiftness like the rushing

of the wind, the whole sky was flooded with a

crimson flame, which was as rapidly chased

away by the triumphant beams of the rising

sun, in whose golden glow the entire scene

was soon bathed.

Impressed by the solemnity of the call of

the Muezzin, and by the marvellous beauty

of the dawn, Hereward drew a deep breath ;

then, turning to dress, he murmured, aloud:â��

" ' Prayer is better than sleep.' Ah, yes ;

sometimes, no doubt. Looking out of that

window at the sunrise, for instance. But

just now, it strikes me rather forcibly that, so

far as one individual is concerned, breakfast

is better than either ! "

Which soliloquy was no sooner ended than

he shouted at the top of his voice :â��

"Yussuf! Yussuf!"

The door opened almost immediately, and

a smooth, swarthy-faced Arab glided noise-

lessly into the room.

" Has the Lord Duke sufficiently rested
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his honourable bones?" he asked, with a low

obeisance.

YussuFs knowledge of English was re-

markably good for a native, but it did not

include an intimate acquaintance with

Debrett or even Whitaker. He had been

told that Trevayne was, or might be one day,

a very important personage in his own

country, and therefore had a right, Yussuf

thought, to the highest English titles which

could be bestowed upon him. The idea

tickled Trevayne immensely, and he always

kept up the joke.

" My honourable bones," he replied,

gravely, " are sufficiently rested ; but my

honourable stomach cries aloud that it has

more than sufficiently rested. \ In plain

English, Yussuf, breakfast, and as soon as

you like!"

Yussuf bowed low and left the room as

noiselessly as he had entered it.

Trevayne had come to Fez in order to add

a fresh experience to his already long list.

He was a younger son of Lord Trevayne,

and as such was travelling to " receive impres-

sions " before finally settling down to a

political career.

Travelling, to Hereward Trevayne, how-

ever, did not mean the same thing as it

apparently does to many of our brilliant

young politicians, who, after a sort of per-

sonally conducted Cook's tour through the

Colonies, return to pose as colonial states-

men. Nothing was so abhorrent to Trevayne.

He vastly preferred to wander alone to and

fro over the face of the earth, exploring its

strange corners with even more interest than

its well-known places. After nearly three

years' absence from England, he had worked

his way back as far as Morocco. At Tangier,

however, he had heard that a caravan was to

start shortly from Fez into the interior, and

with characteristic impulsiveness he suddenly

decided to make one of the party, intending

to return with a homeward-bound caravan,

which, it was calculated, would be met with

a few days' journey distant from Fez. He

had accordingly, though not without a good

deal of bother, settled all the necessary pre-

liminaries, and had become a prospective

member of the caravan.

That was a month ago, and the day of

departure now appeared to be hardly any

nearer. Sometimes, indeed, twelve or

eighteen months are spent in making ready

the equipment for such a caravan, the pre-

parations principally consisting in the collec-

tion and arrangement of the merchandise to

be bartered away to the negro tribes in the

far interior for ostrich feathers, gold dust,

skins, tusks, and, occasionally, diamonds.

To Trevayne's inquiries every morning the

cry was still the same.

" Inshallah ! If it please Godâ��to-morrow."

But to-morrow the pig-skin water-botdes

must be made water-tight by being filled with

oil and left to dry in the sun. And then

there are the dates to be pressed into the

saddles to form comfortable cushions until

required for food. And so on, almost, it

seemed to Trevayne, to infinity.

Finally, after the ten thousand details of a

caravan equipment have been attended to,

there is the merry-making and feasting, which

is invariably indulged in for a week or two

previous to the actual start.

It was during these last few days that

Hassan, who, with Yussuf, had been engaged

by Trevayne as guide, was caught in the act

of stealing some money belonging to the

proprietor of the hotel. Trevayne dealt

summarily with the thief, for it was not his first

offence. He took Hassan by the scruff of the

neck, and kicked him vigorously all along

the wide veranda, down the broad staircase,

through the lengthy hall, and out of the grand

entrance into the crowded street beyond. By

this time the erring native had attained a

velocity certainly never before equalled by

any voluntary efforts on his part. Indeed,

so rapidly was he travelling, that before he

could stop himself he had collided with two

or three fierce-looking Riffs, whose hands

instinctively glided to their daggers. How-

ever, they passed on without molesting the

unhappy Hassan, whom they left feeling him-

self all over for broken bones, and cursing

Trevayne for finding him out and himself for

getting found out.

Yussuf, who had witnessed the incident

with twitching fingers and a curious half

closing of the eyes, turned to Trevayne and

said, solemnly :â��

"Kismet. It is the will of God. The

Lord Duke has dealt mercifully with his

thieving slave."

" Oh ! " replied Trevayne, when he had re-

covered his breath. " You think so, do you ?

I'm not quite so sure about it myself. How-

ever "

But Yussuf was persistent. In his colour-

less, monotonous voice he continued, inter-

rupting Trevayne :â��

" It was well for him that the Lord Duke

chastised him, and did not hand him over

to his tribe for the fitting reward of his sin."

" I suppose so," drily remarked Trevayne.

"No doubt they would have substantially
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OUT OF THE GRAND ENTRANCE.

rewarded him for being smart enough to

steal from his own countryman. Though,

on the other hand, they might have punished

him for the disgrace of being detectedâ��and

by an infidel, too."

But the sarcasm was lost on Yussuf, who

replied, reflectively :â��

" Yes, when Allah wills it, they open the

thiefs hands and slash a knife across them,

soâ��" and Yussuf ran the forefinger of his

right hand diagonally across the palm of his

left hand; " and then rub saltpetre into the

wounds, and shut up the thief's hands and

bind them ; and he can never open them to

steal again. And sometimes they hold a

red-hot iron to the eyes of the thief until

they are gone, and the thief never again sees

anything to steal. God is great," concluded

Yussuf, piously shaking his head.

" Fiends ! " ejaculated Trevayne, with a

gesticulation of horror. " And those poor

blind wretches I have seen wandering about

the streets are thieves then, eh ? Have

been, I should say," he added.

" The Lord Duke has said it," replied

Yussuf, quietly.

At last the camels' loads, after almost

innumerable futile

attempts, were satis-

factorily arranged, and

everything was ready.

As usual, a short preli-

minary march was

undertaken to test the

mettle of the camels,

and then the caravan

fairly started on its

tremendous journey.

Soon the Holy City

faded away in the

distance; first the

rambling, white, ghost-

like houses, then the

minarets, tall and stern

as if standing guard

over their lowly bre-

thren ; and then the

drooping palm trees

with their graceful out-

lines projected in jet

black against the blue

brightness of the sky,

lingering on the

horizon as if bidding

a last reluctant good-

bye to the venturous

travellers.

Then on over the un-

ending, wave-like dunes

the vast procession ranged, until, the sand

becoming interspersed with sharp, flinty

stones, the caravan was halted in order that

the camels' feet might be bound round and

round with rags, making them look like huge

boxing gloves.

Then the night fell, outposts were stationed

half a mile or so distant, and the caravan

was formed into a sort of laager, but with

the camels taking the place of the waggons

and various impedimenta usually placed on

the outside of the square. Inside, big fires

were kept blazing all the night through, for

in the desert the nights are icy cold, harder

to be borne by reason of the burning

heat of the day. Trevayne, wrapped up

in his burnouseâ��for he had assumed the

Arab costumeâ��lay at a short distance from

one of the fires, while not far from him lay

Yussuf, asleep and snoring.

The novelty and excitement of it all had

kept Trevayne partially awake, and for a

long time there danced grotesquely through

his brain confused visions of fierce-faced

Arabs, shambling camels, stretches of sand

dazzling with the glare of a pitiless sun, rocks

of fantastic shapes that stuod menacingly by
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the way. At last, just as he was dozing off, he

thought he heard a slight cracklingâ��a sound

as of someone creeping towards him through

the sand. Raising himself on his arm,

he peered around him. For a moment he

could see nothing, and then, by the light of

the fire, he discerned a man crawling away

on his hands and knees. When the intruder

reached a spot where he thought he could

not be seen, he turned his head. But Tre-

vayne's sight was very keen, and he saw with

a feeling of astonishment,and something like

dismay, that a knife gleamed between the

teeth, and that the face was the face of

A KNIFE GLEAMED < ETWEEN HIS TEETH

Hassan, the dismissed guide! The object of

the nocturnal visit was only too plain.

Murder was writ large on the features of the

treacherous villain. Revenge was doubtless

the motive. But how did the cur come there?

Trevayne puzzled over the problem for

hour after hour, until the velvety darkness

grew into an austere grey. Then, long

before the sun was up, he was again startled,

this time by a shout. Rising to his feet, he

saw two or three Arabs running round and

awaking the sleepers by the simple but

effective method of striking them a stinging

blow with a long cane.

Yussuf soon came to arouse Trevayne in a

more civilized manner, but finding him already

awake, shot a rapid glance around to insure

that no listeners were near, and then began

in a low, agitated voice :â��

" It was not well that the Lord Duke, not

being of the true faith, himself punished the

thieving Hassan. I, Yussuf, have seen

Hassan in the caravan, and have heard from

the lips of one who speaks truth that the

chief of the caravan is of the same tribe.

God is great, but a fear has sprung up in

the heart of thy slave, even as a palm tree

throwing a great shadow, for the dog Hassan

is cunning, and seeks the

life of the Lord Duke."

Trevayne reflected a

moment, and then told

Yussuf of the attempt that

had already been made.

Yussuf heard the tale in

silence, but the working of

his face showed how deeply

he was stirred.

For the next three days

both Trevayne and Yussuf

kept a sharp watch on

Hassan, but that worthy

always managed to be in

the rear of the caravan,

whereas they were generally

in the van, and consequently

saw next to nothing of him.

On the fourth day, when

the sun was at its fiercest,

and the heat was so oppres-

sive that Trevayne had to

gasp for the breath that

seemed to scorch his very

lungs, the half-dozen Arabs

forming the advance guard

were seen to suddenly

nii. converge to a point, and,

after a brief consultation,

turn their camels' heads

and ride towards the caravan. Evidently

something had been sighted, and that some-

thing might be the expected caravan, or it

might be the dreaded Touaregs â�� those

merciless pirates of the desert.

In an instant all was animation. The

heat was forgotten. The camels were halted

and the square formed as at night, while the

motley collection of weapons with which the

party were armed, comprising almost all

kinds of firearms, from old flint-lock muskets

to the latest Winchesters, were eagerly

examined and made ready for use.

When these preparations were complete,
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and the outposts had been received into the

square, a swirl of dust could be plainly

seen advancing ri^ht down on to the

caravan. Then the cloud of dust stopped

and settled, and there rode out from it

half-a-dozen Arabs, who soon made it known

that they were friends, and that their party,

in fact, formed the looked-for caravan.

In a very short time the members of the

two caravans were ejaculating praises to the

Prophet, and fraternizing in a most effusive

manner. Trevayne was much struck by the

gaunt, worn look of the new-comers. They

had been away from home for two whole

years, and their appearance showed that they

had experienced the severest privations. The

feasting, for which the most trifling occur-

rence is deemed by the Arab to be sufficient

excuse, took place with much ceremony,

though the viands were neither very numerous*

nor very rich.

Far into the night the festivities extended,

for the returning caravan would pass on its

way on the morrow, the Arabs composing it

being naturally anxious, now that they were

so near home, to lose as little time as

possible.

Everyone was

stirring very early

the next morning,

and preparations

for the departure

of the two caravans

on their opposite

courses were

pushed forward

with all speed.

Yussuf had gone

some little distance

off to look after

the baggage, when

Trevayne sa.,- Has-

san walk up, and

after casting a mali-

ciousglance at him,

go a few steps

further on and say

something in a

hurried manner to

the chief of the

caravan, who was

standing close by,

and who at once

turned and gazed

at Trevayne with

a deep frown on

his dark, scarred

face. Then, before

Trevayne could

realize what was happening, Hassan stepped

up, and thrusting his hand into the folds of

Trevayne's haik, pretended to draw forth a

small dagger. It was the veriest trick, most

clumsily performed. What the performance

meant was a puzzle to Trevayne, who, how-

ever, was filled with wrath at the insult, and

was about to avenge it in true English

fashion, when he heard the chief shout a

short, sharp command to his followers. The

next moment, to Trevayne's utter amazement,

he found himself surrounded by scowling

Arabs, who, before he could defend himself

in any way, pounced upon him, tied his

hands behind him, and pushed him to where

the chief was standing.

Now, however, the meaning of Hassan's

insulting trick was apparent to Trevayne.

No doubt the lying hound had professed to

have discovered a plot to murder the chief,

for whose benefit the dagger farce had

evidently been enacted.

But he was wrong. Hassan's design was a

far deeper one than he had conceived. Nor

had he long to wait before making the dis-

covery, for Yussuf, hearing the hubbub,

rushed to the spot. In a minute he had

1

THE CHIEF TURNED AND (JAZED AT TKEVAYNE.
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grasped the situation. Wringing his hands,

he grovelled at the feet of the chief and ad-

dressed him in tones of piteous entreaty.

Trevayne glanced at the im-

passive Arab chief; at the &a& 'tSG&'T'

imploring Yussuf; at his

captors, armed to the teeth;

at the motley crowd, attracted

by the commotion; and the

knowledge that he, the central

figure, knew least about it all

caused his impatience to break

"he grovelled at the feet of the chief."

all bounds. In a loud voice he called

Yussuf, who rose from the sand, and slowly

came towards his master. There was a look

of despair in Yussuf's eyes as he cried :â��

" God is great, but the Evil One is in our

midst to work mischief. The dog of a thief

has told the chief that thouâ��even thou,

Lord Dukeâ��hast stolen his dagger, and he

asks that thou mayst be punished as one of

the true faith."

Then the full horror of his situation flashed

upon Trevayne.

"Surely," he cried, as his face paledâ��

" surely they won't cut my hands or burn out

my eyes !" Then, in a frenzy of fear, he

shouted : "Tell the chief that it was only a

trickâ��tell him why that fiend did itâ��that he

tried to murder me the other night."

Yussuf trembled. " Lord Duke," he said,

sorrowfully, " I have done even as thou hast

said, and more also, but the chief will not

listen. He says that his eyes cannot lie."

" Tell him," cried Trevayne, in desperation,

" that if I am harmed, my people will come

and kill him and all his tribe."

Yussuf translated the threat to the chief,

who calmly replied : â��

" Kismet. It may come to pass even as

the infidel sayeth. But it will go hard with

those that seek me and my tribe in the

desert. It is written

that justice must

be done to the

oppressed, and

who am I that I

should disobey?

Let the infidel

suffer the penalty

of his crime."

The chief made a

sign with his hand,

and then went into

his tent.

Justice is sum-

marily dispensed in

the desert. The

sentence had been

pronounced, and

would be carried

into effect on the

spot. Trevayne was

dragged forward.

Three or four

Arabs held him

fast, while a couple

more unbound his

arms sufficiently to

enable them to pull

his hands over a

bale of merchandise. One had brought a bowl

of saltpetre, and another drew his knife ready

to inflict the wounds which would, Allah be

praised, effectually prevent the dog of an

infidel from ever again robbing a true believer.

Trevayne had not tamely submitted to all

this. Death he would have faced without

turning a hairâ��but to be horribly maimed

for life was far worse than death. And now

a brazier of charcoal was brought, and

Trevayne noticed with a thrill of terror that a

small iron was sticking through the bars and

was already nearly red-hot. Despite all his

efforts to control himself, the agony of his

fear overcame him, and he struggled like a

madman. It was useless. His hands were

forced open and the knife was actually up-

lifted, when, suddenly, the chief reappeared,

shouted a brief command, and strode back

to his tent. To Trevayne's inexpressible joy

and bewilderment, the knife was slipped into

its sheath and he was released from his

bonds! Without another word, he was

hurried along to the homeward-bound

caravan, which was already on the move,

and almost before he could realize his good

fortune, he was on the way to Fez.
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Not until the caravan reached the Holy

City did Trevayne become aware that

Yussuf had not returned with him. After

some deliber-

ation on the

subject, he

came to the

conclusion

that the guide

"the knife was actually uplifted.

had been induced to throw in his lot with the

outward - bound caravan. As to his own

adventure, Trevayne decided that the Arabs

had never intended to do anything more

than frighten him.

Notwithstanding his previous lengthy stay

in Fez, Trevayne found sufficient to interest

him in the region to the south of the town to

keep him in the neighbourhood for nearly

three weeks after his return. At length, how-

ever, he made up his mind to start for

England.

On the morning of his intended departure,

as he was finishing his breakfast at the hotel,

he heard someone stumble into the passage

leading to his room. He heard the intruder

grope about outside, and then the door was

pushed open. A native

advanced into the room

with a feeble, unsteady

step. His head drooped

orward, his chin upon his

chest. Trevayne gazed

curiously at his visitor, but

in a moment his curi-

osity was replaced by

pity, for he saw that

there were black

cavities where the

man's eyes had been.

He had evidently

suffered the Arabs'

diabolical punish-

ment for theft.

Trevayne's heart was

touched. Concluding

that the man was a

beggar, he put his

hand in his pocket

for some money to

give him, saying, im-

pulsively, " My poor

fellow "

But as the native

approached, he

stretched forth his

hands imploringly,

and Trevayne saw with a sickening feeling of

horror that they were red and inflamed, and

tightly closed. Blind and maimed forlife! The

remembrance of how narrowly and how in-

explicably he had escaped the same terrible

fate unmanned him. He was aroused by

hearing a weak, quavering voice murmur, in

heart-breaking accents of despair :â��

"They have burnt out mine eyes, and

never again shall I see thy face ; and they

have closed my hands, and never again shall

I open themâ��and thou, Lord Duke, thou

knowest that I stole not the dagger ! "

"Good God! " cried Trevayne. " Yussuf!"



The Population of the World.

By J. Holt Schooling.*

(Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society, etc.)

THE population of the world has been

given by various statisticians as follows: â��

In 1874, according to Behm and Wagner 1,391 millions.

M 1878, â�� Levasseur 1.439 Â»i

1883, â�� Behm and Wagner 1,434 â��

â�� 18&6, ,1 Levasseur 1,483

1891, Wagner and Supan 1,480 â��

The last estimate may be regarded as suffi-

ciently trustworthy as a working basis 'â�¢

Messrs. Wagner and Supan have earned a

just reputation for painstaking and thorough

work, and, moreover, this estimate of the

German savants has been established to

more than one-half its bulk (i.e., to 57 per

cent, of the 1,480 millions) upon the actual

results of recent censuses.

In dealing with this large population, we

have to deal with big figures and a good

many of them. As masses of figures do not

convey to the mind so clear an impression of

the real facts they stand for as may be con-

veyed by simple diagrammatic representations,

I shall therefore show my figures as much as

possible in the form of black and white

illustrations.

For example, in No. 1 we have a graphic

llustration of the following figures :â��

_ . . ILL-Africa: 1M mlllioD I

Population.

Asia 825,954,000

Europe 357,379,ooo

Africa 163,953,000

America 121,713,000

Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions 7,500,400

Australia 3,230,000

The World 1,479,729,400 IV.-America: 1S1J million I

People to whom these figures convey little |Â£|

Or nothing Can get, by looking at No. I, a y.-Oceaoic Islands and Polar Kegiou.: 7Â» million per*,.*.

pretty clear idea of the bulk of population on _

the various continents, etc. Each of these v, .... .,,

' VI.â��Australia â�¢- 31 million persons.

seven black squares has been drawn to exact

mathematical scale, and, if the first six of

them be cut out, and then fitted by aid of a

pair of scissors upon the large square at the

bottom, it will be found that the total area

of these six squares exactly covers the large

square ; in other words, the black surfaces of

the six smaller squares " add up to " the black

surface of the big square, which diagramma-

tically shows to us the number of people in

the worldâ��1,480 millions, approximately.

Here is another way to obtain a clear idea

of how the world's population is split up.

Thus: for every one thousand persons in the

world there are :â��

In Asia 558 persons.

,, Europe 242 ,, TotaLâ��The World: 1,480 million persona.

,, Africa 111 No. I.â��These seven squares show the Population of the

,, America 82 ,, World: the areas of the squares respectively illustrate the

â�� Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions 5 ,, 5jâ��s 0f the populations mentionedâ��not the areas of the various

â�� Australia 2 â�� continents, etc

The World 1,000 â�� 'Copyright, 1S95, by John Holt Schooling.
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We see that more than one-half of the

worlds population live in Asia, and nearly

one-quarter in Europe; that about one-ninth

of the people live in Africa, and just under

one-twelfth in America (North, Central, and

South combined), and that the aggregate

populations of the Oceanic Islands, Polar

Regions, and Australia account for only

seven persons out of every one thousand

people in the world.

If asked to guess at the distribution of the

world's population, nine people out of ten

would probably place Asia, i ; Europe, 2 ;

America, 3. But we see that Africa takes

the third place instead of it being occupied

by America. This is mainly due to the

North Tropical Zone of Africa, which is

larger than the whole of the United States,

contains 42 million more people, and which

is also more densely populated. To this

population of the North Tropical Zone of

Africa, 60 millions are contributed by the

Soudan and Upper Guinea onlyâ��a number

which nearly equals the 63 millions of the

United States of America enumerated at their

census of 1890.

It is also somewhat of a surprise to find

Australia coming below the Oceanic Islands,

which contain nearly all of the 7^ millions

shown in No. 1, square V. (These islands

contain the New Guinea group, New Zealand,

the Sandwich Islands, etc.) Only some 80

thousand persons live in the Polar Regions,

and of these, Iceland claims 69 thousand.

The population of Australia is considerably

less than that of Eondon, and is not quite

equal to the combined populations of Paris

and St. Petersburg.

And now let us compare the sizes of these

continents, etc., whose populations we have

briefly glanced at. No. 2 shows the area in

square miles of each of the six divisions of

the earth already named in No. 1. The

actual figures are :â��

Asia 17,044,000

America... 14,801,000

Africa : 1,277,000

Europe 3,757,000

Australia 2,972,000

Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions 2,464,000

The World 52,315,000

Here again, as in No. I, the black squares I.

to VI. of No. 2 will, if cut out and fitted upon

the large square representing the world's

area, suffice to cover that squareâ��they add

up to it, just as the six rows of figures given

here add up to the world's area, 52^

million square miles, approximately.

In this race for size the result is very

different from that in the race for population,

Vol. ix.-20-

XLâ��America : 14} million square miles.

IILâ��Africa: 114 uulliuu square miles

IV.â��Europe: 31 million square miles.

V.â��Australia: 3 million square miles.

VI.â��Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions: 21 million square miles.

Total.â��The World: 92i million square miles.

No. 2. â�� These seven squares show the Land-Area of the

World : the areas of the squares respectively illustrate the areas

of the various continents, etc., in square m^les.
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Here, it is Asia 1, America 2, Africa 3 :

Europe is a bad fourth, and not far ahead of

Australia, who was nowhere in No. 1.

Europe, as regards size, might be cut out of

the big square for the world in No. 2 without

making much of a hole in itâ��but fancy

the world minus Europe and Europeans !

How quiet it might be if we were all sub-

merged and the Atlantic waves lapped the

side of Asia, which now adjoins Eastern

Europe. Here's a chance for the Anarchists

â��don't waste time in pettifogging explosions,

but blow up all Europe, and find your

" equality "â��and your proper levelâ��at a

certain number of fathoms beneath the sea-

surface.

The following figures help us to appreciate

the sizes of the six divisions of the world.

For every one thousand square miles of land-

area in the world, there are :â��

In Asia 326 sq. miles.

America 283 â��

Africa 215 ,, â��

Europe 72 â��

â�� Australia 57 iÂ» 11

â�� Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions., 47 â�� â��

The World i.ooosq. miles.

Thus, nearly one-third of the earth is in

Asia, which also possesses more than one-half

the population ; more than one-quarter of the

earth went to make America, and over one-

fifth for Africa. Europe contains only one-

fourteenth part of the world's area, although

she has nearly one-quarter of the population,

and Australia contains one-eighteenth part.

The last division on our list takes the

" shillings from the guineas," being a twenty-

oneth part of the world's area.

Having now a fairly definite mental con-

ception of the distribution of the world's

population and of its area, we may turn to

the interesting feature of density of population

in various parts of the world : this is illustrated

in No. 3.

Each of the seven squares in No. 3 repre-

sents one square mile, and the little dots in

the squares represent the number of persons

to each square mile of the continents named.

At last Europe leadsâ��and easily. The

mighty Asia, which has held first place in

Nos. 1 and 2, has now to make way for

Europe with her 95 persons to the square mile.

We see that Asia has to each of its square

miles of area only about one-half the popula-

tion which live upon a European square mile.

Africa, a long way behind, is third with 15

persons to the mile, and America has only 8

inhabitants upon each square mile. Australia

comes last with the ample allowance of one

square mile (approximately) for each member

of its population.

1 â�¢ â�¢ â�¢ Â«

11.â��Asia: 48 persona to

the square mile.

V.â�� Oceanic Islands and Polar

Regions : 3 persons to the

square mile.

VL

-A ustralia : 1 person lo

the square mile.

The World : 2K persons to

the square mile.

No. 3.â��These seven squares show the Density of Population

of the World : illustrated by the number of pejsons u> each

square mile of the various continents, ejÂ£.

We may with advantage look at these facts

in another way. The space for each

person :â��

In Europe is 7 acres.

Asia is 13

Africa is 44 â��

â�� America is 78

,, Oceanic Islands and Polar Regions is .. 210 ,,

Australia is 589 ,,

â�� the World is 23 â��

[It should be noted that tlv number of

persons stated beneath each of the squares in

No. 3 is the wares/ whole number, and

similarly with the number of acres just given :

therefore, if 640â��i.e., the number of acres in

a square mileâ��be divided by each of the

numbers given in No. 3, the results will not

in every case bring out the results just

tabulated, and which are based upon my

original working figures in decimals.]
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This way of looking at the facts con-

cerning density of population shows us that

there is still ample room in the world for all

of us, wherever we may chance to be located.

The over-crowding of which we hear so

much disappears when we take an extended

view of the facts, which seem to invite us to

spread ourselves out more than we do.

And now may come in the results of some

calculations I have very carefully made as

regards the future growth of the population

of the world, and as to the year a d. when

our descendants will have so increased in

number that there will then be only one

acre for each person in the world, instead of

the 23 acres mentioned above.

As a preliminary, I went into all the avail-

able facts upon which to compute the annual

rate of increase in the world's population,

and finally I determined that the rate of

increase might be taken at 5 per 1,000

persons per annum : this means that for

every one million persons living in 1891,

there were :â��

In 189a 1,005,000 persons.

â�� 1893 1,010,025 11

â�� 1894 1.015,075

,, 1895 1,030,150 â��

etc., etc.

And the results for the future population of

the world work out thus :â��

In 1891 1,480 million persons.

,, 1900 there will be 1,548 ,, ,,

,, 1950 ,, 1,986 ,, â��

â�� 2000 â�� , 2,548 M â��

â�� 2030 â�� â�� 2,9c*) â��

â�� 2100 ,, 4,197 i, 11

,, 2200 â�� â�� 6,910 1, â��

i. 2300 â�� â�� ..Â» 11.379 .. .,

2400 â�� ,, 18,738 â�� ,,

1. Â»5l' 33,4i8 â�� â��

.. Â»5i7 33,586 â�� â��

These figures show us, for example, that in

a.d. 2030, the 1891 population will have

doubled itself, and will have taken 139 years

to do it in. The population of the United

Kingdom has doubled itself in 80 years, and

the population of England and Wales in 57

years ; but we should be quite wide of the

mark if we applied our own rate of annual

increase to the population of the worldâ��for

our rate of increase is above the average. In

France, for example, the increase of popula-

tion is very slow; in fact, but for the

attractions it offers to foreigners as a

residence, its population would of late years

have shown a falling off, because, while the

births decrease, the deaths increase.

I may also point out that the above figures

show us that between a.d. 2516 and a.d.

2517â��621 years later than this present year,

1895â�� there will be in the world as many

people as there are acres ; there being 33,482

million acres of land, a number which, as we

fw '<f<*5J-i*o, it *ia ft- x<Â».lv k~^t~.

>Â«â�  l-Oif-ib, II <x.cw j^-i^J^fu^n^,

J

LdJ

No. 4. â��For explanation see text.

see, falls between the last two numbers in the

above column.

liut perhaps the best way to illustrate the
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future growth of the world's

population is to show it as

in No. 4, where we see the

gradual lopping-off of acre

after acre from the 25

acres which were the space

for each person in the year

1871, until, at the expiration

of 621 years from now, only

one acre will be available for

each person. The dot in

the centre of each of these

diminishing estates (except

two) represents the gradu-

ally thinning owner, who is

wise enough to lessen his

requirementsâ��and his bulk

â��as his estate grows smaller

and smaller; the two little

figures in the top and

bottom " estates " suggest

a possible change of owner-

ship during the 645 years of

change to which the ten

diagrams in No. 4 relateâ��â� 

i.e., from a.d. 1871 to a.d.

2516. Long before this

latter date our descendants

will probably be living in

the air, or perhaps in the

sea for a change, so that

the lessening of space, illus-

trated in No. 4, will not

cause real inconvenience.

Moreover, as we shall see

when dealing with Nos. 5

and 6, one acre for one

person is not a bad allow-

ance. Belgium is now very

nearly as crowded as this,

and she yet finds room for

all her manufactories and

works, not to mention the

ground-space of the recent

Antwerp Exhibition.

As regards this diving

into the future by aid of

logarithms, the results of

which procedure have now

been shown in No. 4, etc.,

I may say that my estimate

of the annual growth of the

world's population (5 per

1,000) is probably some-

what lower than the actual

rateâ��I have preferred to

err on the side of modera-

tion. If my estimate be

approximately correct, and

(l0TALX

EUROPE^

No. 5. These len circles show the Popula-

tion of Europe split up 'into the various

countries here specified. The areas contained

in these ten circles respectively illustrate the

bulk of the various populationsâ��not the sizes

of the land-areas of the countries named.

I venture to think it will

be so considered by statis-

ticians, then the results I

have deduced from it follow

as a mathematical necessity

â��startling as some of them

may appear. Astronomers,

who have the advantage of

dealing with facts less com-

plex than are social facts,

predict to a second, many

years prior to the occur-

rence of an event, when

this or that transit or

eclipse will take place. It

is no unusual thing to

predict the results of this r-

that census, and to find the

prediction closely akin to

the ascertained results ; and

similarly with many other

mattersâ��life assurance, for

exampleâ��in which a mathe-

matical forecast is often

ultimately proved by ascer-

tained facts to have been

expressed within relatively

close limits of error. In the

present instance, although

the basis for calculation

is not nearly so stable as

in some other channels of

statistics, it is yet suffi

ciently sound to make the

diagrarrts in No. 4 worthy

of attention, as a predic-

tion of the future popula-

tion of the worldâ��neces-

sarily, a factor of vast

international range and

social importance.

In No. 5 we have a

graphic illustration of the

population of the principal

European countries. The

area contained by each of

the nine smaller circles

represents the numerical

bulk of each of the popula-

tions stated ; and as these

circles have been drawn

to mathematical scale, the

combined areas of them

equal in size the area of the

large circle at the bottom

of No. 5. Here is a concise

statement of the facts : for

every one thousand persons

in Europe there are : â��
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COL: I

BELGIUM inlUua

Â«M*T BRITAIN â��I IRE UN D

311. Iwa.^ It C s.jyÂ»-~jl.

ITALY : MS (Â»Â»Â«â� Â»Â«â� â�¢ c

CiERMAN EMPIRE:

FRANCE: 1 Â»u-Iw^^.

COL II

S PA IN : go (Â»^-Â» 3

fe. SAÂ»Â»Â«<. Â»h^4..

EUROPEAN RUSSIA:

OTHK P/tRTS ^.EUROPE :

ALL EUROPE --3Â£>^

In European Russia 262 persons.

â�� the German Empire 139

,, Austria-Hungary 116 â��

â�� Franc* 107 ,.

â�� Great Britain and Ireland 106 â��

â�� Italy 84

â�� Spain 48 â��

â�� Belgium 17 â��

â�� Other Parts of Europe 121 M

Europe 1,000 â��

The eight countries named are those which

contain the largest populations. Turkey,

without Bulgaria, has fewer people than

Belgium, and, moreover, Belgium is a very

industrious and worthy little country, and

more entitled to a place than Turkey; so

Turkey must be included in " Other Parts of

Europe."

It is rather interesting to look at the first

six circlesâ��the leading six Powers of Europe

â��and to note that whilst the United King-

dom comes last but one as regards popula-

tion, she yet holds her own in the very front

rank as regards power.

Illustration No. 6 has been calculated

after the fashion of No. 3, and upon the

same scale. It shows to us the density of

population in the various European countries

to which it relates. Here, Belgium heads

the list with 536 persons supported upon

every square mile of the country. As there

are 640 acres in a square mile, we see

that the inhabitants of Belgium have

each of them, upon the average, very

little more than one acre of spaceâ��see

my remarks about No. 4. When we look at

this top square of No. 6, we are not

surprised that Belgium is essentially a

manufacturing countryâ��it simply has not the

room for extensive agricultural industries.

In every available hole and corner the

Belgians busy themselves with agricultureâ��

they don't waste space as we do in England

â��and although agriculture is carried on with

much industry, the Belgians â��like ourselves

â��are largely dependent upon foreign supplies

for their food.

I have put in all these dots very carefully

in order to let each square show by the

number of dots inside it the density of

population to each square mile of the

countries specified: in this way we get a

clear idea of the different degrees of density

of population of the European divisionsâ��a

clearer picture than figures can show to us.

For the rest, this No. 6 can very well

speak for itself: it has been calculated upon

sound facts, and it exactly represents these

facts.

After Europe comes Asiaâ��in point of

interestâ��old Asia, older even than Europe

in its quaint manners and fashions of men

No. 6.â��These ten squares show the Density of Population

in Europe : illustrated by the number of persons, i.e., dots, to

each square mile of the various countries named.

and things. But how incomparable with

Western Europe is Asia of the 19th century !

Asia is, for the main part (China), hopelessly

conservative, and we have had a recc.it

illustration of how modern progress may

enable a little nation like the Japanese

Empire to get the better of an old nation
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nearly nine times as populous. The China-

man shows to us the abuse of Conservatism

in the East as plainly as we have seen the

abuse of Liberalism in the West.

Compare, in No. 7, the short line (3)

which illustrates the population of Japan,

with the long line (1), which shows the popu-

lation of China : the comparison makes us

feel almost incredulous as to the success in

the war of Japan over Chinaâ��so great is the

difference. And look, too, at the line (6)

that shows the population of Corea, about

which place China and Japan are fighting.

It should be noted that if the lines

marked (1) to (15) be ticked off with

a pencil on a piece of paper from No.

7, the total length of these fifteen lines

will exactly equal the length of line

(16), which represents the population

of all Asia.

We see the distribution of Asia's

population rather significantly in the

following figures. For every one thou-

sand persons in Asia there are :â��

In China Proper 424 persons.

â�� British India 337

the Japanese Empire 48 â��

â�� the East Indian Islands 48

â�� French India 23 â��

Corea 13 ..

â�� Siam 11

â�� Hritish Hurmah g

Persia 9

Russian Central Asia and Turkestan 9 â��

Siheria.. 5 tl

â�� Afghanistan 5

â�� Ceylon 4 â��

â�� Arahia 3 ((

â�� Other Parts of Asia 52 â��

lation that I have cut out from I. The

whole of this No. 8 has been calcu-

lated upon the same scale as illustra-

tion No. i (which see), and so we

get here a good picture of the part

that is played by the British Empire

in the game of the world's popula-

tion : an Empire which is nearly

three times as large as Europe, almost

as large as Africa, and which com-

prises more than a fifth part of the

land-surface of the whole globe. We

see in III. of No. 8 the little black

Asia.

British India is the only division of

Asia that as regards population comes

anywhere near China, and these two

divisions combined absorb more than

three-quarters of the whole of Asia's

people. The quality of the Japanese

stands out in favourable contrast with

the quality of the Chinese when we

compare lines (i) and (3) in No. 7, and

then note that there are in Asia 424

Chinamen for every 48 Japs.

I have not the space to deal with

America and with Africa as I have dealt

with Europe and with Asia, so these two

continents must go without more notice

than has already been given to them in

Nos. 1, 2, and 3. I pass to No. 8, which

shows in black and white the face of

the world (I.), with the population of

the British Empire omitted. What a

gap it makes ! The face of the world

looks rather pale with the British ii>tuo> tva in U>> <^> Â«S> <y> ua>wi co v5Â»v*>on0Q

Empire missing. In II. of No. 8 I No. 7.â��These sixteen vertical lines show the Population of Asia split up

cVinw t\\ * r\wÂ»r*Â«* rÂ»f tk*Â» \i-rÂ»rlrTc ni into the countries here specified. The lengths of these sixteen vertical lines

snow me piCte OI me WOnUS popu- respectively illustrate the sizes of the populations of the countries named.
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I.â��The Population of the World (1,480 million persons; nee Fig. 1)

with the British Empireâ��,171) millionsâ��" missing.

III.â��The Population of the United Kingdom: 371 million persons.

No. 8.â��A comparison in black and white.

square, showing the population of the United

Kingdomâ��which little square practically

" bosses " the great square above it. These

three squares, and their relative sizes, seem

to emphasize the necessity of always maintain-

ing the third square (III. Population of the

United Kingdom) at the highest degree of

harmonious density and unity of the

particles that go to compose it.

And now let us see what a really in-

significant body is this population of

the world. For example, every living

person could be contained in a square

common less than twenty - two miles

each way; each person of the 1,480

millions could have a square yard to

stand on ; and Mr. A. A. Chase or some

other expert cyclist could be left out-

side with his machine, and ride round

the square containing the world's popu-

lation in about t,)/? hours for the 871-2

miles of boundary fence. Or the 1,480

million persons could each occupy a square

yard of standing room in Bedfordshire World

and then fill up only two-thirds of that

person

county. They could be tucked away down in

Radnorshire, by a little squeezing, and leave

all the rest of the world empty. Even the

Isle of Man would hold nearly one-half of

the world's population at one person to the

square yard.

This fighting, struggling, white, black and

tan, good and bad, very much mixed

population of 1,480 millions could be packed

in a cubic box measuring only 1,140 yards in

width, 1,140 yards in depth, and 1,140 yards

in heightâ��see No. 9. Each person could

be allowed 27 cubic feet of room inside

such a box, and the box itself could

be deposited when full in Battersea Park

with a squeeze, in Victoria Park with ample

room to spare, or in Hyde Park and not

occupy much more than one-third of the

ground-space of that parkâ��and Mr. Chase,

the cyclist, again, could, if left outside, run

round the box containing the world's popu-

lation in about six minutes for the 2^4 miles ;

or, a person accidentally left unpackedâ��one

of the two shown in No. 9, for exampleâ��

could stroll round the box and inspect it in

one hour easily. This is a literal and solid

fact which can be readily provedâ��startling as

it may seem to show in No. 9 a packing-

case amply large enough to hold every-

body in the worldâ��a packing-case which,

although a large one, would not occupy-

nearly one-half the ground-space of Hyde

Park, London.

A fact like this serves to illustrate the

really trifling importance of the world's

population en masse, and, incidentally, the

utter insignificance of the individuals who

compose it.

9.â��A cubic packing-case containing the Population of the

less two person*;â��" 1,480 millions" minus 2. This case measures

s) only 1.140 yards in width, in depth, and in height, and each

inside it has 27 cubic feet of space.
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By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.D.

[These stories are written in collaboration with a medical man of large experience. Many are founded on fact, and all are

within the region of practical medical science. Those stories which may convey an idea of the impossible are only a forecast of an

early realization.]

II.â��THE SEVENTH STEP.

PLEASURE yacht, of the

name of Ariadne, was about

to start upon a six - weeks'

cruise. The time of the year

was September â�� a golden,

typical Septemberâ��in the year

of grace 1893. The Ariadne was to touch

at several of the great northern ports : Chris-

tiania, St. Petersburg, and others. I had

just gone through a period of hard and

anxious work. I found it necessary to take

a brief holiday, and resolved to secure a berth

on board the Ariadne, and so give myself a

time of absolute rest. We commenced our

voyage on the second of the month ; the day

was a lovely one, and every berth on board

had secured an occupant.

We were all in high spirits, and the

weather was so fine that scarcely anyone

suffered from sea-sickness. In consequence,

the young ship's doctor, Maurice Cunven,

had scarcely anything to do.

The passengers on

board the Ariadne were,

with one exception, of the

most ordinary and con-

ventional type, but a girl

who was carried on board

just before the yacht

commenced her voyage

aroused my professional

sympathies from the first.

She was a tall, dark-eyed

girl of about eighteen or

nineteen years of ageâ��

her lower limbs were evi-

dently paralyzed, and she

was accompanied by a

nurse who wore the pic-

turesque uniform of the

Charing Cross Hospital.

The young girl was

taken almost immediately

to a deck cabin which had

been specially arranged

for her, and during the

first two or three days of

our voyage I had not an

opportunity of seeing her

again. When we reached

the smooth waters of the

Norwegian fiords, how-

ever, she was carried sister haul

almost every day on deck. Here she lay

under an awning, speaking to no one, and

apparently taking little interest either in

her fellow-passengers or in the marvellous

beauties of Nature which surrounded her.

Her nurse usually sat by her sideâ��she

was a reserved-looking, middle-aged woman,

with a freckly face and thin, sandy hair. Her

lips were perfectly straight in outline and

very thin, her eyebrows were high and faintly

markedâ��altogether, she had a disagreeable

and thoroughly unsympathetic appearance.

I was not long on board the Ariadne

before I was informed that the sick girl's

name was Dagmar Sorensenâ��that she was

the daughter of a rich city merchant, and was

going to St. Petersburg to see her father's

brother, who was a celebrated physician there.

One morning, on passing Miss Sorensen's

cabin, my footsteps were arrested by hearing

the noise of something falling within the

room. There came to my ears the crash of

broken glass. This was

immediately followed by

the sound of rapid foot-

steps which as suddenly

stopped, as though the

inmate of the room was

listening intently. Miss

Sorensen's nurse, who

went by the name of Sis-

ter Hagar, was probably

doing something for her

patient, and was annoyed

at anyone pausing near

the door. I passed on

quickly, but the next

moment, to my astonish-

ment, came face to face

with Sister Hagar on the

stairs. I could not help

looking at her in surprise.

I was even about to speak,

but she hurried past me,

wearing her most dis-

agreeable and repellent

expression.

What could the noise

have been ? Who could

have moved in the cabin ?

Miss Sorensen's lower

limbs were, Curwen, our

ship's doctor, had assured
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me, hopelessly paralyzed. She was intimate

with no one on board the Ariadne., What

footsteps had I listened to ?

I thought the matter over for a short time,

then made up my mind that the stewardess

must have been in Miss Sorensen's cabin,

and having come to this conclusion, I forgot

all about the circumstance.

That afternoon I happened to be standing

in the neighbourhood of the young lady's

deck chair; to my surprise, for she had not

hitherto taken the least notice of me, she

suddenly raised her full, brilliant dark eyes,

and fixed them on my face.

" May I speak to you ? " she said.

I came up to her side immediately.

"Certainly," I answered. "Can I do any-

thing for you ? "

" You can do a great deal if you will," she

answered. " I have heard your name : you

are a well-known London physician."

" I have a large practice in London," I

replied to her.

"Yes," she continued, "I have often heard

of youâ��you have doubtless come on board

the Ariadne to take a holiday ? "

"That is true," I answered.

"Then it is unfair " She turned her

head aside, breaking off her speech abruptly.

" What is unfair?" I asked.

" I have a wish to consult you profession-

ally, but if you are taking a holiday, it is unfair

to expect you to give up your time to me."

" Not at all," I replied. " If I can be of

the slightest use to you, pray command me ;

but are you not under Curwen's care ? "

" Yes, oh, yes ; but that doesn't matter."

She stopped speaking abruptly ; her manner,

which had been anxious and excited, became

suddenly guarded- -I looked up and saw the

nurse approaching us. She carried a book

and shawl in her hands.

"Thank you, Sister Hagar," said Miss

Sorensen. " I shall not require your services

any more for the present."

The nurse laid the shawl over the young

lady's feet, placed the book within reach,

and, bestowing an inquisitive glance on me,

walked slowly away.

When she was quite out of sight, Miss

Sorensen resumed her conversation.

"You see that I am paralyzed," she said.

I bowed an acknowledgment of this all-

patent fact.

" I suffer a good deal," she continued. " I

am on my way to St. Petersburg to see my

uncle, who is a very great physician. My

father is most anxious that I should consult

him. Perhaps you know my uncle's nameâ��

Vol. ix.-21.

Professor Sorensen ? He is one of the doctors

of the Court."

" I cannot recall the name just now," I

said; " but that is of no consequence. I

have no doubt he is all that you say."

"Yes, he is wonderfully clever, and holds

a high position. It will be some days before

we get to Russia, however, andâ��I am ill.

I did not know when I came 0.1 board the

Ariadne that a doctor of your professional

eminence would be one of the passengers.

Perhaps Mr. Curwen will not object "

She paused.

" I am sure he will not object to having a

consultation with me over your case," I

answered. " If you wish it, I can arrange

the matter with him."

" Thank youâ��butâ��I don't want a con-

sultation. My wish is to see youâ��alone."

I looked at her in surprise.

" Don't refuse me," she said, in a voice of

entreaty.

" I will see you with pleasure with Curwen,"

I said.

" But I want to consult you independently."

" I am sorry," I answered ; " under the

circumstances, that is impossible."

She coloured vividly.

" Why so ? " she asked.

" Because professional etiquette makes it

necessary for the doctor whom you have

already consulted to be present," I replied.

Her eyes flashed angrily.

" How unkind and queer you doctors are,"

she said. " I cordially hate that sentence for

ever on your lips, 'Professional etiquette.'

Why should a girl suffer and be ill, because

of anything so unreasonable ? "

" You must forgive me," I said. " I would

gladly do anything for you ; I will see you

with pleasure with Curwen."

" Must he be present ? "

" Yes."

" I cannot stand this. If he consents to

your seeing me alone, have you any objection

to make ? "

At that momentCurwen suddenly appeared.

He was talking to one of the ship's crew, and

they were both slowly advancing in Miss

Sorensen's direction.

"Mr. Curwen, can I speak to you ? " called

out Miss Sorensen.

He came to her at once.

I withdrew in some annoyance, feeling

pretty well convinced that the young lady

was highly hysterical and required to be care-

fully looked after.

By-and-by, as I was standing by the deck

rail, Curwen came up to me.
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" I have talked to Miss Sorensen," he said.

" She is most anxious to consult you, Dr.

Halifax, but says that you will not see her

except in consultation with me. I beg of

you not to consider me for a moment. I take

an interest in her, poor girl, and will be only

too glad to get your opinion of her case.

Pray humour her in this matter."

"Of course, if you have no objection, I

have none," I answered. " I can talk to you

about her afterwards. She is evidently highly

nervous."

" I fear that is the case," replied Curwen.

" But," he added, " there is little doubt as to

her ailment.

The lower limbs

are paralyzed ;

she is quite in-

capable of using

them."

"Did you

examine her

carefully when

she came on

board?" I

asked.

" I went into

the case, cer-

tainly," replied

Curwen ; " but

if you mean tha*

I took every

step to com-

plete the diag-

nosis of the

patient's con-

dition, I did

not consider it

necessary. The

usual symp-

toms were pre-

sent In short,

Miss Sorensen's

case was, to my

mind, very

clearly defined to be that of spastic paralysis,

and I did not want to worry her by useless

experiments."

" Well, I will see her, as she wishes for my

opinion," I replied, slowly.

" I am very pleased that you should do so,"

said Curwen.

" Do you happen to have an electric battery

on board ? " I asked.

" Yes, a small one, but doubtless sufficient

for your purpose. Will you arrange to see

Miss Sorensen to-morrow morning ? "

" Yes," I answered. " If I am to do her

any good, there is no use in delay."

Curwen and I talked the matter over a

little further, then he was obliged to leave me

to attend to some of his multifarious duties.

The nightly dance had begunâ��awnings

had been pulled down all round the deck,

and the electric light made the place as

bright as day. The ship's band was playing

a merry air, and several couples were already

revolving round in the mazes of the waltz.

I looked to see if Miss Sorensen had

come on deck. Yes, she was there; she was

lying as usual on her own special couch.

The captain's wife, Mrs. Ross, was seated

near her, and Captain Ross stood at the

' CURWEN AND I TALKED THE MATTER OVER.

foot of her couch. She was dressed in

dark, rose-coloured silk, worn high to the

throat, and with long sleeves. The whiteness of

her complexion and the gloomy depths of her

big, dark eyes were thus thrown into strong

relief. She looked strikingly handsome.

On seeing me, Captain Ross called me up,

and introduced me to Miss Sorensen. She

smiled at me in quite a bright way.

" Dr. Halifax and I have already made

each other's acquaintance," she said. She

motioned me to seat myself by her side.

The conversation, which had been animated

before I joined the little party, was now con-
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tinued with verve. Miss Sorensen, quite con-

trary to her wont, was the most lively of the

group. I observed that she had considerable

powers of repartee, and that her conversa-

tional talent was much above the average.

Her words were extremely well chosen, and

her grammar was invariably correct. She

had, in short, the bearing of a very accom-

plished woman. I further judged that she

was a remarkably clever one, for I was

not five minutes in her society before I

observed that she was watching me with as

close attention as I was giving to her.

After a time Captain and Mrs. Ross with-

drew, and I found myself alone with the

young lady.

" Don't go," she said, eagerly, as I was

preparing to rise from my chair. " I spoke

to Mr. Curwen," she continued, dropping her

voice ; " he has not the slightest objection to

your seeing me alone. Have you arranged

the matter with him ? "

" I have seen him," I replied, gravely.

" He kindly consents to waive all ceremony.

I can make an appointment to see you at

any hour you wish."

" Pray let it be to-morrow morningâ��I am

anxious to have relief as soon as possible."

i: I am sorry that you suffer," I replied,

giving her a sudden, keen glance â��"you

don't look ill, at least not now."

" I am excited now," she answered. " I

am pleased at the thought "

She broke off abruptly.

"Is Sister Hagar on deck?" she asked.

" I do not see her," I replied.

"But look, pray, look. Dr. Halifaxâ��I

fear Sister Hagar."

There was unquestionable and most

genuine terror in the words. Miss Sorensen

laid her hand on mineâ��it trembled.

I was about to reply, when a thin voice,

almost in our ears, startled us both.

" Miss Sorensen, I must take you to bed

now," said Nurse Hagar.

" Allow me to help you, nurse," I said,

starting up.

" No, thank you, sir," she answered, in her

most disagreeable way ; " I can manage my

young lady quite well alone."

She went behind the deck-chair, and pro-

pelled it forward. When she got close to the

little deck cabin, she lifted Miss Sorensen up

bodily in her strong arms, and conveyed her

within the cabin.

During the night I could not help giving

several thoughts to my new patientâ��she

repelled me quite as much as she attracted

me. She was without doubt a very hand-

some girl. There was something pathetic,

too, in her dark eyes and in the lines round

her beautifully curved mouth; but now and

then I detected a ring of insincerity in her

voice, and there were moments when her

eyes, in spite of themselves, took a shifty

glance. Was she feigning paralysis? What

was her motive in so anxiously desiring an

interview with me alone ?

Immediately after breakfast, on the fol-

lowing morning, Sister Hagar approached

my side.

" Miss Sorensen would be glad to know

when it would be convenient for you to see

her, Dr. Halifax," she said.

" Pray tell her that I can be with her in

about ten minutes," I replied.

The nurse withdrew and I went to find

Curwen.

" Is your electric battery in order ?" I

asked.

" Come with me to my cabin," he replied.

I went with him at once. We examined

the battery together, put it into order, and

then tested it. I took it with me to Miss

Sorensen's cabin. Sister Hagar stood near

the door. She came up to me at once, took

the battery from my hands, and laid it on a

small table near the patient. She then, to

my astonishment, withdrew, closing the door

noiselessly behind her.

I turned to look at Miss Sorensen, and saw

at a glance that she was intensely nervous.

There was not a trace of colour on her face ;

even her lips were white as death.

" Pray get your examination over as quickly

as you can," she said, speaking in an almost

fretful voice.

" I am waiting for the nurse to return," I

replied. " I have several questions to ask

her."

" Oh, she is not coming back. I have

asked her to leave us together."

" That is nonsense," I said; " she must

be present. I cannot apply the electric

battery without her assistance. If you will

permit me, I will call her."

" No, no, don't goâ��don't go ! "

I looked fixedly at my patient. Suddenly

an idea occurred to me.

I pushed the table aside on which the

battery had been placed, and stood at the

foot of Miss Sorensen's bed.

"The usual examination need not take

place," I said, " because "

" Why ? " she asked. She half started up

on her couch ; her colour changed from white

to red.

" Because you are not paralyzed ! " I said,
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giving her a sudden, quick glance, and speak-

ing with firmness.

" My God, how do you know ? " she ex-

claimed. Her face grew so colourless that I

thought she would faint She covered her

eyes with one trembling hand. " Oh, Sister

Hagar was right," she continued, after a

moment. " I did not believe herâ��I assured

her that it was nothing more than her fancy."

" I have guessed the truth ?" I said, in

a stern voice.

" Alas, yes, you have guessed the truth."

As she spoke, she sprang with a light move-

ment from her couch and stood before me.

" I am no more paralyzed than you are,"

she said ; " but how, Imv do you know ? "

SHE SPRANG FROM HER COUCH AND STOOD BEFORE ME.

" Sit down and I will tell you," I replied.

She did not sitâ��she was far too much

excited. She stood near the door of her

little cabin. " Did you really hear the bottle

fall and break, yesterday morning? "

" I heard a noise which might be accounted

for in that way," I answered.

" And did you hear my footsteps ? "

" I heard footsteps."

" Sister Hagar said that you knewâ��I

hoped, I hopedâ��I earnestly trusted that she

was wrong."

" How could she possibly tell ? " I replied.

" I met her on the stairs coming towards the

cabin. I certainly said nothingâ��how was it

possible for her to read my secret thoughts ? "

" It was quite possible. She saw the

knowledge in your eyes ; she gave you one

glanceâ��that was sufficient Oh ! I hoped

she was mistaken."

" Mine is not a tell-tale face," I said.

" Not to most people, but it is to her.

You don't know her. She is the most

wonderful, extraordinary woman that ever

breathed. She can read people through

and through. She can stand behind you

and know when your

eyes flash and your lips

smile. Her knowledge

is terrible. She can

almost see through

stone walls. I told you

last night that I dreaded

herâ��I do more than

thatâ��I fear her horribly

â��she makes my life a

daily purgatory !"

"Sit down," I said,

in a voice which I made

on purpose both cold

and stern : " it is very

bad for you to excite

yourself in this way. If

you dislike Sister Hagar,

why is she your nurse ?

In short, what can be

your possible motive for

going through this extra-

ordinary act of decep-

tion ? Are you not aware

that you are acting in a

most reprehensible

manner? Why do you

wish the passengers of

the Ariadne to suppose

you to be paralyzed,

when you are in reality

in perfect health ? "

" In perfect health ? '

she repeated, with a shudder. " Yes, I am

doubtless in perfect bodily health, but I am

inâ��oh, in such bitter anguish of soul."

" What do you mean ? "

" I can no more tell you that, than I can

tell you why I am in Sister Hagar's power.

Pray forget my wild words. I know you

think badly of me, but your feelings would be

changed to profound pity if you could guess

the truth. Now listen to meâ��I have only a
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moment or two left, for Sister Hagar will be

back almost directly. She found out yester-

day that you had guessed my secret. I

hoped that this was not the case, but, as

usual, she was right and I was wrong. The

moment my eyes met yours, when I first came

on deck, I thought it likely that you might see

through my deception. Sister Hagar aLo

feared that such would be the case. It was

on that account that I avoided speaking to

you, and also that I remained so silent and

apparently uninterested in everyone when I

went on deck. I asked for this interview

yesterday for the express purpose of finding

out whether you really knew about the

deception which I was practising on everyone

on board. If I discovered that you had

pierced through my disguise, there was

nothing for it but for me to throw myself on

your mercy. Now you know why I was so

desirous of seeing you without Mr. Curwen."

" I understand," I answered. " The

whole matter is most strange, wrong, and

incomprehensible. Before I leave you, may

I ask what motive influences you ? There

must be some secret reason for such de-

ception as you practise."

Miss Sorensen coloured, and for the first

time since she began to make her confession,

her voice grew weak and falteringâ��her eyes

took a shifty glance, and refused to meet

mine.

" The motive may seem slight enough to

you," she said; "but to me it is, and was,

sufficiently powerful to make me go through

with this sham. My home is not a happy

one ; I have a step-mother, who treats me

cruelly. I longed to get away from home

and to see something of life. My father's

brother, Professor Sorensen, of St. Petersburg,

is a very celebrated Court physician â��â�  my

father is proud of him, and has often men-

tioned his name and the luxurious palace in

which he lives. I have never met him, but

I took a curious longing to pay him a visit,

and thought of this way of obtaining my

desires. Professor Sorensen has made a

special study of nervous diseases such as

paralysis. Sister Hagar and I talked the

matter over, and I resolved to feign this

disease in order to get away from home and to

pay my uncle a visit. All went well without

hitch of any sort until yesterday morning."

" But it is impossible for you to suppose,"

I said, " that you can take in a specialist like

Professor Sorensen."

" I don't mean to tryâ��he'll forgive me

when I tell him the truth, and throw myself

on his mercy."

" And is Sister Hagar a real nurse ? " I

asked, after a pause.

" No, but she has studied the part a little,

and is far too clever to commit herself."

Miss Sorensen's face was no longer paleâ��

a rich colour flamed in her cheeks, her eyes

blazedâ��she looked wonderfully handsome.

" And now that you have confided in me,"

I said, " what do you expect me to do with

my knowledge ? "

"To respect my secret, and to keep it

absolutely and strictly to yourself."

" That is impossibleâ��-I cannot deceive

Curwen."

" You mustâ��you shall. Why should two

â��two be sacrificed ? And he is so young,

and he knows nothing nowâ��nothing. Oh,

do have mercy on him ! Oh, my God, what

wild words am I saying ? What mcst you

think of me ? "

She paused abruptly, her blazing eyes were

fixed on my face.

" What must you think of me ?" she

repeated.

"That you are in a very excitable and

over-strained condition, and perhaps not quite

answerable for your actions," I replied.

" Yes, yes," she continued ; " I am over-

strainedâ��overanxious â�� not quite account

ableâ��yesâ��that is itâ��that is itâ��but you will

not tell Mr. Curwenâ��Oh, be merciful to me,

I beg of you. We shall soon reach St. Peters-

burg. Wait, at least, until we get there

before you tell himâ��promise me that. Tell

him then if you likeâ��tell all the world, then,

if you choose to do so, but respect my secret

until we reach Russia."

As Miss Sorensen spoke, she laid her hand

on my armâ��she looked at me with a passion

which seemed absolutely inadequate to her

very poor reason for going through this extra-

ordinary deception.

"Promise me," she saidâ��"there's Sister

Hagar's knock at the doorâ��let her inâ��but

promise me first."

" I will think the whole case over carefully

before I speak to anyone about it," I replied.

I threw the door open as I spoke, and went

out of the little cabin as Sister Hagar came

in.

That afternoon Curwen asked me about

Miss Sorensenâ��I replied to him briefly.

" I will tell you all about the case," I said,

" in a short timeâ��there is a mystery which

the young lady has divulged, and which she

has earnestly implored of me to respect until

we reach St. Petersburg."

" Then you believe she can be cured ?"

said Curwen.
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" Unquestionablyâ��but it is a strange story,

and it is impossible for me to discuss it until

I can give you my full confidence. In the

meantime, there is nothing to be done in the

medical way for Miss Sorensenâ��I should re-

commend her to keep on deck as much as

possibleâ��she is in a highly hysterical state,

and the more fresh air she gets, the better."

Curwen was obliged to be satisfied with

this very lame summary of the case, and the

next time I saw Miss Sorensen, I bent over

her and told her that I intended to respect

her secret until after we

arrived at St. Petersburg.

" I don't know how to

thank you enough," she said

â��her eyes flashed with joy,

and she became instantly

the most animated and fasci-

nating woman on board.

At last we reached the

great northern port, and

first amongst those to come

on board the Ariadne was

the tall and aristocratic form

of Professor Sorensen. I

happened to witness the

meeting between him and

his beautiful niece. He

stooped down and kissed

her on her white brow. A

flush of scarlet spread all

over her face as he did so.

They spoke a few words

togetherâ��then Sister Hagar

came up and touched Miss

Sorensen on her arm. The

next moment I was re-

quested to come and speak

to the young lady.

" May I introduce you to

my uncle, Dr. Halifax ?"

she said. " Professor Soren-

senâ��Dr. Halifax. I can

scarcely tell you, Uncle Oscar," continued the

young lady, looking full in his face, " how-

good Dr. Halifax has been to me during my

voyage."

Professor Sorensen made a polite rejoinder

to this, and immediately invited me to come to

see him at his palace in the Nevski Prospect.

I was about to refuse with all the politeness

I could muster, when Miss Sorensen gave me

a glance of such terrible entreaty that it

staggered me, and almost threw me off my

balance.

" You will come; you must come," she

said.

" I can take no refusal," exclaimed the

PROFESSOR SORENSEN.

Professor. " I am delighted to welcome you

as a brother in the great world of medical

science. I have no doubt that we shall have

much of interest to talk over together. My

laboratory has the good fortune to be some-

what celebrated, and I have made experiments

in the cultivation of microbes which I should

like to talk over with you. You will do me

the felicity of dining with me this evening,

Dr. Halifax?"

I considered the situation briefly â�� I

glanced again at Miss Sorensen.

" I will come," I saidâ��

she gave a sigh of relief, and

lowered her eyes.

Professor Sorensen moved

away, and Sister Hagar went

into the young lady's cabin

to fetch something. For a

moment Miss Sorensen and

I were alone. She gave me

an imperious gesture to

come close to her.

" Sit on that chairâ��stoop

down, I don't want others

to know," she said.

I obeyed her in some

surprise.

" You have been good,

more than good," she said,

"and I respect you. I

thank you from my heart.

Do one last thing for me."

" What is that ? "

"Don't tell our secret to

Maurice Curwen until you

have returned from dining

with my uncle. Promise me

this; I have a very grave

reason for asking it of you."

" I shall probably not

have time to tell him be-

tween now and this even-

ing," I said, " as I mean

immediately to land and occupy myself

looking over the place."

At this moment Sister Hagar appeared,

carrying all kinds of rugs and parcelsâ��

amongst them was a small, brass-bound box,

which seemed to be of considerable weight.

As she approached us, the nurse knocked

her foot against a partition in the deck,

stumbled, and would have fallen had I not

rushed to her assistance. At the same time

the heavy, brass-bound box fell with some

force to the ground. The shock must have

touched some secret spring, for the cover

immediately bounced open and several

packets of papers were strewn on the deck.
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1 STOOPED TO PICK THEM UP.

I stooped to pick them up, but Nurse

Hagar wrenched them from my hands with

such force that I could not help glancing at

her in astonishment. One packet had been

thrown to a greater distance than the others.

I reached back my hand to pick it up, and,

as I did so, my eyes lighted on a name in

small black characters on the cover. The

name was Olga Krestofski. Below it was

something which looked like hieroglyphics,

. but I knew enough of the Russian tongue to

ascertain that it was the same name in

Russâ��- with the figure 7 below it.

I returned the packet to the nurseâ��she

gave me a glance which I was destined to

remember afterwardsâ��and Miss Sorensen

uttered a faint cry and turned suddenly white

to her lips.

Professor Sorensen came hastily upâ��he

administered a restorative to his niece, and

said that the excitement of seeing him had

evidently been too much for her in her weak

state. A moment later the entire party had

left the yacht.

It was night when I got to the magnificent

palace in the Nevski Prospect where Professor

Sorensen resided.

I was received with ceremony by several

servants in handsome livery, and conducted

immediately to a bedroom on the first floor

of the building. The room was of colossal

size and height, and, warm as the weather

still was, was arti-

ficially heated by

pipes which ran

along the walls.

The hangings and

all the other ap-

pointments of this

apartment were of

the costliest, and as

I looked around

me, I could not

help coming to the

conclusion that a

Court physician at

St. Petersburg must

hold a very lucra-

tive position.

Having already

made my toilet, I

was about to leave

the room to find

my way as best I

could to the recep-

tion-rooms on the

ground floor, when,

to my unbounded

amazement, I saw

the massive oak door of the chamber quickly

and silently open, and Miss Sorensen,

magnificently dressed, with diamonds in

her black hair and flashing round her slim

white throat, came in. She had not made

the slightest sound in opening the door,

and now she put her finger to her lips to

enjoin silence on my part. She closed the

door gently behind her, and, coming up to

my side, pressed a note into my hand. She

then turned to go.

" What is the meaning of this ? " I began.

" The note will tell you," she replied. " Oh,

yes, I am well, quite wellâ��I have told my

uncle all about my deception on board the

Ariadne. For God's sake don't keep me

now. If I am discovered, all is lost."

She reached the door as she spoke, opened

it with a deft, swift, absolutely silent move-

ment, and disappeared.

I could not tell why, but when I was left

once more alone, I felt a chill running through

me. I went deliberately up to the oak door

and turned the key in the heavy lock. The

splendid bedroom was bright as day with

electric light. Standing by the door, I opened

Miss Sorensen's note. My horrified eyes fell

on the following words :â��

" We receive no mercy, and we give none.

Your doom was nearly fixed when you found

out the secret of my false paralysis on board the

Ariad:ic. It was absolutely and irrevocably
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V I AM DISCOVERED ALL IS LOST

sealed when you saw my real name on the

packet of letters which fell out of the brass-

bound box to-day. The secret of my return

to Russia is death to those who discover it

unbidden.

" It is decreed by those who never alter or

change that you do not leave this palace alive.

It is utterly hopeless for you to try to escape,

for on all hands the doors are guarded ; and

even if you did succeed in reaching the

streets, we have plenty of emissaries there to

do our work for us. You know enough of our

secrets to make your death desirableâ��it is

therefore arranged thatjvw are to die. I like

you and pity you. I have a heart, and you

have touched it. If I can, I will save you.

I do this at the risk of my life, but that does

not matterâ��we hold our lives cheapâ��we

always carry them in our hands, and are ready

to lay them down at any instant. I may not

succeed in saving you, but I will try. I am

not quite certain how your death is to be

accomplished, but I have a very shrewd

suspicion of the manner in which the final

attack on your life will be made. Your only

chanceâ��remember, your only chance of

escapeâ��is to appear to know absolutely

nothingâ��to show not the ghost of a suspicion

of any underhand practices ; to put forth all

your powers to fascinate and please Professor

Sorensen and the guests who will dine with

us to-night. Show no surprise at anything

you seeâ��ask no impertinent questions. I

have watched you, and I believe you are

clever enough

and have suffi-

cient nerve to act

as I suggest. Pay

me all the atten-

tion in your

power -â�� make

love to me even

a little, if you like

â��that will not

matter, for we

shall never meet

again after to-

night. After din-

ner you will be

invited to accom-

pany Professor

Sorensen to his

laboratory â�� he

will ask no other

guest to do this.

On no account

refuseâ��go with

him and I will go

with you. Where

he goes and where I go, follow without

flinching. If you feel astonishment, do not

show it. And now, all that I have said

leads up to this final remark. Avoid the

seventh step. Bear this in your mindâ��it

is your last chance.â��Dagmar."

I read this note over twice. The terrible

feeling of horror left me after the second

reading. I felt braced and resolute. I

suspected, what was indeed the case, that

I had fallen unwittingly into a hornet's nest

of Nihilists. How mad I had been to come

to Professor Sorensen's palace ! I had fully,

made up my mind that Miss Sorensen had

told me lies, when she gave me her feeble

reasons for acting as she had done on board

the Ariadne. No matter that now, however.

She spoke the truth at last. The letter

I crushed in my hand was not a lie. I

resolved to be wary, guardedâ��and when the

final moment came, to sell my life dearly.

I had a box of matches in my pocket. I

burnt the note to white ash, and then crushed

the ashes to powder under my foot. I then

went downstairs.

Servants were standing about, who quickly

directed me to the reception-rooms. A

powdered footman flung the door of the great

drawing-room open and called my name in a

ringing voice. Professor Sorensen came for-

ward to meet me. A lady came up at the

same moment and held out her hand. She

was dressed in black velvet, with rich lace and

many magnificent diamonds. They shone in
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her sandy hair and glistened round her thin

throat. I started back in amazement. Here

was Sister Hagar metamorphosed.

" Allow me to introduce my wife, Madame

Sorensen," said the Professor.

Madame Sorensen raised a playful finger

and smiled into my face.

" You look astonished, and no wonder, Dr.

Halifax," she said. " But, ah, how naughty

you have been to read our secrets." She

turned away to speak to another guest. The

next moment dinner was announced.

As we sat round the dinner table, we made

a large party. Men and women of many

nationalities were present, but I quickly

perceived, to my own surprise, that I was the

guest of the evening. To me was given the

terribly doubtful honour of escorting Madame

Sorensen to the head of her table, and in

honour of me also, Englishâ��by common

consentâ��was the language spoken at dinner.

Miss Sorensen sat a little to my leftâ��she

spoke gaily to her neighbour, and her ringing,

silvery laugh floated often to my ears.

There had been some little excitement caused

by the bursting of a large bomb in one of

the principal streets that evening. In-

advertently I alluded to it to my hostess.

She bent towards me and said, in a low

voice:â��

" Excuse me, Dr. Halifax, but we never

talk politics in Petersburg."

She had scarcely said this before she began

to rattle off some brilliant opinions with

regard to a novel which was just then attract-

ing public attention in England. Her re-

marks were terse, cynical, and intensely to

the point. From one subject of interest to

another she leaped, showing discernment,

discrimination, and a wide and exhaustive

knowledge of everything she touched upon.

As I listened to her and replied as perti-

nently as possible, a sudden idea came to

me which brought considerable comfort with

it. I began to feel more and more assured

that Miss Sorensen's letter was but the ugly

result of a mind thrown slightly off its

balance. The brilliant company in which

I found myself, the splendid room, the grace-

fully appointed table, the viands and the

wines of the besfc and the choicest, my

cultivated and gracious hostess â��Professor

Sorensen's worn, noble, strictly intellec-

tual faceâ��surely all these things had

nothing whatever to do with treachery

and assassination ! Miss Sorensen's mind

was off its balance. This fact accounted

for everythingâ��for the malingering which

had taken place on board the Ariadne

Vol. ix.â��22.

â��for the queer letter which she had given to

me before dinner. " When you saw my real

name to-day, your doom was irrevocably

sealed" she said. "Avoid the seventh step"

she had continued. Could anything be

more utterly absurd ? Miss Sorensen was

the acknowledged niece of my courtly host

â��what did she mean by attributing another

name to herself?â��what did she mean by

asking me to avoid the seventh step ? In

short, her words were exactly like the ravings

of a lunatic.

My heart, which had been beating uncom-

fortably high and strong, calmed down under

these reflections, but presently a queer, cold,

uncomfortable recollection touched it into

fresh action as if with the edge of bare steel.

It was all very well to dispose of Miss

Sorensen by treating her wild words as the

emanations of a diseased brain ; but what

about Madame Sorensen ? How was I

possibly to account for her queer change of

identity? I recalled her attitude on board

the Ariadne. The malevolent glances she

had often cast at me. The look on her face

that very morning when I had saved her

from falling, and picked up the papers which

had fallen out of the brass-bound box. She

had seen my eyes rest upon the name "Olga

Krestofski." I could not soon forget the

expression in her cold eyes when I returned

her that packet. A thrill ran through me

even now, as I recalled the vengeance of that

glance.

The ladies withdrew, and the men of the

party did not slay long over wine. We went

to the drawing-rooms, where music and light

conversation were indulged in.

As soon as we came in, Miss Sorensen,

who was standing alone in a distant part of

the inner drawing-room, gave me a look

which brought me to her side. There was an

imperious sort of command in her full, dark

eyes. She held herself very erect. Her car-

riage was queenlyâ��the lovely carnation of

excitement bloomed on her cheeks and gave

the finishing touch to her remarkable beauty.

She made way for me to sit on the sofa beside

her, and bending her head slightly in my

direction, seemed to invite me to make love

to her.

There was something in her eyes which

revived me like a tonic.

I felt suddenly capable of rising to my

terrible position, and resolved to play the

game out to the bitter end.

I began to talk to Miss Sorensen in a gay

tone of light badinage,to which she responded

with spirit.
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Suddenly, as the conversation arose full

and animated around us, she dropped her

voice, gave me a look which thrilled me, and

said, with slow distinctness :â��

" You Englishmen have pluck â�� I â�� I

admire you!"

I answered, with a laugh, " We like to

think of ourselves as a plucky race."

" You are ! you are ! I felt sure you would

be capable of doing what you are now doing.

\jsX us continue our conversationâ��nothing

could be better for my purposeâ��don't you

observe that Hagar is watching us ? "

" Is not Madame Sorensen your aunt ? " I

asked.

" In reality she is no relation; but, hu^h,

you are treading on dangerous ground."

"It is time for me to say farewell," I said,

rising suddenly to my feetâ��I held out my

hand to her as I spoke.

" No, you must not go yet," she saidâ��she

rose alsoâ��a certain nervous hesitation was

observable for a moment in her manner, but

she quickly steadied herself.

" Uncle Oscar, come here," she called out.

Professor Sorensen happened to be approach-

ing us across the drawing-roomâ��he came up

hastily at her summons. She stood in such

a position that he could not see her face, and

then gave me a look of intense warning.

When she did this, I knew that the gleam

of hope which had given me false courage

for a moment during dinner was at an end.

There was no insanity in those lovely eyes.

Her look braced me, however. I determined

to take example by her marvellous coolness.

In short, I resolved to do what she asked me,

and to place my life in her hands.

" Uncle Oscar," said the young lady,

" Dr. Halifax insists upon leaving us early ;

that is scarcely fair, is it?"

" It must not be permitted, Dr. Halifax,''

said the Professor, in his most courteous

tone. " I am looking forward with great

interest to getting your opinion on several

points of scientific moment." Here he drew

me a little aside. I glanced at Miss Sorensen :

she came a step or two nearer.

" You will permit me to say that your

name is already known to me," continued my

host, "and I esteem it an honour to have

the privilege of your acquaintance. 1 should

like to get your opinion with regard to the

bacterial theory of research. As I told

you on board the Ariadne to-day, I have

made many experiments in the isolation of

microbes."

"In short, the isolation of those little

horrors is my uncle's favourite occupation,"

interrupted Miss Sorensen, with a light laugh.

" Suppose, Uncle Oscar," she continued, lay-

ing her lovely white hand on the Professor's

armâ��" suppose we take Dr. Halifax to the

laboratory ? He can then see some of your

experiments."

"The cultivation of the cancer microbe,

for instance," said Sorensen. " Ah, that we

could discover something to destroy it in the

human body, without also destroying life!

Well, doubtless, the time will come." He

sighed as he spoke. His thoughtful face

assumed an expression of keen intellectuality.

It would be difficult to see anyone whose

expression showed more noble interest in

science.

" I see all my guests happily engaged," he

continued. "Shall we follow Dagmar's

suggestion, then, and come to the laboratory,

Dr. Halifax ? "

" I shall be interested to see what you have

done," I said.

We left the drawing-rooms. As we passed

Madame Sorensen, she called out to me to

know if I were leaving.

" No," I replied ; " I am going with your

husband to his laboratory. He has kindly

promised to show me some of his experi-

ments."

" Ah, then, I will say good - night, and

farewell. When Oscar goes to the labora-

tory he forgets the existence of time. Pare-

well, Dr. Halifax." She touched my hand

with her thin fingers ; her light eyes gave a

queer, vindictive flash. " Farewell, or, au

revoir, if you prefer it," she said, with a laugh.

She turned abruptly to speak to another guest.

To reach the laboratory we had to walk

down more than one long corridorâ��it was in

a wing at some little distance from the rest of

the house. Professor Sorensen explained

the reason briefly.

"I make experiments," he said; "it is

more convenient, therefore, to have the

laboratory as distant from the dwelling-house

as possible."

Wc finally passed through a narrow covered

passage.

" Beneath here flows the Neva," said the

Professor; "but here," he continued, "did

you ever see a more spacious and serviceable

room for real hard work than this ? "

He flung open the door of the laboratory

as he spoke, and touching a button in the

wall, flooded the place on the instant with a

blaze of electric light. The laboratory was

warmed with hot pipes, and contained, in

addition to the usual appliances, a couple of

easy chairs and one or two small tables;
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also a long and particularly inviting-looking

couch.

" I spend the night here occasionally," said

Dr. Sorensen. "When I am engaged in an

important experiment, I often do not care to

leave the place until the early hours of the

morning."

We wandered about the laboratory, which

was truly a splendid room and full of many

objects which woulc", on another

occasion, have aroused all my scien-

tific enthusiasm, but I was too in-

tensely on my guard just now to pay-

much attention to the Professor's

carefully worded and elaborate descrip-

tions. My quick eyes had taken in

the whole situation as far as it was at

present revealed to me: the iron

bands of the strong door by which

we had entered ; the isolation of the

laboratory. I was young and strong,

however, and Professor Sorensen was

old. If it came to a hand-to-hand

fight, he would have no chance against

me. Miss Sorensen, too, was my

friend.

We spent some time examining

various objects of interest, then find-

ing the torture of suspense unen-

durable, I said, abruptly : " I should

greatly like to see your process of

cultivation of the cancer microbes

before I take my leave."

" I will show it to you,' said Dr.

Sorensen. " Dagmar, my love, light

the lantern."

" Is it not here ? " I asked.

" No ; I keep it in an oven in a

small laboratory, which we will now

visit."

Miss Sorensen took up a silver-

mounted lantern, applied a match to

the candle within, and taking it in

her hand, preceded us up the whole

length of the laboratory to a door

which I had not before noticed, and

which was situated just behind Dr.

Sorensen's couch. She opened it and waited

for us to come up to her.

" Take the lantern and go first, Uncle

Oscar," said the young lady. She spoke in

an imperious voice, and I saw the Professor

give her a glance of slight surprise.

"Won't you go first, Dagmar ?" he said.

" Dr. Halifax can follow you, and I will

come up in the rear."

She put the lantern into his hand.

" No, go first," she said, with a laugh which

was a little unsteady. " No one knows your

private haunts as well as you do yourself.

Dr. Halifax will follow me."

The Professor took the lantern without

another word. He began to descend some

narrow and steep stairs. They were carpeted,

and appeared, as far as I could see through

the gloom, to lead into another passage

farther down. Miss Sorensen followed her

uncle immediately. As he did so, she threw

THE PROFESSOR TOOK THE LANTERN,

her head back and gave me a warning glance.

" Take care, the stairs are steep," she said.

" Count them ; I will count them for you. I

wish, Uncle Oscar, you would have this pass-

age properly lighted."

" Come on, Dagmar : what are you linger-

ing for ?" called the Professor.

" Follow me. Dr. Halifax," she said. Her

hand just touched mineâ��it burnt like coal.

" These horrid stairs," she said. " I really

must count them, or I'll fall." She began to

count immediately in a sing-song, monotonous
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voice, throwing her words back at me, so

that I doubt if the Professor heard them.

"One," she began, "twoâ��threeâ��fourâ��

fiveâ��six." When she had counted to six,

she made an abrupt pause. We stood side

by side on the sixth step.

"Seven is the perfect number," she said, in

my earâ��as she spoke, she

pushed back her arm and

thrust me forcibly back as

I was about to advance.

At the same instant, the

dim light of the lantern

went out, and I distinctly

heard the door by which

we had entered this narrow

passage close behind us.

We were in the dark. I

was about to call out:

" Miss Sorensen â�� Pro-

fessor Sorensen," when a

horrid noise fell upon my

ears. It was the heavy

sound as of a falling body.

It went down, down,

making fearful echoes as

it banged against the sides

of what must have been

a deep well. Presently

there was a splash, as if it

had dropped into water.

That splash was a reve-

lation. The body, what-

ever it was, had doubtless

fallen into the Neva. At

the same instant, Miss

Sorensen's mysterious

words returned to my

memory: " Avoid the

seventh step." I remem-

bered that we had gone

down six steps, and that

as we descended, she had

counted them one by one.

On the edge of the

sixth step she had

paused, had pushed me

back, and then had dis-

appeared. The Professor

had also vanished. What

body was that which had

fallen through space into

a deep and watery grave ?

Miss Sorensen's mys-

terious remark was at last abundantly plain.

There was no seventh step â�� by this trap,

therefore, but for her interference, I was to

be hurled into eternity.

I sank back, trembling in every limb. The

1 SANK BACK

horror of my situation can scarcely be de-

scribed. At any moment the Professor

might return, and by a push from above, send

me into my watery grave. In my present

position, I had no chance of fighting for my

life. I retraced my steps to the door of the

upper laboratory and felt vainly all along its

smooth, hard surface. No

chance of escape came

from there. I sat down

presently on the edge of

the first step, and waited

for the end with what

patience I could. I still

believed in Miss Soren-

sen, but would it be

possible for her to come

to my rescue ? The silence

and darkness of the grave

surrounded me. Was I

never to see daylight

again ? I recalled

Madame Sorensen's face

when she said " farewell "

â��I recalled the passion

of despair in Miss Soren-

sen's young voice. I had

touched secrets inadver-

tently with which I had

no right to meddle. My

death was desired by the

Invincible and the Merci-

less â�� of course, I must

die. As I grew accustomed

to the darkness and still-

nessâ��the stillness itself

was broken by the gur-

gling, distant sound of run-

ning waterâ��I could hear

the flow of the Neva as it

rushed past my dark grave.

At the same moment

the sound of voices fell

on my ear. They were

just below meâ��I felt my

heart beating almost to

suffocation. I clenched

my hands tightly together

â��surely the crucial

moment had comeâ��could

I fight for my life ?

1'he Professor's thin,

polished tones fell like ice

on my heart.

" Wu had better come back and see that

all is safe," he said. "Of course, he must

have fallen over, but it is best to be certain."

" No, no, Uncle Oscar, it is not necessary,"

I heard Miss Sorensen say. " Did you not
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hear the soundâ��the awful soundâ��of his

falling body ? I did. I heard a splash as it

fell into the Neva."

" Yes, I fancy I did hear it," answered the

Professor, in a reflective voice.

" Then don't come backâ��why should

we ? It is all so horribleâ��let us return to

the drawing-rooms as quickly as possible."

" You are excited, my dearâ��your voice

tremblesâ��what is the matter with you ? "

"Only joy," she replied, "at having got

rid of a dangerous enemyâ��now let us go."

Their voices died awayâ��I could even hear

the faint echo of their footsteps as they

departed. I wondered how much longer I

was to remain in my fearful grave. Had I

the faintest chance of escaping the doom for

which I was intended ? Would Miss Sorensen

be true to the end? She, doubtless, was a

Nihilist, and as she said herself, they received

no mercy and gave none. My head began

to whirl â�� queer and desperate thoughts

visited me. I felt my nerves tottering, and

trembled, for a brief moment, for my reason.

Suddenly a hand touched my arm, and a

voice, clear, distinct, but intensely low, spoke

to me.

" Thank God, you are hereâ��come with

me at onceâ��don't ask a questionâ��come

noiselessly, and at once. I rose to my feet

â��Miss Sorensen's hot fingers clasped

mineâ��she did not speakâ��she drew me

forward. Once again I felt myself descending

the steps. We came to the bottom of the

sixth step. " This way," she said, in a

muffled tone. She felt with her hands

against the wallâ��a panel immediately gave

way, and we found ourselves in a narrow

passage, with a very faint light at the farther

end. Miss Sorensen hurried me along. We

went round a sort of semi-circular building,

until at last we reached a small postern door

in the wall. When we came to it she opened

it a few inches, and pushed me out.

" Farewell," she said then. " I have saved

your life. Farewell, brave Englishman."

She was about to shut the door in my

face, but I pushed it back forcibly.

" I will not go until you tell me the

meaning of this," 1 said.

" You are mad to linger," she replied, " but

I will tell you in a few words. Professor

Sorensen and his wife are no relations of

mine. I am Olga Krestofski, suspeoted

by the police, the owner of important

secrets: in short, the head of a branch of

the Nihilists. I shammed illness, and as-

sumed the name under which I travelled, in

order to convey papers of vast importance

to our cause, to Petersburg. Professor

Sorensen, as Court physician, has not yet

incurred the faintest breath of suspicionâ��

nevertheless, he is one of the leaders of our

party, and every individual with whom you

dined to-night belongs to us. It was

decreed that you were to die. I decided

otherwise. There was, as you doubtless have

discovered, no seventh step. I warned you,

and you had presence of mind sufficient not

to continue your perilous downward course

beyond the edge of the sixth step."

"But I heard a body fall," I said.

" Precisely," she replied ; " I placed a bag

of sand on the edge of the sixth step shortly

after my arrival this morning, and just as I

was following Professor Sorensen through the

secret panel inthewall into thepassagebeyond,

I pushed the bag over. This was necessary

in order to deceive the Professor. He heard *

it splash into the water, and I was able tyfr*

assure him that it was your body. Other-

wise he would inevitably have returned to

complete his deadly work. Now, good-byeâ��

forgive me, if you can."

" Why did you bring me here at all ? " I

asked.

" It was your only chance. Madame

Sorensen had resolved that you were to die.

You would have been followed to the ends of

the earthâ��now you are safe, because Professor

and Madame Sorensen think you are dead."

" And you ? " I said, suddenly. " If by

any chance this is discovered, what will

become of you ? "

There was a passing gleam of light from a

watery moon â�� it fell on Miss Sorensen's

white face.

" I hold my life cheap," she said. " Fare-

well. Don't stay long in Petersburg."

She closed the postern door as she spoke.
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(viewed by HENRY W. LUCY.)

A NEW

HOUSE FOR

THE

COMMONS.

THE Select Committee of the

House of Commons, which last

year, under the presidency of

Mr. Herbert Gladstone, con-

sidered whether any and what

arrangements might be made to improve

the accommodation provided for members

and officials of the House, and for the

representatives of the Press, shrank from a

larger question submitted. It was proposed

that evidence should be taken with regard

to moderate enlargement of the existing

Chamber and its galleries. On a division,

this was negatived, and the Committee pro-

ceeded to recommend certain tinkering,

duly carried out during the recess.

The question of a new House for the

Commons conies up with unfailing regularity

with every new Parliament. There is no

doubt that, for the greater number of

working nights in a Session, the accom-

modation of the present Chamber is more

than ample. It is true that, knowing the

Assembly when fully constituted comprises

658 members, a

Chamber was

deliberately built

to seat 306. Be-

yond this, accom-

modation is pro-

v i d e d in the

galleries for an

additional 122

members. This is

well enough for

gentlemen in the

front row, but

those in the rear

can see very little

and hear not

much. Within

the last few years,

whilst the number

of members has

been increased to

670, accommoda-

tion for them in

the galleries has unionist HAts.

" PEGGING- .

OUT

CLAIMS.'

been considerably reduced by the enlarge

ment of the Press Gallery.

Whilst, even in these conditions,

the Chamber is big enough

for its ordinary purposes, there

are occasions when inexorable

limits of space assert themselves. The most

recent example of extreme inconvenience

arose on the introduction of the Home Rule

Bill in the Session of 1892. As early as

five in the morning members presented

themselves, and by means of visiting-cards

or hats allotted particular seats. Mr.

Austen Chamberlain, Whip of the Liberal

Unionist Party, was reported to have driven

into Palace Yard in a four-wheeler filled with

second-hand hats, which he arranged on the

benches below the gangway, " pegging-out

claims" on behalf of his friends. Dr.

Tanner having exhausted all available stock

of hats, literally took off his coat, as

Mr. Parnell once conditionally promised

to do, and attempted to establish a

claim for the seat it covered. That,

however, went

beyond all Par-

liamentary prece-

dent, and the

claim was dis-

allowed. Colonel

Saunderson,

coming in a little

late (though seven

o'clock had not

yet sounded from

Big Ben), finding

a strange hat on

his accustomed

seat, with rare

absence of mind

sat down upon it.

The general

result of the

arrangement was

so undesirable

that at subsequent

critical stages of

the Bill the
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A SARTORIAL SACRIFICE.

Speaker gave orders that the doors of the

House were not to be unlocked till noon, a

restriction which chiefly had the result of

postponing the scrimmage by six or seven

hours. By way of in-

creasing the accommo-

dation, chairs were

brought in and

planted in double row

down the floor. Not

more than twenty could

be so disposed of, and

what were they among

so many, clamorous for

seats ?

As far back

IN

PALMER-

a s 1867,

the present

STOX'S time... c

Houses of

Parliament having then

lx.-en in occupation for

thirty-four years, it was

felt that something

must be done to im-

prove and, if possible,

enlarge their accom-

modation. In the

debates of the closing

years of this the Palmerston Parliament,

there will be found many conversations

on the subject. One suggestion which

met with general favour was that the walls

separating the House from the division

lobbies which encircle it should be re-

ABSEN'CE OF MIND.

moved and the space added to the Chamber.

This attractive proposal was dropped upon

discovery that the roof of the Chamber is

supported upon the inner walls, and that in

order to obtain the space devoted to the

lobbies the House would practically have

to be rebuilt Another scheme provided

that the walls at either end of the

Chamber, under the clock and behind the

Speaker's Chair, should be removed. It

was estimated that this would provide addi-

tional seating accommodation for a hundred

persons. Whether they would be able to

hear or see is another matter.

The late Sir Thomas Bazley, at the time

member for Manchester, fresh from morning

service at the Tabernacle, propounded still

another scheme. Behind the side galleries of

the House there are corridors corresponding

with the division lobbies below. Mr. Bazley

(not yet Sir Thomas) proposed that these

lobbies should be appropriated, the galleries

of the House being extended backward till

they reached the outward walls. This, he

triumphantly affirmed, would give sitting

room for 200 more members. It was clear

that these might as well be seated within the

Tabernacle itself as far as ability to follow

current debate was concerned.

A C o m-

mr. barry's mittee was

plan. appointed

in 1867

with instructions to

consider the whole

question of the accom-

modation of the

House. The main

result was to for-

mulate a notable plan

for a new House of

Commons, which

caught on at the time,

but has long rested for-

gotten in the archives

of the House. It was

the work of Mr. Barry,

son of the architect

of the Palace of West-

minster, and was

unanimously adopted

by the Committee as

providing an increase

of accommodation in a most satisfactory

manner, without involving interruption of

Sessional proceedings.

I have before me a copy of the plan, cer-

tainly the best and the most practicable of a

cloud of suggestions. It implies nothing more
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nor less than the erection of a new House

in the court adjoining the existing Chamber,

known as the Commons' Court. It provides

a statelier Chamber than the present, with

the usual accessories for division lobbies,

corridors, reading-rooms, dining-rooms, smok-

ing-rooms, private rooms for members of the

Ministry and officials, and enlarged accom-

modation for the Press. The new House

would seat 569 members, for 419 of whom

places would be found on the floor.

There would be sitting room for 330

strangers, making a total of 899 persons,

increasing the accommodation for members,

as compared with the present House, by 141

seats, and for strangers by something like

fifty.

In the present House the average width of

each seat is 20^in. In the new House the

width of seat room provided per member

would be 2oin. The shape of the proposed

Chamber is octagonal, with four long and

four shorter sides. Its dimensions are 67ft.

by 63ft, and as it would be 39ft. high, it

would contain 154,300 cubic feet of space.

The present Chamber is 68ft. by 44ft., and is

44ft. high, containing 127,000 cubic feet of

space.

A feature in Mr. Barry's plan

which strongly recommended it

to the Committee was that not

only would it leave the existing

Chamber undisturbed during the pro-

cess of erection, and available for

the sittings of the House, but when

completed would utilize the present

Chamber as a handsome adjunct.

I -ist year I incidentally mentionedâ��

what is a secret to nine-tenths, not

only of visitors to the House of

Commons, but of membersâ��that

the glass roof, illuminated at night,

which canopies the House of Com-

mons is not part of the original plan.

When the Speaker first took the Chair

in the new House of Commons,

members were seated under a splen-

did roof, on which had been lavished

the fulness of master masons' art.

It soon became clear that this lofty

ceiling, with its delicate chisel-work,

its noble arches, and its dark recesses,

was the sepulchre of speech. Here

the sound of the human voice was

buried, giving up the ghost amid in-

articulate rumbling. The House of

Lords was finished off with a roof of

similar character and proportions.

It remains to this day, and there are

THE SECRET

OF THE

CEILING.

not more than a dozen peers who can, without

effort, make themselves heard throughout the

Chamber. The Commons, more utilitarian,

decided that, after all, speeches were more

precious than the roof; a conclusion which

perhaps will not be generally accepted in its

entirety. The ceiling was lowered by the

construction of the existing glass, the inter-

vening space between the false ceiling and the

true one coming in useful for lighting and

ventilating purposes. The result was that the

Chamber, at one time as difficult to speak in

as is the House of Lords to-day, was trans-

formed into a hall whose acoustical properties

are unrivalled.

It was part of Mr. Barry's plan that the

present House, with the glass ceiling removed

and the splendid roof restored to the light of

day, should be used as an approach to the

new House, and as a private lobby for mem-

bers. Within it would be provided post-office

accommodation and rooms for the Whips,

Ministerial and Opposition. Amongst other

attractive details of the scheme was a refresh-

ment room for the use alike of Lords and

Commons, with a frontage to the river.

Mr. Barry, probably with the sanguine

temperament constitutional with architects,

estimated that the new buildings might be

erected at an outlay not exceeding ^120,000.

A Select Committee having been

' specially appointed to consider

' the question of a new House for

SCHOOLBOYS.
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the Commons, and having unanimously

recommended a particular scheme, it would

seem that the next thing to do was to vote

the money and get to work on the building.

That is an anticipation that discloses only

superficial knowledge of the House of Com-

mons' habitude. Oftener than not the

appointment of a Select Committee, or of a

Royal Commission, is nothing more than a

device deliberately to shelve a troublesome

question. More than twenty-seven years have

passed since this painstaking and prolonged

inquiry was concluded. Nothing has in the

meantime been done in the way of carrying

out its definite, almost peremptory, recom-

mendations. Last Session

there was a slight recurrence

of the unrest of members in

view of their inadequate

accommodation. Invariably

at the opening of a new

Parliament, when the withers

of members are unwrung

and they flock down to

Westminster with the eager-

ness of boys admitted to a

new playground, there is

fresh outcry for a new House.

But it dies away as the

Session grows older, and the

old Chamber, in which Peel

has sat, Palmerston has slept,

Disraeli has manoeuvred,

and Gladstone has thun-

dered, still serves.

The return to

, Parliamentary

life of Mr.

Elliott Lees

suggests the

possibility of re-establishing

the House of Commons'

Steeplechases. These were

started in the Session of 1889, when, after

a memorable race, Mr. Lees, then mem-

ber for Oldham, rode in first amongst

the light weights, repeating his victory

in the following year. Mr. Cyril Flower,

now Lord Battersea, actually came in first on

a horse, understood to have been named

" Home Rule." The circumstance that

one of the Liberal Whips had ridden past

the winning post on " Home Rule " was re-

garded at the time by adherents of that policy

as a good omen. It turned out that there

had been a mistake. It was not " Home

Rule," but quite another horse, one dis-

qualified by earlier achievements, which Mr.

Flower had ridden. He was accordingly

Vol. be.-23.

THE HOUSE

OF COMMONS

STEEPLE

CHASE.

MK. ELLIOTT LEES. M.P.

disqualified, and to this day in his Dorset

home Mr. Elliott Lees dines under the

shadow of the huge silver cup, prize of the

House of Commons' Steeplechase, none

daring to make him afraid.

One circumstance calculated to

unhorsed, militate against inclination to re-

establish this festival is the

notable Parliamentary mortality marked in

the cases of the riders in this race. Of a

dozen whose names I remember, a very

small proportion escaped the perils of the

General Election. Only threeâ��Mr. Bromley-

Davenport, Mr. Muntz, and Mr. Frank Mild-

mayâ��rode in at the memorable struggle at

the polls in the autumn of

1892. For the rest, one,

Mr. Fitzwilliam, died ; Mr.

Cyril Flower ascended to

the House of Lords, where

he now beams as Lord

Battersea; Mr. Western

Jarvis, the most active pro-

moter and manager of the

steeplechase, did not offer

himself for re-election at the

General Election, an

example followed by Mr.

Bazley White, Of the rest,

Mr. Elliott Lees, Mr. Walter

Long, Mr. Hermon-Hodge,

Mr. Raymond Heath, and

Mr. A. Pease were defeated

at the poll. Mr. Walter

ljong got in at a by-election,

and Mr. Elliott Lees has

now joined him,

Dick Power never rode

in any of the steeplechases

which followed each other in

regular succession from 1889

to 1892. But he took a keen

interest in the proceedings,

and at the time his earthly race was all too

early closed had missed none of the House

of Commons' events. Mr. Alfred Pease won

the race in 1891. Mr. Frank Mildmay

delighting an honest hunting constituency

by winning the cup in 1892, a distinction

which, as mentioned, did not at the General

Election save his seat in quite another mount.

It is piquant to hear com-

plaints made of the taciturnity

of Sir William Harcourt in his

capacity of Leader of the House

of Commons following upon his placid en-

joyment of a hermit recess. The Chancellor of

the Exchequer might well retort, in the words

of the corporal administering an ordered

WILLIAM

THE

SILENT.
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bout of punishment to a peccant private :

" Hit high or hit low, I can't please you."

Time was when complaint of his manner on

the Opposition Benches was directed against

his, alleged, too - frequent interposition in

debate. Now he is accused of provoking

brevity, of contemptuous abstention from

participation in debate. Speak much or

speak little, he fails to please.

It is quite true that Sir William Harcourt's

Parliamentary custom of to-day varies in

marked manner from what it used to be, even

so recently as the Session of 1893. But a

great deal has happened since then. He is

now Leader of the House of Commons,

responsible for getting its work through. To

that end he knows there is no contribution

more valuable than habitual flashes of

silence. The House of Commons is prone

to find the key-note of its passing mood

on the Treasury Bench. If the Leader

is talkative, it will cheerfully respond. If he

is concise, it refrains from garrulity. When,

on the final day of July last year, Sir William

Harcourt moved the Time Closure with the

object of getting the Evicted Tenants Bill

through, he, to Mr. Arthur Balfour's measure-

less amazement, his quite uncontrollable

indignation, spoke for only five minutes.

" Never in the history

of Parliament," Mr. Bal-

four, with clenched hands

and flashing eyes, cried

aloud, " has such a pro-

posal been made in so

brief a speech."

That was true; but

long before midnight

debate was brought to

a conclusion, and the

extra hour which another

leader might have occu-

pied in spinning phrases

over a foregone conclu-

sion was utilized to pass

the report stage of a

batch of Supply.

Sir William

MR. Harcourt's

Disraeli, plan of cam-

paign as

Leader of the House of

Commons is avowedly

based on a study of Mr.

Disraeli's manner whilst

he occupied the same position. The

member for Oxford in the Parliament of

1874 was, in spite of political differences, on

terms of personal intimacy with the Conser-

1NDIUNATION.

vative chief. They said many good things

to each other. One of Disraeli's apothegms

falling on attentive ears lives in practice at

this day. " A successful Leader of the House

of Commons," said Mr. Disraeli, " should, in

degree, order his procedure by the nursery

formula for the direction of a child admitted

to the company of his elders. He should be

seen, but not heard."

That was a principle faithfully carried into

practice by its promulgator. He was the

most patient and the most constant attendant

on the business of the House. However

dull might be the proceedings, he was there

to watch their course. Hour after hour he

sat with arms folded, legs crossedâ��" Like a

Crusader on a tombstone," Beresford-Hope,

who did not unreservedly admire him, once

spitefully, but sotto voce, observed â�� head

bent down, eyes that seemed to sleep, but

missed no movement in any part of the

House. W hole pages of Hansard, covering

successive nights of a Session during his

leadership, may be glanced over without

evidence of his presence beyond an answer

extracted from him at question time. His

idea was that the Leader of the House of

Commons should occupy something of the

position of editor on a well-regulated news-

paper. It is that able

person's business to get

the best possible work

out of his staff, confining

his own labour to in-

spiration, direction, and

revision. Disraeli, hold-

ing his colleagues respon-

sible for the affairs of

their several depart-

ments, let them speak

for them in the House

of Commons.

This prin-

ciple was

sorely tried

when, in the.

Session of 1876, Sir

Charles Adderley, as

President of the Board

of Trade, had charge of

the Merchant Shipping

Bill. Rarely has such a

muddle been seen since

Parliaments began. It

culminated in the famous

episode when Mr. Plimsoll broke out and, as

was written at the time, stood on one leg on

the floor of the House and shook his fist at

the Speaker. After that, poor Sir Charles

AN

EXTREME

CASE.
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LORD NORTON.

Adderley was ob-

viously impossible.

Still, the Premier

scrupulously re-

frained from any

overt act of super-

session. Only Sir

Stafford Northcote

and Sir John Hol-

ker, then Attorney-

General, were told

off to sit, one on

either side of him,

through the long

nights when the

Bill was in Com-

mittee. With their

aid the Bill, wholly

transformed, passed

through the House,

and as soon as

possible, having

due regard to

decency, Sir Charles Adderley was made a

peer, with the title of Lord Norton.

It is little wonder that Mr. W.

MR. w. h. H. Smith, who, regarded as a

smith. Minister, was almost literally

" brought up by hand " in the

Disraeli nursery, should, when he came to be

Leader of the House, remember his old

master's lessons. Though in no other-

wise comparable with Parliamentary giants

of his own or other days, Mr. Smith was,

undoubtedly, one of the most successful

Leaders the House has known. Like Mr.

Disraeli, he was always on the spot. If not

actually on the Treasury Bench, whence he

was rarely missed, he was in his room, within

sound of the division bell or call of the

messenger. Also like the Master, he appre-

ciated the relative value of speech and

silence. Though the Leader of the House

may strategically refrain from lengthening

debate by interposing speeches in supplement

of the Minister in charge of Bill or motion, it

is (or was) expected of him that he should

wind up the debate. In times when Mr.

Disraeli and Mr. Gladstone faced each other

across the table, no important debate was

concluded till the Leader of the Opposition

had delivered a set speech, and the Leader of

the House had elaborately replied.

Mr. Smith invariably excused himself from

observance of this custom. Mr. Gladstone,

as Leader of the Opposition, might fire a

parting volley into a passing Bill. The

Leader of the House left the duty of replying

to the Minister in charge of the measure, he

sitting applausive by his side. This habit

led to abatement of excitement as compared

with the immediate preparation for an im-

portant division in earlier days. But the

division took place a little earlier, and the

practical result, as far as figures went, was

precisely the same.

Mr. Gladstone, whether as Leader

MR. of the House or as Leader of the

Gladstone.Opposition, differed wholly from

the model set up by his long-time

rival. So restless was his energy, so minute

his knowledge, so boundless his vocabulary,

that, even to the last, he found it impossible

to abstain from taking the lead in whatever

debate went forward. Had Mr. Disraeli, in

the process of evolution, found himself

Leader of a Government pledged to the

Home Rule Bill, and had he had a

Chief Secretary so capable and enthusi-

astic as Mr. John Morley, he would,

have left the direct charge of the Bill to

his colleague, holding himself in reserve, as

Napoleon was wont to hold the Imperial

Guard. It was reported at the opening of

the Session that, whilst the Premier would

personally introduce the Bill, he would

thereafter, more especially in Committee,

leave its conduct to Mr. Morley. Perhaps,

being constitutionally of a sanguine mood,

he thought that was possible. When put to

the test, he found irresistible the temptation

to be ever in his place through Committee,

watchful, alert, convincing out of all pro-

portion to necessity, replying to a captious

nonentity with as painstaking precision and

force of argument as he answered Mr.

Balfour or Mr. Goschen.

In his translation of the " Odes of Horace,"

a work completed, I believe, before sunset on

the very day he resigned the Premiership,

Mr. Gladstone expresses the opinion that

"the translation of Horace should carry

compression to the farthest practicable point/'

That is a principle he reserved for the

classics and denied to the Commons.

Through the prolonged debate on the

Home Rule Bill of 1893, as the Premier

pounced upon some immaterial person below

the gangway and rent his assertion to shreds,

one often thought of the eagle catching flies.

It was magnificent, but it was not war.

Frequently the direct effect of the Premier's

interposition was to revive a flagging debate

and postpone by an hour or an evening a

division which, had he restrained himself,

might forthwith have been taken. Sir

William Harcourt has had the advantage of

personally studying both manners of conduct-
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ing business in the House of Commons.

Observation of the Gladstonian has confirmed

his conviction of the sounder principle that

underlies the Disraelian.

The most notable feature in the

IRISH

MEMBERS;

OLD STYLE.

thirteenth Parliament of Queen

Victoria, as far as it has gone, is

the self-effacement of the Irish

members. Peers who chanced to sit in the

Parliaments of 1874 or 1880, looking in now

on the old familiar scene, scarcely recognise

it. In those days no debate was com-

plete without contributions from at least

a dozen of the Irish members. A case

that occurs to the mind dates back just

eighteen years. The Government had

brought in a Bill proposing the Federation

of the South African Colonies ; this was

a subject, it was reasonable to suppose,

not specially attractive for the Irish mem-

bers. That assumption only showed how

limited, at the time, was knowledge of the

possibilities of Irish eloquence. The House

having got into Committee on the South

African Bill, the formal motion that the pre-

amble be postponed was made. Ttur^'upon

Mr. O'Donnell blandly interposed. There

followed a scene in which Mr. Parnell had

"his words taken down,"' and a condition of

affairs supervened which culminated in a

sitting of twenty-six hours. That has been

beaten since, but it was thought much of at

the time.

Since those days the capacity of

new the Irish member, apparently

STYI.E. without an hour's preparation,

to talk on any subject that

comes uppermost, hits been frequently vin-

dicated. In the Salisbury Parliament, which

preceded that no>v sitting, they, tailing

more into line with the regular Opposition,

moderated their oratorical ardour. Since

the General Election of 1S02 returned

Mr. Gladstone to power with the Home Rule

flag nailed to the Ministerial mast, the Irish

members have developed an almost uncanny

ability to forego speech-making. To the

ordinary representative of Irish Nationalist

politics, this vow of silence must be a severe

discipline. What it must be for Mr. W.

O'Brien, Mr. T. Healy, and, above all, for Mr.

Sexton, no tongue can tell and fewimaginations

can conceive. To sit silent night after night,

week after week, whilst others talk at large,

is an ordeal the patient standing of which

testifies to possession of high courage and

marvellous self-command.

During the debates on the Home

A safety Rule Bill, Mr. Healy hit upon a

valve, plan which Mr. Arthur Balfour,

whilst not approving, admitted

was desirable from the point of view of

a safety valve. When any particularly

provocative speech was made against the

Bill, Mr. Healy punctuated its delivery

with more or less pertinent remarks. It

is an ordinary habit of members to jot down

comment or criticism, as they suggest them-

selves in listening to a speech they propose to

answer. Mr. Healy, in accordance with the

Irish Parliamentary Plan of Campaign, did

not propose to answer anyone by set speech.

It was, therefore, no use jotting down

observations as they occurred to him. Accord-

ingly he let them fly forthwith, a proceeding

which, though not lacking in interest, was

somewhat embarrassing even to so practised

a speaker as Mr. Balfour. Still, he recognised

a certain utility in the habit, since, as he put

it, there was every prospect of the hon. gentle-

man bursting if it were not for this safety

valve of exclamation.

Mr. O'Brien, who up to the epoch

MR. w. of the Boulogne expedition was

o'brien. one of the most prominent and

most passionate participants in

debate, now finds it possible to sit through

a long evening without uttering a sentence.

He somewhat unexpectedly broke silence

last Session, interposing in debate arising

out of the conflict between Lords and

Commons on the Evicted Tenants Bill.

It was interesting to note how with with-

drawal from practice he seems to have lost

his former hold on the House. Even when

â�� perhaps because when â�� he faced an

assembly the vast majority of which was

angrily hostile, he has commanded its atten-

tion, sometimes controlled its conviction, by

the strength of his argument and the power

of his eloquence. The transformation in

these respects marked by his carefully-
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prepared speech on the Evicted Tenants Bill

was painfully notable.

Of all Irish members this spell

of comparative silence is most

remarkable in Mr. Sexton. For

some years he did his best to

spoil his own reputation. With

the Irish question in all its phases at

his finger - ends, a keen debater, a feli-

citous phrase-maker, capable on occasion of

rising to heights of genuine eloquence,

he swamped himself and his audience in

floods of immeasurable verbosity. Under

the new condition of affairs, pledged not

to assist the Opposition in the design

he and his friends alleged against them of

indefinitely postponing Home Rule by talk-

ing against time, he, above all men, was

bound to circumscribe the number and the

length of his speeches. The undesigned

consequence has been most beneficial. Of

late, his contributions to debate, rare in

number and condensed in bulk, have been

listened to with pleasure and approval by

crowded Houses. To influence votes in the

House of Commons by speech-making has

long been recognised as beyond the range of

custom, if not of possibility. Mr. Sexton's

speeches, in his later and better manner, if

they have not achieved the impossible, have

not infrequently at least influenced the course

of debate.

VOWS OF SILENCE.



An Ocean Graveyard.

A MYSTERY OF THE ATLANTIC.

By J. Laurence Hornibrook.

IE never knew his real name.

Everyone called him Captain

George; and Captain George

he remained, from the first day

he entered Landport Harbour,

until the night I parted from

him in Plymouth Sound, about four years

later. His arrival at Landport was announced

in the Northern Post and Shipping Gazette

in this manner : â��

Landport, Sunday â��Steam yacht Wanderer arrived

from Stockton, with machinery damaged. Owner,

Captain George.

What was he like ? Well, if you had put

the question to the gentry of the place, some

was looked upon as a bold, gallant sailor, who

loved the sea and everything connected with

itâ��a man we all admired and looked up to.

He frequently put into landport after that

â��at odd times, summer and winterâ��but

came round regularly every June. He never

made friends in the place, and few acquaint-

ances. People still held pretty much the

same opinion concerning him. On different

occasions, as he passed along by the sea-wall,

I have seen more than one lovely head turned

to take a sly look at his tall figure, and heard

the whisper:â��

"There's that strange man, Captain George.

Isn't he handsome ? "

"isn't he handsome?"

would have answered it with a shrug of the

shoulders, as much as to say they couldn't well

make him out ; others would have told you

he seemed a haughty, reserved, stand-off sort

of man. If you had asked any of the young

ladies, you would very likely have heard that

he was " charming," but that they believed

him to be a pirate chief in disguise, or some

nonsense of that kind. Among us divers he

Towards the end of August I was engaged

with two other divers to remove cargo from

the steamer Magellan, which had run on an

outlying reef about twenty miles down the

coast. The surveyor of the Landport Salvage

Association, Captain Lorton, was in charge

of the wreck, and had orders to make a push

to get her cleared out while the weather held

fine. We put up at a neighbouring village, a
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place called St. Nevin, a pretty little spot

hidden away at the top of a small, land-locked

bay.

On the third morning it was blowing rather

fresh. While I was waiting in the little

parlour of the " Mariner's Rest"â��the only

thing in the shape of an hotel of which St.

Nevin could boastâ��Captain Lorton came in.

He went up to the barometer on the wall,

tapped it, and said :â��

" Glass falling : this breeze will freshen

during the day, and most likely run up to a

gale before night. If it does, there won't be

much of the Magellan left by morning,

Lawrenceson. At any rate, it would be too

risky to venture out with the wind rising in

this way."

About twelve o'clock I noticed a consider-

able stir amongst the fishermen on the beach.

Looking seaward, I saw a large steam yacht

entering the bay. I recognised her at once.

It was the Wanderer.

Captain George came on shore during the

afternoon, and looked in to the " Mariner's

Rest." It seemed he had heard of the

wreck, and was anxious to visit the scene of

the disaster.

" It's blowing hard outside," he said, "and

very thick, too. I saw the fishing boats

running in for Widmouth this morning, a

sure sign of dirty weather at sea. We're in

for a stiff sou'-wester, I fancy, and I shouldn't

be surprised if it brought down the rain

before evening."

He was right. As the wind increased, a

thick mist crept up from the sea, and

presently a sudden squall drove a torrent of

rain against the window. There were just

six of us present: myself, the two other

divers, Moxly and Williams, Captain Lorton,

Captain George; and a Captain Linklater,

a retired master mariner, who lived in

St. Nevin.

We had a ccsy fire in the room, for the

weather was unusually cold, and sat round it

spinning yarns. The heat inside and the

cold without had dulled the glass of the

window, so that it almost looked as if it had

been muffed. We could hear the crash of

the billows on the beach below, followed by

a deep rumble, like distant thunder, as the

backward rush of the water tore the loose

shingle from the beach.

"It's well you won't be at sea to-night,

Captain George," I remarked, in a pause of

the conversation.

" I'm half sorry to miss it," he returned,

getting up and approaching the window.

He cleared a space on the glass, and stood

looking out over the bay. " There's nothing

I like better than driving full speed through

a gale," he went on, "provided I have a good

sea-boat under me, and no fear of a dangerous

coast lying under my lee."

" Aye, the're worse dangers at sea than

storms," put in Captain Linklater.

" I'm inclined to agree with you there,"

said Captain Lorton. " When I had com-

mand of a North Atlantic boat, I'd rather

have faced a three-day gale than be walled

up for ten hours in a fog. A gale of wind is

a straightforward, honest kind of thing ; you

can see at a glance how matters stand, and

know where the danger lies. But Heaven

defend me from a fog! I always felt like a

child out in a strange place on a dark night,

groping my way along, and never knowing at

what moment I might bump up against some

obstruction."

"The're worse dangers than fogs," returned

the old captain, blinking his eyes at the fire,

and smoking very hard.

" Icebergs ? "

" Worse still."

" Derelicts ? "

" Worse."

"What, then?"

" Rocks."

" Rocks!" exclaimed the surveyor. " Why,

you have them plainly marked on your chart,

and know exactly where to expect them."

" Aye, but when they are not marked on

your chart, and you come across them where

you don't expect them !" the other replied,

in a rather mysterious manner.

I noticed that Captain George had turned

from the window, and was listening atten-

tively to the conversation.

" I should like to know where such a rock

exists ! " said Captain Lorton, in a way that

showed plainly he had very little faith in any-

thing of the kind.

" Well, I'll tell you," returned the old

skipper, knocking the ashes out of his pipe,

and laying it on the mantelshelf. " It exists

in the broad Atlanticâ��out in mid-oceanâ��

somewhere between the Azores and the coast

of Nova Scotia."

" A pretty wide range that," remarked

Captain Lorton.

" Yes ; but a dangerous one."

Linklater stood up, turned his back to the

fire, and seemed striving to recall some half-

forgotten facts. Every eye was fixed upon

his weather-beaten face ; we saw he had a

strange story to tell.

" It is a well-known fact," he began, " that

every year three or four vesselsâ��sometimes
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HE HAD A STRANGE STORY TO TELL."

moreâ��disappear in the Atlantic, and their

fate has always remained a mystery. As far

back as 1841, the President sailed from New

York for Liverpool, in charge of one of the

most skilful navigators of the day, Captain

Roberts, the man who commanded the Sirius,

the first steamer that crossed the Atlantic. She

foundered in mid-ocean with all hands. In

1846 the Savannah, an American sailing ship,

left New Orleans for Bristol. She was sighted

off the Bahamas, but from that day to this

nothing more was heard of her. In 1853

the Southern Cross disappeared in the same

manner. A few years later an emigrant

steamer â�� the Nomad, I think â�� went

down with 800 souls, and the cause of the

disaster was never known. Between i860

and 1870 no fewer than eighteen vessels

disappeared in the same mysterious way.

Coming down to a later date, we have the

Crusaderâ��the old Crusader, I meanâ��the

Clcptic, the White Slave, the Ontario, an

American liner, and a host of others. In

1890 we have the Erin, of the National line;

the Italian barque, Silvio, which sailed from

Holyhead in January of that year, and was

subsequently spoken in the North Atlantic ;

the Thanemore, a British steamer ; and the

Roman Empire, a splendid iron ship, which

was passed on the 1 ith June by a homeward-

bound vessel, and reported ' All well.'. But,

perhaps, the strangest case of all was that of

the German ship, the Maria Rickmers, about

which there has been so much talk lately in

the shipping world."

"I remember hearing of her," said Captain

Lorton. " She was a five-masted barque, I

think, and said to be the largest sailing ship

afloat."

" Well, this magnificent vessel, fully

manned, and in charge of experienced

officers, sailed from Saigon for Bremen on

the 15th July, 1892. It was only her second

voyage, mind you. She was sighted in the

Atlantic, about 300 miles west of the

Azores, and the total disappearance of

such a ship, in comparatively fine weather,

is one of the most remarkable of these

ocean mysteries. From all those vessels,

not one soul escaped to tell of the

disaster, and save in one or two instances,

not even a boat or life-buoy belonging to

them was picked up. How did they dis-

appear ? You will say they foundered in a
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gale; possibly some of them might have

done so, but not all. How do you account

for the fact that dozens of other vessels

crossed the Atlantic in safety at the very

same time, often without encountering un-

usually bad weather ? "

"It seems strange, certainly," remarked

Moxly.

" It just comes to this," continued the

skipper, in a rather excited way, for he was

now thoroughly warmed into the subject;

" it just comes to this: an unknown danger

lay in the path of those vesselsâ��or some of

them, at any rate; they came upon it sud-

denly, perhaps in the dead of night, when

they were least prepared, and the result was

an appalling disaster."

" But I don't see how all this proves the

existence of a mid-Atlantic rock," said Cap-

tain Lorton.

" Wait a minute, I'm coming to that pre-

sently," replied Linklater. " In '76 I was

bound from Pensacola, in Florida, to Fal-

mouth, with a cargo of grain. My vessel, the

barque St. Kilda, of Sunderlandâ��afterwards

wrecked, you may remember, off Cape

Hatteras â�� was not what you might call a

clipper, though a good, safe boat in a heavy

sea. Her qualities were well tested on that

voyage, at any rate; we came in for one of

the stiffest gales I ever encountered in the

Atlantic. After trying to hold her on her

course for some hours, I had to give it up as

a bad job, and let her drive. We ran away

before the wind for the best part of two days,

in a nor'-westerly direction.

" When the gale slackened a bit I got the

vessel round, and commenced to beat back

to our former course. It was still blowing

fresh enough, the sea running high, and the

clouds showing signs of more wind, so we

had to be sparing with our canvas. One

night, just as I was about to go below and turn

in, the man in the bows suddenly sang out:â��

" ' Breakers ahead !'

" My first impression was that the fellow

had got hold of a rum cask, and had been

imbibing pretty freely. I took no notice of

the warning, but as I stood there the man

turned and shouted, in more startling tones :â��

" ' Breakers ahead, sir !'

" Now, if he had said, ' The sea-serpent

ahead,' or 'A mermaid ahead,' I mightn't

have been so surprised, but ' Breakers

ahead'â��in mid-ocean, mind you â�� fairly

took my breath away. I rushed forward. As

I stood in the bows, peering out over the

tossing waters, I could distinctly hear the

roar of breakers somewhere in front.

Vol. ix.â�� 24.

" The moon was showing oui through the

broken clouds, and just then I caught sight

of a dark spot straight ahead, round which

the water swirled and tossed. I had barely

time to halloa out ' Hard a-port!' to the

helmsman, in order to clear it. Without any

mistake it was a rock ; I could see its black

top appear for a second or two, and then it

was covered in a cloud of foam. Sometimes

a big wave swept right over it, but generally

they smashed with a roar that I can tell you

would have struck terror to your heart."

A dead silence followed this extraordinary

story. It had been told in such a way as to

convince us there was something in it; even

Captain Lorton appeared to ponder over the

facts. After a long pause, Moxly said :â��

" I remember once hearing an old Scotch

skipper from Dundee tell pretty much the

same story."

It was plainly to be seen that Linklater's

strange yarn had made a deep impression

upon every man present. After that last

remark, no one spoke. Perhaps if it had

been told under different circumstances, it

might not have taken such a hold upon us ;

but, somehow, the pounding of the billows

on the beach, the rumble of shingle, and the

furious gusts of wind that sent the rain

dashing against the window, seemed to

deepen the effect.

"What do you think of all this, Captain

George ?" I said, at length, turning towards

him.

" I think Captain Linklater is right," he

answered.

" You believe in this mysterious rock,

then ? "

" I have seen it."

" Well, if that Scotch skipper could be

found, three of us could bear witness to the

fact, at any rate," remarked Linklater.

"It may be as you say, of course," said

Captain Lorton, doubtfully. "But how is it,

if such a rock really exists, it has remained

so long unknown ? "

" I have my own theory as to that," replied

Captain George.

" Would you mind giving us the benefit

of it ? "

" My belief is this : that rock appears and

disappears at intervals."

" Impossible ! "

" Why so ? How can you or I tell what

goes on in the bed of the ocean ? It is a

sealed book to us. We are told there are

hills and valleys there, just the same as on

land. How do we know what forces are at

work in those submarine tracts? In South
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America, and other parts, an earthquake will

change the whole face of a district in half an

hour. If such an alteration can take place

on land, who dare venture to say it cannot

occur at the bottom of the sea ? "

" I should be slow to believe it," said the

surveyor.

" Look at the Pacific," continued Captain

George, who appeared strangely interested in

this question. "There you will find that

not only a rock, but a whole island, will come

to the surface in a single week. If

you go to look for it a month later,

most likely it will have vanished.

What is to prevent a thing of this

kind happening nearer home ? Why,

only the other day the hull of a

brig, which had been burnt at sea

fifty years ago, was thrown up off

the Faroe Islands, and towed into

Galveston Harbour. How do you

account for that ? "

The question led to a pretty lively

discussion, and it was eight o'clock

before the party broke up. By that

time the rain had ceased, and the

wind was dying down. Captain

George asked for a lantern to signal

the Wanderer to send a boat on

shore.

" Come on board with me, Law-

renceson," he said, as he was leaving.

" I want to have a chat with you

about this matter we have just been

discussing."

When we reached the wet, slippery

deck of the yacht, he led the way

into the saloon, turned up the lamps,

and pointed to a chair near the

table. I sat down. He folded his

arms, and walked backwards and

forwards with a gloomy look.

" A snug cabin this, Captain

George," I said, glancing around.

"Rather too large for my taste," he replied;

" but one requires a roomy boat when their

home is on the sea. It is strange, Lawrence-

son, what disappointment will do for a man ;

it drives some to drink, some to a monastery,

and some to an asylum. It has driven me

to the sea."

I didn't exactly know what to say, for I

had never seen him in one of these dark

moods before, and thought it best to remain

silent.

" Well," he said, presently, brightening up

a bit, " I didn't bring you off here to listen

to my growling. About this rock. You

heard what Linklater had to say; though,

perhaps, you may think he was mistaken.

He was not. I can give you pretty fair

evidence of its existence."

He went to a sort of writing-table at the

head of the saloon, unlocked one of the

drawers, and took out a piece of torn,

discoloured paper.

" Read this," he said, laying it on the

table before me. " You can take it on shore

if you like, and show it to your surveyor. I

think it will convince him."

HEAD THIS !

The writing was blotched and blurred, as if

the paper had been under water a consider-

able time. Nevertheless, I had little diffi-

culty in making it out. I have that scrap of

paper still ; I keep it with a few other curious

relics of the sea. Here it is :â��

"' Nevada ' struck unknown rock in mid-

ocean. God have mercy upon us! We are

all lost.â��H. B. West, El/nira, (f.S."

" A strange message," said Captain George,

" and it came into my hands in a very

singular way. Some years ago I was cruiz-

ing off the west coast of Ireland. One

morning we put out a trawl, and in making

a haul we captured an enormous codfish.
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When the cook opened it, he found in the

maw a silver match-box, a plain gold ring,

and a small case of cedar-wood. That case,

which bore the initials ' H. B. W.,' contained

this scrap of paper. Though the water had

soaked into it, I fancy it must have been

floating when the greedy fish got hold of it.

I infer this from the fact that there was an

inch or so of string hanging from the case, as

if it had been originally attached to a bottle,

a piece of cork, or something of that kind."

" The Nevada ! " I said, repeating the name.

" I fancy I remember hearing of that vessel."

" Very likely," he replied " She was an

Atlantic boat, running between Boston and

London. If I'm not mistaken, she was

lost in '78 ; another of those ocean mysteries,

you see, for her fate is still a matter of mere

conjecture in the shipping world."

" I suppose you endeavoured to trace the

friends or relatives of this Mr. West?â��for it

looks like a man's handwriting."

" Not I. What good would it have done ?

His friends or relatives, if he had any, had

long ago given him up for lost; why should

I open an old wound ? "

" But, at any rate, you communicated with

the owners of the vessel ? "

" I did nothing of the kind. I should

only have brought their representative down

upon me; probably he would have followed

me from port to port, and I had no fancy to

be pestered in that way. Very possibly a

newspaper man would have been set on my

track, and I couldn't have given him the slip

so easily. If he failed to find me in port, he

would have started off in chase of the

Wanderer, and tried to interview me on the

high seasâ��as one of them did, you remem-

ber, in the case of Captain Morrell, of the

Missouri."

" So you kept this information entirely to

yourself? "

" I made good use of it. I went and

searched for that rock ; and I found it."

" Where does it lie ? "

" You shall see for yourself; that is, if you

agree to a proposition I have to make. When

I discovered the position of the rock I

determined, some day or other, to make a

careful survey of the spot on my own account,

by sending down a diver to examine its

formation. The conversation this afternoon

has revived myâ��well, whim, fad, or what-

ever you like to call it. I am ready to set

out on the expedition whenever I can find a

diver bold enough "

" I'm your man, Captain George !" I

exclaimed.

" Good : I couldn't ask for better. I think

you will find it as profitable employment as

staying at home and taking your chance of

wrecks. This is not exactly the best time of

year for the enterprise, but no matter ! It

will take a week or so to get the Wanderer

properly fitted out, and ship sufficient stores.

Can you be ready within ten days ? "

I told him I had no other work in view

once we had finished with the Magellan,

and, after that day's storm, I fully expected

she would give us little further trouble.

" I will drop into Landport at the end of

next week," he said. " Meanwhile, keep this

pioject to yourself; I don't want it talked

about, or to have any fuss made in the news-

papers."

He accompanied me on deck, the boat

was hauled up alongside, and I returned to

the shore. When I awoke next morning,

and looked out over the bay, the Wanderer

was gone.

On the 17th of September we commenced

our remarkable voyage. I felt somewhat

depressed, I don't know why, at leaving home

on that occasion. There was something

attractive in the idea of solving this great

Atlantic mystery, which, if it really existed,

must have caused untold disasters. Still, I

was not altogether carried away by Captain

George's views, and entertained considerable

doubt as to our success. But upon one

point I had fully made up my mind : if the

rock was there, my first duty on returning to

England would be to make the fact known

far and wide, so that the fatal spot might be

marked on the charts of every nation.

We put into Queenstown on our way out,

to get a full supply of water, and I had an

opportunity of admiring the extent of this

magnificent harbour, which I now saw for

the first time.

We were soon at sea again, and steered

west-sou'-west for several days. We sighted

some of the big Atlantic liners in the dis-

tance. One evening a huge Cunarder passed

within a mile or so of us, her funnels belch-

ing out columns of smoke that trailed away

far behind.

" Making a rush with the mails," Captain

George remarked, as we watched her.

That night, before turning in, we saw the

lights of another steamer on our starboard bow,

and waited on deck to get a view of her as she

passed. When she came up abreast of the

yacht, and I gazed at the long, dark outline

of her hull, studded with rows of electric

lights, I could scarcely bring myself to believe

it was a ship. It looked more like a small
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seaport when seen from the water on a clear

night. She was going ahead at tremendous

speed â�� probably between twenty - one and

twenty-two knots an hour.

" A race !" said Captain George. " De-

pend upon it, she is trying to overhaul the

Cunarder."

Next day it was blowing rather fresh, and

down. Captain George stood on the bridge,

and for upwards of an hour he took entire

charge of the vessel, altering the course from

time to time. Then he gave the signal to

stop.

The men in the bows were ready with the

anchor, and presently I heard it splash into

the water. We were provided with a special

' A RACE ! '

we had a choppy sea. It struck me as strange

that, up to the present, Captain George had

made no direct reference to the object of our

voyage. That morning, however, after break-

fast, he said to me :â��

" We must take our bearings at noon,

Lawrenceson, or we may overshoot the mark."

We did so, and when we had picked out

our position on the chart, the course was

altered to sou'-sou'-west. This brought us

more out of the track of Atlantic steamers,

though we still sighted a number of sailing

ships. I noticed that Captain George kept a

close eye on the chart during the next few

days.

One morning, when he had made the

usual daily reckoning, he came down into

the saloon with a paper in his hand, upon

which was marked the latitude and longitude.

"Get your diving-gear ready, lawrenceson,"

he said. " You'll want it before long."

" Is the rock in sight ? "

" No; nor likely to be. Probably it is

submerged, as I believe is generally the case,

though at what depth is another question.

All the same, we are not far off it."

That evening the engines were slowed

deep-sea cable, but I was rather surprised to

find the depth was not so great as I had

fancied. Captain George descended from

the bridge and joined me.

" To-morrow morning we will get the long-

boat out, if the weather holds fine," he said.

" You will have to proceed more to the south

before you make your first descent."

I confess I did not sleep much that night.

My mind was too full of the mystery of this

ocean rock. Was the story true ? Did the

terrible spot really lie within reach of us ?

If so, what an appalling sight would meet

my view when I stood beneath it, and gazed

around at the havoc it had wrought! I felt

I might be on the verge of some startling

discovery.

I lay awake till long after midnight. Then

I determined to get up and go on deck. As

I passed Captain George's cabin, I could

tell by his heavy breathing that he was

sleeping soundly. I moved on, and stepped

out into the cool night air.

How well I can recall the scene from the

Wanderer's deck at that silent hour! The

moon was on the wane ; she was wading

slowly through a mass of dark clouds, emerg-
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ing occasionally to flood the ocean with her

silver light. Not a sound was to be heard

save the melancholy moan of the sea, or the

splash of the water against the yacht's side.

There was a man in the bows, but evidently

the scene had little attraction for him. I could

hear a faint " Heigh-ho !" now and then,

apparently following a deep yawn, and saw

him cast an occasional look at the moon

as if to mark how the time was going. It

was three o'clock before I returned to my

berth.

In the morning I felt more like myself;

perhaps I was too busy with my prepara-

tions to think much of anything else.

Following Captain George's directions, we

rowed away to the south, and when we got

about half a mile from the yacht, I went

down.

On reaching the bottom, I stood for a minute

or two looking around me. Which direction

should I take ? I struck out to the right,

and made a wide circle, but there was nothing

unusual to be seen. The bed was hardâ��

rising and dipping here and there, with loose

rock lying about, and hardly any weeds. I

paused again. I tried to remember in what

direction the yacht lay, and moved, as I

thought, away from her. I walked on and

on, until it was time to ascend, and on

getting to the surface found I had wandered

east of the vessel.

" Try further south this afternoon," said

Captain George, when I made my report.

" By-the-way, what did those loose rocks look

like ? "

" Most of them were rough and jagged," I

replied. " In some places they were thrown

together in heaps, and in others only two or

three were to be seen."

"Ah, I thought so! Don't despair,

Lawrenceson, you're not far from the mark.''

At three o'clock I made a second descent,

a good deal further to the south. Soon after

I touched the bottom, I found something

that aroused my interest. It was an iron

stanchion, evidently torn from a vessel which

must have foundered close at hand. I went

on, and then stood still.

What was it made me pause ? I scarcely

knew at first, but I htda sort of instinctive

feeling that I was near some unseen danger.

1 moved on very cautiously, and halted a

second time. With a strange sense of awe

stealing over me, I became aware of a singular

circumstance, for which I could not account.

There was a slight but peculiar tremor in the

water around me, much like the vibration in

the air after a distant peal of thunder. Once

or twice, too, I fancied I felt a faint heaving

in the ground under my feet.

It was some little time before I could

bring myself to proceed. I walked first

ahead, then to the left, then to the right, and

back again towards the point from which I

had started. I made no further discovery.

Sometimes the tremulous motion in the water

seemed to grow more distinct; frequently it

died away until it was hardly perceptible. I

was puzzled. I thought it better to go up,

and see whether Captain George could give

any explanation of this singular occurrence.

" You were within reach of the rock," he

said, when he had heard what I had to tell.

" The next time you go down, try and

ascertain from what point that tremor

proceeds. Follow in this direction ; it will

lead you to your goal."

The next morning I set out again. I was

now thoroughly bent upon pushing on with

the search, no matter what risks might lie

in the way. I had placed a buoy over the

spot where I had descended the previous

day, and told the men to keep rowing slowly

to the south while I was under water, for

that was the direction I determined to take.

I still noticed that strange tremor I have

described, but I soon grew accustomed to it,

and walked boldly ahead. As I proceeded

the disturbance increased, the ground seemed

to sway under me; it was as if waves of

motion were passing beneath my feet. Once

or twice I felt half inclined to turn back ; I

was just a little bitâ��well, I remembered

I had a wife and family depending upon me,

and it looked like tempting Providence to

proceed further. But I set my teeth hard,

and pressed on.

Presently, the ground began to shelve

downwards. The commotion around me was

now so great that at times I had some

difficulty in keeping my feet. I was nearing

the awful spot, then ! I grew reckless. I

cast aside every fear. If I succeeded in

locating this rock, what an inestimable

service I would render to mankind !

As I descended into a kind of hollow, I

became aware of something like a dark wall

rising before me. At first I thought it was

the rock; but, no ! it was long, low, and

regular in outline. I approached it; then I

gave a sort of gasp inside my helmet. Good

heavens ! it was a ship !

A big steamer, too ! What a sight she

presented, as she lay there on her side, rising

and falling with the undulating motion of the

ground ! Her masts and funnels were gone,

her decks torn up, and her bows battered in,
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almost down to the foremast. Around her,

the place was littered with wreckage, cargo of

every description, and the bones of her

gallant crew. What was her name ? I

groped my way round to the stem, held up

my lamp, and readâ��" Ontario, Liverpool."

Scarcely had I left her, and moved further

" WHAT WAS HER NAME?

along the hollow, than another hull appeared

in sight. A sailing ship this time ! After

that, almost every step I took brought me in

view of a sunken vessel. They lay scattered

around in all directions, and in all positions;

some mere shells, others just beginning to

break up, and a few which showed they

had been afloat within the last year or

two. The battered bows of each told the

same terrible story. Ships of every size

â��and almost of every nation, I suppose

â��were huddled together in this awful valley

of death. Here stood the remains of an old

three-decker, and by her side lay the skeleton

of a small vessel, not much bigger than a

schooner. I turned away; I had seen

enough!

At the opposite side from which I had

approached, I noticed there was an upward

tendency in the ground. I determined to

proceed in that direction. After walking for

a few minutes, the ascent grew steeper. I

made slow progress, and was nearly hurled

back into the hollow more than once. I

went down, and tore an iron bar from one of

the vessels. Armed with this,

I renewed the attempt, and

found it afforded me great

assistance in the climb.

Steadying myself with the

bar, and taking advantage of

every piece of projecting rock

which might aid my ascent, I

crept up the steep slope. On

I went, panting, and half-

stifled, not daring to pause

lest I should be swept away

by the strong current which

seemed to beat down upon

me from above. At last I

reached a sort of narrow plat-

form, and stood there, with my

bar thrust into a crevice. I

looked up. Above me rose a

great, towering, irregular mass

of solid rock !

I scarcely remember how I

got back to the bqat, for I was

feeling terribly exhausted, and

my head was dizzy. When I

reached the deck of the yacht,

it was only to drop into the

nearest seat. I must have

looked scared and white, for

Captain George hurried to my

side.

" Whatever is the matter,

I^awrenceson ? " he said. " You

look as if you had just escaped

from the jaws of some sea monster."

" I have escaped from the jaws of death

itself! " I replied.

" You found the rock ? "

" I did."

He turned hastily, and gaye an order to

one of his men, who darted away towards

the saloon. Presently the man carne run-

ning up with a glass and a bottle of

brandy.

"Here, swallow off this," said Captain

George, handing me a pretty stiff dram. " I

can well imagine the sight was enough to

give any man a bit of a shock."

After dinner he made me go through the

whole story of my adventure that morning.

He listened attentively, never interrupting

me once.
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" Just as I thought," he said, when I had

finished.

He rose from his seat, and walked up and

down in silence, as if pondering deeply over

what he had just heard.

" Do you know, Lawrenceson," he said,

suddenly, halting before me, " I would like

to go down and have a look at the place

myself!"

" Don't do it, Captain George," I replied,

hastily.

"Why not? It is not often a man gets a

chance of witnessing a sight like that. The

risk, if there is any, does not deter me. I

shall ask for the loan of your diving-dress this

afternoon, and make the attempt."

I knew he was not the sort of man to be

lightly turned from his purpose, so I had to

give in. I told him he would have little

difficulty in finding the spot, as the boatmen

had stationed a buoy over it. I did not

accompany him, for I was feeling a bit out of

sorts, and lay down on a couch in the saloon.

1 was soon fast asleep.

An hour or two later I was aroused by a

step on the cabin stairs. I looked up and

saw Captain George entering the saloon.

He went straight into his own

c.ibin, without even glancing

in my direction.

When he had changed the

diving-dress for his ordinary

yachting suit, he came out

into the saloon and sat down.

"Well, Captain George,

what did you think of it ?"

I asked.

" It might well be called

'The Graveyard of the

Ocean,' " he replied, solemnly.

There was silence for a

minute or two, then he

said : â��

" That three-decker must

be the old Redoubtable, I

fancy. She left Bermuda in

the autumn of '63, and has

long been returned as ' miss-

ing ' at the Admiralty."

After another pause, I

ventured to say :â��

" Now that we have found

the rock, what's to be done

next ? "

" Blow it up," he answered,

gravely.

I looked at him in amaze-

ment.

" I have brought out a

quantity of tonite for this very purpose," he

went on. " It is a rather powerful explosive,

four times the strength of ordinary blasting

powder, and equal to No. 1 dynamite. As

the rock appears to be fissured, it will save

us the trouble of boring. The cartridges

must be incased in waterproof packing, or

india-rubber bags. When you have laid the

charges, we can retire to a distance, and

explode them by means of an electric cable

and battery. If we even succeed in splitting

the rock, it would answer our purpose."

I entered heartily into the scheme, for my

whole thoughts were bent upon getting rid

of the danger. Though I might have to

encounter some risk in placing the charges,

it was a small matter compared to the

advantages that would follow if we were

successful. For several days I was busily

engaged in inserting the powerful cartridges,

and as I had some experience of this kind of

work, I laid the charges so as to give the

explosion the greatest effect possible.

At last the work was completed, the cable

laid, and all in readiness for the final moment.

It was a bright, sunny afternoon, I remember,

not much like the general run of October

THE OLD REDOUBTABLE.
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days. I looked around the wide expanse of

ocean. Not a sail was in sight.

The Wanderer had weighed anchor that

morning, and had full steam up, ready to

depart for home. Captain George stood on

deck, with the battery before him. He was

about to attach the ends of the cable.

" Now," he said, when it was done,

<; prepare to see the last of this

mysterious rock ! "

I kept my eyes fixed upon

the spot where the buoy still

marked the position of the rock.

Suddenly a column of water rose

into the air, and we heard a

dull report as of distant thunder.

But we were little prepared for

the full result. Almost instan-

taneously with the first reportâ��

so quickly, in fact, as to appear

part of itâ��came the roar of a

mighty detonation that shook

the yacht - from stem to stern.

A vast body of water was

flung to a height of several

hundred feet, and carried with

it huge masses of rock, some of

which fell thirty or forty yards

away. It was a grand, but an

appalling, sight ! Never before

had I witnessed such a mighty

upheaval. The foundations of

the sea seemed to have been

torn up.

The commotion on the sur-

rounding surface was so great

that the Wanderer was lifted on

an immense ridge of water, and

carried away at such tremendous

speed we had to hold on to the

taffrail to keep ourselves from

being dashed across the deck.

When all was still again, Captain

George turned to me, and said :â��

" We didn't count on the pent-

up forces which lay beneath that rock. The

explosion of the tonite must have given

them vent, and they finished the work more

completely than we ever could have done.

I expect there is little left either of the

rock itself or the vessels that lay around

it. Well," he continued, gazing back towards

the spot, from which the Wanderer was

fast gliding away under full steam, " I owe

little to mankind and, as yet, mankind

has owed little to me. Henceforth, how-

" THE EXPLOSION."

ever, those who traverse this sea will,

without knowing it, be debtors to me for

their safety."
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CANON DUCKWORTH.

Born 1834.

HE REV. CANON

ROBINSON

DUCKWORTH,

D.D., is the second

son of the late

Robinson Duckworth, Esq., of

Liverpool. He was born in

1834, elected to an open scholar-

ship at University College, Ox-

ford, in 1853, and graduated

B.A. in first class classical

honours in 1857; he was after-

wards elected a Fellow of Trinity,

and was Assistant Master at

Marlborough College from 1858

(THE LATE DUKE OF ALBANY.)

From a Photo,

l.n Hirmunn

hrmt. St.

John's Wood.

AGE 36.

AGE 25.

From a Photograph.

to i860, and Tutor of Trinity College from

i860 to 1866. In 1864 he was appointed

Examining Chaplain to the late Bishop of

Peterborough, and in 1866 was selected by

Her Majesty as Instructor to His Royal

Highness the late Prince Leopold. In 1867

he was appointed Governor to H.R.H., and

held that post for three years. On his

retirement in 1870 he was appointed

Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the Queen, and pre-

sented to the Crown living of St. Mark's,

Hamilton Terrace, N.W. He was appointed

a Canon of Westminster in succession to the

late Rev. Charles Kingsley in March, 1875.

In the same year he was appointed Honorary

Chaplain to the Prince of Wales, and in that

capacity accompanied His Royal Highness

to India.

VoL 25.

PRESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by Hermann Enut, St. John't Wood.
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From a Photo. by\ AGE 3. [Freeman tiro*., Sydney.

MR. HADDON CHAMBERS.

Born i860.

jpÂ»W||R. HADDON CHAMBERS, one

u a\^3 m Â°^ our most promising dramatic

Hevwl |] writers, was born at Marrickville, in

the neighbourhood of Sydney,

New South Wales, and is the son

of Mr. John Ritchie Chambers, who held a

high position in the N.S.W. Civil Service.

At the age of fifteen he passed the Civil

Service Examination at the Sydney University,

and entered the Civil Service. In [880, Mr.

Haddon Chambers paid his first visit to

London, and very few years later the young

aspirant found his literary work appreciated.

His tales were generally of a dramatic turn,

AGE 13.

From it Photo, by David Scott, Sl/dnsy.

and not a few have seen the footlights. A

two-act farce from his pen, " One of Them,"

was brought out at Margate. This was suc-

ceeded by " An Open Gate," and was followed

by an adaptation of Mr. Rider Haggard's

" Dawn," produced at the Vaudeville with

success. Mr. Beerbohm Tree then suggested

that the young dramatist should write a play

for the Haymarket Theatre. Four months

later " Captain Swift " was the result. This

was the turning-point of Haddon Chambers's

career. " Captain Swift " was produced, and

AGE 23.

From a Photo, by Leonard BlaJee, Itayltvater.

met the public taste in a most remarkable

manner. Then came "The Idler," at the

St. James's, in 1891, and lat.T " The Honour-

able Herbert," his latest successes being

"The Fatal Card," produced at the Adelphi,

and " John-a-Dreams," at the Haymarket

From a Photo. by] present day. {Sarony, Xev York.
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AGE 13.

tion, and we regret

that her other

works are too

numerous to be

mentioned here.

Since the publica-

tion of the two

first-mentioned

books she has be-

come a familiar

and favourite

figure in literary

and artistic circles.

I mm a Photo. by\

IW. P. UtaUby. I'M*

MRS. ARTHUR STANNARD.

(John Strange Winter.)

*RS. ARTHUR STANNARD, better

known as John Strange Winter, the

popular authoress of " Bootle's Baby,"

began her public literary career in 1874,

and was for some years after then a

prolific contributor to periodical literature. Her

first publication in volume form was " Cavalry

Life," issued in 1881, and which has since become

so well known. In 1885 two stories from her

pen, entitled " Bootle's Baby" and " Houp-la,"

appeared in the Graphic, and attracted great atten-

PRKABNT DAY.

From a Photo, by /;. . - ' it Son*. Wimbledon.
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" Queen of Bohemia," and " By Order of the

Czar." The first-mentioned book enjoys an

almost phenomenal popularity. Among his

AGE 17.

From a Photo, by B. W. Weyile, Regent Street.

MR. JOSEPH HATTON.

Born 1839.

R. JOSEPH HATTON is the

eldest son of the late Francis

Hatton, founder of the Derby-

shire Times, for which his son

began to write at an early age.

Mr. Hatton first came to London in 1868, to

edit and reconstruct the Gentleman's Maga-

zine, which he conducted for some years. For

seven or eight years he was the special cor-

respondent in Europe of the New York Times.

AGE 34.

From a Photo, by J. CtlftSt, Broadway, Jfew York.

miscellaneous works are " Toole's Reminis-

cences," "Old Lamps and New," "Joseph

Needham's Double," etc. He is also the

author of several successful plays.

[J/(nurture.

Mr. Hatton is, however, better known as a

novelist than as a journalist. His principal

stories are " Clytie," "Cruel London,"

"Christopher Kenrick," "Three Recruits,"

PRESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by the Van dtr Weyie,

Regent Street.
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Prom a Photo. by] age 2.

IT. Smith.

THE

DUKE OF NEWCASTLE.

Born 1864.

ENRY PELHAM

ARCHIBALD

PELHAM CLIN-

TON, 7th Duke of

Newcastle, who

succeeded to the title at the

age of fifteen, was educated at

Eton and Magdalen College,

Oxford, and married Kath-

leen, only daughter of Major

Candy. He is an enthusiastic

amateur photographer, a hobby

which he took up about four

years ago, is owner of the

gorgeous gipsy-caravan, "The

Bohemian," in which he re-

cently made a photographic tour of Kent,

Sussex, and Hampshire ; and in 1893,

Prom a Ph >lo. by

age 23. tP*otoo-rai>h.

accompanied by Mr. Gambier

Bolton, he made a tour round

the world, visiting America,

Canada, the Sandwich Islands,

Japan, Java, Malay Peninsula,

Burmah, and India. He has

recently been elected on the

School Board for the City of

London, and is interested in

matters ecclesiastic and schol-

astic, and is a Vice-President

of the English Church Union.

rrum a 1'huto. oyl age 12.

IW.ttV. Homey.

Prom n Photo, by]

I'KKSENT DAY.

I Ruuell A Sons
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From a Photo. by]

'MWtdSautuI.n.

THE LATE LORD RANDOLPH

CHURCHILL, M.P., P.C.

Born 1849.

|HE RIGHT HONOURABLE

LORD RANDOLPH HENRY

SPENCER CHURCHILL,

whose untimely demise has

called forth universal regret, was

educated at Merton College, Oxford. He

represented Woodstock from February, 1874,

,'EIlioft <t Fry.

he made himself conspicuous in the House

of Commons and on public platforms by the

excellency of his speeches; during Lord

Salisbury's Cabinet of 1885 he filled the post

of Secretary of State for India. He was Lord

Chancellor of the Exchequer and Leader of

the House of Commons in 1886. Of recent

years, owing to failure of health, Lord

Randolph took little part in active politics.

AGS 28.

From a PhoU). by A. Bautow.

until April, 1880, and again from that time

until November, 1885, and was afterwards

returned for South Paddington. From 1880

From a Photo, by]



Some Curiosities of Modern Photography.

II.

By William G. FitzGerald.

XSTANTANEOUS photo-

graphy has indeed given us

many scientific curiosities.

Deeming the ordinary animal

and other photographs of this

description too well known to

need special mention, I pass to the decapitated

mule which is here depicted (Fig. i), and

which certainly is one of the most extra-

ordinary photographs ever taken. The mule

FIG. I.â��THE DECAPITATED MULE.

was an old and worthless one which was

about to be destroyed; therefore it was

decided to sacrifice the animal upon the altar

of science, the high priest on this occasion

being Mr. Van Sothen, photographer in

charge at the United States School of Sub-

marine Engineers, Willett's Point, New York.

The mule's head was to bt-

blown off with dynamite, and

the wires that conveyed the

electric current to the cart-

ridge round the animal's neck

were also employed to pro-

duce a simultaneous action of

a photographic shutter. As

seen in the accompanying re-

production, the mule is just

about to fall, and the rope

by which it was tied to the

stake has not had time to

show the slightest movement.

For the amazing details of

the photography of flying

bullets and other projectiles,

travelling possibly at a velo-

FIG. a.â��MAGAZINE KIFLE BULLET

IN TRANSIT.

city exceeding 1,400 miles an hour, I am

indebted to Professor C. V. Boys, F.R.S., of

the Royal College of Science, South Ken-

sington. Fig. 2 shows a bullet from a

magazine rifle immediately after having left

the muzzle.

Now, I have no desire to puzzle my

readers with elaborate descriptions of Pro-

fessor Boys' electrical apparatus ; therefore,

I will simply say that the photographs

here given, resulting from the

experiments, are only photographs

of the shadoivs of the bullets.

A word concerning the electric

spark used by this scientist is

absolutely necessary. Not only

did such sparks as were used

by Lord Rayleigh and Professor

Worthington last much too

long, but a spark that was

extinct within the 7-1,000,000th

of a second was hardly suitable

for bullet photography. Professor

Boys first provided an electric

spark whose duration was rather

less than the i-io,ooo,oooth of

a second; in other words, that

duration bore the same proportion to a

second that a second does to four months.

While this spark lasts, a bullet from a

magazine rifle, travelling at the rate of

3,000ft. in a second, cannot go more than

i-4ooth of an inch.

Professor Boys set up his apparatus in one

of the passages of the college.

The bullets were received in a

box of tightly packed bran,

five feet square, after having

passed through an old pack-

ing case ; and the spark was

produced by the projectiles

themselves severing some fine

lead wires and thus complet-

ing the circuit. No camera

entered into the experiment.

Martini-Henry and Service

rifles firing cordite ammuni-

tion were used ; also a choke-

bore sporting gun, and a

rifle carrying an aluminium

ball whose speed was 2,000

miles an hour.
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inch shell (the " Palmerston Pacificator"), and

a photograph of its flight was electrically

obtained.

Submarine photographs of sponge-fishing

in the Greek Archipelago have been taken

FIC. 3.â��BULLET PENETRATING CLASS PLATE.

The air waves caused by the bullets are

clearly defined; and in that photo, which

shows a plate of glass being struck, one may

see the splinters flying backwards (Fig. 3).

As in the case of falling drops, Professor

Boys took photographs of various stages of

flight. In one picture is seen the magazine

bullet immediately after having passed through

the glass ; it is thickly coated with bristly

particles (Fig. 4). A little later on we

see it comparatively clear of glass splinters,

but accompanied by the piece punched

out on the first contact This piece of glass

has an air wave all to itself, and is evidently

bent on accompanying its liberator (Fig. 5).

A discharge from a shot gun is depicted

in Fig. 6. The wad is seen behind the

shower of bullets.

I may say that the photography of pro-

jectiles commenced shortly after the Crimean

War, when experiments were conducted by

the War Department at Woolwich Arsenal.

That was in 1858. Wires were placed across

the muzzle of a mortar throwing a thirty-six

FIG. 5.â��BULLET AND PIECE OF

by a French savant. The accompanying

reproduction (Fig. 7), illustrating this

industry, was kindly lent me by Mr. W. A.

Gorman, of the eminent firm of sub-

marine engineers, Messrs. Siebe and

Gorman. This curious view is said to be

made up of two photographs, one taken

above water and one below.

The beginning of photography in

the bowels of the earth may be traced

to Mr. Bretz, of the Kohinoor Colliery,

Shenandoah, Pennsylvania. That clever

engineer's apparatus consisted of a

number of tin reflectors shaped to

parabolic curves, which concentrated the

light produced by from six to ten

inches of ordinary magnesium ribbon.

FIG. 6.â��DISCHARGE FROM SHUT GUN, SHOWING WAS.
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FIG. 7.â��COMPOSITE PHOTOGRAPHS.

Later on, an installation of electric light was

placed in the mine, the five arc lamps having

a nominal power of 2,000 candles each.

Although the light failed somewhat, out of

seven exposures made, five negatives turned

out well. An exposure of from eight to

thirty minutes was allowed, and pyrogallic

acid and carbonate of potash were used for

developing. Mr. Bretz, by the way, now

uses an ordinary flash-lamp, and on a recent

occasion, when he burnt eight or nine ounces

of powder, he succeeded in obtaining a

negative measuring 22m. by i8in. â�� the

largest subterranean photograph ever taken.

FIG. B.â��PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN PROM A MILITARY liALLOON.
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Oti PHOTOGRAPHâ��VIEW OF PHILADELPHIA, U.S., FROM AN

War balloons will no doubt figure largely

in the coming European war, and as will be

seen from the photographs reproduced here

(Figs. 8 and 9), it is possible to obtain a com-

plete map of the enemy's country in this

way Balloon photography, however, has its

drawbacks. Captain Mantell, R.E., who

turned aeronaut during the autumn manoeu-

vres at Aldershot, declares he had to tie his

camera loosely to the car, which swayed and

rocked violently.

While on the subject of war, it is interest-

ing to note that photo-micrographic messages

were in 1870 and 1871 conveyed to and from

beleagured Paris by means of pigeons. On

a single film of collodion, weighing less than

a grain, there were more than 3,000 despatches.

Sixteen folio pages of printed matter, reduced

to microscopic photographs, were secured to

the tail feathers of one of these ornithological

messengers, each of whom could in this way

carry a despatch of a million words if neces-

sary. I reproduce

here, by kind per-

mission of M. Dagron

of Paris, a facsimile

of an original film con-

taining photo-micro-

graphic despatches

sent from beleagured

Paris (Fig. 10).

The expert in

foreign stamps has

in photography a

powerful ally. The

searching eye of the

camera brings out

the crude lines of

bogus varieties, and

even when the micro-

FIG. 10. â�� MICROSCOPIC :

At.E CARHIEU P.Y A PI

KKOM PARIS Ul'KING

SIEGE.
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scope itself fails to reveal a chemically

obliterated post-mark, the ghostly strokes

appeal to the sensitive plate.

Galton's finger-print method of identifica-

tion, which has been grafted on to the

FIG. XX.â��BNGLAVHRS

HAND.

FIG. 12.â��COACHMAN'S HAND.

Bertillon system for use in our police depart-

ments, has proved its efficacy in a rather

curious way in America. A packet of paper

money was tampered with in transit

between New York and New Orleans, two

seals having been broken open and the notes

extracted ; one seal was afterwards re-fastened

by thumb pressure.

The expert who examined the package had

thumb impressions taken of all the Express

Company's employes on that route. The

impressions were then magnified by photo-

graphy, compared with the seal mark, and

the delinquent easily discovered.

Enlarged photographs of merchants' books

that have been passed by accountants have

been exhibited in court, and the breaking-

up of the paper fibre caused by fraudulent

erasure has been clearly shown.

The reproduc-

tions shown here

illustrate the

system of photo-

graphing the

hands of sus-

pected criminals,

for the purpose

of identification.

Fig. 11 depicts

the hand of an

engraver, and

Fig. 12 that of

a coachman. The

hands of the latter

distinctly show

the corns caused

by the reins.

A curious use

was found for

photography at

the Naval

Academy of Annapolis, in Maryland. The

principal instructor could not induce the

students to remain still during gun practice;

they would start violently and stop their ears.

Therefore the chief officer took a number

of instantaneous photos., showing

the cadets in " undignified and un-

warlike attitudes." These pictures

were hung up in the academy, and

the young men thenceforward forced

themselves to keep still during gun

fire, for very fear of the camera.

Heirlooms, wills, and fortifica-

tions are photographed; so are all

alterations made by overseers of

estates abroad owned by gentlemen

residing in this country. Mr. Traill

Taylor possesses an orange gi ove of

a hundred acres in Florida, and his foreman

in that sunny State hardly cuts down a tree

without showing the whole thing to his

master in a photograph.

The camera is even called upon to decide

the genus of prehistoric fauna. When the

geologist discovers indistinct marks upon

certain strata, and has reason to believe that

such marks were made by animals of bygone

ages, he takes a photograph of the spot, and

on developing his plate he finds the lines

brought out most clearly. Here, for example,

is a section of a rock bearing the footprint of

the cheirotherium, an extinct reptile (Fig. 13).

This rock was found at Storeton, in Cheshire.

Contemning the photo-maniac who causes

photographs of himself, his wife, and his near

relations to be reproduced on the family

china, Mr. Traill Taylor tells an interesting

FIG. 13.â��PREHISTORIC FOOTPRINT REVEALED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
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story of the wonders of applied photography.

An English gentleman had a big apple-tree,

of which he was inordinately fond, trained

against his garden wall. Fearful of pruning

it himself, however, he took a sharp photo.,

and sent it to an expert gardener at Hyeresâ��

it might have been Timbuctoo. In due course

the photo, was returned, showing certain

pencil marks through numerous branches.

These the gentleman had lopped off by a

"handy man," while he himself directed

operations, photograph in hand.

In many Continental cities where passports

are required, the holder's photograph is

impressed upon the document; and at

Tacoma, in Washington, electors are photo-

graphed as they record their votes.

It may interest my lady readers to know

that famous costumiers seldom place in the

window their choicest confections in costume,

or the last "sweet thing" in bonnets, lest

perhaps the pirate pattern - seeker should

come along with his or her (generally her)

kodak. Then, again, patterns of costly lace

have been photographically stolen without a

camera at all, but simply by means of a sheet

of paper rendered sensitive with bichromate

of potash or nitrate of silver, and then dried.

A sheet of glass completes the apparatus.

Here is a curious

photograph taken

by Mr. Hepworth

with a vertical

camera (Fig. 14).

It illustrates an

equally curious in-

dustry carried on

by the wily Chinese

at the expense

of the guileless

" foreign devil."

Living pearl mus-

sels are taken from

the Chinese rivers;

little balls of wax

or leaden gods are

introduced into the

shells, and then

the mussels are re-

turned to their

native element In due time the pellets and

figures become coated with pearl; the latter

are sold at a huge profit, while the former are

palmed off upon unsuspecting Europeans as

real pearls of great size and faultless shape.

The illustration shows shells filled with

" pearls " and the little figures of the god

Buddha.

That eminent photo-micrographer, Mr.

FIG. 14.â��HOW THE CHINESE MANUFACTURE PEARLS.

Andrew Pringle, of Bexley, and his brother,

Mr. R. Hunter Pringle, were recently

employed in an interesting manner by the

Royal Commission on Agricultural Depres-

sion. These gentlemen toured through the

Maldon Division of Essex, taking photographs

of land and farms that had gone out of

cultivation. They returned with quite a

host of pictures showing thistles growing in

fields, and ruined farmhouses, which appealed

to the Commission far more powerfully than

the most eloquent speech would have done.

The camera, as everyone knows, is one of

the most indispensable articles in a war

correspondent's outfit; and as the battle-

field of the future will be comparatively

smokeless, the correspondent will be enabled

to make still greater use of photography. Mr.

Melton Prior states that he can make a

sketch in less time than he can take a

photograph ; yet the last time he was " on

the war-path," Mr. Prior carried three

cameras in his saddle-bags.

By the way, if the records of the photo-

graphy of the dead are not cheerful, they

abound in interesting detail and even comic

incident. About five years ago a well-known

Oxford Street photographer was sent for to

photograph a woman in her coffin. When

the picture was

developed, one

finger was found

to be out of focus.

"Now," argued

the photographer,

"if the body had

slipped, the whole

would be out of

focus ; therefore I

conclude that only

the finger moved."

He drove back in

a cab with a doctor,

and it was then

found that the

woman was not

really dead, but

merely in a sort of

a trance. This is

a fact.

The vagaries of the camera, too, are

distinctly amusing. Mr. F. P. Cembrano, of

the Royal Photographic Society, shows a

photo, of a tiny burn, or brooklet, in Scotland,

on the banks of which is an equally small

village. Yet up this little rill of water is

steaming a colossal ironclad of the Royal

Sovereign class, with all her mighty guns and

fighting towers, and thousands of tons dis-
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placement. Another whimsical photo, de-

picted a castle in Edinburgh, out of the

topmost windows of which a number of

sheep were placidly gazing.

The photograph reproduced in Fig. 15

simply demonstrates that photography can,

FIG. IS.â�� CURFEW SHALL NOT RING TO-NIGHT.

by a combination of negatives, be made to

depict that which is ipso facto impossible.

The beautiful story of the girl who in this

way prevented the Curfew Bell from ringing

in order to delay the moment of her lover's

execution is too well known to bear narration

in deta '..

The amateur photographer who is also an

angler is well aware that his camera will back

him up when boasting of his piscatorial

prowess. One photo. I saw represented a

huge fish, the length of which appeared to

equal that of a 2ft. rule, which was also shown.

In reality the " take" was a little dace or

carp ; and while being photographed it had

been held very close to the lens. The rule,

of course, was taken some distance away.

One of my authorities was once engaged

by both sides in a law case. A company,

whom I will call the City Lands Improve-

ment Company, wanted to abolish a certain

court leading from Lombard

Street to King William Street,

and were willing to establish in

its stead a passage through one

of their own buildings. The

company's plea was that the

court was a dingy, not to say

dirty, one, and furthermore, that

it was haunted by loafers of

questionable character.

Counsel for the other side,

representing merchants having

offices in the court, stoutly

maintained that the passage

was well lighted and eminently

respectable. Photographs were

handed in from both sides.

The first photo, showed a

narrow, disreputable - looking

alley, strewn with rubbish and

fallen hoarding ; the other pic-

ture, however, showed the court

in dispute to be a fairly broad,

well-lighted City thoroughfare,

frequented by merchants of

thriving appearance. These

photographs were taken for the

House of Lords Committee, but

the matter was amicably settled.

Here is another case: The

Shuttle Machine Company

vacated their premises in Cheap

side, and another sewing-machine

dealer moved in. In order to

trade upon the. established re-

putation of the company, the

second tenant left the old name

on the windows and over the

door, but added the word " Late" in very

minute characters for his own protection.

The Shuttle Company waxed wroth,

brought an action, and engaged a photo-

grapher to take a view of the offending shop-

front from a tailor's window opposite. When

this photograph was produced in court, it

was handed to the presiding judge with a

powerful glass, whereupon his lordship was

able to perceive that what appeared to the

eye to be a mere ornamental dash, was in

reality the protecting word " Late." The

photographer himself, by the way, was not

aware of this. The aggrieved sewing-machine

company secured an injunction.
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In Fig. 16 we have depicted a submarine

explosion on the occasion of the removal of

a dangerous rock at Hellgate, New York.

Our next reproduction (Fig. 17) shows a

tremendous dynamite explosion during the

destruction of an old dock wall at Newport,

Monmouthshire.

The most interesting law case ever decided

by photography was that intrusted to Mr. J.

Traill Taylor. The facts were as follows :

A collision occurred in New York Harbour

between a White Star and a Cunard liner;

an J wnen the collision seemed imminent, an

amateur photographer on board the latter

vessel took a snap shot of the approaching

liner. Both companies put in claims for

damages.

First of all, Mr. Taylor procured the

dimensions of both steamers; the approxi-

mate speed of both at the time the photo,

was taken; also the height of the masts.

He then retired to a park at Crouch End,

armed with compasses and measuring lines,

and, subsequently, worked out a little mathe-

matical problem, the vessels being represented

by bricks.

After a trip to the Mersey to satisfy him-

self on a few minor points in the construction

of a Cunarder, Mr. Taylor worked out his

theory, based upon the fortuitous photograph,

before the combined committees of both

FIG. 17.â��BLOWING UP DOCK WALL, NEWPORT, DY DYNAMITE.
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companies, using books this time to repre-

sent the two vessels.

One of the most eminent architects in

the kingdom once showed the accompany-

ing photograph (Fig. 18) to a number of

his colleagues. Had they ever seen such

an exquisitely carved capital ? They had

not; and they said so. Then arose dis-

putes as to the precise nature of the

architecture. Finally sundry big

wagers were made, and then the

architect gravely proceeded to ex-

plain the structure of the column

mediaeval architecture had been given on the

subject of the mysterious pillar, this explana-

tion of the photograph was received in silent

disgust.

That photography has made many changes

in the painter's art, few can deny. Had

Landseer been a kodaker, the paws of his

massive lions in Trafalgar Square would not

have been so faulty as they are ; nor, possibly,

would the eyes of his horses and dogs have

been so large. In a general way, an artist

can tell when photography has entered too

largely into the conception of a painting;

for one thing, the perspective is somewhat

distorted. However this may be, I am

satisfied that " Photography versus Art "

is a sore subject with those concerned.

Lady Butler was, I believe, the first English

artist to portray a horse walking with three

legs on the ground. Consequently, a small

force of police were required to keep back

the crowds that came to get a glimpse of her

picture, "The Roll Call," when it was hung.

Lady Butler took Meissonier as her authority

for this artistic innovation ; and it is common

knowledge that the French Government pro-

vided that great master with a little railway,

in order that he could travel along the road

with horses, sketching as he proceeded.

19.â�� HOW THE CAPITAL WAS MAUE.

and its capital. This he did by

producing his Malacca walking-stick

and a few sprigs of succulent

brocoli, such as are seen in Fig. 19.

Naturally enough, however, after

many abstruse disquisitions on

KIG. 20.â�� 'CANINE LEAP-FROG.
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As will be occasionally seen in this article,

certain experts devote themselves to particular

branches of photography. The name of

Captain Hayes is associated with equine pho-

tography, and he himself has travelled all

over India, China, and South Africa, armed

with a hand-camera. As the result of an

argument with Mr. John Charlton, the chief

artist of the Graphic, Captain Hayes once

produced a photograph of a horse with all

four legs on the ground, yet showing a de-

cided sense of movement.

All sorts of odd means are devised to make

horses that are going to be photographed

look smart The official photographer at the

Royal Military Repository tells me he haa a

shrill whistle blown at the critical moment;

or the sergeant-major who assists him opens

an umbrella sharply, causing the horse to

prick up its ears.

Fig. 20, " Canine Leap-frog," by Mr.

Dresser, of Bexley, is one of the most

successful instantaneous photographs ever

taken. Infinite patience and ingenuity are

required to get such pictures.

Another famous animal photographer, Mr.

Frederick Haes, found that the best way to

get a good photo, of a rhinoceros was to

direct the animal's attention to a boy clad in

a bright blue coat " Wild animals," adds

Mr. Haes, " have a strange objection to a

man in his shirt-sleeves."

Certainly one of the most interesting mar-

vels of photography is that the

mysterious eye of the camera

sees objects which are absolutely

invisible to the human eye, the

telescope, or the microscope.

An expert can take a sheet

of paper prepared with gelatine

and bichromate of potash, and

can photograph on it a secret

letter, containing, it may be,

treasonable matter. This done,

he may sit down and write a

garrulous letter about the crops,

the weather, and the baby's

health. The recipient, of course,

cares for none of these things,

but wets the sheet with plain

water, holds it up to the light,

and literally reads between the

lines. When dry, the docu-

ment defies detection, and it

can be moistened and dried

again as often as the recipient

pleases.

Mr. Traill Taylor tells me

that a room which appears

visually quite dark may be full of the

ultra-violet rays of the spectrum, and,

paradoxical as it may seem, photographs may

be taken in that dark light Dr. Gladstone,

F.R.S., has traced invisible drawings on

white cardboard, the " ink " used being such

fluorescents as mineral uranite and disul-

phate of quinine. When photographed, the

drawings have come out bold and clear.

Mr. Taylor relates a funny story concern-

ing a young lady of scientific, and at the

same time mischievous, proclivities.

This young lady painted upon her fair

brow with fluorescent liquid a death's head

and cross-bones, and she then demurely

visited a photographer's to have her portrait

instantaneously taken. All went well until

the operator had developed the plate, and

then it became evident that he was having

a row with his assistant, whom he blamed for

coating a dirty plate. After apologies, a

second negative was taken, and then the

operator fetched his master from downstairs.

A third attempt was made, when sounds of a

heated altercation were heard, followed by a

scuffle.

The photographer, pale and excited, re-

quested his fair sitter to withdraw, as there

was electricity in the air which was unfavour-

able to photography. The lady insisted on

taking away a negative showing the hideous

insignia on her forehead. It is a fact that

the photographer requested the vicar of his

FIG. 21.â��TONGUE OF A BLOWFLYâ��MAGNIFIED.
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FIG. 22. â��A SI'IRIT PHOTOGRAPH.

parish to say a few prayers in his studio, after

the departure of his mysterious visitor. I

reproduce here a

fair specimen of

the result achieved

from the union of

the microscope and

the camera. Fig.

21 represents the

tongue of a blowfly,

of course, magni-

fied many hundred

diameters.

Without express-

ing an opinion of

my own, I should

like to touch upon

the so-called psy-

chic or ghost photo-

graphy, conducted

in the presence of

a spiritualistic

medium. When

one learns, by the

way, that Professor

Crookes, F.R.S.,

and Dr. Alfred

Russel Wallace

Vol. ix.--27.

have investigated the subject, believe in it,

and possess collections of spirit photos., one

is almost tempted to think that there must

be " something in it."

The best-known experiment in ghost pho-

tography was conducted by Mr. Traill Taylor

in the presence of the well-known medium,

Mr. David Duguidâ��a truly reassuring name,

at any rate. Mr. Taylor not only used his

own unopened packages of dry plates and

conducted the developing himself, but he set

a watch upon his own camera in the guise of

a duplicate one of the same focus. And yet

ghosts appearedâ��spirits of departed friends,

all nicely draped (Fig. 22).

But, perhaps, when I turn to stellar photo-

graphy the average reader will be able to

form a more adequate conception of the

marvels of modern photography.

As well as peering into the depths of the

earth and the sea, and making visible the in-

visible, the omniscient eye of the camera

defeats the telescope on its own ground, or,

rather, in its own element. In an area which

did not contain one visible star, ten thousand

have been found by photography. We have

photos, of lunar mountains, and egg-shaped

masses of hazy nebulas which the human eye,

aided by the most powerful telescope in ex-

istence, could never have discovered (Fig. 23).

Here is the weapon of the New Astronomy.

A gigantic telescope, fitted as a camera, and

carrying a plate of great sensitiveness, is

A TELESCOPIC STELLAR PHOTOGRAPH.

r
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exposed in the ordinary way, as a telescope

only would be. The apparatus is driven by

a huge clock, which causes the telescope to

follow the stars for fifteen or twenty minutes,

during which time a vast number of other-

wise invisible astral bodies impress themselves

on the plate. The eye of the camera, be it

noted, does not tire; the longer it gazes, the

more its sensitive vision takes in. The very

composition of the stellar worlds has been

determined by modern photography.

The man who has tackled the photography

of animal locomotion in the most extra-

ordinary, and at the same time most

thorough, manner is unquestionably Pro-

fessor Muybridge, of Pennsylvania University.

It is interesting to learn how this scientist

came to adopt the business of his life.

In 1872, Muybridge was official photo-

grapher to the United States Government on

the Pacific Coast, and while at San Francisco,

a dispute arose between two wealthy residents

as to whether a fast-trotting horse had at any

moment his four feet off.the ground.

After experimenting for a few days, taking

as a model the celebrated trotting horse,

"Occident," who trotted a mile in two

minutes and sixteen seconds, about a dozen

negatives were obtained, which plainly showed

that for some portion of his stride, at least,

the horse was entirely free from contact with

the ground. Indeed, seeing that some trot-

ting-horses take a twenty-foot stride, it is diffi-

cult to understand why the dispute ever arose.

The apparatus now used by Professor

Muybridge consists of an electrically con-

trolled battery of twelve cameras, so arranged

that a regulated succession of exposures can

be made in any given time. When com-

pleted, his pictures are combined in an in-

strument of his own invention called the

zoopraxiscope, and projected on to a screen

by an optical lantern, the result being that

one finds it hard to believe one is not actually

looking at the moving original.

When the professor lectured at the Royal

Institution, there were among his audience

the Prince and Princess of Wales and their

daughters, the Duke of Saxe-Coburg, Sir

Frederick Leighton, Professors Huxley, Glad-

stone, and Tyndall, and the late Lord Tenny-

son. On the screen before this imposing

assembly horses walked, ambled, and leaped

over hurdles in a perfectly natural manner;

athletes and kangaroos jumped; birds flew;

monkeys climbed trees ; and ladies danced

and carried on a fan flirtation. Yet the

majority of the photographs, seen singly,

seemed to depict ungraceful and impossible

attitudes. Fig. 24 shows a really extra-

ordinary series of Muybridge's photographs.

The famous mare " Sallie Gardner,'' belong-

ing to the well-known American sportsman,

Leland Stanford, is shown running at a high

rate of speed over the Palo Alto track. The

negatives of these photographs were made at

intervals of 27m. of distance, and about the

25th part of a second. They illustrate con-

secutive positions assumed in each 27m. of

progress during a single stride of the mare.

The vertical lines shown in the photograph

were 2 7m. apart; and the exposure of each

negative was rather less than the 2,000th

part of a second.

FIG. 24.â��THE HORSE IN MOTION.



A Silver Com.

From the French of A. Roguenant.

)HEN Hector Merot left his

office he found it was nearly

midnight. He was annoyed at

having had to go back, just to

correct his proofs, but the week

before, in one of his finest

articles, an absurd printer's error had just

taken away the effect of a phrase which had

been his pride, and turned the whole thing

into ridiculous nonsense. Since then he had

made a point of going himself every night to

look over the final proof.

It was the beginning of winter, and a cool

wind was blowing. As he passed along the

Rue Montmartre on his way to the Boule-

vards, it occurred to him that he would have

a glass of something to drink before return-

ing home to his lonely bachelor's quarters.

He sat down at one of the tables outside a

cafe, and watched the passers-by while sipping

his punch. When he had finished he put

a silver coin on the table ready for the waiter,

and turned round to pick up his stick.

The lights inside the cafe were being put

out, so that every-

thing was beginning

to look very dreary.

Just as Hector rose

a hand suddenly

snatched up the

silver coin, and the

thief immediately

disappeared round

the corner of the

next street. In an

instant Hector

drew another coin

from his pocket,

threw it on the

table, called to the

waiter, and then

started off in

pursuit.

It was very evi-

dent that the thief

knew he was being

followed, and it was

also evident that he

was inexperienced

in his trade, for he

ran on ar.d on, up

one street and

down another, com-

ing out again a

hundred yards away from the place he started

from.

Hector was interested, for he was too

much of a Parisian not to know that the

man in front of him was not an ordinary

pickpocket. Hector himself knew all the

side-streets and passages thoroughly, and he

suddenly turned down one, ran at full speed,

and came out again under a lamp just as the

wretched man reached it.

Both men stopped short, and Hector said,

shortly, " Give me back my money !"' The

thief stood motionless, and the journalist

saw, by the light of the street lamp, the

saddest human face he had ever looked

upon.

The man before him was apparently quite

young, but his face was pale and pinched,

and his black hair and moustache gave him

a ghost-like look. His clothes were shabby,

and he had altogether what the French

describe as "the look of a drowned man."

Hector, at the sight of such evident misery,

felt as though he himself had been guilty

of some crime, and

when the wretched

man held out the

silver coin to his

accuser, without

attempting to offer

a word of apology,

but with an expres-

sion of utter despair

in his sunken eyes,

our journalist could

not find a word to

say.

He took the coin,

put it in his purse,

and then pressed

the purse into the

man's hand, and

made off himself as

though he had been

the thief.

After ten years

Of uphill work and

struggle, Hector

had gained for him-

self an important

position as journa-

list and art critic.

His absolute sin-

cerity and perfect

GIVE MB HACK MY MONEY 1
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competency had won for him golden opinions

from the public, and his verdict on all matters

connected with art and literature was always

awaited with anxious impatience.

In spite of his success and his fame, the

first hard years of struggle had left their

traces on him. There was always a touch of

melancholy which he never quite succeeded

in throwing off. He had seen the comedy

of human life too near, and it is, alas ! no

comedy for those who are behind the scenes.

On this bright May-day, however, Hector

was quite gay as he entered Ledoyen's

restaurant. It was the opening day of the

Salon, and there was an animated discussion

going on among a group of artists, sculptors,

and journalists as to the respective merits of

the works exhibited this year.

Hector's arrival made a sensation, and

look positively radiant this morning. What

has happened, and what have you been

doing? "

" Why ! precisely the same as everyone

else. I have been looking at pictures and

sculpture, but I have discovered one piece

which has done me good for the whole day.

A perfect masterpiece, an inspiration ! "

Hector's friends listened eagerly, and at

the neighbouring tables the conversation

ceased, for it was worth while hearing what

the great art critic had to say, and hearing

it from his own lips before the papers got it

the next day.

" There certainly are some fine things this

year in the Salon, but in my opinion there is

one that surpasses all, one such as we only

get once in about ten yearsâ��I mean Jean

Meunier's ' Wreck.'"

WHY, HECTOR, YOU LOOK RADIANT

many hands were held out towards him.

Somewhat absently, and yet with the easy

cordiality of a man accustomed to society, he

answered the various greetings and then took

his customary place at a small table, where

Paul Nielssery, the young landscape painter,

and Charles Zirtius, the aquarellist, were wait-

ing for him.

With these two friends Hector could

always enjoy himself: he knew and sympa-

thized with them thoroughly in their love of

art and in their utter contempt for all that

was mean or mercenary.

"Why, Hector!" exclaimed Paul, "you

A murmur of approval was heard from the

other tables as Hector pronounced the young

sculptor's name.

Very soon the buzz of conversation was

heard again, and Hector and his friends

continued their repast, all three of them in

the best of humours with themselves and

with all the rest of the world.

During dessert Charles Zirtius got up from

the table and went across to the other end of

the restaurant. He soon returned, accom-

panied by a tall, handsome man of about

thirty ; well dressed, and bearing the un-

mistakable stamp of a gentleman. His
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dark, deep - set, brown eyes were full

of restless energy, but there was an expres-

sion of earnestness in them which almost

amounted to sadness. This morning, how-

ever, his delicate, oval face was lighted up

with happiness : Fame had appeared to him ;

Glory had touched him with her wings,

" Hector," said Charles, " I want to intro-

duce my friend to you, Jean Meunier."

The journalist rose quickly and shook

hands warmly with the young sculptor.

"I must thank you," he said, "for the

enjoyment I have had this morning. Your

' Wreck ' is a marvellous work of art, and I

certainly think I have never felt so much plea-

sure in seeing a piece of sculpture as in that."

The artist drank in these words from the

critic with delight, and, on Hector's invitation,

he took a seat at the little table where the

coffee was giving out its inviting aroma.

During the conversation Hector looked

hard at Jean, trying to recall where and when

he had seen that refined face with the

intense expression in its dark eyes.

He thought of various acquaintances he

had made at clubs, artists' studios, cafes; but,

no, he could not recall having met this man

bsfore, and still the look in those eyes haunted

him.

HE HELD OUT HIS HAND.

Finally, he decided that it must simply be

a resemblance that he saw to someone else,

and he got so interested in the conversation

of the three artists that he forgot it at

last, and ceased to ransack his memory.

Gradually the tables around were deserted,

and Hector called the waiter and paid the

bill. He left some change on the table for

the waiter's pourboire, and seeing that he had

not picked up a small silver coin half hidden

by a plate, he called him back, saying,

" Take this, too."

Suddenly Jean Meunier looked at it and

then at Hector. His pale face became still

paler, the expression in his eyes still more

intense, a shudder ran through him, and at

the same time the memory of an utterly

wretched face seen on a November evening

by the light of a street lamp, ten years

ago, flashed across Hector. They were

all getting up from the table; he smiled

sympathetically at the young sculptor, and

held out his hand, which the- latter grasped

and wrung silently, but with gratitude of his

whole soul.

Hector and Jean were from this day forth

firm friends, and the sculptor told the story

of the utter misery and poverty he had been

in when Hector's timely and sympathetic help

had rescued him from despair

and his beautiful young sister

from death. She was now

twenty years old,

bright, happy, and

gay, the very sun-

shine of his home.

Hector was a

frequent visitor at

the sculptor's stu-

dio, and he often

joined the brother

and sister at their

dinner-table. The

tinge of melan-

choly gradually

disappeared from

his face, and one

morning the fol-

lowing announce-

ment was seen in

the papers : " The

marriage of our

Hector Merot, with

Meunier, the sister

of Jean Meunier, the well-known

sculptor of ' The Wreck,' is shortly

to take place."

eminent critic,

Mile. Helene
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No. XXXIX.â��JULES VERNE AT HOME.

By Marie A. Belloc.

1HE author of " Round the

World in Eighty Days," "Five

Weeks in a Balloon," and

many other delightful stories

which cannot but have en-

deared his personality to

hundreds of thousands of readers in every

part of the world, spends his happy, well-

filled working life in Amiens, a quiet, French

provincial town situated on the direct route

from Calais and Boulogne to Paris.

The humblest

Amienois can

point out Jules

Verne's home.

No. i , Rue

Charles Dubois,

is a charming,

old -fashio n ed

house, situated at

the corner of a

countrified street

leading out of a

broad boulevard.

The little door

let into a lichen-

covered wall was

answered by a

cheerful - looking

old bonne. As

soon as she heard

that I had come

by appointment,

she led the way

across a paved

court-yard

bounded on two

sides by a pic-

turesque, irregu-

lar building,

flanked by the

short tower which

is so often a

feature of French

country houses.

As I followed her, I was able to catch a glimpse

of Jules Verne's garden, a distant vista of great

beeches shading wide expanses of well-kept

turf brilliant with flower-beds. Though it

was late autumn, everything was exquisitely

From a Photo, bv)

neat and dainty, and not a stray leaf was to

be seen on the broad gravel paths, where the

veteran novelist takes every day one of his

frequent constitutionals.

A row of shallow stone steps leads to a

conservatory hall, which, filled with palms

and flowering shrubs, forms a pleasant ante-

chamber to the beautiful salon, where I

was joined a few moments later by my host

and hostess.

As the famous author is the first to ac-

knowledge, Mme.

Jules Verne has

played no small

part in each and

all of her hus-

band's triumphs

and successes;

and it is difficult

to believe that

the bright, active

old lady, still so

full of youthful

vivacity and

French espiegkrie,

can really have

celebrated over a

year ago her

golden wedding.

Jules Verne, in

his personal ap-

pearance, does

not fulfil the

popular idea of a

great author.

Rather does he

give one the im-

pression of being

a cultured country

gentleman, and

this notwithstand-

ing the fact that

he always dresses

in the sombre

black affected by

most Frenchmen belonging to the professional

classes. His coat is decorated with the tiny

red button denoting that the wearer possesses

the high distinction of being an officer of the

Legion of Honour. As he sat talking he

jules verne's house. [C. Herbert, Amiena.
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did not look his seventy-eight years, and,

indeed, appeared but little changed since the

large portrait, hanging opposite that of his

wife, was painted some twenty odd years ago.

M. Verne is singularly modest about his

work, and showed no desire to talk about

either his books or himself. Had it not been

for the kindly assistance of his wife, whose

pride in her husband's genius is delightful to

witness, I should have found it difficult to

persuade him to give me any particulars

about his literary career or his methods of

work.

" I cannot remember the time," he ob-

served, in answer to a question, " when I

did not write, or intend to be an author; and

as you will soon see, many things conspired

to that end. You know, I am a Breton by

birthâ��my native town being Nantesâ��but my

father was a Parisian by education and taste,

devoted to literature, and, although he was

too modest to make any effort to popularize

his work, a line poet. Perhaps this is why I

myself began my literary career by writing

poetry, whichâ��for I followed the example of

most budding French litterateursâ��took the

form of a five-act tragedy," he concluded,

with a half-sighâ��half-smile.

" My first real piece of work, however," he

added, after a pause, " was a little comedy

written in collaboration with Dumas Jib,

who was, and has remained, one of my

best friends. Our play was called ' Pailles

Rompues' (Split Straws), and was acted at

the Gymnase Theatre in Paris ; but, although

1 much enjoyed light dramatic work, I did

not find that it brought me anything in the

way of substance or fortune.

" And yet," he continued, slowly, " I have

never lost my love for the stage and every-

thing connected with theatrical life. One of

the keenest joys my story-writing has brought

me has been the successful staging of some

of my novels, notably ' Michel Strogoff.'

" I have often been asked what first gave me

the idea of writing what, for the want of a

better name, may be styled scientific romances.

" Well, I had always been devoted to the

study of geography, much as some people

delight in history and historical research. I

really think that my love for maps and the

great explorers of the world led to my com-

posing the first of my long series of geographi-

cal stories.

" When writing my first book, ' Five

Weeks in a Balloon,' I chose Africa as the

scene of action, for the simple reason that

less was, and is, known about that con-

tinent than any other; and it struck me that

the most ingenious way in which this portion

of the world's surface could be explored

would be from a balloon. I thoroughly en-

joyed writing the story, and, even more, I

may add, the researches which it made

necessary; for then, as now, I always tried to

make even the wildest of my romances as

realistic and true to life as possible.

From a Pkoto. hy\ I'RESBNT DAY. [C Herbert,, Amient.
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"Once the story was finished, I sent the

manuscript to the well-known Paris publisher,

M. Hetzel. He read the tale, was interested

by it, and made me an offer which I ac-

cepted. I may tell you that this excellent

man and his son became, and have remained,

my very good friends, and the firm are about

to publish my seventieth novel."

" Then you passed no anxious moments

waiting on fame ? " I asked. " Did your first

book become immediately popular, both at

home and abroad ? "

" Yes," he answered, modestly. " ' Five

Weeks in a Balloon' has remained to this

day one of the most read of my stories, but

you must remember that I was already

a man of thirty-five when this book was

published, and had been married for some

eight years," he concluded, turning to Mme.

Verne with a charming air of old-fashioned

gallantry.

" Your love of geography did not prevent

your possessing a strong bent for science ? "

" Well, I do not in any way pose as a

scientist, but I esteem myself fortunate as

having been born in an age of remarkable

discoveries, and perhaps still more wonderful

inventions."

"You are doubtless aware," interposed

Mme. Verne, proudly, " that many apparently

impossible scientific phenomena in my

husband's romances have come true ? "

"Tut, tut," cried M. Verne, deprecatingly,

" that is a mere coincidence, and is doubtless

owing to the fact that even when inventing

scientific phenomena I always try and make

everything seem as true and simple as

possible. As to the accuracy of my descrip-

tions, I owe that in a great measure to the

fact that, even before I began writing stories,

I always took numerous notes out of every

book, newspaper, magazine, or scientific

report that I came across. These notes were,

and are, all classified according to the subject

with which they dealt, and I need hardly

point out to you how invaluable much of

this material has been to me.

" I subscribe to over twenty newspapers,"

he continued, "and I am an assiduous

reader of every scientific publication; even

apart from my work I keenly enjoy reading

or hearing about any new discovery or

experiment in the worlds of science, astro-

nomy, meteorology, or physiology."

" And do you find that this miscellaneous

reading suggests to you any new ideas for

stories, or do you depend for your plots

wholly on your own imagination?"

" It is impossible to say what suggests the

skeleton of a story; sometimes one thing,

sometimes another. I have often carried an

idea in my brain for years before I had

occasion to work it out on paper, but I

always make a note when anything of the

kind occurs to me. Of course, I can distinctly

trace the beginnings of some of my books :

' Round the World in Eighty Days ' was the

result of reading a tourist advertisement in

a newspaper. The paragraph which caught

my attention mentioned the fact that nowa-

days it would be quite possible for a man

to travel round the world in eighty days, and

it immediately flashed into my mind that

the traveller, profiting by a difference of

meridian, could be made to either gain or

lose a day during that period of time. It was

this initial thought that really made the

whole point of the story. You will, perhaps,

remember that my hero, Phineas Fogg, owing

to this circumstance arrived home in time to

win his wager, instead of, as he imagined, a

day too late."

" Talking of Phineas Fogg, monsieur:

unlike most French writers, you seem to

enjoy making your heroes of English or

foreign extraction."

" Yes, I consider that members of the

English-speaking race make excellent heroes,

especially where a story of adventure, or

scientific pioneering work, is about to be

described. I thoroughly admire the pluck

and go-ahead qualities of the nation which

have planted the Union Jack on so great a

portion of the earth's surface."

" Your stories also differ from those of

almost all your fellow-authors," I ventured to

observe, " inasmuch that in them the fair

sex plays so small a part."

An approving glance from my kindly

hostess showed me that she agreed with the

truth of my observation.

" I deny that in toto," cried M. Verne, with

some heat " Look at ' Mistress Branican,'

and the charming young girls in some of my

stories. Whenever there is any necessity for

the feminine element to be introduced you will '

always find it there." Then, smiling : " Love

is an all-absorbing passion, and leaves room for

little else in the human breast; my heroes need

all their wits about them, and the presence

of a charming young lady might now and

again sadly interfere with what they have to

do. Again, I have always wished to so

write my stories that they might be placed

without the least hesitation in the hands of

all young people, and I have scrupulously

avoided any scene which, say, a boy would

not like to think his sister would read."
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" Before daylight wanes, would you not like

to come upstairs and see my husband's

workroom and study ?" asked my hostess;

" there we can continue our conversation."

And so, with Mme, Verne leading the

way, we went once more through the light,

airy hall, where a door opened straight on

to the quaint winding staircase, which leads

up and up till are reached the cosy set of

rooms where M. Verne passes the greater

1 a Photo, byi
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part of his life, and from where have issued

many of his most enchanting books. As we

went along the passage, I noticed some large

mapsâ��dumb testimonies of their owner's

delight in geography and love of accurate

informationâ��hanging on the wall.

" It is here," remarked Mme. Verne,

throwing open the door of what proved to

be a tiny, cell-like bed-chamber, " that my

husband does his actual writing each morn-

ing. You must know that he gets up at five,

and by lunch-time, that is, eleven o'clock,

his actual writing, proof-correcting, and so

on, are over for the day; but one cannot burn

the candle at both ends, and each evening

he is generally sound asleep by eight or half-

past eight o'clock."

The plain wooden desk-table is situated in

front of the one large window, and opposite

the little camp bed ; between the pauses of

his work on winter mornings M. Verne, by

glancing up, is able to see the dawn breaking

over the beautiful spire of Amiens Cathedral.

The tiny room is bare of all ornamentation,

save for two busts of Moliere and Shake-

speare, and a few pictures, including a water-

VoL ix.â��28.

colour of my host's yacht, the Sf. Michel, a

splendid little boat in which he and his wife

spent, some years ago, many of the happiest

hours of their long dual life.

Opening out of the bedroom is a fine large

apartment, Jules Verne's library. The room

is lined with book-cases, and in the middle a

large table groans under a carefully sorted

mass of newspapers, reviews, and scientific

reports, to say nothing of a representative

collection of French

and English periodi-

cal literature. A

number of card-

board pigeon-holes,

occupying however

wonderfully little

space, contain the

twenty odd thousand

notes garnered by

the author during

his long life.

" Tell me what

are a man's books,

and I will tell you

what manner of man

he is," makes an

excellent paraphrase

of a good old saying,

and might well be

applied to Jules

Verne. His library

is strictly for use, not

show, and well-worn copies of such intellectual

friends as Homer, Virgil, Montaigne, and

Shakespeare, shabby, but how dear to their

owner; editions of Fenimore Cooper, Dickens,

and Scott show hard and constant usage;

and there also, in newer dress, many of the

better-known English novels have found

their way.

" These books will show you," observed

M. Verne, genially, " how sincere is my affec-

tion for Great Britain. All my life I have

oelighted in the works of Sir Walter Scott,

and during a never-to-be-forgotten tour in

the British Isles, my happiest days were spent

in Scotland. I still see, as in a vision,

beautiful, picturesque Edinburgh, with its

Heart of Midlothian, and many entrancing

memories; the Highlands, world-forgotten

Iona, and the wild Hebrides. Of course, to

one familiar with the works of Scott, there is

scarce a district of his native land lacking

some association connected with the writer

and his immortal work."

" And how did London impress you ? "

" Well, I consider myself a regular devotee

of the Thames. I think the great river is

10. Herbert, Amiem.
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the most striking feature of that extraordinary

city."

" I should like to ask you your opinion of

some of our boys' books and stories of

adventure. Of course, you know England has

led the van in regard to such literature."

" Yes, indeed, notably with that classic,

beloved alike by old and young, ' Robinson

Crusoe'; and yet perhaps I shall shock you

by admitting that I myself prefer the dear

old ' Swiss Family Robinson.' People forget

that Crusoe and his man Friday were but an

episode in a seven-volumed story. To my

mind the book's great merit is that it was

apparently the first romance of the kind ever

perpetrated. We have all written 'Robinsons,'"

he added, laughing ; " but it is a moot question

if any of them would have seen the light had

it not been for their famous prototype."

"And where do you place other English

writers of adventure ? "

" Unhappily, I can read only those works

which have been translated into French. I

never tire of Fenimore Cooper; certain of

his romances deserve true immortality, and

will I trust be remembered long after the so-

called literary giants of a later age are for-

gotten. Then, again, I thoroughly enjoy

Captain Marryat's breezy romances. Owing to

my unfortunate inability to read English,

I am not so familiar as I should like to be

with Mayne Read and Robert Louis Steven-

son ; still, I was greatly delighted with the

latter's ' Treasure Island,' of which I possess

a translation. It

seemed to me,

when I read it, to

possess extraordi-

nary freshness of

style and enor-

mous power. I

have not men-

tioned," he con-

tinued, "the

English writer

whom I consider

the master of

them all, namely,

Charles Dickens,''

and the face of

the King of Story-

tellers lit up with

youthful enthusi-

asm. " I consider

that the author of

' Nicholas Nickle-

by,' ' David Cop-

perfield,' and

' The Cricket on

the Hearth ' possesses pathos, humour,

incident, plot, and descriptive power, any

one of which might have made the reputa-

tion of a less gifted mortal; but here, again,

is one of those whose fame may smoulder

but will never die."

Whilst her husband was concluding these

remarks, Mme. Verne drew my attention to

a large book-case filled with rows of

apparently freshly bound and little-read

books. " Here," she observed, " are various

French, German, Portuguese, Dutch, Swedish,

and Russian editions of M. Verne's books,

including a Japanese and Arab translation of

' Round the World in Eighty Days,' " and my

kindly hostess took down and opened the

strange vellum-bound pages wherein each

little Arab who runs may read of the adven-

tures of Phineas Fogg, Esq.

" My husband," she added, " has never

re-read a chapter of a single one of his stories.

When the last proofs are corrected his interest

in them ceases, and this, although he has

sometimes been thinking over a plot, and

inventing situations figuring in a story, during

years of his life."

" And what, monsieur, are your methods

of work ?" I inquired. " I suppose you

can have no objection to giving away your

recipe ?"

" I cannot see," he answered, good-

humouredly, " what interest the public can

find in such things; but I will initiate you

into the secrets of my literary kitchen, though
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I do not know that I would recommend any-

body else to proceed on the same plan ; for

I always think that each of us works in his or

her own way, and instinctively knows what

method is best. Well, 1 start by making a draft

of what is going to be my new story. I never

begin a book without knowing what the begin-

ning, the middle, and the end will be. Hither-

to I have always been fortunate enough to

have not one, but half-a-dozen definite schemes

floating in my mind. If I ever find myself

hard up for a subject, I shall consider that it

is time for me to give up work. After having

completed my preliminary draft, I draw up a

plan of the chapters, and then begin the

actual writing of the first rough copy in

pencil, leaving a half-page margin for correc-

tions and emendations ; I then read the

whole, and go over all I have already done

in ink. I consider that my real labour

begins with my first set of proofs, for I not

only correct some-

thing in every

sentence, but I re-

write whole chap-

ters. I do not setm

to have a grip of

my subject till I see

my work in print ;

fortunately, my kind

publisher allows me

every latitude as re-

gards corrections,

and I often have as

many as eight or

nine revises. I

envy, but do not

attempt to emulate,

the example of

those who from the

time they write

Chapter I. to the

word Finis, never

see reason to alter

or add a single

word."

"This method of

composition must

greatly retard your

work ? "

" I do not find it

so. Thanks to my

habits of regularity,

I invariably pro-

duce two completed

novels a year. I

am also always in

advance of my

work; in fact, I

am now writing a story which properly

belongs to my working year 1897 ; in other

words, I have five manuscripts ready for

the printers. Of course," he added, thought-

fully, " this has not been achieved without

sacrifice. I soon found real hard work

and a constant, steady rate of production in-

compatible with the pleasures of society.

When we were younger, my wife and myself

lived in Paris, and enjoyed the world and its

manifold interests to the full. During the

last twelve years I have become a townsman

of Amiens ; my wife is an Amienoise by birth.

It was here that I first made her acquaintance,

fifty-three years ago, and little by little all

my affections and interests have centered in

the town. Some of my friends will even tell

you that I am far prouder of being a town

councillor of Amiens than of my literary repu-

tation. I do not deny that I thoroughly enjoy

taking my share in municipal government."
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" Then, have you never followed the

example of so many of your own personages,

and travelled, as you easily might have done,

here, there, and everywhere ? "

" Yes, indeed; I am passionately fond of

travelling, and at one time spent a consider-

able portion of each year on my yacht, the

St. Michel. Indeed, I may say I am devoted

to the sea, and I can imagine nothing more

ideal than a sailor's life ; but with age came

a strong love of peace and quietude, and,"

added the veteran novelist, half sadly, " I

now journey only in imagination."

' Doctor Ox' formed the basis of an

operetta at the Variet^s some seventeen

years ago. I was once able to superintend

the mounting of my pieces myself; now, my

only glimpse of the theatrical world is seen

from the front, in our charming Amiens

theatre, on the, I must admit, frequent

occasions when some good provincial com-

pany honours our town with its presence."

" I suppose," I observed to Mme. Verne,

" that your husband receives many communi-

cations from his immense English consti-

tuency of unknown friends and readers?"

From a Photo, by]
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" I believe, monsieur, that you add the

dramatist's laurels to your other triumphs ? "

" Yes," he answered ; " you know we have

in France a proverb which declares that a

man always ends by returning to his old love.

Well, as I told you before, I always took

a special delight in everything dramatic, and

made my literary dÂ£but as a playwright, and

of the many substantial satisfactions brought

me by my labours, none gave more pleasure

than my return to the stage."

"And which of your stories were most

successful in dramatic form ? "

"'Michel Strogoff' was perhaps the most

popular ; it was played all over the world ;

then ' Round the World in Eighty Days'

was very successful, and more lately

' Mathias Sandorf was acted in Paris; it

may amuse you to know further that my

" Yes, indeed," she cried, brightly ; "and the

applications for autographs! I wish you

could see them. If I were not there to save

him from his friends, he would spend most

of his time writing out his name on slips of

paper. I suppose few people have received

stranger epistles than my husband. People

write to him about all sorts of things: they

suggest plots for new stories, they confide to

him their troubles, they tell him their adven-

tures, and they send him their booksJ'

"And do those unknown correspondents

ever permit themselves to ask indiscreet

questions about M. Verne's future plans ? "

My good-natured and courteous host

answered for her, " Many are so kind as to be

interested in my next book ; if you share that

curiosity, you may care to know what I have

not yet announced to any but my intimates,
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namely, that my next story will have for title,

'L'lle HtÂ§lice'â��in English, 'Screw Island.'

It embodies a set of notions and ideas

that have been in my mind for many

years. The action will take place on a

floating island created by the ingenuity of

man, a kind of Great Eastern magnified

io,coo times, and containing, of course, the

whole of what in this case may be truly

called a moving population. It is my

intention," concluded M. Verne, " to

complete, before my working days are done,

a series which shall conclude in story

know, I have dealt with the moon, but a great

deal remains to be done, and if health and

strength permit me, I hope to finish the

task."

There was still half an hour left before the

Calais-Paris train (once so eloquently de-

scribed by Rossetti) was due, and Mme.

Verne, with the gracious politeness which is

so peculiarly the attribute of well-bred French-

women, drove me to the beautiful cathedral,

Notre Dame d'Amiens, a poem in stone,

dating from the twelfth century. Within its

stately walls the chance Knglish tourist

Ft'jut a Photo- fcyl
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form my whole survey of the world's sur-

face and the heavens; there are still

left corners of the world to which my

thoughts have not yet penetrated. As you

may, all unknowingly, see, any Sunday,

the fine old man to whose pen he cannot

but have owed many happy hours as boy

or man.



Card-Sharpers and their Work.

By Harry How.

]HE series of articles which I

recently contributed to this

Magazine, under the title of

" Crimes and Criminals," in-

duced me to spend many in-

teresting and instructive hours

at New Scotland Yard. As with the dynamiters

and the burglars, the pick-pockets, and sundry

other pilferers who are somewhat partial

to helping themselves, so it is with that par-

ticular class of folk of which I now propose

to say somethingâ��you never know when you

may expect them.

There are degrees of card-sharpers. There

is the little trio of enterprising fellows who

are to be found in the railway carriages on

their way to the racecourseâ��and they are at

times even to be found on the racecourse

itself. One of them, at least, is always

the most innocent-looking of bucolic country-

men, the typical modernized John Bull, who

invariably wins the stakes, and so induces the

" outsider " to try his luck also ; and I have

heard that before now an individual has

been clothed in all the habiliments of a

clergyman and staked his shilling or two on

the picture, and, what is more, has wOn.

What more natural to the passenger? Here

is a benevolent-looking parson joining in the

gameâ��surely he does not know much about

cards ?â��he wins. Why should not the pas-

senger have a little flutter with the pictures ?

He does ; and is sorry for it.

All this is the common side of card-sharp-

ing, and is popu-

larly known as the iâ��

three-card trick.

It is worked in

many ways, one

favourite method

being to turn up

the corner of the

picture card, which

the victim-to-be

endeavours not to

lose sight of. Then

the clever hands of

the manipulator of

" the leaves from

the devil's prayer-

book," with mar-

vellous dexterity,

straighten the

turned-up corner of the merry little queen of

hearts, and turn up the corner of the two

of clubs. Most sensible people would think

that this would be sufficient to warn the poor

player, who is to be poorer still before he has

finished. When the turned-up corner has

been played sufficiently, a little bit of mud or

dirt is substituted as a blind before the cards

are dealt. There is no getting away from it.

But there is no mud on the picture card

when you make your choice, and you

will find that somehow the mud has dis-

appeared from the court card to one

of very insignificant value. This is very

simply done. One gentleman working the

trick will shuffle the cards, show the one

with the mud on, and hand the cards to a

confederate, who removes the dirt, and puts

it on another member of the pack, when

they are displayed to entrap the speculative,

though innocent, player.

It is satisfactory to chronicle the fact

that, in the opinion of detectives, the three-

card trick, as we all know it, is disappear-

ing. As one smart detective suggestively

puts it, " There are not so many mugs about

as there used to be." This will, probably,

be consoling to the public !

But there is the artistic side of card-sharp-

ing, and during my recent visits to Scotland

Yard, previously referred to, perhaps one of

the most interesting of the exhibits there was

a complete set of card-sharper's apparatus,

which used to be frequently in use by astute

Yankees on the

American liners.

These most in-

genious contrivan-

ces are the first of

the kind ever seen

in this country, and

it is believed that a

similar set has not

reached these

shores since. It is

well to know that

they will not be

used again, at least,

by the individual

who possessed

them, for he is now

enjoying the hos-

pitality of Her
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Majesty, at a residence especially erected for

such persons, for the very comfortable period

of twenty years.

Before proceeding to diagnose the various

items which go to make up this truly fear-

fully and wonderfully made set of apparatus,

it may be said that there evidently

exists in America a recognised trade for

turning out this particular class of work.

We are ready to admit that our friends

across the " herring pond" are exceedingly

well gifted in the art of originating ideas,

and it seems a pity that they should permit

such contrivances as are about to be

described to be made with impunity

in their country. This is a somewhat sweep-

ing assertion, but I have had an opportunity

of examining

closely and mi-

nutely the ap-

paratus, and the

discovery was

made of the name

and address of the

firm who made

them, with a strong

recommendation

to all card-players

to have them in

their possession,

and so be like

Tommy Dodd -

sure to win.

First, examine

the packs of cards

to be used by this

particular card-

sharper, and in ex-

amining them kindly remember

that you are dealing with a man

who is an artist himself at deal-

ing a hand of cards. There are

five or six packs of them, and

they are contained in a nice-

looking mahogany box, and kept

intact with a lid (Fig. i). The

packs of cards have partitions

between them. There is a small

brass knob at the left han^' end

of the box, with a screw attacned,

which is connected with the first

partition of the first pack of

cards. The proud possessor of

this box knows that, by turning

the knob, he screws the cards

together. Now, there is method

in his screwing. Every alternate

card has been previously rubbed

with a little sandpaper; hence

two cards stick together. Now comes the

dealing. It is very easy for a smart dealer,

such as we are treating with now, to either

deal one or two cards. When he is dealing

to a man he is desirous of swindling, he

gives him one card and deals himself two.

This gives him a choice of two cards, as they

are very easily separated by the person work-

ing the oracle.

A further examination of these cards

heightens the mystery considerably. The

back of each card has some secret hiero-

glyphic on it, which tells the card-sharper

its exact value. These hieroglyphics lie

hidden away in some part of the design on

the back of the card, and the secret of the

same is possessed alone by the owner of

FIG. 3. â��FOR THE WAISTCOATâ��THE CARD OUT.
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while the other may possibly be useless,

the question arises as to how he is to dis-

pose of the surplus card. The sleeves of

his coat may probably form a refuge for

the non-usable card, and there is no

doubt that even your sharper who sharps

from the most artistic point of view

by no means despises the coat-sleeve

as a convenient " stow - away." But he

has a far better and prettier method of

getting rid of the superfluous card. Close

beside the box containing the packs is a

piece of machinery, consisting of two steel

plates, very slightly curved. This is placed

in the waistcoat pocket. It also has a strap,

in case it may be needed to fasten it any-

where abouf the person. The interior of the

plates contains a pair of what might be

described as tongues, which will either snap

up a card or give one out, as may be

required.

If the player desires to take a card from

the table, all he has to do is to work a

pair of small pulleys, by means of a piece of

catgut, which runs down the leg of his

trousers, and is fastened inside his boot. By

moving his foot he manipulates the pulleys,

the tongues slip out and receive the card, and

so dispose of it. It is a very easy matter,

in the excitement of the play, to remove

the card from the tongue of the machine,

and place it amongst the pack again (Figs.

2 and 3).

Although this particular apparatus is more

often than not used for getting a card out of

the way, it may, of course, be utilized for

holding an ace, or a king, or a queen, or

even a useful little jack within its grip,

FIG. 5.â��HOW To PRODUCE A QUERN."

FIG. 4.â��THE QUEEN OF CLUBSâ��WAIT1NG.

them. Hence, there is a card-sharper's

alphabet of fifty-two designsâ��to say nothing

of the designs he has upon the person he is

playing withâ��so that, apart from the sharper

having an exceptionally quick hand, he needs

also to possess a very retentive memory.

Seeing that the sharper will frequently

have two cards, one of which he will use,
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which will bob up

serenely when the

catgut is pulled. But

it is more often than

not used to cause

cards to disappear

mysteriously. A

glance at the illustra-

tion will at once show

how this very in-

genious dodge is car-

ried into effect. One

cannot help regretting

that such ingenuity as

this should not be

applied to some better

purpose, and one's

regrets are all the greater when an examina-

tion is made of the little apparatus which is

used to cap the trick of the unfortunate

individual who may be pitted against its

unscrupulous possessor.

Possibly the reader may remember that,

some fifteen or twenty years ago, a very

favourite toy for the little ones was a number

of soldiers stuck on a series of workable

pieces of wood, which could be pressed into a

small space, or shot out into a lengthy column.

Here we have the exact principle on which

this latter apparatus works. Whether its

inventor founded it on the toy or not it is

impossible to tell, but the operations of

working are exactly identical. In this case

the instrument is constructed of brass,

to which a strap with buckles is attached.

This is worn just below the elbow

of the left arm, and is usually called

into play when a player wishes to hide

a card, or to call one into action. More

often than not, it

is used for a re-

serve force of aces,

kings, queens, and

jacks. The pic-

tures are placed in

a clip, and, when

the apparatus is

not in action, are

completely hidden

by the swindler's

sleeve. He is just

in the midst of a

game. For once

his unlucky partner

has got the best of

it; it all depends

on the value of the

last card played,

and fortunately â��

or unfortunatelyâ�� it

is the sharper's turn

to play. He knows

the value of the card

he has in his hand,

he is fully aware of

the fact that it is only

a wretched four of

diamonds, and he

stands to win or lose

Possibly he has

not been able, for

once, owing to the

shrewdness cf his

opponent at this ex-

citing moment, to tell

the value of the card from the hieroglyphics

amongst the flowers on the back, but he

knows it all the same, for he has a little glass

disc, which is resting on his kneeâ��a precious

little disc, a trifle bigger than a sixpence, and

into this mirror he reflects the value of the card,

which is instantly revealed to himâ��(Fig. 8.)

His innocent opponent has played the jack

of clubs ; but, bless you ! the sharper has a

queen of clubs up his sleeve, in more ways

than one. By a clever little piece of legerde-

main the four of diamonds disappears into the

waistcoat piece of mechanism. He presses his

left arm on the table, the spring of the ap-

paratus just described is released, the crossed

steel bands, a la the soldier toy, spring out, and

in less time than it takes to tell, the queen of

clubs is in the hand of the player. Quickly

raising his arm from the table, back go the

steel springs, and her majesty of clubs caps

the jack (Figs. 4 and 5).

A word regarding a highly-polished nickel-

Law

Vol. ix.-29.

FIG. 7.â�� FARO BOX TAKEN TO P1KCKS.
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plated box, which is used for playing the

game called "Faro." It is evident that, in

playing this game, a mechanical dealing-box

is called into requisition; but the sharper is

not going to be beaten by this. He has his

own Faro box made, which, to all out-

ward appearance, is exactly the same as that

used by an honest player. It contains the

usual pack of cardsâ��there is not a suspicious

sign about it. Quietly pick it to pieces, and

the ingenuity of the whole thing is at once

made apparent.

The writer is not proficient at the game

of Faroâ��indeed, has never played it in his

are allowed to pass through (Figs. 6

and 7).

This very interesting item in New Scotland

Yard Museum is further supplemented by

what at first appears to be a most valuable

roll of bank-notes. Not so, however ; it is

simply an old pocket-book with the leaves

frayed, to give it the appearance of a roll

of notes which had been well used

and their value proved by passing through

many hands, and covered over with what

proves to be, on close inspection, a very

Parisian pamphlet(Fig. 8). Still, the effect, like

the transformation scene, is capital from the

life, or even seen it played; but it would appear

that a proper Faro dealing-box allows one

card to be dealt at a time, which is done by

the two springs beneath the pack pressing

up the cards to a narrow slit, so that, as one

is taken out, the spring further pushes the

pack up for another to be released. But the

sharper believes in the old principle that

two heads are better than oneâ��and so are

two cards; and by working a small lever in

his own particular apparatus, which com-

municates with a very minute spring, the

space for the outlet of a card is increased

to exactly double its width, and so a pair

front. The card-sharper places these by his

side, so that confidence is at once inspired.

Before leaving this very elaborate set of

card-sharpers' apparatus, play for a moment

with the tee-to-tum (Fig. 8). You give it a

twist, but you never get more than a three

or a four, and frequently not more than a

one or a two. You will find, on close in-

spection, that the pivot on which it spins

is movable, and can be so adapted by the

manipulator as to make the tee-to-tum turn

up either high or low numbers, as desired.

This, of course, is operated upon by the

individual who is seeking to swindle you.



The Two Highwaymen.

By H. D. Lowry.

BEGAN at last to thin!, that

the ball would never come to

an end. I had looked forward

to it with absolute dread, for I

was well aware of the plan

which my uncle and Madam

Trelawney had devised between them. I

had already recognised that the lady's son

was charming in his boyish frankness, but I

had seen from the first that it was intended

he should propose to me before the night

was endedâ��this night of all nights in the

year !â��and I was resolved on my part that

he should do nothing of the sort.

Truly, he was a gallant boy ; I can fancy

(for an old woman may surely tell her grand-

children she once was beautiful) that we

made a pretty couple as we danced together;

I know that Madam treated

me with quite unusual con-

sideration, and once I

caught her watching us with

an altogether delightful air

of satisfaction. Frank, too,

did his dutiful best to offer

me such attentions as are

proper in a lover; and

though I was resolved to

thwart his mother, and to

keep him from courting

rejection, I could not but

enjoy the little play in

which I was acting. I

pictured the surprise of all

the good folks who were

now watching me, when the

news of the morrow should

reach them. And, though

I longed for the end of the

ball, and the more serious

adventure which was des-

tined to follow, I found the

situation vastly amusing.

Perhaps it was this fact

which chiefly helped me

to keep poor Frank at a

distance.

" You are always laugh-

ing at a man," he said,

reproachfully, during an

interval between two

dances ; and upon my soul

I was hard put to it to

find an answer. I could

scarcely say that for him I had only pity ;

and yet this would have been the truth, even

though I was well aware that his disappoint-

ment would be only for a week or two.

At any rate, when the hou:' of our depar-

ture had come, his devotion was still unde-

clared, and Madam looked upon me a shade

less kindly, I thought, when I went to take

farewell of her. But, in truth, I was by this

time too completely overcome by excitement

to notice little d< tails in the comportment of

these people. They were all conspirators

against my happiness and Dick's; I knew

they would be checkmated within the hour,

and already I could have laughed in their

faces.

My uncle was a great gamester, and never

known to lose his coolness ; on this night he

had gained a large sum at cards. But, for

WE MADS A PRETTY COUPLE.
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all that, I fancy he had taken a goodly quan-

tity of liquor during the evening: I noticed

that his voice was a little thick. No sooner

were we seated in his coach than he lay back

in a corner and slept peacefully; soon he was

snoring.

I was thus left alone. Indeed, I could not

have talked with him had it been otherwise ;

yet I now wished I were compelled to try, for

the excitement I was in came near to being

unendurable. I could see nothing through

the windows of the coach ; nothing but the

dim reflection of my own pale face against

a background of utter darkness. Had I been

able to take note of the andmarks as we

passed them, I might have been calmer; as

it was, we had hardly been gone from the

house five minutes when I began and con-

tinued to feel passionately assured that the

very next moment would be productive of

the event to which I looked forward so

eagerly.

The drive appeared interminable. I btgan

to think that Dick must have come early

and grown tired of waiting, and I knew

that if he did not keep tryst, my heart would

simply break. And then, frightening me

despite my eager anticipation of it, came

the first sign.

I saw a sudden blackness move past the

window. A pistol cracked, and as the

carriage ceased to move I heard a man's

voice speaking sternly to the coachman and

his companion on the box. It struck me

the sternness was singularly well acted ; for

the coachman had been in the plot from the

first He happened to have a fancy for my

maid, Genefer, and Dick's bribe was a

superfluity once she had undertaken to make

sure of him.

My uncle stirred in his corner, muttering

incoherently, but he was still more than half

asleep when the door of the coach was

opened, and a tall, graceful figure (how well

I knew it, having met him frequently at

dusk on the edge of the old plantation !)

stood dimly outlined against the darkness.

The new-comer was masked, and put a pistol

to my uncle's head.

" You ride late, sir," he said; and I

wondered at the skill with which he dis-

guised his voice. " I presume you carry fire-

arms, and must ask that you will trust them

to my keeping."

I can hardly report my uncle's words.

Indeed, they were not coherent, so great was

his indignation. But he gave up his pistols,

and the highwayman straightway flung them

far into the darkness.

"Your purse," he continued, politely.

Then, when he had received this also: " Sir

Richard Courtney's luck at the cards has

passed into a proverb. Tell your friends,

sir, that you have given their I.O.U.'s to one

who will never ask for payment; for I have

no doubt I shall find them here."

He put the purse into his pocket. " There

is a diamond ring, too," he said, " and a

watch." And these things he also received

and pocketed.

All this time my uncle had been cursing

him for a thief, and swearing he would see

him hanged within a month upon the highest

point of the moorland. As for me, I had

enjoyed the proceedings to begin with, but

now I began to be afraid. Precious time

was being wasted. There were others who

must use this road in returning from the ball,

and there was the risk of their coming to the

rescue of my dear uncle, and spoiling the

plans on which so much depended. More-

over, I conceived that my uncle would be

hugely angry when he discovered how prettily

he had been deceived ; it was possible he

might be carried by his resentment so far as to

make it appear that this mock robbery was

real, and so bring Dick to serious trouble.

It was with great relief I saw that it was

ended.

The highwayman spoke again. " You

have a lady in your company," he said. " I

must trouble her ."

" Scoundrel! " said my uncle, angrier than

he had been at all. " Do you rob helpless

women, also ? Oh, but you shall hang

high !"

"'Beauty,'" quoted the highwaymanâ��"and

I am sure the lady is beautifulâ��' Beauty

unadorned is best adorned.' I must ask the

lady to step from her carriage a moment and

give me the jewels of which she surely has

no need."

My uncle would have hindered me, but I

was past him in a moment, and stepped out

of the carriage.

" Your necklet," said the highwayman,

ho'ding forth his hand.

I took the pearls from my neck, and

pressed his hand in passing them to him.

" Be quick !" I said in a whisper. " Where

is your horse ? "

He paused a moment. " I saw the gleam

of a bracelet," he said. " I must relieve you

of that also."

Again I obeyed him, but the fear that

others would come while he still stopped

fooling became more urgent. " I'm ready,"

I whispered, so eagerly that I wonder
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'the new-comer was masked, and put a pistol to my uncles head."

my uncle did not hear. " Why do you

wait ? "

Again there was a pause. He appeared a

little disconcerted. " And I think you are

wearing a ring," he went on.

I took the ring from my finger; as I gave

it to him I clutched his hand, secure in the

protecting darkness. " Take me ! " I said.

" Take me ! "

Again he was silent for a moment. When

he spoke it was in a curiously altered voice,

and with a little delighted laugh.
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" Dost mean it, sweet ? " he cried. " Come,

then ! "

I gave a scream of alarm (a portion of the

play we had arranged together) as he caught

me round the waist and landed me upon his

horse. A moment later, I was clinging to

him for dear life, as we dashed headlong into

the black night, and went forward across the

WE DASHED HEADLONG INTO THE BLACK NIGHT.

moorland. I heard him chuckle, as my

uncle roared his indignation after us.

II.

We rode on and on through the darkness.

At first my excitement was so great as to

render thought impossible; moreover, the

riding was of the roughest, and I had all I

could do to keep my seat. But gradually, as

I began to grow more accustomed to my

situation, I was overtaken with a most dreadful

misgiving. The rider had hitherto seemed

like enough to Dick, for I had known he

would do his best to change his voice; and

as for his foolish robbery, it was just of a

piece with his natural love of mischief. But

now I began to feel certain that some im-

posto" had taken his part ; that I had eloped

with another manâ��and him a common high-

wayman. Imagine my distress! I could

conceive of no method of extricating myself

from the position ; a sense of blank help-

lessness came over me, and I could do no

more than cling tightly to the highwayman

and await the event.

We had ridden some miles, when he

suddenly drew rein and dismounted, landing

me lightly beside him.

"Upon my soul!" he said, "here is a

pretty adventure ! Heaven knows that I had

always a passion for the unusual, or I should

be still a humble

usher in Bran-

caster Academy.

But, tell me, what

am I to do with

you ? "

I suppose I had

hoped against

hope ; to find my

fears were justified

was a disastrous

blow to me, nor

could I make any

answer.

" I would not

wish a braver

sweetheart," he

continued, speak-

ing with an odd

and attractive per-

plexity. " But what

have we gentle-

men of the road

to do with wives ?

Why, sweetheart,

you heard the

promises of your

guardian. He will

surely do his utmost to fulfil them, and how

should I dare go to the gallcws if I knew that

I left you widowed and alone ? I trust a score

of maids would weep a little if poor Jack Arthur

went the common way ; but God forbid that

any should remember him at a week's end.

It may seem that I am ungallant, yet I protest

I do not like my share in this adventure.

Kiss me, sweet, and then fancy I am old and

very wise, and take my counsel, which is :

that you permit me to conduct you back to

some place near your home. And yetâ��I

would not wish a braver sweetheart! "

And then, moved by the kindness of his

words, and his pleasant voice, I lost command

of myself and burst into foolish weeping.

"Sir," I said, "1 am altogether at your

mercy. I have done that which will shame

me all the rest of my days. But, indeed, I

thought you were another, my sweetheart,

whom I should have married to-morrow."

I fancied he spoke less gaily than before :

perhaps he had not hoped altogether that I
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would take his sage advice. " Ho, ho ! " he

cried, " then my good fortune is but another

theft to my account ? I do not understand.

You were to have married your lover to-

morrow, and yet you entreat a stranger, and

a highwayman at that, to carry you off!

This is the maddest of adventures."

" Sir ! " I said, " my uncle stands to me in

the place of father and mother."

The highwayman chuckled. " Poor child!"

he said, and softly stroked my hand, which,

it seems, he had been holding for some

minutes. " Poor child ! "

" He would have me marry one whom I

do not love, and I began to fear that

presently he would overcome me, and

compel "

" The old hunks ! " cried the highwayman.

" You shall marry whom you choose. Nay,

I withdraw my foolish wisdom ; come with

me, and before the night is here again

you shall be Mistress Arthur. Believe

me," he added, with a pretty conceitâ��

" believe me, there are many who will envy

you."

"But, sir," I interrupted, "you forget what

I have told you. Of late I have been closely

guarded, for my uncle had discovered that I

have given my love to a yeoman of the place.

To-night there was a ball at the house of

Madam Trelawney (a great lady, whose son

was destined by my uncle and by her to be

my husband), and it was arranged that he

should stop the coach on our return, and

carry me away with him."

The highwayman laughed loudly. " And

that is why you did not faint or scream ?"

he said. " I fell in love with you because of

that, and that is why I was so flattered at

your suggestion of an elopement. Butâ��

what will the real lover do? Will he stop

the coach a second time, and find the bird

flown ? I warrant he will play the part

execrably. I should hardly be surprised to

hear he had let himself be captured."

I could not endure his jesting. " Sir," I

said, " I am in your hands, and it is small

wonder you find my plight only laughable.

I have made myself a show for all the country

to laugh at. Never a pedlar but will be

selling ballads in a se'nnight about this that I

have done to-night. Yet I could believe you

kinder than most. I entreat that you will

help me."

He was sober in a moment. " Upon my

soul!" he said, " the case is one to puzzle a

very Solomon. I would do much to help

you, but I am not altogether free to do so as I

would. To be frank, my life hangs upon my

escaping out of these regions with all the

celerity I can command. And my life . . .

But listen !"

He broke off, and, kneeling, placed his ear

to the ground. Then he arose, with a

curious, excited laugh. " The adventure

grows in interest," he said. "Here comes

the honest yeoman, and in hot haste."

I listened eagerly, and heard far off the

sound of a horse galloping furiously along

the rough track, which was then the only

road across the great moorland. I saw a

sudden movement on the part of my com-

panion, and perceived that he was finger-

ing his pistols as he stood silent in the

darkness.

" Not that!" I cried, entreatingly.

"There will be need of an explanation of

some kind," he said; " perhaps you will

undertake it. I confess I have not a suffi-

cient gift of words, and I am a little inclined

to doubt whether your sweetheart will be in

the mood for verbal explanations. Doubtless,

as a gentleman of the road, he will ride

armed."

The sound of hoofs grew nearer. He was

silent now, and listened most attentively to

the approaching sound. Presently the rider

was quite near.

" Dick !" I called. " Dick ! all's well,

and I am in the company of a friend of yours

and mine."

A moment later he was upon us, and sure

enough he held a pistol in his hand. He

jumped from his horse in an instant and

caught me to him ; but it was the highway-

man who spoke first.

" Sir," he said, " I see by the pistol you

carry that you take a very proper view of the

situation. And yet I believe that everything

may be explained. If you will consult the

lady "

"Dick," I said, "this gentleman is a

friend. He took me with him, very much

against his will, because I asked that he would

take me ; and I did that because I thought

that he was you. You know our plan. He

is "

I paused. The highwayman laughed. " I

follow, day by day, the trade which it pleased

you to adopt for a single night. I anticipated

you by a few minutes. We are both of us

tall men, and the lady took the difference of

voice and manner for a clever disguise. I

was engaged about my ordinary business

when she appeared to suggest that I should

elope with her. I will confess my good luck

amazed me at first, but I was quick to

embrace it; nor did I discover how far astray
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" A MOMKNT LATER HE WAS UPON US."

my conceit had led me until the very moment

of your approach. We were endeavouring to

devise a method of restoring the lady to her

friends when you appeared to solve our

difficulty."

" You forget," said Dick, doggedlyâ��" you

forget the little matter of the money and

jewels you have stolen."

The highwayman started. " ' Convey,' the

wise call it," he replied, with some tartness.

" But the only course is, that I should

surrender everything to you ; and then it

should be clear to you that I am no less than

a messenger of Providence to you and the

ladyâ��a god from the machine."

Dick was silent, his arm about my waist,

his figure held ready for action.

"The good uncle has been robbed of

goods and niece," went on the highwayman,

easily. " You come upon him in his distress,

hear the tale, and straightway go in pursuit of

the thiefâ��the good uncle called me ' thiefâ��

and compel him to disgorge. In truth, the

least he can do is to give you the lady in

return for his goods. For, though perhaps

you do not guess it, you have shown some

bravery to-night."

The thing was beautifully clear. " Indeed,"

I cried, " he shall do no less, Dick, we will

go back ; and I promise you shall marry me

when you will, and with his consent. Do you

not see it ? "

" He ought to do so," said Dick, grudgingly.

" I suppose we must thank you, sir."

" Oh ! " said the highwayman, lightly,

" there is no need of thanks. Here are the

jewels and the purse. But, first"â��he opened

the purse and extracted some scraps of

paperâ��'' I promised to liberate certain poor

debtors, and that promise I must keep."

He tore the papers into fragments, and

leapt upon his horse.

" Farewell! '* he cried, and vanished into

the night. Nor did I hear of him again

until he was hanged, two years afterwards,

for a robbery of the most daring.

At least there was one who wept at the

news of his deathâ��and she a happy wife.



The Line of Robert Burns.

By J. Monro.

lOITERING one day in the

Burns Monument on the

Calton Hill at Edinburgh, and

gazing with a proud and loving

interest on the faded tress of

the " lassie wi' the lint-white

locks," the Bible of " Highland Mary," the

manuscript songs, and other relics of the

poet who is dearest to the hearts of all true

Scotsmen, I chanced to hear that his great-

grandson, bearing his name, was now living in

obscurity at the village of Blackball, a few-

miles distant. The news was a surprise to

me, for, like most admirers of Burns, I was

under the impression that he had no male

descendants alive, at least in Scotland, and I

took an early oppor-

tunity of verifying the

report.

Blackhall lies " with-

in a mile o' sweet

Edinboro' toun" on

the Queensferry

Road, over which

the "Hawes Fly"

of other days whirled

the immortal " Anti-

quary " to the Hawes

Inn, where " David

Balfour " was kidnap-

ped in the story of

Mr. Stevenson. It is I

mainly a double row 1

of stone houses, with

the shops of small

dealers, built along the

turnpike. Here, at the

head of a blind alley

on the north side of

the streetâ��a secluded

corner to which few of

the many travellers on

the road ever cast a glanceâ��I found a grey-

stone cottage behind a gateway, bearing the

legend: " City of Edinburgh Gunpowder

Magazine." It was the residence of Mr.

Burns, the man I had come to see.

The bell was answered by Mrs. Burns, who

informed me that her husband was just

getting up. " Ye ken he's not very strong,"

said she, with a kindly Scots accent, that

sounded home-like to my ears. Promising

to call back in half an hour, I passed the

time in strolling towards the richly-wooded

hill of Corstorphine, and meditating on the

inscrutable turns of life which had brought

a descendant of the national poet of Scot-
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land to keep a gunpowder magazine, and me

to visit him that day.

On returning to the house, Mrs. Burns

showed me into a bright and comfortable

kitchen - parlour, where I found the invalid

resting on a stuffed settee betwixt the bow

window and the fire, where a black kitten

was basking on the hearth. I was greatly

struck with his appearance as he rose to

welcome me. A man about fifty years of

age, or little more, he was still handsome,

although his black beard had been touched

with grey and his fine features wasted by

sickness.

The Tennysonian cast of his head was

noble, not to say kingly, and might have

become a bard of the

Ancient Druids. The

pensive melancholy of

his hazel eyes, deep

sunken and dark

under his bushy brows;

the waxen pallor of his

skin, and the masses

of his sable hair

streaked with grey,

recalled the descrip-

tions of Burns during

his last illness, and I

felt that something of

the adverse destiny

which had made the

poet an exciseman

had clung to his

descendant.

He told me that he

was indeed the great-

, grandson of Robert

Burns in the male

line, and I could well

believe it. The fact,

however, was known

to but a few admirers of his great-grand-

father, amongst them Mr. Bruce Wallace,

formerly American Consul at Edinburgh,

and Mr. J. D. Ross, author of " Burns-

iana," who had been out to see him.

Hitherto he had kept it a secret, because

he was afraid his privacy might be disturbed

by visitors, and probably not one of the

hundreds of tourists who passed through

Blackhall day after day .n the summer

season, on their way to and from the Forth

Bridge, was aware of his existence.

Portraits of his ancestors hung over the

mantelpiece, flanked by an illustrated calen-

dar and the Christmas picture of a London
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journal, a Little Red Riding Hood in a snow

sled with a bunch of hollies. A view of

the Kilmarnock Monument to the poet, and

bronzed statuettes of Tarn o' Shanter and

Souter Johnnie, standing on the mantelshelf

between two American clocks, completed the

little gallery.

The founder of the family, Robert Burns I.,

was represented by Cooke's engraving of the

Nasmyth portrait, which is considered the

best likeness. A photograph of Robert

Burns II., his eldest son, by Jean Armour,

shows a marked resemblance to him if we

allow for difference in age. Burns had great

hopes of this boy, and shortly before he

died spoke to Mrs. Riddell, of Glenriddell,

with seeming pride and

satisfaction of his grow-

ing genius and the appro-

bation of his teachers.

As a matter of fact,

Burns was a good father

to his children, and gave

them the best school-

ing that his small means

would permit. At his

death sufficient money

was raised to support

Mrs. Burns and enable

her to continue their

education. Robert was

then about ten years

old, having been born

on September 3rd, 1786.

On leaving the Dumfries

Grammar School, he

spent two sessions at

Edinburgh Academy,

and one at Glasgow Uni-

versity. Appointed to a

clerkship in the Stamp

Office, London, he mar-

ried Anne Sherwood, at

the age of twenty-two, and retired in 1833 on

a modest pension of ^120 or ^150 a year.

Returning to Dumfries, he dwelt there until

his death, on May 14th, 1857, and was buried

in the Burns mausoleum beside his wife,

whom he survived about twenty-two years.

Probably his career did not fulfil the

anticipations of his father, whose weakness in

matters of finance and lack of self-control he

seems to have inherited, if we can trust the

statement of Dr. Rogers ; but he was a useful

citizen, and his education was not entirely

thrown away, for he added to his income

by giving private lessons in classics and

mathematics both in London and Dumfries.

His brothers, with a less expensive educa-

ROBEliT IIUKNS II

tion, did better in the world. William Nicol

Burns, on leaving the Dumfries Grammar

School, sailed as a midshipman to India, and

entering the Madras Infantry of "John

Company," attained to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. Retiring in 1843, ne lived at

Cheltenham until his death in 1872, and was

buried in the family mausoleum.

His younger brother, James Glencairn

Hums, named after his father's noble friend

the Earl of Glencairn, was a scholar of

Christ's Hospital, London, as well as the

Dumfries Grammar School, and joined the

Bengal Native Infantry. He also officiated

as a judge and collector at Cahar, and

ultimately attained to the brevet rank of

lieutenant - colonel. In

1839 he retired, and

lived in London till 1843,

then took up house with

his brother at Chelten-

ham. He died in 1865,

and was also buried in

the mausoleum at Dum-

fries. Both brothers

enjoyed considerable

pensions, /i,ooo or

,Â£1,100 a year. Both

were married, but only

Colonel James left

children behind him,

namely, two daughters

by his first and second

wives. Colonel William,

like his brother Robert,

resembled the poet a

good deal, and he alone

seems to have written

verses, some of which

have been read in manu-

script by Mr. Burns, of

Blackhall. Apparently

the sons of the poet

walked after the eloquent advice tendered

them by Wordsworth :â��

Let no mean hope your souls enslave ;

Be independent, generous, brave ;

Your father such example gave,

And such revere ;

But be admonished by his grave,

And think and fear.

Robert Burns III., the eldest son of

Robert Burns II., married Mary Campbell,

and taught a private school in Dumfries for

over thirty years, until the new School Board

obliged him to give it up, and died in 1879

in that town.

His eldest son, Robert Burns IV., the last

of the dynasty, and my host at Blackhall, was

born in Dumfries, and educated in his father's
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school. He enlisted in the Household

Brigade of the Scots Fusilier Guards, and

was quartered with his regiment in London

for seven years, in Dublin for thirteen months,

at Shorncliffe and elsewhere. Three times

he volunteered for active service, but without

success. On quitting the army he fell back

on " labouring work," as the Scotch say, and

eventually obtained the keepership of the

City of Edinburgh Gunpowder Magazine at

Blackhall. For the last thirteen years he has

lived there, serving out the gunpowder

required by the Edinburgh merchants and the

miners in the neighbouring quarry of Craig-

leith. It is a post of some responsibility, and

if the duties are light, they require strict care

and attention. A free house, a bit of garden,

and ^45 a year are not to be despised ; and

if he had enjoyed a small pension from the

army, he might have been very comfortable.

As it is, 17s. 3^d. per week may enable him

and Mrs. Burns to exist, but is certainly not

enough to save money upon, or indulge in

any luxury and recreation.

He and his good wife, Jane Palmer, the

daughter of a farmer of Mouswald, near

Dumfries, make the best of their circum-

stances, and probably the enlightened and

worthy magistrates of Edinburgh will allow

him to retain his post as long as he lives.

Since he cannot " lay by " anything, however,

it is a serious outlook for Mrs. Burns, should

she survive him, unless the magistrates can

see their way to continue her in the appoint-

ment.

Another member of the family whose

portrait Mr. Burns showed me is " Aunt

Jane ' of Dumfries, or Jean Armour Burns,

with her daughter, Jane Armour Burns Brown,

who. as will be seen from our illustration, is

remarkably like the poet as he appears in

David Allan's water-colour of " The Cottars'

Saturday Night," recently given in the

Magazine of Art. In the refined face of

Mr. Burns himself we may also discern

traits of his great-grandfather, especially the

full and open brow, the serious and thought-

ful eyes, and the swarthy complexion ; but

his high and aquiline nose is rather a

feature of his great-grand-uncle, Gilbert Burns.

He has never written any poetry, and neither

his father nor his mother were literary, but

he is a warm admirer of his gifted ancestor.

One of his favourite poems is the " Lament

for James, Earl of Glencairn."

" I like yon last lines best," said he to me,

reading them aloud to refresh his memory:â��

The bridegroom may forget the bride

Was made his wedded wife yestreen ;

The monarch may forget the crown

That on his head an hour hath been ;

The mother may forget the child

That smiles sae sweetly on her knee ;

But I'll remember thee, Glencairn,

And a' that thou hast done for me !

" Manâ��that's a grand verse !" he ex-

claimed, with a sympathetic thrill in his

AUNT JANE AND HER DAUGHTER.
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deep, musical voice. " That's a very good

one, too, the ' Epistle to Davie,' " he went

on : â��

The winds frae aff Benl.imond blaw,

And bar the doors wi' driving snaw.

Lines that have gone to the hearts of Scotsmen

with a magical power in every clime under

the sun, and called up visions of their home

and kindred in the sad, sweet days " of auld

lang syne."

I found Mr. and Mrs. Burns so kind and

hospitable, and their conversation so interest-

ing, that I was fain to linger in their

company. When I came away, Mr. Burns,

accompanied by his old brown retriever, took

me into the grounds of the magazine, beside

the house, and showed me the " Maiden

Craig," a deserted quarry-hole, now filled

with stagnant water and surrounded by a

waste of grass overgrown with bushes. When

the poet was in the springtide of his glory,

and the lion of Edinburgh, that uncanny pit

was in full blast, and the mansions in which

he figured as an honoured guest were built of

its stone.

To-day, it is affording an asylum to the

last of his name. A quiet retreat, pleasant

enough in summer when the grass is green

and the birds are singing in the trees, but

mournful and dreary in

winter, when the dark

pool is swollen with the

rains, and

Fearfu' soughs the boortree

bank.

On the way back Mr-

Burns had to stop twice

and bend over his staff

from sheer weakness.

"My head just goes

round and round like

that," said he, describ-

ing a whirl in the air

with his handâ��a frail,

thin hand, as I could

feel, too well, in bidding

him good-bye.

He suffers from

chronic rheumatism,

and, perhaps, his outlook

and isolation prey upon

a delicate nature. When

once the spirits are low,

it is not so easy to raise

them again. A change

of air and scene, if only

for a day now and then,

would, I am sure, work

wonders in him, but he

ROBERT BURN'S IV. (STILL LIVING).

is tied to his post through illness and want

of means. " Had Burns been ennobled,"

thought I, on the road to Edinburgh, " how

different might have been this man's lot! "

And yet, what nobleman has done so much

for Scotland as the beloved bard who has

moulded the spirit of her sons ? The Scotch

have been blamed for making their poet a

gauger and leaving him to struggle on fifty

pounds a year; but since his death they

have amply redeemed their fault, if it were

a fault. Provision was made even for his

illegitimate children. The cottage in which

he was born has been preserved to the

nation. A number of splendid monuments

have been erected to his memory. Innumer-

able books and celebrations in all parts of

the world attest his growing fame.

A lively interest is taken in everything that

concerns him, and persons in whom his blood

still flows are marked like the descendants of

the Prophet. When the little daughter of

Colonel James Glencairn Burns was buried

at sea on the way home from India, the

officers and men of the ship were drawn up

on the deck in mourning array, and while the

coffin was lowered into the deep, every eye

was moist, and some of the sailors, natives of

Scotland, wept outright. The tomb of

" Highland Mary " at

Greenock is a place of

pilgrimage, and steps are

now being taken to raise

a stone over the grave

of Chloris, the " Lassie

wi' the lint-white locks,"

which was recently dis-

coveredundera drooping

birch in the old burying-

ground at Newington.

Could the Poet him-

self re-visit " Edina's

Darling Seat " he would

be received with honours

and acclamation little

short of idolatry. Doubt-

less the affection and

enthusiasm of his

countrymen would melt

his heart, and yet amidst

all their homage and

admiration I fancy he

would turn an anxious

eye on that forsaken

quarry at Blackhall, and

say to them : " Guid

freends, canna we bring

some hope and gladness

theret"



HAD been trudging for twelve

hours through the streaming

rain, which had penetrated even

the thick tweed suit I wore.

It had rained steadily for

twenty-four hours, and, judging

from the thick, colourless sky, and the white

cloud-wreaths that hung about the lower

slopes of the mountains, there seemed every

probability that a spell of bad weather had

set in.

Driven as with a goad by the utter dis-

comfort of the dirty inn I had left behind

me in the morning, I pressed on in the rain-

lashed gloaming towards the old Roman

watering-place on the southern side of the

Stelvio Pass, Bad Bormio : there, I knew, the

joys of good food, clean linen, and luxurious

bath waited for me. Of course I ought not

to have cast one thought on these comforts of

civilization, for the Stelvio Pass is one of the

grandest in Europe, and it had been my

privilege to behold the great Madatsch

glacier and the cloud-veiled head of the

Ortler Spitz, as I stood at the top of the

pass and looked over the glories of the

Tyrolean Alps.

But I was very wet, very tired, very

hungry; and I longed for my Capua down

4 V,
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in the pleasant valley. My port-

manteau had gone on by postâ��

\ the carry-all, omniscient post of

foreign parts. At Bormio I would

rest me for three whole days ; good

dinners would I eat and sparkling

Asti would I drink; and I would

make merry with any pleasant folk

chance might throw in my way.

And so the pains and penalties of

the poor pedestrian would be forgotten, or

remembered only as a foil to the comforts of

the present.

I hurriedly pulled myself up at this stage

of my reflections, for anticipation had made

me forget for a brief moment what was then

my condition. The relentless rain had

worked its way to my skin ; only my feet

were dry, thanks to the waterproof boots and

stout leggings I wore. I was as yet within

some miles of my goal when I overtook two

pedestrians whose case was much worse than

my own, for these two belated wanderers

were women, and the poor creatures' skirts

were wet and draggled, and clung miserably

about their limbs. Both were slender and

young, and the heavy rain beat heavily on

their heads and shoulders. Bedraggled

though they were, I saw at a glance they were

ladies, and a few words uttered by one told

me that they were country-women of my own.

My interest and sympathy were at once

enlisted.

" Another hour, Betty, at most, and we

can knock off. What a tramp we've had,

and how it can rain in this wonderful

country ! "

The girl who spoke (she could only have

been in her early twenties) had a fair, ruddy
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complexion, her checks looked like roses that

had had a thorough drenching, and a great

lump of light brown hair, which showed

beneath her soaked grey felt hat, was heavy

with diamond drops of water. Both girls

wore neat ulsters, but the rain had evidently

soaked them through, and they clung tightly

to the slim outlines of their forms.

I glanced quickly at the girl addressed as

" Betty." She was wet, but even prettier

than her companion. The steady tramp of

my steps probably caused Betty some alarm,

for she looked nervously over her shoulder.

It was then that I saw what a very pretty

girl she was, despite her somewhat dishevelled

state.

On the impulse of the moment I raised

my hat and muttered some sort of salutation.

" Oh, you're English ! "

The accent of pleasure was unmistakable,

and gratifying.

The exclamation came from Betty, whose

dark eyes were turned full on me. Evidently

the result of the inspection was favourable,

for Betty smiled, and showed a row of

gleaming little teeth,

whose whiteness was ac-

centuated by the rich red

of the lips that enframed

them. The young lady's

complexion was slightly

browned by exposure to

the sun ; but the lashing

of the rain had brought

a flush of pink to the

smooth cheek, whose per-

fect contour was apparent

as she turned towards

me.

" Yes, I am English,"

I said, in a comfortable,

elder-brotherly tone, cal-

culated to win the con-

fidence of these two

independent damsels-

errant ; " and I am on

my way to Bad Bormio."

" So are we ; and we

are so horribly wet, and

the road seems as if it

would never end."

" It is a long tramp

from Trafoi," I remarked.

" Oh, we only came

from Franzenhohe this

morning; we had some

lunch at Santa Maria,

and we hope to reach

Bormio by dinner-time,"

said the other girl, whose name I afterwards

knew to be Kate ; " for, to tell you the truth,

we are both awfully hungry."

" What hotel are you bound for ?" I

inquired.

" The Nuovi Bagni."

"Ah, I am going there too. Will you

allow me to walk with you and to carry that

bag ? " I added, pointing to a fair-sized ruck-

sack strapped to the supple back of Miss

Betty.

After a little demur the nick-sack was

unstrapped and attached to the haversack

I carried. I saw- with satisfaction that the

slender figure, relieved of its burden, drew

itself more erect and moved forward with

greater ease.

The two girls, tramping unprotected along

that lonely road which winds down from the

summit of the pass to Italy, seemed quite

free from any fear of danger. The dis-

comfort of rain-soaked clothing, boots heavy

with mud, and the fatigue consequent on the

long tramp, seemed to be the only cause of

complaint they had

THE RUCK-SACK WAS UNSTRAPPED."
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" You see, when one is on a walking tour

one can't stop for weather," remarked Betty,

with a comprehensive glance round at the

mist-shrouded mountains, the rain-lashed

rocks showing their rich brown in vivid contrast

to the grey sky and patches of vivid green

moss ; " one must take the good and the

bad just as they come, like the rough and the

smoo'h places on the road. My friend and

I are good walkers, and we enjoy a tramp

like this, in spite of the weather."

I had got the idea that the girls were

sisters, although they

were quite unlike in

personal appearance.

Bit by bit I got to

know more about

my damsels - errant

They had walked

most of the way from

Innsbruck, through

the Brenner Pass, to

Botzen; there they

had taken the train

to Meran, and from

thence had pursued

their tramp, stopping

several days on the

road at Spondelak,

Trafoi, and Franzen-

hohe.

" We shall stay at

Bormio a few days

and rest, and then

we shall meet our

bags again. You

can't think how glad

we are to see those

bags : we quite love

the very straps and

buckles. Do you

know Bormio at all?"

I avowed my ignorance.

" Nor do we. There was an American

lady we met at Tnnsbruck who recom-

mended the Nuovi Bagni to us. I think she

thought us quite mad, but she was extremely

kind.

" Kitty," she added, suddenly addressing

her companion, "do look down there at that

leaping water : that must be the Adda."

" Oh ! our first Italian river, Betty ! How

jolly !" cried the enthusiastic Kate, her grey

eyes beaming out from under her dripping

hat-brim.

Then she looked' down the valley and

tried, I think, to realize that this rain-beaten

scene really was Italy.

" Cheer up, Kitty; it will be fine to-

morrow, and won't we revel in the sunshine

when it comes!"

It was Betty who spoke. The manner of

the girls towards each other amused me;

they seemed to take the role of guide and

consoler in turns, just as, I have no doubt,

they had taken it in turns to carry the ruck-

sack which I had now in my care.

Independent though they were, the girls

seemed glad of my companionship, especially

when we passed through one of the dark,

cavernous galleries roofed with stones, built

THAT MUST BE THE ADDA.

to protect the road from avalanches. They

chatted in a friendly, unembarrassed manner,

and the sound of the fresh young voices and

the sight of the two pretty faces did much to

redeem the dreariness of the long, mono-

tonous road.

The next morning was a sumptuous one.

As I looked from my window my eyes were

greeted by a sky of startling blueness ; the

sun shone on the delicate green of the moss-

like acacia trees sparkling with moisture;

there were roses and oleanders in the garden,

and snow on the distant tops of the

mountains. The contrast was piquant. I

was soon dressed and out of doors. The

hotel garden, with its mountain-ash trees
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laden with masses of berries, was fragrant

after the heavy rain. But I soon wearied of

it and strolled down into the smiling valley

below the dilapidated village perched on the

bank of the Adda. Here the tumble-down

houses were pitted with bullet marks, the

mementos of the old hereditary struggle with

Austria. I stood on the bridge which spanned

the foaming stream, swollen with yesterday's

rain, and watched the water eddying over its

rough and rocky bed. As I leant against the

parapet I caught the sound of a woman's

voice trilling out the refrain of an Italian

volkslied.

The lark-like joyousness of the song seemed

in harmony with the glorious morning. In a

dreamy mood I listened. The singing voice

floated nearer. I caught sight of a white

straw sailor-hat and a pink cotton blouse.

Italian peasant girls do not attire them-

selves thus. I am a trifle short-sighted, but,

in a very few moments, I was aware that the

early-rising songstress was Miss Kate Morison.

A glance at the hotel register had informed

me of the names of my fellow-

pedestrians.

She looked very pretty and

fresh ; the mass of light brown

hair was twisted up neatly at

the back of her head. Clearly

the luggage of the two girls

had turned up, for there were

no signs of travel-stain about

the trim blue serge skirt and

the crisply starched pink

blouse.

I wished her good-morning,

and inquired for her absent

friend.

"Oh, Betty is all right,

thanks, only rather sleepy. I

thought it a pity to waste one

single hour of this heavenly

morning, and I wanted to

make a little sketch from the

bridge."

"An artist as well as a

singer?" I inquired, smiling.

" Oh, you heard me chir-

ruping, I suppose. One must

sing when one feels so utterly

happy. Isn't the air exhilarat-

ing ? But I must make my

sketch. I can sit on the para-

pet â�� so â�� and get just the

view I want."

She perched herself upon

the stone ledge, and made an

impromptu easel of her knee.

The sun shone on the big knot of curly

brown hair and made the golden threads in

it shine gloriously. The white sailor-hat tilted

over the forehead made a shade for the darkly-

fringed grey eyes and delicate brows.

I admired Miss Kate immensely, yet I

caught myself regretting that Miss Betty was

not such an early riser as her friend.

Nevertheless, I seated myself on the oppo-

site parapet, and surveyed the pretty artist

with very real satisfaction. There was a

freshness and spontaneity about her that was

very fascinating. She talked about the

grand scenery of the Stelvio ; she narrated

with great glee some of the adventures of

their tripâ��how, at Trafoi, provisions ran

short because a band of German students

had descended on the peaceful village like a

flight of locusts, leaving a temporary famine

behind them ; how they had excited the

suspicion of the authorities of the fortress

above Gomagoi, because she had made a

little sketch of the Suldenthal, and so on.

Her busy pencil did its work with great

SHE i . .'a HI ID HEHSELP L'l-ON Till-: STONB LfcUGK.
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rapidity, and, when I asked permission to

look at the sketch, I was really surprised at

the masterliness of her touch, and her know-

ledge of perspective.

" I am an artist in a humble wayâ��an

artist in black and white. I do work for

newspapers," she said, naively, in answer to

my praise.

" And your friend. Is she equally clever?"

I inquired, with interest.

" She is a great deal cleverer. We were

students together, and her work always sur-

passed mine, only " She stopped, and

I knew she had checked herself lest she

should tell me more about her friend than

that more reserved young lady would

approve.

She closed her sketch-book, and we walked

back together to the hotel. In the garden

we met Miss Betty. She, too, looked dainty

and fresh after her night's rest. The same

source of information that had made me

acquainted with Miss Kitty's name had told

me hersâ��Blount.

At breakfast I happened to mention her

by name, and I fancied a look of surprise

crossed her face at the glibness with which I

uttered it. But her manner showed no dis-

pleasure, and I was encouraged to offer my

escort for an expedition to the town of

Bormio. The quaint, old-world place, with

its rough pavements and narrow streets, so

Italian in its aspect, with the yellow-washed

houses and curious loggias, and musty,

silent church, delighted Miss Kitty, and gave

much occupation to her pencil. But Miss

Blount, whose artistic superiority her friend

had proclaimed, did not make any sketches,

although no doubt she stored up impressions

for future use.

I could not disguise from myself that this

rather reserved young lady had awakened a

really strong interest in my mind. The fasci-

nation of her beauty charmed me ; but her

whole personality attracted me yet more

powerfully. There was a mysterious winning-

ness in her voice, a grace in her movements,

a magnetism in the glance of her full hazel

eyes, that haunted me during her absence,

and set all my nerves thrilling whenever

she spoke to or even looked at me. That

night I dreamt of her, and woke uttering her

name.

I was angry with myself at the absurdity of

the situation. To be in love with a girl

whose face I had seen for the first time only

thirty-six hours before ! To be caught in the

net of passion like any raw boy of twenty,

to know that the suddenness of the calamity

Vol. ix. â��31.

that had befallen me was in itself almost

grotesque.

I was no romantic stripling: I was a sober

man of thirty, a plodding student of the law,

too poor to marry, and vowed to celibacy and

dull routine for a good ten years to come.

But under all the ridicule I heaped upon

myself was a secret rapture and proud exulta-

tion. I was in loveâ��in love; I had tasted

the honey, and sniffed at the roses of life.

The sweet air of Italy made the blood run

riotously in my veins ; the rich colour and

the sense of strong life that was in the

atmosphere intensified my capacity for emo-

tion, and so lulled to sleep that power of

self-control and cool reasoning on which I

prided myself.

Nothing but a violent wrench would have

enabled me to leave Bormio. I lingered on,

hugging my chains; and the two girls, for

what reason I know not, lingered too.

The place had a curious charm : it had the

strength and grandeur of the mountains and

the glory and glamour of the south. A week

passed, during which the two girls and I were

almost always together. Their utter uncon-

ventionality surprised me, but it delighted me

too. Their plans were not fixed, but some-

thing had been said once or twice about

extending their walking tour to the Engadine,

by way of the Bernina Pass. I had just made

up my mind that where they went I would go,

for the thought of Betty tramping unprotected

and exposed to the chance of insult filled me

with dismay. Already I assumed to myself

the man's right of protection.

The two girls listened respectfully, almost

obediently, to my advice, and made no

objection whatever when I declared that I

too intended to visit the Engadine, and would

go when they went.

In my own mind I had fully planned how

my romance was to end. I would marry

Betty ; we should be poor, but I knew her

tastes were simple, and I would work trebly

hard and win success for myself, and wealth

for her, before we were five years older.

Of such visions is love guilty !

As the girls were resolute to keep to their

plan of walking from Bormio to Pontresina,

we set out in true Bohemian fashion, like

respectable gipsies. The roads were good,

the weather perfect, and we tramped joyously

to Bolladore and Tirano, staying a day here

and a day there, just as the fancy took us. It

was at Tirano that the climax of my brief

madness came and the denouement of this

adventure befell.

We were housed in the Hotel San Michele,
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one of the quaintest hostelries surely wherein

a man might take his ease. For the building

had formerly sheltered a peaceful sisterhood.

The bedrooms were vaulted, the floors were

of stone, and all the doors opened on to a

broad, cloister-like gallery. At the end of

this winding gallery was an immense loggia,

which looked on the Piazza and the Cathedral

â��a pilgrimage churchâ��whither on great

festivals the faithful were gathered together

from all the surrounding villages.

The girls were enraptured by the quaint

blending of monasticism and the modern

Italian love of semi-Pagan decoration, for the

loggia was roughly frescoed with landscapes,

framed in vines bearing heavy purple clusters

of grapes. A rough wooden table and

benches were placed in the loggia, and it was

there we elected to dine, although the con-

ventional refectory was close at hand to serve

as dining-room. The sun was setting as we

lingered over our plenteous dessert. We had

been three days at Madonna di Tirano,

and the fascination of the place was still

upon us.

Perhaps it was the sobering influence of

the grey old building, or the conventual air

of the place, or the asceticism which breathed

from those cell-like bedrooms; but certainly

on that third evening of our sojourn there the

girls' manner had changed. Betty's beautiful

face was sad and clouded, and Kitty's gaiety

had vanished. After dinner she pleaded a

headache, and went to her room, and Betty

looked troubled as she left us, but did not

offer to follow. I suggested a stroll in the

convent garden, from whence came the click

of the bowls, for that old-world game was

always in full swing after the day's work was

overâ��the garden being large, served as an

open-air club to the townspeople. Betty

agreed, and we were soon in the cool,

high-walled pleasance â��a quiet spot, where

all we heard of the players was the click

of the ball, and the distant sound of laughter

and talk.

The sun had set, and a cool breeze was

whispering among the broad leaves of the

fig-trees; in the grass the drone of the grass-

hopper made a sleepy murmur. Betty was

curiously silent, a trifle embarrassed in

manner, and somehow this unwonted shy-

ness and taciturnity gave me confidence in

myself. I talked to her about many things,

as if I were entitled to her sympathy, told

her of my struggles, of my ambitions, of my

hopesâ��talked as a man rarely talks, save to

the woman he loves and hopes to win for

his wife. Somehow or otherâ��made bold, I

think, by a tender softening of her face when

I spoke about the hardness of the struggle

for fame when the struggle is made single-

handedâ��I blurted out my secret. I loved

her, and life would be a desert without her

love.

Then in the grey twilight I saw a white,

astonished face and two large, frightened eyes

look at me almost in horror.

" Mr. Aslehurst! " she panted, " you are

surely mad. It is not I you loveâ��it is "

she stopped and bit her lips.

Good heavens ! â�� it was the old compli-

cation. I read her unspoken thought in a

flash. She believed it was Kitty I loved,

that it was for Kitty's sake that I had dangled

at their heels all this time.

I was about to protest that it was sheâ��

Betty, and she only that I loved, when she

resumed, in a calm, self-possessed tone :â��

" You must forget that you have ever spoken

so to me, Mr. Aslehurst; that you have ever

thought of meâ��in that wayâ��for I am married

alreadyâ��my husband is coming to join us at

Pontresina."

I stared at her incredulously for a moment.

" But, Miss Blount ? "

" I was Miss Blount once. I am Mrs.

Field nowâ��perhaps you know my husband,

he is a barrister too; he could not get away

sooner because he had some important case

to work up," she went on, rapidly. " It is all

Kitty Morison's fault â�� thisâ��this dreadful

mistake. Kitty was my greatest chum before

I married last year; she was very angry with

me for marrying, and she persuaded me, just

for the sake of old times, when we used to

come abroad together for walking tours, to be

Miss Blount again. It was she who wrote

the name in the hotel book at Bormio; and

when you called me Miss Blount, Kitty was

delighted, and insisted on keeping up the

joke."

" That was a little rough on me," I said,

in a crestfallen way. The comical side

of the situation was apparent to me, and

for the moment I forgot the pangs of des-

pised love.

" We did not mean any harm," she

murmured, humbly. " We used to have such

splendid times together when we toured about,

Kitty and I. When I heard you call me

Miss Blount, I almost forgot that I had a

husband in London."

" Poor Field ! He would not be flattered."

" You know my husband ? "

" Slightly. We meet pretty often in hall,"

I answered, drily.

" Oh, Mr. Aslehurst, what must you think
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of me? But I do love Edward, and Iâ��I

shall be so happy to see him at Pontresina.

We are a model couple, and ever so con-

tented. Iâ��1 thought that you admired

Kitty Morison, she is such a dear, good girl;

name I have called her always in my

thoughtsâ��Betty had allowed the freak to be

indulged, and I was a broken-hearted man â��

for fully thirty-six hours.

But I could not in mere civility leave the

1 THOUGHT THAT VOU ADMIRED KITTY MORISON.

she has always been very independent and

high-spirited â�� always said that she would

never marryâ��but ." Again she stopped,

and I read in Mrs. Field's beautiful face

the gist of a little romance that had, no

doubt, been simmering in her brain ever

since our meeting in the rain-swept pass of

Stelvio.

Alas, how easily things go wrong ! I had

fallen in love with the wife instead of with

the maid, thanks to Miss Kitty Morison's

little freak. Bettyâ��I must call her by the

two forlorn women to trudge together to

Pontresina, especially now that I knew one of

them was the wife of a brother barrister.

By the time we reached our Alpine Mecca

we were the best of friends again. Field

turned up a day or two later, and I stayed on,

for we all found four a pleasanter number

than three in our mountain expeditionsâ��and

really, Kitty Morisonâ��she has another name

nowâ��was and is a very pretty girl, and she is

certainly much less independent than when I

first made her acquaintance.
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6.â��THE CROW, GREATLY FLATTERED, OPENED HER BEAK TO SING, WHEN THE CHEESE FELL OUT OF ITâ��

7.â��AND THE SLY FOX WENT OFF LAUGHING, WITH HIS BOOTY.
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THE MOUSE AND THE FROG.

3.â��WHICH COULD ONLY BE DECIDED BY A FIGHT.
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6.â��AND CARRIED OFF BOTH THE CHAMPIONS.



BOGEY AT LUNCH.







The Treasure of the Ram-Bagh.

By Herbert Russell.

TpBE33^Kn HE struggle was over ; the last

XmIo spark of rebellion crushed out,

f^gfe and the ancient city of Delhi,

' tne 8^ory Â°f tne Mogul race,

llgS was again in the hands of the

L-Â£^==S3>J English. What a time it had

been, that summer of '57 ! Never was

warfare waged with such bitter fierceness as

between the Peringhees and the revolted

Poorbeahs. On the one side was desperation,

and on the other fanaticism : the atmo-

sphere of the Punjab was dark with powder-

smoke, and it seemed to us in those sultry

regions as though even Nature herself paused

and stood aside, so to speak, to watch the

terrific combat between the Black and the

White. But now it was all over; the last

cannon had boomed forth its stern voice of

terrible reprisal, scattering from its mouth the

limbs of some murderous sepoy ; the feverish

rapacity of the looter had been appeased,

and the British soldier, worn out, footsore,

harassed to a mere shadow, and reduced to

rags, sat down to rest and to thank God for

a victory, however hard earned, that still left

his glorious flag waving over the minarets of

the great Oriental capitals.

I had been an officer in one of the native

infantry regiments, quartered in the canton-

ments of Mooltan, a regiment bearing a

glorious record for deeds of valour performed

in earlier wars. But the spirit of disaffection

was only too strongly manifest in the ranks

at the beginning of the Mutiny ; and one

morning on parade, in the presence of a

battalion of Europeans and a battery of

artillery, ready with lighted portfires to sweep

the barrack square with a hailstorm of grape,

the commanding officer ordered the sepoys

to "pile arms," and, almost before the men

realized it, they were rendered powerless by

having their weapons taken from them. Yet

I will vow that none in all that regiment

felt the disgrace 'of this disarming more

than their own officers ; and it is an open

secret that in the cart which collected

the muskets to carry them to the magazine

were found the swords and belts of several

captains and lieutenants. But when a week

later the sepoys suddenly uprose en masse,

broke out of their lines, forced the bells of

arms, shot down the quarter-guard, and

hurried away towards Delhi, we were all

obliged to admit that the General's measure

had been only too wise a one.

Vol. ix.--32.

The war over, my former regiment no

longer existing, and having realized quite a

modest little fortune as my share of the

fruits of the great Delhi prize auctions, in

which were sold all the plundered wealth of

the Mogul palace, I determined to give up

the service and return to England. I there-

fore sold my commission, but the season of

the rains approaching, I resolved to remain

in Delhi till they should be over. My syce,

or native servant, who had faithfully served

me throughout the campaign, I retained to

act as a valet. His name was Meer Alee,

and he was a splendid example of the hill

tribemen, standing about 6ft. 3m., with

large, flashing eyes, a high, aquiline nose, and

a heavy, curling moustache. Withal, he was

as intelligent as he was handsome.

I was seated one day in the veranda of my

bungalow, puffing at a "Trichy," and thought-

fully surveying a slowly-healing sabre cut

upon my left wrist dealt me by a strapping

sowar, when Meer Alee entered the room,

and, pausing in the doorway, made me a

profound salaam.

" Well," said I; " what is it ? "

" May I speak with the Sahib ? "

"Say on."

He stepped close to my chair, and extend-

ing a small object, said, "Will the Sahib

look at this ?." I took the thing in my hand.

It was a little image of dusky yellow metal,

and very heavy. I recognised it as a statue

of Gautama, the incarnation of Buddha, and

from its weight at once perceived that it was

made of gold.

"Where did you get this, Meer Alee?" I

asked.

" Is it of any value, Sahib? "

" I cannot tell you what it may be worth,

but it is undoubtedly pure gold."

He rolled up his fine eyes till nothing but

the whites of them gleamed forth between

the dusky lids. Then he said, " I found it

in the Ram-Bagh."

These two words, literally translated, mean

sacred garden. The Ram-Bagh which my

servant spoke of was a little, wild tract of

land surrounding a ruined mosque not far

distant from the outside of the city walls.

It was a place where no living creature ever

went, save maybe some wretched fakir seek-

ing shelter in the crumbling temple. Doubt-

less the long grass harboured many snakes,

and no man in his senses would purposely
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venture into what was pretty sure to prove a

hotbed of deadly reptiles.

" What were you doing in the Ram-Bagh ? "

I asked.

" I will tell the Sahib everything," answered

the syce, squatting in Eastern fashion at my

feet, with the little image in his lap. "Three

days ago came hither an astrologer, begging

for alms. The wise man makes friends with

these people, so I brought him in and gave

him of food and drink, together with a few

pice. Then said he unto me, ' Bhai-bund,

you are the first who this day has given me

charity. May Silva bless your caste. For I

am grown old and poor, and people no longer

have faith in my reading of the planets, and,

whereas I cannot live much longer, I will tell

thee a secret in return for thy goodness which

is written in no book, and known only to Him

that can divine the unseen.' Well, Sahib, I

listened with attention, for these astrologers

often speak words that are worth hearing.

' Know ye the Ram-Bagh?' said he to me.

'Despise not what I tell you, but take a

spade, and dig deep, and you shall find

there treasure untold. For I am grown old,

and it is no use to me.' So when he

was departed I thought upon what he had

said, and knowing that he could read secrets

which it is given but to very few to know, I

resolved to follow his words. So I went

forth into the Ram-Bagh with a spade, and

dug down into the earth, but discovered

nothing. I was not disheartened by my

failure, and on the following day tried again,

still without success. Said I, 'Perhaps I have

not yet gone deep enough.' So this morning

I once more went into the Ram-Bagh, and

dug again in the same place, and found

this," said he, holding up the little golden

image.

" Meer Alee," said I, " why have you told

me of this thing ? You might have kept it

to yourself, and have grown rich."

" How," answered the faithful fellow,

" should I hide it from the Sahib whose salt

I eat ? No, no. Even as the astrologer

gave the secret unto me, because he was

grown old and did not want longer to keep

it, so do I now give it to you."

" Will you leave this with me ? " I asked,

taking the image from him.

" It is yours," answered he.

" No. At least, if I keep it, I will pay you

for it. Although I have little doubt of its

being gold, still, to make quite sure, I will

take an early opportunity to have it tested.

Meanwhile, not a word on the matter to any-

body, Meer Alee. Your astrologer has given

you a secret that should make us both rich

men, but we must keep it to ourselves."

" Trust me, Sahib," said he, rising and

salaaming; and then, with the gliding stealth

of an Oriental, he left the room.

I lay back in my chair, reflecting deeply

upon the surprising story my syce had just

told me. Perhaps the one feature in the

whole business which astonished me most

was the amazing sense of fidelity the trusty

fellow had displayed in coming straight to me

with news of his discovery, when he might so

easily have kept it to himself. That beneath

the wild, overgrown surface of the Ram-Bagh

should lie buried treasure, I considered in

the highest degree probable.

It is well known to most people acquainted

with India that the soil in the neighbourhood

of the great cities teems with hidden valu-

ables. Down to within quite recent times,

when a native acquired wealth, instead of

putting his money into a bank or investing

it, he dug a hole in the earth and secreted

it. Seeing that this system has been carried

on from the very earliest ages of the

ancient empire, it must be readily apparent

that large tracts of ground are cemeteries

of untold riches. Delhi in particular, that

glittering city of gorgeous domes and white

spires, for generations the seat of the Mogul

dynasty, has traditions of buried treasure

beyond all computation. The Ram-Bagh

stood among the ruins of Ferozabad, the

ancient city of Delhi, and was just the spot

to prove a vast earthy coffer. The land was

all Crown property, but the Commissioner or

Government Agent chanced to be a personal

friend of mine, and I had small doubt of

being able to obtain permission to dig for

treasure by applying to him.

I went that same afternoon to a well-

known money-changer and goldsmith in the

Chandree Chouk, and, placing the image in'

his hands, requested him to test it He

took it, stroked it over, weighed it, and said,

" No need to test it. The thing is pure

gold."

" You are positive of that ? " said I.

" I will give you thirty rupees an ounce for

it, if you please."

This was convincing enough. I told him

that I did not wish to part with the little

statue, but merely wanted to satisfy myself as

to its true value. He repeated, "Well, the

thing is pure gold," and I left his bazaar. I

went next to see my friend the Commissioner,

and found him seated in his office sucking

iced brandy-pawnee through a straw.

" Ha ! " cried he, on catching sight of me.
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How are you, old fellow ? Come in and

sit down."

" I have come to ask a favour," said I,

dropping into an inviting canvas chair, which

at once folded up under me and landed me

on the floor.

" To ask a favour, eh ? " he exclaimed,

laughing at my mishap. " Most of my friends

visit me for that purpose. I begin rather to

suspect that my apparent popularity in the

station is due to my capacity of obliging.

Well, when you have extricated yourself from

that chair, perhaps you will tell me what I

can do for you."

" Oh, it is a very simple affair," said I,

getting upon my feet again. " I merely want

your permission to go digging "â��he stared at

meâ��" on the Ram-Bagh," I added.

" What the deuce can you want to go dig-

ging in that weedy, snake-haunted place for ? "

said he, screwing a gold-rimmed glass into his

eye, to view me more attentively. " Going

to seek for treasure, eh ? "

" Why," I answered, a little taken aback,

and wondering whether, after all, the astrolo

ger's secret might not be

known to him, " to tell you

the truth, you have exactly

hit it."

He burst into a laugh.

" I wouldn't give you the

value of a paper dollar for

all you're likely to find."

I drew a deep breath of

relief.

" Will you consent to my

making the experiment?"

said I.

" My dear fellow, dig over

the whole place, if you like.

You will be doing a great

service by clearing it of weeds.

Take care a cobra doesn't

abruptly terminate your little

venture, that's all. But what

has put the notion of seek-

ing for treasure in the Ram-

Bagh into your head ?"

" Well," I answered, feign-

ing reluctance to admit a

little superstitious weakness,

" an astrologer called at my

bungalow a few days ago

begging for alms, and out of

gratitude for the charity be-

stowed upon him, he said

that if I should dig in the

Ram - Bagh, Heaven would

reward my goodness."

" And you are credulous enough to believe

him ! Well, I confess I am astonished that

a man who has lived in India as long as you

have should listen to the words of the first

native impostor that chances to stop at your

door. Don't you know these budmash astrolo-

gers are the greatest set of rogues ? My advice

to you would be not to waste your time and

money in digging up that forsaken spot.

But if you wish to try, why, then, by all

means go ahead, and good luck attend

you."

"I think," said I, "although there is great

truth in what you have said, that with your

good leave I will make the attempt. Trea-

sure-hunting is at least as good an occupation

as sucking brandy-pawnee through a straw,

and far less injurious to the liver." His eyes

twinkled. I continued : " It will be a matter

of no very great cost to set a few coolies to

work to clear away the land. At all events, I

have your consent ? "

" Oh, certainly," he answered. " Dig up

the whole of Ferozabad, if you please."

"Suppose," said Iâ��"just for the sake of
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argument, you knowâ��that I do find any-

thing, shall I be allowed to keep it? "

" My poor, deluded friend," he cried,

laughing, " you won't find anything. If

your astrologer knew of the existence of

treasure in the Ram-Bagh, do you think he

would have let you into the secret ? But if

you do happen to discover an old coin or

two, or a bit of antique pottery, why, don't

tell anybody about it."

" One thing more to crown the obligations

I am under to you," said I. " Lest I should

be interfered with during my explorations,

will you give me a written permit to dig up

the Ram-Bagh?"

He took a sheet of officially headed paper,

scrawled a few lines upon it to the effect that

I was at liberty to seek for treasure upon the

spot named, and handed it to me. I thanked

him, and quitted his office, quite sensible

that I had sunk in his opinion as a weak-

minded man whose head was to be turned

by any native mendicant that should tell him

a tale of buried gold. But, then, my worthy

friend did not know of the little image that

was in the brown-paper parcel which I held

in my hand while I talked to him.

My first act on returning to

my bungalow was to summon

my syce, and go with him to

take a view of the Ram-Bagh.

The spot lay about ten minutes'

walk outside the walls of the

city in the direction of the

Ajmere Gate, and about a

quarter of a mile to the right

of the ruins of Ferozabad. It

was out of the way of any of

the great roads leading into

Delhi, and was probably never

visited except, as I have said,

by some miserable fakir or

goojiir seeking refuge in the

dilapidated mosque that stood

in the centre of the grounds.

The place was altogether

somewhere about three acres

in extent, and inclosed by a

crumbling wall.

The dreariness and desola-

tion of the spot were unspeak-

able. There was nothing in

the hum and life of the great

city near at hand to neutralize

the profound sense of loneli-

ness that came to one on

entering the wild and over-

grown sacred garden. Bald-

headed vultures wrangled in

harsh screams for scraps of carrion among

the long grass, and clouds of flies, humming

as they rose like locusts, hovered over the

body of a dead jackal or the corpse of a

famished dog. My servant told me that

here, so tradition said, was to be seen the

unearthly shape of the ghoul sporting in

the moonbeams, though, for his own part,

he had little doubt that the apparition

which had presented itself to affrighted

native eyes, in the form of some strange

goblin, was nothing more than a wretched

pariah looking for a place to lay his head.

We climbed over the wall, treading most

gingerly for fear of snakes, and Meer Alee

led me to the spot where he had unearthed

the little image. It was in a corner of the

garden, where the undergrowth was less thick

than in most places. He had only dug a

hole of about 4ft. deep, and about a yard in

diameter ; I saw exactly where he had found

the little statue, for the impression of its

grotesque form lay plain in the clayish soil.

Having taken a brief survey of the bagh, I re-

turned with my syce, deliberating plans for

beginning operations next day. When we

arrived at my bungalow, I said to Meer Alee:â��

' JUKKK ALEE LED MK TO THE SHOT.
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" Now, listen to what I am going to say to

you. First of all, I have had your image tested,

and it is of pure gold. Here it is. Next,

I went to the Commissioner and obtained

from him a written permission to dig in the

Ram-Bagh for treasure. His advice to me

was to keep all I found and say nothing

about it; therefore, we shall know how to

act in this respect. Now, Meer Alee, as you

have behaved so handsomely towards me, I

wish to treat you equally well. Therefore, I

make you this proposal: We will go into

partnership over the undertaking ; I will find

all the money requisite to hire labour to clear

away the wild growth of the place and dig

up the ground, and we will share equally of

the profits of whatever we may find. Do you

consent to this ? "

"Sure, the Sahib is much too generous,"

replied he.

" You think it a fair proposal, then ? "

" Worthy of one of the just and righteous

Feringhees, our lords and masters," he

answered, with Hindu humility, which was

not without a twang of hypocrisy about it.

But I saw that he was really very well satisfied,

so I continued :â��

" It must be our business to keep as quiet

as we possibly can over the matter. Once

we let it get wind that we are seeking for

treasure, people will come flocking about us,

and it may end in the Government laying

claim to whatever we discover, since the

land is Crown property. We must have

coolies to clear away the long grass before

we can do anything. Where are we to get,

say, half-a-dozen good, trusty fellows who may

be relied upon to keep their own counsel ? "

" If the Sahib will leave it to me, I will

undertake by to-morrow to find six such men,

who will eat of my chupatlees, and swear to

secrecy."

" Good ! Tell them they shall be liberally

rewarded for their services. Ten rupees a

day each shall they have, and as much curry

and bang as they can eat and drink."

Meer Alee salaamed and withdrew. I

was perfectly satisfied to leave the matter of

employing labourers in his hands, for he was

a native himself and would consequently have

a good knowledge of the native character,

and furthermore his interests were as much

concerned as my own ; therefore, he would

act with extreme caution. Had it not

been for the discovery of the golden

image, I should have been by no

means so willing to give credence to the

astrologer's story. Yet I considered it quite

possible, too, that there might be current a

tradition of buried treasure in the Ram-Bagh

of Delhi. Among the Indian races history

is perpetuated very much as it was in Homeric

days: by word of mouth. Legends are

handed down from generation to generation,

and although in the course of ages the versions

may become twisted out of all recognition of

their original events, still they are based upon

the truth. Not that I mean to say the mere

circumstance of a strolling beggar calling at

the door of my bungalow for alms, and

bidding me dig in a certain spot, where I

should find reward for my charity, would

suffice to persuade me into entering upon the

quest. But the discovery by Meer Alee put

the matter beyond all dispute. It might

happen that, almost by a miracle, he had

chanced upon the only object of value con-

cealed beneath the surface of the Ram-Bagh.

But, at all events, the bringing to light of the

little image of Gautama was a matter which,

coming on top of the astrologer's story, might

determine the most sceptical man upon

making a search in the ancient sacred garden.

My syce came to me after dinner that

evening, and asked permission to go out into

the Subzee Mundee for an hour or two. I

guessed his motive, and readily gave my

consent. He carried a small paper pack-

age in his hand; I asked him what he had

there, and he answered "Chupattees." Now, a

chupattee is nothing more or less than a little

cake, made of unleavened flour and water,

and constitutes the chief article of the

Hindu's food. When a native requires any

particular service from his brethren, accord-

ing to an immemorial custom he takes a

chupattee, and, breaking it into pieces, dis-

tributes the fragments amongst those whom

he considers likely to answer his purpose.

The men who accept the morsels are pledged

to keep faith with him throughout any under-

taking they may enter upon ; and be it said

that no form of oath could be more binding

in its moral effect upon the native mind than

the receiving of the chupattee. Consequently,

when Meer Alee showed me his little supply

of these unsavoury cakes, I perfectly well

gathered his intentions, and granted him un-

conditional leave of absence.

I did not see him again until the morning.

He brought me my shaving water as usual,

and, on my inquiring how he had fared

during the previous night, he replied :â��

" I have got six men, Sahib. You may

trust them to serve you faithfully and to

keep your secret. They will all be in the

Ram-Bagh at ten o'clock this morning with

spades, ready to begin work."
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" Capital!" I cried. " Meer Alee, you are

a first-class fellow ! " He acknowledged the

compliment by an abject obeisance. " You

understand these coolies better than I do," I

continued, " therefore, you had better act as

overseer."

Directly after breakfast I set out for the

Ram-Bagh, clad in a suit of kharkee and

knee-boots, a useful working costume in a

hot climate. The season of the rains was

just over, and the heat, even at noon, was

never intolerable, although it was unwise to

expose oneself to the sun. Meer Alee,

whose fine eyes flashed with excitement, had

gone on ahead of me, carrying such imple-

ments for cutting away the tangled weeds as

my little garden-house yielded. When I

arrived, I found him stripped of everything

save a cloth round his loins and a turban on

his head, digging away as though for dear

life : the hour was only a trifle past nine

o'clock, and the coolies had not yet come. I

would have made short work of the thick

growth by burning it down had I not known

that the smoke would attract a crowd to the

spot, which was the very thing I did not

desire.

Oir.GINf; AWAY AS THOUGH KOtt 11KAR LIFE,

However, in due course the half-dozen

natives my servant had hired arrived. They

were stout, likely-looking fellows, and came

well armed with shovels and pickaxes. I

spoke to them in Hindustanee, briefly telling

them that our purpose was to seek for a trea-

sure which was reported to be hidden under

the ground on which they stood. We then

set to work in real earnest, and by the hour

of noon, when I called a halt to rest, the

coolies had cleared away a broad space of

land extending the whole width of the l/agk.

The number of snakes, chiefly cobras, which

lay hidden in the tall grass was incredible,

and on several occasions one or another of

the men had a narrow escape of being bitten

by the disturbed reptiles.

The shape of the Ram-Bagh was nearly

square, and my idea was to start by digging

a trench about 4ft. deep close up against the

wall whence we began cutting down the

growth, and work our way from this, turning

up the soil till we had covered the whole

length of the garden. I reckoned that an

average depth of 4ft. would be sufficiently

far to penetrate, since, being a little bit of a

geologist, I perceived that the deposit of soil

had been very slow on this spot.

Whilst we were resting, a burkatidaz,

or armed policeman, stepped into

the inclosure and demanded to know

what we were doing. I told him I

had an order from the Commis-

sioner at Delhi to clear the tangle

weed of the place, upon which he

saluted and went away again.

Meer Alee, who was himself the

most enthusiastic among the workers,

turned the coolies to afresh after a

short interval, and they laboured on

with but little pause until sundown,

by which time the Ram-Bagh looked

as probably it had not looked for

centuries past: a clear, level space,

with the mass of sun-browned stuff

which had converted it into a minia-

ture jungle piled in a huge stack in

one corner. All was now in readi-

ness to begin digging, and I am free

to confess it was with no small

degree of anticipation that, on the

following morning, I set the natives

to work upon the trench I have

already spoken of.

The soil was of a loose, sandy

character upon the surface and easily

turned, though at a little depth it

became stiffand clay-like. The coolies

toiled on for several hours with-
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out lighting upon anything more than some

fragments of broken pottery; then we came

to our first find. This was neither money

nor jewellery, but an elephant. The animal

lay upon its side about a yard below the

surface, pressed as flat as a board, and in a

wonderfully good state of preservation. Its

hide was almost white, and I thought it quite

possible that the animal had been one of the

scarce sacred species, interred in the Ram-

Bagh on its death. How long it had lain

buried one could never come to know, yet

from various things afterwards found at the

same depth, I guessed it was at least a

thousand years old.

Our next discovery, made some yards

away from the spot where we had come upon

the elephant, was of a more welcome

character. It consisted of a long-necked,

brown earthenware vase, of the size of a

large melon. The neck of it was filled up

with clay, but on handling it the weight of

the thing gave us to know that it was full of

some heavy substance. I took a pickaxe

from one of the natives, and by a cautiously

directed blow shattered the vase: the riven

fragments flew asunder, and out fell a mass of

gold coins. Meer Alee gave a shrill cry of

delight. I picked up one of the pieces,

about the size and thickness of an English

florin. I could decipher the date 1400 upon

it, but the inscription was in some Oriental

language unknown to me. I afterwards dis-

covered that the coins were of the period of

the bloodthirsty Tamerlane, who in 1399

took the city of Ferozabad, and put 100,000

people to the sword. There were 210 pieces

in all, and their value was exactly ^460

English currency.

This was indeed a good beginning, and we

went to work afresh with renewed vigour. I

felt persuaded that somewhere within the

walls of the Ram-Bagh there was a great

treasure buried, compared with which the

trifling discovery we had just made would be

as a lac of rupees to a Nizam's revenue.

Collecting the gold coins into my hand-

kerchief, and securely binding them up, I

bade Meer Alee carry them to my bungalow,

and deposit them in a place of safety. He

must have fled with the swiftness of the wind

itself, for he was back again in ten minutes.

The coolies worked as only a willing Hindu

can work, and the earth flew in showers

before the flashing blades of their shovels.

But during the rest of the morning we dis-

covered nothing more, save a large jadestone

statue of some ancient native god, which

was so damaged that I left it.

Vol. ix.â��33.

A thought came into my head whilst the

little gang were taking their midday rest, and

eating their mealies under the shadow of the

bagh wall. I strolled towards the ruins of

the temple, and entered. The place was,

indeed, in a most terribly dilapidated con-

dition. The roof was gone, and the crumbling

walls stood gaunt, full of distorted archways

and gaping chasms. Yet all the fallen

stones had been at some time or other

removed, probably for building purposes, and

the floor of the place presented a clear

surface, thickly carpeted with a sandy dust.

I brushed aside a little space of this with my

foot, and saw that the floor of the temple

consisted of large stone flags. Wishing to

get a clearer view of this pavement, and not

desiring to disturb the natives at their dinner,

I fetched a broom which I had observed one

of the coolies deposit in a corner of the

inclosure, and with my own hands, despite

the suffocating clouds that arose, I laid bare

a large square patch. The flags were laid

not close together, but at intervals of about a

couple of inches apart, the interstices between

being filled up flush with dust

In sweeping aside the rubbish, I had taken

notice of a long, rusty iron spike, like a ten-

penny nail. I now went and sought this,

picked it up, and stooping down, ran it

along the chinks betwixt the flagging of the

floor. Out spurted a quantity of dirt,

scattering itself right and left, andâ��could I

believe my eyes ?â��amongst the grains of

dust there rolled forth a number of pearls !

I remained idly looking at the little sparkling

white gems whilst one might have counted a

hundred, too much staggered to realize the

sudden amazing revelation of a hidden

treasure, which, for all I could tell, was

perhaps to be computed in millions. Then

I fell upon my knees, and collected all the

pearls I could see ; about twenty I think

there were. None of them were very large

or of great value; but there could be no

shadow of doubt that they were genuine

gems, and if the floor of the temple was

going to disgorge jewels in this fashion, there

might be many magnificent prizes amongst

them.

I put the pearls I had gathered up care-

fully in my coat pocket, stepped back again

into the bagh, and beckoned to Meer Alee.

He approached me, and I turned aside in a

half-careless way, as though I were going to

speak to him on some matter of no great

moment, so that the other natives should not

observe us.

" I have good news to tell you," said I,
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subduing my voice, though excitement was

now working deep in me; " I have dis-

covered where the real treasure of the Ram-

Bagh lies."

He stared at me in his mild way, and said,

" Yes, Sahib ? "

" It is beneath the floor of yonder temple,"

I exclaimed. " Look what I have just found

among the flag-stones there," and drawing

forth the handful of pearls, I exposed them

to his view.

His eyes sparkled, and he said, " By the

faith of my fathers, but the astrologer spoke

true words!"

" We will abandon digging in the grounds

for the present," said I, " and set the coolies

to work to raise the stones of the temple

pavement. I got the pearls merely by scrap-

ing between the chinks of the flags with a

rusty nail. Who can tell what may be

concealed beneath ? "

On this he bustled away, and I heard

him exhorting the Hindu labourers to

work with a will, making an offer of in-

creased reward. The coolies moved in

a body towards the temple, and began

lustily clearing away the dust from the

floor, which rose in dense clouds into

the air. An hour sufficed them to lay

bare the flag-stones within the ruinec

walls. Stooping to inspect

them more narrowly, I now

perceived that they were

formed of the finest porcelain.

I determined to start ex-

cavating from one corner of

the place, working my way

diagonally across the whole

width of it. We found that

the tiles, which were about

2ft. square, needed little

effort to raise them : if they

had ever been cemented the

stuff had crumbled away

long ago. Under the first

dozen or so of these which

the natives lifted the yellow

soil lay as flat as the top of

a table. I carefully worked

about among the dust on

the surface with my fingers,

but found nothing in the

way of precious stones.

When as many of the tiles

had been removed as laid

bare a space about the area

of a good-sized room, I

told the natives to begin to

dig. Almost the very first

blow of the shovels into the yielding

ground gave back a sharp metallic chink. I

heard it and sprang to the spot, crying to the

fellows to be careful lest the blades of

their spades should injure the object

they had lighted upon. They began

gingerly scraping away the soil, and pre-

sently uncovered what proved to be a

most beautiful model of a pagoda, in pure

gold, and, as I afterwards found, of Chinese

workmanship. One corner of this lovely toy

had been chipped away by the workman's

shovel, otherwise it was completely intact.

The size of it was about i8in. square at the

base, and it weighed nearly iolb.

I fear that I should weary you, besides

spinning out my yarn beyond all admissible

limits, if I were to recount step by step

the story of our excavation of the floor

of that ruined temple in the Ram-Bagh.

We were three days in lifting all the tiles,

and searching the soil underneath. We found

a great number of stone coffins, containing

the bodies of Hindu men whose rank

had entitled them to burial in the musjidâ��a\\

THEY UNCOVERED A MOST BEAUTIFUL MODEL OF A rAGODA.
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in a wonderful state of preservation, although

they crumbled away into powder shortly after

being exposed to the air. In every case these

coffins contained money and jewels, the

former of these showing by their dates that

they covered a period extending from the

reign of the atrocious Jenghiz Khan, in the

thirteenth century, down to the days of

Aurung-Zeb in the middle of the seventeenth

century. From some forty-seven tombs thus

opened we got in all gold pieces to the value

of _^9,ooo sterling, and jewels to nearly

treble that value.

But this was not all. With my own hands

I collected from among the dust which lined

the interstices of the tiles as many pearls as

would have filled to the brim a pint measure.

They were all pearls : not a gem of any other

description was among them, and roughly I

estimated the worth of them at about

^1,200. Many remarkable curiosities of

treasure did we unearth, for the most part in a

perfect state of preservation. One object in

particular, which I thought the most exquisite

piece of workmanship I had ever set eyes

upon, was dug out by my syce. It consisted

of a flower-pot of virgin gold, delicately

wrought in filigree, containing a plant about

i8in. high. The stem of this plant was of

silver: the wide-spreading leaves of gold,

densely studded with emeralds, causing

the whole to stream with brilliant green

fires. The marvellous skill of the Oriental

goldsmith was never better illustrated

than in this incomparable work of art.

Another wonderfully beautiful toy was found

by one of the coolies. This was a birdcage

of golden wires, containing the representation

of some gorgeously plumed bird in precious

stones. The body was of rubies, streaked

with turquoises ; the pinions were diamonds,

and the eyes were two tiny moonstones.

Of gold and silver pieces of money we

found such a surprising quantity in various

spots beneath the floor of the temple, and

particularly in the coffins I have already

mentioned, that we literally grew weary of

collecting the coins. I caused a number of

bags to be made, in each of which I placed

as many of the pieces as it was convenient

to carry at one load, dispatching them to my

bungalow by Meer Alee, and by the time

we had concluded our search in the Ram-

Bagh, I had twenty-three of these bags in my

private room. The greater bulk of this

treasure was gold coins of various dates

during the Mogul dynasty.

We likewise discovered fourteen little

images of gold, all more or less like the one

Meer Alee had first shown me ; a quantity

of daggers and small swords of various

curious patterns, with hilts incrusted in

precious stones; several splendid caskets

full of articles of jewellery; large breast

shields of pure gold, bearing emblematic

devices ; a superb spray of diamonds which

had probably formed the plume of a great

Rajah's turban; some jadestone carvings,

chiefly of native gods, and a quantity of

broken fragments of gold. As we finished

our search in one part of the ruined building,

so I obliged the workmen to shovel back the

soil into its place, and lay the tiles afresh, in

order that should we be suddenly interrupted

during our operations, the intruder, whoever

he might be, should not be able to perceive

what we were at. But in all the while we

were exploring the grounds and temple of the

Ram-Bagh not a soul came near the place,

saving the burkandaz of whom I have already

spoken. One evening, whilst we were still

working in the garden, my friend the Com-

missioner drove over after dinner to visit me

at my bungalow.

He presently said, " Have you got any

treasure yet from that dirty old spot ? "

I answered, " Yes, we have found several

curious things. I will show you some of

them." And then I produced one of the

little golden images and about a dozen coins.

I set these upon the table before him. Then

said he :â��

"There may be more of these sort of

things."

" No doubt there are," I answered.

" I think, on reflection," said he, stroking

his moustache, "that I may perhaps have

exceeded the power vested in me by giving

you permission to search for treasure and to

keep all you found in the Ram-Bagh. As

Crown Agent, you will easily understand that

it is a point of honour with me to look after

Crown property."

"My excellent sir," I exclaimed, "you

have but to express your wish, and I will dis-

continue digging at once. I am not avaricious,

and the few trifles I have already unearthed

will satisfy me, seeing that I have your per-

mission to keep them. You must admit that

I deserve some share of the treasure for being

the first to reveal its existence. So let what

I have already got constitute that share, and

meanwhile do me the pleasure to accept that

quaint little image and those coins in token

that the words of a Hindu astrologer are net

always to be disregarded."

He stared at me steadily and said :â��

" Have you really had a great find ? "
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"What makes you suspect it? "

" Your liberality, for one thing."

" Now, see here," I exclaimed, " I will tell

you what I have done. You gave me per-

mission to search the Ram-Bagh for treasure

and to keep what I found. On the strength

of this I set to work, hired labour, and had

the pestilential old place cleared out That

in itself was a distinct service. Next, I

have only explored about one-third of the

garden, and the temple in the centre of it.

The rest of the grounds are all ready for

digging up, but they have not been touched.

None knows of this secret saving you and me,

my syce, and the coolies I employed. Now, I

will not turn another sod myself, for I am quite

satisfied with what I have already got. The

place simply teems with buried treasure. The

six natives who have been working for me are

thoroughly trusty fellows, and have eaten of

my faithful servant's chupattees, consequently

their lips are sealed. They will go to work

at sunrise to-morrow morning, as usual, but I

shall not be there. Meer Alee will attend,

and tell them they may now dig for another

master. Do you understand me ? "

He sprang towards me and grasped my

hand. " You have given me

a fortune," cried he.

"And the Government?"

said I, drily.

" Is always pleased to have

waste lands cleared and

rendered fit for cultivation,"

he answered, with a slow

smile.

" I never knew before

that you were a humorist,"

said 1.

He left my house that

evening in wonderfully good

spirits, and a month later,

to the astonishment of every-

body, he gave up his high

Civil Service appointment

for no apparent reason, and

quitted India to return to

England.

To conclude this narrative

of treasure-finding: I told

Meer Alee what I had done,

in promising to desist from

digging any further, and ex-

plained that my motive had

been to conciliate the Com-

missioner, lest an avaricious

policy on our part should lead

MEER ALEE IN PALL MALL.

to a demand from the Government to give

up what we had already got. He looked a

little discontented at first, but speedily ad-

mitted that I had done wisely. " And, after

all, Sahib," said he, with his bland smile,

" we have got enough."

Then came the question of turning the

treasure into sterling currency. This, in

India, is never a matter of very great difficulty.

I contrived to get something resembling

a fair price for my valuable property from the

haggling Brahmins. When all was sold, and I

came to calculate the amount yielded, I found

that Meer Alee and myself had very nearly five

lacs of rupees to divide ; which at the then

exchange value came to near upon ^45,000

in English money.

The last time I saw Meer Alee was in

London. The handsome fellow was parading

Pall Mall in the costume of a West-end

dandy, and a fine, commanding figure he

looked for all the incongruity of his garb.

He spied me, and came bounding across the

road. I shook him warmly by the hand

and inquired what he was doing in

England. He told me that, feeling

a curiosity to view the country of the

Eeringhees, he had come to

London about six years ago

along with a young Parsee

student, who had taught him

English during the voyage.

He liked London so well

that he continued to

prolong his visit, " until,"

said he, with his old, mild

smile :â��

" I don't suppose I shall

ever return now."

I gazed at his frock-coat,

and his curly-brimmed Bond

Street hat, his umbrella,

gloves, and elegant boots,

and could scarcely realize

that this remarkably well-

dressed Hindu was indeed

the same syce who had so

faithfully served me through

the Mutiny. I saw by his

face that he read my

thoughts, and said, " What

a wonderful transformation,

Meer Alee."

" Yes," he answered ; " all

due to the Ram-Bagh. But,

excuse me, my name is now

Hopkins."



Monsieur Got.

The Father of the Comedie Francaise.

By the Baroness Althea Salvador.

Prom a Photo. 6yl

M. COT'S HOUSE.

[Benque tt Co., Paris.

|HE last night of January, 1895,

witnessed the final appearance

of the eminent actor, M. Got,

who, since the 1st of Novem-

her, had been performing the

round of characters created by

him during his half-century of service in the

House of Moliere. In 1842, M. Got

obtained the second prize for comedy at the

Paris Conservatoire, and in 1843 the first

prize was his award. Then he entered the

Comedie Francaise, and made his debut

as a domestic. His success was assured,

and at that time even, his advancement

would have been rapid had he not been

obliged to serve as a soldier. After a short

time spent in Algeria, he decided that he had

more talent for the theatre than for the army.

" Yes," said the colonel, " you are right.

Return to the theatre. Here you could not

have risen very high, but on the stage you

will never be anything."

This was not very encouraging, but Got

had confidence in himself, and at an early

period in his career created several roles,

among the most important of which was that

of Giboyer in Emile Augier's " Fils de

Giboyer."

Since then, Got's principal characters have

been Jonquiere's Jean de Thomery ; the rabbi

of " L'Ami Fritz " ; Mmtre Pierre, of " I.a

Farce de Maitre Pathelin ": Brissot, of

" Denise " ; the grandfather, in " Flibustier " ;

and the priest, in " II ne faut jurer de rien."

But never was the great actor more applauded

than in October last, when he created the

part of Bibus, in Jean Richepin's " Vers la

Joie." Bibus is the shepherd, doctor, philo-

sopher of the piece, and here Got had an

opportunity of declaiming the finest verses. He

made us forget the actor and think only of real

life. Got is the first member of the Qom^die

Francaise who has attained his fiftieth anniver-

sary. Mole, Preville,GuÂ£rin,and La Thorilliere

all counted many years of service, but did not

approach the half-century. On July 17th,

1894, the actors, actresses, machinists, and em-

ployes of the Comedie Francaise, in all eighty

persons, celebrated, by a family breakfast at

Saint-Germain-en-I.aye.the fiftieth anniversary

of M. Got's connection with the House of

Moliere. At the close of the dejeuner, M.

Jules Claretie, the manager, made a brilliant

speech. Mounet-Sully's remarks related to

the wonderful career of the oldest societaire ;

Le Bargy, a favourite pupil of Got, read a

touching essay ; and Coquelin Cadet brought

the "admiration of the absent."

The real dramatic career of Got dates from

his performance of the priest in Alfred de

Musset's " II ne faut jurer de rien." The"o-

phile Gautier wrote in 1848 : " Got has made

of this personage a living and animated

silhouette, full of curious faults, and without

caricature." When Got reached the zenith

of his talent and reputation, he did not
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from a Plwlo. ty| m. cot in 1876. [Radar, Pari*.

disdain to resume the characters in which

he had made his early success. He has

never been vain of his talent, but always

proud of his art. A desire for effect has

never lessened his good sense, and he has

always been known as a " reasonable artist."

Indeed, the finish, the perfection of his

art is not due to inspiration, but to premedi-

tation. Got presents a curious and rare

phenomenonâ��the union of profound logic

and great imagination. Rut this imagination

is only allowed play at intervals. It never

dominates truth, the solid foundation of

studies, pursued by every conscientious artist.

M. Got is professor at the Conservatoire,

and on Mondays and Thursdays, the days

on which he gives lessons, he rises at eight.

At nine he mounts a Passy-Louvre omnibus,

for he lives at a little suburb of Paris called

Bonlainvilliers. Every omnibus conductor

knows Got, for he never takes a cab : even

after a performance at the theatre, when the

applause has been most enthusiastic, he

hastens to change his dress, so that he may

not miss the last omnibus. Some of the

actor's friends call this " principle " ; others

say he is actuated only by motives of economy.

In spite of his effort at early rising on the

day of his lessons (for he usually sleeps

very late in the morning), Got is always late

at the Conservatoire. However, he remains

there longer, in order to compensate his

pupils for the time lost. His costume never

varies : in winter, a loose redingote of

broadcloth, and in summer a sack-coat of

the same material. The hat is always silk,

with broad, straight brim, pressed down to

his nose. When he reaches the Conserva-

toire, he is respectfully saluted by his pupils ;

but he merely nods and waits impatiently

until his assistant has called over the

names. When the assistant has retired, Got

says: " Well, my children, whose turn is it

now ? " Little by little, the actor becomes

animated and witty, never hesitating to ex-

press his opinion, even when it is most

unflattering to his pupils. Sometimes the

actor goes to the theatre to advise young

artists, sometimes to assist in mounting

plays; and his opinion of manager, author,

play, and artists is very frankâ��perhaps too

frank for those criticised.

Got once told me that the former adminis-

trateur, Perrin, understood the Comedie

Francaise, and knew how to manage actors

and authors. " Jules Claretie is very amiable,

but weak; he does not rule, but is ruled.

I am fond of Mounet-Sully as a friend ; but,

as a comrade on the stage, he is too self-

sufficient and too easily ruffled. Coquelin

M. GOT IN HIS GARDEN. â��PRESENT DAV.

From a Photo, by Bengue A Co.. Parit.
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From a Photo, by] M. got as mr. poirier in "in gendre de mr. poirier." [Benaue <Â£ Co., Part*.

dine should never have been taken back : the

treasury has suffered thereby."

Got is not a talker, and never gossips with

the actors and actresses. He is very con-

scientious ; he has a right to a certain number

of seats at the theatre, but he never gives

them to his friends, because that would lessen

the receipts.

His dressing-room is very simply furnished :

there is not a picture, not a drawing in it,

but everywhere one sees swords. There are

two tiny rugs, one for each foot, and a table

with all the materials for " making up."

When he is dressed, the actor leaves his

room and strolls through the corridors, wait-

ing until he is " called." He tells you that

he is always frightened before going on the

stageâ��that his heart beats violently; but,

after the first word, his calmness returns. After

a scene, sometimes he is gay, and makes witty

speeches in the corridors. At other times,

he is melancholy, sits down and speaks to no

one. Got cares very little for luxury. His

home is as simply furnished as his dressing-

room at the theatre, and during all these

years he has only possessed one work of artâ��

his own portrait by Carpeaux. It was painted

by candle-light, and the artist's thumb re-

placed a brush. Its strength made so great

an impression,- that Haquette created a

portrait of Got by thrmving the paint on the

canvas. This portrait is remarkably powerful,

but does not belong to the actor.

Got has a wonderful library, and when he

has not to go to the theatre, he smokes a

pipe, and reads or works in the garden. He

looks like a priest, and this resemblance to

an ecclesiastic nearly cost him his life during

t'rum a Photo, by Xudar, Pari*.
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M. GOT AS BRIAC IN "UNE JOURNCh

D'AGRIPI'A."

the Commune.

Then he lived

in London as

director of the

company of the

Comedie Fran-

chise. He and

his comrades

tried to earn a

little money by

giving perform-

ances, as the

theatre had not

a penny in its

treasury. One

day, Got was

obliged to re-

turn to Paris,

and when he

left London

he said to his

comrades :

"Announce

that I play the day after to-morrow." Un-

fortunately, he fell into the hands of the

Communists.

" Who are you, and where are you going?"

" I am (Jot, of the Comedie Francaise, and

I am going to London."

" You are not Got: you are the vicar of

Sainte-Marie-des-Batignolles."

" I have never been a priest: see, I

have no tonsure ! "

But the poor actor was carried to the

Place du Trone, and placed with the other

prisoners in an improvised prison. At the

close of day, the Communists took him out

of prison, and said : " As you are an actor,

recite something for us. Go on. Recite some

verses." When he had finished, they said :

" Perhaps you are Got; in any case, you are

free."

The fact was that the commander was an

Italian,and Got, speaking that language, was

able to explain the situation, and thus save

his life. Got never attempts to learn his

parts. He reads them over two or three

times, and, while reading, tries to form an

idea of the personage he is to represent.

He reflects about people whom he knows,

chooses a characteristic from this one, an-

other from that, and so composes his part.

For example, the priest he impersonates in

"II ne faut jurer de rien " was a replica of

the priest in his regiment. Got studied care-

fully this country abbeâ��simple, ignorant

of the worldâ��and, as a result, Parisians

were presented with a priest of irreproach-

able taste, and delightfully true to nature.

Got says: " In order to succeed as an

actor one must work very hard, and be the

favourite of chance. Whenever a young

man comes to ask my advice, I say, ' My

friend, if you can do something else, do it;

but do not enter upon a theatrical life.' But

the young man never pays any attention to

this advice, and that is one reason why so

many actors fail. I never, or rarely, make a

mistake in my judgment. As soon as one of

my pupils recites a phrase, I know what he

can do. It is the same with plays. Often I

listen to the reading of a play at the Comedie

Francaise out of respect for the author; but

from the first scene I know if he be a

dramatist. Only once have I been mistaken

about the success of a play.

" When Scribe read us his ' Contes de la

Reine de Navarre,' I was shocked, for the

play seemed absolutely absurd. Scribe was

then the fashionable author, and as I was

obliged to vote after the reading, I thought,

'Everybody will put in a black ball, and

there must be one ball in favour of Scribe, if

only to please him : a white ball would be

too flattering, so I will put in a red one !'

Judge of my stupefaction when I found that

mine was the only red ballâ��all the others

were white ! That play was represented a

hundred times ; but, in spite of its success, I

have never modified my opinion. I have

always thought that more was due to the

talent of Madeleine Brohan than to the play

itself."

M. GOT AS AKNOLl'HK IN " ECOLE DES FEMMF-S.'
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It is interesting to know that the artist who

recently celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of

his connection with the House of Moliere

once brought it into the law courts. In

1865, displeased at the regulations which

imperilled the privileges and dignity of the

association, and discouraged because his

efforts to reform abuses were without avail,

Got tendered his resignation. Its refusal

was the cause of the lawsuit that resulted in

Got remaining a societaire.

had been appropriated for the use of the

Government, and great was the discontent

of the students in the Latin Quarter. It was

known that the Emperor and Empress would

honour the theatre with their presence, and

from pit to gallery the house was filled with

students, who saluted Napoleon III. by singing

" Luxembourgâ��Luxembourg," to the famous

air of "Lampions"â��a souvenir of 1848.

The courtiers were naturally irate, but the

students bade adieu to the monarch with

Prom a Photo, by]

THE CAST OF " VERS LA JOIe" AT THE COMF.DIE FRANCHISE. [La Phohiaraphie Xouvf lU, Paris.

. HAHKTTA AMD FIKKSOX. MM. COQUELIN CADET, T. MOC.fET, LE BASGT, LA5GIER, AXD EKJL'IER.

Soon afterwards, Emile Augier wished Got to

create a part in his new comedy, " Contagion,"

to be produced at the Odeon. Got's request

to undertake the character was refused, but

the Emperor ordered him to appear at the

Odeon and create the part of Lagarde in the

new play. "Contagion" caused great curiosity

and much excitement, as it was rumoured that,

in the character of Baron dEslrigant, Augier

had wished to depict the Due de Momy.

The play was represented just at the time

when a portion of the Luxembourg Gardens

"Luxembourgâ��Luxembourg." The Imperial

carriages were obliged to pass slowly through

the Rue Corneille and the Rue de l'Odeon,

while the police were unable to prevent a

compact crowd from hissing and insulting the

Emperor and Empress. Four years later

came the end of the Empire, and hardly a

voice was raised in its defence. Notwith-

standing this disturbance, Emile Augier's

comedy had a great success; but Got, eclipsed

by Berton as the hero, returned to his old

home, where he remained ever since.

Vol. ix.- 34.



The Storm.

From the French of Armand Silvestre.

I.

F was at the little hamlet of

Pilhoel, one of the wildest

on the coast of Brittany, almost

savage in its environment of

blue rocks, the rugged crests

of which were reddened by

the setting sun, with the sea, rampant like a

chained lion, or furious and hurling its

sonorous waves to the very thresholds of the

houses above; while, inland, the country

was sheltered and smiling with flowers in all

seasons, as in a greenhouseâ��a sunny zone,

where camellias blossomed in the open air.

At that time Pilhoel was a corner un-

known to tourists, and a few painters who

went there to sketch took care not to lead

thither the importune crowd of elegants and

curious. Fifty houses at most, all inhabited

by fishermen, stood under the shadow of the

ruined church, the cracked bell of which

frightened even the sea-gulls on the shore.

During the working days of the week, none

but women with children hanging to their

skirts were to be seen moving about between

the dwelling-places. All the men were away

fishing.

On Sundays their long nets were spread

along the weather-stained white of the house-

walls, holding in their meshes silver spangles

which glittered in the light; and there was a

world of poor people, all resigned, pious, and

knowing nothing of the unwholesome dream-

ings of city dwellers, but full of faith and

courage.

There is in Franceâ��at least, on the borders

of the seaâ��no village, however humble, which

has not its pearl of beauty. It was no un-

truth so to call Jeanne, the prettiest girl in

Pilhoel. The humblest garmentsâ��for she

was one of the poorest girls in the hamletâ��

could not disguise her inherent grace and

beauty. Her superbly-designed bare feet,

her little hands, which hard toil had often

wounded, were signs unconquerable of natural

aristocracy. Good and modest above all the

girls about her, she had, none the less, a

love-secret in her heart.

She was sixteen, and he whom she loved

was four years older : a handsome youth who,

equally with herself, felt the flow of noble

blood in his veins. Something of instinctive

worth was betrayed in his least gestures, and

a proud melancholy was strongly expressed

in his face. He was skilful in his calling and

bravest of the brave ; with all that, a dreamer,

taking little part in the Sunday sports on the

square in front of the church, but oftener,

at the hour when Jeanne was listening to the

vespers and singing the verses, re-entering

the holy building, and, at the foot of

a pillar, contemplating her in the shadow

scarcely penetrated by the yellow rays of

the altar candles; or wandering away to

the deserted sea-shore to think of her, the

music of the waves seeming to bear away to

WANDERING AWAY TO THE DESERTED SEA-SIIORE."
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far-off horizons the frail bark of his unspoken

hopes.

What was it separated these two beings, so

completely made to unite their laborious and

resigned existence ? Their common poverty.

Both were orphans. Loehic had earned his

scanty living in service on the boats, and

only, at last, had been able to buy one for

himself, and such a boat !â��the oldest and

most sea-battered of the little fleet! â�¢

As to Jeanne, she had been reared by her

old Aunt Mathurine, who had brought her

up with infinite tenderness, but, at the same

time, promising herself not to allow her niece

to marry any but a man who would be

in a position to assure her (Mathurine)

a comfortable provision for her old age.

For there is always a basis of selfish-

ness in our devotion.

This man she had chosen without say-

ing anything about it: it was Mathias,

the pilot, who was looked up to by the whole

fishing community of the little hamlet. A

rough man, with his weather-beaten face and

hands of bronze, yet hale and hearty in spite

of his fifty years ; who had often faced

I)eath, from whom he had snatched his in-

tended victims ; and who had made enough

fortune to insure his ease and allow him to

retire from his perilous calling. He . had

known Jeanne in her infancy, had danced

her on his knees, and had seen her grow with

increasing and affectionate interest. Anc

Mathurine, who had the natural sharpness of

all peasants, had guessed that the old pilot

was in love with this flower of grace, slowly

expanding under his eyes.

But Mathias was no fool, and when he

thought of his age he laughed at himself,

and again became paternal with the youn'4

girl, who, innocent creature, had never even

suspected the combat that was being waged

in the old sailor's heart. With him she was

always the sameâ��simple, frank, and some-

times cruelly charming ; admiring him, but

in the way in which patriarchs are venerated.

All her tenderness was reserved for Loehic.

and, knowing that her aunt was opposed

to her marriage with him, she had resolved

to remain unwed rather than become the

wife of any other man. She had sworn it

to him one evening when they had met upon

the shore in the soft moonlight, broken by

the sea into a rain of gold ; at one of those

mysterious hours, sweet to lovers, when their

hearts seem to open widest to solemn con-

fidences, when their souls bathe deliciously

in the same concert of abandonment and

sincerity ; he had even placed upon her

finger a ring in remembrance of her

promiseâ��a poor brass ring, but one which

Monseigneur the bishop had blessed at the

last confirmation.

" Before God I am your betrothed," she

had said to him, all her soul vibrating in her

voice, "and death alone can part my thoughts

from yours !"

And both had melted into tears, the bitter

drops of which ran down to their lips,

mingling with the salt vapours rising from

the waves and the tossing seaweeds of the

shore. And from the shelter of a block of

granite, in the lande, he had plucked a wild

[

" I AM VOUR BETROTHED."

flower and given it to her, and she had placed

it between two leaves of her poor " Book of

Hours," the face towards a picture of the

Virgin bearing this epigraph : " Ave maris

stellar And she turned her eyes towards a

star, on the golden eyelashes of which a tear

of pity seemed to tremble.

Both had moved away, overcome by this
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idyll, but confident in each other, expecting

nothing of men, but everything from some

marvellous and heavenly intervention, which

would not permit the future viewed by them

with a like tenderness to be for ever de-

stroyed, or that such a dream as theirs should

be the eternal despair of their lives.

After that supreme interview, existence

had, so to speak, returned to them. Loehic

every day, without rest or truce, risked his

life in his miserable boat for trifling gains :

and Jeanne repaired the nets of old or un-

married fishermen for a small piece of money,

which Aunt Mathurine dropped into the

throat of a nearly empty purse.

II.

There was a fete that day at Pilhoel. The

pilot, Mathias, had solemnly retired. He

had said farewell to the fleet he had com-

manded, and his old companions, to do him

honour, and in gratitude for the services he

had rendered them, had organized a series of

rejoicings.

As soon as it was daylight they went to his

cottage, to play the drum and fire guns and

pistols under his windows. Then the maidens

brought him a large bouquet, which was

presented by Jeanne ; which made the old

sailor's tanned face blush as red as a peony

with pleasure. Then full cups of the best

ciderâ��which had been bottled months before

in anticipation of the eventâ��were drained,

and the glory of the old pilot commemorated

in song.

Loehic had not been the least active in

all these proceedings; for he felt towards

Mathias a child-like admiration mixed with a

confiding sympathy. Many times he had

been on the point of confessing to him his

tenderness for Jeanne and asking his advice

- for how could he, for a moment, imagine

that venerable Mathias had ever regarded

her with other than fatherly feelings? At

twenty, people think those who are fifty years

of age veritable Methuselahs.

As was proper, this touching ceremony was

not left without its comic side. This was

secured to it by Aunt Mathurine, by the

offering of a pair of slippers embroidered by

herselfâ��a garden in tapestry, with roses

resembling cabbages and birds that might

readily be mistaken for gnats : for Mathurine

had, in her youth, been in service in one of

the large towns, and had acquired genteel

accomplishments. The old sailor, who had

never in his life worn anything but sabots,

felt an enormous temptation to burst into a

roar of laughter.

" If it makes no difference to you,

Mathurine," he said, " I'll wear 'em on my

hands in winter-time, to play the dandy in at

the High Mass."

And, by way of thanks, he clapped on

the old girl's two cheeks a pair of such

hearty kisses as, for a moment, made her

teeth rattle in her head like castanets.

Everybody had that morning made holiday

for this rejoicing, which was followed by a

copious repast, and ended with a rigadoon,

accompanied by Mathurine on the guitarâ��

a superannuated instrument which had been

given to her by one of her old employers,

and which distilled under her meagre fingers

some vinegary notes, falling drop by drop, as

it were, into the tormented ear. But they

had no refined notions as to music at Pilhoel,

and so this performance of Aunt Mathurine,

embroidered by the gruntings of a bagpipe,

played by a lad whose execution had come to

him naturally and wholly without study,

seemed to all who heard it as charming as

any music could be.

All this revelling had filled the morning

down to one o'clock, and the time was then

come for putting off to sea, to make up for

the early lost hours of the day.

It was in the month of September, and the

forenoon had been particularly bright. The

sun had risen over the ocean in mist, which

had speedily been consumed by its rays and

had melted, like the last cloud of smoke at a

conflagration, into the rosy light. The intense

azure of the zenith paled down to the horizon,

where the blue of the sea blended with that

of the sky in a long kissâ��the insensible line

between reality and dream, between the

region of'stars and the region of tempests.

The mild airâ��too warm, perhaps, for the

seasonâ��was scarcely tinctured with salt, but

laden with the life-giving perfumes, the nourish-

ing breath of the immense living thing which

breathes along the land and warms it with

the beatings of its heart. On seeing the few

tiny copper clouds which the dawn had

rapidly driven before it, some of the weather-

prophets had said that the day would not

pass without a storm.

Hut this threat seemed to have withdrawn

behind the glittering curtains of the firma-

ment, and in the gaieties of Mathias's fete

had passed from the minds of all. Joyously,

therefore, the sails had been unbound from

the masts, dressed with flags for the occasion,

when, suddenly and unexpectedly, they were

caught by a rude puff of wind and filled even

before they were completely spread, while a

violet-hued vapour rose above the horizon,
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presently shaping itself into a long, slate-

coloured blade, widening itself obliquely, and

cutting the azure sky as with a shadowy knife.

" There'll be a tempest presently ! " said

Mathias. " Take care of yourselves, boys !"

" Ah! you have done well to quit the

business, my good Mathias !" Aunt Mathurine

murmured softly in his ear.

Jeanne looked sadly on while Loehic

adjusted, as well as he could, the rough and

torn sail which, like a wounded wing, was to

bear him out to sea. His soul was heavily

oppressed by melancholy. When he had

wished to dance with Jeanne, old Mathurine

had made at him, through her diabolical

spectacles, such a pair of eyes, that he had

not dared to invite the young girl. At table,

before that, they had been placed as far as

possible apart from each other ; so that what

JEANNE LOOKED SADLY ON.

had been a pleasure to everybody else, had

been for him nothing but a punishment.

Never had he felt so completely downcast.

So, when passing near him, while her aunt

was offering a pinch of snuff to Mathias,

Jeanne had said to him :â��

" Don't go out to sea, my Loehic, I beg

of you ! "

The only reply he had been able to make

to her was :â��

"Oh, let me go !â��I wish to die."

III.

A heavy gloom poisoned the departure after

the gaiety of the morning, and many a furtive

tear mingled with the farewells along the

range of boats into which the men were

climbing, to go in quest of the daily bread

for which they daily prayed.

The prediction of Mathias had troubled

the minds of the most courageous ; the old

pilot knew so well the ocean and its treasons !

But all had solid boats, and

well fitted to withstand the

onslaughts of the waves.

Then, they were not going

far out, but meant to con-

tent themselves with fishing

within sight of the coast,

ready for a prompt return,

in case the winds and waves

should prove too hostile.

Loehic alone, in his shattered

boat, would run any real

danger.

" Take my better boat, lad,"

said Mathias, with rough

tenderness.

But, for the first time, the

poor young fellow had noticed

the old man's assiduities to

Jeanne,

eyes he

and he

" No,

want it."

And with a last look,

charged with agony, cast

upon his loved one, he threw

himself into his leaky boat,

and his tattered sail, filling

with the rest, bore him away.

The wind grew every moment

stronger, and, one by one,

the boats disappeared into

the violet mist, their grey

sails looking to the end like

the wings of frightened gulls.

Mathias and Mathurine

had retired into the cottage of the latter, who

had prevailed on him to partake of a last

pitcher of cider; for she could think of no

and with what fond

had gazed upon her,

answered, shortly :â��

thank you ; I don't
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better artifice for drawing to her house the

only nephew she could hope to secure in this

country, so far removed from the shores of

Pactolus. Moreover, the moment appeared

to her an excellent one for making a first

trial. The old sailor had given up the sea; it

was the very time for him to take to himself a

wife. Jeanne was the prettiest girl in Pilhoel;

Mathias was the richest fisherman there.

These two aristocracies were made for one

another, evidently. The match-maker, there-

fore, set about diplomatizing, commencing

the campaign by a significant enumeration of

her niece's virtues : she augured well from

the enthusiasm with which Mathias declared

that she had still fallen short of the truth.

During this conversation, in which she was

so much concerned, Jeanne had remained on

the sea-shore, anxiously, and with moistened

eyes, peering into the horizon overspread by a

dark curtain which had,

at length, veiled the

whole sky. Suddenly

this veil was torn by a

flash of lightning, skim-

ming the dense green

surface of the sea afar

off; followed by a

scarcely perceptible

rumble, after a long in-

terval. The storm was

yet distant.

But she already felt

its commotions, and a

chill fell on her heart.

The light had faded out

of the sky. Heavy drops

of rain fell upon the

sands, tinting them grey.

A fresh zig-zag of fire

rent the air, reflecting

itself on the face of the

deep water, and the

voice of the thunder

immediately followed.

Jeanne uttered a cry

of agony.

" We had better go

and see what it was,

perhaps," said Mathias,

emptying a last glass of

cider to the health of

Jeanne.

" Nonsense.â�� stay

where you are," said

Mathurine, restraining

him.

Like a flight of pigeons

regaining the dovecote,

pressing closely one against the other, white,

and rapidly increasing in size, the sails of

the fishermen appeared, all low upon the

water, all flying before and under the stress

of the tempest. A third burst of thunder had

brought all the women and children in terror

to the beach.

In spite of Mathurine, Mathias had hurried

down to the shore, his rough face expressing

a strange anxiety. This one and that one

uttered cries of relief and joy on receiving

those belonging to them. The wind came in

aid of the courage of the sailors; a powerful

gust threw the whole fleet on to the shore in

safely.

On all sides kisses, embracings, sobs of

joy, hand-graspings of friends lost and re-

stored. One sail alone was behindâ��a rag of

canvas on a raft, for the gunwale of the boat

had all been torn away by the waves ; and

A RAG OP CANVAS ON A RAFT.
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against it the figure of a young man struggling

to keep it standing against the fury of the

wind. Jeanne recognised in him Loehic,

and, with blanched features and clenched

hands, felt as if Death had laid his hands

upon her.

" He is lost! " was the cry of all.

" There is only one man who can save

him ! " cried a fisherman.

" Mathias, alone, could make head against

such a sea ! " cried another.

Mathias had already stripped off his waist-

coat and thrown it on the ground. He was

going to launch his own boat.

" Unhappy manâ��I forbid you ! " screamed

Mathurine, clinging to the pilot's shirt-sleeve.

Mathias looked at Jeanne.

There are moments, solemn, mysterious,

when language becomes useless, when souls

understand each other in silence, when hearts

open themselves, dumb, but readable as

wide-spread books. The young girl went to

the pilot and said to him, in a voice so low

that none but he could hear her :â��

" Save him, and I will be your wife."

For that lookâ��that one lookâ��had, in an

instant, revealed to her the pilot's passion.

With a vigorous movement, Mathias threw

off Mathurineâ��so vigorous, indeed, that her

clutch carried away with it a shred of the

shirt-sleeve on which it had been fastenedâ��

and sprang into his boat, already moving out

through the surf. A turn of the helmâ��a

white furrow in the seaâ��then a cry of agony

and admiration !

The storm raged more furiously than ever.

The old pilot's boat had reached Loehic's

shattered vessel in the midst of a cloud of

spray, which, at moments, hid both from

view. The mingled forms of two men stood

out against the grey tumultuous background

â��Mathias holding Loehic, insensible, in his

stalwart arms. The double shadow stoopsâ��

the shadow of a single man rises : Mathias

has laid in the bottom of his own boat the

body ot the man he has saved. Another

turn of the helm, and in a few seconds the

rescuer lands the still ' insensible form of

Loehic on the beach.

A ringing outburst of hurrahs !â��the horny

hand of the old pilot passed from lip to

lip; his name murmured by all mouths in

benediction. The women on their knees

put up thanks to the Virgin also.

Jeanne, pale, motionless as death; Mathias

turns upon her a look appealing for thanks.

A pained smile passes to the young girl's lips,

and Mathurine makes everybody laugh by

breathlessly bringing to the pilot a glass of

hot sugared wine, which, in spite of all the

old girl's protestations, he insists on forcing

between the lips of Loehic, who has not yet

returned to consciousness.

IV.

At the end of six weeks, Loehic, saved and

sheltered by Mathias, has slowly recovered

the reason of which, for awhile, he had been

bereft by excess of emotion. After many

days of delirium, during which his life had

been in suspense, consciousness had returned

to his mind, but on his heart had fallen the

shadow of an incurable sadness.

Mathurine had only permitted Jeanne to

come and see him once; and Mathiasâ��

strange as it seemedâ��had not sought to

break through that cruel decree, but appeared

to be completely in agreement on the subject.

The reason was that, in his sick dreams,

poor Loehic had so often repeated the name

of Jeanne, and with such despairing tender-

ness in the tories of his voice, that the old

pilot feared he had discovered that love

existed between them. Jeanne, whom he

saw every day at her aunt's, appeared, how-

ever, firmly resolved to keep her promise.

She had allowed her hand to be officially

asked of Mathurine, and, without making

the least objection, proceeded with the

preparation of her trousseau.

The young girl listened to the pilot's

projects of happiness without responding,

but with a vague smile upon her lips which

he might take for contentment.

One day she was kneeling in prayer as he

entered, and, in rising, let a faded flower fall

from the " Book of Hours." Mathias stooped

for the purpose of picking it up and returning

it to her; but, before he could reach it, she

had snatched it up and jealously hidden it in

her bosom.

The eagerness of her action attracted the

old sailor's attention.

" Who gave you that flower ? " he asked,

uneasily, without knowing why.

" Loehic gave it to me."

And, as a look of anguish passed into the

pilot's eyes, she added :â��

"God does not forbid remembrance."

Mathias did not insist, but a terrible doubt

had entered his heart. An hour later, on

taking his place by the bed of Loehic, now

convalescent, he said to the young man :â��

" How would you answer me, Loehic, if I,

who have saved your life, were to ask some-

thing of you in return ? "

" I should answer you : ' Mathias, my life

is yours ; dispose of it as you please.' "
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After an interval of painful silence, and

with a faltering voice, the pilot; continued :â��

" It is not much I have to ask of you, lad ;

give me only the worthless brass ring you

always wear on your finger."

Loehic started in his bed and became very

pale.

" That ? Never ! " he cried, an angry light

flashing from his eyes.

" It was Jeanne, then, who gave it to you ? "

replied Mathias, his voice choking with pain.

" Why do you ask me, since you know ? "

rejoined Loehic, closing his eyes and over-

come by this sudden trial of emotion.

The pilot rose, his eyes full of tears. He

kissed the forehead of the young man, who

had fallen suddenly into a kind of sleep. He

listened, and assured himself that he was

really sleeping.

" Forgive me ! " he murmured.

Then, in a corner of the room, before a

crucifix, he knelt and besought God to give

him courage. Calmed, a look of admirable

resignation on his brow, he put on his heavy

woollen cap and returned to the house of

Mathurine, whom he found working with

feverish ardour at the white bridal dress.

" Wellâ��will the trousseau be ready soon ? "

he cried, in a voice which he rendered

almost rough from trying too much to make

it gay.

" You have become very pressing all of a

sudden, Master Mathias," replied Aunt

Mathurine. " For when do you want it? "

Very simply, this time, in the admirable

tone of sacrifice, the pilot answered, looking

at Jeanne :â��

" For when Loehic is well again."

''HE knrlt before a crucifix."
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(viewed by HENRY W. LUCY.)

THERE was a report current

court dress, at the beginning of the present

Parliament that the Speaker,

commiserating the lot of members who for

various reasons were not disposed to endow

themselves with Court dress, proposed to

give a series of supplementary feasts at which

ordinary dinner dress would serve. The

rumour may be dismissed without a moment's

consideration. The Speaker is not likely,

voluntarily, to divest himself of one of the

conditions which temper his official hospitality.

It suffices to be bound

to invite in turn 670

gentlemen to dinner,

without going out of

the way to remove a

possible obstacle to

the invitation being

universally accepted.

Accordingly, this

Session, as from time

immemorial, members

dining with the

Speaker have

been required

to don Court

dress and carry

a sword by

their side,

when it is not

between some-

body else's

legs.

So inexora-

ble is this law,

that last Ses-

sion it operated to the extent of banishing the

seconder of the Address from the Speaker's

table. It is the invariable custom that the

mover and seconder of the Address shall be in-

vited to the dinner to Her Majesty's Ministers

with -which the Speaker hospitably opens

the Session. Last year Mr. Fenwick, whose

honourable boast it is that he commenced

his career as a working collier, seconded the

Address. He undertook the duty only upon

condition that he should not be called upon

to array himself in military, naval, or Court

dress, as is the quaint custom of the occasion.

The point was yielded as far as his appear-

ance in the House of Commons was con-

cerned. But the Speaker, tied and bound by

immemorial custom, did not see his way to

\ary the usages of the Ministerial dinner.

Vol. ix.â�� 35.

mr. fenwick (as he might have

appeared).

Accordingly, whilst the mover of the Address,

arrayed in the martial costume of a major in

the Militia, dined with the nobility and gentry

at Speaker's Court, the seconder, clad in sober

black, humbly ate his chop at home.

From their earliest departure on the war-

path the Irish members have made a point of

standing aloof from the Speaker's dinner

parties. There is, indeed, a story of the late

Mr. Joseph Gillis Biggar having been en-

countered on the top of a Clapham 'bus with

velvet coat on his back, ruffles at his wrist,

black stockings coyly hiding his shapely legs,

silver buckles on his shoes, and sword in

dainty scabbard hanging within easy reach of

his right hand. Questioned as to the occa-

sion for this disguise, he airily replied : " I've

been dining with Mr. Speaker." This is,

however, only one of the many myths that

linger round the memory of honest Joseph

Gillis. As upon another apocryphal occasion

it was announced that " the Tenth never

dance," so it remains true to this day that the

Irish members never dineâ��at least, not with

the Speaker.

Shortly after Mr. Bright, in 1868,

mr. joined the Ministry as Presi-

bright. dent of the Board of Trade,

the clothes difficulty presented

itself. His Quaker conscience revolted

against the necessity of assuming the semi-

warlike costume which forms the full dress of

Her Majesty's Ministers. To prance around

in scarlet coat, with gold lace down his

trousers and a plumed cocked hat under his

arm, was a sacrifice that seemed too much,

even as a preliminary condition of being

enabled to serve his

country. But the uni-

HE DREW THE LINE AT THE SWORD.
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THE DIRE-

NESS OF

UNCER-

TAINTY.

form is imperatively necessary in connection

with Court duties inseparable from Ministerial

office. On visits to the Queen, attendance

at the Prince of Wales's levees, and at the

Ministerial dinners in Speaker's Court, the

integrity of the British Constitution demands

a certain strictly ordered uniform. After

some protest, Mr. Bright gave in in the

matters of coat and trousers, even of plumed

hat. But he drew the line at the sword.

Finally concession was made on this point, he

alone of all Her Majesty's Ministers appear-

ing on ceremonial occasions unembarrassed

by a sword.

It is said that fewer new members

have possessed themselves of

Court dress in the present Parlia-

ment than in any of its pre-

decessors of recent times. The

reason for that lies on the surface. When

the present Parliament began business, there

were some authorities who confidently asserted

that dissolution would fall upon it before it

had enjoyed its first Easter holiday. When

nothing happened at Easter, the date of the

prophecy was shifted to the Committee stage

of the Home Rule Bill. When nothing

happened then, other occasions, none remote,

were with equal confidence named. Whether

immediately, or by-and-by, Parliament

could not last long, and what was- to

become of the new member, thrown upon

the country with a brand-new suit of Court

dress and no certainty of being returned at

another election ? The situation, it is said,

appealed with peculiar force to Scottish

members ; only those with majorities so

large as to justify expectation of opportunity

of wearing out their Court dress in a sub-

sequent Parliament adventuring on the

expenditure.

One peculiar dis-

lords and tinction between

commons, the Lords and

Commons is the

greater jealousy with which

the latter guard the sanctity

of their Chamber. Both

Houses have staffs of mes-

sengers, chiefly responsible as

media of communication

between members and the

outer world. But whilst mes-

sengers in the Lords, charged

with a letter, a card, or a

Ministerial box, may ap-

proach the person addressed

and achieve his errand, a

messenger in the House of

LEGISLATION

IN THE

" LORD CHANCELLOR AND LORD

CHAIRMAN."

Commons may not approach beyond the bar

at one end, or proceed further than the

steps of the Speaker's Chair at the other.

The consequences are inconvenient and

sometimes ludicrous. What happens is that

the messenger, standing by the cross benches,

hands to the nearest member the message or

card with which he is charged, and it is

slowly passed along the line till it reaches its

destination ; each member in turn thinking

it is meant for him, occasionally an absent-

minded statesman opening a letter not

addressed to him. This is a matter in which

the Lords are certainly more up to date, and

the Commons might well take a leaf out of

their ordinarily despised book.

In another respect, that of

advancing Bills by stages, the

House of Lords could, as Sir

John Astley used to say, give

the Commons a stone and beat them. Towards

the end of the Session, when, after sitting for

months with nothing to do, the Lords find

themselves overwhelmed with work, the

rapidity with which legislation is accomplished

is bewildering to the stranger in the gallery.

The Clerk, rising from his seat at the end

of the table, recites the name of a Bill.

The Lord Chancellor, wigged and gowned

on the Woolsack, says in a breath : " The-

question - is -that-this -Bill-be-read-a-second-

time-those-that-are-of-that-opinion-say-content-

the-contrary-not-content-I-think-the-contents-

have it."

The Standing Orders having been sus-

pended, as is usual at this time of the

Session, the Lord Chancellor moves half a

pace to tht left of the Woolsack, and sits

down. By what seems a simultaneous motion,

Lord Morley, Chairman of Committees, taking

an equal pace in the same

direction, slips into the chair

at the head of the table.

This means that the House

is in Committee, the Lord

Chancellor nowhere, the

Chairman of Committees

presiding. "Clause One,"

says Lord Morley, rising to

his feet. " Question-is-that-

this- clause - stand - part-of - the-

Bill - those - that - are -of-that-

opinion-say-content-contrary-

not-content - I-think-the-con-

tents - have - it -Clause - two.-"

and so on to the end of

the Bill, with the same

breathless formula and the

same unhesitating con-
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elusion that ".the contents have it."

When the preamble is added to the

Bill, the Chairman puts the question that

the House do now resume. The hidden

machinery underneath the floor works again.

The Lord Chancellor, sliding half a pace to

the right, is on the Woolsack, once more

President. The Chairman of Committees,

simultaneously moving in the same direction,

is out of the Chair, and, for the nonce,

is nobody. " The-question-is," says the Lord

Chancellor, "that-this-Bill-be-now-read-a-third-

time-those-that-are-of-that-opinion," etc. With

two able - bodied, active men like Lord

Herschell and Lord Morley in charge of the

performance, a Bill can be run through the

Lords in an incredibly short time.

In the Commons, the best possible in the

circumstances is achieved, but the Lords

have certain natural advantages that make

them the Eclipse of this kind of racing. In

the first place, the suspension of the Standing

Orders, so that successive stages of a Bill may

be taken right off, a matter of course in the

I>ords, is a serious business in the Commons.

The objection of a single member would be

effectual in stopping the onward course, and

such objection is withheld only on the rarest

occasions. Then there are physical conditions.

The Speaker of the House of Commons, unlike

the Lord Chancellor, is not seated on the level

of the floor. He is raised on a pedestal, and

when he leaves the Chair on the House going

into Committee, must needs descend the

steps and withdraw behind the Chair. How-

ever urgent the need of haste, it cannot be

expected that the Speaker, in wig and gown,

should skip down the steps like a young

maiden going to the fair. If he did, he

might come in contact with Mr. Mellor,

stepping forward to occupy the Chair of

Committees, which is close by the foot

of the Speaker's Chair. In the Lords

there is a wide space between the table and

the Woolsack, which makes easy the simul-

taneous moving of Lord Chancellor and

Chairman of Committees.

People who talk glibly of the immediate

abolition of the House of Lords should think

over these things.

It is curious to find so old a

written Parliamentary hand as SirWilliam

speeches.. Harcourt going back to the use

of manuscript when delivering

his speeches. He has been in the House of

Commons for a practically uninterrupted

period exceeding a quarter of a century, and

has taken a prominent part in current debates.

Before he entered he had established a

lucrative practice at the Parliamentary Bar.

In conversation he is one of the wittiest of

men ; in debate one of the quickest. Yet,

in these latter days, he invariably prepares his

speech verbatim in manuscript, and reads it

from first page to last. He does it exceedingly

well, his delivery lacking little in animation.

But the wonder remains that he should do it

at all. The practice is reasonable in deliver-

ing his financial statement as Chancellor of

the Exchequer. Even Mr. Gladstone, on such

occasions, condescended to pretty voluminous

notes. But Sir William Harcourt extends

the practice in various directions, any speech

of more than average importance being read

from manuscript.

This is doubtless due to sense of responsi-

bility with his still new position as Leader

of the House of Commons. The custom

certainly dates from his assumption of that

office. That it is not necessitated by failing

aptitude was repeatedly shown in debate in

Committee on his great Budget scheme.

He was then constantly on guard, occasionally

delivering as many as a score of speeches in

a single sitting. There was then displayed

no lack of well-ordered information or of

apt phrases. On the contrary, these impromptu

addresses were more immediately effective

than the carefully prepared orations. It was

the old Parliamentary gladiator at his best.

To see him with written copy of his speech

before him is like watching an accomplished

swimmer going back to the use of corks.

Another Parliamentary debater

of the first rank who went back

to the use of manuscript was

Lord Randolph Churchill. The

last speech delivered by him in the House

of Commons before his departure on

his sadly interrupted journey round the

world was written out verbatim, and read

to the House. He always carefully pre-

pared his speeches in his study, and in his

palmiest days never rose in ordered debate

without a sheaf of notes. But they were

merely catch notes, from the line of which

he was, upon interruption, ever ready to make

brilliant divagation. With his later manner his

speech suffered much in the delivery, Lord

Randolph, with head bent over his manu-

script, not being audible on the back benches.

Mr. James Bryce, who sat attentive on

the Treasury Bench immediately opposite,

and heard every word of it, told me it was

a remarkably cogent argument, admirably

phrased and illumined by happy illustration,

falling, in these respects, nothing short of

Lord Randolph's earlier successes.

LORD

RANDOLPH

CHURCHILL.
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UNCLE

AND

NEPHEW.

UNCLE AND NEPHEW."

Of all Parliamentary debaters of

the day, whether in Lords or

Commons, there is no man less

dependent upon notes than is the

Marquis of Salisbury. As in important

debates in the present Parliament he usually

speaks towards the close of a sitting, in antici-

pation of the Premier winding up a debate,

he has no opportunity for preparation.

Certainly there is no smell of the lamp

about his discourses. He does not even,

as others do, make a note of thoughts or of

criticism that occurs to him whilst listening.

When his turn comes he presents himself at

the table and, leaning one hand upon it, pro-

ceeds with unfaltering flow of perfectly turned

phrases, most of them carrying barbed points.

A sonorous voice and unhurried delivery are

details which complete the intellectual treat

of hearing |Lord Salisbury drink delight of

battle with his peers.

Mr. Arthur Balfour shares in

degree his uncle's freedom from

the trammels of manuscript notes.

He is not entirely without their

assistance, but they are

merest skeletons, and

obviously do not con-

fine the range of his

speech. Such as they

are, they are invariably

written on his knee

in the House of

Commons. As far as

may be observed by

an outsider, it is not his. habit to prepare

in his study his impromptus, or even the

salient points of his argument. The most

difficult task that can fall to the lot of a Leader

on either side of the House of Commons is

to make those set orations, whether over the

tomb or the altar, for which necessity from

time to time arises. Mr. Gladstone is, by

common consent, the only man of the age

who could rise to either occasion. Mr.

Disraeli, when occupying in 1852 the position

now filled by Sir William Harcourt, being

MR. BALFOUR S

A LUGUBRIOUS MANNER.

called upon to pronounce a eulogy on the

Duke of Wellington, who had just answered to

his name in the final roll-call, borrowed his

best passage from a lament declaimed by

M. Thiers over the tomb of Marshal Gouvion

de St. Cyr. This second - rate French

Marshal, dead more

than twenty years, was

forgotten. But Thiers'

flash of eloquence was

remembered by others

than Mr. Disraeli.

Mr. Chamberlain

made the most memor-

able, if not the only,

failure of his Parlia-

mentary addresses

when he joined in the

funeral orations in the

House of Commons

on the death of Mr.

Bright. Sir William

Harcourt is prone on

such occasions to

assume a lugubrious

manner that fatally

depresses the spirits

of his audience. The
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last time Mr. Balfour, in his capacity as

Leader of the Opposition, took part in such

ceremonial proceedings was when the House

of Commons passed a resolution of con-

dolence with France upon the murder of

President Carnot. Sir William Harcourt,

who moved the resolution, read a funeral

sermon from manuscript he took out of his

breast coat pocket, whilst his voice rose and

fell in melancholy cadence. Mr. Balfour,

taking a sheet of notepaper from the table,

wrote down the outline of what proved to be

a short but almost perfect speech, taking as

his text successive points in Sir William

Harcourt's monody, and giving them fresh

turns.

One result of the sub-division of

HOPELESSLVparties in the House of Commons

mixed. following on the disruption in

the Liberal ranks has an im-

portant effect upon the vitality of debate.

Up to the year 1886 the House of Commons

was broadly divided between two parties.

There were, of course, the Home Rulersâ��

the tiers parti, as Mr. O'Donnell called them,

a suggestion that naturally led on to the

nomenclature of the Fourth Party. But

their position did not vary the rule. When

they were on the war-path, there were still,

at that time, only two parties in the Houseâ��

the Irish members and the rest.

In such circumstances a member faced his

opponents, the Irish members with the

addition of having some of them also on

their right flank. When spoken sentiments

were approved, they were hailed with a hearty

cheer running continuously along the benches

on one side. Where they were objected to,

the shouts of disapproval came all from the

same quarter of the encampment. To-day,

with the little party under Mr. Chamberlain's

command wedged into the very centre of

the Liberal forces, things have grown so

hopelessly mixed, that the old significance

of cheering and counter-cheering is lost.

When a member hears Mr. Chamberlain,

rising from the Liberal benches, lustily

cheered by the Conservatives, and when later

the thin black line on the third bench below

the gangway on the Liberal side hail with

cheers the appearance at the table of Mr.

Balfour or Mr. Goschen, the old member,

accustomed to other times and manners,

"dunno where 'e are." The situation is

further complicated by the Irish members

sitting aligned with the English country gen-

tlemen, cheering when they sit silent, and

derisively howling when they cheer.

Another consequence of this uncanny state

of things is that the give-and-take of debate,

which obtains in all well-ordered assemblies,

has now become impossible in the House of

Commons. It has ever been the custom of

the Speaker to call alternately upon members

composing the Ministerialists and the Oppo-

sition. Now there are the Liberal Unionists

to be counted with, and if the topic be, as

it sometimes is, an Irish question, there

are the Leaders of the Nationalist Party and

the Parnellites, who claim severally to be

heard. The inevitable consequence is that

at critical stages of set debates the House

has a speech from a Minister, who is followed

by Mr. Balfour, to whom succeeds Mr.

Chamberlain. Or, vice-versa, the two allies,

separated only by the floor of the House,

say the same thing over in different ways.

Then, if Mr. Sexton or Mr. McCarthy speaks,

Mr. John Redmond must needs deliver an

address of equal length. The same thing

happens on lower grades, the rank and file

of factions of party getting bewilderingly

intermingled.

In the House of Lords this lack

in the of symmetry in the order of

lords, debate is even more marked,

and from the constitution of

parties is inevitable. There really are not

enough of Liberal peers to go round in

one of the set debates to which the Lords

occasionally treat themselves. As Lord

Rosebery, in his famous speech at Brad-

ford, complained, peers of Liberal per-

suasion are not more in number than

5 per cent, of the House of Lords. It

naturally follows that the preponderance of

debating force is on one side. To mention

three names indicative of various hostile

attitudes towards Liberalism, there are Lord

Salisbury, the Duke of Devonshire, and the

Duke of Argyll, who may, and sometimes do,

follow each other in close succession. When

Lord Rosebery, Lord Herschell, Lord Spencer,

the Marquis of Ripon, and Lord Russell of

Killowen have spoken, the forces of debate

on the Liberal side begin to be exhausted ;

whilst in the Conservative camp there are

many other peers beside the Duke of Devon-

shire and the Duke of Argyll who, having

learned fencing in the Liberal school, are

now ready to turn unbuttoned foils on what

are left of their former comrades. Regarded

as a debating assembly, this condition of

affairs is a distinct disadvantage to the House

of Lords, which, paradoxical as the statement

may appear, would find its majority in a far

more powerful position if it were numerically

less strong.
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HARRYING

EX-

MEMBERS.

Old members of the House of

Commons withdrawn from Par-

liamentary life discover on re-

visiting the familiar scene how

jealously guarded are the privileges of sitting

members. The House of Commons, if no

longer the best club in the world, is certainly

the most exclusive. All its approaches are

guarded with almost hectic jealousy. It is

easier for a camel to pass through the eye of

a needle than for an unauthorized stranger to

enter even the lobby of the House. These

are regulations which, though they may seem

harsh in personal experience, are absolutely

necessary for the conduct of business. Human

interest in the House of Commons is so

burning in its intensity, that if approach were

easy the building would be swamped by the

idly curious. As it is, strangers unprovided

with orders of admission are kept at arms'

length with as much severity as if they were

infected with leprosy.

Ex-members find these restrictions par-

ticularly obnoxious. Looking in upon a

place of which they were at one time

privileged and perchance honoured occupants,

they find their footsteps politely but firmly

dogged by the perfection of police on duty

at Westminster Palace. Ordinary strangers

may not approach the House of Commons

as far as the inner lobby without special

permission. Ex-members may go so far but no

farther, unless they are accompanied by a sitting

member. They may not enter the corridor

leading to the dining-room, library, or terrace,

nor may they pass in or out by the once

familiar staircase leading down to the cloak-

room. As for finding a place in or under the

strangers' galleries, they are on the footing

of the obscurest stranger, and must obtain an

order from the Speaker or the Serjeant-at-

Arms. These restrictions are, perhaps,

necessary. But they are none the less irk-

some to men who for years have had the run

of the House.

The House of Lords makes a difference

in this respect in the case of Privy Councillors.

A right hon. gentleman of whatever distinc-

tion who has been a member of the House

of Commons may not, after withdrawing

from Parliamentary life, approach beyond

the inner lobby of his old quarters. But

he has always the right of entry to the

House of Lords, and may take his place

behind the rails skirting the Throne, shoulder

to shoulder with such of Her Majesty's

Ministers and members of the Opposition

from the House of Commons as are also

Privy Councillors.

The House of Commons is,

blocking probably, the best place in the

hats. world in which to make a joke,

however poor. It is so pro-

foundly bored with much talking that it

clutches with feverish haste at anything that

will permit it to laugh. An impassioned

orator who concludes his speech by sitting on

his hat is regarded as a benefactor of his

species. Another, who with sweep of his

right hand knocks over a glass of water,

instantly become a popular personage. To

this day tender memories linger round a

genial Q.C., long severed from Parliamentary

life, who once in the course of a single speech

twice knocked off the same member's hat.

Of all men in the House, the sufferer was Mr.

Campbell - Bannerman, a circumstance that

added greatly to the subtle enjoyment of the

scene. It was in the Parliament of 1880, and

the question of the hour related to Mr.

Bradlaugh's status. " It is essential," said

the hon. and learned gentleman, " that this

question should be treated in a calm and

judicial manner." Instinctively sweeping out

his right hand, by way of illustrating the idea

of breadth of view, the learned Q.C. smote the

crown of the hat of Mr. Campbell-Bannerman,

who sat on the Treasury Bench below him.

The future Secretary for War, at that

time Financial Secretary, is a man of daunt-

less courage and imperturbable humour. To

a senator sitting with arms folded, head bent

down, and mind intent on following the

argument of an esteemed friend behind,

nothing is more disconcerting than to have

his hat suddenly swept off his head. Mr.

Campbell-Bannerman was equal to the

occasion. The House tittered with laughter.

11 EQUAL TO THE OCCASION."

!
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He picked up his hat as if that were

his ordinary way of having it taken off,

replaced it on his head, and returned to the

consideration of the points of the argument

he had been considering. Ten minutes later,

another wave of emotion overcoming the

orator, the hat of the Financial Secretary to

the War Office was once more trundling

along the floor. Then, it is true, Mr.

Campbell-Bannerman cautiously moved along

the bench out of range of fire, whilst the

House gave itself up to uncontrolled laughter.

In more recent

times, Mr. Wil-

liam O'Brien has

driven home his

argument by

bringing down a

clenched fist on

DRIVING HOME AN ARGUMENT.

the top of the hat of an hon. member sitting im-

mediately below him. But the record in which

the present Secretary of State for War pas-

sively assisted remains unbroken.

A less vigorous form

lapsus of humour in which

lingua, the House delights

is a slip of the tongue

on the part of a member. The

more matter-of-fact he be, the

fuller is the enjoyment. I^ast

Session Mr. Arthur Balfour fell

upon a phrase, the possible

double meaning of

which delighted the

House. In the course

of debate on the affairs

of Matabeleland, the Leader of the Opposi-

tion emphatically declared that what was

Heeded for the welfare and prosperity of

South Africa was "the extension of roads."

As the name of Mr. Cecil Rhodes had been

prominently mentioned throughout the

debate, not without unfriendly hints that

self-aggrandizement was the base of his

policy, Mr. Balfour was interrupted by a

burst of boisterous laughter, at which he

affected innocent amazement, and repeated

the phrase again and again, till the House

permitted him to conclude the passage.

There was much controversy at the time

as to whether he had perceived the double

entendre, or whether in persisting in reitera-

tion of his phrase he was unconscious of its

possible application. Talking the matter

over later on the same night, he told me

that he recognised the slip as soon as the

phrase had escaped his lips. But he was not

going to give himself away by accepting the

construction humorously put upon it. To

those who were present and remember his

appearance of genuine astonishment at the

interruption, this will show that an old Parlia-

mentary hand may still be young in years,

and ingenuous in manner.

Incomparably the best mixed

mr. saying of this kind ever uttered in

cobden. the House of Commons dropped

from the lips of Mr. Cobden. It

was told me by one of the few members of

the present House who heard the debates on

the Commercial Treaty with France.

" Now I will give you an illustration of

what I mean," said Mr. Cob-

den, reaching a certain point in

his exposition. " My hon. friend

who sits near me" (indicating

Mr. Bright) " spins long yarns of

poor quality."

Mr. Cobden got no further

with the sentence, the remainder

being lost amid inextinguishable

laughter. Only Mr. Bright, then

in the prime of his powers, a

frequent and voluminous contri-

butor to Parliamentary debate,

did not see the joke.



Some Shapes of Heads.

By J. E. Barnard.

HE study of the external form

of the head has at various

times admitted of much con-

troversy and

speculation.

The " bumps "

or superficial prominences, so

readily felt on carrying the

hand over the head, afford

phrenologists a large field for

the imagination; and some

scientific men have adopted a

method of surface measure-

ment for the purpose of study-

ing racial peculiarities and

descent.

During the past few years

a large number of heads,

amounting to several thou-

sands, have been measured

under my supervision. It

has, therefore, occurred to

me that a brief account of

some of the more striking

shapes might be of interest

to the general reader.

For this purpose a selection has been made,

embodying those which are chiefly interesting

for their irregularity and asymmetry of out-

line, or because they point out certain racial

or individual fea-

tures. The most

casual observer

cannot help being

struck with the

great variation in

all directions of

the examples here

figured. There is

often an almost

total absence . of

symmetry, and the

size varies within

wide limits. A fre-

quent observation

of those to whom

such shapes are

shown is : " How

like a foot!" and,

indeed, the excla-

mation in many

cases is fully justified. The size is in every

case considerably reduced, the scale being

approximately a reduction of 5 diameters.

The figures have been taken

from men alone, the shape of

the female head being difficult

to gauge accurately owing to

the arrangement of the hair.

That there are certain shapes

of head peculiar to different

peoples there is no question,

and this is often so marked,

that the shape may form a

fairly reliable guide to the

determination of a person's

nationality, or, at any rate, that

of his antecedents.

Taking, for instance, an

ideal head, as Fig. 1, one

notices that it is rather long.

Its length should exceed its

breadth by i^'m. An English

head, as Fig. 2, is generally

slightly longer than this,

broader at the back, and

tapering rather towards the

forehead. The English of to-day are some-

what mixed in their antecedents, and cannot

therefore claim to have such a characteristic

head as the Highlander or Irishman.
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The Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 are all Scotch

heads, and have not been selected because

of any peculiarity, but are, in all cases, typical.

It will be seen that they taper very much

towards the front, narrowing at the temples,

and very often becoming square and

prominent at the forehead. A Highlander

is, in fact, a " long-headed" man, not only

chosen, one is that

of a noted, and

unquestionab 1 y

highly intellectual,

Irish Parliamen-

tary leader, and the

other is the head

of a nonentity.

The Welsh and

Cornish head

differs considera-

bly from either of

the types so far

noticed, as Figs.

19 and 20 show.

It partakes more

of the shape cha-

racteristic of the

Frenchman or

Spaniard. Doubt-

less, in the west

of Cornwall there is a slight trace of

Spanish blood, which is possibly due to a

few who escaped from the Spanish Armada

settling there. At the Lizard, for instance,

the name of Jose is common or even

predominant. This is no doubt a corruption

of the Spanish name Jose. In the case of

Cornwall, however, the trade carried on for

proverbially, but in reality. Figs. 3 and 5

are also long, but are abnormal specimens of

English heads.

An Irishman, also, has a long head, as Figs.

10, 11, and 12 show, but it is not so narrow

in comparison with the length as a Scotch

head. It does not contract so much at the

temples, and is squarer. Of the examples

Vol. ix.â��36.

centuries, even before the time of Christ,

with Brittany, Spain, and other countries,

might account more satisfactorily for the

apparent admixture of foreign blood. The

relation of the shape of the head to

nationality might broadly be associated

with climate, for one finds that, the further

south the examples are taken from, the
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rounder do heads become, and a north

country head is proportionately longer. This

applies to other countries than our own.

Fig. 15 shows a Frenchman's head, which

is much rounder than an Englishman's. Fig.

13, German, is rounder still, and broadens

is that it is a result of the habitual use of

the right hand. Recent investigations into

the functions of the brain have shown

that the several members of the body are

what is known as " represented " on its sur-

face. For example, the impulse to move the

very much at the back, although Fig. 14 is

a most unusual exception. Fig. 17 is Dutch,

the peculiarity being a smaller head, but

still much the type of the German. Fig. 16

is a Spanish and Fig. 18 is an Italian head.

A negro's head is rounder still: in fact,

almost bullet shape.

The illustrations are not only remark-

able for their general shape or outline, but

an even more extraordinary feature is the

great want of symmetry before mentioned.

The line dividing each shape is taken from

the top of the nose

to where the spinal

column meets the head

at the back, therefore

dividing the head into

two lateral parts. In

Figs. 2, 4, 30, and 31

this inequality is so

marked that it almost

amounts to a deformity.

Curiously enough, the

larger portion is almost

invariably on the left

side, the cases where

the opposite occurs

being rare. Many

theories have been ad-

vanced to account for

this, but probably the

most satisfactory one

right arm comes from a special part of the

surface of the left side of the brain. In

right-handed persons, the centres subserving

the faculty of speech iare located on the left

side of the brain, whle there is evidence to

show that in left-handed persons these

centres are more probably situated on the

right side. It is not by any means im-

probable that as we have through countless

generations been in the habit of using

our right hand and arm, and leaving the

left hand uneducated, it has at length
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resulted in the brain on the left side becom-

ing enlarged.

It might be suggested that, such being

the case, a left-handed person should have

an enlarged right side of the head, and

in some instances this was found to be

the case. Fig. 21, for instance, is a case in

which the left hand was thoroughly developed,

and performed all required of it in the same

existence they would in

a few generations have

an enlargement on the

right side as character-

istic as right - handed

persons now have on

the left side of the

head. Such a marked

inequality, as just de-

scribed, might be made

a subject of much

theory; but as the

object of this paper is

chiefly to state facts,

we do not propose

entering into contro-

versial matter.

In the cases under

our notice, it has most

frequently happened

that a person of more

than average intelligence has a head above

the average size. This is not by any means

without exception, as, for instance, Fig. 24,

which is the head of a well-known surgeon,

and is one of the smallest we have noticed.

On the other hand, the very large one, Fig.

32, is the head of an insane person; a not

uncommon accompaniment of lunacy or

idiotcy being an abnormally large head.

El EE] El O

way as most right hands do. The result is

seen in a marked development of the right

side of the head. It might happen that the

heads of left-handed persons would not in-

variably show this, but it is not improbable

that if a race of left-handed people came into

It very often happens that a large-headed

father has a small-headed son, the converse

rarely occurring. In Figs. 22 and 25, the

larger is the father's and the smaller the son's

head, but this case presents a peculiarity in that

the shapes are so entirely different. It generally
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difference in age

between the young-

est and the eldest.

Fig. 26 varies rather

from the others,

and the tempera-

ment of the owner

of this head is

different in many

ways. Fig. 23, again,

represents an abnor-

mal head in a large

family, all the rest of

which are peculiarly

normal.

The size of the

head seems to bear

little relation to the

size of the body. A

very big man often

has a small head,

happens that even if the head is smaller, the or, at any rate, one of average size ; on the

shapes resemble each other, as, for instance, other hand, a small man may have a large

in Figs. 26, 27, 28, and 29, which are those of headâ��in fact, we have been unable to trace

four brothers, the same general outline pre- any relationship between size of head and

vailing in each, although there is a wide body.

Note.â��The illustrations are so placed that the forehead is towards the top of the page.



The Story of a Girl's Adventure Underground.

By Mrs. St. Loe Strachey.

MUST begin all over again

the weary, heart-breakingsearch

for workâ��the repeated failures,

the weariness, the sickness of

hope deferredâ��all this must

be gone through againâ��again !

And how many times more ? No employment

of mine seemed to last long : always a new

struggle to obtain my daily bread lay darken-

ing before me. Truly, an evil star had

gleamed on the horizon on the night of my

birth, for to my lot it had fallen to carry

Adam's burden though I lay under the curse

of Eve.

But misfortune must be faced, some work

must be found. I must live, and my store

of money in hand was dwindling in a terribly

rapid manner; it was time to make a

desperate effort for employment. But the

month was unfavourable. At the beginning

of August work, at any rate in London, is

scarce. Perhaps I might get an engagement

as a holiday governess to little children, to

tide ovjr the time till people came back to

town. I looked over the advertisements in

the penny morning papers, but could find

nothing which even promised well. One

afternoon, however, I obtained the loan of

the Times, and in it I found the following

advertisement:â��

â� flTANTED.â��Cultured lady (under 30 preferred)

V V to take charge of valuable domestic pet during

owner's absence in country. Caretaker left in house.

Lil>eral honorarium. Apply to-day (Friday) to Mine.

Lebrun, .

And here followed the address of a house in

one of the old-fashioned squares in the north

of London. It was getting late in the day, but

in spite of that I thought it would be worth

while to make an effort to obtain the place. An

omnibus landed me within about ten minutes'
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walk of the square. As I passed through

the streets the wind was blowing gustily,

and from the square gardens a few slightly

turned leaves fluttered to the ground.

Autumn was beginning her harvest early. The

houses in the square I was seeking were tall

and thin, and over the doors and windows

skeleton rams' heads and delicate mouldings

of flowers told

of the Adams

decorations

within. But the

exterior of the

house which I

was seeking was

at first sight

plain â�� then I

saw that the

handles of the

bells were of

sphinxes'

heads, and each

knocker a

bronze cat's

head. At my

ring the double

door split in the

middle, and an

old man-servant

asked me my

business, and

on hearing it

admitted me

without a mo-

ment's hesita-

tion â�� admitted

me apparently

into the halls of

Memphis, for

the doorway

leading into the

inner hall had

r<een converted

into an archway,

over which an

unknown hiero-

glyphic inscrip-

tion was painted.

A bronze sphinx

side of

stood sentinel on either

the great chimney-piece, and the

walls were covered with paintings such as

are found in Egyptian tombs. As I followed

my guide up the dark staircase, a dim, oblong

form showed from the corner of the broad

landingâ��a shape broad at the top and

narrowing to the feet. Memento mori.

But all was changed when the wide door

of the drawing-room was thrown open. Here

was France. France of the beginning of the

century was seen in the deep crimson satin

hangings ; France of to-day in the small wood

fire which smouldered on the hearthâ��for the

evening was chill â��in the varnished boards,

and in the very places of the furniture. This I

learnt afterwards. At the moment my atten-

tion was fixed and held by a figure standing

in the middle of the room. The figure was

small, slight,

and fragile,

draped in long

grey folds and

crowned by a

bushy mass of

grey hair. Its

arm was out-

stretched, and

on the wrist sat

perched an old,

old parrot, al-

most featherless,

with a look of

s uperhuman

cunning and

malice in its

eyes. This old

bird and its

older mistress

were apparently

holding an

actual conver-

sation. They

seemed to un-

derstand each

other perfectly.

For a moment I

stood transfixed,

then the voice

of the man-

servant broke

the spell:â��

"A lady,

madame, has

called, in answer

to your adver-

tisement."

" Ah ! I have

already seen so

many," and the grey figure, speaking with a

strong foreign accent, came floating quickly

towards me; " but perhaps this time better

luck. Tiensâ��but I think this is more hopeful.

Eh, Gustave? Come, mademoiselle, and give

yourself the trouble to be seated ; you are,

no doubt, fatigued." And with her left hand

â��her right was still occupied with the

parrotâ��she led me to a comfortable chair by

the fire.

" I called, madame," I began, when seated,

THEY SEEMED TO UNDERSTAND EACH OTHER.
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" in answer to your advertisement which I

saw in the Times this morning."

" Ah ! ma foi, yes. That announcementâ��

what trouble it has given me. You cannot

figure to yourself the persons I have seen

to-day who all declared themselves ' ladies of

cultivation.' But for you, mademoiselle, it

is a different thing. I could not leave you

alone in this great house; you are too young,

too pretty. It wouldâ��how shall I say it?â��

it would walk out of the conveniences."

" I implore you, madame, not to let con-

siderations like these influence you. I am

entirely dependent on my work, and there is

so little work I can do," and as I thought of

the cruel disappointments I had had in the

last fortnight, my voice broke.

" Ah, pauvre enfant, we shall see. The

case is this. My doctors tell me I must

positively have a change of air. My parrot,

Gustave, like other old peopleâ��for he is

older still than I â�� cannot bear to be

deranged in his habits : he is miserable if he

quits this house. Que /aire 1 Accustomed

as he is to my society and conversation, I

cannot leave him to servants : he would expire

of dulness. So I thought if I could get some

lady to see to him, to talk to him during my

two months' absence "

"Ah, madame," I interrupted, "if you

would only try me, I would take such care of

him."

" We shall see," again said Mme. Lebrun.

" Gustave, mon ami, dost thou think thou

couldst stay with mademoiselle ? Dost thou

like her ? "

At this appeal Gustave with great solemnity

fluttered to the floor, and, to my alarm, began

solemnly hopping round me in ever-lessening

circles. At last he stopped in front of me,

and, looking straight up into my face, emitted

a sound like drawing a cork and screamed

out in a high, fast, monotonous shriek:

" Pretty girl, pretty girl, don't cry, my dear;

don't like being kissed ? That's what pretty

girls are made for. Ha ! ha ! ha ! " and

he exploded into a fit of cackling, gasping

laughter.

But Mme. Ixbrun was apparently quite

satisfied, and then and there we settled our

business arrangements, salary, which was

indeed liberal, included. I was to take

possession that day week. As I rose to go,

Mme. Lebrun said :â��

"Two last injunctions I must give you.

You will not, will you, leave Gustave for

more than two hours at a time ? And you

must not permit him to go into the cellars.

Yes, thou old rascal, I speak of thy sins.

Into the cellars, by hook or by crook, thou

lovest to go. And they are cold, and thou

coughest when thou comest out. Made-

moiselle, he is a curious bird. He belonged,

as did this house, to M. Beckford."

" The great Beckford, the author of

' Vathek ' ? " I cried, much excited, thinking

this explained the general curious aspect of

the place.

" Ah, you have heard of him. Yes, to

him. My mother rented the house from

him. This is her portrait," and she pointed

to a large portrait on the wall of an extremely

pretty woman in Empire dress, with an ex-

pression, half arch, half wistful, in her dark

eyes. " This room she furnished in her own

tasteâ��here probably you will like to sitâ��it

is less triste than the other apartments."

I thanked her heartily, for, indeed, I had no

notion of living in an Egyptian museum, and

took my leave. A week after found me

comfortably established in the house, in the

care of the old man-servant and his wife, who

I found was a super-excellent cook. Gustave

stayed with me night and day. He was

generally drowsy in the morning, but was

painfully restless and wide-awake at night.

He had a habit of waking me by making a

sound as of a violent slap being given to a

thigh tightly breeched in satin, after which

he would cry : " Doose take it, did yer ? "

But it was a pleasant time, filled with

dreams of the curious people and things

that the house had seen. It was not fated to

last.

One day the man-servant asked me if he

and his wife might go that evening to some

family gathering and festivity to which they

were bidden. Pleased to do a little kindness

to people who were so attentive to me, I gladly

consented. My usual dinner was converted

into a tempting cold supper, which was

spread ready for me. At six o'clock they

left me. I was absorbed in a book, and

hardly noticed what happened till the clock

on the mantelpiece chimed seven. It was

growing dusk. I was hungry, I would take my

supper.

" Gustave," I called. No answer. No

impatient flutter such as usually greeted a sum-

mons to eat, for Gustave took his meals with

his family. I searched in vain for him. Then

conviction flashed across me. He had run

away into the cellars. There was nothing to

be done but to go after him. I took a

candle and a box of matches and started on

my quest, down, down, through the hall, the

kitchen, till I reached the great, vaulted

cellars. I went through them, guided by the
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sound of Gustave chattering and swearing

excitedly.

At last, in the furthest vault of all, I

found him. He was hopping excitedly

round and round in a circle in the middle

of the floor. With voice and hand I tried

to soothe him, but he eluded me. At last

I tried to catch him by force. Suddenly, as I

sprang after him, I felt the paved floor beneath

my feet tremble. The stone on which I stood

was givingâ��turning. I sprang off it, un-

TR1EU TO CATCH HIM.

consciously giving it a further impetus as

I did so. It turned half round, leaving a

black vault at my feet, up which an icy wind

blew suddenly and extinguished my light.

With trembling hands I tried to strike a

match, hearing in the darkness a scream of

triumph from Gustave; then he suddenly let

fall a volley of strange oaths, and it struck

me with dismay that his voice was sounding

fainter.

At last I lighted my candle, and, shading

the flame with my hand from the draught,

I looked into the blackness at my feet. I

saw a flight of worn steps winding down-

wards, and from below sounded the hoarse

laugh of Gustave.

I followed him; I allowed myself no pause,

no moment of hesitation, but passed rapidly

down the narrow winding stair. At last I

reached the bottom. Before me was an arch-

way, still hung with dusty, tattered fragments

of what had once been heavy portieres.

Round the arch I could distinguish an

inscription in high, blood - red letters.

Slowly I deciphered it : " Fait

ce que voudras." I shud-

dered ! Dim memories of

Medenham Abbey surged in my

mind, and of that unholy revel

when the blasphemous revellers

found suddenly that one had

been added to their number, and

yet no man could tell which was

the uninvited guest.

I pushed on and stood at

last in a vast, vaulted hall. By

my dim light, I saw a great

table, where lay musty remnants

of a long dead orgie. Masks

and tattered, mouldy dominoes

were scattered about in wild

profusion â�� chairs overset and

pushed back. Apparently, a

sudden interruption had broken

up the feast.

Then a ghastly imitation of a

human voice struck my ear. It

was Gustave. He had perched on

the arm of the great chair at the

top of the table, and was scream-

ing out with horrible articu-

lateness an old-world drinking

song :â��

To kiss with the maid when the mis-

tress is kind,

Believe nie, you always are loth, sir :

But if the maid's fairest, the oath

doesn't bind,

Orâ��you may, if you like it, kiss both,

sir.

This, then, was the meaning of his wish to

constantly roam about the cellars. He had en-

joyed many a revel in this horrible hall, and he

could not believe that the good old time

was dead for ever. But the spark of energy

soon died in him, and he sat perched there

stupidly, with his eyes glazed and dim. Hooked

round the hall, and found that there were other

openings besides the one I had come through

leading out of it ; how was I to know my

own ? Suddenly the sound of footsteps and

hoarse voices approaching struck my ears.

Who was coming, and on what dark errand,
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" MUSTY REMNANTS OF A LONG DEAD ORGIE."

to. that dreadful place ? Nearer and nearer

came the sounds. I seized one of the

mouldy dominoes which were scattered about,

wrapped it round me, concealed Gustave

in it under my arm, blew out my light, and

crept beneath the great table just in time.

The light of many burning torches filled the

hall, and a rough voice cried :â��

. "Aye, here the place is, just as Cartwright

thought. There's room enough for stuff here

to blow up all London. The chief will be

pleased at this."

And then to my horrified ears was revealed

a plot, sheltered under the sacred names of

Liberty and Freedom; a plot which showed

the ingenuity of Satan himself, and a cruel

callousness to the sufferings of millions which

was superhuman. This plot, I am told, it

were prudent not to reveal.

I lay still as death: one laugh from Gustave,

one gasp for breath from myself, and I was

doomed. Mercifully, at last the tension

became too great and I fainted. When I

came to myself all was dark and still again.

I crept out from the table and struck a

match. This roused Gustave, who apparently

had been sleeping off his excitement, and

unhesitatingly he fluttered to the ground and

â�¢Vol. U.-37.

hopped through the right archway. As we

emerged from the cellar I found that it was

daylightâ��the night had passed in that

terrible place.

Exhausted as I was, I instantly went to

Scotland Yard and told them what I had

heard. They fortunately believed me and

set inquiries on foot. England was saved

from a disaster which would have brought

her enemies flocking like vultures around

her, and the world from a crime which

would have stained the Book of Fate

with a record black as death. Utterly ex-

hausted, I went straight to bed when I

reached home, and had food brought to me

there.

As I am, alas, only too well used to

adventures and misfortune, I quickly re-

covered my usual strengthâ��but yet I woke

next morning with a presentiment of mis-

fortune, a foreboding of evil. Too well was

this justified. The excitement of visiting his

old haunts had proved too much for Gustave.

The parrot was dead ; my occupation was

gone.

I telegraphed immediately to Mme.

Lebrun, and received an answer that she
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would return home that evening. She came,

and great were her lamentations over her

dead companionâ��for Gustave was nothing

less to her.

That day the police searched the whole

of the underground part of the square.

It appeared that the existence of this

place had long been rumoured in the

thieves' quarter of London. The origin of

it was, so far as can be discovered, as

follows:â��

Many years ago the now half deserted

square was a fashionable centre in London,

and a certain noble Earl, famed in history

for his fearful deeds and his wild life,

inhabited a great house which formed one

side of itâ��now split into separate habita-

tions, of which that of Mme. Lebrun formed

one. Under the square, so said rumour, he

excavated a great subterranean hall. Was

it simply to outdo his neighbours in the

recklessness of his expenditure, or for some

darker reason ? At this distance of time who

shall say ? Enough that the tradition of the

place still lingered, and on his return from

Italy, Beckford heard of it. It touched his

whimsical imagination, and he bought the

house subsequently rented by the mother of

Mme. Lebrun (or Mile., as she should rather

have been called, for she had never married,

but had merely taken brevet rank).

The other openings which I had dimly

seen, and down which one of the Anarchist

conspirators (as they were subsequently

proved) had come, must have been con-

structed in Beckford's time, for it was found

that the houses which they led to had all

been inhabited by his friends. Down those

steps what companies had flocked to what

unimaginable revels! But the reason of

the great fright which had broken up their

last orgie, and why everything had been left

in such a sudden hurry, had never been

discovered. Had the legend of Medenham

been repeated ?

The Anarchists had found the hall through

one of their members telling, when they were

looking for some safe place to store their

explosives, that he remembered his father,

who had been a mason, had told him that

as a lad he had been employed in mending a

flight of stone steps in No. â�� in the square,

which steps led to a great subterranean hall.

The house indicated was to letâ��they took

itâ��and but for the wonderful chances of

Gustave on that night escaping to the

cellars, and of my accidentally treading on

the secret spring of the turning stone, their

fell designs would in time have been accom-

plished.

The whole occurrence was a terrible shock

to poor Mme. Lebrun. She could not

bear to leave the house in which her whole

life had been passed, and yet she said she

would never feel safe in it again, and no

wonder. The police knowing of the hall,

and keeping a watch on it, made some

difference, but she could not rest until she

had the flight of steps destroyed, the stone

cemented down, and the door of the

cellar which contained it bricked up.

Then she said she felt a great " soulage-

ment." To me she was most kind, for

she felt that I had dared more than most

girls would have done for the protection of

her favourite.

But it had been too much for her, and

she died a short time afterwards. Her

heir, some distant cousin, a little, dried-

up, black-avised Frenchman, made short

work of the Egyptian antiquities. He carried

off the pictures and the furniture, and in a

little while a great board announced that for

the first time for nearly a century No.â��,

Square, was " To let." Who will

take it next ?



Girls Schools of To-day.

-CHELTENHAM COLLEGE.

By L. T. Meade.

|N these days when the

" Woman's Question " is dis-

cussed on all sides, and when

even the most prejudiced of

the opposite sex are forced to

admit that women are their

competitors in almost every walk of life, it is

interesting to trace the fact to its primary

source. In this last decade of the century,

women are being thoroughly educated in the

broadest and fullest sense of the term.

Their brains are being developed, their

bodies stimulated to grow to their full

dimensions â�� in consequence, weakness,

timidity, nerves, mental cowardice, are gradu-

ally, but surely, creeping into the background,

and the girls of the present day are able to

hold their own with their brothers.

School life is undoubtedly at the root of

this vast improvement, and my intention in

this paper is to say a few words with regard

to school life as it now exists for girls.

All those who know anything of girls'

education will feel that the primary place

amongst English schools must be given to

the far-famed ladies' college at Cheltenham.

Here, from the child in her kindergarten to

the girl who is undergoing her examination

for her London degree, is to be found the

most perfect training for

spirit, mind, and body.

The name of the prin-

cipal, Dorothea Beale, is

widely known. I have

had the privilege of visit-

ing her at Cheltenham

College for the purpose of

writing this paper; but,

much as she told me, and

much as I saw of her

work, it is difficult in so

short a space to give any

just estimate of her modes

of operation and her

wonderful personality.

It would be impossible

to get any just idea of the

life which now goes on at

Cheltenham College

without knowing a little

of its past history and

growthâ��its past struggle

for existence seems to ac-

centuate and strengthen

the effect of its present

remarkable success.

MISS BEALE, PRINCIPAL OF CHELTENHAM COLLEGE.

From a thoto. by County of Qloutattr Studio, Cheltenham.

I should like to give the story of the

college in Miss Beale's own graphic words,

but as the limits of a magazine paper make

this impossible, I can only allude to the

leading and most interesting facts.

In beginning her account of the college,

Miss Beale speaks of the great change which

took place in the education of girls about

the middle of the present century. Up to

the year 1847 it was impossible, except in

very rare cases, for a woman to take a high

place in the intellectual worldâ��her educa-

tion generally was unsystematic, and had

no thoroughness. True, there were such

women as MarySomerville, Harriet Martineau,

and Caroline Cornwallisâ��there were also

a few poets and novelists whom all the

world justly holds in honour; but these

were exceptional, and showed the strength of

their characters when they broke through the

barriers which fenced them off from the fields

of intellect in which their brothers roamed

at will. In thos? days, girls of the middle

classes were usually taught at home by private

governesses assisted by masters, or they were

sent to small boarding schools. Most of

their time was spent in learning by rote

what the Schools Inquiry Commissioners

call " Miserable Catechisms," " Lamentable

Catechisms," "the Nox-

ious Brood of Catech-

isms." They worked

from books which taught

facts, such facts as the

following : "State the

number of houses burnt

in the fire of London."

No subject was taught

scientifically, but merely

as so much information.

Mr. Fitch wrote : " I

have seen girls learning

by heart the terminology

of the Linnasan system,

to whom the very ele-

ments of the vegetable

physiology were un-

knownâ��they learnt from

a catechism the meaning

of such words as divisi-

bility, inertia ; knowing

nothing whatever of the

physical facts, of which

these words are the re-

presentatives."

Miss Beale says of
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herself: "In 1848 I was a pupil in a

school in Paris, which was kept by English

ladies. We were taught to perform con-

juring tricks with a globe, by which we

obtained answers to problems without one

principle being made intelligible. We were

even compelled to learn from Lindley Mur-

ray lists of prepositions, that we might be

saved the trouble of thinking what part of

speech it was."

In her delightful paper, which can be read

in full in the college magazine, Miss Beale

graphically states how this condition of

things passed away, how first one college and

then another was opened to women, how

Professor Maurice took up the cause of girls'

education, and at last how Local Examina-

tions of the University of Cambridge were

opened to womenâ��but as this paper refers

primarily to Cheltenham College, I must go on

at once to speak of it.

The college, which now occupies so high a

position in the educational world, was first

opened in 1854, in a house which was

called Cambray House, and is now an

overflow school. Miss Beale gives an amusing

account of the opening day. One lady,

who was present at the opening, writes :

" I was at the opening of the ladies'

college on the thirteenth of February, 1854.

Nine o'clock was the time appointed for us to

assemble. I remember I was standing in the

large school-room and our names being called

over. The eldest of us was eighteen, and the

infants' department contained some very little

mites. The subjects taught at present are

very different from what we had ; nevertheless,

we worked hard, and the teaching was very

thorough. Of course, there were clever girls,

and stupid girls,

and idle girls ; but

the tone of the

college was one of

work."

Another writes :

"The opening of

the ladies' college

is so very long ago,

and I was only

eleven. My chief

recollection of the

first day is that a

good many pupils

brought their dogs

with them, and

that there was a

general scrimmage

among these ani-

malsâ�� eight of

them fighting in the cloak-room. Naturally,

no dogs were admitted in the future."

The number of pupils when the college

was first opened was eighty-eight, and by the

end of the year there were one hundred and

twenty. From several causes, however, a

decline in the numbers soon set in, and

when Miss Beale was appointed principal in

1858, affairs were in a very critical condition.

The pupils had fallen to sixty-nine, and of

these about fifteen had given notice to leave.

In short, the next two years were ones of

extreme difficulty, and Miss Beale says that

it is impossible to give an adequate idea of

the hard struggle for existence which the

college had to maintain, and of the minute

economies they were called upon to practise.

The principal says: " I was blamed for

ordering prospectuses, at the cost of fifteen

shillings, without leave from the secretary.

Second-hand furniture was procured which

would not have delighted people of assthetic

taste ; curtains were dispensed with as far

as possible, and it was questioned whether a

carving knife was required for me in my fur-

nished apartments. In short, society was

opposed to the college.

"Cheltenham was a conservative place,

and the very name ' college' frightened

people. It was said ' Girls would be turned

into boys if they attended the college.'

The kind of education, too, was not ap-

proved ; the curriculum was too advanced,

though it would now be considered quite

behind the age. It embraced only English

studies, French, German, and a very little

science ; all was taught, it was true, in a

somewhat thorough way. ' It is all very,

well,' said a mother, who withdrew her
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daughter at the end of a quarter, 'for my

daughter to read Shakespeare, but don't

you think it is more important for her to

be able to sit down at a piano and amuse

her friends ?'

" ' I had my own opinion,' said Miss Beale,

'about the kind of amusement she would

afford them.' "

Speaking of herself, she continues : " I had

been for some years mathematical tutor at

Queen's College, London, but I was advised

that it would not do to introduce mathematics.

Some objected to advanced arithmetic. ' My

dear lady,' said a father, ' if my daughters

were going to be bankers it would be very

well to teach arithmetic as you do, but really

there is no need.'

" ' No, I have not learnt fractions,.' said a

child, ' my governess told me they were not

necessary for girls.'"

Miss Beale also speaks of the great diffi-

culty of obtaining good teachers.

" Do you prepare your lessons ?" she

asked of a candidate for a vacant post.

" Oh, no " ; was the answer, " I never

profess to teach anything I do not under-

stand."

One was sent to her with such excellent

recommendations that she thought she had

found a " black swan." She asked her to come

down that she might judge for herself. This

lady could teach literature, history, physi-

ology, but Miss Beale, to her astonishment,

discovered that she had literally read nothing

but little text-books, and proposed to teach

on the notes of the lessons she had had.

The college in those early days was not only

poor, but on the verge of bankruptcy; this

want of money made itself felt in all sorts of

ways. There was no library, and a grant of

five pounds did not go very far. There was,

besides, no lending library in the town ; a

few stationers lent out books, but the supply

was meagre indeed. Miss Beale relates how

she went into one of the two principal shops

to see if she could get the " Idylls of the

King," when the book came out. She was

answered : " We never have had any poetical

effusions in the library, and we don't think

we shall begin now."

The time of trial, however, was not to be

followed by defeat. The spirit of the brave-

principal was not to be dauntedâ��the number-

in the school rose again to seventy-eight.

Still the balance was on the wrong side of the

ledger ; but just then a gentleman in the town,

a Mr. Brancker, was asked to be auditor. He-

drew up a financial scheme on altogether new

lines : this was adopted, and from that hour

the college entered on a new and prosperous

career. This good man undertook all the

duties of a secretary gratuitously. His clear

judgment, his insight into character, his

courage and frankness made him a most

valuable adviser, and Miss Beale feels sure

that had he not taken the helm at that time,

the college would not have been safely

steered through the rocks.

From that hour, however, prosperity

attended all efforts, prejudices began to give

way, and the number of pupils increased

yearly.

In giving her brief history, Miss Beale

considers that Cheltenham College has gone

through three epochs. In the first, she in-

cludes the twenty years of its life in the

original college of

Cambray. The

second decade is

occupied with the

internal growth

and consolidation

of the new college.

The third takes

the period of ex-

ternal develop-

ment from the

foundation of the

College Guild in

1883.

It was at Lady

Day, 1873, that

the principal and

pupils took pos-

session of the

present lovely and

. extensive college.

HOUSE, DIVIDED BY CURTAINS.
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Miss Beale speaks thus of the change:â��

" I am sure that the change from the plain

bare walls of Cambray to the beautiful and

stately surroundings of our new college was

not without its effect upon teacher and

taught. Mr. Thring, of Uppingham, used

to insist, by word and deed, that if we would

have learning honoured, we should build it a

fitting habitation. The greater dignity of our

surroundings made us feel that our teaching

must not be meagre and bare, but as perfect

in its form, as attractive in its expression, as

exact in its details as we were able to make

it, and thus the material environment re-

acted upon the intellectual and spiritual: the

same music is different in a concert-room and

in a cathedral, where arches and vaulted roof

respond to the pealing organ, and spirit

answers to .spirit in subtones and harmonics."

Large as the college was, however, when it

was opened, it has been added to immensely

from time to time until it has reached its

present important dimensions, and there are,

as it seems to an outsider, class-rooms of

the most perfect kind, for every possible

course of education which can be entered

upon. The richness of the architecture

of these noble rooms, the beauty of the

painted windows, the intelligent and wide

sympathy of the spirit which has governed

and planned the whole can scarcely be de-

scribed ; the rooms must be seen, the kindly

spirit must be felt, to make it possible to

understand the vastness of the influence

which has been at work.

The guild of the college was formed in

the July of 1883, and thus began, as Miss

Beale says, the period of external develop-

ment The guild is the means of uniting

old and new members in a common interest,

which does not cease with school life. It

maintains a mission at Bethnal Green.

The badge is a daisyâ��that flower loved of

poets. The open daisy is the emblem of

the soul; closed, it is the pearl of flowers,

the emblem of purity. " It is," writes

Ruskin, " infinitely dear, as the bringer of

light; ruby, white, and gold, the three

colours of the day, with no hue of shade in it."

The objects of the guild are many, some

articles of its creed being that it is a duty all

through life to continue one's own education

â��that the worst thing one can do with any

talent is to bury it.

Junior members are expected not only to

follow a definite course of study, but also to

undertake some domestic form of work.

Miss Beale feels very strongly that the better

trained a woman is mentally, the more

thoroughly she will attend to the minutiae of

daily life, and that a knowledge of mathe-

matics, so far from militating against home

comforts, will, by the training it gives in

system and effort, enable her all the better

to keep the household machinery in order.

It was a bright day in the end of October

when I paid my first visit to Cheltenham

College. I found the principal standing on

a raised platform at one end of the great

hall. She received me in the heartiest and

most genial manner, and told me at once she

had made arrangements to give up her day to

me. I can truly say that she kept her word.

I arrived at the college at about half-past

twelve, and from then until half-past five we

went from class-room to class-room, from

boarding-house to boarding-house, with only

brief intervals for refreshment. While she took

me round, Miss Beale explained her systems

and methods of work in a clear, incisive style,

peculiarly her own. There was no attempt

at boasting, no trace of gratified vanity in the

enormous success of the wonderful place

which she has practically made. Her whole

soul is in her work, but she is too great and

also too simple of heart to be vain.

Viewed as a whole, the college has a

colossal and almost bewildering effect upon

a new-comer; but the boarding-houses, fifteen

in number, strike one at once as pictures of

simplicity and home comfort Two of the

houses are specially devoted to girls of

limited means, where the fees are exception-

ally low; but here, as in the others, there is

the same delightful sympathetic house-

mistress, the beautifully arranged sitting-

rooms, the cheerful dining-halls, and the

bright, cosy bedrooms, either single, or

curtained off into cubicles.

Of the many boarding-houses, St. Hilda's

is probably the most perfect. It was built

especially for the college, and is full of all

modern beauty and contrivance. No girl is

admitted to St. Hilda's under eighteen.

After going round the college and the

other boarding-houses I arrived there in time

for tea, and shall not soon forget the cosy

effect of the charming little room into which

I was ushered. Tea was ready, a fire was

burning brightly, there was a sofa, some easy

chairs, small tables, little bookcases, photo-

graphs, ornaments of all kinds.

" And where am I to sleep ? " I asked of

the girl-student who was with me.

" Why, here," was the reply : " this is your

bedroom."

I looked around me in some bewilderment

and momentary dismay. A charming sitting-
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room was all very

well, but I was

tired and hot,

and dirty. In a

moment, how-

ever, the secret of

the magical room

was revealed to

me. When a

cover was slipped

off the sofa a

comfortable bed

appeared. When

a spring was

touched in the

bureau a shelf

dropped sud-

denly down, and

all necessary

washing appa-

ratus came into

view. That

bureau is such a

clever construc-

tion that it de-

serves a word to

itself. At one

side are the washing arrangements, at the

other a writing-desk and chest of drawers; on

the top is a cabinet with glass doors, meant

to contain either books or ornaments.

I had supper at St. Hilda's, made the

acquaintance of Miss Lumby, the delightful

principal of the house, and afterwards saw

the girls dance in the beautiful drawing-room.

They all dressed for the evening, and it would

have been difficult to see brighter, more

interesting, or happier faces.

Early next morning I returned to the

college, where I was present at what is

perhaps the most impressive sight in this

beautiful house of learning, morning prayers.

The great hall, more than 100ft. long, 30ft.

wide, and 41ft. high in the centre, with its deep

gallery at the farther end, was completely filled

with girls and teachers. The short service

was all that was solemn, sweet, and in-

vigorating. It was worth going to prayers to

hear the singing alone. Afterwards the girls

filed out, one by one, going immediately

to their different class-rooms. Miss Beale

took the second division in Scripture,

and I had the privilege of listening to

a most impressive and practical address.

Afterwards she took me round the class-

rooms again, and I saw teachers and pupils

busily at work. There was no haste, no

excitement, no undue pressure. All the

work is done in the morning, the afternoons

ST. HILDAS.

[Photograph.

being devoted to

necessary pre-

paration, and to

games, walks, etc.

I have alluded

already to the

beautiful college

buildings, but I

must add a few

words about the

lovely stained-

glass windows,

which are very

fine examples of

the art, and are

not easily for-

gotten by those

who have seen

them. The win-

dows are given in

commemoration

of some special

friends of the col-

lege, and the sub-

jects are taken

from the story of

Britomart, in

Spenser's "Faery Queen." Britomart gives

the poet's ideal of a perfect woman.

A short time ago the story of Brito-

mart was dramatized and acted by the

guild.

There are six hundred regular pupils,

besides many occasional ones. Such is the

completeness of the organization that each

pupil is cared for as an individual, and no

two girls have exactly the same time-table.

There are about fifty regular teachers, besides

many visiting lecturers and masters. The

institution may be called an aggregate of

schools. There are, in fact, seven Head

Mistresses, or Heads of Departments, work-

ing with considerable independence under the

Principal. There is the Vice-Principal, the

Head Mistress of the second and third

divisions ; the Head of the London B. A.

and B. Sc. class, of the Cambridge Higher

and the Oxford A. A. local classes; lastly,

the two Heads of the Education and Kinder-

garten departments. The Principal also

gives a considerable share of the workings to

the class-teachers, thus training up com-

petent heads for all other schools, whilst these

are able to avail themselves of her larger

experience. She considers the right maxim

for a ruler is : " If you want a thing done,

don't do it yourself," and commends

especially the old woman who set everything

in motion to get the pig over the stile. As
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nearly all the teachers are her own pupils and

they understand one another thoroughly, the

whole works most harmoniously.

The Musical Department is extremely

efficient. There are thirty teachers, a special

Gymnastics are not neglected. These are

taught by a Swede. There are twenty-six

tennis grounds, and two fives, besides a play-

ground of about twelve acres for games which

require much space.

J'tvm a Photo, by]

PRAYERS IN THE GREAT HALLâ��CHELTENHAM COLLEGE.

IP. ParKm.

wing is devoted to it, and about fifteen

hundred lessons are given weekly.

The science department is very complete,

containing a central lecture - room, two

chemical laboratories for practical work, a

weighing - room, one for physics, two for

biology, besides a museum 70ft. by 26ft.

There is a beautiful studio 60ft. by 30ft.

The fees for the ordinary course of-

education at Cheltenham College for pupils

over fifteen are eight guineas a term;

under fifteen, six guineas; under ten, four

guineas.

The fees for residence at the boarding-

houses vary from fifty to seventy guineas per

annum.



Portraits of Celebrities at Different Times of their Lives.

THE EARL OF WINCHILSEA AND

NOTTINGHAM.

Born 1851.

From Â«1

[Minititure.

MURRAY EDWARD GORDON

FINCH-HATTON, EARL OF

WINCHILSEA AND

NOTTINGHAM, was educated

at Eton and Balliol College,

From a)

{Photograph.

Oxford, and graduated M.A. in 1876; he

sat as M.P. for Lincolnshire S. (C.) in 1884,

and for Holland, or the Spalding Division of

Vol. ix.-38.

From a Photo, by]

[Alex. Batsano.

Lincolnshire, from 1885 to '87. His lord-

ship's name is now prominently before the

public in connection with the great interest

taken by him in agricultural matters.

From a Photo, by}
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MR

BARON POLLOCK.

Born 1823.

HE HON. SIR CHARLES

EDWARD BARON POLLOCK

received his education at St. Paul's

School. When his father was

Attorney - General, in 1843-44,

Mr. Pollock acted as his secretary, and later

became a pupil of the late Mr. Justice Wills,

and was called to the Bar in 1847, being made

a Q.C. in 1866. He was appointed Baron

of the Exchequer in 1873, and soon after

received the honour of Knighthood.

From a Photo, by]

From a)

AGE 37. [Daguerrtotype. From a Photo, by]
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AGE 1.

From a Drawing.
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MRS. GLADSTONE.

IRS. CATHERINE GLAD-

STONE, eldest daughter of the

late Sir Stephen Glynne, Bart.,

was married to Mr. William Ewart

Gladstone in 1839. She is not

merely known as the wife of the Grand Old

Man of England, but she has also won no

unimportant place in contemporary history by

her large-hearted and systematic benevolence.

During

cholera epi-

demics, Mrs.

Gladstone

devoted

much of her

time to the

sick and con-

valescent, and has since founded the Conva-

lescent Home at Woodford, Essex, with whose

good work everyone is well acquainted.

PRESENT DAV.

From a Photo, by Mendelssohn.
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AGE IO.

From a Silhouette.

SIR

MYLES FENTON.

Born 1830.

]\E of our ablest railway managers

is Sir Myles Fenton, whose long

experience of railway work fully

entitles him to control the destinies

of the South-Eastern Railway.

Sir Myles began his railway career as early as

1845, by joining the Kendal and Windermere

Railway, since when he has varied his

experience during his connection with various

lines, such as the East Lancashire, the London

From o Painting by\

and South-Western, and also as General

Manager of the Metropolitan Railway, a post

filled by him for eighteen years with con-

spicuous success. In 1880, the important

position of General Manager of the South-

Eastern Railway was offered to Sir Myles

Fenton, who ever since has given unmistak-

able proofs of his being well qualified to

3 ' ^#

a JmWr

{Photograph.

control "the most difficult railway to manage."

Sir Myles is a Lieut.-Col. of the Engineer

and Railway Volunteer Staff Corps, and was

knighted in 1889.

From a Photo, by I

PRESENT DAY.

lElliott <t Fry.
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From a Photo, by]

\Gonltm it Co., Putney.

MR. T. SULLIVAN.

Born 1868.

HE English championship of the

sculling world was held, until

quite

From a Photo. M age 17. [Gregory, Auckland.

Tyne for ^400 and the championship

cup, but is reported to be so dissatisfied

with the result that a second match is to

take place shortly between the rivals.

Tom Sullivan.

He first started

sculling at 13

years of age, and

in 1888 and 1889

he met M'Kay,

the then amateur

champion of New

Zealand, whom

he conquered. In

1891 he met and

defeated George

Bubear upon the

Nepean with ease,

while on only two

occasions since

he joined the

professional ranks

has he suffered

defeat, the first being at the hands of Stansbury,

when he rowed for the championship of

the world. It may be mentioned, however,

that Sullivan holds the records for both

the Parramatta and Nepean rivers, the only

two recognised waterways of Australia. For the

latter his time is i9min. i5sec. for the full

championship course, and the former iSmin.

4i^sec. One of his greatest races was that

against Bubear on the Thames for the champion-

ship of England and the Sportsman's challenge

cup, in which he won as he wished. On the

16th of last month, Sullivan was beaten by

C. R. Harding, of Chelsea, in a match on the

AGE 24.

From a Photo, by Smythe. Putney,

PRESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by Gordon A Co.. Putney.



By Mrs. Egerton Eastwick (Pleydell North).

y^S^j^^^ HEY came across one another

?2SÂ§ at the Hotel, Brighton.

(figKg StK^ John Brownlow Winterden,

IrSf in passing the door of No. â��,

^ heard the sound of cough-

PESSaMSga ing within, varied occasionally

by a moan of pain and disease; or by a

voice, weak, monotonous, depressed. One

day he asked the chambermaid the name and

condition of the sufferer; the voice was

plainly that of a man. He learned in reply

that the occupant of the room was a

Mr. Julius Hatton, that his present illness

was the result of a severe attack of

inflammation of the lungs, and that his

ultimate recovery was considered more than

doubtful. He was under the care of a

hospital nurse, sent by the doctor in attend-

ance. No relations or friends had been to

see him, and no inquiries had been made.

After John Winterden had gathered these

particulars, he went out to the beach, and for

an hour ploughed the shingle, watching with

his bodily eyes a grey horizon, merged in the

greens and browns of a turbid sea, but having

before his mental vision a far different scene.

The whole thing had been recalled by the

name "Julius Hatton" â�� although Julius

Hatton had played no part in the affair when

it had most concerned John Winterden.

The picture he saw was that of a long

dining-room, warmly lit in the sombre after-

noon by the blaze of a great coal fire ; at the

table sat a woman, her head bowed upon her

arm, which, outstretched upon the crimson

cloth, showed its round proportions through

the tightly-fitting sleeve of black ; the warm

light caught and illumined the coils of yellow

hair.

The figure was very plainly gowned, but

upon one of the white fingers which lay so

listlessly upon the crimson cloth a great

diamond shone, and that, too, caught the

fire gleam, and flashed in it. The diamond

had been his, John Winterden's, gift.

Not far from the hand, lying as though

pushed away, was a book, newly bound,

newly labelled, from Mudie's.

" Oh, Jackâ��how could youâ��how could

you ? "
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The words fell with the pained moan of a

creature wounded to death, but resentless.

" Clothilde, I give you my word."

" Your word, when not another soul knows

but yourself, when the very phrases that I

used in my letters to you are repeated there ! "

She made a gesture towards the book.

" Words as sacred as my loveâ��sacred as

deathâ��and you have coined them into

money, won notoriety out of them, and

thought to shield yourself behind a false

name. Oh! how could you, how could

you ? "

In the excitement of her speech she had

raised her face; it was pale, moulded with a

generous and yet delicate touch. It bore

no signs of tears, but it was drawn and pitiful

with a grief worse to see. It was the face of

a woman of perhaps twenty-six years of age.

John Winterden stood silent beneath the

reproach of the eyes that a week ago had

held for him the secret of all joy. Every-

thing that he could say had been said; he

had only his word to offer. The head

drooped again until the face was hidden.

Then he spoke :â��

"Clothilde, I swear I will find the man

who wrote that book. The story is yours,

the words are yours : I know them. They

have been stolen from me; how, I cannot

tell. I have never left your letters in any

unlocked place. I have never spoken of the

history you intrusted to my honour, much

less sold it, as you hint, or made capital out

of it for my own aggrandizement or profit."

Now, looking back, John Winterden knew

that he had spoken coldly and with measured

words. He, too, was smarting under the

sense that she could so mistrust him, and the

inexplicable nature of the thing.

He had waited, half hoping that she would

again look up, perhaps with some light of

faith and reassurance in her eyes, some

word that might hold possible comfort for

them both ; but neither word nor look had

been given, and he had left her, sorrowfully,

but still with some indignation on his side.

Afterwards he had written to her, saying that

unless she summoned him to her presence

he would not see her again until he could

bring with him his justification. The

summons had not come, and she had sent

him back the diamond ring.

He had not known until then how deeply

he had loved her, and the knowledge had

lasted until now; indignation had died out

long ago, in a deep pitifulness for all she

must endure in the betrayal of the sorrow and

suffering of the past-; the exposure of the

thoughts, the love, the hopes, and the fears

that had been meant for him alone.

And this would affect her the more, because

she was by nature a very reticent woman,

and her reticence had been increased by

pain. There was no escape for her. The

bookâ��on account of its deadly realism, its

unveiling of the true tortures of a true

woman, of a soul that had been dragged

down the path that should have led to

destruction, and yet had escaped unscathed,

and in its essence unsulliedâ��became popular;

and those who knew something of the bare

outlines of her story associated her with the

hideous revelation, and attributed to it the

separation from her lover, which almost

immediately followed its appearance.

That he had already been made the sole

recipient of her confidence no one knew, and

no one consequently thought of crediting him

with the cruel exposure. It was generally

held that this might be the work of some

slighted or discarded lover, in whom she had

unwisely confided. No effort at concealment

had been made; the story had been told in

the form of letters and a duplex diary; her

share in it had been reproduced almost

verbatim from actual documents in the hands

of John Winterden; the answers, except for

an occasional phrase, in which the latter

recognised comments that he had made and

written upon the margins of her letters, were

imaginary and consequently less effective.

The hero was felt to be, in spite of the

author's assertions to the contrary, a shallow

and slight creation, unworthy of the woman's

passionate confidence. A fundamental diver-

gence from the truth lay, moreover, in the fact

that the, friendship of the lovers was placed

during the husband's life-time, and their

passion (minutely analyzed in the diary

portions) supposed to have culminated in

the death of the heroine. Whereas John

Winterden had never met Clothilde d'Alton

before her widowhood.

And now two years had passed, and the

authorship of the book that had wrought so

much misery still remained a mystery. To

all inquiries the publishers merely replied that

the writer desired to remain unknown : and

Winterden had no case to justify persistence

in unearthing him or herâ��-he sometimes

thought the work must be that of a woman.

He could point to no time when the letters

had been out of his own keeping; when he

had travelled they had travelled with him,

always safely secured ; his possessions had

never, to his knowledge, been abstracted or

broken into. If he produced the letters to
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prove that they had been copied verbatim,

he would only fit and fix more firmly

the insult and notoriety upon the head he

loved. Indignation against her had died

long ago ; love and the thought of her inno-

cent suffering had overpowered any memory

of his own wrongs ; even when, at the end of

a year, he had heard of her engagement to

Julius Hatton, resentment had found no

place in his regret.

He had gone abroad then, and only

returned within the last few weeks; he had

he might have the pleasure of seeing Mr.

Winterden that afternoon, provided always

the latter had not repented of his kind offer

of the previous day."

John Winterden had not repented, and

about four o'clock went to the sick man's

room. A small, emaciated figure lay upon

the bed; a figure with a boyish, sensitive

face, a woman's mouth, and eyes which, the

restlessness of fever having passed, remained

large in humid greyness and seeming pitiful

prayer for the life that was slipping away.

never heard either of the marriage or that

the engagement was cancelled; only, how

came it to pass that Julius Hatton lay alone

and sick to death in an hotel ? Where was

she ? Could it be the same man, or another

of the name?

That evening John Winterden sent in his

card, and offered his services if his presence

could be of any assistance or comfort to the

sick man. The reply was brought by the

nurse; she said that her patient shrank from

receiving the visits of a stranger in his present

state, although sincerely thanking Mr.

Winterden for his kindness.

There the matter seemed to be at an end ;

not without, on John Winterden's part, a keen

sense of disappointment. The following

morning, however, he was surprised to receive

a note, written, he judged, by the nurse, but

dictated by the sick man. It said that

" Mr. Hatton, feeling slightly better, hoped

The strong man whose physique had re-

sisted the shocks of fate and fortune felt

strangely moved ; he sat down by the other's

side, and the nurse, thankful for a respite

from her cares, slipped away for an hour's

rest and a quiet cup of afternoon tea.

That visit was the commencement of a

curious friendship between these two most

dissimilar men. Julius Hatton had reached

a stage where life might flicker out and die at

any moment, while yet the faint vitality craved

interest and amusement; and these, in his

present dearth of close ties, it seemed to

fall naturally to the lot of the stronger man

to supply.

The name of Clothilde d'Alton was never

mentioned, and seeing the weak, boyish

nature of this Julius, the idea that he could

be identical with the man upon whom her

second choice had fallen died from John

Winterden's mind.
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Hatton, however, had two strong personal

claims : a great natural sweetness of disposi-

tion which underlay the irritability of disease

clothing his deficiencies with that undefinable

attraction that creates love in stronger

minds ; while through a certain slight morally

defective or oblique organization flashed now

and again the light of a clear and far-seeing

perception, which blinded John Winterden's

honest practical limitations and deductions,

and proclaimed the weaker soul a genius

and a poet half-born.

Autumn deepened into winter, and still

Julius Hatton lingered. No friends came to

see him, he received few letters, and no

inquiries were made, so far as Winterden

could discover. Once he asked, Was there

anyone whom the sick man would wish

summoned or communicated with? Hatton

replied, whimsically, that, barring a brother in

India, his only remaining relation was an

elderly aunt, from whose attentions he pre-

ferred to be exempt. He was plainly not a

rich man, though he showed no immediate

want of funds.

Under the genial influence, the slight

excitement of John Winterden's society, he

so far rallied as to be able on bright days to

leave his room and take a turn upon the

Parade, leaning upon his friend's arm ; but

as October days shortened into the bleaker

outlook of November, he again failed rapidly.

John Winterden, watching him, knew that

no care could prolong his life through the

winter, and suffered so much in the thought,

that he was angry with himself for having

risked the possibility of this new pain.

At last, in December the time came to be

numbered by hours; Hatton was plainly

dying of heart disease and consumption,

engendered by pneumonia.

Winterden had been out for his lonely

afternoon walk, and returning met the doctor

upon the stairs of the hotel.

" I have just left Mr. Hatton," he said.

" It is right you should know : another forty-

eight hours, perhaps; I cannot give him

longer. The vital principle, always slight, is

almost exhausted ; there was no stamina to

resist disease."

It was then dark ; John Winterden went

for a few moments to his own room, then

straight to that of his friend. Hatton lay

upon the bed, the mere semblance of a man;

wasted, thin, and small; only the grey eyes,

shadowed by dark brows and lashes, looked

larger, blacker for the change. The nurse

was sitting by the fire ; she rose and went

out of the room, as she often did when

â�¢ Vol. be. -39.

Winterden entered. John took his usual

place beside the bed.

" Winterden, I want you to do something

for me ; to-night, when we are alone."

" Anything that I can."

" This is not difficult. You see that black

leather case, there, on the chest of drawers ?

It contains letters, papers. I want you to

burn them, to let me see them burnt"

A faint flush had risen to the thin face; the

voice held an eagerness hitherto absent from

vibrations which had been languid, pettish,

affectionate, or even inspired, but never

expressive of desire; the one great desire,

the desire of life, had lain in the eyes, where

now also had crept the fear of death.

"Be quite at rest; I will do as you wish.

I will sit with you through the night: it is my

turn."

The night came; the night of a vigil

which John Winterden was not likely to for-

get. The nurse had made up the fire, placed

medicines and nourishment within reach,

and retired to rest until five in the morning,

at which hour Winterden was to be relieved.

For a time Julius Hatton seemed inclined to

sleep, but about midnight he roused and

called to his companion. Winterden went at

once to his side.

" You will do itâ��what you promisedâ��

now ? " said Hatton, eagerly. " The keys are in

the right-hand drawer."

A few minutes more and Winterden had

laid the open case upon the bed, and the

thin white fingers pointed out a packet of

letters and a flat manuscript book.

" There," he said ; " let me see them burnt

before my eyes."

Winterden closed and replaced the case,

then went over to the fire with the letters and

the book in his hand. He threw the former

at once upon the embers ; and the red light

flamed up and lit the face of the man whose

life-story was perishing with them.

The book seemed too thick to consume at

once, and Winterden tore out some of the

pages, that he might destroy it by degrees.

The flame from the burning letters fell upon

the papers he held, illuminating them for a

moment with a most vivid brightness ; and a

name, a sentence, flashed itself across his

eyes and struck into his brain with the force

of an electric shock.

Without an instant's hesitation he crumpled

the papers in his hand and tore others from

the book; these, after a rapid glance, he

threw upon the flames in place of those he

held. In a few minutes the grate was strewn

with ashes, the flame had finally died down,
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and the man upon the bed breathed a sigh

of relief.

Winterden quietly crossed the room and

gave him his usual sleeping draught, to-night

purposely postponed.

" Now," said Hatton, gratefully, " I think

I can sleep," and turned upon his side.

few necessaries for the one night he was to

spend at the hotel. Intending to cross by

the night boat, he did not reclaim his posses-

sions until the evening of the following day,

when they were safely delivered up in ac-

cordance with the ticket which he held; but

he now remembered that he had been asked

LET ME SEE THEM BURNT BEFORE MY EYES.

There was silence in the room. Winterden

had raked out the ashes and replenished the

fire; he drew the night-lamp nearer, and

waited until the regular breathing of his

patient told that the draught had taken

effect. Then he cautiously drew from his

pocket the crumpled sheets and smoothed

them out upon the table before him. The

name and the sentence that he had seen

assured him that he had a right to their

perusal, yet he glanced up guiltily at the

sleeping form with a sense that he was robbing

a helpless and a dying man, and betraying a

sacred trust

The extracts from the diary which he had

preserved were dated nearly three years be-

fore, and recorded a transaction which, in its

singular simplicity and audacious fraud, filled

him with amaze and just indignation, but also

with some pity, and recalled an incident, so

slight that it had hitherto almost escaped

his memory, but which, as it now transpired,

had held the germ of the disaster of his life.

The incident was as follows :â��

Passing through town about three years

ago on his way to Paris, he had left in the

cloak-room of the Victoria Station all his lug-

gage excepting the Gladstone, which held the

to state which of two portmanteaus, almost

exactly similar in make and size, belonged to

him. He had been able to identify his own

by a stain upon the leatherâ��the result of an

accident; no hint at previous difficulty had

been given; he was late for the train and

too hurried to ask questions, had in fact

never given the matter a second thought;

his possessions were there, and secure; and

they were at once given to the porter to be

wheeled to the luggage van.

The first entry in the diary which proved

of interest was headed George Street, W.,

26th October, 18â��, the same day as that on

which he had deposited his luggage.

" 4 p.m. I have arrived in Babylon, and

secured a roomâ��a roof over my head so

long as funds last. God knows what is

before me. Johnson and Grasse write

suggesting that in place of ' Progress' I

should provide them with a realistic romance,

not immoral. There seems to be a mania for

analyzing temptation.

" How am I to write of that of which I
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know comparatively nothing ? I am twenty-

two, and have not yet experienced a grand

passion! What an anomaly. At the same

time, I am likely to starve and seek to assuage

bodily hunger by taking a clerkship at Â£fio

per annum, provided always that I can get it:

and then I should starveâ��body and soulâ��

starve for freedom and fresh air. What was

the story of the man who committed a murder

that he might be realistic over the murderer's

remorse ? Must Iâ��bah !â��-I must go out,

tramp the streetsâ��there's tragedy there if I

could fathom itâ��and back to the station.

"8 p.m. A curious coincidence, almost

I might say a special Providenceâ��or a

favour from the Evil Oneâ��which ? At any

rate, a temptation, a horrible temptation.

"I went to the station to take out the

portmanteau which holds the greater part of

my worldly belongings, and which I had left

in the cloak-room while I tramped in search

of a shelter, a cab not being allowable under

the circumstances. I got it here for a

shilling; mine in shape, size, general appear-

ance and number of ticket ; also, more

strange, the lock yielded to my key. Within,

a suit of dress clothes, not mine, and a

packet of papers.

" My first feeling was one of annoyance at

discomfort for the night, the possible loss of

my own belongings, or the trouble of return-

ing at once, tired out as I was, to the station

to rectify the mistake. Then the papers

fascinated me, my curiosity was roused ; they

were bulky, and written apparently in a

woman's hand.

" At last I touched them, moved with my

finger the corner of an envelope which lay

at the top; the address on the under side.

On a folded sheet beneath I read these words :

' I have told you the history of my life, laid

bare before you the story of my soul as it is

known to none other save God, and therein

you will read the truth so far as words can

tell it, for it is in the heart, not in incident,

that the depth of tragedy lies.'

"After that I took the packet into my

hands. The envelope was addressed to

' J. Brownlow, Esq.,' the letter was signed,

' Clothilde.' Beneath the letter were many

folded sheets, closely written. It took me

more than an hour to read them through;

having commenced, I found it impossible to

stop. They contained the revelation of a

noble woman's soul, in the throes of ignoble

bondage, struggling through misery, degrada-

tion, and shame, yet clinging to some self-

revealed standard of purity and truth;

striving to shake off the contamination of

foulness, but at times dragged down, hopeless,

despairing.

" She had borne, first, the actuality and,

afterwards, its memory in silence, until she

met the man to whom, because she loved

him, she revealed the secret of her life. She

judged him large-hearted, magnanimous,

pitifulâ��and from a few notes written in

pencil on the margin of the papers, I fancied

that her confidence was not misplaced. I

also gathered that, although never condemna-

tory, he was not afraid to rectify the errors of

her less disciplined nature.

" The husband's picture was drawn with a

touch here and there, highly suggestive. The

smooth face, the finely-cut lips that could

smile so sweetly, and yet were sensually

cruel; the loss of all sense of honour, covered

by an air of benignityâ��the outline was not

difficult to fill.

" The whole story presented itself with the

clearness of a revelation, which it wasâ��for

revelation is truth; and this was truth.

" Then came my temptation. I knew that

in the discovery lay my worldly salvation ;

and I had not sought it: it had come to me

by what is called pure accident. Who would

know, who would be the worse for my avail-

ing myself of opportunity ?

" The facts must be in some way disguised.

I gather from the MS. that the husband is

dead : I would make him still alive; and with

the impossibility of redemption apart from

dishonour, I would make her die like a

broken flower upon the rock of passion,

shamed by her surroundings, but nervously

shrinking from the only other possibility of

escape.

" The man, as I see him, is painfully strong

and upright; the woman inherently pure and

cruelly sensitive.

" It will be interesting to imagine these

two natures coming into contact under the

influences of present danger and denied

happiness, rather than under the comparative

calm of retrospect. To-night I can take

down the greater part of the papers in short-

hand ; to-morrow morning, early, I will return

the portmanteau to the cloak-room ; provided

that I do not encounter the owner, my posi-

tion is safe ! If this be dishonourâ��it is fate,

not I, that is responsible, and the morbid

craving of the age."

Winterden read this analysis of himself and

her with growing anger and contempt for

the trickster who had wronged them both;

but also with the consciousness of great

possible joy. His time had come; the

means of his reinstatement lay within his
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hand. The identity of names between the

man who had violated the sanctity of her

life, and the man who had afterwards taken

the place which he himself had once held in

her regard, was not the least strange part of

the affair.

It seemed almost impossible to credit this

poor weakling, whose faintly drawn breaths

broke the night stillness, with the double part,

yet no other solution of the mystery presented

itself. If the assumption were true, Clothilde

d'Alton was at all events doubly free.

The fact that no idea should have occurred

to Hatton of associating him, John Winter-

den, with the J. Brownlow of the letters, was

accounted for by the fact that he had rarely

made use of his

original patrony-

mic since his

adoption of that

of his mother

with the falling in

of a small estate

some eighteen

months before.

"Winterdenâ��

John "

Hatton was

awake and call-

ing to him. He

went over to the

bed, and the grey

eyes, wide open

now and restless,

watched his com-

ing.

" You have

burnt the papers

â��all ? "

Winterden

hesitated ; how

was he to lie to a dying man, and yet, still

more, how tell him the truth ? He stood

silent.

" Because," said the other, restlessly,

" I have been dreamingâ��dreaming ofâ��of a

woman I wronged. I dreamed that she

cameâ��hereâ��and stood where you are

standing, and that her anger and contempt

went with me through death, and there was

no pardon in her eyes. Butâ��Iâ��loved her

â��I grew to love her first throughâ��through

some letters of hers that I readâ��andâ��and

published. It is a secret, but I must tell

you before I die. You will not betray me ? "

The papers were in the breast-pocket of

John Winterden's coat; they might have

been live coals.

The sick man luckily waited for no answer,

" I know that I can trust you," he went on,

with the weak, halting rapidity of tongue that

belongs to numbered hours. " I have proved

youâ��Iâ��-I. met her afterwards, sought her

out. I heard that the published letters had

wrought trouble. I thought I might atoneâ��

butâ��-Iâ��I was always a coward, and I grew

to love her so dearly. I wanted her for

myself, and the other man was goneâ��what

was the use?â��and for a little while she

listened to me, talked with me, told me how

she had suffered ; then we quarrelledâ��I was

jealousâ��I began to see that through it all

she loved that other man. Jackâ��Jackâ��it

was always Jack." He spoke the last

sentence pettishly, turning his head away like

a spoilt child,

remembering un-

merited wrong.

The heart that

beat beneath the

letters throbbed

tumu 11 uously.

For a moment

Hatton lay still,

exhausted; then

the grey eyes

opened again and

travelled back to

the grave face

that awaited their

message.

"Give me

something â�� I

am tired."

Winterden

held the usual

cordial to his

lips, raising the

frail body gently,

as though the

spirit within had

done him no

wrong.

"Well â��we

quarrelled â�� and

partedâ��went

our different

ways. Then I got ill. Money had come ;

although I dared not publish as the author

of ' Tried in the Furnace'; still my work

sold, but it was too late. I have never seen

herâ��againâ��but now I want her to come

before I dieâ��I know where she is."

" What do you want me to do ? "

" Write for me, just a line, will you ? Say

Julius Hatton is dyingâ��say I shall live to

see her if she comes at once. Only, if she

had that look in her eyesâ��if she knew and
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condemnedâ��I could not bear it; promise

that you will not betray me. Let me die

quietly, looking in her faceâ��seeing her smile

â��assured that she will never know."

" Never ! " said Winterden. He thought

his passion must have betrayed itself even

in the single word.

" Oh, perhaps hereafter, if there be one.

That is beyond you and meâ��but can't you

understand that I desire she should think

well of me as long as possible ?â��remember

only that I loved her. Death atones for so

much."

" Yes."

" You will write at once ? You will find

and a miniature, a delicately-tinted photograph

in a frame of carved ivory.

He had kept nothing ; not a line of her

writing, nothing to remind him of that which

he had lost. He looked so long and so

intently at the well-known face that Hatton

grew restless.

" You are going to write ? " he said.

" Yes, I am going to write."

The other gave a sigh of relief. " She

will surely come," he muttered. He was

exhausted with the excitement of memory,

the effort of speech, and now lay perfectly

still.

Winterden went over to the table, and,

"he looked long and intently at the well-known face.

the address there in my pocket-book, with

the portraitâ��I did not give that back."

" Yes, I will write."

" And my secret, you will keep my

secret ? "

" What have I to do with your secret ? It

is no affair of mine."

The dim eyes stared at him uneasily:â��â� 

" You strong, conscientious people can be

very hardâ��perhaps you have never been

tempted; but still, give me the pocket-

book."

Winterden complied. He did not say

how well he knew the address of Clothilde

d'Alton.

Presently he held in his hands a short

note, a mere formal invitation to dinner,

addressed from the house in Cadogan Square,

with the portrait before him,

wrote a few formal lines :â��

" Dear Mrs. D'Alton,â��I

am writing to you by the re-

quest of Julius Hatton. He

has been lying at this hotel for

some months seriously ill, and

is most anxious to see you.

To make you more inclined to

grant his request, perhaps, I

should tell you that I believe it to be that of

a dying man. If you decide to come, come

at once.

" Yours very sincerely,

"J. Brownlow Winterden."

He folded, inclosed, and addressed the letter,

and then sat for awhile staring into the fire.

When his vigil was at an end, and the

nurse came to relieve him at the turn of the

night, the papers which contained his justifi-

cation were still in his possession. He had

given no definite promise to Julius Hatton,

and he could not assure himself that he had

no right to this means of tardy vindication

which had fallen into his hands.

If it were his own welfare alone that was

concerned, perhaps honour would have coun-

selled further endurance; but Hatton had
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assured him that the love of Clothilde still

belonged to John Brownlow. Was she, too,

to be sacrificed ? Let the issues of this

crisis be worked out; for the present, he

would retain the proofs of his position.

His letter to Clothilde was sent by the

first post, and after the hour at which he

calculated it would be delivered in town, he

watched in anxious expectation for a telegram.

None came; the afternoon wore into evening;

the sick man grew restless and feverish, ask-

ing constantly for news.

Winterden could not keep away from the

room ; he felt drawn by a sort of fascination

to the presence of the man who had wronged

him, and who, to satisfy the cravings of his

self-love, was ready to die with a lie upon his

soul. Such a nature was to him a curious

study, and in its presence he felt he could

better estimate his own possible lines of

action. Could he pierce the soul of this poor

weakling in the hour of parting, or should he

let him play out his pitiful part to the end,

and unfold the truth to Clothilde across a

dead body ?

Either alternative was sufficiently painful.

How would she regard an explanation vouched

for by a confession stolen from the dead ?

Although he had long ceased to blame her,

he could not help realizing now what infinite

pain might have been spared by a more

perfect trust.

As a third and last course, was he to allow

things to drift, keep silence, and bear the

odium of another man's wrong-doing, and her

condemnation, until the end ?

He looked out the trains, and saw that it

was possible she might arrive about nine

o'clock; the letter might not have reached

her immediately. Then he busied himself in

making preparations for her comfort. He

could not think, provided she was in town,

that she would risk the delay of a night.

Hatton had changed rapidly during the last

twenty-four hours; it was doubtful whether

the morning would find him conscious.

It was nearly ten o'clock when he was told

that Mrs. D'Alton had arrived, and would

like to see him. He found her, already

divested of her bonnet and travelling cloak,

awaiting him in the room he had engaged for

her. She was standing near the fire, a tall,

straight figure, clad simply in a dark gown.

Any awkwardness that he might have feared,

or any hopes he had entertained from the

meeting, were at once set aside as she came

forward a few paces to greet him. She was

perfectly self-possessed, and had entirely taken

the position into her own hands.

" I have to thank you, Mr. Winterden, for

sending for me, and for making the necessary

arrangements for my comfort. I left town

immediately I received your letter. I am

not too late?"

" No; Mr. Hatton is still conscious, but

you must be prepared; he has sunk very

rapidly during the day."

" Shall I go to him at once ? "

" If you wish it, but ought you not to rest,

to take some refreshment ? "

" I feel neither tired nor hungry. I should

like to see him as soon as possible."

" If you will allow me, I will take you to

his room."

He had a strong wish that they three

should meet face to face ; to see if any idea,

any consciousness of the truth would force

itself upon either of the two others con-

cerned.

She hesitatedâ��

" I am giving you a great deal of trouble.

Is there nc one else ? "

"Only the nurse. If you will allow me,

it is no trouble. I am constantly with him : I

left him, in fact, to come to you."

She signed her assent, and he led the way

with a somewhat elaborate exaggeration of

the cold politeness of her manner. The

irony of the situation supplied him with a

cynicism which no suffering had hitherto

been able to evoke. He saw her stand

beside the dying bed of Julius Hatton, and

take the wasted hand in hers, while a smile

of boyish gladness stole over the sick man's

face.

"You have comeâ��thank youâ��and not,

as I dreamed, in anger. Now I shall carry

the memory of your sweetness through

death."

She sat down beside him, and, his hand

still in hers, he seemed to sleep. Winterden

stole out of the room. When he returned

an hour later she was still there ; Hatton had

hardly moved.

" It is time you went to rest," he said, with

some authority. "Can you withdraw your

hand without disturbing him ? "

" Thank you, I will remain. He is sleep-

ing so quietly."

" He might drift away in that sleep," he

whispered.

"Then I shall be with him to the last.

You do not understand. I feel I have

wronged him. It is not much to make this

small atonement"

" Youâ��wronged him 1"

"Yes, I was glad of his sympathy; his half

boyish enthusiasm comforted me. Then he
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gave me his love, and I, having nothing to â��you look worn out," she said, with a sudden

offer in return, threw it aside." access of womanly pity.

" And now ? " Hatton was watching them ; he made a

" And nowâ��I love himâ��I am so sorry sign for Winterden to approach.

"HE SAW HER STAND BESIDE THE DYING BED OF JULIUS HATTON.'1

" You have never shown me that you did

not," she said, uneasily. " I told Julius the

whole story. He agreed with me that the

facts seemed beyond doubt. But he saw, or

fancied that he saw, that I had not forgotten

you, and so, through you, I have lost him also.

You have robbed me of everything."

Hatton moved, and opened wide the

grey eyes in which vision seemed already

growing dim. They travelled restlessly from

one to the other of the two faces at his side,

and he appeared anxious to speak. Clothilde

leaned down towards him, but at that moment

the doctor entered to pay a final visit, and

the words were left unsaid.

" He may last till the morning," was the

verdict given to Winterden in the corridor a

quarter of an hour later. " He is conscious

now, but if there are any further requests or

wishes to be attended to "

Winterden went back to the room and

whispered this report to Mrs. D'Alton. The

tears rose to her eyes.

" How thankful I am that I did not delay

â��at least, now, I can remain with him to the

end." Then she caught sight of Winterden's

face. It looked almost more drawn and

haggard than that upon the bed. " But you

" Good-night, John."

Winterden hesitated a moment; then laid

his hand upon the feeble one that was

carrying his life in its grasp. The eyes of

the two men met, in quick revelation, almost

mutual prayerâ��and Winterden gathered that

Hatton knew him and still trusted to his for-

bearance. So he read that last look.

He turned away in silence and went to his

own room. There he put the leaves of the

diary upon the fire, and pressed them down

among the embers, till nothing of the paper

remained but a few black ashes; then he lay

down upon his bed; and, after a time, fell

asleep, for he was physically, as well as

mentally, wearied.

About six o'clock the nurse came to

his door with a message. Hatton was

dead: he had passed away in sleep quite

tranquilly.

A few hours later, Winterden sent a note

to Clothilde to inquire if he could be of any

further service. The answer was that she

intended returning to town by the twelve

o'clock train, but would he speak with her

first ? He went at once. She met him, he

thought, with a little more kindliness ; and

this he attributed to the presence of death.
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Her face showed signs of tears. They spoke

quietly about the needful arrangements, and

she expressed a wish to put a small stone

cross upon the grave. Winterden promised

to give the order.

" When you return to town, will you come

and see me and tell me about it ? " she said.

" I am thinking of going abroad again, but

I will write."

" As you will; but I wish to say that I

regret having spoken so harshly last night.

The irrevocableness of death makes one

feel that one

should be more

gentle in one's

j udgments.

Could we not be

friends?"

" That is im-

possible. You

require proofs,

and I have none

to give. Doubt

is incompatible

with friendship."

" Yet promise

me that you

will not leave

England with-

out communicat-

ing with me."

"I willattend

to your wishes

about the grave,

and write to

you."

Clothilde

turned away.

All these

months she had

been learning

that doubt, if in-

compatible with

friendship, is not

always incom-

patible with love.

An hour later

she had left for

town ; but Winterden remained to see that

the last rites were decently rendered to

Julius Hatton, and to arrange for the carry-

ing-out of Clothilde's wish with regard to

his grave. He told himself that he did

this merely because he would have been

ashamed of the heartlessness and cruelty

implied by a different course.

He found that there was money in hand

sufficient for the needful expenses ; the

balance, a very small sum, went, together

HE PUT THE LEAVES OF THE DIARY UPON THE FIRE.

with the personal effects of the dead man, to

his heir-at-law, the brother in India of whom

he had spoken as his sole near relation.

So soon as he was free, John Winterden

started for Algiers ; he spent nearly fifteen

months in wandering, but the spring of the

second year after Hatton's death found him

again in London.

The question of the memorial cross once

settled, there had been no further intercourse

between himself and Clothilde d'Alton ; but

he heard of her occasionally, knew that she

was still unmar-

ried, and longed

intensely to see

her again. Still,

" he told himself

that unless her

heart prompted

his full and un-

questioned ac-

quittal, they

must meet as

comparative

strangers.

He had been

in town about a

fortnight, when

he was startled

to see in the

papers the an-

nouncement of a

new work by the

author of " Tried

in the Furnace."

To whom could

this posthumous

production of

Julius Hatton's

writings be due ?

Possibly he had

left MSS. in the

hands of his pub-

lishers at the

time of his

death, which

were only now

given to the

world. In that case, unless the embargo of

secrecy were removed, this stirring of the

memory of a half-forgotten scandal was hardly

likely to benefit his, John Winterden's,

position.

He bought a copy of the book, and found

it inferior in matter and style; it struck him

as juvenile work resuscitated, and likely

rather to damage the memory of the author

than otherwise. The reviews were not yet

out.
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Within the week he met Mrs. D'Alton at

dinner, their first encounter since his return.

He scarcely saw her, however, until they

were seated at the table. The party was a

large one, and he arrived rather late. Then,

however, he found that she occupied the

place almost opposite his own, and that she

had been assigned to the care of a man

whose face seemed strangely familiar, although

he could not at the moment recall the place

or manner of their meeting. The stranger

had the look of a soldier, recently returned

from foreign service. Mrs. D'Alton seemed

deeply interested in his conversation, and

scarcely aware of Winterden's presence, who

covertly watching the pair became gradually

conscious that the haunting familiarity of the

man's face was due to a certain likeness of

feature and expression to Julius Hatton,

oddly disguised by a long moustache.

During the second course one of those in-

explicable pauses occurred which leave to

one unfortunate speaker the attention of the

whole table.

" by the author of ' Tried in

the Furnace ': who can it be ? "

These were the words that fell upon the

silence. Evidently the matter under discus-

sion had been the authorship of Julius

Hatton's last book. One or two persons at

the table knew the subject to be an awkward

one in the presence of Mrs. D'Alton, and

would have rushed in to cover the mishap,

but her neighbour leaned forward and spoke

clearly.

" Don't you know ? " he said. " Why, my

brother, Julius Hatton, wrote that book ; it's

hard he shouldn't have some of the fame now

he's dead, poor fellow. He was too modest, I

suppose, in his life."

People at the other end of the table tried

to talk hurriedly, the hostess turned to her

neighbour with a remark upon a new play,

but in the immediate group round the speaker

there was still silence.

" I was in India, you know," went on

Colonel Hatton, turning innocently to Mrs.

D'Alton ; " in fact, I should not have returned

now but for being invalided, and I only

discovered the poor lad's secret by some

shorthand notes, verbatim of the most telling

parts of the book, which I found in an old

box of MSS. Then I had an interview with

the publishers, who confirmed my suspicions.

There is no doubt, but I wonder he did not

tell you" he added, in a lower tone.

The buzz of general conversation had re-

commenced before the sentence was con-

cluded. Winterden could scarcely catch the

Vol. ix.-~40.

last words, but Clothilde's face had grown

white as the damask upon which her eyes

were fixed as though she would never again

dare to raise them. Fearful of adding to her

embarrassment, he hardly dared again to

glance in .her direction during dinner, and

when, later, he entered the drawing-room, she

was on the point of leaving. She held out

her hand to him as she passed :â��

" Will you come to see me to-morrow ? I

shall be at home till luncheon." Her eyes

were almost imploring.

" Most certainly I will."

The hours that intervened before he could

carry out his promise dragged slowly for John

Winterden; being spent chiefly in utterly

futile speculation.

How would Clothilde receive himâ��what

was her object in asking him to come ?

Would she hold him finally acquitted without

further explanation, or did she want merely

to question him? Surely, she could hardly

suspect him of deeper complicity in this

miserable affair.

He arrived at the house in Cadogan Square

about noon, and on being announced found

her standing near the middle of the room,

evidently expectant. He guessed that she

had been pacing the length of it, as was her

habit when excited or restless; her im-

petuosity was not yet cured.

It was not, however, until they were both

seated that she found words for the questior*

uppermost in her mind.

" You heard what Colonel Hatton said last

night ? "

" I did."

" Was it news to you ? "

" No. I had been aware of it for some

time."

"Since when ? Do you mind telling me?"

" Since the night on which I wrote for you

to come to Brighton."

" Well, I have something to tell you.

Julius Hatton asked me, that last night, if

you, John Winterden, were the Jack Brown-

low I used to speak of. He overheard us

talking:"

" Yes, and what then ? "

" He became terribly agitated, evidently he

had no idea of your identity. Later on, he

seemed anxious to tell me something, but

he could not make me understand. It was

such a little while before the end. I think

now that he wanted to repair the wrong he

had done you, for I gather that you and he

had never met, never had any intercourse,

until you met at Brighton."

"Never. I had never heard of Julius
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Hatton until I heard of him as engaged

to you."

"How, then"â��their eyes metâ��"how,

then, did he read my letters ?" she said,

below her breath.

" Are you sure that he did read them ? "

" Would you have me believe that the

whole thing was a coincidence ? "

" I cannot say what I would have you

believe, except that I had nothing to do

with it."

" But you know the truth ? "

He shifted his position uneasily.

" You have known it ever since that night ? "

Still he did not answer.

She looked at him for a moment, steadily,

wonderingly; then she crossed the room and

laid her hand upon his arm.

"Jack!"

He looked up at her.

" Of what use is it ?" he said; " he is

dead."

" How can I ever forgive myself? "

" Don't try, dear; let us forget all about it.

Will you have your ring back ? I have

brought it in the hope "

She let him take in his the hand that had

rested upon his arm.



How Explosives are Made.

By William G. FitzGerald.
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N writing to a Government

Department for assistance in

literary matters, there is a

delightful uncertainty. You

may be refusedâ��let down

gently, it is trueâ��but still

refused. The refusal, on the other hand,

may be chilling, or even severely aggressive.

If the reply is none of these, it surely

contains official assentâ��formal, gracious,

comprehensive. Such was the letter sent by

Dr. W. Anderson, Her Majesty's Director-

General of Ordnince Factories, in answer to

our application for official permission to visit

the famous Royal Gunpowder Factory, whose

main gate is almost

under the shadow of

the ugly Norman

tower of Waltham

Abbey.

Here, indeed, is

the most extra-

ordinary factory in

the world. Factory

is quite a misnomer

applied to this lovely

and picturesque

domain. The estab-

lishment consists of

about four hundred

acres of wooded land,

intersected by four

miles of crystal

streams, which would

fill the angler's heart

with delight.

As a matter of fact,

the place was bought

by the Government,

in 1787, from John

Walton, a direct de-

scendant of the im-

mortal Izaak; and

the name of the

former may yet be seen inscribed on a sun-

dial in the quadrangle near the office of the

superintendent, Colonel Ormsby. This sun-

dial, by the way, is robbed of much of its

quaint and picturesque nature by eight big

shells, which are symmetrically arranged

about the base, and which, we need hardly

say, are not described in any work on con-

chology.

It goes without saying that Waltham has its

stirring and exciting moments. Quite apart

from the fact that the vast powder factory is,

to put it mildly, a continual menace to the

local public peace, there are a surprising

number of streams about the place, which

overflow in winter, and occasionally compel

the inhabitants to go a-punting down High

Bridge Street.

Nevertheless, Waltham is a pretty town ;

and, as one turns off from the main street

into the lane leading to the principal entrance

of the factory, one cannot help admiring the

pastoral scenes of woodland and meadow,

which render it difficult to believe that the

most dangerous in-

dustry in the world

is carried on within

a few hundred yards.

Passing in at the gate

we beheld an avenue

of stately poplars, at

the end of which the

Union Jack floated

proudly from a flag-

staff. This gave rise

to a train of thought

from which we were

rudely aroused by a

sharp challenge from

the inspector of police.

We were then re-

quested to enter the

police quarters, where

we were plied with

questions as to our

business, and whether

we possessed any

matches, pipes, or

steel implements.

Then we turned out

our pockets, just as

Lord Sandhurst had

to do when he

visited the factory for the purpose of opening

the hospital. In fact, all comers, from the

Prince of Wales down to the humblest factory

lad, are interrogated by the police at the gate

with a strict regard for duty that reminded us

of certain anecdotes in our school-books.

Our illustration (No. 1) shows one of the

sergeants of police searching the men at the

main gate.

' ANY MATCHES ? "
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The gallant colonel assured us that the

way was long, and therefore it would be

better for us to set off on our personally

conducted tour at once. He was right. The

buildings seemed to be scattered far and

wide, as though it were the primary intention

of the authorities to occupy every available

square foot of land. We walked miles ; we

plunged into thickets, crossed innumerable

streams, and occasionally glided from one

building to another in a swift electric launch,

the panting of whose screw scared

the birds and rabbits that abound

in this extraordinary place.

But we must commence ab initio.

The first place we visitedâ��and we

were calm and appreciative then,

not knowing the extent of the

appalling task that lay before usâ��

was the saltpetre refinery shown in

No. 2. To the right in the photo-

graph is Mr. Knowler, the "father

of the factory," as he is called from

the fact of his forty-three years'

service. The saltpetre comes from

Scinde in bags of ioolb., and in

this state it contains about 5 per

cent, of impurities. It is dissolved

in large quantities in water heated

to 230 degrees, and, after careful skim-

ming, the solution is pumped into the

coolers shown in No. 2. The saltpetre crystal-

lizes in these coolers, and is then raked from

the bottom in the form of wet snow, which is

piled up, and subsequently undergoes a wash-

ing process by means of a continuous stream

of water. There are four refining coppers

and seven evaporating pots in the refining-

room. The saltpetre is ultimately sent to the

mixing-house in barrels, with a certificate

showing that it contains between 3 and 6

per cent, of water. The saltpetre refuse is

bought by farmers for from 8s. to 12s. per

ton. We next called at the sulphur refinery

(Jllus. No. 3), but found it almost impossible

to breathe within its evil-smelling precincts.

NO. 3.â��THE SULPHUK REFINERY.

As regards the worthy man we found there, he

was as unconcerned as though he were in-

haling the ozone on Brighton Pier ; more, he

proceeded to give us, out of the fulness of

his twenty-six years' experience, a few details

concerning his own department in quite a

graphic manner.

Six hundredweight

and a half of

Sicilian sulphur is

shot into the retort,

seen to the right

in the picture, and

after it has re-

mained thereabout

three hours it

passes in vapour

from the retort,

through cold-water

jacketed pipes, into

the receiving-pot,

where it arrives in

a treacly 'mass.

Our friend is seen

ladling this viscous

matter into the

casting tubs, in

which it is left for
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ing these tubs are emptied, and out of each

comes two hundredweight of purified sulphur,

which resembles a monstrous custard. This

also goes to the mixing-room, after having

been ground in the sulphur mill.

There remains

one other con-

stituent of powder

to be investigated

â�� namely, char-

coal. Why, we

asked, are there

such extensive

groves and forests

of willow, dog-

wood, and alder

within the bound-

aries of this

strangest of fac-

tories? One reason

is that the wood is

converted into

charcoal; and an-

other, that a dense

growth of trees

serves to locate the

effects of a possible

explosion.

No. 4 is a view

of the wood stacks, many of which are from

three to ten years old.

Now let us see what these workmen are

going to do with the seasoned branches they

are loading on to the trolley.

No. 5 is a view of the charcoal room.

The wood is placed in the cylindrical

drums, and the latter are then run into

furnaces shaped to receive them, by means

of travelling cranes. After from three to

eight hours of very great heat, during which

time the very gases from the burning wood

NO. 5.â��MAKING CHARCOAL.

NO. 4.â��THE WOOD STACKS.

are utilized as fuel in the furnace below, the

drums are withdrawn and their contents shot

into air-tight iron vessels to cool for four

hours. The charcoal is subsequently removed

to smaller coolers, where it remains another

twelve hours, after which it is taken by boat

to the store. Here it remains for a day or

two before being

picked over by

hand, in order to

see that there are

no nails or pieces

of iron in it. The

responsibility of

thislast-mentioned

work may be

judged when we

state that, if the

smallest particle

of gritty matter of

any sort is inad-

vertently passed

over, it infallible

means an awful

explosion and cer-

tain loss of life.

The sulphur is

ground so as to

pass through a

sieve having 36
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openings to the square inch ; the charcoal

is passed through a mesh 32 to the inch.

Now we are ready for the mixing - room.

Of this strange place it was impossible to

obtain a photograph, owing to the dark-

ness that prevailed. Grimy men flitted

through an almost tangible gloom ; and in

one corner an expert was weighing up the

saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal in parts of

which revolve two enormous wheels, each

weighing four tons.

Into this bed is shot the contents of the

half-charge sack brought from the mixing-

house. A wooden " plough " is then fixed

from the centre, so as to keep the powder

continually under the rollers, and then all is

ready for starting the machinery. Even in

this stage the mixture is highly inflammable,

and therein lies the raison

g| d'etre of the "flash-board,"

which is seen over the bed.

In the event of an ex-

plosion, either through the

wheels meeting with gritty

particles in the mixture, or

from other causes, this

board would be violently

thrown upwards on hinges,

and in its descent back-

wards would automatically

overturn tanks of water, not

merely on to its own bed,

but also on the beds of its

working neighbours, who

might otherwise be tempted

to join in the riot.

Indeed, the risk is so

great, that in order to

NO. 6.â��INCORPORATING MILLS: EXTERIOR VIEW.

75, io, and 15 respectively. For powder for

I jig guns, however, the proportions are 79,

3, and 18. These constituents were shot

into a revolving drum fitted with blades

inside. The mixture is afterwards packed in

half-charge sacks of 6olb. and sent to the

incorporating millâ��the first of the "danger

buildings."

In No. 6 is shown a set of incorporating

mills, which are built in groups of six, and

are worked by independent machinery. Ex-

cept for the division walls, these mills are

constructed of the flimsiest material possible,

the roof being of wood, and the fronts

of canvas, buttoned on to a slight iron

framework ; this is in order that no resistance

may be offered to a possible explosion. It

will be noticed that the arms of the danger

signals are raised, in order to show that the

mills are working ; when these signals are up,

no barrow or truck-load of powder, in any

stage whatsoever, is allowed to pass by the

mills. Yet the interior of any one of the

incorporating mills is not calculated to strike

awe or terror into the heart of the visitor.

As will be seen from No. 7, there is nothing

in the place but a big, circular iron bed, round

NO. 7.â��INCORPORATING MILL : INTERIOR.
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start the incorporating mill, the operator

prudently draws down the flaps of his cloth

helmet, puts on his gauntlets, and retires

outside, as is shown in No. 8. The man is

NO. 8.â��STARTING THE INCORPORATING MILL.

clothed in a suit of "lasting"â��that curious

leathery material affected by the London

apprentices in the days of Queen Elizabeth.

There are no pockets in

this suit, and the buttons

are of bone; .no powder

adheres to this material.

The men are even for-

bidden to cultivate long

beards, lest perhaps these

hirsute appendages should

contain particles of grit,

harmless enough in them-

selves, but more deadly

than cholera bacilli when

introduced into a powder

mill.

After being three and a

half hours beneath the in-

corporating rollers, the mix-

ture becomes " mill-cake,"

and is removed in covered

trucks to the breaking-down

house. This building, in

common with most of the other danger

buildings, is lighted at night by electric

lamps, immersed in water, and placed

outside the windows. In the breaking-

down house the mill-cake is placed in a

hopper, drawn up on an endless band, and

crushed into meal powder by two pairs of

gun-metal rollers. Only twelve charges of

i2olb. each are allowed in this house at one

time.

The next department is the press-house,

an exterior view of which is shown in No. 9.

The machine-house is on the left, and the

men's retiring-room on the right. Between

these two buildings is placed the " traverse,"

a mighty mass of masonry, concrete, and

earth, which is intended to protect the

workmen; these latter are compelled to

remain in the lobbies while the machinery is

in motion. In the press-house one of the

most dangerous operations takes place.

Copper plates are fixed in a rack in a huge

iron box, and about 7501b. of meal powder

is strewn between them. A hydraulic ram of

from 63 to 500 tons pressure is then brought

to bear upon the plates for half an hour,

during which time the men are congregated

in the shoe-room on the other side of the

traverse. It is no exaggeration to say that

there is an awful uncertainty about this

operation.

A bell rings when the pressure gauge

reaches a certain point, and the men then

return to the machine-room and remove the

" press-cake," as it is now called, from the

plates. The regulations caution the men

against " undue haste " in removing the cake,

and the authorities have thoughtfully provided

NO. 9.â��THE TRESS-HOUSE, SHOWING TRAVERSE.

deep wells outside each danger building, into

which men who have been badly burnt may

plunge. No more than 9001b. of powder

may be kept in the press-house at one
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time. No. 9 also shows a covered powder boat

on the left. There are thirty-six of these boats

altogether, and no one is allowed to go over

a bridge while one of them is passing beneath,

lest any dirt or grit should fall upon the

immaculate deck.

The press-house is

the parting of the ways,

so to speak, of the

various kinds of

powder, which are

made from press-cake

treated in different

ways. For pebble

powder the press-cake

â��which, by the way,

resembles thick black

slate â��is cut into strips,

and these strips are

further cut into "

cubes." The rest of

the cake is reduced

to coarse powder by

three pairs of gradu-

ated rollers.

All sorts of fear-

some notices and cau-

tions abound in the

retiring-room of the

press-house, which is

depicted in No. 10. A

rigorous line of demarcation is formed by an

upright board, before passing which every

visitor, from the Government inspector down-

wards, is compelled to put on a pair of enor-

mous boots over his own. In No. 10 the chief

foreman is seen

undergoing this

operation. This

precaution is taken

in order that no

gritty particles may

be introduced on

to the soft leather

floor of the danger

buildings. Having

put on these boots,

you shuffle shame-

facedly round the

traverse to the

machine-room. We

say shamefacedly

advisedly, for we

defy any man to

walk a dozen yards

in these safety-

boots and yet

maintain a sem-

blance of dignity.

NU. 10.â��ENTERING A DANGER BUILDING.

The glazed and granulated powder (the

dust from which has been removed by

another process and sent back to the incor-

porating mills) is now ready for moulding

into prisms for the built-up charges used in

big guns. The in-

terior of the moulding-

room is shown in No.

11. Coarse-grained

powder is fed into

the compartments of

the wheeled tray to

the right, and it is

then pushed under

the hydraulic press,

which has correspond-

ing plungers. The

hexagonal prisms

emerge in batches of

sixty-four, or 13,000

per day. To the left

in our photograph

(No. 11) a skilled

workman is seen

weighing a specimen

from each batch in air

and mercury. And "if

the scale do turn (liter-

ally) but in the esti-

mation of a hair," the

whole batch isrejected.

In the drying-rooms, ordinary grain powder

is left for from one to three hours ; pebble

powder, however, takes from twenty-four to

forty hours to dry, and S.B.C. (" slow burning

cocoa"), for 110-ton guns, about sixty hours.

NO. II.â��THE MOULDING-KOOM.
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NO. 12.â��A POWDER BARGE.

The

last-mentioned powder is proved in

11 in. guns with a charge of 3601b., and

gives a muzzle velocity of from 2,010ft. to

2,050ft. per second. Finished powder of all

of each kind are blended so as to give uni-

formity, and the powder is then conveyed to

Purfleet and Woolwich in special barges,

which fly a red flag and can be sunk in five

minutes. One of these craft, together with a

typical view of the Waltham Abbey establish-

ment, is shown in No. 12.

Altogether there are about 900 men em-

ployed in the factory, and the annual wages

bill comes nigh unto ^70,000. One thou-

sand four hundred tons of saltpetre are

stocked; 100 tons of sulphur ; and enough

wood to make 40,000 barrels of powder.

The annual consumption of coal ranges from

8,coo to 10,000 tons. Very significant is the

photograph we reproduce (No. 13). It

shows the interior of the little hospital opened

by Lord Sandhurst quite recently. The

hospital stands close to one of the myriad

streams that intersect the vast grounds of the

factory, and is intended solely for the benefit

of injured workmen. By the way, it seems

strange that, in spite of innumerable pre-

cautions and all that science can do, frightful

explosions should take placeâ��explosions as

disastrous as they are inexplicable. Truly,

these grave, quiet men, who are turning out

by day and by night material for the defence

of our country, " know not the day nor the

hour."

Let us now turn to the manufacture of

cordite, that new and terrible explosive which

eminent experts tell us will increase a

hundredfold the carnage on the battle-field of

NO. 13.â��INTERIOR OF THE HOSPITAL.

sorts is sent to the splendidly-fitted labora- the next European war in which we are

tory to undergo various tests; it is then engaged. The following facts attest the

proved in the guns at the butts attached to tremendous" power of this explosive: The

the establishment. Finally, large quantities charge of ordinary black powder for the

Vol. 41.
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service rifle is 70

grains, and this

gives a muzzle

velocity of 1,850ft.

per second. A

cordite charge of

30 grains gives a

velocity of 2,000ft.

Again, the powder

charge for the

12-pounder gun

is 4lb., while the

cordite charge for

the same weapon

is iS^oz. ; and

the latter gives far

better results.

As cordite is

primarily founded

on gun-cotton, we

first visited the

picking - room,

under the cour-

teous guidance of

Captain Nathan, the cordite superintendent.

In No. 14 the girls are seen picking over the

cotton waste, which comes from the Man-

chester spinning mills in hundredweight bales,

and costs about ^30 per ton. It will be seen

that the connection between peaceful trade

and this formidable explosive is as close as it

is curious. The stuff is picked carefully, in

order that fragments of wood, rope, wire, and

rag may be removed. The cotton waste is

then thrown on to a powerful teasing machine,

which rends and tears its fibre ; after this

NO. 15.â��THE WEIGHING AND DRYING ROOM.

NO. 14.â��PICKING COTTON FOR CORDITE.

it is cut up by another machine, and

then it passes on an endless band into a

drying-room heated to 180 degrees. The

cotton is then weighed up into lots of

i^lb., and each lot is placed in a tin

cooling box ; these operations are shown in

No. 15. After twenty-four hours, the lots, or

charges, are ready for dipping. Each dipping

pan contains 22olb. of mixed acid â�� three

parts of sulphuric and one of nitric acid.

The operator simply throws the dry cotton

into the acid and leaves it there for about

five minutes,, dur-

ing which time

each charge of

i^lb. will have

absorbed i3'^lb.

of acid.

The workman

now takes his im-

plements from the

cold water in

which they are

kept immersed,

for fear that re-

peated contact

with the acid

should corrode

them, and he pro-

ceeds to remove

the saturated

cotton from the

bath or pan. As

will be seen from

No. 16, he has an
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at a speed of 1,200 revolutions a minute.

In a very short time the cotton is compara-

tively dry ; and the waste acid removed

by the machine is allowed for by a contractor.

The next operation is the washing of the

cotton in a wooden tank full of water,

which is agitated by a revolving bladed wheel.

When the foreman thinks this washing has

gone on long enough, he tasks the cotton,

and if no flavour of acid remains, it is taken

out by a man who wades in in big boots.

The water is wrung out and the cotton is

then removed to the vat-house, where it is

boiled in monstrous vats for four or five days.

Each vat holds about i8cwt. of cotton ; and

the interior of this department is shown in

No. 18.

From the vats the long - suffering cotton

comes out like wet oatmeal; then comes more

churning arid washing, until at length the

moulding process is reached, and the cotton

is pressed into big cubes of 2]4\b. These

cubes are veritable gun - cotton, and when

pressed flat and furnished with a dry cylinder

and a fulminate of mercury detonator, they

are quite ready for torpedo work. The gun-

cotton press - house, depicted in No. 19, is

furnished with what is called a protective

rope mantelet, or wall of rope, such as is

used in fortifications.

To make cordite, the dry gun-cotton is

taken to the nitro glycerine house, a wholly ex-

traordinary building, literally buried under a

mound or hill, and approached by a burrow-

like, brick-lined passage in the earth. The two

most dangerous nitro-glycerine houses are

NO. 17.â��THE COOLING TANKS.

earthenware pot ready to receive the charge.

The earthenware vessels containing the

charges are then allowed to stand in shallow

water for some little time. No. 17 is a

general view of the cooling tanks, with the

dipping baths in the background.

From the earthenware vessels the cotton is

shot into a centrifugal machine, whirling round
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dough or paste has been in the incor-

porating machine. Acetone is also

added in quantities of 15 lb. iooz. to

every charge of 751b. One of the final

operations takes place in the moulding-

house. There i^lb. of cordite paste

is pressed and moulded ; the mould

and its contents are then placed in

another machine, and, to the amaze-

ment of the onlooker, out comes

2,000ft. of what looks like brown

twine, with a diameter of "0375m. This

is finished cordite, and it is wound

upon a reel. For 6in. quick-firers,

cordite with a diameter of ^in. is

turned out, and as it emerges from the

machine it is cut into 14m. lengths.

No. 22 shows the interesting opera-

tion of "ten-stranding." Ten reels

of cordite, just as they come from the

machine, are fixed in a rack (the lad

in our illustration is about to fix the

tenth reel) and are wound simultane-

ously on to a single reel, the object

being to secure uniformity of exple-

siveness. Furthermore, six " ten-

stranded " reels are afterwards wound

NO. 18.â��THE BOILING VATS.

shown in No. 20. Beneath the mound

on the left is the washing-house ;

the other building to the right is

the nitrating - house. The dry gun-

cotton, as we have said, is taken to the

nitro glycerine house in boxes, and it

is there saturated with nitro glycerine, an

almost colourless liquid. Should a single

drop of this fall on the leaden floor, it

is instantly wiped up with a damp cloth.

The saturated gun-cotton is now called

"cordite dough,"and it is taken direct to

the kneading-house, which is shown in

No. 21. The men, as may be seen from

the photograph, wear curious respirators

as they bend over the sticky mass,

which gives forth nauseous and deadly

fumes. When thoroughly kneaded, the

dough is sent to the incorporating-

house and placed in drums, which

have slow revolving screw blades; this

mixing process goes on for seven hours.

The com(x>nent parts of cordite, by the

way, are as follows: nitro-glycerine 57

parts, gun-cotton 38 parts, and five

parts of mineral jelly, this latter being

added three and a half hours after the

NO. 19. â��THE CORDITE PRESS-HOUSE.
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upon one,and the

" sixty-stranded "

reel is then ready

to be sent away.

Minute details as

to whose hands

it has passed

through accom-

pany each reel;

and the end of

the thread is

secured with a

band of webbing.

Ultimately, the

cordite is cut into

little bits and made into

cartridge cases, but this w

Waltham.

A pool adjoining the

NO. 20.â��THE NITRO-GLVCERINE WORKS.

bundles for the

ork is not done at

cordite works is

accumulated in

the pool that,

when it came to

be blown up, the

result was really

startling. Colonel

Ormsby, the

general superin-

tendent of the

works, has lent

us, for reproduc-

tion, a photo-

graph (No. 24)

taken imme-

diately after this

particular blowing-up. A glance will reveal

the tremendous force of the explosion, which

blew holes 20ft. deep around the pond.

The testing armoury and proof range are

at Quinton Hill, but are

within the boundaries of

the factory. It is most in-

teresting to behold the array

of field artillery and naval

quick-firers, all clean and

bright and with a business-

like appearance. On the

occasion of our visit, a

6in. quick-firing gun was

mounted in a sort of cave

formed of earth and masonry

so as to minimize danger

in case of the weapon

bursting. Remember, the

powder is being tested, and

no one knows what may

happen. When the gun is

ready to be fired, every

person leaves the vicinity ;

NO. 21.â��MIXING CORDITE DOUGH

shown in No. 23. Into this

pool all water from the vari-

ous nitro-glycerine houses is

most carefully drained,

since such water contains

a certain quantity of nitro-

glycerine. Every Saturday

this extraordinary pond is

blown up by means- of a

dynamite cartridge, in order

to get rid of the explosive

matter it contains. After

the terrible explosion in

the nitro-glycerine house,

on the 7th of May, 1894,

when four men were blown

to pieces, such a large

quantity of nitroglycerine

NO. 22.â�� TEN-STRANDING.
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NO. 23.â��THE SETTLING POND.

the electric switch is moved in the instrument-

room some distance away, and with a terrific

roar, accentuated by the confined space,

the gun hurls its projectile 17ft. into the

sand of the distant butt. A blank cartridge,

by the way, is first fired so as to warm the

gun. Standing here, listening to the roar of

the Waltham quick-firers, which is answered by

the sharp, crack-

ling fusillade from

the Maxims at the

Enfield Small

Arms Factory

close by, it is not

difficult to imagine

that a modern

battle is in pro-

gress.

The Royal Gun-

powder Factory-

turns out aboutsoo

tons of cordite

and 5,ooo,ooolb.

of black powder

every year, though

the output varies

according to

orders received.

For our own part,

we would far

sooner work in the

cordite factory

than in the powder

mills, for once the

dough is mixed,

cordite is abso-

lutely safe to handle ; in-

deed, you might hold a

piece of it to a lighted

match without causing any

excitement: it would

simply burn

When we had concluded

our tour of inspection, twi-

light was falling upon the

woods and streams of this

strange place. Night-watch-

men, armed with wonderful

little electric hand lamps,

flitted mysteriously here

and there, and the electric

lights immersed in water

outside the windows of the

danger buildings began to

glow softly. We passed

the explosive pond with

a shudder of nervous ap-

prehension, and left behind, as speedily as

possible, the buried nitrating-house, wherein

scarlet-clad men were manipulating the

terrible liquid. The tremendous energy that

lay dormant in every building oppressed us,

even though that energy slept behind massive

traverses and walls 10ft. thick; so we came

away.

NO. 24. â��THE POND AFTER AN EXPLOSION.



Journeyings of the Judges.

By " Kasomcv

IRCUITING is popularly sup-

posed to be akin to junketing ;

but, as a matter of fact, it is

often a very serious and sober

business â�� especially for the

prisoners. There is, however,

much in circuit life that is curious and of

interest, especially to those to whom custom

has not staled the infinite

variety that presents itself at

every turn.

Ancient customs die hard,

and this is especially true in

the remoter corners of the

kingdom. At Oakham, for instance, the lord

of the manor still exercises the right to

demand from every peer passing through the

town the near fore-shoe of his nag ; a demand

that is usually liqui-

dated by a money

payment to provide

for a counterfeit

presentment on a

large scale of the

coveted shoe,

which is in due

course nailed on

the wall of the old

Shire Hall, a struc-

ture that dates

back to the time

of the Conquest.

Even Royalty is

not exempt from

the toll, and the

" horse-shoes " of

George IV., his

brother, the Duke

of York, and our own Prince of Wales figure

on the walls in all the bravery of royal red

and gold-leaf.

I do not propose to weary my readers with

a learned disquisition on the origin and pro-

gress of circuits. Suffice it to say, and to say

it briefly, that the circuit system, as we now

know it, is much the same as that which

obtained with our

ancestors from

almost time imme-

morial ; and this in

spite of constant

attempts at reform

by the bolder spirits

who would rule mat-

ters judicial. Let

it be whispered that

the reforms have

for the most part

proved abortive;

and that in all

probability we shall

revert to the wis-

dom of our fathers,

and to the old order

of things.

Let us start with

one of Her Majesty's

judges on circuit.

Needless to say,

we shall travel en

prince, for the railway companies are solicitous

for the comfort of his lordship and the mem-

bers of his staff, and provide reserved compart-

ments, with a separate luggage " cupboard,"

OAKHAM ASSIZE COURT.

OAKHAMâ��JUDGES LODGINGS.
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practically a necessity on -account of the

enormous quantity of baggage and impedi-

menta required for the five or six weeks' tour.

Arrived at the first town on the circuit, the

judicial campaign really begins. The judge

is met at the railway station by the high

sheriff of the county, who usually looks very

uncomfortable and self-conscious in the i/uasi-

military uniform which is insisted upon for

the occasion ; the sheriff's chaplain, also in

like plight in the stiffest of Geneva gowns,

usually the gift of the sheriff; the under-

sheriff, in any costume that his fancy may

lightly turn to, ranging from a Court

suit down to the most unconventional of

morning dress ; and a posse comitates, in the

shape of a dozen or so of stalwart county

policemen, whose

faces and uniforms

are mostly a har-

mony of red and

blue. The judge

introduces his

marshal (an able-

bodied youth from

one of the Universi-

ties, or maybe a

budding Templar)

to the high sheriff,

who bows gra-

ciously, tries not to

fall over his sword,

and leads the way

to the State car-

riage, accompanied

by the chaplain and

under-sheriff, and

escorted by the

good men in blue.

At one or two assize

towns there is an

escort of " javelin

men," armed with halberds raked up from

the county museum probably, and attired in

a hybrid livery, half " beef-eater " and half

footman ; but, generally speaking, the county

police constitute the escort, with occasional

relief in the form of a troop of Yeomanry,

if the high sheriff happens to hold Her

Majesty's commission of arms in addition

to one of the peace.

As soon as the little procession emerges

from the railway station, a couple of

trumpeters, who have taken up a command-

ing position in the yard for the due display

of their gorgeous liveries, set up an ear-

torturing performance, supposed to be in

imitation of an ancient fanfare. To this

" rough music " the judge takes his seat in

the State carriage, and the whole party set

off at a snail's pace for the judge's lodgings,

the trumpeters fanfaring with a vigour

and persistence that must have inspired

the bandsmen of " General" Booth's lads

in red. On the occasion of the trial of an

election petition at a cathedral city, the mayor

met the judges in a coach drawn by a couple

of black horses that usually figured at funerals,

and the secret of their vocation had some-

how leaked out. As they were crawling along

in the accustomed style, Mr. Justice Hawkins,

who was one of the judges, said, with the

quiet, incisive humour that has ever dis-

tinguished him : " Mr. Mayor, does not this

very much remind you of following the dear

departed ? " Curtain.

LEICESTER CASTLEâ��OPENING THE ASSIZE.

The judge's lodgings are usually a fine

old house set apart for the purpose, with

occasional intervening visitations from Militia

officers during the training of their merry

men, and everything therein is of the stately

order; though the furnishing and general

fitment would probably vex the soul of a

Maple or a Shoolbred. Bare walls glower

on the judge, fresh from his own ornate house

in Mayfair, Kensington, or Richmond ; but

there is an air of solid comfort about these

old places, more particularly in the dining-

room, where massive silver and table equip-

age of great antiquity make a brave show.

Arrived at his temporary home, the judge

of assize forthwith arrays himself in the

splendid robes of his high office, and
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HERTFORDâ��JUDGES LODGINGS.

proceeds to the cathedral or parish church, as

the case may be, to attend the customary

assize service. This is an institution honoured

by time, but usually dishonoured by the

townspeople ; for there are seldom more than

two or three

gathered together

to hear the words

of wisdom and

counsel that fall

from the lips of

the sheriff's chap-

lain, who has pro-

bably spent

anxious weeks in

the preparation of

his sermon.

Preachers vary as

ordinary mortals

vary, and so do

assize sermons.

Sometimes they

are brilliant, force-

ful, and in every

way worthy of a

better fate than to

be forgotten by the

handful of people,

great and small,

to whom they are

addressed.

The next morning the

business of the assize

begins in real earnest, and

the grand jury, consisting

usually of magistrates of

experience, are summoned

from all parts of the county

to consider the bills of

indictment that are sent

up to them by the Crown.

Twenty-three is the regu-

'ation number of grand

jurors for an assize, and to

the credit of the squire-

archy be it recorded that

it seldom happens that

fewer than the twenty-three

put in an appearance. The

roll having been called, the

grand jury are sworn by

the judge's marshal; the

foreman, usually a county

magnate of the first rank,

being sworn first. The

prescribed oath is impres-

sive, and I give it for

the benefit of my lay

readers :â��

" My Lord [or Sir],â��

" You as foreman of this grand

inquest for our Sovereign Lady the Queen,

and the body of this County of Westcum-

land, shall diligently inquire and true pre-

NORWICHâ��JUDGES DINING-ROOM.
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sentment make of all such matters, offences,

and things as shall be brought to your notice

touching this present service. The Queen's

counsel, your fellows and your own, you shall

observe and keep secret. You shall present no

person out of envy, hatred, or malice ; neither

shall you leave any one unpresented through

fear, favour, gain, reward, or the hope or

promise thereof. But you shall present all

things indifferently as they shall come to

your knowledge, according to the best of

your skill and understanding.â��So help you

God."

The rest of the grand jury are then sworn

shortly in batches.

Now commences the charge by the judge,

who touches upon the salient points of the

more important or complicated cases in the

calendar, for the guidance of the grand iury

when they come to consider whether or not a

prima -facie case is made out against a

prisoner.

Before a man can be tried for any offence,

his case is first of all investigated before a

Bench of magistrates, who in their discretion

can commit a prisoner for trial before a judge

and jury. The witnesses are bound over to

appear at the sessions or assizes, and in due

course give their evidence on oath before the

grand jury, who bring their considerable

experience to bear in determining whether

the case should go for trial or not. If

they think it should, they indorse the indict-

ment : " A true bill," and the parchment is

handed down to the Court. The prisoner

is then placed in the dock, and the indict-

ment having been read over to him more or

less intelligibly by the clerk of assize, he is

called upon to plead "guilty" or "not

guilty," as he may elect. If the latter, the

petit jury, consisting of twelve good men

and true, are then sworn, and the trial

proceeds. This threefold inquiry is a great

safeguard to the liberty of the subject, and as

a matter of fact, a miscarriage of justice

seldom takes place. The "great unpaid"

are perhaps the best-abused class in this

country, but they do their duty as between

the Crown and their fellow-subjects, and do

it well, Mr. labouchere's weekly pillory in

Truth to the contrary notwithstanding.

If a prisoner has a good defence to the

charge made against him, assuredly it will be

carefully supported at the trial, Her Majesty's

judges holding fast to the old maxim of our

law that "every man is presumed to be

innocent until he is proved to be guilty," and

if the case against him is not proved up to

the hilt, the man will go free : all this in

marked contrast to the system obtaining on

the Continent, where the unhappy wretch is

examined and cross-examined by State
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LINCOLNâ��WAITING FUK THE JUDGE.

officials with the express object of securing a

conviction.

Englishmen have reason to be proud of

their judges for their absolute integrity and

impartiality, to say nothing of their ability

and learning, which probably speak for them-

selves.

The comfort of a judge on circuit much

depends on the stuff of which his staff are

made. First comes his personal officer, the

marshal afore-mentioned, whose duty it is to

swear in the grand jury, and to attend the

judge wherever

he goes, sharing

his meals with

him in public or

private, and

generally making

himself agree-

able and useful;

for the most

part a pleasant

office enough, but

it is one that at

times requires

considerable tact

and knowledge of

the world in order

to keep the path

judicial from be-

coming too

thorny.

presence of a faithful esquire in the shape of

his clerk, who, unlike the marshal, is perma-

nently in the judge's service, both in London

and on circuit. The duties of this officer are

multifarious, and range from the most deli-

cate diplomacy down to keeping the circuit

accounts. Divers are the duties, and diverse

are the men, probably more so than any

other body in the pay of the Crown. Formerly,

some few of them rose to eminence, the late

Lord Justice Lush being a brilliant example ;

but the Inns of Court have of late years, for
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A KITCHEN COLLOQUYâ��THE CIRCUIT BUTLER.

some reason not difficult to discover, pro-

hibited any person holding an appointment

as clerk to a judge, or in the central

office of the Supreme Court, from becoming

a barrister-student. A hard case, probably,

and one showing, moreover, that petty

jealousy is not unknown even in high

places.

Next in importance, if not in usefulness,

comes the cir-

cuit butler,

who robes and

valets the

judge, con-

trols the house-

hold, and when

" on the road "

acts as bag-

gage- master.

The mar-

shal's man fol-

lows in order,

and does

duty as a sort

of footman.

Last, but

certainly not

least, comes

the cook.

Formerly only

LINCOLNâ��JUDGES BEDROOM.

men-cooks were

engaged by the

judges for cir-

cuit, as the life

was hard and the

work arduous ;

but since the

introduction of

the single-judge

system, that has

excited so much

opposition from

profession and

public alike,

many of the

judges have

employed wo-

men - cooks, the

work being in

these days much

lighter and the

travelling ar-

rangements more

comfortable. A

good circuit

cook must be

possessed of considerable forethought, and

all-round ability as a caterer. The food

supplies of many of the assize towns are

often very primitive, but woe betide the

unlucky chef if he sends up an insufficient

or an unsatisfactory meal. Some of these

Knights of the Black Cap rise to affluence

in their profession, occasionally securing snug

berths as cooks to the Inns of Court, be-

sides carrying

on businesses

more or less

lucrative, as

confectioners

and restaura-

teurs. One, in

addition to all

this, has be-

come a mem-

ber of the Lon-

don County

Council, and in

course of time

may represent

the people in

a larger sense,

and help to

make the laws

for the judges

to administer.

Note.â��My photographic readers may he interested to know that most of the illustrations to this article were taken with a

" Samuels" hand camera, many of the instantaneous pictures and interior views heing ohtained on Messrs. Elliott and Son's

" Rocket " and " Harnet " plates,



Stories from the Diary of a Doctor.

SECOND SERIES.

By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.D.

[These stories are written in collaboration with a medical man of large experience. -Many are founded on fact, and all are

within the region of practical medical science. Those stories which may convey an idea of the impossible are only a forecast of an

early realization.]

III.â��THE SILENT TONGUE.

T was a day in late October

when I found myself in a

train which was to convey me

from Waterloo to Salisbury. I

was on my way to pay a week's

visit to my old friend and

patient, General Romney. After retiring

from active service he had bought a place in

Wiltshire, and had repeatedly begged of me

to come to see him there.

My multifarious duties, however, had

hitherto made it impossible for me to visit

High Court; but the present occasion was

of such special moment that I determined to

make a great effort to gratify my old friend,

and do myself a pleasure

at the same time.

I was to arrive at High

Court on Thursday after-

noon, and on the fol-

lowing Tuesday, Iris

Romney, the General's

beautiful and only

daughter, was to be

married to a young man

of the name of Vane, a

captain in the â��th

Lancers. I had known

Iris from her childhood,

and was prepared to con-

gratulate her now on a

most suitable match.

From the letters which I

had received from

General Romney, Cap-

tain Vane was all that

was desirable: an upright,

good, honourable fellow.

His position in society

was well assured, and he

had ample means.

"It is not only that

Vane is all that her

mother and I could

desire," continued the

General, in his last letter

to me, " but there is another reason which

makes this marriage a relief to our minds.

Our poor Iris, whose beauty, as you know,

is much above the average, has been

persecuted for many months past by the

unwelcome and, I may almost add, the

AN UNGBNTLEMANLY HOOK OK THE NAU.E

OF HANSOME."

unscrupulous attentions of our next-door

neighbour, the squire of this place, an un-

gentlemanly boor of the name of Ransome.

The fellow won't take 'No' for an answer,

and things have come to such a pass

that Iris is quite afraid to go out alone,

as Ransome is sure to waylay her, and renew

his unwelcome protestations and demands.

Indeed, were it not for this happy marriage,

we should have been obliged, for our child's

sake, to leave High Court."

I paid little heed to this part of my friend's

letter when reading it, but it was destined

to be brought very vividly before my

mind later on.

I arrived at High Court

about three o'clock in the

afternoon, and found Iris

standing in the square

entrance-hall. She was

surrounded by dogs, and

was pulling on a pair of

gauntlet gloves; she wore

a hat, and was, evidently,

in the act of going out.

On hearing my steps, she

turned quickly and came

eagerly to meet me.

" Here you are," she

exclaimed, holding out

both her hands. " How

nice! how delightful !

Am I much altered, Dr.

Halifaxâ��would you re-

cognise me ? "

" Yes, I should recog-

nise you," I answered,

looking with admiration

at the lovely girl. " You

have changed, of course.

How tall you are ! You

were only a child when I

saw you last."

" I was fifteen," an-

swered Iris ; " the most

troublesome monkey in

existence. Now I am eighteenâ��quite grown

up. Well, it is a real pleasure to see you

again. Let me take you to father: he has

been talking of nothing but your arrival all

day."

I accompanied Miss Romney to her
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father's study. To her surprise it was

empty.

" Where can father be ? " she exclaimed.

" He knew you would arrive about now.

Perhaps he has gone to lie downâ��he has

not been quite well. We won't disturb him,

unless you particularly wish it, Dr. Halifax ? "

" Certainly not," I replied.

" Mother is outâ��she had to go to Salis-

bury on business. May I have the pleasure

of your society all to myself for a little ? I

am just going out to meet Captain Vaneâ��

will you come with me ? I should much

like to introduce him to you."

" And I should like to know him," I

replied. " Let us come for a walk, by all

meansâ��there is nothing I should enjoy

more."

We went out together. Miss Romney's

step was full of the light spring of youth.

She entertained me with many animated re-

marks, and took me to several points of

interest in the beautiful grounds. From a

place called " The Mound " we could see the

long, evening shadows falling across Salisbury

Plain ; turning to our right we got a peep, in

the dim distance, of the far-famed Cathedral.

" Yes, yes, it is all lovely," she cried, " and

I am in the mood to enjoy it to-dayâ��I am

very happy. I do not mind telling you how

happy I am, for you are such an old

friend."

" You may be sure I rejoice to hear of

your happiness," I replied. I looked at her as

I spoke. She was standing at a little distance

from me, very upright. The dogs had

followed us, and a great mastiff stood near

her. She rested her white hand on his head.

Some rays from the evening sun sparkled in

her hair, which was very bright in hue, and

looked now like burnished gold. Her eyes,

full of happiness, looked frankly into rpine.

They were lovely eyes, with a tender,

womanly expression in them. I thought

what a happy fellow Vane would be.

As we were standing together the silence

was suddenly broken by the sharp report of a

gun.

" Who can possibly be shooting in our

grounds?" exclaimed Miss Romney.

"The report came from that copse," I

answered herâ��"down there to our left.

Perhaps Captain Vane is amusing himself

having a shot or two."

" He did not take his gun with him," she

answered; " I saw it in the hall as we passed

through just now. No, I am afraid I guess

who did fire the shot " ; she paused suddenly,

and a hot flush of annoyance swept over her

face. It passed almost as quickly as it

came.

" There is David," she said, in a glad

voice. " Do you see him ? He is just

coming up that path through the trees. Let

us go to meet him."

We soon reached the bottom of the

mound, and Captain Vane came quickly up to

us. He was a tall, well-made man, of about

twenty-eight years of age. His face was

moulded in strong lines. He was somewhat

dark in complexion, and had resolute eyes.

" David, this is our old friend, Doctor

Halifax," said Miss Romney.

" I am glad to meet you," said Vane to

me. He made one or two further remarks

of an indifferent character.

We turned presently to go back to the

house. We had only gone about half the

distance when Iris uttered a hoi rifled ex-

clamation.

" What is that on your handkerchief? " she

cried to her lover.

He had pulled his handkerchief out of his

pocket. He looked at it when she spoke,

started, and turned pale.

" I must apologize to you both," he ex-

claimed. " How stupid of me ; I forgot all

about it."

" Your handkerchief is all over blood.

Have you hurt yourself? " asked Iris.

" No, not a bit of it I" He thrust the hand-

kerchief out of sight. "The fact is simply

this. That brute of a Ransome has been

shooting round the premises this morning,

and, like the cur he is, has only half done his

work. This handkerchief is stained because

I have been putting a pheasant out of his

misery. It was a horrid sight. Don't let

us talk about it any more."

" I had a premonition that Mr. Ransome

was somewhere near," said Iris. " The mere

thought of that man affects me disagree-

ably."

She shivered as she spoke. Vane looked

at her, but did not reply. Their eyes metâ��

he gave her a quick smile, but I could not

help noticing that he looked pale and worried.

We reached the house, where Mrs. Romney

came out to meet us. She gave me a hearty

welcome, and asked me to go with her at

once to her husband.

" The General is lying down in his study,

Dr. Halifax, or he would come to you," she

explained. " The fact is, he has not been

well for some days and just now I found

him trembling violently, and scarcely able to

stand. Oh, I do not think there is much the

matterâ��he will be all right by-and-by, and
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nothing will do him more good than a quiet

chat with you."

I followed Mrs. Romney to the study.

The General was lying on a sofa, but when

we approached, he rose quickly, and came

to meet us. He was a tall, largely-made

man, somewhat full in habit, and with

a fresh - coloured face. That face now

was flushed, and his eyes looked suspiciously

bright.

" Welcome," he exclaimed, holding out

both his hands to me. " Here I am, and

nothing whatever the matter with me. I had

an attack of giddi-

ness, but it has passed

off. Has my wife been

making out that I am

an invalid, eh? Well,

I never felt better

in my life. It would

be a shabby trick to

play on you, Halifax,

to bring you down

here, and then give

you doctoring work to

do."

" I am always pre-

pared for doctoring

work," I answered,

" but I am delighted

to see you so fit,

General."

" You can leave us

now, Mary," said the

General, turning to his

wife, und giving her

an affectionate glance.

"The giddiness has

quite passed, my love,

and a chat with Hali-

fax will do me more

good than anything

else."

Mrs. Romney went

immediately away.

The moment she did

so, the General sank

into an arm-chair, and covered his eyes with

one of his hands. I noticed that his big

hand shook.

" The fact is," he said, in an altered tone,

" I am not quite the thing. I did not want

the wife to know, nor Iris, bless her. You

are aware, or perhaps you are not, that there

is to be a dance here to-night, Halifaxâ��it

would never do for an old chap like me to

spoil sport. You have just come in the nick

of time. Give me something to steady my

nerves."

I prescribed a simple dose, the ingredients

for which were fortunately close at hand. I

mixed it, and General Romney took the glass

from my hand and quickly drained off the

contents.

"It takes a good bit out of a man to part

with his only child," he said. " 1 consider

myself, however, the luckiest father in

existence. There never was a better fellow

than Vane. You have seen him. What do

you make of him, eh ? "

" I have scarcely spoken two dozen words

to Captain Vane," I said.

I MIXED IT.

" What does that signify ? You are a keen

observer of character. What do you make

of the lad ? "

" I like what I have seen of him," I

replied.

" I am delighted to hear you say that," ex-

claimed the General. " When I tell you that

I consider Vane worthy of Iris, you will

understand that I cannot give him higher

praise. They are devoted to one another,

and as happy as children. We shall have a

gay time until the wedding is over. To-night
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there is to be a dance ; to-morrow we go to

the Sinclairs', for a farewell dinner ; the next

dayâ��but I need not recount all our gaieties

to you, Halifax. Your dose has done me

goodâ��I feel as well as ever I did in my life

at the present moment."

The General certainly looked more like

himself. The violent colour on his face had

subsided ; his eyes were still too excited,

though, to please me, and I purposely led the

conversation to every-day subjects.

There was a large dinner party at High

Court that evening. This was to be followed

by a dance, to which a number of guests had

been invited.

Iris sat near me at dinner -she wore white,

which suited her well. Her face was so

vivacious, her hair so bright, the sparkle in

her flashing eyes gave so much light and

movement to her expression, that no vivid

colour was needed to set off her remarkable

beauty. Vane sat opposite to the bride-

elect, and I found myself looking at him

several times during dinner with much

interest. He was on the whole the most

silent of the party, and I guessed him to be

a man of few words, but I felt certain by

the thoughtful gleam in his eyes and the firm

cut of his lips that he was one to be relied

on and rested upon in the battle of life.

Immediately after

dinner, the ladies

went upstairs to re-

arrange their dresses

for the coming ball,

and General Romney

motioned me up to

his end of the table.

He resumed the con-

versation we had had

before dinner, and

assured me several

times in a low voice

that the medicine I

had given him had

completely removed

the nervous attack

from which he had

been suffering when

I first saw him.

"Not that I have

been at all the thing

for some time," he

added; " but we'll

talk of my ailments

when the ball is

over. Nothing must

interfere with Iris's

bridal ball, bless her."

We did not stay long over wine, and I

presently found myself standing in the great

central hall. A footman came up to place

some fresh logs on the glowing fire. As

he did so he glanced at me once or twice

in a queer, nervous sort of manner. Sud-

denly he looked behind him, found that

we were alone, and said, in a hurried, eager

voice :â��

" You are the doctor from London, ain't

you, sir ? "

" Yes," I answered, in some surprise.

" Might I speak to you for a moment,

sir? I have something to say--something

that must be told. Might I see you by your-

self, doctorâ��I won't keep you a minute? "

" Certainly," I replied ; " say what you have

got to say at once."

The man's manner alarmed me, he was

shaking all over.

" On this night, of all nights," he said.

" Twill upset the General, for certain. Oh,

sir, what is to be done ? "

" If you will tell me what the news is, I

can, perhaps, answer your question," I

replied. " Now, pull yourself together, man,

and tell me what is the matter."

The man stood up.

" It's a tragedy," he began, "and has hap-

pened, so to speak, at our gates. It's this :

MIGHT I SI'tAK TO Vol, FOK A MOUENT
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Squire Ransome was found dead in the copse

at the back of the house, not an hour ago.

He was lying on his face and hands with his

skull smashed in, and his gun lying by his

side. They have took him home, and they

say there's to be a warrant took out immedi-

ately for the arrest of the murderer. Who

could have done it ? I wouldn't have the

General know this for ^500."

Some people came into the hall; I turned

quickly to the man.

" Hush," I said, in a peremptory voice;

" keep your information to yourself for the

present. If this thing is kept from the

family until after the ball, so much the better.

You were right to tell me, and we must trust

that nothing will be known here until to-

morrow."

The man nodded and walked away. Vane

approached me at that moment, and taking

my arm led me to the ball-room.

" The band has just struck up," he said.

" Iris and I are going to open the ball, as a

matter of course, but no doubt she will want

you to be her partner in one or two dances

later on."

" I hope she will," I replied.

" There she is; let us go to her," said

Vane.

We walked up a long and splendidly deco-

rated ball-room. Iris was standing beside

her father and mother, near the principal

entrance. They were busily engaged re-

ceiving guest after guest, who arrived con-

tinuously. In a few moments the great room

was full of animated couples whirling round

to the music of a splendid string band, which

had been brought from London for the occa-

sion. Vane and Iris opened the dance together.

All eyes followed the graceful pair as they

flew round in the giddy mazes of the waltz.

Iris's face looked so animated, and there was

such a flashing brilliancy about her eyes, that

I began to compare her to her quaint name,

and to think that she had some of the many

lights of the rainbow, in its shifting, changing

colours, about her.

One dance was quickly followed by

another. General Romney and his wife still

stood near the entrance. I noticed to my

dismay that the deep, crimson flush which

had somewhat alarmed me in the General's

appearance before dinner had again returned.

He was a man of full habit, and I did not

like the glittering light in his eyes. I

sincerely hoped, for every reason, that the

terrible tragedy which had taken place in the

copse before dinner would not reach his ears

until the evening's amusement was over.

Vol. ix.-43.

For a time I stood rather apart from the gay

and brilliant throng. Iris had promised to

give me one or two dances, but our turn had

not come yet.

As I stood and waited, I recalled the

sound I had heard when I stood with Miss

Romney on the mound. " At that moment,

in all probability, the murder was being

committed," I said to myself. " But, no, that

could not have been the case, for the un-

fortunate Squire was. found with his skull

broken in ; he could not have come by his

.death from a gunshot wound."

' At that moment Miss Romney made her

way to my side.

" Ours is the next dance," she said, looking

into my face, " but " she hesitated.

" What is it?" I asked, smiling at her.

" I am tired, I do not want to dance," she

said. "Shall we sit this waltz out? Will

you come with me to the conservatory, it is

so hot here ? "

" With pleasure," I replied.

She put her slim hand on my arm, and we

left the ball-room. We had to cross the

great hall to reach a large conservatory at

the further end.

" I am anxious to have a talk with you,"

said the young girl, almost in a whisper, as we

pushed our way through the throngs of guests.

" I have known you since I was a child, and

I am anxious "

We had almost reached the conservatory

now, but before we entered, Iris Romney

turned and faced me.

"Dr. Halifax," she said," is my father well?"

I was about to answer her, when a com-

motion behind caused us both to turn our

heads. A man who was neither a guest nor

a servant had pushed his way into the hall.

He was a dark man, plainly dressed. Two

of the powdered footmen had come up and

were speaking to him. They seemed to be

expostulating with him, and he appeared to

be resisting them. One of the servants put

his hand on the man's arm; he pushed him

impatiently aside, and came farther into the

hall.

The guests were everywhereâ��in the hall,

on the stairs, trooping in and out of the ball-

room. They all stood still now, as if moved

by a common impulse. .. Every eye was fixed

on the stranger. I suddenly felt that the

moment had come for me to interfere. I

cannot say what premonition seized me,

but I knew beyond the possibility of

doubt that that strange, queer-looking man

had pushed his way into this festive scene on

some terrible errand.
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" Pardon me," I said to Iris, " I will just

go and speak to that fellow, and be back

with you in a minute."

" YVhat can the man want?" exclaimed Iris.

" I will tell you in a moment," I said;

"pray stay where you are."

To my annoyance, I found that she was

following me.

The servant, Henry by name, who had

given me the news of Ransome's death, came

eagerly up when he saw me approaching.

" I am glad you are here, Dr. Halifax," he

said. " Perhaps you can get Constable

Morris to go away. I keep on telling him

that he can come back later on."

The footman spoke in a hoarse whisper ;

agitation had paled his face ; he clutched

hold of my coat in a sort of nervous frenzy.

" Keep quiet," I said to him, sharplyâ��

then I turned to the policeman: " If you

have any business here, you had better come

into this room," I said.

The room in question was a small smoking-

room, the door of which happened to stand

open.

" Yes, sir, it would be best," said the man,

in a perfectly civil tone. He stepped across

the hall immediatelyâ��I followed himâ��Miss

Romney did the same.

" Had you not better go away ? " I said to

her.

" No," she answered, " I prefer to stay and

hear the matter out. Why, this is Constable

Morrisâ��I know him perfectly well. What

do you want here to-night, Morris ? You see

we are all busy ; if

you have anything

important to say,

we can see you at

any hour you like to

arrange in the

morning."

" I must do re-

work to-night, miss,"

he answered. " I'd

rayther cut off my

right hand than

give you pain, miss,"

he continued â��

" but, there, busi-

ness is business. A

constable's life ain't

none too pleasant

at timesâ��no, that

it ain't."

Here he drew

himself up and,

taking a red pocket-

handkerchief out of

his pocket, wiped the moisture from his brow.

His eyes travelled quickly from Iris, in her

white dress, to me and then back again to Iris.

" Sir," he said, addressing himself to me,

" can't you get Miss Romney to leave the

room ? "

"I'm afraid I can't," I replied.

" Well, I suppose I must go on with the

whole black business afore the young lady.

If the thing is done quickly, there's no call for

anyone to know, except the family. I beg a

thousand pardons for coming into the hall as

I've done, but I could not get a servant to

hear me in the back premises. My colleague

is outside with the trap, and we can take the

young gent away as quiet as possible, and no

one need know. Xjox1 ! it's sure to turn out

a big mistake, but duty is duty."

" What gentleman do you want to take

away ? " asked Iris, going up and standing

opposite to the man. " Is it one of our

guests ?â��which ? "

" God Almighty knows, miss, that I don't

w-ant to trouble you."

" Speak out, man," I said. " Tell us your

business, good or bad, immediately. Can't

you see that this suspense is very bad for

Miss Romney ? "

The man glanced at Iris, but immediately

looked down again.

" Well, sir," he said, addressing himself

to me, " it's an ugly job, but here is the

long and short of it. There has been a

murder committed in these grounds. Squire

Ransome, of Ransome Heights, was found

SPEAK OUT, MAN, I SAID.
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dead in the copse not three hundred yards

from the house. The gamekeeper here and

a labourer from the village found him and

gave the alarm. He was took home, and I

hold a warrant now for the arrest of Captain

David Vane on a charge of having murdered

him." â�¢

" On a charge of what ? " said Iris. She

had been very paleâ��as white as death, until

the man had finally delivered himself of his

cruel errandâ��then a great wave of brilliant,

colour flooded her face, and restored the

dancing light to her eyes.

" This is such utter folly, that I am not'

even afraid about it," she said. " Oblige

me, Dr. Halifax, by remaining with this man

for a few minutes while I go to fetch David.

It needs but a word or two to clear him of

this monstrous charge."

She drew herself up to her full stately

height, and left the room with the air of a

queen.

Morris looked after her with a red face and

troubled eyes.

" Ef you'll believe me, sir," he said, " I'd

rayther than five hundred pounds that I was

out of this jobâ��it's a bad business altogether"

â��here he shook his head ominously.

The constable had scarcely said the words

before Iris returned, accompanied by Vane.

" What is all this about ? " said Vane. He

looked full at the man, then at me.

Iris must have prepared him. He came

into the room holding her hand. As

he stood and faced the police-constable, he

still kept it in a tight grip.

" Is it true," he said, " that I am charged

with murder; and that you have a warrant to

arrest me ? "

" Are you Captain Vane, sir ? "

" Yes."

" Then that is what I've got to do, I am

sorry to say, sir. I've a trap outside, and my

colleague is there, and the best thing we can

do is to go off quietly at once. If you'll

give me your word as you'll not try to escape,

Captain Vane, I won't use the handcuffs.

It's only to look at you, sir, to know that

you're a gent of your word."

" Had you not better leave us, Iris ? " said

Vane, looking down for the first time at the

girl's white face.

" No, I'll see it out to the end," she

answered. " But can't you say something,

David? Can't you clear yourself? Can't

you put this dreadful thing straight ? "

" I can and will, dearest," he replied, in a

low tone; " but I'm afraid I must go with

this man to-night."

" There's no help for it, sir. The warrant

must be carried out. The inquest is to be

held at the poor gentleman's own place to-

morrow, and, as sure as sure, you'll be cleared;

but now it's my duty to take you with me,

Captain Vane." â�¢

" Cheer up, Iris," said Vane. " It is sure

to be all right." He gave her a smile with

his eyes. It was a queer, strong sort of

smile, and it never reached his lips.

For the first time poor Iris broke downâ��

she gave a low, heart-broken sob, and covered

her face with her trembling hands.

"Take care of her," said Vane to me.

" Keep it up if you can until the dance is

over, and, above all things, try to conceal

this horrid business from General Romney

until after the guests have gone."

Here he turned to the policeman.

" I am ready to accompany you," he said.

" Will you allow me to fetch my overcoat ? "

" I'm afraid, sir, it's my duty not to let you

out of my sightâ��perhaps the other gentle-

man would bring the coat."

" No, I'll fetch it," said Iris, recovering

herself like a flash. " Yes, I wish to fetch

itâ��I know where it is."

She ran out of the room, but had

scarcely done so when the door was suddenly

flung open and General Romney, holding one

hand to his head and stretching the other

out before him as though he were groping

blindly in the dark, tottered into our midst.

" What in the name of Heaven is all this

about ? " he exclaimed. " Vane, what are

you doing here ? Is not that man Constable

Morris ? Morris, what is your business in my

house at this hour ? "

Iris had now returned with the coat. She

gave it to Vane, who began to put it on, and

then went up to her father.

" Come away, father, do," she said.

" Folly, Iris," he replied; " keep your

hand off me. I am not a baby to be

coerced in this style. Ah, Halifax, so you are

here, too ! Now, what's the mischief? Vane,

can't you speak ? Are you all struck dumb ? "

" It's a bad business, sir," said the police-

man. " I've a warrant -here - to arrest this

young gentleman, Captain David Vane, on a

charge of murder."

" A charge of murder 1" shouted the

General.

" Yes, sir. Squire Ransome has been

found in the copse close to this house with

his skull knocked in, and there's circum-

stantial evidence of a grave nature which

points to Captain Vane as his murderer. It

is my business to arrest him, and "
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GENERAL ROMNEY TOTTERED.

" And I will come with you," said Vane.

He turned to the General as he spoke. " I

beg of you, General," he said, " to take Iris

away from here. This matter is very horrible,

but it can have only one termination. I

am innocent, and my innocence can be

easily proved. In all probability I shall be

back here to-morrow, none the worse for this

experience. Think of Iris, General, and for

Heaven's sake take her out of this."

Iris tried again to lay her hand on her

father's arm.

He shook her off as if she had struck him.

His red face was no longer redâ��it was

purple. The veins stood out in great knots

on his neck and temples.

"You are charged with murder ? " he said,

turning to his future son-in-law. " And you

have come here to arrest him," he continued,

facing about and staring at the policemanâ��

" then let me " he broke off abruptly. A

groan came from his lips, he stretched out

both hands wildly as though to clutch at

something.

"My God, I am blind and deaf!" he

panted. " There is a roaring of water in my

ears, I " He stumbled forward, and fell

in an unconscious heap on the floor.

The confusion which followed can scarcely

be described. It was my duty to attend to

General Romney. I knelt by him, raised his

head, loosened his collar and necktie, and

desired someone to fetch Mrs. Romney.

Figures kept passing to and fro. I knelt

on by the side of the unconscious man.

Presently Mrs. Romney came hurrying in.

Two or three footmen also appeared. We

raised General Romney with great care, and

^ carried him through the hall full of guests,

up the broad staircase, and into his own

spacious bedroom on the first floor. There

he was undressed and laid in his bed.

There was no doubt with regard to the

nature of his illness. General Romney

had been smitten down with a severe

attack of paralysis. I asked Mrs. Romney

to send for the family physician, Dr. Haynes.

He arrived on the scene in an incredibly

short space of time. We had a hurried

consultation over the case. Dr. Haynes

arranged to sit up for the night with the

unconscious man, and then for the first

time I had a moment to think of others.

What had become of Vane ? Where was

Iris?

Absorbed in anxiety about them, I ran

hastily downstairs. The lights were still burn-

ing all over the house, but every guest had

vanished : the place wore a neglected aspect.

Some flowers were scattered about on the

marble floor of the great hall. The fire on

the hearth was reduced to ashes. All the

doors leading into the hall stood open.

A girl in a white dress stood motionless

by the empty hearth. Two or three dogs

crouched at her feet. On hearing my steps

she raised her head with a start. Her face,

which had been dull and almost vacant in

expression, lit up into full light. She sprang

to meet me and stretched out her hands.

" I'm so glad you have come," she ex-

claimed. " How is father ? "

" I am sorry to say he is very ill," I replied.

" He is suffering from a severe stroke of

paralysis."

Iris put her hand to her forehead.

" Is he in danger, Dr. Halifax ?" she

asked.

" I would rather not give any opinion

about him to-night," I replied.

" I ought to be with him," she said. " I

will go to him in a momentâ��afterâ��after I

have spoken to you."

" You cannot possibly do him any good by

going to him now," I replied. " He is quite

unconscious, and would not know you. He

knows no one. Your mother is with him,

and also Dr. Haynes. He wants for nothing

at the present momentâ��nothing, I mean, that

man can do. His life is in Higher Hands.
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All we have to do is patiently to await results.

Now, do you know that it is past two o'clock?

You ought to be in bed."

Iris shuddered.

" I could not sleep if I went," she said.

" Dr. Halifax, I want to tell you something."

" What is that ? " I asked.

She looked full up at meâ��her eyes were

bright again.

" Do you know why I fetched David's over-

coat ? " she said.

" I cannot sayâ��-you probably knew where

it was to be found."

" I didâ��but I had another reason. I

wanted to take the handkerchief away."

"What handkerchief?" I asked, in some

astonishment.

" Have you such a short memory ? " she

asked, looking at me with a puzzled expres-

sion. " Don't you remember the handker-

chief which David pulled out of his pocket

this afternoon as we were coming up the

avenue ? It was blood-stained. Don't you

recall the circumstances ? "

" Yes," I replied, gravely, " I doâ��I had

forgotten it when you first spoke of a hand-

kerchief."

" Well, I remembered it," she replied ; " it

flashed suddenly across my memory when

David asked for his coat. I knew that the

handkerchief would be found there, and that

they would use the blood-stains against him.

That was why I was in such a hurry to fetch

it. I removed the handkerchief and "

" Yes," I said, when she paused, " and

what did you do with it ? "

" I burnt itâ��here, on this hearth. That

horrible witness is, at least, reduced to ashes.

Why, what is the matter, Dr. Halifax ? How

grave you look."

I felt grave. I knew that Iris had done

wrong in burning the handkerchief. It might

have been an important witness in favour of

the accused. There was no use, however, in

adding to her misery now.

"I wish you would go to bed," I said.

"You are looking very ill."

She did not reply at once ; she kept staring

at meâ��her quick intuition read disapproval

on my face.

" Have I done wrong ? " she exclaimed, in

a voice of terror.

" I sincerely hope not," I answered, as

soothingly as I could speak. " Perhaps

nothing will be said about the handkerchief."

" But why are you so grave ? Are you not

glad that it is gone ? "

I gave her a quick glanceâ��she was the

sort of girl who could bear the truth.

"You acted with natural, but mistaken,

impulse," I said. " It would have been pos-

sible to prove that the stains on the hand-

kerchief were caused by pheasant's blood,

which differs in essential particulars from

man'sâ��but doubtless," I continued, raising

my voice to a cheerful key, " the monstrous

charge against Captain Vane will be shattered

without the least difficulty at the examination

before the magistrate to-morrow morning."

" David is the noblest fellow in the world,"

said Iris, with shining eyes. "But," she

added, suddenly, and as if the words were

wrung from her, " he did hate Mr. Ransome,

and he had good cause."

The next day Vane was brought before a

magistrate at Salisbury. General Romney

was lying in a prostrate condition, and

Haynes decided to remain with him until the

nurse from London arrived. I was, therefore,

free to accompany Mrs. Romney and Iris to

the police-court at Salisbury. I have no

space here to go into full particulars of

the examination. The case against Vane was

as follows :â��

His dislike to Ransome was well known.

On the day of the murder Vane had gone

out earlyâ��during the time of his absence

Ransome undoubtedly met his death. This

fact alone could not have incriminated the

young man, but, unfortunately, he had been

seen by two labourers, returning from their

work, having high words with Ransome.

Ransome was seated on the gate in the fence

which divided General Romney's grounds

from those of Ransome Heights. When the

labourers passed, Ransome was using excited

words, and Vane was replying to them with

a degree of heat and intemperance quite

foreign to his usual character. The men

lingered near as long as they decently could,

but seeing that Ransome noticed them they

slunk off. They had reached the road and

were walking rapidly towards their homes,

when they heard a shot fired. They

remarked on the circumstance to each other,

and wondered, as they expressed it, " if the

young gents were up to mischief." That

evening, on repairing to the village tap-room,

the first news that reached them was that of

the murder of Squire Ransome. On their

evidence a warrant was taken out for the

arrest of Vane.

The magistrate listened gravely to all that

was said, and then stated that there was

no course open to him but to remand

Captain Vane until the result of the coroner's

inquest was known.

As Mrs. Romney, poor Iris, and I were
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leaving the police-court, the lawyer who was

employed in Vane's defence, one of the

leading men in his profession at Salisbury,

came up and asked to speak to me alone. I

conducted the ladies to their carriage, and

then went into a small room with him.

" What is the matter ? " I asked.

" This is a grave business," he replied.

" Of course, I hope to get my client off, but

I must own that circumstantial evidence

points strongly against him. His own story

is as follows: He frankly admits that he

quarrelled with Ransome yesterday. He was

walking across a field in General Romney's

grounds when he came across a wounded

pheasant lying on the path. He took his

handkerchief out and strangled the bird.

While doing so he heard a loud, mocking

laugh, and looking up he saw Ransome

astride of the gate in the fence. Vane called

out to him with, as he acknowledged, con-

siderable temper in his tones. His words

were as fellows :â��

" ' I should think, if you are cad enough to

shoot another man's game, you would at

least have the decency to kill it, and not

leave it maimed.'

' HE SAW RANSOME ASTRIDE OF THE GATE IN THE FENCE.*

" He says that he finished this speech by

flinging the pheasant at Ransome's feet

" The Squire got into a towering passion,

and broke immediately into a volley of oaths.

Vane says that Ransome took good care to

drag in Miss Romney's name ir the most

offensive manner.

" He acknowledged that he had some diffi-

culty in keeping himself in control, and

presently thought the most prudent course

was to turn on his heel and walk away. He

had only gone a little distance when he heard

the report of a gun. He says he thought

nothing of the circumstance beyond con-

cluding that Ransome was continuing his

sport. This is his tale," concluded the

lawyer, " and a very lame one it will appear

if there is no testimony to support it. Vane

speaks of having stained his handkerchief

with the pheasant's blood. He says he left

it in his overcoat. Now, I cannot find it

there. Would it be possible, Dr. Halifax, for

you to get it for me ? "

" I am afraid not," I replied, gravely.

I then told Mr. Selwyn of poor Iris's rash

act of the previous night.

The lawyer looked very grave.

"What mad crea-

tures women are,"

he said, after a

pause. " The mere

fact of the handker-

chief being destroy-

ed will incriminate

the unfortunate

young man."

We spoke to-

gether for a little

longer, and then I

was obliged to leave

Selwyn to accom-

pany Mrs. Romney

and Iris to High

Court.

I made a strong

effort for their sakes

to overcome the

gloomy forebodings

which seized me,

and resolved that

Iris should hear

nothing more of

her own rash act,

unless circum-

stances made it im-

possible to keep it

from her.

In the course of

the afternoon, a
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messenger from Ransome Heights brought me

a brief note to say that the coroner had

returned a verdict of wilful murder against

Captain David Vane. I can scarcely explain

the emotion which overcame me when I read

this brief note. I crushed it in my hand,

pushed it into my pocket, and went out for

a long walk.

That evening I was sitting alone in General

Romney's study, when my thoughts were in-

terrupted by a message from Mrs. Romney

desiring my presence in the sick room.

I went upstairs at once. The General was

lying on his back, breathing stertorously ; the

flush on his face was not so marked as it had

been when first the seizure had taken him ;

his lips were slightly open, and occasionally

he moved his eyelids very faintly.

" He has looked at me once or twice," said

Mrs. Romney, who was standing by the bed-

side ; "and," she added, " his eyes have had

a question in them."

" He doubtless has much he wants to tell

you," I said, in a soothing voice. " This is a

good sign of his returning intelligence."

" But I fear you do not think well of him,

Dr. Halifax."

" The case is a very grave one," I replied.

Mrs. Romney was silent for a momentâ��

then she laid her hand on my arm and drew

me to a distant part of the room.

" Do you think," she said, looking full up

at me as she spokeâ��" do you think that my

husband knows anything of the murder? "

Her words startled me.

" How could he ? " I answered. " General

Romney has not been out for some days "

"That is true," she replied, "he has not

been wellâ��not quite himself. Still, what

does the strange, anguished look in his eyes

mean ? Oh, I know he wants to tell me

something very badly. See, doctor, his eyes

are open now. Come to him : he would

beckon us if he could."

I approached the bed where the stricken

man lay. He gazed at me fixedlyâ��his eyes

were bloodshot and dull ; nevertheless,

beneath the dulness, beneath the ebbing

powers of life, I thought I caught a glimpse of

a tortured soul. The look in the General's

eyes startled me. I laid my hand gently over

them to close them.

" Do not thinkâ��sleep," I said to him.

Perhaps he did not understand meâ��

perhaps he did.

Soon afterwards I left the room. I

returned once more to the study. My mind

was now filled by a very anxious thought.

Suppose Mrs. Romney was right ? Suppose

the dying man did know some fact which

might clear David Vane? The feeling that

this might possibly be so, and the knowledge

also that the dull brain would in all pro-

bability never have the power of express-

ing its thoughts againâ��that the man who was

so soon to leave the world would most

likely carry his secret in darkness and

silence to his long homeâ��gave me a feeling

of intense pain. I felt absolutely powerless

to do anything in the matter, and in order to

while away the wretched moments, I looked

around me to see if I could find something

to read.

The General was not a reading man, and,

with the exception of a few sporting journals,

there were no books to be found in his

study. I was about to leave the room

to seek for some literature further a-field,

when a cabinet of old-fashioned make, which

occupied a niche in one corner, attracted my

attention. The cabinet was of oak, old, and

beautifully carved ; it had doors which could

be shut or opened by the turning of brass

handles. It was possible that I might find

something to read in this cabinet. I went to

it and opened the doors. I saw at a glance

that it did not contain what I had come to

seek. Some guns, one or two rusty pistols,

a few old files and bottles, were scattered about

on the different shelves ; but what particularly

attracted my attention was a battered-looking

hat, which seemed from the way it had been

pushed in on the top of bottles and various

other debris, to have found a hasty hiding-

place in the cabinet. I took it into my hands

and looked at itâ��at first without any special

interest. Then the faint smell of singeing

attracted my attention. I held the hat

between me and the light, and noticed that

it had been considerably injured. On close

examination I saw that it had been shot

through. There were holes apparent in the

crown; one round hole about the size of a

shilling, and three or four smaller ones.

These holes must have been caused by a

c harge of shot. For what possible reason

had anyone made a shooting target of the old

hat?

I put it back again in its place, shut the

cabinet doors, and returned to my place by

the fireside. I felt excited, and no lcjnger

cared to divert my thoughts by reading.

Why was the hat in the cabinet, and why

had it been riddled with shot ?

" Suppose," I said to myself, " General

Romney really knows all about this affairâ��

and suppose Vane is hanged for it."

I began to think hard. I had scarcely
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time, however, to arrange my thoughts

before the study door was opened, and Iris

came in. There were red rims round her

eyes as if she had been cryingâ��otherwise

she was quite calm. I looked at her

attentively, and it occurred to me that she

might help me to throw light on the mystery

which was now occupying all my thoughts.

"Sit down," I

said .to her; " I

want to talk to you

about your father."

" How is he?" she

asked.

" Very ill indeed,"

I replied.

Her face grew a

shade paler.

"Is he dying?"

she asked of me.

" I have grave fears

for him," I answered ;

" but you know the

old saying, that

'while there is life

there is hope.' It is

important that I

should know the

symptoms which

preceded this sud-

den attack, and it

has occurred to me

that you can possibly

help me. What did

your father do, for

instance, yester-

day ? "

Iris's brow con-

tracted with a certain

impatience.

" My father has

not been well for

some days," she said.

" He spent yesterday as he has spent most

days lately, in his study."

" He did not go out, then ?"

"Go out!â��no, he has not been out for

a fortnight."

" Are you certain on that point ? " I asked.

"Yesâ��what do you mean? Even if he

did go out, it does not greatly matter, does

it? But I know that he did not."

" In the state he was in," I said, "exercise

would have been extremely injurious to him,

and if he took it, it might have hastened the

attack."

" He was not out, Dr. Halifax," said Iris,

"and," she continued, eagerly, " it so happens

that I can prove it. Father would never stir

'there were holes apparent in the crown

a yard without a certain old hat which he

had a fancy for. That hat has been hanging

in the hall for the last fortnight. I will fetch

it for you."

" Do," I said; " I am sorry to trouble

you, but it is important that I should know

if the attack was in any way caused by

unwonted exercise."

Iris quickly left

the room ; she came

back in a moment

with empty hands.

" The hat is not

there," she ex-

claimed " It was on

the stand yesterday

morning. I saw it;

perhaps one of the

servants has removed

it."

"Is this it?" I

asked, going sud-

denly to the cabinet,

flinging it open, and

producing the hat I

held it high, for I

did not wish Iris to

notice the holes

made by the shot.

She came eagerly,

to my side.

" That is certainly

the hat," she replied.

"I wonder why

father hid it in the

cabinet ? "

" Finding the hat

here points to the

conclusion that he

went out yesterday,"

I said. " He per-

haps put it in this

cabinet to avoid the

trouble of returning it to its place in the hall."

" Perhaps so," replied Iris. " And you

think he injured himself by going out ? "

"He certainly did," I said, in a grave voice.

I did not add any more. My suspicions

were confirmed.

" You are looking tired," I said to Iris.

" You had better go to bed. Rest assured

that I mean to take this matter up, but you

mustn't question me. If I fail, I fail, but I

may succeed. Go to bed and sleep. Rest in

the knowledge that I will do my best."

Iris suddenly seized my hand.

" You are good, you comfort me," she said ;

"you strengthen me."

She ran out of the room.
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I sat down again by the fire. I was now

concentrating my thoughts on one object,

and one only. Having clearly made up my

mind that General Romney possessed a secret,

it was my mission to restore to him the power

of divulging it. How could I do that ?

The General was suffering from embolism

â��there was little doubt, also, that there was

progressive paralysis of the brain. The case

was a bad one, and under ordinary circum-

stances the doomed man would go down into

his grave in unbroken silence. In this case

the silence must be broken. How?

Suddenly, an idea came to meâ��the shadow

of a hope possessed me. Thin and poor as

this hope was, I determined to act upon

it. I went up to General Romney's bed-

room. Haynes was there, seated by the

bedside ; a trained nurse, who had arrived

from town, was also present, and Mrs.

Romney was lying on a sofa in a distant part

of the room. The General lay as motionless

as of old. I went over and sat by the bedside

â��the pallor was deepening over the sick man's

face, the shadow of death was on it; his eyes,

however, were wide open : they looked at me

now, full of speech, but of speech which I

had no power to interpret. I took his hand

in mine, and felt his pulse, it was weak and

fluttering; I bent down and listened to his

breathing, then I asked Haynes to come into

the next room for a moment.

" What do you think of the case ? " I said

to him.

" Quite hopeless," he answered. " I do

not think our patient will be alive in the

morning."

" He is certainly very ill," I replied. " His

respiratory centres are affected, out of pro-

portion to the severity of the attack of

paralysis ; in short, even if the hemorrhage

on the brain does not proceed, he is likely to

die of asphyxia."

" I have noticed the affection of the lungs,"

said Haynes. " Can nothing be done to

relieve the breathing ? "

" I am inclined to try the inhalation of

oxygen gas,". I answered. " I propose that

we send immediately to Salisbury for some

bags of the gas, and give it to the patient to

inhale."

Haynes looked at me in doubtful surprise.

"Where so much is wrong," he said, "what

is the use of trying what may only prolong

life to cause further suffering ? The patient

is almost unconscious."

" He is not unconscious," I replied. " He

knows us. Have you not noticed the ex-

pression in his eyes ? "

Vol. ix.â��44.

" I have," said Haynes. " To tell the

truth, I do not like their look. They give

me a sense of being haunted."

" The inhalation of the gas can do no

harm," I said, almost cheerfully. " I am

quite aware that it is not usually tried in such

cases, but I have a special reason for wishing

not to leave a stone unturned to give the

General a chance of even partial revivement.

Now, can we get a messenger to go to Salis-

â�  bury at once ? "

Haynes looked dubious and disturbed.

" I will go, if anybody must," he answered;

" but in addition to not feeling sanguine as

to the success of your remedy, I am quite

certain that we cannot get the oxygen gas in

Salisbury."

" We'll make it, then," I replied. " Such

a trivial obstacle must not baffle us at a

crucial moment like the present. Will you

go for me immediately to Salisbury, Haynes,

and get two nitrous oxide bags from any

dentist you happen to know ? Then get from

the chemist a retort and a spirit-lamp, some

chlorate of potash, some peroxide of man-

ganese, some caustic potash, some rubber

tubing, and two big glass jars. Bring these

back with you as fast as ever you can. I

believe in the remedy, but there is not a

moment to lose in preparing the oxygen gas."

Haynes left me, and I returned to the sick

room. I shall not soon forget those weary

hours of watching. I knew that with all

possible speed Haynes would not be back

with the necessary materials for preparing the

gas under a couple of hours. Meanwhile, the

patient's strength was ebbing fast. Any

moment that fluttering pulse might cease. I

administered restoratives at intervals, and

held the limp hand in mine. Shortly before

Haynes returned, Mrs. Romney stirred on

her sofa, rose, and motioned to me to follow

her into the next room. When I did so, she

spoke, eagerly.

â�  " How is my husband ? " she asked.

I looked at her.

" You must know the truth," I said. " You

â�¢ are brave â�� you will bear up â�� General

Romney is dyingâ��nothing can be done to

save his life, but I have sent to Salisbury for

a special remedy which will, in all probability,

relieve the breathing, and it is quite possible

give him the opportunity of communicating

to us that thought which haunts his dying

. bed."

" Yes, yes, he wants to tell us something,"

said Mrs. Romney. She turned white, and

trembled so excessively that I made her sit

down on the nearest chair.
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THE PATIENT'S STRENGTH WAS EBBING FAST."

At this moment I heard steps on the stairs,

and Haynes arrived with all the necessary

materials for making the gas.

There was not a moment to waste. I got

the apparatus quickly into order, mixed the

chemicals, and soon had the satisfaction of

seeing the bag slowly fill with pure oxygen

gas. Haynes and I then hurried into the

sick room. I directed the nurse to place a

lamp in such a position that the light should

fall on the patient. My object now was to

revive himâ��in short, to untie, if possible,

that silent tongue. Mrs. Romney followed

me into the room. The gas was quickly

applied, and the effect of even the first few

whiffs was marvellous. The death like pallor

on the sick man's face left it. The returning

colour first stole into the tips of the ears, then

to the lips, then the eyes grew bright. The

General heaved a deep sigh, as though an

awful weight had been lifted from him.

I removed the rubber tubing which I had

introduced into one of his nostrils, and

noticed the quick, strong respirations which

now proceeded from the relieved lungs. This

relief did not last long; but when I ad-

ministered the gas again, the effect was in

every way satisfactory. At the third applica-

tion General Romney sat up in bed. His

mouth twitched, he tried to speak, but no

intelligent words would come to him. He

was now, however, fully conscious, and I

knew that the moment had arrived for me to

speak to him.

" I want to tell you something, General," I

said. " Captain David Vane "

" Oh, don't, I beg of you," interrupted Mrs.

Romney.

I pushed her aside.

"Do not interrupt me," I said ; "look at

his face."

That face was, indeed, eloquent with sup-

pressed speech. The General moved his

arms impatiently. I turned to him and

began to speak again in a low, distinct voice.

" Captain David Vane," I said, " has been

arrested for the murder of Mr. Ransome, of

Ransome Heights. It is very probable that

a verdict of wilful murder may be returned

against him, unless you, General Romney,

you who are a dying man, can throw light on

the mystery."

His face worked ; a hopeless jumble of un-

intelligible sounds proceeded from his lips.

I held the gas again to his nostrils and he

revived. Making an effort, he suddenly

threw out his right arm and hand and pointed

with one finger to some writing materials

wrhich lay on a table not far distant. I went

to the table, secured blotting-pad and paper

and a sharply pointed pencil. I brought

them back with me, placed the pencil in the

dying hand, and supported the old man in

such a way that he was able to write without

much difficulty.

" Quick," I whispered to him, " a life

depends on what you want to say."

His fingers immediately began to move

across the paper. I looked over his shoulders

as he wrote.

These were the words which I read :â��

" Dav'd Vane is innocent. I am the

person who killed Thomas Ransome. This

is how the deed was done. On the day you

arrived I went out, contrary to my doctor's

advice, for a short walk. I went into the

copse. I saw Ransome sitting on the fence

which divides his property from ours. He

was in the act of aiming at a pheasant in my

copse when I saw him. I called to him in a

loud voice to abstain. I called him what he

wasâ��a scoundrel. He raised his eyesâ��
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looked at me and burst out laughing. I saw

that he was the worse for drink. I came

close up to him.

" ' It isn't pheasants alone I have come to

knock down,' he said, with a jeer. ' I'm

looking for bigger game.'

" The next instant I heard a noise and felt

some heat. The fellow had presented his

gun at me at near quarters. I closed with

him, and we hid a terrible tussle. I seized

the gun, and gave him one blow on the head

â��only one. I thought I had stunned himâ��

he rolled into the ditch and lay quiet. I

came back to the house and saw that the full

charge of the gun had entered my hat. I

regarded my life as a miracle,

and put the hat awayâ��not

to alarm my family. I felt

ill and shakenâ��I had been

unwell for some time. I had

no idea that I had killed

Ransome. You came in and

gave me a restorative, and I

felt better. I was in the

ball - room receiving my

visitors when someone rushed

up and told me that Ran-

some was dead, and that a

police-officer had arrived for

the purpose of arresting

Vane. I ran, as if the Evil

One were behind me, to find

Vane, and tell the truth.

Before I could do so, I was

stricken down."

Having written so far, the

General paused. The pencil

fluttered out of his feeble

fingers. I applied the gas

once againâ��his respiration

grew easier, but I saw that the last flicker of

strength was leaving him, and that soon even

the revivifying gas would fail in its effects.

" For God's sake, rouse yourself, General,"

I cried to him. "Sign the statement you

have just made. Sign it quickly."

Haynes, Mrs. Romney, and the nurse were

all standing roundâ��the General took the

pencil in his hand.

"Sign, sign," I said.

I held him up, and he managed with the

last flicker of strength to put his name in full

at the bottom of the paper. I handed the

paper to Mrs. Romney, with an expressive

look. She took it and laid it on the table.

I put General Romney once more back on

his pillows.

I THOUGHT 1 HAD STUNNED HIM.

" You have done bravely," I said to him.

"This paper will completely clear Vane. Your

girl will be happy yetâ��you may die in peace."

He looked up at me, and I saw that the

question and the agony had left his dying

eyes for ever. Iris was hurriedly sent for,

but before she arrived the old man was

unconscious. She sat by his side, and took

his hand in hers. As she sat so, I read over

to her the words which her father had just

put on paper. She burst into tears, and fell

forward on his breast.

Perhaps he knew she was there, for the

eyelids seemed to flutter, but gradually and

surely the laboured breath quieted down, and

before the morning dawned General Romney

died.



jANY people labour under the

false impression that an idea is

an invention, and with assur-

ance in this connection submit

ideas to editors, and other

great men, seeking information

regarding the remuneration they may expect

from the said great men in the event of the

latter piloting their ideas through perfection,

and the Patent Office. Every practical

inventor knows that ideas are common to

nearly everybody who will exercise their minds

a little; and that an inventive man has

suggested mentally scores of ideas, of which

he perceives the impracticability, and which he

discards at once. Some apparently impossible

suggestions are realized, by men such as

Edison. But there are many ideas which

even the wizard Edison could not lick into

proper shapeâ��ideas that I have culled from

the many sources open to allâ��ideas of cranks

and addle-pated men who have imaginative

minds, but are quite devoid of practical

sense. I have illustrated them in order the

better to convey their absurdity.

Take the ridiculous notion for preventing

collisions on the railway (Fig. i). It is

suggested that the fronts of the engines shall

be wedge-shaped, somewhat after the manner

of a ship, the first of the claims for such

a contrivance being more feasible and credit-

able than the second. The first is based on

the supposition that less resistance would

thereupon be offered to the wind than is now

manifested; and that, therefore, the train

would proceed at an easier and quicker pace,

with a less expenditure of energy. Here I

am of the same opinion as the inventor ; but

when it is asserted that if the front edges of

these engines were slightly curved outwards,

the effect of a collision would be the

pushing off the line of one train by the

stronger of the two, I am inclined to believe

that the remedy would prove as disastrous as,

if not more destructive than, the evil it aimed

to avoid. As soon as one engine was pushed

off the line, its opposing companion would

crash through the carriages which were being

dragged off the metals. All inventions need

to be tested before final pronouncement of

their value can be candidly given ; but in

such a case as that now before us, the diffi-

culty of forming a pronouncement is for-

midably obstructed by the danger attending

actual experiment. If the inventor's claims

are sincerely believed in by him, he should

have every inducement to test the matter,

and should feel convinced that a purposely-

contrived collision would not

produce dire results. But, not-

withstanding his assertions, I

imagine that he would feel

qualms of conscience were a

test about to be applied to the

peculiar engines.

Still keeping our attention

attached to locomotives, I will

acquaint the reader with a more

sensible, albeit impracticable,

suggestion for minimizing the

risk accruing from another form

of collision. In this case, the

object in view is to provide

against the danger incident

upon the meeting of one train with the

back of a forerunner. It is intended that

all locomotives should have the last van

shaped in a sloping manner, so that a
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train following too closely behind it would

be enabled to run up the slanting sur-

face, and eventually mount to the top of

it (Fig. 2). Lines are to be bid along the

slopes and the tops of the carriages, and it

is supposed that the driver of the topmost

train would have sufficient time allowed him

thereby to shut off steam and bring his

locomotive to a standstill. I am wondering

how the upper one would fare in the event of

the meeting happening near a tunnel, as I

have depicted in my illustration ; supposing

that the under one had not been crushed to

pieces by the weight and com-

motion above it.

Practical inventors will at

once detect many obvious and

almost insurmountable points

calculated to deprive this in-

vention of a claim to meritorious

qualification. In the first place,

unless the sloping portion of the

train dragged along directly in

contact with the ground, and

the rails upon it were tapered

to a nicety at the bottom, the

back engine would not act as

desired, for the alternate course

would entail the use of wheels,

whereupon the extreme end

edge of the train would be

raised to an elevation of several

inches above the ground, and

would form a kind of step up

which the following train could

not spring. The second futile point is that,

even supposing that the front locomotive

did slope accurately, and permit surmounting,

the great gaps between the carriages which

would necessarily exist would form gulfs into

which the wheels of the upper train would

slip, and cause dreadful destruction.

After all, it would appear that the safest

plan to adopt in these matters is to prevent

the collisions.

Are we getting lazy, or are our business

demands so urgent that great

haste in our personal locomo-

tion is absolutely necessary ?

I am prompted to ask this

question because one enthu-

siast has suggested the peculiar

sloping roadways illustrated in

Fig. 3. The idea is that De-

constructing the roads in this

rather tantalizing manner,

pedestrians could, when they

desired, leave the pavement,

and after having applied roller-

skates to their feet, just stand

erect at the top of the slope,

and allow themselves to travel

down without further effortâ��

unless it be to maintain their equilibrium or

to avoid violent contact with fellow-skaters.

Arrived at the bottom of a slope, steps would

have to be climbedâ��a difficult matter, by the

way, whilst one's feet are encased in skates

â��before other slopes could be reached.

Certainly, if a very long street were so formed,

speed would be assured. But how about

vehicles ? Where would they be accom-

FIG. 3.

modated ? I suppose that they would take

to the pavements, crossing from one to

another by means of the square levels at the

street ends. As a pastime, perhaps, this

means of progress might be amusing ; but it

is too ludicrous to commend itself as a

serious invention, calculated to be popular
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in our busy centres of commerce, or, for

the matter of that, anywhere within our

realms.

Burglars ! What sneaking, cunning, clever

rogues burglars are, for the most part! They

defy householders who adopt various sug-

gestions that apparently offer effective oppo-

sition to their enterprising tactics. Locks

and bars, bells and dogs, shutters and steel-

platesâ��all are sooner or later rendered preg-

FIG. 4.

nable by the undoubted, yet unadmired, skill

of the genuine professional burglar. Whether

he would approve or disapprove of the prac-

tical application of the scheme depicted in

Fig. 4 is a matter likely to arouse dispute.

He might not consider it very formidable:

he might even regard it with a friendly eye,

and ask for its extensive adoption. This is

the idea : The pavement in front of each shop

and warehouse should be so constructed as

to be capable of being lifted bodily like a

trap-door, and secured by mechanical means

to the house-front, at night. Beneath the wide

pavements would be a very deep trench, either

permanently filled with water, or so arranged

that sufficient water would enter it every

evening at a particular hour. The object of

this device is to form a barrier which, it is

supposed, would baffle the burglar. He could

not step across the ditch on to any convenient

ledge; nor could he stand in the water,

as its depth would prevent recourse to such

a tactic. But, if he did manage to stand

by some artful means in the water, his

consequent damp condition would assuredly

attract the notice of stray policemen, whose

inquiry and activity might result disastrously

to the busy B. Gentlemen with planks to

be used as bridges at midnight would also

draw 'cute attention towards their movements.

The invention seems feasible and useful;

but it is surrounded with disadvantages.

Highway robberies would undoubtedly

increase largely, owing to the convenient

means ready at hand wherewith to dispose

of the unfortunate victims' lives. The con-

stant presence of the water would be respon-

sible for the appearance of diseases, and

would tend to destroy the foundations of the

houses. And in addition to all this, we have

the unfortunate fact that to the

very class of buildings that mostly

need protection, viz., uninhabited

warehouses, the idea would not

be applicable, for the very sub-

stantial reason that if it were im-

possible for a burglar to open the

door when the trap-pavement was

elevated, it would be an equally

impossible job for the last man

leaving a City house to raise the

pavement and secure it. And, of

course, if fitted outside houses in

which dwelt inmates, its value and

efficiency would be diminished by

the fact of their presence. How

quickly the utility of bold and

huge ideas is destroyed !

Many readers may have heard of

crawling booksâ��to wit : live snakes with

records and sayings tattooed on their skins;

but I daresay few have heard of the suggested

travelling roadway. Think of it ! A cart to

FIG. 5.
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carry its own road with it ! The illustration

(Fig. 5) explains to the ordinary eye as much

as is requisite to understand it. Five narrow

troughs are to be hinged together and placed

outside each cart-wheel, in such a way as to

be incapable of accidental release. As the

cart proceeded, first one then another trough

would gradually lie along the thoroughfare

and afford a footing for the wheel.

The idea is that, by this means, a level

path would be available for travelling over

sandy, muddy, stony, or slippery ground.

Of course the result in practice would be

exactly the same as if the wheel itself had

been made in the shape of the five-sided

frame to start with, instead of round.

In the highly entertaining article on the

"Evolution of the

Cycle,"appearing

in The Strand

Magazine for

July, 1892, many

eccentric ideas

were mani-

fested ; but few

are more curious

than the sugges-

ted foot-cycle

portrayed in F'ig.

6. The belief of

its inventor is

that many would

adopt its use

because thereby

it would be

possible to travel on the pavement, and

be free from the dangers to which cyclists

are now exposed in the roadway. More-

over, the machine would be portable when

not in actual use, but in this direction I

cannot enlighten my readers. It is advised

that two wheels should be connected to a

belt, and that motion should be gained by

turning a handle. It would have steering

apparatus, but could only travel over com-

paratively smooth pavements or roads.

I have heard sailors declare that they

would much prefer to be at sea during stormy

or windy weather than be wandering through

the streets of a town. They say, truthfully,

that no dislodged chimney-pots or bricks can

surprise and injure them by falling on their

tender heads. In their innocent way, they

forget the existence of equally severe dangers

beneath their feet. I daresay, however, that

even if they could be persuaded to don the

wonderful tall hat depicted in the adjoining

illustration (Fig. 7), sufficient faith in its

efficiency would not be forthcoming to induce

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7.

them to wander about so dressed, and they

would still hanker for the ocean. Moreover,

the spectacle of a sailor with a tall hat would

provoke so much mirth on the part of land-

lubbers generally, as to make Jack feel too

uncomfortable for his own happiness.

Gentlemen are not advised to wear this

hat, although it is supposed that immediately

a brick or other obtrusive article fell upon it,

a spring would be thereby released, and

cause an interior cylinder to pop up and

eject the objectionable material. I will not

ask any questions concerning the details of

this contrivance, although I feel annoyed

that certain mysterious points are still un-

fathomable.

How many ladies will be fascinated with

the fan-umbrella hat shown in Fig. 8? I shall

keep a sharp eye on the tender sex when

I am out-doors during the wet weather,

although I must confess that I anticipate but

little prospect of encountering any of them

parading with this contrivance above their

devoted heads. Perhaps the inventor thought

that as the only purposes for which a fan at

present serves is either to cool a heated cheek

or hide a blush, it ought in justice to itself to

be known that it can be made to act as a

serviceable umbrella. The closed fan is to

occupy a position within the hat, when not

required for the queer use referred to : and

be capable of being opened entirely in
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the form of a circle as shown, and have the

additional attraction of an accompanying

curtain to shield the back hair. How the

surplus rain, which would assuredly accumu-

late thereon, is to be disposed of I know not,

so pray do not press me for further particulars.

Ladies will perhaps be satisfied by uttering :

" Fancy that ! See that fan ? " and pass on

to the gentleman's umbrella-hat, which,

however, is hardly so charming an appendage

as its companion.

This particular covering (Fig. 9) assumes

the shape of the ordinary college cap when

in its closed condition, but may be opened as

shown during times of elemental disturbance.

It is to be unfolded and folded in a similar

way possible with ungummed envelopes.

By what manner of means it is to sustain its

four unfolded corners, no man (even the

inventor himself) knoweth. What a delight-

fully picturesque pair a lady and gentleman

carrying these last forms of headgear would

present! It must be acknowledged, though,

that the position of the caps is too elevated

to be of effective utility, and it would be

desirable, therefore â�� in the interests of

utility, if not of the individualsâ��to com-

press the heads of the wearers to such an

extent that the combination umbrellas would

be better adapted for sheltering the

shoulders.

Fig. 10 represents a more for-

midable notion, and one of quite

another category. It has been

suggested that to the ordinary

wheels of tram-cars should be

attached cog-wheels of a larger

diameter ; and that these cog-

wheels should engage with notched

rails situated beneath the ordinary

tram-lines. The under-sides of the

notched rails are to communicate

with a shallow tunnel, and to them

may be suspended parcels and

boxes, bags and sacks, and any

other class of article the carriage of

which people are in the habit of

deputing to carmen and railway trucks. It

is supposedâ��and the idea is a charmingly

deceptive oneâ��that the cog-wheels of a

travelling tram would by such means propel

the notched rails (in an opposite direction to

that followed by the tram), which in turn

would convey the goods. Such a proceeding

might ensue, were the tram-wheels fixtures in

the proper sense of the wordâ��i.e., deprived

of a forward motion, and only permitted to

revolve ; but as affairs are proposed, there

would happen but one thingâ��the goods

would not move. The cog-wheels would only

fit in and out of the notches in the rails beneath

them, and fail to act as anticipated, for the

simple reason that in travelling forward they

could exert no leverage, and, consequently,

create no motion.

The gentleman who is comfortably dream-

ing beneath a huge trumpet (Fig. 11) would

undoubtedly regret having followed an

eccentric inventor's suggestion, in the event

of a mishap taking place with the suspending

rope. The idea is that by adopting this form
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of contrivance (which is to communicate with

the outer air) an abundance of refreshing,

stimulating air could be secured during sleep,

without providing facilities for burglarious

entrance into the chamber, as is now pro-

vided when the window is left open for the

admission of the atmosphere. Properly

speaking, this slumberer's window should be

well shuttered ; but as he would then be in

total darkness, I cannot see how I could

have portrayed him and his precious air-

trumpet.

I can safely predict that, in the event of

anyone addicted to snoring foolishly availing

himself of the practical application of this

idea, such strenuous complaints by the

neighbours would be made relative to the

magnified sounds audible, as to render the

availer's life unbearable. How the poor man

is to make his bed, or enter it after it has

been made, whilst so formidable a pre-

ventive remains

in evidence, are

a couple of minor

questions that

should not, per-

haps, have been

mooted.

I have pur-

posely left until

last the most

sensible of the

curious proposed

schemes col-

lected by me. Yet

it, too, has its many impossibilities, or,

at least, colossal disadvantages. The

project concerns the lighting of our towns

and cities, and the inventor claims that,

by stationing men on platforms above

the reflectors, and by furnishing tele-

graphic communication between all captive

balloons and ground stations, people in

the street would be so conspicuously under

observation that any suspicious persons

could be tracked completely through the

maze of thoroughfares. If my fear that, in

the course of time, the balloons would carry to

the heavens the houses to which they are

secured by ropes is unfounded, there still

remains the difficulty of relieving the watchers

daily, weekly, or monthly, unless the matter

be overcome by the costly method of lower-

ing and raising the balloons on every occa-

sion. However, there's the idea. Use it if

you can (Fig. 12).

Having now

explained as fully

as is desirable a

few of the eccen-

tric ideas of man,

I will sum up

by stating that

eccentric ideas

are like mush-

rooms â�� all top

and no bottom ;

and â�� like soda-

water bottles â��

cannot stand.

Vol. u.â��45.



RITZ, Franz, and Hans were

charcoal-burners. They lived

with their mother in the depths

of a forest, where they very

seldom saw the face of another

human being. Hans, the

youngest, did not remember ever having

lived anywhere else, but Fritz and Franz

could just call to mind sunny meadows, in

which they played as little children, plucking

the flowers and chasing the butterflies.

Indeed, Fritz was able to compare the present

state of miserable poverty in which they lived

with the ease and comfort they enjoyed in

years gone by.

Once upon a time they were well off.

They had enough to eat every day, they

lived in a comfortable house, surrounded by

a nice garden, and with plenty of kind

neighbours round them. Then came a

change. Their father lost his money, and

was forced to leave this pleasant home, and

to earn bread for his family by becoming a

charcoal-burner. Everything now became

different. Their house was a poor hut, com-

posed of a few logs of wood knocked roughly

together. Dry black bread with, occasionally,

a few potatoes and lentils, and now and then,

as a great treat, a little porridge, formed

their food. And to secure even this they

had to work hard from morning till night at

their grimy trade. But their father was

brave and patient, and, while he was alive,

By E. P. Larken.

the wolf was kept some distance from the

door. Besides, he could always put some

heart into the boys, when they began to

flag, by a joke or a pleasant story. But he

had died a year ago, owing to an accident

he met with while chopping wood for the

furnace, and since his death matters had been

going from bad to worse with the family.

Fritz and Franz were, unfortunately, selfish,

ill-conditioned lads, who made the worst in-

stead of the best of their troubles,and who even

grudged their mother and brother their share

of the food. Hans, on the other hand, was a

capital fellow. He always had a cheerful

smile or word, and did all in his power to

help his mother to keep in good spirits. One

day at dinner time they were startled by a

knock at the door. A knock at the door

does not sound to us, perhaps, to be a very

startling thing, but they, as I said, so seldom

saw a strange face near their home that this

knock at the door quite took away their

breath. When it came, Fritz and Franz were

sitting over the fire munching their last piece

of black bread, and grumbling to one another

as was their custom, while Hans, seated on

the bed beside his mother, was telling her

about what he saw and what he fancied when

he was in the forest. Fritz was the first to

recover himself, and he growled out, in his

usual surly tone, " Come in." The door

opened, and a gentleman entered. From his

green dress, the gun that he carried in his
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hand, and the game-bag slung by his side,

they saw that he was a huntsman who had

been amusing himself with shooting the game

with which the forest abounded.

"Good morning, good friends," he said, in

a cheerful tone. " Could you provide me with

a cup of water and a mouthful of something

to eat ? I have forgotten to bring anything

with me, and am ravenously hungry and far

from home."

Fritz and Franz first threw a scowling

glance from under their eyebrows at the

stranger, by way of reply, gave a grunt, and

continued munching at their hunks of bread.

Hans, however, was more polite. The only

seats in the hut were occupied by Fritz and

Franz, and, as they showed no disposition to

move, Hans dragged a log of wood from a

corner and placed it before the visitor and

invited him to sit down. Then he produced

a cup, scrupulously clean, indeed, but sadly

cracked and chipped, and, running outside,

he filled it from a spring of delicious cool

water, which rose near the hut. As he had

been busy talking to his mother, he had had

no time to eat his share of the black bread,

and so he handed his coarse crust to the

stranger, saying he was sorry that there was

nothing better to offer him.

" Thank you," said the stranger, cour-

teously. " Hunger is the best sauce. There

is no lunch I like so well as this." And he

set to work with such a good will that, in

a very short time, poor Hans' crust had

vanished, and there was nothing left before

the stranger but a few crumbs of bread on

the table, and a few drops of water in the

cup. These he kneaded carelessly together

into a little pellet, about the size of a pea,

while Hans told him, in answer to his ques-

tions, all about their lonely life in the forest,

and the hardships which they had to endure.

When the stranger rose to go he said,

"Well, I thank you heartily for your hospitality

â��now I will give you a word of advice. One of

you lads should go and seek the sparkling

golden water which turns everything it touches

into gold."

Fritz and Franz pricked up their ears at

this, and, both at once, demanded where

this sparkling golden water was to be found.

The stranger turned towards them cour-

teously, although these were the first words

they had spoken since his entrance, and

replied :â��

" The sparkling golden water is to be

found in the forest of dead trees, on the

further side of those blue mountains which

you may see on any clear day in the far

distance. It is a three weeks' journey on

foot from here."

Then, bowing to his hosts, he stepped

towards the door. Hans, however, was there

first, and opened it for him. Obeying

a sign from the stranger, Hans followed

him a little way from the hut. Then the

stranger, taking from his pocket the little

black bread pellet, said, " I know, because

you gave me your dinner, that you will have

to go hungry. I have no money to offer you,

but here is something that will be of far

greater value to you than money. Keep this

pellet carefully, and when you seek this

sparkling golden water, as I know you will,

don't forget to bring it with you. Now go

back: you must follow me no further." So

saying, the stranger waved his hand to Hans,

and, plunging into the thicket, disappeared.

Hans slipped the pellet into his pocket and re-

entered the hut, where he found his brothers in

loud dispute about the sparkling golden water.

They were much too interested in the matter

to pay any attention to Hans or to ask him,

as he was afraid they would, whether the

stranger had given him any money before he

left. As he came in he heard Fritz saying,

in a loud voice :â��

" I'm the eldest, and I will go first to get

the sparkling golden water. When I've got

it I will buy all the land hereabouts and

become Count. I will hunt every day, and

have lots of good wine, and sometimes, if

I'm passing near here, I'll just look in to see

how you all are, and to show you my fine

clothes, and horses, and dogs, and servants."

Fritz was, for him, almost gracious at the

bright prospect before him.

" I don't care whether you're the eldest or

not," growled Franz, stubbornly, " I shall go,

too, to find the sparkling golden water.

When I've found it I will buy the Burgo-

master's office, and live in his house in the

town yonder, and wear his fur robes and gold

chain, and, best of all, walk at the head of

all the grand processions. None of your

wild hunting for meâ��give me ease and

comfort."

At last it was decided, after a great deal

of squabbling, that Fritz as the eldest should

go first in search of the sparkling golden

water, and accordingly next day he set out.

Hans ventured to hint that the first thing to

be done with this sparkling golden water when

it was found should be to provide a comfort-

able home for their mother, but Fritz's only

answer to this was a blow, and an angry order

to Hans to mind his own business.

We cannot follow Fritz all the way on his
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journey. As he had no money, he was

forced to beg at the doors of the cottages and

farm-houses which he passed, for food and

shelter for the night. Now, this proved to

be rather hard work, because nobody, very

much liked his looks or his manner, and

people only gave him spare scraps now and

then in order to get him to go away as soon

as possible. However, he found himself,

at last, approaching the forest of dead

trees. He knew that it was

the forest, although there was

nobody there to tell him so.

He had not, in fact, seen any

human being for the last three

days. But he felt that he

could not be mistaken. A vast

forest of enormous trees lifted

leafless, sapless branches to

the sky, which every breath

of wind rattled together like

the bones of a skeleton. When

he was about twenty yards

from the forest a terrible sound

came from it. It was as

though a thousand horses

were neighing and scream-

ing all at once. Fritz's

heart stood still. He

wanted to run away,

but his legs refused

to move. As he stood

there, shaking and quak-

ing, there rushed out of

the forest a huge unicorn

with a spiral golden horn on his forehead.

" What seek you here ? " asked the unicorn,

in a voice of thunder. Fritz stammered out

that he sought the sparkling golden water.

" What want you with the sparkling golden

water, which is in my charge ?" thundered

the unicorn.

Fritz was almost too frightened to speak.

He fell on his knees, put up his hands,

and cried : " Oh, good Mr. Unicorn, oh,

kind Mr. Unicorn, pray don't hurt me."

The unicorn stamped furiously on the

ground with his right fore-foot. " Say this

instant," he cried, " what it is that you want

with the sparkling golden water ! "

" I want to get money to buy land and

become a Count," Fritz was just able to gasp

out. The unicorn said nothing : he simply

lowered his head, and with his golden horn

tossed Fritz three hundred and forty-five feet

in the air. Up went Frit/ like a sky-rocket,

and down he came like its stick, turning

somersaults all the way. Fortunately for him,

his fall was broken by the branches of one

of the dead trees. If it had not been for

this he would probably have been seriously

hurt. Through these branches he crashed

until he reached the point where they joined

the trunk. The tree was hollow here, and

Fritz tumbled down to the bottom of the

trunk and found himself a prisoner. While

he was feeling his arms and legs to find out

if any bones

were broken or

not, he had the

satisfaction of

hearing the uni-

corn, as he trotted

back into the

forest, muttering,

loud enough for

his words to

pierce the bark

and wood of

Fritz's prison :â��

" So much for

you and your

Countship."

Fritz tried to

get out, but in

vain. The tree

was too smooth

and slippery and

high for him to

UP WENT FRITZ.

be able to clamber up, and he only

hurt himself every time he attempted to

escape. There was nothing for it, then,

but for him to lie down and howl. He had

to satisfy his hunger, as best he might, by

eating the stray worms and woodlice and

fungi, which he found creeping, crawling, and

growing round about the roots of the tree.

We will leave him there for the present and

return to the others.

Franz, Hans, and their mother waited and

waited for Fritz to come back. Hans and
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his mother could not believe it possible that,

when he had secured the sparkling golden

water, he would leave them in their poverty.

Franz, on the other hand, judging Fritz by

himself, thought that nothing was more likely.

And Franz was most probably right. Six

weeks was the shortest time in which Fritz

could be home again. " Unless," said Hans,

" he buys a horse and rides back, as he will

be very well able to do when he has got the

sparkling golden water." But six weeks

passed, and two months, and three months,

and no Fritz, either on horseback or afoot.

Then Franz's patience came to an end. He

must needs go, too.

" I won't wait here starving any longer,"

said he; " Fritz has forgotten all about us.

I'll get the sparkling golden water and

become Burgomaster." So off he set, follow-

ing the same road as Fritz, and meeting with

much the same difficulties. They were, how-

ever, rather greater in his case than in his

brother's. Folk remembered the ill-condi-

tioned Fritz only too well, and Franz was so

like him in looks and manner, that they shut

the door in his face the moment he appeared,

and ran upstairs and called out from the top

windows of their houses, "Go away. There's

nothing for you here. The big dog's loose in

the yard. Go away, charcoal-burner."

However, by dint of perseverance, in which

to say the truth he was not lacking, Franz,

very hungry and sulky, reached the verge of

the forest of dead trees. Out came the

unicorn and asked his business. On Franz

replying that he wanted the sparkling golden

water in order to buy the house and post of

Burgomaster, the unicorn tossed him into the

air, and he tumbled into the same tree as

Fritz. Then the unicorn trotted back into

the forest muttering, for Franz's benefit: " So

much for you and your Burgomastership."

When Fritz and Franz found themselves

thus closely confined in the same prison,

they, instead of making the best of one

another's company, as sensible brothers would

have done, fell to quarrelling and fighting,

until at last neither would speak to the

other, and that state of sulky silence they

maintained all the time of their captivity.

The months passed by, but no news came

to Hans and his mother of Fritz and Franz.

Meanwhile Hans found that it became daily

more difficult for him to earn enough money

to support two people. Moreover, he saw that

his mother was growing weaker, and he feared

that she would die unless she had proper food

and nourishment. At last he said :â��

" Mother, if there was only someone to

take care of you, I would go in search of

Fritz and Franz. You may be sure that they

have got the sparkling golden water by this

time. They would never refuse me a few

guldens if I were to ask them and tell them

how ill you are."

But Hans' mother did not at all like the

idea of his leaving her, and she begged and

prayed him not to go. He felt obliged, there-

fore, to submit, and stayed on for a little

longer, until at last even his mother saw that

they must either starve or do as Hans

suggested. Most fortunately at this time

there dropped in to see them another char-

coal-burner, whom Hans used to call "Uncle

Stoltz," although he was no uncle at all, but

only a good-natured neighbour and an old

friend of Hans' father. Uncle Stoltz strongly

urged the mother to let her boy go in search

of his brothers, adding, although he was

nearly as poor as they were themselves : â��

" You come and live with me and my

wife. While we have a crust to divide you

sha'n't want."

So Hans' mother gave a reluctant consent,

and went to live with Uncle Stoltz, while

Hans went out in search of his brothers.

By making inquiries he easily found the road

which they had taken, but nobody ever

thought of shutting the door in his face.

On the contrary, his polite manners and

cheerful looks made him a welcome guest at

every cottage and farmstead at which he

stopped. At last he, too, found himself on

the verge of the forest of dead trees and

face to face with the golden-horned unicorn.

But Hans was not to be frightened as his

brothers had been by the terrible voice and

awe-striking appearance of the guardian of

the fountain. In reply to the usual question

â��given in the usual tone of thunder :

" What seek you here ? "â��Hans replied,

coolly, " I seek my brothers, Fritz and Franz."

" They are where you will never find them,"

said the unicorn, "so go home again."

" If I cannot find my brothers," said Hans,

firmly, " I will not go home without the

sparkling golden water."

" What want you with the sparkling golden

water, which is in my charge ?" asked the

unicorn, in his terrible voice.

" I want to buy food and wine and

comforts for my mother, who is very ill,"

answered Hans, undaunted. But his eyes

filled with tears as he thought of his mother.

The unicorn spoke more gently.

" Have you," he asked, " the crystal ball ?

Because without it I cannot allow you to pass

to the sparkling golden water."
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" The crystal ball ! " echoed Hans. " I

never heard of such a thing."

" That's a pity," said the unicorn, gravely ;

" I'm afraid you will have to go home without

the water ; but, stay, feel in your pockets.

You may have had the

ball, and put it some-

where, and have for-

gotten all about it."

Hans smiled at the

idea of the crystal ball

lying, unknown to him,

in his pockets, but he

followed the sugges-

tion of the unicorn,

and found, as he knew

he should find, nothing

at all, except, indeed,

the pellet of black

bread which the

stranger - hunts-

man had given

him, and which

he had not

thought of from

that day to this.

" No," he said

to the unicorn,

" I have no-

thing in my

pocket, except

this pellet," and he was about

to throw it away when the

unicorn called out to him

to stop.

" Let me see it," he said. '

went on, " this is the crystal ballâ��look!"

Hans did look, and sure enough he

found in his hand a tiny globe of crystal.

He examined it with amazement. " Well,"

he said, " all I know is that a second ago it

was a black bread pellet."

" That may be," said the unicorn, care-

lessly; "anyhow, it is a crystal ball now, and

the possession of it makes me your servant.

It is my duty to carry you to the fountain of

sparkling golden water, if you wish to go.

Have you brought a flask with you ?"

" No," said HanÂ«. " Fritz took the only

flask we had, and Franz an old bottle."

" Fritz, eh ? Well, follow me a little way."

So saying, the unicorn led Hans to the tree

in which his brothers were imprisoned and,

motioning him to be silent, cried out:â��

"Ho! Master Count, throw out the flask

you have with you, if you please: it is

wanted."

"Sha'n't," growled Fritz's voice in reply,

"unless you promise to let me out."

" Oh, you won't, won't you ?" said the

unicorn ; " well, we'll see."

With that he drew back a few steps, and

then, running forwards, thrust his sharp horn

into the side of the hollow trunk from which

"this is the crystal ball!1*

Fritz's voice had issued. A loud yell came

from the spot, showing that the horn had

run into some tender part of Fritz's body,

and at the same instant, the flask appeared

flying out of the hole of the tree by which

Fritz and Franz had entered.

" That's right," said the unicorn, " now we

shall do comfortably. Get on my back,

grasp my mane tightly, hold your breath, and

shut your eyes."

"If you please," said Hans, "will you set

Fritz and Franz free first ? "

The unicorn looked annoyed. " They

are doing very well there," he said; "why

should you disturb them ? But you're my

master, and I must do as you please. Only

take my word you'll be sorry for this after-

wards."

With that he went to the tree and, with
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one or two powerful blows with his horn,

made a hole large enough for the unhappy

prisoners to creep out. Two more sheepish,

miserable wretches than those half-starved

brothers of his, Hans had never seen. They

fell at his feet and thanked him again and

again for delivering them. They promised

never to do anything unkind or selfish again,

and each assured Hans that he had always

liked him far more than he had liked the

other brother.

Their protestations of affection rather dis-

gusted Hans, only, as he was a good-hearted

boy himself, he could not help being moved

by them. He then told his brothers in what

state he had left his mother, and how he was

to be taken by the unicorn to get

the sparkling golden water.

" Oh ! " cried the brothers, " can't

you take us, too ? "

The unicorn thought it time to

interfere. " No one can be

taken there, but the owner

of the crystal ball," he said.

" Come, master, it is time

for you to mount"

Hans clambered

nimbly into his seat

on the unicorn's back.

"Wait for me here,"

he called out to his

brothers. " I shall not

be long." Then Hans

shut his eyes, held his

breath, and grasped

the unicorn tightly by

the mane. It was as

well that he did so,

for the unicorn gave

a bound that carried

him over the tops of

the highest trees, and

would certainly have

thrown him off unless

he had been very

firmly seated.

Three such bounds

did he take, and

then he paused and

said to Hans,

" Now you may

open your eyes." Hans found himself in

a desolate, rocky valley, without a trace of

vegetationâ��unless the forest of dead trees,

which clothed the valley on every side, might

be taken as vegetation. In the midst of the

valley there sprang up a fountain of water,

which sparkled with such intense brilliancy

that Hans was unable at first to look upon it.

HE TRIED TO BE AS CAREFUL AS POSSIBLE.

"There, master," said the unicorn, turning

his head, " this is the fountain of sparkling

golden water. Dismount and fill your flask.

But take care that you do not allow your

hand to touch the water. If it does, it will

be turned into gold and will never become

flesh and blood again."

Hans slipped from his seat and, flask in

hand, approached the fountain. The ground

on which he walked was sand, but as he

drew nearer the fountain, he noticed that the

sand kept growing brighter until he felt that

he was walking upon what he guessed rightly

to be veritable gold dust. Hans thrust a

handful of this dust into his pocket, and

also one or two moderate-sized stones that

he found,

which, like the

sand, had been

changed, by

the spray com-

ing from the

fountain, into

pure gold. He

tried to be cs

careful as pos-

sible in filling

the flask; but,

notwithstand-

ing all his care,

the top joint of

his little finger touched

the water, and in an

instant became gold.

However, he had his

flask full of sparkling

golden water, the flask

itself now of course

golden, and he felt that

the top joint of his little finger

was a small price to pay for

all this.

" Now, master," said the uni-

corn, when Hans got back, " do

you still intend to return to

those brothers of yours? Or

shall I put you out of the forest

at some other point ? "

" Certainly," replied Hans ;

" I intend to return to thtm.

You heard them say how

sorry they were for all the unkindness they

had shown to my mother and me. I know

they mean to do better for the future.

Besides, I promised them to come back."

The unicorn said nothing but grunted, in

an unencouraging manner, and motioned to

Hans to get on Jiis back. When he was

seated the unicorn said :â��
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" Since this is your wish, you must have it.

I have, however, three pieces of advice to

give you : On your way home your brothers

will offer to carry the flaskâ��do not let them

do so; also, do not let them get behind you

for a moment; and, thirdly, guard the crystal

ball with the utmost care. I can't ;,o with

you beyond the verge of the forest of dead

trees. One visit, and only one, is permitted

to the fountain. You therefore can never

come here again. But if ever you need me

sorely, crush the crystal ball, and I will be

with you. Now shut your eyes, we must be off."

Three bounds brought them to the side of

Fritz and Franz, and Hans having thanked

the unicorn warmly for his kindness, the three

brothers began to retrace their steps home-

wards. Now, during Hans' absence at the

fountain, Fritz and Franz had been devising

how they might rob him of the flask of

sparkling golden water.

" It is disgusting," they said to one

another, "that this wretched little Hans

should beat us both. He will only waste the

water in buying things for his mother, while

it would make us Count and Burgomaster."

As soon, therefore, as they were out of sight

of the unicorn, Fritz and Franz begged and

prayed Hans to allow one of them to carry

the flask.

" You've had all the trouble of getting the

water," they said, " we ought at least to be

allowed the honour of helping you to carry

it. Besides, are we not your servants now

that you are so rich ? It is not suitable for

you to do all the work." But Hans remem-

bered the unicorn's words, and held firmly to

his flask.

" No," he said, " thank you ; but I'll carry

it myself." Then Fritz and Franz pretended

to get sulky and tried to drop behind, but

Hans would not allow this either. The con-

sequence was, that the three made very slow

progress homeward. Towards the evening

they came to a deep stream, which they had to

recross. It was only fordable at one point, as

they all knew, because they had, of course,

already crossed it before. Hans stood aside to

allow Fritz and Franz to go on first, but each

of them went in a little way, and ran back,

saying that they were afraid of being drowned.

" What nonsense," said Hans, who was

getting a little impatient at the delay. " It's

quite shallow," and, forgetting the unicorn's

warning, he entered the stream first. Fritz

and Franz did not miss the opportunity.

Each took a large stone and struck Hans

violently on the head. Then as he fell back

senseless into the water, Fritz snatched the

flask from off his belt to which it was attached,

and Franz thrust with his foot Hans' body

further into the river, so that the current

should carry it away, and, laughing at their

own cleverness, the two proceeded to cross

the ford. Now, naturally enough, people

like Fritz and Franz do not care to trust one

another very far.

As soon, therefore, as they reached the

other side of the stream, Franz produced his

bottle, and demanded of Fritz his share of

the sparkling golden water. Fritz, who in-

tended to keep it all himself, proposed that

they should put off sharing it till later. Franz

would not hear of this. He knew, only too

well, what Fritz was up to. This led to a

wrangle, which ended in a fight between the

two, in which the sparkling golden water

was spilled, partly over Fritz's right hand,

and the remainder over Franz's left

foot The brothers first realized what had

happened to them by Fritz finding that he

could not close his fist to strike, and Franz

finding that he could not raise his foot to

kick. The discovery sobered them in an

instant. There they stood, one with a hand

and the other with a foot of solid gold, and

the golden flask with them ; but the water,

the precious sparkling golden water, lost for

ever. Fritz was the first to recover himself.

" Well," he said, " thank goodness I have

a couple of feet left me. I shall be off, I

can't wait for you. You must hobble on as

best you can, or stay here and starve," and

he was on the point of leaving Franz to his

fate, when the latter caught him by the

collar.

" If I've only one foot I have two hands,"

cried he, "and I don't intend to let you leave

me behind. No, no, we must go together or

not at all."

Fritz was obliged to submit, as it was a

case of two hands against one, and he and

Franz, arm in arm, as though they were the

most affectionate brothers, made their way

slowly to the nearest town. There they had

to submit to have hand and foot cut off.

The operation hurt them very much indeed,

but they sold the gold for a good sum of

money to the goldsmith. With that, and

with what they got for the flask, Fritz was

able to buy his Countship, although he could

never hunt owing to the loss of his right

hand, and Franz was able to buy his Burgo-

mastership, although the loss of his foot

prevented his walking properly in processions.

Neither of them gave a thought to their

mother.

Now we must return to poor Hans, whom
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we left floating down the streamâ��senseless,

and to all appearance dead. He was not

dead, however, although the blows which his

brothers had inflicted were very severe ones.

He was only stunned, and fortunately he did

not float far enough to be drowned. His

body came into a back eddy of the stream

and drifted gently on to a shelving bank of

white sand. The cold water soon had the effect

of bringing him to his senses so far as to en-

able him to crawl on to the land. It was,

however, some hours before he was able to

recall these past events. When he remembered

them he gave way to despair. All the pains

he had taken to win the sparkling golden

water were thrown away. He might not

return to get moreâ��the unicorn had told

him that. His mother would be as badly

off as ever. Above all, he had the bitter

disappointment of feeling that his brothers

had deceived him. Then he bethought him

of the crystal ball. Taking it from his

pocket, he placed it on a large stone, and

taking another stone .struck it with all his

force. A report like that of a cannon

followed, and at the same instant the unicorn

stood before him.

" I warned you of what would happen,"

he said to Hans. " You would have done

much better if you had left your brothers in

the tree. Now let me see what can be done

for you. First of all, rub that dockleaf,

which is touching your right hand, on the

wound in your head." Hans did as he

was told, and his head became as sound as

ever. " Now," said the unicorn, " you must

go straight home to your mother and bring

her to the city of White Towers, and stay

there till you hear from me again."

" But," said Hans, with tears in his eyes,

" how can I do this ? My mother is much

too ill to move, and I have lost the sparkling

golden water which was to have made her

well and strong."

" Did not I see you," asked the unicorn,

" put some sand and stones of pure gold into

your pocket as you went to the fountain ?

There will be more than enough to meet all

your expenses. Do as I tell you," and the

unicorn, saying this, disappeared.

Hans, greatly cheered, set off once more

and finished his journey home without any

further adventures. The gold that he had

with him not only enabled him to provide

the comforts and necessaries which his mother

required, but he was also able to reward

Uncle Stoltz for his kindness. When his

mother was strong enough to travel, Hans

hired a waggon, and they set off by easy

Vol. ix.--46.

stages for the city of White Towers, there to

await further news from the unicorn.

Now, the city of White Towers was at

that time attracting from far and wide every-

one who wanted to make his fortune. The

Princess of the city was the loveliest Princess

in the world, and the richest and the most

powerful. She had given out that she would

marry anyone, whoever it might be, king or

" THE CITY OF WHITE TOWERS."

beggar, who would tell her truly in the

morning the dreams that she had dreamed

in the night. But whoever should compete

and fail was to forfeit all his fortune, be

whipped through the streets and out of the

city gate, and banished from the town on

pain of death. If, however, he had no

fortune to forfeit, he was to be- whipped

back again and sold into slavery. The

terms were hard, but many tried and

failed, and many more, undeterred by this

punishment which they constantly saw

being inflicted on the others, were wait-

ing their turn to compete. Among these

latter were Count Fritz and Burgomaster
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Franz. These two met very often in the

streets of the city, but they could never

forget their quarrel over the sparkling golden

water, and when they met they always looked

in opposite directions. Now, Fritz and

Franz had made themselves hated by all with

whom they had to deal: Fritz by his tyranny

over the poor in the district in which his

property lay, and Franz by his injustice as

Burgomaster. The former used to grind

down his people so as to extract the last

penny from them. The latter used to make

his judgments depend on the amount of bribe

he received from the suitors. Everybody,

therefore, hoped that both Fritz and Franz

would fail to tell the Princess her dreams,

and would have to pay the penalty.

Hans and his mother arrived at the city of

White Towers on the evening before the day

on which Fritz was to try his fortune. They

heard on all sides that the " one-armed

Count," as he was called, so generally

detested, was to be the next competitor, but,

of course, they had no idea that this " one-

armed Count" was Fritz. The consequence was

that when they found themselves next day in

the great square, where the whole population

of the city assembled to see the trial, they were

amazed beyond measure to see Fritz march-

ing jauntily along, quite confident of success,

dressed in his very smartest clothes, to the

platform on which the Princess and her

ladies and her courtiers were assembled.

Fritz felt sure that he would win for this

reason : There was an old woman living in a

cottage near his castle, who was said to be a

witch. Fritz had ordered her to be seized

and put to the most cruel tortures, in order to

force her to say what the Princess was going

to dream on the night before the day fixed

for his trial. This was very silly of him,

as the old woman might be a witch ten

times over, and yet not be able to tell him

that. But cruel, wicked people often are

silly. This poor old woman screamed out

some nonsense in her agony, which Fritz took

to be the answer he required. He smiled,

therefore, in a self-confident fashion as he

bowed low before the Princess and awaited

her question. She asked it in a clear, bell-

like voice, which somehow caused Hans'

heart, when he heard it, to beat a good deal

quicker than before.

" Sir Countâ��what did I dream last night ? "

" Your Highness dreamt," was the reply,

" that the moon came down to earth and

kissed you."

The Princess gently shook her head, and

in a moment Fritz found himself in the hands

of her guards, with his coat stripped off his

back, and his hands bound behind him.

The first lash made him cry for mercy, but

the Princess had aheady gone, and the

soldiers, whose duty it was to inflict the

whipping, were not much disposed to show

mercy to the " one-armed Count." They laid

on their blows well, driving the unlucky Fritz

through the streets till the gate was reached,

through which, with a final shower of blows,

he was thrust, with the warning not to return

thither, but to beg his way henceforth through

the world. Of all who watched the pro-

ceedings, none seemed so delighted with the

result as Franz. He followed, hobbling after

his unhappy brother as close as the soldiers

would allow, and kept jeering and laughing

at him all the way. This was easy for him

to do, notwithstanding the fact that he

had to go on crutches, because good care

was taken to make Fritz's progress through

the streets as slow as possible. In addition,

therefore, to the blows, Fritz had to endure

the sight of Franz's, grinning face, and to

listen to such remarks as : " Who thought he

was going to win the Princess?"â��"Will your

Highness remember your poor brother the

Burgomaster ? "â��" Who lost the sparkling

golden water ? "â��and so on.

With very different feelings had Hans

watched the proceedings. When he saw his

brother stripped for beating, he forgot all

about the wrongs he had sustained, and only

thought what he could do to help the

sufferer. He tried to bribe the soldiers to

deal gently with Fritz, but when he found

that that was of no avail, he hastened to the

city gate so as to meet his brother outside

and comfort him when the punishment was

over. Hans found Fritz, as indeed was

natural under the circumstances, more surly

and ill-tempered than ever. He appeared

startled for a moment at seeing Hans, whom

he thought dead, alive and well, but he set

to work blubbering again immediately, and

rubbing his back with his one hand. Hans

gave him what money he could afford, which

Fritz took without saying " Thank you," and

went his way.

Next day it was Franz's turn to try and

win the Princess. Franz felt just as certain

of succeeding as Fritz had been. A certain

necromancer in Franz's town had been a party

in a suit which came before the Burgo-

master's .court. All the evidence which was

brought forward told against him, but the

necromancer promised Franz, as a bribe, if

he would decide in his favour, to tell him by

means of his art the true secret of the
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Princess's dream. Franz swallowed the bait

greedily, and gave his unjust decision. Now,

in order that the necromancer might not

same result. When Hans had got back to

the inn where he and his mother were staying,

he was met with the news that a stranger was

waiting to see him. He

went in and found the

huntsman who had given

him the pellet which

turned into the crystal

ball.

" Hans,:' said the

huntsman, as soon

as Hans entered the

fail him, Franz had deter-

mined not to let him out of

his sight till the day of trial.

Very early in the morn-

ing of that day the necro-

mancer came to Franz and said : " Last night

the Princess dreamed so-and-soâ��will your

worship allow me to go away now ? " Franz

on hearing the dream skipped with delight,

forgetting about his one foot, and tumbled

down on the floor. However, he did not

mind that, and gave the necromancer leave

to depart, which the necromancer did in

great haste. Franz was so impatient that he

was in his place, in front of the platform, long

before the Princess arrived. He could hardly

wait for her to put the formal question before

he blurted out :â��

" Your Highness dreamt that you were

walking in your garden, and that all the

trees and shrubs bore gold and silver leaves."

The Princess shook her head. " A very

pretty dream," she said, " but it was not

mine." So Franz had to suffer the same

punishment as Fritz, and nobody was at all

sorry. He was likewise thrust out at the city

gate, bawling between his howls for someone

to bring him the necromancer. Hans found

him there, and tried to comfort him, as he

had tried to comfort Fritz, and with about the

" THEV LAID ON THEIR BLOWS WELL.

room, " the unicorn has sent me to you. It's

your turn now to try to win the Princess."

Hans turned pale at the thought.

" I would give my life to win her," he said,

earnestly ; " but I am certain to fail, and

then what will my poor mother do ? I have

no property to be confiscated, and, of course,

I shall be sold into slavery."

" Don't talk of failure," said the huntsman,

cheerily ; " the way to success is to forget that

there is such a word as failure. Now I'll tell

you my plan. The Princess, as you know, or

as you very likely don't know, is devoted to

curious animals of all kinds. I will change

you into a white mouse with a gold claw, and

will offer you to the Princess for sale. She

has never seen or heard of such a creature

as a white mouse with a gold claw before,

and will be sure to buy you. Then it will

be your fault if matters don't go smoothly

with you. You have only to keep your ears

open and use your wits. Now, first of all, we

must enter you for to-morrow's competition."

Hans longed to try his luck with the Princess,

and as this plan seemed a promising oneâ��.
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indeed, it was the only one he could think of

â��he agreed to try it. However, he deter-

mined not to tell his mother anything about

the matter, as he knew how terrified she

would be at the thought of his failure. The

first thing, as the huntsman had said, was for

him to present himself to the Princess as

candidate for her hand. He accordingly did

so, and found her seated on her throne,

surrounded by the lords and ladies of her

Court, glittering in jewels and dressed

in magnificent apparel. Hans felt rather

shy as he marched up the splendid room,

amongst all these grandly-dressed people, in

his shabby old clothes; but he put as good a

face on it as he could, and when he stopped

before the throne and looked into the

Princess's eyes, all his shyness vanished. He

was conscious of nothing but a strong deter-

mination to win her for himself or to perish in

the attempt. The Court usher announced

his name and purpose in a loud tone.

" This is Hans, the charcoal-burner, who

has undertaken to tell the Princess her dream

to-morrow morning, or to pay the penalty."

When the Princess looked at Hans and

saw what a nice, open-faced boy he was,

she did all she could to persuade him to give

up the attempt. She pointed out to him how

many had tried and failedâ��how little chance

there was of his succeeding. She could not

bear, she said, to think of his being whipped

publicly and sold into slavery. She offered

him, if he would withdraw, the important

post of general manager of the Court

menagerie. But neither this offer nor the

prayers of the Princess could move Hans.

" Now that I have seen you face to face,

Princess," said he, " I would rather die

twenty times over than give up the under-

taking."

The Princess was obliged to allow Hans

to enter his name for to-morrow's trial,

although it made her very unhappy. Her

heart told her that he was the one of all her

suitors whom she would most wish to succeed,

but she felt that he would be certain to fare

* as the others had done ; and so when the

formality was over, and Hans had left, she

dismissed the Court, shut herself up in her

room, and said she would be at home to

nobody for the rest of the day.

As soon as Hans got back, the huntsman

took a cup of water, muttered some strange

words over it, and sprinkled Hans with the

contents. He was conscious of a curious

change taking place in him, and before he

could quite make out what it was, he found

that he was a white mouse with a gold claw.

The huntsman put him in a box and carried

him to the palace to sell him to the Princess.

When he arrived there the porter refused to

admit him.

" No! "he said, "the Princess had given out

that she would see no one that day. It was

more than his place was worth to admit the

stranger." However, by dint of flattering

words and a handsome present slipped into

his hand, the porter was persuaded to send

for one of the Princess's ladies. When she

came and saw the white mouse with the

gold claw, she said she was sure that her

mistress would be so delighted with this

beautiful little curiosity, that she would

pardon having her orders disobeyed for

once. Only, the huntsman must remain

where he was; she would take the white

mouse to the Princess herself. To this the

huntsman consented, and the long and short of

it was that the Princess sent him a handsome

sum for the mouse, and Hans found himself

established as her newest favourite. The

Princess was so pleased with her pet that,

when she went to bed, she placed him in a

cabinet in her room, the door of which she

left openâ��because he was so tame that she

had no fear of his attempting to run away.

Hans was wondering how he was to find out

the Princess's dream in this situation, when

his mistress woke up, laughing heartily, and

called for her lady in waiting to come to her.

" I've had such a curious dream," she said.

" I dreamt that I was married to a man with

a golden top-joint to his little finger. I sup-

pose that it was the white mouse with the

gold claw which put the idea into my head.

But," and here the Princess's voice grew very

sad, " how will that poor boy ever guess this

dream to-morrow ? "

Hans waited impatiently for all to be quiet,

then he slipped out of his cabinet, and,

finding the door shut, ran up the curtain of

the window, which was fortunately open, and

getting on a rose which clambered up out-

side the wall, ran down it and made the

best of his way to the inn. There he found

the huntsman waiting for him, to whom he

told all that had taken place, and who in a

few seconds changed him back to his own

shape.

An enormous concourse of people were

assembled next day to see the trial. Very

pale and sad the Princess looked as she

sat prepared to put the question to Hans.

He waited respectfully till she had spoken,

and then, without saying a word, held out

his hand to her. Her eye fell on the golden

top-joint of his little finger. She cried out
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with delight, and, seizing his hand in hers,

turned to the people and said : " Hans has

guessed right, and he shall be my husband."

" A mighty magician, the enemy of our

family, condemned me, because I would not

give him my sister in marriage, to take the form

of a unicorn, and to guard the spark-

ling golden water. Twice every year,

for a fortnight at a time, I was allowed

to resume my human shape. It was

then that I came to your hut in the

forest and gave you the token by

which to win your way to thi foun-

tain. The spell laid upon me was

only to be raised when someone

guessed aright my sister's dream,

and so won her to wife. Thanks to

SHE CRIED OUT WITH DELIGHT.

And all the people raised a glad shout,

" Long live Prince Hans ! "

" Oh ! " said the Princess to Hans, " how

I wish my brother were here to share our

happiness."

" He is here," said the huntsman, who had

thrust his way to the front ; and, throwing

off his huntsman's disguise, he appeared

dressed as a Prince. Then, turning to Hans,

he said :â��

you, brother Hans,

'the magician's power

is at an end."

Hans and the

Princess were mar-

ried, and after the

ceremony the Prince

went off to his own

kingdom. Hans'

mother had a beauti-

ful suite of apartments in the palace assigned

to her, and Uncle Stoltz was not forgotten,

but was provided for comfortably for life,

and they all lived happily ever afterwards.

As for Fritz and Franz, they were so selfish

and cruel, that there was nothing to be done

with them but to send them back into the

forest again to burn charcoal, and for all

I know they are burning charcoal there

still.



2.â�� FOND OF APPLAUSE, HE SOUGHT THE FEASTS

OF VULGAR AND IGNOBLE BEASTS ;
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3.â��WITH ASSES ALL HIS TIME HE SPENT,

THEIR CLUB'S PERPETUAL PRESIDENT.

-HE CAUGHT THEIR MANNERS, LOOKS, AND AIRS \

AN ASS IN EVERYTHING, BUT EARS !

IP E'ER HIS HIGHNESS MEANT A JOKE,

THEV GRINN'd APPLAUSE BEFORE HE SPOKE;

BUT AT EACH WORD, WHAT SHOUTS OP PRAISE !

GOOD GODS ! HOW NATURAL HE BRAYS t
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I WAS DRAGGED BY THE HEELS ON TO THE ROAD."

[Seepage 365.)



The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard.

By A. Conan Doyle.

I.â��HOW THE BRIGADIER HELD THE KING.

BELIEVE that the last story

which I told you, my friends,

was about how I received at

the bidding of the Emperor

the cross for valour which I

had, if I may be allowed to

say so, so long deserved.* Here upon the

lapel of my coat you may see the ribbon, but

the medal itself I keep in a leathern

pouch at home, and I never venture

to take it out unless one of the

modern peace generals, or some foreigner

of distinction who finds himself in our little

town, takes advantage of the opportunity to

pay his respects to the well-known Brigadier

Gerard. Then I place it upon my breast,

and I give my moustache the old Marengo

twist which brings a grey point into either eye.

Yet with it all I fear that neither they, nor you

either, my friends, will ever realize the man that

I was. You know me only as a civilianâ��with

an air and a manner, it is trueâ��but still merely

as a civilian. Had you seen me as I stood in

the doorway of the inn at Alamo, on the ist

of July, in the year 1810, you would then have

known what the hussar may attain to.

For a month I had lingered in that ac-

cursed village, and all on account of a lance

thrust in my ankle, which made it impossible

for me to put my foot to the ground. There

were three of us at first: old Bouvet, of the

Hussars of Bercheny, Jacques Regnier, of the

Cuirassiers, and a funny little voltigeur captain

whose name I forget; but they all got well and

hurried on to the front, while I sat gnawing

my fingers and tearing my hair, and even, I

must confess, weeping from time to time as I

thought of my Hussars of Conflans, and the

deplorable condition in which they must find

themselves when deprived of their colonel. I

was not a chief of brigade yet, you under-

stand, although I already carried myself like

one, but I was the youngest colonel in the

whole service, and my regiment was wife

and children to me. It went to my heart

that they should be so bereaved. It is true

that Villaret, the senior major, was an ex-

cellent soldier; but still, even among the

best there are degrees of merit.

VpL U.-47.

* December, 1894.

Ah, that happy July day of which I speak,

when first I limped to the door and stood in

the golden Spanish sunshine ! It was, but

the evening before that I had heard from the

regiment. They were at Pastores, on the

other side of the mountains, face to face with

the Englishâ��not forty miles from me by

road. But how was I to get to them ? The

same thrust which had pierced my ankle

had slain my charger. I took advice both

from Gomez, the landlord, and from an

old priest who had slept that night in the

inn, but neither of them could do more

than assure me that there was not so much

as a colt left upon the whole country side.

The landlord would not hear of my crossing

the mountains without an escort, for he

assured me that El Cuchillo, the Spanish

guerilla chief, was out that way with his band,

and that it meant a death by torture to fall

into his hands. The old priest observed,

however, that he did not think a French

hussar would be deterred by that, and if I

had had any doubts, they would of course

have been decided by his remark.

But a horse ! How was I to get one ? I

was standing in the doorway, plotting and

planning, when I heard the clink of shoes,

and, looking up, I saw a great bearded man,

with a blue cloak frogged across in military

fashion, coming towards me. He was riding

a big black horse with one white stocking on

his near fore-leg.

" Halloa, comrade ! " said I, as he came

up to me.

" Halloa ! " said he.

" I am Colonel Gerard, of the Hussars,"

said I. " I have lain here wounded for a

month, and I am now ready to rejoin my

regiment at Pastores."

" I am Monsieur Yidal, of the commis-

sariat," he answered, "and I am myself upon

my way to Pastores. I should be glad to

have your company, colonel, for I hear that

the mountains are far from safe."

" Alas," said I, " I have no horse. But if

you will sell me yours, I will promise that an

escort of hussars shall be sent back for

you."

He would not hear of it, and it was in vain
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that the landlord told him dreadful stories of

the doings of El Cuchillo, and that I pointed

out the duty which he owed to the army and

to the country. He would not even argue,

but called loudly for a cup of wine. I craftily

asked him to dismount and to drink with mc,

but he must have seen something in my face,

for he shook his head ; and then, as I ap-

proached him with some thought of seizing

him by the leg, he jerked his heels into his

horse's flanks, and was off in a cloud of dust.

My faith ! it was enough to make a man

mad to see this fellow riding away so gaily to

join his beef-barrels, and his brandy-casks,

and then to think of my five hundred beautiful

hussars without their leader. I was gazing

after him with bitter thoughts in my mind,

when who should touch me on the elbow but

the little priest whom I have mentioned.

" It is I who can

help you," he said

" I am myself tra

veiling south."

I put my arms

about him and,

as my ankle gave

way at the same

moment, we

nearly rolled

upon the ground

together.

" Get me to

Pastores," I

cried, " and you

shall have

a rosary of

golden beads."

I had taken one from the

Convent of Spiritu Santo. It

shows how necessary it is to

take what you can when you are

upon a campaign, and how the

most unlikely things may become

useful.

" I will take you," he said, in

very excellent French, " not be-

cause I hope for any reward, but

because it is my way always to

do what I can to serve my fellow-

man, and that is why I am so

beloved wherever I go."

With that he led me down the

village to an old cow-house, in

which we found a tumble down

sort of diligence, such as they

used to run early in this century, between

some of our remote villages. There were

three old mules, too, none of which were

strong enough to carry a man, but together

they might draw the coach. The si^ht of

their gaunt ribs and spavined legs gave me

more delight than the whole two hundred

and twenty hunters of the Emperor which

I have seen in their stalls at Fontainebleau.

In ten minutes the owner was harnessing them

into the coach, with no very good will, how-

ever, for he was in mortal dread of this ter-

rible Cuchillo. It was only by promising him

riches in this world, while the priest threatened

him with perdition in the next, that we at

last got him safely upon the box with the reins

between his fingers. Then he was in such

a hurry to get off, out of fear lest' we should

find ourselves in the dark in the passes, that

he hardly gave me time to renew my vows

to the innkeeper's daughter. I cannot at this

moment recall her name, but we wept to-

gether as we parted, and I can remember that

she was a very

beautiful woman.

You will under-

stand, my friends,

that when a man

like me, who has

fought the men

and kissed the

women in four-

teen separate

kingdoms, gives

a word of praise

to the one or the

other, it has a

little meaning of

its own.

The little

priest had

seemed a trifle

grave when we

kissed good-bye,

but he soon

proved himself

the best of com-

panions in the

diligence. All the

way he amused

me with tales of

his little parish

up in the moun-

tains, and I in

my turn told him

stories about the

camp ; but, my

faith, I had to

pick my steps, for

when I said a word too much he would fidget

in his seat and his face would show the

[lain that I had given him. And of course

it is not the act of a gentleman to talk in

IS I WHO CAN HELP VOL', HE SAID.
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anything but a proper manner to a religious

man, though, with all the care in the world,

one's words may get out of hand sometimes.

He had come from the north of Spain, as

he told me, and was going to see his mother

in a village of Estremadura, and as he spoke

about her little peasant home, and her joy in

seeing him, it brought my own mother so

vividly to my thoughts that the tears started

to my eyes. In his simplicity he showed me

the little gifts which he was taking to her, and

so kindly was his manner that I could readily

believe him when he said that he was loved

wherever he went. He examined my own

uniform with as much curiosity as a child,

admiring the plume of my busby, and passing

his fingers through the sable with which my

dolman was trimmed. He drew my sword,

too, and then when I told him how many

men I had cut down with it, and set my

finger on the notch made by the shoulder-

bone of the Russian Emperor's aide-de-camp,

he shuddered and placed the weapon under

the leathern cushion, declaring that it made

him sick to look at it.

Well, we had been rolling and creaking on

our way whilst this talk had been going

forward, and as we reached the base of the

mountains we could hear the rumbling of

cannon far away upon the right. This came

from Massena, who was, as I knew, besieging

Ciudad Rodrigo. There was nothing I should

have wished better than to have gone straight

to him, for if, as some said, he had Jewish

blood in his veins, he was the best Jew that

I have heard of since Joshua's time. If you

are in sight of his beaky nose and bold,

black eyes, you are not likely to miss much

of what is going on. Still, a siege is always

a poor sort of a pick-and-shovel business,

and there were better prospects with my

hussars in front of the English. Every mile

that passed, my heart grew lighter and lighter,

until I found myself shouting and singing

like a young ensign fresh from Saint Cyr,

just to think of seeing all my fine horses and

my gallant fellows once more.

As we penetrated the mountains the road

grew rougher and the pass more savage. At

first we had met a few muleteers, but now

the whole country seemed deserted, which is

not to be wondered at when you think that

the French, the English, and the guerillas

had each in turn had command over it. So

bleak and wild was it, one great brown

wrinkled cliff succeeding another, and the

pass growing narrower and narrower, that I

ceased to look out, but sat in silence, thinking

of this and that, of women whom I had loved

and of horses which I had handled. I was

suddenly brought back from my dreams,

however, by observing the difficulties of my

companion, who was trying with a sort of

brad-awl, which he had drawn out, to bore a

hole through the leathern strap which held

up his water-flask. As he worked with

twitching fingers the strap escaped his grasp,

and the wooden bottle fell at my feet. I

stooped to pick it up, and as I did so the

priest silently leaped upon my shoulders and

drove his brad-awl into my eye !

My friends, I am, as you know, a man

steeled to face every danger. When one has

served from the affair of Zurich to that last

fatal day of Waterloo, and has had the special

medal, which I keep at home in a leathern

pouch, one can afford to confess when one is

frightened. It may console some of you,

when your own nerves play you tricks, to

remember that you have heard even me,

Brigadier Gerard, say that I have been scared.

And besides my terror at this horrible attack,

and the maddening pain of my wound, there

was a sudden feeling of loathing such as you

might feel were some filthy tarantula to strike

its fangs into you.

I clutched the creature in both hands, and,

hurling him on to the floor of the coach, I

stamped on him with my heavy boots. He

had drawn a pistol from the frpnt of his

soutane, but I kicked it out of his hand, and

again I fell with my knees upon his chest.

Then, for the first time, he screamed

horribly, while I, half blinded, felt about

for the sword which he had so cunningly

concealed. My hand had just lighted upon

it, and I was dashing the blood from my

face to see where he lay that I might transfix

him, when the whole coach turned partly over

upon its side, and my weapon was jerked

out of my grasp by the shock. Before I

could recover myself the door was burst

open, and I was dragged by the heels on to

the road. But even as I was torn out on to the

flint stones, and realized that thirty ruffians

were standing around me, I was filled with

joy, for my pelisse had been pulled over my

head in the struggle and was covering one

of my eyes, and it was with my wounded

eye that I was seeing this gang of brigands.

You see for yourself by this pucker and scar

how the thin blade passed between socket and

ball, but it was only at that moment, when

I was dragged from the coach, that I under-

stood that my sight was not gone for ever.

The creature's intention, doubtless, was to

drive it through into my brain,and indeed he

loosened some portion of the inner bone of
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my head, so that I afterwards had more

trouble from that wound than from any one

of the seventeen which I have received.

They dragged me out, these sons of dogs, with

curses and execrations, beating me with their

fists and kicking me as I lay upon theground. I

had frequently observed that the mountaineers

wore cloth swathed round their feet, but

never did I imagine that I should have so

much cause to be thankful for it. Presently,

seeing the blood upon my head, and that I lay

quiet, they thought that I was unconscious,

whereas I was storing every ugly face among

them into my memory, so that I might see

them all safely hanged if ever my chance

came round. Brawny rascals they were, with

yellow handkerchiefs round their heads, and

great red sashes stuffed with weapons. They

had rolled two' rocks across the path, where

it took a sharp turn, and it was these which

had torn off one of the wheels of the coach

and upset us. As to this reptile, who had

acted the priest so cleverly and had told me

so much of his parish and his mother, he, of

course, had known where the ambuscade was

laid, and had attempted to put me beyond all

resistance at the moment when we reached it.

I cannot tell you how frantic their rage was

when they drew him out of the coach and

saw the state to which I had reduced him.

If he had not got all his deserts, he had, at

least, something as a souvenir of his meeting

with Etienne Gerard, for his legs dangled

aimlessly about, and though the upper part

of his body was convulsed with rage and

pain, he sat straight down upon his feet when

they tried to set him upright. But all the

time his two little black eyes, which had

seemed so kindly and so innocent in the

coach, were glaring at me like a wounded

cat, and he spat, and spat, and spat in my

direction. My faith! when the wretches

jerked me on to my feet again, and when I

was dragged off up one of the mountain paths,

I understood that a time was coming when I

was to need all my courage and resource.

My enemy was carried upon the shoulders of

two men behind me, and I could hear his

hissing and his reviling, first in one ear and

then in the other, as I was hurried up the

winding track.

I suppose that it must have been for an

hour that we ascended, and what with my

wounded ankle and the pain from my eye,

and the fear lest this wound should have

spoiled my appearance, I have made no

journey to which I look back with less

pleasure. I have never been a good climber

at any time, but it is astonishing what you

can do, even with a stiff ankle, when you

have a copper-coloured brigand at each

elbow and a nine-inch blade within touch of

your whiskers.

We came at last to a place where the path

wound over a ridge, and descended upon

the other side through thick pine trees into

a valley which opened to the south. In time

of peace I have little doubt that the villains

were all smugglers, and that these were the

secret paths by which they crossed the

Portuguese frontier. There were many mule

tracks, and once I was surprised to see the

marks of a large horse where a stream had

softened the track. These were explained

when, on reaching a place where there was

a clearing in the fir wood, I saw the animal

itself haltered to a fallen tree. My eyes had

hardly rested upon it, when I recognised

the great black limbs and the white near

fore-leg. It was the very horse which I had

begged for in the morning.

What, then, had become of Commissariat

Vidal ? Was it possible that there was

another Frenchman in as perilous a plight as

myself? The thought had hardly entered my

head when our party stopped and one of

them uttered a peculiar cry. It was answered

from among the brambles which lined the

base of a cliff at one side of a clearing, and

an instant later ten or a dozen more brigands

came out from amongst them, and the two

parties greeted each other. The new-comers

surrounded my friend of the brad-awl with

cries of grief and sympathy, and then turning

upon me they brandished their knives and

howled at me like the gang of assassins that

they were. So frantic were their gestures

that I was convinced that my end had come,

and was just bracing myself to meet it in a

manner which should be worthy of my past

reputation, when one of them gave an order

and I was dragged roughly across the little

glade to the brambles from which this new

band had emerged.

A narrow pathway led through them to a

deep grotto in the side of the cliff. The sun

was already setting outside, and in the cave

itself it would have been quite dark but for

a pair of torches which blazed from a socket

on either side. Between them there was

sitting at a rude table a very singular-looking

person, whom I saw instantly, from the respect

with which the others addressed him, could

be none other than the brigand chief who

had received, on account of his dreadful

character, the sinister name of El Cuchillo.

The man whom I had injured had been

carried in and placed upon the top of a
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barrel, his helpless legs dangling about in

front of him, and his cat's eyes still darting

glances of hatred at me. I understood from

the snatches of talk which I could follow

between the chief and him, that he was the

lieutenant of the band, and that part of his

duties was to lie in wait with his smooth

tongue and his peaceful garb for travellers

like myself. When I thought of how many

gallant officers may have been lured to their

death by this monster of hypocrisy, it gave

me a glow of pleasure to think that I had

brought his villainies to an endâ��though I

feared that it would be at the price of a life

which neither the Emperor nor

the army could well spare.

As the injured man, still

supported upon the barrel by

two comrades, was explaining

in Spanish all that had

befallen him, I was held

by several of the villains

in front of the

table at which

Hie chief was

seated, and had

an excellent op-

portunity of ob-

serving him. I

have seldom

seen any man

who was less like

my idea of a

brigand, and

especially of a

brigand with

such a reputa-

tion that in a

land of cruelty

he had earned

so dark a nick-

name. His face

was bluff and

broad and bland, with ruddy cheeks and com-

fortable little tufts of side-whiskers, which gave

him the appearance of a well-to-do grocer of the

Rue St. Antoine. He had not any of those

flaring sashes or gleaming weapons which dis-

tinguished his followers, but on the contrary

he wore a good broad-cloth coat like a

respectable father of a family, and save for

his brown leggings there was nothing to

indicate a life among the mountains. His

surroundings, too, corresponded with himself,

and beside his snuff box upon the table there

stood a great brown book, which looked like

a commercial ledger. Many other books

were ranged along a plank between two

nowder casks, and there was a great litter of

papers, some of which had verses scribbled

upon them. All this I took in while he,

leaning indolently back in his chair, was

listening to the report of his lieutenant.

Having heard everything, he ordered the

cripple to be carried out again, and I was left

with my three guards, waiting to hear my

fate. He took up his pen, and, tapping his

forehead with the handle of it, he pursed up

his lips and looked out of the corner of his

eyes at the roof of the grotto.

" I suppose," said he, at last, speaking very

excellent French, " that you are not able to

suggest a rhyme for the word Covilha."

I answered

him that my

acqua i ntance

with the Spanish

language was so

limited that I

was unable to

oblige him.

" It is a rich

language," said

he, " but less

prolific in

rhymes than

either the Ger-

man or the Eng-

lish. That is

why our best

work has been

done in blank

verse, a form of

co m p os i tion

which, though

hardl known in

your literature,

is capable of

reaching great

heights. But

the chief." I fear that such

subjects are

somewhat outside the range of a hussar."

I was about to answer that if they were

good enough for a guerilla, they could not be

too much for the light cavalry, but he was

already stooping over his half-finished verse.

Presently he threw down the pen with an

exclamation of satisfaction, and declaimed a

few lines which drew a cry of approval from

the three ruffians who held me. His broad

face blushed like a young girl who receives

her first compliment.

" The critics are in my favour, it appears,"

said he ; " we amuse ourselves in our long

evenings by singing our own ballads, you

understand. I have some little facility in that

direction, and I do not at all despair of
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seeing some of my poor efforts in print before

long, and with ' Madrid' upon the title-page,

too. But we must get back to business.

May I ask what your name is ? "

" Etienne Gerard."

" Rank ? "

" Colonel."

" Corps ? "

" The Third Hussars of Conflans."

" You are young for a colonel."

" My career has been an eventful one."

" Tut, that makes it the sadder," said he,

with his bland smile.

I made no answer to that, but I tried to

show him by my bearing that I was ready for

the worst which could befall me.

" By the way, I rather fancy that we have

had some of your corps here," said he, turn-

ing over the pages of his big brown register.

"We endeavour to keep a record of our

operations. Here is a heading under June

24th. Have you not a young officer named

Soubiron, a tall, slight youth with light hair?"

" Certainly."

" I see that we buried him upon that date."

" Poor lad ! " I cried. " And how did he

die?"

" We buried him."

" But before you buried him ? "

" You misunder-

stand me, Colonel.

He was not dead

before we buried

him."

" You buried him

alive !"

For a moment I

was too stunned to

act. Then I hurled

myself upon the

man, as he sat with

that placid smile of

his upon his lips,

and I would have

torn his throat out

had the three

wretches not dragged

me away from him.

Again and again I

made for him, pant-

ing and cursing,

shaking off this man

and that, straining

and wrenching, but

never quite free. At

last, with my jacket

torn nearly off my

back and blood

dripping from my

wrists, I was hauled backwards in the bight

of . a rope and cords passed round my ankles

and my arms.

" You sleek hound," I cried. " If ever I

have you at my sword's point, I will teach

you to maltreat one of my lads. You will

find, you blood-thirsty beast, that my Emperor

has long arms, and though you lie here like

a rat in its hole, the time will come when he

will tear you out of it, and you and your

vermin will perish together."

My faith, I have a rough side to my

tongue, and there was not a hard word that I

had learned in fourteen campaigns which I

did not let fly at him, but he sat with the

handle of his pen tapping against his forehead

and his eyes squinting up at the roof as if he

had conceived the idea of some new stanza.

It was this occupation of his which showed

me how I might get my point into him.

" You spawn ! " said I ; " you think that

you are safe here, but your life may be as

short as that of your absurd verses, and God

knows it could not be shorter than that."

Ah, you should have seen him bound from

his chair when I said the words. This

vile monster, who dispensed death and

torture as a grocer serves out his figs, had

one raw nerve then which I could prod at

HURLED MVSF1 F UPON THE MAN,
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pleasure. His face grew livid, and those

little bourgeois side-whiskers quivered and

thrilled with passion.

" Very good, Colonel. You have said

enough," he cried, in a choking voice.

" You say that you have had a very dis-

tinguished career. I promise you also a

very distinguished ending. Colonel Etienne

Gerard of the Third Hussars shall have a

death of his own."

" And I only beg," said I, " that you will

not commemorate it in verse." I had one

or two little ironies to utter, but he cut me

short by a furious gesture which caused my

three guards to drag me from the cave.

Our interview, which I have told you as

nearly as I can remember it, must have

lasted some time, for it was quite dark when

we came out, and the moon was shining very

clearly in the heavens. The brigands had

lighted a great fire of the dried branches of

the fir trees ; not, of course, for warmth, since

the night was already very sultry, but to cook

their evening meal. A huge copper pot hung

over the blaze, and the rascals were lying all

round in the yellow glare, so that the scene

looked like one of those pictures which Junot

stole out of Madrid. There are some

soldiers who profess to care nothing for art

and the like, but I have always been drawn

towards it myself, in which respect I show

my good taste and my breeding. I remember,

for example, that when I ,efebvre was selling the

plunder after the fall of Danzig, I bought a

very fine picture, called " Nymphs Surprised

in a vVbod," and I carried it with me through

two campaigns, until my charger had the

misfortune to put his hoof through it.

I only tell you this, however, to show you

that I was never a mere rough soldier like

Rapp or Ney. As 1 lay in that brigand's

camp, I had little time or inclination to think

about such matters. They had thrown me

down under a tree, the three villains squat-

ting round and smoking their cigarettes

within hands' touch of me. What to do I

could not imagine. In my whole career I do

not suppose that I have ten times been in as

hopeless a situation. " But courage," thought

I. " Courage, my brave boy! You were

not rr\ade a Colonel of Hussars at twenty-

eight because you could dance a cotillon.

You are a picked man, Etienne ; a man who

has come through more than two hundred

affairs, and this little one is surely not going

to be the last." I began eagerly to glance

about for some chance of escape, and as I

did so I saw- something which filled me with

great astonishment.

Vol. ix -48,

I have already told you that a large fire was

burning in the centre of the glade. What

with its glare, and what with the moonlight,

everything was as clear as possible. On the

other side of the glade there was a single tall

fir tree which attracted my attention because

its trunk and lower branches were discoloured,

as if a large fire had recently been lit under-

neath it. A clump of bushes grew in front

of it which concealed the base. Well, as I

looked towards it, I was surprised to see

projecting above the bush, and fastened

apparently to the tree, a pair of fine riding

boots with the toes upwards. At first I thought

that they were tied there, but as I looked

harder I saw that they were secured by a

great nail which was hammered through the

foot of each. And then, suddenly, with- a

thrill of horror, I understood that these were

not empty boots ; and moving my head a

little to the right, I was able to see who it

was that had been fastened there, and why a

fire had been lit beneath the tree. It is not

pleasant to speak or to think of horrors, my

friends, and I do not wish to give any of you

bad dreams to-nightâ��but I cannot take you

among the Spanish guerillas without showing

you what kind of men they were, and the

sort of warfare that they waged. I will only

say that I understood why Monsieur Vidal's

horse was waiting masterless in the grove,

and that I hoped he had met this terrible

fate with sprightliness and courage, as a good

Frenchman ought.

It was not a very cheering sight for me, as

you can imagine. When I had been with

their chief in the grotto I had been so carried

away by my rage at the cruel death of young

Soubiron, who was one of the brightest lads

who ever threw his thigh over a charger, that

I had never given a thought to my own

position. Perhaps it would have Ixen more

politic had I spoken the ruffian fair, but it

was too late now. The cork was drawn, and

I must drain the wine. Besides, if the

harmless commissariat man were put to

such a death, what hope was there for

me, who had snapped the spine of their

lieutenant. No, I was doomed in any case,

so it was as well perhaps that I should

have put the best face on the matter. This

beast could bear witness that Etienne Gerard

had died as he had lived, and that one

prisoner at least had not quailed before him.

I lay there thinking of the various girls who

would mourn for me, and of my dear old

mother, and of the deplorable loss which I

should be both to my regiment and to the

Emperor, and I am not ashamed to confess
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to you that I shed tears as I thought of the

general consternation which my premature

end would give rise to.

But all the time I was taking the very

keenest notice of everything which might

possibly help me. I am not a man who

would lie like a sick horse waiting for the

farrier sergeant and the pole-axe. First I

would give a little tug at my ankle cords, and

then another at those which were round my

wrists, and all the time that I was trying to

loosen them I was peering round to see if I

could find something which was in my favour.

There was one thing which was very evident.

A hussar is but half formed without a horse,

and there was my other half quietly grazing

within thirty yards of me. Then I observed

yet another thing. The path by which we

had come over the mountains was so steep

that a horse could only be led across it

slowly and with difficulty, but in the other

direction the ground appeared to

be more open, and to lead straight

down into a gently-sloping valley.

Had I but my feet in yonder stirrups

and my sabre in my hand, a single

bold dash might take me out of

the power of these vermin of the

rocks.

I was still thinking it over and

straining with my wrists and my

ankles, when their chief came

out from his grotto, and after

some talk with his lieutenant,

who lay groaning near the fire,

they both nodded their heads

and looked across at me. He

then said some few .words to

the band, who clapped their

hands and laughed uproariously.

Things looked ominous, and I

was delighted to feel that my

hands were so far free that I

could easily slip them through

the cords if I wished. But with

my ankles, I feared that I could

do nothing, for when I strained

it brought such pain into my

lance wound, that I had to gnaw

my moustache to keep from

crying out. I could only lie

still, half free and half bound,

and see what turn things were

likely to take.

For a little I could not make

out what they were after. One

of the rascals climbed up a well-grown

fir tree upon one side of the glade,

and tied a rope round the top of the

trunk. He then fastened another rope in the

same fashion to a similar tree upon the other

side. The two loose ends were now dang-

ling down, and I waited with some curiosity,

and just a little trepidation also, to see what

they would do next. The whole band pulled

upon one of the ropes until they had bent

the strong young tree down into a semi-

circle, and they then fastened it to a stump,

so as to hold it so. When they had bent the

other tree down in a similar fashion, the two

summits were within a few feet of each

other, though, as you understand, they would

each spring back into their original position

the instant that they were released. I already

saw the diabolical plan which these mis-

creants had formed.

" I presume that you are a strong man,

Colonel," said the chief, coming towards me

with his hateful smile.

" If you will have the kindness to loosen

I PRESUME YOU ARE A STRONG MAN.'

these cords," I answered, "I will show you

how strong I am."

" We were all interested to see whether you
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were as strong as these two young saplings,"

said he. " It is our intention, you see, to tie

one end of each rope round your ankles and

then to let the trees go. If you are stronger

than the trees, then, of course, no harm would

be done ; if, on the other hand, the trees are

stronger than you, why, in that case, Colonel,

we may have a souvenir of you upon each

side of our little glade."

He laughed as he spoke, and at the sight

of it the whole forty of them laughed also.

Even now if I am in my darker humour, or

if I have a touch of my old Lithuanian ague,

I see in my sleep that ring of dark savage

faces, with their cruel eyes, and the firelight

flashing upon their strong white teeth.

It is astonishingâ��and I have heard many

make the same remark â�� how acute one's

senses become at such a crisis as this. I am

convinced that at no moment is one living so

vividly, so acutely, as at the instant when a

violent and foreseen death overtakes one. I

could smell the resinous fagots, I could see

every twig upon the ground, I could hear

every rustle of the branches, as I have

never smelled or seen or heard save at such

times of danger. And so it was that long

before anyone else, before even the time when

the chief had addressed me, I had heard a

low, monotonous sound, far away indeed, and

yet coming nearer at every instant. At first

it was but a murmur, a rumble, but by the

time he had finished speaking, while the

assassins were untying my ankles in order to

lead me to the scene of my murder, I heard,

as plainly as ever I heard anything in my life,

the clinking of horseshoes and the jingling

of bridle chains, with the clank of sabres

against stirrup-irons. Is it likely that I, who

had lived with the light cavalry since the first

hair shaded my lip, would mistake the sound

of troopers on the march ?

" Help, comrades, help ! " I shrieked, and

though they struck me across the mouth and

tried to drag me up to the trees I kept on

yelling, " Help me, my brave boys ! Help

me, my children I They are murdering your

colonel !"

For the moment my wounds and my

troubles had brought on a delirium, and I

looked for nothing less than my five hundred

hussars, kettle-drums and all, to appear at

the opening of the glade.

But that which really appeared was very

different to anything which I had conceived.

Into the clear space there came galloping a

fine young man upon a most beautiful roan

horse. He was fresh-faced and pleasant-

looking, with the most debonair bearing in

the world and the most gallant way of

carrying himselfâ��a way which reminded

me somewhat of my own. He wore a

singular coat which had once been red all

over, but which was now stained to the

colour of a withered oak leaf wherever the

weather could reach it. His shoulder-straps,

however, were of golden lace, and he had a

bright metal helmet upon his head, with a

coquettish white plume upon one side of its

crest. He trotted his horse up the glade,

while behind him rode four cavaliers in the

same dressâ��all clean-shaven, with round,

comely faces, looking to me more like monks

than dragoons. At a short, gruff order they

halted with a rattle of arms, while their leader

cantered forward, the fire beating upon his

eager face and the beautiful head of his

charger. I knew, of course, by the strange

coats that they were English. It was the

first sight that I had ever had of them, but

from their stout bearing and their masterful

way I could see at a glance that -what I had

always been told was true, and that they

were excellent people to fight against.

" Well, well, well ! " cried the young

officer, in sufficiently bad French, " what

game are you up to here ? Who was that

who was yelling for help, and what are you

trying to do to him ? "

It was at that moment that I learned to

bless those months which Obriant, the

descendant of the Irish kings, had spent in

teaching me the tongue of the English. My

ankles had just been freed, so that I had

only to slip my hands out of the cords, and

with a single rush I had flown across, picked

up my sabre where it lay by the fire, and

hurled myself on to the saddle of poor Vidal's

horse. Yes, for all my wounded ankle, I

never put foot to stirrup, but was in the seat

in a single bound. I tore the halter from

the tree, and before these villains could so

much as snap a pistol at me I was beside the

English officer.

" I surrender to you, sir," I cried; though

I daresay my English was not very much

better than his French. " If you will look

at that tree to the left you will see what these

villains do to the honourable gentlemen who

fall into their hands."

The fire had flared up at that moment, and

there was poor Vidal exposed before them, as

horrible an object as one could see in a night-

mare. " My God I" cried the officer, and

" My God !" cried each of the four troopers,

which is the same as with us when we cry

" Mon Dieu !" Out rasped the five swords,

and the four men closed up. One, who wore
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"what game are you up to heke'V

a sergeant's chevrons, laughed and clapped me

on the shoulder.

" Fight for your skin, froggy," said he.

Ah, it was so fine to have a horse be-

tween my thighs and a weapon in my grip.

I waved it above my head and shouted in my

exultation. The chief had come forward with

that odious smiling face of his.

" Your excellency will observe that this

Frenchman is our prisoner," said he.

" You are a rascally robber," said the

Englishman, shaking his sword at him. " It

is a disgrace to us to have such allies. By

my faith, if Ford Wellington were of my

mind we would swing you up on the nearest

tree."

" But my prisoner ? " said the brigand, in

his suave voice.

" He shall come with us to the British

camp."

" Just a word in your ear before you take

him."

He approached the young officer, and then,

turning as quick as a flash, he fired his pistol

in my face. The bullet scored its way through

my hair and burst a hole on each side of my

busby. Seeing that he had

missed me, he raised the

pistol and was about to hurl

it at me when the English

sergeant, with a single back-

handed cut, nearly severed

his head from his bod)'.

His blood had not reached

the ground, nor the last

curse died on his lips, before

the whole horde was upon

us, but with a dozen bounds

and as many slashes we were

all safely out of the glade,

and galloping down the

winding track which led to

the valley.

It was not until we had

left the ravine far behind us

and were right out in the

open fields that we ventured

to halt, and to see what

injuries we had sustained.

For me, wounded and weary

as I was, my heart was beat-

ing proudly, and my chest

was nearly bursting my tunic

to think that 1, Etienne

Gerard, had left this gang

of murderers so much by

which to remember me.

My faith, they would think

twice before they ventured

again to lay hands upon one of the Third

Hussars. So carried away was I that I made

a small oration to these brave Englishmen,

and told them who it was that they had

helped to rescue. I would have spoken of

glory also, and of the sympathies of brave

men, but the officer cut me short.

"That's all right," said he. "Any injuries,

Sergeant ? "

" Trooper Jones's horse hit with a pistol

bullet on the fetlock."

" Trooper Jones to go with us. Sergeant

Halliday, with troopers Harvey and Smith, to

keep to the right until they touch the vedettes

of the German Hussars."

So these three jingled away together, while

the officer and I, followed at some distance

by the trooper whose horse had been

wounded, rode straight down in the direction

of the English camp. Very soon we had

opened our hearts, for we each liked the

look of the other from the beginning. He

was of the nobility, this brave lad, and he had

been sent out scouting by Ford Wellington

to see if there were any signs of our advancing

through the mountains. It is one advantage
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of a wandering life like mine, that you learn

to pick up those bits of knowledge which

distinguish the man of the world. I have,

for example, hardly ever met a Frenchman

who could repeat an English title correctly.

If I had not travelled I should not

be able to say with confidence that this

young man's real name was Milor the

Hon. Sir Russell, Bart., this last being an

honourable distinction, so that it was as the

Bart that I usually addressed him, just ns in

Spanish one might say the Don."

As we rode beneath the moonlight in the

lovely Spanish night, we spoke our minds to

each other, as if we were brothers. We were

both of an age, you see, both of the light

cavalry also (the Sixteenth Light Dragoons

was his regiment), and both with the same

hopes and ambitions. Never have I learned

to know a man so quickly as I did the Bart.

He gave me the name of a girl whom

he had loved at a garden called Vauxhall,

and, for my own part, I spoke to him

of little Coralie, of the Opera. He took

a lock of hair from his bosom, and I a

garter. Then we nearly quarrelled over

hussar and dragoon, for he was absurdly proud

of his regiment, and you should have seen

him curl his lip and clap his hand to his hilt

when I said that I hoped it might never be

its misfortune to come in the way of the Third.

Finally, he began to speak about what the

English call sport, and he told such stories of

the money which he had lost over which of

two cocks could kill the other, or which of two

men could strike the other the most in a fight

for a prize, that I was filled with astonishment.

He was ready to bet upon anything in the most

wonderful manner, and when I chanced to see

a shooting star he was anxious to bet that he

would see more than me, twenty-five francs

a star, and it was only when 1 explained that

my purse was in the hands of the brigands

that he would give over the idea.

Well, we chatted away in this very amiable

fashion until the day began to break, when

suddenly we heard a great volley of musketry

from somewhere in the front of us. It was

very rocky and broken ground, and I thought,

although I could see nothing, that a general

engagement had broken out. The Bart

laughed at my idea, however, and explained

that the sound came from the English camp,

where every man emptied his piece each

morning so as to make sure of having a dry

priming.

" In another mile we shall be up with the

outposts," said he.

I glanced round at this, and I perceived

that we had trotted along at so good a pace

during the time that we were keeping up our

pleasant chat that the dragoon with the lame

horse was altogether out of sight. I looked

on every side, but in the whole of that vast

rocky valley there was no one save only the

Hart and Iâ��both of us armed, you under-

stand, and both of us well mounted. I

began to ask myself whether after all it was

quite necessary that I should ride that mile

which would bring me to the British outposts.

Now, I wish to be very clear with you on

this point, my friends, for I would not have

you think that I was acting dishonourably

or ungratefully to the man who had helped

me away from the brigands. You must re-

member that of all duties the strongest is

that which a commanding officer owes to

his men. You must also bear in mind that

war is a game which is played under fixed

rules, and when these rules are broken one

must at once claim the forfeit. If, for

example, I had given a parole, then I should

have been an infamous wretch had I dreamed

of escaping. But no parole had been asked

of me. Out of over-confidence, and the

chance of the lame horse dropping behind,

the Bart had permitted me to get up on equal

terms with him. Had it been I who had

taken him, I should have used l im as

courteously as he had me, but, at the same

time, I should have respected his enterprise

so far as to have deprived him of his sword,

and seen that I had at least one guard beside

myself. I reined up my horse and explained

this to him, asking him at the same time

whether he saw any breach of honour in my

leaving him.

He thought about it, and several times

repeated that which the English say when

they mean " Mon Dieu ! "

" You would give me the slip, would you ? "

said he.

" If you can give no reason against it."

" The only reason that I can think of,"

said the Bart, " is that I should instantly cut

your head off if you were to attempt it."

" Two can play at that game, my dear

Bart," said I.

"Then we'll see who can play at it best,"

he cried, pulling out his sword.

I had drawn mine also, but I was quite

determined not to hurt this admirable young

man who had been my benefactor.

" Consider," said I, "you say that I am

your prisoner. I might with equal reason

say that you are mine. We are alone here,

and though I have no doubt that you are an

excellent swordsman, you can hardly hope to
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hold your own against the best blade in the

six light cavalry brigades."

His answer was a cut at my head. I

parried and shore off half of his white plume.

He thrust at my breast. I turned his point

and cut away the other half of his cockade.

" Curse your monkey tricks ! " he cried, as

I wheeled my horse away from him.

"Why should you strike at me? "said I.

" You see that I will not strike back."

"That's all very well," said he; "but

you've got to come along with me to the

camp."

" I shall never see the camp," said I.

" I'll lay you nine to four you do," he

cried, as he made at me, sword in hand.

IIIS ANSWER WAS A CUT AT MY HEAD.

But those words of his put something new

into my head. Could we not decide the

matter in some better way than by fighting ?

The Bart was placing me in such a position

that I should have to hurt him, or he would

certainly hurt me. I avoided his rush, though

his sword-point was within an inch of my neck.

" I have a proposal," I cried. " We shall

throw dice as to which is the prisoner of the

other."

He smiled at this. It appealed to his love

of sport.

" Where are your dice ? " he cried.

" I have none."

" Nor I. But I have cards."

" Cards let it be," said I.

" And the game ? "

" I,leave it to you."

" Ecarte, thenâ��the best of three."

I could not help smiling as I agreed, for

I do not suppose that there were three men

in France who were my masters at the game.

I told the Bart as much as we dismounted.

He smiled also as he listened.

" I was counted the best

player at Watier's," said he.

" With even luck you deserve

to get off if v^ou beat me."

So we tethered our two horses

and sat down one on either side

of a great flat rock. The Bart

took a pack of cards out of his

tunic, and I had only to see

him shuffle to convince me that

â�  I had no novice to deal with.

We cut, and the deal fell to

him.

My faith, it was a stake worth

playing for. He wished to add

a hundred gold pieces a game,

but what was money when the

fate of Colonel Etienne Gerard

hung upon the cards ? I felt as

though all those who had reason

to be interested in the game :

my mother, my hussars, the Sixth

Corps d'Armee, Ney, Massena,

even the Emperor himself, were

forming a ring round us in that

desolate valley. Heavens, what

a blow to one and all of them

should the cards go against me !

But I was confident, for my

ecarte play was as famc^> as my

swordsmanship, and save old

Bouvet of the Hussars of

Bercheny, who won seventy-six

out of one hundred and fifty

games off me, I have always had

the best of a series.

The first game I won right off, though I

must confess that the cards were with me,

and that my adversary could have done no

more. In the second, I never played better

and saved a trick by a finesse, but the Bart

voled me once, marked the king, and ran out

in the second hand. My faith, we were so
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excited that he laid his helmet down beside

him and I my busby.

"I'll lay my roan mare against your black

horse," said he.

" Done ! " said I.

" Sword against sword."

" Done ! " said I.

" Saddle, bridle, and stirrups ! " he cried.

" Done ! " I shouted.

I had caught this spirit of sport from him.

I would have laid my hussars against his

dragoons had they been ours to pledge.

And then began the game of games. Oh,

he played, this Englishmanâ��he played in a

way that was worthy of such a stake. But I,

my friends, I was superb ! Of the five which

I had to make to win, I gained three on the

first hand. The Bart bit his moustache and

drummed his hands, while I already felt

myself at the head of my dear little rascals.

On the second, I turned the king, but lost

two tricksâ��and my score was four to his two.

When I saw my next hand I could not but

give a cry of delight. " If I cannot

gain my freedom on this," thought I,

" I deserve to remain for ever in

chains."

Give me the cards, landlord, and I

will lay them out on the table for you.

Here was my hand : knave and ace

of clubs, queen and knave of

diamonds, and king of hearts.

Clubs were trumps, mark you,

and I had but one point between !

me and freedom. As you may

think, I declined his proposal.

He knew that it was the crisis,

and he undid his tunic. I threw

my dolman on the ground. He

led the ten of spades. I took it

with my ace of trumps. One

point in my favour. The correct

play was to clear the trumps,

and I led the knave. Down

came the queen upon it, and the

game was equal. He led the

eight of spades, and I could only

discard my queen of diamonds.

Then came the seven of spades,

and the hair stood straight up

on my head. We each threw

down a king at the final. He had won two

points, and my beautiful hand had been

mastered by his inferior one. I could have

rolled on the ground as I thought of it. They

used to play very good ecarte at Watier's in

the year '10. I say itâ��I, Brigadier Gerard.

The last game was now four all. This

next hand must settle it one way or the other.

He undid his sash, and I put away my sword-

belt. He was cool, this Englishman, and

I tried to be so also, but the perspiration

would trickle into my eyes. The deal lay

with him, and I may confess to you, my

friends, that my hands shook so that I could

hardly pick my cards from the rock. But

when I raised them, what was the first thing

that my eyes rested upon. It was the king,

the king, the glorious king of trumps! My

mouth was open to declare it when the words

were frozen upon my lips by the appearance

of my comrade.

He held his cards in his hand, but his

jaw had fallen, and his eyes were staring

over my shoulder with the most dreadful

expression of consternation and surprise.

WE EACH THREW DOWN A KING.

I whisked round, and I was myself amazed

at what I saw.

Three men were standing quite close to us

â��fifteen metres at the furthest. The middle

one was of a good height, and yet not too

tallâ��about the same height, in fact, that I

am myself. He was clad in a dark uniform

with a small cocked hat, and some sort of
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white plume upon the side. But I had

little thought of his dress. It was his face,

his gaunt cheeks, his beak-like nose,

his masterful blue eyes, his thin, firm slit of

a mouth which made one feel that this was a

wonderful man, a man of a million. His

brows were tied into a knot, and he cast

such a glance at my poor Bart from under

them that one by one the cards came flutter-

ing down from his nerveless fingers. Of the

two other men, one, who had a face as brown

and hard as though it had been carved out

of old oak, wore a bright red coat, while the

other, a fine portly man with bushy side-

whiskers, was in a blue jacket with gold

facings. Some little distance behind, three

orderlies were hold:ng as many horses, and

an escort of lancers was waiting in the rear.

" Heh, Crauford, what the deuce is this ? "

asked the thin

man.

"D'you hear,

sir? " cried the

man with the

red coat.

"Lord Welling-

ton wants to

know what this

means."

My poor Bart

broke into an

account of all

that had oc-

curred, but that

rock-face never

softened for an

instant.

" Pretty fine,

'pon my word,

(leneral Crau-

ford," he broke

in. "The dis-

cipline of this

force must be

maintained, sir.

Report your-

self at head-

quarters as a

prisoner."

It was dread-

ful to me to

see the Bart

mount his

horse and ride

off with hang-

ing head. I

could not en-

dure it- I threw

'Vlfc C^Rps FLUTTERED PROM HIS NERVELESS FlKfGRRS,

myself before this English General. I

pleaded with him for my friend. I told

him how I, Colonel Gerard, would witness

what a dashing young officer he was. Ah,

my eloquence might have melted the hardest

heart ; I brought tears to my own eyes, but

none to his. My voice broke, and I could

say no more.

" What weight do you put on your mules,

sir, in the French service?" he asked. Yes,

that was all this phlegmatic Englishman had

to answer to these burning words of mine.

That was his reply to what would have made

a Frenchman weep upon my shoulder.

" What weight on a mule ?" asked the

man with the red coat.

"Two hundred and ten pounds,'" said I.

"Then you load them deucedly badly,''

said Lord Wellington. " Remove the prisoner

to the rear."

His I.ancers

closed in upon

me, and Iâ��â� 

I was driven

mad, as I

thought that

the game had

been in my

hands, and

that I ought

at that moment

to be a free

man. I held

the cards up

in front of the

General.

"See, my

lord ! " I cried;

" I played for

my freedom

and I won, for,

as you per-

ceive, I hold

the king."

For the first

time a slight

smile softened

his gaunt face.

"On the

contrary," said

he, as h e

mounted his

horse, " it was

I w h o w o n,

for, as you

perceive, my

king holds

you,"
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(VIEWED BY HENRV W. LUCY.)

lord Ran-

dolph's

DIARY.

TALKING with a friend shortly

after his return from South

Africa, Lord Randolph Churchill

incidentally made reference to

" my diary," the remark leaving the impression

that he kept such a work with unfailing regu-

larity and unremitted fulness. It will be a

pity if the present generation should be de-

prived of opportunity of studying the book.

It would doubtless require severe editing,

for the diarist had not a habit of mincing

matters of opinion, whether in speech or

writing. However handled, there must remain

a valuable and picturesque record of the

inner scenes of English political life, between

the years 1880 and 1892. After

that date the fell disease which

gripped the strong life of the

still young statesman had obtained

a mastery that to some extent

clouded his judgment and pain-

fully obscured his lucidity.

The diary, should it

ever see the light,

will, doubtless, con-

tain a full account of

the negotiations which, in the

midsummer of 1890, led him

within a step of returning to his

seat in the Conservative Cabinet.

Lord Salisbury's Government was

at the time not doing very well.

The necessity for its being

strengthened from outside was

urgent. Once more pleading

glances were turned in the direc-

tion of Lord Hartington, with

entreaty to " come over and help

us." It was understood that,

amongst Lord Hartington's most

influential colleagues, such a step

was hotly opposed. The General

Election could not be long

delayed. At that epoch, as had

been shown in the Central Bir-

mingham episode of the previous

year, Mr. Chamberlain was not

yet disposed to merge himself

forces in the Conservative

SECRET

NEGOTIA-

TIONS.

and his

ranks. If

Lord Hartington joined the Ministry, his

party must perforce either separate from him

or finally throw in their lot with their ancient

adversaries, standing at the General Election

under the Conservative flag. If room were

made for Lord Randolph Churchill on the

Treasury Bench, the consequent accession

Vol. ix

of strength would be such that there would

be no necessity for Lord Hartington's cross-

ing the floor.

Mr. W. H. Smith, then Leader of the House,

was cordially in favour of the little scheme.

Lord Randolph, to all outward appearance,

stood aloof from the negotiations, but that

he approved them and looked confidently

forward to a happy issue appears from a

remark made early in July, 1890. At that

time an election was pending at Barrow, under

circumstances which excited unusual interest

in the political camps. Every effort was

made on both sides to secure the seat. Lord

Randolph Churchill at this time still pre-

served, from his corner seat

hind the Treasury Bench, an

attitude of benevolent neutrality

towards his former colleagues.

Except in the matter of the

Parnell Commission, he had not

made any ordered attack on their

policy. But he had never, since

he quitted the Treasury Bench,

shown himself friendly to its

remaining occupants, whilst upon

occasion he was coldly critical.

If he could be induced to go to

Barrow and speak on behalf of

the Ministerial candidate, his

appearance on the scene would

not only have immediate effect

in improving Mr. Wainwright's

chances, but would greatly

strengthen the Ministry by

showing that the chasm

between himself and his old

colleagues was bridged.

" If," said Lord Randolph,

" you see by the papers to-

morrow that I have gone

down to Barrow to speak

for Wainwright, you may bet

your boots that before three

weeks are over I will be

sitting on the Treasury

Bench."

He went to Barrow, and it was noticed

that on his return to town his attendance on

the House of Commons, hitherto fitful, for

awhile became regular. But he did not

within three weeks, or at any later time, reach

the Treasury Bench. It was believed by

those cognizant of what had been going

forward that it was Lord Salisbury who had

proved implacable. It is small wonder that,

LORD RANDOLPH CHURCHILL.
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CANDIDATE

FOR

BIRMING-

HAM.

save under the direst necessity, he should

have shirked renewing relations with the

brilliant but erratic and too peremptory

statesman who for some months had disputed

with him supremacy in his own Cabinet.

Another turning-point of Lord

Randolph's career at this in-

teresting time will doubtless be

also illumined in the pages of the

diary. In 1889, Lord Randolph,

apparently in perfect health, certainly in high

spirits, had grown weary of playing a com-

paratively obscure part in politics. He saw

in an invitation to contest Birmingham an

opportunity of emerging once more into the

front rank. In 1885 he had fought Birming-

ham and almost won the seat, though he tilted

against Mr. Bright. Now Mr. Bright was dead,

and the Conservative party in Birmingham

promptly turned to Lord Randolph. With

the assistance of the Dissentient Liberals

under the leadership of Mr. Chamberlain, the

seat might be counted on as won.

It had long been a desire near to Lord

Randolph's heart to represent a centre of

teeming political activity like Birmingham.

He believed that in this constituency he

would find warm sympathy with the

democratic Toryism of which he was the

apostle. On the 2nd of April, 1889, a depu-

tation waited upon him in Connaught Place,

conveying to him a pressing invitation to

contest the borough. To their surprise he

hesitated, promising to give an answer at the

House of Commons at five o'clock in the

afternoon. It was soon made known that

Mr. Chamberlain, instead of showing himself

ready to assist in furthering Lord Randolph's

views, had put his foot down, and threatened

open breach of alliance with the Conservative

Party if the candidature were insisted upon.

There was no occasion for the spiteful

suggestion current at the time that he was

adverse to the prospect of two kings smelling

at the Birmingham rose, preferring to Lord

Randolph Churchill the less brilliant coterie

who shared with him the representation of

the borough. His objection was based on

the sufficient, reasonable argument that the

seat belonged to his wing of the Opposition

Party, and that, upon a vacancy, it should

revert, not to Conservatives, but to Dis-

sentient Liberals.

Lord Salisbury and his colleagues found

themselves in a painfully perplexed position.

If they sided with Lord Randolph Churchill

they would mortally offend Mr. Chamberlain.

If they yielded to Mr. Chamberlain it would be

at the double risk of affronting the Conservative

Party in Birmingham, and of sacrificing Lord

Randolph Churchill. Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach was deputed to see Lord Randolph,

and succeeded in obtaining from him a

promise that if, after conference with Lord

Harrington and Mr. Chamberlain, it appeared

for the good of the party that he should be

thrown over, the victim would concur in the

arrangement.

The interview took place, and Mr. Cham-

berlain got his way. Lord Randolph, loyal to

his word, yielded to the decision, but at

what mental cost few people know. He passed

me as he came out of the room of the

Conservative Whip where withdrawal from

the candidature had been finally wrung from

him. He was so altered in personal appear-

ance that for a moment I did not know him.

Instead of his usual alert, swinging pace,

with head erect, and swiftly glancing eyes, he

walked with slow, weary tread, his head hang-

ing down and a look on his face as if tears

had been coursing down it. No one who

knew him only in public life would have

imagined him capable of such emotion.

It was a blow from which he never

recovered, though there was a recurrence

to the old ambition to represent something

other than the villadom of Paddington when,

a little more than a year before his death,

he announced his intention of standing for

bustling Bradford.

In his place in the House of

Commons, and in addressing

his constituents, Lord Ran-

dolph offered explanations of

the reasons that induced him on the eve of

Christmas, 1886, to resign his place in the

Cabinet of Lord Salisbury. It was because

his colleagues, the Secretary of State for

War and the First Lord of the Admiralty,

instead of, as he hoped, reducing their Esti-

mates, made increased demand on the revenues

of the coming year. In private conversation,

Lord Randolph filled up some details that

made the proceedings more intelligible.

Already in this month of December he

had worked out the broad scheme of his

Budget, which he was bent upon making a

popular one. The demands of the spending

departments hampered, if they did not upset,

his calculations. He strove with might and

main to induce Mr. W. H. Smith and Mr.

Stanhope to recast their Estimates. One

morning he spent two hours with Mr.

Smith, who must have had an uncommonly

hard time of it. It was all in vain. The

Ministers insisted upon satisfaction of their

full demands. Then Lord Randolph deter-

FOR-

GETTING

GOSCHEN.
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mined to play his last card. If he yielded

now, in addition to spoiling his Budget, his

position in the Cabinet would be determined.

Almost at the outset of its deliberations he

would have been beaten. He believed that

he was indispensable to the Government, and

that his threat of resignation would be

sufficient to subdue his colleagues to his

imperious will.

He sent in his resignation on the 22nd of

December. Lord Salisbury, in accordance

with his habit when in a dilemma, turned

to Lord Hartington and invited him to

"will vou come over?"

save the country by joining the Ministry.

Lord Hartington declined, and it seemed

that there would be nothing for the belated

Ministry but to make peace with Lord

Randolph on his own terms and invite

him back to the fold.

" A little less than a

week after I had written

to Lord Salisbury," Lord

Randolph told me when

chatting about the event,

" I was walking up St.

James's Street when I met

" (mentioning the

name of a lady well known

in London society). " She

was driving, but stopped

the carriage to speak to

me. She asked how things

were going on, and I said

I thought they were doing

nicely. Hartington had

refused to join them, and

whom else can they have ?

' Have you thought of

LORD

Randolph's

budget.

Mr. Goschen ?' she said, in a voice and

manner that indicated she knew more than

the simple inquiry conveyed. It all flashed

on me in a moment. I saw the game was

lost. I had forgotten Goschen."

It is to be hoped the diary,

when we see it, will supply parti-

culars of the Budget scheme on

which the young Chancellor of

the Exchequer rested high hope of increased

and permanent fame. It is certain to

have been original, was doubtless daring, and

could scarcely have failed to be democratic

in its tendencies. Authorities at the

Treasury, accustomed to deal with

financial giants like Mr. Gladstone or

Mr. Goschen, were astonished at the

ease and thoroughness with which Lord

Randolph mastered the intricate ques-

tions of national finance, and the origin-

ality of the ideas he brought to bear

upon the situation of the hour. Talk-

ing over the subject, one of the most

highly-placed authorities at the Treasury

remarked, " I do not know how far

Lord Randolph had gone in obtaining

the sanction of his colleagues in the

Cabinet for the scheme he early in

December, 1886, had adumbrated. But

I may tell you that had a Budget

planned on the contemplated lines

been introduced by a Conservative

Chancellor of the Exchequer, it would

have created a sensation equal to what

followed on Peel's proposal for the abolition

of the Corn Laws, or Dizzy's Establishment

of Household Suffrage."

One wonders whether Lord Randolph had

designed to anticipate Sir William Harcourt

in dealing with the Death

Duties. Some day we

shall know.

In his early

Parliamentary

days Lord

Randolph

Churchill had an almost

phenomenal memory. He

could repeat a whole page

of verse or prose after

having once read it over.

This being asserted at a

country house where he

was staying, and polite in-

credulity being expressed,

he offered a wager that he

would, after once reading

it over, recite a page from

any book to be selected

A MAR-

VELLOUS

MEMORY.

NEVERMORE.
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by his doubting friend. The wager was

accepted, and a volume of Gibbon's " Decline

and Fall of the Roman Empire" was taken

down from the library shelf. The volume

was opened at random. Lord Randolph

read a page, and handing the book over to

the umpire, recited every word without error

or hesitation.

Another wager was won under

A RACE

AGAINST

TIME.

quite different circumstances.

During an early Session of the

Parliament of 1880-85, Lord

Randolph was dining in company where

question arose of the time it took to pass over

Westminster Bridge. He undertook to cross

it from the Surrey side to the steps of the

Clock Tower what time Big Ben was chiming

the quarters and striking the hour of mid-

night. The bet was accepted, and one

summer night, on the stroke of twelve, a

solitary pedestrian might have been observed

speeding like the wind across Westminster

Bridge. It was the future Leader of the

House of Commons, and he won his bet.

A RACE AGAINST TIME.

" E vr Lord Randolph was a great

acquisition to the dinner-table,

amphit- 5, , â�¢ '

â�� and for some years his company

was more eagerly competed for

than any other star of the season. He was a

little uncertain, displaying a great ability of

saying nothing if the company were not

entirely to his liking. Worse still, if it was

particularly boring, or for other reason

distasteful to him, he had a way of

dropping an occasional remark that was

not conducive to serenity. He was a

great believer in the social board as

an adjunct to the political campaign,

and entertained hospitably and habitually.

When the Fourth Party was beginning to

become a power in the House of Com-

mons, the rank and file, with one, two, or,

at most, three guests from outside, frequently

dined with the Leader in Connaught Place.

He often gave little Sunday night dinners

at the Turf Club. I remember one cheery

evening when, of a party of five, Father

Healy was at his best. At the close of the

Session of 1880, the Fourth Party, aspiring to

be, at least, in this respect, on a footing

of equality with Her Majesty's Ministers,

celebrated the eve of the Prorogation by

going down to Greenwich to a whitebait

dinner.

One of Lord Randolph's dinners, which

excited much attention at the time, was

given at the Junior Carlton Club in the

course of the Session preceding his departure

for South Africa. The invitations were " to

meet the Prince of Wales," and the fact that

among the guests was Mr. Richard Power,

then the Whip of the united Parnellite Party,

was made much of in political gossip. " Here,"

it was said, " was Lord Randolph Churchill

bringing the Prince of Wales and official

Home Rulers together." Lord Randolph

was absolutely innocent of any such design.

He wanted to get together a varied circle of

cheerful people who were likely to interest

the Prince of Wales, and there were few

more attractive than " Dick " Power, one of

the most popular men in the House of

Commons. Of others present on this occa-

sion, I remember Sir William Harcourt,

Lord Morris, the present Solicitor-General,

then plain Mr. Frank Lockwood ; Mr. Louis

Jennings, and Mr. George Lewis, not at that

time knighted. Of a company that did not

exceed a dozen, three have since diedâ��Louis

Jennings, Dick Power, and now the host.

The last time I saw Lord Ran-

dolph was when he bade me

good-bye on the eve of his journey

FAREWELL

DINNER.

round the world, which ended in

the haven of a grave at Woodstock. In his

mother's house in Grosvenor Square he gave

a farewell dinner to something like a score

of old friends, a catalogue of whose names

testifies to the wideness of his personal sym-

pathies. On his right hand sat Mr. Arthur

Balfour, in old Fourth Party days a mere

private under his command, now heritor

of the position he had thrown up. On

his left sat Mr. Henry Chaplin, with whom

at one portion of his stormy career early

friendship had suffered some vicissitudes.

Next to the Cromwellian ex-Chief Secretary

for Ireland sat his successor, Mr. John

Morley, a juxtaposition which made Lord
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Randolph's eyes

twinkle with some-

thing of their

ancient merriment.

Looking round the

table, I recall

among the guests

Mr. David Plunket,

Mr. Rochfort Ma-

guire, the earliest

emissary of civiliza-

tion at the Court

of Lo Bengula ; Mr.

Labouchere, Mr.

Edward Dicey, Sir

George Lewis, Sir

Henry Calcraft, Sir

Edward Lawson,Sir

M. Hicks - Beach,

Sir Algernon

Borthwick, Mr.

Henry Arthur

Jones, the drama-

tist ; and Sir

Francis Knollys,

secretary to the

Prince of Wales.

Lord Randolph

told me he had

asked three others

whose presence,

had it been brought

about, would have

further diversified

this notable gather-

ing. They were Sir

William Harcourt,

detained at home

by a dinner engage-

ment ; Mr. Asquith, on duty at White

Lodge in anticipation of the birth of an

heir to the Duke of York ; and Mr.

Henry Irving, engaged on theatrical duties.

Lord Randolph, though somewhat excited,

was, more than usual of late, his old self.

He spoke with eager interest of his coming

journey. The two prospects that most

attracted him were the shooting of big game

in India and the opportunity of visiting

Burmahâ��" Burmah, which I annexed," he

proudly said. He had accepted a com-

mission from a Paris journal to write some

half-dozen letters, descriptive of his tour,

and intended to fill them chiefly with record

of his shooting expedition. But he did not

reach India; and Burmah never saw the

statesman who, in his brief tenure of the

India Office, had added the glow of its rubies

to the splendour of the English crown.

SWALLOWS.

It is possible that when these

a vacant lines appear in print Mr. Glad-

SEAT. stone, invigorated by his sojourn

on the Riviera, may have re-

turned, casually at least, to the familiar scene

at Westminster. Up to the present time of

writing he has not visited the House of

Commons since on the night of March in

last year he quietly walked out after

having flung down the gauntlet at the feet of

the astonished peers. It seemed on the

morrow of that day that it would be difficult,

if not impossible, for the House of Commons

to carry on its business with this command-

ing figure withdrawn. It was like taking

away the centre pillar from the roof-tree.

But it is the old story that no man, how-

ever supremely great, is indispensable. An

anonymous philosopher has written : " The

man who is curious to see how the world

could get along without him can find out by

sticking a needle into a millpond, with-

drawing it, and looking at the hole." In the

dignity of the House of Commons, its

measure of eloquence, its range of individual

influence, a great chasm yawns where Mr.

Gladstone used to sit. Nevertheless, the

House, being above all things (in spite of

some episodes to the contrary) a business

assembly, having made up its mind that Mr.

Gladstone's withdrawal from active participa-

tion in its life was inevitable and is irretriev-

able, promptly set itself to do without him.

During the present Session evi-

" MR glad- dence of a significant charac-

stone." ter has been forthcoming of

the final

and complete recog-

nition of the fact

that one who for

half a century was

a chief ornament of

the House of Com-

mons no longer

forms part of it.

A familiar and well

devised regulation

of debate in the

House is that no

member may allude

to another by sur-

name. If a Minis-

ter, he mentions him

by the style of his

office. If a private

member, he drags

in the full name

of his constituency.

Mr. Gladstone is in
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AND HON.

MEMBERS.

Parliamentary parlance " the right honourable

gentleman the member for Midlothian,'' and

should be so styled in chance reference to

him in debate. But so remote has he grown

to be in the minds of men busy night and

day at Westminster that several times they,

making chance allusion to him, have spoken

of " Mr. Gladstone." On the earliest occa-

sions of this lapse it was unobserved. As

it threatened to become habitual, recurrence

was met by cries of " Order ! order ! " and

the offending member harked back to the

more rotund style of allusion.

This is one of the forms of

NOBLE LORDS , . , . , . ,

procedure in which the House

of Lords directly differs from

the Commons. New members

of the popular Chamber visiting the Lords

have felt a momentary shock at hearing peers

referred to by name in the course of debate.

When it comes to actually naming a bishop,

the sensation is not altogether free from

taint of sacrilege. It is noted that peers

recently imported from the Commons

avoid as far as possible what they have

been trained to regard as an unparlia-

mentary practice. They talk of " the

noble lord on the Woolsack," " the noble lord

who has just spoken," "the noble marquis

below the gangway," or, " the noble lord

on the cross benches." The awkwardness

soon wears off, and they come to speak of

Lord Spencer, Lord Wemvss, Lord Cowper,

and the rest with dangerous glibness.

The necessity for this direct

reference is insuperable in the

Lords, for the sufficient reason

that there is no other means of

identifying members. In the Com-

mons it is not only convenient,

but, though it seems a small matter,

I believe there is no custom that

does more to preserve the dignity

of the House and the courtesy of

debate than that which forbids the

mention of members by name.

There is a subtle, indescribable

difference between alluding to an

adversary as " the hon. member for

North Louth" and the feelings

that might submerge the excited

mind if he were called " Mr. Healy,"

much less if it were permissible to allude to

him as " Tim." There is the same difference

between the actuality " Mr. T. Harring-

ton " and the abstraction " the hon. mem-

ber for the Harbour Division of Dublin." I

select these names simply because juxtaposi-

tion of the two gentlemen in a recent debate

on the action of the Parnellite members

vis-a-vis Home Rule, brought sharply out

possibilities under other circumstancesâ��say-

similar close neighbourhood in debate at

the Board of Guardians or in Committee

Room No. 15. It is, in given circumstances

and with heated temperament, so easy to fly

at Tim Healy or to land a counter-stroke on

the jaw of Tim Harringtonâ��of course,

I mean in the way of verbal argumentâ��

that the temptation might prove irresistible.

When, in the whitest heat of controversy,

one has to pause and mouth the stiffly

courteous reference to " the hon. and

learned member for North Louth," " the

hon. and learned member for the Harbour

Division of Dublin," not only is time

given for reflection, but there is imported

into the conversation a certain ceremonious-

ness quite incompatible with roughness of

demeanour or coarseness of speech.

When procedure in the House of Repre-

sentatives at Washington was being formed,

this spell in use in the House of Commons

was noted and attempt made to adapt it.

It was ordered that no member should be

alluded to by name, the form of reference

being "the hon. gentleman from

Kentucky," " the hon. gentleman

from Wisconsin," " the hon. gentle-

man from Illinois," and so forth.

This avoidance of the worst has

had modifying effect. But, as

occasional reports from Washing-

ton testify, it has not wholly effected

the desired purpose. When the

wind of controversy rises, the

appellation " honourable " is drop-

ped, and there are hardly any

limits to the irritating contumely

and scorn that may lurk under a

chance reference to " the gentle-

man from Kentucky," " the gentle-

man from Wisconsin," or " the

gentleman from Illinois."



In Our National Library.

By M. San-LÂ£on.

MONTAGU HOUSEâ��THE OLD BRITISH MUSEUM.

Take a strict view of everything

And then say this in brief:

This either is a World it self,

Or of the world is Chief.

â��Philemon Holland.

HEN, in 1754, a safe and suit-

able home was wanted for

treasures then become national

possessionsâ��the libraries of

Sir Robert Cotton and Sir

Hans Sloane, together with the

the iiiiiiiiiiuDiiiuiiiiuuiiiniiiiii

the

museum of

latter and

Harleian manu-

scripts â�� Mon-

tagu House was

bought for

^10,000. This

once famous

palace, of which

Evelyn wrote

that there was

nothing more

glorious in Eng-

land, stood, at

that time, upon

the very outskirts

of London ; in-

deed, its remote-

ness was the only

objection urged

against convert-

ing it into the

proposed British

Museum. Fields

and farmlands

stretched away

from it to Hamp-

stead Heath ;

while immediately

behind its seven

acres of beautiful

grounds and gar-

dens lay the favou-

rite duelling ren-

dezvous which

acquired such

sinister renown,

that one may read

of " the ground

behind Montagu

House " in every

quarrel of the day.

The palace, as

it was then con-

sidered, had been

built by Ralph,

first Duke of Mon-

tagu. Sent in 1669

as Ambassador Extraordinary to the Court of

Louis XIV., he returned to England with a

taste formed upon the models of Paris and

Versailles. So fixed was this influence that

when he rebuilt Montagu House, after a fire

which had destroyed the first of that name,

he employed the celebrated French architect,

Pierre Puget, and three artists of the same

nationality. Of these, Monnoyer painted the

garlands of flowers, Rousseau the landscapes,

[Old /Vial]

THE ENTRANCE TO THE OLD BRITISH MUSEUM.â��GREAT RUSSELL STREET.
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while La Fosse adorned the grand staircase

and ceilings with classical subjects at a cost

of ,Â£2,000 for his work and an allowance of

Â£500 more for his diet.

Nevertheless, as Montagu House had been

designed for private uses, it could not be

made to serve those of a public institution

without a further outlay, which brought its

total cost to the nation up to the then

respectable sum of Â£23,000. But money is

occasionally the equivalent of time ; and it

was not until January 15th, 1759, that what

Cranmer, and Isaac Casaubon. It was

also accompanied by the privilege which

the Royal Library had acquired in the

reign of Anne, of being supplied with a copy

of every publication entered at Stationers'

Hall. And while the Museum, with its

reading-room in a basement cornerâ��where

twenty chairs and one " proper wainscoat

table covered with green bays" furnished

more than sufficient accommodation for all

demandsâ��still preserved the designs of Puget

and La Fosse behind the same haughty outer

THE KING S LIBRARY IN BUCKINGHAM PALACE.

we now call the old British Museum was

thrown open " for study and inspection."

And by the time that public curiosity could

stand at gaze, like Joshua's moon, in

Bloomsbury, King George II. had richly

increased the literary stores that were to

reward it.

In 1757 the Royal Library of England

was added to those already gathered together

in the new national collection. This gift

included, among others, some printed and

priceless volumes collected by Henry VII.,

by Henry Prince of Wales, by Archbishop

walls, which effectually excluded it from every

distant view, and the massive gateway, with

its glazed cupola, its clock, and flanking

turrets, yet served to awe the inquisitive

urchins of Great Russell Street, another truly

kingly addition was made to its library.

A second royal collection, for which the

superb hall known as the King's library

was expressly built, was " presented" to

the nation by George IV. in 1823. At

almost unmeasured cost it was gathered by

George III. into that beautiful library in

Buckingham Palace, where Doctor Johnson
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THE KING'S LIBRARY, LOOKING TOWARDS THE

MANUSCRIPT ROOM.

so often found a scholar's exquisite

delight. Begun at a happy period

for collectors, when the Jesuit houses

were being dispersed and their magni-

ficent libraries sold throughout the

States of Europe, augmented from

the secularized convents of Germany,

and fed, as enthusiastic description

has it, for more than half a century

at an expenditure of little less than

^200,000â��it may well deserve to be

called the most complete library of

its extent ever collected by a single

individual. And not even a London

fog can impair its beauty in the noble

vista of the King's Library. When

the two long lines of windows are

darkened, it is lighted by electric

lamps that hang from the fine ceiling

like a row of giant pearls. The books

which are its own, and are sheltered

on glass-fronted shelves that line every

foot of solid wall all up and down

its length of three hundred feet and

thirty feet of height, the cases ranged

along its central aisle for the exhibi-

Vol. ix.â��50

tion of unique treasures from this

and many other libraries surrounding

it, the inlaid floor of polished oak

and mahoganyâ��everything is radiant

with arc or sunlight.

Even the electric button set in one

of the lower book divisions becomes

conspicuous. If it be pressed, a little

door masked with book-bindings

swings noiselessly outward. Then,

if fortune and a very busy official

favour, the visitor is conducted to an

inner library assigned to the private

use of the Keeper of the Printed Book

Department. Here, at a desk heaped

with the litter of office cares, sits Mr.

Richard Garnett, C.B., LL.D., whose

father was also Assistant-Keeper

before him. A writer of dreamy

verse and pungent prose, and the

editor of many works, Mr. Garnett is

noted both for his stores of memory

and the kindly way in which they are

ever placed at the service of less for-

tunate students.

In 1838, the north suite of lofty

rooms was added for the already

THE KEEPER OF THE PRINTED BOOK DEPARTMENT.
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THE READING ROOM OF

overflowing library. Of these the one

now used as the Music Room was

designed and used as a new reading-

room. A contemporary engraving

proudly shows its claims to the ad-

miration of its day. The chairs,

triumphantly announced to accom-

modate even a host of 170 readers,

are well filled ; at the catalogue-desk

in the far corner are other eager in-

quirers ; through the open doors, and

beyond the vestibule through which

readers had the exclusive right of

entrance from Montagu Place, may

be seen the easternmost room of the

suite, then also reserved for readers

desirous of studying manuscripts.

As these latter had to be brought

from their repository beyond the

farther end of the King's Library, let

us hope that demands for them were

infrequent.

In the year which followed the

opening of this Reading Room, 1839,

there was a public announcement to

the effect that it was " in contempla-

tion " to take down the high walj

surrounding the Museum, and also to

materially alter the front of the build-

ing. The one was to be replaced

by the light iron railing which now

incloses the place ; the other was to

THE NORTH SUITE OF SIX LIBRARIES, LOOKING FROM THE ARCHED ROOM.
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be pulled down and sold as rubbish after the

present facade of Sir Robert Smirke's design-

ing should serve to unite and dignify the

congeries of changed and new halls which

had by this time massed themselves behind

it. But it was not until ten years later, 1849,

that the old walls of Montagu House finally

disappeared in that dust which " Time hath

an art to make " of all things. And it was

the 3rd of October, 1850, when the Times

could number among the other great events

of the day this important one : "The British

Museum is finished."

Meanwhile, manuscripts were increasingly

that enormous catalogue which Sir Anthony

Panizzi jokingly declared would eventually

leave no room for itself. And when it is

considered that during the financial year

of 1893 alone 40,511 new titles of books

went to swell its bulk, the joke bids

fair to become serious. Seen from the

Arched Room, which stands at the western

extremity of a floor - line of 450ft., the

windows of this Catalogue Room contract

into one gleaming square of light. Exclusive

of Oriental literature, which forms a

separate department under the keepership

of the distinguished linguist, Professor R. K.

IN THE LARGE ROOM.

studied in the room now known as the

Catalogue Room; and printed books were

daily in growing demand by the readers who

began to crowd the Reading Room where

so many books of music are now kept that

it is called the Music Room. Though, for

the matter of that, it might just as well be

called the French Room ; for its entire gallery

is occupied by a collection of pamphlets, or

"tracts," concerning and covering the history

of the French Revolution with a priceless

completeness not to be matched in the world.

The Catalogue Room, however, has a sufficient

justification for its present name. For here

are contained the huge duplicate volumes of

Douglas, the official work of the Printed

Book Department is chiefly carried on in

these six north rooms. The staff consists of

senior and junior Assistant-Librarians and

three Assistant-Keepers. Among them are

many recognised authorities in special

fields of scholarship, and many holders

of University honours. Speaking of them

as a body, the most carping critic must

affirm of them what is true of every depart-

ment in the Museum when so considered :

that they illustrate the best traditions of

an institution no less famed for its courtesy

than by its calling.

The room adjoining the west wall of the
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IN THE IRONWORKâ��THE LONG GALLERY.

Music Room is generally known as

the Large Room, although its official

style is the North Library. As its

familiar name implies, it is much the

largest of the suite. Like all the

libraries, its walls are covered with

book-shelves, and have a continuous

gallery, communicating with the

other galleries, for access to upper

presses. Notwithstanding a quiet

and uniform decoration, its spacious

area, massive pillars, and a certain

undefinable dignity about the whole

produce an impression on one who

visits it for the first time which is

almost that of majesty.

Well lighted by numerous windows

and shaded incandescent lamps, it is

the only library shared by readers;

being for the most part reserved for

those who wish to consult volumes

too precious to be hazarded far from

careful supervision. Probably this is

why it is usually presided over by an

officialâ��Mr. VV. Younger Fletcher,

F.S.A.â��who would otherwise sit in

the private room allotted to him as

an Assistant-Keeper. Although Mr.

Fletcher has written charming and

instructive chapters on his favourite

studyâ��the rare and historic bind-

ings with which his department

aboundsâ��frequenters of the large

Room best know his innumerable

claims to the special regard in which he is

held.

Among the libraries opening on every

hand, and too numerous for a present visit,

there is one that particularly deserves

mention from its association with one of

the many names which lend lustre to this

National Library, with which they were or

are officially connected. South of the Music

Room, and also east of the large Room

from which it opens, lies the Banksian Room.

Its fine library of natural history was be-

queathed by that Sir Joseph Banks, Bart., who

was the intimate friend of Linnaeus' pupil,

Dr. Solander. Banks and Solander accom-

panied Captain Cook in his famous voyage

of 1768. Botany Bay was so called from

the wealth of botanical specimens which the

two friends gathered in it; and the point at

which they landed from it was named Cape

Solander, from the eminent Swede who was

at that time an Assistant-Librarian of the

British Museum. So world-wide are the

eddies of this sea of literature !

Swinging glass doors in the middle of its

long south wall open out from the Large

IN THE IRONWORKâ��OVER THE RECEIVING 11 WELL."
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Room into a passage which leads into what is

known as the Ironwork, here separated from

the great rotunda of the Reading Room by

another pair of these same swinging doors,

which indicate a public thoroughfare, at

least so far as readers are concerned. As

early as 1852, a great London daily had

called the once-lauded Reading Room of

that date "the Black Hole at the north-

east angle." And although this was an

extravagant expression of its crowded con-

dition and consequent want of oxygen, it

certainly justified Sir Anthony Panizzi, then

Principal-Librarian, in urging his plan upon

the Trustees. At any rate, his design, approved

by the Museum architect, was eventually

accepted and carried out. In May, 1854,

the first excavation was made; and in May,

1857, the inner quad-

rangle, 313ft. long by

235ft. wide, was

covered with the com-

pleted pile of ironwork

and masonry. Around

a central circle runs

a network of book-

presses. Some are

necessarily fixed, but

many are now of that

ingenious pattern

known as "sliding," by

which the book-storage

is practically doubled.

By the help of cleverly

utilized angles, the four

tiers of galleries imme-

diately encircling the

Reading Room are so

connected with the

three tiers of straight

galleries which include

them that the squaring

of this circle is a con-

crete demonstration of

the marvellous. The

two longer straight gal-

leries are 258ft. in

length ; the two shorter

are 184ft.; leaving a

clear interval of from

27ft. to 30ft. all round

for the lighting and

ventilation of the sur-

rounding libraries and

for guarding against the

risk of fire. An un-

questionable authority

of 1859, before the extra

sliding-presses were

introduced, estimated that if the shelves of

this ironwork (the presses of which are so

arranged that every shelf can be regulated to

three-quarters of an inch) were spaced for

the average octavo book size, they would

constitute in themselves twenty-five miles

of linear measurement; and that if they

were filled with books of average thick-

ness of paper, the leaves of these, when

placed edge to edge, would measure about

25,000 miles, or more than three times the

earth's diameter. And if these ingenious

computations were true of 1859, to what

portentous figures would such a calculation

now extend! It is more to the purpose,

however, to observe that spiral staircases, at

intervals of forty feet, give quick access to

all parts; that by a system introduced

A SECTION OF THE READING ROOM. â��LOOKING TOWARDS THE LARGR ROOM.
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in 1876, the whole Library is sub-

divided into sections, each under the

control of an attendant whose experience

and familiarity with all the presses in his

charge insure the least possible loss of time

in procuring any book ; and that this intri-

cate maze of ironwork is so open in its con-

struction that, from the glass roof over it all,

the daylight, when there is any, streams down

through floor after floor until it lights up

every " well " and passage and book-shelf of

the basement

Through one of the little doors, masked on

their inner side to resemble the continuous

wall of 90,000 books with which the Reading

Room is lined, favoured visitors are taken to

the upper gallery within;

and although the blue

and gold of the majestic

dome is dulled and al-

most obliterated now by

dust and fog, the mind

must be still duller and

the imagination more

obscured which can

look out for the first

time across that brass

rail without some quick-

ening of the breath.

Twenty-four feet above

the sound-deadened

floor, whose diameter is

140ft., the curve of the

great roof lifts, lifts, lifts,

until it overhangs a

height of 106ft. Twenty

windows, each 27ft. high

and 12ft. wide, lean

along its springing arch

to pour a flood of light

upon nearly half a thou-

sand readers at their

desks. When night or

fog blocks up the windows, arc lights shine in

the dome, and shaded incandescent lamps

light up every table and desk, with their

fittings of adjustable book-rests, ink, pens,

blotting - pads, paper - weights, and even

pen-cleaners. At every reader's feet is the

warmth of hot-water pipes. The air channels

which bring a fresh supply from a shaft 60ft.

high and 300ft. distant are of sufficient

capacity to deliver it to 500 persons at the

rate of ten cubic feet per minute and at a

regulated velocity. In summer a steam-

engine and blower force a continuous

current into the room, expelling foul air

through the lantern valves. The roof contains

two separate ana concentric air chambers,

which extend over its entire surface. The

one next the outer covering is intended to

equalize the temperature in extremes of

weather; and the inner one to carry off,

through special apertures, the vitiated air of

the room. And all these things are absolutely

free to the needs of any nationality, religion,

or colour.

Moving quietly but quickly about in every

direction are attendants, whose politeness,

intelligence, helpfulness are unsurpassed by

those of any institution, and equalled by

few, the world over. In the midst of all,

controlling everything from his elevated desk

in the centre, sits the Superintendent of

the room, Mr. G. K. Fortescue, Assistant-

Keeper of the printed

books. No one who

has sought the Reading

Room for serious study,

or applied to its Superin-

tendent for serious as-

sistance, will need to be

told what are his truly

remarkable qualifica-

tions for a post which

constitutes an unremit-

ting and unsparing test

of special fitness even

more than of special

training. Mr. Fortes-

cue's " Subject Index "

is a godsend to many a

bewildered seeker. But

although its ponderous

volumes offer a queer

commentary upon pri-

vate recreation, they

may safely be said to

but partially index the

subjects upon which

their compiler is con-

sulted. The period and

people of the French Revolution are known

to be peculiarly his own ; yet many a remote

study daily owes its successful pursuit to a

breadth of reading which is only less liberal

than its use.

But the great dome, whose diameter is only

two feet less than the Roman Pantheon, and

exceeds that of the Cathedral of St. Peter by

one foot, must be looked its last on for the

day. It is wonderful to think how lightly its

4,200 tons of material weight soar away up

from the twenty iron piers which support it.

But it is more impressive to conjure up a

vision of its solemn suggestion of vastness

when night, or Sunday, or early morning

hushes its last whisper into absolute still-

THE -SUPERINTENDENT OF THE READING ROOM.
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ness; and when not so much as a human

shadow may move across its misty void.

As it is, the little door swings noiselessly

back into place and shuts out the subdued

murmur inseparable from such a hive of

individuals and pursuits. The visitor de-

scends two of the spiral stairways, passes

along another section of the circular iron

gallery on the ground-floor, and is shown out

through a door which opens only to pass-keys.

reference-works with which readers supply

themselves from its lower presses â�� such

a reading-room is surely a portent of new

forces that must be reckoned with in the

twentieth century.

These are things for any sober intel-

ligence to ponder, after even a superficial

and half-complete survey of but one depart-

ment in a museum of departments. It may

also be suspected that the supreme official of
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THE READING ROOMâ��A MISTY MORNING BEFORE WORK BEGINS.

Opposite to it is a similar door, leading into the

same circle in reverse. Between them runs

a passage of some thirty feet, which at this

inner end opens by swinging doors into

the Reading Room, and at the outer end

opens by two other glass doors into the

great entrance-hall. Her-e two attendants

scrutinize all claims to admission ; and

when these are passed, in exit, one has

also passed from among many things which

affect the imagination as Pinuer. A reading-

room that cannot satisfy the demands for its

458 seatsâ��around which two millions of

books are being steadily augmented at an

annual rate of over fifty thousandâ��which

has a daily average of six hundred and

fifty readers, to whom it supplies 1,402,815

books in the course of but one year alone,

to say nothing of all those thousands of

them all finds a good deal more than this to

make him ponder. The administration of

such multitudinous, vital, perhaps often con-

flicting interests, can make up no light sum

of daily cares. Yet, looking to the way in

which the office of Principal Librarian is at

present filled by one among the greatest, if

not indeed the greatest, of living pateo-

graphersâ��Mr. E. Maunde Thompson, C.B.,

D.C.L., LL.D.â��the tranquil title reads less

like a satire and more like a description.

But the "closing hour" strikes. The

great gates clang to behind the last lingering

visitor to our National Library.

The writer, from whose photographs this article is chiefly

illustrated, feels that some public acknowledgment is due to

the special kindness, even more than to the special permission,

of the Library officials, which has alone made it possible to

present readers of The Strand with views otherwise quite

unattainable.



Electrocution.

A Scotch Adventure.

By Paul Cray.

AST summer I was stewing

away in the office and wonder-

ing what crime Iâ��or my re-

presentative in some former

stateâ��had committed to be

doomed to such a life, when

one morning I received a note from my old

friend, Tommy Cameron, of Clinton. He

begged me to come and stay with him for a

month ; " the shooting is excellent," he said.

I will not bore you with details. After a deal

of trouble I arranged it with the chief, and

alighted at D y Station at the close of a

lovely September day. Cameron met me at

the station, and after an hours drive through

most beautiful country we reached Clinton.

11 THROUGH BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY."

Here a surprise awaited me, for, in my

ignorance, I had expected to have none but

male society during my stay ; but on entering

the house two young ladies came forward to

greet us ; they were the Miss Camerons, and

kept house for their brother. He had not

mentioned them in the invite, he said, lest I

should refuse on conscientious grounds.

Well ! at dinner that evening, I found

that the company of young ladies who were

simply bubbling over with animal spirits was

charming ; much more so than the lonely

bites I had all along made out to enjoy so

at my club. I soon found myself wondering

what peculiar form of mental disease had

been upon me when I had joined the club ;

but so strangely are we constituted that at

the same time I was asking myself how I

could withstand the wiles of Beautyâ��such

as theirsâ��for a whole month, and refrain

from bringing discredit on this honourable

concern.

I got on fairly well during the first week,

as I kept with Cameron most of the time.

Whether he gave me

away or not, I cannot

say, but they seemed to

know I was shunning

them, and they tried

every dodge â�� as only

women know how â�� to

draw me out. You

may laugh, but I was

utterly helpless.

I struggled hard

against what I now con-

sider my natural self,

but it was too strong

for me. One by one all

the theories and argu-

ments that I had fed

on disappeared, melted

by the sunny eyes

of these girls ; they

would not bear inspec-

tion by their light, and

I, as if to make up for

lost time, fell to my task

of ladies' man with a zest

that would have shamed

any professional at the

game. To add to the

hopelessness of the situa-

tion, Tommy was away

for several days in the

second week, and I was entirely at their

mercy.

As I said, there were two of them, Madge

and Floss. Madge was the younger and

prettier: she represented the musical and

artistic instincts ; Floss, on the other hand,

was the manager: she had the brains of the

establishment. She was very nice, but she
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went in for such awful things ; she had some

favourite toads in the conservatory, and she

would go rambling about the country and

bring home all sorts of animals, insects, and

other unthinkable thingsâ��and cut them up !

â��imagine a girl doing that! Sometimes at

dinner she would rip out with some new and

startling information concerning the internal

arrangements of this or that animal; or she

would take us to her study, where she had

whole rows of bottled specimens, and would

point out the peculiarity of any new speci-

men, while on her work-table you might see

various organisms in a state of partial dis-

solution, and on these she would dilate

until I, not being used to it, began to feel

just a bit queer. Yes, this girl was decidedly

too clever.

The other one, as I said, was not so

heavy, and went in for art; and, as you

know, I have a little leaning in that direction

myself. It was natural, therefore, that when

she told me she was going to paint a little

river scene near the house, I should ask if I

might be of use. I obtained permission to

wait on her, and we started the picture.

Now, you must know that if a fellow

and a girl who are both a bit sweet on

things artistic get together and talk about

them, and paint, they stand a good chance

of getting sweet on each other. Well, that

is just about what happened ; the picture

didn't advance muchâ��she didn't seem to

mind, and I'm sure I didn't.

In this pleasant way the days passed

until Cameron's return, when, of course, there

were innovations. We would have a day's

fishing, and then a day at shooting, or a

long tramp over the hills ; but, to be frank, I

liked those little bits artistic much more than

fishing or shooting, and when out on the

hills would wish myself back at Madge's

side.

When out on one of these early morning

tramps we met a young fellow who Tommy

introduced as Arthur Clisby, a friend of his.

He greeted us cordially, and after a chat he

left us, promising, on being asked, to favour

us with his company at dinner that evening.

On the way home I learned a little of his

history. He was the son of a large ship-

owner of Dundee, and was the family failure ;

his chief failure, as far as I could gather,

being that he couldn't knuckle under. He

had been a student at Glasgow University,

and had promised to come off well, but his

individualityâ��which always came to the top at

the most awkward momentsâ��asserted itself.

He was reproved for being a doubter of some

Vol. ix -61,

dicta scientific, and for being too much given

to asking questions. A violent altercation en-

sued, during which he called his professor "a

musty old heap of fossilized learning." As a

result he left Glasgow, and soon after had a

quarrel with his father, and having decided that

they could not get on together, they agreed to

differâ��and part. He had come out here into

the wilds to live, and devoted his time to

abstract scientific problems, chiefly in the

electrical line.

At breakfast Madge asked me how I

liked the " Hermit." That's what they called

him.

" Oh ! he seems a very nice fellow," I

answered.

" Yes, he is a nice old boy, but he is so

very quiet."

Then we fell to chatting of him, and.

Floss joined in and discussed him, his merits

and demerits, just as though he were one of

her bottled specimens. Then we talked of

other things, and Madge said that she hoped

to finish her picture that day if I refrained

from helping. But I was determined that

she shouldn't work too hard, and it remained

unfinished.

Dinner-time came, and with it our guest,

but instead of the jolly good fellow of the

morning, he was now quiet, oppressively so :

never speaking unless directly addressed, and

only then answering with a few quiet, direct

words. I never saw a more remarkable change

in a man.

We spent an evening as pleasantly as was

compatible with the damping influence of his

silence, and as he left he pressed me to come

and see his place at some early opportunity.

" Come in the evening," he said, " as then the

lights will be running."

A few days after, having nothing par-

ticular in view, I determined to avail myself

of his invitation, and set off in,the direction

of the " Hermitage." The path for the whole

distance lay by the side of the stream, that

fell in a beautiful cascade into the lake in

Cameron's grounds. I had not far to go,

and had almost reached the place, when I

was much startled by a piece of rockâ��as big

as a footballâ��which, falling from the top of

an almost perpendicular bank twenty feet

above me, alighted almost at my feet.

Keeping my eyes open to guard against

a possible repetition, I went on, and on

turning a slight bend I saw our friend, the

hermit, standing with folded arms on some

high ground close by. As soon as he saw me

he came eagerly forward, taking off his hat

with quite a French flourish.
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"It's rather strange,'' he said, "but I was

half expecting you would come to-night." I

made no answer to this, and he continued :

" I came out here to see the sunset. I

come here every night for a time : it has a

soothing effect after the excitement of the

laboratory."

We stood

there for a time,

watching

the sun as

it dropped

" WE STOOD THKRK FOR A TIME.

behind the distant hills, and the sky as

it turned from yellow to orange and from

orange to red; then it went grey and the

light died out. The house was an un-

pretentious concern, but was eloquent of

the individuality of its master. The top

floor had been turned into one large room,

and this he used as a laboratory; it was

a literal armoury of scientific apparatus;

splendid electrical and chemical apparatus

filled the shelves and tables, and in the

centre on a raised platform stood a large

astronomical telescope ; while electric glow-

lamps with frosted bulbs threw a soft light all

around.

He told me the names and the use of

the numerous beautiful instruments, and

talked of the progress he had made in

certain experiments. Here this otherwise

somewhat eccentric man was at his best, and

$s we sat there talkingâ��he with faoe flushed,

his eyes sparkling, and his tongue speaking

with an eloquence born of enthusiasm, I

more than once thought that if Madge could

see him thus, she would not then say, " He is

so very quiet." All men are the same; we

cannot hope to shine in everything, and before

we judge a man we should see

him in his natural environment, or

probably he will appear to us

awkward, or even stupid.

After a time the talk

veered round to electrical

executions, and he

said :â��

" You may re-

member, perhaps,

the first man they

executed in this

way in New York

State, and what a

fearful hash they

made of it ? I was

there and saw it

all: it was simply

awful. Revolting!

The doctors, bah!

they're fools. They

thought they un-

derstood it all, and

applied the death

current at what

they considered

were the nerve cen-

tres, the top of the

head and the base

of the spine. Nerve

centres, forsooth !

â��the parts of the

whole human system that offer the greatest

resistance to the passage of a current; whereas

if they had only used their common-sense

and powers of observation, they would at

once have found that in ninety cases in every

hundred of the fatal accidents in New York

alone, the fatal shock was received through

the hands, for the hands and arms being

muscular are full of blood, and therefore

good conductors. But, no, they persisted in

their pig-headed course, and as a result

Kemmler was done to death in a horrible

manner. Immediately after witnessing this

revolting sight, I set to work to devise an

appliance that would administer the death

penalty with the minimum amount of torture,

both bodily and mental, to the criminal.

There is no doubt that before Kemmler

was bungled out of existence he suffered

far more torture mentally than bodilyâ��the

months of suspense and all the fears that
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ignorance could conjure up had made him

as a maniac.

" I have worked at this scheme for a

year, and am now only awaiting the carry-

ing out of certain legal formalities before

submitting my plans to the authorities. We

will now take a look at the apparatus itself."

We left the house, and he led the way

across the open until we stopped at a door.

He entered, and after groping for a moment

found the switch, and immediately the place

was full of light. At this moment I was

conscious of an irritating sensation in my

throat. I coughed: he noticed it, laughed,

and said :â��

" It's the gas from the batteries you can

feelâ��this is the battery-room ; these cells

are now running the lights in the house and

those here. Accumulators are a great con-

venience, as they make night labour un

necessary."

I noticed that this room was partly cut

out from the rock and partly built, as were

the others that I afterwards saw.

Passing through a passage w-e entered a

larger room.

"This is the turbine-house," said he.

" There are sluices running from here to the

stream a hundred

yards away, and

when it has done

its work, the water

leaves by two

tunnels beneath the

floor and joins the

main stream lower

down. This is the

dynamo specially

designed for execu-

tion purposes." And

he pointed to a

piece of apparatus

that resembled

somewhat a large,

slender wheel, with

numerous fine

spokes. " See, I will

set the thing run-

ning, and let you

see it working." He

unscrewed the

valves,thegovernors

began to spin and

the dynamo to hum,

so quickly did it

run. " Not much

noise, is there ?"

was his next re-

mark, " and there is

two hundred horse-power latent in this ap-

paratus. Let us now examine the lethal

chamber and the seat of justice."

He opened a door and brought into

view a small room in which stood a remark-

able piece of furniture. He was about to

enter when he stopped suddenly. " Half a

moment, though ; I must slacken those valves

a bit," he said, and stepped over to the

turbines. I entered and began curiously to

examine his invention ; next moment there

w-as a sharp click, and, turning, I found the

door closed on me.

A moment more and I was clutching

wildly at my throat, and fell to the groundâ��

choking. I didn't choke, however, for, some

time afterwards,I became conscious, and when

I had collected my scattered wits I found

myself seated in his horrible chairâ��strapped

in. " This is a little joke of his," I thought;

"but this confounded chair is not at all com-

fortable."

I tried to free myself, but I was firmly

held, my hands were each fixed in a kind of

vice, leather outside and metal within, as I

could tell by the feel. These things were

hollow, and like large mittens, and within

them and inclosing my hands was some

liquid â�� mercury I

dis-

legs

and body were

fastened by straps,

and my arms were

inclosed in a kind

of tube at each side

of the chair. As

I took in these

details the door

opened, and Clisby

appeared.

" Ha ! ha ! my

fine bird, you're

caged at last, are

you ? "

"Don't stand

fooling there,"

I muttered ;

" your infernal

chair is break-

ing my back.'

" Oh ! is it ?

We'll soon alter

that."

He stepped

to my side, but

instead of re-

leasing me he

simply loosened,

afterwards

covered. My

" CLUTCHING WILDLY AT MY THROAT."
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the straps at my back. This was too much

for me ; I yelled at him that unless he freed

me instantly, I would simply smash him

when I did get free.

Nice way to treat a guest, wasn't it ?

For answer he laughed, shrugged his

shoulders, and said : "When you have finished

your abuse, I will favour you with my inten-

tions"â��and continuing:"You fancy I am your

friend, don't you?-1 am not. I am your enemy.

I hate you. You thought to win Madge

Cameron from me, and so far you have

succeeded. I have seen you, have watched

you, when you and her were out on the

pretence of painting. Perhaps you did not

kndw I loved her, but all the same you tried

to win her, and I hate you for it. I am glad

I didn't hurt you with that piece of rock, as

now I shall be able to see how you can die.

I might have killed you a while ago, before I

turned on the oxygen and you revived ; I had

my hand on the switch, but, no, I let you

revive to tell you this, to

torture you the more, for

have not you stolen my

Madge's love from me?

Oh ! how I hate you !

Oh! Madge! Madge!"

he cried, " Oh! why will

you not love me ? "

He then commenced

muttering and cursing me

under his breath, and

walked round me, after

which he came and stood

at my feet, folded his

arms, and stared at me.

" Do you think I am

going to be an outcast

from society for noth-

ing ?" he hissed. "Think

you I have spent a whole

year in making this thing

for nothing ? No ! no I

I will be revenged on

someone, and why not on

you ? Besides, I hate

you, for what have you

done ? I have waited

long for a subject, but

at last I can operate, and

on you. No ! no ! I don

things for nothing, not I."

With a horrible chuckle he left

me. Again I struggled fiercely to

free myself; but, no, those horrible

mittens held me. After a while he

returned.

" YÂ°'i have just half an hour to

live : it is half-past eleven now ; on the stroke

of twelve I complete the circuit and you will

fizzle up."

Again he left me, a prey to horrible

thoughts. Was there no way of escape ?

Would no one come in time ? And the

time passed on. The best of us don't care

to die before our time, and I had not been

any of the bestâ��and what a horrible death I

had to die ! More than this, I loved Madge

â��I wanted to live for her, and this madman

would make me die for her. The time was

almost up, and Clisby returned. He was all

smiles; he asked me if I had any wish he

might carry out for me. I shook my head.

He offered me brandy, and I gulped it down,

and more, and I drank that also. Then he

began to mutter and laugh to himself until

he worked himself up into a frenzy, and

danced and raved round me like a fury.

" One minute more," he yelled, " and I

send you to Jericho."

invent

A DRFAPFUI. SCREAM BROKE FROM HIS LIP*,"
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He walked towards the switchâ��to kill

meâ��and I sat there looking at him. I could

not remove my eyes, I was fascinated. And

then I sawâ��I saw his feet catch in the wires

that led from the switch to my hands, and he

fell. As he did so he clutched at the air, and

both his hands came down on the switch

contacts. A dreadful scream broke from his

lips, and he bounded up quite six feet in the

air, and then fell backwards right into the

middle of a large flat distribution table.

Then I saw a quick succession of blue flashes,

and a thin column of

steam ascended to the

roof. Immediately m^^^A

after this the Sand

came off the dynamo

pulley and the hum-

ming ceased.

By this time the

brandy began to act,

but in a remarkable

way: my head and

body felt as though

they were on fire, but

my brain was perfectly

clear. I looked again

at the corpse on the

table. See! it was

moving. After the

cessation of the cur-

rent, reaction had set in

corpse continued to contract

until it looked like a bundle

of singed rags ; it shivered for a moment,

and then the arms, followed by the legs,

shot out straight, and the body stiffened in

this position.

A grating sound drew my eyes in the

direction of the turbines. Something was

wrong evidently, for the offside bearinw

of them was literally red-hot; the governor

was wrecked, and the wheel was racing away

and increasing in speed every moment. It

was not long before something happened.

There was a loud snap and then a crash, and

I saw the steel casing ripped up like paper,

and the water came pouring into the room

thousands of gallons per minute. Of what

avail was Clisby's death and my escape if I

was to be drowned like a rat in a trap ?

Slowly the water rose until, when it was

about six feet deep, the lights went out. I

was floating about in the chair, but I was

anchored to the switchboard by the wires.

The water continued to rise, though very

slowly, as it had to fill all the other rooms

and passages. Beneath me I could still

hear the undamaged turbine thrashing away,

and I rose until my head, or rather the top

of the chair, was scraping the roof, when

suddenly I felt that I was falling, and I was

carried rapidly towards the door.

The wires held for a moment, but the

jerk snapped them, and I sailed along the

passage, through the battery-room, and out

into the open, where, after being whirled

round a few times, I was left high and dry

till the morning. The weight of the water

had burst open the outer door, hence my

sudden exit. I was rescued

from my unpleasant position

by Cameron himself, who had

â�  i come to look for me. We

found poor, mad Clisby quite

close to where he had died

BEING WHIRLED ROUND.

tangled up in some wire, and the same

ghastly smile was on his face.

No one but Cameron ever knew what

had really happened on that awful night. We

told the girls that an accident had happened,

and that the Hermit was dead.

When I look back on the concentrated

horror of those long hours, I marvel that I

kept my reason. For a week I lost the

proper use of my limbs owing to my cramped-

up state when in that chair of his, but

before I left Clinton, Madge and I found

time to finish our picture, and to arrange a

little matter that is to come off in the

summer.



Elephant Catching.

By D. H. Wise.

| HE scene of the following

description of elephant catch-

ing is Perak (pronounced

Pera), a native State in the

Malay Peninsula. The spot

chosen for the drive is well

suited by Nature--on the east is a steep spur

of the main range of mountains, which forms

the backbone of the peninsula and divides

Perak from Pahangâ��a sister State on the

east coast; on the west a high hill, with

steep sides running roughly parallel with the

mountains for- a distance of some eight miles,

and between them a broad valley about three

miles across, and leading at its southern

extremity to a large tract of virgin forest

which stretches to the coast. Along the

centre of this valley runs a bridle - path

at a distance of a mile or so from the

main range, from which, near the southern

end of the valley, abuts a steep spur to

within a short distance of the path. It is

here that the site of the inclosure, or

" kubu," as it is called in Malay, is fixed.

The elephants, a herd of fifteen, have been

in the habit of visiting this valley at intervals

for some years past, and the Malay Chief of

the District, to whom many complaints have

been made of crops destroyed and gardens

ruined, at last bestirs himself and decides

that the beasts, the destruction of which the

laws of the country forbid, shall be captured

for the mutual benefit of himself and his

people.

A council of the elders is held, and the

services of a " Pawang," or medicine man,

an indispensable appendage of every im-

portant Malay undertaking, are secured. This

worthy, an insignificant-looking person of

some years, with a restless eye and an ex-

pression full of quiet cunning, is duly admitted

to their circle, and the value of his advice

and assistance fixed, after sundry phlegmatic

attempts on both sides to get the better of

the bargain. In this the " Pawang," whose

supernatural powers command deep respect

amongst his acquaintances, is successful, and

he undertakes," as a great favour to the select

body who have availed themselves of his ser-

vices, to propitiate the spirits who haunt the

field of their future labours, for the modest

wage of twelve dollars a month. This, it

should be stated, is exclusive of the cost of

necessary feasts and functions contingent to

the undertaking, out of which he manages to

augment his monthly pittance. Nor is the

money altogether thrown away, for the

" Pawang " is a man of some experience in

elephant catching, and his knowledge of the

requirements in selecting a suitable spot for

the " kubu " is perhaps of greater value than

the mysterious qualities which inspire his

employers with such respect, and that render

the selection when made the best beyond

dispute.

The preliminaries having been arranged,

and certain incantations performed by the

" Pawang," the building of the " kubu" is

commenced. Some fifty Malays and Sakis

(the latter are an aboriginal race who inhabit

the interior of the peninsula) are employed

in collecting ratans and timber for building

the fence. These materials abound on the spot,

but to preserve intact as far as possible the

jungle and undergrowth, so as to avert all

suspicion of a trap, they are cut a little

distance from the site of the "kubu."

The inclosure, when completed, is about

three acres in extent, bounded on one side

by the steep spur already mentioned, and on

the other three by the fence, which is about

ten feet high, and built of heavy timber posts,

planted deep in the ground, and leaning

inwards, so as to give the greater resistance.

To these are lashed three large horizontal

rails, two inside and one outside the posts,

and firmly tied at intervals to the trees that

grow on the line of the fence, which is thus

strong enough to resist any charge that the

captured elephants are likely to make.

Long bamboos pointed like spears protrude

at intervals of a few inches along the line of,

the fence, which, bristling as it does with

these weapons, looks anything but an inviting

obstacle to charge. A light platform runs

round the outside, on which are built small

huts to be occupied by the watchers, whose

duty it will be to stop any attempt at escape.

This is not a matter of much difficulty, for

the elephants, even when first caught, have a

wholesome respect for a spear point, and a

sharpened stick will generally bring a charging

elephant to a standstill.

The entrance to the inclosure, which is a

track naturally followed by the elephants in

their wanderings, is about 20ft. wide, and is

closed after the animals have entered by

thrusting a couple of bars across it. One

side of this entrance is near the foot of the

hill, which is inaccessible; upon the other
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side is built a long wing or guide to lead the

elephants to the door of the likubu.'' This

guide is usually made of timber, but in the

present instance consists of a long wire

hawser, a not altogether satisfactory sub-

stitute, as will presently be seen.

Trackers are sent forward early in the morn-

ing to report the whereabouts of the herd,

and the drive commences. A line of some 300

beaters advancing through the jungle, armed

with spears and sharp bamboos, is formed.

The first move is to get the elephants to

cross the bridle-path, as once between it and

spite of several attempts to break the line,

are driven across the path, and if they can

be kept there the beaters should be able to

persuade them to reach their goal to-morrow.

As soon as the first streaks of dawn appear

. over the mountains the beaters are astir, eager

to finish their task. Snatching a few mouthfuls

of rice, which is served out along the line,

they re-arrange their forces, and the drive is

resumed. The trackers, who have already

gone forward, report that the herd is within

half a mile of the beaters, who are enjoined

to approach quietly and keep good order.

From a]

SOMF OF THE BliATKRS OUTSIDE THE " KUBU FENCE.
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the main range, the area over which opera-

tions have to be conducted is greatly reduced.

But the beaters make a fatal mistake, for,

advancing with shouts and yells, they terrify

the beasts, which stampede and rush right

back through the line, most of the men at the

point charged forgetting for a moment their

brave resolutions, and displaying an agility in

tree-climbing that would do credit to a cat.

It is too late to-day to begin the drive

afresh, and the beaters retire for the night,

resolved to profit by their lesson and make

a steadier advance on the morrow. This

time success awaits them, for after a hard

and anxious day's work the elephants, in

Along the right and centre of the line

where the ground is flat this is easily done,

but the left wing, which extends some dis-

tance up from the foot of the main range, has

more difficult country to travel over, and it is

here that a break-back is most feared. Once,

indeed, the elephants in their haste scramble

up a steep ridge and, wheeling round, rush

back upon the extreme left, but a couple of

men sent ahead observe this movement in

time, and the left wing falling back just

manages to keep them in front. An hour

later the herd is within half a mile of the

" kubu " and making straight towards it, and

the excitement of the beaters is intense.
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The scene at the " kubu " is a very different

one. Here the excitement of the men in charge

is no less, but not a sound dare they utter

, lest the elephants should turn and break back

again. Some half-dozen Malays are on a

' small platform in a tree, near the gate, over

which presides a grey-headed chief in charge

of the entrance, which is cleverly screened

with bushes. The elephants are now close

to the door, and come crashing through the

thick undergrowth, while the beaters, losing

all control over themselves at the last, rush

forward yelling like fiends. The veteran in

charge of the doorway manages, however, to

keep his little band in better order, and pre-

sently we see the head of the first elephant

(a big cow) emerge from the covert. But

this beast hesitates and stands still for a

moment, lifting her trunk in every direction,

and evidently suspecting danger. The beaters

have now closed up behind and the right wing

has lined the wire guide, and the excitement

and din increase. With a rush the leader

bolts through the doorway. " One, two,

three," counts the old chief, as the herd

passes under his hiding-place, shambling

along and almost knocking one another over

in their clumsy hasteâ��for once their leader

is inside they have no further thought of

turning backâ��until twelve have safely passed

the entrance.

But the other three which complete the

herd are behind, and it is not until the

twelfth has got well inside that the white

tusks of a large bull appear through the

bushes. Behind him is a smaller bull, also

a tusker, followed by a third beast that is

almost hidden in the thick undergrowth.

The big tusker evidently thinks his wives

have made a mistake, and, unwilling to share

their misfortune, he gives vent to a shrill

trumpet, and curling up his trunk rushes

straight at the men who line the wing on his

right. There is no resisting such a charge ;

and in a moment the wire hawser is carried

away, and these three fortunate beasts make

off at the best pace they can, leaving the

astonished beaters to regret they had not

built a fence that the elephants could have

seen, and which would have turned them,

instead of an invisible line incapable of

standing such a mighty weight. All this

takes place in a few minutes, and no sooner

are the fifteen beasts accounted for than the

door is hastily closed, the timbers firmly

lashed with ratans, and the day's \Vork is

completed.

The captured elephants, meanwhile, have
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rushed straight on until confronted by the

fence at the lower end of the " kubu," where

they wheel rapidly round, inspecting the

whole length of their prison wall.

Suddenly a big cow stops within a few

paces of the fence, and charges straight at it.

Crack ! goes the huge head against the fence,

the timbers spring and bend under the heavy

weight, but not a tie is loosened; and,

thinking it useless to repeat the experiment,

the beasts make for the centre of the "kubu,"

where they stand huddled together, and

occasionally low, guttural murmurs are heard

proceeding from their hiding-place, which in

a few days will be trampled clear.

A number of men are posted in the huts

outside the inclosure to guard against any

attempt to charge, or pull down the fence.

During the night the elephants make frequent

attempts to escape, and charge again and

again right up to the fence, only to be

driven back by the spears and torches of the

watchers, but for whose vigilance they would

probably escape.

The " Pawang " now orders a respite of

three days, during which the elephants are

given no food except what they can find in

the inclosure, and this is soon demolished.

Of water they have plenty, for a stream runs

right through the "kubu." The preliminary

work of catching, then, is over, and arrange-

ments made for removing them to the

"chelong," or stocks, where the tedious

though interesting process of taming and

educating them has yet to be performed.

The beasts must be secured by means of

heavy ropes. To effect this, one end of a

rope is made fast to a tree inside the " kubu,"

while a running noose, tied at the other end,

is laid on the ground between two trees some

15ft. apart. Between these trees, and at a/

height of 20ft. from the ground, is sus*

pended a platform, on which are stationed

a couple of men, holding in their hands

light lines attached to the noose, which

they are thus enabled to lift off the ground.

Some plantain stalks are now laid on the

ground in front of the noose, and the herd is

driven in the direction of the trap. The bait

proves only too attractive after their three

days' fast. No sooner has one of the beasts

placed a foot inside the noose, than it is

drawn up, and the elephant bolting off, tightens

the rope and is brought to a standstill. The

annoyance at finding himself inside the fence

of the " kubu " is nothing compared to the rage

of the poor brute on feeling this unaccustomed

restraint. Throwing himself forward he falls

heavily to the ground, only to rise and

Vol. ix.-52.

renew the fight, and the struggles of his

huge frame are a sight indeed as, twisting

and rolling about in all directions, he roars

with rage and tears at the rope with his

trunk, till finally he lies down exhausted and

bemoans his fate with subdued groans, which

cannot fail to arouse the sympathies of the

onlooker.

While this is going on the remainder of the

herd are kept at the far end of the stockade,

and evince but little interest in the fate of

their comrade.

The tame elephants are now brought into

the "kubu," and with their assistance the

captive is approached and the other three

legs noosed, and the ropes made fast to

trees. The forelegs of the captive, who has

now risen again, are stretched a little forward

and tied in that position to prevent him from

collecting himself for a struggle, which often

repeated might result in breaking his bonds

and possible injury to himself.

The tame elephants of Malay are not

trained to this work like those of India and

Ceylon, but they are wonderfully clever

nevertheless, and with their assistance the

wild elephant is easily approached, the men

who tie the ropes being either on the ground,

under shelter of the tame elephants, or on the

backs of the latter, in both of which positions

they can work in comparative safety.

The captive is now left for the night, and

next morning the tame elephants are again

ridden into the " kubu " and take an impor-

tant part in the operations. A heavy rope of

plaited ratan is fastened round the neck of the

captive, a second round his body, behind his

forelegs, strong rope breeching is attached to

this, and finally a rope is passed round the

base of the trunk and made fast on either

side to the collar round his neck. Tying

these ropes, especially the last, occupies some

hours, as the beast lashes out violently with

his trunk, and must be approached with

caution. He struggles whenever the ropes

touch him, but hemmed in between the tame

elephants, who appear quite to enter into the

spirit of the game, he is unable to escape,

and when at last his tormentors have suc-

ceeded and the last rope is tied, he lies

down, and every means employed to

get him on his legs proves useless.

The " Pawang" is now called upon to

exercise his wiles, and stepping forward,

spits a concoction of chewed herbs into the

beast's eyes and makes sundry passes over

the prostrate body, muttering half-whispered

incantations the while.

The result is hardly electric, for the beast
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lies still in sullen prostration ; but it is certain

that he will not remain there for ever, and

when at last he sees fit to rise the credit of

persuading him to do so is attributed to the

mysterious powers of the " Pawang's " craft.

Now he must be taken to the "chelong,"

built on the bank of a river, over a mile away,

and there is no time to be lost if he is to be

lodged there to-day. A tame elephant is

harnessed to the captive, who is dragged

along by rope traces attached to the base of

his trunk, and for the first few yards, taken

by surprise, he starts off as if trained to it.

But he soon realizes the position and be-

comes restive, and, stopping short, gives vent

to an angry scream and makes off sideways

into the jungle, dragging the tame elephant

after him. The Malays in attendance seize

the leg-ropes, which have been purposely left

to drag along the ground, and give them a

few turns round the trees close by, which

effectually stops any further attempt to bolt.

It is decided to try one of the other tame

elephants, for this beast, though larger than

the captive, is wanting in pluck, and refuses

to lead its charge any farther.

As the harness is being rapidly transferred,

a commotion is heard in the jungle close by,

and one of the three beasts that escaped

from the " kubu " during the drive, and has

been in the vicinity ever since, comes crash-

ing through the jungle, and a general panic

ensues. Most of the Malays bolt, the tame

elephants become unmanageable, and the

captive makes several vain attempts to break

away. It is a critical moment, and but for

the presence of mind of two or three Malays,

who show a bold front, and after some

manoeuvring succeed in driving the tusker off,

there would certainly be trouble. He returns

once or twice, only to be driven off again,

and finally, thinking it best to run no further

risk of meeting with a similar fate, he leaves

his late companion alone, and retires into the

forest, much to everyone's relief.

Order is restored, and the captive, harnessed

to his new leader, starts off again, the other

two tame elephants marching one on each

flank, to prevent any further attempt to leave

the path. After some resistance and one or

two falls, occasioned by the violence of his

struggles, he finds himself at the " chelong,"

which will be his lodging for the next few-

weeks.

The " chelong " consists of a heavy cross

bar on upright posts, some 15ft. high, under-

neath which are separate partitions or stalls,

and into each of these an elephant is

placed. The floor is raised a few inches

from the ground to give a dry standing place,
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and in front are two perpendicular posts,

which are opened wide apart from the top to

admit the elephant's head, and closed on to

his neck on entering, after which he can

move neither forward nor back. A beam

under his chest prevents his lying down, a

heavy bar on each flank keeps his body in

position, and leg-ropes and hobbles render

him completely helpless.

A few feet in front of the " chelong" a

small post is planted in the ground. No one

but the elephant's attendant may cross between

this and the " chelong " under penalty of a

and night, an attention that at first he resents

violently. Very often it is necessary to tie up

his trunk and his tail, for he lashes about

freely when touched, and even' the latter

appendage is capable of inflicting a severe

blow.

After a few days he becomes accustomed

to his captors, and quite appreciates the care

bestowed upon him, and the goodly supply of

bamboo and plantain stalks that are cut and

brought daily to his stall.

The poor beast's legs have, by this time,

become sore and chafed from contact with

dollar and a half to the " Pawang," who, by

means of this and sundry similar fines for

breaches of etiquette, is enabled to enrich

himself at the expense of the unwary.

The twelve elephants are each in turn

brought to the " chelong," an operation that

lasts about three weeks, and on arrival each

is placed under charge of a couple of Malays,

who feed, wash, and educate their charge,

the course of teaching varying, according to

the docility of the pupil and the attention

bestowed by his masters, from a month to

eight or ten weeks.

Every morning he is washed all over, and

rubbed and handled at all hours of the day

the hobbles and ropes, which cause him to

fidget continually, and all day long he will be

seen trying to untie the shackles from his

forelegs, moving uneasily from side to side,

and blowing earth which he picks up in his

trunk and mixes with water supplied from

his mouth over the wounds. Native medi-

cines are applied to the sores, and the

hobbles and leg-ropes shifted as far as

possible, and in a few days the wounds

heal up.

After about ten days' confinement, the

captive is taken to bathe at the river hard by.

Attached by a rope to a tame elephant, he is

mounted by a " gembala," or driver, who sits
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AN ELEPHANT WITH CALF IN THE
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has begun to know the words

of command, the services of

the tame elephants are dis-

pensed with, and he is taken

to the river by the " gem-

bala " assisted by a man on

foot, who walks backwards

in front of the elephant and

helps to guide him with a

" kwasa " and a spear.

The work of breaking him

in being finished, the ele-

phant is taken to his master's

village and there petted and

made much of until he be-

comes quite tame, but he is

not expected to do hard work

for a year, when he is sent to

somedistant tin mine to carry

rice and provisions to the

miners, and bring back his

burden of the hard-earned

metal to the nearest depot.

Ten years ago a large ele-

phant in Perak would fetch

as much as eight hundred or

a thousand dollars, but the

same beast can now be pur-

chased for five or six hundred,

for the advance of civilization

has brought with it such im-

proved means of transport

that there are comparatively

few places where the services

of this once useful animal are

now necessary.

on his neck and

gives him his first

lesson in the words

of command, illus-

trating their mean-

ing by a slight

pressure on the

head with his

" kwasa," a sharp

iron hook used to

guide him. Heavy

wooden posts are

planted at intervals

between the " che-

long" and the river,

and should he bolt

or prove unmanage-

able, the leg-ropes

are immediately

made fast to these

by the attendants.

As soon as the pupil
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CANON FLEMING.

Born 1830.

gSjlHE REVEREND JAMES

fiEi FLEMING, Canon Residentiary

Â«g of York, is almost too well

known to require many words of

description. In parochial affairs

generally, Canon Fleming takes more than

ordinary interest, and when, many years

ago, he left Camberwell to accept the

incumbency of St. Michael's, Chester Square,

If

on the nomination of the Duke of West-

minster, his departure was the subject of

intense regret to his people. He is still the

highly appreciated vicar of St. Michael's,

and was appointed to a Canonry of

York by the late Earl of Beaconsfield in

1876. To the natural gift of an exceptionally

musical voice, and the acquired facility of

using it to the best advantageâ��which he

owes to the instruction of no less a master

>Yym a J'hoto. by] AGE 48.

I A JJ. Dtjurwy.

than Macreadyâ��Canon Fleming adds great

power as a preacher and as a parochial

administrator. His sermons are well known

both in York and in London, and his per-

sonal influence, both in his parish and outside

it, is very great indeed.
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LORD SANDHURST.

Born 1855.

:^te]ORD SANDHURST, who only

uÂ£ k| recently succeeded Lord Harris

% as Governor of Bombay, was

j L^-e>a educated at Rugby. He served

~ as a lieutenant in the Coldstream

Guards, and was Lord-in-Waiting to Her

Majesty the Queen from 1880 to 1885. Lord

From a Photo, byl AGE 25. [La/auttlc, Dublin

Sandhurst was for some time a Progressive

member of the School Board, and held the

post of Under Secretary for War from 1892

to the time of his appointment as the new

From a Photo. t>y] AGE 33. ltiiUÂ» tt Saunderi.

Governor of Bombay, in December, 1894.

The announcement of this new honour was

received with general approval, and there is

every hope that his lordship will prove himself

From a Photo, by] present day. [Elliott & Fry.

to be as popular in the East as he has been

with us in the West.
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served in the Arctic expedition in search of

Franklin 1850-51, explored Peru and the

forests of the Eastern Andes in 1852-54,

AGE 2.

From a Miniatun by Lady Flieabtth Murray.

MR. CLEMENTS R. MARKHAM

Born 1830.

JR. CLEMENTS

1ROBERT

MARKHAM,

Â» C.B., RR.G.S.,

F. S. A.,' was

born at Stillingfleet, near

York. He received his

education at Westminster

School, and entered the

Navy in 1844. He was

appointed naval cadet in

1846, passed for a lieu-

tenant in 1850, and left the

Navy the following year.

He became a clerk in the

Board of Control in 1855,

and Assistant Secretary in

the India Office in 1867,

and was in charge of the

Geographical Department

of that Office from 1867

From a

Crayon by

Sandys.

served as geographer to the Abyssinian ex-

pedition, was present at

the storming of Magdala

in 1867-68, and was created

C.B. in 1871. Mr. Mark-

ham became President of

AGE 45.

From a rkolo. by Elliott ,( Fry.

theHakluyt Society in 1890,

and President of the Royal

Geographical Society in

1893, He is the author of

innumerable books on geo-

graphy, science, and exploration, and was

editor of the Geographical Magazine 1872-78.

1 a Wattr-Ooiour by J. Richmond.

AGE 19.

From a Crayon by Mucdonald.

to 1877, when he retired. He was secre-

tary to the Hakluyt Society from 1858 to

1889, and secretary to the Geographical

Society from 1863 to 1888. Mr. Markham

VRBSKU r DAY.

From a FKoto. by Elliott it Fry.



With Her Majesty s Mails to Ireland.

By Edward John Hart.

R.M.S. "ULSTER," OF DUBLIN.

1NDERSTAND, I am going

to take you from Holyhead to

Kingstown by the night mail,

and, with a nor'-westerly gale

blowing, you will probably

require your mackintosh. Here,

on the sea rim of Great Britain, we are

about to cross to the sister island by the

fastest and most famous local line of mail-

boats in the world ; so let's down to the pier

alongside of which is lying the Ulster, grind-

ing and straining at her hawsers with a very

human like impatience to be off. But, though

time and tide wait for no man, the mail-boat

must wait for her mails (sent per rail from

London), and to pass the time we may chat

about the company and its boats, and here-

after, if we have luck, we may get speech of

our captain.

The City of Dublin Steam Packet Com-

pany, running the mail between Holyhead

and Kingstown, is the oldest Irish mail ser-

vice in existence, dating back to the year

1833. They continued the service from the

Admiralty, and some of their first boatsâ��

notably the Leivellynâ��were old Navy boats,

and at that time they ran from Liverpool to

Howth.

The present fleet of mail-boatsâ��five in all

â��consist of the Ulster, Minister, Leinster,

Connaught, and Ireland. The first four were

built in i860, and all, with the exception of

the Leinster, which came from the yards of

Vol.

53

Samuda, of London, were constructed by

Laird, of Liverpool.

The Ulster, by which we are to travel,

may be taken as the type of the fleetâ��with

the exception of the Irelandâ��and, like the

other four vessels, is painted black, as to

the hull and funnels ; with the inside, upper

works, paddle-boxes, and boats painted

white. She is 1,400 tons (builder's measure-

ment), 350ft. in length, furnished with oscil-

lating direct engines of 750 horse-power

(nominal), indicating up to about 7,000, and

is reckoned a twenty-knot boat.

The distance from jetty to jetty is sixty-four

miles, and the contract time allowed for the

trip four hours and a quarter, with a fine of

^100 for every minute over. But the

Ire/and one November, on a speed trial,

crossed in 2 hours and 47mm., in the teeth

of a very strong easterly breeze and a very

nasty choppy sea. Under ordinary circum-

stances, the average speed in crossing is from

sixteen to seventeen knots.

Each vessel is provided with six boats,

four life-rafts, and cork jackets for everybody.

Nowadays, of course, all the mail-boats are

furnished with steam steering gear, and one

man steers the vessel in and out of harbour,

doing the work that used to be relegated to

six or eight. Formerly they had two great

steering wheels on the bridge of each ship,

and it used to be a fearful heave to get over.

One heard a regular chorus of, " All together !
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Now then, down ! All together ! Now then,

down ! " the men getting it over spoke by

spoke and standing on it. Then, when the

word " Steady ! " was given, they let go, and

the wheelâ��owing to the pressure of water

against the rudder of the ship going full

speedâ��whirled round, so that you couldn't

see the spokes, and the chains rattling out

through the waterways frightened the passen-

gers in their cabins.

There is a complete post-office on board,

furnished with desks, pigeon-holes, etc., for

every separate county. As soon as the mail-

bags come on board they are opened and

sorted on sloping tables, the ten or fifteen

sorters â�� increased to twenty just before

Christmasâ��working the whole way across.

" I've seen a Christmas mail of as many as

600 mail-sacks and forty-seven parcel-post

hampers," says the captain; "and as for

literary curiositiesâ��well, we

get our share of them, I can

assure you. The Irish harvest

hands who come over to Eng-

land for work frequently

address the covers of lettersâ��

letters containing money even

â��after this inscrutable fashion:

'To my mother in the white

cottage with the green door

at the end of the village,'

' Betty McGuire at the house

forninst the forge ' â�� these,

mind you, are actual examples.

They send loose coin in paper

envelopesâ��all sorts of live

animals, meat, cake, etc., in

cardboard boxes; and some

of the addresses the mail

hands brought up to show us

on the bridge I'll defy any-

one to make out! "

The post-office is in charge of the mail

clerk, and amongst his duties is that of seal-

ing up all the mail-sacks. In former times

the mails were in charge of a mail agent,

who was generally a retired commander, ap-

pointed by the Admiralty, and who wove his

naval uniform, had a very good time on

board, and was invested with rather peculiar

powers.

The captain was supposed to consult with

him as to the advisability or otherwise of

slowing down in a fog or a gale, or whether

in cases of fog, etc., the mails should be put

into the boats and landed. This functionary

had to enter in a gorgeous red leather pocket-

book, with "V. R." stamped on the cover,

the time of arrival of the mail train, starting

CAPTAIN KENDALL,

COMKANDBR OF K.M.S. " IRELAND.

From a Photograph,

of the boat, weather remarks, etc., and was a

relic of the days when the mails were carried

by naval vessels. Formerly most of the

officers of the boats were naval men, but

this is not now the case. The mail subsidy

is ^85,000 per annum.

But all this time we have kept the Ulster

grinding and straining at her hawsers, and as

the train has just come down with its sleepy

passengers, and its much more important

mail- bags, there is nothing further to delay

our departure.

From the deck of our trembling steamer it

looks cold, wet, and black on the pier. The

flickering gas-lights are reflected in the wet

of the sodden planks, and shine on the oil-

skins of the men, holding hand-lamps and

assisting in the preliminaries of departure

â�� and the grinding and straining of the

ship increases. The second officer comes

up to the captain and says :

"All's in, sir." The third

and last bell is rung, and

the whistle blownâ�� a long,

sonorous, re - echoing blast.

The gangways are hauled back

to the pier, the telegraph rings

the " Stand by " below to the

engineers, the chief officer

goes to the fo'c's'le head and

the second beside the quarter-

master at the wheel, and then

the captain gives the order,

" Let go ! Turn ahead ! "

"All gone, sir," comes back

the faint answer from the

darkness, and then, with one

or two sighs and hisses from

the valves, the wheels churn

up the sea and she slowly

moves ahead.

"Starboard !"

" Starboard, sir," from the second officer,

and she gains in speed and feels the star-

board helm, and we see there is a clear

course to the end of the breakwater, and the

order is given, " Full speed ahead ! "

In a minute's time the order to the helm

is " Steady ! " and she flies along for the end

of the breakwater, distinguished by a re-

volving red light, after passing which it is

" Starboard ! " again, and the course is given,

" West-nor'-west quarter north," and the

signal is given to the engine-room, " All

clear ! "

As she rounds the breakwater she takes

the first plunge -a long, shuddering lunge

into the black water which sends the pas-

sengers scuttling down below, and then, as
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she opens out Holyhead Bay and passes to

the north of the flashing white light, marking

the South Stack, she gets the full force of the

gale, which has romped and roared across

the Atlantic to measure strength, as afore-

time, with these black - painted demons of

steamers, in the hope of hindering the

Queen's Irish mails.

Away, seven miles to the north-east of us,

is the white fixed light of the Skerries, by

which pass all the Atlantic liners outward

bound from Liverpool ; and now the captain

and chief officer settle themselves comfortably

in the starboard corner of the bridge behind

the dodger or weather-cloth, knowing they

have a long three hours before them.

To them staggers a

courageous passenger,

who hazards the original

remark : " Dirty night,

captain, isn't it?"

"Whatâ��you here?"

says the captain. " Yes,

it is dirty; you'd better

go belowâ��you can't stay

here, you know."

At this moment the

Ulster takes a tremendous

plunge, and tons of green

water come over the bow,

deluging everybody; but

the staunch vessel shakes

herself free and springs

forward like a racehorse,

and then, besides our-

selves, only the chief and

the third officers, the man

at the wheel, and the

look-out man are left on

deck, though the captain

appears and re-appears at

short intervals, and

fidgets about, for he

doesn't like the look of the weather.

Presently the look-out man sings out:

" Green light on the starboard bow, sir ! "

and we find it belongs to one of the North

Wall Company's boats from Dublin, with

cattle, running before the gale. She passes

by and goes into Holyhead, the boats show-

ing each other their quarter-lights as they

pass.

We are about three-quarters of an hour out,

when a steamer's red light on the starboard

bow is reported, and from the height and

size of this and other lights, she is made

out to be an Atlantic liner steaming down

Channel, crossing our course from starboard

to port. By the rule of the road, we are the

CAPTAIN THOMSON,

COMMANDER OF R. M.S. "MUNSTER.

From a Photo, bit Stevens, Holyhead.

giving-way ship, so the order is given " Port! "

â��" Port, sir ! " and we pass under the stern

of the big fellow ; then, " Go your course ! "

and we resume our course.

After a while the " look-out" sings out,

" Green light off port bow," and as it is a

small, unsteady light, we see it is a poor

sailing ship, close-hauled under close-reefed

topsails, trying to weather the Skerries, and,

as she is the weaker, we give way again.

" Starboard ! " is the steering order given, so

as not to cross his bows and make him feel

uncomfortable ; we go round the sailing ship's

stern, and then, when she is cleared, the word

is, " Steadyâ��go your course."

We are just coming to the conclusion that

this howling waste of

waters is rather crowded

after all, and that it is

simpler to steer a bicycle

than a steamboat, when

we find that we have

reached the half-passage,

by noticing that the

quarter - masters are

changed.

Every half - hour the

boatswain comes to the

officer of the watch and

reports, " All lights burn-

ing brightly, sir â�� and

half-past nine," or what-

ever the hour may be, for

on these boats no bells

are struck at sea, as the

sound is found to be con-

fusing and may drown

that of steamers' whistles,

etc.

Suddenly, we nearly

jump out of our shoes,

for the look - out man

literally yells, " Steamer's

light right ahead! " (It must be some "tramp"

or light steam collier returning from Ireland in

ballast, running before the gale and blowing

his smoke ahead of him and downwards,

veiling his lightsâ��for at first it is but a black

spot, while the next second discovers the

three lights of a steamer.)

Instant is the order, " Port ! Hard aport

â��hard over ! "

" Hard over, sir ! " the steersman replies,

the wheel flying round the while, and we hold

our breath. She goes over to starboard, just

getting out of the way in time, and this fellow

shoots by, he himself, likely as not, un-

aware of anything being near till he sees our

lights right close beside him.
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Then some very heavy squalls accompanied

by blinding sleet come down on us in quick

succession, and wet, chilled through, with

nerves a little disordered by the recent narrow-

shave, we go below, if only to get a brief

cessation from the noise of the howling,

shrieking wind. Here we find the captain,

whom we had only missed a moment before

from the deck, holding on to a stanchion with

one hand, and with the other trying to lift a

cup of hot coffee to his mouth.

" Doesn't this remind you, captain, of a

bad November crossing we once had, when

you were second

under Old Trip?"

" That was much

worse," answers the

captain, between his

sips. " I shouldn't

have thought you

could have remem-

bered it."

" Who was ' Old

Trip' ? " somebody

inquires.

" What, never

heard of 'Old

Trip 'â��the famous

Captain Triphook ?

He was twenty-five

years in the mail

service, and when

he retired in '76, he

had never lost a

life, and had never

once been fined for

landing mails late."

" Tell us about

him, captain," say

several of the pas-

sengers.

The captain looks

half inclined to try,

takes a run up on

deck to see that

everything is going

smoothly, and then, coming down again,

commences :â��

"Well, Old Tripâ��Captain Triphookâ��was

formerly an officer of the Royal Navy. On

one occasion when he was off the coast of

Ireland in charge of a Revenue cutter â�� The

Chanceâ��he sighted a schooner in distressâ��â� 

on shore in a terrible gale. ' Who'll come

with me in a boat to help that schooner?' he

sings out to his men. ' I can't order a boat's

crew, but I'm going myself in the boat, and

I want four men to help meâ��who'll volun-

teer ?' The whole lot of them volunteered.

THE LATE CAPTAIN R. S. TRIPHOOK, R.N.,

COMMANDER OF R.M.S. "ULSTER."

"OLD TRIP" WITH HIS DOG "chance."

Front a Photo, by CraaJUid tt Co., Dublin.

' No,' he says, ' I only want four,' and four

men and the captain left for the schooner,

Trip in the meantime having given his

second in ' command instructions how to

manoeuvre the cutter. Well, gentlemen, ha

rescued that schooner's crew, and picked up

his own cutter again, and fpr this splendid

bit of work the Admiralty presented him

with a service of plate."

" Tell us some more about him," chorus

the knot of passengers, but the captain has

again disappeared to the bridge, whence he

presently returns with the smiling announce-

ment that the

weather shows signs

of moderating.

"Tell you more

about Old Trip ! I

could spin enough

yarns about him to

keep you listening

for a month. Once

during the autumn

gales, the guardship

at Kingstownâ��the

Royal George (not

the Royal George,

of course), which

had been in the

Crimean Warâ��an

old, wooden line-

of-battle ship, fitted

with auxiliary steam

â�� broke from her

regulation moorings

and drifted against

the breakwater,

where the wind

held her broadside

on. Trip came in

in the Ulster, and,

seeing the ship with

her topmasts and

yards down and

canting over, could

not make it out,

and signalled, 'Can I tow you off?'

The answer came back, ' Yes, if you can,'

so he backed in â�� a very difficult piece

of manoeuvring in cramped space when you're

unable to go ahead with one paddle and

reverse with the other, as you are in some boats

â��and towed the warship out through all the

crowd of small craft (which were moored so

as only to provide a narrow lane for the mail-

boat to come in and go out), to where she

could safely anchor. Then he went out him-

self and came in again, same as usual, to the

jetty â��as he had to do, in order to get along-
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side from the position he had left the

guardship.

" This was thought a great feat of seaman-

ship at the time.

" Triphook, you must know, was an old man

when I knew him. He had perfectly white

hair, and always wore his cap on one side of

his head, and his uniform frock-coat tightly

buttoned up. I don't think any man now

living ever saw him without his fox-terrier

Chanceâ��wherever the captain was, there

was Chance.

" I daresay a good many of you have heard

of the Stag Rock in Holyhead Harbour, the

existence of which was supposed by many

to be mythical, because, after a searching

Admiralty survey, no trace of it could be

found. This was owing to the fact, as was

afterwards ascertained, that it was a single

sugar-loaf pinnacle on which the lead would

not lodge, but dropped down the side.

" Well, one day in a dense fog the Ulster

touched on this. She was going dead slow

and touched very lightly, but hung there,

and Trip stopped her instanter. He didn't

reverse his engines or do anything, but just

waited for the tide to rise, when she lifted off

of her own accord. The divers went down

and reported that several feet of the keel were

broken away and several plates strained, and

the ship was ordered into dry dock at Liver-

pool.

" Trip stormed, and fumed, and swore that

he didn't believe any

damage was done, and

one morning he quietly

plunged over the

steamer's side; some of

the deck - hands seeing

this, thought that the

accident preying on his

mind had driven him

to suicide, and raised the

cry of ' Man over-

board !'

" The crew ran to the

starboard side where he

was last seen, and leaned

over, speculating, pitying,

commiserating, and

dangling lifebuoys and

rope-ends in the water

against the reappearance

of the hapless skipper,

when, to everyone's

astonishment, the voice

of the said hapless skip-

per was heard on the

port side, abusing every-

CAPTA1N THOMAS,
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body in antiquated but profane sea English

of a bygone day, for not holding out a rope's-

end to him. When he came on board he

triumphantly informed all and sundry that he

had dived under his ship and felt along the

keel, and that no damage was done.

" He was seventy-four years of age when he

accomplished this feat.

" Still, the fiat had gone forth that the ship

must be docked, so into dry dock she went,

when it was found that the old man was

right, and that only a little paint was

scratched off her keel.

"On another occasion an old naval shipmate

came to see him, when his was the lying-by

ship at Holyhead, and was amazed at the

sight of the six boats with the iron davits

turned inboard, and the boats resting on

chocks secured by lashings and covered with

tarpaulins.

" He had never been shipmates with iron

davits before, having only been used to the

wooden cranes on which boats were hoisted

on the old-fashioned wooden warships, and

he maintained that it would be impossible to

get these boats out in time to save the life

of a man overboard. ' Would it ?' said

Trip. ' I'll show you later on, and bet you

a dinner it can be managed.'

" The bet was made and as soon forgotten,

and the next morning the captain mounted

the paddle-box to exercise the crew at fire-

drill. ' Fire in the fo'c's'le !' he shouted,

and immediately after-

wards, as the crew were

crowding forward, ' Fire

in the ladies' cabin !'

Then he looked at his

watch, buttoned his uni-

form frock-coat close up

to his throat, and the

next moment a voice

was heard calling out,

' The captain's over-

board ! Pick him up !'

and when the startled

crew looked up the com-

mander had disappeared

from the paddle - box.

Triphook's old friend

cried out in genuine con-

sternation, ' Your cap-

tain's fallen overboard,

my men ! Save poor old

Trip, save your captain !

Oh, be quick, there's

good fellows !'

" The officers and

boats' crews needed no
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such incitement, for the old sea-dog was

greatly beloved, and they rushed to their

stations, striving to see who could first get

their boat into the water. Triphook was

hauled into a boat without ceremony, to-

gether with his dog, Chance, who had jumped

in after his master, as a matter of course, and

a rope being thrown to him, he came up the

ship's side hand over hand, and so reached

the deck, where he was overwhelmed with

the condolences and congratulations of his

old friend.

" Taking no notice of these, the old man

pulled out his watch, looked at it, and

ejaculating, ' H'm ! Four minutesâ��not so

bad ! Now yoiL'll have to stand me that

dinner !' went to his cabin to change his

clothe!?.

" While the men were absorbed in their fire-

drill, he had taken the time, stepped outside

the railing of the paddle-box, and dropped

feet foremost into the waterâ��a drop of over

thirty feetâ��singing out as he went down. A

little after this, by the smartness of one of

his boat's crews, he saved two men from an

overturned boat, as the mail-boat was leaving

the harbour, in much about the same time.

" I remember one time when the Ulster was

in mid-Channel, going half-speed in a dense,

impenetrable fog, though the wind was

blowing half a gale, some vast, mysterious

white bulk suddenly loomed up amidships.

As always in a fog, the engineers were

standing-by below, and the captain was on

the bridge. With that ready presence of

mind which never failed hini, the old man

instantly set the telegraph at ' Full speed

ahead,' and the mail-boat sprang forward

like a racehorse. It was not a moment

too soon, [for the next second a full-

rigged ship, .running before the wind,

with every stitch set, dashed past his

stern - so close as almost to graze the paint.

' Nearly had my tail that time !' said Old

Trip, looking round with his genial smile.

' If that there meteor flag of England had

been flying from the staff, she'd have torn

it!' and those who were astern at the time

afterwards said that this was a literal fact.

Had he hesitated for a second, or attempted

to reverse his engines, a frightful collision

would have resulted.

" It was a great sight to see Old Trip bring

his boat alongside. When all was fast, no

one dared to stir, as they never knew whether

he wouldn't move his engines ahead or astern

again, till he shouted ' Mail ho !' whereupon

('hance lifted up his head and gave one

short bark of satisfaction. Then the captain

on his way down from the paddle-box stopped

to pat his dog, and remark, ' Very well

brought alongside, Chance! Very well,

indeed !' and proceeded on his way, distri-

buting smiles as he went"

" And what became of this fine old fellow

after he retired in '76 ? " asks a passenger.

" He died not long afterâ��I think some-

thing under two yearsâ��his retirement; to

the last beloved and honoured by all who

had ever met or served with him."

There was silence for a moment.

" Captain," someone else inquires, " wasn't

the Connaught once in a rather strange

sort of collision ? It was a very queer fix,

wasn't it ? "

" Well, it was rather remarkable," says the

captain, smiling and looking at his watch,

" but I shall only have time to tell you about

it briefly before I must go topside.

" The Connaught was taking the Irish day

mails from Kingstown to Holyhead, during a

very thick fog, and proceeding dead slow.

About half-passage a vessel was suddenly

sighted on the port bow, close aboard, going

in the opposite direction, and before either

vessel could check the little way they had on

them, the two ships were in collision. One

of the paddle-boxes of the Cambriaâ��a cargo

boat belonging to the London and North-

western Railway Companyâ��had smashed

into and under the port paddle-box of the

Connaught. She, being the larger and higher

vessel, went partly over the sponson beams

and paddle-wheel of the other ship, breaking

it in; and thus they were locked together

with the iron and wood of the Cambria's

sponson beam forming a sort of bar in through

the Connaughfs wheel, and in such a jam

that neither vessel could move or free her-

self from the other.

" The sea was calm, so the ships lay quite

quiet beside one another, while the engineers

went into the wheels, and by working hard

with hammer and cold chisel and crowbar

for eight hours, slowly cut through all the

iron and wood of the Cambria's smashed

paddle-box and sponson beams, till at last

the ships were freed, and both proceeded

slowly to Holyheadâ��the Connaught standing

by the Cambria until safely inside the

harbour.

" And now, gentlemen, it is time to look

out for the light" : and so saying, the captain

goes up on deck, whither we follow him.

We have been three hours out from Holy-

head, and it is time for the Bailey Light, at

the end of Howth Promontory, which is like

a small Gibraltar and forms the north side
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of Dublin Bayâ��Kingstown Harbour form-

ing the southâ��to make its appearance.

Presently this is sighted, and the next to

look out for is the Kish Lightship, warning

mariners off the Kish Sandbank, which is

like the Goodwins, only that it never dries.

It is about half-past five in the morning as

we pass close to the lightship, tossing and

tumbling about in the murk of the early

dawn, and now we shape our course to

clear the Burford Bank, two and a half miles

further in.

At last we've entered Dublin Bay, and the

sea is much smoother, though the full force

of the wind is felt blowing off the low lands

on the west side of the bay, which indeed

afford no shelter from the wind. The hardy

passenger of last night here turns up, just as

we sight Kingsto vn East Pierhead light, and

now all hands are going to their stations for

entering harbour and going 'longside.

The chief officer goes to the bows, the

captain to the bridge, and as we enter, the

telegraph rings the order, "Stand by, below,"

to call the engineers to their posts.

Now the order is "Starboard !" and with

the starboard helm she makes a grand sweep

into the harbour, flying by the lighthouse and

still at full speed.

Just inside the lighthouse " Half-speed " is

commanded, immediately followed by the

steering order " Steady ! "â��and a few seconds

afterwards " Port! " At this moment the

telegraph rings to " Slow " and two seconds

after that " Stop her ! " The captain has

gone on the paddle-boxâ��and here are the

lamps, paling in the grey dawn, all along the

jetty to which we almost seem to be rushing,

till we fear that they'll never be able to stop

her in time, or keep her from dashing on to

that grim wall of rock ahead.

About fifty yards from the stopping-place

the order is " Full speed astern ! " and at the

same time ropes are hove and caught by men

on the jettyâ��and now the captain sings out,

" Hold on forrard ! " and " Stop her ! " to

the engine-room.

Now she's berthed steady alongside, and

gangways are run on board. The telegraph

rings, "That'll do, below!"â��the releasing

order to the engine-room ; the captain comes

down from the paddle-box, and the first

officer returns to the bridge from the bows to

note the time of landing the mails, the first

bag of which is landed three minutes from

passing the East Pier Lighthouse. The

passage has occupied three hours and fifty

minutes, and the entry in the log is " Nor-

west strong gale, with rain, squalls, and

heavy sea."

The ship is blowing off steam; the valves

are opened, and the steam is roaring out or

the pipes. Here we are, safely arrived in

Kingstown, and I hope you enjoyed the

crossing.

I have !
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I'-R friends always expected

that Edith Keen would marry

her old lover, Donal O'Brien.

Their astonishment, therefore,

was great when it was an-

nounced that she was engaged

to a retired West Indian of the name of

Talbot. Maximilian Talbot was over fifty

years of age, and Edith was twenty. He

hail been born in the West Indies, but his

father was an Englishman by birth. He had

amassed a great fortune before he came to

settle in England, and as he was a good-

looking man, with an aristocratic, old-world

sort of flavour about him, those who met

him in society expected that he would make

a good match. His choice, however, fell

m>on Edith, who was no one in particular,

her father being a man who had come to

grief through his speculations. Edith was

l>oor, and went very little into society, but

Talbot happened to meet her at a country-

house, and from the moment he saw her, it

was all too evident that his mind was made

up. He proposed and, to the astonishment of

lookers on, was accepted. Worldly people

said that Edith had done well for herself, but

all the saint', those who really knew her were

amazed. Ponal O'Brien had been her lover

for yearsâ��it was even hinted, although no

one was quite certain of the fact, that there

had been an engagement between them; of

course, he was poorâ��too poor to think of

matrimony, but Edith was the last girl in the

world, so her friends said, who would be

likely to sacrifice love to money.

That she did so, however, was an all too

patent fact. She married Mr. Talbot on a

certain morning towards the end of May.

She made a very interesting and beautiful

bride, and, notwithstanding the disparity in

their years, her handsome bridegroom seemed

quite worthy of her. I happened to be

present in the church when the knot was tied,

and I can truly say that I seldom saw a more

lovely face than that of the sweet, slender,

white-robed bride.

The couple went away amidst the usual

scene of rejoicing, and, busy with my ever-

increasing work, I soon forgot all the circum-

stances of the wedding.

Three months afterwards I was in my

consulting-room looking over one of my

case-books, when my servant flung open the

door and admitted a visitor. I looked up.

and was surprised to see Donal O'Brien

enter. He was a bony, red-haired fellow,

with a mixture of Scotch and Irish in his com-
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position. He was very tall, broad-shouldered,

and gaunt; his eyes had a red gleam in

them ; he had a broad, firm forehead; his

lips were closely set, and his square chin,

which was cleft in the middle, had the

determination of a bulldog about it.

I bade him welcome, drew forward a chair,

and asked what I could do for him.

He stared fixedly at me for a moment

without making any reply. I noticed then

that there was a dumb sort of misery in his

eyes. I recalled the old story about his love

affair with Edith Keen, and roused myself to

take an interest in him.

" The fact is,", he began, " I have come

here to consult you."

" Pray tell me what your symptoms are," I

answered.

O'Brien laughed harshly.

" Bless you, I'm all right," he said. " I'm

not here as a patient. You have always

taken an interest in Miss Keen, have you

not ? "

" I have known Mrs. Talbot since she was

a child," I answered.

" Yes, yes," he replied, impatiently, " but

I never think of her as the wife of another

man if I can help it. You know she was

engaged to me, do you not?"

" I did not know that there was an actual

engagement," I replied.

" Well, there was: it lasted for some

months. I don't blame her a bit. She asked

my leave to break it off. She told me, poor

girl, that she had by no means ceased to love

me, but her father, who has been, as perhaps

you know, more or less mixed up in some

shady speculations, had got into trouble.

Talbot found out that Keen was hard up and

likely to be publicly disgraced. He played

upon Edith's affections, and told her that he

would set her father straight if she married

him. On this fact being known, all her

family brought great influence to bear

upon the poor girl. Keen himself came

to see me, and begged of me not to stand

in her way. She joined her entreaties to

her father's. I was mad to yield, for I saw

all through that she was only sacrificing her-

self. She never really loved the fellow, but

like many another girl, she did not realize

what marriage with a man of Talbot's

temperament would mean."

" You speak as if you knew something

about Talbot," I said.

" So I do ; I'm coming to that part imme-

diately. I made a fatal mistake,in releasing

Edith. I love her still to distraction. Poor

girl, she has put her father straight, and tied

VoL ixâ��64.

herself for life to a cold-blooded, inhuman

monster. So much for self-sacrifice."

O'Brien jumped up as he spoke, and

began to pace the room. He was in a state

of great excitement. He clenched his hands,

and now and then violent words burst from

his lips.

" Quiet yourself, and sit down," I said,

after a pause. " You have doubtless come

to tell me all this for some specific reason.

You had better do so at once, for my time is

valuable."

I pitied the poor fellow from my heart,

but I knew that it was necessary to bring

him up to the point in the most matter-of-

fact way I could manage.

He looked at me fixedlyâ��shook himself as

if he were a great mastiff, and then sank into

the nearest chair, bending slightly forward,

and pressing his hands upon his large

knees.

"God knows I've come for a specific

reason," he said. " It is this : Edith came to

see me a week ago."

" Have they returned from their honey-

moon ? " I interrupted.

" Yes, they are staying in Surrey, near

Dorkingâ��Talbot has a bungalow there. She

managed to elude his vigilance for a day,

and came up to see me."

" That was the act of a mad woman, if

you like," I said.

" I acknowledge that it-was indiscreet; but,

God help her! how could she think of

proprieties in her terrible position ? She

wanted to ask me a question. She wanted

me to do something for her. Can you guess

what it was ? "

â�¢" No, I'm sure I can't"

"Well, I'll tell you. You know my pro-

fession. I'm an experimental scientist. In

especial I have devoted myself to zoologyâ��

and to that branch of the subject known as

ophiology. I have made several valuable

experiments with regard to the most interest-

ing snake poisons under the guidance of the

well-known Sir John Hart; our object

is to discover antidotes for these terrible

venoms. The most poisonous snakes of all

are to be found in India, and amongst these

the cobra undoubtedly takes the lead. My

most exhaustive experiments, therefore, have

been made in connection with cobra poison-

ing. I have been given special opportunities

for studying the cobra and its mode of attack

at Antwerp, and have discovered a method

by which I can distil the poison, over the

description of which I need not now waste

your time. I should like, on a future occa-
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HE STARED FIXEDLY AT ME FOR A MOMENT.

sion, to talk over the antidotes which I

consider most efficacious."

" Then you have really found out an

antidote for cobra poisoning ? " I asked, so

much interested that I could not help

interrupting the speaker.

" No ; I wish I had. To a certain extent,

antidotes have been discovered, but nothing

up to the present has been proved to be of

the slightest avail where much poison has

been allowed to enter the system. Now,

however, to return to Mrs. Talbot. I had

just come back from Antwerp on the day she

called, and had gone to report myself to Sir

John Hart. On hearing that I was out, she

asked my servant to admit her into my

laboratory, and when I rushed in presently

in a violent hurry, there she was standing by

the window.

"She turned round when she heard my step,

and came to meet me, with her face as white

as death, and her hands tightly locked to-

gether. You know the peculiar fascination

of her big, dark eyes. I never saw eyes with so

much power of speech except in the case of

a dog. They looked full at me as she came

swiftly up to my side, but for a brief moment

neither she nor I

uttered a single

word.

"'For God's

sake, what have

you come for,

Edith?' I burst

forth, at last.

' You know this

is madness,' I

continued, for I

felt so wild at the

sight of her, and

at the thought of

the barrier which

now lay between

us, that I could

scarcely control

myself. 'You

must be mad to

come here,' I said.

'I wonder you

do itâ��and why

don't you speak ?

Why are you

dumb except with

your eyes? What's

up, Edith, what's

up? For Heaven's

sake, don't tell

me that your

marriage has

turned out a failure !'

" She raised her hand with a mute gesture

for me to forbear.

" ' I have not come here to talk of my

husband,' she said, in a broken, faltering

voice. ' I have not come here in any sense

to complain of my terrible position.'

" ' Your terrible position,' I interrupted.

' Then the whole thing has been a mistake.

God knows, I ought never to have released

you, Edith.'

" ' We must not talk of this,' she answered.

' I have come to see you to-day to ask your

advice, and I can only do that if you will

put sufficient control on yourself to listen to

me quietly. My husband has a terrible

dual nature. There are two distinct phases

to his character. For days, perhaps a fort-

night at a time, he is gentle, courteous,

affectionateâ��a perfect gentleman in word and

deed â�� but at any moment, without the

slightest provocation, from no reason that

anyone can account for, 1 see another com-

pletely different side to his character. When

this phase overtakes him, he becomes not a

man but a demon. He tortures me, he

insults me ; he is cruel, very cruel. At such
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times, such misery is mine that I often fear

I cannot retain my senses.'

"' Is the man insane ? ' I asked.

" ' No,1 she answered, ' there is not a trace

of insanity about him ; at least, if one under-

stands the word in its ordinary sense. He is

cool, calculatingâ��he seldom rouses himself

to be really excited. He seems to have the

cunning and the cleverness of the Evil One.

When he enters upon this strange mood, I

can scarcely endure my life. There is no pos-

sibility of escaping from him. Oh, I can't talk

further on the matter. I have come here,

Donal, to ask you to help me. You know

how fond you are of collecting snake poisons.

You have even described to me the symptoms,

and the certain effect of cobra venom. Donal,

will you give me a bottle of this poison ?'

" ' In the name of Heaven, what for ? ' I

asked.

'"Need you ask after what I have just told

you ? I want to have the poison by me, in

order that I may take it if I find that there

is no other door of escape from my terrible

husband when he enters on his dark moods.'

" ' Folly,' I answered. ' Sorrow has driven

you mad.'

" She broke down when I said this, Dr.

Halifax, and burst into the most bitter,

terrible weeping I have ever listened to. I

stood and stared at her as speechless as if

I were a dog instead of a man. I was en-

during the worst torture which could possibly

be laid upon me. I loved her to distraction,

and yet I could do nothing for herâ��I dared

not even attempt to comfort her. When she

had got over her fit of crying, she began to

appeal to me again.

"' Do grant my request, she said. ' I

faithfully promise not to use the poison unless

the most dire necessity arises; but to feel

that I have it in my power to put an end to

my misery will strengthen my nerves. For

the sake of the old love we felt for one

another, be generous enough to grant my

request, Donal.'

" ' No, no,' I replied. ' I must save you

from yourself, at any cost.'

" I had to say this many times. She went

on her knees to me at lastâ��still I refused

her. When she found that all her entreaties

were hopeless she ceased to argue, but sat

perfectly motionless, staring out of the window.

My servant came to tell me that I was wanted

for a moment to speak to a messenger from

Sir John Hart. I was absent about three

minutes. When I came back, Edith rose

and gave me her hand.

" ' Good-bye,' she said.

" Her manner had completely altered. Her

tears were all dried. Her beautiful eyes

wore a veiled expression, and no longer gave

me a glimpse of her tortured heart. I saw

her to the door. It was a relief to see her

calm, even though I knew how forced was

her apparent serenity.

" Half an hour afterwards I went back to

my laboratory. What was my horror to see

that the small cabinet in which I kept my

specimens of snake poison had the key in it.

As a rule I keep it securely locked, but I

remembered now, when too late, that I had,

on my return from Antwerp, placed some

new bottles of very valuable specimens of

snake poison in the cupboard, and had, alas,

forgotten to remove the key.

" Had Edith discovered the fatal mistake

I had made ? I rushed to the cupboard,

opened it, and found that amongst the neat

rows of carefully labelled bottles one was

missing. There was not the least doubt

what had occurred. Edith had helped her-

self to a bottle of snake poison. This

accounted for the self-control with which

she had parted from me. It is impossible

for me to describe my sensations when I

made this discovery. After thinking for a

few moments I resolved to seek your advice.

Here I am : what is to be done ? "

" You are in a very awkward position," I

answered.

" I should think I am. Is that all you can

say?"

" Is the bottle of poison which Mrs. Talbot

has taken very deadly ? " I asked.

" Yes ; she has helped herself to cobra

poison; it would have a fatal effect imme-

diately. She has taken a bottle of what we

call ' Venom Peptone,' the most deadly part

of the venom of the cobra. Don't let's

waste time talking of it. What is to be

done to get the bottle from her ? "

Here O'Brien fixed his red-rimmed, anxious

eyes on my face.

" You are a man of many resources.

Have you nothing to suggest ?" he asked,

impatiently.

" Something must be done, certainly," I

answered.

" Yes, what ? Ought I under the circum-

stances to go and see her ? "

" Certainly not," I replied. " A man like

Talbot is certain to be consumed by jealousy.

He may or may not have heard of your old

engagement to his wife. A visit from you at

this crisis could only precipitate the mischief

we dread."

" Then you will go, Halifax ? " said O'Brien.
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SHE BEGAN TO APPEAL TO ME AGAIN.

" I don't well know how I can without

arousing suspicion."

" You must devise some subterfugeâ��you

must invent something to account for your

presence."

I thought deeply.

" I have it," I said, after a moment.

" Where do you say the Talbots live ? "

" In Surrey, close to Dorking."

" And this is Saturday afternoon," I said,

half under my breath.

" What in the world has that to do with it ? "

" A good deal, as far as I am concerned.

I have more leisure on Saturday afternoon

than on any other day of the week. The

case is an extreme one. Edith is an old

friend. All right, O'Brien, I will take the

matter up."

" God bless you, but won't you tell me

what you mean to do ? "

" I can't do that, for I don't quite

know myself. I will go down to Dorking

to-nightâ��put up at the White Horse, and go

over to the Talbots' house early to-morrow

morning to pay a visit to my old friend.''

" How can I ever thank you ? " exclaimed

O'Brien. He sprang forward and took my

hand, which he wrung violently as if it were

a pump-handle.

" I'll get that

bottle of poison

from Mrs. Talbot

before I return to

town," I answered.

" How, I cannot

say, but in some

manner the deed

will be done. Now

leave me, like a

good fellow, for I

must see one or

two patients before

1 start."

Two hours later

I found myself in

a train on my way

to Dorking. I put

up for the night at

the White Horse,

and the next morn-

ing, shortly after

breakfast, set off

to walk to the

Talbots' place,

which was beauti-

fully situated on a

rising ground not

quite two miles

out of Dorking.

The house was a long, low bungalow. It was

picturesquely made, and was surrounded by

beautifully kept gardens. The name of the

place was The Elms. As I walked up the

avenue under the shelter of a long double

row of these stately trees I saw Mrs. Talbot

standing on one of the lawns, talking to her

husband. They were a tall couple, and

made a striking effect as they stood together

with their figures silhouetted with great

distinctness against the summer sky. They

were evidently engaged in amicable conver-

sation, and Edith's silvery laughter floated

down to me as I approached them.

There was nothing in the attitude of this

pair to suggest even the most remote suspicion

of unhappiness. Remembering O'Brien's

words, however, I concluded that Talbot was

in his amiable phase, and almost regretted

that I had not an opportunity of seeing him

at his worst. Edith heard my footsteps, and

turned to see who was coming to intrude on

their Sunday peace. We had always been

good friends, and she coloured with pleasure

when she saw me. Talbot also gave me a

most courteous welcome. He was a re-

markably good-looking man. His voice was

low and somewhat languid. He had a slight

drawl, which at times almost produced
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a sense of irritation. His words were ex-

tremely well chosen, and when he addressed

his wife his manner was the perfection

of gentle and affectionate courtesy. I

noticed, however, as I watched him carefully,

an uneasy gleam flit now and then through

his cold, grey eyes. It vanished almost as

soon as it came, but I further observed that

Mrs. Talbot seemed to watch for this ex-

pression with ill-concealed anxiety. At the

present moment, all was undoubtedly sun-

shine.

" I am delighted to see you, Dr. Halifax,''

said Mrs. Talbot, " I know my husband joins

with me in bidding you welcome. Are you

not glad to see Dr. Halifax, Max ? "

" I am very pleased to welcome any friend

of vours to The Elms, my love," answered

Talbot.

" But where are you staying, and why have

you come ? " asked Edith.

" I am staying at the White Horse," I

answered. " I was rather hipped with work,

and thought a day in the country would set

me up. It enhanced the pleasure of my

intended holiday to know that Dorking was

within a short distance of your place."

" You shan't stay another hour at the

White Horse," said Mrs. Talbotâ��" you must

come here. Am I not right in asking Dr.

Halifax to be our guest, Max ?" she con-

tinued, glancing at her husband.

"Certainly," he replied. "We shall be

pleased if you will come to us, Dr. Halifax,

and remain as long as you can be spared

from London. A servant can go to the

White Horse and fetch your traps up

presently."

After a moment's reflection, I replied, with

a smile, " I shall be very glad to spend the

day with you, but as I must return to town at

a very early hour to-morrow morning, it is

not worth while sending for my belongings. It

will be more convenient for me to sleep at

the White Horse but I can stay here until

the evening with pleasure."

"That is better than nothing," replied

Edith. " Now, won't you come and let us

show you our gardensâ��we are so proud of

themâ��at least I am."

" My wife has quite a passion for the

cultivation of orchids,-' said Talbot. "Are you

fond of orchids ? "

I replied in a light spirit, and we spent the

next couple of hours in the conservatories

and out of doors wandering about on the

beautifully kept lawns.

By-and-by we went into the house to lunch.

During lunch, I could not help noticing

that Talbot drank a good deal of wine of a

rare quality and flavour. It had little apparent

effect upon himâ��it brought no added colour

to his face, nor any additional light to his

cold, dull eyes. I saw at a glance that he

was accustomed to imbibing great quantities

of the poison, for, notwithstanding his out-

ward calm, I was quite certain that wine had

a poisonous effect upon a man like him.

Instead of taking the head of her table,

Mrs. Talbot sat close to her husband, and to

my surprise, took care to fill his glass when-

ever it was empty. This she did in a very

quiet and unobtrusive mannerâ��he never

seemed to notice the action, but he invariably

drained off the full glass when it was presented

to him.

After lunch he came for a moment to my

side.

" I am the victim of a very intolerable

form of neuralgia," he said, " and am forced

to keep it at bay by various sedatives, and

also by the aid of wine, which acts on me as

a narcoticâ��you will excuse me if I go to lie

down for an hourâ��I shall hope to join you

and my wife later on in the garden."

" We'll have tea in the garden about

four o'clock," said Mrs. Talbot; " you will

find us there whenever you have concluded

your nap, Max."

He tapped her lightty on the shoulder, and

gave her an affectionate smile, which she

returned with pleased and heightened colour.

Then she asked me to accompany her into

the garden.

The moment had now arrived when I must

make the real object of my visit known. I

found it a little difficult to break the ice, and

in consequence kept silent for a time, scarcely

replying to the light and happy talk of the

pretty girl by my side. She looked so fresh

and animatedâ��so young and peacefulâ��that

I could not help sincerely hoping that O'Brien

had exaggerated matters, and that Mrs. Talbot

could never have contemplated the terrible

sin of self-destruction. Still, there was

no doubt that the bottle of venom peptone

had disappeared from O Brien's laboratory,

and no one else could have taken it.

" Forgive me for interrupting you," I said,

suddenly. " We are alone, and I must not

lose so good an opportunity. I wish to

tell you why I have really come to see you

to-day."

The moment I said this she turned pale.

Her pretty lips trembled, and she fixed her

eyes on my face with a glance which gave me

distinct pain. I avoided looking at her again,

and began to speak slowly and calmly.
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" Yesterday Donal O'Brien came to see

me.

" Ah," she answered ; " he discovered it,

then ? "

" Yes," I continued, " he discovered what

you had done. You took a bottle of very

deadly poison from his laboratory, having

first begged of him in vain to give it to you.

In his brief absence from the room, you stole

the bottleâ��forgive me if I use very plain

words."

" What does that matter ? " she answered.

She pressed her hand against her heaving

chest. " Yes, it is true," she interrupted.

" I took the bottle without his knowledge,

and I knowâ��I am glad to knowâ��that it

contains deadly poison."

" You must not keep it," I answered, in a

firm voice. " I have come to fetch it. Will

you run and get it for me now ? "

She gazed at me with a

mixture of terror and

astonishment on her face.

" Do you really mean

what you say ? " she asked.

" I undoubtedly do," I

replied.

" Then I defy you â�� I

will not give it back to

you."

"In that case " I

began.

She

hastily.

" No, don't say what you

are going to say," she ex-

claimed. " I will tell you

the truth. I have got the

poison, but I don't mean

to use it. It comforts me

to know it is in my posses-

sion, but except under the

last and most terrible ex-

tremity, I should never

dream of taking my life.

Assure Donal on this point.

Tell him, by the love I

used to have for him, to

believe that I am speaking

the truth."

I laid my hand for a mo-

ment on Mrs. Talbot's arm.

" Before we go into the

subject of your keeping that

bottle of poison or not," I

said, " I want to say a few words to you on

another matter. When I arrived here this

morning, no young wife could look happier

or more united to her husband than you did

to yours. You made O'Brien acquainted

with some strange facts. Do you mind

repeating them to me ? "

" They are true," she answered, in a low

voice. " My husband's nature has two distinct

sides. In one phase he is an angel, in the

other he is a demon. More and more, as time

goes on, the demon dominates over the angel.

Oh, my God, my God ! I can't endure the

agony much longer. When he is in his

torturing mood, he is cruel to me in the most

refined, the most awful, ways. His one

pleasure is to devise means of putting me on

the rack. I see his eyes fill with a terrible

sort of joy when he sees me shrink and

suffer. To know that I have at hand a

weapon which can deprive him at any

moment of the one interest of his life, will

enable me to bear up against the torture.

Believe me, I value my life, and will not

interrupted me

' THEN 1 DEFY YOU.

throw it away except under the most fearful

pressure."

" You are very much to be pitied," I

answered; " I need not say that I wish
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beyond words that it were in my power to

relieve you. Your husband must be a very

strange character, for even the most acute

observer could detect nothing the matter

with him in the mood in which he is to-day."

" I wish you could see him in his other

mood," she replied.

" I will endeavour to do so. I may be

able to assign causes for it, and trace so

fearful a change to a physical reason."

"Oh, he is not mad," she answered. "We

can't get out of the difficulty by that door."

" Well," I said, " I must devise some

means for seeing him when his mood changes

to the one you describe."

" He would be careful and gracious before

you."

" I should manage to see him when he is

not on his guard," I answered. " But now to

return to yourself, Mrs. Talbot. You must

let me have that bottle of poison back. What-

ever your circumstances, you have no right to

attempt self-destruction. Your life has been

given you by God; it is wicked to throw

away His gift. If you patiently wait the Divine

will and pleasure, I make not the least

doubt that your misery will be removed

in time. You were a good girl once : I

have known you since you were a child.

No life need be unendurable to those

who seek for assistance from above. I

am not a man to cant, but I believe in

Divine power. Fetch me the bottle of

poisonâ��we will throw it away together.

Don't keep this terrible temptation in your

possession another moment."

While I was speaking, Mrs. Talbot stood

with clasped hands; her face was deadly

pale, and her eyes wore a fearful look of

dumb misery.

" Think of the agony you are causing to

the man you used to love," I said, after a

pause.

She flushed crimson at these words.

"Wait for me here," she said, in a hoarse

whisper ; " I will fetch the bottle."

She ran into the house. I could not help

thinking with great anxiety of her strange

case.

Mrs. Talbot came back sooner than I ex-

pected ; she looked excited and almost wild.

" I cannot find the bottle of venom pep-

tone," she exclaimed. " I have searched

everywhereâ��it has vanished."

For a moment I thought she was deceiving

me, but a glance into her eyes told me that

she spoke the truth. -

" Are you sure ? " I said.

" Certain," she replied. She leant against

a neighbouring elm tree as she spokeâ��she

was trembling from head to foot. " I don't

understand it," she said. " I can't imagine

how anyone could have got to it. There is a

cabinet in my room with a secret drawer.

No one knows the secret of the drawer but

myself. I brought the cabinet from my own

home, and have used it since we came to

The Elms to hold the treasures which used

to belong to me when I was a happy girl.

When I stole the bottle of poison from Mr.

O'Brien, I put it immediately in the secret

drawer of my cabinet. It was there yesterday,

I know. When I opened the drawer to-day it

was empty. Oh, what is to be done ? "

" The bottle may have fallen to the back

of the drawer," I said. " Are you certain

you looked everywhere ? "

"Certainâ��positive. I looked in every

corner. The poison has vanished."

She had scarcely said these last words

before Talbot appeared walking slowly across

the lawn. Edith recovered her serenity as if

by magic. She ran off to her husband, and

asked him in quite a tender tone how he felt

now.

" Better, my dear," he replied, giving her

face a keen but very brief glance.

" I am so glad you were able to do without

the morphia," she said.

"Oh," said Talbot, smiling, "you must

not tell tales out of school, little girl; but after

all, I don't mind a medical man like Halifax

knowing. The fact is," he added, turning to

me, " my neuralgia becomes so unendurable

at times, that I am forced to resort to

morphia as a mode of relief, and have taught

these delicate little fingers"â��here he took his

wife's hand in hisâ��" to manipulate the

hypodermic syringe."

"As a medical man I must protest," I

replied. "The use of morphia is extremely bad

for you."

" In large doses, I grant, but not as I

take it," replied Talbot.

A servant now appeared carrying a tea-

tray, and our conversation drifted to in-

different matters.

I had not yet by any means accomplished

the object of my visit. The strange disappear-

ance of the venom peptone gave me a very

queer sense of uneasiness. I had no oppor-

tunity, however, of again referring to the

matter to Mrs. Talbot, and presently the hour

arrived when I must bid my host and hostess

" Good-bye " and return to the White Horse.

Just before I left, as I was standing on the

veranda with Talbot, he dropped his voice

to a low tone.
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" I have often heard of your medical skill,"

he said. " I have a great mind to call on

you some day and put my case into your

hands."

" You suffer from neuralgia, do you not ? "

I asked.

" Yes, and other matters. Can you appoint

a day and hour to see me in Harley Street ? "

" Certainly," I replied. " Can you be with

me to-morrow at twelve o'clock ? "

" As well to - morrow as any day," he

answered.

I made a note of the engagement and soon

afterwards took my leave. Talbot walked a

little way up the avenue with me. .

"To-morrow at twelve," he said, as we

parted. 'He half turned to go, hesitated, and

came back to my side. " By the way," he

said, " I should like to ask you as a medical

man a question. Did you ever hear of a

person who was bitten by a cobra recovering ?"

Knowing what I did of Mrs. Talbot and

the bottle of poison, this remark startled me.

There was a moon in the heavens, and I saw

a gleam, unsteady and uneasy, glittering in

Talbot's eyes.

" Did you ?" he asked, seeing that I

hesitated.

" I know very little of serpent poisoning,"

I said. "A man bitten by a cobra would,

I make no doubt, have a poor chance

of life."

" You see a man before you who escaped

death," he answered. " Years ago, in India,

a cobra fastened its fangs into my leg. I was

bitten severely, I was at death's door, but I

recovered. I have never been the same man

since. I recovered from the worst effects of

the poison, but my nerves were destroyed.

Good-night."

He held out his hand. I took it. It was

limp and fibrelessâ��cold as a fish.

"God help that poor girl," I could not

help muttering, as I wended my way back to

the White Horse.

I went to bed, and the thought of this ill-

assorted couple mingled with my dreams.

I was awakened from sleep quite early in

the night by hearing someone knocking

loudly at my door. I sprang up and opened

itâ��the landlord of the White Horse stood

without.

" If you please, sir," he said, " you are sent

for immediately to go to The Elmsâ��Mr.

Talbot is alarmingly ill. There's a brougham

at the door, and Mrs. Talbot begs that you

will go without a moment's delay."

" Tell the messenger that I will be down

immediately," I answered.

I hurried into my clothes, slipped a small

medicine case, without which I never travelled,

into my pocket, and stepped into the

brougham. It bore me quickly to the

bungalow. As we drove up the avenue I

saw that the house was full of lightâ��figures

were flitting here and there. When we

reached the front door, a servant ran out to

open the door of the carriage.

"My mistress wishes to see you immediately

in the morning-room," he said.

I was shown into a pretty little room,

where Edith was waiting for me. She was in

a long white dressing-gown, and her masses

of hair lay in confusion on her neck and

back. Her eyes looked wildâ��her face was

ghastly pale. She came up to me and

clasped my hand.

" Oh, what am I to do ? " she cried.

"Try to calm yourself, and tell me what is

the matter," I answered.

" I can't bear it," she exclaimed, wringing

her hands frantically. . " How can I tell you

what has happened ? "

" You must try, my dear young lady, if

you wish me to help you. You have sent for

me because your husband is very ill. Had

I not better see him ? "

"Yes, he is illâ��dying," she answered.

" I will tell you what has occurred as briefly

as I can. When my husband suffers much I

generally sleep in a room nearâ��I heard him

groaning, and went to him. I had injected

morphia into his arm as usual before I went

to bed. I thought he wanted a larger dose.

As soon as ever I appeared I knew by his

voice that he had entered into one of his

fiendish moodsâ��he called out to me in harsh

and terrible tonesâ��he said that he had dis-

covered the bottle in my cabinet, and knew

that I concealed it there for the express

purpose of taking his life. He accused me

of having injected him, not with morphia,

but with the awful cobra poison."

"The man must be off his head," I

replied.

" No, no, he has only got into the phase of

his terrible dual nature when he resembles a

demon, not a man. He says that he is certain

to die, and that I shall be arrested for his

murder. Oh, can it be true, Dr. Halifax?

Will anyone believe such a monstrous story ?

Tell me that you, at least, don't believe it! "

" Of course I don't," I replied. " But now

you must let me go to him. If he is really

poisoned in the way you describe, he must

have done it himself. The poison is a fearful-

one, and almost momentary in its effectsâ��he

must be nearly dead by now. The important
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thing is to try and save his lifeâ��this is

necessary both for your sake and his."

" One of the servants was by when he

accused me of having injected him with the

contents of that dreadful bottle," said Edith.

" Oh, why did I ever steal it from Donal ? I

am justly punished now. How am I to

endure this fearful position ? "

I saw that the poor girl was frantic with

fright and agony of mind. I also perceived

that her presence would be of no use what-

ever in the sick room.

" Stay here until I come back," I said.

" Believe me that I am your friend and will

do my utmost to save you."

I went upstairs, and a servant showed me

into the room where the sick man lay. He

was lying on his backâ��his hands and arms

were thrown outside the counterpane â�� he

was breathing quicklyâ��his eyes were wide

open. Now and then he clenched his hands,

and a slight convulsive motion ran through

his frame ; he was conscious, however. The

moment he saw me he opened his lips and

began to speak with a quick, nervous energy.

" She has had her desire," he said. " Is that

you, Halifax ? I am glad you have come. She

SHE HAS HAD HER DESIRE, HE SAID.

concealed a bottle of cobra poison in her private

cabinet for the purpose of injecting it into me.

She accomplished the fiendish act an hour

ago. I am dyingâ��so much for the loving

young wifeâ��I gave her everything that man

could, and she has tried to take my

Vol. ix.â�� 55.

life ill return. Well, I vow that she shan't

escape."

" You gravely accuse your wife cf having-

poisoned you ?" I said.

"It is a fact," he replied.

" How did she do it ? "

" She injected cobra poison instead of

morphia into my arm."

" Where did she get the poison ? "

" I told you just now that I found a small

bottle of it in her private cabinet."

" Where is the bottle ? "

When I asked this last question, a cunning,

secretive sort of look became immediately

apparent in Talbot's eyes.

"You had better ask her that question,"

he said, in a sulky tone.

" Well, keep still and let me examine you,"

I said.

I had never come across a case of snake

poisoning, and did not therefore feel as

competent to judge symptoms as I did on

most occasions ; but, looking now fixedly at

Talbot, it darted through my mind that the

state in which I found him was unlike that

which I should expect such deadly poison to

produce. I opened his eyes and looked into

the pupils â�� they

were contracted ;

the eyes were full

of a strange excite-

ment. Beads of

perspiration stood

on the man's fore-

head ; he was

evidently not only

in violent pain,

but' was also

suffering from

excitement almost

maniacal in its

intensity.

" Can you ad-

minister an anti-

dote?" asked

Talbot, in a rapid

but quavering

voice.

"I will give you

something to quiet

you," I answered.

" Now keep still."

I took his wrist

between my finger and thumbâ��there was no

depression of the heart's action. The pulses

were beating fast and full. The man's heart

was going like a sledge-hammer. Even as

I stood by him, he began to talk rapidly and

in a sort of semi-delirium.
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get you out

" I'll be even with her yet. Ha, ha, my

widozvâ��the inheritor of all my wealthâ��/'//

put a spoke in your wheel." Then he re-

covered himself and looked at me cautiously.

" I don't want any blundering, stupid servants

about the room," he said. " Can you stay

with me alone, Halifax? I wish to make a

full and clear statement of what has occurred.

Can a magistrate be summoned ? "

I replied in soothing tones, and desired the

servant to wait in the ante-room.

Snake poison or not, the man was not

dying at present. I knew of antidotes to

many poisons, but it suddenly flashed through

my mind that the only person who could

really cure Talbot was O'Brien. He had

spent many years of his life in studying this

special subject. I made up my mind to go

immediately to see him.

Desiring the servant to remain in the ante-

room, I went downstairs to where poor Edith

sat, her elbows on a table, her face covered

by her handsâ��she started up when I entered

â��her eyes looked quite wild.

" Now listen to me," I said. " You must

on no account lose your self-control. I

am convinced that I can

of this, but it is neces-

sary for you to be calm, and

to show no fear. Of course,

you are innocent. I know

you well enough to be cer-

tain that you could no more

take a man's life than you

could flyâ��but this is a deli-

cate matter, and it is

necessary for your own

sake that you should not

be too much broken

down in the presence

of the servants. You must

get one or two of the men-

servants to remain in the

ante-room in case the patient

should become violent, but if

you have strength of mind

sufficient to go back to your

husband, I should like you to

do so, and to remain with

him until I return."

" Are you going to leave

me ?" she said, with a

terrified cry.

" I must for a short time.

I must go to London."

" Why ? " she asked, with

parted lips.

" I must see O'Brien.

It is my private opinion

that your husband has not taken the

poison."

She started up with a joyful cry.

" But I am not certain," I repeated, " and

I must see O'Brien. Cobra poison is fatal

almost immediately, and your husband's

symptoms, although dangerous, are not those

of a dying man. It is impossible for me,

however, to be quite certain what the final

result will be, and I wish to consult O'Brien.

Talbot has imbibed alcohol in large quanti-

ties for a long time, and that fact may pos-

sibly arrest the quick action of the poison.

If there's an antidote, O'Brien knows itâ��I

must go to see him by the next train."

We looked in a time-table and found that

an early train left Dorking between three and

four in the morning. If I drove off imme-

diately I should just catch it. The bell was

rung, the carriage ordered, and three minutes

later I found myself driving to Dorking

station.

Mrs. Talbot had recovered her nerve in

the most wonderful manner, and when I

again begged of her to take her place

in her husband's room she promised to

obey me.

I reached the

station in time to

take the train, and

early on this sum-

mer's morning I

found myself back

again at Victoria. I

hailed a cab and

drove straight to

O'Brien's lodgings.

WHAT HAVE YOU COME ABOUT, HALIFAX T"

t
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It was too early for any of the servants

to be up, but I fancied I saw a light

burning in the laboratory. I rang the house

bell loudly, and to my relief O'Brien himself

opened the door for me.

" In the name of all that's wonderful,

what have you come about, Halifax ?" he

asked.

" I want to speak to you immediately," I

replied.

He was an excitable fellow, and my

presence evidently disturbed him very much.

He led me with speed to his laboratory, shut

the door, and faced me.

" Now, out with it," he said : " for Heaven's

sake, don't keep me in suspense. Is any-

thing wrong with Edith ? Has sheâ��oh, my

God, if she has lost self-control and taken

that poison, I shall administer a dose to

myself. Speak, Halifax, speak."

" Keep quiet," I said. " The blow you

fear has not fallen. Things are in a terrible

position, though, at the bungalow. I spent

yesterday there. I was alone for a time with

Mrs. Talbot, and spoke to her quite frankly

oa the subject of the venom peptone. She

confessed that she had itâ��and did not mean

to part wi,th it. After a little very plain

speaking, I induced her to promise to give it

to me. She went to fetch it, but returned in

a few moments to say that it had vanished.

She was much disturbed, and could in no

way account for its disappearance. We

hadn't any opportunity of discussing the

subject, for Talbqt appeared on the scene.

" I left The Elms late last evening, and

returned to the White Horse. I was

called up in the middle of the night to see

Talbot, who, the servant said, was alarmingly

ill. On returning to the bungalow, Mrs.

Talbot took me into her morning-room, and

told me that her husband had accused her

of injecting cobra poison into his arm instead

of morphia."

" The brute. Impossible ! " exclaimed

O'Brien.

" Try to calm yourself, O'Brien. This is

not a moment for any outsider to give way.

Of course, the unhappy wife is innocentâ��

that fact goes without saying â��but I greatly

fear that matters may look very ugly for her

if Talbot dies. The first thing to be done is

to try to save him. If he dies there will be

a very black case against the poor, innocent

wife."

I never saw anyone look paler than O'Brien

when I told my story.

" Is there an antidote to the poison ? " I

asked, speaking quickly.

He leant up against an old oak bureau

before he replied.

"The case is hopeless, Halifax," he said

then. "The bottle which Edith stole from

my cabinet contained a preparation of cobra

poison which we call ' Venom Peptone.'

This is in truth the very essence of the cobra

venom. If the man has got the contents

of that bottle in his blood, nothing can

save him. He is a doomed manâ��nay, he

is dead by now."

" You have studied this poison very care-

fully ? " I said.

" Carefully ? I should think so."

I looked at my watch.

" I have a moment or two to spare before

I must catch my return train to Dorking," I

said. " It might help the case if you were

to give me a few particulars with regard to

the symptoms."

" I will do so. Perhaps I'd better tell you,

first, how the poison is obtained. I collect

with the aid of the snake loop. This I

fasten round the neck of the cobra. The lip

of a saucer is then slipped into its mouth. It

grows angry, lifts its fangs, which catch on

the inner edge of the saucer, against which it

bites furiously again and again. Very soon a

thin yellow fluid squirts out. This is the

venom. It is innocent-looking enough. It

has no smell and no taste. Injected, how-

ever, beneath the skin, the victim becomes

immediately dull and languid. In some cases

death takes place within a minuteâ��but this

would not be the case unless the dose given

were specially large, or by chance entered a

vein. The heart is immediately enfeebled,

but after a time recovers partially; the

respiration becomes slower and weaker, and

still more weak ; paralysis seizes the legs ; the

chest becomes motionless, and death quickly

follows, as a rule without convulsions. If by

any chance the victim survives the injection

for half an hour, the part affected swells and

the tissues soften as if they were meltedâ��a

horrible putrefaction occurs, and the tissues

swarm with bacteria, which, as you know, are

the cause of putrefaction. Meanwhile the

breath-sustaining centres become weak and

cease to stimulate the muscles so as to cause

them to move the chest. The victim finally

dies from failure to breathe. With the

dose which I had collected in that small

bottle death would be a certainty. I mention

this to show you that there is no antidote,

and Talbot has probably breathed his last long

before now."

" Well, then," I said, springing up and

speaking with animation, " my hopes have
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become certaintiesâ��none of the symptoms

which you describe have taken place. There

wa's no depression of the heart's action when

I saw the patientâ��on the contrary, he was

in a highly excitable and even maniacal

state. What I believe is this, that the man

is not quite accountable for his actions. I

noticed a peculiar look in his eyes the

moment I saw him. I think on one or two

points he is insane. He told me last evening

that, some years ago in India, he was bitten

by a cobra. I presume the bite was a very

slight one, for his life was saved. He said

that ever since that day his nerves have been in

a high state of irritation. Since his marriage

he has been without question very jealous

of his wife. A person once bitten by a

snake of any sort has a horror of the reptile

to his dying day. Talbot is not, I should

say, a very scrupulous person. There is no

doubt whatever that he discovered the bottle

of cobra poison, and that the mere sight of it

excited his strongest animosity. His nerves,

already terribly affected in this direction, gave

wayâ��he lost all self-control, and thought of

a fiendish plot by which to ruin his unhappy

wife. Thank, you, O'Brien; I must now

return to the bungalow. I believe I see my

way out of this mystery. As I said, I had a

hope when I came to you which you have

made a certainty."

" Can I not go with you ?" said O'Brien.

" It's awful to think of the state that poor

girl must be in."

" No, you had better stay away," I replied,

" Your presence, under the circumstances,

would do far more harm than good."

I left him, jumped again into my hansom,

and returned to Victoria. I caught a train

after a brief delay, and found myself, still

quite early in the morning, back again at

Dorking. I had desired the Talbots' car-

riage to be in waiting for me, and drove out

to the bungalow.

A servant came to open the carriage

door.

" Is your master alive ?" I asked of the

man. "

" Yes, sir," he replied.

I could not help breathing a sigh of relief

and thankfulness. Even granted that the

action of the poison was rendered slow by

presence of alcohol in the system, if Talbot

had really been injected with the cobra

poison, he must long ago have succumbed

to such a large dose. I went upstairs pre-

pared for immediate action, and entered the

room without knocking. Talbot was sitting

up in bedâ��his whole face was deeply red ;

his eyes slightly protruded. He was using

violent and excited words. Edith was

standing close to him holding his hand.

I never felt a greater admiration for Mrs.

Talbot than I did at that moment. She

had just been accused of the most

awful crime that can be laid at anyone's

door. She had gone through months of the

most racking nerve torture, and yet she

stood now close to the side of the man who

had accused her, absolutely forgetting herself.

When he spoke wildly, when he flung himself

about madly, she tried to soothe him. I

noticed that he clutched her hand in a firm

grip. Although he hated her, he dreaded to

let her go.

"Now, Mrs. Talbot," I said, "will you

have the goodness to leave the room ?

I should like to see your husband by him-

self."

My presence and the sound of my voice

evidently gave her such relief that she was on

the verge of breaking down. She looked at

me with a pathos which I have never seen

equalled, and went softly out of the room,

closing the door behind her.

. "Why have you sent her away?" cried

Talbot, his voice harsh and penetrating " I

order her back again. What is a wife for if

she can't stand by her husband's dying

bed ? STie has poisoned meâ��she can at

least see me out of the world. It will be a

pleasure to her to see the effect of her deadly

work."

" Now, look here, Talbot," I said, " there

is no use wasting breath over a man in your

condition, but you have still got sufficient

sense to understand what I am saying to you.

You are no more the victim of cobra poison-

ing than I am. Why, man, if the dose you

accuse that innocent girl of injecting into you

were really in your veins, you would have,

been dead two or three hours ago. You are

guilty of the most fiendish plot to destroy

the life and reputation of a helpless and

innocent girl that in all my experience I

have ever heard of. In the presence of a

physician you cannot for a moment maintain

your position, and I advise you to confess the

truth without delay."

The man looked at me while I was speak-

ing, with lack-lustre eyes â�� he was quite

dazed and puzzled for a moment, then his

jaws slightly fell, and he lay back half faint-

ing on his pillows.

I saw that my words had told, but the

patient was in no physical condition for me

to say anything further to him just then. I

administered restoratives, felt his pulse,
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returned in a few possessed

listened to his heart, and came to the con-

clusion that he was undoubtedly poisoned,

but not by the deadly weapon which he had

accused his wife of using.

I left him after a time, and went down-

stairs to speak to Mrs. Talbot.

" You may take comfort," I said to her.

" Your husband is in a very dangerous state

at the present moment, but, in the first place,

he is not dying; in the second, he has never

been injected with the deadly poison which

he accuses you of having administered to

him. Now you must keep up your courage

â��I am anxious to have a talk with you.

Talbot is very ill, but I think it probable

that he will recover from his present state.

You told me yesterday that you were in the

habit of injecting him with morphia. Are

you quite certain that you only used morphia

for this injection ? "

" He sometimes used morphia alone, and

sometimes with another preparation," she

replied. " When he was in a terribly

depressed state he used to mix the morphia

with another drugâ��I have got the bottle

upstairs. Shall I run and fetch it?"

" Yes." I replied.

She left the room and

moments with a small

bottle, which she placed

in my hand. The mix-

ture had been made up

by a chemist, and the label

on the bottle only con-

tained some of the usual

directions. I removed

the cork, and smelled and

tasted the contents. Like

a flash the solution of

Talbot's queer attack

was made plain to me.

" Why, this is cannabis

indica," I exclaimed.

"What does that

mean ?" asked Edith,

looking at me with wildly

dilated eyes.

" It means this," I

answered, rising to my

feet : " all your hus-

band's symptoms point

to poisoning with cannabis

indica. Venom peptone

would depress the heart's action, would

stop respiration, and cause death from failure

to breathe. None of these symptoms

are present in your husband's case. The

heart is much excited instead of being

depressedâ��there is no difficulty of breathing.

THIS IS 'CANNABIS INDICA.

Now, my dear Mrs. Talbot, the case

against you is completely broken down.

If venom peptone had been injected into

your husband's arm he would have been

a dead man hours ago. He is a living

man now, but very illâ��his symptoms all

point to poisoning by cannabis indica, which,

taken in large doses, produces maniacal

excitement of brain and heart. He has

doubtless injected himself with this deadly

drug."

" He often did, I know," answered Mrs.

Talbot. " Whenever he mixed the drug he

used to inject the hypodermic syringe himself

into his armâ��when he only used morphia he

liked me to do it for himâ��but, oh," she

added, " what is to be done ? What does it

all mean ? "

" I should like to see your father," I said,

after a short pause, during which I had been

thinking hard. " He probably knows some-

thing of Talbot's past"

"What can he know? My husband

returned from the West Indies eighteen

months ago, he settled here, and we met him

quite by accident-"

" Exactly ; still, I am anxious to become

of some of his past history,

and it is possible that

it may have reached

your father's ears. Can

you send for him ? "

" Of course I can : my

father lives only five miles

from here. I will send

the carriage with a note

and ask him to come

over immediately."

" Do so," I replied ;

"meanwhile, I will go up

to the patient."

"Dr. Halifax," said

Mrs. Talbot, "you will

not leave us to-day ? "

" I will certainly not

leave until your hus-

band is better," I

answered. Â«

A faint smile was per-

ceptible for a moment

around her sad lips. She

sat down to write a

note to her father, and

I went upstairs to Talbot. I administered

soothing remedies, and after a time some

of the violent symptoms abated. As I

sat by the man's bedside, and watched

him as he sank into a heavy sleep, I

became more and more fully persuaded that
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this was an undoubted, although strange,

case of insanity. I could not be certain,

however, on this point until I could learn

some particulars with regard to Talbot's pre-

vious life.

In a little over two hours Edith came

to inform me that her father was downstairs.

I knew Keen slightly, but not so well

as I knew his daughter. He was a thin,

cadaverous - looking man, with a drawn,

anxious expression of face. Edith had evi-

dently been confiding in him, for he looked

very much excited and disturbed.

" I am so glad you are here, Halifax," he

said, grasping my hand. " What an awful

tragedy has occurredâ��my poor, poor child ;

what is to be done for her ? "

I asked Mr. Keen to accompany me into

Talbot's private study ; there I shut the door,

and, turning round, began to speak abruptly.

" I have sent for you, Mr. Keen," I said,

" to ask you a very straightforward question.

When you gave your daughter to Mr. Talbot,

did you know anything of his past life? "

Keen coloured painfully.

"God forgive me," he exclaimed. "Why

do you ask me that question, Halifax ? "

" It is necessary that I should do so," I

replied, " in order to enable me to throw

DID YOU KNOW ANYTHING OF HIS PAST LIFE.'

light on a mystery which now exists. I will

tell you frankly, that it has never been my

lot to listen to a more diabolical scheme to

injure an innocent and good woman than

that which Talbot has perpetrated. I can

only account for it by believing him to bs

out of his mind. Can you help me to ."..id

someone who knew Talbot in the past? "

" It is quite unnecessary, Dr. Halifax,"

said Keen. " I, alas, am terribly to blame.

When I gave Edith to Talbot, I knew his past

history. He had been insane for some years,

and spent that period in an asylum in the West

Indies. At the time of his marriage he was

supposed to have completely recovered, or,

although pressed as I was, I would not have

given my child to him."

" Did Edith know of this ?" I asked of

Keen.

" No, I was careful to keep the knowledge

from her."

" I need not say that you behaved in a

very unjustifiable manner," I replied; "but

it is not my place to call you to account

Please help me at the present juncture with

all the explanations in your power. Was

there anything peculiar with regard to the

nature of Talbot's insanity ? "

" 1 was given some particulars at the time,"

continued Keen. "It so happened

that Talbot, when a young man,

was severely, but not fatally,

bitten by a cobra in India. He

was never very strong mentally,

and the shock had a strange

effect on his nerves, producing,

at intervals, violent fits of insanity.

On such occasions it was one of

his most constant illusions to

imagine that someone had in-

jected him with cobra poison."

" You knew this when you gave

your daughter to him ? "

" I regret to say that I did. I

was almost off my own head with

misery at the moment. Much de-

pended on the money relief which

Talbot was prepared to offer. He

had been in his right mind for

many years, and my firm convic-

tion was that he would never

again become insane. I was

wrongâ��may God forgive me."

" I hope He will," I answered.

" I must return now to my

patient. You have thrown light

on the whole mystery. The thing

now to be done is to get hold

of the bottle of poison, for it will
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not be safe for Talbot and his wife to live

together while he has it in his possession."

" How do you know he has it ?" asked

Keen.

" There is no doubt on that pointâ��he

evidently stole it from a cabinet in Mrs.

Talbot's room. I must not leave a stone

unturned to get it from him."

"Then he never injected himself with it? "

" Never. Had he done so, he would have

been a dead man hours ago."

I went back to my patient, who was sleep-

ing heavily. The effects of the cannabis

indica were subsiding, and I thought it likely

that when Talbot awoke from his sleep, he

would more or less be restored to his right

mind.

This proved to be the case. He opened

his eyes late in the afternoon, and looked at

me in some surprise.

" What is the matter ? " he asked. " Why

are you here, Dr. Halifax ? "

" I am glad to see you so much better," I

replied. " You have been very ill."

" Have I ? I have no recollection of it."

I looked at him steadily. He moved rest-

lessly on his pillow and asked for his wife.

" Do you really want to see her ?" I

asked.

" I certaihly do. No one can make tea

like Edithâ��I want her to give me a cup."

" I wonder you can bear to look at her,

after the cruel and shameful way in which

you have treated her," I answered.

When I said these words, Talbot's face

blazed with angry colour.

" Sir," he said, " you forget yourself."

" I do not, Mr. Talbot," I answered. " It

is my painful duty to recall something to

your memory. Last night you were very ill

â��at death's door. You accused your wife of

having attempted to poison you with a bottle

of cobra venom."

When I said the word "cobra," the man

started, and an uneasy, troubled light filled

his eyes.

" You accused your -wife of having poisoned

you," I continued, " when you knew perfectly

well that she had done nothing of the kind.

The cause of your illness was due to your

own mad act â�� you had injected yourself

with a strong dose of cannabis indica. This

drug, when recklessly administered, produces

maniacal excitement."

Talbot was quite silent for a moment after

I had spoken. Then he said, in a subdued

voice :â��

" Then you think I was a maniac last night,

Dr. Halifax ? "

" I not only think it, I know it," I

answered.

" You say I injected cannabis indica into

my body ? "

" You did, Talbotâ��you know it; I have

proof of it, so it is useless for you to attempt

to deny it."

" In my fit of mania," continued Talbot,

" you say I accused my wife, my young wife,

of having poisoned me ? "

" That is so."

" If I did such a thing I must have been

insane."

" The drug you injected made you insane

for the time," I answered.

" Do you think that I am insane now ? "

" No, the effects of the cannabis indica are

lessening, and you are in your right mind."

" Will you believe me if I tell you, as a

man of honour, that I have not the faintest

remembrance of all that you describe as

occuring last night? My wife is the gentlest

and sweetest of women; I love her better

every day."

" I believe you," I answered, suddenly;

" and yet, Talbot, since your marriage you

have been cruel to her. You have given her

moments of intense agony â�� such fearful

moments of torture that the idea of self-

destruction has occurred to her."

" Heavens ! You don't say so. Why, I

have always loved her to distraction. What

sort of brute do you take me for ? "

" I take you for a man who at times does

not quite know what he is about," I replied.

" Yes, yes, I recall things now," said

Talbot. " I was in an asylum onceâ��it was

years ago. My madness was caused by

shock after cobra bite."

" By the way," I said, as soothingly as I

could speak, " you have a bottle of cobra

poison in your possession. I should like

you to give it to me."

He looked at me watchfully. Up to that

moment he had been sane and calmâ��now

an uneasy glitter returned to his eyes.

" Ha, ha ! I want that bottle," he said ;

" it may be useful."

: " Will you give it to me to take care of? "

I asked.

He looked at me again, and with a violent

effort managed to curb the strong excitement

which was rising within him.

" Halifax," he said, bending forward and

grasping my arm with one of his hands, " I

dread the thought of cobra poison more than

anything else in all the world. I found the

poison a week ago in my wife's cabinet; since

then the thought of it has haunted me day
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and night. I have seen pictures in my dreams. He hesitated. A mighty struggle seemed

I have seen the cobra, with its hooded head to convulse him. Suddenly he thrust his

â��I have watched its eyes with their wicked hand under his pillow, and pulled into view a

and unchanging expression. When I have tiny bottle with a glass stopper. When he

dropped off to sleep I have felt its sudden looked at it he laughed as only a madman

stroke, and have awakened bathed in perspira- could. I sprang upon him and wrested it

" 1 WRESTED IT FROM HIS HAND."

tion and sick with terror. Many times a day

I have tried to throw away the poison, but I

have never gained sufficient courage to do it.

For God's sake, take it and destroy it."

"Where is it?" I asked. "You will be much

calmer when it is no longer in existence."

" No," he interrupted, his whole tone

changing. " I had better keep it. Any

moment it will free me from my haunting

agonies â�� the death would be painless.

After the first horror of the injection the

agony would be past."

" Don't be a fool, Talbot," I said. " You

are exciting your nerves in the most un-

justifiable manner. You have been perfectly

sane for years, and if you take my advice you

may remain so for all the remainder of your

days."

" My days are numbered, Halifax. I have

an incurable disease, which I meant to consult

you about when I called at your house as we

arranged."

" Be that as it may," I replied, " have

the courage to end your days as a temperate

and good man shouldâ��don't yield to this

horror. Give me the poison."

from his hand. My movement was so sudden

as to be unexpected I had just time to

glance at the name printed in firm characters

on the label, "Venom Peptone,-" then I

dashed the bottle with its fatal contents into

the midst of a small fire which was burning

in the grate. I expected Talbot to spring

upon me as I did so, but when I looked

round I saw that he had suddenly fainted.

The rest of this strange story is told in a

few words. When Talbot recovered from his

fainting fit, he was quite gentle and sane. I

sent for his wife to come to him. He received

her with a smile of the deepest affection, and

seemed restless and uneasy when he did not

hold her hand in his. I made a careful

medical examination of the man that evening,

and found that his own conjectures about

himself were correct, and that his days on

earth were numbered. He lived for about a

fortnight, when he died. During his brief

remaining days he had no return of insanity.

His lasts words and looks of affection were

for the young wife who in his insane moments

he had so basely and cruelly maligned.
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RjJlN dear old England, Mr.

Beavan, there are scores of

places far finer than this ; its

only claim to be considered

interesting is that through-

out Germany there are few,

if any, estates like it, though it cannot vie with

the size and splendour of the many Royal

and princely castles and palaces of the reign-

ing families in all parts of Germany built in

former centuries."

It was thus that H.I.M. the Empress

Frederick, standing midway between the

tennis-court and lovely rose-garden, where

she had been sketching, modestly depre-

cated any extravagant view being taken of

the grandeur or the beauties of her Castle

and its grounds.

Of course, as a loyal Englishman, I

replied "that in England public interest in

Friedrichshof was intensified by the fact that

it belonged to the once Princess Royal of

Great Britain and Ireland, whom her native

land had never ceased to remember with the

deepest affection."

The rosery, as I saw it in the bright sun-

shine, was one of the prettiest sights imagi-

nable. About half an acre in extent, and

inclosed partly by a creeper-covered wall,

VoLi*- -

and on one side by skilfully contrived trellis-

work, over which young beeches and roses are

trained, this garden resembles those so

frequently met with in Scotland, a notable

example of which is at Birkhall. It slopes

gently upwards, and is divided into a multi-

tude of miniature terraces, whereon half-

standard roses are growing thickly in double

rows. Ivy and nasturtium mask the edge of

the stone-work ; the flower-beds are bordered

with golden-feather, auriculas, and polyanthus,

and the beds themselves are a perfect blaze

of such old-fashioned favourites as sunflowers,

hollyhocks, dahlias, and marigolds. Perfectly

delightful was the sense of repose, warmth, and

perfume â�� a combination peculiar to old-

established English gardens in summer.

Beyond the rosery, and standing in an

orchard of fine fruit trees, is a large block

of buildings : the stables, built in the style

of a Rhenish or Hessian farmhouse. In

the centre of the spacious quadrangle â��

approached through a lofty doorway of

carved oak, over which is inscribed the

date Anno Domini 1891 â�� is an â�  oc-

tagonal stone fountain flanked by flourishing

oleanders in tubs. To the left is the coach-

house, with a glass shelter projecting from

the walls, very convenient in wet weather.
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Here are kept, amongst other vehicles, the

German coach depicted in the view of the

stables, several well-built victorias â�� black

picked out with redâ��and a pretty little pony

carriage for the use of the Empress's grand-

children. Above the coach-house are the

men's quarters, most comfortably and conve-

niently arranged. At the farther end of the in-

closure is a stable divided into loose boxes and

stalls, where are kept the saddle-horses, the

most noticeable of them being " Surprise "

â��a fine dark chestnut, about 16^ hands,

and five or six years old, purchased at Read-

ing by the Hofmarschall, and generally

ridden by Her Majestyâ��and " Commoner "

and " Paddy," also used by the Empress,

who is still very fond of riding.

One side of the quadrangle is entirely

occupied by a splendid twenty-stall stable,

devoted to the carriage horses ; and here the

and roofed with solid oak, which material is

used throughout the stables wherever wood-

work is employed. And lastly, telephones

connect the stables with the Castle.

I was taken through the Hofmarschall's

residenceâ��a picturesque but unpretentious

cottage, close by the stables, and was much

struck by the immaculate purity of every-

thingâ��walls, ceilings, floors, and windows

â��partly owing, no doubt, to the extensive

use of wood-panelling and plain white walls,

the dustless atmosphere, and to the absence

of coal-smoke in Cronberg.

At Schloss Friedrichshof the windows

require to be cleaned outside but once a year.

This may seem incredible to Londoners, but

it is a fact. In the spring a party of fire-brigade

men come from Frankfort with ladders and

long hose and thoroughly wash every pane ;

this suffices until the following year.

excellence of plan is particularly manifested,

and reflects great credit upon the designers

and upon Baron Reischach, whose knowledge

of horses and their requirements is evidently

considerable.

To begin with : The ventilation is perfect;

it is neither too hot nor too cold. The

animals look the picture of health ; and

ungrateful indeed would they be if it were

otherwise, as their every comfort is provided

for, including that of a spacious bath-room.

So excellent.is the drainage, and the facilities

for flushing the roughened stone floors

so great, that there is an entire absence

of disagreeable smell. All the fittings are

by Musgrave; and in order to subdue

the light, the lower part of the walls is

tiled in grey. In short, there is every

appliance that modern experience can sug-

gest. Harness and saddle-rooms are panelled

Here, I must explain that Baron Reischach,

the courteous Hofmarschall, occupies a

position in Her Majesty's " entourage"

similar to that of the Master of the

Household at Windsor Castle. His office is

no sinecure ; and right worthily does he fill

his high position, and merits the confidence

which Her Imperial Majesty evidently be-

stows upon him.

A short walk along a sunken road takes

one from his house direct to the main

entrance of " Friedrichshof" (or " Frederick's

Court"), which is beneath a stately porch of

white stone, whereon is deeply cut in Roman

letters this pathetically simple dedication :

" Friderici Memorire."

The choice of the name "Friedrichshof"

was due to a suggestion of H.R.H. Princess

Victoria. Considerable discussion had arisen

as to the most appropriate designation.
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" Friedrichsruh " was the Empress's original

selection, but as it would have involved

the possibility of confusion with Prince

Bismarck's place in the far north of Prussia,

the Princess of Schaumburg-Lippe's idea on

the subject was carried out.

A beautiful candelabrum-shaped fountain

in Early Renaissance style, a copy of an

ancient one in the garden of Baron " Salva-

tore " at " Trento," adorns the carriage-drive,

and faces a small door which leads to the

Hofmarschall's officeâ��a snug little room with

vaulted roof, in immediate proximity to the

spacious corridor and drawing-rooms on the

ground floor. To the left are the domestic

offices, built in the old German fashion of

timber and plaster. Dwarf shrubs screen the

base of the stone wall. At night, tall lamp-

posts and quaint bracket-lamps of hammered

iron, let into the lower courses of the stone-

work all round the building, illuminate the

approaches with electric light.

Superb is the appearance of this northern

frontage. There is no monotony of design.

As the domestic portion of the edifice is built

at an angle of 135 deg. to the main building,

the effect is somewhat that of a courtyard ;

and the steep slate roof, pierced and lighted

up by innumerable little windows with their

small panes of glass, gives an indescribable

aspect of novelty, especially to an English-

man.

Technically, the architecture of the exterior

may be described as Early Rhenish Renais-

sance, of the period of transition from Gothic

to Renaissanceâ��

early sixteenth

centuryâ��of which

there are so many

examples and re-

mains in towns

and villages along

the Rhine and the

Main, and all

over Hesse and

Nassau. Bavarian

sandstone is used

in the facings,

windows, doors,

etc., the surfaces

between being

Kalkschiefer, or

slate stone, from

theTaunus Moun-

tains.

Within these

walls are many

objects of art and

interest, not only

the result of years of indefatigable collecting

on the part of the Empress and the late

Emperor, but heirlooms, presents, and

souvenirs of travels in different countries,

and evidencing, in a remarkable degree, their

taste for, and love of, art.

Beginning with the library. This noble

apartmentâ��leading out of the billiard-room

by a small door, whose posts are of Venetian

stonework of the fifteenth centuryâ��is some

50ft. in length, and is in the Renaissance style.

At the end of this room the wall is occupied

by a copy of the noble altar picture by Meister

Stefan, at the Cologne Cathedral, representing

the adoration of the Magi. Close by is the

spacious fireplace, with iron dogs, and pro-

jecting chimney-cover of Istrian stone in

Venetian work, with the Prussian eagle

painted in front. The ceiling is flat, recessed,

and rosetted, and of solid oak, from which

hang massive brass chandeliers. On the

top of the book-shelves, which run nearly

all round the room, are busts, antique bowls,

and Roman vases.

In a Louis XV. cabinetâ��facsimile of an

original once the property of Frederick the

Greatâ��is a collection of autographs arranged

with the greatest nicety, and of singular

interest. Here are preserved the hand-

writings of the Hohenzollern family, of Royal

personages in Great Britain, Austria, Russia,

Sweden, Belgium, etc., the sign manuals of

statesmen, savants, and artists, and of all who

have made their mark in the world's history.

Adjoining, in a flat glass case, are gold, silver,

{Hermann Riickwanit,
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and bronze medals, representing members of

the English and Prussian Royal Family. In a

similar case, near the tall windows, are

samples of ancient keys. Their workman-

ship is excellent, and tells of months of

such patient labour as the nineteenth century

never sees. There are "Chamberlain" keys,

which in the last centuries were worn on

the coats of great Court officials. But most

amusing of all the curios is the combined

spoon, knife, and fork which used to be

carried about by ladies and gentlemen. In

one of the oriels is a sixteenth century carved

wooden " seat of honour," somewhat like a

throne, with over-arching canopy, and which

was always assigned to the chief guest. Each

bookcase has five shelves, whereon repose

the result of Her Imperial Majesty's gather-

ing together of literature, commenced

some thirty years ago. One case is entirely

occupied by works dedicated to Her

Imperial Majesty, amongst which I par-

ticularly noticed the famous Dr. Schlieman's

" Troy." Another division is stored with all

the books that have ever been written on the

Royal Family of England, and on the title-

page of each copy presented to the Empress

â��generally at Christmas-timeâ��by her Royal

mother, is an inscription in the Queen's

beautiful and characteristic handwriting.

Every work in thrs inviting library has,

before finding a resting-place on the shelves,

been read and studied by the Empress. One

case is given up to works on political

economy â�� which subject Her Imperial

Majesty is very fond of â�� and contains

all Jeremy Bentham's productions, a gift

from Dean Stanley. There are also many

photographs, aquarelles, and engravings, with

which a connoisseur might delight himself

by the hour together. On the walls are

a few paintingsâ��prominent amongst them

being a small but charming portrait, by

Angeli, of the Empress Frederick as Crown

Princess; and a sketch, by Titian, represent-

ing Charles V. of Germany.

Out of the library is a small waiting-room,

in Louis XVI. style. The walls are hung

with slate-coloured silk, long curtains of the

same material draping the windows. The

mirrors and mouldings are white, with gold.

A pretty little girl's face, by Reynolds, looks

out from one of the panels, while frames

containing numerous miniatures of Royalties

tempt one to linger for a closer inspection.

The chairs and sofasâ��with remarkably grace-

ful curvesâ��are partly of modern manufacture,

but strictly after the fashion of the period.

Next to the boudoirâ��as it might also be

calledâ��comes the large Green Drawing-room,

From a Photo, by!

THE GREEN DRAWING-ROOM.

Hermann Ritckwardt.
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a magnificent salon 51ft. by 28ft., lighted

by three long windows and one fine bay.

Ornamented pillars, as it were, divide it into

two parts. A superb carpet, with red ground

and deep border, is effectively set off by the

highly polished oak flooringâ��in itself a piece

of perfect workmanshipâ��and by the splendid

green silk tapestry of the seventeenth century

which covers the walls. My attention was

specially called to two large pictures: one

on each side of the handsome fireplaceâ��

George III. and Queen Charlotte in State

robes, copies after Van Loo, and a priceless

Rubens; the subject being Isabella Brand,

the great painter's wife.

There are three doors, over which are

flower pictures in panels. Glass cases on

either side of the fireplace contain specimens

of majolica, delf ware, etc. These cases

are surmounted by .rare old china on

bronze stands. I noticed pictures of Admiral

Keppel and of Frederick the Great; a fine

astronomical clock, made in Paris from an

original of the year 1787 ; and groups of

furniture of the Louis XV. period, in perfect

harmony with the Regence architecture of the

room. Adjoining the dividing pillars arÂ« busts

in marble of King Frederick William III. of

Prussia, and Prince Waldemar, the Empress's

youngest son, who was taken from her at the

tender age of eleven. On a marble column

stands a bronze bust of Prince Carl Emanuel

of Savoy, a present from the King of Italy.

Wall-brackets and antique chandeliers, fitted

with electric light, shed a beautifully soft

radiance as evening falls ; and all the

principal pictures are illuminated by the

same means. Upon a cabinet at the end of

the room is a most significant and touching

object. During the last illness of the late

Emperor Frederick, the Empress had ordered

for him an equestrian statuette in gilt bronze,

representing Max Emanuel of Bavaria, the

conqueror of the Turks. But the Emperor

was destined not to see this piece of exquisite

workmanship, which arrived after his death.

The tender thoughts that touching evidence of

her own devotion recalls, one may in silence

easily conjecture.

So attractive was the prospect outside,

that I was tempted to leave these fascinating

art treasures for a while, and see what the

garden-front of Friedrichshof was like.

A right noble stone terrace, nearly 200ft.

in length, runs along this side of the build-

ing, with broad steps in the middle and at

each end. On the parapet are palms in

classic-shaped metal vases, made in Japan

after a special pattern. Grape-vines cluster

on the balustrade of the steps, and on the

lower terrace are pomegranates, orange-trees,

and oleanders in tubs. To the left stands a

fine iron flag-staff painted red, bearing aloft

the small square flag of the Empress

Frederickâ��a black coat of arms on a red

ground. I noticed that the letters F and V

and V and F\ lovingly united by a cord to

a heraldic shield in the centre, are delicately

carved on the walls of the Castle. Violets,

pansies, and heliotrope fill the air with

fragrance from the beds at the foot of the

terrace. Descending, one walks over a grace-

fully undulating plateau of trimly-kept lawn,

bordered by irreproachably tidy walks made

of crushed quartzite, and ornamented by

silver beeches, acacias, and rare conifers.

The ground gradually slopes away through a

kind of uninclosed orchard, towards the

road which intersects this side of the domain,

and where hedges of roses face young chest-

nut trees linked together in the most charming

fashion by pendant vines.

At this point is the pretty lodge â�� built

in the old German style â�� keeping guard

over the handsome gates of highly wrought

iron-work. Opposite is a flourishing " Cedrus

deodara," planted by Her Imperial Majesty,

23rd May, 1890; and along the carriage

drive to the Castle are specimen conifers,

each bearing on its dated iron tablet the

name of its particular Royal planter.

Throughout the grounds, wherever there is

a suitable spot, rock-work has been arranged,

and planted with yews, junipers, and holly.

Shady walks of young oaks and chestnut

trees abound, together with seats, that from

their inviting sheltered position seem to

compel one to rest. In these nooks, the

stillness is broken only by the pattering of

falling acorns, the discordant screaming of

young jays, the musical twittering of black-

birds, and the striking of the Castle clock.

At the back of the Schloss is the tennis-

court, screened from observation by an arbor-

vita; hedge, approached under the canopied

shade of two fine chestnut trees. As I

passed by, H.R.H. the Princess Victoria of

Schleswig-Holstein and one of her brothers

were playing a game of tennis with Baron

Reischach and his wife, while the little five-

year-old Prince Waldemarâ��only child of

Prince Henry of Prussia, the Empress's

second sonâ��dressed in sailor costume, was

dancing about with the Hofmarschall's

children, and characteristically asking them

in excellent English to come and play at

soldiers. He is a beautiful and most intelli-

gent child, and one of the prettiest sights
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imaginable was the gravity with which he

was constantly endeavouringâ��not always

with successâ��to lift his little sailor cap in

response to the salutes of soldiers, servants,

and subordinates generally. His mastery

of English is perfect, and his intonation re-

markably clear for so young a child.

Just beyond the tennis-court is a vigorous

young Wellingtonia, planted by the Emperor

William during one of his visits ; and it was

here that I awaited an audience with Her

Imperial Majesty. Herr Walterâ��Director of

the estateâ��suddenly informed me that the

Empress was approaching, a servant, clad in

the Imperial livery of dark blue and silver,

having but an instant before conveyed a

similar intimationâ��and in a few moments I

was in the presence of the Empress Frederick

of (lermany.

Her Imperial Majesty did me the honour

to communicate much valuable and deeply

interesting information about her estate, facts

that were afterwards supplemented from other

and absolutely reliable sources.

" You have no idea," said Her Majesty,

" how rough the place was when I came

here ; the first thing that had to be done

was to create the roads.'' In fact,

every decent road in Cronberg has

been produced through the energy

and liberality of Her Imperial

Majesty.

The Empress proceeded to tell

me in a few words how she became

possessed of the Cronberg estate.

She had, she said, visited the place

but once, in the happy days when,

as Crown Princess, her home was

at the old Homburg Schloss. " And

then," added Her Majesty, with

indescribable pathos, " came the

year 1888 ! And after that I did

not care to live at the big Castle

in state. Besides, I felt that I

must have a place that I could

absolutely call my own, which I

could occupy my time in superin-

tending." Therefore, inquiries were

made regardingCronberg, itsclimate,

soil, and suitability for planting.

A report was duly made; and,

acting with characteristic decision,

the Empress forthwith elected to

purchase the house and grounds

where " Friedrichshof " now stands,

from Dr. Stiebel, son-in-law of the

late"Herr Reiss, a wealthy manu-

facturer of Manchester, who con-

structed the short line of railway

that connects Frankfort with Cronberg.

The property then consisted of but a few

acres, surrounded by small freeholds, over

which many inconvenient rights-of-way

existed, some continuing to this day. Several

of these proprietors were bought out, thus

bringing the total extent of the estate to two

hundred and fifty acres.

A small inclosure at the back of the Schloss

on the slope of the hills was rented, to

prevent the Castle from being too much

overlooked. But the pine forests, which

stretch away in every direction right and left,

being communal property, no attempt was

made to attach any portion of them to

Friedrichshof.

Herr Reiss's old villa was in greater part

pulled down, and without intermission for

four yearsâ��from 1889 to 1893â��the work

of drainage, road-making, building, and

planting went on with unabated vigour,

providing employment for a great number

of people, resulting in a noble country-

house and well-laid-out grounds, which latter

promise to be in twenty years' time, or less,

a real arboretum.

When talking on the subject of trees, Her
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Majesty told me that the sweet chestnuts

round Cronberg are almost the only ones in

this part of Germany. All large and perfect

specimens of conifers that stood about the

old house have been retained; and one

noble Wellingtonia, as straight as a dart, and

fully 8oft. in height, particularly excited my

admiration.

But to return to the Castle and the large

dining-room, where the table laid for dinner

â��which is generally at 8 or 8.30 p.m.â��

looked extremely pretty, with its silver orna-

ments and lovely flowers. At this particular

season roses are immensely to the fore at

Friedrichshofâ��the favourite evidently being

"La France"â��and are everywhere to be

seen in bowls and vases.

It is a noble sal/e des festins and of ample

dimensionsâ��44ft. in length by some 23ft.

wide. Early Renaissance is still adhered

wall, and supporting a most impressive bust

of the late Emperor Frederick. In Ancient

Rome, the Lares and Penates occupied the

chief place at the sacred family hearth, where

a fire was kept perpetually burning in their

honour, the " Lar being represented by the

image of some departed member of the

family, who had been a good man during his

lifetime, and who was supposed to take an

interest in, and to preside over, living

concerns." With like tenderness of imagina-

tion may many a guest partaking the

Empress's hospitality, while contemplating

the counterfeit presentment of " Frederick

the Noble," and thinking of that which used

to be, recall the lines :â��

I see thee sitting crowned with good,

A central warmth diffusing bliss

In glance and smile, and clasp and kiss,

On all the branches of thy blood.

From a l'hÂ»ti>.
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to, as in most of the principal rooms on

the ground floor. Its walls are panelled

with the choice oak used so extensively

throughout the Castle. High up at the

northern end is a music gallery, sug-

gestive of mediaeval halls, and below it is

an alcoved recess, wherein are displayed rich

old silver tankards and salvers. But the chief

feature of the room is the noble columnar

marble mantelpiece, projecting 5ft. from the

Breakfast is servedâ��usually at nine o'clock

â��in a delightful octagonal-shaped room over-

looking the main approach to the Castle. A

vaulted ceiling produces the effect of an old

baronial hall, which is increased by the

presence, in a large'glass case, of a collection

of rare " Elector glasses," like enormous

tumblers, richly painted with representations

of processions of dead and gone Electors,

with their doubled-eagle coats-of-arms. The
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floor is of black and white marble, the chairs

are covered with green leather, and the break-

fast table is round. Against the wall, facing

one another, are two cases full of fine old

faience, soup tureens, plates, jugs, etc.

Returning from the dining-room, a door,

with gilt pillars on its further side, opens into

the grand corridor (68ft. hy lift.), thence to

the hall (45ft. by 35ft.), giving in combination

a splendid promenade of over 100ft. Like

the breakfast-room, the floor is of black and

white marble, .tessellated. The walls are

hung with old tapestry. Resembling in this

respect almost every other room, it is furnished

with carved chairs, etc.

In the Great Hall is a truly magnificent

stone fireplace (Italian Renaissance), on each

side of which stands an immense carved

wooden candlestick. Here, as in the Green

J )rawing-room, the furniture is so skilfully

arranged as to create a most comfortable,

homely appearance, in spite of its great size.

A low wooden galleryâ��in which is a lovely

American organâ��overlooks the door at the

back which leads to the large "withdrawing

room." Large beams of oak form the ceil-

ing, giving an air of solidity and a certain

ecclesiastical tone. Carved and

painted coffers are ranged against

the wall, and the space above

is occupied by an ancient piece

of Brussels tapestry, the subject

being that of Paul and Barnabas

at Lystra, to whom the priests

are attempting to offer sacrifice.

Just beyond this stands a tall

Louis XVI. clock, richly gilt d

quatre couleurs. The windows

here, as in the library, are com-

posed of small panes of stained

glass with Swiss and Gothic

armorial bearings.

In that part of the house

devoted to reception-rooms there

is but one first or upper floor,

approached by an ample and

straight staircase, with a gallery

and corridor above. Here, en

suite, and of comfortable size,

are the guests' apartments, fur-

nished with an entire absence

of uniformityâ�� the hangings,

carpets, chairs, etc., being all of

different colours ; indeed, hardly

two pieces of furniture, and

certainly no two chimney-pieces,

are alike.

One lovely room faces the

east, and commands a magni-

Near it is another, occupied

by the Emperor William during his recent

visit. Adjoining is an apartment with an

exquisitely carved old German " four-poster,"

its richly wrought hangings the work of the

Empress and the late Princess Alice.

Here, on the south side of the Castle,

are Her Imperial Majesty's drawing-room,

boudoir, and chambre a coucher, with a private

balcony overlooking the garden.

I commenced this article by remarking

that the great interest in Friedrichshof rests

upon the circumstance that it is the residence

of our once Princess Royal. A reference,

therefore, to Her Imperial Majesty's per-

sonnlity is appropriate.

There is a striking individuality in the

Empress Frederick's character. Her nature

is kindness itself, manifested in a thousand

ways unheard-of by the outside world. In

the hamlet of Cronberg she is as well known

in the humble dwellings of the poor as her

Royal mother is at Balmoral. Her sympathy

with the needy is no mere sentiment, but

ever assumes a practical form. The wel-

fare and happiness of the people are, and

always have been, the purpose of her life.

ficent view.
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When Crown Princess, she caused a hut

hospital to be erected at Homburg, for the

reception of the poor wounded soldiers

during the fearful struggle of 1870-71, andâ��

as did also the Empress Augustaâ��personally

looked after their housing and nursing. At

Cronberg she has established two sisters from

the Victoria House at Berlin (a training

school for nurses founded by the Empress).

These two sisters nurse the poor of Cronberg

and neighbouring villages. The Empress

has given a site for a much-needed hospital

for the use of the district.

Her Imperial Majesty's appearance is not

now so familiar in England as that of other

members of the Royal Family ; and, in my

opinion, photographs do not do justice to

her. She possesses a charming geniality of

expression, and a particularly kindly look

about the eyes, in which respect she resembles

the Prince of Wales. When moved by the

recital of some sorrow or trouble, sympathy

imparts great pathos to her voiceâ��at all times

a pleasant one.

After all, it does not seem so many years

ago since that memorable occasion to which

the late Emperor referred, when speaking to

Mr. Beatty Kingston. " You were," said he,

" only a boy on that eventful day, the happiest

in my life. I am reminded of it every time

I hear the 'Wedding March,' and that is

why I would rather listen to that tune than

to any other that ever was written."

The Empress Erederick's habits are sim-

plicity itself. Like all the Royal Family, she

is an early riser, and delights in plenty of

fresh air and open windows. In the morn-

ing she usually rides until twelve o'clock, and

passes the remainder of the day in studying,

painting, and receiving visitors. She is most

energetic in all she undertakes, and personally

superintended the important work involved

in the building of the Schloss, the stables, and

the outbuildings, so ably planned and carried

out by Herr Ihne, the well-known Berlin

architect.

The Empress is very tender-hearted, and

will notâ��if she can prevent itâ��allow any-

living thing on the estate to be disturbed

or killed. One day a leveret â�� which

used to amuse her in the quiet early

hours of the summer mornings by disport-

ing itself beneath her windowâ��ceased to

put in an appearance, lured, probably, by

relatives and friends to fields and pastures

new. The Empress was quite inconsolable,

and closely questioned Director Walter as to

the cause of its sudden disappearance. On

this occasion, however, he was able to com-

Vol. ix.- 67

pletely clear himself of any suspicion of having

carried into effect such designs as he might

legitimately have entertained against a possible

injurer of many a young and valuable treeâ��â� 

but the mystery surrounding the youthful

hare's neglect of his Imperial mistress was

never solved.

Her Imperial Majesty is fond of painting.

Her studio, with a capital north light, is just

above the entrance to the Great Hall, and here

she hopes to spend much of her time. At

Bagshot Mansion, hanging over the fireplace

in the great hall, may be seen an excellent

example of her workâ��the subject being a

portion of the Palace at Potsdam. In music,

she was the pupil of Sir Michael Costa, and

she is an enthusiastic lover of Handel.

Amongst the numerous visitors constantly

coming and going at Friedrichshof, the most

frequent are two of the Empress's married

daughters, who five not far offâ��Princess

Margaret, married to Prince " Frederick

Charles of Hesse, being at Rumpenheim,

near Frankfortâ��a spot where H.R.H. the

late Duchess of Cambridge used to relate

her mother had witnessed the great Napoleon

on a white charger returning after the battle

of Hanau, in 1813â��and Princess Victoria

of Schaumburg-Lippe, at Bonn.

In conclusion, I may remark that Fried-

richshof is only the summer residence of

the Empress Frederick. During the winter

she lives in Berlin, at her palace, Unter den

Linden.

As I took my leave of Cronberg, I noticed

that the thick clouds which all day long had

rested upon the Taunus Mountainsâ��"range

beyond range of swelling hills and iron rocks "

- and had blotted out both Cronberg and

Friedrichshof, gradually rolled away as the sun

set, leaving the Castleâ��half-way up the slope

â��clear to the view in all its fine proportions;

while every pane of glass on its southern front

reflected back, as from countless diamond

points, the rays of the westering light.

Thus may brightness and sunshine be the

after-lot of the august lady who rules with

beneficent sway over her country domain ;

and may every trace of past sorrow gradually

fade away. Eldest born of England's Royal

Family, destined for a position hardly less

exalted than that of her Royal mother,

admirably fitted by temperament, education,

and training to rule over a great nation, gifted

with a liberality of disposition and breadth

of view, added to a kindness of heart calcu-

lated to endear her to all, a Providenceâ��

before whose decrees potentates and people

alike must bowâ��willed that these qualifica-
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tions should be

otherwise em-

ployed ; and

dashed from her

lips, ere it had

been hardly

tasted, the

jewelled chalice

of Imperial rule.

But much re-

mains to her

who, released

from the respon-

sibilities of a

throne, has, per-

haps, all the more

influence for

good. As the

golden link which

connects the two

great Teutonic

nations of the

world, before

whose united

navies and legions

no possible com-

bination could

stand, who may

calculate thegood

Her Imperial

Majesty may

effect!

The Princess,

born in "dear old

England," and

who â�� in the

words of the late

Prince Consortâ��

" united to a hus-

band of her

choice, passed to

a distant country"

many years ago,

did not, in so

doing, cease to

retain the affec-

tions of the

Queen's subjects.

Alike in her early

married life, in

the struggles

which brought

about the unity

of Germany, as

the devoted con-

sort of one of the

noblest men that

ever lived, and as

the widowed Em-

press, she has

ever possessed

the sympathy and

admiration of the

land of her birth;

where all will re-

cognise the touch-

ing fitness of the

simple dedication

of her splendid

Castle : "To the

memory of

Frederick."

THE BMPRBSS FREDERICK AND HER GRANDSON, PRINCE GEORGE OF

THE HELLENES.

From <i Photo, bu J. B Oiottna, Frankfort-



An Intervention.

From the Italian of Mathilde Serao, by Alys Hallard.

â�¢ I.

^WV^^j-^^ L' 11)O certainly looked per-

y/s&gFft\r fectly happy; indeed, anyone

I wou'^ have thought that he

V ^vuâ�¢^tf( ^a(^ noi a care 'n tne worW.

i^O^l^^Jk; He was on his way home from

< ^~â��i^yi a political banquet, where he

had been explaining in detail his programme

to his electors. He had been complimented

on all sides, and, added to this, the dinner

itself had been excellent and the champagne

all that could be desired. Guido felt quite

easy in his own mind about the result of the

election, and now this evening he was going

to a ball, where he would enjoy a flirtation

with the Baroness Stefania. He was just

returning home now to have an hour's rest

and a nap, like Napoleon on the eve of a

battle. On entering the dining-room his

faithful old servant, Giuseppe, followed him

respectfully in, and stood for a minute

evidently desiring tO'speak to his master.

" What is it, Giuseppe ? " asked Guido.

" If you will excuse me, sir, I wanted "

" Be quick about it, my good fellow, for I

have not much time."

" Do you not remember what day it is,

sir ? " â�¢

" Noâ��what do you mean ? "

" It is your birthday "

" Ah ! so it is," said Guido, and his face

clouded over.

" There always used to be flowers every-

where, sir "

" There used to beâ��but that's overâ��there

are none in these days," and Guido smiled

bitterly.

"You'll please to excuse me, sir," said the

old man, stepping forward and uncovering a

huge bouquet on the table.

" Oh, Giuseppeâ��there's no need to apolo-

gize, my good fellow. Thank you very

much; this little surprise has given me great

pleasure."

Guido could not help feeling melancholy

all the same at the thought that on this day,

when he was accustomed to being filed, there

was only his old servant now to remember

it. It was only a passing regret, for Guido

was too much a man of the world not to be

able to throw off all appearance of emotion.

" I am going to my room to get a little

rest," he said to Giuseppe; " you can wake

me at eight."

"You'd better not, sir," said the servant,

earnestly.

"And why not, pray?"

"Because, sir, when Girolamo was here

alone this morning a lady called, and when

she found that you were out, she said : ' Tell

your master, when he comes in, that I will

call again at seven, and ask him to be sure

and wait in for me, as I want to see him on

particular business.'"

"And her name?"

" She would not give it."

" H-m ! more and more mysterious ! Did

Girolamo say what she was like ? "

" Yes, she was young, tall, dark, and very

well dressed."

" Oh ! it's getting decidedly interesting,

and I feel curious. And you think, then,

Giuseppe, for the sake of this unknown lady,

I ought to forego my nap ? "

" Well, it is just seven o'clock, sir. If she

is anything like punctual, you wouldn't have

time to lie down before she is here."

" Oh, well. I will make the sacrifice. Get

my newspaper, Giuseppe, and I'll read until

she arrives. Dark !â��the Baroness Stefania is

fairâ��nothing like a change," murmured

Guido to himself when the old man had gon i

out of the room.

It certainly sounds very much as though

the young politician were a .veritable Don

Juan, but in reality it was nothing of the

kind. Guido had had a great disappoint-

ment in his life. He had loved one woman

passionately and devotedlyâ��but his happi-

ness had been suddenly snatched away from

him, and the love still smouldered in his

heart, half smothered and stifled as it had

been. For the last two years Guido had

been striving to forgetâ��and he had thrown

himself headlong into all the gaieties and

diversions of society life.

" If you please, sir !" exclaimed Giuseppe,

re-entering the dining-room hastily.

" Has she arrived ? "

" She is in the drawing-room."

" Do you know her ? "

" Noâ��no, sir," stammered the old ser-

vant.

Guido was soon in the drawing-room. He
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SHE WAS STANDING NEAR A TABLE.

opened the door quietly and stood for a few

seconds contemplating his visitor. She was

standing near a table turning over the leaves

of an album. Her back was turned towards

the door, but Guido could see that she was

tall and graceful. She wore a very handsome

dark silk dress, and was decidedly elegant.

" Madame ," said Guido, advancing

towards her.

She turned suddenly, and her host felt as

though he had received an electric shock.

He bowed, however, profoundly, in order to

hide the surprise on his face. " I am not in-

conveniencing you by coming this evening?"

she asked, after returning his bow, and then

she sat down very deliberately.

" Certainly not, I am entirely at your

service."

"If you say that merely out of politeness,

so much the worse for you, as I should like

to take it literally."

" Do so, by all means. I take upon myself

all risk, and shall be glad to hear what you

have to say," answered Guido, smiling.

The lady, whose name was Emma, stroked

her muff, evidently hesitating us to how she

was going to ex-

press what she had

to say.

Guido was watch-

ing herâ��yes, she

was just as beau-

tiful as everâ��just

as fascinating as

that first time he

had seen her; it

seemed to him even

that her beauty was

perhaps more com-

plete, more wonder-

ful than ever. The

profile was more

decided, she had a

faint colour in her

cheeks, and her

eyes, which were

always so intelli-

gent, had now

another expression

in them, a more

beautiful expres-

sion than ever. It

was very evident

that the woman

before him had

sufferedâ��that she

had had some great

trouble.

" Have you ever

taken part in a comedy ?" she asked, at

length.

" Oh, yes ! I am still acting in one that

never conies to an end."

" My question was needless, I see. To-

morrow, then, I want you to continue, that

is all; but you will have an important role to

take, and it will be difficult to succeed."

" All depends on the actors and the public."

" You will have me as a partner."

" I know what talent you have."

" For acting ? "

"For declaiming. Is it a proverb we are

to act ? "

" Yes, but the moral of it is in the motive

for which it is givenâ��not in the comedy

itself. Tell me, do you still write regularly

to my father ? "

" Yes ; but for the last three weeks he has

not answered my letters."

" I received a letter from him yesterday,

in which he tells me that he is very well, and

that he will arrive to-morrow in Milan by the

train at twenty past ten."

Guido could not conceal his surprise now.

" To-morrow ? "
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" Yes."

" Your fatherâ��who never stirs from

home !"

" He is on his way back to Naples after a

journey that he was obliged to take, and is

coming round this way to see "

" His daughter," put in Guido.

" And his son, he says."

Â« So that ? "

" So that I think it is a very pleasant sort

of position for us," said Emma, putting her

small foot on a velvet stool by her chair.

" You think it pleasant ? "

" It is scarcely worth while discussing mere

words; it would be better to find a way out

of the difficulty."

" I do not see any way out."

" And yet you are a politician and an

intelligent man ! Of what use has it been,

then, for you to learn the art of clever

subterfuges, to undertake transactions of the

most delicate nature, and to have accustomed

yourself to using phrases which are no doubt

both sincere and diplomatic ? "

" If you continue in that strain I shall

have fewer and fewer ideas every minute."

" I have a plan."

" Yes, I knew you had."

" It is very evident that you are trying to

be obliging."

" I wish you always thought so."

" Well, listen. I would not have my father,

upon any account, know the truth."

" The wretched truth," interrupted Guido.

" It is no use putting adjectives in every-

where. My father would be nearly heart-

broken if he knew, and I should feel such

remorse. It seems to me that it is not right

for the mistakes and faults of the children to

be visited on the parents. Until now, as you

have helped me in this, thanks to the

distance and to his not knowing anyone in

Milan, he has been spared this grief. But

now, to-morrow, all the pious lies and all our

hypocrisy would be discovered, and Heaven

knows what would be the result. It must be

prevented, and I an; counting on you to help

me. He must see us together when he comes

to-morrow, and we must not betray, either by

word or look, the true situation. This is

what we must do."

Emma had spoken earnestly and firmly,

and Guido had listened attentively. He was

silent for a moment when she stopped speak-

ing, and she began again, impatiently :â��

" It is merely a comedy, as I told you at

first. A play given for a charitable purpose.

It ought not to cost you so much."

" Oh, I am quite ready and willing," said

Guido ; " but are you not afraid that something

may go wrong and compromise everything ? "

" In what way ? "

" Well, there are the servants."

" Send your new valet out to-morrow for a

day's holiday, and then I will speak to

Giuseppe."

" Very well. But supposing some friend

should happen to drop in ? "

" You must tell Giuseppe you are not at

home to anyone."

"I suppose we should go to the station to

meet your father. What will everyone say

when they see us together ? "

"They won't see us. We can go in a close

carriage and drive fast."

" Your father will be here all day: no

matter how unsuspicious he may be, don't

you think the house looks very much like

a bachelor's dwelling now ? "

" Oh ! .that can soon be altered. My work-

table and other little things, and then my

music, can be brought here this evening.

That will all be our mist en scene, you know."

" But "

" Oh ! you have perhaps had some altera-

tions made in the other rooms ? "

" No ! nothing has been altered," said

Guido, speaking very seriously ; " everything

isâ��as you left it."

" By way of sentiment ? "

" It was out of respect."

" A thousand thanks. Have you any

other objections ? "

" None whatever ; the great thing is now

whether we shall succeed in deceiving

M. Giorgianni."

" By acting a sentimental couple ? We

must think of the past and try to remember

all our nonsense during our honeymoon,"

said Emma, sarcastically.

" Oh ! I had completely forgotten all that,"

replied her husband, promptly. They both

glanced at each other questioningly, as

though measuring strength like two duellists.

" It is perhaps selfish of me to ask you to

give up your day like this to-morrow. Have

you no engagements ? "

" None; and if I had I should break

them."

" Thanks, again. But this evening you

are free, at any rate ; I do not need an)'

company."

" What do you mean ?."

" Well, I must stay and arrange the things,

and send for my part of the stage scenery,

so that it may look more as it used to. I

do not want you, though, to feel you have to

stay here and watch meâ��it would be too
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dull for you. Go outâ��anywhereâ��for until

ten o'clock to-morrow you are quite free."

" I was going to a ballâ��but if you like I

will stay in "

" Why ? Oh, no ! for we should have to

keep up a conversation, and now that we

have nothing more to say to each other "

" Nothingâ��or else, perhapsâ��too much !

Well, then, if you will excuse me, I will go

and dress."

Emma bowed, and Guido left the room,

looking as though he had nothing in the

world to trouble him. In reality, he felt by

no means as calm as he appeared.

At the ball he was most absent-minded,

and the Baroness Stefania did not know

what to make of him. After two or three

dances, he managed, during a quadrille, to

slip away unobserved, and on returning home

he found that a complete transformation

scene had taken place. The large drawing-

room, which had not been used for some

time, was open, and candles were lighted

everywhere. The wardrobes and cupboards,

too, were all open, and there was a strong

scent of violets. A copy of one of the newest

songs was on the piano ; the furniture had

been moved about to give a less stiff appear-

ance ; flowers were in all the vases, and

Emma herself in a pretty tea-gown, was just

standing on tip-toe to put a small statue upon

a bracket.

Was it all a dream ? Emma there ! And

these two long years of separation, had he

forgotten themâ��and their terrible quarrel?

" Good-night," said Guido, as he passed

through the room.

" Good-night," she replied, without turning

round.

II.

And yet before their marriage they had

been so foolishly in love with each other.

Guido had followed Emma from Florence to

Naples, and had passed whole nights under

her window. Emma had written letters of

eight pages to him every day, and had stayed

out on her balcony till quite late in the

evenings. The young couple had been

blissfully happy and devotedly in love with

each other for three years. They had had

their little differences, for Emma had been

greatly indulged by her father, and she was

quick-tempered and very jealous. Guido, like

all well-balanced temperaments, was very calm

always, and his cool manner and ironical or

contemptuous smile when she was fuming

had frequently had the effect of fuel added

to a fire. Sometimes they had offended each

other seriously, but the making-up the quarrel

afterwards had always been all the more

tender. One day, however, it happened that

Guido happened to meet a girl whom he had

formerly very much admired, and with whom

he had in the old days fancied himself deeply

in love. Somehow or other, Emma had got

wind of this, and reproached him with never

having told her. Guido, angry at being

dictated to, and also at his wife's want of con-

fidence, put on a careless, indifferent manner.

All Emma's deep love for her husband

seemed to change suddenly into cold con-

tempt and scorn. She was very proud, and

she had been deeply wounded at the thought

of having a rival in her husband's affections,

for with her quick imagination she had con-

vinced herself that Guido still loved this other

woman.

She sent for her husband, and very calmly,

without her voice trembling in the least, she

announced to him that she had decided it

would be better for them to separate quietly,

without any fuss or any scene.

Guido was stupefied ; at first he protested,

and then tried to take it all as a joke, and

wanted to explain matters to her ; but his

wife answered so coldly and so proudly, that

there was nothing left for him but to maintain

a frigid silence. It seemed to him that it

was beneath his dignity to plead his cause,

and so he merely agreed to all her conditions

and let her go, judging her to be both proud

and heartless. Ever since then he had

busied himself with politics, gone out a great

deal into society, and putting on a careless,

indifferent air, pretended to be sceptical, and

quite happy in his second bachelorhood.

When he was alone, however, and when he

had the courage to face his own soul, he

owned to himself that his whole life was

ruined, and that he felt utterly desolate. He

had happened to meet his wife since their

separation several times. They had bowed

to each other almost like strangers, and had

passed on their respective ways.

Emma had withdrawn from society, so her

husband was sure never to meet her at the

balls and theatres, where he now spent the

greater part of his spare time. They had,

before separating, agreed on one point, and

that was to continue writing to the old father

as though nothing had happened.

Guido used to put in his letters : " Emma

is well, but I suppose she has given you all

the news about herself; she sends her love,"

etc., and then Emma wrote in her letter:

" Guido is very well, but very busy. He was

not able to get off in order to stay with me at

the sea."
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'EMMA WROTE, GUIDO IS VERY WKLL.

And so M. Giorgianni's happiness had

gone on hanging by this fragile silken thread.

To meet and speak to each other then thus,

for the first time after that supremely cruel

day of their separation, had been no easy

matter for either of them.

Emma had had to put aside her pride

before she could thus bring herself to enter

her husband's house, ask him this favour,

and put on that hypocritical mask of in-

difference and of sarcasm. " It is for my

father's sake !" she had kept repeating to

herself in order to brace herself up to it.

Guido's cold politeness had given her

strength. Their conversation had been, on

the whole, courteous and satisfactory. There

had been no allusion to past, present, or

future, with the exception of just one or two

stinging remarks ; but there had been no

scene, no reproaches. They had both

behaved like wise, practical individuals.

Yes, but what about the next day ? The

next day would probably be the same; a

little courage, and very much hypocrisy, no

blunders, and a whole series of white lies, as

they brought the old man home from the

station. Then afterwards, when it was all

over, why, they would bow again most

formally to each other, and would go on

their way as though nothing

had happened. Of any

attempt at a reconciliation

there was not the least idea.

Guido would never make

the first advance, and Emma

would never forgive. Such

were the thoughts of both

husband and wife, and then

they each concluded with

the idea that, after all, they

were, quite satisfied, and

perfectly resigned to their

present arrangement.

III.

Dinner was just over, and

Signor Giorgianni was smil-

ing, for he felt so happyâ��

he had had such a hearty

reception, and everything

seemed so very satisfactory.

The two actors managed

to get up a smile alsoâ��but

the fact was, all that had

appeared so easy to them

the night before had proved

very difficult when it came

to the point. For instance,

when Emma's father had

arrived, he had put his arms round both of

them as he kissed his daughter. Then they

had been obliged to call each other by their

old familiar pet names, and to show those little

attentions to each other which come quite

naturally to a husband and wife who adore

each other, as they were supposed to; and

all the time, a word or an intonation of

the voice which recalled the past would

make Guido turn pale with emotion and

would bring the colour into Emma's cheeks,

and make them both feel awkward for

a moment. Prepared as they had been for

the ordeal, and try as they did to forget

themselves and their own personality, the

reality would keep coming to their minds,

and they could not stifle entirely the old

interest in each other. Added to all this

was the fear lest some careless, thoughtless

remark might escape them, and thus cancel

all the efforts they had made ; and then more

vague and undefined was an idea which was

growing more and more persistent, that some-

how, in some strange way, this comedy would

lead to some unforeseen change, that from

henceforth a new era would begin for them.

Whilst M. Giorgianni was going upstairs

in front of them, Emma glanced despairingly

at her husband, and he knew she was thinking,
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" How shall we go on with this comedy

until the end of the day ? ':

He replied by another glance w-hich meant :

"We must do our best, and have faith for the

rest."

The worst was yet to come, for no sooner

had M. Giorgianni taken an arm-chair com-

fortably in the drawing-room than he began

asking all kinds of embarrassing questions,

and making remarks which were not calcu-

lated to put the young husband and wife at

their ease, considering the circumstances.

" Yes," he said, putting down his coffee-

cup, " I am thoroughly enjoying this day with

you, my children. You see, Emma, mia,

letters are all very well in their way, but I

prefer a visit, even though it be a short one.

Do you know, my child, you look very well,

and prettier than ever, I declareâ��isn't she,

Guido ? "

" Yes, that is what I am always telling

her," replied the son-in-law, smiling.

" Yes ; and what you tell me, too, in your

letters. Yes, Emma, that is a fact: Guido

writes of nothing else but his wife in his

letters. It's my belief you have quite be-

witched him. What a model husband ! "

" Yes, indeed, he is," said Emma, quietly.

There was silence for a moment after this

remark. Guido's head was bent, he ap-

peared to be counting the flowers on the

carpet.

" Your Aunt Elizabeth sends all kinds of

messages to you bothâ��and Rosalia, your

cousin, too. Poor girl, she's had a lot of

trouble."

" Why, she married her Piero I " exclaimed

Emma, a shade of sarcasm in her tone.

" Yes, yes, she married him, and they were

very fond of each other. But, I don't know,

they did not hit it off very well; there were

scenes and tears, and Rosalia went back

home."

" Oh, well, she did quite right."

"Quite wrong, you mean. A wife ought

never to leave her husband. Well, it's all

right now, thanks to my eloquence. I per-

suaded her to forgive all she had against her

husband."

" You, papa ? "

" Yes, and I glory in my intervention. â�¢ It

was your mother's creed, my child ; she was

so merciful and so tolerantâ��ah ! she was a

good woman ! She always used to say :

' Those who love the most pardon the most.'"

Everyone was silent again, and then M.

Giorgianni suddenly said :â��-

" Come, my children, I want to go all

through the house and see everything. There

seems to me to be plenty of silk and velvet

everywhere, but I have only glanced round.

I want to see everything now."

"Come along," said Guido; "we will begin

with the large drawing-room."

" It's magnificent, this room," said M.

Giorgianni, on entering. " Just the thing for

a large reception. Uo you have many

parties ? "

" Well, we used to give more than we do

just now."

" Yes, yes, I understand; your business

affairs and your political engagements must

take up your time a great deal; but it's a

lovely room. Ah ! and this is the boudoir ?

Exquisite taste, to be sure. Did you choose

the furniture, Emma ? "

"No, it was Guido who chose it."

"Well, my compliments, then," said the

father, turning to his son-in-law. " I suppose

you are always to be found here, Emma ?

Are you not afraid of everyone coming to

make love to her, Guido ? "

" I ! I know my wife too well for that! "

" And you, Emma, are you ever jealous ? "

" I know my husband too well, papa !"

Both these answers had been given so

spontaneously that M. Giorgianni was quite

satisfied.

" This bedroom is lovely, the colours

harmonize so well." He turned round and

looked about as though he missed something.

" Emma ! " he said.

" Yes, papa, what is it ? "

" Where is your mother's portraitâ��I do not

see it anywhere ? "

She did not know what to reply, and her

husband interposed.

" We have been away from home, and we

have not all our luggage here yet."

"That portrait, though, should not have

been left behind. It's all the same, though :

Emma would never forget her mother. Ah !

Guido, mio, you ought to have known her.

When she was dying she made me promise

that I would sacrifice everything for our

child's happiness, so you see she helped you

in your marriage. When Emma came and

said to me, ' Papa, I shall never be happy if

I do not marry Guido 'â��well, I thought of

my poor dead wife, and that decided me. It

was as though you were intended for each

other, and you had been in love then for

about a year. Emma was getting pale and

wretched looking, and as for you, Guido, you

were like a madman. Ah ! young lovers !

how foolish they are. Do you remember

that ball at the English Consul's, Emma,

where we went with Guido ?"
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"Yes, I remember," said Emma, mechani-

cally.

" When everyone saw you that evening

there was no need to tell the news, it was

very evident that you were engaged, and.

everyone began congratulating me. Oh ! but

you know you were really too much in love."

"Yes, too much ! " assented Guido.

" Oh ! I mean it, though. Well, well, let

us hope it will always continue, eh ! Emma ? "

" Yes, let us hope so."

" What's this room? Why, it's locked ! "

It was the room Guido now used, and

which Emma had not entered. They had

not counted on the old man wanting to see

every room.

Emma came to the rescue, for it was

Guido's turn not to know what to answer.

" It is the spare room, papa."

" Ah ! the one you would have put me in

if I could have stayed ? Yes, I must go to-

night ; it's a pity ! "

"Yes, indeed it is," said Guido.

" Well, never mind, I'll look at my room

by way of consoling myself "

" But, papa " began Emma.

" I understand. It is not in order; oh !

That does not matter, childâ��not at all."

Guido turned the key, and

opened the door, courageously,

for he saw there was nothing

else to be done.

" Ah ! A very nice room,

and quite in order, my child.

Ah! and there's your portrait.

I'm sure it was Guido who put

that there for me. Thank you,

my dear fellow; it was very

thoughtful, but I really cannot

stay this time, although I should

like to very much."

They went back into the

drawing-room and sat down.

Both husband and wife were

very absent-minded, and certainly

if Signor Giorgianni had been

endowed with much perspicacity,

he would have discovered that

something was wrong. Fortu-

nately, the excellent old man was

not good at guessing enigmas.

" What a pity for you to leave

such a beautiful house ! "

" Why, papa ? "

"Well, if Guido should be

elected member, why, you will

have to live in Rome six months

of the year, and I suppose he

won't leave you alone in Milan.

Vol. ix. "

You will have to have two housesâ��it will be

a nuisance for youâ��but I shan't be sorry.

If you come to Rome, I shall be able to see

you at least once a monthâ��from Naples to

Rome, it is quite a short, easy journey ; whilst

from Naples to Milanâ��no, that is too far, too

far ! We shall be sure to see each other

often then."

IV.

When our two actors, after conducting

Signor Giorgianni to the station, got into

the carriage to drive home, they both in-

voluntarily gave a sigh of relief.

The comedy was over, and they were going

back again to their ordinary life. Emma

looked out of the window at the rain, and

Guido did not stir: they were strangers again

to each other now. By accident Guido

touched his wife's arm.

" I beg your pardon," he said.

" Granted," she replied, carelessly.

Strangers, indeed ! And yet they were now

both of them going over in their mind the

events of the day, and recalling to themselves

the sensations they had felt.

" Would you prefer driving straight to your

house? " asked Guido, just before they reached

the place where their roads separated.

AH ! TMJEU S YOUR PORTRAIT.
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" No, I must go and help my maid to

collect all the little things I put about in

your rooms. I will go home as soon as we

have finished."

" Very well."

When they arrived, Emma went straight

upstairs and through the large drawing-room

to her boudoir.

Guido threw himself on a divan in the

drawing-room and pretended to be reading a

newspaper. In reality, he was listening to

her footsteps as she moved slowly about in

the other room. He saw her pass the open

door once or twice.

" Are you not tired ?" he called out at

last. " Can I help you ? "

" No, thank you, I have almost finished."

Presently she came into the drawing-room

and sat down, very wearily. The excitement

of the day had completely exhausted her.

She looked round the

room as though she

missed something.

" It's raining still,

is it not ? " she asked

Guido, for he had put

his paper down.

" Yes, it's still going

on."

" The carriage is

not there yet ? "

" I really don't

know, but I'll go and

see."

" No, it does not

matter ; it was to be

round in ten minutes

from now."

" Shall I see you

home ? "

" No, it isn't worth

while, thank you."

Did these ten

minutes appear to

them like a century

or like an instant ?

Perhaps in a way

like both. When the footman announced

that the carriage was at the door, Emma

rose deliberately, and, walking across to the

large mirror, put on her hat. It took her

some time to fasten it on with the pins, for

her fingers were trembling slightly.

She then put her gloves on very slowly,

and gave a few finishing touches to herself

at the glass. When she was quite ready,

she turned towards Guido to say good-bye.

He had risen from his seat and his face was

deadly pale.

" Good-bye," said Emma.

Guido did not reply. She turned away

and walked across the drawing-room proudly,

without wavering an instant, her step firm,

but she knew that her husband was following

her.

When she reached the door she lifted her

hand to raise the velvet curtain, but Guido

was more prompt, and

her hand touched his

as he held the curtain

down.

" You have for-

gotten to tell me that

you have forgiven me,

Emma!" he said,

very quietly, in a

voice in which grief

and passion were

each struggling for

the mastery.

She turned towards

him abruptly and hid

her face on his shoul-

der, for the old love

had sprung up again

between them with a

stronger force than

ever.

" You will never go

away any more, dar-

ling, never ? "

" No, Guido, we

will fetch my mother's

picture back here."

SHE HID HER FACE ON HIS SHOULDEK.



A Singular Imposture.

A Narrative of Actual Fact.

IT was somewhat late in the

evening, on the 3rd of April,

1817, when the overseer of the

poor ot the parish of Almonds-

bury, Gloucestershire, called

upon Samuel Worrall, a magi-

strate of the same county, to ask his advice

with regard to a young woman, who, speak-

ing a language which neither he nor any of

the inhabitants could understand, had entered

a cottage in the village, and had made signs

that she desired to sleep under its roof. The

worthy magistrate thereupon ordered that she

should be brought up to Knole Mansion,

where he re-

sided, in the / ; '

hope that

either he or his

servant, a

Greek who

spoke several

languages,

might be able

to learn who

she was and

what she

wanted. But

upon the over-

seer attempt-

ing her re-

moval, she

showed signs

of strong re-

luctance and

apprehension,

and it was only

after much

entreaty and

gesticulation

that she was

prevailed upon

to go to the

mag i strate's

house. Here

she was received by Mr. Worrall, his wife and

servant, all of whom, after much questioning,

were unable to understand the language in

which she addressed them. They intimated to

her by signs that they wished to ascertain if she

had any papers in her possession, upon which

she took from her pocket a few halfpence and

a bad sixpence, and implied by signs that she

had nothing else.

Her dress consisted of a black stuff gown

MARY WILCOXâ�� CAKABOO.

Front an old Print.

with a muslin frill round the neck, a cotton

shawl on her head, and another round her

shoulders, both loosely and tastefully put on

in the Oriental manner. She had black eyes

and hair, dark complexion, very white teeth,

and lips large and full. Her height was

about 5ft. 2in., and she was apparently about

twenty-six years of age. The general impres-

sion from her person and manners was

attractive and prepossessing.

After a short consultation, Mr. and Mrs.

Worrall deemed it advisable to send her for

the night to a house in the village, and as

Mrs. Worrall felt much interested by her

apparent dis-

Â«â�¢'. - . tress, she

ordered her

own maid and

footman to ac-

company her,

it being now

late, and to say

that she herself

would call the

next morning.

The young

woman walked

with difficulty,

and appeared

much fatigued.

Upon being

shown into the

parlour of the

house she was

taken to, she

seemed parti-

cularly pleased

with a print on

the wall, re-

presenting the

banana, and

made those

present under-

stand that it

was a fruit of her own country. After

partaking of some tea, she was shown

into a sleeping apartment, but appeared

reluctant to go to bed, and pointed to the

floor; but upon the landlady's little girl

getting into the bed, and making her under-

stand the comfort of it, she consented to lie

on it, after having first gone through certain

forms of devotion.

At seven the next morning Mrs. Worrall
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called, and found the stranger sitting by the

fire, apparently very disconsolate, but she

expressed much joy upon seeing her. Soon

after this the clergyman of the parish, who

had heard of the stranger's arrival, came in,

bringing with him several books of travel,

thinking it probable she might show some

signs of recognition in looking through the

plates they contained. This was ?ttended

with some success, for she gave the specta-

tors to understand that she had some know-

ledge of those descriptive of China; but

made signs that it was not a boat, but a ship

that brought her to this country. Gaining

very little information, Mrs. Worrall deter-

mined to take her back with her to Knole,

and keep her there till something satisfac-

tory transpired concerning her; but upon

inviting the young woman by signs to follow

her, she again appeared timid and appre-

hensive.

Upon their return to the Hall, Mrs. Worrall

attempted to ascertain the stranger's name

by writing her own upon paper and intimating

that she should do the same; but this the

young woman declined to do, shaking her

head, and crying, " Caraboo, Caraboo," point-

ing to herself. Upon showing her some of

the rooms at Knole, she appeared delighted

with some pieces of furniture with Chinese

figures upon them, and signified that they

belonged to her country. At dinner she

declined all animal food, and took nothing

to drink but water, showing much disgust at

meat, beer, cider, etc.

On the following day she was taken before

the Mayor of Bristol, but with no better

result, for still no discovery could be made

of whence she came or whither she was

going ; she was therefore committed to an

institution for the destitute, where she re-

ceived the most humane treatment. Finding

she rejected the usual food, eggs and other

delicacies were provided for her. But she

neither ate nor drank, nor slept on the beds

of the institution during the short time she

remained there.

Mrs. Worrall, still feeling a lively interest

in the wanderer's fate, after two days, had her

again removed to Knole, where daily efforts

were made to discover her language and

country, but without success. After some

weeks, it chanced that a Portuguese, named

Manuel Eynesso, from the Malay country,

was introduced to her, and undertook to

interpret her language, which he said was

not a pure dialect, but a mixture of languages

used on the coast of Sumatra and other

islands in the East.

Her story he gave as follows : Her name

was Caraboo, daughter of a person of rank,

and of Chinese origin. Her mother, who

was killed in a war between the Boogoos

(Cannibals) and the Maudins (Malays), was

a Malay woman. Whilst walking in her

garden at Javasu, attended by three sam-

mens (women), she was seized by the people

of a pirate prow, gagged, bound hand and

foot, and then carried off. Her father swam

after her, and, shooting an arrow, killed one

of the women who were taken on board

with her. Caraboo wounded two of the men

with her crease when she was seized, one of

whom died, but the other recovered.

After eleven days she was sold to the

captain of a brig, whose name was Tappa

Boo, and the brig sailing during the trans-

action, she was conveyed from one ship to the

other in a boat. After four weeks the brig

anchored at a port (Batavia ?), remained there

two days, and having taken on board four

female passengers, sailed again, and in five

weeks more anchored at another port (Cape of

Good Hope?), where the four female passen-

gers were landed. Here they stayed three

days, and then sailed for Europe. Arrived

there, and suffering much ill-usage, she

resolved to jump overboard and swim ashore.

This she accomplished successfully, and

found herself on English soil.

The dress she had on at this time con-

sisted of a gown worked with gold, and a

shawl of the same description, which she

afterwards exchanged with an English woman

for a black stuff gown, a cotton shawl, and

several other articles, in which dress, after

wandering about for six weeks, she found her

way to Almondsbury.

Her father's country she called Congee

(China); her own island, from whence she

was taken, she called Javasu, and that of her

mother, the Maudins (Malay). She de-

scribed her mother's teeth as being black,

her face and arms painted, and said she wore

a jewel at her nose with a gold chain from it

to her right temple, which decoration her

mother wished to have adopted for her, but

her father would not consent.

Her father had three more wives, and was

carried on the shoulders of Macratoos (com-

mon men) in a kind of sedan or palanquin,

wore a gold button in his cap, three peacock's

feathers on the right side of his head, and a

gold twisted chain round his neck, to which

was suspended a large, square ornament of

amber-coloured stone, set in gold. She her-

self wore seven peacock's feathers on the left

side of her head.
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Upon some

calico being given

her, she made a

dress in the style

she had been

accustomed to

wear, which she

implied by signs

was very richly

embroidered. She

wore no stockings,

but open sandals

with wooden soles

on her feet She

pronounced her

father's name,

Jessu Mandu, and

her own, Sis sit

Mandu, which,

she said, was after-

wards changed to

Caraboo, in con-

sequence of her

f a t h e r h avi n g

conquered his

enemies.

Her father had

command of

soldiers, and when

any people ap-

proached him,

they made their

salaam on both

hand to the right

IN THE DRESS MADE BY

From an old Print

knees, lifting the right

temple. They presented

fruit on a dish balanced upon the points of

their fingers, kneeling on both knees to her

father, and on one to herself as princess.

She gave her father's age as forty-seven,

which she explained by tying knots on a

string, and described his complexion as light

or white, while her mother's was yellow or

brown.

When shown the drawing of an idol, she

expressed the greatest abhorrence, and gave

those present to understand that she

worshipped Allah Tallah (God), as her

mother did. She described the pirate prow

as having only one mast and no guns; the

commander as being copper-coloured and

wearing a turban, short petticoat trousers,

and a kind of scarf thrown over his shoulders;

but that Tappa Boo's complexion was dark,

and he had long black hair plaited down his

back; that his brig had guns, and there

were about forty men on board, among

whom was a justee (surgeon). She was very

ill after Tappa Boo bought her, which was

caused by her great unhappiness and miser-

able situation.

Such was the

story of the

princess's life

until her supposed

arrival in Eng-

land.

Upon being

requested to point

out from a num-

ber of flags the

colours of the

different ports at

which she

stopped, she

placed her fingers

on her closed

eyes and shook

her head, at the

same time im-

plying that she

was kept below

on the ship.

She expressed

much pleasure at

the sight of a

Chinese chain

purse which was

shown her, and

which she in-

stantly recognised

as belonging to

her father's coun-

try ; also at a rose-coloured scarf, which

she put on, first in Chinese and after-

wards in Javasu fashion, in both instances

veiling her face. She described the dead

as not being buried in coffins in Javasu,

but placed in the ground; and when

made to understand that, if she were to die

here, she would be buried flat in a box, she

expressed much horror and disgust. She

marked time by tying knots on a string in a

peculiar manner, and by the same means

pointed out the periods and distances of her

voyage. A chart of the supposed places she

stopped at, as drawn by herself, is here given,

as are also the characters made use of by

her to express words and numbers, and these

resemble in some particulars the letters of

the Arabic alphabet.

Many singular occurrences happened

during her residence at Knole which tended

to confirm the description she had given of

herself, as well as of the manners and customs

of the country from which she represented

herself as coming.

The gibberish language in which she made

herself understood was aided in a striking

manner by gesture and animation of counte-
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CHART OF CARABOOS VOYAGE TO EUROPE, DRAWN BY HERSELF.

nance. In the choice of food she was very

consistent and uniform, and affected much

peculiarity and nicety. She dressed every-

thing herself, preferred rice to bread, ate no

meat, drank only water or tea, and was very

fond of Indian curry, which she made very

savoury.

During her stay she frequently exercised

herself with how and arrows, and made a stick

answer for a sword on her right side, the bow

and arrows being slung on her left shoulder.

When dancing she would assume an infinite

variety of graceful attitudes, bend her body

in numberless shapes, occasionally dropping

on one knee, and then, rising with uncommon

agility, perform a species of waltz with most

singular twists and contortions.

Her story naturally excited a good deal of

attention, and many of the surrounding gentry

and members of the fashionable world at

Bath came to visit her, among whom was a

Dr. Wilkinson, who, animated by a love for

the marvellous, and with a desire to dis-

tinguish himself, determined to try his skill

at discovering the character and nation of

the unknown foreigner. And it was the pub-

licity which the doctor gave to his visits, by

detailing in the public prints a description of

her person and manners, which eventually

led to the detection of the imposture.

It was at the doctor's suggestion that more

effectual measures were

taken for the relief of this

interesting creature, and an

appeal to the East India

directors was determined

upon, Dr. Wilkinson him-

self being dispatched on

this charitable mission, to

be followed soon after by

Caraboo.

But one of the doctor's

letters on the subject in a

local paper happening to

meet the eye of a Mrs.

Neale, of Bristol, with

whom Caraboo had lodged

previous to her escapade,

she recognised in her, with

no little surprise and

amusement, the character

of her quondam lodger.

Whereupon she called on

a Mr. Mortimore, of the

same city, and informed

that gentleman of her sus-

picions, and produced such

irrefragable proofs of her

knowledge of Caraboo, that

he at once communicated the intelligence

to Mrs. Worrall, who, though much surprised,

was still unwilling to believe herself the victim

of an imposture. Mrs. Worrell therefore

determined to test the evidence for herself.

Accordingly, next morning, in company with

Caraboo, she set out for Bristol under

pretence of going to Mr. Bird's, to finish the

sitting for Caraboo's portrait which that

distinguished artist was painting, but instead,

they alighted at Mr. Mortimore's, where Mrs.

Worrall had previously arranged to meet Mrs.

Neale.

The discovery was speedy and decisive; for

after conversing with Mrs. Neale and her

daughters for a short time, Mrs. Worrall went

alone into a room with Caraboo, who was

still in ignorance of the discovery, told her of

the proofs she had obtained of her being an

impostor, and begged her to confess the fact

herself, in order that she might hear from

her own lips the real truth of the matter.

Caraboo, taken by surprise, made one last

effort in her gibberish to interest Mrs. Worrall,

but, finding she did not succeed, acknow-

ledged the fraud, and begged that she would

not cast her off or suffer her father to be sent

for. This Mrs. Worrall promised to do upon

condition that Caraboo would instantly give

her a faithful detail of her former life, and

disclose her real name and parentage.
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To this Caraboo agreed, and stated that

her real name was Mary Baker, nee Wilcox;

that she was born at Witheridge, in Devon-

shire, in 1795, and being of a wild disposi-

tion, received no education. At the age of

sixteen a situation was procured for her,

where she remained two years, after which

she returned home. Her father and mother

using her ill on account of her leaving her

place, she left them and went to Exeter, where

she knew no one.

Being unable to obtain employment, she

wandered from there through different parts

of the country till she reached Bristol, having

nearly put an end to her life by hanging, on

her way thither, but was prevented from

doing so by the timely interference of a

CHARACTERS USED BY CARABOO.

gentleman, who gave her five shillings and

some very good advice.

From Bristol she proceeded on foot to

London, but when within thirty miles of the

town, she was overcome with fatigue and

exhaustion, and sat down by the wayside,

until a passing waggoner kindly offered her a

seat in his vehicle, which she gladly accepted.

Arrived at Hyde Park Corner, two women,

fellow-passengers in the waggon, conveyed

her to St Giles's Hospital, where she re-

mained some time, suffering from brain fever.

As soon as she was able to leave, a situation

was procured for her, where she stayed three

years, during which time she learned to read

and write. It was here that she carried out

her first act of duplicity.

Having been invited to a wedding by a

friend, and leave having been refused, she

caused a fictitious letter to be sent to her

mistress, in which the writer (a friend of her

mistress) was supposed to ask if the servant

might attend her child's christening, which

was to take place on the same day as the

wedding. The fraud was successful, the

necessary leave was granted, and the young

impostor attended the wedding instead.

But upon being asked the child's name the

following morning, and if the party was a

large one, she appeared confused, which

excited suspicion, and on her mistress making

inquiries, she detected the whole procedure.

In consequence of this she was discharged,

and once more she resolved to return to

Witheridge; but instead of going directly

there, and being afraid of walking over

Hounslow Heath on account

of robberies and murders then

prevalent, she changed her own

clothes for male attire, and, thus

equipped, presented herself at a

house to ask if there was a place

vacant for a young man, in order

to ascertain if her sex would

be detected.

Apparently suspecting no-

thing, the inhabitants directed

her to some friends, who were

wanting a man, and here she

was introduced into a parlour

where there were three gentle-

men and four ladies, who asked

her a number of questions, and

how it was she was so short a

man. They said they liked her

appearance, but considered her

hardly suitable for their service.

Leaving them, she made her

way as far as Salisbury Plain,

where she met two men on horseback,

who asked her if she had any money.

To this she replied in the negative, and

added that she was about to ask them

for some. Upon this they asked herâ��not

suspecting her to be a womanâ��if she would

enter their service. This she consented to

do, but discovering the occupation of her

new employers to be that of highwaymen,

she availed herself of the first opportunity

that offered to escape, and set out once more

for Witheridge, where she arrived, in female

attire, much to the surprise of her father and

mother, who were under the impression that

she was still in London.

Here she remained but a few weeks, for

finding home-life somewhat monotonous after

her recent experiences, she left again and

returned once more to London, and took

1

â�¢ Allah Tallah.
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another situation; but hap-

pening to be sent one day

to the stationer's to get

some books, she was

accosted by a gentlemanly-

looking man, who asked

her a number of questions,

and appeared much in-

terested in her. This man,

who was a foreigner and

had travelled much, after-

wards became her husband,

and it was from him that

she picked up the Eastern

words and idioms which

she used, as well as the

knowledge of some Asiatic

customs, which so effectu-

ally enabled her to carry

out her imposture. Her

husband deserted her after

some time, and being with-

out means of subsistence,

she again returned to

Witheridge.

This time she stayed

only a week and three

days, for, overhearing

someone speak of America

and its opportunities, she

determined to try her for-

tune there. She accord-

ingly set out for Bristol,

but falling in with a party

of gipsies, who invited her to join them,

she consented, and stayed with them several

days, learning their habits and customs. It

was whilst with them that the idea of per-

sonating a foreigner first suggested itself.

Wearying of their company and mode of

life, she set off once more for Bristol, where

she made her way to the quay, and learning

from the captain of a vessel lying there that

his ship would sail for America in fifteen

days, and that her passage would cost five

pounds, a sum she did not possess, she

determined to put into practice her idea, and

under the garb of a foreigner, try to get the

remainder of the money required. She there-

fore changed her bonnet for a small shawl,

which she put on as a turban, and adapting

the remainder of her dress as nearly as

NUMERICAL CHARACTERS I'SED BY
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possible to the Oriental

fashion, started on her

quest. It was while thus

employed that she made

her appearance at Almonds-

bury, as before related.

After hearing her story,

Mrs. Worrall set about

testing its accuracy, and

having obtained corrobora-

tive testimony of the

principal occurrences of

the last eight years of the

life of her proibgce, she

agreed, with the full appro-

bation and consent of the

girl, to procure her a pas-

sage to America, to which

country she was fully bent

on proceeding.

Before the departure of

Caraboo, the public

curiosity to gain a sight of

her was rather increased

than diminished, and she

was visited by persons of

all descriptions â�� natives,

foreigners, linguists,

painters, physiognomists,

and craniologistsâ��all of

whom were anxious to see

and converse with this

female Psalmanazar.

It need hardly be added

that the story of the Portuguese, who

happened to be almost as great a cheat as

Caraboo, was entirely his own invention, got

up as was afterwards discovered with an eye

to his own interest.

That an illiterate girl, unaided by education,

should have so conducted herself both in the

language she made use of, and in her general

demeanour, as to induce hundreds to believe

that she was no less a person than an unfortu-

nate, unprotected, and wandering princess from

a distant Eastern island, cast upon the shores

of Britain by cruel and relentless piratesâ��

and on no one occasion should have been

found to lose sight of the part she was acting,

or once to betray herself, is an ' instance of

consummate art and duplicity, exceeding any

occurrence in the annals of modern imposture.
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absolutely up to

date â�� from the

pleasant face of

the head mistress

to the keen ex-

pression in the

bright eyes of the

youngest pupil,

all is vivacity,

pleasure, and zest.

The school is in-

tended to provide

girls with an edu-

cational moderate

cost, which is as

thorough as that

given to boys at

the great public

schools. The

number of girls

is limited to two

hundred. Speak-

ing on this point, Miss Dove said: " I

cannot do with more. I must be in touch,

in absolute touch, with every girl in my

school, and I feel that my limits are reached

at two hundred. I wish to know everything

about each girl who resides hereâ��in short,

I want to take the most motherly and com-

plete supervision of each of these young lives."

These two hundred girls are divided into

fifteen forms. The average number of pupils

in each division does not exceed ten.

ST. LEONARDS SCHOOL-

ROM sunny Cheltenham to

the keener air of St. Andrews

is a considerable change, and

there are also marked dif-

ferences between the school of

St. Leonards, at St. Andrews,

and Cheltenham College. The former school

was opened in 1877, under the management

of a council. As at Cheltenham, there is the

large principal building devoted to learning,

and houses for resident pupils attached. The

head mistress, Miss Dove,

prides herself on being the

first student to arrive at

the famous Girton College.

She speaks with a smile of

the bricks and mortar, of

the workmen lingering

round, of the anxious

greeting she received from

Miss Davies, the mistress of

the college, and, in short,

of the general incom-

pleteness. "Very different

is the state of things at

(iirton now," she adds ;

" but I shall always feel

proud of being the first

student to enter that cele-

brated heme of learning."

Miss Dove began her life

as a teacher at Cheltenham.

St. Leonards School is

B1SHOKS HAI.Lâ��ST. LEONARDS.

\Photoyra\ih.
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In taking me round from form to form,

Miss Dove explained very fully her reasons

for keeping the divisions so small. She be-

lieved that a great number in a form was the

primary cause of the failure which occasion-

ally follows high-school education. It is

impossible for one teacher to develop all the

powers of thirty girlsâ��the backward ones

must go to the wall, the clever ones be unduly

stimulated. At St. Leonards the fifth form

is, for instance, divided into as many as five

divisions. In one divisionâ��for advanced

Germanâ��I saw only three girls. But these

girls were equal in point of mental attainment,

and were all in the best possible position to

profit by the instruction

afforded them. Miss

Dove is able to declare

that she has never sent

a neglected girl from

her school. Each girl,

be she blessed with in-

telligence or the reverse,

is educated to the ut-

most of her abilities.

The head mistress does

not approve of the

system of cramming, and

will not allow any girl

to work at Latin and

German together. She

likes every girl to take

up Latin, which she

considers the basis of a

sound education. Latin

and French are, there-

fore, taught in all the

lower forms, and in the

more advanced either

Greek or German.

" Don't take up your

Greek," Miss Dove says

to her young pupils,

" until you can throw

your French behind you." She will not

allow girls to work both at German and

Greek, and evidently prefers Greek from an

educational point of view to German.

There are seven houses for the recep-

tion of resident students, and not more

than twenty-one girls are ordinarily received

in each house. The houses are provided

with every comfort, and the life is made as

home-like as possible. Each girl has her own

cubicle, which is curtained off to resemble a

complete little bedroom. The elder girls

have each a writing table with a bookshelf

for their special use in the schoolroom. The

food is of the best. No work is done before

MISS DOVE, PRINCIPAL OF ST. LEONARDS.

From a Photo, by T. Rodger, St. Andrew!.

breakfast or after 8.30 p.m. The fees

at St. Andrews are not high; for girls

under fifteen years, seven guineas a term ;

for girls over that age, nine guineas. The

fees for house girls under thirteen years of

age are twenty-two guineas a term ; over

thirteen, twenty-five. No girls are admitted

over seventeen years of age. The school

course consists of Scripture, arithmetic,

literature, history, Latin or German, French,

mathematics, science, harmony, gymnastics,

and part singing. Extra fees are charged for

music, drawing, and dancing.

Miss Dove has strong opinions "on the

subject of an all-round education, and seeks

from the very first to

develop both the body

and mind of each girl.

She has an immense

belief in open-air exer-

cise, and one of the

specialities of the school

is its extensive and

splendid playground.

This consists of about

sixteen acres, and com-

prises cricket field, golf

course, lawn and gravel

tennis courts, fives court,

etc.

It was delightful to

see the girls at their

play. The beautiful

Canadian game of la-

crosse was exercising all

their faculties on the

afternoon when I had

the pleasure of seeing

them. The girls are

allowed to play in their

gymnasium dress, which

gives full scope to every

limb and allows each

muscle to be fully de-

veloped. Miss Dove believes so fully in

physical education, that one of her invari-

able rules is to have each girl weighed

on her return to school at the beginning of a

fresh term. If, for any reason, she is dis-

covered to be below the average weight

which she ought to be for her age and size,

she is instantly " turned out to grass," and not

allowed to study much. The judicious use

of the gymnasium, and endless out-door

games, are, in the head mistress's opinion,

the education which she requires for the

time being.

There was a keen east wind blowing on

the day when I visited the school, but the
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glowing faces of the happy girls as they

vigorously pursued their out-door games

showed that they were proof against the

inclemencies of the weather. Miss Dove

most emphatically declares that she has

never had a case of mental breakdown in

the school. It would be difficult to find

anywhere a set of healthier or more robust-

looking girls, and the fact that the attention

paid to their physical development is not

injurious to their intellectual progress is

proved by the success gained by the pupils

of St. Leonards in the published lists of the

Oxford and Cambridge Higher Certificates.

Miss Dove feels that she cannot enough em-

phasize the fact that the result of attention

to the harmonious development of the

physical, together with the intellectual,

powers is distinctly advantageous to the

intellectual.

The girls at St. Leonards all wear cloaks

when out of doors. These are made of dark

blue serge, and are lined with the colour of

their house of residence. The girls who live

in Miss Dove's house have Oxford and

Cambridge blue linings to their cloaks and

blue bobs on their Tarn o' Shanter caps. In

the house of another mistress I noticed that

the colour was yellow.

Wherever possible, the mistresses of the

school are selected from old pupils; this

same arrangement holds good at Cheltenham.

The wisdom and justice of the choice is

obvious, the head mistress or principal

having already inculcated her own ideas and

mode of education in the mind of the

teacher.

As at Cheltenham, all that can possibly be

done to educate the eye and develop a love

for the best and most beautiful in art is to

be seen in the school and houses. I shall

never forget the photographs in Miss Dove's

lovely house. She seemed to me to have a

complete set of photographs from almost

every gallery in Europeâ��these, in suitable

frames, nearly cover the walls of hall, stair-

case, and reception-rooms. In the girls'

dormitories there are also beautiful old

prints and lovely photographs. These are

presented by the mistresses, as the reward

of perfect neatness and regularity as regards

time. In Miss Sandys' house, who is an old

teacher from Cheltenham, the aesthetic arrange-

ments are charming and perfect enough to

gratify the tastes of Morris and Burne Jones.

In this house each bedroom had its particular

colour, which extends to curtains, wall-

paper, counterpanes, etc., one room being

of the palest shade of primrose, another

pink, another blue, another green.

The girls are given a great deal of liberty.

Some parents may object to the amount of
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freedom which they enjoy, but Miss Dove

firmly believes in the wisdom of this mode

of treatment.

"I trust them fully," she said. " I have never

had my trust abused." This grand principle

underlies all her success and gives a breezy,

healthy tone to the place. The school, in short,

is worthy of the historical old town where it

is placed, and no happier lot could befall any

girl than to become a resident there.

" I know," she says, " several cases in

which the life of a girl has been made miser-

able, and the good, honest work she might have

done has been spoiled, in her vain attempt

to gratify the ambition of home friends in

this manner."

Miss Beale and Miss Dove quite agree on

the point that no girl ought to be allowed to

enter for any public examination until she is

over sixteen years of age. For younger girls

From u|

THE HOCKEY TEAMâ��ST. LEONARDS.

[ Photvgraiih.

I had a long and interesting conversation

with Miss Dove, who gave me her views on

education in the main, and spoke of the best

way in which it could be accomplished. She

believes in school-life for girls, and thinks

that the opportunity it affords for cultivating

a public spirit and for co-operating with other

girls is of immense benefit. It is, in her

opinion, the lack of such opportunities that

makes women's lives often so small and petty.

One of the co-operative duties which school

enjoins is that of regular attendance. No

girl should ever be allowed to absent herself

from school save for illness. The reason for

this is that every other girl in her form

suffers from her absence. Miss Dove does

not believe in a girl struggling to beat all

the rest in her form. Prizes and certifi-

cates, and even University honours, may be

secured at too heavy a cost,

the worry and excitement at a time when

they are growing rapidly is most injurious.

Speaking of the high schools, Miss Dove says

that the reason they are not invariably a

success is a very simple one. The fees are

too low. In consequence, the staff of

teachers is not sufficient and the classes are

much too large. Thus, those girls who are

not brilliant must go to the wall. The

remedy she considers quite simple. The

fees should be raised to allow a sufficient

number of teachers to be secured for the

work, and those children who cannot afford

the larger fees should go to the Higher

Grade Board Schools. In several places

such schools already exist, and many more

will be started to meet the need.

This opinion with regard to the high

schools is doubtless shared by many head

rnistresses, and was corroborated by one of
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CHARLES L S HALLâ��GREAT HARROWDEN HALL.

the cleverest heads of departments at Chel-

tenham with whom I discussed the subject.

I am anxious now to say a few words about

a totally different order of school.

Great Harrowden Hall, near Welling^

borough, resembles, to a certain extent, the

old-fashioned boarding-school. Only, how-

ever, to a certain extentâ��evils of the old

system have given place to all that is best and

widest in modern education, but the number

of girls in the

school is sufficiently

small to make it as

much a home as a

school.

It would be diffi-

cult to find a more

beautiful house of

residence than the

old historical hall of

Harrowden. In the

entrance - hall

Charles I. is said to

have held a Council;

he is also believed

to have played bowls

on the green in front

of the manor. The

history of Harrow-

den is mixed up

with that of the

country. The pre-

sent hall was pro-

bably built in the

16th and restored in

the 17th century.

The date, 1687, is

to be seen on the

fireplace in the en-

trance - hall. The

shields on the iron

gates and on the

massive stone piers

inthegardensmark

the occupancy of

the families who,

in succession,

owned the hall. It

is also believed

that a meeting of

the Gunpowder

Plot conspirators

was held in the

house.

Over the quaint

old fireplace in the

beautiful drawing-

room is a picture

by Sir Peter Lely,

which hides the entrance to a secret chamber.

The oak staircase which leads to the upper

part of the house is one of the handsomest

I have ever seen, and the old tapestry which

covers the walls adds to the unique effect.

How such a manor became the property

of a school it is impossible for me to say,

but a brighter and more distinguished home

it would be difficult to find. " Noblesse

oblige " ought to be the motto of each girl

[Photograph.

From a I

DRAWING-ROOM, WITH PICTURE, IIY SIR PETER LELV, CONCEALING fPhotograph.

SECRBT CHAMBERâ��GREAT HARROWDEN HALL.
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who comes within

these walls. I thought

so as I looked around

me, and some words

which Miss Bartlett,

the principal, said to

me, made me inclined

to think that the

spirit which animated

the girls was worthy

of their place of re-

sidence.

" Mother," said one

girl, speaking of her

school, " we have to

keep straight at Har-

rowden, for Miss

Bartlett trusts us."

The house is sur-

rounded by twenty

acres, all beautifully

laid out in gardens and

recreation grounds.

In addition to this

there are sixty acres

set acide for golf and

riding. The girls lead

a most healthy life,

working, as seems to

be the universal rule

now in the best schools, only in the morn-

ings, and devoting the afternoon and evening

to games and preparation.

The grounds round Harrowden make an

ideal play-ground. Here healthy exercise, in

the shape of such games as cricket, hockey,

tennis, is pursued with vigour.

I was present at the gymnasium, and never

PRINCIPAL OF GREAT HARROWDEN HALL.

From a Photo, by FradtUe A Young.

saw better and more

thorough teaching. It

seemed to me that

each of those girls'

muscles was vigor-

ously exercised. I

attended lectures

afterwards, in several

of the class-rooms,

and can testify to the

excellence of the in-

struction. All the

ordinary branches of

education are thor-

oughly attended to at

Harrowden; but if

the school has a

speciality, it is for

music, art, and elocu-

tion.

The principal, Miss

Agnes Bartlett,

studied music at the

Royal Conserva-

torium at Dresden,

and is a pupil of Liszt,

to whom she is in-

debted for the wonder-

ful perfection of her

playing. The musical

spirit of the principal is felt all through the

school, and in pianoforte playing, violin play-

ing, and also in singing, the performances

of the elder pupils are considerably above

the average.

Elocution, which is made a speciality, is

taught in the most delightful manner by

the well-known elocutionist, Miss Florence

ORCHESTRAL PRACTICEâ��GRF AT HARROWDEN HALL.
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Bourne, L.L.A. In addition to an excellent

staff of resident teachers, the best professors

come from London to instruct in the

different branches of education. Drawing

and painting are taught by a Fellow of

Herkomer's School. An experienced riding-

master teaches all those girls who care to learn

to ride, and special horses are kept for their

benefit. The whole life is full of interest

and healthy stimulus. Above and over

all, the home element preponderates. The

girls and their teachers are all in absolute

touch. The smiling glances which pass

between their beloved principal and them-

selves are sufficient evidence of the warm

place she holds- in their hearts. She is the

kind of woman who seems to take not only

children but all creatures under her wing.

The cats and dogs, the horses, even the

canaries in the canary-house, receive a large

share of her affectionate attention. There is

a quiet look of power about her face, and her

energy never disturbs her calm.

The terms, considering the advantages of

the situation and the thoroughness of the

education given, are for the general course of

instruction particularly reasonable. Pupils

under fifteen years of age are received for

twenty-five guineas a term ; over that age for

thirty guineas.

Pupils may be prepared here for the

entrance and scholarship examinations for the

women's colleges, also for the examinations of

the Royal College and Academy of Music.

In concluding this brief account of three

distinguished schools, I should like to say a

few words with regard to the objects effected

by education so thorough and so stimulating.

When all is said and done, we, as practical

people, are obliged to think of the future.

How will girls so educated conduct themselves

in the battle of life ? How, and in what honour-

able manner, can they earn their bread ?

When speaking to Miss Beale on this

point, she assured me that no girl who had

gone through the full curriculum of education

at Cheltenham had any cause to fear.

Twenty-three are now head mistresses of

important schools. All over the world

Cheltenham girls have obtained excellent

posts as mistresses and teachers. In

medicine, in art, and literature, they have

also distinguished themselves. The same

may be said of the girls at St. Andrews, and

such girls, so trained, must surely be the New

Women for whom we long.



By A. Hutchison Stirling.

|T all began with a practical

joke. Weston was the Good

Boy of our set, and conse-

quently the victim of all our

sallies of wit. In appearance,

he was tall, handsome, and

manly-looking ; in character, he was simple

as a babe, innocent of even a suspicion of

humour, and possessed of just as much

brains as were required for slaving all day

over a desk in a bank, and toiling all night

copying lawyers' papers. He was the eldest

son of his mother ; and she was a widow.

So he could not afford himself even -an

occasional frolic such as the rest of us in-

dulged in. His one hobby was Volun-

teering ; and this it was which led to

the events I am going to relate.

He was wearing his Volunteer uni-

form that day ; for his corps was to

drill in the park adjoining the famous

historical palace of Sacredcross; and

weâ��a party of five lads of usâ��had

come to look on. As we had some

little time to wait before the hour

appointed for the drill, we strolled

into the palace, which happened to be

open to visitors; and here the first

scene in the little comedy was enacted.

Harkness, our practical joker in chief,

had dropped behind the rest of us for

a while ; and when he rejoined us, he

was wearing a supernaturally innocent

expression of countenance, and holding

in his hand a slip of paper, into which

there was stuck a common hair-pin.

" Isn't this an awful fraud ? " he said,

as he held out the slip to Weston.

Weston took it from him and

gravely examined it. " ' Hair-pin be-

longing to Queen Elizabeth,' " he read,

slowly. "' Visitors are requested not to

touch.' I say"â��anxiouslyâ��"hadn't you

better put it back where it was ? "

" Not I," replied Harkness, stifling a yawn.

" Butâ��but you may get into trouble !

Don't you see, it says, ' Visitors are requested

not to touch ' ? "

" Well, you can put the old swindle

back if you likeâ��I'll tell you where it

was."

The Good Boy, always anxious to avoid the

risk of a scrape, listened attentively to the

directions given him, and then, with scru-

pulous exactness, replaced the slip in its

supposed former position, while the rest of

WESTON TOOK IT FROM HIM AND GRAVELY EXAMINED IT.
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us watched him some yards off, shaken by

internal laughter.

After that, we hung about for a while in

the neighbourhood of the hair-pin, and

watched the new-comers. The first person

to discover it was an old man, and, judging

from his hollow chest, his stooping shoulders,

his shabby coat, and his slow, meditative

shuffle, evidently a scholar. At first, his dull,

sleepy eye wandered listlessly over the slip;

then suddenly it was arrested ; a look of

dawning life, like a gleam of sunshine forcing

its way through a grey sky, awoke within its

hollow depths. He took down the slip from

the grating on which Weston had stuck it,

and examined it carefully, turning it over and

over in his hand. Then he put it back in its

place; and now there was triumph in his

look. He fumbled in his pockets for some-

thing ; but his hands trembled, so that he

could not find what he wanted. Was it age

or emotion that caused them to tremble ? I

thought it was emotion ; and for the first

time my heart reproached me for what we

had done. At last the old man found what

he wanted. It was a note-book and pencil.

With shaking fingers he opened the book

and begin to write. His lips moved as he

wrote, and I heard him speaking softly to

himself; but I only caught the words, " A

'a complete corroboration

complete corroboration!" spoken in tones

tremulous with pride and eagerness.

Then I felt so sorry for him, that I had

almost made up my mind to tell him the

Vol ix.^60.

truth, when the next visitor appeared, and

the old man reluctantly moved on. This

time the visitor was a young lady attired in a

Rob-Roy tartan dress, with a gossamer veil

thrown back over her hat, an opera-glass

swung across her shoulders by a strap, and a

guide-book in her hand. Of course, she was

an American tourist. We learned afterwards

that she was Miss Penelope M. Hopgood,

only child and heiress of Josiah P. Hopgood,

the Chicago Pork Prince.

Her quick eye caught sight of the white

slip at once. She gazed at it curiously, and

then turned up her guide-book, but evidently

found nothing about it there. Then she took

it down, as the old man had done, and turned

it over and over in her hand. Next she took

the hair-pin out of the slip of paper, pulled

out another from the coils of her hair, and

anxiously examined the two side by side.

After a moment's

examination, she

threw a cautious,

searching glance

round the roomâ��

I did not mention

that the hair-pin

was in a small room

known as Queen

Elizabeth's dress-

ing-room, outside

the open door of

which we had

stationed ourselves

â��once more care-

fully compared the

two hair-pins in

her hand ; again

glanced round the

room, and then in

a few rapid move-

ments placed one

of the pins in her

hair, stuck the other

in the slip of paper, which she restored to its

former position, and hastily left the room.

But I had noticed that her band trembled, her

cheek flushed, and her eye glanced about with

a nervous, apprehensive look, so I concluded

that her Yankee love of antiques had been

too much for her honesty, and that it was not

Jur own hair-pin that she had replaced in the

glossy coils of her hair. The opportunity

was irresistible.

"Weston ! " I exclaimed, in hasty, excited

tones, " you had better go after her at once

and stop her, or there will be no end of a

row ! Don't you see, she has gone off to

inform the authorities, and she's got the

SHE PLACED ONE OF THE

PINS IN HER HAIR."
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corpus delicti with her. Why, of course, it

was all a joke of Harkness'sâ��a baby might

have known that !â�� the thing no more

belonged to Queen Elizabeth than to your

grandmother; and if she informs, why, you'll

have the deuce and all to pay, I can tell

you !"

Poor Weston ! His face had grown very

white, and his lips trembled as he tried to

ask, " But, whatâ��what ? " I knew that

a vision of the widowed mother and the half-

dozen little brothers and sisters rose before

his mental eye at the moment, and I was

sorry for himâ��I really wasâ��but how was a

fellow to resist such a chance ?

" Don't stand staring there, but be after

her at once !" I said. " Why, man alive,

don't you know they would bring it in treason ?

And then "

But he was off before I could finish my

sentence, striding along the polished floor

with his long legs. We followed, eager to

see the fun.

While we were talking, Miss Penelope M.

Hopgood had made the most of her start;

and when we emerged from the front entrance

of the palace, we saw the slim little figure in

tartan disappearing round a corner on the

farther side of the

quadrangular court-

yard. Weston, who

was some yards in

front of us, had caught

sight of her too, and

gave chase in the

direction in which

she was apparently

going. His long legs,

quickened by fear,

soon carried him out

of our sight, and when

we reached the corner,

round which we had

seen both fugitives

turn, we could see no

trace of either.

This is what, as we

afterwards learned,

had happened. Miss

Penelope, whose conscience, since the little

episode in Queen Elizabeth's dressing-

room, had made a coward of her, as she

hurried away from the palace, kept every

now and then glancing backwards over her

shoulder, thinking she heard hurried steps

behind her. Just before she reached the

corner near which we had seen her, she

glanced back for the thousandth time ; and

her poor little heart fluttered, and her breath

WESTON GAVE CHASE.

came quick, as she caught sight of a man in

uniformâ��of course, one of the warders of the

palaceâ��evidently pursuing her with rapid

strides ! But her quick Yankee wit did not

desert her : instead of continuing in the

direction in which she had been going, she

doubled, turning down a narrow alley. Un-

fortunately for her, alarm had sharpened the

usually somewhat blunt perceptions of Weston,

and he was soon on her trail again. When

the poor girl, glancing nervously over her

shoulder, again caught sight of " that dreadful

man in uniform," as she called him to

herself, she felt it was all up with herâ��

there could be no doubt he was after her !

Her heart fluttered more wildly, and her

breath came quicker; but she was " true

grit," and she would not give in yet. She

pressed her hand to her side, and hurried

on, doubling, and turning, and winding in

and out through cross lanes, and back slums,

and side alleys until the poor girl's strength

was well-nigh spent; her limbs were trem-

bling under her, her breath came in gasps, her

heart beat madly against her sides like that

of the poor bird just caught in the mouth of

her enemy the cat. But just when she was

beginning to fear she must give in, and suffer

her pursuer to over-

take her, she found

that her devious wan-

derings had brought

her to a little suburban

station, at which a

train was standing.

The sight gave her

hope and energy for

one last effort: gather-

ing herself together,

she fled to the station,

ran down the steps to

the platform, and

entered a first-class

compartment of the

train that was stand-

ing, without even in-

quiring its destination.

Throwing herself

down on the cush-

ioned seat, she heaved

a sigh of mingled ex-

haustion, content, and

triumph, such as the

hunted fox may be

supposed to breathe

when it has managed

to throw the hounds

off the scent, and has

reached the shelter
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of its den in safety. The train, however,

did not at once move off; there were

some anxious secondsâ��years, they seemed

to the poor girlâ��during which she kept

tapping her little, daintily-booted foot im-

patiently on the floor, and wringing her tiny,

well-gloved hands together.

At length it began to move, and with a

sigh of utter contentment, Miss Penelope

flung herself back on her seat and closed her

weary eyes. Suddenly, there was a shout, a

sound of angry voices and hurrying footsteps ;

the door of her compartment was flung

open, and the man from whom she believed

she had made her escapeâ��" that dreadful

man in uniform"â��swung himself in, and

sank, panting and gasping, on the nearest

seat! At the same moment the door was

banged to violently from the outside, and

some angry words were hurled in at the

window by an irate guard. But the two

people in the compartmentâ��did I mention

that Miss Penelope had been alone ?â��neither

heeded nor heard ; with white faces, starting

eyes, and panting breath, they sat confronting

each other as far apart as they could get.

The lady, of course, was the first to recover

herself. Reminding herself that she was a

free-born daughter of the great American

Republic, she resolved to try the effect of

putting a bold face on the situation, now that

she was driven into a corner.

" Sir," she said, speaking with all the dig-

nity at her command, and in tones which,

though slightly nasal, were not without some

feminine charmâ��"sir, I don't know how it

may be in England, but in my country no

gentleman would think of forcing his way

into a carriage ' for ladies only.' "

" And in my country," panted poor Weston,

between his gasps for breath, eager to come

to the point at onceâ��"in my country, no

ladyâ��no womanâ��would think of bringing

disgrace upon a fellow, and depriving a

widowed mother and yrung orphans of their

means of support for a mere joke."

Miss Hopgood's heart

sank. So it was as bad as

that, she thought; he would

lose his place if theâ��if it

(she could not bring herself

even to think " the theft ")

were discovered! Clearly,

there was no hope of get-

ting round him ; but she

would not give in â�� she

would make no confession.

" What do you mean ? "

she demanded, sharply. " I

Iâ��haven't done anything to

be ashamed of." (It must

be admitted that the lie

cost her an effort; but if

a lie is to be told, it is

well that it should be told

boldly.)

" Oh, I daresay it is only

a joke to you!" ("A joke

indeed ! " thought poor

Penelope.) "But it is no

joke to me. If you persist,

I shall get into no end of

a scrapeâ��I shall lose my

place, andâ��Oh, you are a

woman, and they say

women are soft-hearted â��

surely you wouldn't like to

be the means of taking the bread and butter

out of the mouths of a widow and six little

orphans ? "

Here a look on Penelope's face made

Weston think he was producing an impres-

sion, and he resolved to deepen it.

" It's not much I can make," he went on,

"but it's almost all they've gotâ��mother

could scarcely keep a roof over their heads

without my salary, and she'd have to see all

" HE SANK GASPING ON THE NEAREST SEAT."
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these poor little beggars starving day after

day without being able "

" Look here!" broke in Penelope, who

while he was speaking had been inspired

with a bright idea, to which she was eager to

give expressionâ��" Look here. I don't know

what you're speaking about, and I haven't

done anything; but I don't want these little

beggars to starve, if I can help it; so just you

take this." Here she held out a well-filled

purse towards him.

But Weston, who never forgot that his

grandfather had been a colonel in the army,

flushed scarlet, and drew himself up with a

look that was unmistakable.

" I may be poor," he blurted out, " butâ��

but I'm not cad enough for that!"

Poor Penelope! She saw that she had

hopelessly blundered ; her artificial courage

deserted her; the fatigue and excitement she

had undergone suddenly made themselves

felt, and she utterly gave way.

" Oh," she cried, in a tone from which tears

were not far distant, " you are not cad enough

to take what is frankly offered you; but you

are cad enough to hunt into a corner a poor

girl whoâ��who has done no harm to anyone ! "

" No harm ! Do you call it no harm to

take the bread and butter out of the mouths

of ? "

" And do you call it no harm to try to

entrap a poor girl, a stranger in your country,

and make her say things thatâ��but tortures

won't make me own up toâ��to anythingâ��

there ! I did not do itâ��I did not take it, I

tell you ; and if you were mean enough to

try to do it, you couldn't prove anythingâ��

there are a dozen in my head as like as twins

â��nobody could tell the difference. Oh ! "

Before Weston, lost in wonder, had time

to puzzle out the meaning of her last enigma-

tical remark, the quick, impulsive little lady

had suddenly flung open the door of the

carriage and sprung out. The train was slow-

ing into a stationâ��one of the City stations, as

it turned outâ��and she had noticed a plat-

form on the side of the train on which she

was sitting. But her eagerness to escape

from her pursuer had the consequences that

might have been expected: when Weston

stepped out of the train, as soon as it had

sufficiently slackened speed, he found her

lying unconscious on the platform. Of

course, a small crowd of porters and curious

persons gathered round her at once. Weston

made his way to the centre of the crowd,

and stood looking down in a helpless sort

of way at the unconscious form at his feet,

while all sorts of confused thoughts chased

each other about in a bewildering way in his

brain.

"Was she with you ?" one of the officials

asked him ; and, scarcely knowing what he

said, he answered, vacantly, "Yes." " Where

WESTON MADE HIS WAY TO THE CENTRE OF THE CROWD.
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would he take her ? " was the next question.

" I don't know," he replied, absently. And

then suddenly it flashed into his mind that,

if he had her safe in his mother's house, she

could not inform against him; and then,

when she came to herself, and saw the happy

home that she had meant to ruinâ��the

widowed mother, the orphan childrenâ��

surelyâ��surely, she would not have the heart.

"No. 121, Prince of Wales's Gardens," he

said aloud, in a tone of decision ; and in

a few minutes he found himself seated in a

cab driving towards his mother's house, with

the head of the still unconscious girl on his

knee.

And now that she had ceased to be an

object of dread to him, a revulsion of feeling

took place within him. He was no less

susceptible to female beauty than other

young men of his age; and the fact that

Penelope was prettyâ��pretty with the dainty,

refined, delicate prettiness of the young

American girlâ��suddenly became touchingly

apparent to him. As he sat looking down

on the pale, clear-cut cheek, the long, black

eyelashes resting on it, the delicate, sensitive

mouth, a host of feelings, such as he had never

felt before, swept over him, making him

oblivious of everything save the cause of

them. Suddenly he saw a tremor pass

over the unconscious form ; then the closed

eyelids quivered and opened with a start.

As the lovely grey eyes wandered round the

cab and rested on poor Weston's uniform, a

look of terrorâ��the mad terror of a hunted

creature at bayâ��came into them.

" Where â�� where are you taking me ? "

cried the poor girl, starting up, frantic with

fear. " I won't go, I tell youâ��I won't go!

Oh, you cruel, cruel man ! " (She had tried

to fling herself against the door, but Weston

had caught her, and held her tightly in his

strong arms.) " What harm have I done

you? Why â�� oh, why won't you let me

go? If you take me to prison I shall die

â��I know I shall die ! Oh, let me goâ��let

me go!" And she struggled violently to

free herself.

But the more she struggled the more

firmly Weston held her, believing her to be

in violent delirium. At length, utterly ex-

hausted with her struggles, she sank back in

a half-swoon ; and in this state Weston carried

her, when the cab stopped at No. 121, up

the long stair to the top flat in which his

mother lived.

We shall say nothing of the surprise of

Mrs. Weston, and the explanations of her

son, and of how the unconscious girl was

laid on a couch, and a doctor sent for.

The doctor was somewhat puzzled with

his patient. She had been severely shaken

by her fall, of course ; but what surprised

him was that there did not appear to be

sufficient physical disturbance to account

for the persistent delirium. He feared there

must have been a mental shock as well

as the physical. No, it would not do to

have her removed; she must be put to bed

and kept very quiet for a few days. So

Penelope was put to bed (Weston had to give

up his room for her use, and to sleep on the

sitting-room sofa), and her mother was sent

for, and sat beside the bed, stroking her

daughter's hand and shedding tears.

Poor Weston was utterly miserable : the

thought that he was an object of terror and

aversion to the girl who had so rapidly be-

come a divinity to him lay upon his heart like

a dark shadow. When lie came home from

his office in the evenings, he would slip about

the house on tip-toes with the air of a

culprit, his head drooping, and his looks

dejected. As for Penelope, she kept de-

claring that she was " quite wellâ��perfectly

well," and that she "would go awayâ��she

must go away ! " But the more she protested

the more Mrs. Weston insisted on her lying

still. It was no easy task to keep her in

bed ; and once when Mrs. Weston returned

to the sick room after a short absence, she

found her patient half-dressed, and had very

hard work to get her to go back to bed again.

When I called to see Weston one evening

shortly after the day in the palace, I found

him sitting quite idleâ��a most unusual thing

with himâ��sunk in a state of absolute depres-

sion, from which he only roused himself now

and then sufficiently to scold his little

brothers and sisters when they became too

noisy in their games.

" Send the little beggars away," I said.

"I have something to show you that will

rouse you up a bit."

When we were alone, I drew out of my

pocket a copy of the leading newspaper of

the City, and proceeded to read a letter to the

editor, which was headed: " State of British

Manufactures in the 16th Century," and ran

as follows:â��

" Sir,â��Those of your readers who took any

interest in the recent controversy in your

columns between Professor Newbroom and

myself on the above subject, will be glad to

learn that we have at hand the most incon-

testable evidence in support of the statement

for which I contendedâ��namely, that the

manufactures of Great Britain, during the
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reign of Elizabeth) were in some departments

no less advanced than they are at present.

If your readers will take the trouble to pay

a visit to Queen Elizabeth's palace at Sacred-

cross, they will find a witness in support of

my position, whose veracity cannot be

doubted, in the form of a hair-pin which

belonged to Queen Elizabeth herself. So

completely modern is the style and finish

of this article, that I have no hesitation in

saying that no jury of matrons could find

any difference between it and the pins which

at present support their tresses. It is strange

that so important a witness should so long

have been overlooked, but "

" Why, I declare, Weston, you have not

even smiled !" I here interrupted my reading

to say. It was not very lively, reading a

funny letter to a chap with a face as long and

solemn as a gravestone.

" I don't see anything to smile at," he said,

in a lugubrious tone. " I don't see the fun

of your practical jokes at all. It's very hard

on a chap being thought a sort of monster

by the girl whoâ��who -"

" In the name of wonder, what girl?"

" Why, Penâ��I mean, Miss Hopgood, of

course."

" And who in creation is Miss Hopgood ? "

" Oh, I forgot you didn't know."

And then he told me the whole story.

For the life of me I could not help again

and again bursting into a fit of laughter. And

the more I laughed, the more solemn grew

his looks.

" I didn't think you would laugh at a chap

when he was down in his luck," he said,

reproachfully.

" Down in your luck ! " I exclaimed. " I

only wish / had your luck, that's all ! Here

you have a charming young heiress tied up

by the leg in your house; and you're a

bigger fool than I think you if, with your

good looks and handsome figure, you don't

have her madly in love with you in a week."

" Butâ��-but she hates me like poison ! She

thinks I want to put her in prisonâ��I who

would not hurt a hair of her head forâ��for "

Here he became incoherent.

" Oh, we'll soon put that all right," I said,

cheerfully. " Don't you see, she did not

know it was all a joke â��she thought that was

a bond-fide Elizabethan hair-pinâ�� and she took

itâ��stole it!â��so, of course, her guilty con-

science told her that you were the keeper of

the place going to run her in."

" What a brute she must think me ! "

" V'es, but we shall soon open her eyes.

Fetch me pen, ink, and paper at once."

Then, with much internal pride and satis-

faction, I rapidly dashed off a little note,

which I flatter myself might have done justice

to any hero of romance. It had no address

and no signature, and ran as follows: " You

have nothing to fear from me. I do indeed

know all; but your secret is safe with me.

Whatever the risk or danger to myself, I

shall not allow a hair of your head to be

injured."

I read it over proudly to Weston. He

demurred at first; but finally consented to

allow it to be given to the patient. The

effect was almost miraculous : shortly after

receipt of the note, the delirium ceased

entirely ; and when the doctor made his next

visit, he found his patient so much better that

he said, if the improvement continued, she

might be removed the next day. This news,

however, did not raise poor Weston's spirits

as much as might have been expected. "But

â��but she's going away, and I shall never see

her again," he said, in tones of the deepest

despondency, when I met him next morning

and congratulated him on the effect of the

note.

" Never say die ! " I exclaimed, encourag-

ingly. " If there is a spark of gratitude in

her, she won't go away without letting you

know it."

And I proved to be right. Somehow

(Weston, poor chap, thought it was by his

manoeuvring, but I think it is much more

likely that Miss Penelope managed it) the

two had an interview alone before the lady's

departure. She was very warm in her thanks.

She would never, never forget his kindness,

she said; and if there were anythingâ��any-

thing at allâ��that she or her father could

do

But this was too much for poor, foolish,

honest Weston.

" You have nothing to thank me for," he

said. And then he must needs blurt out the

whole story, instead of continuing to pose as

her benefactor.

Miss Penelope listened to his blundering

narrative, and as she listened, a sense of his

good looks stole upon her ; the wholi

character and past of the lad seemed to

unfold themselves before her eyesâ��his life ,

of self-denying toil, his faithfulness and

loyalty, his simple honesty, his upright in-

tegrity. If there was perceptible any intel-

lectual deficiency, she felt that that was a

want she could easily supply herself. It

would be too much to say that she fell in

love with him there and then, but at any

rate she was touched.
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" I guess it's just about as well you told

me the truth, young man," she said, when

he ceased speaking, in a tone whose severity

was more than half assumed. " But I'd like

to know whether you have happened on the

newspaper to-day ? "

Weston had not read the newspaper, and he

said so in a tone whose truthfulness there

was no mistaking.

" It's just about as well for you that you

haven't ! " exclaimed the lady. " But I have,

you see, and I reckon I'd have thought you

a pretty kind of a skunk if you'd let me go

off thinking you a hero, when you had only

nearly killed me on the line, and driven me

out of my senses, for a piece of fun ! "

It did not occur to Weston to say that

it was her own illegal action which had

nearly had these disastrous consequences.

He meekly took from her hand the por-

tion of the day's newspaper which she

had produced from her pocket, and glanced

over it. His eye was attracted by a letter

to the editor, written by the curator of the

palace. It had been occasioned by the

letter of Professor Oldcastle in the previous

day's paper, and explained in a few sentences

that the hair-pin, which had attracted the

learned professor's attention, was not a

genuine antique, but had only been employed

in a practical joke by a party of ill-mannered

sightseers. The writer went on to denounce

the habit of practical joking, and wound up

by stating that severe

penalties awaited the

perpetrators of this

particular joke should

they be discovered.

Weston's face became

whiter and whiter as

he read, and the paper

shook in his hand.

"Butâ��but you won't

inform ? " he said, in a

tone of breathless ap-

peal.

" I guess it is my

duty to," was the grave

reply.

"But think of my

mother â�� those child-

ren ! I don't care for

myself; but you surely

couldn't "

duty," interrupted Penelope, drily, " but I

guess I won't do it."

In a rapture of relief, gratitude, admira-

tion, Weston threw himself on his knees and

kissed the hem of the red tartan frock.

" And what's to be done with thisâ��this

evidence, I suppose you would call it ?"

asked Penelope, with a humorous smile, as

she drew out from the rich coils of her hair

the pin that had been the fons et origo malt.

" Must I throw it away, or may I keep it in

memory ofâ��Queen Bess ? "

Weston beamed.

" If I might have one of the others to

keep," he ventured to suggest, insinuatingly,

" in memory ofâ��ofâ��America ! "

She laughed, not ill-pleased.

" I guess you'll have to wait a bit! " she

said, and, somehow, Weston was not much

discouraged.

The Hopgoods did not leave the City

that day, nor for many daysâ��nay, weeks

â�� to come. When they did, Weston

was the happiest man in the world : he

had become engaged to his divinity, and

the universe was paradise to him. Before

this came to pass, Penelope had a little

struggle with her parents, who had hoped

to see her mated with a " lord " at

least ; but she was not an American

girl and an only child for nothing ; and

her parents would have been less than

human if they had not been moved by the

thrilling tale she told

of how she had been

saved from prison and

from death ; and how,

had it not been for

Weston, she would be

languishing in some

"dark, damp dun-

geon " of an English

gaol, or scattered to the

winds in fragments by

the wheels of an Eng-

lish engine. They

could not refuse the

hand of their daughter

to the man who had

saved her honour, her

reason, her life, so they

reluctantly gave their

consent to her marriage

with the man of her

" I said it was my

'and what's to be done with this?"

choice.
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CERTAIN poor widow had

twin-daughters, who in appear-

ance resembled one another

so closely that no one could

distinguish between them. But

although alike in face and

figure, in character they differed widely.

The one, whose name was Dobrounka, was

intelligent and industrious, gentle and good ;

the other, named Zloboda, was, on the

contrary, idle, vain, untruthful, and altogether

wicked. The latter, nevertheless, was the

favourite of her mother, who sought to

gratify her every whim.

The widow's hut stood in the middle of a

forest. Seldom did anyone pass this spot, so

far removed from the town. To the town,

however, the widow took her beloved Zloboda,

and placed her in an excellent situation.

Dobrounka remained at home. Her days

were full of work. She rose early, fed the

goat, prepared the morning meal, tidied the

room, then sat down to her spinning-wheel,

at which she worked for the rest of the day.

Her mother carried the fine thread which she

spun to sell in the town, and would frequently

buy with the proceeds a present for Zloboda.

Poor Dobrounka received nothing. In spite

of this injustice, the girl loved her mother,

and never complained.

One day, when she was alone in the hut,

seated before her wheel, and, according to

her custom, singing while she worked, she

heard the approaching tramp of a horse.

Going to the window, she beheld, mounted

upon a spirited steed, a young man attired in

a cloak of fur, and wearing upon his head a

velvet hat ornamented with white feathers.

" What a noble - looking gentleman ! "

thought Dobrounka. " Why! he has dis-

mounted ! He is coming here ! I will go and

see what he wants."

But the stranger had already opened the

door, for at that time bolts and bars did not

exist, and theft was unknown.

" Accept my salutations ! " said the young

man. " I am very thirsty. Can you give

me a glass of water ? "

" Certainly, sir! In one moment," replied

Dobrounka. " Pray be seated."
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She took a pitcher, ran to the spring, and

returned, saying, as she handed the water to

her guest : " I am sorry that I have nothing

better to offer you."

" Thank you ! " cried the gentleman, " I

desire nothing better than this."

After drinking, he gave back the glass to

Dobrounka, and, unperceived by her, con-

trived to slip a purse filled with gold pieces

beneath the pillow of the bed.

" What delicious water ! " he said. " Will

you permit me to visit you again to-morrow ? "

" Willingly," answered Dobrounka, " if you

care to do so."

He shook hands with her, remounted his

horse, and rode away.

The girl went back to her wheel. But her

head was full of the handsome cavalier, and

several times in her abstraction she broke her

thread.

In the evening, her mother returned from

the town. She was loud in her praises of

Zloboda, who, said she, grew more beautiful

every day. She inquired whether Dobrounka

had seen anyone, as she understood that there

had been a grand hunt in the forest.

" 1 have seen," replied Dobrounka, " a

fine gentleman in a fur cloak and plumed

hat; he, no doubt, was one of the hunting-

party. He asked me very politely for a drink

of water, and after he had drunk it he rode

away."

She omitted to say that he had pressed her

hand in his, and that he was coming again

the next day.

A few moments later, in preparing her bed,

she dislodged the purse left by the visitor.

It fell to the ground.

" What is that ? " called out the old woman,

sharply. " Who gave you this ? "

" No one. Maybe it was hidden there

by the gentleman I told you of. How

generous of him ! "

The widow, who opened the purse, now

exclaimed, in a transport of joy :â��

" Gold! gold! The gift of a wealthy

nobleman, who, seeing our poverty, wished

to aid us. Heaven bless him ! "

She gathered up the glittering coins, which

she had poured out upon the table, and

replaced them in the purse, which she then

put carefully away in a trunk.

That night Dobrounka had a strange

dream. She thought that she was in a mag-

nificent castle, seated at a splendid table,

with a marriage-crown upon her head. Yet at

the same time she was pursued by a horrible

monster, which dug its claws into her heart.

In the morning she rose, haunted still by

her dream, and dressed herself with more

than usual care. Her gown, of some blue

stuff, was simple, but perfectly neat. She

wore in her hair the rose-coloured ribbons

which she reserved for festivals, and tied a

silk apron around her waist. Thus attired,

she made a charming picture.

Towards midday, the horseman made his

appearance. Having greeted Dobrounka, he

sat down.

" Have you slept well ? " asked he.

" Yes, except for a dream that troubles me

still."

" Tell it me."

Dobrounka told her dream.

"With the omission of the frightful beast

which tormented you so cruelly, this dream

might easily become a reality. Will you

marry me ? "

" Oh, sir ! " exclaimed the blushing Dob-

rounka ; " a poor girl like me ! You cannot

mean it!"

"lam speaking quite seriously. I came

here to-day on purpose to make this

proposal."

As he spoke, he held out his hand, in

which the young girl, with modest hesitation,

laid her own.

At this moment the old woman entered

the hut. The young man greeted her

courteously, explained his wishes, and asked

her blessing.

" I have inherited," he said, " a fairly large

fortune, and have a house of my own in

which you could live with us. Please give

me your daughter !"

The widow gave her consent.

" Now," said the lover, turning towards

Dobrounka, " work away industriously, and

as soon as you have got your wedding-dress

ready, I will come and fetch you."

With these words he embraced her, and

left the hut.

After this, the widow treated Dobrounka

with greater consideration. But she still

cared much more for the wicked Zloboda, for

whom she bought no end of finery with the

money left by Dobrounka's wealthy suitor.

This, however, did not trouble Dobrounka

in the least; all her energies were con-

centrated upon her work, which she natu-

rally wished to finish in the shortest possible

time.

On the very day that she finished it, her

fiance appeared.

" Is all ready ? " he inquired.

" Yes."

" Then you can come with me at once ? "

"Why so soon?"
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" It must be so. To-morrow I have to

join the army, and I should like to marry

before I go, and to install you in my house,

in order that I may have the exquisite

happiness of finding you there upon my

return. Let us go and tell your mother."

It was with secret chagrin that the widow

heard of the impatient young man's deter-

mination, for she had a different plan in her

mind. But it was impossible openly to

oppose the wishes of such a son-in-law as

this.

" Make your mind easy about your

daughter," he said ; "and when you feel in-

clined to come and see

her, inquire for her at

the Prince's castle.

Anyone will tell you

where to find her."

So saying, he took

the half-reluctant Do-

brounka by the hand,

set her upon his horse,

and the two rode away.

In the Prince's castle

there was a great stir

of soldiers, and his

servants were looking

out for him. His

appearance was the

signal for joyous shouts of wel-

come.

" Long live our Prince !"

they cried. " Long live

Princess !"

The cheers were redoubled

when the Prince led his fair

bride into the castle court.

Dobrounka seemed stupefied.

" Are you the Prince, then ? "

she asked.

" I am. Are you sorry for

that?"

" I care not of what rank

you are. But why have you

deceived me ? "

" I did not deceive you. I

told you that your dream might come true."

There was a grand wedding. The Prince

presented his wife to Lis vassals, and on the

following morning he bade her adieu, and

started to join the Imperial army.

Dobrounka felt quite lost in this large and

splendid mansion. She would have preferred

to await her husband's return in her lonely

forest-hut. In a short time, however, she

overcame her shyness, and had soon won the

heart of everyone in the palace.

Several days after the Prince's departure,

Dobrounka sent for her mother, asking her

to bring her wheel. She thought that her

mother would rejoice over her brilliant match,

but in this Dobrounka was mistaken. The

widow loved only Zloboda, and was planning

how she could transfer her sister's good fortune

to her.

One day the old woman said to Dobrounka:

" I know that your sister has behaved badly

towards you. But she is penitent, so pardon

her. Go to see her, and invite her to stay

with you."

" Most willingly ! " assented the unsuspect-

ing Princess ; " let us go and find her."

She ordered

her carriage at

once, and she

andhermother

drove to the

edge of the

forest. There

Dobrounka

told the ser-

vant to wait,

while they

went to the

THE PRINCES CASTLE.

hut. Zloboda,

seeing them

coming, ran

out to meet

them, and em-

braced her

sister affec-

tionately. As

soon, however,

as they came indoors, the two cruel women

laid violent hands upon poor Dobrounka,

and Zloboda thrust a dagger into her bosom.

They proceeded next to pluck out her

eyes and cut off her hands and feet. These

they wrapped in a cloth, then dragged the

mutilated body into the wood. Zloboda,

having dressed herself in her sister's beautiful

clothes, accompanied her mother to the castle,

where everyone took her for Dobrounka,

although marvelling at the apparent sudden

change in her temper.
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Strange to say, Dobrounka was not dead.

Soon she recovered consciousness, and it

seemed to her that a gentle hand poured a

reviving cordial into her mouth. She recalled

all that had passed, and groaned aloud as

she thought of her barbarous mother and

sister.

" Be calm," said then a compassionate

voice. " Do not complain : all will yet end

well."

" Alas !" was the reply, " what will become

of me ? I shall never see again the light of

day, never again give my hand to my dear

husband, never again be able to walk ! "

He who had spoken was one of the old

genii of the forest. Calling a child, he

placed in his hands a golden spinning-wheel,

and said to him :â��

" Take this wheel to the Prince's castle.

If anyone there should inquire the price of

it, say that you will sell it for two eyes, and

for nothing else."

The child went, as he had been told.

Zloboda caught sight of him and his wheel

as she and her mother were starting for a

walk.

" Oh, look ! " exclaimed the younger

woman, " what a ravishing spinning-wheel !

I have a good mind

to buy it."

She approached the

child, and inquired :

" What would you

take for that wheel ? "

" Two eyes," was

the reply.

" Two eyes ? What

a droll idea ! "

" Such were the

instructions of my

father."

Zloboda looked

long at the wheel, and

the longer she looked

the more charming

she found it. She

remembered that she

had still in her posses-

sion the two eyes of

her sister. She fetched

them, and gave them to the child in exchange

for the wheel.

The little child carried the eyes into the

forest, and the good genius with delicate skill

replaced them in Dobrounka's eye-sockets.

" Ah, joy ! " cried she. " I behold again

the sky, the trees, the green earth !"

Then her eyes rested upon the old genius.

" It is you," said she, " to whom I owe this

happiness. Would that I could take your

hand and carry it to my lips !"

"Be calm," returned the genius, "and

wait."

On the following day, the child took to the

castle a golden bobbin, for which he asked

two feet.

Zloboda could not resist this new tempta-

tion, and gave him the two pretty little feet

of her unhappy sister.

The genius fitted them upon Dobrounka's

legs, and anointed them with a magic balm.

But when, in her joyful excitement, she

attempted to rise, her kind physician

prevented her.

" No, no ! " said he, " do not move yet.

Wait until you are completely cured."

The next day, the faithful messenger

returned to the castle with a golden distaff,

the price of which was two hands.

" I positively must have this distaff! " said

Zloboda, and so she parted with her sister's

hands.

WHAT WOULD YOU TAKE FOR THAT WHEEL?"

Dobrounka had now recovered all her

faculties, and, thanks to the care of the

powerful genius, was more beautiful than

ever.

" Is there nothing that I can do to show

my gratitude ? Do tell me !" she said to

him.

But he replied :â��

" You owe me nothing; I merely did my
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duty. Remain near this grotto until someone

comes to you. Wait patiently yet a little

longer ; I will look after your interests."

With these words he disappeared. Dob-

rounka, full of joy, ran around the grotto.

She embraced the trees, she culled the

flowers, she turned many a wistful glance in

the direction of her palace-home. But she

did not dare to disobey her old friend by

returning thither.

Meanwhile, joyful tidings had reached the

castle. The Prince was coming back, and

his arrival was eagerly looked for by his

servants, who had

had a hard time of it

with Zloboda. When

he made his appear-

ance, Zloboda rushed

into his arms, and he,

believing her to be

his dear wife, em-

braced her fondly.

" How have you

been employing your-

self in my absence ? "

inquired the Prince.

" With your spin-

ning-wheel, I sup-

pose ? "

"Yes," replied

Zloboda, " with a

superb golden wheel

which I have

bought."

"Show it me.

Let me once again

have the pleasure of

watching your deft

fingers."

Zloboda sat down

to the wheel, but as

soon as she put it in

motion, a strange

sound came from it

â��the voice of an

invisible being, pro-

nouncing these

words :â��

" Trust her not,

my lord, for she is

false and cruel. She

is not your true .wife ; this woman has mur-

dered her 1"

Zloboda stopped as if thunderstruck. The

Prince, after vainly looking about for the

speaker, ordered her to resume her occupation.

As the wheel revolved, the mysterious

voice was heard again :â��

" My lord, trust her not, for she is cruel

and false. She has slain her sister and

dragged her into the forest."

When Zloboda heard this, she jumped up

and tried to fly. The Prince forced her to

re-seat herself at the wheel.

This time the wheel said :â��

" Mount your good steed, my lord,

hasten to the forest, and seek the grotto.

There you will find your wife, who is

waiting and longing for you."

In an instant the Prince had precipi-

tated himself into the court-yard, thrown

himself into the saddle, and was off at

the top of his speed.

He quickly reached the forest, where

he searched in all directions for the

grotto. Suddenly he

saw a white hind,

which fled before

him. Following the

animal, he came to a

rock in which was

a crevice, and in this

crevice he found his

beloved Dobrounka.

Throwing himself

into her outstretched

arms, he asked her

pardon for having

mistaken her wicked

sister for herself for

one single moment.

They returned to-

gether to the castle.

Zloboda and her

mother were pun-

ished according to

their deserts.

Dobrounka was a

blessing to all around

her, and lived most

happily with her

noble husband.

THE TKINCK WAS OFF AT THE TOP OF HIS SPEED.
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"JEANNE SAW A MAN CLOSE WITHIN HER REACH."

(Seepage 487.)



The Convent of Sinners Point.

By Mrs. Ec.erton Eastwick (Pleydell North).

HE trial of Jeanne Lagache

did not, at the time of its occur-

rence, excite any great amount

of public interest. It seemed

an ordinary affair, devoid, save

for an incident which marked

its close, of those elements of mystery or

romance which sometimes invest with strange

fascination the history of a crime.

The prisoner, a Bretonne of the peasant

class, was accused of having poisoned her

master from motives of greed, and of revenge

for an imagined wrong. The principal

witness against her was the brother of the

murdered man, and his evidence seemed to

place her guilt beyond the possibility of doubt.

Philippe and Charles Labarette lived together

upon thefarm which was their joint inheritance.

There was but a year's difference between

their respective ages, and so alike were they

in person that it would have been difficult to

tell one from the other, had not a

marked divergence of character found

adequate expression in the face of

each. At first sight Philippe, the

elder, gave the impression of being

somewhat weak in intellect, an idea

conveyed by the dulness of his blue

eyes, the droop of the lower jaw,

spreading into a vacuous smile, and

the use of a sound, half remon.strative,

half interrogatory, with which he

interlarded his conversation. Yet

in serious affairs he but proved his

own folly who doubted the sagacity

of Philippe Labarette.

Philippe had hoarded and in-

creased where Charles had squan-

dered and lost, until the paternal

acres, once equally divided between

the two brothers, had passed almost

entirely into the hands of the elder.

Charles made no complaint ; blamed

only his own folly, and continued to

live on at the farm, although gradually

his position sank to that of one who

works for hire. And one morning

this younger brother, the popular

favourite, who was never known to

have made an enemy, was found

dead in his bed from the effects of

poison.

It was Philippe who so found him,

and who told the story, with dropping

jaw, glazed eyes, and many half-

Vot. a -62.

articulate sounds dispersed through his nar-

rative ; yet with a clearness and conciseness

of detail that left no doubt as to the facts.

Jeanne I-agache, who acted as cook, house-

keeper, and general servant to the brothers,

had on the previous evening made a /isatie

of violets for Charles, and carried it to his

room, he having complained of a slight chill.

The remains of the tisane were still in the

cup which was found beside the bed of the

dead man, and, when analyzed, proved to

contain several grains of arsenic.

During the night Philippe had been

awakened by unusual sounds as of someone

moving stealthily in the house; he had risen,

and upon nearing Charles's room, had found

the door ajar. Within, he could see his brother,

sleeping quietly, as he then believed. In front

of an escritoire placed at the foot of the bed

stood Jeanne Lagache; she had possessed

herself of Charles I^abarette's keys, and was.

lA,T THE FOOT OF THE BED STOOD JEANNE LAGACHE-,
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examining the contents of the desk. Philippe

had watched her until she closed and re-

locked it, apparently without finding anything

worth removal; then, as she prepared to leave

the room, he had drawn back into the shadow

of a doorway until she had passed. It was

possible that some slight noise had startled

her, for instead of attempting to continue her

search in other parts of the house, she had

hurried to the attic in the grenier in which

she slept; Philippe had followed softly,

and locked her in; he knew that thence

escape was impossible. Upon returning

to his brother's room, to awaken and in-

form him of what had occurred, he had

found himâ��dead ! Then immediately, with-

out loss of time, he had summoned the

police and sent for medical aid. Subsequent

examination of the body proved that the

death of Charles Labarette was due to arsenic,

administered in a sufficient quantity to prove

fatal within a few hours.

Those who knew Philippe were not sur-

prised at his mode of procedure : Jeanne

Lagache was a powerful woman, and Philippe

hardly numbered physical bravery among his

recognised characteristics.

The evil intentions of the murderess, he

further explained, had not been confined to

Charles. He also would, beyond doubt, have

fallen a victim to her villainy but for sus-

picions which he had for some time enter-

tained. He had warned his brother, but

being unable to offer any conclusive evidence

of her guilt, Charles had laughed at his fears.

On the night in question he had left un-

tasted some coffee which Jeanne had brought

him, influenced by a nervous, unaccountable

terror ; and the coffee, when tested, was

found to contain a powerful drug, which

would, at any rate, have insured his sleeping

soundly until the morning, thus affording

Jeanne ample leisure to escape with such

valuables and money as she could lay hands

on.

But why, it was asked, had the fury of this

terrible woman vented itself chiefly upon the

younger brother, who was known to be

impoverished, in fact, almost penniless?

For this a sufficient motive was forthcoming.

Jeanne Lagache was the mother of a young

daughter, a girl of fifteen, who until a fort-

night ago had lived at the farm, helped her

mother in her work, shared her room, and

hardly ever been allowed out of her sight. And

yet, in spite of all this care, Carline had dis-

appeared, and Jeanne had been as one mad

with rage and pain.

The girl had vanished suddenly and utterly,

leaving no trace, and Jeanne had accused

Charles I^abarette of having a hand in the

affair, for no better reason than that he had

once or twice bid the child a civil good-day

in passing through the kitchen.

The story of Jeanne herself in some

measure corroborated that of her master, in

some measure contradicted it. She owned

to having searched the desk of Charles

labarette in the hope of obtaining some trace

of her daughter, but strenuously denied all

thought or intention of poison. She had

believed her master to be sleeping quietly

from the effects of the tisane. As to the

time of her being locked in her garret, there

was a discrepancy ; she stated that she had

left the room of Charles Labarette at half-

past three; Philippe declared that it

was half-past four; and, moreover, the

news of the affair had not been conveyed to

the police until half-past five.

A discrepancy, truly; but not one that

materially affected the evidence against

Jeanne Lagache in the minds of the jury, for

on one other all-important point she was

proved to have lied. She swore that she had

no poisons.or drugs in her possession, yet a

jar containing a white powder, and labelled

" powdered sugar," was found in a small cup-

board in the kitchen ; and the white powder

proved to be arsenic.

It was, however, when Jeanne was finally

questioned by the judge that she made the

statement which, although felt to be startling

at the time, was subsequently regarded as a

proof of a disordered mind. After once more

protesting her innocence, she raised her hand,

and pointing at Philippe I^abarette, cried

loudly :â��

" I am not guilty of poisoning Charles

Labarette, for he is alive, and stands here

among you ! It is Philippe who is deadâ��but

not by my handâ��and Charles, having stolen

my daughter, is driving me to ruin and to

death."

All eyes turned to follow the direction of

the prisoner's pointing hand. Bah! surely

the woman was mad. The image of the man

she had slain was ever before her mind until

she believed she saw him with bodily eyes;

did not everyone know Philippe Labarette,

just as he sat there now, with dropping jaw

and vacant stare, as though hardly hearing or

comprehending the woman's wordsâ��the look

almost of an idiot upon his well-featured

face? Beyond doubt it was poor Charles,

bright-eyed, light-hearted, gay, who lay in his

grave.

Jeanne was found guilty; but in view of
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the suffering entailed through the loss of her

daughter, and the apparent weakness of

intellect which had ensued, the clause of ex-

tenuating circumstances was added to the

verdict, and the sentence of death ultimately

commuted to one of penal servitude for life.

Ten years of the sentence of Jeanne

Lagache had passed away, and from the

travaux forces, she had been transferred to

the care of " Les Bonnes Chre/iennes," a con-

fraternity of devoted women, who occupied

themselves with the rescue of the most

depraved and hopeless of their sex, and had

more than one house in which they received

female prisoners who, for good conduct, were

allowed to pass from the public prisons to

glare. Before a storm, heralding its approach,

a mighty swell swept in, in long, unbroken

rollers, rising to a height of many feet, to fall

and rise again with increased volume and

force, until they hurled themselves upon the

rocks or against the almost perpendicular cliff

sides, shrouding the whole scene in a mist of

spray and flying scud. Beneath the cliffs, the

water, rushing into the unseen caves, found

its way up again to light and air, im-

pelled by the violence of concussion through

blow-holes worn in the rock, and the spray-

showers shot upwards with a force and

beauty the like of which no cunning of man

ever knew how to contrive, and fell againâ��a

salt and blinding shower.

Then flocks of seagulls followed in the
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their care, although still under sentence of

rigorous confinement.

The house to which Jeanne I^agache had

been consigned stood upon a wild and barren

promontory of the western coast, the only

building near it, for miles across the long,

flat cliff, being a signal station, which crowned

the point of dangerous rocks that jutted

far out into the sea. The coast was emi-

nently dangerous and dreary, well known

and dreaded by the mariners who navigated

those waters.

In calm weather the sea lay a dead level

of shining blue, meeting the dead level of

yellow land that crowned the cliff, with only

the white walls of the convent and the signal

Station to break the monotony and add to the

wake of the rollers, darkening the air with

their mass, flying in broken columns. And,

strangely enough, blending with the salt and

the spray, and the seaweed and the ozone,

crept, all around, the scent of wild thyme.

The cliff top must have been covered with

it, and perhaps it grew in the convent garden,

rescued by the toil of the prisoners from the

waste.

And to' this solitude, to complete her

sentence, was sent Jeanne Lagache. What

hope could she have here of ever gaining

tidings of the child whose fate still lay the

heaviest sorrow at her breast, or of the man

who, she still maintained, had doubly wronged

her ? She would sooner have remained

where people came and went more fre-
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quently; where news from the outer world

occasionally crept in.

Still, being hard-working, civil-spoken, and

patient, no one had cause for complaint

against her. She had acquired an influence

over the more unruly of her fellow-sufferers

which turned to her and their advantage, and

little marks of confidence were shown her by

the gentle nuns who were her present gaolers,

which lightened her captivity and softened

her fate. Her large, powerful features, in

spite of an expression of intense sadness,

wore a look of peaceâ��the peace of a soul

that has accepted the worst that life can

bring, and yet has hope in death.

It has been said that the nuns regarded

her kindly; and this was true of all, save the

Superior of the establishment, " La Mere,"

as she was usually called. To her, in virtue

of her office, was known the history of every

prisoner under her charge, and in every case

she seemed to find room for hope, patience,

and love, save in the case of Jeanne Lagache.

From the first, although Mere AngeUeque

manifestly strove to be just towards this poor

woman, she appeared to shrink from her with

involuntary unconquerable repugnance, and

the consciousness of this feeling was a daily

cross to Jeanne, who entertained a deep

devotion for the stately, beautiful woman,

whose word ruled the little colony, who

came among the poor creatures she governed

as one of God's own angels : awe-inspiring,

gentle, passionless, and firm, robed in the

white serge gown of her order, which seemed

an emblem to their darkened souls of her

distant, unstained purity. But the tenderness

extended to the most reprobate was withheld

from Jeanne Lagache.

The chief events which occurred to break

the monotony of life at " Sinners' Point," as

the place was called, were the storms which

occasionally swept over it, and the wrecks

which these entailed, and it was in the second

year of Jeanne's residence that a hurricane

occurred such as none then living in the con-

vent could remember. The out-buildings of

the signal-house were blown down ; the spray

of the breakers rose high above the cliffs

against which they burst, and mingled with

that from the blow-holes and with the flying

scud ; the outlines of the shore were lost, and

the water ran in channels up to the very con-

vent doors.

The gale continuing through the night

with unabated fury, fears were entertained

in the morning for the safety of the convent

itself. The chapel towers fell with a crash,

the walls both of the chapel and the main

building were felt to rock ; it was known that,

owing to the small depth of soil which covered

the cliff, the foundations were not too secure;

the creaking and groaning of rafters, strained

and splitting, the falling of stones and slates,

the crashing of windows, were heard on every

side, mingling with the roar of the storm.

The women were becoming terrified and

unmanageable, and about noon the Mother

Superior summoned a conclave of the

sisters, and it was decided that the whole

community should avail themselves of

a means of safety, which the foresight

of some such danger as the present

had caused to be provided. From the

interior of the convent a stairway had been

cut in the cliff, down from the cellars, leading

to a subterranean passage which opened into

a cave. The entrance to this cave from the

shore was at the end of a coveâ��never, within

the memory of anyone then living, swamped

by the highest tide. Here they would be

safe until the tempest was over; here, also,

they could store such furniture and valuables

as they could remove, should the occasion

arise.

The orders were given, and early in the

afternoon the whole community, numbering

in all nearly one hundred women, were

sheltered within the cave. Old Pierre, the

factotum of the establishment, who acted as

carpenter, engineer, and gardener in chief,

had reported that the building might last

through the day if the storm did not increase

in violence, and might even be saved if the

wind fell before night. In the meantime he

remained above, ready to go for help to

the nearest town, about five miles away,

if absolutely necessary.

And now, from the narrow opening of the

cave, could be seen, through blinding mists

of spray and scud and foam, the wild, tossing

sea; tossing in a seeming agony of desire to

wreak vengeance and destruction upon every

opposing agency within its reach.

And behold, in a break of the flying storm,

the women pressing to the entrance of the

cave, with eager faces, and heads peering one

above the other, saw lashed by the waves,

and enfolded and tossed aloft, a poor, unhappy

ship, shortly, beyond doubt, to be dashed

upon the rocks, like a child's plaything that

has served its turn.

Perhaps the storm appealed to passions in

those fierce natures and strong, gaunt frames,

long silenced by the force of monotonous

restraint and round of preaching : at any rate,

the coarsened visages lit up with a wild

excitement that seemed to claim kindre4
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with the elements that tossed and raved at

the chains of Omnipotent Law never to be

brokenâ��but, as they saw a faintly outlined

figure or two clinging to the bending masts,

that now appeared rocking on the crest of a

breaker, a softened look crept over the rugged

faces.

They, too, were outcastâ��wrecked by the

more cruel sea of ignorance and passion ;

they had sinned and had been punished;

they owned the kinship of suffering.

And behind them and in their midst

the nuns, their

keepers, crossed

their breasts and

prayed for the

souls whom, it

seemed, no

human aid could

reach.

The end came,

and the good ship

lay prone upon

the rocks. A

rocket had been

shot from the

station-house, but

either the ap-

paratus was faulty

or the poor,

drenched huma-

nities out there,

meeting their

doom, were igno-

rant of the use of

it. One clinging

figure after

another was

washed from mast

and rigging â�� at

one moment they

caught sight of

the captain on the

bridge ; the next,

he was gone.

Now they could

see the almost

helpless figures in

the foam and surf, struggling to swim or to

gain a hold upon a rock, only to be seized

and tossed afresh by the seething, angry-

waves, or dashed and hurled to a more cruel

death upon the jagged points from which

they had been dragged.

Then Jeanne Iagache spoke, with tears in

her eyes, which made themselves felt in the

deep tones of her voice.

" Mes soeurs, I can bear this no longer.

We are strongâ��we women, and our lives of

"pressing to the entrance of the cave."

no great matter. Some of those poor fellows

out there may have wives and children at

home. It is a French vessel, you see, and

they are our compatriots, those men. Let us

give them a chance. We could make a long

chain, hand joining hand. I am willing to go

first. We shall be strong, even against the

waves, and the Holy Mother of God will

protect us, only we must hold fast till death."

A faint light shone upon the woman's face

as she spoke ; she stepped forward out on to

the sand from the sheltering cave, and

extended her

strong, toil-worn

hand.

A woman from

behind, perhaps

even taller and

broader than

Jeanne, a woman

of a record to

make one shiver,

sprang forward

and clasped it

in a palm that

had done strange

work in its day;

then another

followed, and

another : it was

the first issue of

these women of

crime from dark-

ness into day.

And as the long,

living chain

waded into the

surf, the sisters

within the cave

knelt and chanted

the Litanies.

Pater cle ccelis Deus,

Miserere nobis ;

Sancta Maria, Ora

pro nobis,

Agnus Dei, Misere

nobis parce nobis

Domine.

Three sailors

had been rescued by the devoted band of

women, and dragged in safety to the shore,

when, at the fourth venture, Jeanne Lagache

saw a man, who belonged, apparently, to a

different grade of life, brought close within

the reach of her strong arm, in the swish and

swirl of receding waters. It was but for a

moment that her eyes rested upon the

white, impassive face, agonized with fear,

before swept into unconsciousness, but that

moment was enough for the recognition
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of features indelibly impressed upon her

memory.

And then ? She had but to stay her hand,

for a single second, for the drawing of a

breath, and the man who was responsible for

her life's misery would have gone to his

eternal doom. Could it be done? Before

the thought was consummated, before she

could realize the possible influence of his

preservation upon her own fate, she had

seized the helpless form ; the signal was

given; and both she and her burden were

being drawn towards the shore.

She was conscious only of having felt that

it was impossible to surrender him, living or

dead, to the sea.

As the afternoon closed in, the storm

showed signs of abating; seven men in all

had been saved by the efforts of the women,

and now there seemed no more to rescue.

With deep thankfulness the nuns learned

that their convent would still afford them

secure shelter, though much damage had

been done, and that they might venture to

return.

Of the rescued men, five were common

sailors, and these had been carried to the

station-house ; the two remaining, of whom

one proved to be a passenger and the other

the captain of the vessel, were taken to the

cottage of old Pierre, which, as it had been

sheltered by the larger buildings, had suffered

comparatively little damage. The captain

had received severe injuries in the water

before his rescue, and there were reasons to

fear concussion of the brain from a blow on

the side of the head ; but the passenger had

recovered consciousness, and seemed suffer-

ing from nothing worse than exhaustion.

Night fell, and once more the convent was

under the rule of silence and routine.

Compline with a Te Deum for their

deliverance had been sung in the chapel ;

the women had retired to their cells; the

nuns were assembled in the community room

for the evening hour of recreation.

But the Mother Superior was not among

them. Against all established custom at this

hour, she was giving audience to one of the

prisonersâ��Jeanne Lagache.

The two women were in the little room

reserved for such interviews; the Superior

sat beside the wooden table on which stood

the large bronze crucifix; the stone floor

was partially covered with a square of

matting, a lamp was suspended before a

statue of the Madonna ; except a second

chair, there was no other furniture. The nun

was in shadow, Jeanne lagache stood near

the lamp. The hands of the religieuse lay

folded in her lap, decently covered by the

long sleeves of her habit; if now and again

they moved convulsively, their nervous action

could not be seen.

The hands of the convict, which that day

had dragged seven men from the jaws of

death, were clasped and wrung together, her

rugged face was alive and quivering with

emotion, with the passion of motherhood

re-awakened with the touch of hope.

"Ma mere, for myself I ask nothing, butâ��

my little Carline ! I will remain a prisoner

for ever, if he will but tell me the fate of my

little daughter. She may be still alive. And

who knows? Of the mercy of God and

your goodness, she might find a shelter here,

and I should see her sometimes. Ah! Ma

mere, if you were not a holy religieuse, if in

the world you had loved and suffered, as

some poor women love and suffer, you would

know what it means to think you may see

again, after a separation of death, the child

of your heart, bone of your bone, flesh of

your flesh. But ifâ��won Dieuâ��if I hear that

she is dead !â��then I shall know that she is

at rest. Then I ask nothing but to live out

my life of penance, andâ��to die."

The Superior sat motionless ; only the thin,

white handsâ��hands powerful in their way as

those of Jeanne I>agacheâ��clutched convul-

sively at the linings of the long sleeves.

At last she spoke, but without turning her

face towards the convict.

" Jeanne, you have suffered long and

cruelly, also, it appears, undeservedly. I

will try to assist you ; justice to you shall be

rendered. Return now to your cellâ��I will

see you in the morning."

The absolute chill and repression of manner

which accompanied the words froze all reply,

all expression of gratitude upon the lips of the

woman to whom they were addressed.

Silently she made her obeisance and left

the room; the matron was waiting outside

to conduct her to her cell, and see her safely

locked in for the night.

On two pallet beds in the front room of

the cottage of old Pierre lay the two rescued

men : the captain, still unconscious, and

breathing stertorously; the passenger, sleeping

the sleep of exhaustion. Suddenly old Pierre,

who was arranging things for the night,

was startled by a knock at the outer

door, still more startled, on opening it, to

find standing there the Mother Superior.

She made a sign of silence and entered.

Pierre recovered; after all, it was not so

strange that the Rev. Mother should visit the
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sick; she regarded all who belonged to the

little colony as her children.

Within the room she said : " I have come

to relieve your watch, Pierre, for an hourâ��

you must be wear)-â��you have toiled hard to-

day. You can lie in the inner room within

call."

The old man obeyed, nothing loth. It

was like the charity of the Mother, he thought,

to take the watch herself that an old man

might rest. Ten minutes later, he was snoring

peacefully in the little closet room adjoining.

But the nun was kneeling beside the pallet

bed on which the passenger lay.

He was a handsome man, and in this

deep sleep of exhaustion looked singu-

larly youthful;

the Superior was

a woman of per-

haps five-and-fifty

years of age, but

her skin was free

from wrinkles, and

the contour of

her cheek softly

rounded. It was

not difficult to

trace a likeness

between the face,

quiet in a sleep

almost as pro-

found as death,

and that which

gazed down upon

it, white and mo-

tionless as though

carved in stone.

Suddenly he

stirred in his sleep

and seemed to

dream; his lips

moved, and he

moaned and mut-

tered indistinctly.

The face of the

nun quivered and

grew alight, as though a flame had been

kindled at her heart, which shone through

her eyes and upon her lips, a flame of pas-

sionate, transcendent love, Then she stooped,

and with her transparent fingers moved the

covering at his throat. The flesh was marked

indelibly with a small blue mark in. the form

oi a cross.

For a moment, the Superior of the Bonnes

Chrtitiennes quivered from head to footâ��for

a moment, her arms stretched out with the

action of a mother who would take her child to

her bosomâ��then they fell helpless and empty.

Vol. ix -63.

" Charles Labarette ! " The voice sounded

strangely ; there was an evident effort to

make it stern and hard, yet through it echoed

the longing of intense desire, pathetic, pitiful.

The sleeping man stirred once more.

" Charlesâ��my son ! " The eyes opened

upon hers, blue, wide, wondering, as when

he had lain a babe upon her breast.

It was an hour later at least that old Pierre

awoke with an idea of feeling an extra gust

of the wind that was still fresh, and a sound

in his ears like the shutting of a door.

He started to his feet and hurried to the

front room. The captain still breathed

stertorously ; the Mother Superior was gone ;

so also was the passenger.

HER ARMS STRETCHED OUT WITH THE ACTION OF A MOTHER.'

Old Pierre went to the door and shouted,

but no one replied ; he ruffled his few grey

hairs in much perplexity. Why had not the

Rev. Mother called him before she left ? Had

the poor man who had been sleeping there

awoke, delirious and alone, and wandered

out into the night, to meet a death more

dreadful than that which he had escaped ?

He would certainly fall over the cliff in the

darkness.

Pierre took his lantern and searched Care-

fully ; but no sign of human being stirring

in any direction was to be found. Save for
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the solitary gleam of the altar lamp from the

chapel window, the convent was dark and

silent as the grave.

The next morning, so soon as the office

had been sung in the chapel, the Superior

sent for Jeanne Lagache.

When the convict entered the little

audience-room, a visible tremor of excitement

shook her gaunt frame ; the Superior was

quite composed, but her face in the morning

light was the colour of the stone floor; she

drew her veil across it as Jeanne knocked

at the door.

"Jeanne Lagache," she said, in a voice

that sounded like a broken flute, " I have

obtained for you the information you desire ;

also a full confession of guilt, the guilt for

which you have unjustly suffered, from Charles

Labarette. It is here, in this paper, signed

and sealedâ��and I am ready to attest to the

identity of Charles Labarette, that he was

alive last night and wrote this paperâ��forâ��I

amâ��his mother ! " Something of the agony

of its grief broke from the strong nature, and

revealed itself in the harsh crescendo of the

last word. Jeanne Lagache uttered a half

articu'ate cry of astonishment and horror.

The full meaning of the situation was

beyond the immediate grasp of her mind.

Naturally, it had never occurred to her to

associate the Madame labarette, of whom

she had heardâ��the widow who, so soon as her

two sons reached

the age of maturity,

had forsaken the

world for the seclu-

sion of a conventâ��

with the Superior of

the Bonnes ChrÂ£-

tiennes.

Before she could

recover herself, or

find words for the

thoughts that were

surging in wild be-

wilderment through

her brain, the Su-

perior continued :

" I trust that there

will be no difficulty

in establishing your

innocence ; but I

hear this morning

from Pierre, that

during the night â��

theâ��the true cri-

minal has escaped ;

there may be some

difficulty yet, there-

fore, in bringing him to justice. Perhaps,

however, you will bear this with more patience,

when I tell you that he really loved your

daughter Carlineâ��as much, it appears, as it

was in his nature to loveâ��that she is, in fact,

his wife. He was on his way to join her in

England when he was wrecked. Her address

is there, in the paper."

Her voice seemed growing weaker, failing

her altogether. With a sign of her arm she

signified that she wished to be alone, and

Jeanne Lagache, trembling, at once joyful and

bewildered, uncertain and sorrowful, turned

in silence to obey. The simple nature of the

woman longed to find some expression for the

tumultuous sympathy that mingled with her

own freshly kindled hopes ; but all words

within human utterance would have seemed

an insult to the grief of that white, stately

figure that demanded only the respect of

silence, the relief of solitude, as a shelter

from pity.

But the feeling, which words would have

coarsened and violated, found expression in

silent action.

Jeanne knelt, and raised the rim of the

white serge habit to her lips.

Reverence, compassion, gratitude, eternal

as life, a profound respect, all were in that

salutation of her who, for twelve years, had

been a convict and counted a murderess, to

her who had been her gaoler, and who was

" JEANNE KNELT,

AND RA'SFP THK BJM OF THE WHITE SERGE HAIMT TO HER I
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the mother of the man who had wronged

her. A shiver, as though she felt in the touch

only a fresh wound, ran through the figure of

the Superior. She bowed forward, and sank

her head into her muffled hands. Presently

the door closed, and she knew that she was

alone.

Then she rose and, kneeling at the foot of

the little altar, prayed long and fervently, as

women do pray who are torn between natural

affection and heavenly desire.

But the ordered self-restraint of years was

upon her even in her moment of utmost self-

abandonment and solitude with God. She

permitted herself no extravagant expressions

of grief, no wild entreaties; as she lived, she

prayed : a calm, still, intense woman, con-

scious of brave intent and of deep cause for

atonement ; perhaps, also, questioning now,

all too late, with bitter self-introspect, the

spirit which had led her to withdraw her

influence from the lives of her sons. -And

Jeanne Lagache, in her cell, spelt over the

written words which held her justification,

and trembled and thanked God. That

Carline should be the wife of Charles

I^abarette was the most perplexing point of

the whole strange history. His confession

was ample and unreserved. He told how he

had killed his brother Philippe for the sake

of the wealth which had been his, Charles's

inheritance, gained, he discovered, by his

brother through cunning. For years Philippe

had been stealthily carrying out his plan of

ruining him. Charles's suspicions were at

last aroused, and he had assured himself of

the facts by successfully assuming his

brother's personality, and in his character

meeting the men employed to induce him,

Charles, to drink and gamble. He had

not allowed the knowledge to make any-

apparent difference in his conduct : he had

simply bided his time.

On the night of Philippe's death he had

contrived, during Jeanne's absence from the

kitchen, to introduce arsenic into the cup of

coffee which she had prepared for her master.

He had then retired to bed, where, shortly

after, she brought him the harmless tisane of

violets. After he had drunk it, he put a few-

grains of the arsenic into the dregs remaining

in the cup.

He had lain awake and seen her enter his

room and search his escritoire, supposing

him to be asleep; when she left, he had

risen and followed her, and locked her in the

garret.

He had merely regarded her action in

this particular as an assistance towards his

plan of throwing upon her the suspicion of

murder.

Upon his return from the grenier he had

gone to Philippe's room, and found, as he

expected, that he had breathed his last; also,

that the muscular contortion which had

distinguished him in life had completely

disappeared in the anguish of death. He

had then removed the body to his own room,

and changed any clothes that might have

led to detection. He had thrown away the

remains of the poisoned' coffee, and substi-

tuted some which he had drugged, thus to

complete the chain of evidence against

Jeanne. Experience had proved to him that

he could assume his brother's character,

manner, and appearance successfully, up to a

certain point. Everything now depended upon

his being able to continue the deception to

the end. He owned that the strain had been

enormous, but with deliberate self-analysis,

added that he believed a lack of emotionalism

or sensibility, which had always underlaid his

careless good temper, had enabled him to

carry out his programme, rather than native

cruelty or roused passion. As a last pre-

caution, he had placed the remains of the

arsenic in the sugar-jar in Jeanne's cup-

board. His arrangements completed, he

had, in Philippe's character, summoned the

police.

As for Carlineâ��she had been the weak

spot of his life. Alter luring her away, he

had placed her for a time in such seclusion

that she heard absolutely nothing of what

had occurred. He represented to her that her

mother had finally cast her off, on account of

her desertion, and as at that time she read

even printed matter slowly, and never thought

of looking at, or asking for, a newspaper, the

task of keeping her in ignorance had not been

difficult. She was virtually imprisoned in a

farm-house with people who were in his pay.

loiter on, having sold the farm Labarette, he

had made her his wife, and taken her with

him to America.

He had also used his utmost influence to

obtain the commutation of the sentence of

death against Jeanne Lagache ; he had no

desire to be the executioner of the mother of

Carline, although it suited his purpose to keep

her out of the way. He added that since his

great crime he had lived honestly, and to the

best of his power had been a good husband and

father. Association with Carline had aroused

within him feelings of pure affection and a

sense of the awfulness of his crime.

He had suffered the most bitter remorse,

and his inner life had been one of torture,
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Long ago he must have confessed his sin, and

delivered himself up to justice, but for the

misery and suffering such a course would

have entailed upon his wife.

The confession of Charles Labarette,

together with the attestation of his mother

to his identity, were submitted to the

Government; and, after some delay, Jeanne

Lagache received a free pardon for the

offence she had never committed. No trace

of the murderer from the hour of his depar-

ture from the cottage of old Pierre was ever

again discovered.

It was strange, however, that as time passed

on, a sort of legendary report was circulated

through the neighbourhood, for many miles

round Sinners' Point, to the effect that the

caves and shore were haunted ; the story was

said to have originated with the men at the

signal station, who swore that they had seen

a strange figure moving in the cove or beneath

the cliff at nightâ��who disappeared suddenly

into the darkness, none knew how or whither.

One account represented the figure as being

the likeness and wearing the dress of the

cloistered nuns, who never left the precincts

of the convent, and suggested that the ghost

of a departed sister of the Bonnes Chretiennes,

who had broken the rule in life, had

found herself after a lapse of years forced

to repent the offence in the spirit, and to

wander restlessly over the scene of her mis-

deeds. Others said that the form was that of

a man wrapped in a long cloak, with hair

that fell unkempt and ragged about his

shoulders.

Old Pierre shook his head, with fast-sealed

lips, and some thought he knew more about

the ghor.t of the caves than those who talked.

But these whispers led to nothing, and in

time died away.

Jeanne Lagache remained in the convent

and became a lay sister. Her experience

among the convicts rendered her invaluable

in the work of the Order.

Two of the Bonnes Chretiennes, belonging

to a branch house in London, called upon

Carline. They found her a simple-hearted,

innocent woman, young still, and retaining

much of her girlish beauty, totally unsuspect-

ing the terrible secret which had overshadowed

her life.

She was told only that her husband had

been shipwrecked near the convent in which

her mother lived, and that, although she

might see him no more, her mother longed

to receive and comfort her.

In her grief and loneliness, her heart yearned

for the love which had sheltered her child-

hood ; as soon as possible, she started with

her two children for the Convent of the

Bonnes Chretiennes at Sinners' Point, and

ultimately inhabited a small chateau about

three miles distant. Charles Labarette had

left her well-provided for.

Several years passed away in uneventful

calm ; Jeanne in her old age looked a happy

woman, for sometimes she saw Carline; and

sometimesCarline's children played in the con-

vent garden, to the great delight of old Pierre.

Then suddenly the ghost stories, which had

at one time haunted the place, received a

curious, though temporary, revival. It was

said at the signal-house that lights and

muffled forms had been seen moving over

the cliff, and that the convent chapel

bell had tolled at midnight. Whatever

the truth of this story, it is certain that shortly

after, although no one had died within the

convent walls, a cross bearing neither name

nor superscription marked a spot of newly-

turned earth in the little cemetery belonging

to the Order, and for many a month the

voices of the nuns might frequently be heard

within the chapel, chanting at midnight the

solemn office for the dead.



Tobogganing in the Engadine.

By Celia Lovejoy.

ijHEN the enthusiastic tobog-

ganer from the Engadine

speaks on his return to

England of his winter experi-

ences as serious sport, his

utterances are usually received

with smiles of tolerant incredulity. This is

because those English who are not personally

acquainted with Alpine tobogganing seem to

imagine it to be something after the style of

the play that has lately been seen on the

cliffs of Dover and the hills of Hampstead.

This is a mistake.

Two things go to make up the charm of

SWISS TOBOGGAN.

tobogganing in the Engadine : the sport itself,

and the climatic conditions under which the

sport is enjoyed. It is quite impossible to

give in words any adequate idea of either ;

experience only can do this. At a height of

6,oooft. above the sea-level, in an atmosphere

so pure that distances of miles seem little

more than yards, so

dry that a temperature

of 2odeg. or ^odeg. of

frost seems quite com-

fortably cold ; under

a sky, of which the

blue is unclouded for

three months at a

stretch ; in the midst of sunshine that tran-

scends anything we ever experience in Eng-

land, depression flees, the spirits rise, and

unexpected capacities for enjoyment reveal

themselves. It is the invigorating air

and the exhilarating sunshine that bring

people to St. Mdritz, so while the sun is

up everyone is, out of doors. This has

led to the development of all such open-

air sports as are suited to an Alpine

climate, and of these tobogganing is pre-

eminent. The fascination of the sport

rests in the rapid motion through the keen,

bright, frosty air, and the dash of danger that

attends it.

Tobogganing, as a sport, is in its youth.

As a means of travelling down a steep incline,

it may be close on two thousand years old ;

for did not Cresar's legions slide down the

Julier Pass upon their shields, steering with

their spears? The first efforts to turn it into

a sport were made in 1882 at Davos, by Mr.

John Addington Symonds and others. Thir-

teen years have seen great developments, and

the tobogganing of to-day does, indeed, call

for the exercise of every quality that goes to

make a true sportsman.

Before English-speaking people took to

tobogganing, the Swiss handschlitten was the

only machine known. This was a light,

wooden skeleton with flat, iron runners, and

was used by the natives to convey goods

across the snowâ��they themselves occasion-

ally mounting beside their goods to come

down a slope. It was an American who,

in 1887, invented the new typeâ��a long,

low, solid, heavy machine, with round

spring runners of steel. The first one,

named "America," was 4ft. ioin. long, 13m.

wide, 4jL>in. high, and the runners were

5-8ths of an inch in diameter, with a spring of

half an inch in the middle. For some time

there was a prejudice

against the new in-

vention, but when it

was discovered that

in races no other

machine stood any

chance against it, it

was taken up and im-

mediately entirely superseded the Swiss, the

use of which only survives amongst visitors,

because Mr. John Addington Symonds

founded an annual race to prevent its dis-

appearance.

In the winter of 1888. Mr. W. H. Bulpett

brought out an improvement on the

AMERICA TOBOGGAN.

SKELETON SPRINO-RUNNER TOBOGGAN.
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" America " in the form

of the skeleton spring

runner, but it was not

until 1890 that this

new toboggan was got

to work satisfactorily.

Now, no races are run

on anything else. It

consists of steel skeleton

runners, which support

a breast-plank of wood.

The runners do not

shrink or warp as

wooden ones do, and

can be constructed with

perfect accuracy, so

the machine is quite

reliable ; the spring

obviates jars, so greater

speed at greater per-

sonal comfort is ob-

tained. Some riders

have their runners

grooved, in order that they may the better

bite the ice and prevent the machine skidding

on awkward corners. The expert has a

different type of machine for each run, for a

toboggan that will do rapid work on ice will

behave quite differently on snow.

The position of the rider has passed

through various phases. First, everyone sat

the toboggans as the Swiss do. Then the

sideways, reclining attitude of the Canadians,

with the left foot tucked underneath the

right leg, which works backwards and for-

wards for steering purposes, was tried.

To-day, amongst men, the head foremost

position is universal. In this, the rider is

flat on his face on his machine, the total

length of which measures about from his

chin to his knee. Hh body rests upon the

From a I
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board, which is covered with a thin cushion,

his head and shoulders, as a rule, projecting

beyond it. He grasps the top bar of the

steel runner with his hands, and steers

and brakes with his feet, which are shod

at the toes with stout steel rakes. For deli-

cate steering, the hand or even a turn of the

head suffices ; but at sharp turns it may be

necessary to swing round the whole of the

body, and the machine with it, and to use, as

well, one or both feet. Some riders at critical

points slip back from their machine in order

to raise its head, leaping forward again im-

mediately they have achieved what they

desire. In the sitting position the heels are held

close to either side of the head of the machine,

ready to be dropped to the ground if needed to

steer or brake. Iron-shod pegs are held in the

hands and used for the

same purpose. The head-

foremost position is a long

way the safest. There is

more control over the move-

ments of the machine, the

hold on it is more secure, a

fall from it is easier, and,

above all, there is a much

smaller surface of the body

exposed to the resistance of

the air, and so a greater

pace is obtained. Other

tilings being equal, which

they are not, a lady sitting

would have no chance in a

race against a man lying.

At Davos, road-tobog-
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ganing is much practised, but there are no

suitable roads at St. Moritz, so the pioneers

of the sport began the construction of artificial

ice-runs ; now there is little or no riding upon

anything else. The first riding of the season

is on the Village Run, a public road, which

leads down from the village on the hill-side

' to the lake at the bottom of the valley. It is

about 700yds. in length, and has a drop of

150ft. Until three seasons ago, it was a snow-

run on an open road, so there was always a

chance, though it rarely occurred, of meeting

an unsuspected

horse and sleigh

as you turned an

awkward corner.

Now the Kur-

verein has taken

the run in hand,

and it has bank-

ed corners and

an iced surface,

and horses and

sleighs find the

upper road more

to their liking.

It has a winding

course with two

good corners,

and affords ex-

cellent practice

for the more diffi-

cult run which is

built later in the

is a sharp turn which must

be banked as a turn in a

cycling track is banked, to

enable the toboggan to get

round it. Caspar's Corner

is the most interesting point

in this run. It is a very

sharp turn, and calls for a

good deal of skill and discre-

tion on the part of the rider.

The biggest failures and the

biggest successes are scored

here, and there is always a

little crowd of expectant

spectators.

Only one rider goes down

at a time. People stand at

the top of the run, and start

in turn, allowing a short

interval to elapse between

each start. A rider's pace

soon gets known, so a slow

rider will start almost im-

mediately after a quick one,

but a quick one will allow time for a slow

one to get a good way ahead, before he

begins his own course. In 1894 two enter-

prising young gentlemen, attired in pink,

raced simultaneously down the Village Run

on rocking-horse toboggans. But there were

collisions at the corners, and one, and the

same, rider fell in each heat. This is probably

the only side-by-side race that has taken

place on a St. Moritz run.

The interest of tobogganing in St. Moritz

is centred on the Cresta Run, which is
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acknowledged to be the most interesting and

difficult in the world. The length is three-

quarters of a mile, the drop is 500ft.

It starts considerably above the level of

the village, in a natural gully, which cuts

the hill-side round which the main road winds

between St. Moritz and the neighbouring

village of Cresta, crosses the same main

road, and ends some way down in the valley

below it. Standing on the time-keeper's

mound at the head of the run, one can see

it twisting the whole of its serpentine course

down the valley, such a bewildering com-

bination of leaps, and corners, and straights

as might well make the most courageous

rider pause and consider. If the sun is on

it, its sloping ice walls shine like silver,

and one wonders how any machine in the

world can hold on to them. If it is in the

shade, its audacious sweeps, as forbidding as

steel in the greyness of their hue and the

hardness of their surface, are even more

alarming. It is purposely made as difficult

and as fast as possible, so that riding it may

demand the sportsman's qualities : courage,

nerve, resource, resolution, quickness of eye,

coolness of judgment, and alertness of every

sense. Riding on it never degenerates into

a routine, for on no two days is its condition

years of devoted labour on the part of Mr.

VV. H. Bulpett has led to several important

improvements, brought about by the removal

of some awkward rocks, the slight alteration

of the course of a stream, and the modifica-

tion of the shapes of certain banks. The

result, in the shape of the present run, is a

masterpiece of engineering. The run is

marked out with sticks before the snow comes.

When enough snow has fallen, at least a foot,

the work of making the run begins ; operations

start from the bottom upwards, and as soon

as certain portions are completed, they are

open for practice. A gang of native work-

men, under the direction of the engineer,

marches up and down the course, trampling

a way through the freshly-fallen snow. Snow

banks are thrown up and trampled into

shape. And so a rough plan is obtained.

Next, the corner banks round the turns are

marked out, so that they appear correct as

far as the eye can judge. As each bank has

a relation to its successor, it is very necessary

that the curves should be quite true; if

they are, one bank will throw the toboggan

on to the next, that on to the next, and

so on. It not infrequently happens that

an unskilful rider, who has come to grief,

may, on picking himself up, have the

THE CKKSTA RUN, Sr. MORirZâ�� THE STAKT.

t/'Aofapraj*.

the same. The surface varies with the

smallest change of temperature, and riding

varies accordingly.

The Cresta Run of 1885 was a less daring

conception than the run of 1895. The

natural conformation of the land determined

the course, but the experience gained by ten

mortification of watching his runaway

machine do the whole of the course in the

most perfect style, and without a fault. This

is owing to the scientific construction of

the run. There is a theory for every corner,

but as practice is ever superior to theory, each

corner is tested experimentally. The engi-
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the cresta runâ��one tree leap and 1

crow's-nest for time-keeper.

neer, on his toboggan, tries every portion

again and again to see if the curves are right.

When all inaccuracies have been rectified, the

run is watered, beaten down flat, and left to

freeze. A smooth surface of hardest ice is

the result.

The Cresta starts, as has been said, at the

head of the gully. Almost immediately comes

the first sudden descent, One Tree Leap, the

impetus thus given sending the machine

down the level stretch of the Terrace to the

famous Church I.eap at such a pace that,

unless precautions are taken, it shoots through

the air at the bend of the slope and comes

down with a most unpleasant jar. But this

can be prevented if the brake is applied with

sufficient strength. To a stranger this bit of

the run looks truly terrible; but let it here be

said that it is neither as dangerous nor as

difficult as it appears. What difficulty there

is does not lie in the leap itself, but in the

sharp corner which immediately follows, and

which is turned by means of three high

banks, the first, on the right, measuring 22ft.,

the second, on the left, 18ft., and the third,

on the right, 14ft. The great height of the

banks is necessitated by the extreme abrupt-

ness of the turn. Until you are on intimate

terms with the Cresta, your sensations on

approaching Church Leap are very complex.

There is too much of the excitement of

anticipation and expectation for them to be

denominated fear, yet your heart is very near

your mouth. A very plucky young man, and

a good rider, once confessed that he never went

down without first offering up a little prayer.

Vol. ix -64.

Yet he was not afraid.

But another, and he

an athlete, frankly

admitted that he

would not do the

Cresta for a thousand

pounds down then

and there. There are

few who do not, after

their first runs, dream

at night that they are

shooting up and down

perpendicular walls of

ice, which inclose a

gloomy gulf. When

your turn to start

comes, you wonder

in an impersonal kind

of way whether you

will arrive at the finish

at all, and, if so,

whether whole or in

fragments. But once

off, you have no time to think. All your

powers of mind and body must be concen-

trated on taking the first bank at the proper

angle, because on that the whole -course,

practically, depends. If you take the first

bank rightly, that is, in the manner that will

Frnma] THE CRESTA RUNâ��CHURCH LEAP. I Photograph.
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THE CKESTA RUNâ��SECOND HANK AFTER CHURCH LEAP.

enable a rider of your weight to get up the

most pace, the other banks will do the work

themselves, and you will come down on to

the very gently curving straight that follows at

a pace which will carry you up the slight rise

and on to the critical corners, Battledore and

Shuttlecock. These are two enormous sweeps

with low banks, and are considered by some

to be the most difficult portion of the run.

They must be ridden with the utmost dis-

cretion and with complete certainty. If either

is taken at too great

an angle, the rider

simply shoots straight

over the bank into

several feet of snow.

You do not often get

hurt, but you find

it a terrible business

to haul up your

machine from its soft

bed. Stream Corner

is an easier turn, on

the same side as

Battledore ; after it

comes a long piece

of straight, down

which the machine

rushes at a terrific

pace, and which,

crossing the high

road, where workmen

are stationed to stop

untimely sleighs, goes

on again to Bulpett's Corner, an awkward

curve on the left. A slight turn on the right

follows, then the descent of Cresta Leap,

and a rush up into the snow to the finish.

The pace at the end is a little, if any, short

of eighty miles an hour, and riders, on rush-

ing up the incline which succeeds the leap,

have been known to shoot 40ft. through the

air into the soft snow at the top.

Throughout the whole of the course all

the mental energies must be intent on the

[Photograph.

THE CRESTA RUNâ��BATTLEDORE CORNER.

I Hkotvvrui*.
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Fromtt] the ckesta run â�� stkeam cokner. [photograph.

point of the run for which you arc making.

A glance right or left, an unnecessary move-

ment of any part of the body, may change

the course of your machine, slacken its speed,

and so spoil your run. A nod to an acquain-

tance on the footpath has turned a toboggan

awry, caused it to rush over the bank, and to

deposit its rider

head first in the

snow.

The run is usually

closed before mid-

day, because by

that time the sun

gets round to it,

and the friction of

the runners under

the influence of

the powerful rays

of an Alpine sun

cuts up the sur-

face. A stout can-

vas screen has

been built for the

protection of

Battledore Corner,

which gets the

most sun. If it

answers, another

may be put up at

Bulpett's Corner.

The race of the

year is the Grand

National, a time

race run in three

heats. The mo-

ment the tobog-

gan touches the timing-line the watch is

started. As the competitor passes the

winning-post, the flagman stationed there

drops his flag as a signal to the timekeeper at

the top to stop the watch. This year's Grand

National was run on Saturday, March 9th,

and won by Mr. H. \V. Topham, who did the

THE CRESTA RUN â��CRESTA LEAP ANU FINISH.

I lliotogmfkn
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three heats in 3mm. 37 2-5sec, the indi-

vidual times being iniin. 12 4-5sec, imin.

12 2-ssec, 1 min. 12 i-5sec. Mr. Topham

was the winner of the Grand National in

1892 and in 1894, and of the International

Symonds Shield race at Davos in 1892. On

the day of this year's race the run was in splen-

did condition and very fast, and the times beat

anything that has yet been done either in

this or in previous years. A new record was

made by Mr. R. Bird and the Hon. Harry

Bobsleigh is a machine about 12ft. in length,

fitted with two pairs of runners, the front

pair fixed on a pivot so that it can

be moved from side to side at the will of

the steersman, who sits in front. The brakes-

man sits behind, and works, by means of

levers, the brakeâ��a board studded with iron

nails. He also plays a bugle or horn, and

plays it very badly. The whole crew, which

more often than not is mixed, may consist of

as few as four, or as many as ten, Bob-

Fmm a]

KOBSLEIGH TURNING A CORNER ON THE HIGH ROAD.

[ Phfitofffniih.

Gibson, who were tied in the third heat, of

1 min. 11 4-5sec. This gives a speed of

over miles an hour over the whole

course.

Any mention of tobogganing at St. Moritz

would be very incomplete without a refer-

ence to Bobsleighing, a form of amusement

adopted by the more frivolous riders. A

sleighing is indulged in on the roads or down

mountain passes. Such a machine could not

be ridden on a winding ice-run. Even upon

the road sometimesâ��

With wildest impetus

We rush into the frozen bank and stand upon our

headsâ��

And so an end.



The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard.

By A. Conan Doyle.

II. â��HOW THE KING HELD THE BRIGADIER.

THE PRISON AT DARTMOOR.

psr^SS^z^URA'l' was undoubtedly an

C K \S3i7/| g excellent cavalry officer, but

a Biw*i Â« ^e t0Â° mucn swa8ger>

Q., eA \ which spoils many a good

^-SS^S soldier. Lasalle, too, was a

^ ' very dashing leader, but he

ruined himself with wine and folly. Now I,

Ecienne Gerard, was always totally devoid of

swagger, and at the same time I was very

abstemious, except, maybe, at the end of a

campaign, or when I met an old comrade-

in-arms. For these reasons I might, per-

haps, had it not been for a certain diffidence,

have claimed to be the most valuable officer

in my own branch of the Service. It is true

that I never rose to be more than a chief of

brigade, but then, as everyone knows, no one

had a chance of rising to the top unless he

had the good fortune to be with the Emperor

in his early campaigns. Except' Lasalle,

and Lobau, and Drouet, I can hardly

remember any one of the generals who had

not already made his name before the

Egyptian business. Even I, with all my

brilliant qualities, could only attain the

head of my brigade, and also the special

medal of honour, which I received from

the Emperor himself, and which I keep at

home in a leathern pouch. But though I

never rose higher than this, my qualities were

very well known by those who had served

with me, and also by the English. After

they had captured me in the way which I

described to you the other night, they kept a

very good guard over me at Oporto, and I

promise you that they did not give such a

formidable opponent a chance of slipping

through their fingers. It was on the ioth of

August that I was escorted on board the

transport which was to take us to England,

and behold me before the end of the month

in the great prison which had been built for

us at Dartmoor! " L'hotel Francais, et

Pension," we used to call it, for you under-

stand that we were all brave men there, and

that we did not lose our spirits because we

were in adversity.

It was only those officers who refused to,

give their parole who were confined at Dart-

moor, and most of the prisoners were seamen,

or from the ranks. You ask me, perhaps,

why it was that I did not give this parole,

and so enjoy the same good treatment as most

of my brother officers. Well, I had two

reasons, and both of them were sufficiently

strong.

In the first place, I had so much con-

fidence in myself, that I was quite convinced

that I could escape. In the second, my

family, though of good repute, has never

been wealthy, and I could not bring

myself to take anything from the small

income of my mother. -On the other hand,

it would never do for a man like me to

be outshone by the bourgeois society of

an English country town, or to be with-
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out the means of showing courtesies and

attentions to those ladies whom I should

attract. It was for these reasons that I pre-

ferred to be buried in the dreadful prison of

Dartmoor. I wish now to tell you of my

adventures in England, and of how far Milor

Wellington's words were true when he said

that his king would hold me.

And first of all I may say that if it were

not that I have set off to tell you about what

befell myself, I could keep you here until

morning with my stories about Dartmoor

itself, and about the singular things which

occurred there. It was one of the very

strangest places in the whole world, for there,

in the middle of that great desolate waste,

were herded together seven or eight thousand

menâ��warriors you understand, men of

experience and courage. Around there were

a double wall and a ditch, and warders and

soldiers, but, my faith ! you could not coop

men like that up like rabbits in a hutch !

They would escape by twos and tens and

twenties, and then the cannon would boom,

and the search parties run, and we, who were

left behind, would laugh and dance and shout

" Vive l'Empereur," until the warders would

turn their muskets upon us in their passion.

And then we would have our little mutinies

too, and up would come the infantry and the

guns from Plymouth, and that would set us

yelling " Vive l'Empereur" once more, as

though we wished them to hear us in Paris.

We had lively moments at Dartmoor, and

we contrived that those who were about us

should be lively also.

You must know that the prisoners there

had their own Courts of Justice, in which

they tried their own cases, and inflicted their

own punishments. Stealing and quarrelling

were punishedâ��but most of all treachery.

When I came there first there was a man,

Meunier, from Rheims, who had given infor-

mation of some plot to escape. Well, that

night, owing to some form or other which

had to be gone through, they did not take

him out from among the other prisoners, and

though he wept and screamed, and grovelled

upon the ground, they left him there amongst

the comrades whom he had betrayed. That

night there was a trial with a whispered accu-

sation and a whispered defence, a gagged

prisoner, and a judge whom none could see.

In the morning, when they came for their

man with papers for his release, there was not

as much of him left as you could put upon

your thumb nail. They were ingenious

people, these prisoners, and they had their

own way of managing.

We officers, however, lived in a separate

wing, and a very singular group of people we

were. They had left us our uniforms, so

that there was hardly a corps which had

served under Victor, or Massena, or Ney,

which was not represented there, and some

had been there from the time when Junot

was beaten at Vimiera. We had chasseurs

in their green tunics, and hussars, like myself,

and blue-coated dragoons, and white-fronted

lancers, and voltigeurs, and grenadiers, and

men of the artillery and engineers. But the

greater part were naval officers, for the Eng-

lish had had the better of us upon the seas.

I could never understand this until I jour-

neyed myself from Oporto to Plymouth,

when I lay for seven days upon my back,

and could not have stirred had I seen the

eagle of the regiment carried off before

my eyes. It was in perfidious weather like

this that Nelson took advantage of us.

I had no sooner got into Dartmoor than I

began to plan to get out again, and you can

readily believe that with wits sharpened by

twelve years of warfare, it was not very long

before I saw my way.

You must know, in the first place, that I

had a very great advantage in having some

knowledge of the English language. I

learned it during the months that I spent

before Danzig, from Adjutant Obriant, of the

Regiment Irlandais, who was sprung from

the ancient kings of the country. I was

quickly able to speak it with some facility, for

I do not take long to master anything to

which I set my mind. In three months

I could not only express my meaning, but I

could use the idioms of the people. It was

Obriant who taught me to say " Be jabers,"

just as we might say " Ma foi " ; and also

" The curse of Crummle !" which means

" Ventre bleu ! " Many a time I have seen

the English smile with pleasure when they

have heard me speak so much like one

of themselves.

We officers were put two in a cell, which

was very little to my taste, for my room-mate

was a tall, silent man named Beaumont, of

the Flying Artillery, who had been taken by

the English cavalry at Astorga.

It is seldom I meet a man of whom I

cannot make a friend, for my disposition and

manners areâ��as you know them. But this

fellow had never a smile for my jests, nor an

ear for my sorrows, but would sit looking at

me with his sullen eyes, until sometimes I

thought that his two years of captivity had

driven him crazy. Ah, how I longed that

old Bouvet, or any of my comrades of the
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hussars, was there, instead of this mummy

of a man. But such as he was I had to

make the best of him, and it was very evident

that no escape could be made unless he were

my partner in it, for what could I possibly

do without his observing me ? I hinted at it,

therefore, and ihen by degrees I spoke more

plainly, until it seemed to me that I had

prevailed upon him to share my lot.

I tried the walls, and I

tried the floor, and I tried

the ceiling, but though I

tapped and probed, they

all appeared to be very

thick and solid. The

door was of iron, shutting

with a spring lock, and

provided with a small

grating, through which a

warder looked twice in

every night. Within there

were two beds, two stools,

two washstandsâ��nothing

more. It was enough for

my wants, for when had I

had as much during those

twelve years spent in

camps ? But how was I to

get out? Night after night

I thought of my five

hundred hussars, and had

dreadful nightmares, in

which I fancied that the

whole regiment needed

shoeing, or that my horses

were all bloated with green

fodder, or that they were

foundered from bogland,

or that six squadrons were

clubbed in the presence of

the Emperor. Then I

would awake in a cold

sweat, and set to work picking and tapping

at the walls once more ; for I knew very well

that there is no difficulty which cannot be

overcome by a ready brain and a pair of

cunning hands.

There was a single window in our cell,

which was too small to admit a child. It was

further defended by a thick iron bar in the

centre. It was not a very promising point of

escape, as you will allow, but I became moreand

more convinced that our efforts must be directed

towards it. To make matters worse, it only

led out into the exercise yard, which was sur-

rounded by two high walls. Still, as I said

to my sullen comrade, it is time to talk of the

Vistula when you are over the Rhine. I got

a small piece of iron, therefore, from the fit-

tings of my bed, and I set to work to loosen

the plaster at the top and the bottom of the

bar. Three hours I would work, and then

leap into my bed upon the sound of the

warder's step. Then another three hours,

and then very often another yet, for I

found that Beaumont was so slow and

clumsy at it that it was on myself only

that I could rely.

I pictured to myself my

Third of Hussars waiting

just outside that window,

with kettledrums and

standards and leopard-skin

schabraques all complete.

Then I would work and

work like a madman, until

my iron was crusted with

my blood, as if with rust.

And so, night by night,

I loosened that stony

plaster, and hid it away in

the stuffing of my pillow,

until the hour came when

the iron shook ; and then

with one good wrench it

came off in my hand,

and my first step had

been made towards free-

dom.

You will ask me what

better off I was, since, as

I have said, a child could

not have fitted through the

opening. I will tell you.

I had gained two thingsâ��

a tool and a weapon. With

the one I might loosen the

stone which flanked the

window. With the other

I might defend myself

lNT.' when I had scrambled

through. So now I turned

my attention to that stone, and I picked and

picked with the sharpened end of my bar

until I had worked out the mortar all round.

You understand, of course, that during the

day I replaced everything in its position, and

that the warder was never permitted to see a

speck upon the floor. At the end of three

weeks I had separated the stone, and had

the rapture of drawing it through, and seeing

a hole left with ten stars shining through it,

where there had been but four before. All

was ready for us now, and I replaced

the stone, smearing the edges of it round

with a little fat and soot, so as to hide the

cracks where the mortar should have been.

In three nights the moon would be gone, and

that seemed the best time for our attempt.
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I had now no doubt at all about getting

into the yard, but I had very considerable

misgivings as to how I was to get out again.

It would be too humiliating, after trying here,

and trying there, to have to go back to my

hole again in despair, or to be arrested by

the guards outside, and thrown into those

damp underground cells which are reserved

for prisoners who are caught in escaping. I

set to work, therefore, to plan what I should

do. I have never, as you know, had the

chance of showing what I could do as a

general. Sometimes, after a glass or two of

wine, I have found myself capable of thinking

out surprising combinations, and have felt

that if Napoleon had intrusted me with an

army corps, things might have gone differently

with him. But however that may be, there

is no doubt that in the small stratagems of

war, and in that quickness of invention which

is so necessary for an officer of light cavalry,

I could hold my own against anyone. It

was now that I had need of it, and I felt

sure that it would not fail me.

The inner wall which I had to scale was

built of bricks, 12ft. high, with a row of iron

spikes, three inches apart, upon the top. The

outer I had only caught a glimpse of once

or twice, when the gate of the exercise yard

was open. It appeared to be about the same

height, and was also spiked at the top. The

space between the walls was over twenty

feet, and I had reason to believe that there

were no sentries there, except at the gates.

On the other hand, I knew that there was a

line of soldiers outside. Behold the little nut,

my friends, which I had to open with no

crackers, save these two hands.

One thing upon which I relied was the

height of my comrade Beaumont. I have

already said that he was a very tall man, six

feet at least, and it seemed to me that if I

could mount upon his shoulders, and get my

hands upon the spikes, I could easily scale

the wall. Could I pull my big companion up

after me ? That was the question, for when I

set forth with a comrade, even though it be

one for whom I bear no affection, nothing

on earth would make me abandon him. If I

climbed the wall and he could not follow me,

I should be compelled to return to him. He

did not seem to concern himself much about

it, however, so I hoped that he had confidence

in his own activity.

Then another very important matter was

the choice of the sentry who should be on

duty in front of my window at the time of

our attempt. They were changed every two

hours to insure their vigilance, but I, who

watched them closely each night out of my

window, knew that there was a great difference

between them. There were some who were

so keen that a rat could not cross the yard

unseen, while others thought only of their

own ease, and could sleep as soundly leaning

upon a musket as if they were at home upon

a feather bed. There was one especially, a

fat, heavy man, who would retire into the

shadow of the wall and doze so comfortably

during his two hours, that I have dropped

pieces of plaster from my window at his very

feet, without his observing it. By good luck,

this fellow's watch was due from twelve to

two upon the night which we had fixed upon

for our enterprise.

As the last day passed, I was so filled with

nervous agitation that I could not control

myself, but ran ceaselessly about my cell,

like a mouse in a cage. Every moment I

thought that the warder would detect the

looseness of the bar, or that the sentry would

observe the unmortared stone, which I could

not conceal outside, as I did within. As for

my companion, he sat brooding upon the

end of his bed, looking at me in a sidelong

fashion from time to time, and biting his

nails like one who is deep in thought.

" Courage, my friend ! " I cried, slapping

him upon the shoulder. "You will see your

guns before another month be past."

" That is very well," said he. " But

whither will you fly when you get free? "

" To the coast," I answered. " All comes

right for a brave man, and I shall make

straight for my regiment."

" You are more likely to make straight for

the underground cells, or for the Portsmouth

hulks," said he.

" A soldier takes his chances," I remarked.

" It is only the poltroon who reckons always

upon the worst."

I raised a flush in each of his sallow-

cheeks at that, and I was glad of it, for it

was the first sign of spirit which I had ever

observed in him. For a moment he put his

hand out towards his water jug, as though he

would have hurled it at me, but then he

shrugged his shoulders and sat in silence

once more, biting his nails, and scowling

down at the floor. I could not but think,

as I looked at him, that perhaps I was doing

the Flying Artillery a very bad service by

bringing him back to them.

I never in my life have known an evening

pass as slowly as that one. Towards night-

fall a wind sprang up, and as the darkness

deepened it blew harder and harder, until a

terrible gale was whistling over the moor. As
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I looked out of my window I could not catch

a glimpse of a star, and the black clouds

were flying low across the heavens. The rain

was pouring down, and what with its hissing

and splashing, and the howling and screaming

of the wind, it was impossible for me to hear

the steps of the sentinels. " If I cannot hear

them," thought I, " then it is unlikely that they

can hear me" ; and I waited with the utmost

impatience until the time when the inspector

should have come round for his nightly peep

through our grating. Then having peered

through the darkness, and seen nothing of

the sentry, who was doubtless crouching in

some corner out of the rain, I felt that the

moment wa s

come. I removed

the bar, pulled

out the stone,

and motioned to

my companion

to pass through.

"After you,

colonel," said he.

" Will you not

go first?" I

asked.

" I had rather

you showed me

the way."

" Come after

me, then, but

come silently, as

you value your

life."

In the dark-

ness I could

hear the fellow's

teeth chattering,

and I wondered

whether a man

ever had such a

partner in a des-

perate enterprise.

I seized the bar,

however, and

mounting upon

my stool, I thrust

my head and

shoulders into

the hole. I had

wriggled through

as far as my

waist, when my

companion

seized me suddenly by the knees, and yelled

at the top of his voice: " Help ! Help !

A prisoner is escaping ! "

Ah, my friends, what did I not feel at that

moment! Of course, I saw in an instant the

game of this vile creature. Why should he

risk his skin in climbing walls when he might

be sure of a free pardon from the English for

having prevented the escape of one so much

more distinguished than himself? I had

recognised him as a poltroon and a sneak,

but I had not understood the depth of

baseness to which he could descend. One

who has spent his life among gentlemen and

men of honour does not think of such things

until they happen.

The blockhead did not seem to under-

stand that he was lost more certainly than I.

I writhed back in the darkness, and seizing

him by the throat

I struck him

twice with my

iron bar. At the

first blow he

yelped as a little

cur does when

you tread upon

its paw. At the

second, down he

fell with a groan

upon the floor.

Then I seated

myself upon my

bed, and waited

resignedly for

whateverpunish-

ment my gaolers

might inflict

upon me.

But a minute

passed and yet

another, with no

sound save the

heavy, snoring,

breathing of the

senseless wretch

upon the floor.

Was it possible,

then, that amid

the fury of the

storm his warn-

ing cries had

passed un-

heeded? At

first it was but

a tiny hope,

another minute

and it was prob-

able, another

and it was certain. There was no sound in the

corridor, none in the courtyard. I wiped the

cold sweat from my brow, and asked myself

w hat I should do next.

l*KlsONEK IS ESCAPING."

Vol. i

-65.
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One thing seemed rertain. The man on

the floor must die. If I left him I could not

tell how short a time it might be before he

gave the alarm. I dare not strike a light, so

I felt about in the darkness until my hand

came upon something wet, which I knew to

be his head. I raised my iron bar, but there

was something, my friends, which prevented

me from bringing it down. In the heat of

fight I have slain many menâ��men of honour

too, who had done me no injury. Yet here

was this wretch, a creature too foul to live,

who had tried to work me so great a mischief,

and yet I could not bring myself to crush his

skull in. Such deeds are very well for a

Spanish partidaâ��or for that matter a sans-

culotte of the Faubourg St. Antoine

â��but not for a soldier and a gentle-

man like me.

However, the heavy breathing of

the fellow made me hope that it

might be a very long time before he

recovered his senses. I gagged him

therefore, and bound him with strips

of blanket to the bed, sd that in his

weakened condition there was good

reason to think that, in dny case, he

might not get free before the next

visit of the warder. But now again

I was faced with new difficulties, for

you will remember that I had relied

upon his height to help me over the

walls. I could have sat down and

shed tears of despair had not the

thought of my mother and of the

Emperor come to sustain me.

"Courage!" said 1. "If'it were

anyone but Etienne Gerard he would

be in a bad fix now; that is a young

man who is not so easily caught."

I set to work therefore upon

Beaumont's sheet as well as my

own, and by tearing them into strips

and then plaiting them together, I

made a very excellent rope. This I

tied securely to the centre of my

iron bar, which was a little over a

foot in length. Then I slipped out

into the yard, where the rain was

pouring and the wind screaming

louder than ever. I kept in the

shadow of the prison wall, but it

was as black as the ace of spades,

and I could not see my own hand in

front of me. Unless I walked into the sentinel

I felt that I had nothing to fear from him.

When I had come under the wall I

threw up my bar, and to my joy it stuck

the very first time between the spikes

at the top. I climbed up my rope, pulled

it after me, and dropped down on the

other side. Then I scaled the second wall,

and was sitting astride among the spikes upon

the top, when I saw something twinkle in the

darkness beneath me. It was the bayonet of

the sentinel below, and so close was it (the

second wall being rather lower than the first)

that I could easily, by leaning over, have

unscrewed it from its socket. There he was,

humming a tune to himself, and cuddling up

against the wall to keep himself warm, little

thinking that a desperate man within a few

feet of him was within an ace of stabbing him

to the heart with his own weapon. I was

already bracing myself for the spring when

' IT WAS THK BAYONKT OF THE SENTINEL.

the fellow, with an oath, shouldered his musket,

and I heard his steps squelching through

the mud as he resumed his beat. I slipped

down my rope, and, leaving it hanging, I ran

at the top of my speed across the moor.
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Heavens, how I ran ! The wind buffeted

my face and buzzed in my nostrils. The

rain pringled upon my skin and hissed past

my ears. I stumbled into holes. I tripped

over bushes. I fell among brambles. I was

torn and breathless and bleeding. My

tongue was like leather, my feet like lead,

and my heart beating like a kettle-drum.

Still I ran, and I ran, and I ran.

But I had not lost my head, my friends.

Everything was done with a purpose. Our

fugitives always made for the coast. I was

determined to go inland, and the more so as

I had told Beaumont the opposite. I would

fly to the north, and they would seek me in

the south. Perhaps you will ask me how I

could tell which was which on such a night.

I answer that it was by the wind. I had

observed in the prison that it came from the

north, and so, as long as I kept my face to it,

I was going in the right direction.

Well; I was rushing along in this fashion

when, suddenly, I saw two yellow lights

shining out of the darkness in front of me.

I paused for. a moment, uncertain what I

should do. I was still in my hussar uniform,

you understand, and it seemed to me that

the very first thing that I should aim at was

to get some dress which should not betray

me. If these lights came from a cottage, it

was probable enough that I might find what

I wanted there. I approached therefore,

feeling very sorry that I had left my iron bar

behind ; for I was determined to fight to the

death before I should be retaken.

But very soon I found that there was no

cottage there. The lights were two lamps

hung upon each side of a carriage, and by

their glare I saw that a broad road lay in front

of me. Crouching among the bushes, I

observed that there were two horses to the

equipage, that a small post-boy was standing

at their heads, and that one of the wheels

was lying in the road beside him. I can see

them now, my friends : the steaming crea-

tures, the stunted lad with his hands to their

bits, and the big, black coach, all shining

with the rain, and balanced upon its three

wheels. As I looked, the window was

lowered, and a pretty little face under a

bonnet peeped out from it.

" What shall I do ? " the lady cried to

the post-boy, in a voice of despair. " Sir

Charles is certainly lost, and I shall have to

spend the night upon the moor."

" Perhaps I can be of some assistance to

madame," said I, scrambling out from among

the bushes into the glare of the lamps. A

woman in distress is a sacred thing to me,

and this one was beautiful. You must not

forget that, although I was a colonel, I was

only eight-and-twenty years of age.

My word, how she screamed, and how the

post-boy stared ! You will understand that

after that long race in the darkness, with my

shako broken in, my face smeared with dirt,

and my uniform all stained and torn with

brambles, I was not entirely the sort of gen-

tleman whom one would choose to meet in

the middle of a lonely moor. Still, after the

first surprise, she soon understood that I was

her very humble servant, and I could even

read in her pretty eyes that my manner and

bearing had not failed to produce an im-

pression upon her.

" I am sorry to have startled you, madame,"

said I. "I chanced to overhear your remark,

and I could not refrain from offering you my

assistance." I bowed as I spoke. You know

my bow, and can realize what its effect was

upon the lady.

" I am much indebted to you, sir," said

she. " We have had a terrible journey since

we left Tavistock. Finally, one of our wheels

came off, and here we are helpless in the

middle of the moor. My husband, Sir

Charles, has gone on to get help, and I much

fear that he must have lost his way."

I was about to attempt some consolation,

when I saw beside the lady a black travelling

coat, faced with astrakhan, which her com-

panion must have left behind him. It was

exactly what I needed to conceal my uniform.

It is true that I felt very much like a highway

robber, but then, what would you have ?

Necessity has no law, and I was in an

enemy's country.

" I presume, madame, that this is your

husband's coat," I remarked. " You will, I

am sure, forgive me, if I am compelled

to " I pulled it through the window as

I spoke.

I could not b;ar to see the look of surprise

and fear and disgust which came over her

face.

" Oh, I have been mistaken in you ! " she

cried. "You came to rob me, then, and not to

help me. You have the bearing of a gentle-

man, and yet you steal my husband's coat."

" Madame," said I, " I beg that you will

not condemn me until you know everything.

It is quite necessary that I should take this

coat, but if you will have the goodness to

tell me who it is who is fortunate enough to

be your husband, I shall see that the coat is

sent back to him."

Her face softened a little, though she still

tried to look severe. " My husband," she
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answered, " is Sir Charles Meredith, and he

is travelling to Dartmoor Prison, upon im-

portant Government business. I only ask

you, sir, to go upon your way, and to take

nothing which belongs to him."

" There is only one thing which belongs

to him that I covet," said I.

" And you have taken it from the carriage,"

she cried.

" No," I answered. " It still remains there."

She laughed in her frank English way.

" If, instead of paying me compliments,

you were to return my husband's coat "

she began.

" Madame," I answered, " what you ask is

quite impossible. If you will allow me to

come into the carriage, I will explain to you

how necessary this coat is to me."

Heaven knows into what foolishness I

might have plunged myself had we not, at

this instant, heard a faint hallo in the distance,

which was answered by a shout from the little

post-boy. In the rain and the darkness I

saw a lantern some distance from us, but

approaching rapidly.

" I am sorry, madame, that I am forced

to leave you," said I. " You can assure

your husband that I shall take every care of

his coat." Hurried as I was, I ventured to

pause a moment to salute the lady's hand,

which she snatched through the window with

an admirable pretence of being offended at

my presumption. Then, as the lantern was

quite close to me, and the post-boy seemed

inclined to interfere with my flight, I tucked

my precious overcoat under my arm, and

dashed off into the darkness.

And now I set myself to the task of

putting as broad a stretch of moor between

the prison and myself as the remaining hours

of darkness would allow. Setting my face to

the wind once more, I ran until I fell from

exhaustion. Then, after five minutes of

panting among the heather, I made another

start, until again my knees gave way bereath

me. I was young and hard, with muscles of

steel, and a frame which had been toughened

by twelve years of camp and field. Thus I

was able to keep up this wild flight for

another three hours, c'uring which I still

guided myself, you understand, by keeping

the wind in my face. At the end of that

time I calculated that I had put nearly

twenty miles between the prison and myself.

Day was about to break, so I crouched down

among the heather upon the top of one of

those small hills which abound in that

country, with the intention of hiding myself

until nightfall. It was no new thing for me

to sleep in the wind and the rain, so, wrapping

myself up in my thick warm cloak, I soon

sank into a doze.

'I VENU'RKD ro SALtjlK THE LAKY s HAND.
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But it was not a refreshing slumber. I

tossed and tumbled amid a series of vile

dreams, in which everything seemed to go

wrong with me. At last, I remember, I was

charging an unshaken square of Hungarian

Grenadiers, with a single squadron upon

spent horses, just as I did at Elchingen. I

stood in my stirrups to shout " Vive

l'Empereur ! " and as I did so, there came

the answering roar from my hussars, " Vive

l'Empereur ! " I sprang from my rough bed,

with the words still ringing in my ears, and

then, as I rubbed my eyes, and wondered if

I were mad, the same cry came again, five

thousand voices in one long-drawn yell. I

looked out from my screen of brambles, and

saw in the clear light of morning the very

last thing that I should have either expected

or chosen.

It was Dartmoor Prison ! There it

stretched, grim and hideous, within a furlong

of me. Had I run on for a few more minutes

in the dark, I should have butted my shako

against the wall. I was so taken aback at

the sight, that I could scarcely realize

what had happened. Then it all became

clear to me, and I struck my head with

my hands in my despair. The wind had

veered from north to south during the night,

and I, keeping my face always towards it,

had run ten miles out, and ten miles in,

winding up where I had started. When I

thought of my hurry, my falls, my mad rush-

ing and jumping, all ending in this, it seemed

so absurd, that my grief changed suddenly

to amusement, and I fell among the brambles,

and laughed, and laughed, until my sides

were sore. Then I rolled myself up in my

cloak, and considered seriously what I should

do.

One lesson which I have learned in my

roaming life, my friends, is never to call any-

thing a misfortune until you have seen

the end of it. Is not every hour a fresh

point of view ? In this case I soon perceived

that accident had done for me as much as the

most profound cunning. My guards naturally

commenced their search from the place where

I had taken Sir Charles Meredith's coat, and

from my hiding-place I could see them hurry-

ing along the road to that point. Not one

of them ever dreamed that I could have

doubled back from there, and I lay quite

undisturbed in the little bush-covered cup at

the summit of my knoll. The prisoners had,

of course, learned of my escape, and all day

exultant yells, like that which had aroused me

in the mcrning, resounded over the moor,

bearing a welcome message of sympathy and

companionship to my ears. How little did

they dream that on the top of that very mound,

which they could see from their windows, was

lying the comrade whose escape they were cele-

brating. As for meâ��I could look down upon

this poor herd of idle warriors, as they paced

about the great exercise yard, or gathered in

little groups, gesticulating joyfully over my

success. Once I heard a howl of execration,

and I saw Beaumont, his head all covered

with bandages, being led across the yard by

two of the warders. I cannot tell you the

pleasure which this sight gave me, for it

proved that I had not killed him, and also

that the others knew the true story of what

had passed. They had all known me too

well to think that I could have abandoned

him.

All that long day I lay behind my screen

of bushes, listening to the bells which struck

the hours below.

My pockets were filled with bread which I

had saved out of my allowance, and on

searching my borrowed overcoat I came

upon a silver flask, full of excellent brandy

and water, so that I was able to get through

the day without hardship. The only other

things in the pockets were a red silk hand-

kerchief, a tortoise-shell snuff-box, and a blue

envelope, with a red seal, addressed to the

Governor of Dartmoor Prison. As to the first

two, I determined to send them back when I

should return the coat itself. The letter

caused me more perplexity, for the Governor

had always shown me every courtesy, and

it offended my sense of honour that I

should interfere with his correspondence. I

had almost made up my mind to leave it

under a stone upon the roadway within

musket-shot of the gate. This would guide

them in their search for me, however, and so,

on the whole, I saw no better way than just

to carry the letter with me in the hope that I

might find some means of sending it back to

him. Meanwhile I packed it safely away in

my innermost pocket.

There was a warm sun to dry my clothes,

and when night fell I was ready for my

journey. I promise you that there were no

mistakes this time. I took the stars for my

guides, as every hussar should be taught to

do, and I put eight good leagues between

myself and the prison. My plan now was to

obtain a complete suit of clothes from the

first person whom I could waylay, and I

should then find my way to the north coast,

where there were many smugglers and fisher-

men who would be ready to earn the reward

which was paid by the Emperor to those who
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brought escaping prisoners across the Channel.

I had tiken the panache from my shako

so that it might escape notice, but even with

my fine overcoat I feared that sooner or

later my uniform would betray me. My

first care must be to provide myself with a

complete disguise.

When day broke, I saw a river upon my

right and a small town upon my leftâ��the

blue smoke reeking up above the moor. I

should have liked well to have entered it,

because it would have interested me to see

something of the customs of the English,

which differ very much from those of other

nations. Much as I should have wished,

however, to have seen them eat their raw

meat and sell their wives, it would have

been dangerous until I had got rid of my

uniform. My cap, my moustache, and my

speech would all help to betray me. I con-

tinued to travel towards the north therefore,

looking about me continually, but never

catching a glimpse of my pursuers.

About mid-day I came to where, in a

secluded valley, there stood a single small

cottage without any other building in sight. It

was a neat little house, with a rustic porch

and a small garden in front of it, with a

swarm of cocks and hens. I lay down

among the ferns and watched it, for it

seemed to be exactly the kind of place where

I might obtain what I wanted. My bread

was finished, and I was exceedingly hungry

after my long journey ; I determined, there-

fore, to make a

short reconnais-

sance, and then to

march up to this

cottage, summon

it to surrender,

and help myself

to all that I

needed. It

could, at least,

provide me with

a chicken and

with an omelette.

My mouth

watered at the

thought.

As I lay there,

wondering who

could live in this

lonely place, a

brisk little fellow

came out through

the porch, accom-

panied by another

older man, who

carried two large clubs in his hands. These

he handed to his young companion, who

swung them up and down, and round and

round, with extraordinary swiftness. The

other, standing beside him, appeared to watch

him with great attention, and occasionally to

advise him. Finally he took a rope, and began

skipping like a girl, the other still gravely

observing him. As you may think, I was

utterly puzzled as to what these people could

be, and could only surmise that the one was

a doctor, and the other a patient who had

submitted himself to some singular method of

treatment.

Well, as I lay watching and wondering, the

older man brought out a greatcoat, and held

it while the other put it on and buttoned it

to his chin. The day was a warmish one, so

that this proceeding amazed me even more

than the other. " At least," thought I, "it is

evident that his exercise is over" ; but, far

from this being so, the man began to run, in

spite of his heavy coat, and as it chanced, he

came right over the moor in my direction.

His companion had re-entered the house, so

that this arrangement suited me admirably. I

would take the small man's clothing, and

hurry on to some village where I could buy

provisions. The chickens were certainly

tempting, but still there were at least two men

in the house, so perhaps it would be wiser for

me, since I had no arms, to keep away

from it.

I lay quietly then among the ferns. Pre-

EXCUSE ME, SIR ! "
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sently I heard the steps of the runner, and

there he was quite close to me, with his

huge coat, and the perspiration running down

his face. He seemed to be a very solid man

â��but smallâ��so small that I feared that his

clothes might be of little use to me. When

I jumped out upon him he stopped running,

and looked at me in the greatest astonish-

ment.

"Blow my dickey," said he, "give it a

name, guv'nor ! Is it a circus, or what ?"

That was how he talked, though I cannot

pretend to tell you

what he meant by it.

" You will excuse

me, sir," said I,

" but I am under

the necessity of

asking you to give

me your clothes."

"Give you what?"

he cried.

" Your clothes."

" Well, if this

don't lick cock-

fighting ! " said he.

"What am I to

give vou my clothes

for ? "

" Because I need

them."

" And suppose I

won't ? "

" Be jabers," said

I, " I shall have no

choice but to take

them."

He stood with his

hands in the poc-

kets of his great-

coat, and a most

amused smile upon

his square - jawed,

clean-shaven face.

"You'll take

them, will you?"

said he. " You're

a very leery cove, by the look of you, but

I can tell you that you've got the wrong

sow by the ear this time. I know who you

are. You're a runaway Frenchy, from the

prison yonder, as anyone could tell with half

an eye. But you don't know who I am, else

you wouldn't try such a plant as that. Why,

man, I'm the Bristol Bustler, nine stone

champion, and them's my training quarters

down yonder.'1

He stared at me as if this announcement

of his would have crushed me to the earth,

but I smiled at him in my turn, and looked

him up and down, with a twirl of my

moustache.

" You may be a very brave man, sir," said

I, " but when I tell you that you are opposed

to Colonel Etienne Gerard, of the Hussars of

Conflans, you will see the necessity of giving

up your clothes without further parley."

" Look here, mounseer, drop it! " he cried ;

" this'll end by your getting pepper."

" Your clothes, sir, this instant!" I shouted,

advancing fiercely upon him.

For answer he

threw off his heavy

greatcoat, and stood

in a singular atti-

tude, with one arm

out, and the other

across his chest,

looking at me with

a curious smile.

For myself, I knew

nothing of the

methods of fighting

which these people

have, but on horse

or on foot, with

arms or without

them, I am always

ready to ta*ke my

own part. You un-

derstand that a

soldier cannot

always choose his

own methods, and

that it is time to

howl when you are

living among

wolves. I rushed

at him, therefore,

with a warlike

shout, and kicked

him with both my

feet. At the same

moment my heels

flew into the air, I

saw as many flashes

as at Austerlitz, and the back of my head

came down with a crash upon a stone. After

that I can remember nothing more.

When I came to myself I was lying upon a

truckle-bed, in a bare, half-furnished room.

My head was ringing like a bell, and when I

put up my hand, there was a lump like a

walnut over one of my eyes. My nose was

full of a pungent smell, and I soon found

that a strip of paper soaked in vinegar was

fastened across my brow. At the other end

of the room this terrible little man was sitting

I SAW AS MANY FLASHES AS AT AUSTERLITZ.1
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with his knee bare, and his elderly companion

was rubbing it with some liniment. The

latter seemed to be in the worst of tempers,

and he kept up a continual scolding, which

the other listened to with a gloomy face.

Â« Never heard tell of such a thing in my

life," he was saying. " In training for a

month with all the weight of it on my

shoulders, and then when I get you as fit as

a trout, and within two days of fighting the

likeliest man on the list, you let yourself into

a by-battle with a foreigner."

" There, there ! Stow your gab ! " said the

other, sulkily. " You're a very good trainer,

Jim, but you'd be better with less jaw."

" I should think it was time to jaw," the

elderly man answered. " If this knee don't

get well before Wednesday, they'll have it

that you fought a cross, and a pretty job

you'll have next time you look for a backer."

" Fought a cross !" growled the other.

" I've won nineteen battles, and no man ever

so much as dared to say the word ' cross' in

my hearin'. How the deuce was I to get out

of it when the cove wanted the very clothes

off my back ? "

" Tut, man, you knew that the beak and

the guards were within a mile of you. You

could have set them on to him as well then

as now. You'd have got your clothes back

again all right."

" Well, strike me ! " said the Bustler, " I

don't often break my trainin', but when it

comes to givin' up my clothes to a Frenchy

who couldn't hit a dint in a pat o' butter,

why, it's more than I can swaller."

" Pooh, man, what are the clothes worth ?

D'you know that Lord Rufton alone has five

thousand pounds on you ? When you jump

the ropes on Wednesday, you'll carry every

penny of fifty thousand into the ring. A

pretty thing to turn up with a swollen knee

and a story about a Frenchman ! "

" I never thought he'd ha' kicked," said

the Bustler.

" I suppose you expected he'd fight

Broughton's rules, and strict P.R. ? Why,

you silly, they don't know what fighting is in

France."

" My friends," said I, sitting up :-n my

bed, " I do not understand very nvich of

what you say, but when you speak iike that

it is foolishness. We know so much about

fighting in France, that we have paid our

little visit to nearly every capital in Europe,

and very soon we are coming to London.

But we fight like soldiers, you understand,

and not like gamins in the gutter. You strike

me on the head. I kick you on the knee.

It is child's play. But if you will give me a

sword, and take another one, I will show you

how we fight over the water."

They both stared at me in their solid,

English way.

" Well, I'm glad you're not dead,

mounseer," said the elder one at last.

" There wasn't much sign of life in you

when the Bustler and me carried you down

That head of yours ain't thick enough to

stop the crook of the hardest hitter in

Bristol."

" He's a game cove, too, and he came foi

me like a bantam," said the other, still

rubbing his knee. " I got my old left-right

in, and he went over as if he had been pole-

axed. It wasn't my fault, mounseer. I told

you you'd get pepper if you went on."

" Well, it's something to say all your life,

that you've been handled by the finest light-

weight in England," said the older man,

looking at me with an expression of con-

gratulation upon his face. " Y ou've had him

at his best, tooâ��in the pink of condition,

and trained by Jim Hunter."

" I am used to hard knocks," said I, un-

buttoning my tunic, and showing my two

musket wounds. Then I bared my ankle

also, and showed the place in my eye where

the guerilla had stabbed me.

" He can take his gruel," said the Bustler.

" What a glutton he'd have made for the

middle-weights," remarked the trainer; "with

six months' coaching he'd astonish the

fancy. It's a pity he's got to go back to

prison."

I did not like that last remark at all. I

buttoned up my coat and rose from the bed.

" I must ask you to let me continue my

journey," said I.

"There's no help for it, mounseer," the

trainer answered. " It's a hard thing to send

such a man as you back to such a place, but

business is business, and there's a twenty

pound reward. They were here this morning,

looking for you, and I expect they'll be

round again."

His words turned my heart to lead.

" Surely, you would not betray me," I

cried. " I will send you twice twenty pounds

on the day that I set foot upon France. I

swear it upon the honour of a French gentle-

man.''

But I only got head-shakes for a reply. I

pleaded, I argued, I spoke of the English

hospitality and the fellowship of brave men,

but I might as well have been addressing

the two great wooden clubs which stood

balanced upon the floor in front of me.
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I SHOWED THE PLACE IN MY EYE.

There was no sign of sympathy upon their

bull-faces.

" Business is business, mounseer," the old

trainer repeated. " Besides, how am I to

put the Bustler into the ring on Wednesday

if he's jugged by the beak for aidin' and

abettin' a prisoner of war ? I've got to look

after the Bustler, and I take no risks."

This, then, was the end of all my struggles

and strivings. I was to be led back again like a

poor silly sheep who has broken through the

hurdles. They little knew me who could

fancy that I should submit to such a fate. I

had heard enough to tell me where the weak

point of these two men was, and I showed,

as I have often showed before, that Etienne

Gerard is never so terrible as when all hope

seems to have deserted him. With a single

spring I seized one of the clubs and swung it

over the head of the Bustler.

" Come what may," I cried, "you shall be

spoiled for Wednesday."

The fellow growled out an oath, and would

have sprung at me, but the other flung his

arms round him and pinned him to the chair.

" Not if I know it, Bustler," he screamed.

" None of your games while I am by. Get

away out of this, Frenchy. We only want to

see your back. Run away, run away, or he'll

get loose !"

It was good advice, I thought, and I ran

to the door, but as I came out into the open

air my head swam round and I had to lean

against the porch to save myself from falling.

Consider all that I had been through, the

Vol. ix.-66.

anxiety of my escape, the long, useless flight

in the storm, the day spent amid wet ferns,

with only bread for food, the second journey

by night, and now the injuries which I had

received in attempting to deprive the little

man of his clothes. Was it wonderful that

even I should reach the limits of my endur-

ance ? I stood there in my heavy coat and

my poor battered shako, my chin upon my

chest, and my eyelids over my eyes. I had

done my best, and I could do no more. It

was the sound of horses' hoofs which made me

at last raise my head, and there was the

grey - moustached Governor of Dartmoor

Prison not ten paces in front of me, with six

mounted warders behind him.

" So, Colonel," said he, with a bitter smile,

" we have found you once more."

When a brave man has done his utmost,

and has failed, he shows his breeding by the

manner in which he accepts his defeat. For

me, I took the letter which I had in my

pocket, and stepping forward, I handed it

with such grace of manner as I could

summon to the Governor.

" It has been my misfortune, sir, to detain

one of your letters," said I.

He looked at me in amazement, and

beckoned to the warders to arrest me. Then

he broke the seal of the letter. I saw a

curious expression come over his face as he

read it.

" This must be the letter which Sir Charles

Meredith lost," said he.

" It was in the pocket of his coat."
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" You have carried it for two days ? "

" Since the night before last."

" And never looked at the contents ? "

I showed him by my manner that he had

committed an indiscretion in asking a question

which one gentleman should not have put to

another.

To my surprise he burst out into a roar of

laughter.

" Colonel," said he, wiping the tears from

his eyes, " you have really given both your-

self and us a great deal of unnecessary trouble.

Allow me to read the letter which you carried

with you in your flight."

And this was what I heard :â��

" On receipt of this you are directed to

release Colonel Etienne Gerard, of the 3rd

Hussars, who has been exchanged against

Colonel Mason, of the Horse Artillery, now

in Verdun."

And as he read it, he laughed again, and

the warders laughed, and the two men from

the cottage laughed, and then, as I heard this

universal merriment, and thought of all my

hopes and fears, and my struggles and

dangers, what could a debonair soldier do

but lean against the porch once more, and

laugh as heartily as any of them ? And of

them all was it not I who had the best reason

to laugh, since in front of me I could see my

dear France, and my mother, and the Em-

peror, and my horsemen ; while behind lay

the gloomy prison, and the heavy hand of

the English king ?

RELEASE COLONEL ETIENNE GERARD.



From Behind the Speaker s Chair.

XXI.

(viewed by HENRY W. LUCY.)

THE

LATE

SPEAKER.

IN the* history of Parliament it

has rarely happened that, within

the space of fourteen months, the

House of Commons has, in swift

succession, been deprived of the presence of

two of its foremost men. Little more than

a year after Mr. Gladstone resigned the

Premiership, and practically withdrew from

Parliamentary life, Mr. Peel stepped out of the

Chair, and the House has lost an appreciable

portion of its stateliness. It is eleven years

on the 26th February last since Mr. Whitbread

moved that " Mr. Arthur Peel take the Chair

of this House as Speaker." When the

member for Leamington rose to make

acknowledgment of the honour done him

there was some cheering from the Liberal

benches. But it was unmistakably a per-

functory business. The truth is, the Speaker-

elect was a personality un-

familiar even by sight to the

majority of members. His

brother they knew; burly,

sometimes boisterous, Sir

Robert. But who was Arthur

that he should be made

Speaker?

Yet at this date he had

very nearly served his majority

as a member of the As-

sembly which presently he

was to adorn with unrivalled,

unsuspected gifts. July next

would, if he were still with

us, see the thirtieth year

he has sat in the House,

uninterruptedly representing

Warwick, with which, by the

latest Reform Bill, passed

whilst he was Speaker,

Leamington was, for Parliamentary purposes,

bracketed. He had held minor office, being

successively Secretary to the Poor Law

Board, Parliamentary Secretary to the Board

of Trade, Whip (for a few months whilst the

House was not sitting), and Under Secretary

of State for Home Affairs through the Session

of 1880. In December of that year, finding

the duties of an Under Secretaryship too

exhausting for his strength, he retired, as it

seemed, from Ministerial and official life,

obscurity from which, four years later, he

SIR ROBERT PEEL AND MR. ARTHUR

CEEL.

emerged into the fierce light that beats on

the Speaker's Chair.

Prom the moment Mr. Peel stood

a up to advance to the Chair his

surprise, personality seemed to undergo a

miraculous change. The quiet,

retiring, silent member suddenly revealed

himself to the astonished House as a man

of commanding presence, resolute will, and

rare gifts of oratory. I have heard many

notable speeches in the House of Commons

through more than a score of years, but never

one which created such a sensation as the

brief speech of Mr. Arthur Peel, as he stood

by the corner seat below the gangway in the

dress of a private member, acknowledging

his unanimous election to the position of

First Commoner of England. That is a

proud, ancient, unique title. Mr. Peel

has not only borne it un-

tarnished, but has distinctly

added to its lustre. There

are few men in the House

of Commons who can say

with Mr. Gladstone that

they have sat under six

Speakers. It does not need

that opportunity of ex-

perience in order to form

an estimate of Mr. Peel's

position in the long, illus-

trious roll. It would simply

be impossible to name any

point on which improvement

in manner, bearing, or any

of the more solid qualities

that go to make up a suc-

cessful Speaker, might have

been achieved by Mr. Peel,

more especially through the

later years of his Speakership.

One quality that might in others have

proved a fatal defect was with him the crown

of the perfect edifice. Constitutionally, he is

a man not slow to anger, rather subject to gusts

of impetuous passion. The House will re-

member more than one occasion when the

lightning has suddenly flashed forth from the

stately figure standing by the Chair, and the

thunder has rolled under the canopy. It has

been magnificent, and it has also been war.

No man, not even Mr. Biggar in his adaman-
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tine days, withstood the wrath of the outraged

majesty of the late Speaker.

Mr. Peel is probably surprised at

an ideal his own endurance in being able

speaker, to retain the Speakership through

eleven years. As early as the

Session of 1888, the state of his health was

such that there were circumstantial reports of

his imminent retirement. Exactly a year ago

these were repeated with definite assurance.

Writing to me under date 3rd May, 1894,

Mr. Peel said : "I do not know how the

rumours originated and acquired such a

specific character. I have not entertained

the idea of resignation, which must of course

depend upon the state of my health and

upon my powers of endurance, which have

undoubtedly been shaken by a recent attack

of influenza and by its con-

sequences." From time

to time his pale face

showed at what personal

cost he persisted in taking

the Chair. As with his

i lustrious father, a sense

of public duty was ever

paramount with Mr. Peel,

and in view of oppor-

tunity of serving his

country and the House of

Commons, which he loved,

he risked his life as

directly and as fearlessly

as a soldier stakes his on

the field of battle. It is

not exaggeration to say

that there is no occupa-

tion open to man which

makes supremer calls on

capacity than does that

of Speaker of the House of Commons. The

Assembly is a team of exceedingly kittle

cattle, which sharply resents any appearance

of being driven, but secretly likes to know

there is a strong hand guiding it, and is

prone openly to resent proof to the contrary.

Against the Speaker's decision there is the

ultimate Court of Appeal of the House itself.

But it is rarely invoked. Practically, the

Speaker wields autocratic power. A difficulty

peculiar to his semi-judicial office is the un-

certainty of everything in the House of

Commons. In a moment, in the twinkling of

an eye, the slumbrous depths may be stirred by

sharp tumult, and the Speaker called upon

forthwith to decide a knotty point. The very

fact of his unchallengeable position would

make a mistake fatal. I have a vague idea

that upon one occasion Mr. Peel gave a

THE

STRATEGIC

MOVEMENT

TO THE

REAR.

THE SPEAKER (MR. I'EEl.).

judgment recognised by the House, and

admitted by subsequent events, to be mis-

taken. But I really forget what it was about.

What dwells with sharper touch on the

memory is the reiterated occasions when the

sonorous voice, ringing through the suddenly

silenced chamber, has brought order out of

chaos, and has comforted the House with

the assurance that its highest interests, its

dignity, and its noblest traditions were

worthily represented, and would never fail to

be vindicated, by the Speaker.

It was one of the penalties of

prominent position that Mr.

Chamberlain's escapade in the

division lobby on the night Sir

Henry James moved against the

import of cotton duties in India

for a while engrossed

public attention. The in-

cident is by no means

uncommon. It is some-

times detected, but, there

is reason to believe, oftener

than not it passes without

notice being taken. In

Mr. Chamberlain's case

there was every detail

contributory to dramatic

effect. When the House

met on Thursday, the 21st

of February, there ap-

peared certain prospect of

a crisis that would result

in the resignation of the

Ministry. On the Address

they had been attacked

again and again under

the leadership of Mr.

Arthur Balfour. Now, the

other wing of the Unionist Party had put the

battle in array. It was known that the Lanca-

shire Liberal members, under pressure from

their constituents, were resolved at any

cost to resist a proposal on which Ministers

had staked their existence. If these votes

could be captured the Government were

doomed.

It happened on this particular night that

Mr. Arthur Balfour was detained at home

in company with the influenza fiend. This

naturally brought Mr. Chamberlain into fuller

prominence, and promised to make his per-

sonal triumph the more complete. In due

course came Mr. Henry Fowler's famous

speech, before which opposition melted like

snowflakes on the river. Long before mid-

night it was clear that not only would the

Government not be turned out, but that they
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MR. FOWLER I

would have a rattling

majority; whilst to those

who, after the Secretary

for India's speech, sup-

ported Sir Henry James

would attach the odium

of sacrificing to personal

business interests the wel-

fare of India.

It is easy enough after

the event to perceive that

Mr. Chamberlain would

have done better to follow

the ordinary course and

back up his colleague in

the division lobby. De-

cision had to be taken amid

the bustle of the House

being cleared for the division at the close of

a debate that had taken a surprising turn.

Mr. Chamberlain hesitated and was lost.

His appeal to the Serjeant-at-Arms for

means of escape by the locked door, his

return to the Ministerial lobby, the only

avenue open to him, and his final disappear-

ance through what the Speaker slyly described

as " one of those means of escape known to

everybody " were narrowly watched, graphic-

ally reported, and irresistibly appealed to the

popular sense of humour.

It was for the time embarrassing and hurt-

ful, since here, scarcely less than in France,

it is ridicule that kills. But in a sense, also,

it was complimentary, as had the incident

IN THE

WRONG

LOBBY.

Nothing is com-

moner than to

find members

straying into

the wrong lobby. In one

of the divisions on the

Address, immediately pre-

ceding Mr. Chamberlain's

adventure, Mr. Labouchere

found himself in the lobby

with the Conservatives. He

had just time to turn and

flee before the door was

locked, his escape being

accompanied by a hilarious

cheer, plainly heard in the

emptied House. What

makes the situation diffi-

cult is that approach to the separate lobbies

is obtained from opposite ends of the

E ARE ALL MEMBERS

INDIA."

befallen a member of less interesting person-

ality, it would have been laughed at and

straightway forgotten.

House. If a member inadvertently walks

into the wrong lobby anywhere near the

tail of the procession, he has barely time

to withdraw, rush the full length of the

House, and gain the other door before it is

locked. The feat is sometimes accomplished,

ladies in the gallery being appalled at the dis-

covery of a father, a husband, or a brother

flying up or down the floor of the House at

a speed scarcely exceeded by Tarn O'Shanter

when, on a memorable night, he crossed the

brig.
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When the process of clearing the

the house House is nearly accomplished,

dividing, the Serjeant-at-Arms stands by

the locked door leading into the

outer lobby. Messengers are appointed to

side doors leading into either lobby. They

hold up their hand in signal that the door is

locked and the House cleared. Whereupon

the Serjeant-at-Arms unlocks the outer door,

and the stream which has passed the wicket

where the clerks stand ticking off names

surges into the outer lobby.

Up to a very recent date this lobby was

also kept locked, members being cooped up

there till the tellers had completed their task

and handed in the figures at the Table. At the

beginningof last Session theSpeakerauthorized

the unlocking of the central lobby door simul-

taneously with the appearance of the head

of the stream issuing from the division lobby.

Whilst convenient for members, this is an

arrangement that considerably increases the

difficulties of the Whips, and may some day

affect the destiny of a Ministry. It not

infrequently happens that a critical division

on the main question is immediately followed

by one on a side issue or a formal point.

Under the old order of things, the Whips

had their men in hand ready to return to

the House if a second division were chal-

lenged. Now they stream forth like school-

boys at the stroke of noon, and are com-

peting for cabs in Palace Yard at the

moment when the bell is ringing for another

division.

Beside the danger of inadver-

tently straying into the wrong

CATCHING

A WEASEL

ASLEEP.

lobby, there is the risk of being

caught napping in the lobbies

when the division unexpectedly takes place.

Such was the fate of Sir Walter Barttelot.

One night, during the height of the Pamellite

obstruction, the Irish members trooping

into the lobby, against the united force of

Liberals and Conservatives, found Sir Walter

fast asleep. Suddenly awakened he tried to

escape, but was captured, brought to the Table,

and obliged to tell his sad story. Another

case was that of an esteemed Liberal member,

whom the division bell surprised, locked

up in one of the lavatories. It was the wrong

lobby for him, so he proposed to stop there.

He also was brought up to the Table and

invited to state where he was when the

question was put.

" In thereâ��in there !" he said, spasmodi-

cally pointing finger and thumb at an

imaginary recess under the gallery behind

the Treasury Bench.

The capture of Mr. Joseph Gillis Biggar

under similar circumstances was an event

that for the Conservatives gilded a whole

week of hard fighting with the Irishry. The

member for Cavan, worn out with all-night

sittings, one evening retired to the division

lobby, and, stretching himself on a couch, fell

into peaceful slumber. It was broken in

upon by the roar of delight with which

the Conservatives, coming in for a division

challenged by Mr. O'Donnell, found the

member for Cavan within their lines. Joseph,

like Major Bagstock, who bore his Christian

name, was " sly, dev'lish sly." He affected

to make light of the incident. One more

added to the Ministerial majority against

the Irish members would, he said, be

neither here nor there. The Ministerialists

thought he was wisely endeavouring to mini-

mize an awkward incident, and went on pass-

ing through the wicket, chuckling at the

notion that the division list of the next day

would contain the name of Mr. Biggar

catalogued with the gentlemen of England in

opposition to his esteemed colleagues under

the leadership of Mr. Parnell. Mr. Hart-

Dyke (not yet knighted) was the Ministerial

teller in this lobby, and kept a sharp look-out

for Joseph Gillis. When the last member had

passed through it was known that the

member for Cavan had not voted, and yet

the lobby was tenantless. A hunt was

merrily organized, and one of the lavatory

doors was discovered to be shut and locked.

" Very well," said Mr. Hart-Dyke, in a

voice designed to penetrate the closed door,

" we will wait till he comes out. I sha'n't

hand the figures in to the clerk till the last

man has voted."
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There was no help for it, and after a brief

time, Joseph Gillis blushingly came forth,

passed the wicket, and had the satisfaction of

recording his vote on behalf of Her Majesty's

Government against his comrades from

Ireland.

When obstruction is in full force

OBSTRUC- the process of taking divisions is

tion. regularly and effectively used.

Like much else in the same

direction, opportunity was discovered by the

Irish members in the early stages of the

fight for Home Rule. British members

systematically declined to play the Parnellite

game by extending the debate. The Irish

members talked as long as they could,

and when physical exhaustion set in they

just took a division. When the House

is full and the numbers pretty equally

divided, a division occupies from ten to

fifteen minutes. When the minority is small

and the majority muster in large numbers

the time is increased, since the bulk of

members are passing through one gallery

instead of simultaneously deploying in two

detachments.

In addition to taking up so much time

there is, for those engaged in the conflict, a

pleasant and healthful change of occupation.

Whilst they rest

from the labour

of talking, they

stretch their legs

in a stroll round

the lobby and

come back re-

freshed. When

they are tired they

can do it again,

with the certainty

that the majority

of this potent As-

sembly are at their

mercy.

An attempt was

made in revising

the Rules of Pro-

cedure to grapple

with this tyranny,

by empowering

the Speaker or the

Chairman of Committees either to refuse to

put a challenge for a division when he regards

it as frivolous and vexatious, or, short of that,

to call upon members clamouring for a division

to stand up in their places and be counted.

It is fresh evidence of the innate Conservatism

of the House of Commons where its proce-

dure is concerned that these regulations have

THE LAST

OF THE

SMOLLETTS.

CONSTITUTIONAL

practically become a dead letter. I remem-

ber only one occasion when a small faction,

insisting on a hopeless division, were allied

upon to stand up in their places. The ob-

ject in view, the saving of time, is only

partially effected. What follows upon the

episode is that the Committee clerks are called

in, bringing their printed list of names with

them. Standing at the bar they tick off the

names of the members upstanding, and these

are recorded in the division lists the next

day as if they had voted. The effect was

certainly deterrent, inasmuch as ordinary

members shrank from the ridicule of the

situation. To stand up like naughty boys

placed on a stool at school whilst their com-

panions audibly chuckled is not an envious

position for a possibly elderly gentleman,

something in the City, or in professional

courts. The practice was not pursued,

though there were many occasions, notably

in Committee on the Home Rule Bill of

1893, when action of the Chairman in this

direction seemed irresistibly invited.

A paragraph has appeared in the

papers announcing that Mr.

Patrick Boyle Smollett, the last

of the Smolletts of Bonhill, a

descendant of Tobias Smollett, novelist

and historian, died

in his ninety-

second year at the

family residence,

Cameron House,

Dumbartonshire.

Few men in the

present House of

Commons will re-

cognise in connec-

tion with this re-

cord a member

who acquired some

notoriety in the

Parliament of

twenty years ago.

He then sat for

Cambridge, com-

ing in with the

flood of the tide

that swept away

the Liberals and

placed Mr. Disraeli in power. It was not his

first acquaintance with the House, since he

had represented his native county of Dum-

barton from 1859 to 1868. He came back

after long retirement, an odd fossil, with

manners that ruffled the equanimity of a

modern Parliament that had not yet seen

the growth of Mr. Biggar.
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Mr. Smollett took the earliest opportunity

on his return to the House to step to the

front. He brought forward an amendment

on going into Committee of Supply with the

object of calling attention to " the abrupt

dissolution of the late Parliament." The

performance might have passed without notice,

only it chanced that Mr. Gladstone was

making one of his then fitful appearances on

the Front Opposition Bench. On him Mr.

Smollett fastened, one hand in his trousers

pocket, the other shaking a truculent forefinger

at the statesman whom he accused of indulging

in " sharp practice more likely to have come

from an attorney's office than from a Cabinet

of English gentlemen." " The stratagem," he

added, "recoiled on the head of the trickster,"

this with another gesture towards Mr. Glad-

stone, but just stepped down from high

estate, not yet accustomed to these personal

vituperations. He was magnificently angry,

trampling on Smollett as a lion, raging

through a jungle, crushes smaller things.

The memberfor Cambridge,

though by nature pachyderma-

tous, did not soon get over

this mauling. He recovered in

time, and occasionally amused

the House by his gruff speech,

attacking people from whom

he differed as if he were

literally butting at them with

his bullet head. He was

very proud of his descent

from Tobias Smollett. In

copies of Dod of the day

will be found a note, con-

tributed by him, stating that

he was " the great - grand-

nephew of the celebrated

historian and novelist." That

he tried to live up to his

ideal of his kinsman was

evident in his Parliamentary

manner.

Effect was lent to his home-

thrusts by the Dumbarton-

shire accent in which they were

delivered. This peculiarity once led him and

the House into a difficulty. Speaking in the

course of debate on India, Mr. Smollett made

a remark which drew from old Sir George

Balfour one of those tearful, plaintive cries of

" Hear, hear ! " with which he was wont to

express approval of a passing remark. Mr.

Smollett turned upon him, his red face

seeming to blaze with fury, his sparse hair

standing straight up in uncontrollable

wrath.

NEW

CONTI-

NENTS.

MR. ARTHUR ACLAND.

"The gallant gentleman cheers," he said,

" and I will admit to the fool "

A shudder ran through the House. Sir

George Balfour never succeeded in maintain-

ing at Westminster the reputation he had

earned at Calcutta. Still, this was going a little

too far even for a chartered libertine of debate

like the member for Cambridge. Several

members sprang to their feet with evident

intention of appealing to the Speaker on the

point of order. Mr. Smollett, taking them all

in in one comprehensive glare, continued :

" I will admit to the fool all that has

been said about these unjustifiable annex-

ations."

Then the House saw that " fool" was

Dumbartonshire for " full."

Mr. Acland has a good story,

not yet collated into the interest-

ing accounts from time to time

published by school inspectors,

of the eccentricities of examinations. At a

Board school in Central London a class

was under examination in

geography. The exercise had

been preceded by lessons in

grammar, where one of the

scholars had mastered the

great truth that " the vowels

are five in numberâ��a, e, i,

o, u, sometimes w and y."

" How many quarters are

there in the globe ? " asked

the inspector, turning to a

fresh subject.

" Four, sir," answered a

smart boy.

" Name them."

"Europe, Asia, Africa,

and America, sometimes w

and y."

Mr. Swift Mac-

Neill omits from

his account of the

monotonously un-

desirable origin of

peers who, having obtained

their peerage in Ireland, voted

against the Home Rule Bill, a story which

lingers to this day in Dublin as to the

genesis of a well-known peerage. At the

time of the Rebellion of '98, the founder

of the family was a second-hand bookseller in

Dublin. After a moderately long career be-

hind the counter he retired from business,

bought an estate near Dublin, set up as a

country gentleman, and established a family,

which, growing in influence and affluence,

were at length admitted to the English peerage.

A NEW

ROMANCE

OF THE

PEERAGE.
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The people of Dublin

could not believe that any

man could make a fortune

out of selling second-hand

books, certainly not a for-

tune sufficiently large to

justify the style in which the

retired tradesman lived. In

this dilemma the story got

about, and was firmly be-

lieved in Dublin, that the

money was forthcoming from

discovery of bank - notes in

the books bought in the

libraries of the Irish gentry

when their establishments

were broken up. In the

troublesome times preced-

ing and following upon '98,

well-to-do people were afraid

to put their money in banks

that seemed tottering to a

fall. They accordingly (so

rumour ran) discreetly dis-

posed of them between the

leaves of their books,

stowed these away in their

libraries, and either forgot or lost trace of them.

The old bookseller, falling by chance upon

such treasure-trove, thereafter carefully ex-

amined books coming into his possession, and

so made his fortune. This fairy tale was told

me by a member of the present House of

Commons, whose family has long been

associated with Dublin.

I-ast Session saw a departure

A fading from ancient practice which did

custom, not meet with the amount of

notice its importance justified.

Up to very recent times it was the custom of

the Leader of the Opposition to have a field

night on the occasion of the second reading

of the Appropriation Bill. The course of the

Session was reviewed, the action of members

criticised, and in promising circumstances a

hostile amendment was moved and divided

upon. The House would as soon have

thought of proroguing without at least one long

night's debate on the Appropriation Bill, as it

would of going off for the recess without

shaking hands with the Speaker.

The second reading of the Appropriation

MB. SWIFT MACNEIl.L OS THE

IRISH CKERAGE.

Bill is an opportunity pro-

vided by a perhaps too

beneficent assembly for dis-

cussion of miscellaneous

questions. Nothing is too

good or too bad, too im-

portant or too trivial, to be

talked round at length

whilst the Appropriation Bill

is being carried through its

successive stages. The Irish

members banded together

as the Home Rule Party

early discovered this oppor-

tunity and made the most

of it. They were equal to

spending the whole week,

more or less pleasantly and

usefully, in talking about

a succession of topics in-

troduced under the broad

wing of the Appropriation

Bill. Probably it was this

graft upon an old custom

that finally brought it into

desuetude. The leaders of

the Opposition shrank from

being parties to a hollow game entered upon

at a period of the Session when withers

had long been wrung. They withdrew

from the field, leaving the Irish members

in possession.

It happens just now that, being in close

alliance with the Government of the day, the

Irish members have no temptation to make

themselves finally disagreeable at the close of

a Session. Thus it came to pass that last

year the Appropriation Bill was run through

without semblance of debate, only Mr. Alpheus

Cleophas Morton clutching at the fluttering

robe of the departing Speaker with inquiry

whether in Committee on the Bill he might

not discuss affairs in Uganda. The Speaker

declined to anticipate the judgment of the

Chairman of Committees, which in due

course was given with great promptitude.

Mr. Morton again putting his question,

Mr. Mellor sternly answered, " Certainly

not," and before Mr. Morton quite knew

where he was, the Appropriation Bill was

through Committee, and all was ready for

the prorogation.

Vol. ix â��67.
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adopted the name of Miss Palliser. She came

toEngland, where she tookthe part of Gianetta

in the "Gondoliers," at the Savoy Theatre.

a<;k in.

Front a Photo, by Union Photograph Roam*, Philadzli>lita.

MISS ESTHER PALLISER.

|ISS ESTHER PALLISER was

P born in Philadelphia. She comes

|1 of a musical family, her father,

Â£j Mr. B.

Frank

Wallers, being a

high-class instruc-

tor of singing and

a thorough musi-

cian ; her mother

was a soprano con-

cert singer. At

fourteen Esther

Palliser used to

lead the chant in

several of the

Philadelphia

churches. Then

she was sent to

Paris and studied

with Mesdames

La Grenge. and

Viardot, Monsieur

Plaque and Ma-

dame Marchesi, in

' the French and Italian Opera. After a period of

three years, her debut took place at Rouen, where

she appeared as Marguerite in Gounod's " Faust,"

under the name of Mile. Sylvanie, and since then has

She also appeared in " Ivanhoe," and in " I.a

Basoche " as Marie, and made a great success.

She is an accomplished pianist,

and is also proficient in painting

and drawing.

Prom a Photo, by] ace 17.
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H'aiufliiu.

THE HON.

CHARLES

SIR JAMES

MATHEW.

Horn 1830.

gHHE HON. SIR TAMES

AKI.ES MATHEW

ailed to the Bar at

Lincoln's Inn in 1854,

having previously ob-

tained an open studentship. Mr.

Mathew was a member of the South-

Eastern circuit when, in March,

1881, he was appointed by the

Crown a Judge in the.Queen's Bench Division of

the High Court of Justice. Shortly before that time

he had acted as a member on the Committee on the

subject of Costs of

I .egal Proceedings.

His appointment

to the Bench is

one of the few in-

stances of a mem-

ber of the Junior

Bar being elevated.

He was knighted

on his promotion,

and was created

LL.D. honoris

causa by the Uni-

FtVm a flu/U>. by\ AGE 30. (c*. Siiny, Bay9vmLer.

PRESENT DAY, {tttiwll d .Son*.
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1848. He was elected an Associate of the

AGE II.

Frmt a Painting by Sir Xoel Palim, U.S.A.

H.

THE LATE MR. WALLER

PATON, R.S.A.

1828-1895.

HE LATE MR. WALLER H.

PATON, R.S.A., R.S.W.,

F.S.A.Scot., whose death was

recorded only a short time ago,

was horn in Fifeshire. In 1851

he adopted landscape painting as a profession.

His first work was exhibited in Glasgow in

m

i

R.S.A. in 1857,

and a Fellow of

the Antiquaries

of Scotland in

1869; an honorary

mem her of the

Liverpool Society

of Water-colour

Painters in 1872,

and a member of

the Royal Scottish

Society of Water-

colour Painters in

1878. Mr. Waller

Paton chiefly

aimed, and with

an Academician in 186?,

AGE 39.

From a Photo, by W. TMU.

DunfKnnlint.

Frrrnta Photo, by]

IJ. Mofut, Minbnroh.

great success, at painting the peaceful and

beautiful in Nature, especially sunsets.

From a Photo, by}

\John Drtuotnonil

1 a Photo, by]

AGE $6. 1 J. s. IfMMH, ftlintarj*.
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was made Chairman of Directors of Convict

Prisons, Surveyor-General of Prisons, and

Inspector-General of Military Prisons. In July,

SIR EDMUND

FREDERICK

DU CANE.

Born 1830.

IAJOR-GENERAI

SIR EDMUND

FREDERICK DU CANE was

educated at the Military Academy,

Woolwich ; he obtained his com-

mission as second lieutenant in the Royal

Engineers, December 19th, 1848. He was

1872, he was pro-

moted to he major,

and in 1873 to be

lieutenant - colonel,

having also been

made a C. H. in the

same year. In 1878

he was made a colonel

and created a K.C.B.

He retired in 1886 from

the effective list, and was made a major-general.

AGE 55.

h'mm a PhitU*. by

T. It. Voigt, Hamburg.

[CfMfom Ihtiiriitg.

made a first lieutenant in 1854 and a second

captain in 1868. In 1869 Captain Du Cane

Pnm a Pk$to> bfl rgESSNT pay. IW. * ti. ifoVMy.
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No. XL.â��SARAH BERNHARDT.

By Edward John Hart.

From a Photo, by]

THE STUDIO.

[Jttntlinser, ParU.

SOT adieu, mon ami; but an

revoir ! Never adieu ! "â��

the parting admonition re-

ceived from Madame Bern-

hardt when I last bade her

farewell at the Savoy Hotel

in London, came into my mind the other

day as I entered the studio in her well-

remembered Paris home on the Boulevard

Pereire.

The appositeness of this correction may

appear from the fact that Iâ��forgetting that

we generally again meet with those whom we

wish to meet â�� had prematurely bidden

Madame Bernhardt adieu (as the French

understand it, an almost final expression of

good-bye) twice in Melbourne, once in

Sydney, twice in London, and three times

in Paris.

To find Madame Bernhardt at home is

one thing; to find her at home alone is

quite another. But a friendship of years'

standing had steeled me against any surprises

in this direction, and though I had called

upon her by previous arrangement for a

special purpose, I was in no wise disconcerted

to find her surrounded by a throng of visitors,

while yet other callers crowded on one

another's heels in the ante-rooms.

A warm greeting from my hostess, and an

intimation that we could have our long chat

later, was all-sufficing, and I disposed myself

to watch and waitâ��the latter a process which

all who care to see much of Madame Bern-

hardt, more especially when she is in Paris,

have to learn.

An Ambassador (now dead), representing

one of the greatest of European Powers,

used to cheerfully wait through whole after-

noons for a chat with the actress, on her

return from a drive or from fulfilling some

engagement; and if waiting in this interesting

mansion was tolerable under such circum-

stances, it was even pleasurable while one's

hostess was constantly in evidence, and

afforded opportunities of studying a person-

ality which is never commonplace.

Standing on the white bearskin in a
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characteristic attitude, or moving from group

to group â��always displaying a sympathetic

interest in what chiefly interested each visitor

â��she appeared like a Royal personage giving

audience to her subjects. Some of those who

surrounded her bore names well known in

contemporary annals ; while, among others,

one noted dramatists submitting the scenarios

of their plays, poets producing suspicious

manuscripts from breast-pockets, artists open-

ing portfolios of sketches, actresses who were

there to congratulate and envy the greatest

of their calling, writers and journalists of

varying status and opinions, besides merely

social friends and visiting acquaintances.

After the company, the chamber claimed

attention. The large studio, almost too

luxurious for work ; the gilded cage, once

inhabited by those tiger cubs which made so

much capital for journalistic pens ; portraits

of the great actress ; pictures and sketches

by artists celebrated and obscure ; paintings,

busts, and statuettes, the work of her own

hands ; weapons, curios, and mementos

from almost every land she had visited, spoke

forcibly, though silently, of nearly every

episode and era of Sarah Bernhardt's career.

Only, I failed to note any memento of the

siege of Paris, when the Theatre Francais

was turned into an ambulance, and Sarah

Bernhardt, who had not then reached the

first height of her celebrity, worked as one of

the nursing staff in attendance on the sick

and wounded.

I had never succeeded in getting her to

speak of that period but once out in Austra-

lia, when she indignantly refuted the sugges-

tion of a visitor, that it was during that period

she studied her death-bed effects. She

admitted that she had studied death-beds in

hospitals, " but," she continued, " when I

was serving as a nurse in the Com^die ambu-

lance during the siege of Paris, I had no

thought of making my experiences in any

way subservient to my future work. It was

not possible to me, because, first of all, I only

met men there, and besides, the scenes at

which I was present were so awful, that I had

something else to think of besides art.

Believe me, an ambulance, where you see

your countrymen suffering and dying, is not-a

place in which to study art. I was in Paris

during the whole time of the siege and the

Commune, and yes, it is true, I was awarded

a gold medal by the Government."

The throng of visitors was fast dwindling,

and by their manner of addressing and

taking leave of their hostess, it was easy to

determine the degree of her intimacy with

each. To the world in general she is
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Sarah Bernhardt; to her acquaintances she

is Madame Bernhardt, while her intimate

friends invariably address her as Madame

Sarah.

When we were at last alone we discussed

â��as usijal on meeting after an intervalâ��

mutual reminiscences of Australia : the

genuine and wild enthusiasm of her audiences,

and of the crowds who mobbed her when-

ever she appeared in the streets; the scenes

on her arrival and departure, and her long

excursions into " the bush," for it was her

pleasureâ��more particularly while playing in

Melbourneâ��to go off in a drag to the country

on the termination of her Saturday night's

performance, and camp out, shooting, fishing,

and exploring, till it was time for her to return

on Monday evening, which meant, usually,

an arrival in town only an hour before the

curtain drew up.

" And now, Madame Sarah," said I, " I

have come to take your life. Not," I hastened

to add, as she assumed an expression of de-

mure horror, " not to cut short your actual

existence, but to take an account of it from

your lips, for the further enlightenment of

the thousands of readers of The Strand,

who desire to know you better. And, re-

member, to your biographer, as to your

lawyer and your doctor, you must tell the

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth !"

" Where shall I begin ? "

" At the beginning."

"No, I will not go farther back than my

schooldaysâ��that is quite far enough. You

know very well I was born in Paris, and that

on my mother's side I am of Dutch-Jewish

descentâ��I was baptizedâ��and that my father

occupied a good position in the Magistrature.

I was educated at the Convent Grand Champ

of Versailles, where I had as a fellow-pupil

one whom I afterwards met as a fellow-actress

at the Theatre Francaisâ��Sophie Croizette,

who afterwards became Madame Stern. I

was a very nervous child, and had even then

a craving for the theatre. When leaving the

convent, at the age of fourteen, I remember

I said : ' I shall be either a nun or an actress,'

and a year later, on the 29th November,

1859, I entered the Conservatoire. Before

entering the Conservatoire I had to pass

the usual examination, and at this I

recited a fable out of I-a Fontaine with

much success. When I was asked to

recite something else, I broke down and

cried, but they found me so gtntilk

that I won their esteem and was admitted,

notwithstanding my failure. At the Conser-

vatoire I studied under Samson and Provost
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â��Provost, you

know, was Rachel's

masterâ��and gained

the second prize

for tragedy in 1861,

and the following

year the second

prize for comedy ;

and this led to my

engagement at the

Franca is. There

I appeared for the

first time in ' Iphi-

genie,' but no one

noticed my debut.

I was only a little

ingenue whom no

one remarkedâ��

whose future no

one thought of.

Then I left the

Francaisâ��the for-

mal atmosphere of

the place seemed

to oppress me ; and

then the director of

the Gymnaseâ��

M on t igny â�� who

had seen me play,

engaged me for parts of ingenues. I was

given a part in ' Deslandes'â��a comedie bouffe

of Labiche and Raymond, and in this I had

little else to do but to continually burst into

laughter. You can understand that this did

not suit me very well. I knew I could do

more than laugh, so at the end of the first

performance I left the Gymnase, and never

went back to it."

In connection with this abrupt departure

the following story is told. The morning

after Madame Sarah had left the Gymnase,

M. Victorien Sardou was breakfasting with

Montigny at Passy, when a letter was brought

to the director of the Gymnase, which he

read through and cast away in a fit of

temper.

" What is it that annoys you ?" asked

Sardou.

" Oh, nothing," replied the director.

"Only a silly girl throwing up her role at the

second performance. You see in her one

who will never do anything in the theatre ! "

A fresh exemplification of the truth of the

saying : " You should never prophesy before

you know."

" And what did you do, Madame Sarah,

after you left the Gymnase?"

"Oh, in about 1866, I was acting at the

Porte Saint Martin in ' La Biche aux Bois.'

Vol. ix 68.
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The actress who played the part of the

Princess failed to appear at the last moment,

and the Kegissuer knowing me, and knowing

that I was weary of being out of an engage-

ment, offered me the part, and I accepted it.

My family would not have permitted this had

they known of it, and they had never

consoled themselves for my leaving the

Theatre Francais ; so in order to get away to

play my part of the Princess, I used to

say I was going to study the plays at the

Francais. But on the fourth evening a friend

recognised me on the stage of the Porte

Saint Martin, and told my family, and after

that I was not allowed to continue."

" And then you went to the Odeon ? Was

it not so?"

" Yes, it is true. M. Camille Doucet,

superintendent of theatres, interested himself

for me, and recommended me to MM. de

Chilly and Duquesnel, the directors of the

Odeonâ��the second theatre of France. M.

Duquesnel felt that I had talent, and wished

immediately to sign an engagement with me,

but De Chilly refused absolutelyâ��do you

know for what ? Because he considered me

' too thin !' Yes, it was extraordinary, but

that was his objection, and the associates

maintained their several opinions, and dis-

puted hotly as to whether I should be
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engaged or no, till at last M. Duquesnel

finished the discussion by engaging me for a

year at his own cost."

This was really the commencement of

Sarah Bernhardt's dramatic career, which

may roughly be divided into three periods,

viz. : The six years from 1866 to 1872, when

she played the parts of ingenues on the stage

of the Odebn. The period of eight years,

1872-80, at the Comedie Francaise, during

which she played not only ingenue parts and

the princesses of classical and romantic

plays, but created or re-created the roles of

several heroines. And the last fourteen

years, when, having attained to a knowledge

and command of the full powers of her

genius, she has made not only Paris, but the

whole civilized world ring with her fame and

re-echo to her golden voice in the chief roles

of dramas written purposely for her.

" And what part did you play at the Odebn,

Madame Sarah ? "

" Oh, I played in a great number of diverse

pieces. Amongst them you may mention

Arinande'm the 'Femmes Savantes'; Anna

Danby of Keane, in which my acting greatly

impressed Du-

mas pert : Cor-

delia in ' Lear'

(translated by

Jules Lacroix), in

which I made a

great success;

'L'Autre,' by

Georges Sand,

and Zanetto in

' Passant,' by

Francois Coppe.

"This r&le,

Zanetto, was a

great thing fc r

me, as it was said

I played the part

with a delightful

originality ; but

when I played in

' Ruy Bias 'â��the

date? â�� 19th

February, 1872

â��my reputation

was so greatly

increased, that an

engagement was

offered to me by

M. Perrin, the

administrator of

the Comebie."

"Which you

accepted ? "

Li I
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" Yes ; because at the Odebn I was then

only receiving 1,000 francs a month. I asked

M. Duquesnel to increase it to 1,500 francs,

which he refused, though later on he paid

me that sum for a single night's performance

during hundreds and hundreds of representa-

tions at the Porte Saint Martin.

" At the Comedie I played Aricie, until by

chance an opportunity presented itself of

playing the heroine of heroinesâ��Pha'dre, in

Racine's immortal tragedy. Mademoiselle

Rousseil, whose part it was, refused to play

at the last moment. In this, as you know,

my success was instantaneous and decisive."

" Now, can you give me the names and

the dates when you first appeared in some of

your most famous roles at the Comedie ? " is

my next question.

" I played Andromaque on the 30th August,

1877 ; Donna Sol, ' Hernani,' 21st November,

1877 ; on the 2nd April, 1878, Alcimcne, in

' Amphytrion '; Zaire, 30th May, 1878 ; Le

Sphinx, 20th October, 1878 ; and The Queen,

in ' Ruy Bias,' 4th April, 1879. Then, also,

I played Miss Clarckson, in ' L'Etrangere';

Posthumea, in ' Rome Vaincue'; Chirubin,

in ' Mariage de

Figaro' and ' I .a

Fille de Ro-

land.' "

" Can you re-

member any

other English

pieces in which

you have played,

besides those

mentioned ? "

"Yes ; in 1869,

the 16th of April,

I played Lena, in

' As in a Looking-

Glass.' It was

translated into

French by M.

Pierre Berton

and Madame

Van de Velde."

"When was

your first Ameri-

can engage-

ment ? "

"June, 1879.

Yes, for leaving

the Comedie

Francaise, I had

to pay a fine of

45,000 francs,

and 100,000

francs damages."

PHtDKE 'â��(Phtdrc).

[Xaitur, /'urn.
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" But you have earned far larger sums as

the result of a single tourâ��is it not so ? "

" When I returned from one American tour

on the 31st July, 1887, I brought with me

800,000 francs clear profit; 800,000 francsâ��

and a tiger cat! " is the answer.

But in spite of her enormous earnings,

Madame Bernhardt is far too open-handed,

generous, and charitable to be a really wealthy

woman.

" Yes, I am very fond of animals ; but of

those you remember I got in Australiaâ��my

St. Bernard, ' Auckland,' the opossums, the

'native bear,'and

others, but few

long survived

the change of

climate."

As all the world

knows, Madame

Bernhardt was

married to M.

Damala, in Lon-

don, in the spring

of 1882.

" I love travel-

ling," she says,

after a pause,

and we have star-

ted on another

topic, and,. in-

deed, during the

past fourteen

years, the num-

ber of journeys

she has taken is

almost fabulous.

Just to give one

instance : after

an exhaustive

tour through the

United States in

1891, she went

on to Australia :

acted through

the three leading

Colonies ; re-

turned via America, acting all along the route ;

landed at Havre on the 1st of May, 1892 ;

and, after a few days' rest, opened her season

in London ; on the conclusion of which,

without the slightest intermission, she com-

menced a professional tour of the whole

Continent of Europe. Small wonder that

her countrymen called her " Juive Errante ! "

" Do many of the enthusiastic receptions

you met with in foreign lands live in your

memory, Madame Sarah ? "

" Ah, yes, all of them !': she answers, with

animation. "The one, perhaps, I remember

with the greatest pleasure was in Hungary,

where, as you know, the French are ex-

ceedingly popular. I was most heartily

welcomed there by the Tcheques, who turned

out in great numbers in their splendid

national costumes to meet me. I was wel-

comed as a Frenchwoman, not only as an

artisteâ��and that always touches me. What

pleased and affected me most in my reception

at Melbourne was the audience singing ' La

Marseillaise' on the first night, before the

curtain rose."

I remembered

the incident per-

fectly. Some

youngsters

started it in the

gallery, where-

upon the whole

audience joined

in the National

Hymn of France

with a willâ��an

instance of spon-

taneous enthusi-

asm, the like of

which I believe

an Australian

theatre had

never before wit-

nessed.

On another

occasion, in Syd-

ney, the writer

was accompany-

ing Madame

Bernhardt from

a theatrical per-

formance, a few

nights after the

conclusion of her

own season. The

crowd in the

street rushed to

the carriage in

order to shake

hands with the great actress, and seized her

hand with such good-will, but misplaced

energy, that on arrival at her hotel it was

swollen almost beyond recognition. " But at

Montreal," she says, " I once had to be carried

over the heads of a crowd in order to be put

in my carriage."

But we have not yet completed the list of

Sarah Bernhardt's creations and perfor-

mances, and have strayed from the subject.

Besides the names of pieces already given,

she has, by turns, at the Vaudeville, Port-
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"the queen"â��(Ruy Bias).

From Â« Ptuitu. by Xadar, Parti.

Saint Martin, Yarietes, and Renaissance

theatres, and on tour, appeared in " La Dame

aux Camdlias," " Phedre," " Adrienne

Lecouvreur," " Nana Sahib,'" " Macbeth,"

" Frou-Frou," " FrancUlon," " Fedora,"

"Theodora," " La Tosca "â��produced for the

first time at the Porte Saint Martin, 24th

November, 1887â��"Jeanne d'Arc," " Cleo-

patre," "Pauline Blanchard," "Leah," "IzeyL"

" La Femme du Claude," and "Gismonda."

" I think that about completes the list,

Madame Sarah. And now, can you tell me

anything about your methods of study ? How

you succeed in getting your effects and in

identifying yourself with the personality you

wish to portray ? "

" First of all I study the intellectual com-

position of my role. I read every analysis

and criticism of the character I can get hold

of. If the character is historical, I read all

the memoirs and biographies -every scrap of

anecdoteâ��all the legends of the poets. I

saturate myself with the literature â�� the

atmosphere of the epoch â�� until I feel

that I am of it. I have a great gift of

assimilation and intuition. If the artiste

cannot experience in actuality the sensations

of the character she is portraying -be it

sorrow, despair, or the pangs of agony or of

deathâ��she can give out the effect that the

study of any or all these have had on her

intelligence and sensibility; and by the

degree -of her sensibility is determined the

greatness of her representation. The Latin

orator was right, ' It is the heart and the

vivacity of intelligence that render eloquent' ;

and from me," she goes on to say, "extends

an influence of sensibility which on the

fiftiethâ��the hundredth night of one of my

roles communicates to the spectators un

frisson particulier. Sometimes the situation

may exalt me, or the state of my nervesâ��or

some personal souvenir of remembranceâ��

may cause me to rise to a still greater height,

or predispose me to a more intense sincerity.

But, you have seen me playing to audiences

knowing but little French ; yet, wherever I

go, the public always understand me. Then,

I am always studying character. Everyone

I meet is a new study. 1 am always

studying people !"

On mote than one occasion the writer has

seen Madame Bernhardt, when about to

perform in the role of Phedre, sit in her

dressing-room for an hour before she was

due on the stage, absorbed in the contem-

plation of the tragedy in which she was about

to perform. Sitting ready dressed for her

" fedora "â��(K(!(!ora).

From a Photo, by Xadar, Parti.
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part, by some curious system of introspection

and mental concentration on the pathos of

her role, she had so wrought upon her nerves

and emotions that silent tears coursed down

her cheeks involuntarily, and it is seldom

that she can get through the evening of this

most exacting play without fainting more

than once.

" I am always nervous," she says in answer

to a question, " because I am always afraid

of falling below my previous standard of acting.

Yes ; I have met with unsympathetic audiences

in my time, but I don't know that an unsym-

pathetic audience

has much effect

on me. I am not

sure that I don't

rather enjoy it

for a change, for

it is then a battle

between me and

them, and I

always win.

" In France I

would rather play

in the poetic

drama ; but in

foreign countries

where the French

language is

spoken either

very little or not

at all, I prefer

playing in prose

works."

" You have very

definite opinions

about stage

accessories, and

about dress,

Madame Sarah,

have you not ? "

" Ah, yes, very

definite," she re-

plies, readily and

almost excitedly.

" I have a great

horror of shams on the stageâ��of what will

not bear close inspectionâ��of what is not

real. I never use spangles, tinsel, and cheap

theatrical glitter- it offends my artistic sense.

I always employ hand embroideries in bullion

and silk, and will have nothing to do with

the generally used applique embroideries on

the stage, and I have found that what is best

always has the best effect, whether looked at

from a distance or near at hand. My freedom

of movement, the lightness of my step, the

suppleness and flexibility of my body, I

From a Photo, byl

attribute to having definitely abandoned the

corset, for an actress should wear nothing

that is calculated to hamper and impede her

movements."

"Your wardrobe is reputed to be a

veritable museum of Royal costumes," I next

suggest, "and that in the number of your

dresses you surpass our English Queen

Elizabeth, who was credited with the

possession of a fabulous number. What can

you do with such a quantity ? "

" It is not possible for you to know how

many dresses are necessary for an actress

with a large reper-

toire. My ward-

robe is worth

about half a

million francsâ��

and, yes, I keep

it here in my

hotel, installed in

an upper story."

Then, as only

a woman can, she

waxes eloquent

over the costly

velvets and furs,

and the silk-em-

broidered stuffs,

all of which are

of the rarest

quality obtain-

able ; and of the

brocades and

tissues of gold

and silver, all

woven for herself

and after her own

designs.

"But while

speaki ng of

dress," she con-

tinues, " I may

tell you that my

couturier is not

alone the author

of my costumes,

for I myself have much to do with the making

of them. I select the design and then give

orders as to the form and general arrange-

ments. The modelling and draping I do for

myself, and then 1 take a great pair of scissors

and make all the alterations that appear to

me requisite. Sometimes I wear a .new

costume for a number of rehearsals with the

material only pinned together, and will not

allow a stitch to be put in it until it falls

softly and becomes quite moulded to the

lines of my figure."

thkodora "â��(Theodora).

[Xadar, Parti.
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We left the subject of dress,

wherein I felt painfully " at sea," and

commenced speaking about the in-

numerable calls on her time and the

division of her day, in connection

with which is told the following true

story : â��

Sarah Bernhardt wished to learn

English, a knowledge of which would

prove useful in her long journeys

across America and Australia. She

was recommended to a teacher of

English, who possessed a great repu-

tation for the rapidity and excellence

of his methods, and who, on meet-

ing her, said, " I have many pupils,

and my time is much occupied. Will

you receive me at nine in the morn-

ing ? " " No, that is not possible,"

she replied, " for at that time I am

resting or studying my rdk." " Do

you prefer the afternoon ?" asked

the professor. " Then I am re-

hearsing â�� and in the evening I

play." "When shall it be, then?"

" Oh, half an hour will do for me.

From a Photo, by]

[Nadav, Pari*

" LA TOSCA "â��<Ijl ToSCiO.

From a PJuto. by .Varfar, Paris.

Will you give me from two till half-

past in the morning?"

" From Friday till Monday during

the fetes," she goes on to tell me, " it

has often happened that I have played

seven timesâ��or twice a dayâ��pieces

that rest entirely on my personality.

In one day this would be my pro-

gramme. In the morning I would

play " Phedre," nqt a verse of which

but must be given at the cost of some

vital wear and tear to the artiste in

the title role, and of which at least

three acts make the most exacting

demands on one's store of nervous

energy ; and then, in the evening, I

would play ' I .a Dame aux Cameras.' "

"'She is still able to write a book,

write a play, sculp, and paint,' says

Jules Claretie, in writing about Sarah

Bernhardt. ' She has spent ten for-

tunes and the existences of twenty

women. A robust circus girl would

long ago have died of anamia.' With

Sarah, on the contrary, the nerves

communicate to the whole body a
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From a Photo.

kind of electric activity.

Repose seems to her

like another death. That

which is not paroxysm,

seems to her lethargy.' "

" Yes, it is quite true,''

says Madame Sarah, as

I read her the passage.

" If it hadn't been for

my determination I

should have died long

ago!"

During Madame

Sarah's last season but

one in London, I was

privileged to see much

of her home life at her

house in Alpha Road,

Regent's Park, and I

never knew which to

wonder at mostâ��Sarah

Bernhardt at work, or

Sarah Bernhardt at play.

I have seen her finish a

game of croquet, but

half-played out, through

a drenching shower of rain, and she played

the game with as much earnestness and

concentration of purpose as if her pro-

fessional reputation were at stake. For choice

she was always surrounded by young people,

but she herself was the youngest of us all.

Amongst other simple pastimes, that of

"dressing up'' seemed to afford her great

amusement, and I remember one afternoon

when, our hostess having been suddenly

called indoors, we were all rather surprised

to see a shabby-looking woman strolling

towards us across the lawn. Her face

was partly hidden by a black veil, and

she wore a musty-looking, black gown and

carried a bag ; her whole appearance, carriage,

and demeanour being suggestive of a free

distribution of tracts.

She came up to us and stood still, without

the slightest show of embarrassment on her

part, though there was much on ours, for we

resented the intrusion and waited, with much

impatience, for our hostess to reappear and

send this unpleasant female to the right-

about. Thus we remained silently staring

at one another for some ten minutes, when a

silvery laugh from behind the veil discovered

to our astonishment its wearer to be Madame

Sarah herselfâ��but as far as it went, and in

every detail, the deception was perfect. In

her amusements, as in her work, Sarah

Bernhardt must always be thorough.

We now commenced chatting about her

own theatre ; and the

great actress tells me of

the improvements she

has effected since its

management has come

under her hands.

"Amongst otherthings,"

she says, " I have sup-

pressed the claque. It

never saved a piece yet,

and it is an unfair

attempt to lead the

opinion of the audience.

I have, also, suppressed

the surlaxe on tickets

â��the extra prices

charged for booking

seats in advance â�� and

I have done away with

the ouvreuses, those

too - officious women

attendants to whom

foreigners object so

strongly. In a word, I

have formed the Theatre

Renaissance on the

best English models."

" And the new play, ' Gismonda ' ? Are

you pleased with it ? "

" Ah, yes, it is splendid, as you will say

when you have seen it ! It gives me great

opportunities, and it ought to have as pro-

longed a vogue as ' La Tosca.' My role is

Gismonda, widow of Nerio, the second Duke

"â��(Gismonda).

by A'adar, Paris.

THE LATEST PORTRAIT OF MADAME SARAH BERNHARDT.

From a Photo, by Xadar, Pari*.
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of Athensâ��and she is an

historical personage. The

scene is laid in Athens in

1451, just prior to the

capture of Constantinople

by the Turks. It is all but

an unknown epoch, and

the drama is most curious

â��most interesting. Most

people associate Athens

with classical times and

traditions, but this repre-

sents it in the intermediate

period, between the classic

and the modern. It takes

a Sardou to conjure up a

Greece of the Middle Ages,

and the drama is thoroughly

after Sardou at his bestâ��

nervous and conciseâ��and

the action is extremely

rapid, vive and etUrahiante.

I wear some very splendid

costumes in the play, and

â��ah ! yesâ��certainly I shall

play it during my forth-

coming London season !"

" Have you not written

a play, and, besides other

literary work, did you not

publish a book in 1878?"

is my next question.

" Yes, ' 1 )ans les Nuages, Impressions

d'une Chaise,' was its full title. It was an

account of an aerial journey I had taken in

a balloonâ��and the chairâ��that was myself!

My play, ' L'Aveu,' was produced at the

Odeon, on the 27th March, 1888. It was a

prose drama in one act, and was played by

MM. Paul Mounet and Marquet, and by

Mesdames R. Sisos and Marie Sumary. It

is an episode of married lite, and while some

thought it too melodramatic, others were

much pleased with it, and M. Amand

Silvestre said, ' It is a work interesting

through a true knowledge of the stage, ex-

pressed in eloquent and vivid sobriety of

language.' Then, also, I once wrote a

criticism on the Salon for ' I.e Globe.'

" Yes," she admits, after I had prompted

her memory, " I drew the frontispiece of an

allium of autographs of the members of the

('omedie Francaise, which my comrades of

the Theatre had the idea of offering to the

Prince of Wales. My design was the Spirit

of Glory crowning the busts of Shakespeare

and Moliire, and I wrote beneath it: ' Letre

intelligent fait de I'egoisme une vertu, P imbecile

en fait tin vice "

WKITTKN HV MADAME SARAH BERNHARDT FOR "THE STRAND MAGAZINE.'

" And now, Madame Sarah, have you

nothing else you can tell me ?"

" My friend, it is not possible! One

version at least of everything I do or have

done is known and written about. Everyone

who interviews me asks more or less the

same questions. I go over the same ground

repeatedly, and what answers I don't give

they invent for themselves. The moment

I intend producing a new play, all the French

papers want to know about it.

" You know, I must reserve a few secrets for

my memoirs, which I am bringing out shortly.

In them I shall simply content myself with

telling the story of my life, clearing up what

is obscure, and setting right much that has

been written and said about me, and which

was not worth while contradicting in detail,

or which at the time I had no opportunity of

refuting, and so it has become a tradition I

have not at this moment the leisure to

rectify."

This concluded our long interview, and I

took my leave of unquestionably the greatest

actress of the day, and one of the kindest-

hearted and most extraordinary women of

our time.
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By Alfred Whitman.

I HIS is an age of centenary

celebrations ; and most of us

are interested in the accounts

of events of a hundred years

ago. In the present article an

endeavour is made to portray

some of the leading features of the year of

grace 1795 â�� Royal, political, social, and

domestic.

First, a few words as to the weather. When

January opened it was bitterly cold, the River

Thames being frozen over so that people could

walk about on it without mishap. In February

came a sudden thaw, causing floods which

did immense damage, and at Kingston boats

plied about the streets, and the people w-ere

driven upstairs and supplied with necessaries

by means of boats at their windows. In

May the weather was of a kind rarely experi-

enced. One day no place could be found cool

enough, and the

next greatcoats

and coal fires were

in a state of re-

quisition, while

on the 20th June

there was a heavy

fall of snow, caus-

ing thousands

of newly - shorn

sheep to perish

in different parts

of the country.

Hot weather and

thunderstorms

prevailed during

the next month,

followed in

August by bril-

liant sunshine

which brought

about a most

abundant har-

vest, and the

year'closed with

an earthquake in

the Midlands,

several stacks of

chimneys being

thrown down at

Nottingham.

The failure of

the European

wheat crop of

Vol. 69.

UUTCHHR ROW,

From an

1794 caused a great scarcity of flour in 1795,

and bread was very dear. The price of the

quartern loaf, which was is. in July, rose to

is. i}4d. in December, notwithstanding the

harvest. Meat also was at famine price, and

not only did the poor suffer great privation,

but on December 17th " the Directors of the

Bank of England voted a gratuity of ^10 to

each of their clerks on account of the dear-

ness of the necessities of life." Coal, too,

was very scarce, and the price reached as

high as 70s. a chaldron.

London, in 1795, extended from Lime-

house and Deptford on the east to Millbank

and Vauxhall on the westâ��a distance of about

seven miles, and its greatest extent from north

to south was three miles. In this area the

population did not exceed 600,000. One

London 'mprovement is worth remembering.

In this year an Act of Parliament was passed

for facilitating the

passage through

the Strand by re-

moving the block

of buildings

known as Butcher

Row, which stood

between St. Cle-

ment Danes

Church and

Temple Bar, and

obstructed the

thoroughfare in

the same way that

the blockof build-

ings between that

church and St.

Mary - le - Strand

Church does to

the present day.

On the next

page we repro-

duce a ticket of

admission to the

ball at the Man-

sion House on

April 6th.

We will next

take a glance

down the social

scale, beginning

with the Kingand

Royal Family.

STRANU, 1795. r\ 1 .{

ouprw. On June 4th,
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FACSIMILE OF TICKET OF ADMl^SlflN TO THE MANSION HOUSE BALL,

APRIL 6tH, 1795-

1 795, (leorge III. was fifty-seven years of age.

The Queen's birthday was on May 20th, and

this is how it was spent. There were excur-

sions for air and exercise during the morn-

ing, and early in the afternoon dinner was

served. At seven o'clock the Royal party

walked into Windsor Castle to drink tea,

at nine a concert was givenâ��the King

and the two elder Princesses arranging the

programme â�� and

the day's events

were brought to a

close with a supper

in St. George's

Hall. Thesummer

holiday of the

Royal Family is

interesting. It was

arranged to spend

six weeks at Wey-

mouth. While the

Royal visitors

were there the

newspapers, as

nowadays, pub-

lished accounts of

their trivial doings.

" August 21. This

morning His

Majesty bathed a

little after six : and

three of the Prin-

cesses were in

the bathing-

machi ne by

seven.'' Again â��

"October 2.

This morning

His Majesty has

bathed very early

for the last time

this season, as

have some of the

Princesses. They

depart to-mor-

row morning at

5 o'clock." Asa

fact, they started

a quarter of an

hour earlier, and

reversing the

order of the out-

ward journey, ar-

rived at Windsor

by six.

An event oc-

curred on Oc-

tober 29th which

calls for com-

ment. As the King was proceeding through

St. James's Park, on his way to open Parlia-

ment, an infuriated mob attacked the pro-

cession and attempted violence upon His

Majesty. Fortunately, although in manifest

danger, no personal injury was inflicted ; but

as the empty carriage was returning to the

mews all the glass panels were destroyed, and

an attempt was made to wreck the vehicle,

Strut/Jin

Till: ATTLMFirb ASSASSINATION or ornkGE III., OCTOBER 29TH,

f.'rowi tin "til I'ruit.
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MARRIAGE OK THK I

â�¢which was only prevented by the

arrival of a company of soldiers.

The great event of the year to the

Prince of Wales was his marriage.

The preliminary arrangements, com-

ing in the previous year, we will pass

over. Princess Caroline of Bruns-

wick left her home on the 24th

March, and after some dodging, on

account of the Continental war,

reached the sea coast. Little was

known in this country of her move-

ments, but by March 30th the Times

ventured to predict that " The

Princess may now be expected every

hour in England." A few days later

her vessel was sighted off the East

Coast, and as the people did not

know her place of debarkation, and

the boat came so close to shore off

Ipswich, the inhabitants became e*

cited and called out the Volunteers

to line the streets, expecting the

Princess would sail up the river and

pass through the town. Crowds

thronged the streets for several hours,

while all the time the Princess was

coming south to the Thames. The

VIKW UK THE HOUSE OK COMMONS IN 1795.

Vettm an Old Print.
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LEAVING OFI* POWDER J OK, A FRUGAL FAMILY HAVING I HE GUINEA.'

From an Old Print.

ship arrived at Greenwich, and Caroline

landed on Sunday, April 5th, and, after a

brief rest, the procession set

out for London by road,

reaching St. James's rather

late in the afternoon. Some

time previously the Royal

couple had exchanged min-

iatures, and at their first

meeting they were attired

in the costumes depicted

in the portraits, so that

they might be more familiar

to one another. No time

was lost with the final pre-

parations, and the marriage

was solemnized at St.

James's, on Wednesday

evening, April 8th, as shown

irirour illustration.

\The times tells us that

" ori'being asked 1 Wilt thou

have this man to be-thy

wedded husband ?' the

Princess answered, with

grtfat emphasis, 'I will'";

aijfl from the same source

we learn that "H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales wore a

blue Genoa velvet coat and

breeches, with a silver tissue

waistcoat and coat cuffs

richly embroidered with

silver and spangles. The

whole suit was covered with

large and small spangles.

He looked uncom-

monly well.''

In the House of

Commons Pitt was

Prime Minister, and

P'ox, his opponent,

was. member for

Westminster. Burke

was member for

Malton, Sheridan

for Stafford, and

Wilberforce, the

slave abolitionist, for

Yorkshire. We give

a view of the House

of Commons as it

appeared a century

ago. The transac-

tion of business , was

speedy, and debates

on ordinary Bills

rarely exceeded one

sitting. An impor-

tant Act of the year was the one known as

the Hair Powder Tax, by which a guinea

KNIVES, SCISSORS, AND RAZORS TO GRIND.

. PainUd bit Vhutltjt. mil PublUkii in t:ns.
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per annum was imposed on

all wearers of hair powder.

The penalty for infringing

the Act was Â£20. The tax

provoked a great amount of

satire and ridicule, and the

illustration on the previous

page reproduces one of the

caricatures of the day. The

people who, in consequence

of the tax, discontinued the

use of powder and cut

their hair were nicknamed

" crops," and the users of

powder were known as

" guinea-pigs."

In art matters the home

of th2 Royal Academy was

at Somerset House, and

Benjamin West was Presi-

dent. Hoppner was elected

an R.A., and among the

popular paintings of the year

were Wheatley's well-known

" Cries of London." These

pictures were engraved, and

a set of the prints realized

,Â£215 a few months ago.

We reproduce one of the

subjects, " Knives, Scissors,

and Razors to Grind," and

it may fairly represent the

art of engraving for the

year.

At the end of the last

century the principal London

newspapers were the Times,

the Morning Post, Morning

Chronicle, Morning Adver-

tiser, and Morning Herald.

We reproduce the front

page of the Times for

January 1st, and it is a curiosity, for the

printer, in error, called the year 1794, and

had to rectify his mistake by hand. Upon a

glance at a copy of the Times, as represent-

ing the best paper of the period, one thing

of note to remark is the fulness of the

Parliamentary reports. A speech by a

leading politician sometimes occupied five

or six columns, and the report of an impor-

tant debate occasionally filled almost the

entire sheet, which consisted of four pages.

There is an absence of sensational headings,

and in the reports of speeches one never

comes across interpolations such as "cheers,"

" hear, hear ! " or " ironical laughter," which

are so prevalent nowadays.

The great political event was the trial of

G57k w">rr..
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REDUCED FACSIMILE OF THE KIRST PAGE OF THF-

JANUARY 1ST, 1795.

Warren Hastings, the first Governor-General

of India, which lasted altogether seven years

two months and eleven days, and on April

23rd, 1795, was brought to a conclusion by

acquitting Hastings on all the counts of the

impeachment. The illustrations on the

following page give the scene of the

trial in Westminster Hall, and a repro-

duction of the ticket of admission to the

proceedings on the 104th day. As a sequel

to the verdict, the India Company granted

an indemnification to Hastings of ,Â£70,000

for the expenses of his defence, and an

annuity of ,Â£5,000.

As to the postal arrangements, the General

Post Office was situated in Lombard Street,

and there were two Postmasters-General.
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WARREN HASTINGS. CO\CI.Ul)P.n AI'RII

The rates of

postage, for single

letters were â��

for a distance of

one mail - coach

stage, 2d. ; two

stages, 3d.; and

so on up to 150

miles for 5 d.

From London to

Edinburgh cost

7d., and from

London to

Dublin, via Car-

lisle, is.

The system of

telegraphing by

semaphore was

invented about

1795, and the cut

on the ne\t page

represents the ap-

paratus that was

adopted by the

Admiralty. In

March a speci-

men of the in-

strument was ex-

hibited in the

1 lavmarket, and

in August a tele-

graph was erected

at Post-down Hill,

J'ACSIMILL UF

ADMISSION TICKK1

104 I II DAY.

near Portsmouth,

and it wasclaimed

that by using a

series of them

placed at con-

venient distances

from one another,

intelligence could

be conveyed from

Portsmouth to

London in twenty

minutes. In Sep-

tember a conver-

sation by sema-

phore was held

between two gen-

tlemen, one on

the Irish coast

and the other on

the Scotch, a dis-

tance of eighteen

Irish miles; and

in the same

month three tele-

graphs were

erected by order

of the Admiralty

Hoard â�� one at

Wimbledon Park,

another at Syden-

ham Common,

and the third at

Shooter's Hill;
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while in December a chain of telegraphs was

established from Shooter's Hill to Dover.

In reference to the seaside resorts, the Times

gives us the following. July 3rd: " The Isle of

Wight is now in its high beauty." September

3rd : " Margate continues to fill very rapidly.

This morning about two o'clock, a hoy arrived

full of passengers, many of whom were obliged

to return on board the hoy to sleep." Septem-

ber 7th : " Xew South End, Essex. This cele-

brated bathing-place is rapidly rising in repute.

The nobility and gentry who have this season

honoured New

South End with

their company in-

clude the Marquis

of Salisbury and

Lord Give." Sep-

tember 1 6th :

"Teignmouth and

Sidmouth are

overflowing with

visitors." October

27th: 'â�¢Southamp-

ton is literally

overflowing. Lord

and I^ady Hood

could only obtain

a bed by prevail-

ing upon the land-

lord at the Star

and his wife to

cede to them their

own." Ilfracombe

was then called

Ilfordcombe, and

Brighton, Bright-

helmstone; and

as the Prince and

Princess of Wales

spent the autumn

at the latter

place, it was crowded with fashionable folk.

In regard to amusements, Vauxhall

Gardens were highly popular, but Ranelagh

Gardens had seen their best days ; though,

on May 6th, a Grand Masquerade was held

there, which was considered so important

that a ball, which was to be given on that

evening at Buckingham House (now Buck-

ingham Palace), was postponed in order that

members of the Royal Family might attend.

The King's, Covent Garden, and Drury Line

Theatres were all newly opened buildings,

their predecessors having been destroyed

by fire ; and Astley's Amphitheatre, near

Westminster Bridge, which was burnt down

in 1704, was rapidly rebuilt and opened

on Easter Monday. The pantomime of the

THK SKMAPHOKr, INVKNTKO IN 1795.

From U14 old Print.

year was " Merry Sherwood, or Harlequin

Forester " : and it may be remembered that

in this work the song of " The Friar of Orders

Grey " appeared.

I debating societies existed at that time, and

on July 28th the members of the Westminster

Forum considered " Four Matrimonial Nui-

sances. Which would, to a woman of sense

and accomplishments, prove the most in-

tolerable companion in the Marriage state :

a Spendthrift, a Miser, a Clown, or a Fop?"

Among the articles advertised for sale

during the year

we find " Bruns-

wick Royal Liquid

Soap," " Patent

Artificial Leg,"

" Compos it ion

Teeth," " Patent

Steam Kitchen

and Economic

Cooking Ma-

chine," and " A

New System of

Shorthand." The

following matri-

monial advertise-

ment will serve as

a sample for many:

" 'The advertiser,

a young batchelor

of thirty, of genteel

person and ad-

dress, of liberal

sentiments, pos-

sessing an agree-

able good temper,

and an affable,

cheerful disposi-

tion, would be

happy to meet

with a young lady

or widow, possessing neany the same qualities,

who is inclined to enter into that happy state,

and can command, at least, ,Â£500."

We thought it something new when the

Great Eastern Railway Company began to

deliver sea water in London, but we find the

same thing in 1795â��"Sea Water Bathing

at 21, George Street, York Buildings. A

cargo of pure salt water is just up, and any

quantity may be had, from a quart to a

hogshead, on reasonable terms." The follow-

ing is the way the clergy were catered for :

" To be disposed of. Manuscript Sermons ;

rational and pathetic, on the newest plan,

warranted original, never preached or printed,

and of which no copies ever have or will be

given. Not more than six or less than two
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will be sold to any one person. Apply to

Mr. Jones, No. 5, Bell's Buildings, Fleet

Street."

One or two odds and ends must bring this

article to a close. On the 27th May there

was a " sale by candle," which reminds us of

a method of selling then in vogue. Instead

of the " Going, going, gone!" system, a

candle was lighted, and the sale remained

open while it burnt an inch, the pur-

chaser being the person who offered most

in that time. Speaking of candles reminds

us of an amusing incident that happened in

April. " At the Chelmsford Assizes a jury

was enclosed at 10 o'clock at night upon

a question on which there was some

difference of opinion. Before they agreed

upon their verdict the candle burnt out; and

there being no fire in the room, they were

obliged to sit all night in the dark till the

return of day enabled them to settle their

verdict." The pillory existed at Charing

Cross, and in February, a man who was

placed in it was "dreadfully pelted by the

ladies from St. Giles." The fires of the

year included the destruction of St. Paul's,

Covent (iarden, as illustrated below, and

unfortunately, about a year before, the insur-

ance in the Westminster Office for ,Â£10,000

had been allowed to lapse. Among the fire

insurance offices in that year there were,

besides the Westminster, the Royal Exchange,

Sun, Hand-in-Hand, Union, and Phoenix,

and among the brewers we find the

names of Whitbread, Meux and Co., and

Han bury.

If it be thought that the avocation of the

pavement artist is a modern one, the follow-

ing may be of interest: " On September

21st, 1795, an accident occurred on Black-

friars Bridge, by which several persons were

run over, in consequence of a crowd gather-

ing round a poor cripple who is well known

about town for his ingenious writing in chalk

upon the pavement of the streets." And

lastly, in the way of labour troubles, we find

under the date July 16th : "The millwrights

at l x>ndon Bridge, who make from 30 shillings

to 2 guineas a week, struck work, and entered

into a combination for an increase of wages " ;

and under August 5th, " On Monday morn-

ing the coal porters throughout the Metro-

polis struck, and refused to work without an

advance of wages,."

â� H| :'â�¢

BURNING Oh ST. PAULS, COVENT GARDEN, SEI'TliMUKK I7TH, 1795.

From an Old Print.



Stories from the Diary of a Doctor.

SECOND SERIES.

By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.I).

[These stories are written in collaboration with a medical man of large experience. Many are founded on fact, and all are

within the region of practical medical science. Those stories which may convey an idea of the impossible are only a forecast of an

early realization.]

V.â��THE RED BRACELET.

NE morning, just

of my hours of

at the close

consultation,

my servant introduced into my

consulting-room a tall, good-

looking, middle - aged man.

His name was Stafford. I had

never seen him before. His face was slightly

bronzed, and looked as if it had been much

exposed to wind and weather. He had keen

blue eyes, a frank expression of mouth, and

a hearty manner which impressed me favour-

ably. I motioned him to a chair and inquired

what I could do for him. He looked at me

for a moment or two

without replying. I

saw that he was tak-

ing my measure; I

also noticed that there

was considerable

anxiety in his eyes.

After a time he spoke

abruptly.

" I fear I have

come here on a wild-

goose chase."

" Perhaps you will

allow me to decide

that," I answered, with

a smile.

" Yes," he con-

tinued ; " of course,

the one to

I had better

what I want

â�� I am not

have heard a great deal

a facility for helping

you are

decide,

tell you

at once

here on my own ac-

count â�� I have a

daughter " Here

he broke off abruptly,

and taking his hand-

kerchief from his

pocket, wiped the

moisture from his

brow. As he did SO Â»Â«â�  Stafford.

he sighed.

" Your daughter is ill, and you want me to

see her ? " I interrogated.

" 1 want you to see her, certainly, but she

is not ill," he answered, springing suddenly

to his feetâ��"that is, not ill in the ordinary

sense of the word. I don't suppose anvthing

Vol. i*.-70.

can be doneâ��still, I

of you. You have

people out of difficulties. The facts of the

case are briefly these : My girlâ��she is my

only childâ��is blind, she is affected with

congenital blindness. I have taken her to

the best oculists in Europe, and they all alike

regard her case as hopeless."

" I am sorry to say that I agree with

them," I interrupted. " Congenital blindness

is, as a rule, hopeless. It arises, in all

probability, from some defect in the con-

struction of the eye. The optic nerve, or

some other important

part of the wonderful

mechanism of sight,

is omitted. I shall

be glad to help you,

but in the first place

I am not a specialist,

and "

" I have not come

to ask you to help

me in the matter of

the blindness," said

Mr. Stafford. " My

daughter is so accus-

tomed to this that she

scarcely feels her de-

fect. She has been

splendidly trained, and

can do almost every

single thing that a

person with full sight

can attempt â�� she

rides, she walks, she

rows like any other

girl; as to her music,

it is wonderful. But,

there, I must come

to the point."

" Is your daughter

in town ?" I inter-

rupted.

" No, she is in the

country. We live in Yorkshire. Molly hates

town. The atmosphere of a town has a

particularly irritating effect upon her nerves.

Her mother and I can seldom get her to

visit London with us."

"What are her special symptoms?" I asked.
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" In the ordinary sense she is not ill at all.

She sleeps well, eats well, and enjoys life to

the full."

" What are you uneasy about, then ? " I

asked.

" What am I uneasy about ? I'll tell you.

You must know that our child is the heiress

of great wealth. I am a rich man, and she

inherits all I possess. About two months

ago, a man who went by the name of

Winchester took up his abode in our village.

He stayed at the 'White Hart' and spent

the greater part of his time fishing. No one

knew anything about him. He was tall,

good-looking, and about fifty years of age.

On a near view his eyes repelled youâ��they

were too close together, and had an ugly

expression in them. In an evil moment my

little girl made his acquaintance. He had

the luck to save her life. You may think I

ought to be grateful for this, but upon my

honour, whatever he did in the first instance,

I don't think I could feel a sense of gratitude

towards that man. Well, I'll tell you how

they came to know each other. I mentioned

that the girl could rideâ��she can, as if she

had the keenest sight under Heaven. She

was fond of having a gallop across the moors

on her mare, of course accompanied by

someone.

" One afternoon, a little more than a month

ago, the mare took fright and ran off with

her. The brute made straight for the line

of rail. I don't know what might have

happened had not Winchester suddenly

appeared and caught the mare by her bridle

just as the groom came galloping up. Yes,

I acknowledge that it was a brave act, and

of course I had to thank the fellow, and to

make his acquaintance. He called at our

place, and from the very first I noticed that

he had an extraordinary influence over my

child. My belief is that he hypnotized her

almost directly. To make a long story short,

this fellow, old enough to be her father, has

had the presumption to propose for my girl,

and she is so desperately in love with him,

that if I don't give my consent to the mar-

riage her health, reason, or even perhaps her

life itself, may be endangered."

" You use strong expressions," I answered.

" May I ask what you expect me to do in the

case ? "

" I want you to open my child s mental

eyes, in some way or other, in order that she

may see this man as he really is. It is a

crazeâ��a regular crazeâ��with the girl. Win-

chester hasn't a penny ; he only wants the

child for her money. Do you think he would

saddle himself with a blind wife if he didn't

want her gold ? "

" Perhaps not," I answered; " and yet I

have known blind girls very attractive."

The father gave an impatient sigh.

" My child would be a lovely creature if

her eyes were right. The sightless balls are

well formed, the eyelashes black and long,

and the eyelids well open ; but the eyes are

covered with a thick film, and this film gives

to her face a peculiarly strange, and even

startling, appearance. I know Winchester

doesn't care a bit for her except for her gold,

and I'm determined he sha'n't have her."

" I am truly sorry for you," I answered,

" but I must frankly say 1 am puzzled to

know how to help you. How is it possible

for me to influence your daughter, when I

don't even know her ? "

Stafford gave me a hopeless gaze.

" I thought you might suggest something,"

he said. " I have heard of you from several

friends. I tell you the man has hypnotized

my girl, and what I want you to do is to

hypnotize her in another direction. Now,

can you, and will you ? "

" I am afraid you ask for an impossibility,"

I replied. " You will forgive me for saying

that I think the matter simple enough. It

is plainly your duty to remove your daughter

from the immediate vicinity of this man. You

don't like him, you think his object in paying

his addresses unworthy, you have but to be

firm, to refuse your consent to the marriage,

to take your child away, and the influence

which Winchester exercises over her will be

weakened and will gradually die out."

When I said this, Stafford shook his head

â��he walked across the room, turned his

back on me, and gazed out of the window.

His manner annoyed me, and I spoke with

some slight irritation.

" Surely you, as Miss Stafford's father, can

forbid the union ? " I said. " Surely you have

trained your child to obey you ? "

" I have, Dr. Halifax; a sweeter and more

obedient child never lived until she met this

fellow. I must tell you frankly, however,

that now I have lost all power over her.

Molly has told both her mother and me that

she will marry Basil Winchester whether we

wish it or not. Our wishes, our distress, have

not the slightest power over her. We consider

her, in short, scarcely responsible for her

actions. The man's influence is the strangest

thing I have ever seen. I believe he can

hypnotize her even from a distance, and he is

so clever that if we take her to the other end

of the world, he will contrive to follow us."
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I WANT YOU TO HYPNOTIZE HER.

"Well," I said, "as you cannot influence

Miss Stafford to yield to your wishes, had

you not better try the other way round. You

think that Winchester wants your daughter

for her gold. Can you not inform him that

if he marries her without your permission,

you will cut her off with the proverbial

shilling?"

Stafford shrugged his shoulders, and gave

a grim smile.

" I might say so twenty times," he replied,

" but Winchester would not believe me. He

would know, what is a fact, that whatever the

child did, I could not be unkind to her.

The fact is, she is the apple of her mother's

eye and mine. At the present moment she

is simply lost to us: she is deaf to our

entreaties. She thinks of nothing morning,

noon, or night but this man, who has con-

trived to get such an appalling power over

her. I tell you what it is, Dr. Halifax, I

have such a dislike to the fellow that I would

rather see my only child in her grave than

his wife, and yet I feel that if something is

not done at once he will contrive to accom-

plish the marriage."

" The case is a strange one," I said;

still "

" You will do something for us, won't you ?

I have come up

to London on pur-

pose to consult

you."

" You are very-

good, but you place

more faith in me

than I deserve."

"You do ac-

knowledge that

there is a power in

hypnotism?" asked

Stafford.

" Undoubtedly."

" Well, can't one

hypnotist counter-

balance the will of

another, if he hap-

pens to have a

stronger power ? "

" Perhaps so," I

replied. "To tell the

truth, I have never

gone thoroughly

into this subject."

"Well, at least,

will you do this?

Will you come

down to Yorkshire

and see my girl ? "

" Certainly, if you wish it."

" I do. When can you come ? "

" Towards the end of the present week, if

that will suit you."

" Admirably. Come on Saturday and stay

till Monday. We will speak of you to Molly

as a friend, and not address you by your name

of doctor."

" As you like," I replied.

" Very well, then â��that is happily arranged.

Our place is called Mount Stafford, and is

situated about five miles out of York. If

you will send a telegram to state the hour

when you will leave town, I will meet

you at York station. I am heartily obliged

to you for giving me so much of your time."

On the appointed day I went down to

Yorkshire. Stafford met me at the railway

station. It only needed one glance at his

face to see that something fresh had occurred.

"Thank Cod you have arrived," he said,

taking my hand in his great grip. " Now

come along to the carriage."

" Is anything the matter ? " I asked, as we

hurried across the platform.

" Yes, yes; but I won't wait to tell you

here. What a relief it is to see your face.

Here we are. Step in, Dr. Halifax. Home,

Jenkins, as fast as you can."
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The carriage door was opened by a foot-

man in livery. Immediately afterwards a

pair of spirited horses started forward at a

quick pace. We had soon left the pic-

turesque city of York behind us.

" What has happened ? I asked, turning

to my host.

He took off his hat, and, pulling a hand-

kerchief out of his pocket, wiped his over-

heated face.

"What do you think?" he exclaimed.

" That scoundrel made an appointment no

later than yesterday morning

to run off with my child. To

this last act of wicked folly

had he brought the gentlest

and most obedient creature

that ever breathed. She

waited for him in the pine

wood at the back of our

house for one hourâ��two

hours. It rainedâ��she was

wet to the skin. By the

merest accident I found her

thereâ��she looked like one

in a trance. I touched her

and called her name. She

turned round quickly and

told me what she meant to

do, just as though it were

the most natural thing in

the world. I expressed some

of my horror to herâ��I ex-

postulated â�� I appealed to

her old affectionate feelings

â�� I might as well have

spoken to a stone.

" ' I am going with himâ��

I shall die without him,' she

reiterated over and over

again.

" There was no shame in

herâ��no sort of sense of guilt.

I had finally to bring her

back to the house by force,

her mother and went off

Hart.' You can imagine my feelings. When

I inquired for Winchester, I was told that he

had leftâ��gone off, bag and baggage, at an

early hour that morningâ��left no address, and

owed some debts in the neighbourhood. He

has not since been heard of."

" He is a good riddance," I could not help

exclaiming.

" Yes, yes ; but, Halifax, the child is dying."

" Oh, come ; it can't be so bad as that ! "

I exclaimed.

" But it isâ��I tell you it is. You don't

know the power that man had over her. She

was the brightest creature you can possibly

imagine ; but, after all, she was not like other

girls, and this love affair was not of the

ordinary kind. I told you, of course, that it

was in my opinion a case of hypnotism from

first to last.

" Even in the short month of their inter-

course she has changed from a hardy, healthy-

looking girl to a mere shadow. Sleep and

appetite have failed. The scoundrel won

her heart by the most underhand means, and

then deliberately forsook her."

" I sympathize with all

your feelings with regard

to that man," I

answered; "but,

under the cir-

cumstances, he

I left her with

to the ' White

SHE LOOKED LIKE ONE IN A TKANCE.

did the best thing he could when he left

your daughter."

" You say so, because you have not seen

her," replied Stafford. " She has touched no

food since yesterday morningâ��her sleep is

more like torpor than natural slumber. Her

low moans would wring anyone's heart. In
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short, she only takes consolation in one

thing."

"What is that?" I asked.

" The fellow gave her a bracelet, which he

told her he had hypnotizedâ��it is made of

red coral. He had the face to inform the

child that when she wore it round her arm

she would be able to ascertain his wishesâ��

he said it was a link between her and him.

Badly as he has treated her, her overpowering

passion for him is beyond all reasonâ��she

clings to the bracelet as if it were her life.

It is piteous to see her sitting apart from

everyone worshipping this silly trinket, and

imagining that the scoundrel is communi-

cating with her through it."

" There is no doubt that Winchester's

influence has affected Miss Stafford's mind

for the time being," I replied. " We must

see what can be done to get it into a healthy

channel as quickly as possible. As to the

bracelet, it is bad for her to have it, and, if

possible, it ought to be taken from her."

"There is no use in thinking of that,

Halifax. She would find it wherever we put

it. Her mother managed to slip it from her

arm last night while she slept. Mrs. Stafford

took it from the room, and locked it in her

own wardrobe. What do you think happened ?

Molly awoke, felt her arm, found that the

bracelet was missing, and walked straight

from her own room into ours, approached the

wardrobe, placed her hand on the drawer

which contained the bracelet, and asked her

mother for the key.

"' I want to get my bracelet out of that

drawer, mother,' she said.

" ' How can you possibly know it is there ?'

asked my wife, quite startled and thrown off

her balance by the child's words.

"11 see a light pointing to the red bracelet,'

she answered. ' I shall go mad if I don't have

it Give it to me at once.'

" There was nothing for it but to humour

the childâ��her mother gave her back the

bracelet, she pressed it to her lips, sighed

with pleasure, and carried it off at once.

Well, here we are. You shall see my daughter

in a moment or two, Halifax. She knows

you are coming. I have told her you are a

friend of mineâ��I have not mentioned the

fact of your being a physician. Try and get

her confidence, if you can."

The carriage drew up before a tall portico.

A footman ran down a flight of steps to

open the door. The next moment we were

in my friend's entrance-hall.

"Tell your mistress we have arrived," said

Stafford, turning to the servant.

The man immediately left the hall, and in

a moment Mrs. Stafford came hurrying out of

one of the reception-rooms to meet us. She

was a tall, dignified-looking woman with a

pale face, and large, dark grey eyes. These

eyes showed traces now of recent tears.

" How is Molly ? " asked Stafford, when he

had introduced me to his wife.

" Just the same," answered Mrs. Stafford,

with a sigh.

" Have you tried to get her to eat any-

thing ? "

" I have, but it is useless," replied the

mother. " She pushes all food aside with

the extraordinary remark that her throat is

closed. She is lying down at present, and

when I left her room she had the red bracelet

tightly pressed against her cheek. I think

she sleeps just now. As I was leaving her

room I heard her murmur that terrible man's

name."

" Suppose I go up and see her while she

sleeps ? " I said. '.' I will be very careful not

to arouse her."

Mrs. Stafford gazed at me fixedly.

" Perhaps you forget," she said, " that our

poor darling is blind. All you have to do is

not to speak. Molly has never seen anything

in the whole course of her life. She will not

know you are in the room if she does not

hear your voice."

" Well, that is all the better," I answered,

cheerfully. " I can watch her without her

noticing me."

" She is very weak," answered the mother,

as she took me upstairs and led me down a

corridor to Miss Stafford's room. " Her

failure of strength is most remarkable. It is

now nearly thirty hours since that man dis-

appeared. Each moment seems to take

something from her vitality. I could never

have believed that hypnotism was such an

awful power if I did not witness its effects

upon my child."

" It is a fearful and dangerous power," I

replied. "The sooner your daughter is

released from its spell, the better."

" Sometimes I fear that it may be necessary

for us to find this Basil Winchester," said

Mrs. Stafford. " He has exercised this spell

over the child : he alone may be able to

remove it."

" I hope we may relieve Miss Stafford by

some other means," I answered. " The less

she sees of Winchester in the future the

betterâ��but now let me see her. Is this her

room ? "

" Yes ; let us tread softlyâ��I should like the

child to have her sleep out."
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We entered a very dainty and prettily

furnished girl's room. The last rays of the

evening sun were streaming into the chamber,

and one of them now fell right across the

foot of the bed on which the recumbent

figure of a very young and remarkably pretty

girl lay. Thick dark lashes shaded the

cheeks â�� the brows were delicate, finely

pencilled, and perfectly black. The hair,

which was thrown back over the pillows, was

abundant, and of the luxurious and curly

order. Its shade was of a rich tone of

brown, with a slight admixture of red in itâ��

the complexion was delicateâ��the features

regular. As I looked for the first time at

Molly Stafford, I could not help feeling a

distinct pang at my heart. She was an only

childâ��she was the one treasure of this rich

and prosperous couple. Without her, of

what avail to them would be their house,

their lands, their gold ? If ever a girl

appeared ill unto death, this one did.

There was a transparency about her com-

plexionâ��a waxlike hue was spread all over

lier face, which showed me how serious was

the drain on her system made by a mysterious

and little understood power. I took one of

her limp hands in mine, and felt her feeble,

fluttering pulse. The other hand

was pressed against her cheek.

On the wrist of this small right

hand I saw the braceletâ��the red

beads pressed the sleeper's soft

cheek, making faint marks there.

The mother came up and stood

by my side as I gazed. Suddenly

she bent forward and touched

my arm.

" What do you think of her ? "

she asked, in a whisper of uncon-

trollable anxiety.

" Hush," I 'replied. " I will

talk to you presently."

As I spoke I bent down over

the child, and pushing back the

hair from her brow, listened to

her hurried breathing. When I

did this she suddenly, and with-

out the least warning, opened

her eyes wide. The effect was

so startling that I stepped back.

W hile she slept I had forgotten

the fact of her blindnessâ��now

it was abundantly manifest. The

opened eyes made such a com-

plete change in her whole ap-

pearance that her bsauty vanished,

giving place to positive ugliness â��

ugliness of an almost repellent

order. The sightless eyes themselves were

well formed and of a good size. They were

turned now full upon me, and the brows

became slightly knit. I had never seen such

eyes before. I can only describe them as all

white. There was no cornea, no iris, no

pupil. The entire eyeball was white, as is

the outside margin of the ordinary eye.

" Who touched me ? " said the girl, start-

ing up in bed, and covering the wrist on

which she wore the bracelet with her other

hand. " There is an adverse influence in

the room. I won't have anything to do with

it. Mother, are you there ? "

" I am close to you, my darling."

" But there is someone else in the roomâ��

someone who is against me. Who is it ? "

" Tell her at once," I said to the mother;

" there is no use in deceiving her."

" You can't deceive me even if you try,"

answered Miss Stafford. As she spoke she

flung the bed-clothes aside and sprang out of

bedâ��she had lain down in her dressâ��she

came quickly up to where I was standing.

" Who are you ? Tell me at once," she

repeated.

"I am a friend of your father's," I answered,

" and I hope also to be a friend of yours.

M WHO ARE YOU IT
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Your father and mother have told me that

you are in trouble."

" Yes, I amâ��I am in awful trouble," she

answered.

" Well, as I am a doctor, I may be able

to do something for you."

She laughed wildly.

" Of all people in the world, I wish least

to see a doctor," she answered. " I am not

illâ��at least, in the ordinary sense. I am in

trouble becauseâ��because my heart bleedsâ��

but this comforts me. It is warmâ��it has

life in itâ��some of his life."

Here she pressed the coral beads passion-

ately to her lips.

" Listen to me,"" I said, in a firm voice.

" You are at present under the influence "

" Oh, you need not tell me," she in-

terrupted. " I glory in being under Basil

Winchester's influence."

" You are at present under the dangerous

influence of hypnotism," I answered.

She started violently when I said these

words; then, with a swift movement, infinitely

touching, went straight up to her mother, and

put her arms round her neck.

" Mother, darling, don't let that man say

anything more to me," she whisperedâ��" he

is a strangerâ��his influence is adverseâ��I

don't want to get under itâ��take him away

from me, mother."

" You are mistaken, Molly," answered Mrs.

Stafford ; " this gentleman would not hurt

you for the world : he is a friend of ours, Dr.

Halifax."

" I don't wish to have anything to do with

him. I know what he has come forâ��he

wants to take my bracelet away."

" You are altogether mistaken," I said,

coming near her as I spoke. " I faithfully

promise not to touch your bracelet, if you

will do something for me."

A look of great relief came over her face.

" I will do anything, if I may keep my

bracelet."

" On one condition you may keep it."

"What is that?"

" That you eat something which I am

going to order for you."

"I can't eat, my throat is closed."

" No, that is folly," I replied. " You are

giving way to a feeling of hysteria. This is

causing your father and mother great un-

happiness. Your throat is not closed, you

only imagine it. Mrs. Stafford, will you get

your daughter to wash her face and hands

and then bring her downstairs to one of the

sitting-rooms? You will eat something, Miss

Stafford, when I tell you to ? " I finally added.

She made no reply, but detaching her arms

from her mother's neck, she let them fall to

her sides, and followed me with her queer,

sightless eyes as I left the room. The terrible

eyes seemed to watch me as if they could see.

I went immediately downstairs, and in about

ten minutes Mrs. Stafford appeared in one of

the drawing-rooms, leading her daughter by

the hand.

To my astonishment, the girl loosened her

clasp of her mother's hand and came straight

up to me, exactly as a person with sight

would do.

" Here I am," she said. " I promise to obey

you if I may keep my bracelet. Now, what

am I to do ? "

"Take this glass of port wine, and drink

it oft"," I said.

I had asked Stafford to have wine and

biscuits in readiness, and I now filled a glass

with good old port, and put it into Miss

Stafford's hand.

" Drink," I said ; " you can do so if you

wish."

She didn't even attempt to struggle against

my stronger will. Taking the glass, she

raised it to her lips and drained off the

contents at one draught.

"That is capital," I answered, "now eat

this biscuit."

She did so with a sort of queer, desperate

haste. When she had finished the first, I

gave her another, which was also devoured

quickly.

"That will do," I said, when she had

finished the second biscuit. " Now sit here

â��I want to have a talk with you."

" I may keep my bracelet ? " she inquired.

" I have said so," I answered. " I hope,

before long, that you will give it to me of

your own free will, but until that time comes

I, for one, will certainly not deprive you of it."

" I believe that you are speaking the truth

-â��I believe that I can trust you," she

answered, with a profound sigh of relief.

She sat down on a low seat. The coral

bracelet was on her left wrist; she stroked the

red beads tenderly with the fingers of her

right hand. As she did so, pleased smiles

began to flit across her worn, little face.

" I am better for my food," she said, after

a pause.

" Of course you are," I answered. " It was

very silly of you to refuse to eat. You must

have another meal presently, but not just

yet."

She raised her head and gave me one of

her sightless gazes ; alarm became manifest in

her face.
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" I don't believe I shall be able to eat any

more," she said ; " my throat is getting that

dreadful closed feeling again."

" You won't feel your throat troubling you

when I wish you to eat," I said.

" But, surely, doctor, you are not going to

hypnotize me ? "

"I am not," I answered.

"Then why do you suppose that I shall

obey you ? "

" Because I intend to exercise my strong

will over yoursâ��yours is just now weakened

by sorrow."

"Oh, yes," she interrupted, "by terrible,

maddening grief."

" You have parted for the time being with

common - sense," I continued, taking no

apparent notice of her anguish. "I mean to

bring that precious possession back to you."

I spoke so far

in the driest way,

but then, seeing

how weak she

was, I allowed

some of the sym-

pathy which I

really felt to get

into my voice.

" I pity you

sincerely," I said.

" It is possible

that I may be

able to help you,

if we can have a

little talk alone.

May I see Miss

Stafford for a few

moments by her-

self ? " I con-

tinued, turning

to the parents.

" Certainly,"

said Stafford. He

and his wife had

been watching us

with the most intense anxiety. They now

left the room. Molly took no notice of their

departure. She sat huddled up near a fire,

which was not unpleasant on this late autumn

day. Her sightless eyes seemed to watch

the flames as they flickered.

" Do you know that there is a fire in the

grate ? " I asked, suddenly.

" Yes," she replied.

" You doubtless feel the warmth ?" I

continued.

"I feel the warmth," she answered, "but

that is not all. I have a sensation when my

eyes are fixed on a fire, or on the sun, as if

SHE SAT HUDDLED UP NEAR A FIRE,

at any moment I were going to understand

the full meaning of light. I have had that

strange sensation all my life. I daresay most

blind people know it."

" Possibly," I replied ; " you were born

blind, were you not ? "

" Yes, but pray don't talk about my blind

ness now, it is incurable ; my eyes are not

made the same way as other people's. That

which gives sight has been denied them."

" So I have heard," I answered, briefly.

" Don't let us talk of it now. I don't miss

what I never had; but, oh, my God, my God,

I miss one thing inexpressibly."

Here she clasped her hands so tightly

together, that the delicate blue veins started

into view. She stood up and gave utterance

to a low and bitter cry.

"You know what has happened?" she said,

turning swiftly

round to me.

" The man I love

has left me."

" I know," I an-

swered â�� " your

father has told

me. You see, he

is not a good

man."

" What does

that matter? He

is necessary to

me."

"Do you really

love him?" I

asked. My words

evidently sur-

prised her; she

paused in

thought.

" I can't tell

you whether I

love him or not,"

she said at last.

" I can only re-

peat that he is necessary to me. I have only

known him for a little over a month, and

during that short time he has become an

essential part of my life. All the rest of the

world may go, but if he remains, I shall be

happy. He has gone, and the world is dark

â��dark as my sightless eyes. Oh, this agony

will kill me. I feel as if my heart were bleed-

ing inside-- it will soon bleed itself to death."

The poor girl gave utterance to a terrible

groan as she spokeâ��she sank back into a

chair, her face looked ghastly.

" If this man were back with you, you

would be happy ? " I asked.
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" My heart would stop bleeding."

" But, answer me, would you be happy ? "

" I don'tâ��quiteâ��know." She brought

out these words with startling distinctness.

"When people love, and are together, they

are generally happy," I said.

" I have heard so," she replied. " I never

thought that love â��love of this cortâ��could

come into the life of a blind girl. It came,

but I don't think my sensations were ever

those of happiness. I can't tell you what I

really felt. An irresistible and great force

surrounded me. I knew that I had no will

apart from that of Basil Winchester's. Any-

thing he told me, I didâ��even if he asked

me to do wrong, I did it. My father and

mother were opposed to our marriage, but I

cared nothing for their opposition. I lived

â��I Hveâ��only for him. He has gone now,

andâ��I am dyingâ��it is as if the sun had set."

" You ought not to speak in that wayâ��

think of your parents."

She shook her head.

" It is useless," she murmured.

" They love you dearly."

" I know that, but the knowledge of their

love doesn't affect me in any way."

" Don't you love them in return ? "

" No, I don't think I love anyone. The

only emotion my heart is capable of is of a

great, passionate, starved yearning to be with

Basil Winchester."

"Suppose you found out that Winchester

was not a good man â��that he was, in short, a

scoundrel ? "

" I should not careâ��he would still be

Basil Winchester to me."

Beads of perspiration were standing out

on her forehead. As she spoke, she panted.

I saw that I must not question her further.

"Well," I said, in a soothing tone, "you

have my promise not to take your bracelet

from youâ��that is, if you will continue to eat

when I think it necessary to give you food."

" I will do anything if you will leave me

my bracelet. I am certain that, without it,

I shall lose my senses."

She began again to stroke the beads with

her thin fingers. As she did so, a look of

calm returned to her face.

"This bracelet is part of the man I love,"

she said. " When I press it to my cheek, I

experience a very strange sensation. I feel

as if cords were drawing me to where my

lover is. I feel as if I must arise, and go to

himâ��then I seem to hear his voice telling

me to stay where I amâ��I try to be patient

â��I endureâ��but the drops of blood come

from my heart all the time. My starved

Vol. LUâ��71.

heart is dying. Dr. Halifax, can anything be

done for me ? "

" Certainly," I answered ; " what you need

more than anything else just at present is quiet

sleepâ��you have talked quite enough. I am

going to ask your mother to put you to bed,

and then I will give you something to make

you sleep."

" But my bracelet ? "

" You have my promise that it shall not

be touched. Now, I am going to speak to

your mother."

I left the roomâ��Mrs. Stafford was waiting

for me in the ante-room.

" The strain and excitement are con-

siderable," I said. " I can't conceal from you

that the case is one of great anxiety. The

hypnotist has exercised his wicked power to

the full. I by no means despair, however,

and the first thing necessary to be done, is to

get your daughter to have a long, refreshing

sleep. Will you see that she goes to bed at

once, Mrs. Stafford ? When she is comfort-

ably in bed, I want to give her a composing

draught."

Mrs. Stafford hurried off to obey my orders.

In half an hour the exhausted girl was lying

between the sheets. I took a draught which

I had specially prepared to her bedside.

" Drink this at once," I said.

I was glad to find that my voice had

already considerable power over her. The

moment I spoke, she raised herself obediently

on her elbow. I put the glass containing the

medicine in her handâ��she drained off the

dose.

" Now you are certain to have a pleasant

sleep," I said. " I am going to sit with you

until I find that you are in refreshing

slumber."

I took my seat by the bedside. Miss

Stafford closed her eyes immediately. In

less than ten minutes she was in the land of

dreams.

The rest of the evening passed quietly.

Soon after dinner Mrs. Stafford went up to

her daughter's room. She was absent for

nearly an hour; when she returned there was

an excited, triumphant expression on her face.

" What has happened, Mary ? " asked her

husband.

" I think I have done a good thing," she

replied. " I have got rid of the coral bracelet

at last."

I started up in annoyance. " Have you

really taken the bracelet from Miss Stafford's

arm t " I said. " If so, I must ask you to

put it back at once."

Mrs. Stafford gazed at me in astonishment.
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" I don't understand you," she said. " The

influence of that bracelet has been most

perniciousâ��I removed it just now when the

child was in such heavy sleep that she did

not in the least notice what I was doing."

" I promised Miss Stafford that she might

keep the bracelet," I repeated. " Will you

kindly give it to me, and I will slip it back

again ?"

Mrs. Stafford looked startled and dis-

tressed.

" But I can't," she replied. " I was

wondering where to hide it, for Molly's

instinct about re-

covering it has been

marvellous. As I

was hurrying down-

stairs, one of the

servants came to tell

me that a gipsy

woman, whom I

know very well, was

waiting in the lower

hall to speak to me.

It occurred to me

that I would give her

the bracelet. I did

so ; she slipped it on

her baby's arm, and

left Mount Stafford

some minutes ago."

Mrs. Stafford had

scarcely said these

words, and I had no

time to reply, when

a slight noise near

the door caused us

all to turn our heads.

To our astonishment

and dismay, Molly

Stafford, in her long

white night-gown,

entered the room.

She was staring

straight before her

with her queer, sight-

less eyes. She walked

across the room in

the direction of an

open window. One

glance into her face showed me that she was

walking in her sleep.

" Hush," I whispered to the parents, " we

must not awaken herâ��let us follow her."

She stepped over the window-sill and went

out into the starlit night. Straight up the

avenue she wentâ��her rich hair fell over her

neck and shouldersâ��her feet were bare, and

I wondered that the pain of walking on the

STAKING STRAIGHT BEFORE HER.

gravel did not awaken her. We all followed

her at a little distance. Presently she paused

at a wicket gate which led up to one of the

lodges; she opened the gate quickly, and

with a decided push; walked up the narrow

path, and lifting the latch of the door

entered. There was a bright light inside ;

the lodge-keeper and his wife were sitting

over their supper, and in one corner I saw to

my astonishment the dark face of a woman

who evidently must have been a gipsy. A

baby sat on her knee. On the baby's arm

dangled the coral bracelet.

With a warning

gesture Mr. and Mrs.

Stafford enjoined

silence on the amazed

group. Miss Stafford

walked quickly to

the child, snatched

the bracelet from its

arm, slipped it on

her own, and left the

cottage as abruptly

and noiselessly as she

had entered. As

quickly as she had

left the house, she

now returned to it,

entered the drawing-

room by the open

window, crossed the

room, and went

straight upstairs to

her own bedroom.

She lay down in bed

with a sigh of relief,

folded the bed-

clothes around her,

and clasped her re-

covered treasure to

her cheek.

The whole occur-

rence must have

been a dream to

her, and she would

not in all probability

know anything about

it when she awoke.

"I should like to

watch by her for the present," I said to the

mother.

" I will share your watch," she replied.

The sick girl slept far into the night. As

the hours went by her condition satisfied me

less and less. The sleeping draught I had

given her had produced heavy slumber, but

there was no doubt, from her restless move-

ments and her heavy groans, that her mind
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was awake and active. Few doctors be-

lieve in the well-known phrase, " a broken

heart," but if anyone were likely to die

of this malady, the girl over whom I

was now watching would be the one. Her

blindness and her peculiarly nervous and

highly strung temperament would all con-

duce to this effect. Amongst the many

victims of hypnotism, there would be no

sadder case than that of Molly Stafford,

unless I could devise some means for her

relief. Up to that moment no light dawned

upon me, but I waited in hope.

About three in the morning, the sick girl

awoke. She opened her sightless eyes, and

in her own peculiar fashion turned them

immediately upon the person nearest to her.

I happened to be that person. She looked

at me without speakingâ��presently she put

out the hand on which she wore the brace-

let and touched my coat-sleeve.

"You are there?" she said, in a whisper.

" Yes," I answered.

"Why do you watch me?"

"Because you are ill," I replied. "Now,

I am going to give you something to eat."

" My throat is closed," she began.

" I am not going to listen to that sort of

nonsense," I answered. As I spoke I

motioned to Mrs. Staffordâ��she approached

the bedside with a cup of strong beef-tea. I

took the cup in one hand, and putting my

other hand under the girl's shoulder, raised

her to a semi-sitting position.

" Drink this at once," I said.

For a moment she seemed to shrink into

herself, but then, making an effort, she held

up her lips obediently. I held the cup to

themâ��she emptied the contents, lying back

again on her pillow with a sigh.

"Now you are going to sleep again," I said.

" Give me your hand."

"No," she answered, "you will hypnotize

me ; Basil used to hold my hand when he

wanted me to do what he wishedâ��I don't

wish anyone else to hold my hand."

" I promise not to hypnotize you," I

answered, " but I should like to hold your

hand for a few moments, for I think it will

help you to sleep."

" I want to rest," she answered, in a low

voiceâ��" I am tiredâ��tired to death !â� "â��as

she spoke, she slipped her little hand into

mine.

For the first few moments she was restless,

then she quieted down : she had nearly

dropped off to sleep, when she raised herself

to say a few words.

" I don't feel the dreadful, drawing sensa-

tion so badly now," she whispered. Then

her eyes closed in slumber.

When she was quite sound asleep, I

motioned to Mrs. Stafford to take my place

by the bedside, and softly left the room.

I had thought hard while she s-.lept -an

idea had come to me at last.

Stafford was waiting for me downstairs ; he

was far too anxious to go to bed.

" Well," he said, when he saw me, " what

do you make of the case ? "

" It is serious," I answered. " It would

be wrong for me to tell you anything else,

but I don't consider it hopeless."

" What do you mean ? Can you do any-

thing to counteract the terrible influence

under which our child is lying?"

" At present I am not quite certain," I

answered. " The right thingâ��the only thing

to do will be, by some means or other, to

divert your daughter's thoughts into a com-

pletely new channel. Her illness is due to a

strange and overstrained condition of the

imagination. All her thoughts are turned

inwards. Her blindness adds much to this

condition. If I could only give her Lack her

sight!"

Stafford laughed, hoarsely.

" My dear fellow," he exclaimed, " even

doctors can't do impossibilitiesâ��remember,

the child was born blind."

" 1 know," I answered. I did not add any

more.

" Her mother and I have taken Molly to

nearly every oculist in Europe," continued

Stafford. " One and all pronounce the case

hopeless. A glance ought to show you,

Halifax, that the eyes are not properly formed

â��there is no coloured partâ��the entire eye

is white."

" Yes," I answered again. I was silent for

a few minutes, thinking deeply; then I spoke.

" With your permission, Mr. Stafford, I

should like to examine your daughter's eyes

very carefully by full daylight. I have doubt-

less no right to differ from my brother doctors,

but I have noticed a strange peculiarity about

your child, which I have never seen before in

a blind person. She is stone blind, but she

turns her eyes fully upon the person she is

speaking to. She confessed to me also that

in strong light, such as bright fire-light or

the full rays of the sun, she has a sensation

which she thinks must resemble the feelings

of those who see light. I own that I have

very little to go upon, but I shall not be

satisfied with regard to the condition of your

daughter's eyes until I have examined them

for myself."
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My words could scarcely fail to excite

Staffordâ��his eyes sparkled, his voice shook.

" You speak in a strange way," he said,

" and I am the last to put an obstacle in your

YOU SPEAK IN A STRANGE WAY, IIE SAID.

path, but for God's sake don't arouse a hope in

that poor child which can never be realized."

" In her present condition, even the pre-

sence of such a hope for a few hours can be

nothing but beneficial," I answered. "When

I examine her eyes it will be necessary

for me to ask her a few questions. If I am

rightâ��if there are really perfect eyes behind

the curtains which now shroud themâ��I am

firmly convinced that your girl will be com-

pletely cured from the strange infatuation

under which she labours. The effect of

hypnotism is overpowering to some natures.

Your daughter was an easy victim. I can

scarcely think of that scoundrel with patience,

but if Miss Molly can get back her sight, I

am convinced that all will be well with her."

" I should think so," exclaimed Stafford.

" To think of Molly with eyes like other girls'

is too great a hope to be realized quickly."

" Don't build on it," I answered, " but

allow me to examine the eyes as soon and as

thoroughly as possible."

The day which was now about to dawn

was Sunday.

Soon after eleven o'clock Miss Stafford

softly entered the room where I was sitting.

I did not know that she was

awake, and could not help starting

when I saw her. She was dressed

in white, and looked very young,

beautiful, and child-like. A glance,

however, at her sightless eyes

changed the beauty into ugliness.

Oh, that I could but remove the

hideous veil which covered them.

She came into the room with a

gliding, graceful motion peculiarly

her own, and as was her wont,

came straight up to me as though

she saw me. She put out her

hand and spoke in a low, musical

voice.

" I feel a little better," she said.

" That last sleep refreshed me.

You soothed me when you held

my hand. I don't think any the

less of Basilâ��the links between

us are still complete, but I am

less restlesj when you are by."

"That is right," I answered,

in a cheerful tone. " Please

remember what I told you yester-

dayâ��the man whom you call

Basil Winchester has hypnotized

you. I am not going to hypnotize

you, but I am going to exercise

my will over yours."

"You have done so already,"

she answered. " I eat when you tell me ;

I sleep when you wish me to; I don't

feel wicked when I am with you. I even

begin, just a little, a very little, to take

an interest in my father and mother again.

Basil used to make all the rest of the world

a blank. He always stood himself in a

wonderful light, but beyond him was dark-

ness."

" You talk of light," I said, suddenly;

" what do you know about it ? "

A wave of colour rushed up to her pale

cheeks.

"Nothing really," she replied, "and yet a

great deal. I am always imagining what

light is like. On a sunshiny day nothing

gives me such pleasure as to go out and gaze

directly up to where the great heat conies

from. I seem to see light then. I know

well it is only seeming, for I shall never see

light, but I picture what it is like."

" I wish you would try to describe your

picture," I said.
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" It is difficult," she answered, " for of

course you know I have no knowledge of

colour. I can best describe what I fancy

light to be by telling you what noises are to

me. Do you know the clashing sound of a

full string band ? Bright light seems some-

what to resemble that. Twilight is like the

slow movement in one of Mendelssohn's

' Songs Without Words,' and darkness re-

sembles the ' Dead March.' Oh, I know I

am talking nonsense."

" Not at all," I replied; " you describe your

sensations wonderfully. Now come and stand

in this sunshine, and tell me what you feel."

To my surprise, she went immediately and

stood by the window. The noonday sun

was pouring a great flood of light into the

room.

" How did you guess that the sunshine

was here ? " I asked.

" I heard the noise of the string band,"

she answered; " now I feel the heat on my

face. Oh, I have a rapturous momentâ��it is

almost as if I must burst some veil at any

instant, and really see."

" Stay still for an instant," I said; " I

should like to look into your eyes."

" Don't, they are terrible to look at."

"They are peculiar; now stand perfectly

still while I examine them."

She stood as motionless as a statue. The

sightless balls were turned full upon meâ��I

examined them carefully. The white sclerotic

membrane completely covered the entire ball,

but where the cornea ought to be in the

ordinary eye, I noticed a very slight bulging.

That was enough.

" Thank you, Miss Stafford," I said to her;

" that will do for the present."

She replied, in a fretful tone.

" I wish you hadn't looked at my eyes,"

she said. " Many doctors have done so

already. I have had many brief moments

of hope, but they have always been extin-

guished in despair. You are not an oculist.

Why did you raise hopes that can never be

realized ? "

" How do you know they can never be

realized ? " I said.

" How do I know ? " she answered. " I

have got no eyes in the ordinary sense."

" It would make you very happy to see

like other people ?" I continued, after a

pause.

" Happy," she answered ; " it is unkind of

you even to speak of it."

She stood perfectly still, while large tears

gathered in her sightless eyes and rolled

down her cheeks.

" I can't bear it," she said, after a pause ;

" no one knows what the longing for light

has been to me. There have been moments,

but that was before I knew Basil, when I

even wished to die, because I believed that

afterwards I should see."

"Come over here," I said, taking her hand.

" Sit down, I have something to say. I have

just looked at your eyes, and an idea which

occurred to me last night has been very much

strengthened. Now you must stay quite

calm while I speak to you. Your blindness

is of a very peculiar and uncommon type.

I don't know that it can be cured."

" Cured," she exclaimed. " You speak as

if there were a possibility. Oh, Dr. Halifax,

do you dare to give me hope ? "

" Yes," I answered, slowly, " I do. You

are blindâ��you are afflicted with congenital

blindness, but nevertheless I believe there

is a chance of your sight being restored.

Now I will tell you frankly what my idea is.

I thinkâ��remember, it is only conjecture after

all; but I am strongly inclined to believe that

you possess perfect eyes under the thick

membrane which now covers them. My

reasons for this idea are twofold. First,

you have a conception of light, which a

totally blind person who has never seen

does not as a rule possess. Second, your

sensations are intensified when you look full

up at the sun, or when you gaze at a very

bright fire. This would be scarcely likely to

be the case if the organs of vision were

altogether absent. I have a third reason for

my hope. Where the cornea ought to exist

in the normal eye, you have a very slight

bulging. In short, my hope with regard to

your recovery of sight is sufficiently strong

to induce me to ask you to consent to a

slight operation. If, after all, my hopes are

false, you will be no worse off than you are at

present. If, on the other hand, I am

right Â»

" Yes, if you are right ? " exclaimed Molly

â��she grasped my hand, holding it with the

strength of iron. " If you are right ? " she

repeated.

" If I am right," I said, quietly, " you will

see as well as any other person."

" Oh, merciful and kind God," she ex-

claimedâ��she covered her face with her

trembling handsâ��"then I shall see Basil!

Oh, I can scarcely dare to think of this

rapture."

" I am going to speak to your parents now,"

I said; " stay quietly here until I return to

you."

I left her and went to seek Stafford, who
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was wandering restlessly about, evidently

waiting for me.

" Well," he said, when he saw meâ��" well,

did you examine her eyes?"

" I didâ��let us come into this room, I want

to talk to you."

Stafford drew me into his smoking-room.

Mrs. Stafford was thereâ��she looked even

more excited than her husband.

" My husband has told me all about your

extraordinary thought, Dr. Halifax," she said.

" Have you looked at our child's eyes ? Is

there a vestige of hope ? "

"There is," I replied. "I have examined

your daughter's eyes very carefully. Their

condition is peculiarâ��the sclerotic membrane

covers the entire eyeball. The present con-

dition of the eyes points to hopeless congenital

blindness; nevertheless, I am not without

hope. In examination I noticed a bulging

where the cornea ought to be. My hope

is that there is a perfect eye behind the

membrane which now completely covers

the whole ball. I have told my hope to

your daughter."

" You have told Molly ? How cruel of

you," exclaimed Mrs. Stafford.

" No," I answered, " if you saw Miss

Stafford now, you would not think what I

have done cruel. She is so excitedâ��so lifted

out of herselfâ��that, for the time, at least,

she has almost forgotten the strange craze

which is over her. She will willingly submit

to an operation."

" An operation ? We ought not to risk it,"

said the mother.

" There is no risk," I answered. " At the

worst the slight scar which I shall make will

quickly heal, and the eye will be no worse

than it is now. At the bestâ��remember all

that that includesâ��sight! "

" Oh, dare we think of anything so joyous?"

said Mrs. Stafford.

" Allow me to perform the operation," I

said, going up to her. " I am not a rash man ;

believe me, I would not advise this if I did

not think there was a fair hope of success."

" Suppose you are wrong: the child will

then be in a worse condition than ever."

" Even if I am wrong, that will not be the

case," I replied. " The thread of her present

thoughts will have been broken if only for a

few hours. That fact alone will be greatly to

her benefit. If I am the means of restoring

her sight to her, I am fully convinced that

the spell under which she now labours will

vanish."

" You are right," said Stafford, who had

not spoken a word up to this point. " Mary,

my dear, we will allow our good friend to

have his way. If the operation is successful,

we shall have our child as we never had

her yet; remember, too, that if by any

chance she is permitted to see Winchester's

face, her love for him must vanish on the

spotâ��those sinister eyes of his would repel

anyone."

" She does not love him now," I interrupted.

" What she feels is not love. She is hypnotized.

The restoration of sight will make such a

complete revolution in her whole being, that I

doubt if the man could hypnotize her again

even if he tried. She will soon forget this

strange and terrible episode in her life. In

short, I believe in the acquisition of sight as a

complete cure."

" We will make up our minds to the opera-

tion," said Stafford. " Am I not right? " he

added, turning to his wife.

" Yes, we will consent," she answered.

I looked at her when she spoke â�� her

face was as white as a sheet, but her eyes

blazed with light and colour. I noticed for

the first time the strong likeness between

mother and daughter. In the case of the

mother, however, the eyes were of the

deepest, clearest greyâ��scintillating eyes, full

of light and expression. I thought of the

blind girl's charming face, and wondered

what it would look like if it could ever be

lit up with eyes like her mother's. The

thought cheered me, and strengthened my

resolve to do my utmost for Miss Stafford.

" Very well," I said ; " I have your consent

to perform the operation. In order to get

the necessary instruments, I will take the

next train to London. I can return here at

an early hour to-morrow, and will operate on

one eye immediately."

" Will the operation be painful ?" asked

Mrs. Stafford. " Will it be necessary for you

to use chloroform ? "

"No;-I shall put cocaine into the eyeâ��

don't be alarmed, Miss Stafford will feel no

pain. I shall only operate on one eye at a

time. A very slight incision will enable me

to confirm my theory, or to see that it ;s

hopeless. While I am absent, please talk

frankly about the operation. Induce your

daughter to eat and drink plenty ; get her to

bed early to-night; do everything to keep up

her strength. I will go back to say a word

to her now."

I re - entered the drawing - room. Miss

Stafford was sitting just where I had left her

â��her hands were crossed on her lapâ��the

right hand clasped the red bracelet, which

encircled the left-hand wrist. She knew my
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footstep, and looked up with a face of ex-

pectation.

" Well ? " she said, in a hoarse whisper.

" Good news," I replied, cheerfully. " Your

father and mother consent to the operation.

I am going to town by the next train and will

return with my instruments to-morrow. Keep

up your courage â��by this time to-morrow we

shall know whether the precious gift of sight

is to be yours or not."

" If you fail, I shall die," she answered,

speaking in a low and intense voice.

" No," I replied, "even if I fail, you will be

too brave, too good, deliberately to throw

away your life. Try to think now of success,

not failureâ��try to think of what life may be

yours if you can see like other girls."

She sighed ; there was hope, even joy, in

that sigh. I hurriedly left her. The next day,

at an early hour, I was back again at Mount

Stafford. The operation which I meant to

perform was quite simple in character, and I

did not require any help. I suggested to

Mr. and Mrs. Stafford that it would be best

for me to be alone with my patient.

" She feels the presence of anyone so

intensely," I said, " that she will be less

nervous, and will keep more quiet, if I am

alone with her."

The father and mother agreed to this

suggestion, and decided to

wait in the outer drawing-

room. I placed Miss Staf-

ford in a chair facing the

window.

" Now, you must keep up

your courage," I said. " I

shall operate to-day on

your right eye. You must

keep perfectly quiet. This

will be easyâ��for you won't

feel the slightest pain."

" I could even bear pain

with the great hope of sight

before me," she answered.

I saw that she was in a

state of tense and rapt ex-

citement. She had strung

herself up to bear anything.

" You will feel no pain,"

I said, taking her hand as

I spoke.

Her pulse was fluttering,

but not weak and fitful like

yesterday. I supported her

head with props, and then

dropped the cocaine into

the eye. After waiting

until complete insensibility

was produced, I quickly began to operate.

I carefully divided the sclerotic at the

upper part of the eyeball, just where I

had seen the bulging, such as there is at the

edge of the cornea in the normal eye. After

dividing the sclerotic, I made a small flap,

which I raised. It did not need my patient's

sudden exclamation to tell me that I was

right in my conjecture, and that there was

under the thick membrane a cornea intact

and transparent. To dissect off the whole

of the fibrous curtain which covered this

cornea was but the work ot a few minutes.

After her first cry, Miss Stafford did not

utter a sound. But when I had finished

she started up and looked wildly around her.

"I see," she exclaimedâ��" I see ! How

queer everything isâ��how confusingâ��I would

almost rather be in the dark again. I feel as

if mountains were surrounding me. I don't

know where I amâ��all is hopeless confusion.

I seeâ��oh, I am glad, I am glad ; but I can't

use my sight. Now that I have it, I don't

know what to do with it."

As she uttered these last words, she fell

back in her chair in a semi-conscious state.

I applied restoratives, and then carefully

bound up the wounded eye.

The shock and joy were almost too much

for her in her weak state. I had her taken

straight to bed. I gave her

a composing draught, and

she fell quickly asleep.

Having seen her in a satis-

factory slumber, I hurried

downstairs to speak to her

father.

" Your girl will have as

beautiful and perfect eyes

as anyone need care to

possess," I said. " I will

operate on the left eye in

a week's time. For the

present, the right eye must

be kept bandaged, but the

bandage may be removed

in a day or two. She will

then have to learn to see just

as if she were an infant."

" What do you mean ? "

asked Stafford.

" What I say," I replied ;

" your daughter cannot

focus at present. She has

no idea of distanceâ��she

must learn to use her sight

just as a baby does."

" But she possesses

eyes," said the mother, who
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had followed me into the room. " Oh,

Dr. Halifax, how can we thank you ? "

The second operation was performed as

successfully as the first, and in a month's

time from the date of the last operation,

Molly Stafford could use her new possession

with tolerable freedom. The eyes were

beautiful : clear grey like the mother's, with

black rims. They transformed her face,

making it a specially lovely one.

A few weeks later, as I was about to leave

my consulting-room after my morning's work,

Stafford was announced. He came into the

room in a hurry, and with signs of agitation

on his face. He held in his hand a little

box, which he laid on the table.

" How are you, Halifax ? " he said, grasp-

ing my hand in his great grip. " I won't take

up more than a moment or two of your

valuable time. I have come with news."

" What is it ? " I asked. " I hope nothing

bad has happened. How is my patient ? "

" How can I tell ? " I said.

" Molly sees as perfectly as I do," said

Stafford. " Her joy in her new possession is

beyond all words. Since the date of the

first operation she never once mentioned

Winchester's name. Her mother and I

hoped she had completely forgotten him, but

we did not fail to remark that she still wore

the coral bracelet."

" I should take no notice of that," I

interrupted.

" Well, let me proceed. She wore the

coral bracelet day and night, but she never

spoke of the man. Yesterday she went out

accompanied by a girl, who is a great friend

of hers. This girl, Miss Henderson, is the

daughter of our next-door neighbour. She

told us exactly what occurred. They were

walking in the pine wood, chatting, as girls

will, when who should appear directly in their

path but that scoundrel, Winchester ! He

came up to Molly and tried to take her hands.

" She started back in amazement

SHE STARTED BACK IN AMAZEMENT.

" In perfect and blooming health."

"Something has disturbed you, however,"

I continued, giving him a keen glance; " what

is it ? "

" Yes," continued Stafford, " I am both

disturbed and relieved. I hurried up to town

on purpose to tell you. What do you think

happened yesterday ? "

" ' Pray don't touch me,' she said. ' I don't

know who you are.'

" He laughed and speke in that con-

foundedly seductive voice of his.

'"I am the man whom you loveâ��Basil

Winchester,' he said. ' I have come to ex

plain why I could not meet you six weeks

ago. Can I see you alone ? '
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" ' You, Basil Winchester ?' exclaimed

Molly. She looked full at him with an ex-

pression of puzzled incredulity. Then her

voice took a half frightened, half scornful

tone. ' You must be mistaken,' she said.

' I could never, never at any moment have

loved a man like you.'

" Before he could utter a word, she turned

from him and fled back to the house. She

rushed into her mother's presence, flung her

arms round her neck, and burst into tears.

" ' Mother,' she exclaimed, 'I met a dread-

ful man in the wood just now. He told me

his name was Basil Winchester. He said

that Iâ��I loved him once.'

'â�¢' But you don't love him now, my darling,'

said her mother, soothing and kissing her.

"' I could never have loved that man,

mother,' said Molly. ' I have a dim

remembrance of

an awful time,

when someone

of the name had

a terrible power

over me; but it

could not have

been that man,

mother. I looked

in his face, and

I saw his ugly

soul'

" Miss Hender-

son came in just

then and gave us

a full account

of the interview.

The moment Molly fled from him, Win-

chester left the pine wood. Perhaps you think

that is the end, but there is more to follow.

Two hours afterwards the news reached us

that the fellow had been arrested. The fact

is the police had been wanting him for a

couple of months. His reason for deserting

Molly on that first occasion was fear of arrest.

He ventured back hoping to secure his prize,

the spell was broken, and he saw he could do

nothing with the child. He was arrested on

a grave charge of forgery, and is now in York

Gaol awaiting his trial."

As Stafford said these last words, he sank

back in a chair in manifest agitation.

" When I think of my child's narrow

escape, I can't help shuddering, even now,"

he said.

" She has escaped, and now all is well," I

answered.

"Yes, all is

well. We have

our child as we

never thought to

have herâ��beau-

tiful, perfect, with

eyes as lovely as

her mother's. By

the way, she told

me to give you

this."

When Stafford

left me, I opened

the little parcel.

It containedâ��the

red coral bracelet.

Vol. ix.-72,



The Census Up To Date.

(April 6th, 1895.)

By J. Holt Schooling.

(Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society, etc.)

I HEN we have a mass of

observed facts relating to the

past, we can often use those

facts as a means to forecast

future events of a similar

nature, with a degree of

approximation to truth that comes near to

certainty. This is specially the case when

we deal with so large a mass of facts as is

afforded by the population of such a country as

the United Kingdom. Unstable and elusive

of calculation as are facts

relating to the individualâ��

nothing is perhaps more reli-

able as a working base for

computing future events than

is the aggregate of past indi-

vidual facts. The " chances "

that individuals meet in life

are merged and disappear in

the mass, and apparent dis-

order and erratic " chance "

are lost in the harmonious

order of human events which

stands revealed when we view

them en masse. And so we

will see how we now number

as a population, without taking

the trouble to issue the six

or seven millions of schedules

required by a modern census

of the United Kingdom.

Before we look at any of

the results of our 1895 census,

let me say that in every pos-

sible instance I have gone to

the original facts of April 6th,

1891, and that in no single

case has any deduction from

these facts been accepted

second-hand. Every calcula-

tion has been independently

made, and has moreover been

stringently checked by pro-

cesses that are sufficiently

familiar to the actuary or to

the statisticianâ��in fact, while

we may perhaps see our results

in a more graphic and interest-

ing form than is usually

adopted for statistical results,

we may also feel assured that

they have been as carefully

prepared as if intended for an

Per 1.000 of

the Total

Population.

â�� 778

â�� 116

â�� 106

â�� I,coo

111.â��Scotland in black.

No. 1.â��Each of the above circles

represents the population of the United

Kingdom on April 6th, 1895. The black

part of each circle represents the popu-

lation of: /. England and Wales.

II. Ireland. III. Scotland.

audience of statisticians, instead of for the

much larger and more varied audience who

themselves form no inconsiderable part of the

subject-matter of this paper.

In No. 1 we see a diagrammatic picture of

the following figures :â��

Population,

April 6th, 1895.

England and Wales 30,270,817

Ir land 4,522,982

Scotland 4,142,471

United Kingdom 38,936,270

and, in stating the present

population at nearly 39

millions, we are probably

very near the truth, because

the rate of growth which

actually operated during 1881-

1891 may be used to com-

pute the population four years

later than 1891, with a chance

of serious error which is so

small that, for practical pur-

poses, it becomes inappreci-

able. As regards the split-

ting-up of the population, we

see that more than three-

quarters of the whole are

inhabitants of England and

Wales, and that less than

one-quarter

of Ireland

combined.

It is interesting to note in

connection with these dis-

tribution-rates that in 1821,

when the first complete census

of the United Kingdom was

taken, the figures were :â��

Per 1,000 of

the total

population.

England and Wales 574

Ireland 326

Scotland 100

United Kingdom .... 1,000

At each of the seven cen-

suses since 1821 the percent-

age residing in England and

Wales has increased, while

the percentage residing in

Ireland has continuously de-

clined, the Scotch proportion

remaining practically un-

changed but for a slight

tendency towards increase.

are inhabitants

and Scotland
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If we express the three black sectors of

circles seen in No. i as parts of one hour on

a clock-dial, we then find that the English

and Welsh population equals 46 minutes 39

seconds ; the Irish population 6 minutes

58 seconds; the Scotch, 6 minutes 23

seconds ; total, United Kingdomâ��one hour.

At no very distant date, viz., in the year

1900, the inhabitants of Scotland will be as

numerous as the inhabitants of Ireland, and

so, at the next official census (1901), there

will be recorded, for the first time in history,

a numerical superiority of the Scotch over

the Irish population.

The diagram No. 2 is a very carefully

drawn series of squares, each of which re-

presents by its area the total population of

the countries which are now the United

Kingdom at various dates from a.d. 1066

to a.d. 1895. The successively increasing

squares give us a better idea of the growing

population than do the actual numbers which

are written at the corners of the squares, and

which, for the most part, are the results of

censuses, the earlier populations being the

most reliable estimates which have been

made as to our numbers in the early days of

our history.

The rate at which we have increased during

these eight centuries has varied considerably.

From the Norman Conquest up to the time

of Richard II., about three centuries, the

ranks of the troubled people were thinned

by disease, pestilence, and war, to nearly the

same degree that they were increased by the

birth of children in those hazardous days.

mo I

1801

â�¢TV

-18 7 1

8

No. 2.â��A diagram consisting of eighteen squares, which illustrate by their respective areas the Â£rowth of the population

of the United Kingdom from A.D. 1066 to April 6th, 1895.
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and so the population had but a slow and

stunted growth, which, for every ten thousand

persons living in the January' of a year, could

add at the December of that year only three

j)ersons to the ten thousand on a yearly

balance of gain over loss of population.

The people grew more quickly during the

succeeding one and a half centuries, i.e.,

from Richard II. to Henry VIII., and also

during the years which bring our history up

to the second Charles. The net rate of

growth was then over two persons added to a

thousand during one year. And this quicker

growth of our population went up to more

than five per 1,000 per annum during the

eighteenth century. As regards the present

century, the quickest growth of the popula-

tion of the United Kingdom occurred during

1811-1821, when, on the average, nearly

fifteen and a half persons were annually added

to every 1,000 of the population : this rate was

almost as high up

to the year 1831,

and then came a

slower growth,

which again quick-

ened up to ten per

1,000 per annum

during 1871-1881,

and which is now

somewhat less

than eight persons

added to a thou-

sand during one

year. Taking the

whole period of

829 years from

A.D. 1066 to A.D.

1895, the average

yearly rate of

growth has been

just under three

persons increase

for every one thou-

sand. In other

words, if we merge

all variations in

the rate of growth,

the 3*4 millions

of population in

the year 1066

would have in-

creased to the 39

millions existing

in 1895, by apply-

ing a uniform

growth-rate of 2-9

persons per 1,000

per annum to the

population for each of the 829 years from

1066 to 1895.

No. 3 shows us pretty clearly in col. (1)

the increasing numbers which, in later years

than 1066, represented exactly one thousand

persons living in that year. \Ve see how the

thousand became eleven hundred in the year

1381, over two thousand in 1672, nearly four

thousand in 1780, more than eight thousand

in 1861, and how, finally, there are now

more than eleven thousand persons in our

population for every one thousand existing at

the time of the Norman Conquest. And in

col. (2) of No. 3 this process is reversed, and

it shows us the gradually decreasing numbers

in years prior to 1895 which represented one

thousand of our present population. Even

so recently as 1871 there were only 809

persons for every thousand persons now in-

habiting this country, and in 1801 we see

that there were only 404 to every present
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No. 3.â��A condensed statement of the growth, ere., of the population of the United Kingdom from

A.D. 1066 .O A.D. 1895.
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thousand ; and so we go back and back, as

we read col. (2) from bottom to top, until we

see that in the year 1066 there were only

90 persons for every thousand now living in

the United Kingdom.

The other part of No. 3 contains some

rather interesting results I have computed as

to (1) The Doubling of the Population from

a.d 1066 to a.d. 1941 ; (2) The Halving

of the Population from 1895, backwards; and

(3) The Years in which the Population

numbered exactly 5 millions, 10 mi/lions, etc.

One often comes across statements about

our population doubling itself in " fifty

years." So far as I have been able to trace

this still existing notion, it was originated by

the late Dr. William Farr, at one time

superintendent of the statistical department

â�¢ of the Registrar-General's office, who, when

commenting forty years ago on the 1851

census, said that the population of England and

Wales would double itself in fifty-one years

provided that the rate of growth for the first

half of this century should be maintained

during the second half. A correct state-

ment, but which does not justify the

prevailing idea as to the doubling of our

population in fifty years. We can see

from the right-hand column in No. 3 that

our present numbers were exactly one-half

in the year 1816, so that seventy-nine years

have been required for the most recent

doubling of the population of the United

Kingdom. As regards England and Wales

only, I find that their 1895 population was

one-half in the year 1837 ; so that fifty-eight

years have been the doubling period for

England and Wales alone.

1 may say with reference to (1) tfie doubling

of the population from a.d. 1066, No. 3, that

the result for a.d. 1941 is based upon the

assumption of a future rate of growth equal

to that which took place during 1881-1891.

Although we may forecast the near future

with considerable precision, we cannot

expect the same degree of accuracy in our

results when we make a forecast of nearly

fifty years, as is the case here, so the state-

ment of population for the year 1941 is

not entitled to the same degree of credence

that may safely be extended to the less

distant future events with which we are deal-

ing. The balance of existing probability

points to the conclusion that the rate of

growth in the distant future will be less than

that which has operated in the near past, and,

therefore, this 1941 estimate may, perhaps,

be too high. But we shall turn the scale at

forty millions in the year 1898â��three years

from nowâ��and, at that date, it will have

taken just eighty years (1898 minus 1818)

for the then population to have doubled

itself. We numbered twenty millions in 1818

â��see the concluding section of No. 3.

Next to the numbering of a people should

come some account of the land upon which

they live, so here is a brief statement of the

area of the United Kingdom. These areas

include inland water, but not tidal water or

foreshore :â��

Area in Percentage of Person* to t

square miles. total area. square wile.

England and Wales 58,310 48 519

Ireland .. 391353 - Â«7 MÂ°

â�¢ >VÂ«o6 15 136

.121,069 -* 100 321

If we divide the country equally among its

population, and assume that each person is

temporarily placed in the middle of his or

her plot of land, we obtain by calculation the

following somewhat interesting results :â��

Distance separating each

Acres for person from his or

each person. her neighbours.

England and Wales .. li .. .. 83 yards.

Ireland.. .. 4t n

Scotland â�¢ â�¢ 41 102 m

United Kingdom .. 2 .. 105J â��

Thus, we must not offer " three acres " to

everybody, as the land wouldn't go round :

we must be content with only ij^ acres

apiece in England and Wales, and if we

each sat down on a chair in the centre of our

plot of ground, and so presented the pretty

spectacle of equal distribution of the English

and Welsh population, the chairs would be

eighty-three yards apart in every surrounding

direction all over the whole country. [In-

genious readers can puzzle their brains a

little in finding out how this distance between

the chairs has been calculated.]

Illustration No. 4 helps to show us of what

kind of land our 1% acres apiece consist.

England and Wales are composed as follows,

according to the most recent and authentic

official statement:â��

Per cent, of

whole area.

II. Land under crops, bare fallow, permanent

grass, nursery grounds 75

III. Houses, streets, roads, waste ground, etc. 12

IV. Mountain and heath, used for grazing .. -j\

V. Woods, plantations 5

VI. Inland water i

I. Whole area of England and Wales too

In No. 4, the large shaded square, of which

only the edges are visible, represents the

whole area; the large black square, which

occupies three-quarters of the whole, stands

for " II. Land under crops," etc. ; the third

squareâ��the small, lightly-shaded oneâ��de-

notes " III. Houses, streets," etc. ; the small

black square placed upon this, and nearly

covering it, represents " IV. Mountain and
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No. 4.â��Six superimposed squares. These illustrate, by their respective

areas, the areas of the different kinds of land and water which make up the

Area of England and Wales. See text /or description.

heath" ; the plain white square stands for

" V. Woods, plantations " ; and the little

black square in the centre shows the propor-

tion of " VI. Inland water" to the whole

area of England and Wales.

We see from this diagram that 75

per cent, of us would have to be content

with 1^ acres apiece of "crop-land," the

more valuable " house-land" sufficing for

only 12 out of every 100 persons.

Part I. of No. 5 shows how the

people are distributed as regards

their ages. From it we see that of

the ten-year groups, the one at ages

5 to 14 contains the largest share of

the populationâ��228 out of every

1,000 being children of these ages.

If we take all children under 15,

we get 120 plus 228 = 348 per

thousand, i.e., more than one-third

of the whole population are children

under 15 years of age ! If we con-

sider the best period of life to be

from ages 15 to 44, we can see

that the best ages account for 456

persons out of every 1,000 of the

populationâ��a very satisfactory pro-

portion, which may be still more

increased if we include the males

aged 45â��54 under the head of

" best" ages.

It is interesting to see how

many persons there are to each

male at the " working " ages 20 to

64. I find that the whole popula-

tion is composed thus :â��

Males aged 20 to 64 9,273,842

All other persons 29,662,428

Total population 38,936,270

so that on the average each of these malesâ��

who for practical purposes may be considered

as the workers of the countryâ��has dependent

upon him rather more than three other

persons ; he has to maintain four persons if

we include himself.

Part II. of No. 5 gives a synopsis of the

rr
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No. 5.â��A concise statement of the proportional ag^-distributton of the population of the U

1895. I., in individual groups of ages ; II., in groups of ages which include the age specified

groups of ages which include the age specified and all younger ages.

nited Kingdom on April 6th,

and all older ages; III., in
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age-distribution of the people

in large groups of ages, which

extend from the age stated

right up to the end of life.

It shows us, for example, that

fewer than one-half of us

(456 per 1,000) are aged 25

and older, that five in every

100 are old people aged 65

and older, etc. Part III.

reverses the process given in

Part II., and tells us, among

other things, that more than

one-half the population (544

per 1,000) are young people

under 25 years of age.

It is no unusual thing to

hear various random state-

ments about the extra females

in this country â�� such as

" there are three women to

every man," etc. In No. 6

we have black and white

representations of the actual

facts as regards the sex-distri-

bution of the population, and

as they have been most care-

fully drawn, they are worth

some attention.

If we compare females with

males, and make no distribu-

tion as regards ageâ��i.e., if

we simply split up the people

into males and females in two

big groups â�� we obtain the

result shown in I. of No. 6,

which is equivalent to saying

that out of every 100 people,

48)^ are males and 51 ^4 are

females â�� not a very alarm-

ing difference, although quite

appreciable when taken in

connection with a large popu-

lation. Parts II. and III. of

No. 6 show us the numerical relations of

the sexes in two large groups of age, viz.,

ages under 20 and ages 20 and older. As

regards the young ages, we see that there

are nearly as many males as there are females,

for the black portion of Part II. is almost

equal to its white portion. Expressed in

figures there are, at ages o to 19, A9lA

males to females in every 100 of

the population under 20 years of ageâ��a

difference so small that it is not of much

practical account. Coming to the second

group of ages, 20 and older, we see that here

lies the greatest difference between the sexes,

viz., 52)4 women to 47y> men in every 100 of

III.â��Ages 20 and uhler. Males iu black.

No. 6.â��This diagram illustrates the

numerical proportion of Females to

Males in the population of the United

Kingdom on April 6tht 1895. I. For

all ages. II. For ages under 20. III.

For ages 20 and older. White repre-

sents females ; black represents males.

the adult population. But

this excess of women is not

nearly sufficient to justify the

random statements to which

I have just referredâ��and a

very good thing it is that

facts entirely contradict this

popular and mistaken notion

as to the vast numerical superi-

ority of women over men:

they are, we are told, really

so superior in all other ways,

that if their numbers were so

great as is popularly supposed,

the men â�� of no import-

ance â�� would be completely

eclipsed.

We may see in No. 7 to

what extent females are rela-

tively more numerous than

males at the various ages

therein stated, and also at the

large groups of ages given in

the second part of No. 7.

After ages 5 to 14, where

there are more males than

females, the gap between the

two sexes widens nearly con-

stantly right up to the end

of life. We read this table

thus : At ages 0-4 there are

1,002 female children to every

1,000 male children ; at ages

25 to 34 there are 1,098

women to 1,000 men ; while

at the advanced ages of life

the old women out-number

the old men to a degree that

increases from 1,217 Per 1,000

at the ages 65 to 74, to 1,706

old women aged 95 to 100,

for every 1,000 old men of

those ages.

Looking at the second part

of No. 7, we see that for all ages combined

(o to 100) there are just 1,060 females per

1,000 males. For ages 25 and older there

are 1,116 females to every 1,000 males; for

ages 65 and older there are 1,246 females

per 1,000 males, etc.

We have now been able to see how fai

women are relatively superior to men in

point of numbers, and I give in No. 8 a

concise statement of the actual numbers of

" surplus " women from age 20 and upwards

in the population of the United Kingdom.

The total number of extra women is over

one million, and more than one-quarter of

the total excess is in respect of women aged
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desirable to bring

equality personalities

to terms of

that are and

must always remain essentially

different and non-equal.

The occupation of the people is

a matter worth looking into, and in

No. 9 we have a diagram which

bears on this point and which illus-

trates the following figures :â��

Per 1,000

Class. of the popu-

lation.

II. Children, and Adults with no

specified occupation

Industrial .

III. In

IV. Agricultural and Fishing .

V. Domestic

VI. Commercial

VII. Professional

S3 5

- 'â� ')

-7

rj

44

33

No. 7.â��A bird's-eye view of the proportional distribution of the sexes in

the population of the United^ Kingdom on April 6th, 1895. First, in

individual groups of ages ; second, in groups of ages which include the

age specified and all older ages.

I. Total population of the United

Kingdom 1,000

25 to 34, viz., 268,291 surplus women at

these ages. But it has occurred to me to

make some test of quality as well as quantity,

and I have gone carefully into the matter

of the respective brain-weights of men and

women. The results of several independent

investigations by scientists go to show that,

for practical purposes, we may say that the

male brain weighs on the average 48 ounces

and the female brain 43 ounces, giving an

excess of five ounces of male brain. In the

second part of No. 8 I show the results of

applying these brain-weights to all the men and

women aged 20 and older, and from these

results we see that there is still a substantial

predominance of male brain at the best

period of life (20 to 54), despite the marked

numerical excess of women

at those same ages : in all,

there are in the country 559

tons of male brain, at picked

ages, in excess of female

brain, and against this pre-

dominance of male brain

there is only an excess of

female brain at advanced

ages amounting to 108 tons.

Now, facts of this kind have

really a good deal of signifi-

cance attached to them, and

until these 559 tons of extra

male brain become very

appreciably fewer, it is not

at all probable that the

possessors of the heavier

brains will be able to fully in-

dorse certain current opinions

as to the equality of women

and men â��even if it were

These are the proportions actually

ascertained to exist in 1891, and we

may use them now without much risk of any

important error.

The discs in No. 9 are numbered I. to VII.,

and correspond with the above classes of

occupation. We see that Class II., repre-

sented by the large white circle II., contains

more than one-half of the population. It

consists largely of children, and of women

who have no occupationâ��who are for the

most part dependent upon the exertions

of the classes represented by the smaller

circles.

The Industrial Class III. contains nearly

one quarter of the population, and there

remain only four relatively small classes, of

which Agriculture and Fishing combined

claim 67 per 1,000 of the total population.
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No. 8.â��An unsugared pill for "advanced " women. The above statement illustrates

the superiority of women over men as regards quantity, andâ��notwithstanding the

inferior numbers of the malesâ��the superiority of men over women as regards quality :

taking the ag.i;r^krate brain-weight of the two sexes as a broad criterion of quality. The

facts relate to the adult population of the United Kingdom on April 6th, 1895. ,
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in

No. 9.â��Seven superimposed discs,

are white discs. These discs respectivi

on April 6th, 1895, of the population c

(II. to VII.\ For descrip ion see text.

The Domestic class numbers 62 per 1,000,

and it consists almost entirely of servants

and washerwomen. The Commercial class

accounts for 44 out of every 1,000 of the

population, and the Professional class for

only 33 per 1,000. Under "Professional"

are included the Civil Service, defence of the

country, the clerical, legal, medical, and

educational sections of the people, plus some

miscellaneous professions. Members of four

professions may be interested in the following

figures:â��

Number of Persons to

One Professional.

England Scot- Ire- United

Profession. & Wales, land. land. Kingdom.

Clergyman, Priest, Minister 788 812 750 786

Barrister, Solicitor 1,452 1,294 2,262 1,499

Physician, Surgeon, General

Practitioner 1,523 1,551 2,052 1,577

Teacher 145 193 222 156

Taking the facts for the United Kingdom,

there are 786 men, women, and children to

occupy the attention of each clergyman, there

are 1,499 clients for each lawyer, if we include

juvenile clients, and 1,577 patients for every

medical man, while the teachers would have

Vol. in.â��73.

an average of 156

scholars if they

were to extend

their teaching to

adults as well as

to children. As

regards the very

useful class of

domestics, of

whom there are

now nearly 2 ]/i

millions, there

would be rather

more than sixteen

persons for each

to serve, if every-

body had the

services of a

domestic, or

rather of one-

sixteenth part of

a domestic.

The birthplaces

of the present

population can

be estimated with

considerable pre-

cision by means

of the facts

obtained in 1891.

Thus, the 39

millions of per-

sons stated at the

commencement

of this article were born (approximately) as

follows :â��

74'39 per 100 were born in England and Wales.

io"6o ,, ,, ,, Scotland.

13*87 â�� ,, Ireland.

,, â�� ,, The United Kingdom.

,, â�� â�� Colonies and Dependencies.

,, ,, ,, Foreign Countries.

,, â�� ,, at Sea.

numlÂ»ered I. to VII., four of which are black discs and three

tly represent, by the area of each, the proportional distribution

f the United Kingdom (I.) in six main classes of occupation

It by no means follows that all of the 0-69

per cent, who were born in foreign countries

(268,660 persons) were not British subjects,

although we cannot say exactly how many o.

these were foreigners by nation as well as by

birth. The 1891 returns were defective in

this respect, and thus we do not possess the

necessary data upon which to work.

As regards England and Wales, we can

make a fairly close estimate of the number

of foreigners in the country â�� who are

foreigners by nationality and by birth. There

are now about 244 thousand persons in this

country who were born in foreign States, and

of these, 37 thousand are British subjects,

leaving 207 thousand who are foreigners by
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nationality and by birth. These estimates

are probably rather below than above the

actual numbers, but they are sufficiently

reliable to give us a fairly good idea of the

number of foreigners now living in England

and Wales. The 207 thousand foreigners

may be thus classed by their nationality :â��

852 per 1,000 foreigners are natives

â�¢33 Â» .. >.

9 ..

5 .1 ii Â»

States.

other parts.

1,000

Of the 133 per 1,000 foreigners who

belong to America, no fewer than 100 of

these 133 are natives of the United States,

i.e., one out of every ten foreigners in Eng-

land is a native of " the States."

But the European foreigners have the

most interest for us. Let us split up their

numbers (approximately 176,420) into the

European countries to which these figures

belong :â��

(In England

and Wales.)

Germans 52,875

Russians and Poles 47,106

French , 21,735

Italians 10,356

Swiss 6,915

Dutch ; 6,636

Norwegians 6,550

Austrians and Hungarians 5.920

Swedes ; 4,832

Belgians .' 4,094

Danes 3,253

Spaniards 2,345

Other Europeans 3,794

April 6th, Total European Foreigners in \ ,

1895. England and Wales / T7Â°A^Â°

As the majority of these and other

foreigners are here for business purposes,

or as sailors on board ships trading with this

country, we should expect to find the largest

porportions of them in large towns and centres

of industry, or in the ports.

And this is actually the case,

for nearly one-half of the

207 thousand foreigners (of

all kinds) are to be foutid

in London, while Cardiff,

South Shields, and Man-

chester all rank pretty high

as regards the sprinkling

of foreigners in their popu-

lations.

We are not so much

over-run by foreigners as

is popularly supposed, for

even in London, where they

are thickest, they number

only about 23 in every

1,000 of the population.

Taking the whole of Eng-

land and Wales, there are

not quite 7 foreigners in every 1,000 of the

population.

An interesting feature with which we may

fitly end our present inter-censal enumeration

of the population is the family nomenclature

in England and Wales. For this purpose I

shall use some rather surprising results, which

have been obtained from the indexes of the

registers of births, marriages, and deaths in

the charge of the Registrar-General, who has

informed me that the statistics in question

are the most recent which have been

extracted from the records in his depart-

ment

One of the most striking features shown by

the indexes at Somerset House is the extra-

ordinary number and variety of the surnames

of English people. These names are derived

from almost every imaginable objectâ��from

places, from trades, from personal peculiari-

ties, from the Christian name of the father,

from objects in the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, from things animate and things

inanimateâ��and their varied character is as

remarkable as their singularity is often strik-

ing. Some of the names are so odd that it is

difficult to assign any valid reason for their use

in the first instance as family names, unless

they were nicknames, which neither the first

bearers nor their posterity could avoid. In

Wales, however, the same variety is not

shown, most of the Welsh surnames having

been formed in a simple manner from the

Christian or fore-name of the father in the

genitive case, son being understood. Thus,

Evan's son became Evans, John's son be-

came Jones, etc. Others were derived from

the father's name mingled with a form of the

word ap or hab (son of), by which Hugh ap

1
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the order of their numerical importance.
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Howell became Powell, Evan ap Hugh

became Pugh, and so on.

Concerning the number of different sur-

names in England and Wales, an estimate

based on the entries in the registers gives the

approximate result of forty thousand different

names. This number includes such varia-

tions of a name as are illustrated by the

name Clerk being spelt Clark and Clarke, or

by the name Smith being entered in the

registers as Smyth, Smythe, and even as

Smijth. Therefore, if we disregard these

variations of a name, our total number of

forty thousand would be considerably re-

duced : not disregarding these variations, we

obtain the following results for England and

Wales at the 6th April, 1895 :â��

Population.

Different

surnames.

Average number

of persons to

1 surname.

Number of

different surnames

to every 10,000

persons.

13-2

30,270,817 40,000 757 (nearly)

But perhaps the most interesting informa-

tion which the registers supply is that which

tells us what are the most popular names

amongst us : it

is curious to

notice the pre-

dominance of

certain names

which seem to

have been prefer-

entially adopted

by large numbers

of the people,

and which now

prevail in every

county. I append

in No. 10 a list

of fifty of the

most common

surnames in Eng-

land and Wales,

arranged in the

order of their

numerical im-

portance.

We see from

this list that the

popular idea is

not correct which

places Smith i,

Jones 2, Brown

3, Robinson 4 ;

for the Browns

come sixth in-

stead of fourth,

and Robinson is

certainly a bit of a fraud in having for so

long a time occupied the fourth place in

public estimation, when he is entitled to

only the eleventh. The most remarkable

thing in this list is the importance of

Welsh names : the Jones familyâ��who, by

the way, are numerically nearly as impor-

tant as the Smithsâ��are well backed up by

the other Welsh names, Williams, Davies,

Thomas, Evans, Roberts, etc. It is almost

needless to say that all persons now bearing

these Welsh names are not strictly Welsh

people (because the whole population of

Wales would not suffice to provide bearers

for these prominent Welsh names), but it

certainly does seem that Welshmen have

somehow or other perpetuated their names in

England to a surprisingly important degree.

As regards the list generally, I may say thatâ��

on the average, and taking England and

Walesâ��one person in 73 is a Smith, one in

76 a Jones, one in 115 a Williams, one in

148 a Taylor, one in 162 a Davies, and one

in 174 a Brown.

Now that we

have numbered

the population,

inquired their

ages, sorted out

the women from

the men, glanced

at their various

occupations, and

made our name

distinctions, we

will take our

leave of themâ��

or shall we say

of each other ?

â��to meet again

in the round-

house shown in

No. 11. This

house, which is

infinitesimally

small in com-

parison with the

size of the

country, shows

us what a lot of

spare room still

exists here, for

it could easily

contain every

one of usâ��resi-

dent foreigners

included.

or less than a quarter of a mile : this house is nevertheless iarge enough to

contain the entire population of the United Kingdom on April 6th, 1895â��

each person having twenty-seven cubic feet of space.



From the French of Auguste Vitu. By Alvs Hallard.

HILST I was staying at W

I never missed one single per-

formance at the opera. There

was a chef-d'oeuvre given every

night : " The Freischutz,"

" The Huguenots," " Rot>ert

le Diable," "Don Juan," "The Magic Flute,"

etc. All of these operas were well put on, great

attention being paid to every detail, so that

the whole result was all that could be desired.

I do not for a moment say that the artistes

were irreproachable, and there were certainly

not many good soloists in the large orchestra,

but yet they all seemed to understand the

thing they were performing, and to observe

most scrupulously the lights and shades as

the composer had meant them, and as, per-

haps, only a German or an Italian orchestra

ever does observe them. The baritone, for

instance, did not attempt to drown the tenor,

nor the tenor the prima-donna; so that the

general effect was most satisfactory.

One evening when "The Huguenots" was

being given, I set myself to follow the

orchestra in the development of the piece.

It is a most enjoyable occupation to analyze

a piece and to study it note by note when

one knows the score thoroughly. It always

seems to me that in doing this, one has the

same kind of pleasure as when, after riding on

horseback through a forest, one returns to

explore it more thoroughly, and to gather the

flowers which one had not noticed the first

time.

My place was in the first row of the

orchestra stalls, so that I could lean on the

balustrade which separated me from the

musicians, and when the contra-bass was

played I could feel the vibration in my arms.

To my left were the wind instruments, and

just in front of me the second violins.

Among the latter I had noticed the very

first night a young man, whose happy-look-

ing face caused me some surprise.

To my mind there is nothing more un-

satisfactory than the part which the second

violin takes. All the lovely melodies belong

to the first violin, and then, as though out of

compassion, every now and then the seconds

are permitted to attempt a kind of imitation

of the air, then some arpeggios, and the strings

are pulled and almost beaten like a drum,

whilst the melody itself is taken up by some

other instrument. It seems to me, then, that

the second violins, condemned thus to do all

the filling in, all the servile work as it were,

must get morose, taciturn and spiteful, and I

came to the conclusion that this one in the

orchestra of the theatre of W must be

an exception to the rule.

He was young and handsome; he had an

oval - shaped face ; soft, light curly hair,

and such happy-looking blue eyes. He

appeared to play with the greatest ease,

evidently knowing all by heart, as he only

glanced every now and then carelessly at the

score. His eyes, and evidently his thoughts

too, were elsewhere.

Very soon I thought I had found out, at

any rate, where his thoughts were. He was

seated to the right of the stage, and, con-

sequently, was exactly opposite the stage-box
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on the left. He could see everything which

went on in this box, and I noticed that he

took advantage of his opportunities.

Of course there was a woman in the said

box, and I observed that she was quite young

and very beautiful. She was, perhaps, just

a trifle over-dressed for anyone so young.

The diamonds in her hair flashed every time

she moved, and she appeared to be paying

just about as much

attention to the stage

as the young violinist

did to his score.

Once I just hap-

pened to be looking

at them when their

eyes met, and I saw

that her cheeks

turned pale just as

though all the blood

in her veins had sud-

denly rushed to her

heart, while a flush

came over the young

musician's pale face.

During the in-

terval I overheard

several snatches of

conversation around

me which enlight-

ened me partially.

Two young men,

who were looking

through their glasses

inta the box on the

left of the stage,

spoke of this beau-

tiful girl as the Countess Ulrica von Hanzig,

and I knew that that family was a branch of

the reigning house of W .

As I said, though, the information only

partially enlightened me, for if the beautiful

woman with her flashing diamonds were of

such high birth, how was it that she could

be so interested in a poor violinist ? For

interested she was, I felt sure of that from

the glance I had seen pass between them.

I immediately began to build up in my

own mind a little romance, with the Countess

Ulrica and the second violin of the orchestra

for my heroine and hero. Every time the

curtain fell I noticed that my young friend,

instead of going out with his fellow-musicians,

simply put down his instrument, leaned back

in his chair, and gazed up at his idol. This

was certainly strange, especially considering

that the Countess Ulrica was not alone in

her box. Thsre was an elderly man with her,

probably either her father or her husband ;

and he must surely have noticed the admira-

tion expressed on the young violinist's face.

It seemed to me once that the elderly man

was smiling at him, but afterwards I thought

that must surely have been my imagination.

Anyhow, the whole affair seemed to me

rather mysterious and very interesting to

watch.

When the curtain rose, I became so

absorbed in the

opera, that I com-

pletely forgot the

Countess Ulrica,

but as luck would

have it, when I went

home that night I

was doomed to see

something else of

the little comedy. I

was walking leisurely

down the wide stair-

case at the close of

the opera, and as I

was in no particular

hurry, I had stepped

aside two or three

times to let some

of the pushing,

scrambling people

get out, when I saw

in front of me the

Countess Ulrica.

She was just getting

into her carriage as

I reached the door,

and the elderly man

took his seat beside

her. The carriage-door was left open, and I

noticed that the young Countess kept leaning

forward as though looking out for someone.

Presently the violinist 1 had been watching

during the opera appeared on the scene,

carrying his instrument in its case under his

arm. He stepped into the carriage, sat down

opposite the young Countess, took both her

hands in his, and then the carriage moved

away.

After this, every night I used to watch this

trio at the opera, and it seemed to me that

the Countess and the violinist were evidently

more and more in love with each other every

evening, but, of course, I had no means of

getting to the bottom of the mystery. One

evening, I found that my usual place was

occupied by a young officer, who appeared

to be the centre of attraction to a little group

of the most dandified men in VV . The

officer was fair, and just the type of a

Hanoverian. He looked half German, half

COUNTESS ULRICA VON HANZIG.
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English, was very handsome, and had that

high and mighty, rather consequential air

which women adore, and which exasperates

beyond endurance all other men.

I took the nearest seat I could get to my

own, and I could not help overhearing the

conversation of the little group. It was the

usual kind of club talk : horses, women, and

society gossip. I could gather from the young

officer's questions that he had only arrived

that day in W , after being garrisoned in

some other town. Without wishing it in the

least, I thus became acquainted with all the

gossip going amongst the high life of W .

Just before the curtain rose, the door of

the box on the left of the stage opened

and the Countess Ulrica entered, with the

elderly man, who appeared to follow her

about like her shadow. She was more

beautiful than ever that night, and I noticed

that her appearance caused quite a sensation.

I also observed that many people glanced

from her to the young violinist, and several

ladies put their fans up to hide their smiles.

The officer who had taken my place seemed

more surprised than anyone else. He put

his eye-glass on, and then I heard him

exclaim : â��

" By Jove ! if there isn't my cousin Ulrica !

Let me pass, you fellows : I must go up and

speak to her."

The fair-haired warrior went away with a most

self-complacent expression on his handsome

face, and a minute or two later he appeared

in the box in question, evidently to the

Countess Ulrica's surprise. He put on a

most familiar, almost affectionate, manner, and

appeared to be talking to her most confi-

dentially. He had all his trouble for nothing,

though, as she kept looking at her violinist. I

happened to glance at him too, just as the

officer was leaning forward and saying some-

thing to the young Countess in the most con-

fidential manner. The violinist's face flushed,

and he frowned ominously.

One of my friends who has a great fancy

for chemistry said to me one day :â��

" I do not know anything that has a

stronger freezing power than a woman's

disdain; in some instances, and under

special circumstances, I am sure a woman

could ice a bottle of champagne by only

looking at it."

That night I had an example of the truth

of what my friend asserted, for the refrige-

rating influence of the Countess Ulrica on

the young officer was wonderful. I noticed

that he seemed to lose his self-assurance and

was reduced to fumbling with his gloves, and

when he left the box and came down again

to his place he was stroking his moustache

nervously.

" Stolberg has had the cold shoulder

to-night! " remarked one of the dandies, just

before the young officer returned; and the

others nodded.

Stolberg, however, not knowing that he

had just been the subject of remark, said, as

he sat down :â��

" Why, just think, my cousin Ulrica is

married ! "

" Ah !" said one of the other young men,

half-condescendingly and in a half-jesting

tone.

" She gave me the cold shoulder, quite,

and I should like to know whether she is

angry or whether it was just indifference !"

No one answered, but most of us glanced

at the young musician, who was at that

moment brandishing his bow over the strings

with all the energy of a savage cutting his

enemy's throat. There was an awkward

pause, and then one of the young officer's

friends remarked :â��

" Then your beautiful cousin was by no

means gushing just now, Stolberg?"

" No, indeed, Max, and it is all the more

strange that she should behave in that way to

me, as it is certainly the first time she has

treated me coldly."

" Since her marriage, you mean ? :'

" Why, of course, considering that that

event has taken place during my absence,

and that I was not even informed of it

The question is : Was the marriage arranged

for her against her will ? I am inclined to

think it was, although she did not tell me so."

The second violin at this moment intro-

duced some chords into the " Freischiitz "

which would certainly have astonished

Weber, and I could see that one or two of

Stolberg's friends were on thorns, but they

did not dare to say anything lest the whole

affair should end in a scene.

The young officer looked furious, and it

was easy to see that he was jealous of his

cousin's husband.

" Do any of you know this famous Count

von Hanzig ? " he asked, presently, trying to

appear to speak carelessly.

His friends glanced at each other, some of

them annoyed at the turn the affair had taken,

whilst the others were enjoying the idea of

the forthcoming scandal.

" Ah ! I see by your silence that he does

not belong to our society, whoever he may be.

Who on earth can have advised Ulrica to

make such an insane sort of marriage ? "
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The young musician rose from his seat

and advancing towards Stolberg said, very

distinctly :â��

" I am the Count von Hanzig."

There was a cry from someone in the box

1

I AM THE COUNT VON HANZIG.

on the left of the stage, the people in the

orchestra stalls rose in confusion, and the

opera was interrupted. There was such a

buzz of voices that I could not catch all that

passed between the two men, but I did gather

that the violinist refused the offer of two or

three of the young dandies who wished to

act as his seconds.

" No, thank you, gentlemen," he said,

proudly; " I do not care to have any of you

who did not think it worth while to interfere

before I was insulted, and especially as you

doubtless consider that 'Ido not belong to your

society' as Herr von Stolberg said. No, I

should prefer a poor musician like I am

myself, and I would not refuse a perfect

stranger who would offer me his hand

loyally."

" Then will you take me ? " I said, pushing

my way past one or two of the young men.

" I have overheard the whole of the affair."

He grasped my hand and shook it cordially.

I gave him my card with my address, and

turning to Stolberg, he said :â��

" We shall see each other to-morrow," and

then, without another word, he disappeared

through the low orchestra door.

I glanced at the stage box and saw that

they were carrying the Countess Ulrica out,

for she had fainted.

It is three years ago since all

this happened, and to this day I

cannot tell what induced me to

mix myself up in a quarrel which

was certainly not my business at

all. I was interested in the young

violinist, indignant with his adver-

sary, and then, too, I felt curious

to know more

about this romantic

marriage, so that

all these motives

together caused me

to act on the im-

pulse of the mo-

ment. I had put

up in the Dorothea

Strasse, and it was

there that Count

Albert von Hanzig

came to call upon

me the next morn-

ing at eight o'clock.

" I want to tell

you something

about myself," he

said, as he took

the chair I placed

for him ; " you

must forgive my abruptness, but my time

now is so precious."

I was going to interrupt him, but he

stopped me and said :â��â� 

" I understand that out of delicacy you

want to tell me that it is not necessary for

me to confide in you, but I should all the

same prefer to do so. You have generously

taken up the cudgels on my behalf, although

I am a perfect stranger to you. It is only

right that you should, at any rate, know

something about the man whose part you

have taken. It must certainly appear strange

to you to find the Count von Hanzig

acting as second violin in the theatre of

W at a salary of a hundred florins,

and I should like to explain the mystery

to you.

" In the first place, I am not German, but

Polish, and my family belong to the Grand

Duchy of Posen. The House of Hanzig

took its part nobly in the great national war

of 1792, so that its name is written in letters

of blood in the history of our country, whilst

it has for generations stood high amongst
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the nobility of Poland. My father, brought

up as he had been to honour the traditions

of our country, could not remain deaf to the

voice of his conscience, and in 1831 he took

up arms and was one of the- first victims at

Warsaw.

" I was left an orphan, then, at the age of

nine, and made my escape from the city,

where I should certainly have been massacred.

I had no idea in my flight where I was going,

but kept hurrying on as straight as I could

go, until at last my strength gave way, and I

just lay down on a great plain all covered

with snow.

" A well-known musician, who was emigrat-

ing after having fought valiantly, happened

to find me, and he cared for me and gave

me refreshments, and, when I could walk,

took me on with him. We travelled through

part of Germany on foot, the great composer

earning our daily bread with his violin. He

was on his way to France, where he was sure

of a home with some friends, but he could

not take me with him there.

" Some old friends of his in Germany

interested themselves in me for his sake, and

I was placed at the W Conservatorium

to study music. At sixteen I was admitted

to the orchestra of the opera as second violin.

" Later on I heard that my benefactor was

dead : sorro..' and exile had done their work,

and neither the hospitality he met with in

France, nor yet the homage rendered to his

genius, could make up to him for all he had

suffered in losing his country. I . have

always felt deep gratitude towards him, as, if

he had not taken pity on me, I might have

had to beg my bread like so many of those

ot my poor compatriots who escaped the

Russian guns had to do.

" Fortunately for me my tastes were simple,

and there was nothing repugnant to me in

the career which seemed to be my future lot

in life. My only ambition was to become

some day conductor of the orchestra in the

theatre of the Grand Duchy. I was wrapped

up in my work and musical

studies, and had very little

leisure time for thinking of any-

thing else.

" One evening, however, at

the opera there was to be a

new work given, and the Grand

Duke was to be present. All

the important families of the

Duchy were that evening in

their boxes, and I glanced round

at the house to see the general

effect of the magnificent cos-

tumes and the flashing dia-

monds. I was in reality little

interested in all these great

people, for I felt myself sepa-

rated from them by an insur-

mountable barrier. You see,"

he added, smiling bitterly, "the

violinist's bow may ennoble the

hand of an ordinary citizen pro-

vided he be talented, but it

only degrades the hand of a

fallen count.

" Well, on the evening in

question, in a box just opposite

to me, a lovely girl was sitting. I was indeed

perfectly startled by her beauty, for never in

my dreams had I imagined any woman so

exquisitely graceful and fascinating. In my

delight I know that I smiled, and it seemed

to me that she looked down with interest at

me. One of my comrades told me that it

was the Countess Ulrica von Schaflenbourg,

the daughter of one of the Grand Duke's

Chamberlains. The thought of my position

at once flashed across me, and I felt

humiliated to the very dust, and then almost

angrily I seized my violin, and during the

whole evening I carefully refrained from

looking again at that box.

'' Ulrica, however, came again several

times to the opera, and it always seemed to

me that there was the same look of interest
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on her face whenever our eyes met. I did

my utmost not to give way to the kind of

magnetism which attracted my eyes to that

box, but all in vain. For a whole month

things went on like this, and then, as her

father had to go abroad on political business,

she was placed, in the meantime, at the

convent of Meilen.

" I expect you wonder how I found out all

these details. And to this day I hardly

know myself how I managed to discover

everything I wanted to know. One thing is

sure, though, that, as far as anything con-

cerning this girl was in question, I should

certainly have found a way to baffle the most

skilful diplomat in the world.

"Well, I went on thinking about her,

dreaming of her, for two long years. 1 knew

nothing of her character, except what I had

read in her eyes. I would have given ten

years of my life to have heard the sound of

her voice. I began to work now in feverish

earnest. I had hitherto looked on my violin

as the means of earning my daily bread, but

now it seemed to me that it must be more to

me, and that I must earn distinction through

it. I gave myself up entirely to my musical

studies, and I got on so well that it seemed

as though I had every chance of success.

" The next event in my life was the com-

petition at the Conservatorium, which in

Germany is, as you know, of considerable

importance. I entered my name, and when

the day came there was a large and attentive

audience. If I could win distinction that

day there was some chance for me. My

competitors were heard one after the other,

and my name happened to be called last.

"You must forgive me if I sound my own

praises, but, inspired as I was by love, I

played a theme of Handel's with such feeling

that I saw tears in the eyes of some of my

judges. My own eyes were rnoist, too, and

I shall never forget the sensation of those

few minutes. It was as though all my youth

and all my strength were at last having a free

course after all the long years that my feelings

had been either lying dormant or stifled. I

had only the last variation to perform, and

my triumph seemed certain. It was a terrible

passage, arpeggios, to be played with fearful

rapidity from the lowest note to the very

highest. It wanted a strong wrist and the

lightest fingers. Oh ! the accursed varia-

tion ! But still I felt sure of it, and was

going to attack it with perfect confidence.

I lifted my bow proudly and then, alas!

I suddenly saw Ulrica. The tears were

in her eyes, but her face was radiant.

Vol. a -74.

All my assurance went, my hand suddenly

became feeble, and my fingers uncertain. I

hesitatedâ��and that was the end of it, for it

was all over with me after that. The concert

was over, and there was a murmur of dis-

appointment all through the room, whilst I

felt more dead than alive.

" The first prize was, of course, given to

another competitor, but out of pity they gave

me an accessit. All that did not move me,

though; I had seen Ulrica turn pale with

emotion ; I felt, I knew, that she cared for me,

and I thought to myself that is surely more

than the first prize at the Conservatorium.

Directly after, though, a feeling of despair

came over me, and I reproached myself

bitterly for my weakness. I had proved

myself totally unworthy of her, and she was

surely worthy of an emperor. And then,

too, was it not, after all, a great misfortune,

this unhappy love ?â��for there was no hope

whatever for us. What was to become of

me ? Just as I was thinking moodily in this

strain the Director of the Conservatorium

sent for me.

" ' Albert,' he said, 'you will find a carriage

at the door, which is to take you to the

Palace of the Grand Duke.'

" My astonishment was extreme, but, not-

withstanding, I went down and got into the

carriage without staying a minute to reflect.

A major-domo was waiting for me at the door

of the palace. He begged me to follow him,

and what was my astonishment soon, on

finding myself face to face with the Count

von Schaffenbourgâ��Ulrica's father.

" 'Are you Count Albert von Hanzig?' he

asked, coldly.

" Upon my reply in the affirmative, he

continued :â��

"' I sent for you to ask you to give violin

lessons to my daughterâ��the Countess Ulrica

von Schaffenbourg.'

" I could not find a single word to say ; I

staggered, for I had suddenly turned giddy.

" ' You love her !' he said, smiling.

" I did not answer, but I bowed my head,

and how it was that I did not there and then

lose my senses I have never been able to

fathom, for he continued :â��

"'The son of my old friend Louis von

Hanzig can marry the daughter of the Count

von Schaffenbourg without its being by any

means a mesalliance.'1 Those were his very

words, and it seems to me that I shall not

forget them to my dying day." The young

Count stopped for a minute, too deeply moved

by these recollections to be able to continue.

"Ulrica became my wife,"he said,presently,
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"and all the happiness which true love alone

can give has been ours. I have been happier

than I had thought possible in my very

wildest dreams, and yet " The young

Count paused again, and his face clouded

over when he continued his story. " Our

days were just one long/if/V", and we had so

much to sayâ��so much always to tell each

other. I told her all about my desolate

childhood and then about my work and my

struggles, and

she told me of

all her happy

days and of her

little schemes

and plans in

order to bring

her father to con-

sent to our union

and, what was

still more, to get

him to send for

me and to pro-

pose it. Oh !

how gay- and

happy we were,

and how w e

laughed at each

other's stories.

" Our marriage

had naturally

caused a lot of

gossip in W ,

but as the Grand

Duke himself ap-

proved of it, there

was nothing fur-

ther to be said.

Cradually people

became accus-

tomed to seeing

us together in public, and so forgot the

romance of it all. We had not forgotten,

though, and my wife wanted to go again

for the first time since our marriage to the

opera, where we had first met. We went,

and we sat in the box on the left of the

stage, where you must have i;^en Ulrica

yesterday evening. It was very strange to

me at first to find myself up there instead of

with my comrades in the orchestra. Ulrica

looked down at the music-stand behind which

she had always seen me, and I noticed that

she seemed very absent-minded and did

not pay any attention to the opera. Every

time I looked at her, her eyes were fixed on

my old place, and yet my successor did not

resemble me much."

The Count smiled as he told me all these

UK HAD SO MUCH TO SAV.

details, which were evidently quite fresh in

his memory.

" My successor," he continued, after a

slight pause, " was a little, bald-headed old

man, with a very long, red nose, on which

rested a pair of enormous gold spectacles.

We went constantly to the opera after that

evening, and every time my wife was just the

same, until at last I begged her to tell me

what it was that was troubling her, and why

she took no in-

terest in the

music.

"'Albert,' she

exclaimed, ' you

know I do not

care what the

world thinks or

says. My one

wish, my one de-

sire, is to see you

there again in

your old place

and to listen to

you, just as I used

to, and live over

again those days.

It would make

me so happy.

Oh ! I .wish that

by some miracle

it could be so !'

" I did not say

anything to my

wife, but the next

day the little old

man with the

gold spectacles

received his

salary to the end

of the season,

and I, after seeing my wife to her box, left

her on some pretence, and then hurried

downstairs and took my old place in the

orchestra. It was not without a pang that

I had decided to do this. I could not

help feeling the difference, for I am certain

that, no matter in what position in life I had

met Ulrica, I should there and then have

loved her, and now- it seemed to me that if I

were to hope to keep her love, I must have

recourse to my poor Stradivarius. It was a

woman's caprice, her love of the romantic,

for now that she was my wife, perfect in every

way as she is, I knew that it was from eight

o'clock to eleven every night at the opera

that I came up to her ideal, and that she

loved me with all her soul."

This, then, was what Count von Hanzig
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had to tell me, and wildly improbable as so

much of it sounded, I felt that he was telling

me just exactly how matters stood. He was

silent again when he had finished his story,

and was looking moodily before him. I felt

that time was precious, and that I must

remind him of the unfortunate business which

was now before

us.

"And Herr

von Stolberg ? "

I began.

"Ah ! I had

not spoken of

him, because he

has only crossed

my path in life

to bring me bad

luck. I believe

by some family

arrangement it

had been in-

tended that he

should marry

Ulrica, and

cons equen t ly

through me, I

suppose, he

considered his

future prospects

blighted."

"Doyou think

that this duel is

absolutely ob-

ligatory ? "

" What do you

think about it as

my second ? "

"Well, there

was no irrepar-

able insult."

" Ah ! do not

let us waste our time discussing useless ques-

tions," interrupted the Count, impulsively.

" You want, of course, to avoid if possible any

bloodshed, but in reality you know as well as

I do that there is no help for it. The world

would never understand any sentimental

explanations, and to the world if I, Albert von

Hanzig, act as second violin in the orchestra

of the opera, why, I am a disgrace to my name

and to my rank. Now, if I am either killed

by Lieutenant Stolberg in a duel or if I kill

him, no one will dare to reproach me with

my violin bow- when I have shown that I can

also wield a sword."

I had felt this myself before the Count

had said it, and I knew really that there was

no help for it ah. We arranged then to take

THE TWO ADVERSARIES.

for the other witness a soldier belonging to

the Grand Duke's Guards. In the afternoon

Herr von Stolberg's seconds came to call on

me: the duel was fixed for the following morn-

ing, and the weapon chosen was the sword.

1 have never yet come across the man who

could be present at a duel and keep his sang-

froid. The two

duellists them-

selves have their

honour and their

life at stake, and

their moral cou-

rage, as a rule,

keeps them up.

The task of the

seconds is a

most painful

one, and nearly

always, on meet-

ing the six men

concerned in a

duel on their way

to the place fixed

upon, you will

find two of them

calmer than the

others, and, as a

rule, those two

are prepared to

face death.

We had chosen

a field where the

light and shade

were pretty

equally distri-

buted, and a

ditch marked the

limits. Count

von Hanzig was

calm and serious,

but Herr von

Stolberg was just as haughty and contemp-

tuous as the other night at the opera. He

bowed, however, very politely, and the pre-

liminaries were then arranged. The two

adversaries were just about to commence, and

there was dead silence, that terrible silence

which makes itself felt when one knows that

something tragic is about to take place.

Suddenly, at the other end of the field, the

branches of the trees were pushed aside and

an officer of high rank in the army made

his appearance, followed by a detachment of

infantry. As he approached we saw that it

was an aide-de-camp of the Grand Duke.

" Follow me," he called out, "in the name

of His Royal Highness !"

" Conrad," said Lieutenant Stolberg, turn-
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ing to one of his seconds, " you'd better call

for the fiddlers, the situation is amusingâ��

extremely amusing."

Count von Hanzig did not speak, but his

face turned livid with suppressed emotion,

and I could see that his hands trembled too.

" I am executing the express order of His

Highness, who will not suffer the law as

regards duels to be violated in his realm."

" Conrad," said Stolberg again, " the

situation is really dramatic: are you not a

musician yourself?"

His friend turned his head away, annoyed

at the bad taste displayed by Stolberg, but

the latter continued :â��

" 1 pride myself that I am no musician,

but it seems to me that a violin duet would

be perhaps more easily executed than a

sword duetâ��even if the latter were between

men of good blood."

"The Grand Duke has dishonoured me,"

sai j Count von Hanzig, bitterly, giving up his

sword to the aide-de-camp ; and there was

something in the vibration of his voice as he

littered the words that made one feel that

the insult was not to be forgotten so easily.

The aide-de-camp took Stolberg's sword

too, and then, just as I was going to speak

to my new friend and was trying to find

something to say which might reconcile him,

the officer turned to me and said :â��

"The Grand Duke would be glad if you

could make it convenient to hasten your

departure. He desires me to say that he

shall count on your being able to leave within

twenty-four hours."

There was no choice left me in the matter.

I glanced at Count von Hanzig, and our eyes

met in a silent farewell. I then turned and

went away, in obedience to the Grand Duke's

commands.

A few months ago one of my friends at

Constantinople got to know several Hungarian

and Polish officers who had served under

the command of Georgey, during the struggle

taken up by the Magyars against the House

of Austria. These refugees used frequently

in their long conversations to relate the

various romantic or terrible episodes whieh

had come under their notice during that

desperate war. One of these stories, which

my friend told me after, aroused my attention.

It seems that everyone had specially noticed

in a volunteer corps commanded by Bern

two young men, who were both very hand-

some, and who had displayed marvellous

courage and boldness. The taller and older

of the two was not only a good soldier but a

wonderful musician, and he often charmed

the others by playing Polish airs on a violin

which he always had with him ; the other one

was so fair and delicate-looking that he might

have been taken for a woman.

These two friends were both killed by a

detachment of the enemy, which had taken

them by surprise. When they died, the

stronger one had thrown his arms round the

olher man, as though to protect him. There

was a broken violin just near, and a pistol

which had recently been fired ; a scrap torn

from a letter was there, too, and it had

evidently served for loading the pistol. On

this scrap of paper the name of Albert von

Hanzig could just be read. This indication

was, of course, not enough to establish the

identity of the young man, and he was

buried there where he fell, together with

his companion. They both rest there

under a grassy mound, which is covered

every spring with violets and marguerites,

and these simple flowers serve as their

monumen



Some Popular Hymns, and How They Were Written.

Bv Francis Arthur Jones.

| N no country are hymns more

popular than in England, and

yet it is the few who know the

writers of them. This is to

be attributed, I think, not so

much to lack of interest on the

part of the public, but to the plan adopted

by many editors of excluding from the

hymnals they compile the names of the

various contributors. Particularly well is this

plan carried out in " Hymns Ancient and

Modern," the most popular work of the kind

in the language ; for with the exception of

the large and expensive musical editions, no

names, either of composers or authors, are

permitted to appear. Small wonder, then, if

to the majority the names of the writers of

even such favou-

rites as liThine

for ever! God of

Love," "Nearer,

my God, to Thee,"

"Just as I am,"

and many others

are as little known

as the hymns them-

selves are familiar.

Happily, many

compilers of Non-

conformist and

other hymnals are

setting examples

which other

editors would do

follow, for not only have

they begun to print the

name of the author below

every hymn, but also the

year in which it was written.

This is an excellent plan, and

one I should much like to

see adopted by the pub-

lishers of " Hymns Ancient

and Modern." As it is, while

the hymns themselves are

remembered and treasured,

the names of those whose

thoughts they embody are

lost sight of and forgotten.

It struck me many times

how interesting would

our "songs of praise"

appear to us could we
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FACSIMILE OF MS. OF FIRST VERSE OF "ONWARD, CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS.1

well to

REV. BARING-GOULD.

(Author of "Onward. Christian soldiers.' )
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but view them as they left the authors'

hands, before conversion into prosaic print,

as they were first conceived and written.

The idea grew, and I determined to attempt

the work of tracing the whereabouts of the

original MSS. of some of our most well-

known hymns. I have now been "hymn

hunting " for some considerable time, and the

present article is the result. It was surprising

to me and somewhat damping to my natural

enthusiasm to find, almost at the outset of my

investigations, how very few MSS. had been

preserved. This is to be accounted for, I

think, by the fact that at the time of their com-

position many of our now most popular hymns

were so little appreciated that the originals,

soon after publication, were probably de-

stroyed. I have

therefore gained

access to compara-

tively few MSS.,

but though the list

be small, it has

one advantage : it

contains no hymn

which is not well

known and sung

throughout Chris-

tendom.

"Onward, Chris-

tian soldiers " is a

hymn well known

to even the small-

est child attending Sunday-

school. In fact it was

written for children, though

many compilers of works on

hymnody affirm that the

author had adults in his mind

when he wrote it. The hymn

was written in a great hurry

for the author's missions at

Hisbury Bridge about the

year 1865. Here the child-

ren had to march many a

long mile to take part in

what is dear to the heart of

every true childâ��a school

feast. Owing to the distance

from the church to the scene

of the festivities, an

early start was neces-

sary, and marching in

V
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procession with banners waving, colours

flying, and a cross preceding them, the little

ones sang lustily all the way. It was sung

to Gauntlet's tune, for Sullivan had not then

hymnody which can never be supplanted. It

was written one summer evening during the

year 1847, at Brixham, the historic and

picturesque litile fishing port on the shores

<^i^^?/i^7 ^setts'e^L^ , Â£^*^Â£i^L*
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composed that stir-

ring march which

would have made his

name a household

word had he never

penned another note.

The composer in-

forms me that the

original MS. of the

music was destroyed

years ago, and a

similar fate seems to

have befallen that of

the words also.

There is melan-

choly interest attached

to the MS. of " Abide

with me, fast falls the

eventide," which per-

haps accounts for its

having been pre-

served. It was the

last hymn the author

ever wrote. More

often sung at evening

service than even

Keble's " Sun of my

-soul," it occupies a

piece in Knglish

of Torbay. Here the

author, the Rev.

Henry Francis Lyte,

had been vicar for

many years, greatly

beloved by the fisher-

folk, among whom his

influence was im-

mense. Several mem-

bers of Mr. I.yte's

choir are still living,

and by one I was in-

formed that the

famous hymn owes

its origin in a great

measure to the fact

that a short while

prior to its composi-

tion many Sunday-

school teachers and

other helpers in thje

parish (eight in all, \

believe) suddenly left

the church and went

over to the Plymouth

REV. H. F. LYTE.

(Author of " Abide with me.")

Frtntut Puintiny. l'htti'niiiifhui by Mr. It. !â�¢' .Wii'man,
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Brethren. To these deserters the author

is said to allude in the first verse, where

he writes, " When other helpers fail."

Whether this were so or not, it is certain

that the hymn was written at a time of

great mental as well as bodily suffering.

Owing to the state of his health, broken

and lost in his devotion to his flock, the

good vicar was obliged to seek the restoring

influence of a warmer clime. During the

evening previous to his departure for Nice

he strolled, as was his custom, down

by the sea-shore alone ; on his return, he

retired to his 'study, and an hour later

presented his family with " Abide with

me," accompanied by music, which he

had also composed. The next day he left

Brixham to return no more ; dying a

few months later at Nice, where he now

lies buried.

The original music to the hymn is now

seldom sung, having been supplanted by Dr.

Monk's beautiful composition, " Eventide."

In all, Dr. Monk contributed forty tunes to

" Hymns Ancient and Modern," and his

manner of setting Mr. Lyte's hymn will serve

as an example of the rapidity with which he

could compose. Starting out one morning

CARDINAL NEWMAN.

(Author of " Lead, kindly Light.")

From a Photo. Inj Barnnd.
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with the late Sir Henry Baker, his co-worker

in the editing of " Hymns Ancient and

Modern," he suddenly recollected that there

was no tune to No. 27, "Abide with me."

They returned to the house, and, undisturbed

by a music lesson that was going on, the

doctor sat down and wrote the exquisite and

popular tune in ten minutes !

The original MS. of " Lead, kindly

Light," owing to the circumstances under

which it was composed, is one of the

most interest-

ing in my collec-

tion. The hymn

was written dur-

ing the summer

months of 1833, at

a time of much

mental distress,

and the words are

a very echo of the

author's own lone-

liness. In his

"Apologia pro vita

sua, "Cardinal

Newman tells the

story of how the

hymn came to be

written. While

travelling on the

Continent he was attacked by a sudden

illness, which necessitated a stay at Castro

Giovanni. Here he lay weak and restless

for nearly three weeks, the only friend at

hand being his servant, who nursed him

during his illness. This occurred early

in May, and on the 27th of that month

he was sufficiently recovered to attempt a

journey to Palermo.

" Before starting from my inn," he wrote,

" I sat down on my bed and began to sob

LEAD. KTNDl.Y I.ir.HT
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bitterly. My servant, who had acted as my

nurse, asked what ailed me. I could only

answer, ' I have a work to do in England.'

I was aching to get home ; yet, for want of a

vessel, I was kept at Palermo for three weeks.

I began to visit the churches, and they

calmed my impatience, though I did not

attend any services. At last I got off in an

orange boat bound for Marseilles. We were

becalmed a whole week in the Straits of

Bonifacio. Then it was that I wrote the

lines, ' Lead, kindly Light,' which have since

when I read that sweet story of old," is now

resident in the same town. Henry Bennct,

another well-known writer of hymns, also

resided at Newport, and there composed those

lines which have now become so popular, " I

have a home above."

Mrs. Maude's hymn, " Thine for ever!

God of Love," has found acceptance in

many lands, and is to be met with in

almost all collections. Nor, alas, has it

escaped " alteration " (with never a " by

your leave ") at the hands of various editors.

g / &
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become well known. I was writing verses

nearly the whole time of my passage."

The MS. of the first verse, here reproduced,

was written by the late Cardinal on March

9th, 1875, and sent with his " prayers and best

wishes" to a friend. I believe there are

several MS. copies of the first verse of " Lead,

kindly Light" to be found among the

autograph collections of private individuals,

for Cardinal Newman, in reply to the inevitable

and numerous requests for his autograph,

thought (unlike most great men) so little of

that which seemed to please his correspond-

ents as to forward in return a verse of his

well known hymn.

The authoress of " Thine for ever ! God of

Love " is Mrs. Mary Fawler Maude, and the

hymn was written for the confirmation

candidates in her husband's parish, St.

Thomas, Newport, Isle of Wight, in 1847.

It is not unworthy of note that,

besides this hymn, Mr. Mid-

lane's " There's a Friend for

little children" was also written

at Newport, while Mrs. Luke,

the authoress of " I think

MRS. M

(Authoress of

From 11 Photo, on

V. MAUDE,

" Thine for

C. Hturkuu,

ever.")

Brighton.
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As an example, in the fourth verse, the

lines

Thine for ever ! Shepherd keep

These Thy weak and trembling sheep

have been converted into

Thine for ever ! Saviour keep

Us Thy frail and trembling sheep.

Now, the connection between " shepherd"

and " sheep" (as written) is as apparent as

of St. Paul's. Whether the MS. is the

original, or merely the " fair" copy, I am

unable to say. It came into my hands

through a dealer, and I value it very

highly.- By referring to "Hymns Ancient and

Modern," it will be found under No. 279, and

though not, perhaps, as popular as the same

writer's " When our heads are bowed with

woe," or " Ride on ! ride on in majesty," is,

is**-.

FACSIMILE OF MS. OF FIRST TWO VERSES OF " O, HELP US, LORD I EACH HOUR OF NEED."

the harshness of begin-

ning a line of poetry

with the word " us."

Moreover, the thought of

the verse is lost, for the

first two lines are a prayer

for the catechumens

from the congregation;

then the supplication

reverts and embraces all

present. This comment

on the " ways " of editors

is spontaneous, as I

think the unprincipled

mutilation of an other-

wise poetic verse de-

mands some explana-

tion. It is to be regretted

that a hymn so univer-

sally sung should not

be allowed to appear

as written by the author.

" O, help us, Lord ;

each hour of need," is

a hymn by the late Dr.

Henry H. Milman, Dean

Vol. ix â��76.

DEAN MILMAN.

(Author of " Oh, help us, Lord."')

n a Photo, bu Aetttrviile Briggt, Uaminoton.

nevertheless, very well

known, and frequently

sung. The MSS. of

these two last hymns, as

well as those of many of

his other contributions

to hymnody, seem to

have been destroyed.

" I have never even seen

a MS.," wrote Mr. Arthur

Milman, " of my father,

Dean Milman's hymns,

and I greatly doubt

whether any can have

survived." As it

chanced, I received the

accompanying MS. only

two days prior to the

receipt of Mr. Milman's

letter. Nearly all of

Dean Milman's hymns

were written for Bishop

7*4,
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Heber's collection, and are frequently

referred to in his correspondence. Mr.

Milman sends me the following interesting

extracts from some letters written to his

father by Heber, and which are now in his

possession. Under date of May nth, 1821,

the Bishop writes to Milman :â��

" I rejoice to hear so good an account of

the progress which your saint" [" The Martyr

LA-m-*^ Cvf*xJt-4 s/ttsK^-y jrtu*jhxu^-f

AstL aUtsK, 6bzo*. <ycfLU+~> \Sol**JL ;

FACSIMILE OF MS. OF FIRST VERSF. OF FROM GREENLAND s ICY MOUNTAINS.

Photographed from the original in the Briiieh Mttltum by Mr. L. It. Fleming,

Heber's father-in-law, Dr. Shipley, Dean of

St. Asaph, was vicar. On Whit-Sunday of

the above year Dr. Shipley was to preach, in

Wrexham Church, a sermon in aid of the

Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts,

and Reginald Heber, then vicar of Hodnet,

happened to be staying at the vicarage

at the time. On the Saturday before

Whit-Sunday the Dean, Heber, and a

few friends were

collected together

in the library,

when the Doctor

asked his son-

in-law to write

"something for

them to sing in

the morning."

Heber, readily con-

senting, retired to

the farther end of

the room for the

purpose. A short

while later, Dr.

Shipley asked what

he had written, and

Heber replied by

reading the first

three verses which

he had then com-

of Antioch "] " is making towards her crown,

and feel really grateful for the kindness which

enables you while so occupied to recollect

my hymn-book. I have during the last

month received some assistance from

which would once have pleased me much,

but, alas, your Advent, Good Friday, and

Palm Sunday hymns have spoilt me for all

other attempts of the sort."

Again, December 28th, 1821, Heber writes :

" You have, indeed, sent me a most powerful

reinforcement to my projected hymn-book.

A few more such, and I shall neither need

nor wait for the aid of Scott and Southey.

Most sincerely, I have not seen any hymns of

the kind which more completely correspond

to my ideas of what such compositions ought

to be, or to the plan, the outline of which it

has been my wish to fill up."

Perhaps Milman's best-known hymn, how-

ever, is the festival hymn taken from " The

Martyr of Antioch," "Brother, thou art gone

before us."

The most popular of all missionary hymns

is, without doubt, " From Greenland's icy-

mountains," by Bishop Heber. It was written

as far back as 1819, at Wrexham, where

P1SHOP HBBKR.

(Author of" From Greenland's icy mountains.")

From <i Print in the British Mtteeum. PhotograiAed by Mr. L. B.

Fleming, Hanuell.
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posed. His listeners

were delighted, and

would have had the

hymn remain without

any addition, but

Heber said, " No,

no ; the sense is not

complete," and in-

sisted on adding a

fourth verse. He

afterwards gave the

hymn to the Dean,

who turned a deaf

ear to his subsequent

requests to add other

verses. The next

morning it was, for

the first time, sung in

Wrexham Church.

The MS. here re-

produced is taken

from a collection of

hymns made for the

Christian Year by the

late Bishop, and now

in the British

Museum. Included

in this collection are

many of his earlier

hvmns, notably,

"Holy! Holy! Holy!

Lord God Almighty," and

" The Son of God goes forth

to war." The original MS.

of " From Greenland's icy

mountains " was for many years in the pos-

session of the late Dr. Raffles, of Liverpool,

himself a hymn-writer of some note.

I )r. Raffles was a most ardent collector of

autographs, and three years ago his entire

REV. GODFREY THRIVG.

(Author of " Fierce raged llie tempest.")

From a Photo, hy EMM it Fry.

collection, valued at many

thousands of pounds, was

offered for sale by Messrs.

Sotheran and Co. Great

interest was manifested

when it became known that

the Heber MS. was also to

be included in the sale,

and after a keen competi-

tion, it went for Â£42. I

have not seen this MS.,

but I am informed that

in it only one correction

appears, viz., the substitu-

tion of the word " heathen "

for " savage." It is the

unanimous opinion of com-

pilers of hymnals that every

hymn written by

Heber is now in

common use.

Among the hymns

" for those in peril on

the sea," Mr. Godfrey

Thring's "Fierce

raged the tempest o'er

the deep" takes a

foremost place. It

was one of Mr.

Thring's first contri-

butions to hymnody,

and was written in

1861. "I think,"

wrote the author to

me some time ago,

" that this hymn took

its origin from my

having pictured to

myself the scene on

the lake of Gennesa-

ret, and thinking it

a good subject for a

hymn, I thought I

would try and put my

ideas into a poetical

form. I was about

that time beginning

to take a great interest

in hymns and hymn-

writing, but had never

written much. ' Fierce raged

the tempest' was the third

hymn I ever wrote ; it was

first published in 1861. My

first hymn, ' We all have sinned and gone

astray,' was written in the same year for my

mother, who wanted, a hymn to a particular

tune for which she wished to get an appro-

priate hymn."
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S. OF FIRST VERSE OF COME^ UNTO ME, YE WEARY.

Another well-known hymn by .this writer is

" Saviour, blessed Saviour." Mr. Thring was

born in 1823, and was for many years rector

of Alford-with-Hornblotton, in Somerset.

This living, however, he resigned some little

time ago, and now resides at Guildford. Mr.

Thring has written

many fine hymns, and

has also edited the

" Church of England

Hymn Book," which

contains no fewer than

fifty-ninecontributions

from his pen.

It would be difficult

to say which of the

two somewhat similar

hymns, " I heard the

voice of Jesus say "and

" Come unto Me, ye

weary," is the most

beautiful and popular.

The thought in both

is the same; the manner

of expression not dissimilar;

while the composer of the

exquisite tune to each is the

late Dr. J. B. Dykes, vicar

of St. Oswald's, Durham.

Probably if a consensus were

taken it would be found that

one hymn is as often sung

as the other.

Mr. W. Chatterton Dix,

the' author of " Come unto

Me, ye weary," "As with

gladness men of old," and

other well-known hymns, is,

happily, one of our living

hymnists, and at present

resides in Clifton. Mr. Dix was born

in 1837, and began writing hymns at a

very early- age. " Come unto Me, ye

weary," which I have chosen for repro-

duction here, and which the author kindly

sent me for the purpose, was written

about the year 1867.

The hymn has not

altogether escaped

alteration at the

editor's hands, though

in a lesser degree than

the compositions of

many other contribu-

tors to hymnody. Mr.

Chatterton Dix in-

forms me that there

is no particular story

connected with the

writing of the hymn,

save that he was ill

and depressed at the

time.

MR. W. CHATTERTON DIX.

(Author of " Come unto Me, ye weary.")

From a Photo, by Lurdon Hail. Clifton.



The Strange Case at St. Albans.

By Winifred Smith.

E were very busy at St. Albans

Hospital. Nurses and doctors

were hard at work from morn-

ing till night, and from night

till morning again. The severe

winter was bringing its usual

accompaniments of starvation and sickness.

Hard times and bad living were working

havoc among the

poor; the hospital

was full to over-

flowing. An un-

usual number of

casualties, at the

same time,

brought stretcher

after stretcher to

the accident

room.

The great clock

over the entrance

was just striking

six as I threw

my shawl round

me and hastened

off across the

grounds to the

dispensary. Run-

ning quickly

through the snow,

I soon arrived at

the door, and was

greeted by the

customary growl

which awaited

late comers.

" I am sorry

I am late in

coming for the

stimulants," I

said, as soon as

I could get my

breath. " I could not leave the ward before.

Let me see, six ounces of brandy for No. 20

and little No. 16's port wine : that is all, I

think."

" Anything fresh this afternoon, Nurse

Deaton ? " inquired the dispenser, as I busily

packed the bottles into my apron pocket, in

order to leave my hands free for my shawl.

" Nothing for us," I answered. " A bad

case has just gone up to ' Mary ' Ward. A

" RUNNING QUICKLY THROUGH THE SNOW.

poor young fellow was brought in this after-

noon, found dead. in the" snowâ��good even-

ing," and I set off again across the white

ground. â�¢ "

" Off duty at six," I said to myself, as I

went. " I would not' go off, only I am so

tired, and Sister says I must."

At the ward door "I 'encountered Nurse

Flemming, my

chum and fellow-

nurse, just emerg-

ing from the ward,

accompanied by

two women, one

of whom was

weeping bitterly.

"Oh, dearie,"

exclaimed Nurse

as soon as she

saw me, " I am

so glad you are

come. This is

the wife of poor

No. 12, who died

this morning;

she wishes to see

him. I know you

are off duty, dear,

but do you mind

taking her ? I've

just got a fracture

in, and Mr.

Hooper is wait-

ing to attend to

it ; thank you."

I nodded a cheer-

ful acquiescence,

and she turned

back to attend to

her many duties.

Taking the

women with me,

I went to the room 01 the porter, w ho kept

the mortuary keys. With many growls he

lighted his lantern and prepared to accom-

pany us, as he was in duty bound to do.

He was one of the many male officials of St.

Alban's who considered it right to be as dis-

agreeable as possible to the nurses whenever

they required his services, so I took no notice

of his murmurings, but devoted my attention

to the poor woman at my side. While she
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was telling me of the many virtues of her

late husband, and of the dark future in store

for herself and her eight children, we arrived

at the door of the mortuary. Leaving us

standing there, under a lamp which projected

from the wall and which the porter lit from

the flame of his lantern, the man entered

alone, in order that he might bring forward

from the large mortuary the particular body

we wished to see ; presently he opened the

door again to admit us.

The door by which we entered led into a

tiny chapel. It was here that the relatives of

the deceased looked their last upon the pale,

set faces of

their departed

friends. The

body about to

be visited was

wheeled on a

light trolly into

the chapel,

which was kept

very clean, and

daily redecked

with white

flowers.

As we entered,

the porter step-

ped outside to

do something

to the lamp,

which did not

burn properly,

while I went

forward with

the women, and

gently turned

back the sheet

from the poor,

dead face.

The two wo-

men were too

much absorbed

â��the one with

her grief, and

the other with

her sympathyâ��to take any notice of me ; so

I, remembering a poor little waif who had

died in my arms a day or two before, and

thinking I should like to see him again, for

I had grown to love the little, motherless

creature, picked up the lantern from the

floor, and went in search of my little patient.

It was some time before I found him, and

after imprinting a kiss on the small, pitiful

face, I went to look at the new post-mortem

room, which had lately been finished and

which I had not seen. I was walking round,

the light of the lantern gleaming weirdly on

the white tiles which lined the walls and floor,

when I suddenly heard a door bang. Without

knowing exactly what had happened, I

shivered with apprehension and my flesh

crept uneasily. In a moment I had flown

through the mortuary and into the chapel.

Too late ! The door was shut, and all was in

darkness !

In a moment I knew what had happened :

the porter, supposing that I had gone and

left the visitors to him, had turned out the

gas, locked the door, and gone away with

them. Oh, it was too horrible ! I beat on

the door with

both my fists !

I raised my

voice in a fear-

ful scream, but

that was worse

than the awful

silence, for the

hollow walls

took up the

sound, and the

mocking echo

came back to

me, as if the

dead were

shrieking in

their places ! I

sank on my

knees on the

damp stones

and covered my

face with my

hands.

The building

stood far away

from any other;

the blustering

wind would pre-

vent my voice

being heard

even had I the

courage to

shout again,

one would be in

weather as this ;

GENTLY TURNED HACK THE SHEET.

not; no

in such

which I had

the grounds

I should not be missed. In the ward I

should be supposed, being off duty, to be in

my own room. Nurse Flemming, missing me

from the supper-table, would imagine that I

had gone to bed, and would probably reJre

without, as she thought, disturbing me. What

should I do ? What could I do ? To remain

there all night seemed impossible, yet how

much more impossible to get away. I had

always being accounted among my fellow-
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nurses as the most courageous, and I fear

I had been wont to boast that nothing could

frighten me, but I had never dreamed of

anything like this. To sit among friendly

faces in the daylight, or beside a cheery fire,

was one thing. To be forced to spend a

night alone with the dead, was another.

At length I gathered sufficient courage to

turn round and try to realize my position.

Oh, how I envied those fortunate mortals who,

in moments of danger and dread, can quietly

faint away into calm unconsciousness, to

recover their senses only when the horror is

past. If I could only lie down on that cold

floor and sleep. Aye! even if it was the sleep

waking, how gladly would I

Anything rather than remain

with these dreadful com-

the lantern : how

that knows no

have done so.

terror - stricken

panions. I glanced at

long would it burn ?

on its light lasting till

at the trolly, with its

then, with a mighty

chapel, and,

seizing the end

of the ghastly

carriage, whirled

it quickly into

the large mor-

tuary. With as

much strength

as my arms still

possessed, I

sent it into the

darkness, and

flew back into

thedimly-lighted

chapel, closing

the door behind

me.

Now at least

I was alone, with

nothing more

unearthly than

white flowers,

and a large

ebony cross

which hung

against the wall.

Sinking down

into the corner

most remote

from the inner

door, wrapping

my shawl closely

round my shiver-

ing shoulders, I

placed the lan-

tern beside me,

Could I depend

dawn ? I looked

cold, still burden,

effort, I crossed the

and strove vainly to think of pleasant things. I

tried to think of the ward, with its cheerful fire

and rows of beds with their cosy red rugs; of the

fun we had had at Christmas with the children

and the Christmas tree ; of home, with the

dear faces I hoped to see when the summer

came, and with it the long-anticipated holiday.

But all in vain ! My eyes would keep glancing

round at the horrible door. My ears 'would

strain themselves to listen for sounds from

that silent room. Oh ! I should go mad ! I

could not bear it! How wicked ! how cruel !

that no one came to seek me! What was

that ? The great clock at the entrance was

striking. One ! two ! â�� but, no, seven !

eight ! then silence. Only eight o'clock !

Only two hours since I ran through the

garden to fetch the stimulants !

Almost involuntarily I slipped my hand

into my apron pocket. Yes, there were the

two bottles, carefully wrapped round with my

handkerchief, as I had put them.

For a moment a ray of hope darted across

my mind: surely,

when the bottles

were missed from

their place, in-

quiry would be

made, and I

should be sought

for. But a mo-

ment's reflection

brought back the

old despair. It

was not an un-

heard-of thing in

those busy times

for the dispen-

sary to be for-

gotten until the

door was locked

and the dis-

penser gone.

Mixtures and

medicines would

be left on the

little shelf out-

side, but not the

stimulantsâ��and

Sister, with a sigh

at the forgetful-

ness of her

nurses, would

serve the patients

from the stock

bottles, and no

thought would

be directed to

me.

WAS FCARFLLLY COLD AND CRAMPED.
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Whether I fell asleep or not I have never

since been able to determine, but when I

roused from the semi-consciousness into which

I had fallen, several hours appeared to have

elapsed. Instead of the dim light of the lan-

tern at my side, the chapel was flooded with

silvei moonlight. In spite of my thick shawl,

I was fearfully cold and cramped with lean-

ing so long against the chilly stones. I was

aware that something had roused me ; some-

thing besides moonlight and discomfort. A

glance at the skylight overhead showed me

the moon sailing calmly through the dark,

blue vault of heaven, surrounded by fleecy

clouds ; and, even as I looked and listened,

the great clock struck two ! For nearly six

hours I had lain unconscious in that awful

place. The fact did not tend to bring me

cpmfort; I felt sick and ill, my limbs ached ;

the black cross, touched by the moonbeams;

loomed dark and awful against the white wall.

Oh, to die and forget everything ! What was

that ? A sound !â��a groan ! Oh, Heaven !

corner. For a few moments silence,, then it

came again. I listenedâ��a low, long moanâ��

but to my confused brain it was not the

hollow, unearthly groan of the stage ghost

such, as we, are wont to associate with rattling

chains and lurid blue fire, but rather the

groan of1 a human creature in pain. As soon

as this idea took possession of my weakened

mind, my. courage returned. All my nurse-

like instincts came to my aid.

. The, thought that a living human being

was near,, much more a fellow-creature who

needed help, filled me with new energy, and

I rose and took up my lantern. What I

expected to find I hardly know : perhaps

some workman who had been assisting with

the new building had fallen asleep, or been

overcome with drink, and shut in, like my-

self, through misadventure. How improbable

a theory this was did not, fortunately, occur

to me- until - long afterwards, and I opened

the door and looked into the dark interior.

At the sound of the opening door the groan-

"a long, thin hand pushed itself from beneath."

coming from the other side of that inner ing ceased, and for awhile I stood uncertain

door i which direction to take.

I had risen to my feet, but now I sank Presently a movement at the further end

back, frozen with horror, into the sheltering decided me, and I made my way slowly
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round the stone ledges, casting the light of

the lantern on the ground as I went. No

sign of a human figure, could I see. No

British workman's recumbent form gladdened

my eyes. I stood still, in perplexity. Oh,

heavens ! what was that ? Close beside me,

not yet placed in a shell, but lying on the

stone slab, lay a long,, still figure. Still ! Oh,

horror ! As I looked, unable to stir, I saw

the white sheet that covered it move â�� a

long, thin hand pushed itself from beneath

and almost touched me. All my former

experience was nothing to this. In a

moment the fingers had pulled the sheet

from the face, and a pair of dark eyes gazed

into mine !

How long I stood thus I shall never know.

At length, a long, quivering sigh from the

white lips called me to myself, and I gathered

courage to bend over and touch the prostrate

form. Enough ! The spell was broken ! I

knew then that this was no time to hesitateâ��

no time to give way to womanish fears. I

took the cold hand in mine.

" Do not fear," I said, in as calm a voice

as I could command, "I will do all I can

for you"; and, taking the shawl from my

shoulders, I folded it round the shivering

form. Instinctively I remembered the bottles

in my pocket, and, drawing them forth,

dropped a little brandy between the chatter-

ing teeth. After a while the returning colour

in the lips, the increasing warmth of the

limbs, told me that my efforts had not been

in vain. Oh, if I could only summon aid ;

but that was impossible ! If I could keep

life in my companion, my patient, until help

arrived. Fortunately my shawl was a large,

warm one ; fortunately, old No. 20 had not

got his brandy, but I had it safely here.

" Where am I ?" asked the man, as he

looked round the dim place, his face full of

surpriseâ��and no wonder, for his surround-

ings had, to say the least, an unusual

appearance. I did not think it wise or

necessary to explain matters more than to

tell him he was in St. Alban's Hospital, and

would soon doubtless be well. He told me

what I had already guessed, that in travelling

on foot through the snow he had been over-

taken by intense fatigue, and being unable

to overcome the drowsiness he knew well

might be fatal, he had fallen asleep. " It's a

wonder I'm not dead," he concluded, and I

made no answer.

I had been so absorbed in my work that I

had taken no account of the hours as they

went by, until now I heard the clock ring out

six ! Oh, the joy of that sound !

We kept early hours at St. Alban's, and at

six o'clock we were expected to rise. I

should be missed, sought for, and found!

I was shivering and sick. The man had

fallen into a doze, from which I could not

find it in my heart to rouse him, lonely and

miserable as I felt. Oh, how cold it was !

My thin cotton dress was scanty covering

from the icy air. How long would it be

before they found me ?

Would they seek long before they thought

of the mortuary ? Would they think of the

mortuary at all ? How all these thoughts

tormented me, chasing each other through

my aching brain until, at last, a sound of a

key turning in the lockâ��the voice of my

dear nurse companion saying, in bewildered

tones, " She cannot be here, porter." Then

the whole place spun round, and I saw and

heard no more.

It was long before I returned to my work.

Pneumonia set in, and for weeks I was too

ill to leave my bed.

Tenderly was I nursed, and much was I

praised for what they were pleased to call

my bravery. My patient, I learned, had

recovered and was full of gratitude for

his strange rescue from an untimely end.

The case of " suspended animation" was

much talked of among the doctors, and the

medical papers took it up with interest.

" You saved his life, you know," said the

nurses to me, apparently to console me for

my unpleasant experiences ; and the patient

himself has told me the same thing a

hundred times since that day, for I am now

his wife.

VoL uc-76.
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4.â��WITH THE RESULT HERE DEPICTED



r>'t- AS

|S*CE, many, many years ago,

there lived a King called Rule-

well, who reigned over the

country of Mythia. He was a

good monarch, just and kind,

and his people all loved him

and his beautiful Queen, Ruwella. Through-

out the wide dominion of the King his

subjects were prosperous, loyal, and happy,

for they lived under the best of laws, and

were ruled by a Court the Sovereign of

which set such an excellent example of virtue

that all the people could not but admire and

follow it. Robbery was unknown in the

land, and one could walk through it by day

or night without being in any way molested.

The King and Queen had one child,

Prince Lilac, whom they loved dearly, and of

whom they were very proud, for he was a

bright, lovable little fellow, of a gentle dispo-

sition, and giving every promise of being a

worthy successor of his good father.

Now, there was a country close "by called

Mystria, over which there ruled an evil

King whose name was Blackbrow, who

hated the good King of Mythia. Blackbrow

was a cruel tyrant, and grievously ill-treated

his subjects. So hateful was his rule that

many of his people, from time to time, fled

from the country, and took refuge in Mythia,

where, of course, they were sure of protection ;

and because King Rulewell refused to give

up these poor people, Blackbrow hated him,

and was ever seeking to injure him. He was

afraid to go to war with Mythia, for the

soldiers of that country were many, brave and

Story for Children.

Bv Horace Murreigh.

well-trained, and, being a coward, he feared

to risk his life in battle with them ; so he

obtained the aid of an enchanter named

Dreadwill, thinking to gain his revenge by

cunning and magic.

Knowing trie character of their enemy,

thi Queen of Mythia trembled for the

Slfety of Prince Lilac, and often com-

manded him never to quit the palace

grounds, unless the King or some of his

trusted attendants were with him.

It happened one day, when the Prince was

about nine years old, that as he was fishing

in a river that ran through the gardens, he

hooked a big trout, one so large that the

little fellow could not manage it, and away-

dashed the fish down the stream, followed by

the Prince, who would not let go his prize.

Before he realized how far he was going

the trout had taken him into a dark wood,

and then Prince Lilac dropped his line in

a fright, and turned to go back. But just as

he did so the lish leaped out of the water, and,

to the teTor of the boy, suddenly changed

into the enchanter, Dreadwill, who caught

him up quickly, and, stifling his cries, hurried

away with him to the castle of Blackbrow.

Great was the grief of the King and Queen

when it became known that their darling son

had disappeared. Soldiers were sent out every-

where, who searched eagerly in all directions,

but no trace of the missing Prince could be

found, and his unhappy parents had at last to

give up all hope of ever seeing him again.

One morning, about seven years after the

loss of the Prince, as the Queen was walking

in the garden, and thinking of her son, for it

was his birthday, she grew very sorrowful,

and cried out at last:â��

"Oh! Lilac, Lilac. Will no kind fairy-

help me to find my boy ? "

She had hardly spoken when she heard a

low, sweet cry, like the whistle of a bird, only

it seemed to say :â��

" Come here, come here."
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Ruwella started. Presently the cry was

repeated :â��

" Come here, come here."

The Queen walked up to a large lilac

bush, in full flower, growing against a mossy

bank, out of which the sound seemed to

come. Peering in among the branches, she

saw a tiny fairy standing on one of the boughs

and beckoning. She was a dainty little

creature, dressed in a lilac-coloured robe, over

which she wore a green cloak. On her feet

were tiny sandals laced up with twisted

spiuers' webs, and in her hand she carried

a crystal wand.

" I am the lilac fairy, good Queen," she

Blackbrow, who is aided by the enchanter,

Dreadwill, over whom I have no power."

Ruwella wrung her hands in grief, and

cried out bitterly :â��

" Alas ! my son, Lilac, what an evil fate

has fallen upon you ! How can we deliver

you from one so powerful ? "

" Do not despair," said the fairy, in a

voice full of pity. "Your foes are strong and

clever, but they are wrong-doers, and we have

justice on our side. Remember that right in

the end always triumphs over wrong. We

cannot rescue Prince Lilac by force, but we

may by cunning. It is true that I have

no power over the enchanter at present, but

said, " and I am called Ima. I have seen

your grief over the loss of your son, and

I have longed to aid you, but could not do

so because you did not esk me. We flower

fairies cannot help mortals until they beg

us to assist them."

"Oh, kind fairy," exclaimed the Queen,

stretching out her hands beseechingly, " if you

know anything of the fate of my boy, tell me

how he is, and where I can find him."

"He lives, and is well," said Ima, "but

he is a prisoner. Since you have now asked

me to help you, I will do all I can to restore

him to you. But it will be a difficult task to

rescue him, for he is in the hands of the wicked

there is a way by which I may gain the

mastery over him for a day, and that will

be long enough a time for us. Anyone who

eats a mouthful of honey gathered from the

blossoms of the lilac becomes subject to my

will for twenty-four hours. Dreadwill, I

know, is fond of honey ; I will send my

friends, the golden bees, to the garden of the

castle where the Prince is confined. Aurea,

their queen, will carry out my commands."'

She seized a tiny silver bugle, which hung

from her waist by a silken thread, and

placing it to her lips blew two quick notes.

In a few seconds the queen of the golden

bees appeared at her side.
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"Aurea," said the lilac fairy, "I have work

for you to do. Know you Blackbrow's castle?"

The bee queen sighed as she replied : â��

" Who does not know the abode of that

evil King ? Far and wide is he dreaded for

his cruel deeds. Unhappy are they who fall

into his hands, and ill would it have fared

with poor Prince Lilac, had not you, oh !

my mistress, watched over him. I know

also the walled garden where he wanders day

by day, guarded by the slaves of Dreadwill."

"Go to the castle, Aurea," said the fairy,

" and set your bees to gather honey in the

garden, but be careful to take it only from the

flowers of the lilac bushes ; none other must

be mixed with it. When you have filled

a comb, come again to me."

The queen of the golden bees joyfully

undertook her task, for she loved the good

lilac fairy, and was never so happy as when

serving her in deeds of benevolence.

"And now," said Ima, turning to Queen

Ruwella, " I must leave you, but be of good

hope, for unless Dreadwill refuses the honey,

which he is not likely to do, we shall soon

have Prince Lilac back again with you. I go

to see him now. To-morrow I will come

again to you.''

She turned and tapped the bank with her

wand. Immediately a moss-covered door

swung open, and Ima, drawing her green

cloak around her, stepped into the opening,

and closed the door behind her.

Filled with happiness at the news she had

heard, Ruwella hastened to the King and

told him of her strange meeting with the lilac

fairy. Rulewell's joy was as great as his.

Queen's, and they both scarcely slept that

night, so eagerly did they look forward to

Ima's visit on the next day.

In the garden of Blackbrow's castle, shut

in by lofty walls, the unhappy Prince Lilac

wandered sadly. Wherever he went two

black slaves of Dreadwill, armed with long

spears, followed closely, ever watching him.

It was a lovely day. Butterflies and bees sped

from flower to flower. Birds twittered among

the branches of .the trees, and sang songs of love

to each other. The captive Prince watched

their unfettered movements with envy.

" Oh ! " he thought, " if only I had your

liberty, sweet songsters, with what haste

would I fly from this hateful castle, back

to the home of my dear parents in beloved

Mythia. Most miserable of mortals am I,

doomed to be a prisoner within th :se cruel

walls at the mercy of the wicked King and

his magician."

Just then a loud buzzing sounded in his

ears, followed by a yell of terror from his

guards. A swarm of bees had suddenly at-

tacked the slaves, who, casting away their

weapons, fled howling towards the castle door.

The Prince was about to follow them, when

a low, sweet voice, close to him, called out:â��

" Stay, Prince Lilac. Do not fear the

bees, they are my servants and will not hurt

you."

Prince Lilac stared round him in surprise.

" I hear a voice," he cried, " but I can see

no one. Who is it that speaks to me ? "

The fairy threw back her cloak, and

stepping out from a shrub, waved her crystal

wand. The sunlight flashing from it caught

the Prince's eye.

" Oh! " he exclaimed, in delight, "beautiful

little lady, who are you ? "

" I am the lilac fairy, Ima," she answered,

smiling at him, "and I have come to help

you to escape from Blackbrow. Your good

father and mother have long mourned you as

dead, but I have seen them, and promised to

aid you to return to them. Listen carefully

to me. In the hollow trunk of yonder apple-

tree is a store of honey, of which you must

take a comb to-morrow, and when Blackbrow

sends for you, which he will be sure to do,

carry it with you, and eat a piece before him

and the magician. They will snatch the rest

from you, and, as soon as they have tasted it,

run to the window and throw this ball of

wool into the air. Be silent and watchful,

and above all, do not let them know you have

seen anyone."

" Kindest and best of fairies," cried the

Prince, " let us go now to the wicked King.

Surely he can do nothing against one so good

as you. Even Dreadwill, the magician, must

give way to you."

" Alas ! innocent boy," replied Ima, sadly.

" Good and evil in the world are more

evenly matched than you think. The powers

of wickedness are to be overcome only by

fighting; they will not yield to a show of

force. Do, however, as I have told you, and

all will be well. But see, your guards are re-

turning, and I must go."

She stepped quickly back into the bush, and

disappeared among its green leaves, while the

Prince picked up the ball she had dropped at

his feet, and putting it into his pocket, turned

to meet the slaves.

The next morning, as the Prince was walk-

ing in the garden attended, as usual, by the

slaves, he went up to the apple-tree shown

him by the fairy. A few golden bees werÂ«

flying in and out of the hollow trunk.
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" Wasps and hornets ! " exclaimed Dread-

will, " the thief has been robbing our hives,

oh, King ! " and he snatched the honey from

the Prince's hands. Handing a part to

Blackbrow, he began greedily to devour his

portion. Instantly Prince Lilac ran to the

window, and threw out the ball of wool. As

it mounted into the air, it

changed suddenly into a

- swallow, which circled once

. ' " round the garden, and then

flew swiftly out of sight.

But Dreadwill had seen the

act, and at once guessed

its meaning.

"Magic! oh, Blackbrow,"

he cried, starting to his feet.

"The brat plans mischief

against us."

Blackbrow seized

the Prince in a grip

THE SLAVES FLED HOWLING TOWARDS THE DOOK.

" See ! " exclaimed the Prince, " there is a

store of honey within this tree," and he boldly

thrust his hand into the opening, and drew

out a large piece of white honeycomb. He

had scarcely done so, when a messenger ran

hurriedly from the castle, and ordered him to

come at once to Blackbrow. Carefully

hiding the honey under his jacket, the Prince

hastened to the presence of the King. When

he arrived he found Blackbrow and the

magician drinking and making merry, for

they had caught a poor Mythian peasant who

had lost his way, and after having cruelly

tortured him, they had cut off his head, and

brought it to the castle to make sport with

before their prisoner.

" Ha ! Prince Lilac," exclaimed the brutal

tyrant, " your loving father has sent you a

message. Behold Mythia's messenger ! " He

threw the gory head on to the table, and

laughed aloud in savage glee, as he saw the

look of disappointment and horror on the

Prince's face. Lilac did not answer a word,

but, drawing the honeycomb from under his

jacket, he bit a piece out of it.

of iron, while the magician bent a savage

look upon him, as he growled out :â��

" Say by whose aid you have done this, or

die."

The poor Prince now gave himself up as

lost, but, mindful of the fairy's command, he

did not reply.

" Slay him, slay him," panted the enchanter.

As Blackbrow raised his iron club aloft, a

loud, angry buzzing sound arose, and in

through the window flew a large swarm

of golden bees, which attacked the wicked

King and the magician so fiercely that they

had to release the Prince, and flee for their

lives. But they were not to be easily beaten.

Soon Dreadwill returned, and, by his magic,

raised such a cloud of sulphurous smoke in

the room that the bees had hastily to leave.

In the meantime, Prince Lilac had run

through the opposite door down into the

garden. Reaching the bush where the fairy

had appeared the day before, he cried out:â��â� 

"Oh ! Ima, Ima, come to my aid now, or

I shall, indeed, be lost."

The golden bees flew about him, their
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angry hum filling the air. Presently the

magician was seen approaching, walking in a

cloud of poisonous smoke.

"Ah, my bantam!" he exclaimed,

is he drew near to the poor Prince.

" Now we shall see whose magic is the

greater."

WASPS AND HORNETS ! EXCt.AlMED DREADWILL.

" Mine," cried the clear voice of the lilac

fairy, and she glided from the bush, waving

her wand aloft. The cloud around Dread-

will melted rapidly away. The enchanter

stood scowling at her for a moment, and

then, in a voice hoarse with rage, he gabbled

this charm :â��

" Dust and powder, darkness and night.

Powers of magic, strike her, strike her! "

. "Silence !" commanded the fairy, in a tone

of anger. Dreadwill recoiled before her stern

gaze. His charm had failed, and he knew

it. Then the lilac fairy spoke again.

"Dreadwill," she cried, "you have wrought

nothing but evil here, but your power is gone

now. I can deal with you as I will. Begone!

If, after an hour, you are

found within a mile of

the castle, death shall be

your fate!"

The baffled magician

turned sulkily away, and

the golden bees soon

chased him from the

garden, and drove him to

a hasty flight.

Fairy I ma then entered

the castle, and, opening

all the dungeons, released

the unfortunate prisoners

they contained. Among them

were many of the nobles

of Mystria. Blackbrow was

found, and delivered over

to the chiefs he had wrong-

fully imprisoned. He was

tried by them, and condemned

to death for the many crimes

he had committed.

Then the fairy ordered two

horses to be brought from the

castle stables, and, mounting

Prince Lilac on one, she

seated herself upon the other,

and they set out for the palace

of the King of Mythia.

The good King and Queen

were overcome with joy on

beholding their beloved child

once more, and for days the

Court and populace gave

themselves up to rejoicings

over the return of the Prince.

Everyone, from the happy parents to the

lowliest peasant, was filled with gratitude to

the lilac fairy, and poured forth their thanks

to her. Hut the kind little fairy would not

listen to any thanks.

" Good deeds repay themselves," she said,

"and my best reward is to see the happiness

I have brought to you all."

The King did not forget the services of the

golden bees. A beautiful hive was built for

them in the palace gardens, where, thence-

forth, they gathered their sweet honey in

peace, protected and loved by everyone.
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The Siege of Berlin.

From the French of Althonse Daudet.

E were returning up the avenue Daughter and grand-daughter of soldiers, her

)f the Champs Elysees with

Doctor V., asking him about

the walls riddled with shells,

the pavements torn up by

grape-shot, in fact, the history

of the Siege of Paris, when, just before we

got to the Place de l'Etoile, the doctor

stopped, and pointing out one of those hand-

some corner houses grouped around the

Arc de Triomphe, said :â��

" Do you see those four closed windows

up there, over the balcony ? In the early

days of the month of Augustâ��that terrible

August of the year '70â��so charged with

storms and disasters, I was called in there to

a frightful case of apoplexy. It was to Colonel

Jouve, a cuirassier of the First Empire, an

old man infatuated with patriotic pride who,

at the commencement of the war, had come

to lodge in the Champs Elysees, in a balcony

apartment. Guess why ! To be present at

the triumphant return of our troops ! Poor

old man ! The news of Wissem-

bourg came to him as he was

rising from table. On reading

the name of Napoleon at the foot

of that bulletin of defeat, he fell

thunderstruck.

" I found the old cuirassier

stretched at full length on the

carpet, his face bloody and

lifeless, as if he had been

struck a blow on the head

with a club. Standing, he

must have been

father was at MacMahon's head-quarters, and

the sight of this grand old man stretched

before her brought another no less terrible

image to her mind. I endeavoured to re-

assure her, but, in reality, I had little hope. We

had to deal with a severe case of hemiplegy,

and recovery was scarcely to be hoped for at

eighty. For three days the patient remained

in the same state of motionless stupor. In

the midst of all this the news of Reischoffen

arrived in Paris. You remember in what a

strange fashion. Until evening we all believed

in a great victory, 20,000 Prussians killed,

and the Crown Prince a prisoner ! I know

not by what miracle, or by what magnetic

current, an echo of the national joy pene-

trated to our poor deaf-mute, even to his

paralyzed limbs ; certain it is that, on

approaching his bed that evening, I found

him a different man. His eye was almost

clear, his tongue less stiff. He had strength

to smile, and to stammer twice, " Vic-to-ry !"

very tall; lying, he

looked immense.

With beautiful fea-

tures, superb teeth,

and a fine head of

curly white hair,

though he was

nearly eighty, he

looked like sixty

years old. Near

him, on her knees,

was his grand-

daughter. She so

resembled him

that, seeing them side by side, you would have

been reminded of two beautiful Greek medals

struck from the same stamp; only the one

was old, dull, and rather indistinct in the out-

lines ; the other was resplendent and clean

cut, with all the brilliancy and smoothness

of a new impression.

"The grief of this child touched me.

Vol. ix.--77

THE OLD CUIRASSIER WAS STRETCHED AT PULL LENGTH.

" ' Yes, Colonel, a grand victory !'

" And as I gave him details of MacMahon's

brilliant success, I saw his features relax and

his face light up. When I went out, the

young girl was waiting for me, standing pale

and sobbing at the door.

"' But he is saved !' said I, taking her

hands,
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" The unhappy child had scarcely courage

to answer me. They had just posted up the

true version of Reischoffenâ��MacMahon put

to flight, the whole army crushed. We looked

at each other in consternation. She was

distressed in thinking of her father. I

trembled for the old man. It was very cer-

tain he could not resist this new shock. And

yet, what could we do ? Leave him his joyâ��-

the illusions which had called him back to life ?

But then it would be necessary to lie !

"'Very well, then, I shall lie,' said the

heroic girl, quickly drying her tears, and she

returned radiant to her grandfather's room.

" She had set herself a hard task. The

first few days were got through without much

difficulty. The good man's head was weak,

and he allowed himself to be deceived like a

child. But with returning health, his ideas

became clearer. We had to keep him ac-

quainted with the movements of the armies

and to draw up for him military bulletins. It

was a sad pity to see that beautiful girl,

night and day, over her maps of Ger-

many, marking out the battles with little

flags, and trying to invent a glorious

campaign: Bazaine descending upon

Berlin, Frossard in Bavaria, MacMahon

on the Baltic. For all this she asked

my advice, and I helped her as much

as I could, but it was the grandfather

himself who served us best in this

imaginary invasion. He had conquered

Germany so often under the First Em-

pire ! He knew all the moves

beforehand : ' See, now they

will go there, they will do that,'

and his forecasts were always

realized, which did not fail

make him very proud.

" Unfortunately it was in

vain that we took towns and

gained battles; we never

went fast enough for that

insatiable old fellow ! Every

day, when I arrived, I heard

of a new feat of arms.

"' Doctor, we have taken

Mayence,' the young girl

told me, coming towards me

with a heart-breaking smile,

and I heard, through the

door, a delighted voice

crying :â��

" ' We're getting on !

We're getting on ! . . . In a

week we shall enter Berlin.'

" At that moment the

Prussians were not more

than a week from Paris. . . . We asked

ourselves at first whether it would not be

better to remove him into the country ; but,

once outside, the state of France would have

revealed everything to him, and I thought

him still too weak, and too much stunned by

the great shock he had already received, to

know the truth. It was decided, therefore,

to let him remain.

" On the first day that Paris was invested,

I went up to their house, I remember,

much moved with the anguish of heart that

the closing of all the gates of Paris, the battle

under the walls, and the changing of our

villages into frontiers brought us. I found

the old gentleman jubilant and proud.

" ' Well,' said he, ' here is the siege begun !'

" I looked at him in astonishment.

" ' What, Colonel, do you know ? '

" His grand-daughter turned to me :â��

"' Ah ! yes, doctor. That is the great

news. The Siege of Berlin has commenced.'

THt 5IBGB OF I3KRLIN HAS COMMENXED.
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"This she said, drawing out her needle

with such a staid little air, and so tranquilly

â��how could he suspect anything ?

." The cannon from the forts ! He could

not hear them. This poor Paris, wretched and

convulsed ! He could not see it. What he

could see from his bed was a bit of the Arc de

Triomphe,and in his roomwasawholecuriosity

shop of the First Empire, well calculated to

maintain his illusions. Portraits of Marshals,

engravings of battles, the King of Rome in

a baby's robe ; then large stiff consoles,

ornamented with copper trophies, laden with

Imperial relics, medals, bronzes, a stone from

St. Helena, under a shade, miniaturesâ��all

representing the same lady, becurled, in ball

costume, in a yellow dress with leg-of-mutton

sleeves, and bright eyesâ��it was all this, the

atmosphere of victories and conquests, much

more than anything we could tell him, that

made the brave Colonel believe so naively in

the Siege of Berlin.

" From that day our military operations

were very much simplified. To take Berlin

was now only an affair of patience. From

time to time, when the old man became too

impatient, a letter was read to him from his

sonâ��an imaginary letter, of course, since

nothing could now get into Paris, and

because, since Sedan, MacMahon's aide-de-

camp had been drafted off to a German

fortress. Imagine the despair of that poor

child, without news of her father, know-

ing him a prisoner, deprived of every comfort,

perhaps ill, and yet obliged to make him

speak in those cheerful letters â�� they were

rather short letters, as might be expected

from a soldier in the fieldâ��of advancing

steadily into the conquered country. Some-

times strength failed her, and, consequently,

there were weeks without any news. But

the old man got uneasy, and could not sleep.

Then promptly came a letter from Germany,

which she brought and read gaily to him at

his bedside, keeping back her tears. The

Colonel listened religiously, smiled with an

intelligent air, approved, criticised, and ex-

plained to us the difficult passages. But

where he was especially fine was in the

answers he sent to his son : ' Never forget

that you are a Frenchman,' said he. ' Be

generous to those poor people. Do not

make the invasion too heavy for them.' And

then there were endless recommendations,

adorable twaddle about respect for the

proprieties, the politeness due to ladies â�� in

fact, a complete code of military honour for

the use of conquerors ! He added also some

general observations on politics, and the

conditions to be imposed on the conquered.

On that point, I must say, he was not

unreasonable.

"' A war indemnity, and nothing further.

What is the good of taking their provinces ?

Can you make France out of Germany ?'

" He dictated all this with a firm voice,

and one felt there was so much candour

in his words, such a fine, patriotic faith,

that it was impossible to listen to him

unmoved.

"All this time the siege was advancingâ��

not that of Berlin, alas! It was a time of

great cold, bombardments, epidemics, and

famine. But, thanks to our care, our efforts,

and the indefatigable tenderness which sur-

rounded him, the serenity of the old man

was never for an instant disturbed. Up to

the end, I was able to get him white bread

and fresh meat. There was only enough for

him, and you can imagine nothing more

touching than those breakfasts of the grand-

father, so innocently selfishâ��the old man

upon his bed, fresh and smiling, his serviette

tucked under his chin ; near him his grand-

daughter, a little pale from her privations,

guiding his hands, giving him drink, helping

him to all those forbidden good things.

Then, revived by the repast, in the comfort of

his warm room, with the winter wind outside,

and the snow whirling past his windows, the

old cuirassier recalled his campaigns in the

north, and related to us for the hundredth

time that sad retreat from Russia, in which

they had nothing to eat but frozen biscuit

and horse-flesh.

"' Do you understand, little one ? We

used to eat horses.'

" She understood only too well. For

two months she had eaten nothing else.

From day to day, however, as convalescence

progressed, our task beside the invalid

became more difficult. That paralysis of

his senses, and of all his limbs, which had

served us so well up to this time, began to

disappear. Two or three times already the

terrible volleys from the Maillot Gate had

made him start, and prick up his ears like a

greyhound ; we were obliged to invent a last

victory for Bazaine, under Berlin, and salvos

fired in his honour at the Invalides. Another

day his bed had been moved to the window

- -it was, I believe, the Thursday of Rezonville

â��and he saw the National Guards massed

together on the Avenue of the Grande

Armee.

" ' What are those troops doing there ? ' he

demanded ; and we heard him mutter be-

tween his teeth: ' Bad form ! bad form !'
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near him his grand-daughter.

" Nothing else happened ; but we under-

stood that, in future, we must take great

precautions. Unhappily, we were not cautious

enough.

" One evening when I arrived the child

came to me full of trouble.

" ' It is to-morrow they enter,' she said.

" Was the grandfather's door open ? The

fact is, that in thinking over it afterwards,

I remembered that his face had, on that

evening, an extraordinary expression. It is

probable that he heard us. Only we spoke

of the Prussians, while he thought of the

French, in that triumphal entry which he

had so long expectedâ��MacMahon coming

down the avenue in the midst of flowers

and the flourish of trumpets, his son beside

the Marshal, and he, the old father, upon

his balcony, in full uniform, as at Lutzen,

saluting the torn flags and the eagles

blackened with powder.

" Poor father Jouve ! He doubtless

fancied that we wished to

prevent him from being

present at this march-past

of the troops to avoid too

great an excitement for

him. He took care to

speak to no one ; but

the next day, at the

very hour in which the

Prussians were timidly

entering on the long

road leading from the

Maillot Gate to the

Tuileries, the window just

above there opened softly,

and the Colonel appeared

on the balcony, with his

helmet, his big cavalry

sword, and all the glorious

equipment of a Milhaud

cuirassier. I still ask

myself what effort of will,

what fresh spring of life,

could have thus placed

him again on his feet,

and in harness ! Be

that as it may, there he

was, standing behind the

railing, wondering to find

the avenues so wide,

so silent ; the shutters

of the houses closed;

Paris dismal as a lazaretto; flags every-

where, but so strange, all white with red

crosses, and no crowd running before our

soldiers.

" For a moment, he may possibly have

thought he was mistaken

" But, no ! Yonder, behind the Arc de

Triomphe, was a confused noise, a black line

advancing in the growing daylight. . . . Then,

gradually, the peaks of the helmets shone,

the little drums of Jena began to beat, and

under the Arc de l'Etoile, accompanied by

the heavy rhythmic steps of the troops, and

by the clash of sabres, burst forth Schubert's

Triumphal March.

" Then, in the mournful silence of the

place, rang out a cry, a terrible cry: ' To

arms !â��to arms !â��the Prussians !' And the

four Uhlans forming the advanced guard saw-

yonder on the balcony a tall, old man wave

his arms, totter, and fall, rigid.

"This time Colonel Jouve was really dead."



How Games are Made.

By William G. FitzGerald.

|F M. Paul Blouet and our other

Continental criticsâ��would they

were all as fair as genial "Max

O'Rell"â��were to speak of us

as a nation of sportsmen,

instead of shopkeepers, the

comment would be at once more appro-

priate and more to our liking. For it has

passed into universal tradition that where-

soever two or three Britons are gathered

together, there also is played one or other

of our national games. Quite recently we

learned that golf-links had been established

at Newchwang, in remote Manchuria, to the

dismay of the Taotai of the district, who

suspected that the evolutions of the players

were part of a subtle plot designed to hasten

the dismemberment of the Celestial Empire;

and the Earl of Sheffield himself assures me

that he was bowled out by Alfred Shaw in a

cricket match played on the ice fjord at

Spitzbergen, by the weird light of the mid-

night sun. I would have reproduced a

photograph of the bat Lord Sheffield used on

this interesting occasion, were it not that the

question arose : In what wise, externally, does

it differ from its fellows ? Truly this was

something of a poser, even for a writer in

search of pictorial curios ; so I prudently let

it alone.

Croaking pessimists who from time to time

lift up their voices and bewail (usually through

the columns of a daily paper) the decadence

of the national

vigour, should re-

pair without delay

to the vast estab-

lishment of Mr.

F. H. Ayres, in

Aldersgate Street.

Here one finds

workshops cover-

ing three or four

acres of priceless

land, and a staff

of nearly six hun-

dred hands, who

share between

them in wages

some ,Â£40,000 a

year. The annual

wood bill alone

is more than

,Â£15,000; and

very strange and

fearful are the

names of a few

of the rarer woods. Think of amboyna,

cocobola, cocus, and cog; king, lance, myall,

partridge, pimento, quira, sabicu, thuya,

yamaquay, zericote, and zebra-wood !

My first visit to this hive of industry was

not a success ; I defy any man to receive and

digest a mass of technical information while

circular saws are screeching, and chips from

embryonic bats are falling like leaves in

autumn. The first illustration given here

depicts one of the wood-yards on the roof,

where as many as 50,000 " clefts," or rough

bat blades, are stored at one time ; before

being taken down to the workshops, these

clefts are left to season for a year or two.

The timber expert, seen on the right in the

photograph, buys the willows growing.

Persons who have trees to sell write to the

firm, and occasionally a " parcel" of a

hundred willows is purchased at one time,

the average price of each being three or four

pounds ; the expert judges the tree by the

leaf and the bark. Was there a record tree?

There was. This arboreal treasure was found

at East Dereham, in Norfolk, about three

years ago ; it was about sixty years old, and

was 15ft. in circumference. Having arrived

at the place, the foreman engaged four or five

men to fell the giant willowâ��a task involving

two days' hard labour. The record price of

J[fio was paid for this tree, but what of that ?

Notwithstanding its great size, the grain of

the wood was perfect, and no fewer than 405

KOUGIIINU OUT BAT-HLADES.
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guinea bats were cut from

this willow. The Australian

players, Turner and Giffen,

ordered three dozen of these

same bats, and took them

from London with them.

When the rough bat-clefts

are thoroughly seasoned,

they are drawn out into

shape, planed, pressed,

handled, strung, sand-

papered, and oiled. Some

of these processes are shown

in the next picture. The

handle of a first-rate bat, by

the way, is made up of six-

teen pieces of cane glued

together; and in this one

department twenty tons of

East Indian cane, worth

^30 a ton, are used every year, together

with its complementary quota of more

than half a ton of the finest Scotch

glue. The string used on bat handles is

Dutch flax, which is purchased in large

quantities in lib. reels. One pound of this

twine will string two dozen bats. A whole

reelful is boiled in a gipsy pot with pitch, oil,

and resin, so that it may become of a dark-

brown hue, and the string is automatically

cleaned with felt as it leaves the pot.

The mode of stringing is extremely simple,

as may, perhaps, be inferred from the accom-

panying illustration. The operator simply

takes a finished bat, fixes it between two

spindles, and causes it to revolve swiftly,

while he himself pays out the twine with

never-failing judgment. Altogether the annual

output of bats from this house ranges from

23,000 to 30,000, including the exports to

Australia and South Africa.

Having traced the evolution of the perfect

bat from its parent tree, I then turned my

attention to the ball. Here is a corner of

a big workshop, wherein a number of men

are engaged in the manufacture of regu-

lation five-and-a-hall-ounce cricket balls, of

which many hundreds a week are pro-

duced. The cores are of cork and worsted,

and each ball passes through the hands of

seven men, reckoning from the preparation

of the raw cowhide.

MAKING BATS,

This hide is stained

red, and then cut

and stitched into

hemispherical

caps, two of which

are forced to-

gether round a

composition core

placed in a mould

beneath a press,

such as is seen

in the illustration.

The seam is after-

wards stitched,

and the unsightly

and somewhat

flattened ball is

then pressed into

shape and

greased.

It occurred to

my inquiring

mind to ask why

cricket balls are
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SEWING AND PRESSING CKICKET HALLS.

invariably red; this, it appears, is based upon

sound scientific observation, for red can be

seen on grass much better than any other

colour. " We have sent a few green balls to

the Cape," remarked the foreman of this

department, " but they were for use on a

cocoa-nut-matting pitch."

I reproduce here a very interesting old print

depicting a cricket match in 1741. To the

scientific batsman of to day this may appear

cricket pour rire, but it is evident that the

players were very much in earnest. Look at

the man intrusted with the scoring : he marks

the runs by means of notches cut in a stick,

and though his position is apparently one of

no little peril, he

seems to be a cri-

tical and interested

spectator. The

original of this

picture is an oil-

painting by Hay-

man, which hangs in

one of the spacious

rooms of the grand

pavilion at Lord's.

The figures are

portraits; the

quaint - looking

wicket-keeper being

none other than the

great Hogarth him-

self.

In one of the

yards before the

big warehouses at

Ayres' may be seen

piles of ash logs

for making tennis rackets. These logs, each

five or six feet long, come from the eastern

and southern counties ; from them are cut

slender rods, or racket sticks, which are

steamed for half an hour or so, and then bent

about an iron frameâ��an operation requiring

the nicest judgment. Freshly bent shapes

are sent at once to one of the seasoning

yards, nearly 100ft. above the busy city ; and

here one beholds with curiosity long vistas of

what appear to be dog-kennels, but with no

sides, and each containing a few rows of

racket frames. Nearly 20,000 frames are

stocked in this one yard, and they make no

further progress till they are about nine
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THE GREAT BACKET-ROOM.

months old. In due time, however, the

frame is taken down to the great racket-

room here depicted, and is fitted with a

cedar handle. Holes are then drilled in

it, after which it passes into the string-

ing - room. Here the racket receives

about 36ft. of gut, and is then ready

for sale. The gut used will stand a strain

of 2,ooolb., and costs 3s. 6d. per hank of

18ft. (wholesale price, of course). The huge

quantity of 96,000ft. per week is sent from

the store-room to the workshops, and last

STRINGING TENNIS RACKETS.

season the firm made upwards of 54,000

rackets. The next illustratio'n given shows

the interior of the football-room. Hides

for football cases are bought already dressed,

and are cut into the required sections by the

men. In a Rugby ball there are but four

sections, but there are eight in one of the

best Association balls, which are now com-

pletely sewn up, and not laced as formerly ;

the output during the season is fifty-six

dozen a week.

The making of boxing-gloves, and the

covering of cricket and foot-

ball leg-guards are carried

on entirely by girls. Every

week ten or twelve skins of

chamois or tanned cape,

each skin a yard square, are

cut up according to zinc

patterns and sewn by ma-

chinery or by hand. Thirteen

girls are employed on this

work, and each can finish

three sets of boxing-gloves

in a day. The horsehair for

stuffing sometimes costs 8d.

per lb., but is purchased in

immense bales when it

happens to be cheaper.

Considered as a fashion-

able sport, archery is far from

being inexpensive. Colonel
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Walrond, of the

Royal Toxophilite

Society, assures me

that many of his

fellow - members

possess half-a-dozen

bows which cost

from ten to twenty

guineas each, not to

mention various

sets of arrows at

two guineas a

dozen. The bows

are made of yew,

lance, beef, part-

ridge, and snake

woods; some are

made in two or

was slowly increas-

ing in diameter, and

proceeded to give a

few details. It takes

him four or five

hours to make a

48in. target, which

weighs 161b. ; and

he uses eighteen

trusses of straw

every week. The

canvas is supplied

to him in pieces

measuring twelve

yards by six; and

besides cutting it

out, he has to paint

MAKING GUARDS AND BOXING GLOVES.

three pieces. A "self-yew" bow, howeverâ��

that is, a bow made of one piece of choice

yewâ��may retail at thirty guineas ; the string

used is specially-prepared Flemish cord.

I give here a reproduction from a photo-

graph of the target making room, in which

are stacked bales of rye straw and rolls of

canvas. When it was hinted that the place

was dangerous by reason of its liability to

fire and the temptation to sleep away the

hours of labour, the industrious target-

maker pointed out that the stock of straw

in the room was strictly limited to half a ton ;

and as regards my other insinuation, why,

he was only paid for what he did. The

target man then put down his work, which

THE TARGET-ROOM.
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TURNING CROQUET BALLS.

the coloured circles and golden centre with

the scrupulous care of a Royal Academician.

Of course, he uses compasses, and is altogether

a bit of a scientist in his way.

As I roamed ' helplessly about these

immense workshops, I wondered dimly what

became of all the shavings and sawdust. Far

below are the two great boilers, more than

20ft. long and 7ft. high ; and these are in-

cessantly fed with chips, which are either col-

lected hourly by special men, or are shot down

from all parts through a protected opening.

The stoker estimates that he shovels away

two tons of chips and shavings every day.

The sawdust is contracted for, and is pro-

duced at the rate of four or five tons a week.

In another building are the engineers'

shops, where five gross of cast steel golf-

irons are turned out every week, and

nearly 800 gross of croquet arches in

the season between February and Septem-

ber. Photography was out of the question

in this strange place ; but it certainly was

most interesting to watch the turners finishing

golf-irons, which, by the way, undergo four

processes and have seven different angles.

These men wore curious and cumbrous

spectacles in order to protect their eyes from

the metallic dust and the streams of fiery

sparks that flowed from the implement in

hand. Croquet, I am told, is fast regaining

favour.

Nothing can be more astonishing than the

celerity with which the man in our next

picture transforms a block of box-wood,

measuring 6in. by into a perfectly

spherical croquet ball; he measures the

wood from time to time with a pair of

calipers. A stock of 150 tons of box-

wood is always kept; and fresh supplies

are imported from Asiatic Russia in logs

3ft, 6in. long. Perhaps, the most im-

portant branch of work carried on in the

immense turners' shop is the making of

chess, which is shown in our photograph.

Sets of chess are made of box-wood, rose-

wood, ebony, bone, and animal and vegetable

ivory ; they range in price up to Â£20, and

are sent to all classes in every part of the

world, from Oriental monarchs to lonely

Canadian settlers. In the manufacture of

chess and draughts, twenty men are regularly

employed ; and I stayed for a few moments

to watch one of these who was carving heads.

The first tool he used was a circular saw ;

and with this he cut little bits from a big

piece of rough ebony. He then mounted a

toothed wheel 1^2 in. in diameter, set it

revolving swiftly, and held one of the bits of

ebony to it.

Gradually one could see that by deft

manipulation the familiar head was growing

under the turner's hand; another and

smaller wheel was presently mounted, and so
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on until the last circular

saw had no greater dia-

meter than the head of an

average pin. There were

seventeen changes of tools,

but the entire process took

no more than a quarter of

an hour. An expert man

can produce four dozen

heads per day.

Lest any of my readers

should marvel at the men-

tion of vegetable ivory, I

hasten to explain that it

is a sort of solid Brazil nut,

which is bought in sacks

by the ton.

My next visit was to

Goodall's enormous factory

at Camden Town, where

over 2,000,000 packs of

playing-cards are produced every year. The

staff here also numbers hundreds of men,

and there are five or six artists whose sole

duty is the designing of the backs. No

fewer than twenty distinct qualities of playing-

cards are manufactured on the premises, the

retail price ranging from 9d. to 3s. 6d. per

pack. Of course, there are hundreds of

different designs and patterns. The first

thing I noticed, on the occasion of my visit,

f; 1 ar
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THE PASTE ROOM.

PASTING MACHINES AT WORK.

was the vast quantity of paper : it was there

in thousands and thousands of reams, for

there is literally no end to the making of

playing-cards.

I was then conducted into the paste-making

department, a view of which I reproduce.

The big copper at the far end holds 100

gallons; and every week the astonishing

quantity of 4,000 gallons of paste is made,

in which countless sacks of the finest flour

are consumed. My cicerone was courtesy

personified, but he gently refused to work

out how many packs of cards equalled a

quartern loaf in point of flour used. The

next illustration shows the pasting-machines

at work. In this department the sheets of

paper are pasted together and subsequently

squeezed in a hydraulic press to remove the

superfluous paste. These sheets are then

taken to the drying-room, which is heated

according to the state of the atmosphere;

the drying has to be most carefully looked

after, for if the temperature is too high the

board begins to curl.

When thoroughly dry, the rough boards

are ready for the rolling-machines, and after

having been rolled they are enamelled and

printed on the faces. Common cards

require but two printings, but the best

require five. The backs are subsequently

printed in a spacious room crowded with

intricate machinery; and then, as may be

seen in the accompanying photograph, the

big boards are stacked in piles, each sheet

being a complete pack of cards. In this state

they are left for some little time in order that

the ink may become perfectly dry. At length

they are ready for glazing and finishing, and
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with marvellous

rapidity. Yet

another girl is in-

trusted with the

" laying out " of

the cards. She

takes the piles of

newly-cut cards and

sorts them on a

counter into their

various denomina-

tions, keeping a

sharp look - out

meanwhile for

marked or damaged

cards. When all

when this is done the

boards are cut transversely

by an ingenious bladed

machine, and swept aside

by a little girl who mani-

pulates a lever. Both these

processes are shown in the

illustration.

The long sections are

then passed on to another

girl, whose machine stamps

out the single cards of

identical denomination

LAYING OUT PACKS.

CARD-CUTTING.

the piles contain

fifty - two of the

same card, they are

again " laid out,"

but this time each

pile gradually be-

comes a complete

pack. If for home

use, the packs are

then wrapped in

the Government

seal, the present

duty being 3d. on

each pack.

I have not in-

cluded bicycles in

this article ; had I

done so, I might

have been led on

to yachts and race-

horses, and then my

subject would have
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become rather unwieldy. This would indeed

be an incomplete article, though, without some

little account of the making of billiard-tables

and their accessories ; therefore it was that

I sought out Mr. James Burroughes, of the

firm of Messrs. Burroughes and Watts, who

employ 420 hands and turn out 700 tables

every year.

Mr. Burroughes will sometimes stroll down

to the East and West India Docks for the

purpose of buying in a little " parcel" of

timber for ^5,000 or so. As a rule, the

parcel consists of a ship load of square

mahogany logs

from Honduras,

Cuba, or Mexico;

and when the

expert has satisfied

himself as to the

quality of the wood

by plunging a

gouge into one of

the logs, he con-

cludes the pur-

chase, and sends

the timber by barge

to his own mills,

where it is sawn

into planks of

various sizes, and

then stacked for

from four to six

years before being

used. The illustra-

tion shows the

interior of the

frame-room, where

skilled workmen

are busy finding

the level of a table.

Carving the legs of

billiard tables is a

separate branch of

the business ; it is

done by outside

master carvers,

each of whom em-

ploys his own staff.

For the most part,

the design is fur-

nished by the firm,

but occasionally it

is sent in by the

customer's own

architect. - The

romance of trade

is nowhere more

fully exemplified

than in this parti-

cular branch. The slate quarries of Wales

have to be blasted to supply the bed ; for

every billiard-table contains five slabs, each

weighing 4cwt. The almost impenetrable

wilds of Africa must be searched to find

ivory, which is getting scarcer every day ;

and even when the tusks are in the hands

of the turner, it requires the experience

of many years to be able to pick out with

confidence the part which alone will make a

perfect ball.

In the hills and plains of Saxony only are

found the flocks whose fleeces are sufficiently

THE CUE-ROOMâ��SHOWING PLANES.
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fine to weave the cloth ; and the rubber for

the cushions is made from the isolated

caoutchouc trees of malarious Para, near the

mouth of the Amazon.

The next view shown is the interior of the

cue-room; the cues are of ash, spliced into

ebony handles. This reminds me that great

billiard champions form strange attachments

to favourite cues. Peall once showed me his

pet cue, and pointed out that it had been

repaired so many times that it was not a

little difficult to find even a small section of

the original wood. In the illustration, all the

planes used in making a cue are shown on

the bench.

The firm's average sale of billiard-balls is

950 per iv.. nth, which is equal to the produce

of ninety-five elephants; about ten balls are

cut from each pair of tusks. At the works

one may see a little closet wherein is stored

the standing stock of 20,000 balls, valued

at jQ 16,000.

Mr. Burroughes buys his ivory at the

periodical sales that are held in the London

Docks, when parcels of 100 tons or so are

put up for sale; and I may mention that

the quantity of ivory imported into this

country alone last year was n,757cwt.,

which means 60,000 tusks. Forty years ago

one could buy a first-rate set of billiard-balls

for eighteen shillings ; at the present day such

a set could not be had for less than five

guineas.

In the accompanying illustration the billiard-

ball turners are seen at work. " There are

thousands of turners in the kingdom," says

Mr. Burroughes, " but not one in a hundred

will turn a billiard-ball so as to produce an

absolutely perfect sphere." Each ball is care-

fully tested to insure accuracy ; but besides

the size, the weight also must be exact, for

this is essential to the correct playing of the

game of billiards. A set of match balls

weighs 140Z. Billiard-balls are finally

polished with whiting and water.

A certain proportion of our supplies of

ivory comes from Asia, but the greater part,

and that the best, comes from Africa. In

fact, a large quantity of what is nominally

East Indian is really African, for it is sent

from Zanzibar and Mozambique to Bombay,

and such parts as are not required for

bangles and carved work are then shipped

to England. More or less comes from

Burmah, Siam, Ceylon, Sumatra, and

Java, the Siamese being the best of the

Asiatic, which is apt to discolour. My

informant reckons that fifty years hence there

will be practically no ivory at all, the present

annual mortality of African elephants, for

ivory export, being about 65,000. Besides

this, the chiefs in the interior keep the

choicest tusks for the decoration of their

temples, houses, and graves. Civilization is

making such strides in the Dark Continent

to-day that it is high time some ingenious

person devised a really perfect substitute for

ivory.

TURNING BILLIARD-BALLS.



By Thornton Stewart.

TVERHEAD a blazing sun;

around, as far as the eye could

see, the desolate, parched

waste of the Australian scrub,

a plain broken only by a belt

of trees to the south-east. To

emphasize the loneliness of the scene, one

solitary living creatureâ��a man making his

way towards the belt of trees.

The figure of the man was in thorough

keeping with the scene. The bowed

shoulders, drooping head, and slouching gait

expressed nothing but despondency or weari-

ness, or both. And appearances were not

deceptive, for Jim Leylandâ��so the man was

namedâ��had walked twenty miles under that

blazing sun, and had tasted neither food nor

drink since he started.

But it was not to hunger and thirst that

his dejected appearance was due. He was

unconscious of the burning heat, the mono-

tonous plain, and of everything else except

the feelings that rankled in his breast. For

Jim1; was realizing for the first time that he

was a failure ; and more than that, he was

madly in love with a girl who treated him as

hardly on a level with the cattle he had

lately had under his charge. Therefore it

was that he was heedless of all physical

discomfort, and that, if he was making his

way towards the shelter of the trees, it was

with no settled purpose, but merely with the

instinct characteristic of all creatures which

have lived some years in the bush.

Jim Leyland was a younger son without

even a younger son's portion. After leaving

school he had lived at home, enjoying all the

pleasures of a country life. He had hunted,

and fished, and shot, apparently regardless of

the possibility of such a state of things

coming to an end, until, when he was twenty-

four years of age, his father was killed by a

fall in the hunting-field. His death was

Vol. ix.â�� 70.

followed by the disclosure of the fact that a

succession of losses had swept away the pro-

vision he had made for his younger son. Jim

had been his favourite, and in order to increase

the amount he had set apart for him, he had

speculatedâ��with the usual result.

The heir to the estates, which were en-

tailed, was a dissipated man about town,

without a spark of generosity in his nature,

and he declined to give Jim a penny. An

uncle had paid his passage to Australia and,

in addition, had placed in his hands the

magnificent sum of ^50 to commence life

with there.

Naturally, Jim made his way to the dig-

gings, but ill-kick pursued him, and after

four years spent in a vain pursuit of gold, he

decided to try something else. He left the

gold-fields and set out for the coast. On his

way he came to a farm, held by a man named

James Thompson, and, finding him in want

of another " hand," offered his services, which

were accepted.

For some months Jim worked on the farm

quite contentedly. Of a buoyant disposition,

and ever inclined to look at the bright side

of things, he did not feel his position as in

any sense degrading. But the arrival of

Maud Devereux changed all this. She was

the daughter df Thompson's only sister and

Philip Devereux, and on the death of her

parents within a few months of each other,

had decided to come out to her uncle, and

make trial, at any rate for a time, of life in

the bush. At the time of her arrival she was

twenty-one years of age and exceedingly

handsome, and Jim had promptly fallen in

love with her.

Now, Miss Devereux, though possessing

many lovable characteristics, was imbued with

a considerable amount of pride, which had

been increased doubtless by the insulting

manner in which her father's family had
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treated her mother. She had not been long

at the farm before she had learnt something of

Jim's antecedents, and being new to colonial

life, felt nothing but contempt for a man

who, having been brought up as a gentleman,

could be content with the position of a farm

servant. Her treatment of him was more

galling than open insult would have been, for

while sufficiently friendly to the other hands,

she seemed absolutely to ignore his existence.

Unfortunately there were several circum-

stances which seemed to some extent to

justify this contempt. On two or three

occasions, cattle which were under Jim's

especial charge had been lost, and not re-

covered. Now, after the first loss he had

exercised more than ordinary care, and,

consequently, he was considerably puzzled

and annoyed when the loss was repeated.

At first he thought the cattle had simply

strayed away, but after a time his suspicions

were aroused, and eventually fastened on one

of the hands named Hudson, who lived in a

hut at some distance from the farm, and who

had charge of the cattle on a tract of land

immediately beyond that for which Jim was

responsible. He had on several

occasions observed a stranger in

Hudson's company, and he

began to suspect that this

stranger had something to do

with the disappearance of the

cattle.

He had, however, been un-

able to find anything to verify

his suspicions, and finally, after

the third loss, Thompson had

sent for him and told him that

he had better seek employment

elsewhere. This had occurred

on the morning of the day on

which our story opens, and what

had added to Jim's feelings of

grief and humiliation was the

fact that Miss Devereux had

been present at his dismissal.

Jim had thereupon left the

farm with the intention of pro-

ceeding to the nearest town ;

but in his despair at leaving the

neighbourhood of Miss Devereux

under such circumstances, he

had neglected to provide him-

self with anything in the shape

of food or drink, and hence it is

that we find him in such straits.

To resume our story : Jim

eventually reached the belt of

trees, and, having found a

convenient sheltered thicket, thrfw himself

on the ground, and, in spite of his bitter

thoughts, fell asleep. His grief and weari-

ness had exhausted him and his sleep lasted

several hours, and might have lasted longer

had not the silence around him been broken

by the sound of men's voices. On opening

his eyes he found it was almost dark. Then,

gradually realizing the presence of others

near him, he cautiously rose, and, peering

through the bushes, he saw a number of

men, who had just dismounted, and were

engaged in tethering their horses to the trees

at the edge of the wood. On counting them

he found they were ten in number. Not-

withstanding his intense need of food and

water, the appearance of the men was so

evil that he decided at any rate to observe

them a little before disclosing his presence,

for he knew that bushrangers were still to be

found, though none had appeared of late in

that neighbourhood.

After picketing their horses, the men

looked about for a suitable camping-ground,

and, as chance would have it, chose a place

about ten yards from where Jim was lying.

THEY FELL TO SERIOUS CONVERSATION.
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They then lit a fire and proceeded to roast

some slices of meat and boil water to make

tea. Jim began to feel a keen sympathy with

the poor little wretches he had sometimes

seen in London peering hungrily through

the windows of cook-shops, and the hour the

strangers spent in preparing and eating their

suppers seemed to him the longest he had

ever known. At length, however, they

finished, and having lit their pipes they fell

to serious conversation, and Jim was soon

able to appreciate the wisdom of his caution.

Without being able to hear all that was

said, he gathered from their talk that they

were bushrangers, and that they contemplated

an attack on Mr. Thompson's farm on the

following day, in conjunction with the

mysterious stranger and Hudson, from whom

they had learnt that the farmer on that day

intended to scour the country round in search

of the missing cattle. For this purpose he

would take all his men with him, and Miss

Devereux and the one maid sf the establish-

ment would be loft quite alone. The

remarks of thj scoundrels apropos of the two

women were such that Jim had great diffi-

culty in restraining himself from rushing out

there and then. Fortunately, he did refrain,

however, and the bushrangers having settled

this business, prepared to pass the night, and

Jim lay down to wait till they should be

asleep, for till they were it was impossible for

him to get away without being discovered.

At length, after an hour or so of anxious

waiting, he thought he might venture to move.

He would dearly have liked to try and pro-

cure from the camp the means of satisfying

his hunger and thirst, and also to take one of

the horses, but the risk was too great, and

there was nothing for it but to retrace on

foot the weary miles he had come that day.

Creeping out of the wood, he advanced

cautiously for about a mile, availing himself

of whatever shelter there was, and then,

striking the track, he hurried on as fast as

his weakened condition would allow him.

His sufferings during that march were terrible,

and many times he was on the point of giving

up the attempt, but the thought of Miss

Devereux's danger spurred him on, and

eventually he reached the farm, but not in

time to prevent Thompson from setting out

in search of his cattle. Just as he came up

to the door of the farm, he saw two men, in

whom he recognised Hudson and his friend,

come riding up towards the farm from the

right. Seeing him they checked their horses

for a moment, and then, changing their

direction somewhat, proceeded till they had

struck the track along which Jim had just

come, about a mile from the house. There

they waited, keeping watch on the farm.

Jim, entering the house without ceremony,

shut and barred the door, and then turning,

confronted Miss Devereux and the maid,

whom the noise had brought out into the

passage.

" What are you doing here ? " exclaimed

the former as soon as she recognised Jim.

" Water!" was all he could reply. At

first Miss Devereux merely looked con-

temptuously at him, but seeing that he was

evidently suffering, she signed to the maid to

bring some. As soon as he had satisfied his

thirst, she resumed, angrily :â��

" And now, what is the meaning of this ?

Why are you here ? "

" Bushrangers," answered Jim, who still

found it difficult to use his tongue.

" Nonsense ! " said Miss Devereux, laugh-

ing scornfully, " unless you are one."

Jim made no reply, but proceeded to shut

and bolt the back door, while the two women

looked on amazed.

Having done this he turned again to Miss

Devereux.

" Did your uncle leave any men about, this

morning ? " he asked.

" No ! " she replied.

" Will you have the kindness to look out

of one of the front windows ? "

Somewhat against her will she complied,

and saw the two men who had approached

to within half a mile of the farm, and had

then halted, waiting apparently for their

comrades.

" There are two men there," said Miss

Devereux, when she returned, " who look like

two of my uncle's hands ; but what of that ? "

" Miss Devereux," Jim replied, " they will

shortly be joined by ten others. I have

walked twenty miles during this past night to

save you if possible from these men. Whether

you believe me or not, will you collect all the

firearms in the house ? If necessary you can

use them against myself; but now I am going

to make this place as secure as possible."

And Jim thereupon proceeded to put up the

thick wooden shutters which protected the

windows.

His grave tones were not without their

effect on Miss Devereux, and she carried out

his directions so far as to collect all the fire-

arms that could be found into the kitchen.

Before proceedingfurther,ashort description

of the house will not be out of place. It was

a one-storied building, strongly constructed of

wood, with a wide passage running from front
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to back, with the rooms, three on each side,

opening out of it. All the walls had loop-

holes, which could be kept open or shut

according to the temperature. None of the

outbuildings were within a hundred yards, so

that they would not afford too much shelter

to an attacking party. Altogether it was well

adapted for purposes of defence, and Jim felt

little doubt that he could keep the robbers in

check, at least as long as daylight lasted.

When Jim had completed his preparations

for defence he approached the kitchen, with-

out however entering, and said :â��

" I don't know whether you believe me yet,

Miss Devereux, but, at any rate, you will run

no risk in allowing Jane" (the maid) " to

bring me some food, for I've had nothing to

eat since I left this place yesterday morning.

And," he could not help adding, " while

you have all the arms there, you can hardly

consider me dangerous."

Miss Devereux bit her lip, but her self-

confidence was somewhat shaken, and she

even went so far as to help Jane prepare some

food. While they were thus engaged Jim

made use of Mr. Thompson's bedroom to

make himself somewhat more presentable,

and then sat down to enjoy the food he so

much needed, Jane in the meantime keeping

watch at the front door. He had just finished

his meal when the latter excitedly announced

that a number of men had appeared, and that

had shown herself conscious that he had a

nameâ��" Iâ��begâ��yourâ��pardon."

There was a certain proud humility in the

way she said these words that touched Jim

infinitely, and he responded, cheerfully :â��

"There is no need for apology, Miss

Devereux. I can well believe that I looked a

suspicious character, especially considering

the circumstances under which I left yester-

day. But we must lose no time in preparing

our defence. What arms have we ? "

Miss Devereux led the way to the kitchen,

and showed him two double-barrelled guns

and a six-chambered revolver. These he

immediately loaded, and having ascertained

that she could use it, he gave the revolver to

Miss Devereux, and asked her to post herself

at the back door, while he guarded the front.

Jane's work was to load the guns and to

keep watch at intervals at the sides of the

house.

On looking out again, Jim saw that the

men had advanced to within half a mile of

the house, and were already preparing to sur-

round it, two riding off to the right and two to

the left. The other eight then commenced

riding straight for the house, as though they

expected no resistance. Jim, however, recog-

nising the men he had seen the night before,

and thinking it useless to wait for them to

commence hostilities, no sooner found them

within range than he emptied successively

the two already there were riding to meet

them.

Miss Devereux, hearing this, looked out

herself, and then coming slowly up to Jim,

and looking him the while steadily in the

face, said: â��

" Mr. Leyland !"â��it was the first time she

his four barrels into their midst, with the

result that two men were at least dis-

abled, while a third was thrown, his horse

having been shot in the head.

This warm reception checked the advance,

and the robbers retreated out of range, being

shortly rejoined by the other four. After a
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short deliberation they divided into three

parties, one going to the rear of the house,

and one to each of the sides. Then at a

given signal they commenced riding for the

house at full speed, keeping some distance

apart, and not advancing in a direct line, but

swerving constantly to one side or the other,

so as to make it more difficult to aim at

them. Jim, who had taken up his position

on the left side of the house, succeeded, not-

withstanding, in wounding another man,

while Miss Devereux shot one of the

horses. Jane, who been posted on the

right side with one of the guns, had fired

both barrels without result, but as Jim had

placed her there merely with the intention of

giving the robbers the idea that the house

was well garrisoned, he was not disappointed.

At any rate, he had apparently succeeded in

his object, for the bushrangers again retreated,

uttering curses and threats of vengeance.

Jim hoped that after such a repulse they

would give up the attack and take their de-

parture, but they had evidently no such

intention, for, after riding out of range, they

dismounted and picketed their horses. He

concluded from this that they intended to

wait for darkness, either to renew the attack,

or to rescue their wounded comrades, two

of whom had been left insensible. In the

meantime, the respite was very welcome to

the little garrison ; and Jim, having rejoined

Miss Devereux, who had gone to the front

sitting-room, took down one of the shutters,

that they might keep the robbers in sight

without inconvenience to themselves. Jane

was called in, and Miss Devereux, who was

looking pale, but resolute, asked :â��

" What do you suppose they will do now,

Mr. Leyland ? "

" Well," answered Jim, " they will probably

wait till dark and then attack us again, and

if they do not succeed in effecting an entry,

rather than lose their revenge, they may try to

burn us out. But I hope your uncle may

return in time to prevent such a catastrophe.

Have you any idea when he expected to get

back ? "

" He said he would probably be away all

night, but that there was a slight chance he

might return this evening."

" Let us hope that he will. But, now,

Miss Devereux, it is time that you and Jane

had something to eat."

Miss Devereux assenting, Jane laid the

table in the room in which they were, and

after a meal which was quite cheerful, having

regard to the blot in the landscape before

them, they considered the best means of

defence and the possibility of escape. Jim

knew there would, in all probability, be two

or three horses in the stables, and it was

eventually decided that, as soon as it was

dusk, they should make an attempt to get

away before the bushrangers again attacked

them.

It was weary work waiting for the darkness,

but at length the long afternoon passed, and

as soon as it was dusk, Jim opened the back

door and, creeping on hands and knees, they

all three managed to reach the stables with-

out being discovered. On examination Jim

found that there were only two horses left,

and these such sorry-looking animals, that it

was quite out of the question that either of

them should carry a double burden. Miss

Devereux at first refused absolutely to leave

Jim behind, and was for returning to the

house, but he had already made up his mind

as to his course of action, and eventually she

was obliged to give way.

The two women having mounted, he

directed them to ride quietly to a shed a few

hundred yards distant, and which was so

situated that the farm buildings lay between

it and their enemies. As soon as they heard

a shot fired they were to ride as fast as they

could in the direction of Mr. Hughes's ranch,

which was about twelve miles away.

As soon as he saw them reach the shed,

Jim, taking one of the guns, proceeded to

reconnoitre. He could see through the gloom

that the robbers had advanced to within

two hundred yards of the house and were dis-

mounting, evidently intending to attack on

foot. There was no time to be lost, and

without paying any further attention to their

movements Jim made a short detour, and

took his way as quickly as was consistent

with caution towards their horses. He suc-

ceeded in reaching them without being dis-

covered, and having cut the cords by which

they were tethered, mounted the last, and

then, having fired a shot to frighten the others

and give the signal to the two women, dashed

off himself at full speed. But his career was

soon stopped. A shot brought his horse

down, and Jim flew over his head. He was

not hurt, however, and was on his feet again

in a moment, running for dear life. But

fate was against him, and after a course of

about fifty yards Jim fell with a bullet in his

shoulder and another in his thigh, and rapidly

lost all consciousness.

When Jim recovered consciousness, he

found himself lying in bed in a darkened

room. He gazed round with some surprise
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â��not much, he was too

weak for strong emotions

â��but after a little the

room began to seem in

some way familiar to him.

Where and when had he

seen it ? Oh! he re-

membered now. It was

Mr. Thompson's room,

where he had had a wash

â��was it yesterday, or was

it quite a long time ago?

He could not tell, and

he was not strong enough

to think about it,' so he

gave up the problem and

lay quite quiescent, feel-

ing very comfortable and

with a happy indifference

to everything else.

After a time someone

entered the room. Through

his half-closed eyelids Jim

saw Miss Devereuxâ��not

the Miss Devereux he had

known, but a softened and

subdued edition of that

young lady. He felt no

surprise at seaing her; it

seemed quite natural some-

how, and he did not want to talk, so he closed

his eyes with a feeling of absolute content.

Miss Devereux advanced to the bedside,

and laying her cool hand on his forehead,

sighed a little, and then went and sat by the

window. Jim having assured himself by a

glance that she was still in the room, soon

fell into a peaceful sleep.

When he awoke again Miss Devereux was

still there, or rather was there again, for Jim

had slept about ten hours since he saw her

there before. Feeling this time stronger, and

more interest in extraneous affairs, he said,

in a weak voice :â��

" Miss Devereux ! "

She was at his side in a moment with a

glad light in her eyes.

" What is it ? " she asked, gently brushing

the hair from his forehead.

" How long have I been here ? "

" Three weeks," she answered, " and we

have been very anxious about you ; but you

are not to talk yet: I will tell you all about it

when you are stronger."

A few days later Jim was rapidly recover-

ing, and had his first connected conversation

with Miss Devereux. She told him how she

and Jane had soon met her uncle and his

men returning, and how they reached the

JIM FELL WITH A BULLET IN HIS SHOULDER.

house in time to prevent

any of the bushrangers

from escaping, and then

how they had found him

apparently left for dead,

and carried him to the

farm, where he had been

ever since.

" And you have nursed

me through it all ?" he

said, gratefully.

" Well, you see," she

answered in a light tone,

to disguise her feelings;

" I thought I owed you

something. I know all

you went through on that

day you came back to

the farm."

" You know it? How?"

" Oh ! you told me all

about it when you were

unconscious."

"Did I talk much?"

Jim asked, a little

anxiously.

"You did talk a good

deal. You were always

tramping, tramping

through the scrub, and

sometimes you cried for water, and always

you were praying that you might reach the

farm in time to save it."

" My darling," was the term that Jim had

always used, but Miss Devereux perhaps

thought it was an Australian term for farm,

so did not mention it.

"And you have sat there day after day

listening to my ravings! How can I ever

repay you ? " He took her hand, which was

resting on the bed, and kissed it gratefully.

Miss Devereux blushed slightly, but did not

offer any objection, though Jim showed no

immediate intention of relinquishing the

hand, now that he had gained possession

of it.

"There is nothing to repay," she answered,

softly. " Nothing that I can do will requite

you for what you have undergone for me.

But now I think you have talked enough,

and you must have a sleep."

Jim remonstrated, but Miss Devereux was

firm, and to enforce obedience, left the room.

Then ensued for the patient a most

delightful time. In a few days he was able

to get up and sit in the garden, and by

degrees recovered sufficient strength to go

for drives and walks, always accompanied by

Miss Devereux; Mr. Thompson, who had
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learned to love Jim, looking on with a

pleased anticipation of what the result

would be.

For a time the latter resolutely put from

him all unpleasant thoughts, and gave him-

self up to enjoyment of his present good

fortune, but at length the time came when he

felt he must face the future. He could not

stay on for ever as Mr. Thompson's guest,

and one day when he was out riding with

Miss Devereux, he determined to tell her of

his intention to go. They had reached a

group of trees, which was rather a favourite

halting-place of theirs, when Jim suggested

that they should dismount and rest awhile.

His companion assented, and after they had

made fast the horses, sat down on the grass,

and Jim lay down at her side.

' SAT DOWN ON THt. GRAiS.

Jim looked the very picture of unhappi-

ness, but Miss Devereux, though rather

anticipating what was coming, looked serenely

content. She watched him furtively, and

seemingly rather amused than otherwise by his

lugubrious air, and waited for him to speak.

At length he began, abruptly :â��

" Miss Devereux, I must go."

" Go ! Where ? " she asked, innocently.

" Go away," he said, sadly. " Heaven

knows how happy I have been here, but I

can't stay longer."

" But why not ? "

" Oh, Maud ! " he burst out, " don't you

know that I love you, and that I haven't a

penny in the world ?" Then, more gently,

" Oh, my dear ! I have loved you from the

first moment I saw you, and it's death to

me to go away and leave you. But I must

go, if only to try and win for myself a

position I could ask you to share. Even

then I couldn't ask you to waitâ��it might

be years first."

" No," said Maud, cheerfully, " I shouldn't

like to wait all that time."

Jim thought she was treating him rather

cruelly, and was silent.

After a short pause Maud resumed :â��

" Now, Jimâ��as it's for the last time, I may

call you Jimâ��listen to me. You know the

Hughes's ranch, to which I was to escape that

night; well, they are going to give it up, and

my uncle advises me to buy it, and put some-

one in to manage it for me. Do you know

of anyone, Jim, who would undertake it?"

Jim shook his head.

"You don't? I mention it because my

uncle thought â�� that â� â�� perhapsâ��

you would take charge of it for

me."

looked up amazed, and

gasped, but said nothing.

" There is one little

difficulty however," she

continued, with a critical

air, and wrinkling up her

pretty forehead, as though

considering whether there

were any possible solution

of the difficulty, " and that

is, that whoever takes the

farm will have toâ��take â��

meâ��along with it"

Jim was on his knees in

a moment, holding her

hands and saying, " Oh

Maud, do you mean

it ? "

A glance from her eyes was enough, and

in an instant his arms were round her, and

he was kissing her as though he never meant

to leave off. When at length she could

speak, Maud said :â��

" Jim, dear ! do you know you are dread-

fully stupid. You might have seen long ago

that Iâ��loved you, and not have left it to me

to propose."
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(VIEWED BY HENRY \V. LUCY.)

OTHER DAYS

OTHER

MANNERS.

AN old Parliamentary hand,

who has known the House of

Commons for thirty years, had

Ministerial connection with one

side and enjoyed intimate personal acquain-

tance with leading personages on the other,

laments to me the lack of possibilities of

leadership, either in the Cabinet or in the

Houste of Commons. It has come to pass,

he says, that under existing circumstances the

so-called Leader does not drive but is driven.

He recalls the time when Mr. Disraeli, yet far

off the supreme height of his power, was, for

a brief while, Leader of the House of Com-

mons. This was from mid-

summer, 1866, till the

General Election of 1868,

which brought Mr. Glad-

stone in with a rush.

Through the Session of

1868 Disraeli was not only

Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer and Leader of the

House, but Premier. Still,

though nominally in power,

he was actually in a minority.

But he would hold office on

no other consideration than

that, being Leader, he should

lead and the party should

follow.

There were young bloods

amongst the Conservatives

in those days. On one â�¢ Dt

occasion, two who have

since come prominently to the front gave

notice of opposition to a proposal made by

Mr. Gladstone which the Ministerial Party

were enthusiastically inclined to support.

Disraeli thought it would be a mistake in

tactics, and decided that the amendment

should not be moved. He sent for his two

young friends (my informant was one of them),

spoke to them with fatherly approval of their

political acumen, extolled their amendment

regarded as an abstract proposition, and

finished by saying it would not do in the

practical politics of the moment.

" And there," said the now grey-haired

statesman, " was an end of the matter. We

were highly flattered by the attention paid to

us by the Prime Minister. Nothing could be

more gracious than his manner, or, I may add,

more inflexible. We thought no more of

arguing with him than we would with the

head master at Eton. Still less did we

contemplate disobeying his injunction. We

just tore up the draft of the amendment.

But imagine such a case arising to-day,

and it is not difficult, for it occasionally

presents itself at three or four turns of an

important debate. Suppose two, or even one,

of the gentlemen on the benches below the

gangway thought they knew better than

Harcourt how to manage a

particular turn in the stream

of events. The first intima-

tion he would have of the

pother would come either

by hearing notice given of

an amendment, or by find-

ing it on his copy of the

Orders when he opened it in

the morning. As for hope

that at a private interview

the mutineers would be

brought to toe the line, you

might as well try to check

the flow of the tide in the

Thames by jumping into the

river off this Terrace.

" It is better on our side,

but Arthur Balfour is not

wholly free from the malign

influence of insubordination.

The crises are not so acute, partly because

he is in a stronger position, being free from

the responsibilities of office, and largely

because with us habits of discipline are more

deeply ingrained.

" Beyond this personal attitude of indi-

vidual members, there underlies the situation

the new disturbing element of factions or

sections of party who are up for jale. When

I began political life, there were two parties,

Liberals and Conservatives, and we had

stand-up fights round big principles. Now

you never quite know where you are to-day,

and dare not guess where you may be

to-morrow. If a Leader of either party
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attempts to walk straight along the ordered

path, he is either assailed by a section of his

own followers, who want to go down some

by-path, or is allured by the prospect of

gaining over, even temporarily, a section of

the other side if he will only change his step.

There is no more leadership. It is all oppor-

tunism. I remember what Harcourt said

in summing up the debate on the Address in

February after we, the Constitutional party,

had gone wandering round all points of the

compass in search of a hole in which

we might drop the Government. ' Why

can't you fight under your old colours ?' he

asked. ' What has become of the old blue

flag ? There seems to be no true blue left.

There is a kind of mixture, I

don't know how to describe it.

There is the faded yellow of

Birmingham ' (that was Cham-

berlain's amendment). ' There

is a little touch of green from

Waterford' (that's John Red-

mond's), 'and there's a little

splotch of red from West Ham.'

That refers to our appropriation

of Keir Hardie's amendment

on the unemployed.

" It's true and was well put.

But it is true even in fuller

degree of the position of Lord

Rosebery and Harcourt, in vir-

tual command of a motley host

in an ever-simmering condition

of mutiny. It's a new turn of

things when you come to think

of it. Some day there may

arise amongst us a leader

strong enough to combat circumstances and

really lead. But I think it is highly im-

probable. It is more likely that the present

condition of things will become increasingly

prevalent"

It is an old tradition of the

House of Commons that when

a division is imminent the House

,, ,iVI E>is cleared of strangers. This

admission of knowledge of the

presence of strangers is in itself a compara-

tively modern innovation. According to

statutes, the House of Commons at this day

conducts its business in privacy. There is

still unrepealed a standing order forbidding

the presence of strangers at debates. Up to

the year 1875 anv member casually observing

" I spy strangers," would lead to peremptory

clearing of the galleries. In the Session of

that year happened Mr. Biggar's famous

escapade, when, observing the Prince of

Vol. ix.â��80.

A SPLOTCH

WEST

THE

STRANGER

WITHIN

Wales in the gallery over the clock, he " spied

strangers," and the Heir Apparent, the nobility

in the gallery by his side, and the gentry on

the benches behind, were straightway driven

forth. Shortly after the standing order was

amended, and strangers are no longer at the

mercy of an individual member.

At a time when strangers were formally

prohibited from attendance on debates, a

compromise was effected whereby, whilst

their presence was winked at, they were

obliged to quit when the House was cleared

for a division. This also, in course of time,

became modified, till the application of the

order was confined to the few strangers

who obtained the privileged seats under

the gallery on the floor of the

House. When the Speaker puts

the question and a division is

challenged, he, up to Easter in

the present Session, wound up

the formula with the command,

"Strangers will withdraw."

Thereupon the strangers under

the gallery trooped out, and

were conducted across the lobby

into the corridor beyond, where

they waited till the division was

over. As on critical occasions

the division is the most pic-

turesque and dramatic feature

of a debate, the advantage of

the seats under the gallery was

f9 considerably handicapped.

-f^f The reason for the injunction

was plain enough. Strangers

IÂ«t"D FR0M seated in this part of the House

might easily, whether by accident

or design, join the throng of members trooping

into the division lobby. What would happen

when they reached the wicket where the

clerks stand ticking off names can only be

surmised, since there is no record of such

catastrophe having happened. But I have

personal recollection of at least two instances

where strangers, admitted past the door-

keepers with orders for seats under the

gallery, have strayed into the House itself.

In one case, during debate on a liquor traffic

Bill, two gentlemen connected with the Trade,

armed with orders for seats under the gallery,

instead of turning to the right or left when

they had passed the doorkeepers, pressed

straight forward, entered by the glass door,

and took their seats below the gangway,

almost under the nose of the Serjeant-at-

Arms. There they sat, and listened to the

debate with great comfort. They might have

sat it out but for the accident of a division.
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They did not know exactly what to do when,

on the question being put, members began

to troop off to the right or left. Their

hesitation betrayed them, and they were

bundled out with alarming precipitancy.

Another case happened in the Session of

1889, during debate on the Tithe Rent-

charge Bill, in charge of Mr. Henry

Matthews, then Home Secretary. A stranger

under the gallery, much interested in the

subject, found a difficulty in catching all the

Home Secretary's remarks.

Immediately before him

was a half-empty cushioned

bench, in many ways more

convenient than the one

to which he had been con-

ducted. He accordingly

climbed over the rail

before him, stepped down

into the House itself, and

was proceeding to take his

seat before he had taken the

oath and without the pre-

liminary of election. His

manner of approach

attracted attention. A

messenger seized him and

ran him out. Brought be-

fore the Serjeant-at-Arms,

he explained that, never

having been in the House

before, he was ignorant of

the division of localities.

He wanted to hear Mr.

Matthews, and finding a diffi-

culty where he sat, thought he would just

step down and take a seat a little nearer.

A member of the present Cabinet

tells me he remembers an occa-

sion when a stranger was dis-

covered seated on the Treasury

Bench itself. He had walked

boldly in, strolled up the floor, and settled

himself in the corner seat by the gangway

at the end of the Treasury Bench. (Here is

the upright post against which Lord Kings-

borough, when he was still with us as Lord

Advocate, used to lean his back, and, so the

ribald rumour went, invoke blessings on the

head of the Duke of Argyll.) After sitting

for a while, listening to the member on his

legs, he leaned over to the Minister close on

his left hand, and in a loud whisper said:

" When is Derby going to speak ? "

It turned out that he was a peer of the

United Kingdom, who had never visited

Westminster since he succeeded to the peer-

age. Hearing that Lord Derby, at the time

ANOTHER

PROP OF

THE CON-

STITUTION

WITH-

DRAWN.

A PEER

ON THE

TREASURY

BENCH.

leading the Opposition in the Lords, was

expected to make a big speech, he thought

he would just look in. Following the stream

he, being in the octagon hall, turned to the left

instead of the right, and so entered the inner

lobby of the House of Commons. Mention

of his name to the doorkeeper would pass him

on the supposition that he was going to the

Peers' Gallery. With the glass door before

him giving access to the floor of the House,

the rest was easy.

Mr. Herbert

Gladstone, who

in other matters

besides those re-

lating to the

Parks is pos-

sessed of most

unofficial notions as to the

right of the public to con-

sideration, lent a sympa-

thetic ear to complaints of

the inconvenience of stran-

gers turned out from below

the gallery whenever a divi-

sion was called. Possibly

representations on the sub-

ject were the more potent

by reason of the fact that

this is the part of the House

where seats are found for

the private secretaries of

Ministers and the heads of

departments concerned in

debates going forward.

However it be, the First

Commissioner had the seats fenced off from

the House by a high rail, and then moved

the repeal of the standing order which re-

quires strangers to withdraw from these seats

when the House is cleared for a division.

" Dear Mr. Lucy," writes Mr.

John A. Bright, " I see you say

in The Strand Magazine that

my father wore a Windsor, or

Ministerial, uniform, but not a sword. He

never wore a uniform, but was allowed by

the Queen to wear a plain velvet suit with

black buttons, which I now have."

To the vulgar mind it is, save as a matter

of taste and suitability, a very small matter

whether a man wears a Windsor uniform or a

velvet suit. But this concession, a grave

matter at a Court still dominated by German

ideas of the sanctity of uniform, testifies

to the kindly thoughtfulness of the Queen,

and to her personal admiration for a

statesman who, through a long period of

his life, was anathema to good Conservatives.

MR. bright s

COURT

DRESS.
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Incidentally it placed the President of the

Board of Trade of j868 at a considerable

advantage over his colleagues. The ordinary

Ministerial dress, a semi-military uniform, the

origin of which tradition assigns to the late

Prince Consort, is exceedingly uncomfortable

on hot summer nights. The velvet suit,

which in modified

form Mr. Bright

wore, is built on

the lines of the

dress of the well-

born Englishmen

about the time of

Sir Roger de Cover-

ley. No handsomer

dress is permitted

to Englishmen than

this velvet suit, with

its ruffles at the

wrist and front, its

knee - breeches, its

silk stockings, and

its shoes with silver

buckles.

Amongst Minis-

ters it is still worn

by the Attorney-

General, and per-

tains on State

occasions to learned

gentlemen who have

filled that high

office. Sir Richard Webster, Attorney-

General in the late Government, has the

further advantage of wearing with his Court

suit the Ribbon and Order of the K.C.M.G.,

bestowed upon him in recognition of his

services at the Behring Sea Arbitration. The

Ribbon, Saxon blue with a scarlet stripe, is

particularly effective over the black velvet,

whilst the motto of the Order, Auspicium

melioris cevi, comforts an ex-Minister as he

paces the wilderness of Opposition.

Looking, the other day, over

a reje TEDsome 0y letters, I came upon a

curious incident mentioned in a

TISEMENT. . .. r t T>1 f â�¢

letter from Dr. Lyon Playfair,

now Lord Playfair. It is dated July, 1882,

at which time he was Chairman of Ways and

Means in the House of Commons. He

mentions that he is " much engaged upon

the highly respectable journal of ' Ways and

Means,' into which a grower of champagne

asks me to insert a commendatory notice of his

vintage." This communication was probably

accompanied by a proposal to furnish the

Chairman of Committees with opportunities

of personally verifying the excellence of the

SIR RICHARD WEBSTER.

LORD

PLAYFAIR

AS AN

ANARCHIST.

brand. On that point there is no testimony

forthcoming. But the incident is instructive,

as showing the view taken in foreign parts of

our Parliamentary customs.

If he has kept them, Lord Play-

fair must have a rare selection of

quaint letters addressed to him

in his varied public capacities.

About six years ago he delivered

in various parts of the country a series of

valuable lectures on some bearings of Free

Trade. These lectures brought him many

letters from the unemployed. Some of the

writers were convinced that their lamentable

condition was directly due to the wide em-

ployment of machinery. One proposed that

the armies of Europe might well be used for

the purpose of a universal smashing up of

machinery. Another suggested to Sir Lyon

the organization of a European association

for the destruction of machinery, of which he

was to be the president.

The picture of Lord Playfair, probably

on a coal-black charger, leading the armies

of Europe in a raid upon miscellaneous

machinery, appeals to the imagination with

winning force.

A YOUNG

PARLIA-

MENTARY

HAND.

LORD PLAYFAIR.

It is fortunate for the House of

Commons that the withdrawal

from its precincts of Mr. Glad

stone sees the growth and ad-

vance to prominence of Mr.
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Arthur Balfour. Mr. Gladstone, among his

many claims to the esteem of the House of

Commons, did more than anyone else to

maintain its antique tone of personal cour-

tesy and high breeding. Mr. Balfour is not

much more than half the age Mr. Gladstone

had reached at the time of his retirement

from the Parliamentary scene, yet he has, in

degree not possessed by any other member,

that graceful and dignified manner, that

instinctive reverence for the old traditions of

the House of Commons, which marked Mr.

Gladstone from first to last. This is a

precious possession the House of Commons

cherishes as something quite apart from

politics. The peculiar gift is undefinable,

but men who know the House of Commons

intimately will recognise its inheritance by

Mr. Balfour, and will possibly be able to name

more than one prominent quarter in which

otherwise supreme Parliamentary talents are

marred by its conspicuous lack.

Mr. Gladstone, whilst he was yet

with us, carried his reverence for

THE OLD

PARLIA-

MENTARY

HAND.

the traditions of the House of

Commons to extreme lengths,

even in small matters. A few

Sessions ago, he being at the time Prime

Minister, a by-election was won in circum-

stances that created much jubilation in the

Liberal camp. The new member, approaching

to take the oath and his seat, was hailed with

boisterous cheers. When he passed between

the Treasury Bench and the table on which

the roll of Parliament lay, one or two mem-

bers effusively shook hands with him.

Mr. Gladstone made no sign, but took an

early opportunity after the new member had

taken his seat privately to express to the

Speaker his regret that the new comer should,

with whatever kindly intent, have been waylaid

on his progress towards the Chair. His view

was that till a new member has been pre-

sented to the Speaker, and has by him been

welcomed, it is indecorous for anyone to

interpose with friendly shake of hand. It is

probable that hint of this matter was passed

along the Treasury Bench, for a practice that

at one time seemed established is inter-

mitted, and to-day Ministers refrain from

shaking hands with a new recruit on his way

to be presented to the Speaker.

Once upon a time there used to

the buff be published at the close of each

book. Parliamentary Session a volume

setting forth in detail the attend-

ances of members upon divisions. The

Buff Book, as it was called from the colour

of its binding, was much in use at contested

elections, where it was possible to show that

a member offering himself for re-election

was in respect of attendance on his duties

no better than he should be. The Buff

Book did not turn out a financial success, and

to the secret relief of many members its

publication was discontinued.

For Her Majesty's Ministers such a record

is to this day diligently kept. Every week

occupants of the Treasury Bench receive

from the Whip's office a statement showing

the number of times they have been present

at divisions, the number of their absences,

and the exact relative position in which they

stand on the roll of honour or of dishonour.

There are cases in which a Minister, usually

one of the Whips, has taken part in every

division of a Session. Several come within

measurable distance of achieving this high

distinction. On the whole, the weekly return

acts as an incentive. But there are cases

where its effect is deterrent. When a

Minister, through illness or accident, gets

altogether out of the running, he is prone to

assume an attitude of desperation and with-

draw from the competition.

Cardinal Vaughan has visited the

two lobby of the House of Commons

cardinals, once or twice this Session, but is

by no means so constant in his

attendance as was his

predecessor's wont.

More especially dur-

ing the height of the

Irish fight under the

captaincy of Mr. Par-

nell, the spare figure

of Cardinal Manning,

with his pinched,

bloodless, intellectual

features, was as fami-

liar in the lobby as

that of the average

member. Standing

apart, usually in the

neighbourhood of the

passage by the Bill

Office, he held earnest

conversation with a

succession of Irish

members. I remem-

ber the sensation

created one night in

the crowded lobby

when a burly, devout

Irish member, now

no more, popped down on one knee and

kissed the ring on the hand extended to him

with quite other intent by the Cardinal.

CARDINAL VAUGHAN.
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THE LORD

HIGH

CHANCELLOR

THE LATE CARDINAL

MANNING.

In personal appearance

Cardinal Vaughan is

wholly different from Mr.

Gladstone's college com-

panion of more than sixty

years ago. One never saw

Cardinal Manning without

recalling a remark dropped

by the Cardinal in Lothair.

" I never eat and I never

drink," said the prelate,

for whose characteristics

Mr. Disraeli was under-

stood to have drawn upon

a study at hand in London.

Cardinal Vaughan does

not look at all of that way

of thinking.

The Lord

Lieutenant of

Ireland is

never per-

mitted to leave the island

even for a day until certain

dignitaries, including the

Lord Chancellor, are solemnly sworn in to

act in commission during his absence. This

is a detail of constitutional law familiar to

the public, since the swearing-in of the com-

mission is regularly recorded in the Dublin

papers. The Lord High Chancellor of

England has patiently to bear even a harder

lot without assurance of the silent sympathy

of the nation. During his term of office

he is not permitted to

leave the kingdom. If

he makes holiday, he

must choose a locality

somewhere within the

boundaries of the

island.

The reason

the great for this re-

seal. striction is

that wher-

ever the Lord Chancellor

goes he must carry with

him the Great Seal, and

that is not to be trusted

out of the country. This

precious insignia of

authority really consists

of a pair of dies made

in silver. When neces-

sity arises for affixing

the Great Seal of Eng-

land to any document

the dies are closed,

melted wax is poured in,

A PRISONER OF STATE.

and, opened in due season, the Great Seal is

found ready for attachment. It is six inches

in diameter and three-quarters of an inch

thick. The pair of dies now in use date

from the accession of Her Majesty. On her

death they will be cut into pieces and

deposited with a long list of others in the

Tower.

One Great Seal is lacking to the collection.

It belonged to the reign of James II. That

estimable monarch, fleeing before the thunder

of the Great Revolution, dropped the Seal

into the Thames. Another original Great

Seal missing is that which, in the reign of

George III, was temporarily in the custody

of Lord Thurlow. The Lord Chancellor of

those days lived in the now unaristocratic

quarter of Great Ormond Street. On the 24th

of March, 1784, thieves broke in upon the

Lord Chancellor's house and stole away the

Great Seal. It probably went into the melt-

ing-pot. Certainly, it was never seen again.

It so happened that Parliament had to be

dissolved on the next day, which made the

incident peculiarly embarrassing. The silver-

smith was promptly put to work, and the dies

of a new Great Seal were made in time for

use in connection with the ceremony of

Dissolution.

Amongst more substantial claims

to distinction the late Lord Aber-

dare was, in the matter of family

and new name> endowed with embarrass-

ment of riches. His father passed

a long life apparently in

a state of uncertainty as

to whether he should

continue under the

name he happened to

bear at the moment, or

whether he should look

for another. When he

was born, his patronymic

was Knight. When he

came to man's estate,

Mr. Knight changed his

name to Bruce. Thirty-

two years later he called

himself Pryce, and at

the time of his death

was known as Mr. John

Bruce Pryce. When his

second son, Henry, was

in a position to choose

his own name, he called

himself plain Bruce.

The family peculiarity

was more happily deve-

loped in his case, since

home sec-

retary :
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he worked his way up to a peerage and

died Lord Aberdare.

To recall the time when Mr. Bruce was

Home Secretary, and roused the man in the

street against Mr. Gladstone's Government by

his introduction of the Licensing Acts, seems

a page of history almost as remote as a

chapter of "The Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire." Mr. Bruce, if he now sat

in the House of Commons for Renfrewshire

or elsewhere, would have no more chance of

being made Home Secretary than he would

of being nominated for the Primacy. The

type is changed from Henry Austin Bruce to

that of Herbert Henry Asquith. Yet it is

only twenty-seven years come the 9th of

December that Mr. Gladstone, then in the

prime of manhood, as age is reckoned

with him, attended Her Majesty in Privy

Council and was sworn

in First Lord of the Trea-

sury.

The room to - day is

haunted by the ghosts of

the majority who were on

that occasion assembled.

Lord Granville received

the seals of office as Secre-

tary for the Colonies ;

Lord Clarendon was

Foreign Secretary ; Mr.

Cardwell was Secretary of

State for War ; Mr. Bruce,

Home Secretary ; Mr. For-

ster, Vice-President of the

Council; Mr. Chichester

Fortescue, Chief Secretary

for Ireland; Mr. Lowe,

Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer. Mr. Layard was

First Commissioner of

Works, and Sir William

Page Wood, afterwards

Lord Hatherley, was Lord

Chancellor. Mr. Bright,

overcoming his repug-

nance to office, became,

at Mr. Gladstone's

urgent request, President

of the Board of Trade.

All, all are gone, the

once familiar faces. Of

others present at this historic gathering only

three in addition to the Chief are with us

to-day, and for each a great deal has hap-

pened since then. On this 9th of December,

1868, the Duke of Argyll was handed the

seals of the India Office, Lord Hartington

became Postmaster-General, and Mr. Childers

First Lord of the Admiralty.

" How oft to-night," said Friar

haunted Laurence' m Romeo and Juliet,

^N " have my old feet stumbled at

graves." Mr. Gladstone, having

lived longer than most men, and had a wider

range of acquaintance than any, can hardly

move through the passages of a day without

his feet stumbling at the grave of a friend. If

all the men he has personally known before

and since Henry Newman were gathered,

say, in Westminster Abbeyâ��if, indeed, the

fullest limits of its walls

would hold the multitude

â��what a varied and illus-

trious throng the ancient

rafters would cover ! Some

of them even now sleep

beneath the storied pave-

ment. These and others

of the glorious crowd being

dead, yet speak through

written records, in which

they convey the impression

created in their minds by

Mr. Gladstone, they having

known him at various

phases of his life from the

age of twenty to that of

seventy. Monthly, almost

weekly, the printing press

pours forth autobiogra-

phies, recollections,

remains, or biographies of

more or less eminent men

of the half century. Turn-

ing over the pages, Mr.

Gladstone rarely fails to

find himself for a moment

face to face with his dead

self at various stages of

his long careerâ��his self

portrayed with the frank-

ness with which we are all

discussed behind our backs.

HOME SECRETARIES : PAST AND PRESENT.



The Exploits of Brigadier Gerard.

By A. Conan Doyle.

III.â��HOW THE BRIGADIER SLEW THE BROTHERS OF AJACCIO.

HEN I told you some little

time ago how it was that I

won the special medal for

valour, I finished, as you will

doubtless remember, by repeat-

ing the saying of the Emperor

that I had the stoutest heart in all his armies.

In making that remark, Napoleon was show-

ing the insight for which he was so famous.

He disfigured his sentence, however, by add-

ing something about the thickness of my

head. We will pass that over. It is un-

generous to dwell upon the weaker moments

of a great man. I will only say this, that when

the Emperor needed an agent he was always

very ready to do me the honour of recalling

the name of Etienne Gerard, though it

occasionally escaped him when rewards were

to be distributed. Still, I was a colonel at

twenty-eight, and the chief of a brigade at

thirty-one, so that I have no reason to be

dissatisfied with my career. Had the wars

lasted another two or three years I might

have grasped my baton, and the man who

had his hand upon that was only one stride

from a throne. Murat had changed his

hussar's cap for a crown, and another light

cavalry man might have done as much.

However, all those dreams were driven

away by Waterloo, and, although I was not

able to write my name upon history, it is

sufficiently well known by all who served

with me in the great wars of the Empire.

What I want to tell you to-night is about the

very singular affair which first started me upon

my rapid upward course, and which had the

effect of establishing a secret bond between

the Emperor and myself. There is just one

little word of warning which I must give you

before I begin. When you hear me speak,

you must always bear in mind that you are

listening to one who has seen history from

the inside. I am talking about what my ears

have heard and my eyes have seen, so you

must not try to confute me by quoting

the opinions of some student or man of

the pen, who has written a book of

history or memoirs. There is much which is

unknown by such people, and much which

never will be known by the world. For my

own part, I could tell you some very surprising

things were it discreet to do so. The facts

which I am about to relate to you to-night

were kept secret by me during the Emperor's

lifetime, because I gave him my promise

that it should be so, but I do not think that

there can be any harm now in my telling the

remarkable part which I played.

You must know, then, that at the time of

the Treaty of Tilsit I was a simple lieutenant

in the ioth Hussars, without money or

interest. It is true that my appearance and

my gallantry were in my favour, and that

I had already won a reputation as being one

of the best swordsmen in the army; but

among the host of brave men who sur-

rounded the Emperor it needed more than

this to insure a rapid career. I was confi-

dent, however, that my chance would come,

though I never dreamed that it would take

so remarkable a form.

When the Emperor returned to Paris, after

the declaration of peace in the year 1807, he

spent much of his time with the Empress

and the Court at Fontainebleau. It was the

time when he was at the pinnacle of his career.

He had in three successive campaigns

humbled Austria, crushed Prussia, and made

the Russians very glad to get upon the right

side of the Niemen. The old Bulldog over

the Channel was still growling, but he could

not get very far from his kennel. If we could

have made a perpetual peace at that moment,

France would have taken a higher place than

any nation since the days of the Romans. So

I have heard the wise folk say, though for my

part I had other things to think of. All the

girls were glad to see the army back after its

long absence, and you may be sure that I had

my share of any favours that were going.

You may judge how far I was a favourite in

those days when I say that even now, in my

sixtieth year but why should I dwell upon

that which is already sufficiently well known ?

Our regiment of hussars was quartered

with the horse chasseurs of the guard at

Fontainebleau. It is, as you know, but a little

place, buried in the heart of the forest, and it

was wonderful at this time to see it crowded

with Grand Dukes and Electors and Princes,
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who thronged round Napoleon like puppies

round their master, each hoping that some

bone might be thrown to him. There was

more German than French to be heard in the

street, for those who had helped us in the

late war had come to beg for a reward, and

those who had opposed lis had come to try

and escape their punishment. And all the

time our little man, with his pale face and

his cold, grey eyes, was riding to the hunt

every morning, silent and brooding, all of

them following in his train, in the hope that

some word would escape him. And then,

when the humour seized him, he would throw

a hundred square miles to that man, or tear

as much off the other, round off one kingdom

by a river, or cut off another by a chain of

mountains. That was how he used to do

business, this little artilleryman, whom we

had raised so high with our sabres and our

bayonets. He was very civil to us always,

for he knew where his power came from.

We knew also, and showed it by the way

in which we carried ourselves. We were

agreed, you understand, that he was the

finest leader in the world, but we did not

forget that he had the finest men to lead.

Well, one day I was

seated in my quarters

playing cards with

young Morat, of the

horse chasseurs, when

I WAS SEATED PLAYING CARDS WITH YOUNG MORAT.

the door opened and in walked Lasalle, who

was our Colonel. You know what a fine, swag-

gering fellow he was, and the sky-blue uniform

of the Tenth suited him to a marvel. My faith,

we youngsters were so taken by him that we

all swore and diced and drank and played

the deuce whether we liked it or no, just that

we might resemble our Colonel! We forgot

that it was not because he drank or gambled

that the Emperor was going to make him the

head of the light cavalry, but because he had

the surest eye for the nature of a position or

for the strength of a column, and the best

judgment as to when infantry could be broken,

or whether guns were exposed, of any man

in the army. We were too young to under-

stand all that, however, so we waxed our

moustaches and clinked our spurs and let

the ferrules of our scabbards wear out by

trailing them along the pavement in the hope

that we should all become I.asalles. When

he came clanking into my quarters, both

Morat and I sprang to our feet.

" My boy," said he, clapping me on the

shoulder, " the Emperor wants to see you at

four o'clock."

The room whirled round me at the words,

and I had to lean my hands upon

the edge of the card-table.

"What?" I cried. "The Em-

peror ! "

" Precisely," said he, smiling at

my astonishment.

" But the Emperor does not know

of my existence, Colonel," I pro-

tested. " Why should he send for

me ? "

" Well, that's just what puzzles

me," cried Lasalle, twirling his mous-

tache. " If he wanted the help of

a good sabre, why should he descend

to one of my lieutenants when he

might have found all that he needed

at the head of the regiment ? How-

ever," he added, clapping me upon

the shoulder again in his hearty

fashion, " every man has his chance.

I have had mine, otherwise I should

not be Colonel of the Tenth. I

must not grudge you yours. For-

wards, my boy, and may it be the

first step towards changing your

busby for a cocked hat."

It was but two o'clock, so he

left me, promising to come back

and to accompany me to the palace.

My faith, what a time I passed, and

how many conjectures did I make

as to what it was that the Emperor
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could want of me ! I paced up and down

my little room in a fever of anticipation.

Sometimes I thought that perhaps he had

heard of the guns which we had taken at

Austerlitz; but then there were so many who

had taken guns at Austerlitz, and two years

had passed since the battle. Or it might be

that he wished to reward me for my affair

with the aide-de-camp of the Russian Emperor.

But then again a cold fit would seize me,

and I would fancy that he had sent for me to

reprimand me. There were a few duels

which he might have taken in ill part, and.

there were one or two little jokes in Paris

since the peace.

But, no ! I considered the words of Lasalle.

" If he had need of a brave man," said Lasalle.

It was obvious that my Colonel had some

idea of what was in the wind. If he had

not known that it was to my advantage, he

would not have been so cruel as to congratu-

late me. My heart glowed with joy as this

conviction grew upon me, and I sat down to

write to my mother and to tell her that the

Emperor was waiting, at that very moment,

to have my opinion upon a matter of im-

portance. It made me smile as I wrote it to

think that, wonderful as it appeared to me, it

would probably only confirm my mother in

her opinion of the Emperor's good sense.

At half-past three I heard a sabre come

clanking against every step of my wooden

stair. It was lasalle, and with him was a

little gentleman, very neatly dressed in black

with dapper ruffles and cuffs. We did not

know many civilians, we of the army, but, my

word, this was one whom we could not afford

to ignore! I had only to glance at those

twinkling eyes, the comical, upturned nose,

and the straight, precise mouth, to know that

I was in the presence of the one man in

France whom even the Emperor had to

consider.

" This is Monsieur Etienne Gerard, Mon-

sieur de Talleyrand," said lasalle.

I saluted, and the statesman took me in

from the top of my panache to the rowel of

my spur, with a glance that played over me

like a rapier point.

" Have you explained to the Lieutenant

the circumstances under which he is sum-

moned to the Emperor's presence ?" he

asked, in his dry, creaking voice.

They were such a contrast, these two men,

that I could not help glancing from one to

the other of them : the little, black, sly poli-

tician, and the big, sky-blue hussar, with one

fist on his hip and the other on the hilt of

his sabre. They both took their seats as I

Vol. ix.-81

looked, Talleyrand without a sound, and

Lasalle with a clash and jingle like a prancing

charger.

" It's this way, youngster," said he, in his

brusque fashion ; " I was with the Emperor in

his private cabinet this morning when a note

was brought in to him. He opened it, and

as he did so he gave such a start that it

fluttered down on to the floor. I handed it

up to him again, but he was staring at the

wall in front of him as if he had seen a ghost.

' Fratelli dell' Ajaccio,' he muttered ; and

then again, ' Fratelli dell' Ajaccio.' I don't

pretend to know more Italian than a man

can pick up in two campaigns, and I could

make nothing of this. It seemed to me that

he had gone out of his mind ; and you would

have said so also, Monsieur de Talleyrand, if

you had seen the look in his eyes. He read

the note, and then he sat for half an hour or

more without moving."

" And you ? " asked Talleyrand.

" Why, I stood there not knowing what I

ought to do. Presently he seemed to come

back to his senses.

"' I suppose, Lasalle,' said he, ' that you

have some gallant young officers in the

Tenth?'

" ' They are all that, sire,' I answered.

"' If you had to pick one who was to be

depended upon for action, but who would

not think too muchâ��you understand me,

Lasalle â�� which would you select ?' he

asked.

" I saw that he needed an agent who

would not penetrate too deeply into his

plans.

" ' I have one,' said I, ' who is all spurs

and moustaches, with never a thought beyond

women and horses.'

" ' That is the man 1 want,' said Napoleon.

' Bring him to my private cabinet at four

o'clock.'

"So, youngster, I came straight away to

you at once, and mind that you do credit to

the 10th Hussars."

I was by no means flattered by the reasons

which had led to my Colonel's choice, and I

must have shown as much in my face, for he

roared with laughter and Talleyrand gave a

dry chuckle also.

"Just one word of advice before you go,

Monsieur Gerard," said he: " you are now

coming into troubled waters, and you might

find a worse pilot than myself. We have

none of us any idea as to what this little

affair means, and, between ourselves, it is

very important for us, who have the destinies

of France upon our shoulders, to keep our-
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selves in touch with all that goes on. You

understand me, Monsieur Gerard ? "

I had not the least idea what he was

driving at, but I bowed and tried to look as

if it was clear to me.

" Act very guardedly, then, and say

nothing to anybody," said Talleyrand.

"Colonel de Lasalleand I will not show our-

selves in public with you, but we will await

you here, and we will give you our advice

when you have told us what has passed

between the Empsror and yourself. It is

time that you started now, for the Emperor

never forgives unpunctuality."

Off I went on foot to the palace, which

was only a hundred paces off. I made my

way to the antechamber, where Duroc, with

his grand new scarlet and gold coat, was

fussing about among the crowd of people

who were waiting. I heard him whisper to

Monsieur de Caulaincourt that half of them

were German Dukes who expected to be made

Kings, and the other half German Dukes

who expected to be made paupers. Duroc,

when he heard my name, showed me straight

in, and I found myself in the Emperor's

presence.

I had, of course, seen him in camp a

hundred times, but I had never been face to

face with him before. I have no doubt

that if you had met him without knowing

in the least who he was, you would simply

have said that he was a sallow little fellow

with a good forehead and fairly well-turned

calves. His tight white cashmere breeches

and white stockings showed off his legs to

advantage. But even a stranger must have

been struck by the singular look of his eyes,

which could harden into an expression which

would frighten a grenadier. It is said that

even Auguereau, who was a man who had never

known what fear was, quailed before Napo-

leon's gaze, at a time, too, when the Emperor

was but an unknown soldier. He looked

mildly enough at me, however, and motioned

me to remain by the door. De Meneval was

writing to his dictation, looking up at him

between each sentence with his spaniel

eyes.

" That will do. You can go," said the

Emperor, abruptly. Then, when the secretary

had left the room, he strode across with his

hands behind his back, and he looked me up

and down without a word. Though he was

a small man himself, he was very fond of

having fine-looking fellows about him, and
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so I think that my appearance gave him

pleasure. For my own part, I raised one

hand to the salute and held the other upon

the hilt of my sabre, looking straight ahead

of me, as a soldier should.

" Well, Monsieur Gerard," said he, at last,

tapping his forefinger upon one of the brande-

bourgs of gold braid upon the front of my

pelisse, " I am informed that you' are a

very deserving young officer. Your Colonel

gives me an excellent account of you."

I wished to make a brilliant reply, but I

could think of nothing save Lasalle's phrase

that I was all spurs and moustaches, so it

ended in my saying nothing at all. The

' I KA1SED ONE HAND TO THE SALUTE,

Emperor watched the struggle which must

have shown itself upon my features, and

when, finally, no answer came he did not

appear to be displeased.

" I believe that you are the very man that

I want," said he. " Brave and clever men

surround me upon every side. But a brave

man who " He did not finish his sentence,

and for my own part I could not understand

what he was driving at. I contented myself

with assuring him that he could count upon

me to the death.

" You are, as I understand, a good swords-

man ? " said he.

" Tolerable, sire," I answered.

"You were chosen by your regiment to

fight the champion of the Hussars of Cham-

barant?" said he.

I was not sorry to find that he knew so

much of my exploits.

" My comrades, sire, did me that honour,"

said I.

" And for the sake of

practice you insulted six

fencing masters in the

week before your duel ? "

" I had the privilege of

being out seven times in

as many days, sire,"

said I.

" And escaped without

a scratch ? "

" The fencing master

of the 23rd Light Infantry

touched me on the left

elbow, sire."

" Let us have no more

child's play of the sort,

monsieur," he cried, turn-

ing suddenly to that cold

rage of his which was so

appalling. " Do you im-

agine that I place veteran

soldiers in these positions

that you may practise

and tierce upon them ?

How am I to face Europe if my

soldiers turn their points upon

each other ? Another word of

your duelling, and I break you

between these fingers."

I saw his plump white hands

flash before my eyes as he spoke,

and his voice had turned Jo the

most discordant hissing and growl-

ing. My word, my skin pringled

all over as I listened to him, and I would

gladly have changed my position for that

of the first man in the steepest and

narrowest breach that ever swallowed up a

storming party. He turned to the table,

drank off a cup of coffee, and then when

he faced me again every trace of this storm

had vanished, and he wore that singular

smile which came from his lips but never

from his eyes.

" I have need of your services, Monsieur

quarte
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Gerard," said he. " I may .'be safer with a

good sword at my side, and there are reasons

why yours should be the one which I select.

But first of all I must bind you to secrecy.

Whilst I live what passes between us to-day

must be known to none but ourselves."

I thought of Talleyrand and of Lasalle, but

I promised.

" In the next place, I do not want your

opinions or conjectures, and I wish you to

do exactly what you are told."

I bowed.

" It is your sword that I need, and not

your brains. I will do the thinking. Is

that clear to you ? "

" Yes, sire."

" You know the Chancellor's Grove, in

the forest ? "

I bowed.

" You know also the large double fir-tree

where the hounds assembled on Tuesday ? "

Had he known that I met a girl under it

three times a week, he would not have asked

me. I bowed once more without remark.

" Very good. You will meet me there at

ten o'clock to-night."

I had got past being surprised at anything

which might happen. If he had asked me

to take his place upon the Imperial throne I

could only have nodded my busby.

"We shall then proceed into the wood

together," said the Emperor. " You will be

armed with a sword, but not with pistols.

You must address no remark to me, and I

shall say nothing to you. We will advance

in silence. You understand ? "

" I understand, sire."

" After a time we shall see a man, or more

probably two men, under a certain tree. We

shall approach them together. If I signal to

you to defend me, you will have your sword

ready. If, on the other hand, I speak to

these men, you will wait and see what

happens. If you are called upon to draw,

you must see that neither of them, in the

event of there being two, escapes from us. I

shall myself assist you.'

" But, sire," I cried, " I have no doubt

that two would not be too many for my

sword; but would it not be better that I

should bring a comrade than that you should

be forced to join in such a struggle ?"

" Ta, ta, ta," said he. " I was a soldier

before I was an Emperor. Do you think,

then, that artillerymen have not swords

as well as the hussars ? But I ordered you

not to argue with me. You will do exactly

what I tell you. If swords are once out,

neither of these men is to get away alive."

" They shall not, sire," said I.

" Very good. I have no more instructions

for you. You can go."

I turned to the door, and then an idea

occurring to me I turned.

" I have been thinking, sire " said I.

He sprang at me with the ferocity of a wild

beast. I really thought he would have struck

me.

"Thinking!" he cried. "You,jw/ Do you

imagine I chose you out because you could

think ? Let me hear of your doing such a

thing again ! You, the one manâ��but, there !

You meet me at the fir-tree at ten o'clock."

My faith, I was right glad to get out of the

room. If I have a good horse under me,

and a sword clanking against my stirrup-iron,

I know where I am. And in all that relates

to green fodder or dry, barley and oats and

rye, and the handling of squadrons upon the

march, there is no one who can teach me

very much. But when I meet a Chamberlain

and a Marshal of the Palace, and have to

pick my words with an Emperor, and find

that everybody hints instead of talking

straight out, I feel like a troop-horse

who has been put in a lady's caleche.

It is not my trade, all this mincing and

pretending. I have learned the manners of

a gentleman, but never those of a courtier.

I was right glad then to get into the fresh air

again, and I ran away up to my quarters like

a schoolboy who has just escaped from the

seminary master.

But as I opened the door, the very first

thing that my eye rested upon was a long

pair of sky-blue legs with hussar boots, and

a short pair of black ones with knee-breeches

and buckles. They both sprang up together

to greet me.

" Well, what news ? " they cried, the two of

them.

" None," I answered.

" The Emperor refused to see you ? "

" No, I have seen him."

" And what did he say ? "

" Monsieur de Talleyrand," I answered,

" I regret to say that it is quite impossible for

me to tell you anything about it. I have

promised the Emperor."

" Pooh, pooh, my dear young man," said

he, sidling up to me, as a cat does when it is

about to rub itself against you. "This is

all among friends, you understand, and goes

no farther that these four walls. Besides, the

Emperor never meant to include me in this

promise."

" It is but a minute's walk to the palace,

Monsieur de Talleyrand," I answered; "if it
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would not be troubling you too much to ask

you to step up to it and bring back the

Emperor's written statement that he did not

mean to include you in this promise, I shall

be happy to tell you every word that

passed."

He showed his teeth at me then like the

old fox that he was.

appears to be a little

" He is too young to

" Monsieur Gerard

puffed up," said he.

see things in their

just proportion. As

he grows older he

may understand that

it is not always very

discreet for a sub-

altern of cavalry to

give such very

abrupt refusals."

I did not know

what to say to this,

but Lasalle came to

my aid in his down-

right fashion.

" The lad is quite

right," said he. "If

I had known that

there was a promise

I should not have

questioned him.

You know very well,

Monsieur de Talley-

rand, that if he had

answered you, you

would have laughed

in your sleeve and

thought as much

about him as I think

of the bottle when

the burgundy is

gone. As for me,

I promise you that

the Tenth would

have had no room

for him, and that we should have lost our

best swordsman if I had heard him give up

the Emperor's secret."

But the statesman became only the more

bitter when he saw that I had the support of

my Colonel.

" I have heard, Colonel de I,asalle,"said he,

with an icy dignity, " that your opinion is of

great weight upon the subject of light cavalry.

Should I have occasion to seek information

about that branch of the army, I shall be

very happy to apply to you. At present,

however, the matter concerns diplomacy, and

you will permit me to form my own views

upon that question. As long as the welfare

MONSIKl'R (iEKARD APPEARS TO BE A LITTLE PUFFED UP.

of France and the safety of the Emperor's

person are largely committed to my care, I

will use every means in my power to secure

them, even if it should be against the

Emperor's own temporary wishes. I have

the honour, Colonel de Lasalle, to wish you a

very good-day !"

He shot a most unamiable glance in my

direction, and, turning upon his heel, he

walked with little, quick, noiseless steps out

of the room.

I could see from

I.asalle's face that

he did not at all

relish finding him-

self at enmity with

the powerful Minis-

ter. He rapped out

an oath or two, and

then, catching up his

sabre and his cap,

he clattered away

down the stairs. As

I looked out of the

window I saw the

two of them, the

big blue man and

the little black one,

going up the street

together. Talleyrand

was walking very

rigidly, and Lasalle

was waving his

hands and talking,

so I suppose that

he was trying to

make his peace.

The Emperor had

told me not to think,

and I endeavoured

to obey him. I took

up the cards from

the table where

Morat had left them,

and I tried to work out a few combinations

at ecarte\ But I could not remember which

were trumps, and I threw them under the

table in despair. Then I drew my sabre and

practised giving point until I was weary, but

it was all of no use at all. My mind would

work, in spite of myself. At ten o'clock I was

to meet the Emperor in the forest. Of all

extraordinary combinations of events in the

whole world, surely this was the last which

would have occurred to me when I rose from

my couch that morning. But the responsibility

- the dreadful responsibility! It was all

upon my shoulders. There was no one to

halve it with me. It made me cold all over.
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Often as I have faced death upon the battle-

field, I have never known what real fear was

until that moment. But then I considered that

after all I could but do my best like a brave

and honourable gentleman, and above all obey

the orders which I had received, to the very

letter. And, if all went well, this would

surely be the foundation of my fortunes.

Thus, swaying between my fears and my

hopes, I spent the long, long evening until it

was time for me to keep my appointment.

I put on my military overcoat, as I did

not know how much of the night I

might have to spend in the

woods, and I fastened my sword

outside it. I pulled off my hussar

boots also, and wore a pair of

shoes and gaiters, that I might

be lighter upon my feet. Then

I stole out of my quarters and

made for the forest, feeling very

much easier in my mind, for I

am always at my best when the

time of thought has passed and

the moment for action arrived.

I passed the barracks of the

Chasseurs of the Guards, and the

line of cafes all filled with uni-

forms. I caught a glimpse as I

went by of the blue and gold

of some of my comrades, amid

the swarm of dark infantry coats

and the light green of the Guides.

There they sat, sipping their

wine and smoking their cigars,

little dreaming what their com-

rade had on hand. One of them,

the chief of my squadron, caught

sight of me in the lamplight, and

came shouting after me into the

street. I hurried on, however,

pretending not to hear him, so

he, with a curse at my deafness,

went back at last to his wine

bottle.

It is not very hard to get into

the forest at Fontainebleau. The

scattered trees steal their way into

the very streets, like the tirailleurs

in front of a column. I turned

into a path, which led to the edge of the

woods, and then I pushed rapidly forward

towards the old fir-tree. It was a place

which, as I have hinted, I had my own

reasons for knowing well, and I could only

thank the Fates that it was not one of the

nights upon which Leonie would be waiting

for me. The poor child would have died of

terror at sight of the Emperor. He might

have been too harsh with herâ��and worse

still, he might have been too kind.

There was a half moon shining, and, as I

came up to our trysting-place, I saw that I

was not the first to arrive. The Emperor

was pacing up and down, his hands behind

him and his face sunk somewhat forward

upon his breast. He wore a grey great-coat

with a capote over his head. I had seen

him in such a dress in our winter campaign

in Poland, and it was said that he used it

because the hood was such an excellent

disguise. He was always fond, whether in

THE EMPEROR WAS PACING UP AND DOWN,

the camp or in Paris, of walking round at

night, and overhearing the talk in the

cabarets or round the fires. His figure,

however, and his way of carrying his head

and his hands, were so well known that he

was always recognised, and then the talkers

would just say whatever they thought would

please him best.

My first thought was that he would be angry
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with me for having kept him waiting, but as I

approached him, we heard the big church

clock of Fontainebleau clang out the hour of

ten. It was evident, therefore, that it was

he who was too soon, and not I too late. I

remembered his order that I should make

no remark, so contented myself with halting

within four paces of him, clicking my

spurs together, grounding my sabre, and

saluting. He glanced at me, and then with-

out a word he turned and walked slowly

through the forest, I keeping always about

the same distance behind him. Once or

twice he seemed to me to look apprehen-

sively to right and to left, as if he feared that

someone was observing us. I looked also,

but although I have the keenest sight, it was

quite impossible to see anything except

the ragged patches of moonshine between

the great black shadows of the trees.

My ears are as quick as my eyes, and once or

twice I thought that I heard a twig crack ; but

you know how many sounds there are in a

forest at night, and how difficult it is even to

say what direction they come from.

We walked for rather more than a mile,

and I knew exactly what our destination was,

long before we got there. In the centre of

one of the glades there is the shattered stump

of what must at some time have been a most

gigantic tree. It is called the Abbot's Beech,

and there are so many ghostly stories about

it, that I know many a brave soldier who

would not care about mounting sentinel over

it. However, I cared as little for such folly

as the Emperor did, so we crossed the glade

and made straight for the old broken trunk.

As we approached, I saw that two men were

waiting for us beneath it.

When I first caught sight of them they

were standing rather behind it, as if they

were not anxious to be seen, but as we came

nearer they emerged from its shadow and

walked forward to meet us. The Emperor

glanced back at me, and slackened his pace

a little, so that I came within arm's length of

him. You may think that I had my hilt well

to the front, and that I had a very good look

at these two people who were approaching

us. The one was tall, remarkably so, and

of a very spare frame, while the other was

rather below the usual height, and had a brisk,

determined way of walking. They each wore

black cloaks, which were slung right across

their figures, and hung down upon one side,

like the mantles of Murat's dragoons. They

had fiat black caps, like those which I have

since seen in Spain, which threw their faces

into darkness, though I could see the gleam

of their eyes from beneath them. With the

moon behind them and their long black

shadows walking in front, they were such

figures as one might expect to meet at night

near the Abbot's Beech. I can remember that

they had a stealthy way of moving, and that

as they approached, the moonshine formed

two white diamonds between their legs and

the legs of their shadows.

The Emperor had paused, and these two

strangers came to a stand also within a few

paces of us. I had drawn up close to my

companion's elbow, so that the four of us

were facing each other without a word spoken.

My eyes were particularly fixed upon the

taller one, because he was slightly the nearer

to me, and I became certain as I watched him

that he was in the last state of nervousness.

His lean figure was quivering all over, and I

heard a quick, thin panting like that of a

tired dog. Suddenly one of them gave a

short, hissing signal. The tall man bent his

back and his knees like a diver about to

spring, but before he could move, I had

jumped with drawn sabre in front of him.

At the same instant the smaller man bounded

past me, and buried a long poniard in the

Emperor's heart.

My God ! the horror of that moment! It

is a marvel that I did not drop dead myself.

As in a dream, I saw the grey coat whirl

convulsively round, and caught a glimpse in

the moonlight of three inches of red point

which jutted out from between the shoulders.

Then down he fell with a dead man's gasp

upon the grass, and the assassin, leaving his

weapon buried in his victim, threw up both

his hands and shrieked with joy. But Iâ��I

drove my sword through his midriff with such

frantic force, that the mere blow of the hilt

against the end of his breast-bone sent him

six paces before he fell, and left my reeking

blade ready for the other. I sprang round

upon him with such a lust for blood

upon me as I had never felt, and never

have felt, in all my days. As I turned,

a dagger flashed before my eyes, and I felt

the cold wind of it pass my neck and

the villain's wrist jar upon my shoulder. I

shortened my sword, but he winced away

from me, and an instant afterwards was in

full flight, bounding like a deer across the

glade in the moonlight.

But he was not to escape me thus. I knew

that the murderer's poniard had done its

work. Young as I was, I had seen enough

of war to know a mortal blow. I paused but

for an instant to touch the cold hand.

" Sire ! Sire ! " I cried, in an agony ; and
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then as no sound came back and nothing

moved, save an ever-widening dark circle in

the moonlight, I knew that all was indeed

over. I sprang madly to my feet,

threw off my great-coat, and ran at

the top of my speed after the remain-

ing assassin.

Ah, how I blessed the wisdom

which had caused me to come in

shoes and gaiters ! And the happy

me. It was his breathing once more, and it

showed me where he must be. He was

hiding in the tool-house.

I DROVE MY SWORD WITH FRANTIC FORCE.

thoaght which had thrown off my coat.

He could not get rid of his mantle, this

wretch, or else he was too frightened to

think of it. So it was that I gained upon him

from the beginning. He must have been

out of his wits, for he never tried to bury

himself in the darker parts of the woods, but

he flew on from glade to glade, until he came

to the heath-land which leads up to the great

Fontainebleau quarry. There I had him in

full sight, and knew that he could not escape

me. He ran well, it is trueâ��ran as a coward

runs when his life is the stake. But I ran

as Destiny runs when it gets behind a man's

heels. Yard by yard I drew in upon him.

He was rolling and staggering. I could hear

the rasping and crackling of his breath. The

great gulf of the quarry suddenly yawned in

front of his path, and glancing at me over

his shoulder, he gave a shriek of despair. The

next instant he had vanished from my sight.

Vanished utterly, you understand. I

rushed to the spot, and gazed down into the

black abyss. Had he hurled himself over ?

I had almost made up my mind that he had

clone so, when a gentle sound rising and

falling came out of the darkness beneath

At the edge of the quarry and beneath

the summit there is a small platform upon

which stands a wooden hut for the use of

the labourers. It was into this, then, that he

had darted. Perhaps he had thought, the

fool, that, in the darkness, I would not ven-

ture to follow him. He little knew Etienne

Gerard. With a spring I was on the

platform, with another I was through the

doorway, and then, hearing him in the

corner, I hurled myself down upon the top

of him.

He fought like a wild cat, but he never

had a chance with his shorter weapon. I

think that I must have transfixed him with

that first mad lunge, for, though he struck

and struck, his blows had no power in them,

and presently his dagger tinkled down upon

the floor. When I was sure that he was

dead, I rose up and passed out into the

moonlight. I climbed up on to the heath

again, and wandered across it as nearly out

of my mind as a man could be. With the

blood singing in my ears, and my naked

sword still clutched in my hand, I walked

aimlessly on until, looking round me, I found

that I had come as far as the glade of the
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Abbot's Beech, and saw in the distance that

gnarled stump which must ever be associated

with the most terrible moment of my life. I

sat down upon a fallen trunk with my sword

across my knees and my head between my

hands, and I tried to think about what had

happened and what would happen in the

future.

The Emperor had committed himself to

my care. The Emperor was dead. Those

"l TRIED TO THINK WHAT HAD HArPENED.'

were the two thoughts which clanged in my

head, until I had no room for any other ones.

He had come with me and he was dead. I had

done what he had ordered when living. I had

revenged him when dead. But what of all

that ? The world would look upon me as

responsible. They might even look upon me

as the assassin. What could I prove ? What

witnesses had I ? Might I not have been the

accomplice of these wretches ? Yes, yes, I

was eternally dishonouredâ��the lowest, most

despicable creature in all France. This then

was the-end of my fine military ambitionsâ��

of the hopes of my mother. I laughed

bitterly at the thought. And what was I to

do now? Was I to go into Fontainebleau,

to wake up the palace, and to inform them

that the great Emperor had been murdered

within a pace of me ? I could not do itâ��no,

I could not do it ! There was but one course

for an honourable gentleman whom Fate had

placed in so cruel a position. I would fall

upon my dishonoured sword, and so share,

Vol. ix. 82.

since I could not avert, the Emperor's fate.

I rose with my nerves strung to this last

piteous deed, and as I did so, my eyes fell

upon something which struck the breath from

my lips. The Emperor was standing before

me !

He was not more than ten yards off, with

the moon shining straight upon his cold,

pale face. He wore his grey overcoat, but

the hood was turned back, and the front

open, so that I could

see the green coat of

the Guides, and the

white breeches. His

hands were clasped

behind his back, and

his chin sunk forward

upon his breast, in the

way that was usual

with him.

Â« Well," said he, in

hardest and most

abrupt voice,

" what account

do you give of

yourself ? "

I believe that,

if he had stood

in silence for

another minute,

my brain would

have given way.

But those sharp

military accents

were exactly what

I needed to bring

me to myself. Living or dead, here was the

Emperor standing before me and asking me

questions. I sprang to the salute.

" You have killed one, I see," said he,

jerking his head towards the beech.

" Yes, sire."

" And the other escaped ? "

" No, sire, I killed him also."

" What! " he cried. " Do I understand

that you have killed them both?" He

approached me as he spoke with a smile

which set his teeth gleaming in the moonlight.

" One body lies there, sire," I answered.

"The other is in the tool-house at the

quarry."

"Then the Brothers of Ajaccio are no

more," he cried, and after a pause, as if

speaking to himself : "The shadow has passed

me for ever." Then he bent forward and

laid his hand upon my shoulder.

" You have done very well, my young

friend," said he. "You have lived up to

your reputation."
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THE EMPEROR WAS STANDING BEFORE ME

He was flesh and blood, then, this

Emperor. I could feel the little,plump palm

that rested upon me. And yet I could

not get over what I had seen with my own

eyes, and so I stared at him in such be-

wilderment that he broke once more into one

of his smiles.

" No, no, Monsieur Gerard," said he, " I

am not a ghost, and you have not seen me

killed. You will come here, and all will be

clear to you."

He turned as he spoke, and led the way

towards the great beech stump.

The bodies were still lying upon the

ground, and two men were standing beside

them. As we approached I saw from the

turbans that they were Roustem and Mustafa,

the two Mameluke servants. The Emperor

paused when he came to

the grey figure upon the

ground, and turning back

the hood which shrouded

the features, he showed a

face which was very different

from his own.

" Here lies a faithful

servant who has given up

his life for his master," said

he. " Monsieur de Goudin

resembles me in figure and

in manner, as you must

admit"

What a delirium of joy

came upon me when these

few words made everything

clear to me. He smiled

again as he saw the delight

which urged me to throw

my arms round him and

to embrace him, but he

moved a step away, as if

he had divined my im-

pulse.

" You are unhurt ? " he

asked.

" I am unhurt, sire. But

in another minute I should

in my despair "

" Tut, tut! " he inter-

rupted. "You did very

well. He should himself

have been more on his

guard. I saw everything

which passed."

" You saw it, sire ! "

"You did not hear me

follow you through the

wood, then ? I hardly lost

sight of you from the mo-

ment that you left your quarters until poor

De Goudin fell. The counterfeit Emperor

was in front of you and the real one behind.

You will now escort me back to the palace."

He whispered an order to his Mamelukes,

who saluted in silence and remained where

they were standing. For my part, I followed

the Emperor with my pelisse bursting with

pride. My word, I have always carried my-

self as a hussar should, but I^asalle himself

never strutted and swung his dolman as I

did that night! Who should clink his spurs

and clatter his sabre if it were not Iâ��I,

Etienne Gerard-the confidant of the Emperor,

the chosen swordsman of the light cavalry,

the man who slew the would-be assassins of

Napoleon ? But he noticed my bearing and

turned upon me like a blight.
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"here lies a faithful servant," said he."

" Is that the way to carry yourself on a

secret mission ?" he hissed, with that cold

glare in his eyes. " Is it thus that you will

make your comrades believe that nothing

remarkable has occurred ? Have done with

this nonsense, monsieur, or you will find

yourself transferred to the sappers, where

you would have harder work and duller

plumage."

That was the way with the Emperor. If

ever he thought that anyone might have a

claim upon him, he took the first opportunity

to show him the gulf that lay between. I

saluted and was silent, but I must confess to

you that it hurt me after all that had passed

between us. He led on to the palace, where

we passed through the side door and up into

his own cabinet. There were a couple of

grenadiers at the staircase, and their eyes

started out from under their fur caps, I

promise you, when they saw a young lieuten-

ant of hussars going up to the Emperors

room at midnight. I stood by the door, as

I had done in the afternoon, while he flung

himself down in an arm-chair, and remained

silent so long that it seemed to me that he

had forgotten all about me. I ventured at

last upon a slight cough to remind him.

" Ah, Monsieur Gerard," said he, " you

are very curious, no doubt, as to the meaning

of all this ? "

" I am quite content, sire, if it is your

pleasure not to tell me," I answered.

"Ta, ta, ta," said he,impatiently. "These

are only words. The moment that you were

outside that door you would begin making

inquiries about what it means. In two days

your brother officers would know about it, in

three days it would be all over Fontainebleau,

and it would be in Paris on the fourth.

Now, if I tell you enough to appease your

curiosity, there is some reasonable hope that

you may be able to keep the matter to your-

self."

He did not understand me, this Emperor,

and yet I could only bow and be silent.

" A few words will make it clear to you,"

said he, speaking very swiftly and pacing up

and down the room. "They were Corsicans,

these two men. I had known them in my

youth. We had belonged to the same society

â�� Brothers of Ajaccio, as we called ourselves.

It was founded in the old Paoli days, you

understand, and we had some strict rules of

our own which were not infringed with im-

punity."

A very grim look came over his face as he

spoke, and it seemed to me that all that was

French had gone out of him, and that it was

the pure Corsican, the man of strong pas-

sions and of strange revenges, who stood

before me. His memory had gone back to
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those early days of his, and for five minutes,

wrapped in thought, he paced up and down

the room with his quick little tiger steps.

Then with an impatient wave of his hands

he came back to his palace and to me.

" The rules of such a society," he con-

tinued, "are all very well for a private

citizen. In the old days there was no more

loyal brother than I. But circumstances

change, and it would be neither for my

welfare nor for that of France that I should

now submit myself to them. They wanted

to hold me to it, and so brought their fate

upon their own heads. These were the

two chiefs of the order, and they had

come from Corsica to summon me to meet

them at the spot which they named. I knew

what such a summons meant. No man had

ever returned from obeying one. On the

other hand, if I did not go, I was sure that

disaster would follow. I am a brother

myself, you remember, and I know their

ways."

Again there came that hardening of his

mouth and cold glitter of his eyes.

" You perceive my dilemma, Monsieur

Gerard," said he. " How would you have

acted yourself, under such circumstances ? "

"Givon the word to the ioth Hussars,

sire," I cried. " Patrols could have swept

the woods from end to end, and brought

these two rascals to your feet."

He smiled, but he shook his head.

" I had very excellent reasons why I did

not wish them taken alive," said he. " You

can understand that an assassin's tongue

might be as dangerous a weapon as an

assassin's dagger. I will not disguise from

you that I wished to avoid scandal at all cost.

That was why I ordered you to take no

pistols with you. That also is why my

Mamelukes will remove all traces of the

affair, and nothing more will be heard about

it. I thought of all possible plans, and I am

convinced that I selected the best one. Had

I sent more than one guard with De Goudin

into the woods, then the brothers would

not have appeared. They would not change

their plans or miss their chance for the

sake of a single man. It was Colonel

Lasalle's accidental presence at the moment

when I received the summons which led to

my choosing one of his hussars for the

mission. I selected you, Monsieur Gerard,

because I wanted a man who could handle a

sword, and who would not pry more deeply

into the affair than I desired. I trust that,

in this respect, you will justify my choice as

well as you have done in your bravery and

skill."

" Sire," I answered, " you may rely upon it."

" As long as I live," said he, " you never

open your lips upon this subject."

" I dismiss it entirely from my mind, sire.

I will efface it from my recollection as if it

had never been. I will promise you to go

out of your cabinet at this moment exactly as

I was when I entered it at four o'clock."

" You cannot do that," said the Emperor,

smiling. " You were a lieutenant at that

time. You will permit me, Captain, to wish

you a very good-night."
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THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

WILLIAM COURT GULLY, Q.C., M.P.

(The Speaker.)

Born 1836.

Mr. William Court

Gully, the n e w

Speaker of the House

of Commons, who suc-

ceeded the Right Hon.

Arthur Wellesley Peel,

now Viscount reel, is

nearly sixty years old,

and a son of Dr.

James Manby Gully,

who was a physician

of some renown. He

has represented White-

haven in the Liberal

interest for nine years.

His manner is delight-

fully suave and his

voice is melodious. It

is anticipated, not with-

AGE 19.

From a Photograph.

PRESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by I: II it Son*.

out justification, that Mr. Gully

will worthily fill the high position

to which the House of Commons

has called him.
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MISS FRANCES WILLARD.

31SS FRANCES E. WILLARD

was born at Churchville, near

Rochester, New York. She is a

graduate of the North-Western

University, Chicago, and took a

degree of A. M. from Syracuse University. Miss

Willard is a great

Temperance advo-

cate, and is to

Americans what

Lady Henry

Somerset is to us

here in England.

She is a splendid

speaker, an accom-

plished writer, and

has travelled a great

deal. After holding

several important

posts in various

States, she became,

in 1878, President

of the Women's

Christian Tem-

perance Union of

Illinois and editor

of the Chicago

Post, and in 1879

was nominated

President of the

National Women's

Christian Temperance Union, the largest

society ever organized, conducted, and con-

trolled exclusively by women. In 1887 Miss

From a Photo, by Alice HuQhet, Qower Street

attaches to Miss Willard at the present

moment in connection with the great demon-

stration to be held, about the middle of this

month, by the W.C.T.U., at the Albert Hall.

From a]

[Miniature.

Willard was elected President of the Women's

Council of the United States. She has pub-

lished many works on Temperance which have

enjoyed extensive circulation. Special interest

PRESENT DAY.

Front a Photo, by A. fl. Hardy, Bolton.
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was first performed in San Marco, Milan, in

1874. He completed in 1878 a new opera in

AGE 32.

From a Lithtvrapk.

GIUSEPPE VERDI.

Born 1814.

ilERDI, the popu-

ftE lar composer,

is the son of an

innkeeper, and

was born at

Rancola, in the Uuchy of

Parma. He received his

first lessons from an

organist at Milan, where

he resided from 1833 to

1836. He studied dili-

gently under Lavinga, and

in 1839 published his

earliest workâ��a musical

drama, entitled " Oberto

di San Bonifacio." His

principal compositions are

serious operas, and the

" Lombardi," one of his first productions,

made a strong impression throughout Italy,

and laid the foundation of his fame. His

best-known operas are " Nabucodonosor,"

" Ernani," " Attila," " Macbeth," the " Mas-

nadieri," " Louisa Miller," " Rigoletto," the

" Trovatore," " La Traviata," " Un Ballo in

Maschera," and " Don Carlos," performed at

the Royal Italian Opera at Covent Garden in

1867. Signor Verdi's more recent works

are "Giovanno d'Arco " in 1868; "La Forza

del Destino " in 1869, and "Aida" in 1872.

His celebrated " Requiem Mass," composed

in honour of his great countryman Manzoni,

AGE 67.

five acts, entitled " Monte-

zuma," followed in 1886

by "Otello," which was

produced at the Lyceum in

London in 1889, and finally

" Falstaff," which he finished

in 1893, and which has

proved a great success.

Signor Verdi is the knight

of many native and foreign

orders, and holder of many

honorary distinctions

showered upon him by ad-

miring monarchs and a

grateful country.

PRESENT DAY.
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South against the North, he reached the

pinnacle of fame in the underhand bowling

line by doing the " hat-trick." " W. W.," as

A(jL 17.

Front a PkoU>. by A. Richardson, R^igntt.

MR. W. W. READ.

Born 1854.

jINCE 1873, the Surrey Eleven has

seldom, if ever, been without the

services of Mr. Walter Read, of

whom it has been often said that

he "made the Oval." Though

this is only a

figure of speech,

there can be no

question' that the

wonderful innings

on all kinds of

wickets, and

against all kinds

of bowling, which

he used to play,

at the- time when

Surrey was at low

ebb, did very much

towards drawing

the attention of

spectators to the

Oval. Mr. Read has

been twice to Aus-

tralia : the first time was with Ivo Bligh's

team, and the second with Vernon, in 1889.

That same year is said by Mr. Read to have

been about his best; he had an average of

65, and made 100 on each of the three

chief groundsâ��Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide.

He is the "inventor" of the " on-stroke,"

which has always been an extremely useful

resource to him in his scores. Mr. Read

also goes in for underhand bowling, and at

Scarborough in 1891, when playing for the

AGE 22.

From a Photo, by Hawking, Brighton.

AGE 32.

From a Photo, by Hawkin*, Brighton.

he is familiarly called, is very popular with

the cricket-loving public, and his perform-

ances will be watched this year with as

much eagerness as ever.

PRESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by R. Thtyman, Chnip$ul*.
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By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.D.

[These stories are written in collaboration with a medical man of large experience. Many are founded on fact, and all are

within the region of practical medical science. Those stories which may convey an idea of the impossible are only a forecast of an

early realization.]

VI.â��LITTLE SIR NOEL.

|F you please, sir," said my

servant, Harris, " there's a

young gentleman waiting to

see you in your consulting-

room."

I pausedâ��I was coming

home in a hurry to lunch.

" But this is not my hour for seeing

patients," I said.

" He is a very young gentleman, sir ; he

came with a lot of luggageâ��here it is, all

piled up in the hall."

I looked around my neat, well-appointed

hall in astonishment. In one corner of it

were a couple of large trunks. A strap with

rugs, a hat-box, and other belongings of the

traveller accompanied the boxes.

" Who in the world can have arrived ? " I

thought to myself.

I hurried off to my consulting-room as I

spoke. I was not feeling too well pleased.

I was in a great hurry, and had a specially

hard afternoon's work before me. When I

opened the door, however, my momentary

irritation vanished. It was impossible for it

to survive the expression of the little face

which started suddenly into view when I

appeared. A boy of about eight years old,

in a brown velveteen jockey suit, jumped up

from his seat by one of the windows and

came forward to meet me with one small

hand outstretched.

" You are Dr. Halifax, are you not ? " he

asked.

" Right, my little fellow, and who are you? "

I answered.

" I'm Noel Temple. Mother sent you this

note : she said you'd look after me. I hope

I sha'n't be very troublesome."

He sighed a little as he spoke, poised him-

self on one leg, and looked up into my face

with the alert glance of an expectant robin.

"Noel Temple," I repeatedâ��"Temple!â��

forgive me, I don't know the name."

"You used to know mother very wellâ��she

said soâ��she said you were playfellows long

ago, and you used to quarrel â�� don't you re-

member? "

" What was your mother's name before she

was married, Noel ? " I inquired, suddenly.

" Foresterâ��Emily Forester."

" Then, of course, I know all about her,

Vol. ix.â��83.

and you are most heartily welcome," I said,

in a cordial tone. "Find yourself a seat

while I read this letter."

I threw myself into a chair and opened

my old playfellow's letter. It ran as

follows :â��

"My dear Dr. Halifax, â�� I hope you

don't forget the Grange, where we once spent

a long and happy summer when we were

children ? I am in a desperate difficulty, and

have resolved to throw myself on your mercy.

You can't have forgotten the name of your

old playfellow, Emily Forester. I married

when I was eighteen, and have been in India

ever since. My husband, Sir Francis Temple,

died six months ago. Noel is our only child.

I have just seen a doctor about himâ��he says

his heart is affected, and that there is irrita-

bility of the left lung. He has ordered him

to leave India immediately; I have no time

to explain why it is impossible for me

to accompany him home. I am sending him,

therefore, at the eleventh hour, in charge of

the ship's captain, who, on landing, will put him

into a cab and send him straight to you. For

the sake of old timesâ��be his guardian to a

certain extent. Please take care of the child's

health, and place him in a suitable family

who will look after him and attend to his

interests in every way. His solicitors are

Messrs. Biggs and Flint, of Chancery Lane.

They will supply you with all necessary

funds. I am certain you will be good to

the boy.

" Your sincere friend,

"Emily Temple."

When I raised my eyes after perusing this

epistle, little Noel was standing in front of

me; he was evidently making a minute study

of my character. I looked up at him with-

out speaking. He gave a sigh of relief.

"What's the matter?" I said then.

" You'll do," he replied. " I wasn't cer-

tain. I was dreadfully anxious, but I see

it's all right." He held out his hand.

I clasped the little brown paw and, rising

abruptly, said :â��

" Come along, Noel. If you're as hungry

as I am, you'll be glad of lunch."

" I should rather think I am hungry,"

said Noel. " I've had nothing to eat since

eight o'clock this morning, when Captain
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Reeves bought me two sponge cakes. Do

you like sponge cakes, Dr. Halifax ? "

" I can't say I do," I replied. " Now, here

we areâ��place yourself opposite to me at that

end of the table. Harris, lay a place imme-

diately for Sir Noel Temple."

Harris left the room. Noel burst out

laughing.

" It's so funny of you to call me Sir Noel,"

he said. "Don't you think it's rather stiff?

Aren't you going to say Noel ? We can't be

really friends if you don't."

" All right," I replied, " you are Noel to

meâ��but I must give you your title to the

servants."

" I hate my title," said the child.

I saw that it would be impossible for me

to keep him in my bachelor establishment;

besides, London was no place for him.

The next two or three days passed without

anything special occurring. I found it im-

possible to take Noel out with me, but I

desired Harris to walk with him in the

parks, and concluded that he was having

a fairly good time. On the evening of the

fourth day, however, I observed that the

child's face was slightly paler than usual

â��that he ate little or nothing as he sat

perched up opposite to me at late dinner,

and that he sighed heavily once or twice.

The weather was autumnal, and the winter

would soon be on us. I thought that

"I OBSERVED THAT THE CHILDS FACE WAS PALER

THAN USUAL."

" Why so ? Some people think it very

fortunate to have a handle to their names."

" You wouldn't think so if you had got it

because you had lost your father," said Noel,

fixing his big eyes steadily on my face.

His lips quiveredâ��I saw that he could

have cried if he hadn't been too brave to

allow the tears to come.

" I quite understand what you mean, little

man," I said. " Come, I can see we'll be

capital friends. Now, here's a cutletâ��fall to.

If you're not in a hurry to eat, I am."

When lunch was over I took Noel back to

my consulting-room, and made a careful exami-

nation of his lungs and heart. I saw that he

was free from organic disease as yet, but was a

fragile, delicate boy, and one who was likely

to develop serious mischief at any moment.

Bournemouth would be a suitable

place for the little fellow, and that

evening before I went to bed I wrote

a long letter to his mother telling

her what I thought of the boy's health, and

also saying that I was about to advertise for

a suitable home for him.

My advertisement appeared in due course,

and, as a necessary consequence, answers

arrived in shoals. A friend of mine, a Mrs.

Wilkinson, who only lived a few doors away,

promised to attend to the matter for me.

She would look over the answers, and reply

to those she thought at all suitable. She

did so, but nothing satisfactory seemed likely

to be the result.

One evening, on returning home, Harris

met me with the information that a lady had

called, who wanted to see me on the subject

of the advertisement.

" Where is she ? " I asked.

" In your study, sir."
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I went there at once, and found myself

face to face with a tall, sweet-looking woman

of between forty and fifty years of age.

She wore a neat-fitting bonnet, a jacket

of old-fashioned cut, and a pair of shabby

gloves. She looked like what she wasâ��a

lady in poor circumstances. Her face wore

an anxious and troubled expression. The

moment I appeared she started up to

meet me.

" You are Dr. Halifax, are you not ? " she

said.

" That is my name," I replied.

" I am Mrs. Marsden. 1 saw your adver-

tisement by chance this morning. I hurried

up to town at once. I went to see Mrs.

Wilkinson â��she asked me to lose no time in

having an interview with you. While talking

to her, I made a remarkable discovery.

Under the circumstances, it is strange that

such an advertisement should have been

inserted. I am unwilling to take offence,

however. Poor Emily has always been

peculiar. I wish to say now that I am desirous

to have the boy. I will promise to take every

care of him."

" Do you know Lady Temple ? " I asked,

in astonishment.

Mrs. Marsden smiled faintly.

" Lady Temple is my sister," she replied.

" She is my sister, and I am married to her

late husband's cousin. My husband, Mr.

Marsden, is first cousin to the late Sir Francis

Temple. The dear little boy is, therefore,

a near relation on both sides."

" How is it that Lidy Temple never

thought of sending the boy to you ?" I

inquired.

il It is impossible for me to tell you. I am

naturally the person who ought to

have received the child on his arrival

in England. My husband and I

are not well off. We have a house

at Bournemouth, and have long

wished to have the care of a child

in order to add to our income.

Your advertisement attracted us

both. I came up to town to answer

it. You may imagine my surprise

when I learned who the child really

was, from Mrs. Wilkinson."

" It is strange that Lady Temple

never mentioned your name," I

replied.

" She must have forgotten itâ��

this seems an unaccountable reason,

but I can give no other. She is

erratic, however â�� she has been

erratic all her life. I am much

older than my sister. I was married

when she was a child. Still, of

course, I love her, and would do all

a mother could for her boy."

I thought for a momentâ��then

I said: " The child has been

absolutely committed to my care

by his mother. He is very delicate,

and is the heir to a large fortune."

When I said these words Mrs.

Marsden turned very pale, then a brilliant

colour flooded her face.

" I wish to say something," she remarked,

after a pause. " What I am going to say may

prejudice you against me. I am desirous to

have the child for every reasonâ��I am his

near relation, and can naturally do more for

him than a mere stranger. I also sorely need

the money which his advent into our family

will bring ; nevertheless, I won't take charge of

the boy, in case you are good enough to

intrust him to me, without your knowing the

simple truth. It is thisâ��in the event of

little Noel dying, my husband inherits the

Temple property. In short, that delicate

child is the only person who stands between

my husband and considerable fortune."

"Thank you for telling me the truth," I

replied.
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" I hope this will not prejudice you against

me, Dr. Halifax. The fact of my telling you

what I have done ought to assure you of the

honesty of my purpose."

" It would be impossible for me to doubt

you," I said, glancing at her face.

" I am glad you say that." She clasped

her thin hands together. She had removed

her gloves during our interview. " I have

had much trouble, and I am not a happy

woman. I have suffered the sorest straits of

poverty ; the money which we will receive

with the child will be of great value to us.

My husband will be astonished when I tell

him what the result of my inquiries has been."

"Well," I replied, hastily, "I can do

nothing without consulting the mother. I

am anxious to have the boy comfortably

settled, and to get him out of town. I will

send a cablegram to Lady Temple to-morrow,

asking her to reply at once and to tell me

what she wishes."

"Thank you. Are you likely to get her

answer to-morrow ? "

" I may do so in the evening. Are you

staying in town, Mrs. Marsden ? "

" I shall remain until you hear from my

sister."

" Kindly write your address on that slate.

I will let you know as soon as ever I receive

Lady Temple's reply."

At the first possible moment in the morning

I sent a cablegram to Lady Temple. It was

worded as follows :â��

" Can't keep boy in Londonâ��his aunt, Mrs.

Marsden, wishes to take charge of him. Shall

he go to her ? Wire reply."

I received the following answer at a late

hour that night.

" Yes â�� arrange with Helen. â�� Emily

Temple."

This reply ought to have filled me with

satisfaction, but it did not. I could not

doubt Mrs. Marsden, but what about her

husband ? The boy was delicateâ��the man

would gain immensely by his death. I

resolved, notwithstanding Lady Temple's

cablegram, to do nothing definite until

I had seen Marsden. I wrote to ask

Mrs. Marsden to call early in the morning.

She came. The sweet expression of her

face, and a certain honesty of eye, made

me ashamed of my suspicion.

" Here is Lady Temple's reply," I said,

putting the cablegram into her hand when

she entered the room.

She glanced at it.

" Thank God ! " she exclaimed. " You

scarcely know what a relief this will be to us."

I broke in abruptly.

" I have something to say," I continued.

" Notwithstanding Lady Temple's permission,

I don't intend to part with little Noel without

stringent inquiries. The mother is in India

â��the boy has been committed by letter to

my care. Please don't suppose that I mis-

trust you personally, but the case is peculiar.

I must have an interview with your husband.

I will come down to Bournemouth on

Saturday and will bring Noel with me. I may

or may not take him back with me to town

again. When I see you on Saturday we can

discuss the matter further."

"Thank youâ��thank you," she replied. " I

respect you all the more for being particular.

At what hour may I expect you on Saturday ? "

I glanced over a time-table.

" Noel and I will run down in the after-

noon," I said. "Expect us between four and

five o'clock."

She rose instantlyâ��I bade her good-bye,

and she left me.

I said nothing to Noel about the proposed

change until the Saturday morning. Then I

asked him if he would like to accompany me

to the seaside.

His eyes danced with pleasure.

" I love the sea," he replied. " I mean to

be a sailor when I'm a man."

" Well," I said, " you will chose a very

good life. I intend to take you with me

to Bournemouth to-day. Ask Harris to

pack some things for you and be ready

when I come home to lunch."

The child nodded his head brightly. I left

him and went out to see my patients.

When I returned to the house I was met

by Harris, who wore a very anxious expression

of face.

" I am so glad you've come back, sir," he

said. " Little Sir Noel has been ill."

"Ill," I cried; "where is he?"

" He is lying on a sofa in your consulting-

room, sir; he particularly wished me to take

him there. He says he would rather be

in the consulting-room than any other part

of the house. He seemed so ill that I

thought you wouldn't mind."

" Quite rightâ��I will go and see him," I

replied.

I entered my consulting-room quickly.

Little Noel was lying on a sofa. I had left

him in the morning in apparently fair health.

I was startled now with the change in his

appearance. He could scarcely speakâ��his

breath came quicklyâ��there was a suspicious

blue tint round the lower part of his face.

I brought my stethoscope and applied it
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HE COULD SCARCELY SPEAK.

to the heart. There was considerable anaemia,

but I could trace no sign of absolute heart

disease. The child, however, was very

weak. I saw that he must not travel

that day.

I telegraphed to Mrs. Marsden to tell her

that Noel was ill, and that she could not

expect us that day.

The child remained feverish and poorly

during the greater part of that Saturday, but

on Sunday he was nearly himself again. I

saw with a pang that he was extremely delicate.

There was not only heart weakness to contend

against, but considerable irritability of the

left lung. I began to consider whether he

ought not to winter abroadâ��it was certainly

necessary to send him out of London as

quickly as possible. Nevertheless, as the

hours went on, all my prejudices against

placing him with the Marsdens increased

rather than diminished.

I was just preparing to leave the house on

that Sunday morning, and was standing on

my door steps preparatory to entering my

carriage, when a hansom drew up and stopped

abruptly. A tall, good-looking man stepped

out of it. He favoured me with a somewhat

insolent stare, then ran up the steps and

spoke abruptly.

" Am I addressing Dr. Halifax ? "

" That is my name," I replied.

" And this is mine," he said, pulling a card

out of his pocket.

I glanced at the nameâ��

" Mr. Paul Marsden."

"Indeed," I said, with

some annoyance. " You

have come up to town

doubtless on receipt of my

telegram ? "

" Preciselyâ��my wife has

a cold, or she would have

accompanied me. We were

sorry to hear of the boy's

illness. I want to speak

to you about him. Can

you give me a few moments

of your time ?"

" Yes â�� come this way,

please."

I ushered Mr. Marsden

into my consulting - room.

Little Noel hadn't yet come

downstairs. Marsden had

a bold manner and a

certain swagger about him.

His eyes were darkâ��he

wore a sweeping moustache

â��his head was closely

cropped. There was the unmistakable air

of the bully in his manner. I saw at a

glance that he meant to carry things with

a high hand. I disliked the man intensely

from the first.

"Now, look here, Dr. Halifax," he said, "I

know everythingâ��my wife has told me

exactly what transpired between you and her.

By the merest accident, she and I are both

acquainted with the fact that her nephew and

my cousin has been sent to England. My wife

is willing to take care of the boy if the terms

are satisfactory. She will give him a mother's

care, and will devote herself to his health and

to his training generally. She does this

because I wish it, and because, to be quite

honest with you, we both need the money.

We should expect the boy's guardians to pay

us a sum which could be discussed later on."

I interrupted.

" Money is not the consideration," I said.

" I want a thoroughly comfortable home for

the child, where his interests are certain to

be made the first consideration."

" I understand youâ��that's your point of

view. If we are well paid, it will be to our

interest to keep the boy in health. I have

never seen the child, and have naturally not

a spark of affection for him. The late Sir

Francis was my first cousin. Failing this

child, the estates and title come to me. The

boy's death, should it occur, would therefore

be to my benefit. I state this fact quite
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frankly. The fact of my having done so

ought to assure you of the integrity of my

purpose. I feel it, under the circumstances,

to be absolutely to my credit not to leave a

stone unturned to keep the child's fragile life

in existence. I understand, however, the sort

of feeling which makes you hesitate to commit

him to my care. Your telegram of yesterday

I regarded as humbugâ��I felt sure that the

reluctance which my wife perceived in your

manner would be likely to increase, not

diminish, as time went on. I took the liberty,

therefore, of sending a cablegram myself to

YOUR TELEGRAM I REGARDED AS HUMBUG.

I^ady Temple. I have her reply in my pocket.

Here it is."

As he spoke, Marsden unfolded a sheet of

thin paper. He put it into my hands. I

read the following words :â��

"Ask Dr. Halifax to deliver Noel to

your care and He/en's tvithout delay. -Emily

Temple."

" You see," continued Marsden, " that I

have come with authority. I shall be glad to

take my wife's nephew back to Bournemouth

this afternoon, if he is fit to travel."

I didn't speak for a moment.

" In the face of that cablegram you can't

detain the boy," continued Marsden.

" If his mother really wishes him to go to

you, I have not another word to say," I

replied, after a pause. " I regret, however,

that she did not know her own mind when

she first sent the child to England. It is

still, however, my duty to care for his health,

and I must see that your house is in all

respects the most suitable for him to live in."

" You can do as you please with regard to

that," said Marsden. " I have no doubt you

will not like the house, but if money is no

object we can soon move into one more

suitable."

He rose as he spoke and walked towards

the window, putting his hands into his

trousers pockets as he did so. The more I

looked at the man, the more cordially did I

dislike him. Could I have invented the

smallest excuse, I would have kept Noel

from his tender

mercies at any risk.

While I stood and

thought, Marsden

turned quickly and

faced me. He

pulled his watch

out of his pocket.

" I am anxious

to return to Bourne-

mouth at once," he

said. "If the child

is well enough to

travel, can you not

bring him down to-

day ? I should like

to have this matter

settled as quickly

as possible."

" I believe the

child can travel

to-day," I said.

" Will you have

the kindness to

take a chair ? I

will go and give directions about his clothes

being packed."

Shortly afterwards we were on our way

to Waterloo Station. We caught our train,

and in due time found ourselves at Bourne-

mouth. Noel was nearly quite silent all the

way down. I observed him without appear-

ing to do so. His sensitive eyes, with

their distended pupils, a sure sign of deli-

cacy, often travelled to the hard, flippant

face of Marsden. Marsden whistled, joked,

and was as vulgarly disagreeable as man

could be.

We reached Bournemouth, a cab was

secured, and we drove straight to the Marsdens'

house. Mrs. Marsden came to the door to

receive us. The moment I glanced at her, I

was struck with the nervous expression of her

face. She gave her husband a glance of

almost terror, then with a forced smile turned

to the boy, stretched out her arms, and
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clasped him to her heart. Her manner to

the child was full of tender affection.

" What fools women are," said Marsden,

roughly. " To see my wife, anyone would

suppose that she was the mother of that little

brat. Come along in, Dr. Halifax. I hope

Mrs. Marsden's manner satisfies you. You

can see for yourself into what a snug corner

your fledgling has dropped. Mrs. Marsden,

when you've done hugging that boy, will

you see about tea? Here, doctor, make

yourself at home."

As he spoke he ushered me into a stuffy

little parlour with a smell of stale tobacco

about it. Mrs. Marsden followed us into the

roomâ��she held Noel's hand in hers.

" Can I see you alone for a few moments ? "

I said to her.

" Certainly," she answered.

She led me into a small drawing-room,

shutting the door carefully behind her.

" I see," she said, the moment we were

alone, " that my husband has had his way.

He went up to town determined to have it."

" I will be frank with you, Mrs. Marsden,"

I replied. " Your husband would not have

had his way but for Lady Temple's cablegram.

In the face of that I could not detain the

boy. Until I hear to the contrary, however,

the care of his health is still in my hands,

and while this is the case, it is my duty to

arrange matters so that he may have a chance

of recovery."

" Is his life in danger ?" inquired Mrs.

Marsden.

" It is in no danger at present."

" He looks sadly delicate."

" He is delicate. He suffers from weakness

of the heart and a general delicacy, probably

due to his early years being spent in a tropical

climate. At the present moment, however,

the boy has no actual disease. He simply

requires the greatest care. Can you give it

to him ? "

" I think so."

"I believe you will do your best," I

answered, gazing at her earnestly. "The

child needs happinessâ��plenty of fresh air,

and the most nourishing food. If his mind

is satisfied and at rest, and if his body is kept

from exposure, he will probably become quite

strong in time. Are you prepared to under-

take the care of the child, Mrs. Marsden?

Remember that he will require the closest

care and watching."

" He shall have the best that I can give

him," she answered. " Before God, I promise

to be true to the childâ��he shall want for

nothingâ��I will be a mother to him."

" I believe you will be good to him," I

said ; " but please understand, I am not so

certain about your husband. I don't suppose

for a moment that he would do the boy a

grave injury. If I seriously thought that,

notwithstanding Lady Temple's cablegram, I

would not leave him here; but without mean-

ing to injure the child, he would probably be

rough to him. In short, it is necessary that

the little boy should be placed in your hands

altogether."

" I will manage it, you needn't fear," she

answered.

Pink spots burnt on each of her cheeksâ��

her hands trembled.

" Very well," I said, " I am willing to trust

you. I will see the child's solicitors to-

morrow. Terms can be made which will

abundantly satisfy your husband's expecta-

tions. I will leave Noel with you until I

have had time to write to Lady Temple and

to receive a reply from her. If the boy

improves in health, the arrangement can be

permanent. The first thing necessary to be

done on your part, however, is to leave this

house. Please see an agent to-morrow, and

select a house in a dry and sunny part of the

pine wood."

" I will do so," replied Mrs. Marsden,

" and now I think tea is ready. Will you

come into the dining-room with me ? "

I accompanied Mrs. Marsden into the

shabby room where Marsden had first led

meâ��the close smell again affected me dis-

agreeably.

" May I ask you to open that window

at the top ? " I said to Marsden; " my patient

must not be exposed to draughts, but it is

necessary that he should have a certain

amount of fresh air."

" What do you mean ? " said my host, with

a scowl.

"What I say, sir," I replied. "The boy

must not have his meals in such a close room

as this."

Marsden went up to one of the windows,

opened it about an inch, and then took his

seat at the table. Mrs. Marsden sat opposite

the tea equipage ; she had helped Noel to a

cup of tea, and was just handing one to me,

when the room door was opened and a

cadaverous-looking young man of about one

or two and twenty entered.

" Oh, is that you, Sharp ? " said Marsden.

" Dr. Halifax, let me introduce my young

friend, Joseph Sharp. Sharp, you have the

privilege of making the acquaintance of a

Harley Street doctor, of some reputation.

Take a good look at him, my boy; if you are
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prudent and clever," you may follow in his

footsteps some day. Sharp is studying medi-

cine," continued Marsden, by way of explana-

tion to meâ��" he looks like one of the

fraternity, doesn't he? Sharp has just the

right hand for an operatorâ��so I always say.

He prefers medicine, but I tell him he's lost

to surgery."

While Marsden was speaking, Sharp wiped

the perspiration from his faceâ��his appear-

ance was by no means prepossessing. He

sat down near me, and once or twice raised

his eyes to glance inquisitively at Noel. Noel

was studying him

with the frank stare

of a child.

"Are you prepar-

ing yourself for the

medical profession

here ?" I asked,

after a pause.

" Yes," he re-

plied, " I am filling

in my vacation by

studying materia

medica and dis-

pensing at Dr.

Biggs's â�� I work

there all day."

"And sleep

here," interrupted

Marsden. " Sharp

is a good fellow,

Dr. Halifax. I

often say he has

the making of a

fortune in him if

he only knows how

to apply himself.

By the way, in case

that boy is ill, I

suppose you will

like Biggs to see

him ? â�� we can't

telegraph for you

whenever he has a

cold in his head or anything of that sort."

" I will arrange that," I answered. " My

friend, Dr. Hart, will look after the child

â��I am going to see him before I return

to town. I am afmid I must now say

' Good-bye.' "

I rose as I spoke ; at the same moment

little Noel sprang to his feet and ran to my

side.

" I want to go back to town with you," he

said ; " I don't wish to stay here."

" Come, my little man, no folly oL

sort," said Marsden, roughly.

GENTLEMEN CAN ALWAYS BE TRUSTED.

forward and laid his hand on the child's

shoulder.

" Leave him to me," I said. " Come,

Noel, I will speak to you in the drawing-

room."

I took the child's hand and led him out of

the room.

" You must be a brave boy," I said, steel-

ing my heart against his tearful face. " Your

mother wishes you to stay here for a little,

and your aunt has promised to be very kind

to you. I'll come and see you this day fort-

night. Now, you know, you are not going

to cryâ��manly boys

don't cry."

"No, I won't

cry," said Noel.

He made a valiant

effort to swallow a

lump in his throat.

" I'll stay if you

wish me to," he

added, "but you'll

promise faithfully

to be back in a

fortnight ? "

" You have my

promise," I replied.

"Thank you,"

said Noel; "I trust

you â�� you are a

perfect gentleman

â��gentlemen can

always be trusted."

He put his

hand into mine and

we returned to the

parlour. I was

shaking hands with

Mrs. Marsden, when

I was attracted by

an unusual sou'

I looked arour

thinking th

had conn

room.

astonishment, I noticed that

imitating the dulcet strain-

with wonderful accuracy,

some exquisite

and beckoned

" Are ycai

" Yes,
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sorrows were completely forgottenâ��he didn't

even notice when I left the room.

At the end of ten days, I had a letter

from Mrs. Marsden. She had not only found

a house, but had moved into itâ��Noel was

well and happy, and was looking forward

with interest to my visit.

I kept my word, and the following Sunday

arrived again at Bournemouth. Mrs. Marsden

had given me the new address, and I soon

found the house. She received me in the

hall.

I scarcely knew her for the same woman

who had interviewed me a fortnight ago. Her

face was brightâ��the anxiety had left her

manner. She was neatly and properly dressed,

and looked like what she was, the mistress of

a charming and well-appointed house.

" You will like to see Noel," she said;

" he is in the garden with Joe, as we always

call Mr. Sharp. He is devoted to Joe, and

will never stay with anyone else when he is in

the house. Oh, there they

both are. How delighted

Noel will be to see you

again."

Mrs. Marsden opened

the French windows of the

pretty drawing-room as she

spoke, and called the boy's

name.

" Here is Dr. Halifax,

Noel," she cried.

" Halloa ! I'm coming,"

answered little Noel, in his

clear tones; "you must

come, too, Joe â�� yes, I

insist." Then he called

out again, "Tell Dr.

Halifax that I'll be with

him in a minute with Joe,

Aunt Helen; now then

Joe, come on."

The two approached the

window together. They

made a strong contrast.

The boy looked lovely

and bloomingâ��there was

colour in his cheeks,

animation and hope in

his eyes. Sharp's cada-

verous face, his undersized, undeveloped

person, his large mouth and small eyes with

their red lids, gave him altogether a repulsive

tout ensemble. Nevertheless, the child adored

him. By what possible means had he won

the boy's heart ? Even when Noel sprang to

my side, he glanced back at Sharp.

"I'm so glad to see you, Dr. Halifax," he

Vol. ix-84.

said. " Oh, I'm as well as I can possibly

beâ��you ask Joe about me. Joe is clever;

he's teaching me all sorts of thingsâ��

I've got some carpenter's tools, and I'm

making a ship. Joe knows the names

of all the different sails,

ing me to imitate the

throat is the right sort,

and the thrush and the

next week I shall have

notes. You stay quiet,

teach-

Then he's

birdsâ��he says my

I can do the robin

blackbird now, and

a try for the lark's

Dr. Halifax, and

fHEY MADE A STRONG CONTRAST.

listen. Now, what bird am I imitating?"

He stepped back, screwed up his little

mouth, and whistled some beautiful notes.

I made a correct guess.

"That's the sweetest thrush's song I've

heard all the year," I said.

He clapped his hands with delight.

At dinner I observed that Marsden's place

was empty. I inquired for him.

When I did so, Mrs. Marsden's cheeks

became suffused with pink.

" I meant to tell you,"

she answered. " My hus-

band has left us for a

time."

" Left you ? " I asked.

" Where has he gone to ? "

" To Americaâ��sudden

business has called him to

South Americaâ��he will

in all probability be absent

for the winter."

I guessed now why Mrs.

Marsden's manner had so

altered for the better.

Marsden was awayâ��she

could do exactly as she

pleased, therefore, about

the boy. The boy was

of course perfectly saft

with her, and I might,

therefore, cast all anxiety

with regard to him from

my mind.

Shortly afterwards I

took my leave.

There was no necessity

for me to see little Noel

again for some time, and

when I received a sudden

telegram about him, he had to a certain extent

passed into the back part of my memory.

The telegram was from my friend, Dr.

Hart, in whose medical care I had placed

the boy. It contained the following words :

"Sir Noel Temple illâ��heart attackâ��-wish to

consult you."

I wired back to say that I would go to
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Bournemouth by the evening train. I did

so, and reached Dr. Hart's house about ten

o'clock.

" I'm heartily glad that you are able to

come, Halifax," he said, as he led me into his

smoking-room. " I have just come from the

childâ��I don't like his condition."

" When I heard about him last, he was in

perfect health," I replied.

"That is the caseâ��he remained well until

last Mondayâ��I was suddenly sent for then,

and found him in a state almost approaching

syncope. I gave him the usual medicines

and he quickly revived. Since then, however,

his condition has been the reverse of satis-

factory, and he was so weak to-day, and the

medicine had so completely failed to produce

the expected results, that I thought it best

for you to see him."

" I am glad you sent for me," I replied.

"The child has from time to time suffered

from functional derangement of the heart.

He had a nasty attack just before he was

taken to Bournemouth, but on examination

I could not trace the slightest organic

disease."

" I have also examined the heart carefully,"

replied Hart, "and cannot trace any cardiac

disorder. The state of the little patient,

however, puzzles me considerablyâ��there is

nothing to account for the complete depres-

sion of the whole system."

" Well," I replied, " I will go with you at

once to see the child."

It was nearly eleven o'clock when we

arrived at the Marsdens' house. Mrs. Mars-

den was up; she was evidently expecting us.

When we rang the hall-door bell, she opened

the door herself.

" Come in," she said. " Oh, Dr. Halifax,

I'm so glad you are here. I think Noel is a

shade better. The boy has spoken about

you several times to-dayâ��he has repeatedly

said that he wanted to see you. He suffers

greatly from restlessness and low spiritsâ��

that is, when Joe is not in the room with him.

He is more attached to Joe than ever, but of

course he can't be with him during the day,

as Dr. Biggs requires all his time. Joe is

with the child nowâ��he sleeps in his roomâ��-

they are quite cheerful together â�� I even

heard Noel laugh as I came downstairs."

Mrs. Marsden's face looked much worn,

and her eyes were red as if she had been

crying. No one could doubt the genuineness

of her trouble about the child. She hurried

us into one of the sitting-rooms, and said she

would go upstairs to prepare little Noel for

our visit.

A moment or two later, Hart and I went

upstairs to visit the little patient. The room

in which he was lying was large and lofty.

He was half sitting up in bed supported by

pillowsâ��his breath was coming quicklyâ��-

there was a bright spot on one cheek, but the

rest of the face wore a suspiciously blue tint.

I spoke to him cheerfully; he gave me one

of his usual bright, affectionate glances, and

put his hand into mine.

" Stoop down," he said, in a whisper.

I bent over him immediately.

" It takes my breath away to talk, but

I'm awfully glad you've come," he said, with

emphasis.

" I'm delighted to see you again, dear

boy," I replied. " Now the thing is to get

you better as quickly as possible. I will just

listen to that troublesome little heart of yours,

and see if I can't do something to set it right

again."

" It's like a watch gone wrong," said

Noel. " I wish it would tick properly."

" So it shall, by-and-by," I answered.

I took out my stethoscope and made the

usual examination. The action of the heart

was feebleâ��the pulse intermittent; but I

quickly came to the conclusion that the

disorder was functional. There was no

organic mischief to be detected in any of the

sounds.

" What are you giving him ? " I said to Dr.

Hart.

Sharp, who had been standing by the head

of the boy's bed, now came hastily forward.

" Perhaps you want to see the prescrip-

tion ?" he said, stammering as he spoke.

" I am very sorryâ��I left it at the chemist's.

I took it there in a great hurry this even-

ing, and brought away the medicine without

waiting for it. Shall I run and fetch it ? "

" No," replied Hart, " that is not necessary

â��I can tell you exactly what I prescribed,

Halifaxâ��digitalis, bromide of potassium,

and a little of the alcoholic extract of

aconite."

" I will talk the matter over with you

downstairs," I said.

We left the room together.

After some consultation, I suggested the

addition of ether to the medicine. I then

proceeded to say :â��

"The condition of the heart is not alarming

in itselfâ��there is no murmur, but there

seems to be a slight dilatation of the left

ventricle. You did quite right to order the

extract of aconiteâ��there is, in my opinion,

no more useful medicine for such a condi-

tion. The boy will require rest and great
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care. The probabilities are that, with this,

he will return to his normal condition within

a few days. I should like, however, to

have a trained nurse sent for immediately."

" I agree with you," said Hart. " I don't

care for that fellow Sharp."

" The child seems attached to him," I

replied; " but in any case he can't be with

him all the time. The boy will do much

better with a nurse. I happen to have a

nurse belonging to my own staff who will be

just the person to undertake the case. I will

telegraph to her to come here the first thing

in the morning."

I saw Mrs. Marsden, and spoke on the

subject of the nurse.

" I shall be delighted to have a proper

nurse," she replied. " I thought of engaging

one before you came, but the child clings so

to Joseph Sharp, that I didn't dare to propose

that anyone else should take his place."

" He must have a nurse," I answered ;

" he can see Sharp now and then in her

presence. The mere fact of his taking so

much interest in the man's society is too

much for him in his weak state."

I asked Mrs. Marsden if she could give

me a bed, and spent the night in the

house with my little patient. Towards

morning I rose and went into his

room. Sharp was lying on a stretcher

bed in another part of the room. He

didn't hear me when I came in. He

was lying on his back with his mouth

open. I thought his face repulsive,

and wondered why the boy took to

him as he did. I felt my little patient's

pulse without awakening him. It was

soft and regular; there was a faint

moisture on the skin. He had already

taken two doses of the altered medi-

cine. I was satisfied with the result

of the new ingredient which I had

introduced. I was about to leave

the room when Joe's voice, sharp and

sudden, smote on my ears.

" You might make it five thousand

pounds, Mr. Marsden," he said.

He turned over on his side as he

uttered the words, and fell off into

profound slumber. I was too busy

and preoccupied to give the queer

sentence a second thought, but I was

destined to remember it later on.

I went off now to telegraph for

Nurse Jenkins, a nurse I knew and

could depend on. She arrived in the

course of the morning, and I estab-

lished her by little Noel's bedside be-

fore I returned to town. Hart and I had a

further consultation about the boy. The nurse

promised to write to me daily, and I went back

to London under the conviction that the child

would speedily recover from his present attack.

I received a bulletin every evening from

the nurse. On the third day, her letter ran

as follows :â��

" I don't like my little patient's symptoms.

I give him his medicine regularly, but I often

feel inclined to leave it off altogether. Almost

immediately after taking it, he complains of a

feeling of sicknessâ��he has even vomited

once or twice. The vomiting is followed by

a state of collapse more or less severe; the

pulse is very intermittent. Dr. Hart is ill,

and has not seen the child for a couple of

days; his assistant promised to write to you

about the medicine."

I expected a letter by the next post, but

none came. I felt uneasy, and resolved to go

to Bournemouth.

I arrived late in the afternoon and went

straight to the Marsdens' house. Just as I

reached the door, it was suddenly opened

and Sharp came out. He evidently didn't

expect me, for he started violently and his

HE STARTED VIOLENTLY.'
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ugly white face assumed a green tintâ��his

small eyes almost started from his head.

" Oh, the boy is just the same," he said.

" He's weakâ��I don't believe he'll doâ��glad

you've comeâ��didn't know you were ex-

pected."

" I have come," I replied, briefly, " in

consequence of a letter from Nurse Jenkins.

I am sorry the boy is not so well."

" He doesn't gain strength," said Sharp.

" Are you going up to see him now ? "

" Yes," I repliedâ��I passed him as I

spoke.

I ran quickly upstairs. No one knew I

was in the house. I opened the door of the

sick room. Mrs. Marsden was sitting by the

little fellow's bed. He was lying flat on his

back, his head was raised, he was breathing

faintly, his eyes were shut. The nurse was

arranging some bottles and medicine glasses

in a distant part of the room. She turned

on hearing my footsteps, put one finger to

her lips, then beckoned to me to follow her

into the ante-room.

" Oh, Dr. Halifax," she said, " I'm so

relieved you've come. The child is, I fear,

sinking fast."

" I hope not," I answered.

" But he isâ��he grows worse each moment.

I am dissatisfied about the medicine. Dr.

Hart is very illâ��his assistant knows nothing

about the case. It is a great relief to see

you here."

"You ought to have telegraphed for me,"

I said. " Now don't keep me â�� I will

ascertain the child's condition myself."

I returned to the sick room and took the

boy's little wrist between my finger and

thumb. The pulse was scarcely perceptible.

" He has been very sick again," said Nurse

Jenkins; " he is sick every time he takes the

medicine. I had almost decided not to give

him another dose when you arrived."

" Bring me some brandy at once," I said.

The nurse did so. Mrs. Marsden, who

had started to her feet when I approached

the bedside, gazed at me with eyes dilated

with terror.

" Keep quiet," I said to her; " the boy is

too weak to stand the slightest noiseâ��he will

be better when he takes this."

I mixed a strong dose, and put a little

between the child's lips. After some difficulty

he swallowed it â�� his beautiful eyes were

glazedâ��he looked at me without recognition.

" That's right," I said, when I became

certain that he had really swallowed the

brandy; " the heart's action will soon be

better."

As I spoke I took out my hypodermic

syringe and injected a little ether under the

skin. The effect was instantaneous â�� the

child's breathing became easier, and a little

colour came into his ears. ,

During the next half-hour I administered

small doses of brandy at short intervals, and

tried every means in my power to induce

heat. After a time success attended my

effortsâ��the boy sighedâ��moved a little, and

opened his eyes wideâ��the state of collapse

had passed. His cheeks now burned with

fever, and the pulse galloped hard and fast

in his little wrist.

I motioned to Mrs. Marsden to take my

place by the bedside, and then asked Nurse

Jenkins to accompany me into the next

room.

" Show me the prescription," I said.

" I am very sorry," she replied ; "I have

just given it to Mr. Sharp."

It suddenly flashed through my memory

that on the last occasion when I wanted to

see Hart's prescription, I could not do so

because Sharp had left it at the chemist's.

The nurse went on apologizing.

" We were out of the medicineâ��I wanted

to have some more made up. Mrs. Marsden's

own chemist lives some way from here, and

Mr. Sharp suggested that if I gave him the

prescription he would get it made up by a

chemist close by."

" How long is it since Sharp was here ? "

I asked.

" Just before you cameâ��he rushed into

the room making quite a noise. The child

was very weak at the time. He came close

up to the bed, and looked at the little fellow

for two or three minutes. To tell the truth,

Dr. Halifax, I never liked the man, but he

must have been much attached to the boy. I

seldom saw such a look of agony on any face.

I can really describe his expression by no

other word."

" Are you quite sure, nurse, that Sharp

has not been alone with little Noel since you

had the charge of him ? "

" Quite; I have actually lived in the

room. Mr. Sharp has been to see Noel

once or twice every day. The little fellow

delighted in his visits. Mr. Sharp used to

imitate the birdsâ��little Noel generally fell

asleep while he was whistling."

I thought hard for a moment.

" What is the name of the chemist who

usually makes up the medicine ? " I asked.

" Howell and Jonesâ��their shop is close to

the sea at the bottom of the hill. Howell

and Jones are the chemists Mrs. Marsden
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used to employ when she lived in their old

house. She thought that Noel's medicine

might as well be made up at her own

chemist's."

" Have you any of the medicine left ? " I

asked.

" No, the last dose is finishedâ��the bottle

was forgotten to be sent to the chemist's this

morningâ��that is why Mr. Sharp rushed off

with the prescription in a hurry. The hour

is past now when the child ought to have

his medicine."

" I should like to see the empty bottle."

Nurse Jenkins went to look for it. She

came back in a few moments.

" I left it on the wash-hand stand in that

room," she said. " It is not thereâ��I wonder

if Mr. Sharp put it in his pocket ? "

" It doesn't

matter whether

he did or not,"

I replied.

My suspi-

cions were fully

aroused. There

was more than

anger in my

heart at that

moment.

" Do not say

awordof what I

suspect, nurse,"

I said, "but

my impression

is that there is

foul play some-

where. The

medicine which

Dr. Hart and I

prescribed

could by no

possibility have

the effects

which you

describe. I am

going imme-

diately to see

Howell and

Jones. Give

the boy a dose

of brandy if

there is the

least return of faintness, and don't allow

Sharp near the room on any terms."

I left the house, hailed the first cab I saw,

and drove to the chemist's shop. I entered

quickly; a tall, serious-looking man was

standing behind the counter. I asked him

if he was a member of the firm.

LOOK AT MY COPY.

" I am Mr. Howell," he replied.

I took out my card and gave it to him.

" You have been making up medicines for

a patient of mine," I said, "a little boy of

the name of Sir Noel Temple. He is living

with one of your customers, Mrs. Marsden.

You have made up medicine for the child

several times."

" I have, Dr. Halifax."

" I want to look at your copy of the last

prescription."

The man turned to fetch his book.

" May I ask, doctor," he said, as he handed

it to me, " if the child is better ? "

" No ; he is suffering from serious collapse

and weakness."

" That seems scarcely to be wondered at,"

remarked the man. " There is a special in-

gredient in

your prescrip-

tion which sur-

prised meâ��

niconitin seems

quite a new

drug to order

in cases of

heart failure."

"Niconitin?"

I exclaimed,

horror in my

tones. " What

can you pos-

sibly mean?

There was no

niconitin in the

prescription.

Such a drug

would act as

direct poison

in a case like

the child's."

" Neverthe-

less, it is one

of the principal

ingredients in

the prescrip-

tion, doctor. Look at my copyâ��

hereâ��you see, the proportion is

largeâ��I have made up this medi-

cine three or four times."

As the man spoke he turned his

book towards me and laid his finger

on the copy of Hart's prescription and mine.

With a glance my eye took in the names of the

different ingredients. The chemist was right

â�� a large proportion of niconitin was one

of them. This drug, as is well known,

is the active property of tobacco. Its effect

upon the heart would account for all the
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symptoms from which the child was suffering.

Taken in quantities here prescribed, it would

cause vomiting, collapse, and feeble action of

the pulse. In short, its effect on the irritable

heart of my little patient would be .that of

direct poison.

" Do you mean to tell me," I said, in anger,

" that you, an experienced chemist, would

dispense a prescription so manifestly con-

tradictory without referring to the doctor who

wrote it ? "

" I spoke to Mr. Sharp about it," replied

the man. " I even pointed out the incon-

sistency. He replied that the case was

peculiar, and that niconitin was necessary as

a sedative. Had it not been for Mr. Sharp,

whom we know so well "

"That will do," I interrupted, " I have no

more time to waste over words. I shall

probably want to see this book again. Mean-

while, give me a

piece of paper, I

must order another

medicine."

I hastily wrote

out a prescription

for a strong restora-

tive. The medicine

was supplied to me,

and I went back as

fast as possible to

the Marsdens'

house.

Mrs. Marsden

came downstairs to

meet me.

" How is the

child?" I said to her.

" Better; he is

in a natural sleep."

I took the bottle

of fresh medicine

out of my pocket.

" Give this to

nurse," I said.

" The child is to

have a teaspoonful

every quarter of an

hour. By the way,

at what hour does

your boarder, Mr.

Sharp.comehome?"

" Not until evening, as a rule, but it so

happens that he is in the house at the present

moment."

"Where?"

" In his bedroomâ��he ran upstairs ten

minutes ago. He asked first if you were

in. Do you want to see him ? "

" Yes, I do. Which is his room ? "

"I will send for him."

" No ; tell me which is his room, and I will

go to him."

My manner surprised her. She gave me a

brief direction. I rushed upstairs and

entered Sharp's room without knocking.

The fellow was standing by a small port-

manteau which he was hastily packing.

When he heard my step he turnedâ��his face

became ashy paleâ��he looked almost as if he

would faint

" Now, look here," I said, closing the door

and walking straight up to the man, " I

have discovered the whole of this villainous

plot. ' If you don't confess everything

immediately, you will find yourself in the

'THE FELLOW WENT ON HIS KNEES IN HIS TEKKOR.

hands of the police in a

few moments' time. In

short, neither you nor I

leave this room until you

have told me everything."

The fellow went on his

knees in his terrorâ��he

covered his face with his shaking hands.

" Get up," I said, in disgust. " I can't

speak to you nor listen to you in your present

position."

He rose and tottered towards a chairâ��he

was really too weak to stand.

" I'm glad you know," he said, with a sort
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of gasp ; "yes, I amâ��I'm glad it's all known.

I couldn't have gone on with itâ��I'd rather be

hanged than go on with it for another hour."

" Tell me your story quickly," I said ; " I

have not a moment to listen to your senti-

mentalitiesâ��the child's life hangs at this

moment in the balance."

" Is there a chance for him, doctor ?"

said the man, looking full up at me.

" Yes, yes, if you'll only be quick and pull

yourself together."

"Then I willâ��my God, I willâ��I don't

care about anything now in the world except

the little fellow's life. Half an hour ago I stood

by his death-bed. My God, it was torture to

stand there and look at my own work ! "

" Speak," I said; " if you don't tell me

what you know at once, I will send for the

police."

Sharp gave me another terrified look. I

saw by the expression in his eyes that, what-

ever his sins, he at least repented now.

" It was this way," he began: " I was

Marsden's tool. I don't want to blame him

over much, but I was his tool from the first.

He wanted the boy to die, and he wanted to

get off himself scot-free. As soon as ever he

heard who the child was, he began to plot

this fiendish thing. He dragged me into itâ��

I struggled against him, but he was strong,

and I had no power. He knew one or two

things against me, and he held them over

my head. I agreed to help him. I wasn't

a week with the boy before I began to get

fond of him."

" You can leave that part out," I inter-

rupted, with heat.

Sharp paused as if someone had dealt him

a blow.

" Marsden went to America," he continued.

" He promised to give me ^4,500 on the

day he entered into possession of the child's

estates. I was always studying drugs, and he

suggested that I should give the boy some-

thing to bring on an attack of the heart, and

then that I should tamper with the doctor's

prescription. I had been studying the effects

of tobacco taken in excess, and it occurred to

me that niconitin would do the deadly work.

That's all. The boy has been taking large

doses of niconitin disguised in your medicine

for the last fortnight."

" Where's Marsden now ? " I said, when

the fellow paused.

" I can't quite tell youâ��somewhere in

Americaâ��for God's sake, don't give me up

to himâ��he'd murder me."

" Your future is nothing to me," I said.

" but I shall take the precaution to lock you

up in this room until I know if your little

victim is to live or die. If he lives, you can

go; if not " I did not finish my

sentence, but, turning the key in the door,

ran quickly downstairs. Mrs. Marsden was

waiting for me in one of the passages.

" What is the matter ? Why were you so

long with Mr. Sharp ? " she said.

" Come in hereâ��I have something to tell

you," I answered.

I opened a door which stood nearâ��we

entered a sitting-roomâ��I closed the door

behind me.

" I can't conceal the truth from you, Mrs.

Marsden," I said. " I have made an awful

discoveryâ��that poor little fellow has been

the victim of a fiendish plot."

She interrupted me with a cry.

" No, no," she began, " no, don't say itâ��

no, it's impossibleâ��he's far awayâ��he is bad,

but not so bad as that."

"I pity you from my heart," I answered,

" but your husband is bad enough for any-

thingâ��he left his tool behind himâ��Sharp

was his tool. I am only just in time to save

the boy."

I then briefly told Mrs. Marsden of the

discovery which I had made at the chemist's.

Her horror and agitation were excessive;

she, at least, poor woman, was fully innocent.

"I must take the boy away from here," I

said. " I am sorryâ��-I know you have had

nothing to do with it, but because you are that

scoundrel's wifeâ��I must take the child away

from you as soon as ever he is fit to be moved."

" I submit," she answered. " The fact is,

I would not have him now on any terms.

Oh, what a miserable woman I amâ��why did

I ever listen to my husband ? Why did I ever

consent to receive the child ? Oh, he is a

fiendâ��he is a fiendâ��why have I the mis-

fortune to be his wife?"

I had no reply to make to thisâ��it was

time for me to hurry back to my little

patient's bedside. He was very ill. For

the next few days his life really hung in the

balance. The case was such a peculiar one

that I resolved not to leave him. Nurse

Jenkins and I watched by him day and night.

After two days, the extreme weakness became

less marked, and gradually and slowly the

heart recovered tone and strength. After a

very slow convalescence, little Sir Noel

became much better. I brought him back

to Harley Streetâ��he is still with me. I

mean to keep him until his mother returns

to England. As to Sharp, I gave him his

liberty when I saw that the boy was likely

to live. I have not heard of him since.
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\HE reason which the Earl

of Onslow gave when he

accepted the post of Governor

of New Zealand wasâ��speak-

ing in general terms, which

to a non-political writer is

always permittedâ��that he wanted to find out

where the place was and all about it. I will

assume in the same manner that the readers

of The Strand Magazine wish to know

who Lord Onslow is and all about him. And

this I will proceed to explain without further

apology to such as are as well up as they

should be in the history of Men of the Time,

and to whom I may be able to tell little that

they do not know already.

Lord Onslow can claim three Speakers of

the House of Commons among his ancestors,

and in this respect I believe I am correct in

stating that he is unique. These members

of the Onslow family were not only able to

appropriate the Chair, but to retain it in their

own possession ; one of them, Mr. Arthur

Onslow, sitting in it for no less than three and

thirty years in succession. Lord Onslow

tells some amusing and original stories of the

said ancestors, but I have only space for one,

that of the Mr. Speaker Onslow who kept the

House in order by means of the fierceness of

his look and the awe-inspiring tones of his

voice.

" Sir ! " he would exclaim, if one more

daring than another continued to " obstruct"

after a first hint as to silence had been given;

" Sir, I must name you ! " And before this

threat the disturber of the peace would shrink

away among the benches. One of the

Speaker's friends, however, who knew

the Onslow bark was worse than its bite,

whispered one day :â��

" Tell me, Sir â�� what would be the

consequence if you did name him ? "

" The Lord in Heaven knows, / don't,"

replied the Speaker, mildly, and then he

glared round the House to see who else

might stand in need of correction.

One of these Speakers lived in the reign

of Queen Bess, another in that of Queen

Anne, and the third under George II. A fine

picture, by Sir James Thornhill and William

Hogarth, represents the House of Commons

in 1730, with Mr. Speaker Onslow conferring
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with Sir Robert Walpole, and this has the

place of honour over the chimney-piece in

the library at Clandon, Lord Onslow's seat in

Surrey.

With these examples before him, it is little

wonder that the young peer took kindly to

political life from the first, and that he should

aim at distinctions yet higher than those

which he has already made his own. Lord

Onslow has plenty of time in which to realize

his ambitions, for he began life very early,

and is now only forty years of age.

He, in fact, did everything very young.

He succeeded that eccentric old man, his

great-uncle, when he was seventeen. He

married when he was only twenty-two, had

held two Under-Secretaryships and a Court

appointment, and was appointed Governor

of New Zealand before he was thirty-four.

Before this he had been to the Rockies in

search of big game, and the buffalo rugs and

bear-skins which lie about the floors at

Clandon are full proof that he found it;

while a photograph of himself, surrounded

by a group of grisly bears, buffaloes, big-

horned sheep, and deer with fine heads

and antlers, all brought down by his bow

and spear, make the uninitiated wonder

what defence he offered on his return to the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals, of which he is a distinguished

member.

Lady Onslow consented to throw all the con-

veniences of civilized existence to the winds and

to accompany her husband on this expedition;

and though she only now remembers it for

its interest and adventures, the hardships she

must often have endured under her canvas

roof amid the snows, with an ardent sports-

man to pronounce the inexorable words,

" Move on," every alternate morning, may

have been many. Still her courage and

fortitude were equal to the demands made

upon them, and it is likely that there are

few of the memories of past life which she

would less willingly forego than those attached

to the tour in the Rocky Mountains.

On Lord Onslow's return he wandered

into print, and published "A Cowboy's Christ-

mas " in the Yuletide number of the Illus-

trated Sporting and Dramatic News. "Just

the life you'd like," writes the Earl, with lively

reminiscences of his own ranch. " Nobody

ever walks a yard. Horses cheaper than

saddles, and the most magnificent climate in

the world. I'll give you cowboy's wages and

your keep, and mount you. After ycur

' round-up ' work is done you can ' shoot

bear and elk in the mountains, and perhaps

Vol. ix..-8B.

we could give you a share in the business

by-and-by."

The title of another of Lord Onslow's

literary productions, "The Dog in Disgrace,"

shows us a second side of his life. It was

published during one of those hydrophobia

panics to which dread of this terrible scourge

reduces us from time to time. As a Master

of the Hounds, as President of the Tem-

porary Home for Lost and Starving Dogs,

and a whilom member of the Committee

of the Kennel Club, Lord Onslow's opinion

on this subject carries exceptional weight.

First of all he adjures people not to let

themselves be driven mad by their own

fears ; and for their consolation he points out

that during the year of which he wrote, the

London police force had not lost a single

member from hydrophobia, though they had

conveyed over sixty thousand dogs to the

Home, and had been frequently bitten, some-

times by dogs known to be mad ; while the

keeper of that asylum had been bitten

more than once, yet never suffered other

than temporary inconvenience.

The kindly President also strongly advo-

cated the use of a lethal chamber, where

dogs which must die could pass away easily

in their sleep. The construction is simple

and inexpensive, Lord Onslow says, and it

might be readily adopted in any city, and

thus the present barbarous practices often

resorted to for destroying undesired and un-

desirable members of the canine world could

be put an end to. Lord Onslow moreover re-

commended that the custom in certain cities

abroad of hanging a locket in the form of a

metal ticket, with name and address, round

every dog's neck, should be insisted on. He

humorously said, further, that he was sure

that if an appeal could be made to the

common-sense of the more intelligent of the

animals on the subject of muzzling, and so

on, they would cheerfully endure the incon-

venience, even as the wise and thoughtful of

the human race put up with the annoyances

of vaccination to escape small-pox.

It is a great temptation to quote largely

from Lord Onslow on the burning matter of

the Cow with the historic three Acres, the

supply of allotments being one of his sub-

jects, but as New Zealand awaits His Excel-

lency with impatience, she must be allowed

to remain undisturbed in the foreground,

which she continues to occupy with that

patience on which naturalists and statesmen

have alike cause to compliment her.

In the year succeeding the Jubilee,

Lord Onslow set sail for the Antipodes,
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accompanied by his son Lord Cranley, who

is now a " man" at Eton, by two golden-

haired little daughters, the Ladies Gwendolen

and Dorothy Onslow, and by his beautiful

young wifeâ��a daughter of that mighty hunter,

Alan, Lord Gardnerâ��who, as the gold-diggers

of the southern islands remarked later, " had

luck in her face." That other stalwart young

member of the Onslow household, the New

Zealand Chief, Victor Huia, did not appear

till later.

The ubiquitous Interviewer, rampant in the

Colonies as elsewhere, could not wait till

Lord Onslow arrived in New Zealand, but

attacked him at Adelaide. He, however, had

the consideration to hope he was not an

infliction.

" An infliction ! Oh, no," replied the

accommodating Governor, " I'm used to

interviewing. I've travelled a good deal,

and America was one of the places I

visited."

Thus encouraged, the inquirer asked him

to give his impressions of that Australia

which was as yet unseen by the passenger

on board the ss. Victoria, and the answer

to this was a reference to the Henry Irving

story, who, when interrogated in like manner

off Sandy Hook, New York, said :â��

" My impressions of America ? With the

greatest pleasure, but won't you allow me to

land and form them first ? "

The man with the note-book then pro-

ceeded to extract from his victim that he was

passionately fond of hunting, that in a less

degree he was fond of photography, that he

liked racing, driving, shooting, and a few

other things, after the conclusion of which

Lord Onslow remarked : " You already seem

to know so much about me and my peculiar

likes and dislikes that I wonder you have

taken the trouble to interview me at all !"

To turn for one moment to a graver

subjectâ��which in deference to the known

" prejudices of the readers of The Strand

Magazine shall very quickly be again for-

sakenâ��it may be interesting at the present

moment, when the words Australia and

Finance are so indissolubly combined, to

quote Lord Onslow's exact words on the

situation as it then was :â��

"The burden of debt resting on the

Colony does seem very heavy," he said,

" but then all young countries must borrow,

and as long as the money is invested in

reproductive works which pay interest on the

capital, the principle is a sound one."

The usual display of gunpowder and gold

lace followed the landing, the eager curiosity

of the crowds collected at the different

points was turned into satisfaction and

approval, triumphal arches looked down

upon the train of carriages filing slowly

beneath them, the familiar lines of the Union

Jack floated abroad, garlands of lilies androses,

and all the other signs of welcome were duly

hung out, and among the more modest

offerings at the feet of greatness we read

that, after one of the open-air en route

receptions, a party of ladies remained behind

when His Excellency retired, and each one

of these solemnly seated herself in the chair

wherein his august form had reposed, and

remained there for a few seconds in awed

silence before she resigned her place to a

sister who performed the rite in the same

impressive manner.

Sir William Jervois, a Woolwich man,

Lieutenant-General, director of fortifications,

etc., etc., was the out-going Governor, and a

caricature of the day represents him meeting

with Lord Onslow, who was judged, though

perhaps mistakenly, to take life less seriously.

" Any good shooting about Auckland ? "

inquires Lord Onslow.

" Oh, yes," replies Jervois. " Very good

practice indeed at Fort Cantley. Here's a

plan of the forti "

" Forty humbugs!" is his successor's

indignant reply. " Shooting game, I mean !

Are you making game of me ? "

The reception in the city over, the doors

of Government House, Wellington, were

flung open before the new-comers, and life

began in earnest, while for days .and weeks

together Lady Onslow saw her husband as

rarely as if she were the consort of the

engine-driver on the Wild Irishman or the

Plying Dutchman at home. Still, her own

time was well occupied, as not only had she

to see that her own small party was well and

pleasantly housed, and to pull about the

chairs and tables of her drawing-roomsâ��for

that which has suited the ideas of one

woman was never yet known to fulfil the ideal

of anotherâ��but she had to devise new and

pretty costumes for each time she appeared

in public, as the reporters would have been

grievously disappointed if they could not

have described the Countess's dove-coloured

delaine of Saturday as being far prettier than

her eau de nil silk of Friday, while adding

that it altogether left in the shade her peach-

coloured Bengali ne of Thursday, or the

myrtle crepon of the day before.

However, nonsense apart, I,ady Onslow's

share in her husband's public life was by no

means confined to looking pretty and smiling
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sweetly upon the people among whom he had

come as ruler, for she worked most energeti-

cally from the moment she landed to extend

the sphere of usefulness and influence of

Government House.

During Lord and Lady Onslow's visit to

the Hot Lakes at Rotorua, they first came

across the Maori in his native condition. The

earlier part of the journey was performed

by rail, then they took to the road and

drove through the lovely forest land, where

the beauty of the tree-ferns and the exqui-

site creepers of the country excited their

admiration, while the pheasants which rose

to right and left

made the fingers

of one at least in

the train of car-

riages, itch for

his gun.

As they ap-

proached Utu-

hina Bridge, the

calm and serenity

of the sylvan

scene was sud-

denly disturbed

by the appear-

ance of a young

Maori, who

darted forward, a

scanty scarlet

scarf about his

waist as his robe

of State, a gar-

land of leaves

round his head,

a mere in his

hands, and no-

thing else worth

mentioning on

any part of his

person. With his

weapon raised he

imperiously com-

manded the

driver to stop. His order was obeyed,

and at the same moment the young

warrior's suite, to the number of twenty,

leaped from out of the bush, attired or non-

attired, in faithful imitation of their leader,

and performed a war-dance, their uncouth

gestures, sharp, short cries, swaying limbs,

and floating crimson scarves giving a weird

grotesqueness to the scene.

The dance over, the chief leaped up behind

the splash-board, and, with a silent gesture,

ordered his followers to take out the horses

and draw the carriage across the aukati line

from a fliuto. byl

A MAOKI CHIEF,

into Maori Land. This they did, but when the

other side of the stream was reached, a new

party of " braves" leapt forth armed with

guns and prepared to dispute the further

progress of the Governor and his party. Lord

Onslow's own contingent of Maoris, how-

ever, explained that his ways were those of

peace, and when they were assured of this

the opposer's band fired their guns in the air

and joined the escort in pulling the carriage

forward, a pause being made that a repetition

of the wild dance and its accompanying

chant might take place.

A few score spaces further on, still another

band of savages

sprang, like

Roderick Dhu's

Highlanders, out

of nothing, and

the same panto-

mime was gone

through, and this

continued till the

strangers were

introduced into

the very heart of

the Land of the

Aboriginals.

No man knows

what fear is, so it

would be words

thrown away to

compliment His

Excellency the

Governor on his

courage and

composure under

this ordeal; but

if those who now

hold this page in

hand do not in-

stantly set up the

Countess of

Onslow in one of

those niches they

reserve for the

heroines of all ages, it is because this

account of the advance of the Maoris is

altogether inadequate to describe the scene,

or that the history of the Aborigines of

the Colony during the last fifty years has

remained unstudied by the readers of this

Magazine.

There is one point in the years which Lord

and lady Onslow spent in New Zealand to

which allusion must be made, as, without it,

this little record would be incomplete ; but

the reference shall be brief, as it was almost

the only blot on an exceptionally happy and
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fortunate page in the lives of the Governor

and his family.

The sanitary conditions of Government

House, Wellington, were not what they

should have been when the new ruler took

up his residence in it, and a few weeks after

their arrival the typhoid fever, which had

already committed ravages in other parts of

the town, broke out there.

Lord Onslow's eldest son, Viscount

Cranley, Captain Savile, his aide-de-camp

and private secretary, and other members of

which, in a happier moment, she has described

as making the island "a perfect paradise for

children."

Lord and I^ady Onslow were to see much

of the Maoris before they left the island over

which these able and warlike savages once

ruled. They were destined even to become

the parents of a Maori chief, the Huia to

whom reference has been made; and it is not

every Earl and Countess of the United

Kingdom to whom it is given to rank a

Maori chief among their sons.

LORU ONSLOW S Pull R-IN-H AN L> LEAVING FOR AUCKLAND RACES.

the household were struck down by it.

For long the heir of Clandon hung between

life and death, while the whole island shared

in the despair of the devoted young mother.

Happily, however, her fears were not to

be realized ; the crisis came, then the slow

progress back to health, and eventually

Captain Savile, who had made many friends

in the island during his residence, was pro-

nounced well enough to undertake a sea

voyage for his complete re-establishment,

while Lady Onslow received permission to

let her boy begin that life on the sea-shore

When they had been in New Zealand about

eighteen months a little boy was born, and

immediately every woman in the island, and

some even who were not women, set them-

selves to select a name for him, reference to

the wishes of the mother being put aside as a

matter for possible future consideration.

The Mayors of the four chief centres

agreed that the Sovereign at home must be

approached on the subject of standing sponsor

to the boy, a wish which was at once gratified

by Her Majesty in her most gracious man-

ner. On this there were no two opinions ;
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that one of the names should be Victor was,

then, a foregone conclusion. But the other,

what should it be? Colonial honour was

at stake, and there must be no thought of

baptism till due time had been secured for the

deep reflection demanded by so weighty a

cause ! It was a matter of international im-

portance, too. Was there not a Government

House over the water where a daughter,

native born, had been called Myee ? Never

must New Zealand stand behind when New

South Wales had taken the lead.

Victor Wellington might do, thought the

inhabitants of the First City. It was im-

posing and eupho-

nious. Still there was

a kind of imported

fragrance about it.

As far as is generally

known, the Hero of

Waterloo never

visited the Antipodes,

either as Arthur

Wellesley or under

his later title ; and it

was, geographically-

speaking, improbable

that he had ever

come to the Double

Island even under a

riom-de-guerre.

Besides, the earth

supports many places

named Wellington,

and there must be

no doubt at all as to

where Lord Onslow's

son was born.

Homer, Mr. Glad-

stone, and others

had already proved

the inconvenience as

to uncertainty on that

initial fact in their

existence. Then what would Dunedin, what

would Auckland and Christchurch say, if

Wellington were marked out for this crown-

ing distinction ? The results of former con-

flicts between native tribes would pale before

those that would be in question here. No,

search must be made further afield.

It ought to be a name of the soil, it was

averred. One that would instantly call up

before the eyes of the untravelled north

visions of hissing geysers, rose-hued terraces,

waving tree-ferns, strange, uncouth birds,

and the wild leap of the war-dance, with the

tattooed countenances of the braves.

From a\

HUIA, THE BABY CHIEF.

describe all this, and more, at one stroke of

the pen ? There was Honi-Maake-Hape, and

Taiwhanga-Kanhanganni; there was Hira-te-

Tuke Pukehawa, Riki-Te Mairaka-Taiaroa,

and Tame-Rangiwahia-Erihana, with many

names of credit and renown; but none

seemed to be precisely applicable to the

personality of the tiny Onslow who slept

selfishly on within his blue and white

bassinette, indifferent to the stupendous

nature of the difficulty there was, as his

father remarked, to give him a start in life.

With some the name Roi found favour.

You can call a boy Roi even if he be

destined for an

English public

school, and the

Maoris would be

satisfied, as Roi is a

great name in their

mythology, he being

one of the five gods

who divided Heaven

and earth. A baby

might be trusted to

set the Thames on

fire if he were the

namesake of one who

had divided Heaven

and earth. However,

it was pointed out

that in their un-

fathomable ignorance

men might come to

spell the word with a

Y, and then all asso-

ciation would be lost.

No, they must try

again. The witty

wanted him to be

called Taihoa, be-

cause the name

meant "Wait-a-bit"â��

" Wait - a - bit - On -

Slow!" It was an inspiration worthy of

an American humorist. However, those

who had failed to think of it first did

not approve. It was felt it would have

been such an annoyance to be reminded

through life that one had not been able to

make such an easy joke as that before any-

one else.

Ultimately it was proposed that the name

should be Huia. And Huia it was settled

to be, and even now that he has arrived at

the mature age of five, the little Onslow

answers to no other call. Huia means most

things, so it satisfied everyone. In Maori

Wholograph.

What was the appellation that would verse it is a synonym of all that is beautiful
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and divine. It is the name of the great

sacred bird, now almost extinct, whose

plumes were always to be seen in the head

of the greater Maoris when they went out to

war or assembled the tribes round them in

the great ceremonies which inaugurated a

period of peace. It is the name of a great

Maori, of whom it is said, " Of the descen-

dants of Huia, all the Elders are Chiefs and

all the Sons are Warriors," and finally it is

the name of the child of a noble English

house who has returned to his home under

the shadow of the oaks of Surrey, and

who may be known by the single plume

tions given with this little sketch. There is the

family group, taken at Auckland with the staff".

There is the four-in-hand leaving for the

Auckland races, the Governor, of course,

with the ribbons in his hands here as when

he brought his team to the Powder Magazine

in Hyde Park on the other side of the woild.

There is one of the ostrich-farms to which

the household paid many visits, as the great,

bald-necked creatures, with the big, black,

soft ball of fluffy feathers which formed their

body, were a source of unfailing interest to

the young rulers of the home.

There is a flock of sheep, which make up

From a] LORD ONSLOW, WITH HIS FAMILY AND STAFF. [Photoffraph

he carries in his head-gear, " Ko ti tangata i

te huia Kotalu."

The infant was carried to the font in a

historic robe and veil, the latter being that

worn by one of Lady Onslow's ancestors

at her marriage during the last century,

and the former that in which the baby's

great - grandfather on the Onslow side was

baptizjd. After the ceremony a single huia

feather was fixed in the white cap, and the

first chapter in the life of the little New

Zealander was declared to be complete.

The pleasant home-life of Government

House then went on as before, and indica-

tions of its lines may be seen in the illustra-

the trifling aggregate of five thousand,

stealing through the mist, and for once safe

from their insidious enemy, the kea, which

settles on their backs, and plunges its cruel

beak through the thick coat of wool that it

may pierce through the skin and suck the

blood from the living animal, till it faints and

dies by the roadside.

That is a bad habit brought about by the

action of the English, Lord Onslow says in

describing this curious phase of animal life

in New Zealand. The bird probably first saw

the skins of the freshly killed sheep hung up

to dry. It tasted and appreciated the fat

upon it, and next day it saw the same skin
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running about the fields, so thought: "Why

not try if it is as good as yesterday? " The

sheep might easily have protected itself by roll-

ing over, as any rational beast would, but being

a sheep that did not occur to its mind.

Instead, it took refuge in flight, which suits

its tormentor very well, as it is carried along

with it till, worn out by fatigue, the heavy

animal drops, when the bird is free to work

its wicked will, and to tear out the kidneys

with their covering of fat.

The sea lions in Adam's Island must

also be men-

tioned, and

these, as well as

the birds, that

ardent natura-

list, the Go-

vernor, has

taken under his

special protec-

tion. He has

allotted to their

use certain

islands, on which

no unauthorized

human foot may

tread ; and this

was fully neces-

sary, for it was

really distressing

to mark the

rapidity with

which the rare

and beautiful

birds of the

country threa-

tened to become

as extinct as the

moa.

Through the

sea-lions, which

breed no one

yet knows where,

Lord Onslow

predicts a future

for the Antarctic

regions that will do more to settle the vexed

question of the Behring Sea Fisheries than

all the talent of the Barons de Courcel or

the Sir Charles Russells of the day combined,

by drawing to the Antipodes the sealers who

fly the Union Jack.

Finally, among the illustrations, I must

mention the Bishopâ��tie hit deplaiseâ��who is

engaged in the unepiscopal occupation of

climbing a steeple, though it must be men-

tioned that he did not swing himself up from

point to point by means of the scaffolding

poles; but when he was requested to " well

and truly lay " the last stone of the spire, he

took his place in a basket-chair, in which he

was safely raised to the required altitude,

some irreverent snap-camera taking advantage

of a momentary pause to take a pot-shot at

him as he ascended.

" Shall we put that picture in ? "

" Oh, yes ! It's the best thing we've got! "

"Won't he mind?"

" Not a bit ! Why should he ? "

" Very well, we will share the responsibility

in common."

As the chief,

Victor Huia,

came to months

more mature,

he gave expres-

sion to a wish,

in the silent

manner to which

he was at that

time of his life

addicted, that he

should be con-

ducted for a

space among his

own people.

Accordingly, a

Royal progress

was arranged,

and taking the

Governor and

his staff, with the

Countess of

Onslow and the

Ladies Gwen-

dolen and

Dorothy in his

train, the young

Maori proceeded

to Otaki, having

given due notice

of his coming to

the leading

members of his

tribe.

At Otaki he had opportunities of examin-

ing the curious carved houses of the natives,

the quaint wooden pillars carved into the

rude likeness of the island's divinities, with

goggle eyes, grim mouths, teeth far apart,

and feathers stuck upright in their skull.

He saw the Maori mothers with their infants

slung across their backs, the same long coarse

cloak of reed or fibre enveloping them both.

He saw the women of the tribe greeting each

other by an inter-rubbing of noses, among

them being Iatia Wirum and Te Wahanin,
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who are repre-

sented here in the

act of embracing.

He saw the great,

grim chiefs, every

inch and corner of

their features being

marked out with

elaborate designs,

while the long,

shapeless, coarse

mats are drawn

around their forms;

an uncouth weapon

is grasped tight in

the dark - skinned

hand, which is

prepared to do

doughty deeds in

the serviceof itsgod

or its own honour,

while the character-

istic feather is stuck

up among their strands of grey hair just above

the ear, with as much precision as the aigrette

in the dainty tresses of the belle of a London

ball-room. An accurate notion of the appeai-

ance of such a chief can be obtained from

the picture on page 667.

But the Hon. Victor Huia Onslow was not

to remain at Otaki in the capacity of a mere

traveller and inquirer into the manners and

customs of an aboriginal race.

He was to be created a Maori chief, and,

From a J

A FLOCK OF FIVE THOUSAND SHEEP.

[ I'luttoffraph.

tribe,

as such, to receive the homage of his

the Ngatihuia, and the allied Hapus.

On the 12th of. September, 1891, the

Governor's party crossed the Marae, or open

square, in front of the Rankawa, and passed

between the carved pillars of the vestibule,

in which they took their places, the whole

way to it being lined with Maoris, shouting :

" Haeromai !"

The square had been converted into a

grove of fairy-like appearance, a perfect forest
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From a Photo, fry] RUBBING NOSES--A MAORI GREETING.

[Pullman.

lated to their Excellencies by Sir

Walter Buller, to whom, it should

be mentioned, was due the credit

of suggesting the name of Huia

for the little Onslow.

Thus spoke the Maoris :â��

"Welcome, O, Governor!

" Welcome, also, Lady Onslow !

" Welcome, O! thou young

Huia, the representative of all the

great chiefs who have departed.

"The old men of the tribe,

where are they ? Gone ! All gone

into the never-ending night. We

thank you, O, Governor, for coming

to Otaki to present your infant son

to his people. But here you find

us only a remnant of a great tribe.

" Our fathers are gone, but here

are we assembled to welcome your

noble son. You, our Governor,

have proved yourself the most

active of all our Governors. You

have seen nearly every village in the

land, and nothing seems to tire you.

" Now we are able to welcome

you even here at Otaki, in the

place where, fifty years ago, the

Gospel of Christianity was accepted

of palms and tree-ferns having been

brought into it and fixed as if

growing in the soil, while garlands

of the lovely native clematis

wreathed the slender stems and

hung in festoons from tree to tree.

An open way up the centre was

covered with matting, and coloured

banners waved lightly from the

arches overhead.

The Onslow party and their suite

were escorted to their places by a

procession of the Maoris, the women

of the tribe marching first, all wear-

ing holiday attire, the black huia

feather with its tip of snow in their

hair. They chanted Kaingas and

songs of welcome as they went, and

on arriving in the square seated

themselves on the ground in pic-

turesque attitudes beneath the palm

trees, while their leaders stepped

forward one by one to address the

hero of the day.

First among them was the chief,

Kereopa-Inkumaru ; then followed

Wi - Parata, Tamihaua - Te - Hoia,

Hoani-Taipua, Ropata-Te-do, and

Maraku. The speeches were trans-
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Â» a Photo. 6|r] A MAORI MOTHER AND BABV.
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From a Photo, by]

by the Maori people,

fast to the faith all

precepts of our

pastor, and never

allowing the wars

of the land to

disturb us.

"All this time

our tribe has

been loyal to the

Queen, and now

we welcome you

as the Queen's

Representative.

"We salute

you, according to

Maori custom, as

the White Crane,

of rare appear-

ance, the bird

seen once in a

lifetime

Other Governors

have said kind

things and done

kind things, but

it has been re-

A MAORI HOUSE.

[Burton Bros., Dunedin.

We have been stead-

through, following the

served for you, O, Governor, to pay

this great compliment to the Maori

people: that of giving to your son

a Maori name.

" According to our ancient cus-

tom, no greater courtesy could be

shown by one great tribe to another,

and there was no surer way of

cementing the bonds of friendship.

It has long been said: 'Let the

Pakeha (English) and the Maori be

one people,' and you have given

shape to this by accepting for your

son the name of an ancient chief.

"We invoke the spirits of our

ancestors to witness this day that

in your son Huia the friendship of

the two races becomes cemented.

"We thank you for this proof

of your regard for the Maoris. You

have heard the words of the tribe.

There is nothing more to say!"

The Earl of Onslow then replied,

after which Tamihaua-Te-Hoia, the

young Hereditary Chief of the

Ngatihuia, advanced across the

Marae and cried :â��

" And now, O, Governor and

Lady Onslow, bring forward the

infant Huia, that the tribe may do

him honour."

Bytheyoungwarrior's side marched

Heui Te Rei, a Maori princess, daughter of the

late chief, Mateue Te Whiwhi, who, moving

INTERIOR OF MAORI HOUSEâ��WITH IDOL.
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lightly forward, took the beautiful little child

in her arms, and then presented him to

Tamihaua, who bestowed on him the tribal

salute, while the women seated under the

palm trees around rocked themselves slowly

backwards and forwards, crooning out the

low, soft lullaby, or whakaoriori, which had

been composed expressly for the occasion.

The little fair son of the north was next

restored to his place, while the Earl of

Onslow made his reply; then the repre-

sentatives of the Maoris approached and laid

the offerings they had prepared at his feet.

These included rugs and robes manufac-

tured by his newly-made relatives ; greenstone

ornaments which had been handed down from

father to son for untold generations ; weapons

which had been borne in battle by those chiefs

who had "goneâ��gone into the never-ending

night" ; caskets of curious designs which had

been carved by patient fingers, some even

before the age of bronze among the Maoris had

set in ; and not least among the gifts were the

dusky, snow-tipped feathers of the huia bird,

without which the little Onslow has rarely since

been seen. To the intense delight of the

Maoris, the young Countess of Onslow herself

then advanced a few steps in the vestibule,

holding her graceful little daughters by the

hand, and in a few words, her voice being

somewhat broken by emotion, she said that

she thanked them from her very heart for the

kindness they had shown to her boy, and

then this function, unique in the annals of

civilized history, came to an end.

In time the sojourn in the island of the

Governor and Lady Onslow, too, came to

an end, though not before they had done

much more to deserve the golden opinions

they had already won, and to hear the words

of one of their friends echoed far and wide

through the land in the distant south :â��

" Go your ways, Earl Onslow ! The best

wishes of New Zealand are with you, and

when we hear glad tidings of your successes

at the other side of the world, we shall feel a

thrill of gratified pride as we exclaim :â��

" ' That man was our Governor once !' "

" FAKEWELL TO THE GOVERNOR." THE SHIP LEAVING PORT,

from a Photo, by J. Martin.



Remarkable Occidents.

By James Scott.

OTW1THSTANDING the

ever - present possibility of

meeting with some severe ac-

cident, the probability is

remote when considering the

number of mishaps as com-

pared to the number of persons exposed to

them, yet it is hardly too much to say that we

live amidst a perpetual plague of accidents,

to which all individuals are equally exposed.

My purpose now is to deal with a few of

the accidents which have been characterized

by some peculiarity or coincidence. Such

happenings are of very frequent occurrence,

and have sometimes been so strange in their

effect as to induce the belief that, were the

fictionist to purloin the fact, and palm it off

as the work of his imagination, the reading

public would accept it in a spirit of disgust,

and demand something more probable. Fact

has ever been, and doubtless will continue to

prove itself to be, more strange than fiction.

What, for instance, could be more astounding

than the accident depicted on page 350 in

Vol. III. of "The Picture Magazine," which

explains that a boiler full of hot water, being

conveyed in a cart in France,

exploded, and after flying com-

pletely over a block of houses,

fell into a distant street ? That

publication also contains pictures

of other strange accidents, and I

here refer to them merely to

emphasize the fact that remark-

able accidents are by no means

rare, comparatively speaking.

In Hoxton, recently, a boiler

explosion occurred whilst

the workmen were engaged at

dinner, and an ill-fated man was

blown some distance away from

the spot where he had been

quietly reading his daily paper,

into an empty tank; wherein

afterwards, to all appearance, he

remained in the same posture,

apparently reading his paper, but

really, as the dreadful stare in his

eyes revealed, dead !

Occasionally some peculiar

form of accident has a less severe

termination, as is evidenced by

the case of a man. running

over a level crossing on one

of our railway lines, whose foot

was inadvertently imprisoned between one

of the metals and the ground, just as an

approaching train was upon him. With en-

viable presence of mind, upon becoming

aware that it was impossible to withdraw his

foot from its awful position, he ripped his

boot open with a pocket - knife, and thus

escaped a terrible death.

The illustrations which I have drawn here

to assist my forthcoming remarks deal with a

very few of the recorded curious mischances

which have happened. In only few of the

cases that I quote was the effect a fatal one.

In the north of London, a short time ago,

the passengers of a tram-car received a shock

when, with a terrific smashing of glass, the

head of an unfortunate horse appeared

within the vehicle. A careless carter, who

was driving his van along one of the

narrow by-streets of City Road, was forc-

ing the horse onward so quickly that

it was impossible for him to pull up in time

to avoid a collision with a passing tram-car.

The poor animal would have suffered acutely

enough by the mere breaking of the glass,

but when it is remembered that the car was

FKi. I.â��A HOUSE IN TUB UKUNO TLACK.
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FIG. 2.â��THE CASE OF THE OLD STALL-KEEPER.

travelling, it will be understood that the

gashing of the animal's neck was an addi-

tional severity. The fright caused to the

passengers was an insignificant matter as

compared to the injury undergone by the

horse, which, I believe, it was deemed

advisable to slaughter,

on account of the im-

possibility of rendering

surgical aid (Fig. 1).

My second illustration

depicts the result of a

curious accident which

occurred in a suburb of

London. An old female

stall-keeper, who sat at

the head of her barrow-

load of wares, was igno-

rant of the conflagration

roaiing beneath her

humble vehicle, until

awakened in a fright by

the commotion of some

passers-by, but for whose

timely assistance her

loss might have been a

serious one. In order to

imitate as far as possible

the comforts enjoyed by

the more favoured peo-

ple who were indoors,

she had in front of her

a can containing a small fire.

The night being windy, several

pieces of paper were soaring

promiscuously in all directions,

and, suddenly, one piece passed

through the flame of the fire and

was blown beneath the barrow,

where it quickly ignited a sack

of coke, which the thoughtful yet

drowsy dame had provided for

herself. Little damage was done,

however ; but the accident proves

that nowhere can we be free

from the playful treachery of

that useful element called fire

(Fig. 2).

A case in which fire was

greatly assisted by its natural

enemy, water, is illustrated in

Fig. 3. Garrets at no time con-

stitute serviceable bedrooms, and

are eminently unfitted for human

occupancy when the roofs are in

bad condition, and rain is ad-

mitted. The gentleman who

preferred to suspend a basin near

the ceiling of his room, in order to

catch the drops of water which penetrated

his abode, no doubt considered that he was

acting in a way whereby he would be relieved

of the jarring effect produced by water drip-

ping into a receptacle placed upon the floor ;

but he also, subsequently, repented of his

3.â��THE BASIN AND THE NIGHT-LIGHT.
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ingenuity. Being careless, or not particularly

industrious, he must have failed to empty the

basin at a proper time, for as a result of its

increasing weight, combined with the decay-

ing of the supporting strings, caused by the

dampness, one of those strings snapped, and

the contents of the basin were precipitated

into a plate standing upon an adjacent chest

of drawers. Now, it curiously happened that

the plate contained a night-light, which illu-

minant, as all readers must certainly know, is,

as a rule, partly immersed in some water

which has been poured into the plate or

saucer. The consequence was, contrary to

what one would have supposed, that the water

which was discharged from the suspended

basin caused that in the plate to overflow and

carry on its surface the night-

light, which rapidly overturned

on to some inflammable material,

igniting it as shown.

A disastrous termination was

averted by the waking of the

man, who had slept; the return

to consciousness being occa-

sioned, no doubt, by the noise

and the excessive flare.

In a certain part of the out-

skirts of Birmingham is a long

lane, flanked by a wall surround-

ing a churchyard, which is

reported in the neighbourhood

to be visited by the visible spirits

of the departed. As may be

expected, this thoroughfare is

shunned as much as possible

after nightfall by the ladies, both

young and old, of the neighbour-

hood. Occasionally, however,

necessity demanded the passage

of some belated females who had

been visiting the adjacent town ;

and on the particular night to

which I am referring, two

women, who were walking very quietly

down the lane and conversing in very

subdued tones, and, perhaps, also trem-

bling in anticipation of meeting the chief

ghost, who strolled abroad at that particular

hour, received as sudden and effective a fright

as the most bitterly-inclined person could de-

sire to befall a dreaded enemy. With scarcely

a sound, a huge leg and foot dumped on to the

head of one of the pair of women, and trod

firmly upon her, causing her and her com-

panion to shriek and flee in terror. It is safe

to say that the " ghost " experienced as great a

surprise as did the victims of his unpremedi-

tated alarm, for it was subsequently revealed

that the " ghost" was merely the grave-digger

leaving a dismal job upon which circum-

stances had necessitated his presence at a

late hour, and that, either because the gate

was barred against him or he chose to leave

by a near cut, he was climbing over the wall

with the object of returning homewards. He

is shown to the reader in Fig. 4, in much

bolder form and more detail than he appeared

to the frightened females.

Beyond some bruises, and a severe nervous

shock, the chief victim of this peculiar acci-

dent sustained no injury.

The truly remarkable mishap which is the

subject of my fifth illustration is one of which

several versions are extant, and I cannot

accept any responsibility as regards its exact

Fit,. 4.â��A SUBSTANTIAL GHOST.

truth in connection with narrating here the

most popular form of the story. But the

manner of the accident is in itself so interest-

ing as to merit a permanent place here. The

story runs that a man was found lying dead

upon a couch, his life having been destroyed

by a bullet discharged from a gun lying near.

The circumstances of the matter positively

proved that the case could not have been one

of suicide, and, therefore, the only alternative

which could be reasonably suggested was

that he had been murdered. An acquaintance

was charged with the crime, but absolute

proof of guilt was not forthcoming. One of

the parties engaged in the case was so far
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FIG. 5.â��THE SUN AND THE GUN.

interested in the peculiar facts of the

death, as to seek a different solution to

the affair to that accepted by popular

belief. The result of his observation and

deduction was very curious. The rays

of the sun had streamed in at the window

of the apartment in which the man had

encountered his end ; and had been

concentrated direct upon the explosive

chamber of the gun, by which means

sufficient heat had been engendered to

warm the cap and powder, and cause a

discharge. The gun having been quite

inadvertently placed in such a way as to

point to the unfortunate man, he re-

ceived the bullet while he lay placidly

sleeping, no doubt meeting with instant

death.

Schoolboys are fond of torturing them-

selves by concentrating the sun's rays on

to the backs of their hands, through the

medium of a small lens, which produces

a small, brilliant spot of light, sufficiently

strong to severely burn the skin after a

few moments' duration. One can there-

fore believe that in such a case as that

described, a lens of increased strength

would cause so remarkable an accident.

We have seen it stated in other versions

of this story, which, however, is in its

main facts undoubtedly true,

that the lens was formed either

by a spherical water-bottle, or

by a " bull's-eye " in the window,

that being the name given to

the large, dropsical swellings

seen in some old windows of

which the panes are made of

bottle-glass.

Fig. 6 points forcibly to the

necessity of paying proper con-

sideration to the state of flooring

in our workshops, where the

same extent of attention that is

usually allotted to the home by

those who control it is dis-

carded. Flooring becomes

rotten far quicker in rooms

devoted to labour, on account

of the continued exposure of

uncovered and ill-kept boards,

and in many cases becomes

absolutely dangerous to the

limbs of those who tramp upon

it. Witness the effect illustrated.

An enterprising knife-grinder

availed himself of the exist-

ence of machinery in a house

FIG. 6.â��AN UNFORTUNATE LEG.
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situated in his neighbourhood, and had a

belt connected with the gearing in an upper

room, wherewith to drive his limited set of

wheels in the apartment below. There was

no space (as is customary in dwelling-houses)

between the ceiling of the room he occupied

and the floor above : in fact, one set of

boards actually served the purpose of both.

The decayed condition of the flooring was

responsible for the accident under reference,

and one night the grinder was astonished to

hear a crash above him, and immediately

afterwards observe

the leg of a work-

man protrude into

his shop. In its

descent the leg had

been stripped of its

trouser covering,

which was retained

at the edge of the

hole made by the

foot. Its owner, as

soon as he felt the

touch of the fast-

travelling belt, natu-

rally kicked the leg

about in order to

effect a withdrawal ;

but before that de-

sirable end could be

accomplished, he

was mortified at feel-

ing it seized by the

belt, which, as a

result of the excited

movements of the

foot, entwined the

ankle, and was

drawn so tightly as

to threaten to pull

the member from its

socket. Happily, the

knife-grinder re-

tained sufficient presence of mind to quickly

detach the belt from his wheels, and to

release the foot before anything more serious

than a rather severe sprain had ensued.

An accident which was more amusing than

painful happened when a mischievous boyâ��

a very common product--climbed over into

one of the many " squares:' dotted about

London, and who, after having satisfied his

curiosity, endeavoured to beat a retreat by

squeezing through the iron railings. He

managed to get his intelligent head through

(Fig. 7), but was quite unable to create

sufficient elasticity in the metal bars whereby

to enable the remainder of his precious

person to effect a passage. Deeming, too

late, that discretion was indeed the better

part of valour, he sought to withdraw his

upper anatomy, but in this he also failed.

His ears had smoothly passed the bars in the

first instance, but quite refused to repeat

the performance, so the poor boy became

alarmed, and struggled frantically, doubtless

so irritating the ears and the adjacent flesh as

to cause inflammation of the parts. At any rate,

all his efforts bore futile results, and rescuers

had to come to his aid. The railings must

have been very in-

flexible, for, notwith-

standing the willing

exertions of strong

arms induced by

sympathy, they

failed to release their

prisoner. In the end

it was found abso-

lutely necessary to

dig one of the

offending bars from

its bed, and thus

provide plenty of

space for making

the release.

Fig. 8 represents

a mishap which was

caused by a quantity

of snow falling from

a roof, and being

chiefly deposited

upon the tray of a

muffin and crumpet

seller, who chanced

to be walking past

the shop at the time.

The sudden weight

upon the tray caused

it to upset, and,

naturally, at that

precise moment

the man paused momentarily; and, simul-

taneously, a collision occurred between

him and a gentleman coming behind him,

whose progress it was impossible to stop in

time to prevent the curious accident. The

rising end of the crumpet tray encountered

the front portion of the gentleman's umbrella,

which was immediately snapped from his

hands; whereupon the force which had

effected the severance was still sufficiently

strong to thrust the umbrella handle into

contact with the crumpet-seller's head, bruis-

ing it to a considerable extent. The gentle-

man's share of the matter consisted of a

severe scratching about the head and neck,

THE PENALTY OF MISCHIEF.
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provided by the ribs of his rebellious "gamp."

During our late unusually severe winter a

huge icicle fell from the roof of a house, and

with amazing effect pierced the hat of a

passer-by and penetrated the man's skull,

causing death.

Of a similar character was the case of

woman who, whilst proceeding

along a street carrying an open

umbrella, was fatally injured by one

of the ribs of her umbrella pene-

trating one of her eyes, after having

been broken by the fall of a mass

of snow from the roof of a house

whereby she was passing.

Accident number nine was less

serious than might have been ex-

pected under the circumstances.

A slater was engaged upon the

repairs necessary to the roof of a

cottage, and had placed his small

pail of material on the top of a

chimney-pot, to which convenient

position he had been tempted to allot it on

account of the absence of any smoke proceed-

ing therefrom, he naturally deducing that the

absence of smoke revealed the fact that the

fire-grate below was not in use, and that, there-

fore, he would not incommode anyone by

Vol. ix.â�� 87

choking the chimney. But he acted

really unwisely, for the ever-useful

sweep was expected, and, of course, in

view of his visit no fire had been

lighted in that particular grate. Quite

without warning, the black one's broom

protruded from the dark cavity of the

chimney and dislodged the blockading

pail, which fell on to the man's arm,

cutting it rather severely, and careered

down the sloping roof, from which it

eventually tumbled into the yard of the

premises. The sweep, doubtless, won-

dered what on earth obstructed the

proper passage of his familiar broom ;

but he was not long in being acquainted

of the fact (Fig. 9).

Had the bucket fallen a few inches

to one side the man would have been

stunned, and thus being unable to

control himself, would have lost his

KiU. 9.â��THE SWEEP AND

THE SLATER.

balance, tumbled into the street or

yard, and probably have been killed.

It is to be hoped that the narration of these

few peculiar accidents has not created any

feeling of timidity; for surely it would be far

better to go through life not fearing chance

occurrences, but with sufficient precaution to

avoid them.
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By Mrs. E. Newman.

JO you mean that your love is

given to another ? "

"No!" simply and directly.

" You cannot return mine ? "

"No, not that!" as simply

and directly.

" Then let the rest be what it may,"

ejaculated Niel Dorrington, in a tone of glad

relief, putting his arms about the young girl.

"Ah, Daphne, mine ! I was so terribly afraid."

With a movement of withdrawal, too de-

cided to be set at naught by the man who

loved her, she stood free again. Slight, tall,

delicately beautiful, and something moreâ��a

woman with whom a man might trust his

honour and his life; so thought Niel Dor-

rington and such others as could read

Daphne Ward aright.

She owed little to the pretty bravery of the

toilette, with which girls of her ageâ��she was

not nineteenâ��naturally like to adorn them-

selves. To those of the guests who did not

know her positionâ��that of reader and amanu-

ensis to old Mrs. Bellamyâ��she appeared that

day too simply, not to say severely, attired for

the occasion : a garden party in the grounds

of her employer's spacious river-side domain

on the banks of the Thames, just beyond

Hampton.

" There is something else," murmured

Daphne, the colour rushing to her cheeks

and as quickly deserting them again, leaving

her paler than before. " I must say itâ��you

are Mrs. Bellamy's nearest relativeâ��her heir;

and your people are proud. Ah, listen : I

too have my pride, Mr. Dorrington; I would

not enter a family where I was not welcome."

" You would be ; you shall be, and "

" You do not know," she hurriedly put

in. "I have not told you all. There is

another reason why it could not be."

" Miss Ward," said a man-servant, ap-

proaching.

" Yes, I am here, James."

" I was to say that Mrs. Bellamy wishes

you to go to her on the lawn immediately, if

you please."

" I will go with you, Daphne," said Niel,

as she turned to follow the man, drawing

her hand over his arm.

She understood what was in his mind: he

was going to make his intention evident at

once before the assembled guests. " I must

go alone," she replied, with gentle persistence,

but with a grateful upward look into his eyes.

" I will write."

Â«' When ? "

"To-morrow we shall be preparing, and

the next day we go down to the Hall. I

cannot promise until Friday." Was she un-

consciously to herself glad of the little

respite ?

" Three days ! " he ejaculated. " But you

must remember that whatever the mysterious

reason may be, it will make no difference

now. Having acknowledged the one thing

of importance, you are mineâ��by right divine,

mine !"

"I must goâ��good-bye," she whispered,

with faltering lips, adding to herself, " Good-

bye, my love, good-bye ! "

"Daphne!" he exclaimed, noting the

change in her face. " It is not that you have

taken some foolish notion into your mind

about money or position ? You are not so

unjust as that to me, I hope. A proper pride

is all very well; I cannot blame you for

meeting pride with pride ; but I cannot allow

it to interfere to prevent our future happiness.

You know me, and you know what value I

set upon the accidental advantages of life in

comparison with "

" Yes, I know you, andâ��andâ��you will

understand when you receive my letter."

Once more withdrawing her hand, 'she

turned into a trellised walk, and swiftly made

her way to the lawn where sat Mrs. Bellamy

in conversation with two or three of her

guests, but not too absorbed to take keen

note of the young girl as she advanced.

A lady of about sixty years of age, with

white hair, still fine complexion, and the air

of one who had always been accustomed to

the position she was now in â�� Mrs. Bellamy

was considered, and considered herself, to

possess more than ordinary mental power,

and was not a little proud of her knowledge

of character and capability of managing

those about her.

"James says you want me, Mrs. Bellamy."

" I hope I have not taken you from

some young girl friend, Miss Ward," with the

gentle suavity which Daphne understood was

nevertheless meant to convey a reproof.

Mrs. Bellamy was, in fact, quite aware with

whom Daphne had been.

" I was talking to Mr. Dorrington," replied

Daphne, a little brusquely ; telling herself

that the other could not suppose that any

girl there could be a friend of hers.

" I might have known that she would

blurt out the truth, as her way is," thought
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SHE TURNED INTO A TREI.LISED WALK.

Mrs. Bellamy ;

adding to

Daphne, "Will

you be good enough

to help Mrs. Grant

in dispensing the tea,

Miss Ward ? I think

she will be glad of

your assistance just now."

Not sorry to escape from the little lady's

cold, keen scrutiny, Daphne went off to do

her bidding.

Mrs. Bellamy looked after her as she went

with more complacent eyes. " Nothing

serious as yet," she was thinking. " No sign

of the triumph any girl would feel at having

won a lover such as Niel. All the same, it

would have been wiser to keep her to the

tea-room. There is not a girl here to com-

pare with her; and Master Niel has the

Dorrington good taste in such matters,

besides being very human. Yes; I shall

have to be very careful if I keep her ; and I

want to do that if I can ; she is so intelligent,

and none could suit me better. But at the

first sign of real danger she must go."

" Where is Daphne, Aunt Jane ?" asked

Niel, coming up.

" Do you mean Miss Ward ? " with an

angry frown.

" Of course I do," endeavouring to speak

lightly, but with the consciousness that the

moment was not propitious for him. " There

can be but one Daphne for me, Aunt Jane."

" Miss Ward is helping the housekeeper, as

she ought to have been doing

before," coldly. After a glance

round, and finding that no one

was within earshot, she went

on: "I do hope you are not

putting any nonsensical ideas

into her head, Niel; it would

be very unfair to me, as well as

inconsiderate for her, since

nothing could possibly come of

it " ; slowly and meaningly re-

peating : " Nothingâ��could pos-

siblyâ��come of it."

" But I am hoping that some-

thing will come of it, Aunt Jane.

It is my great desire to make

Daphne my wife."

" Your wife ! Miss Ward ?

Oh, too absurd."

He felt that he had in-

deed not chosen the best

moment for making his in-

tention known to his aunt.

Both were silent a few

moments; she in her dis-

appointment at finding the

danger was nearer at hand

than she had imagined, and

he casting about in his mind

for what to say next, so that

he might make her under-

stand he was not to be

turned from his purpose.

" I am sorry it should seem that to you,"

he presently began, " for I am very much in

earnest, andâ��you know me too well to sup-

pose that, having once made up my mind, I

am likely to change it."

" My approval is of no importance ? "

" It is of the greatest importance, and I

am hoping that when you realize how com-

pletely my future happiness depends upon

my winning Daphne, you will not withhold

your consent."

She closed her lips and looked at himâ��

only looked.

" Come, Aunt Jane ; you have shown your

own appreciation of Daphne plainly enough.

You know you said you never had so charm-

ing a companion." ("That was a great mis-

take," thought Mrs. Bellamy.) " Surely you

are not going to be against me for loving her,

and simply because she has no money ? "

" No ; not simply for that, Niel. Who

and what are her people ? "

" I don't know, and, to tell the truth "â��

meeting her eyes with what she had so often

admired as the " true Dorrington look"â��

" I don't care."
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" Have you well considered what you have

to offer her ? Even Miss Ward may not care

to share yourâ��expectations."

" I see what you wish me to understand,

Aunt Jane. I shall have little enough to

offer, but she may prefer even that toâ��

expectations."

" You will both do as you please, of course."

Then, with a sudden change of front, speak-

ing in a more genial fashion in order to re-

assure him, although she had fully made up

her mind that Miss Ward must go the very

next morning, she went on : " You must run

down to the Hall soon, Niel, and we can talk

the matter over. Come on Saturday or Mon-

day ; we shall have settled down a little by

then."

" Will you oblige me by saying nothing

about the subject to Daphne in the mean-

time, Aunt Jane ? " not so entirely thrown off

his guard as she imagined. â� 

" Oh, certainly, if you do not wish it,"

cheerfully. " I must find another way,"

thought the astute little lady; " make her

quarrel with me about something. Go she

must and shall! "

" I shall be down on Saturday," he said ;

telling himself that before then he would have

got Daphne's letter, and could reply in person.

There could be but one thing for him to sayâ��

smiling to himself at the thought of allowing

anything to come between them now.

He took leave of his aunt, went up to town,

and made his way to his chambers in any-

thing but a depressed frame of mind. Every

obstacle dwindled into nothingness before

the one great fact that Daphne had admitted

she cared for him. Not even the remem-

brance of the tone of that good-bye, and

the sad look in her eyes, had the power to

discourage him now. She would soon know,

he told himself, as, arrived at his chambers,

he sprang up the steps two at a time and

let himself in.

His rooms had been luxuriously furnished

by his aunt. He had tried to make her

understand how little he cared for such sur-

roundings ; but she had insisted that it was

only fitting and right that her nephew and

heir should take his place with the best. She

had married a millionaire, and had succeeded

to his wealthâ��a childless widow with no

other relative than Niel. For him her

ambition was great ; and before all things

she had set her heart upon his marrying well,

according to her own notions of what "well"

meant. Money he would have in abundance

â��birth and position his wife must have.

He had been always taught to consider

himself her heir, and he was not ungrateful

for all that she had done for him. But not

for one moment would she be allowed to

interfere to prevent his marrying the woman

he loved. As to Daphne's scruples, they

must, of course, be overcome. She was

afraid of his injuring his prospects with his

aunt, perhaps; or there might possibly be

some ne'er-do-well of a brother or father.

But whatever the difficulty, she would soon

understand that it would make no difference

to him.

Three days ! How could he get through

the time ? " Ah, Daphne, mine ! If you

knew what three days apart from you means

to me now !" he ejaculated, restlessly pacing

the room.

The clock had struck three, and dawn was

already breaking, when at length he threw

himself on to the bed and feel asleep; his

last thought of her accompanying him in his

dreams. He was following her now through

the winding paths of a deep wood ; now they

were emerging into the open spaces of what

seemed a large park ; now making their way

through an avenue of old trees ; he always

following and she eluding him, until at length

she was lost. He seemed to be striving to

remember the name of a place as someone

repeated it to him, and awoke with it on his

lips.

" Lenster's-End !"

" I beg your pardon, sir ? "

" I am half dreaming, I think, Manning.

I.enster's-End? " musingly. "Never heard

of such a place."

" I have, sir ; a cousin of mine once lived

in a family there ; and a pretty little place it

isâ��on a branch line of the South-Western."

Niel was a little absently getting through

the process of dressing.

" Lenster's-End."

He turned sharply round. The man was

not in the room ; yet Dorrington could have

sworn he heard the words spoken close to

him. Imaginationâ��of course it must be that.

A word or sentence heard in a dream was apt

to follow one in that persistent way, some-

times. To his knowledge, he had never

heard of the place before, nor could he

recollect anything associated with it. He

went into the adjoining room for breakfast ;

and as he sat over his coffee, the words came

floating to him, as though through the open

window, across the sounds of the London

street:â��

" Lenster's-End."

This was becoming absurd. To change

the current of his thoughts he opened the
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morning's letters, and finding nothing to

specially interest him in them, threw them

aside and took up the Times.

" Lenster's-End."

Dorrington looked not a little surprised.

It was not like Manning to speak in this way,

unless it was perhaps put as a question : "How

far is it down the line, Manning ? "

" Lenster's-End ? Between forty and fifty

miles, sir. It takes its name from Lenster

Park, I suppose, because that ends there.

A beautiful park it is, with its sweeps and

hollows and fine old woods."

"Who is the owner? "

" It did belong to the Lensters for genera-

tions ; but I don't know how it is now. I

think my cousin said something about its

being in Chancery."

" Lenster's-End."

No; it certainly was not the man this

time. Manning, the sedate and methodical,

was quietly about his work of putting

out his master's clothes. Dorrington once

more took up the Times, and resolutely

strove to fix his attention upon the morn-

ing's news.

" Lenster's-End."

This was too much. " Give me my coat,

Manning; I shall lunch at the club."

He presently set forth and walked slowly-

down towards Pall Mall. Not much longer

would he be a lounger at the clubs. His aunt's

words had had their effect, although not in

the way she had intended; and he knew her

too well to think that she would change her

mind any more readily than he would change

his. He would very soon be hurrying off in

the early morning Citywards, on business in-

tent. There was a pleasant little stir in his

mind at the thought of doing his share of

life's work, and, above all, of doing it for

Daphne.

He had arranged it all in his own mind.

The principal of his little income of three

hundred a year, which had come to him from

his mother, must be realized and invested in

a partnership in some firm of good standing,

to which he could devote all his energies.

His training ought to be of some use to him,

and he must put his shoulder to the wheel.

He would not be marrying a girl accustomed

to luxury or with extravagant tastes ; and, for

himself, he knew how little he cared for such

things. With Daphne, his simple, strong,

beautiful love, life would be at its highest and

best.

" Lenster's-End."

He half-turned his head.

" Oh, nonsense!" he ejaculated, seeing

that no one was near him. His thoughts re-

verted to Daphne again. " I have only to

make it quite clear to her that it will be no

sacrifice on my part; and I think I shall be

able to do that." Nodding across the road

to a friend, he smiled to himself at the

thought that he would not be much longer

on more than bowing acquaintance with the

upper ten.

As, on entering the club, he passed the

hall porter, the man looked at him with an

expression he could not quite understand.

It was, in fact, unusual to see even a younger

member bound up the steps with the energy

of a man on a business errand. He turned

into the reading-room, and took up one of

the quarterlies.

Suddenly, and now he felt sure the words

were spoken by the man sitting opposite to

him, he heard again :â��

" Lenster's-End."

" What about it ? " he exclaimed, loudly

and impatiently.

The young man looked up. " Dorrington !

Earlier than usual, are you not? "

" What were you saying about Lenster's-

End, Weston ? "
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" Nothing ; and for the best of reasons : I

know nothing about Lenster or his end."

Dorrington ruffled up his hair, looking

doubtfully at the other.

" Go !"

" Well, I've half a mind to," speaking in

reply, and unconsciously, aloud.

" That's not like you, old man. You have

at any rate managed to get the credit for

having a whole one."

Dorrington said a word to the other; then

took up the thread of thoughts again. " It

would be a way of getting through the time ;

and there would be a spice of uncertaintyâ��it

might be adventureâ��about it. If there were

only a chance of getting a glimpse of Daphne,

now, or "

" The ' Bradshaw' ? Yes, here it is,

Dorrington."

Had he unconsciously asked for the

" Bradshaw," then, or what was it ? Why

was he being urged on in this way ? Mur-

muring a word of thanks to the other, he

turned over the leaves, and ran his eye down

the pages. " Lenster's-End." Yes, here it

was, and the time would serve well enough.

But why should he go without purpose

on what would probably turn out to be only

a fool's errand ?â��putting down the book.

" Go!"

He was silent for a moment. Then sud-

denly and decidedly repliedâ��again it seemed

to him in replyâ��" I will." Rising to his feet,

he nodded to the other and went out.

In ten minutes he was at home; and,

bidding the cabman wait, he went in.

" Put a few things into a bag for me,

Manning. No, not evening clothes â�� just

brushes, and a change of linen."

" Do you return to-morrow, sir ? "

" Probablyâ��I don't know. Consider your-

self free for a couple of days"; telling

himself that it would be of no consequence

if he returned earlier. It would soon be

necessary to dispense with a man altogether;

and it would do him good to be obliged to

depend upon himself a little more.

" Where to, sir ? " asked the cabman, as

Dorrington jumped in.

" Waterloo Station, as quick as you can

drive."

Dorrington was in good time to catch the

express due at the junction at half-past six.

From there a train reached Lenster's-End a

little before eight. He noticed that, from the

moment he had made up his mind, he was

no longer troubled with the mysterious im-

pressions, suggestions, or whatever they were.

He lighted a cigar, sat back in the carriage,

and once more gave all his thoughts to

Daphne. How soon would he be able to

persuade her to be his wife ? He must first

of all show her that he was thoroughly in

earnest. He must arrange everything so as

to be able to tell her exactly what his prospects

were. It seemed to him, the best thing

would be to obtain a junior partnership in

some respectable firm ; yes, immediately on

his return to town, he would go to the family

lawyer and ask his advice upon the matter.

" I can depend upon old Sherrard. He will

endeavour to make me change my mind, of

course; too cute a lawyer to have much

romance, but his advice will be valuable on

the business side of the question."

By the time he reached the junction,

Dorrington was on very good terms with

himself and the world, not omitting a kindly

thought for the aunt who had done so much

for him, and meant so well, however mistaken

she might be as to what constituted happiness

for him. Absorbed in such reflections, he

got through the somewhat dreary wait at the

junction philosophically enough, and in due

course arrived at the I^enster station, his

curiosity not a little piqued at what was going

to be the upshot of his flying visit there.

"Lenster's-End? Not more than half a

mile's walk, sir; if you take the short cutâ��

a footpath across the lower end of the park

through the woods. That brings you right

into Lenster's-End; and you'll be able to

do it before it gets dark if you step out.

The first turning out of the lane there, and

you'll see the swing gate."

" Will you send this bag to the inn for

me ? There is one there, I suppose ? "

" Yes, a good one, sir. You can't do

better than put up at the 'Ram's Head.'

You'll be right comfortable there."

" Thank you," repeated Dorrington.

Turning from the road into a lane, he

walked a few yards down it until he came to

the swing gate. " Yes, this is better than

the dusty road," he thought, as he passed

through. After a moment's hesitationâ��two

or three paths branched off from the gate-

he took the one which seemed to run in the

direction the man had indicated. " Not

much traffic here ; people do not seem to

avail themselves very frequently of the short

cut," he was telling himself, as he noticed

how rankly the grass overgrew the path. It

was getting dusk, and the wide-spreading'old

trees shut out nearly all the remaining light

there was.

As he walked on in the deepening dark-

ness, the hush of everything around himâ��
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even his own footsteps were soundless on the

yielding turfâ��began to make itself felt. The

deep silence was becoming almost oppressive.

When, presently, there broke upon the still-

ness the sound of some creeping thing getting

out of his way, and a squirrel scurried off

amongst the leaves, he was, for the moment,

as startled as though he had heard a pistol-

shot. He realized as he had never done

before " the trumpet-tongued solitude of the

woods."

But glades and

open spaces were

coming into view,

and the moon,

almost at its full,

was beginning to

flood them with

its soft white

radiance, at the

same time render-

ing the shadow-

land in which he

walked dimmer

and more mys-

terious.

What a scene !

Beyond, amidst

the trees, stood

out a stately old

batt lemented

stone mansion,

looking in this

pale light like a

monument of the

dead past â�� no

sign of life within.

"In Chancery,

Manning saidâ��

some mystery

about it. It looks

mysterious

enough" â�� he

was thinking.

"The whole place

has a gloomy, un-

canny look about

bslieved in

STANDING IIK.NEATH

it in this light. If one

But I am approaching the

house; I must have taken the wrong turning,

after all. Awkward to lose one's way in a

place like this."

He stood still, looking about him in some

perplexity for a few moments. Suddenly he

became aware that someone was standing

beneath a tree near where he was : a man

tall, slight, and, so far as he could see in that

dim light, elderly, and quaintly attired in the

fashion of some forty or fifty years previously.

" A gentleman," thought Dorrington.

" Can you put me in the way for the village

â��Lenster's-End ? " he asked, raising his hat,

as the other turned slightly towards him.

In a low voiceâ��speaking, Dorrington

fancied, like one to whom speech did not

come readilyâ��he replied : " Follow me,"

moving quietly on as he spoke.

"Thank you. A beautiful place this,"

went on Dorrington, as he turned to accom-

pany the other, passing silently on.

They turned

into a broad

avenue, bordered

by triple rows of

elms, running at

right angles with

the path they had

quitted.

"Odd,"thought

Dorrington ; " all

this looks quite

familiar to me ; I

seem to have

been here before.

Th; avenue, the

h jjse, and the

lake down there

glittering

amongst the

trees. Where

Ah, my dream !

How like the

reality !"

" The link be-

tween."

A little startled,

Dorrington

looked hastily

round. Had the

words been

spoken, or had

he only fancied

he heard them ?

A strange, un-

canny feeling was

beginning to steal

over him. To hear the sound of his own

voice, he presently said : " This place is in

Chancery, I hear; and the large funded

property without an owner."

" A wrong done."

" Indeed ! " ejaculated Dorrington, im-

pressed without being able to understand

precisely why ; wondering what kind of man

this might be to talk in ' such mysterious

fashion. They moved on in silence again,

until it was broken by Dorrington, who

suddenly exclaimed : " Why, we are close to

the house. This cannot be the right way.
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Did you understand that I want to go to the

village ? "

" You are wanted here."

"I? For what?"

" Follow."

" I do not understand," replied the young

man, telling himself that he must have got

into the hands of a madman ; but conscious

the while of an undercurrent of feeling to

which he shrank from giving a name. " I

fancy that if I were to strike across the glade

there, and down through the woods in that

direction"â��he thought, pausing and looking

backâ��" Yes ; surely those lights down there

must be in the village."

" Follow me."

Again the words sounded as though they

were breathed rather than spoken, although

they were clear enough to his mental

apprehension. Once more Niel looked round

at the other, but somehow failed to obtain

a more distinct impression than he had

previously gained. " There can be nothing

for me to do up there," he murmured, feeling

at the same t me that, for some unaccountable

reason, go he c.ust. Impelled, he knew not

how or why, he walked on again, telling him-

self, with a grim little attempt at a jest, that

it seemed he was not to be permitted to use

his own will in the matter.

They were drawing very near to the house,

and as they crossed what had been an Italian

garden laid out in the old-fashioned way, with

terraces, low balustrades, quaintly cut yew

trees, which had almost lost their original

shape, and stone statues and vasesâ��some

overturned and half-hidden in the long,

rank grassâ��he noticed a great oriel window

giving upon the terrace, the lower part of

which was open.

His mysterious guide moved straight

towards it, and with a gesture of his hand,

seemed to invite the other to enter. Niel

hesitated, looking doubtfully into the room ;

then, after a moment, obeyed the gently

impelling pressure of a hand upon his arm

and went in. A large library, lofty, finely

proportioned, and its shelves apparently well

filled, but with the indescribably forlorn

appearance of having been long disused.

His senses were keenly on the alert, and

his curiosity aroused by the other's air of

mystery. "You say I am wanted here. In

what way can I be of use ? "

" A great wrong done."

" You said that before," thought Niel.

" It is for you to undo it."

"How?" striving once more to keep off

the eerie feeling stealing upon him.

" Take it down," pointing to a large volume

on one of the shelves.

To his own 'great surprise, Niel mechani-

cally took down the volume, and placed it on

the table.

" Page two hundred."

Niel looked round at him. " Does this

place belong to you ? "

" Once."

" Then why do you not look yourself ? "

No reply.

" He is mad," thought Dorrington. " Yes,

it must be that," still trying to keep off

another and more gruesome suspicion which

again suggested itself.

He felt his hand impelled towards the book.

" Page two hundred."

It opened at the page easily enough, and

Niel saw a sealed packet.

" Take it."

His nerves at their utmost tension, Niel's

fingers closed over the packet.

" What do you wish me to do with this ? "

" Rightâ��theâ��wrong," the words sound-

ing more faintly now, but still clear enough

to Niel's mental apprehension.

" You must tell me more than you have

yet done first," turning to face the other.

No one !

The moonlight streaming in showed him

that he stood alone. He strode the length

of the room.

" Where are you ? " he exclaimed. " What

trick are you trying to play upon me ? Do

you think I will carry off this packet, to which

I have no right, without knowing more ? "

" Right the wrong."

For answer Niel threw the packet on to the

table, went to the bell, and rang it vigorously

for a few seconds. The sound, coming from

some distance, faintly echoing along passages,

reached his ears. He stood sternly waiting.

Dead silence ! He rang again and .again,

with the same result. Then with a sudden

access of what he was not afterwards ashamed

to call panic he rushed out on to the terrace.

Was it the chill night air? As he emerged

from the house a cold shiver passed over

him ; and thenâ��the packet he had thrown

on to the table, and certainly had not taken

up again, was in his hand, and the word

" Remember" came softly sighing to his

ears. '

Hardly knowing which way he took in his

haste to get away, he sped down the avenue

and through the woods. Was the figure he

had seen that of one who belonged to another

world ? Dorrington had hitherto been as

sceptical of the possibility of such communi-
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cations as were the generality of the people

of the world in which he lived. But now!

It was with a deep breath of relief that he

found himself after a whileâ��how long, he

knew not, nor how he had contrived to get

into the right way againâ��at the swing gate

which gave upon the village.

On emerging into the road, he saw a few

people about; and, on inquiring his way to

the " Ram!s Head," found that it was but

a few steps across the green from where he

stood.

How welcome were the everyday sights

and sounds : gossiping women grouped in

twos and threes at cottage doors in the

twilight; laughing and squabbling children ;

cackling of geese ; and the " hish, hish " of

the hostler rubbing down a restless horse,

clattering about on the stones of the inn

yard.

Niel was shown into a cheerful, brightly-

Vol. ix.-88

lighted travellers'-

room ; and the inn-

keeper presently

came in to receive

his orders in person.

"Whatever the

house affords, land-

lord," he said, con-

scious of being him-

self human enough

in the sudden need

he felt for refresh-

ment. " Just a cutlet

and a potato, as soon

as you can; and

meanwhile bring in

some of your best

wine. Missed my

way in the woods

coming from the

station, and feel a

little run down. Have

they sent my bagâ��

Mr. Dorrington ?"

" Yes, sir. They

should not direct

strangers to take the

short cut through the

woods. It is so easy

to take the wrong turn

and get lost there for

hours. Got a fright

in the woods, I fancy

â��looks as though he

had seen the ghost,"

he thought, bustling

out for the wine, and

in again.

some with me," said

" Sit down and take

Dorrington.

The landlord sat down willingly enough.

"Wants to hear what I know about it," he

thought. "And he is welcome to that";

adding, aloud, " Rather a dreary walk through

those woods at the best of times. After sun-

set, folks about here prefer taking the road

way, though it's longer. They do say that the

old squire as was walk* there."

" He is dead ? "

" Sixteen years, and more, sir."

" Why is he supposed to haunt the place ? "

" Can't rest, it's thought. Something on his

conscience when he died."

The words " Right the wrong ! " repeated

themselves in Dorrington's brain.

"The old squire â�� he was very nearly

eighty when he diedâ��had his ways. He was

a good master to those who served him well,

and without question; but hard, sir, hard.
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Cared for little besides money, and what he

called keeping up the old name. He was

nearly fifty when he married; and people

said he wouldn't then, but for the hope of

having an heir to inherit his wealth, though

his wife was a lady any man might have been

proud of, for she was young and beautiful,

and gently born. Well, the squire had his

wish one way, for a son was born to them

two years after the marriage. The boy

proved to be of the right sort too, not likely

to be spoilt by his father.

" Mrs. Lenster was a gentle, right-minded

lady ; and she made the most of the time

while the boy was too young for companion-

ship with his father, and was supposed to be

running wild. The old squire didn't set

much value upon learning, beyond what was

sufficient to make his son sharp and fitted to

take good care of the wealth that was to

come to him.

" But the lad favoured his mother. When he

was twelve years old, Mrs. Lenster died ; and

then his father took him in hand. But it was

too late to undo the work she had done. The

boy was clever, high-spirited, and generous;

and could not be brought into his father's

ways. In vain did the squire try to bend

his son to his will. It only made the breach

between them wider. He was jealous, too,

of the boy's unswerving love for his mother;

and, without knowing how to, set to work to

win as much for himself. As time went on,

all this became more and more evident. The

young squire got on well at college, and was

said to make plenty of friends there ; but at

home it was dull enough ; no visitors were

welcome at the Park, and the great house was

nearly all shut up, for the squire grew more

and more miserly, and kept but a very few

servants.

" When the young man was five-and-

twenty, there was a great quarrel between

him and his father. The rights of it were

never known, but it was supposed the son

wanted to marry someone the father dis-

approved. The young man went away, and

was dared to enter the doors again, the squire

vowing he would leave all he possessed to

strangers.

"This was all that was known ; except that

a year or two later came a letter to the squire,

which seemed to put a seal to his anger. The

servants were warned not to mention his son's

name on penalty of instant dismissal ; and he

became more stern and unsociable than ever.

Before another year had passed, came news

of the young man's death. He was brought

there to be buried, and the old man must

have felt more than he was supposed to feel,

for he never spoke again, dying a few days

afterwards from a stroke.

" It was thought that something had

occurred when he went to bring home his

dead son, and that his mind was burdened

by the recollection of some wrong done, for ;

at the last he was very anxious to speak to

those about him. He strove hard to make

himself understood ; but in vain. He died

with the secret, whatever it was, unrevealed.

Moreover, no will was found ; it was supposed

he had destroyed it, for he was seen tearing

up and burning papers on his return from

the funeral. Do you happen to know any of

the family, sir ? A good old stock, the

Lensters."

" No; I never to my knowledge heard the

name until yesterday."

Finding that if the young man had any-

thing to tell, he was not in the mood to tell

it, the landlord presently left him to his

reflections.

Dorrington took the packet that had so

mysteriously come into his possession from

his pocket. Yes, it was real enough, he

thought, turning it over in his hands and

examining it with curious eyes : a large

envelope fastened with a black sealâ��the im-

pression upon which he supposed to be the

Lenster crest â�� and containing apparently

more than one letter.

No address or superscription of any kind !

Niel sat gazing down at it, wondering what

mystery it contained ; but, curious as he was,

not choosing to break the seal.

What to do ? What if he were to take the

packet to Sherrard, and ask his advice ?

" That's what I will do," he presently decided,

putting it into his pocket as dinner was

announced.

After attempting a cigar, which did not

quite come up to his expectations in com-

parison with the rest of the entertainment,

he gave directions to be called in time to

catch the morning express at the junction,

went to his room, and this time slept through

the night without any disturbing dream.

On arriving at the London terminus the

next day, and driving to his chambers, he

found the letter he had hardly hoped to see

already awaiting him. He tore open the

envelope, took out the letter, and hurriedly

ran his eyes through the contents.

" Dear Mr. Dorrington,â�� I am able to

write sooner than I expected, because I left

Mrs. Bellamy to-day. We both agreed it

was better I should go, and I hope you will

not blame either of us. I will not say here
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" A LARGE ENVELOPE FASTENED WITH A BLACK SEAL.

what I think of the honour you have done

me. I cannot be your wifeâ��as I told you,

it cannot be. Nor must you think I am in

any way influenced by your aunt. The

obstacle not to be overcome is that my

motherâ��my dear motherâ��was not married,

and I take her name. I cannot be your

wife. Dear Mr. Dorrington, I want you to

quite understand that nothing can alter this

decision. Therefore, I think it is best that

you should hear no more about me, nor

know where I am. You must not think that

life will be hard for me. Remember always

that I have chosen the way I am taking of

my own free will. Take this as my final

good-bye, and believe me ever your true

friend, Daphne Ward."

"Accept her final good-bye !" he laughed

out at the bare idea. " Does she think she

will escape me so easily ? I will find her,

conceal herself where she may. Her mother

not marriedâ��that an obstacle ! Ah, Daphne,

you ought to know me better. As though

you could be any better to me if she had

been married. I must not lose a moment,

but Ah, Sherrard, of course ! " Dorring-

ton remembered now having heard that

it was the family lawyer who had

recommended Daphne to his aunt.

In ten minutes he was driving

full speed in the direction of

Lincoln's Inn.

When he was ushered into Mr.

Sherrard's private room, that gentle-

man looked up with some surprise.

" Already ! " he thought; "1 did

not expect him so soon as thisâ��

I must be on my guard."

" Where is Miss Ward, Mr.

Sherrard ? " began Niel, plunging at

once into the subject, and adding,

as the other was about to protest:

" Of course, you know where she

is. It was you who recommended

her to my aunt."

" I know she has left Mrs. Bel-

lamy, and I am bound to tell you

that I quite approve of her having

done so, Mr. Dorrington."

"Why?" Not liking to repeat

what she had told him, in case the

other had not already heard it.

" Well, to be plain with you, her

mother was not married, and she

will not be the means of destroy-

ing your future prospects."

" Prospects ! What would they

be without her? How little you

know me. Look here, Mr. Sherrard ;

I mean to marry Daphne Ward. Nothing

shall prevent it."

" If you have not considered consequences,

she has."

" I have well considered them. It won't

be much of a match for her, to be sure. I

shall most probably have nothing more than

the small property which came to me from

my mother to depend upon in the outset.

But I am hoping to make my way after

awhile. I am thinking of realizing the ten

thousand and investing in some safe firm,

where I could act as working partner. Yes,"

noting the smile on the other's lips, "I

mean work, and I think my University training

ought to be of some use."

" I believe you are in earnest, Mr. Dorring-

ton, and I honour you for it; but I know

what you would be giving up in acting against

Mrs. Bellamy's wishes, andâ��a moment, my

dear sirâ��I also know Miss Ward ; and I am

very sure she will not consent."

" Leave that to me. Where is she? "

"That I must not reveal without her

permission. But I may say that she has

found a home with friends who, I can promise

you, will take good care of her. But for the
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prideâ��to her I call it that, to you I will say

independenceâ��she would not have gone out

into the world as she has."

" I must find her for myselfâ��tell her that

she ought to remember that my happiness is

concerned as well as her pride."

Mr. Sherrard looked approvingly at the

young man. Keen lawyer as he was, he was

something besides, as an invalid wife could

have told. He fidgeted in his chair, turned

over the papers before him, and looked at his

watch.

Dorrington noticed the movement, and

thinking that he had some appointment

perhaps, and was desirous of putting an end

to the interview, rose to his feet. " So that

you understand what my determination is, it

is sufficient for the present, Mr. Sherrard."

" I never had to do with two young people

so determined, if that will satisfy you, my

dear sir. Is there nothing else you wish to

consult me about ? "

" Yes; why, yes, of course there is ; I had

nearly forgotten that! " ejaculated Niel. " If

you can give me a few minutes longer, I

should like to ask your advice about a packet

which mysteriously came into my possession."

As shortly as might be, he told the story of the

previous night's experience, noticing that the

other listened intently, and without the smile

he had expected to see when he touched

upon the mysterious appearance. As he

finished the narration he took the packet

from his pocket and placed in on the table

before the lawyer.

" What do you make of it ? What do you

think I ought to do ? "

Mr. Sherrard appeared not to hear him.

" Lenster's-End ! " he murmured. " Oddâ��

very odd," passing his hand over his chin,

his eyes fixed meditatively upon the young

man.

" Do you know the place ? "

"Well, Mr. Lenster was a client of ours."

Taking up the packet and looking at the

seal, he added : " The family crest. Yes, I

think you would be justified in breaking the

seal. Should the contents prove to be of

any importance, it will be only to pass them

on to the trusteesâ��as they have told you,

the property is in Chancery."

" Yes, the landlord of the inn told me

that."

" Open it; I take the responsibility of

advising you to do so."

Niel J)roke the seal, and took from the

envelope a letter and two folded papers.

" Read the letter, Dorrington ; read it."

" I will read it aloud."

" Yes, yes ; go on."

Wondering not a little at the other's sudden

excitement and apparent impatience to hear

the contentsâ��different feelings seemed to be

jostling each other in his mindâ��Niel began.

" My dear father, I am making a last

appeal to you; and this time not on my own

behalf. I found employment, and have con-

trived to keep my dear wife so far. But the

work has been, they say, too hard for me.

The doctor tells me that it is owing to over-

exertion that hemorrhage of the lungs, from

which I am suffering, has set in. It has

entirely incapacitated me for the time, and

put an end to all hope of earning a living.

My only chance is, he says, entire rest for a

year. At best, it is but a bare chance for

me; and, in case of a relapse, I am send-

ing the certificates of our marriage and the

birth of our childâ��you will see that we have

given her my mother's nameâ��in the hope

that you will provide for them. My poor

wife is not strong, and the shock of my illness

has told upon her greatly. She bids me tell

you that, if I am taken from her, there is

little chance that she will trouble anyone

long. Dear father, try to forgive me for

having married against your consent. But

for its being against your wish, I have never

had the slightest reason to regret my mar-

riage. As you know, my wife is of gentle

birth, and lacked nothing but money. I ask

you, perhaps from the grave, to remember

that Mary has been a loving, faithful wife to

me in the struggle I have gone through.

Remember, too, that our child is the last of

our line, and "

Mr. Sherrard did not wait to hear more.

Catching up the papers, he glanced through

them and broke into a glad laugh.

" My dear sir, my dear sir, do you know

what you have brought me ? " he ejaculated,

looking as much unlike the methodical

business lawyer his clients knew as it was

possible to look.

" What ? " asked Dorrington, in some

astonishment, as the other seized both his

hands and shook them warmly. " Do you

mean the young man's letter to his father ? "

"The young man, indeedâ��do you know

of whom you are speaking ?"

" The old man's son, I suppose ; and these

are the proofs of his marriage which were

missing. Well, I am glad, of course, to be

instrumental in their recovery ; but I do not

see what difference it can make to me per-

sonally."

"It makes the difference that he was

Daphne's father."
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" Her father ? Daphne's ! Is it possible ? "

even more excited than the other.

" Read for yourself."

Dorrington took the papers from the other's

hand. " Yes; Edward Lenster and Mary

Ward - Daphne Lenster, born â�� why, this

means "

" It means that what we have searched for

all these long years is found. It means not

only that Miss Daphne is legitimate, but that

she is heiress to all her grandfather's wealth.

Young Mr Lenster died at the hospital to

which he was taken ; and his father told me

that the wife, as we must now call her, died

within a few hours of his son. But he would

not tell me where. He placed Daphne, who

was then two years old, in my care,

stating that she was his son's child, and

that she bore only her mother's nameâ��God

forgive him. He paid me a sum sufficient

to provide for her board and educa-

tion until she was eighteen â�� old enough

to get her own living. He died just after-

wards, almost suddenly, I believe. My wife

and Iâ��no matter about thatâ��when Daphne

was eighteen, we thought it right she should

know what there was to know: and then she

insisted upon

going out into the

world and earning

her own bread."

" But where is

she?"

" Come down

to Harrow with

me and you shall

hear the rest. My

dear Dorrington,

there is no time to

spare. Never been

late for dinner in

my life."

"Only tell

me ;'

"If you wish to

find Daphne "

This wasenough.

Mr. Sherrard locked up

the important documents

and they set forth. He

occupied himself with his

note-book as they drove

to the station and on the

way down by trainâ��Niel

fancied to avoid further

questioning, and strove to wait patiently as

might be. The short distance to the lawyer's

house was very quickly walked.

" Come in here, Dorrington," said Mr.

Sherrard, ushering the young man into a

study and leaving him to himself.

In two minutes the door opened again.

" Mrs. Sherrard says you want me," began

Daphne, as she took a step into the room.

" Oh !" she ejaculated, shrinking back at

sight of him.

He was at her side in a moment. " So I

do, as I never could want anyone or anything

else on earth."

' Butâ��butâ��Ah ! no ! " striving

to with-

Sherrard

draw herself. " How could Mr.

break faith with me ? "

"There has been no breaking faith, my

darling â�� a wonderful discovery has been

made. Think of what you would most care

to hear."

" My mother ? "â��in a low voice, a hot

flush covering her face.

" She was the beloved wife of Edward

Lenster."

" Is it true ? Are you sure ? " almost afraid

to believe, her eyes eagerly searching his.

"His wife?"

" Absolutely.

We hold the

proofs. Only "â��

seeing that the

happiness the re-

velation brought

was almost more

than she could

bear, and trying

the effectof a little

jestâ��"you called

yourself proud,

you know, and you

are now heiress to

great wealth.

What am I to do

if you reject me

again ? "

" Proud ! Ah,

Niel, I shall

never be

proud but of

one thing

nowâ��I know

the true

value of

your love."

M A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY HAS BEEN MADE."



Some Curious Fancy Dresses.

By Framley Steelcroft.

HE way in which this article

came to be written was, like

its subject, rather peculiar. I

was speaking one night, on the

spacious floor of the Royal

Opera House, Covent Garden,

to an individual whose appearance was, to

put it very mildly indeed, a little out of the

common. He called himself "Capital and

Labour," and certainly was a perambulating

allegory. Exactly half his person was

clad in faultless evening dress, while the

other half represented a typical labouring

man, wearing a grimy cap, a rough guern-

sey, cord trousers hitched up with a

strap, a red handkerchief, short clay pipe,

and a navvy's boot of ponderous dimen-

sions. This half also carried a tin tea bottle

and a shovel that had seen much service. I

should mention that the old cap and the

section of a glossy silk hat were spliced

together for the one head in a very

masterly manner.

" Capital " smoked a

Turkish cigarette, while

"Labour" contented him-

self with an indescribable

clay, touching his cap

occasionally and borrow-

ing a light from his friend

and master close by. At

intervals these two per-

sons in one shook hands

with each other amid the

applause of a non-demo-

cratic but strangely-

assorted multitude. The

wearer of this costume,

however, clearly had cause

for these periodical de-

monstrations, for he

ultimately secured a very

valuable prize.

Somewhat similarly,

" Convict and Judge"

were typified on the

person of a single indivi-

dual, the printed legend

running, " 'Tis years

since last we met";

and a gentleman dressed

as half postman and half housemaid was

labelled " United Service." I saw all these,

and hosts of other living jokes, from a walk-

ing " Wedding Cake " to a " Pirate 'Bus ";

and then, assisted by Sir Augustus Harris, I

set to work to procure photographs and

sketches of some of the most unique cos-

tumes ever designed.

My first example needs some little

description and explanation. This is the

" Billiard Table," designed and made by

Harrisons, of Bow Street, with the avowed

intention of securing the combination dining

and billiard table which figured among the

valuable prizes to be awarded at a par-

ticular ball; I may say here that the dress

was successful in this respect. The arms,

legs, and boots were made, appropriately

enough, of mahogany satin ; and the frame

of the table was of wood and wire, covered

with real billiard cloth. A first-rate set

of match-balls, specially made by Bur-

roughes and Watts, were

suspended here and

there on the green sur-

face ; a string of coloured

pyramid balls was worn

round the neck. The

wearer carried a cue in

his hand.

The head - dress was

partly a green shaded

billiard lamp, and partly

an ordinary table lamp.

Electric light wires were

concealed in the body of

the costume ; and on the

wearer's hips were two

specially made Verity

storage batteries, which

would enable the electric

lights to burn for eight

hours. The back of this

costume represented a

di n i ng-table laid for several

personsâ��table-cloth, ser-

viettes, knives and forks,

glasses and flowers, all

complete. These articles

were kept in position by

fine wires.
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OUR BACK GARDENâ��FRONT VIEW.

From a Photo, by C. E. BtacK, Fulttan

The next illustration given here is the front

view of the extraordinary costume entered on

Sir Augustus Harris's list as " Our Back

Garden." It was worn by its designer, Mr.

Bruce Smith, the well-known scenic artist,

who evidently has a perfect genius for devis-

ing quaint and symbolical dresses.

It will be seen that the lower part of the

wearer's legs are incased in flower-pots, which

are of papier-mache, and from which spring

creeping plants and flowers ; the same idea

is ingeniously carried out at the arms, flower-

pots being made to serve as gauntlets, and

trailing plants being conducted up on to the

shoulders. The middle of the body repre-

sents a grotto half covered with various

flowers and the drooping grass often seen on

rockwork ; this extends to the green wooden

trellis-work that covers the breast. Around

the neck is coiled a length of garden hose,

the nozzle of which hangs gracefully down.

The headpiece is particularly ingenious : a

green watering-can, the spout of which does

duty â�� perhaps more than duty â�� for the

wearer's nose.

Now look at the back view. Here we see

a great sheet of dun-coloured canvas painted

to represent bricks, and bearing a familiar ad-

monition. Finally, the top of the garden wall

bristles with murderous-looking fragments of

bottles and broken glass; and two weird,

unearthly-looking cats hold communion on

the top thereof. But let no reader imagine

that these felines remained quiescent during

the festive evening. On the contrary, they

played an important part in the conspicuous

success of the costume, for, by means of

strings worked from the wearer's pockets, they

went through spasmodic gyrations at un-

expected times, after the manner of their

world-renowned Kilkenny prototypes.

It would seem that the designing of success-

ful fancy dresses is a lucrative business. I

question whether the " properties" that figured

in " Our Back Garden " cost a five-pound

note; yet the night Mr. Bruce Smith wore

this dress he was awarded first prizeâ��a solid

silver coffee service, worth nearly Â£foo.

Moreover, the very next night Mr. Smith

donned his unique costume at the skating

OL'H HACK GARDEN â�� HACK VIEW.

From ft J'hoto. by t. ft Btack, Fulhtim.
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Fnmthe] A NIGHTMARE. I Original Sketch.

carnival at Olympia, and won a carriage and

pair, valued at a hundred guineas.

'I he " Nightmare " explains itself; so does

that curious combination dress which was

registered as " An Injin." It is amusing to

From tin) AN injin. [OriginalSketch.

note, however, that on the original sketches

I have before me as I write, the artist has

drawn numerous " aside" designs for the

guidance of the practical costumier, For

instance, in a corner of the "Nightmare"

sketch there is a " plan of hoof," showing how

the wearer's foot is to be inserted. Then,

again, there are front and back views of the

" Injin," a " plan of rails," and certain

pictorial hints about a "grassy bank" that

might take the place of the telegraph pole

shown on the wearer's body.

The " Irish Harp " is a beautiful design by

M. Commelli, formerly designer to the

Come'die Francaise. I met this artist in

From the] AN IRISH HARH. [Original Sketch.

Harrisons' one day, and it then occurred to me

to ask him how he got the idea for this grace-

ful costume. I thought that in this particular

instance I should light upon some interesting

incident showing how fortuitous trifles assist

the costume designer. Nor was I mistaken.

It seems that on one occasion Mr. J. A.

Harrison and M. Commelli were discussing a

forthcoming fancy-dress ball at CoventGarden,

and the former wanted a pretty and original

dress which his wife might wear thereat. The

artist stood for a moment in thought, and then

idly drew from his pocket a handful of money,

the uppermost coin being a new half-sovereign,

on which was shown the Arms of the United

Kingdom. Seeing this, M. Commelli cried:
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" I have it' She shall go as an

Irish Harp." And the rough sketch

was prepared then and there.

The material of the skirt con-

sisted of sixteen yards of woven

golden wire, made in Paris at a

cost of two guineas per yard. It

was cut in gores, and these were

lined out in fine gold and spangled.

The bodice was of figured brocade,

made in England. It was orna-

mented on the front with large

golden leaves ; and on the breast,

shoulders, and hips were large

green shamrock leaves, also lined

in gold. The head-dress consisted

of three shamrock leaves.

Altogether, there were fifteen

leaves, which were of tinted silk,

and each was 9m. high and 6in.

broad. Attached to the back of

the bodice was a reproduction of

an Irish harp, in brass, also a pair

of golden feather wings. The harp

From a 1'hoUt. by\

" CKACKEU."

Frimlthe] A STRIKING COSTUME. [Orioinat t

Vol. ix.- 8~

took four days to make, and its strings

were of fine gold cord ; it stood out from

the back about 4ft. at the widest part. The

hose was of golden wire, spangled, and the

shoes were cut from golden satin. A long

golden wig was worn, which reached past the

waist, and, of course, divided on each side of

the harp, concealing the place where it was

joined to the bodice.

I pass over " A Striking Costume," which

scarcely needs explanation.

The chief machinist at the Covent Garden

Opera House, Mr. H. Stanford, wore the

quaint costume called " Cracked," though it

was originally designed by Mr. Bruce Smith.

It will be seen that the head represents a

huge walnut, which has yielded (at the

wearer's mouth) to the persuasion of the big

nut-cracker. The last-mentioned article was

something of an incubus to Mr. Stanford,

for it was 4ft. long and weighed nearly

2olb., being all of wood, turned by a
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carpenter; it was subsequently silvered all

over by the property-master. Sundry expres-

sive colloquialisms were typified on this dress,

such as "Off His Onion," "A Tile Loose" (the

tile dangled from the wearer's watch-chain),

"A Bit Off," and "Touched." The two

latter appeared on the back, the "bit off"

being a piece of cloth torn from the old

frock-coat; whilst a dab of white paint show-

ing finger-marks conveyed the idea that the

garment had been "touched."

Here we have the back and front views of

a costume entitled "English Sports." A

Rugby football is placed upon the head,

which is inclosed in a fencing-mask, and the

two wheels of a safety bicvcle are seen on the

theatrical and fancy dresses the best paid in

the world. Asked what sources he drew

upon for ideas, this artist replied that he had

the almost inexhaustible treasures of the

British and South Kensington Museums to

help himâ��not to mention ancient manu-

scripts, miniatures, and tapestries. The

name of Bernhardt, it appears, is anathema

to the designer. Although the great trage-

dienne will pay eighty guineas for a design

that pleases her, it is usually the case that

the artist has to prepare eight or even ten

finished sketches before his inexorable patron

is satisfied.

I have before me as I write the photograph

of a costume entitled " Somebody's Luggage."

From the]

ENGLISH SPORTS.

I Original 1

shoulders. Distributed about the front of

the body we see a tennis racket, a set of

stumps, a bat, a pair of golf-irons, and a pair

of dumb-bells. Around the waist is a belt

of grass, fringed with tennis balls ; and one

hand is incased in a boxing-glove, while the

other holds a fencing-foil. It will also be

seen that the right leg is, so to speak, in

shooting costume, while the left is fully

equipped for cricket. On the back is

depicted a grass-fringed lake, rather more

than the whole of which is taken up by an

out-rigged racing skiff, propelled by an

earnest athlete in an aggressive red-striped

blazer.

In passing, I may mention that M.

Commelli considers English designers of

I refrain from publishing it, however, because

it is supremely ugly, though the idea is

ingenious. In this costume the wearer, when

standing still, looks exactly like a railway

porter who is trundling a lot of luggage up

the platform. All one can see of the man is

his face ; the rest is mainly luggage, above

which project the two handles of the trolley.

The body is composed of especially-made

portmanteaus and small boxesâ��all labelledâ��

besides wraps, umbrellas, sticks, and a folded

copy of Tit-Bits. Underneath is seen the semi-

circular iron support that characterizes the

ordinary two-wheeled railway trolley. The

wearer of this " dress " made his way with

infinite labour to various parts of the

crowded ball-room ; and to lend additional
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YUUK OIL HIGHNESSâ��FKONT VIEW.

From a Pkoto. by HUUtt Savnderi.

colour to the role he was playing,

he roared "Mind yer backs !" from

time to time in a manner that

suggested Liverpool Street in the

height of the holiday season.

"Your Oil Highness" is surely

an original and peculiar costume ;

it won an Indian canoe worth

fifteen guineas. The head - dress

consists of several salad oil bottles,

grouped round a big funnel; a red

and bushy wig and moustache were

worn to impart a fierce look to the

princeâ��who, by the way, wore

beneath his singular trappings a

rich tunic of green plush. Round

the neck was a white ruffle, and

on the shoulders, two railway oil

cans. On the breast was a big

papier-mache oil jar, bearing the

title of the dress; and the trim-

ming consisted of "property"

bottles of oil, funnels, and real

bicycle oilers. From the back

depended a regal ermine robe,

covered with paper, whereon was

depicted a tank of the " best colza,"

with tap, funnel and receiver, all

complete.

I now show another of Mr. Bruce

Smith's symbolical costumes â��

" London " â�� which won a fifty-

guinea Ralli-car the first night it

was worn. On the head is seen

the dome of St. Paul's â�� a papier-

mache model from eighteen to

twenty-four inches high. The dome

itself was of a greyish hue, suggest-

ing the action of time, and it was

supported on white pillars. Two

Beefeaters, i2in. high, stood on

ledges on the shoulders; and Mr.

Smith's own countenance was

adorned with laurel leaves and

other adventitious details in order

that it might convey the orthodox

idea of the immortal Gog; Magog

is seen in the back view.

On the front of the tunic is

from a Photo, by] YOUR OIL HIGHNESSâ��BACK VIEW [Hilit it Saundtrt.
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beneath which a steamer is

passing.

Mr. Harrison was one day glanc-

ing through a book of French

designs when he came upon a

plate depicting a knight in full

armour. Suddenly he conceived

the whimsical notion of manu-

facturing a suit of armour entirely

of /amies' bustles, and using it as

a fancy dress with which to com-

pete for prizes.

So far so good. The next step

was to procure a sufficient number

of bustles. Mr. Harrison applied

to every likely wholesale and retail

firm in London, but his quest was

in vain. Not only were bustles

a wholly obsolete item of women's

dress, but the very machinery that

had made them was broken up.

At last, after twelve months'

search, the well-known costumier

managed to find a few dozen

bustles in the shop of a YVest-

LONDONâ��FRONT VIEW.

From a Photo, bit HUlt .1 Saundert.

depicted the Arms of the City of

London on a plaque of white

satin; also a section of the

Thames Embankment â�� lamps,

trees, and all. Round the wearer's

waist is a string of " property"

turtlesâ��evidently an unkind cut

at sybaritic aldermen. It will

readily be seen that in this photo-

graph Mr. Smith holds the Monu-

ment in his right handâ��an exact

facsimile, and a very massive and

weighty affair, 7ft. high, made

entirely of wood, and with a gilded

top.

In the back view are seen the

City sword and mace and the

Lord Mayor's chain of office.

There are also depicted the Tower

of London, Westminster Abbey,

the Houses of Parliament and

Big Ben, Charing Cross Railway

Bridge, the Royal Exchange,

and the new Tower Bridge,

From a Photo, by\

LONDON â�� BACK VIEW.
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A KNIGHT OF THE BUSTLE.

From the Original Sketch.

end milliner who was selling off an

old stock.

Armed with these, he set his staff to

work to make the ingenious costume

known as the " Knight of the Bustle."

It was found, however, that the bustles

purchased could not be used, except

as patterns, and the workpeople were

about two weeks in .making-up imita-

tions of them, which could be adapttd

to the requirements of the costume.

The under dress was composed of

steel-coloured tights ; and bustles were

used as coverings for the legs, arms,

hips, body, and helmetâ��all over, in

fact ; so that when the wearer was

fully dressed he really had the appear-

ance of a mail-clad warrior. In-

deed, the resemblance was a little

too close, rendering it necessary

that the wearer should carry on

his lance a banner, on which the

title of the costume was inscribed

in letters of while tape. The

plume of the helmet, too, was of frayed

whalebone.

A very different, and far less elaborate,

costume is the " Lemon Squash," also re-

produced here. The whole of the squeezing

apparatus, including the big lemon into

which the wearer's head fitted, was made in

one piece by the property-master at the

Adelphi Theatre; of course, it was silvered

over, and, had it been a little smaller, it

would have been an ornament to any fashion-

able bar. The body was entirely of papier-

mache, representing a monstrous tumbler of

greenish glass ; and the froth at the top was

made from ordinary cotton wool. The

sleeves, fashioned to resemble bottles of soda

water, were of the same hue and material as

the body.

As one may judge from the attitude of the

wearer, " Lemon Squash " was anything but

a comfortable dress in which to move about.

As a fact, the wearer had first of all to be

lifted into the body; then the squeezing'

apparatus was fixed on and the froth arranged

in a thirst-provoking manner.

From a Fhoto. by] LEMON SQUASH. VHUlt <Â£ Saundert.
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SING A SONG OF SIXPENCEâ��FRONT VIEW.

From a Photo, hy HWi it Saunda-t.

In the last costume reproduced in

this article, the designer was at great

pains to render the wearer a walking

nursery rhyme. Taking the ever-

familiar " Sing a Song of Sixpence "'

for his theme, he commenced by

placing as a centre-piece a sixpence

as big as any ordinary dinner-plate.

Then, lest perhaps misapprehensions

should arise, the property coin was

set, as it were, in a circular frame,

whereon was inscribed the title of

the immortal story.

The " pocket full of rye *' duly

appears; so do the " four and-twenty

blackbirds baked in a pie." The

dish is seen poised on the orb of

the crown. Obviously the pie is open,

and the traditional song of the birds

was contrived by means of a pneu

matic whistle, the tube of which is

plainly shown in the reproduction.

The kingâ��that is to say, the left-

hand half of the wearer of the costume

â��has two bags of gold which he can

take to his counting-nouse and count

out at his leisure; though, judging

from their size, this should not be a

lengthy task.

For the queen (the right-hand half of

the costume) a small pot of honey has

been provided. Now look at the back

view. Here a property maid, nearly 3ft.

high, is clearly seen hanging out some

linen, though we may be permitted to

doubt whether they used wooden

clothes-pegs at this period.

The maid's nose is missing. This

is as it should be, for the organ has

been " pecked off " by the blackbird

hovering above. It is necessary to

mention that this bird went through

certain strange evolutions when the

wearer of the costume pulled a hidden

wire. Thus the nursery rhyme was

carried out to the letter in such an

ingenious and painstaking manner,

that the judges awarded to the wearer

of " Sing a Song of Sixpence" a

splendid billiard - table worth fifty

guineas.

From a rhito. ill] SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE. [flilll <t Saitmkn.
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A Story for Children. From the German.

KING once lived in Holland

who had heard a great deal

about a wonderful ship that

could sail over sea and land,

and he wished very much to

possess it, but no one could

procure it for him. At last he caused it to be

proclaimed in all lands that whoever would

bring him such a ship should have his only

daughter for a wife. A rich peasant heard

this proclamation, and said to his three sons :

" We have here a whole forest of trees,

with the finest firs and pines in the

world, and many a trunk has already

been sent by us to Holland; I think

one of you might make such a ship, and

marry the Princess and then become King of

Holland, which is much better than being a

peasant in the Black Forest."

The young men agreed with him, but

they quarrelled about it among themselves,

until their father decided that the eldest

should try first.

So the next morning he went with his

servants into the forest and chopped away at

the trees until the fine old trunks cracked as

if they had been bean-sticks. As chopping

wood and building ships make one very

hungry and thirsty, the old peasant sent bread

and cheese and a large cask of wine into the

forest, so that his son and the workmen might

keep up their strength, and be able to build

the ship that was to travel over land and sea.

As they sat on a tree-trunk talking of the

Princess of Holland, an old man with a large

hat came along and asked for food and drink,

as he had travelled a very long way. But

the young man would not give him anything ;

he had to build a large ship for Holland, he

said, and had nothing to spare for vagabonds.

" You might as well leave it alone," murmured

the old man, and disappeared into the thicket.

And this was true, for they cut down nearly

half the forest and accomplished nothing.

When the eldest son declared he was un-

able to build the ship to sail over land and

sea, the father sent his second son into the

forest, and gave him skilful workmen and a

large waggon with wine, cheese, and bread,

so that he might succeed in his work.
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The old man with the large hat came to him

also and begged for food. But the young

peasant replied in like manner that he had

nothing for strangers : he had to build a ship

to sail over land and sea.

" The beautiful wood is much to be re-

gretted," murmured the old man, and dis-

appeared into the thicket.

And he was right; the peasant and his

workmen cut down nearly the whole forest,

but built no ship.

At last it was the youngest son's turn. His

name was Hans ; he was a good-natured,

quiet fellow, who did not think much of

himself, but he always applied himself

earnestly to his work. He had been

several days with his men in the forest,

and had cut down a great many trees, when

the same old man came to him and asked

for food and drink. The young man imme-

diately stepped to the cask, handed him

bread and wine, and bade him sit down and

rest. The old man thanked him, sat down,

and enjoyed his refreshments. " What are

you doing with all that wood ?" he asked,

after a time.

Then the young peasant told him of the

ship for Holland and the hitherto fruitless

work. The old man laughed and, rising

from his seat, said, " No one can make such

â�¢* 3g m

"now you will hear from me no mor*.'

a ship, not 'even you and your workmen,

though you were to cut down the whole

forest. But I have such a ship, and because

you were kind and good I will give it

to you, but in the meantime you must

make that trunk into a mast; now you

will hear from me no more." With these

words he disappeared. The next morning,

in the opening of the forest stood a noble

ship, with sails and pennons, only the

mast was wanting. Hans and his men soon

set up the mast, then he stepped into the

ship, but as soon as he was seated the ship

began to move slowly through the forest as

if it were on the sea. Then Hans placed

himself at the rudder and made the vessel

move to right and left, and backwards and

forwards. It obeyed every movement, and

when Hans cried, " Hio ! hi! " off it ran in

haste as if fifty horses were harnessed to it.

" Now Holland is won," he cried, joyfully,

and presented himself proudly before his

father's door. The old peasant could hardly

believe his eyes : he was amazed that the ship

should have fallen to the lot of his youngest

son, in whom he had the least confidence.

But he had a large cask of wine, a pair of

scales, and a great many loaves of bread and

cheese placed in the vessel, so that his son

might not want anything on his journey, and

then with a " Hio ! hi !" away

went Hans to Holland.

When Hans and his ship

had left the Black Forest he

saw a man standing by the way

who had a crossbow and was

aiming up at the heavens.

Hans, astonished, stopped his

ship, and asked him what he

was doing. " I wish," said the

man, " to shoot a young eagle

who will fly up to the sun, for

that is not allowed. I am

aiming at his left eye, so that

he may be killed at once."

Hans looked up at the hea-

vens, and looked and looked,

but could see nothing, the bird

had soared so high. The archer

took aim, and whirr, whirr, a

beautiful golden brown eagle

fell at his feet with an arrow

in its left eye.

Hans was much pleased with

the man, and asked him if he

would go with him to Holland ;

perhaps he might make his

fortune. The archer did not

take long to decide, he stepped
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into the ship, and they continued their

journey. Soon they saw a man holding to

his ear a tube as long as the longest cane

that ever grew. Hans stopped in amazement,

and asked what he was doing with the long

tube in his ear.

" With it," replied the man, " I can hear

anything I wish within a circle of a thousand

miles."

"Just listen, then," said Hans, "to what

they are saying in the King's

palace at Holland."

The man obligingly put the

tube to his ear and listened.

" They are speaking of a ship

that can sail over land and sea,

and the Princess, who is laughing,

says that no one can make such

a thing."

" Come in and travel with me,"

said Hans, " perhaps you may

make your for-

tune." The man

did not require to

be asked twice; ^>

he climbed into

the vessel, and they

journeyed on to-

wards Holland.

Suddenly they

beheld a great

cloud of dust rising

out of a forest, and

when they reached

it, there sat a man

beating the dust

out of an enormous

pair of boots. In

answer to their in-

quiries, he said that

he was a celebrated

swift runner, and

had started early

that day from a

Bavarian forest.

On the way he got

so dusty passing

through a large

town in Swabia,

that he had been

already two hours

beating the dust

out of his boots,

and was now exceedingly tired. Hans asked

if he would not travel with them.

" Why not ? " said the man. " Give me

something to drink to wash the dust out of

my lungs, and I will travel with you to the

end of the world." Hans naturally could find

Vol. ix.â��90.

THE MAN PUT THE TUBE TO HIS EAR

AND LISTENED."

no fault with this speech ; he gave the runner

meat and drink in plenty, and so they arrived

in Holland cheerful and content. Hans

went at once to the King's palace, obtained

an audience, and said, " I bring you, oh

King, the ship that travels over land and

sea, and wish to marry the most gracious

Princess."

The King looked at the ship, but would not

believe in it until Hans invited him and his

Ministers to take

a trial journey.

They stepped in

and, lo, the vessel

moved just as they

wished, fast or

slow, backwards or

forwards, and it

had this great ad-

vantage, that it did

not stop at every

hostelry as the

King's post-horses

did.

And when they

had taken a jour-

ney on the great

Zuyder Zee there

could be no doubt

that Hans had ac-

complished the

appointed task, and

the King went to

announce to his

daughter that her

bridegroom Hans

had come, and de-

sired to pay his

addresses to her.

But when the

Princess saw him, she said she

would never marry a peasant who

wore leather breeches, had nails in

his boots, and could not under-

stand one word of Dutch ; even if

he brought with him ten ships

that could sail over land and sea.

Then was good advice preciousâ��

the King consulted his Chancellor,

who suggested that they should

weigh the Princess with gold, so

that Hans, as the Princess was a

stately lady, would receive two

hundred ducats. But Hans would not agree

to this ; he said the King must keep his

word, or fill his ship with gold as compensa-

tion for his disappointed hopes.

Now Holland was in great distress, for the

ship was so very large that it would take all
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the treasures in the kingdom to fill it The

Ministers held council after council, but

could come to no satisfactory conclusion,

until at last an old councillor, who had been

set aside, suggested they should tell Hans

they would agree with his demand if he

within six hours brought a flask of water from

the stream of life, so that the Princess might

be cured of the convulsions into which she

had fallen every hour since the offer of

marriage.

The stream of the water of life lay far

away, more than sixty hours' distant, in a

large forest, and the crafty

Hollanders thought they

could lay a snare for Hans,

who was ignorant of the

country, and deprive him

of his reward. But they

reckoned without the swift

runner, who, with the

others, was very fond of

Hans, and had liked to

drink the wine in his ship.

When Hans heard the

King's conditions, he said

"Yes" at once, and pro-

mised to procure the water,

not in six, but in three

hours, on hearing which

the old King became quite

cold with fright.

The swift runner put on

his large boots and ran so

fast that within an hour he

had reached the stream

and filled the flask with

the water of life; then, as

he was very warm, he sat

down under a tree to rest

awhile. Now, Hans had

set the man with the ear-

tube to listen if the runner

went the right way and

carried out the instructions

he had received. He

listened for an hour, and from time to time

nodded, well satisfied with what he heard.

Suddenly he cried :â��

" Oh, misery ! the swift runner has fallen

asleep : I hear him snoring in the forest."

Then Hans was very troubled and shivered

with anxiety; but the archer told him not to

fear, he would soon wake him. Then he

took a pebble, put it in his bow, and shot at

the sleeper.

" Halloa, he is awake again now," he cried,

joyfully, and within half an hour the swift

runner returned with the water of life and

AWAKE AGAIN NOW.

murmured something about the length of the

journey, for he would not acknowledge he

had fallen asleep.

Now it was impossible for the Hollanders

to escape, they had to empty their treasure-

chambers and fill Hans' ship. At this time

the King had an ingenious tax-gatherer, who

suggested to him three new taxes by which

he could refill his treasury : one on Dutch

tobacco, one on gloves, and one on the

musicians' instruments (at that time they had

no pianos to lay a tax on). But the old

councillor thought of another way to save the

Royal treasures. He said

Hans had entered the

country without a pass,

and, therefore, could be

seized for examination, and

the ship and treasure taken

from him by force; in

Holland they called it to

confiscate. With this sug-

gestion everyone was well

pleased. They therefore

resolved to let Hans set

out on his homeward

journey, and take the ship

from him by the way. But

the clever Hollanders

reckoned without the man

with the ear-tube and the

sharpshooter.

When Hans had set

forth with the ship filled

with gold, the King called

his chief tax-gatherer and

ordered him to take one

of his regiments and start

in pursuit, confiscate the

ship and treasure, and

banish Hans and his com-

panions from the country.

Now the man with the

ear-tube did good service.

Hans knew the whole

affair about as soon as

the tax-gatherer, and consulted with his com-

panions how they might frustrate the King's

evil design. Then the swift runner stepped

forward and said the archer was the man,

for to shoot the riders or' the legs of the

horses with pebbles would soon put a stop

to the pursuit. So saying he ran to the beach

and soon returned with a heavy sack filled

with beautiful round pebbles.

The story goes on to say the tax-gatherers

had hardly started when klapp ! klapp ! the

horses of the foremost riders fell lame and

could go no farther. Their chief cursed and
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swore, and ordered the second party to ride

forward and the charge to be sounded, but

it was in vain : in a moment the horses all

hobbled like lame ducks, and the trumpeters'

faces turned blue and green, as, in spite of all

their efforts, no sounds came from their instru-

ments. Now, the archer was the cause of all

this, for he shot the horses on the

legs, and shot pebbles into the

trumpets, so they could give forth

no soundsâ��in Holland they call

them blasts. At last, as the chief

tax-gatherer with the third party

sprang over a hedge in which grew

many hedge-roses with long thorns,

the archer shot the chiefs horse

on the legs, and the animal sprang

up and threw his rider on to the

sharp thorns, which held him so

fast that he could not get free.

For the tax-gatherers to cut away

the hedge with their sabres and free

their chief took a considerable time,

for the chief was a heavy man;

besides, they did not know how

they should set to work, as "the

setting free from hedges " did not

appear in their rules. Thus Hans

had sufficient time to reach the

borders undisturbed, and the Hol-

landers had to pocket another disap-

pointment. With a " Hio! hi!" he

journeyed to his home, where he

and his companions were well re-

ceived, as they brought the ship

full of gold with them.

They at once unloaded their

treasure, and the sacks containing

the crown-pieces and ducats were

carried like sacks of corn to the

barns, for there was no room in the

house for so much gold. But this

is noteworthy : as they emptied the ship it

grew smaller and smaller, until at last it

disappeared. Hans thought the old man had

taken it back, that he might reward some well-

disposed young man with it at a future time.

Hans gave half the gold to his father and

brothers, and with the other half he bought

a splendid house with large grounds, where

he dwells in a lordly manner with his three

travelling companions. The people call him

" The Hollander," and he is still very hurt

at the refusal he met with in Holland, and

very angry and annoyed with all women. He

THE SHIP GREW SMALLER AND SMALLER.

has, however, declared that if he finds a

maiden who is beautiful, clever, and indus-

trious, a good houskeeper and experienced in

cooking, he will not be averse to marry; he

does not look for fortune, only she must not

be a Princess.
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Moral.â��the liveries and escutcheons of the great add nothing to their fame if their actions class

them with the vulgar.
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X. THEY WERE SO HAPPY UNTILâ��

2. SHE CAUGHT HIM AT IT ONE

DAY, ATTITUDINIZING WITH BABY'S

BALL AND THE NURSERY FIRE'

SHOVEL.

3. REMONSTRANCES AND THREATS

WERE ALIKE UNHEEDED.

â� EH

\

4. SHE IS LEFT A GOLF WIDOW. 5. WOMAN - LIKE, SHE VOWS 6. HE STAYS AT HOME NOW, BUTâ��

VENGEANCE, AND HAS IT.

C-* .

7. SUBSEQUENT REMORSE ON HER 8. SHE SEEKS AND FINDS CONSOLA- 9. SO DOES HE.

SIDEâ�� TIONâ��

A GOLF EPISODE.
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conditionB i-f sale an- entirely in the purchaser's favour! il i A *tivn

"..u---1 nn mints: with -â� wen watch, (21 Tr.ndatn,' trial allowetl. (8) Month

rrtia-m.-d if wt m!i*t*tru*ru. H. White's (iuide Book of ladies'and

gents' watches from -Jl â�¢ to i'to. went gratis and post free to tiery reader

who mentions "Thk Bruno Mauazive." Hankers: Bank of England,

and Manchester, LivenÂ»ixil, and District; P.O.O. payable to H. W,,

.1*.

H. WHITE

Watch Manufacturer,

104. MARKET STREET.

Corner of Fountain Street {next

to Lewis'si. MANCHESTER.

The

KODET

The Kodet can be employed with Film by the substi-

tion of a Kodet Roll Holder for the Double Class Plate

Holders. i

Light, Compact, and Simple as the Kodak. Takes

pictures $\ x 4,\, 4 X 5, and 5X7 inches, $1 x 4] " Folding"

with one double plate holder weighs only 2 lbs.

Improved shutter for time and instantaneous exposures.

Ground glass, and hinged door, for fine focussing.

Either single view or rapid rectilinear lenses of splendid

quality.

Covered with leather, and handsomely finished in

polished mahogany or quartered sycamore and brass.

Prices from Â£3 3s. to Â£6 15s.

Mannfactnrri solely by

EASTMANPh Materials Co. Ltd.,

115-117 Oxford St., London, W.

PARIS: 4 Place Vend6me.

100 YEARS' REPUTATION u an VNEorALLED REMEDY

for INDIGESTION, HEADACHE, HILUlCSNESS. STOMACH

and LIVER COMPLAINTS

SPLENDID TONIC. GENTLE APERIENT.

NORTON'S

CAMOMILE

PILLS

PERFECTLY SAFE.

Free from Injurious Drugs.

Sold in C ul. - is. 1 Ail., '.h. 9il.. itn<l 111., of all Medicine Vendor?.

JJo mat U pertmaded to aectfi Â» tvMimte, 'ml in*i*t on having

" Nonius's CaMOHILS Pills"

Prepared by NORTON'S LTD., II, Bmtal cVioam, LONDON, E.

THE " HOUSEHOLD" BEDSTEAD.

MILD AND

Enormous Succe

Absolutely the a

Cheapest Bed-

stead on Earth.

Will Last a

Lifetime.

Increasing Sales !

Brass

Mountednjxl

handsomely

â�  relieved with

Gold,:tft. wide,

6ft. itaL long,

and including-

['..[. n(

Cable Edge

Bti 1 1 Wire

â� tsmuMS.

Write for ip.v

new Catalogues

of Artidt.c

Furniture.

I tedding,

I'eraml â� . 1 : â� 

Ac, for

complete

Furnishing,

Punt Free.

ARTHUR DALE, 62, Church St., Birmingham.

The LONDON SHOE Co.,

WHOLESALE BOOT FACTORS.

SINGLE PAIRS SOLD.

SATIN SHOES

Price

THE LARGEST

STOCKS

In the World.

Price

Thin aoM tlMH*err. at half a . â�¢,.â��..,.

20,000 Pairs in stock in SO different Colours.

AKT SIZE <>R BALT-S1U HV RKTl'RK rUST.

Write for Price List with 240 Illustrations.

City Warehouse: 45a, CHEAPSIOE, E.C.

Branch Warehouse : 116 & 117, NEW BOND STREET, W.

All Letter, to Cheapttide.

BULMER'S

Six distinct Varieties, made from the

Finest Vintage Fpuit of Herefordshire.

Also Cider and Perry in small casks.

AWARDED ONLY COLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1888.

and in Bottle, has given great satisfaction.

Full Particulars and Price List t

H. P. BULKIER & Co.,

HEREFORD.

The Cider may be ordered direct from the Makers or

through all respectable Wine Merchants and Stores

in the United Kingdom.

CIDER
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LIZARS' "RANGE" GLASSES

For Field and Marine Use.

The Highest Power Glasses procurable.

A best ordinary field glow magnifies 4 times.

The "Range" Glaatfg magnify ft, 8, and 11

times, and combine in tbe most perfect manner

high power, iwrtabrlity, and definition.

The focussing arrangement is a novel one.

When once focuued the ghuw in ready for use at

any time without further alteration, an adv&n-

i tsge which wilt at once commend itself to all

L users of Field and Marine (ilasaes.

I Hj'ricvs in beat case, irith strap, to magnify 6 fifties,

35 - ; 8 time*. 50,'- ; 11 timet, 6a â��

~ Mr. H. Rl-spkll, Portland, writes: "The 'Ramus' Field Class

da the most powerful pair I ever looked through. I tested them

Against a pair of Binocular Telescopes, which cost 7 guineas, and yours

BjlTl much better definition."

Major Savacjk, R.E., writes: "Your 'Range* Field Glass combines

in a remarkable degree high power, clear definition, portability, and

â�¢cheapness."

Rev. Canon Havdx, LL.I>., Askheaton, writes : " I consider it admi-

rable and very powerful, and contrivance for regulating focus ingenious,

.-simple, and most effective."

Lieut.-Col. Fvsk writes: "Your ' Range' Glass gives great satisfac-

tion, Flea-te jB-nd ine another tbe Â»arae.â�¢

Ordinary Field Glasses, from 10/-. Price lists free. Post free in

Britain, 2.6 extra to any Foreign part.

LIZARS'

"CHALLENGE" HAND CAMERA

The smallest, most portable, and most service-

able Hand Camera in the world, absolutely free

faun complications. It has all the l*Mt features

>>f all tbe so-called beat Cameras, as well as the

f"U'iwing,viz., Rising and Falling Front, Swing

Back, Rack Focussing Arrangement, Focus-

Mm; Screen in Mahogany frame with Holm I

attached, a best Thornton Pickard Time and

Instantaneous Shutter.

Camera forms its own Carrying Case.

Fig. 1 shows the Camera closed and ready for

the pocket.

Fig. 2 shows the Camera open and ready

for instantaneous work.

PRICES, including three Ixrst

double Dark Slides and Focus-

sing Scn-on, Hiin.l.y 4tin.,with

a best R. R. Lens, with Iris

Diaphragm working at F 8 - '

Do., w itli Taylor* [lolwron Lena

Do., with Goerz Lena - -

Pkick Lists Fbkk.

J* LIZARS, Manufacturer,

101, Buchanan Street, GLASGOW.

Â£4 10 o

5 10 o

9 0 0

SEND TO THE FACTORY

For all requirements in Watches, Jewellery, &c,

and save middle profits.

SAMUEL'S WATCHES Iff

LARCEST SALE

in the world.

II. Samuel's Celebra-

ted "Acme" Watch

in solid sterling silver

caw, stamped ; three-

quarter plate JeweHed

movement, crystal glass,

for lady or gentleman.

Kngraving shows lady's

small nite with richly

engraved case and hand-

somely (decorated dial.

I* e r f e c t timekeepers.

Worth 3 guineas. nc ,

II. Samuel's price Â£d -

Supplied also In '

Solid Real Gold

(stamped) Case.

II. Samuel's price 4;)/-

Worth double. A '

5 years' Warranty

with each watch. A

Month's Free Trial

allowed. Full amount

returned if dissatisfied.

Send this announce-

ment from 'Tuk Strand

with all

to all readers, H. Samuel's

New Illustrated Catalogue

and Price List, containing

nearly 1,800 engravings of

Wonderful Bargains in

Watches and Jewellery, in

Gold and Silver, Diamonds,

Plate. Clocks, Cutlery, 4c.

Large and incredible re-

ductions on ordinary prices.

Hundreds of interesting

testimonials from wearers

of H. Samuel's specialities.

MaoAsm

orders.

H. SAMUEL U&gggy

II. Samuel's Solid Real Gold

Safety pin Brooch, set with pearls.

Any initial supplied at same n *

price. H. Samuel's price V/U

Every description of jewel- *'v

lery at similar reductions.

07, 00, 101,80 A

121 "'

FOR YOUTHFUL APPEARANCE.

BEAUTIFUL HAI3,

IMPERIAL M DYES E

ONE LIQUID

No. 1.. Black

No. 2.. Dark Brown

No.3. .Light Brown

jj0 4 j Golden Brown

( or Auburn

No. 5. .Pure Golden

No. 6

Brodie'a Hair

Grower

and Restorer

how to colour

Your Hair

With Perfect Safety.

A Valuable Aid

to

Harmless, Perfect,

Permanent ft Odourless.

Clear, no Sediment.

2/6, 3/6, 6/- & 10/6 (SECRETLY PACKED).

J. BROD,E4l MUSEUM STREET> LONDON

Established 1868. Once Tried, Always Used

Medical Certificate

With Each Bottle.

GOSMOSINE

The ANTISEPTIC SALINE for the BATH & TOILET-WATER,

IMMEDIATELY SOFTENS HARD WATER.

Refreshing and invigorating, Itelightful to the Skin.

Prepared l.y COSMUSINE CO.. Uranby How, "

Order thrvugh Chemiata, i'erfumera, or Storea Everywhere.

Boxes, Is. and 2a. 6d.

DrGrevs FAT REDUCING Pill*

Al>solutely safe, permanent and rapid cure for obesity. A special pre-

paration for Hunting Men, Jockeys, and ntuM>om case* (either aexl

which ha\e resisted other treatment. AMmninnl Obeaitv a SperiaUtv-

2/9 ami 4 6.1 i ir box, plain wrapi>er, pout free to any jwrt of the World.

Dr. T. OCT, 57, VfPMptl Street, Portland Naff, MWDM, W.
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BEF?AR1'FRAME FOOD'DIET. E,

[Age 12 months.]

[Age 20 months.]

A WESLEYAN

MINISTER

writes :

" I enclose two

photos, of my

youngest child, that

you may see the

contrast after

having the ' Frame

Food Diet. It

would be a splendid

advertisement,

i. mining of course

my name.

I shall only be

too glad to answer

any enquiries ad-

dressed to me, and

shall not fail to

make it known, out

of pure gratitude

for what it has done

for my own child,

once so near death,

and now so full of

life."

Xante and A ddrea

of above will be

given on applica-

t on to the Frame

Food Co.

Best and Cheapest Cooked Food.

1611/

Compare price,

weight, and value

of other Foods.

For Infants, Invalids, and Everybody.

Contains Extracted Wheat Phosphates.

Wheat PhOSphateS (not chemical phosphates) supply the building material for the

Human Frame, If Children are to grow up straight-lim'>ed and "Strong thtvir Food must con-

lain sufficient of these organic Phosphates to form and sustain the bones, muscles, teeth,

brain, &c.

'* FP3.IT1G FOOd ** Diet is the only food containing the organic phosphates extracted from

Wheat Bran, which are so vitally necessary for the development and vigour of the Human

Frame :" it is therefore the best food for Infants, Invalids, Nursing Mother*, &c. In process

of manufacture the action of the Extract upon the starch converts it into dextrine, thereby

rendering " Frame Food " Diet especially suitable for the weak digestive powers of young

Infants and Invalids :

ChildPeil grow stout and strong while using it; Invalids find it restorative and in-

vigorating :

Nursing* Mothers are greatly benefited in the flow and nutritive nature of their milk ;

and tne same unique phosphatic nourishment replenishes the drain on the system of Expectant

Mothers, with the best results for both mother and child.

To enable anyone to test the truth of the above we will send %-lb. Sample, in a Handsome Enamelled Box, FREE% on

receipt of yd. to pay postage. (Mention this Magazine.)

Sold by Grocers, Chemists, tr*c., rn fins, /lb. at //-, 4/bs. at j/<?, or sent, carriage paid, by

FRAME FOOD CO., LTD., LOMBARD ROAD, BATTERSKA, LONDON, S.W.
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JOHN NOBLE, LÂ° MANCHESTER

KNOCKABOUT FROCKS

FOR CIRLS ffijHfSSJ;

Cheviot Serge with saddle top,

long full sleeves, nnd pocket (colours

fame as the Ladies' Ui.ti Costumes),

FROM

1/6

EACH

WRECK OF THE "ELBE," AND

LOSS OF 335 LIVES.

MISS ANNA BOECKER, the only lady survivor, was

at the time of the ca.ta.'.troph'' wearing a Costume made

fmin the JOHN NOBLE CHEVIOT SERGE, and though

immersed five hour* in salt water the Costume has nut

shrunk, nor dews it appear much worse for the severe

exposure. This Costume is now being exhibited in the show

window of our establishment, 11, Piccadilly, Manchester.

1'ostage 4jd- extra.

Xote thy following low prices:â��

Lrnirths 21 'J4 i!7 30 SSllL

Price 1 6 2- 26 3 - 3 Sen

Length*

Prt a

. 4'2 4'iin

4 - 4 6 5 - 5 6Â«i.

EVERY PURCHASER

DELIGHTED.

Tha lengths sti

aif from top

neck-band to

of skirt

front.

Noble's Novelties

In Dress Fabrics for Summer Wear,

including hundreds of Novel Artistic

Denigns and Colourings, are unani-

mously recommended by the leading

journals of Fashion ladies every-

where are invited to writo at once

for

John Noble's

Large Box

containing

Over 1,000 PATTERNS

nt post free on approval to any

address.

The value and

vari'i-tv will

delight all.

DIRECT FROn THE

LARGEST FIRM OF

COSTUME HANUFACT-

URERS IN THE WORLD.

These Costumes arc made in The

John NobJc Cheviot SerÂ«e, in

Black, Navv, Brown, Myrtle,Tan,

Bronre-Creen, Ruby, Grry or

PrÂ»b, and are supplied at the ri-

diculous price of IDs. ftd. each,

packed in box and carriage paid i'd.

extra. Thev are known all over the

world St have crc.ted a complete rev-

olution in the cost of Ladies' garments

thi:

GCJUl

MEDAL

AWARDED. V

OVER1.000 WORKERS.

MOST REnARKABLb

VALUE EVER PRODUCED.

, THE PHESE.NT DESIGN EXCELS

^V, ALL PREVIOUS ONES

V m cverv rrspect. The style is better, the cut la

superior, aua the make ant] ttiiish beyond all

criticism, thin adiliiig In a triple degree to the

already marvellous value of these Costuiuet,

which are trimmed with fine silk cord, and .

have secured beyond a doubt the admiration of the j

world. Each Costume packed in box ft sent carriage 1

pai 1 '.'d. extra. Sites in stock tit any figure op to do I

ins ro.in i bust underarms; larg.r sizes Is tki extra f

THE ADMIRATION OF THE WORLD

DON'T MAKE ANY â�  lA^^ HIGHEST DIPLOMA &

MISTAKE! I M MIMA**, GOLD MEDAL

106

56

LADIES'

COSTUME

SKIRTS,

In the Fashionable Wide Shape, are

supplied In the John Noble Cheviot

Serge, as follows: Costume skirts,

un trimmed.

JOHN NOBLE'S price

(ioÂ». 6d.) is not for the

mere dress length, but

for the complete

Costume, made up

and rcadv for in - aJ-i

mediate Wear. Patterns also Illustrated

"Book of the Serge' and

Fashion Sheet of other Costumes for Ladies' and

Children's wear, sent Post Free to any Trader of

The Strand .Magazine, .-ippiioauon to

JOHN nobij: i.ta

U, PICCADILLY.

MANCHICSTKR.

were awarded for the above

Costumes at the British &

Colonial Industrial

Exhibition. Man-

chester. October,

PRICE

89

YOUNC

MISSES'

COSTUMES

THE JOHN NOBLE CHEVIOT SERGE (RegU)

PRICE

ONLY

Each Skirt packed in box and sent

carriajre paid for 6d. extra. Colours:

Black, Navy, Brown, Myrtle, Bronte-

Green, Ruby, Grey, Tan, or Drab.

Is a Fabr c of world-wide fame and durability. It is K2in.

wide, does not spot with rain, and may be washed whenever

necessary. Thin Fabric has never been equalled at the price, ,

and so far as wear and general appearance go, might

reasonably be said to be worth anywhere between 2a, fid. and

3s. 6*1. per yard. - Colours: Navy,

Brown, Myrtle, ^"W / ^% Bronze-Green, Ruby,

Grey, I>rab, Tan, J / or Black. Every

reader can secure a mi mf^k

SIX YARDS FOR | ' U

or oiaoa. tvery

Full Dress Length of

Sent carriage paid

for 9d. extra.

in a tew design tlint lias quite taken

the public fancy. Just the thing for

regular wear, being made hi the John

Noble cheviot Serge, with prettily

gathered front, full fashionable

sleeves, and shaped belt. The skirt

is trimmed four rows

of narrow black Russia

Braid, the cuffs, collar,

and belt of bodice

being trimmed simi-

larly. Colours: Bbv-k,

Navy, Brown, Myrtle,

Bronze-Green, Ruby,

Tan, Drab, or Grey. Price onlyfia. 9d.,

carriage 9d. extra. When ordering

please state whether skirt is required

33 or36in. long.

8/9

JOHN NOBLE, D=MANCHESTER
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HIVE

Delicious. Wholesome. Refreshing.

Prepared in silver-lined Pans.

Highly prized by all.

Flavoured with Ripe Fruit Juices.

Dr. GORDON STABLES, R.N., says: "Jellies that

really add to our health and luxury."

Half-pints, 2id. Pints, 4!d. Quarts, 8d.

S. CHIVERS & SONS,

Proprietors of the First English Fruit Farm Jam Factory,

HISTON, CAMBRIDGE.

CHIVERS' CUSTARDS

and CHIVERS' BLANC

MANGES- 2d. and 3d.

packets and 6d. boxesâ��

two more delicious and

digestible additions to

the dinner and supper

table. Made by simply

adding milk and boiling.

A CHILD by the aid

of CHIVERS' SPECIALI-

TIES can make a

CUSTARD, a BLANC

MANGE, or a JELLY,

of which any Cook

might be proud. Of

Crvcers ana Stores.

â�¦ THE

LARGEST

BUYERS

Â«SÂ» * Â«SÂ» Â«BÂ» Â«BÂ»

OF

â�¦ OLD

FULL VAI.I E IX 0A8B

â� RUT HY

RKTUKM Of POST,

roa all

PARCEL!) RECEIVED, I

FALSE TEETH*

Â«OR

DISUSED

â�¦SETS FALSE

TEETH *

â�¦IN THE

Â« WORLD.

E. D. and J. B. PHASER,

false Teeth Material Merchant., Â«JÂ«

1>R OFFERS HADE,

ASK Rm

HELD OVER

rSTIL ACCEPTED.

Â«8Â» Â» Â»

Princes Street, Ipswh u

Â«BÂ» Â«BÂ» Â«9Â»

<tÂ» Â«eÂ» Â«gÂ»

STAFFORDSHIRE

CHINA.

â�¢n"? Carriage Paid (2/- extra Scotland or Ireland) we

will forward direct from the factory this charming and superior

China Tea Service in rich Blue and Gold, or Vandyke

Brown and Gold (Sample Cup and Saucer for 12 stamps).

Please do not forget it will l>e CARRIAGE PAID and care-

fully packed. A beautiful and lasting present. Contents : 12

Cups, 12 Saucers, 12 Plates, 2 Cake Plates, 1 Slop and 1 I

Jug, 40 pieces.

For 17/6 we will forward Carriage Paid (2/- extra to Scotland

and Ireland) this complete Dinner Service on Pure White iron-

stone China, with lovely new design in Peacock Blue or Silver

Grey. Contents of Service : 36 Plates (3 sizesX 5 Meat Dishes,

2 Covered Vegetable Dishes, 1 Complete Sauce Tureen with

Ladle and Stand, 1 Butter Boat. If required we can add a

Soup Tureen and 12 Soup Plates for 6/6 extra. Don't forget,

CARRIAGE PAID. On goods for export we pay carriage to

English port and ship at lowest rates. Buy China fresh and

bright from the Potteries.

Our AVw Catalogue (a real work OJ art), containing

numerous illustrations 0/ Tea, Coffee, Dinner, Dessert and

Chamber Services, is nolo ready, and wild be tent to any

address FREE to intemiing purchasers. Bodged and Crested

IV'are/or Schools, Clubs, Hotels, <Srv.

HA8SALI. Â«Sc CO.,

Charles Street, Hartley, Staffordshire Potteries.

THE KENTBUR1 PATENT BAG

A'o protruding frame, bulges, or mtneU.

Unsurpassed for Strength and Rigidity.

Stand* ojxn at illustrated.

Sixe Cowhide, Best Cowhide,

â�  Lined Jean. Lined Leather.

loin, 22e ^ . ( ao;.

lain. 37 S I Jâ�¢ J 35 .

141n. 32 e ) 8ewn \ 40 -

Carriage Paid in United Kingdom on

receipt of P.O. IMce Lists Free.

BRONSDON A SCALES.

46, Queen Victoria St., Londuu, England.

GOLD MEDAL, HEALTH EXHIBITION, LONDON.

bengers

FOOD

For Infants

Invalids and the Afad

Delicious, Nutritive, and Digestible.

' Mr. Benger's admirable preparations."

, â��The Lancet.

Retained when all other Foods are rejected. It is

Jimd uable."â��London Medical Record.

" Rcnger's Food has by it* excellence established a

reputation of its own."â��Tkt Brit. Med. journal.

" Deserving of the highest praise."

â�� The Practitioner.

Benger's Food is sold in Tins by Chemists, &c.r everywhere.
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CERAMIC ART CO.

Packed Free

Potteries.

A Splendid Opportunity! Direct from the Potteries!!

Ltd., Hanley, Staff, jobs w. cooper.

Manaoing IHrtetor.

Packed Free

The

"Queen Anne" Combination Tea and Breakfast Service.

Thin wonderful net has now Wen fitted, at jrreat cost with oar patent

SLIDE LID TEA POT. Tin- covt-r slid.-* in a ltoovc, and cann.-t

full off. A boon t > even' householder. Nnestra charge. The rest of the

net 1* of a DKWt elegantly modelled china shai>e in semi-ivorceluin, deeo.

rated with the famous " (^ucen Anne "design, and most chastely finished

ami beautifully traced in Itest Kniilish gold, consisting of ;t& articled.

This genuine triumph of British manufacture consist* of

6 Tea Cujw and Saucers

t; Tea Plates

:i Breakfast Cup* and Saucers

3 Breakfast dates

â�¢J Cake I "late*

] Slop I. . â�  â� 

1 Covered Muffin IHth

Paektd fru 10 6.

1 Tea Put, with patent slide lid,

as illustrated.

I ( n-am Jug

1 Large Set of 3 Jugs .just re*

modelled)

i Hot Water ,i ugi wi t h best quality

I'atent Lever Mount, nuitc newt

A charming effect In Peacock Blue on a pure Semi Porcelain

Body.

Thisjierfect triumph of the fictile art, consisting "fâ��

5 Meat DttoM (measuring fr. m

Ihis jieri

IS Meat Plates

19 Tart Tlates

12 Cheese Plates

10* to 154 iiU

2 Kull-me ^ egeta

â�¢ cgetable l>iahesand

2 Sauce Boats

tan now he obtained direct from our ovens fresh, bright, and new. for "

15Â». 6d. We confidently assert that BO finer lalue has ever been

offered We also supply to match the same service Twelve Soup Dates

(Full-site l, a Soup Tureen holding three pints, with stand complete.for

7a> extra. The Complete Service. Soun l'latesanil Soup Tureen included,

is finished and beautifully traced in nest English gold for fit lis. 9d.

Send I' 0.0. at onee

THE THREE SERVICES

(Breakfast. T* a, and Complete 1-inncri, all Â»m anils, and

lieautifiilly traced in Iwst Knglisli gold, are packed together

and forwarded to any Railway Station in England.

lAoa/'f tie cro**fd I to atvid -i ,â� )â� >'â�¢><â� â� â�  Â«t

..irrinirr.

Taid,Tor

N.B.-Crests, Monograms, and Badges made a speciality, either for large Private

Sole Manufacturers of the " <JNFRACTURABLE SURFACE PLATES"

Â£2 2s. 3d.

or for Hotels, Schools, Ac.

IS, Restaurant*, Clubs

OF ALL GROCERS.

OF ALL STORES.

POULTON & NOEL

"BELGRAVIAN" BRAND.

Nina Prize Medala Awarded. Gold Medal, Antwerp, 1804

ORDER FROM YOUR GROCER

povi-Tonr Â«st sjoel s

BELGRAVIAN ROLLED OX TONGUES,

In Cardboard Boxes and Tins.

PRESSED BRISKET OF BEEF, in CardUard Boxes & Tins.

POTTED MEATS, imhinn.Tars and Tins.

Sam le Tin T'-ngue. pf-st free, ns ltd stami* Sample K>>x Beef.

|xjÂ«t free. Is. 9d. stamps. Sample Tin or Jar Potted Meat, pott

free 7d. stamps.

BELGRAVIAN WORKS, LONDON.

Kuhliiiur, have Clothes Winter, s

U< iue Brighter.

^\CkW and HO Cjfj

VFN'IC CHAD tâ�¢',I"', Hand labour, rlpan- Paint. Bcruhe

It. MOO OWMr Floor*, doe* any Homebold Waahing

quickly and effectually.

MAKES LINENS SPOTLESSLY WHITE.
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THE FIRST GRAND 'PIONEER' REDUCTION SALE

By Messrs. F. HODGSON & SON, the Well-known Carpet Manufacturers of the City of Leeds,

To THK I.N'FLUENT! AL READERS OK " THX StRAXK MaOAZIXK,** AND XAY HOT ATFEAR AGAIX.

This Is the first announcement of a Reduction in the price of our manufactures for ten long years, and Is of great

Importance to parties furnishing.

Colossal Sale of Rich Velvet Pile Real Brussels

HEARTHRUGSr

The " Queen'* Royal " Household Carpets and Hearthrug* are extolled

by all the Nation* of the Earth,

Gigantic Sale of the ** Queen's Royal" Household

a - HEARTHRUGS! a/-"

In UEVKRSIBLE RICH TURKEY PATTERNS, measuring 6ft. long

and aft. wide. These HEAKTlIRlMiS hare rained a world-wide

reputation for MAdNI K1CENCE, CHEAPNESS, and UTILITY

haviugno equal. Registered New Designs, and considered Works of

Ait. Thousands of Repeat Orders and Testimonials received, giving

the highest satisfaction.

SPECIAL OFFER. Thrue for 5s. 9d., Six for lis. 3d.,

Twelve for 22s.

The" Queen's Royal " Household Carpets and Hearthrugs are patronized

by Royalty, Nobility, and Clergy from all parte of the Empire.

Gigantic Sale of the " Queen's Royal " Household

Reversible Rich Turkey Pattern

Trade Mark on all

Good*. Beicare

of Itn datum*.

CARPETS

~ \ Trade Mark on all

" I (food*. BetKtre

S I of

Imitation*.

Admittedly the Cheapest In the World. Woven without warn.

Altogether superior quality, with handsome bonier to corresjMind. A

marvel for excellence anil beauty. Thousand* of As peal Order* and

Testimonial* received, giving the hUihest satisfaction. When ordering,

please mention if for lied. Dining, Drawing, or tiitting-)vom, and any

particular colour preferred.

6ft hy m. }

9 6

lojft by

12ft.

8ft liy 9ft

11/6

l'-ft by

12ft

6ft by 12ft

> tj <

12 6

9ft by

15ft

9ft by 9ft

13 8

12ft by 13tft

9ft by 104ft,

IS 6

12ft by

15ft

Oft by lift

17/6

lÂ»ft by

18ft.

9ft bylStft. .

L 19/8

12ft by

21ft

<2Â£

r 20 6

22/6

21/6

25 6

28 6

33 6

38 8

6/6

6/6

In rich Oriental and Indian Art Designs, measuring (tft. by 3ft., which

for price, real value, weight, and richness of manufacture will be

found unapproachable.

SPECIAL OFFER. Three Rugs, 19s.; Six for 37s.

Melville Caetle, Ulasswade, Midlothian, June 1st. â�� The Right

Honourable the Viscountkss Melville writes; "I am very pleased

"d like *

with the 'Royal' Velvet Hearthrugs to hand, and _w 011 Id

more Hearthrugs. Her ladyship would also like two

four

. Velvet Carpets at

39s., one ditto 60s. 6d., to match them. Cheque Â£S 14s. Inclosed,

COLOSSAL SALE OF RICH VELVET PILE

I BRUSSELS CARPETS

Extraordinarily Heavy, very Best Quality, Newest and Choicest

Designs. In Old Gold. Sultan, Terra Cotta, Crimson, Sky. Navy, and

the latest colours. With handsome border to correspond. Guaranteed

to wear for years and give every satisfaction. The sizes and prices as

follows (all ready for putting down) :â��

REDUCED SALE PRICE LIST.

41ft by

6ft. by

7|ft by

9f t. by

9ft. by 1

7ft, 11/- 1 VELVET f 9ft, by 12ft., 38/-

9ft., 18/- PILE lift, by 12ft, 47/-

9ft., 23,'- }â�  BRUSSELS -( 12ft. by l:ilft., 59/-

Â»ftâ�� 28/'- CARPET 12ft. by 16ft., 69

Hft., 83V- J SQUARES, t 12ft. by 18ft, 77/-

Altogether superior quality, with handsome border to correspond.

i marvel of excellence and lÂ»*auty. Thousands of repeat orders and

estirnonials received, giving the highest satisfaction. When ordering,

lease mention if for Bed. Dining, Drawing, or Sitting Room, and any

articular colour preferred.

H.R.H. Prince L. of Battenberg.

H.R.M. Priors K. Bigit, Sism.

Marquis of hreadalbane.

Marquise de Biddle Cope.

Lord Farnham.

Lord Henry Fitzgerald.

Lord I ah'.

Sir Henry de Bathe.

Sir Henry BslUngbsm.

Sir E. H Blair. Bart.

Sir L. Lacon.

Sir 1*. Cayley.

Archbishop of York.

Bishop of Capetown.

HEM AUKS.â��A lady customer writes complaining that we send out

too large a carpet for the money. Be this so or not, we send out no

Carpet measuring less than 6ft by Of tâ��even for 3s. 6tL

TEST THEM. THEY WILL SURPRISE YOU.

Is the High Court or Justice (Chancery Divisio>L HODGSON v.

WEBB BROTHERS.-On the 18th day of July, IP90, his lordship

Mr. Justice Cbitty granted an interim injunction, restraining Messrs.

Webb Brothers, of Hackney Wick, from infringing Mr. Freak. Hodg-

son's Trade Mark " Eclipse," No. 93,774 (Leeds).

EXTRAORDINARY REDUCTIONS.

100,000

1 ECLIPSE

Guaranteed Genuine Bargains.

Sale Ciice

This Gigantic Offer is a Special Contract,

made with readers of This Strand Maua-

sine only. We will forward direct from the

looms to anv address on receipt of amount,

A GENUINE WOVEN, SEAMLESS

REVERSIBLE CARPET, the largest ever

sold at the price. Suitable for Sitting-room or Bedroom, Bordered and

Woven in Art Colours, large enough to cover any ordinary-sized room,

as cn advertisement for our goods.thus saving any Middle Profits.

Remember these are Woven, not Printed, and are made of a material

almost equal to Wool. Thousands of these Carpets and Rugs have

already been sold at almost double above prices. An " Eclipse" Rug

sent with Carpet, 1/- extra.

_ , . KiLEt*.Castle. M agent, Co. Kildare, 17(A August, 1H94.

LADY EVA FITZGERALD writes: "The * Eclipse1 < arrets supplied

by Messrs. F. Hodgson A Son- her ladyship is much pleased with them."

SPECIAL OJb"Jb"_fcJXl,.

Two farppts and Two Ru^g 8/-, or Four Carpet* and Four Ruir* 15/1

Value unequalled in the Annals of Advertising. As a favour." kindly

Examine and Compare these I 'arpat*.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

It may not occur again.

Sale

Price

A STOCK OF WADDED QUILTS,

Toraliums, or Bed Covers, at an Q/fi

Enormous Reduction to Clear Out. â��â��.,,

l.OOO PATENT WADDED QUILTS, Covered with Oriental

Turkey Chintz, and on reverse skle another beautiful floral design.

Size, 56 GO Inched These Quilt* are offered below anything in the

Wholesale Trade, and cause the greatest consternation to the Buyer,

wondering how they can be produced for the money.

Special Offer: 3 QUILTS for 10/-, or 6 for 19 6. or 12 for 38 -

H.I.H. Eugenie de Christoforo.

Princess Palo3ologoe Nicenhoro*

Commence.

Princess de Croy.

Dowager Marchioness Londonderry.

Dowager Marchioness Downshire.

Duchess of Wellington.

Duchess of Richmond.

Marchioness of Breadalbane.

Marchioness of Hastings.

Marchioness of Drogheda.

Marchioness of Bute.

Countess Dowager Lady Thomas.

Countess Dowager of Morton.

Sale Price

3/6

EACH.

CARPETS

Sale Pi

3/6

EACH.

Do not mtss this opportunity.

"THE STRAND MAGAZINE" CARPET COUPON, 1 6 95.

On receiptor this Coupon and P.O. orStami* for amount, weguaran-

tee to send any goods as above to your address in any part "f the

United Kingdom. (Signed) P. HODGSON 4 SON.

Cash returned in full if not

PRODIGIOUS SALE of the "PRUDENTIAL"

REVERSIBLE CARPETS

Reversible, woven throughout with handsome border tc

richly blended in several colours to suit any furniture.

correspond;

Made in 10

<roduction of much care, labour, and

sizes only. These carpets are the ]

forethought, and are made in handsome sou eiaoorate ihu tenia (wiucn

are protected by registration). They combine the rich blended colours

Â«.f the Tnrkisb and Persian with the elegant designs of tile Wilton.

Brussels when laid

These goods

down, and cuuuuu m

celled in durability

nnot he distinguished from real

lot he ex<

Reduced

Sale Price.

5/6 each.

' 7/6

8 6

0/6

Size.

6ft by 9ft.,

Tift, by Oft,

9ft by 9ft,

Oft by lotfi.

9ft by lift, 11/6

10|ft by 12ft, 13/6 â��

12ft by 12ft., 15/6 â��

12ft. by 13,ft, 17/6 â��

12ft by lift, 10/6 â��

12ft by 18ft, 34/0 â��

When ordering, please

mention if for Bed, Dining,

Drawing, or Sitting Room,

and any particular colour

preferred.

Illairquhan, Maybole,

N.B., August 3rd, 1894.â��

Lady Hunter Blair writes:

** Will Messrs, F. Hodgson

k Son send her another

' Prudential' Carpet, same

as be fore .crimson and gold,

dimensions. 9ft by lOjft

Cheque inclosed."

A Reversible Prudential Hearthrug (R*gd.> to match

above Carpets, sent for 1/6 extra, size 2yds. long and

lyd. wide. Special Offer. Three Hearthrugs for Â«s. 3d.,

or Six for 8s., or Twelve for 15s. 6d., sterling value.

We rely upon spontaneous Repeat Orders from our Clients for the Maintenance of our Trade. Established nearly Quarter of a Century

All orders dispatched same day in rotation as they arriue by post Cheques and P.O.'s payable to

F. HODGSON & SON, Man^tuM^Â£tp.rer9' WOODSLEY ROAD, LEEDS.

TcLKORArmc Address : " ECLIPSE. LEEDS." N.B.-Eoreign Orders executed and packed free, Â»nd shipped at lowest rates.
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11 The Health and Vigour of an individual

depend* upon the quantity and Quality of the

Blood. when the tissues have been at work

there are thrown into the blood waste products,

and if these be not eliminated, but (through any

cause) detained in the blood, they influence nu-

trition and function and finally produce organic

disease.*1 â�� The Humanitarian. In cases of

Scrofula, Scurvy, Eczema, Bad Legs, Skin and

Blood Diseases, Pimples and Sores of all kinds,

the effects of Clarke's Blood Mixture are

marvellous. Thousands of wonderful cures

have been effected by it. Clarke's Blood

Mixture is sold everywhere, at 2s. 9d. per

bottle. Beware of worthless imitations or

substitutes.

Photograph and __

"'All about the Kom

16 page Illustrated Booklet,

tombi," sent upon receipt of

penny stamp for postage. Address as below.

FREE

The photographs are samples of work dona by the

famous " KOMBI " Camera.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

gMERA

Snap-Shot or Time Exposure.

" KOMBI,"

Complete with strip of

film for 25 Exposures.

/-

Not a Toy.

Scientific.

Practical.

Size. 2in. X 1: In.

Weitfht, 4oz.

Takes Pictures l:ln. In

Child t

l Operate 1

n Pocket.

25 In One Loading.

Each Camera Guaranteed.

If not on sale by your dealer, sent post paid on receipt

of price by

ALFRED C. KEMPER, Manufacturer.

ADAMS & HAYDEN, Managers.

36, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

208. Lake St., Chicago. I 10. Taubenmtraue. W., Berlin-

Dr. WOOLLFF'S

PRECIOUS MAGIC DROPS

For the Instant relief of Spasms,

Indigestion, Cramp, Diarrhoea, or

Cholera.

Families should never be without

this wonderful remedy.

Sent post free for 1/9 per bottle, or three

bottles for to any part of the United

Kingdom by ARTHUR WILSON.

i34, Brooke Road. Stoke Mewington,

London, Jv., England.

MAGIC DROPS.

SOLD EVBRYWHfcKB.

fU/Um alt Imitation*.

. Send for pamphlet on the

i&nagementof Children." Post

Free from Ridge's Royal Food

Mills, London, N

Woods' Patent Galvanized Steel Wipe

MATTRESSES & BEDSTEADS.

Carriage Paid and Liberal Cash Discount allowed.

g> # Exhibited

Guaranteed for

Five Years,

Please mention thin Maim?:

CARRYING

ONE TON

Liverpool, Hanfhester,

and other Eihibitious.

Show Rooms:

128, BOLD STREET

LIVERPOOL.

Catalogues and Prices free on application

to the

Longford Wire, Iron and Steel OoM

Limited,

i. WARRINGTON.

Abates B.Â«ow*$2

Â«%t' guinea

Pillars lin. Sides Hfn. strong tubes.

Double Woven Wire Mnttress.

Patented Hide Fattening* u-hurh I'revent

Sagging.

Bottom Frame in one piece.

All iron and fleet, no woodwork.

Full detiils and large illustration with

prut'* of rk-diling, also complei

illustrated prie- "â� 

9 SPRING BEDSTEAD.

RILEY. 31, Albert Straet,

Showrooms at tame address.
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Mr. Gladstone and Tea-

Drinking.

Mr. Gladstone is a great tea-drinker. He rarely misses

his afternoon tea, and he invariably drinks two cups,

while he usually takes strong tea if he is up late reading

in his wonderful library at Hawarden. Sir Andrew

Clark, who guided the Prime Minister in matters

of diet, never forbade this constant tea-drinking;

indeed, he frequently

recommended it to

patients, but he was

always careful to

insist upon the tea

being pure.

Now in these days,

when so much inferior

tea is sold, our readers

should know that

Johnson Johnson &

Co.'s 2s. pure tea, in

Xlb., ^lb., and lib.

packets, can Ije abso-

lutely relied upon for

purity and delicious

syrupy liquor. See

analyst's report with

each packet. It has over 30 years' reputation, and

can be obtained from grocers and agents in every

town. As a test they will send you a nice sample

and nickel-silver spoon upon receipt of two penny

stamps. Write to-day, naming our Magazine, to

Messrs. Johnson Johnson & Co., 50, Southwark

Bridge Road, London.

Gbe Westminster

Mall papers

Beauty for the House.

Pleasure for the Eye.

Economy for the Pocket.

ESSEX &Co.WallPaperPrinters

114 &, 116, VICTORIA STREET,

WESTMINSTER,

AND ESSEX MILLS, BATTERSEA.

and if you feel so

tired." Tennis

players and every-

ne should know

that headache, fatigue,

and used-up feelings,

so often experienced, can

be instantly removed by

Bishop's

Citrate of Caffeine,

one of the most wonderful

discoveries of modem times,

pleasant to take, and most

refreshing to ladies after shop-

ping or sight-seeing. It ob-

tained the highest award at

the Paris Exhibition, 1889,

and is strongly recommended

by The Lancet and British

Medical Journal. Of all

Chemists and Stores, at

is. lid. and 2s. 6d.

In the February number of "The

Strand Magazine we headed our ad-

vertisement with the word "Exema."

A few days afterwards we got a post-

card from an irate etymologist, with

simply the following words on it :â��

'ema

please note.

P.8.â��" Antexema " is a certain cure for

Eczema and all Skin Eruptions. It is sold by

Chemists and Stores, or may be had post free

for 1/8, 2/9, or 4/9, of the Antexema Co.,

83, Castle Road, London, N.W. Send for our

little book; it is free.

We have pleasure in telling our

readers that if they write to the

Direct Trading Company, Man-

chester, they will send by return

samples of all the latest novelties

direct from the Swiss looms. The

patterns comprise hem - stitched

embroideries in choicest designs;

Swiss works, with real Torchon edg-

ing; imitation Madeira needlework,

both edgings and insertions to

match, in exquisite designs, prices

from 1 d. to 2s. 3d. per yard. Any

length cut. The patterns are sent

-free, to any reader of " The Strand

Magazine, and all orders are car-

riage paid. Write to-day to The

Direct Trading Co., R. Dept., 19,

Mount St., Manchester.
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The tongue is more sensitive than

the skin.

If you want to know what kind of soap

you are usingâ��TASTE IT by rubbing

the tip of the tongue upon it.

VINOLIA SOAP

does not burn the tongue or taste of

cocoa-nut oil, sugar, or irritating scents,

and is therefore the soap for the com-

plexion.

VINOLIA SOAP Premier, 4d.; Floral, 6d.; Balsamic, 8d.; Toilet (Otto), lOd. ;

Vestal, 2s. 6d.

VINOLIA SHAVING SOAP (Sticks).â��Premier, 6d. ; Toilet, Is., Is. 6d., 2s. 6d. ;

Vestal, 2s. ; (Flat Cakes) Premier, Is. ; Toilet, 2s. ; Vestal, 3s.
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Vinolia

IS A SOOTHING, HARMLESS, EFFICACIOUS CREAM.

It is useful in

Sunburn, Itching, Insect Bites, &c.

The "Baby" reports: "For acne spots on the face, and particularly for eczema, It Is undoubtedly

efficacious, frequently healing eruptions and removing pimples in a few days. It relieves Itching

at once."

and J./9 per Bosc

Vinolia

Powder

SOOTHING, SOLUBLE, SAFE.

FOR

REDNESS, ROUGHNESS, TOILET,

NURSERY, Â«ScC.

The "Lady's Pictorial" reports: "Superseding the old-fashioned toilet powders, which are apt to

cause acne spots on the face by blocking up the pores of the skin."

IN WHITE, PINK, AND CREAM TINTS.

X/- and. 3-/9 per 3Bo:
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ENJOYED BY MILLIONS.

UNITED KINGDOM TEA COMPANY'S TEAS

FIRST HAND, DIRECT FROM THE GROWERS,

EXCEL

ALL

OTHERS

1/-, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9, & 2/- a lb.

7, 10, 14, or 20 lb. packed in Canisters; 40, 60, or 100 lb. In Chests

without txtra Charge. DELIVERED CARRIACE PAID.

THOUSANDS OF PACKAGES SENT OUT DAILY.

Write for Samples,Isent Free,'-and taste and judge for yourselves.

EXQUISITE COFFEE

Of Delightful Fragrance and Aroma,

IMMENSELY BETTER THAN COFFEE USUALLY RETAILED.

â� f/4, t/6, f/8, & f/fO a lb.

TRADE MARK.

Evert/one who knowi the luxury of a delicious cup of Tea or Coffee, and uAo studies

economy in household expenditure, dealt Kith the

UNITED KINGDOM TEA COMPY., Ltd.

Tea Merchants to H.R.H. the Prisce or Wales.

Tea Merchants to H.R.H. the Duke of Comsal-out,

Tea Merchants to the House or Commohs,

Ac., &c, Ac

Offices 8-21, MINCING LANK, LONDON. E.C.

*4NCE COtA**

Liberal Commission Allowed for Introduction of Buslne

AGENTS WANTED.

ERARD

Established 1780.

ABSOLUTELY

WITHOUT RIVAL.

In use In

all

the Royal

Palaces.

COTTAGE

OBLIQUE,

72 Quineas.

Mont Liberal Discount

ROYAL

PIANOS

18, GT. MARLBOROUGH ST., LONDON, W.

K-B'PAljHl up-Jo-PAH

LIKE A PACK OF CARDS I

FRENA

IS THE

HEW HAND CAMERA.

Useful alike for the expert or

the beginner.

Particulars of this unique

free on application.

R. & J. BECK, Ltd.,

68, Oornhlll, LONDON.

Wett-End Apmuâ��

Tin Lomdux STKRioscoric Co.,

1061108, Regent Street, W.

BROOME'S:MUSIC

No

63l

633

634

635

636

637

638

639

640

641

f'44

645

Just Published.

Oh 1 What Times (Comic Song)

g)

Catalogues

Poet Free.

Two Little Girls in Blue (Song)

Little Puggy Nailer (Song)

Woodland Elves (Piano Solo)

I Loves 'er All the More (Coster's Song)

Dariola (Brilliant Piano Solo)

Swedish Bridal March (L, Gautier)

Polish Mazurka (L. Gautier)

Two Little Girls in Blue Waltz (Illustrated)

Mary May (a pretty Song)

Dignity Gavotte (Sweetly Pretty)

Hopsack Rural Dance (L. Gautier)

Come to Me, Darling (Beautiful Song)

The whole of above, beautifully bound In Illustrated cover, 2m. 6d.

port free, forming No. 2 of

" BROOME'S NOVELTY ALBUM."

W. H. BROOME, 15, Holborn, London, E.&

13 COPIES

I pott/reeSSj-
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THE SIEGE OF BERLIN.

From the French of Alphonse Daudet. Illustrations by Sidney Paget.

HOW GAMES ARE MADE.

By Wm. G. FitzGerald. Illustrations from Photographs and a Painting by Hayman.

A BUSH STORY.

By Thornton Stewart. Illustrations by Paul Hardy.

FROM BEHIND THE SPEAKER'S CHAIR. XXII.

By Henry W. Lucy ("Toby, M.P."). Illustrations by F. C. Gould.

THE EXPLOITS OF BRIGADIER GERARD.

III.â��HOW THE BRIGADIER SLEW THE BROTHERS OF AJACCIO.

By A. Conan Doyle. Illustrations by VV. B. Wollen, R.I.

PORTRAITS OF CELEBRITIES AT DIFFERENT TIMES OF THEIR

LIVES.â��The Right Hon. William Court Gully, Q.C., M.P., Miss Frances Willard,

Giuseppe Verdi, Mr. W. W. Read.

STORIES FROM THE DIARY OF A DOCTOR (Second Series).

VI.â��LITTLE SIR NOEL. By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax,

M.D. Illustrations by Gordon Browne, R.B.A. â�¢

ILLUSTRATED INTERVIEWS. XLLâ��LORD ONSLOW IN NEW

ZEALAND. By Constance Eaglestone. Illustrations from Photographs by

Pullman, and Burton Bros., Dunedin.

REMARKABLE ACCIDENTS.

By James Scott. Illustrated from Sketches by the Author.

LENSTER'S-END.

By Mrs. E. Newman. Illustrations by W. Thomas Smith.

SOME CURIOUS FANCY DRESSES.

By Framlf.y Steelcroft. Illustrations from Photos, and Sketches.

THE SHIP THAT COULD SAIL OVER LAND AND SEA : A Story for

Children. From the German. Illustrations by H. R. Millar.

FABLES. X.â��The Ostrich and the Birds.

Illustrated by J. A. Shepherd.

A GOLF EPISODE.

By Miss E. M. J. Edwardes.

SUMMER SUN

Ladies will find

ROWLAND'S

KALYDOR

most cooling and refreshing for the com-

plexion, dispelling the cloud of languor and

relaxation, and allaying all heat and irritability of the skin.

Freckles, Tan, Spots, Pimples, Flushes, and Discolorations

are also eradicated by its application. Bottles 2/3 and 4/6.

Bold by Chemists and Perfumers.

V Ask for "ROWLAND'S" KALYDOR.

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.

EPPS'S

GRATEFU L-COM FORTING.

COCOA

BOILING WATER OR MILK.
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ROSE'S

LIME

JUICE

DELICIOUS, WHOLESOME,

AND REFRESHING.

THE FAVOURITE SUMMER BEVERAGE.

v FOOD v

For INFANTS and INVALIDS.

"High Tor Farm,

" Charnwood Forest, Coalville,

"February 18th, 1895.

"Mr. Mellin.

"Dear Sir,â��I haue pleasure in forwarding you

an unsolicited testimonial, with a photograph of my

little boy, taken when 12 months old. He has been

brought up entirely on Mellin's Food, is healthy and

strong, and affords excellent evidence of its nourish-

ing power. " Yours faithfully,

"MARY E. HOWE.''

MELLIN'S

FOOD BISCUITS

DIGESTIVE. NOURISHING. SUSTAINING.

For Children after Weaning, the Aged, Dyspeptic,

and for all who require a Simple. Nurtritlous

and Sustaining Food.

Price 'lÂ» per Tin.

of l'<

An Illustrated JMinphlet on the Feedm* Â»nÂ«l Ron rind of

1 Simple Tn-ntiiM' fÂ«T Mother*. Con-

nita .-f Healthy f'hiMrra,

Kinal Testimonial*, which

are ol the ft rente* t interest lo all mother*, to be had, with

Munplee free l>y port, on application to-

MELLIN'S FOOD WORKS, I

Infant* : a Practical a

Ltininft n In rife nunio

tone!her with Knoini
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